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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF AN ARMORED CRUISER
BY L. ST. D. ROYLANCE.

Very little if anything has been written regarding

the character and requirenient,s of an electrical plant on

board a man-of-war. It is evidentl}' a subject with

which but few engineers are familiar, and those who
are, have no doubt considered it of not enough import-

ance to mention in the various engineering discussions.

sufficient capacity for the proper distribution of the

electric current for lighting, power, etc. The lighting-

plant contains about 1400 branches and outlets consist-

ing of the following fixtures and appurtenances ; for

rigging, etc., above main deck ; top lights. Admiral peak
lights, masthead lights, side lights, towing lights.

Armored Cruiser "California.'

The writer will, therefore, endeavor to give in as brief

manner possible, a description of the electrical instal-

lation on board the U. S. S. California, as well as the

requirements exacted b}' the U. S. Navy. This armored
cruiser was constructed by the Union Iron Works of

San Francisco.

The installation consists in general of three 100

k. w. and four 50 k. w., d. c, generating sets, all of 125

volts pressure at the terminals ; and a switchboard of

double truck lights, and instrument lights. The ligiit-

ing fixtures for general illumination throughout the

ship are designated as follows : Single and double

brackets, desk lights, ceiling fixtures Nos. i and ,^, bulk-

head fixtures, bunker fixtures, steam-tight globes, deck

lanterns, battle lanterns, signal lanterns, magazine

lanterns, diving lanterns, cargo reflectors, water-tight

and non-water-tight portables and arc lamps which are

installed in the fire and engine rooms; and 1/12 and
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i/6 h. p. fans, and J4 h- P- portable ventilating sets, at a time ; a pulsator key is also provided for pulsating

which are also operated on the lighting circuits. There the lamps in the upper lantern. These ke5'boards are

are also six 30-in. searchlights and two night signal located one each on the after upper bridge and the

sets. forward flying bridge.

Side Liynt, Searchliglit.

The Admiral peak lights and top lights are located

at the mainmast upper top, the masthead and towing

lights are located at the foremast upper and lower tops

respectively, the side lights are red and green and are

located on the port and starboard sides of the flying

bridge, and the double truck lights are fitted to the

tops of the foremast and mainmast, having two lights

in each and fitted with red and white lenses; they are

used for signaling and are controlled from the flying-

bridge by a double truck light controller. The night

signal sets are installed, one on each mast, and are

suspended from a specially constructed ladder which

carries the set of four double lanterns, each fitted with

a double lense, one of red and the other of clear glass.

The lanterns are connected by means of cables to a

^K i^^l ' ' *™ '^1
h.

:| :^-:d I-

nTwi^^''^
!^^^^^&t^^*y -^ **"

jj" K.

^^^^^ "HBBi'
Masthead Light. Signal Lantern.

keyboard for each set. The keyboard consists of a

water-tight box containing the mechanism for connect-

ing the various combinations ; the mechanism consists

of a plurality of quick break switches operated by
depressing the different plungers or keys projecting

through the keyboard ; an interlocking arrangement is

provided which prevents depressing more than one key

Night Signal Set Keyboard.

The six searchlights are located on specially con-

structed platforms, three each at the foremast and

Arc Lamp and Double Truck Light Controliei'.

mainmast; they are so arranged that it is possible to

cover any portion of the surface of the water with a

beam of light. The searchlight currents are regulated

by means of rheostats located at the searchlight

switchboard, and the best results are obtained with a

current of from 75 to 85 amperes at 48 to 55 volts

pressure.
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Ceiling Fixture No. 1. Ceiling Fixture No. 3.

Lighting System.

The Hg-hting' system is arranged upon two circuits

called the lighting and battle circuits. There are about

20 battle feeders feeding about 64 battle mains and 8

lighting feeders feeding about 18 lighting mains; mak-
ing a total of 28 feeders and 82 battle and lighting

mains throughout the ship.

The lighting circuits are for g^eneral illumination

of the decks, passages and officers' and crew's quartei^s

above the protective deck (a heavy steel turtle-back-

shaped deck covering the most vital parts of the ship

;

the dynamo rooms, fire and engine rooms, steering gear

and magazines). The battle circuits take in all decks

above and below the protective deck and include the

signal circuits. The battle circuits or mains are stag-

gered, that is, a battle feeder feeds several mains in

various parts of the ship, so that during action, should

any feeder fail, no part of the ship will be in total

darkness.

On the battle circuits no fixed lights are installed

above the berth deck or outside of the armor belt, all

being of the battle lantern type, or so located that no

naked lights may be seen from the outside.

The single and double brackets are on the lighting

steam Tight Globes.

Drop Light. Bulkhead Fixture. Deck Fixture.

circuits and are located in the wardroom ofificer's quar-

ters. The desk lights and fans are located in the ward

room, warrant and junior officers' quarters. The ceil-

ing fixtures No. I are neat silver plated fixtures with

frosted globes, containing 16 c. p. incandescent lamps
and are used in the ward room officers' quarters. The
No. 3 ceiling fixtures are much larger, having large,

shallow, dome-shaped frosted globes and are used in

the sick bay or hospital of the ship. The bunker

fixtures are permanent fixtures which light only the

coal bunkers and are on battle mains only. The maga-
zine lanterns are portable to a certain extent, and con-

tain two 16 c. p. incandescent lamps, each separately

fused. The lamps are made permanent by being placed

in fixed magazine light boxes. The bulkhead fixtures

and steam-tight globes are practically the same, differ-

ing only in the method of installing. The steam-tight

globe when suspended from the end of a conduit is

called a drop fixture, when secured to a deck it is a

deck fixture and when secured to a bulkhead is a bulk-

head fixture ; the only difference being in the position

of the feet and conduit inlet. They are fitted with a

helical spring socket, contain a 16 c. p. incandescent

lamp which is enclosed by a steam-tight clear glass

Cargo Reflector. Non- WnteniKlit Portable. Magazine Lantern. Doiible Truck Light. Watertight Pintahlf
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globe which is protected by a heav}' brass guard. The
battle, deck and signal lanterns are almost identical,

except for the battle lantern shutter, which is capable

of shutting off all light. The deck lights arc without

shutters and the signal lanterns are the same excepting

that the lenses are red, white, or green. The cargo

reflectors are a special type of lamp cluster with a

Bunker Fixture

protected reflector, and the non-water-tight and water-

tight portables are of a special type adopted by the

U. S. Navy, and are used throughout the ship. The
instrument lights are contained within the instrument

which they illuminate, such as the binnacle, pelorus,

etc.

Interior Communication System.

The interior communication system embodies all

means of transmission of signals and messages and

consist of the following systems

:

1. Mechanical gongs.

2. Mechanical engine telegraphs.

3. Voice tubes.

4. Electric call bells, push buttons and annun-

ciators.

5. Telephones.

6. I'ire alarms.

7. Warning signals.

8. General alarm gongs.

9. Electric engine telegraphs.

10. Steering telegraphs.

ri. Engine revolution and direction indicators.

12. Helm angle indicators.

13. Automatic electric steam whistle operator.

14. Electric log.

15. Battle order, range order and powder division

instruments.

16. Long arm water-tight door indicators.

I. The mechanical gongs are used where a hm-

ited number of orders are to be transmitted. They are

located in the main engine rooms, anchor windlass, at

the foot of all chain ammunition hoists and at the top

and bottom of each ash hoist.

2. The mechanical engine telegraphs are of the

Navy Standard type and are located on and in the pilot

house and in the conning tower, one for each engine.

They connect with indicators in each engine room.

The telegraphs are so arranged that those above the

conning tower can be cut out by means of cut-out

switches should they be disarranged or shot away in

action. Likewise the telegraphs in the conning tower

can be disconnected from the main lead, and are kept

normally disconnected to reduce friction.

3. The voice tubes arc installed between import-

ant stations where conversation is necessary. They
are of solid hard-drawn brass 2 in. in external diameter,

except in the conning tower where they are larger.

At stations exposed to the weather, a solid hinged

cover is fitted to the mouthpiece, making it water-tight.

The whistles are in the wall of the mouthpiece. The
voice tube terminals are mounted on water-tight boxes

in places exposed to the weather and dampness, and on

brass plates mounted on a hollow wooden base where

not exposed. On these boxes or bases the mouthpiece

and electrical calling apparatus are mounted, with the

connections inside.

Where voice tubes lead from more than one sta-

tion, a special form of three-way valve is installed, by

means of which either station may be cut out or con-

nected from the voice tube. All voice tubes have

return calls except those for the ammunition hoists and

between the pilot house top and pilot house. Voice

tubes are installed under the main deck, except those

from the conning tower to engine rooms, steering room
and dynamo room, which are led through the armored

tube. (The armored tube is a very heavy specially

prepared nickel steel tube connecting the dynamo room
with the conning tower, and through which all import-

ant circuits are run for protection when in action.)

4. The electric call bells, push buttons and an-

nunciators embody the admiral and captain's calls,

ward room officers' calls, junior officers' and boat hour

gongs, warrant officers' calls., telephone ringing and
all voice pipe calls.

Call bells and buzzers without reply are installed

to call servants or subordinates. Annunciators are

used where more than one call comes to a station, the

non-water-tight type with buzzers being installed in

pantries. At all other stations the water-tight annun-
ciators with 3-in. water-tight bells are installed. The
push buttons and buzzers are of the water-tight and
non-water-tight types, and all bells are of the water-

tight type.

Four or more 6-in. vibrating gongs are installed in

various places about the ship to announce boat hours
while the ship is in port. The push button for operat-

ing these is located on the quarter deck.

5. The telephone system is what is known as

the Holtzer-Cabot Navy type system ; consisting of a

specially designed, water-tight telephone station com-
plete with call bells and special Navy type, central

energy switchboard with talking and calling motor-
generators and all necessary apparatus for 42 tele-

phones
; 18 of which are water-tight and 24 non-water-

tight. They are located throughout the ship.

The special features of the telephone system are

the water-tight, cordless instruments and switchboard,

double receiver and sound insulated transmitter. The
cordless switchboard is arranged with extra large tar-

get signals and a multiple connection feature is in-

cluded by which any one station can, if necessary,

converse with five other stations simultaneously.

The system is so arranged that any station can be

put into immediate connection with any other station
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in the system by means of an attendant at the central

switchboard. Current for signaling and talking is cen-

tralized at the switchboard. The call from the stations

to the central switchboard is entirely automatic and
the only movement necessary by the party using the

telephone is to place one or both receivers to his ear,

this movement transmitting the necessary signals and
placing the calling station in connection with the

switchboard operator. The station has also a shore

line connection by means of which, the ship may be

placed in communication with shore stations while in

port. The telephone ringing circuit requires about 6.6

volts and the talking circuit about 24 volts. The cur-

rents for ringing and talking are taken from the central

distribution switchboard, which is supplied by either

battery, motor-generator or dynamotor.

6. The fire alarm system consists of about 71

mechanical thermostats installed in storerooms, coal

bunkers and magazines. They connect with an annun-
ciator placed at the captain orderly's station near the

captain's quarters. The thermostats are set to operate

at about 200 degrees F. for storerooms and coal bunk-
ers, and about 100 degrees F. for magazines.

7. The warning signals consist of about 27 elec-

tric solenoid whistles located near the automatic clos-

ing doors and hatches. They emit from 10 to 15 shrill

whistle blasts at an intermission of a few seconds each,

before the closing of the water-tight doors. They are

operated by two automatic contact makers located near

the automatic water-tight door emergency switches

;

one in the pilot house and one on the quarter deck.

8. The general alarm system consists of four

automatic clock switches or contact makers, located

one each in the pilot house, conning tower, captain's

stateroom and executive officer's stateroom, operating

about thirty-two 12-in. single stroke- electric gongs
throughout the ship. They are used as general alarms
for rousing the crew.

9. There is one complete set of electric engine

telegraphs for each main engine, each set consisting of

a combined transmitter and receiver on the bridge, in

the pilot house and in the conning tower. These three

instruments are all connected in parallel to a combined
transmitting and receiving instrument in the engine

room, the complete set of instruments thus comprising
four. All instruments are similar in construction, ex-

cept that an attention bell is installed in connection

with the receivers in the engine rooms. The operation

of these telegraphs is the same as that described for

the steering telegraphs which follows.

ID. The construction of the electrical steering tele-

graphs does not diflfer materially from that of the

engine telegraphs ; the interior mechanism being iden-

tical in each ; a difiference exists in the dials only.

The system consists of five instruments ; on the bridge,

in the pilot house, conning tower, central station and
steering-wheel room. All of these instruments are

combined transmitters and receivers, being connected
in a similar manner to the engine telegraphs. As the

receivers are connected in parallel with the transmitter

contacts, the lamps in the receivers will light when
either transmitter arm is moved from the ofif position.

For instance suppose the order "5 degrees port" should
he transmitted from the bridge. The lamps behind the

discs marked with this order in the receivers in the
central station and steering room will light simul-
taneously and the attention bell will ring. The man
whose duty it is to receive the orders will immediately
move the pointer on his instrument to the lighted disc,

lighting the lamps behind the corresponding discs in

the conning tower, pilot house and on the bridge, thus
signifying to the person who transmitted the order in

the first place that it has been understood and carried

into effect.

11. The revolution and direction indicators are

on the flying bridge, in the pilot house and conning
tower, one for each engine. They are mounted on the

engine telegraph transmitters. The indicator consists

of a circular water-tight case with plate glass face.

The dial is of white porcelain and is marked "ahead"
and "astern" just over two small pointers. The point-

ers are operated by electro-magnets which are con-
trolled by two eccentrically geared contact makers
fitted to the main engine shafts. The pointers pulsate

at each revolution, and register ahead or astern only
when the attendant presses a water-tight push button
which controls the lighting current for illuminating the

dial and about 6 volt current for operating the pointers.

12. There are six instruments in the helm angle
indicator system ; one transmitter and five indicators.

The transmitter is located in the steering engine room,
the indicators in the following locations, viz. : on the

bridge, in the pilot house, conning tower, central

station and steering-wheel room. The transmitter is

mounted over the steering gear and is operated from
a sheave on the rudder head. The indicators are

somewhat similar to the engine and steering telegraph

indicators, and register the position of the helm or

rudder . The current for operating same is taken from

a battle lighting circuit.

13. The automatic steam whistle operator con-

sists of an automatic and at will operating switch ; it

contains a clock and is located in the pilot house. It

can be arranged to automatically blow an electro-

magnetically operated steam whistle for six seconds

per minute, etc., and is used in foggy weather and also

for signaling by hand.

14. The electric log consists of two electric log

transmitters, telltale indicator and an electric log indi-

cator. The transmitters are located on the port and

starboard after sides of the ship near which is located

the telltale. They connect with and operate the log

indicator in the pilot house. By means of the telltale,

those in charge can tell at a glance whether the trans-

mitters are working properly. The object of this ap-

pliance is to give in the pilot house, without recourse

to passing the word along the deck, the reading of

the log and also a continuous totalized record of the

knots traveled.

15. The battery control is an elaborate system.

In general it enables the commanding officer from a

central station to communicate battle orders, ranges

and deflections to all parts of the ship, by means of

transmitters, indicators, etc. The operating current is

taken from a special battery control switchboard in the

central station which is fed from the battle lighting

circuits. ("The battery control system has since been

superseded by a new system of battery control.)
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i6. There are about thirty electrically operated

water-tight doors and hatches. They are controlled by
an automatic emergency switch located in the pilot

house ; in connection with this switch is an indicator.

As each door or hatch is closed it operates an auto-

matic switch which connects a 5 c. p. lamp in the indi-

cator at the emergency switch. The circuit for light-

ing these lamps is completed through a switch operated

by a button through the cover of the indicator. When
this button is pressed the lights corresponding to all

the closed doors and hatches will glow, and through

the numbered translucent discs in the cover the opera-

tor is able to determine exactly which doors and

hatches have responded to the emergency station.

;^

ipgigi^'

Watertight Door.

Pow^er System.

The electric power system consists of about 43
power feeders supplying about 100 power mains, which

in turn supply current for about 140 motors ; made up

of water-tight door and hatch motors, chain ammuni-
tion hoists, turret ammunition hoists and rammers,

exhaust and blower ventilation motors, gun elevating

and turret turning motors, fresh water pump, dough
mixer and dishwasher motors; laundry and machine

shop motors; air-compressor motors, electric deck

winch motors, boat crane motors, and motor-generat-

ing sets.

There are about 30 water-tight doors and hatches.

They are located between the coal bunkers and fire-

rooms and water-tight compartments below the pro-

tective deck and are operated by motors of a special

type and design rated at I h. p. each.

The chain ammunition hoist motors number about

34. They were specially built by the Union Iron

Works. The chain hoists are used for raising ammu-
nition from the ammunition handling rooms and pas-

sages to the gun decks for distribution to the guns.

They are of the endless chain type, consisting of two

endless chains running over sprockets at the top and

bottom of the hoist trunks. The two chains are con-

nected at intervals by carriages. The up-going and

down-going chains are separated by means of par-

titions in the trunks. The hoists have feeding tables

at the bottom of the hoist trunks, so arranged that as

the amunition is fed it will be carried up the trunks on

the carriages and delivered on the deck at the upper

ends. The hoists are driven by 2.5 h. p. shunt motors,

through friction drives which will permit the motors

Watertight Hatch.

to revolve without damage should the ammunition for

any reason jam in the hoist trunks. The motors are

reversible and are controlled by specially constructed

Ward-Leonard starting boxes and reversing switches,

in the construction of which sparking is reduced to a

minimum, as it is imperative that there shall be no
sparks near ammunition.

There are four turret carriage ammunition hoist

motors installed, two in each turret; one for each gun.

They are General Electric 4-pole, shunt wound, have
an output of 1 1 h. p. each and require at full load about
80 amperes at 125 volts, and are operated by the Day
control system. The Day system of motor control

consists essentially of the introduction of a variable

resistance in the motor armature circuit. In lowering,

the motor is operated as a generator, being run by the

weight of the car. The speed is regulated by the

amount of the resistance introduced in the armature
circuit. The controller is of the drum type and pro-

vides for the operation of an electro-magnetic brake,

for introducing steps of resistance for hoisting and for

lowering and for short-circuiting the armature on the
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off position and on the first lowering position.

When the car is hoisted with ammunition, it is

stopped and loclied in the proper position for ramming
the projectile and powder into the breech of tlie gun.

This is accomplished by means of a telescopic rammer
operated by an electric motor, controlled by a drum
controller. There are four of these rammers ; two in

each turret, one for each gun. The motors are series

wound, of 3.5 h. p., and drive the rammers through a

slip-dutch which relieves the motor when the rammer
has reached the limit of its travel. The current re-

quired at full load is about 26 amperes at 125 volts.

(The ammunition hoists and rammers described above
have since been superseded by a new system of am-
munition control.)

The turret gun elevating equipment is operated

on the Ward Leonard system of motor control. The

Chain Ammunition Hoist.

control is similar to that of the turret turning system.

A motor-generator set is used instead of one of the

steam generating sets. There are four motor-generat-

ing sets and four elevating motors installed ; two
motor-generating sets and two motors for each turret

;

one generating set and one motor for each gun re-

spectively. The motor-generators are General Elec-

tric, have an output of 4.7 h. p. and require at full load

about 39 amperes at 125 volts. The motors are also

of the General Electric Co. make, have an output of

33^ h. p. and require at full load about 27 amperes at

125 volts. The controller or controlling rheostat is

located under the gun pointer's sighting hood, secured

to a bracket which is a part of the gun-sight bracket.

The arrangement of the controller is to control the

speed of the motor by the usual process of varying the

potential of the generator field, but reversal is accom-
plished by reversing the direction of the current in the

generator field, the connections of the elevating motor
terminals and generator terminals remaining fixed and
direct.

The electrical apparatus for turret turning consists

in general of two 15 h. p. shunt wound motors located

right and left in the base of the turret on a level with
the gun deck; a motor board, installed in the same

compartment; a controller, rheostat, circuit breaker
and ammeter located in and turning with the turret,

and one of the ship's generators. The motors are of
the General Electric Co. shunt wound 125 volt enclosed
type, rated at 15 h. p. each. They take a full load
current in the armature of 105 amperes at 400 r. p. m.,
with 2.5 amperes in the fields. The system of control
is a combined Ward-Leonard and motor-field weaken-
ing control.

The Ward-Leonard system of turret control is

capable of a wide range of speed, with very fine incre-
ments of variation. The turret turning speed is from
Ya, degree per minute minimum to loo degrees per
minute maximum, between which there are about 70
variations and the turret can be started from rest and
brought to full speed in 10 seconds and can be stopped
in five seconds' time.

The operation of the turret turning system is as
follows

:
The armature of a separately excited com-

pound wound generator with its series field short-
circuited by a low resistance shunt, allowing only a
small portion of the armature current to flow through
it, is directly connected with the armatures of the two
shunt wound separately excited motors arranged in

series. The shunt field of the generator is supplied

Ward-Leonard Starting Boxes for Blower and Hoist.

from the power mains, and the line voltage is varied

up to a certain point by the controller. The shunt

fields of motors are also supplied from the power mains,

and the line voltage is varied by the same controller

after it has ceased to affect the generator field.

In the off position of the controller, and supposing

switches to be closed, there is a weak current through

the generator field, and line voltage of the motor fields.

As the controller in the turret is turned by the op-

erator to the first running position the voltage of motor

fields remains as it was, but the resistance in circuit

with the field of the generator is decreased, causing

low voltage in the turret turning armatures and the

slowest speed of rotation of the turret. Successive

steps on the controller gradually cut resistance out of

the generator field which increases the voltage at the

turning motors and the speed of rotation of the turret.

Except with controller in "off" position, the turning

motor armatures are in series with the generator full

line voltage in the fields and the speed of rotation of

the turret has increased from minimum to one-half

maximum. Normal voltage is now being impressed

on the two motor armatures, and as they are in series,

each takes one-half the line voltage.

Further operation of the controller cuts resistance
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in series with the turning motor fields, causing further

increase in speed of rotation of tlie turrets up to tlie

maximum.

(1) (2) (3)

Normal motor fields, Normal motor fields, Weakened motor fields

low impressed normal impressed normal impressed
armature voltage. armature voltage. armature voltage.

In case of failure of one of the turning motors, it

can be thrown out of circuit by opening its armature

and field switch on panel in barbette. The armature

switch must be seated in the circuit closing clips pro-

vided. When the field switch of a motor is opened

the short-circuiting clips throw the other inotor field

directly across the line which cuts out the field weak-
ening control, and the system is now ready for opera-

tion on the Ward-Leonard system using one motor

only. Every controller position will now give approxi-

mately double the speed that was given when using

two motors, because double the line voltage is being

impressed on the single motor armature and when the

controller is turned to that position at which normal

voltage is impressed on the armature of the turning

motor, any further movement of the controller will

cause no change in speed.

mangles, etc. In the machine shop, there are two
Union Iron Works 5 h. p. shunt wound motors. The}'

are used for driving the various machine tools, such as

planer, shaper, lathes, etc. There are two fresh water

pumps, driven by two Union Iron Works 3 h. p. shunt

wound motors which are geared direct to plunger

pumps.
There are two four-stage torpedo air compressors

capable of furnishing 30 cu. ft. of air per hour at 2500

lbs. pressure per sq. in. The motors are semi-enclosed,

shunt wound and are directly connected to the com-
pressors. The}' are six pole and have six sets of

brushes and their capacity is 50 h. p. each when run-

ning 500 revolutions and using 350 amperes at 125

volts.

There are four boat cranes; one of 33,000 lbs.

capacity, one of 17,000 lbs. and two of S,6oo lbs. ca-

pacity each. Each crane is equipped with two motors,

one for hoisting and lowering and one for rotating.

They are connected to the gearing of the hoists

through slip-clutches and each motor is fitted with an

electric brake. They are controlled by drum control-

lers using the Day system of control. The boat cranes

are used for handling all the small boats and launches,

and also for coaling ship.

Union Iron 'Works Ventilating Set. IVIotor Dri\'en Ventilating Set.

There are about 28 ventilating sets, the motors

of which range from .6 to 16 h. p. each. The motors

are shunt wound, capable of a wide range of speed

variation by means of field control. They are equipped

with Ward-Leonard field regulation motor starters.

The artificial ventilation of the ship is by means of

electrically operated exhaust and pressure blowers.

The motors are directly connected to the fan runners

and both motor and fan are mounted on a base common
to both. In the ventilation system air is supplied to

the different compartments under a pressure of from

2 to 6 lbs. per sq. ft. Each compartment has its own
system and such coinpartments as the lower dynamo
room, etc., the foul and hot air is carried away by

exhaust blowers and fresh air supplied by pressure

blowers.

The dough mixer and dishwashing motors are

directly connected to the machines they operate and

are of 2.5 and i h. p. each, respectively. The laundry

motor is a General Electric 7.5 h. p. shunt wound
motor. It is used for driving the washing machines,

The Day system of control is well adapted to boat

cranes, and when lifting and lowering, the loads are

strictly under the control of the operator.

The boat cranes are equipped with Union Iron

Works shunt motors. The 33,000-lb. crane having a

50 h. p. and 30 h. p. motor for lifting and rotating and
requires at full load 360 and 208 amperes respectively

at 125 volts ; the 17,000-lb. crane is equipped with a

30 h. p. and 20 h. p. motor and the, full load currents

are 208 and 146 amperes ; and the two 5,600-lb. cranes

are equipped with 20 and 15 h. p. motors for lifting and
rotating respectively and the full load currents are 146

and 108 amperes at 125 volts.

During the acceptance tests, all motors were
obliged to handle a load of double the weight of the

heaviest launch, and also tests were made to ascertain

whether the control would be affected by any move-
ment of the ship ; such as rolhng and pitching to the

extent of 10 degrees. The maxiinum loads were raised

and lowered slowly and rapidly and exactly, at the will

of the operator.
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There are seven deck winches, each fitted with

General Electric Co. 30 h. p. series wound enclosed

motors, and controlled with drum controllers. They
are capable of being reversed, and by means of change
gearing, double the load can be handled at half speed
or normal load at normal speed. The winches are used
for shipping cargoes, coaling ship, etc.

The Main Switchboard.

The main switchboard, consisting of enameled
slate panels for four 50 k. w. and three 100 k. w. gen-

erators, one light distributing panel and one power
distributing panel, is located in the upper dynamo

For paralleling the dynamos there are two separate

e(]ualizer bus bars, one for lighting and another for

power (there being no occasion for paralleling ma-
chines on searchlight circuits). Such dynamos as may
be desired are connected to these equalizer bus bars

by removable blade plug swicthes. The two turret

turning bus bars are not considered here, but will be
described later.

The two dynamo panels are arranged in vertical

sections, one section for each machine. Each section

contains all the apparatus necessary for the operation

of its own dynamo. Starting at the top of the panel

33,000 lb. Boat Crane Handling Steel Weighing

room. This switchboard, a diagrammatic sketch of

which is shown in the accompanying illustration, is

generally arranged in such manner as will allow any
number of combinations of dynamos to be run on any
circuit or combination of circuits. These circuits are

five in number, viz. : Searchlight, lighting, power, for-

ward turret turning and after turret turning.

To accomplish this the negative pole of each

machine can be connected by a single-pole, single-

throw switch to a horizontal common negative bus bar,

whereas there are seven vertical positive generator bus
bars, one for each machine. Back of these bars are

five horizontal positive circuit bus bars, and where
these two sets cross, there are single-pole, single-

throw switches which allow the positive leg of each,

any, or all the dynamos to be connected to each, any or

all circuits, with the exception of the three 100 k. w.

generators, which do not connect with the turret turn-

ing bus bars. Therefore, there are 5x4 + 3 ^'3^ 29
points of contact on the positive bus bars.

we have first the circuit breaker, then the ammeter,

then the ammeter shunt (on the back of the board),

then the hand wheel for operating the field regulator

or rheostat, which is operated by a spindle passing

through the slate panel. Next comes the plug recep-

tacle for connecting to the voltmeters, and then three

single-pole, single-throw positive dynamo switches by
means of which the dynamo ma\' be connected i pro-

ceeding in order, starting with the u|iper switch)

First, to searchlight bus ; second, to lighting bus

;

third, to power bus for 100 k, w. generators only

;

fourth, to forward turret turning bus; fifth, to after

turret turning bus for the 50 k. w. generators in the

same vertical row. P.ut on the lower panel there are

three single-pole, single-throw switches. The upper

one connects the negative leg of the dynamo to the

negative bus bar, the middle one connects the lighting

equalizer and the lower one the power equalizer.

On the right hand (or 50 k. w. generatorl panel,

there are eight three-pole, single-throw field-control
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switches, the hinged ends of which connect to the ter-

minals of the shunt fields of the 50 k. w. generators.

The field-control switches allow three methods of field

excitation : By closing the two upper switches the ma-
chine is made self-exciting; by closing the two middle
switches the machine is separately excited and con-

trolled from the forward turret by the Ward-Leonard
system described elsewhere ; by closing the two lower
switches the machine is separately excited and con-

trolled from the after turret.

the shunt resistance coils located on the back of the

lower panel.

To the left of the generator panels is the power
distribution panel carrying 44 single-throw, double-

pole switches. Arranged at the top of the panel is a

voltmeter ground-detector with a six point switch con-

necting with the five positive bus bars and the com-
mon negative. There is also an ordinary lamp ground-

detector, with lamp receptacle which is provided with

a switch for breaking the ground connection (this

if 'J- if If If
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Power Panels.

Main Switchboard.

Generator Panels. Lighting Panel.

When the dynamos are used to operate the turret

turning motors, the series fields are short-circuited

through the shunts which are located on the back of

the lower panel and are controlled by single-pole-

single-throw switches at the base of the board, one

switch to each machine. Referring to the figure, it will

be noted that the switches of generator No. 4 are set

for operating the after turret and that of generator

No. 7 are set for self-excitation only.

On the lower left-hand, or power, panel there are

three vertically-set, single-pole, single-throw, and two
double-pole, single-throw switches with shunt attach-

ments. The middle one connects the negative power
distributing bus to the common negative bus, and the

outer ones perform the same function for the negative

turret leads ; the switch for the forward turret being

on the left-hand side. The two double-pole switches

connect to the fields of the turret turning motors and
are so arranged that the operation of opening the

switch directs the discharge of the field coils through

operation being necessary before using the voltmeter
ground-detector). This panel also contains two volt-

meters with plug receptacles underneath.

At the bottom of the right-hand, or lighting,

panel there are two single-pole, single-throw switches.

The left-hand one of these connects the negative lead

to the searchlight panel (hereinafter described) to the

common negative bus. The right-hand switch per-

forms a similar function with respect to the negative

light distributing bus bar.

All switches horizontally placed on generator

panels are hinged on dynamo end and throw to the left.

For the equalizers, removable blade, plug switches are

used. Four blades are provided for each equalizer,

and two for each of the other circuits, i. e., forward
turret, after turret and series shunt. A'Vhen a switch

is open the clip is plugged with a stop, to prevent

accidental closing. Should it be desired to operate

all seven generators in parallel, they may all be equal-

ized on either the light or power equalizer bar.
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The voltmeter connections are shown in the dia-

gram, the phig receptacle on the power panel and the

three receptacles of the left dynamo panel, i. c., for

machines Nos. i, 2 and 3, have a spacing of i inch and
2 inches, whereas the receptacles on the lighting panel

and those for machines Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 have a

spacing of 15^ and 2y2 inches. By using the i-inch

plug in any receptacle on the dynamo panel the volt-

age is read on voltmeter No. i. Likewise, by using the

2-inch plug, the voltage can be read on voltmeter

No. 2. Similarly, on the right hand dynamo panel the

i^-inch plug throws voltmeter No. 3 across the

dynamo terminals and the 2i/-inch plug throws volt-

meter No. 4 across the terminals. Thus we can read

the voltage of any two machines on the left hand panel

and of any two machines on the right hand panel

(four machines in all), simultaneously.

the receptacle is made complete when the common neg-

ative generator switch is closed ; fourth, plug to volt-

meter and adjust voltage b}' field regulator; fifth, and
last close positive swtich.

For detecting grounds, the lamp detector on the

upper part of the power panel is connected perma-
nently across the common negative bus and the posi-

tive leg on the lighting circuit bus, and when using the

voltmeter ground detector the ground connection on
this lamp ground detector must be broken by open-

ing the ground switch. The connections to the volt-

meter ground detector are such that when a circuit

is grounded on the positive leg, the instrument will

indicate when plugged to negative, and for a ground
on the negative of any circuit, the instrument will indi-

cate when plugged to any of the positive circuit bus
bars ; provided that said bar is alive, and here it should

Diagram of Connections of Main and Searchliglit Switchboards.

With the 2-inch in a receptacle on the dynamo
panel and the i-inch plug in the receptacle on the

power panel, we have voltmeter No. i in parallel with

voltmeter No. 2, for calibration. With the i-inch plug
in a receptacle on the dynamo panel, the 2-inch in the

receptacle on the power panel, and the i '/2-inch plug
in the receptacle on lighting panel, voltmeters Nos. i

and 3 are in parallel. By substituting the 2j/j-inch

plug for the iJ/^-inch plug in the above arrangement
Nos. I and 4 are in parallel. As only one plug of each
spacing is furnished, it is impossible to make a short

circuit or parallel two machines on the voltmeter con-

nections. An inspection of the diagram will show this

to be true.

When starting up a new machine to be parallel

with one already running, the operation at the switch-

board is as follows : First, close the equalizer switch ;

second, close the circuit breaker; third, close the switch
to common negative the voltmeter connection up to

be noted that a bar is alive when any switch in the

horizontal row connecting to it is thrown.

Searchlight Switchboard.

The searchlight panel is located near the main
switchboard ; it consists of a single enameled slate

panel set in an iron frame, and has mounted upon it the

various instruments and accessories for the search-

lights in the following order; at the top of the panel

are the common voltmeters for all six search-lights;

next come the six ammeters, three abreast and then

six double pole G. E. Company circuit breakers simi-

larly placed. Below these are the plug receptacles for

the voltmeters, then six double pole, single throw

switches, fused, and finally at the bottorii of the board,

are the adjusting levers and contacts for the regulators.

The latter are mounted back of the searchlight panel

and are connected with their contacts by means of

cables.
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Referring to the figure showing the diagram of

connections, the negative lead from the switch on main
board connects to a common negative bar behind the

searchlight panel. This supplies one side of all regu-

lators ; the other side being- connected to the respective

circuit switch. The positive side of each circuit switch

is fed by the lead from the positive searchlight bus bar

on main board. From the circuit switch the negative

lead to each lamp connects through the right hand side

of the circuit breaker and thence to the lamp. The
positive lead passes through the ammeter to left hand
side of circuit breaker, thence to the lamp.

The voltmeter connections are made in the fol-

lowing manner; the voltmeter positive is connected

directly to the positive bus bar, and the negative to the

six upper contacts of the voltmeter receptacle. The
six lower contacts of the latter are connected in order

to the negatives of the six switches (on the regulator

side).

Two voltmeter plugs are supplied and these, when
inserted vertical!}' in any one of the set of six pairs

of contacts, completes the circuit through the volt-

meter, which shows the voltage across the feeders ; the

voltage across arc of lamp (plus drop of voltage on
feeders), being indicated.

There are two voltmeters and two receptacles of six

pair of contacts, each mounted on the panel, thereby

enabling readings to be taken in parallel for calibration,

or the voltage may be read from any two lamps.

The ground detector, volt and ammeters are of

Weston Round pattern type ; the circuit breakers and
searchlight rheostats are G. E. Co.; the field rheostats

are The Ward-Leonard round enameled type ; all of

the switches are of the Navy Standard type and made
by the Union Iron Works.

System of Current Distribution.

The lighting and power systems are subdivided as

heretofore mentioned under caption of "Lighting Sys-

tem" and "Power System," in accordance with the

usual practice, into the requisite number of circuits.

On the lighting panel there are 25 switches ; these with

the exception of one that controls the feeder for wire-

less telegraphy, are employed in connection with the

lighting feeders which, in turn supply their respective

mains and branches.

The power circuit panel is supplied with 44 sec-

tion switches. These control all power circuits except

the two for turret turning, which are fed from the tur-

ret bus bars, as heretofore described.

The size of feeders, mains, etc., and means of in-

stalling are in accordance with the Bureau of Equip-

ment, Navy Department specifications for installing

electric plants and electrical means of interior com-

municatioins on board ships of the United States Navy
The maximum load for feeders for lighting circuits

does not exceed 75 amperes per feeder. This is based

on a basis of 0.5 of an ampere for 16 c. p. incandescent

lamps or 1/12 h. p. fans, and i ampere for 32 c. p. in-

candescent lamps of 1/6 h. p. fans.

Several mains of the same class of service may be

grouped on the same feeder, provided the total load is

not in excess of 75 amperes. The cross sectional area

of the feeders and mains are such that the fall in po-

tential from the dynamo terminals to the most distant

outlet does not exceed 3 per cent at the normal load

of the feeder. Also the feeders and mains must have

a cross-section of not less than 1,000 circular mils per

ampere at the normal load.

Power feeders and mains for continuous service

;

such as ventilation, laundry and machine shop motors,

must have a cross-sectional area of 1,000 circular mils

per ampere, and not less than 500 circular mils per

ampere for intermittent service ; such as ammunition
hoist, boat crane and winch motors.

Motors whose normal full load working currents

are less than 50 amperes are grouped on the same
feeder, but no such feeder has a load in excess of 100

amperes. Each motor whose normal full load

working current exceeds 50 amperes has a sep-

arate feeder, and the cross-sectional area is such that

the fall in potential from the dynamo terminals to the

motor terminals does not exceed 5 per cent at normal

full load. For motor feeders carrying more than one

motor, the fall in potential from the dynamo terminals

to motor terminals does not exceed 3 per cent a.t total

full load. Where mains are lead ofT from feeders it is

done through Navy standard junction boxes, having

double pole fuses, which on lighting circuits blow on

the basis of i ampere per 500 c. m. of the main ; and on

the power circuits blow at double the normal current

of the motor.

The two feeders supplying the lighting mains of

the main engine rooms are arranged with inter-

connecting switches. Should either feeder for any
reason fail, the two engine rooms may be carried on

one feeder ; in which case, the area of such inter-

connecting feeders is 1,500 c. m. per ampere.

Method of Installing

The ship is wired on the two-wire system. The
method of installing the electric light and power and

interior communication circuits consists of a combi-

nation of steel and brass enameled conduit ; the conduit

is used throughout the ship and is insulated as follows

:

The enameled conduit is made up of standard gas

pipe sizes. The enamel consists of three coats baked

on, inside and out, and is not affected by moisture,

alkalies, etc. Brass conduit, which is insulated in a
similar manner as the steel conduit, is used in maga-
zines and an the superstructure where wiring in con-

duit is run within twelve feet of the standard compass.

Conduit is made water-tight through bulkheads and
decks by means of bulkhead stuffing tubes and deck
stuffing tubes. Gland couplings or water-tight boxes
are also used on conduit where it passes from the non-
water-tight to a water-tight compartment ; and on
every lead of conduit between two junction boxes in

order to prevent water from passing from box to box
should one become flooded. Where conduits terminate

at a bulkhead or otherwise, terminal tubes are used.

The deck tubes and bulkhead stuffiing tubes are used

on the interior communication installation as well as

for the light and power.

Conduit is made continuous where run through
decks, by means of a combination of Navy standard

washers and nuts, together with a gland coupling, it

is run through water-tight bulkheads by means of

Navy standard bulkhead stuffing boxes, which allow

for play of the bulkhead on the conduit. A water-

tight box is used on conduit where it passes through
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a non-water-tight compartment to a water-tight com-
partment, in order to prevent flooding, should a break

in the lead occur.

Conduit is secured to the beams or bulkheads with
suitable iron straps. Conduit wiring accessories used

are of the Navy standard type, adopted by the Bureau
of Equipment. Great care is taken to see that covers

on all distribution boxes, feeder boxes, junction boxes,

switches and switch and receptacles are securely fas-

tened. Fixtures and accessories in the engine and fire

rooms are most liable to injury from loose covers when
washing down, and only electricians or those in au-

thority are allowed to open boxes for inspection or

for renewing fuses.

Method of Marking Circuits.

A glance at the network of conduits shown above

the engine and switchboard will substantiate the neces-

sity of an elaborate system of marking circuits. All

conduits and voice pipes are marked with a capital

Upper Dynamo Room, showing 50 k. w. Generating
Set and Switcliboard.

letter designating the character of the lead as follows :

Lighting Feeders, Battle Service, B; Searchlight

Feeders, B ; Lighting Feeders, Lighting Service, L

;

Power Feeders, P ; Interior Communication Leads, I

;

Voice Pipes, V.
All battle, searchlight and power feeders are

numbered serially as B-i, L-14, P-46, etc., the num-
bers corresponding to the approved wiring plans.

All voice pipes are numbered serially in accord-
ance with the approved list, as V-i, V-2, etc.

-Ml mains and branches on the battle, lighting or
power feeders, are numbered serially and are given
a small case letter b, 1 or p, respectively, proceeded by
the serial number of the main and followed by the
serial number of the feeder, i. e. mains on B-14 are
numbered i-b-14. 2-b-i4. 3-b-i4. etc: main i-b-14 is

the one brandling nff the feeder at that point in "its

run which is nearest to the switchboard or the distri-

bulinn board from which the feeder is supplied.

.Ml interior communication circuits, in adflition to
the capital letter T have the designating letter of the
circuit as markeil in the list and on the wiring plans,
using a small case letter thus: .\dmiral Calls, I-a ;

Warning Signals. T-q ; Electric Log, 1-y ; etc., etc.

Where an interior cnmmnnicatinii lead contains
wires for more than one circuit, the designating letters

of all the circuits contained are listed, the order of the
letters indicate the order of predominance of the sev-

eral circuits : Thus a circuit carrying in the main voice

tube calls, also some telephone talking wires, and one
or two captain's calls, is marked I-e-j-a.

Each lead in all the compartments is tagged; a

metal tag stamped as per above description is firmly

secured to the conduit or voice pipe in a manner which
permits the marking of the tag to be readily discerned;

the tags may be seen on conduits above the switch-

board in the illustration.

Generating Sets.

The electric generating plant consists of seven
Union Iron Works generating sets, three being of 100

k. w. capacity ; 800 amperes at 125 volts and 275 r. p.

m., and four of 50 kw. capacity; 400 amperes at 125

volts and 350 r. p. m.
The three 100 k. w. and one of the so k. w. sets

100 1<. w. Sets in Lower Dynamo Room.

are located in the lower dynamo room ; the other three

50 k. w. sets are located in the upper dynamo room
along with the switchboard.

In each set, the engine and generator is mounted
on a bed plate of oblong shape which is provided with

recesses and is mounted on a foundation of teak wood.
The bed plate is secured in place with bolts which
pass through the foundation and deck. The nuts for

the belts setting up against the bed plate in easily ac-

cessible locations. The bed plate and foundation are

surrounded by a framing of angle iron secured to the

deck and thus forming a waterway to receive waste

oil and water.

The engines are of the double-acting, vertical, in-

verted cylinder, cross-compound type, designed to

operate either condensing or non-condensing. They
were designed to operate under the former condition

with 100 lb. steam pressure, but. owing to changes
in the specifications for generating sets, whereby the

standard pixssure has been increased from 100 to 150

lb., 125 lb. was selected as the normal working pres-

sure for these engines.

The operation at lliis pressure is satisfactory and
the engines lia\r luni thoroughly tested to ilemon-

strate their adaptability to pressures 20 per cent above
and 20 per cent below the normal. The log of tests,

which are given herein, shows the typical performance
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100 k. w. Generating Set Showing Engine witli Oil Guards Removed.

of each engine under all conditions imposed by the

standard specifications of the Bureau of Equipment.

The engines are of the open frame type, but are pro-

vided with all necessary oil guards.

The governor of the 50 k. w. engine is of the

inertia type and is mounted in the fly wheel. The
ideal conditions are attained when the load on the

engine is steady and the pull of the springs is exactly

balanced by the centrifugal force acting on the weights.

Under these conditions any variation of load is taken

care of by the governor without much change in the

speed of the engine, as a difference of a few revolu-

tions, fast or slow, will suffice to produce sufficient

change in the valve-travel to compensate for a change

Rite's Inertia Governor. Union Iron Works Inertia Governor.
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of from full load to no load, and at the same time

maintain a steady speed. The general arrangement

of the governor is shown in accompanj' ing figure.

The description of the 50 k. \v. engine applies to

the 100 k. w. engine, they being of the same general

design and type, with the exception of the governor.

The governor of this engine is of a very simple con-

struction. It is known as the "Rite's" dumbbell gov-

ernor, and is manufactured by the Union Iron Works
under an agreement with the patentee. This gov-

ernor can be adjusted so that it will make the engine

run at the same speed with the full load or no load, or

even several revolutions faster at full load than with

the load off. As space will not permit, will not en-

deavor to discuss the characteristics of the governor

further than to state that any further adjustments to

increase the full load speed more than that shown in

the regulation tests shown herein, has a tendency to

cause unsteady speed or searching of the governor,

owing to having reached the critical point of the

governor springs.

The 50 k. w. generators are of the multipolar type,

having six poles mounted in a circular field ring or

j'oke. They are compound wound and were de-

signed for a constant potential of 125 volts at the

terminals when running at 350 r. p. m. The full load

current is 400 amperes. The armature which is of the

simple type known as the "Gramme ring'," and is

slotted ; the total number of slots being 108. The teeth

are "T" shaped, the overhang of these teeth serving to

retain in place the hardwood slot-wedges, which
hold the armature conductors in place in the slots

without the aid of binding wires. The armature con-

nection employed is that commonly known as the

"simplex ring" having parallel, singly-reentrant group-

ing of conductors. The conductors are connected in

series all around the armature. As the machine has

six poles and the same number of brush studs and

sets of brushes, the winding is one of six paths.

This type of armature is without doubt one of the

best for installations where repairs are made on board

ship. The writer has seen several defective coils re-

placed in as many hours, without disturbing or re-

moving the upper half of the field frame ; the removal

of engine oil guards only being necessary.

In the construction of the field coils, the shunt

winding is wound directly over the series of compound
winding ; there are no series shunts ; the total armature

current passing through the series coils.

The 100 k. w. generators are also of the multi-pole

type, have eight poles, are compound and were de-

signed for a constant potential of 125 volts at the ter-

minals when running 275 r. p. m. ; the full load current

is 800 amperes. The general design is the same as

that of the 50 k. w. with the exception of the armatures

and series field coils. The armature coils number
240, they are form wound and the winding is the "sim-

plex lap winding," in which the end of each coil sit-

uated in fields of opposite polarity, is connected

through a commutator segment to the beginning of a

coil lying within the arc embraced by the former.

With reference to the direction of connecting, the be-

ginning of every following coil lies back of the end of

the foregoing, thus the winding forms a series of loops

which overlap each other.

The armature coils are held in place by means of

hard bronze wire bands ; four are spaced across the

core proper, and two each embrace the front and back
heads respectively ; there is also a wide cotton cord

band over the leads where they join the commutator.
The field coils differ from the 50 k. w. only in respect

to the series coils, to the terminals of which german
silver shunts are attached ; they are located on the

back of the terminal boards.

Tests.

In concluding this article the writer wishes to call

attention to the method in which the tests of the gen-
erator sets were conducted. As space will not permit,

only the log sheets and plotted curves of one of the

generating sets has been given. As the generators and
engines are practically of the same type, the tests of

the generating set No. i, which is of 100 k. w. capacity

may be considered as typical of the performance of

each of the other generating sets.

The log sheet shows the performance of the set

from the start of the test with 1/3 overload, continuing
with various loads and ending with full load for the

last six hours of the test. In reference to the com-
pounding test, the potential variation allowed is 2 per

cent or 23/ volts above or below 125 volts, and the

jump in voltage must not exceed 15 per cent whenthe
full load is suddenly thrown on and off. The require-

ments for engine regulation are that the speed varia-

tion must not exceed 2j^ per cent when the load is

varied between full load to 20 per cent of full load,

gradually or in one step, engine running with normal

steam pressure and vacuum. A variation of not more
than 31^ per cent will be allowed when the full load

is suddenly thrown on or oft" the generator, with con-

stant steam pressure and vacuum, either normal or 20

per cent above normal ; a variation of not more than

3}4 per cent will be allowed when 90 per cent of full

load is suddenly thrown on or off the generator with

constant steam pressure at 20 per cent below normal

:

exhaust in both cases to be into condenser or atmos-

phere. No adjustment of the governor or throttle

valve is allowed during the test to insure proper per-

formance under any of the above conditions.

The water consumption allowed for the generat-

ing sets at full load, is not to exceed 35 and 31 lbs.

per k. w. hour, respectively for 50 k. w. and 100 k. w.

at normal steam pressure of 150 lbs. The tests of these

generating sets were at a normal pressure of 125 lbs.,

therefore at 150 lbs. the results would be slightly lower

than that obtained. The water consumption for the 50

k. w. sets at various loads is as follows : ^ load,

57.751 lb.; yi load, 41 lb.; ^ load, 36.20 lb.; full load,

33.5 lb. ; 1/3 overload 32 lb. per k. w. hour.

The minimum allowed efficiencies for 50 k. w. and

100 k. w. generators are: J^ load, .86 and .87; -/l load.

.88 and .89; full load, .89 and .90; and 1/3 overload, .89

and .90, respectively.

The temperature rise of the sets after running con-

tinuously under full rated load for four hoiu's must
not exceed the following:

Armature by thermometer t,^ 1/3 dcg. ; commu-
tator by thermometer, 40 deg. ; field coils, by rise of

resistance 33}^ deg. ; shunt rheostat, by thermometer,

75 deg. ; and series shunt, by thermometer, 40 deg. The
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rise of temperature to be referred to a standard room
temperature of 25 deg. C. and normal conditions of

ventilation.

The generators must be capable of operating for

a period of two hours carrying- one and one-third times

its rated full load, and no part shall heat to such a de-

gree as to injure the insulation. Generators of same
size and manufacture must be capable of operating in

parallel, the division of the load to be within 20 per

cent throughout the range. The magnetic leakage at

full load shall be imperceptible at a horizontal distance

of 15 feet.

On the completion of the vessel and before accept-

ance, the insulation resistance of all circuits is tested

out and must conform to the following specifications :

Circuits must be connected up to all their outlets and
show an insulation resistance of not less than i megohm
between circuits, and from each circuit to ground.
Searchlight feeders and motor feeders must show an
insulation resistance of not less than 5 megohms, the

circuits not being connected up.

A pressure of 125 volts is used for measuring the

insulation resistance of all circuits which operate at

the dynamo voltage. Interior communication circuits

not included in the above are tested bj^ means of a

standard portable testing set.

The generating sets, wiring appliances, fixtures,

accessories, etc., must pass tests required by their re-

spective specifications. The generating set specifi-

cations are somewhat varied and exacting. The sets

on completion are given thorough shop tests, and after

being installed an<l before acceptance on completion
of the vessel, they are again subjected to a 4S-hour
service test.

The fcillowing log sheets with curves, etc., includes
test data observed during the preliminary shop tests
and which was not again observed during the 4(S-hour

service test on board the ship. The test herein shown
is of generating set No. i which is of loo k. w. capacity
and is typical of tests of the other 50 anrl 100 k. w.
generating sets.

The tests were started and continued without in-

termission until completed. The loads were obtained

from the ship's installation of incandescent lamps, ven-

tilation and power motors, and also by water rheostate

located on the dock.

All data and observations were recorded in the

log sheets as shown in the various figures.

Sets Nos. I and 2 were taken as types of their

respective sizes (50 and 100 k. w.), and data wliich

is considered of interest and which was observed tlur-

ing the perliminary shop tests, has been embodied and

curves plotted. During the 6-hour full load run, data

was observed and taken to ascertain the maximum
lieating of the field coils, when subjected continuously

to normal current; it being ([uestioned at the lime

whether the coils had reached their maximum tcm-

]icrature at the end of the 4-hour heat run. Curves

plotted from the data are shown. On the log
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sheet tables are shown of internal characteristic

;

electrical and magnetic balance and water consump-
tion : and curves of water consumption and internal

characteristic plotted from same are also shown in

the accompanying figures.

Indicator diagrams taken during the test and

efficiency curves plotted from same are shown, to-

gether with curves of compounding and revolutions.

The efficiency curves of the set show the engine, gen-

erator and combined efficiencies. Curves of parallel

operation of three generating sets likewise appear

herewith .

The engine regulation tests under various load,

steam and exhaust conditions for generating sets Nos.

I and 4, being 50 and 100 k. w. respectively, follows:

THE SALESMAN'S CREED.
The November issue of the "Engineering Quar-

terly" of the University of iMissouri contains an inter-

esting paper by Professor H. Wade Hibbard, of the

mechanical engineering faculty of the university, en-

titled "The Science of Engineering Salesmanship."

After a discussion of modern industrial and commer-
cial methods the writer takes up the personal qualities

desirable for salesmanship and analyzes the elements

which enter into a sales transaction. Manufacturers,

it is stated, who once said salesmen are born, not made,
are now beginning- to make them. Principles of sell-

ing- are investigated and brought to uniform practice..

"The day of the crafty, tricky, glib, ill-educated, loud

and intemperate salesman is gone. Now he must be

U. S. S. CALIFORNIA—LOG OF 48-HOUR SERVICE TEST.
DVN.'\MO ENGINE REGULATION TESTS.

Jump Revo utions Jump \'olts

c
>. a S£ >^

'J

SB
E H %.

^ i2 >
X! c *2 5 > •n c

#1
^ S li J2

^: < Pd > £ J m u E J th u u
\ 100 21.5 soo 273 125 282 271 2 .732 137 127 12 9.60
100 21.5 271 127 263 273 2 .738 115 125 12 9.46
125 22.0 800 271 125 282 270 1 .369 140 127 15 12.00
125 22.0 270 127 264 271 1 .370 118 126 9 7.10
150 21.5 800 271 126 284 273 2 .738 139 130 14 11.20
150 21.5 273 130 262 271 2 .732 117 123.5 13 10.00
127 22.5 SOO 271 126 270 1 .369 126 1 .80
127 22.5 170 270 126 271 1 .370 122.5 3.5 2.7S
126 23.0 SOO 272 125 280 271 1 .36S 139 129 14 11.20
125 23.0 170 271 129 264 272 1 .369 120 124 9 6. 98
100 0. 720 27G 125 282 274 2 .726 138 129 13 10.40
]00 0. 274 129 265 276 2 .730 ns 125 11 8.54
125 0. SOO 276 125 284 274 2 .725 140 130 15 12.00
125 0. 274 130 266 276 2 .730 119 126 11 8.47
150 0. SOO 277 125 282 274 3 l.OSO 141 129.5 16 12.80

.
160 0. 274 129.5 266 277 3 1.095 118 126 11.5 S.88

f 100 21.5 400 346 124.6 353 351 5 1.440 132 128 13.5 10.85
100 21.5 351 12S 343 346 5 1.420 120 124.5 8 6.25
126 22.0 400 347 123 353 352 5 1.440 132 125 9 7.32
125 22.0 352 125 342 347 5 1.420 117 123 S 6.40
150 21.5 400 34S 125 354 361 3 .862 131 127.6 6 4.80
150 21.6 351 127.5 342 348 3 .865 121 126 6.5 6.10
125 22.6 400 347 122.5 362 5 1.440 124 1.5 1.22
125 22.5 SO 352 124 347 5 1.420 122.5 1.5 1.21
126 23.0 400 347 123.5 353 351 4 1.150 129 126 2.5 2.02
125 23.0 SO 351 126 344 347 4 1.140 120 123.5 6 4.76
100 0. 360 346 126 352 361 6 1.440 134 130 9 7.20
100 0. 361 130 342 346 5 1.420 122 126 S 6.15
125 400 347 125 353 351 4 1.150 134 129 9 7.20
125 0. 351 129 344 347 4 1.140 120 125 9 6.98
160 0. 400 34S 125 364 351 3 .862 134 126 1 .SO
150 0. 351 126 346 348 3 .S55 lis 125 8 0.35

Load. Steam and E.\liaust
Condilions

100 lbs. steam,

125 lbs. steam,

The following is a summary of cold and hot tem-

peratures and resistances of generating sets Nos. i and

4, taken at the beginning and end of a full load heat

test:

TEIMPERATURE AND RESISTANCE OF GENERATING SETS.
GENERATOR NUMBER. 1 4

TEMPERATURES. C ' H C H
Armature 20. 64. 23. 56.

Commutator 20. 52. 23. 54.

Shunt Field Colls 20. 50.5 23. 44.

Series Field Coils 20. 50.6 23. 44.

Series Shunt 20. 68.5 '...

Field Rheostat 24. 57. 25. 66.

Generator STVitches ...21.5 29. 26. 32.5

Generator Pole Tips... 20. 42. 23. 45.

Generator O u t b o ard
Bearing 20. 44. 23. 44.

Engine Main Bearing,
L. P. end 20. 38. 23. 47.

Engine Main Bearing,
Middle 20. 42. ...

Engine Main Bearing,
H. P. end 20. 42. 23. 43.

Air at Machine 20. 26.5 23. 28.

RESISTANCE.
Armature 00448 .005035 .00667 .00634
Shunt Field Colls 8.74 10.15 7.88 8.56

Series Field Coils 000748 .000838 .000925 .00100

Field Rheostat 9.65 26.8

NOTE—C: Cold Resistance observed before starting test.

H: Tint Repist.inre observed nt end of full load run.

Full load to no load,
vacuum e.xhaust.

Full load to no load,
vacuum exhaust.

Full load to no load, 150 lbs. steam,
vacuum exhaust.

Full load to 20% full load, gradually,
125 lbs, steam, vacuum exhaust.

Full load to 20% full load, one step,
125 lbs. steam, vacuum exhaust.

90% full load to no load, 100 lbs.
steam, atmosphere exhaust.

Full load to no load, 125 lbs. steam,
atmosphere exhaust.

Full load to no load, 150 lbs. steam,
atmosphere exhaust.

Full load to no load, 100 lbs. steam.
vacuum exhaust.

Full load to no load, 126 lbs. steam,
vacuum exhaust.

Full load to no load, 150 lbs. steam,
vacuum exhaust.

Full load to 20% full load, gradually,
125 lbs. steam, vacuum exhaust.

Full load to 20% full load, one step,
125 lbs. steam, vacuum exhaust.

90% full load to no load, 100 lbs.
steam, atmosphere exhaust.

Full load to no load, 125 lbs. steam,
atmosphere exhaust.

Full load to no load, 150 lbs. steam,
atmosphere exhaust.

honest and have a reputation for honesty, be an expert
in evidence, a trained logician, well educated and able
to meet his customers on their own ground, of good
health that his mind may be alert, and personally at-

tractive, acquainted with the practical physiology of

typical customers, able to give proofs so pointedly
that the purchaser can be brought quickly to the clos-

ing of the sale." The paper concludes with the follow-

ing "Salesman's Creed"

:

"I believe in the goods I am selling, in the firm I

am working for, and in my ability to get 'results.'

'T believe that honest goods can be sold to honest
men by honest methods.

"I believe in working, not exacting; in laughing,

not weeping ; in boosting, not knocking, and in the
pleasure of selling goods.

"I believe that a man gets what he goes after

;

that one order to-day is worth two orders to-morrow,
and that no man is down-and-out until he has lost

faith in himself.

"I believe in courtesy, in kindness, in generosity,

in good cheer, in friendship and honest competition.

"I believe there is an order somewhere for every
man ready to take one.

"I believe I am- ready—right now."
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DISCUSSION
THE MULTIPLE ARCH DAM.

1o the Editor:—In the Journal ot Electricity, Power &
Gas for December 25, '09, Mr. C. E. Grunsky, in commenting
upon a dam built by Mr. J. S. Eastwood near Hume, Fresno

County, California, states that the most economical arch is

one which covers 60 degrees. This the writer fails to see.

The most economical arch would have a triangular cross

section with maximum width at the foundation and zero width

at the water surface. The amount of concrete in any arch is:

Area of cross section x 2 x mean radius x enclosed angle.

We will have minimum of material when

d. Amount of concrete

d. Enclosed angle

By differentiating it can be shown, that this equatiou is

satisfied, when the enclosed angle is l.'ilo" 34'.

As the top width of the dam cannot be zero, this angle

will for a practical profile fall out somewhat smaller in the

neighborhood of 120° as Mr. Eastwood has it. In short spans,

however, it may very well be possible that the enclosed ang'e

can be made smaller than 120° for maximum economy, but

for special reasons.

A certain minimum thickness is always required for

water-tightness and if the concrete has to be there it might
just as well be loaded. Doubling the length of the radius,

throws twice the strain on the concrete for the same span
and cuts the enclosed angle nearly in half. Therefore if the

concrete can stand the additional load it is economy to make
the radius larger, thereby the enclosed angle smaller, but this

is only a special case, the rule is that the enclosed angle has

to be near 120° for maximum economy of material.

LARS JORGENSEN.

To the Editor: The idea of forming a masonry dam of

a number of piers between which vertical arches convex up-

stream are sprung is not new. About ISOO such a dam was
built in India to form the Meer Allum reservoir. This dam.
which forms in plan a large arch about half a mile long,

consists of 21 smaller arches which transmit the water pres-

sure to solid-masonry buttresses. The greatest depth of water
in this reservoir is about .50 feet. About 1S98 a similar dam,
having a maximum height of about 60 feet, was built across
the Belubula River in New South Wales, to form a storage
reservoir. Short descriptions of both of these dams are given
in the fifth edition of my book on the "Design and Construc-
tion of Dams."

In preparing plans for a concrete dam at Ogden, Utah,
which was to be 369 feet long and 105 feet high above the

foundation, Henry Goldmark, M. Am. Soc. C. B., proposed to

make the structure consist of piers 16 feet wide, placed 32

feet apart in the clear, which were to support inclined seg-

mental arches. (See Trans. Amer. Soc. C. E. for December,
1897.)

Mr. George L. Dillman, M. Am. Soc. C. E., demonstrated
mathematically, that a saving in material may be effected by
building a dam of piers and arches (see his paper on "A pro-

l)OKed New Type of Masonry Dam" in Trans. Am. Soc. 0. E.,

for December, 1902).

A few years ago I was asked to make calculations for
a dam 160 feet high, of the type described above, viz.: piers
joined by vertical arches. While I found that a saving of

about 15 per cent might be elTi^cled by this construction, a.s

compared with the usual uniform wall, adopted for a dam, I

had some doubts as to how such a structure could be kept
water-tight under a head of 160 feet, without going to too

great an expense. The project was never carried out as

the necessary means could not be secured.

A style of dam of the same order is the reinforced con-

crete dams, which are being built by the Ambursen Hydraulic

Construction Company of Boston, Mass. These dams are

made of buttresses, placed 12 to 15 feet apart, which are

joined by a water-tight deck.

Mr. Eastwood gives a very interesting description of llio

first dam in the United States, so far as I know, that has

been built of piers joined by vertical arches. I feel satisfied

that some saving in material (probably 10 to 15 per cent),

may result from adopting this type of dam, instead of the

usual uniform wall, and more structures of this kind are

likely to be built hereafter.

Whether this plan should be adopted for a high masonry
dam is a question about which I do not feel quite sure, as

the saving in masonry might be offset by the additional cost

required to secure water-tightness.

E. WEGMANN.

CIRCULATION AND ADVERTISING CONTRACT MEETING
OF TECHNICAL PUBLICITY ASSOCIATION.

The Technical Publicity Association held its December
meeting on Thursday, the 9th, at the National Arts Club, No.

14 Gramercy Park, New York. After the usual informal din-

ner a lively discussion ensued over the subject of Circula-

tion and the introduction of the proposed uniform advertis-

ing contract for trade papers. Mr. F. H. Gale, charge of ad-

vertising for the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y., took his turn at presiding during the debate. The at-

tendance was large, and the participation in the discus.sion of

the prominent technical advertising men and trade paper

publishers who were present made the session a most profit-

able one.

William H. Taylor, treasurer and manager of the Iron

Age, opened the discussion, giving it as his opinion that the

true measure of a publication is its editorial quality. He
said there was no more discriminating class of people in ex-

istence than subscribers to a publication.

Mr. Taylor said that advertisers should put themselves

in the proper frame of mind in approaching the circulation

question. He granted their perfect right to know how many
and who read a publication, and he said no good publication

refuses such information. The trouble has been, he said,

not that the publishers have been ashamed of their circulation,

but that wrong deductions may be made when a reputable

publisher's statement is placed in comparison with an un-

truthful one. Mr. Taylor made the first public announcement

of the circulation of the Iron Age.

C. S. Redfield, advertising manager Yale & Towne Mfg.

Company, and president of the T. P. A. here explained how

members considered the circulation statements of publishers,

being in some cases absolute sworn statements, also the pos-

sibility of detecting the liars.

John McGhie of the American Machinist, told about the

passing ot old-time advertising solicitation in which the hyp-

notic eye played a prominent part, and said that after trying

all other policies, publishers have learned that the truthful

policy is the best. He said the advertiser buys reputation and

editorial force quite as much as circulation.

F. R. Davis, of the General Electric Company, said that

many publishers seemed to feel that advertising men know

their own business, and tried to lead them into unprofitable

contracts.

H. M. Sweatland, publisher of .\utnnu)l)ile, said il was

his purpose as a publisher to furnish maximum quantity, but

that for a class paper to ,go beyond a certain quantity was

simply to vitiate itself. A phenomenal solicitor, he said, once

got a thousand subscriptions within a radius of 20 miles, hnf

after two years only one more subscriber was on the list for

that district than there was prior to his solicitation.
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With this, the initial issue of 1910, which appears

on New Year's Day, we take pleasure in wishing all

our readers a "Happ3' New Year." From the many
words of commendation received, we believe that

our efforts during 1909, to make a bright and read-

able technical journal, recording the power progress

of the West, have not been in vain. During the past

year nearly twelve hundred pages of editorial matter

have been published, the greater part of which ap-

peared herein before it was published elsewhere. For

the fifty-three numbers of 1910 many interesting and

valuable articles are assured.

Hydrogen

The fledgling science of aeronautics is demanding
cheaper hydrogen gas for the dirigible balloon. Hy-

drogen has more than seven times

the lifting power of an equal vol-

ume of illuminating gas, which is

often used for this purpose, as it is

about one-half as heavy as air. But processes giving

hydrogen as a waste product are few and far between.

The action of sulphuric acid on iron is expensive, as

the resulting bluestone is more cheaply produced by

other methods. Electrolytic dissociation of water is

used to advantage where the oxygen can also be util-

ized, as in the recent perfected process for cutting and

welding metals by means of the oxygen and hydrogen

blow-pipe. A company in Germany has recently per-

fected a process whereby it is proposed to furnish

hydrogen at a cost of. one dollar per thousand feet.

This process involves the reaction between water gas

and calcium carbide, when the latter is highly heated.

All the constituents of the water gas, except the hydro-

gen, unite to form solid compounds, which allow prac-

tical!)' pure hydrogen to be conducted to the holder.

Thus has aviation brought new work to the electric

furnace, in which is made the calcium carljide.

There is no change in methods of warfare which

has been more radical than that which has been

quieth' and unobtrusively wrought

Electricity on a by electricity within the past

Man-of-War decade. There is hardly a phase

of the military art to which it has

not been applied. Its many varied uses have become
as indispensable in the army and navy as in our in-

dustrial and domestic lives. Imagine the great guns

on our battleships and in our coast defenses being

moved by hand-power, and their ammunition supplied

b}' powder boys; note the helplessness of a battleship

without searchlights ; make communication as difficult

and slow as it was before the invention of the tele-

graph and the telephone—and we would soon realize

our dependence upon electricity for fighting. In facil-

itating means for warfare, electricity has done more
to promote peace than all the congresses yet con-

vened.

Nevertheless, there are few people who under-

stand how and where it is used on board a man-of-

war. We consequently feel justified in devoting the

major portion of this issue to a detailed description

of the electrical installation of an armored cruiser.

As will be noted, the present naval practice is to

generate direct current at 125 volts and distribute on

the two-wire system, current thus being supplied for

lighting', power and communication. Aside from the

tests of the generating machines, perhaps the most
interesting part of the paper is its description of the

various power applications, and their control. Of
these, the most exacting requirements are those of the •

gear for revoh-ing the gun turrets. When it is under-

stood that these must be able to revolve uniformh' at

the rate of but one revolution for twenty-four hours,

with seventy intermediate speeds between that and
one revolution in three and one-half minutes, it is easy

to comprehend the difficulties of applying electric

power to this service, especialh' when the turret must
he brought to full speed within ten seconds and

stopped within five seconds.
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PERSONALS.

Walter G. Niles of the Reierson Machinery Company of

Portland, Oregon, Is in San Francisco.

Joseph T. Wolfe, electrical engineer for the Tonopah

Mining Company, was in San Francisco this week.

R. P. Oaks, president of the American Ever-Ready Com-

pany, left last Thursday on an extended trip to New York.

Charles F. Clayton, general superintendent of the Tuol-

umne Transmission Company, was in San Francisco this

week.

W. J. Davis Jr., Pacific Coast engineer for the General

Electric Company, left San Francisco on December 29th for

the South.

W. J. Sussex of Wenatchee, Washington, has been made
local consulting engineer for Fairbanks, Morse & Company
at Seattle.

E. H. Corbett has offices in the Commercial Club Building,

Portland, Oregon, with a complete line of gas appliances and

gas works equipment.

E. A. Quinn has resigned as general superintendent for

the Nevada-California Power Company at Goldfield, and will

probably locate in San Francisco.

George Scarfe, superintendent of the Nevada district of

the Pacifio Gas & Electric Company, recently became a grand-

father at the early age of forty-two.

H. R. Noack, manager of Pierson, Roeding & Co. ad-

dressed the Los Angeles Section, A. I. E. E. on "Aging of

Insulators," on December 28, 1909.

H. W. Beecher, manager of the Seattle office of Chas. C.

Moore &Co., Engineers, Inc., returned to Seattle this week
after a brief stay in San Francisco.

F. V. T. Lee, assistant general manager of the San Fran-

cisco Gas & Electric Company, will return from an extended

vacation to the Antipodes early next week.

P. F. Lane and W. H. Warren, formerly with the Pacific

Telephone & Telegraph Company, have established the

Southern Oregon Electric Company with headquarters at

Medford, Oregon.

J. A. Herr, formerly with the Philadelphia and New York
offices of the Sprague Electric Company, has joined the San

Francisco offices of this company as specialist on flexible

steel conduit and steel armored conductors.

John A. Britton, vice president and general manager of

the San Francisco Gas & Electric Company, was recently

chosen one of the committee of two hundred, to develop and

finance the Panama Exposition to be held in San Francisco

in 1915.

John Carter, chief engineer of the Crocker building, was
presented last Tuesday with a silver dinner set by some of

his friends among the stationary engineers of San Francisco

in recognition of his good fellowship amongst his brother

engineers.

P. M. Haight, well known in electrical circles as treasurer

of the Sprague Electric Company, was recently elected presi-

dent of the Electrical Trades Society of New York. Mr.

Haight's experience in this line combined with enthusiastic

ability bespeaks for the society a successful administration.

George A. White of the contracting engineering firm of

White & Newcomb, Mexico City, is spending the Christmas
holidays in San Jose. The firm of White & Newcomb has
the contract for installing the plant of the celebrated Santa
Gertrudas y Guadalupe Company at Pachuca, Mexico, besides

many other plants of importance in the southern republic.

NEWS NOTES.

The Union Lumber Company of Fort Bragg are figuring

on a 750 k. w. turbine.

Keeier, White & Co., on December 28th, shipped a com-

plete wireless equipment, good for 500 miles, to Tahiti.

The Western Distillery at Agnews, Cal., ordered from the

Western Electric Company, 75 k. w.. Hawthorn d. c, engine

type generator, with motor equipment and switchboard.

The General Electric Company recently shipped a 500 h. p
Curtis turbine to the Honolulu Iron Works, to be installed

by them for the Honolulu Plantation Company. The turbine

is to be direct connected with a Byron Jackson pump.

Chas. C. Moore & Co., Inc., engineers, report the sale

through their Seattle office of a 6000 h. p. steam plant to the

British Columbia Electric Co. This is to be installed at Van-

couver as an auxiliary to the hydroelectric plant of the com-
pany. AUis-Chalmers have the contract for the turbines, Chas.

C. Moore & Co. supplying the boilers and all auxiliaries.

The Chas. L. Kiewart Co. of San Francisco recently in-

stalled for the Haight Street and Ashbury Heights Improve-

ment Club, four flaming arc lamps, two Aurola and two Alba.

The lamps were put in on trial on Haight street between
Masonic avenue and the Park. They have proven highly sat-

isfactory and the improvement club will immediately install

40 lamps in this district
, putting eight lamps to a block.

The Holabird-Reynolds Company of San Francisco, Hola-

bird-Reynolds Electric Company of Los Angeles and Holabird

Electric Company of Seattle have been duly appointed as

the Ohio Brass Company's exclusive sales agents for

0-B Hi-Tension Porcelain Insulators in the States of Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington. Pierson, Roeding & Com-
pany, with offices at San Francisco, Los Angeles and Seattle,

will continue to be exclusive sales agents for overhead

material, rail bonds, car equipment specialties and catenary

material, including such special porcelain insulators as are

used in catenary construction.

The Board of Public Works of Spokane, Wash., recently

awarded a contract to the Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwau-

kee for the new municipal waterworks pumping station. This

company is the same one which built the New York high

pressure fire protection service and is now building a pumping
plant for Niagara Falls. The equipment will consist of six

single suction, horizontal shaft, two-stage centrifugal pumps
driven by three 900 h. p., 2200 volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase induction

motors. Ordinarily the pumps will operate in parallel, but for

lire pressure they will be connected two in series. The pumps
will have a 24-hour capacity per pair of 7,500,000 gallons

against 430 feet head or 12,000,000 gallons against 260 feet.

A three panel switchboard will carry the controlling apparatus.

The Whatcom County Railway & Light Company have

under course of construction in the Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany's San Francisco shops, a multiple wheel Pelton impulse

unit of unique design, inasmuch as the wheel unit is to develop

3200 h. p. under a head of only 165 ft. The wheel unit direct

connects to an electric generator running 200 r. p. m. Under
these conditions six impulse runners are employed on one

shaft, each runner being supplied with water through a double

nozzle. Ultimately the head will be increased to 400 ft., at

which time, four of the runners will be taken from the wheel

unit, leaving it a twin runner equipment when it is still to

develop 3200 h. p. By reason of the great difference In pres-

sure under which the wheel will temporarily and ultimately

operate, the unit is of particular interest and design. It

replaces an Eastern-made turbine. The water at this plant is

particularly gritty, rendering the life of the existing turbine

equipment short. The current from this power station will

be transmitted to Bellingham and the surrounding towns.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association stiall at

no time be used for tiie furtlierance of
striltes, or for the purpose of interfering in

any way between its members and their
employers in regard to wages: recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at ail times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in

the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

SAN FRANCISCO NO. 1.

Number 1 was favored with a visit from Bro. Waring of

Fresno No. 7, who made some favorable remarks. The edu-

cational committee was granted power to provide a series of

lectures on various engineering appliances from the many
firms who desire to send their representatives to our meet-

ings to exhibit their goods and endeavor to explain the

merits of same, which no doubt will prove very instructive

and interesting. L. H. Honigbaum, P. G. Burns, and Chas.

Bankey submitted problems for discussion before the mem-
bers present. On Tuesday evening, December 14th, the

N. A. S. E. Club of San Francisco, gave a theater party at

the Orpheum Theater. Seats were reserved in the front row

of the balcony, after enjoying the performance the member?
repaired to an adjoining cafe, where refreshments were

served and story telling and speeches were in order. At
the next meeting of the club, which will be held on Tues-

day evening, January 11th, business only will be transacted.

P. L. Ennor is president, Chas. Dick is treasurer and H. W.
Noethig is secretary, S16 York street.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
In a recent issue of the .Journal it was announced that

a series of papers would be given in this department cov-

ering some subject of importance of interest to mechanical

or steam engineers. The subject first to be presented is indi-

cated by the title of this article. In considering the broad

field embraced by the science of mechanics as applied to ma-

chines it is difficult to make a selection which may be best

suited to the individual needs of a majority of our mechanical

department readers. After some deliberation, however, it has

been decided to take up the various principles of mechanism
involved in simple machines, and then to consider the appli-

cation of these principles in the mechanics of the steam
engine; this example being probably the most familiar and its

study the most valuable to the steam engineer. In working

out the design, drawing and specifications for a required ma-
chine definite factors have to be completely determined. First

the form, which factor is governed by the work the machine

is intended to do and by the external limitation imposed upon

it; Second, the strength, a factor involving knowledge of

the strength of materials and their wearing features; and

third, the motions of the various parts. It is with this

factor of motion that the principles of mechanism have to do.

The principles of mechanism are in reality the applica-

tion of principles of kinematics—that branch of mechanics

which deals with motion without reference to the cause pro-

ducing it; several elementary combinations of mechanism

sometimes being involved.

A machine may be defined as a combination of fixed and

moving parts or devices so disposed and connected as to

transmit or modify force and motion to the end that some

useful result may be secured. The fixed parts constitute

the frame or supports for the moving parts. The moving

parts constitute a train or trains of mechanism.

A train of mechanism may be primary or secondary; the

former being supported directly by the frame, and the latter

by other moving parts.

All the moving parts may be regarded as mechanical

devices and classified as follows;

First— Revolving shafts.

Second— Revolving wheels or cams with or without teeth.

Third—Rods or bars with reciprocating or vibrating mo-

tion or both.

Fourth—Flexible connectors depending upon friction.

Fifth—Flexible connectors independent of friction.

Sixth—A co'-umn of fiuid in a pipe.

Trains of mechanism consist of combinations of the above

devices. The least number of such combinations necessary

to secure a desired modification of force or motion in a given

case, is called an elementary combination.

A thorough systematic and comprehensive table of these

elementary combinations was first arranged by Professor

Robert Willis of Cambridge, England, and it is here given

in full as the best means of showing the scope of our work.

In general then this will constitute our scheme of pro-

gress although certain digressions will be made from this

fixed order of considering the topics, and where advisable

in cases of more common application as e. g. gearing, belting,

etc., the investigation will be made more complete than in the

less useful combinations. For certain reasons, the order of

procedure will not be in exact accordance with the above

outline.

Our next paper will be concerned with the technical

names and terms embraced by our study and with an intro-

ductory investigation into the various kinds of motion with

which we shall be concerned in dealing with the various

elementary combinations.

SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF THE BLEjVEENTARY COMBINATIONS OF MECHANISM.

Mode of transmission of
motion.

Directional Relation Constant.

"Velocity-ratio,
Constant.

Velocity-ratio,
Varying.

Directional Relation Changing
Periodically.
Velocity-ratio,

Constant or varying.

I.

By rolling contact.

II.

By sliding contact.

By wrapping connectors, or
belt gearing.

IV.
By link-work.

V.
By reduplication.

Rolling cylinders, cones and
hyperboloids; pitch-circles of
circular gear-wheels and sec-
tors.

Tooth-curves; segmental cams;
screws; worm gearing.

Band or belt and pulleys; chain
and sprocket-wheel.

Equal cranks with link; lever
with proportional links; bell-
crank and links.

Cord and pulley; pulley-blocks
with parallel ropes or chains.

Pitch-lines of non-circular gear-
ing, complete or sectoral.

Tooth-curves for non-circular
gearing; cams: pin and slotted
lever; irregular worm gear-
ing; stop motions.

Cam-shaped pulley and belt;
fusee and chain or cord.

Equal cranks with link; un-
equal cranks -witli link
Hooke's universal joint.

Pulleys, with rope or chain not
parallel.

Pitch-lines for mangle-wheels
and mangle-racks; limited al-
ternate motions.

Cams in general, pin and slotted
lever: double screw; swash-
plate; escapements.

Cam-shaped pulley and lever, or
tightener: treadle motion.

Crank or eccentric and pitman;
ratchet-wheels and clicks; un-
equal cranks and link.
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A COMPACT MOTOR-DRIVEN MEAT-CHOPPING MACHINE.
A striking example of the simplicity, convenience and

efficiency of electric motor drive is the application shown in

the illustartion, a 10 h. p. alternating current motor gear con-

nected to a large meat chopper. This machine has a capacity

for cutting and recutting 1500 pounds of beef three times per

hour, and 3000 pounds of pork twice per hour. The compact

drive secured by mounting the motor on the chopper frame

has the added advantage of lifting the electrical equipment

above the floor; always wet and more or less greasy in a

sausage room. Besides the protection from dirt and grease

thus afforded the motor windings and parts, virtually no

space is occupied by the driving apparatus. The improved

sanitary conditions as well as efficiency secured by avoiding

moving belts and shafting are important results of employing

electric drive in the preparation of food stuffs. The self-

contained construction of the present application prevents the

stirring up of dust or foreign particles in the chopping room.
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Motor Driven Meat Chopper.

Gear drive has also worked a considerable economy in opera-

tion, for, while the type of machine illustrated ordinarily

requires 10 h. p. when belt-driven, it has been found to take

only IVz electrical h. p. with the spur transmission shown.

This economy of power, as well as the low cost of the instal-

lation, is perhaps the strongest point in favor of this method

of applying electric power, although the convenience, com-

pactness, simplicity and cleanliness of this drive should not

be overlooked.

The mahine illustrated is a No. 66 Enterprise chopper, and

was equipped with a Westinghouse type "CCL/" three-phase

induction motor for the Ziemsen Butchers' Supply Company,
2855 Archer avenue, Chicago, 111.

ANOTHER QUICK SWITCHBOARD ORDER.
A fire at Bass, Michigan, destroyed the switchboard of the

liass Telephone Company. The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply

Company received the order at 10:35 Friday, November 26th,

and shipped the board complete on the first train Saturday,

for Bass, which left at 10:30 a. m. Prompt service and ship-

ments are important features of the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Company's sales service for operating companies.

REORGANIZATION OF SAN FRANCISCO OFFICES WEST-
INGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
is just completing a scheme of interior office arrangement,

which will not only greatly facilitate the handling of the

company's extensive business but will prove a source of

great convenience to its customers. The company occupies

the entire first and second floors and the basement of the

Electrical Building at 165 Second street, San Francisco.

S.in Francisco Offices Westinghouse Electric & Mfn. Co.

Following Is a synopsis of the location of the various de-

partments. On the second floor are to be found: The man-

ager's office and executive staff, the chief consulting engi-

neer's office, the treasury or collection department, the rail-

way and lighting department, the isolated plant, mining and

dredging equipment department, the erection department.

The San Francisco district manager has general charge

of the company's interest in the State of Nevada and through-

out California as far south as the 35th parallel, or in reality

as far as Bakersfield—the southern portion of the State being

handled by the Los Angeles office. The treasury department

has charge of the company's collections throughout the entire

Pacific Coast west of the Rocky Mountains. The railway

and lighting department has charge of all negotiations in-

volving railway equipments or large central station projects.

The isolated plant, mining and dredging equipment depart-

ment has the handling of the electrical requirements in such

negotiations, while the erecting department consists of a

corps of expert erecting and installing engineers under the

direct supervision of the manager, but also closely in touch

with the factory erecting depaitment.

The first floor is given over to the industrial and power
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department, the detail and supply department, the incan-

descent lamp department, and the correspondence department.

The industrial and jjower department is concerned en-

tirely wtih motors and their various applications. Controlling

and auxiliary devices incidental to motor installation as well

as generating equipment for industrial plants are handled by

this department, there being well defined territorial lines

tor the various salesmen. The detail and supply depart-

ment (as the name implies) is concerned entirely with the

sale of the company's various details and supplies, and is

likewise territorially divided among the various salesmen.

The incandescent lamp departnient is responsible for the

sale of the Westinghouse Lamp Company's product. The lamp

stock is carried in the basement of the building, so that

prompt city delivery as well as convenient inspection can be

made.

The correspondence department has charge of the entire

machinery stock carried at Emeryville, and looks after all

requisitions, shipments and orders. All correspondence with

the factory at East Pittsburg having to do with shipments,

stock or delivery of apparatus is done by this department.

The company's extensive files and records are also handled by

this department. At the company's Emeryville warehouse

there is (in addition to the regular San Francisco force) a

repair shop equipped with all necessary tools and apparatus

for the speedy repair of electrical machinery, and an efficient

corps of winders and machinists always are available.

TELEPHONE TRAIN DISPATCHING—NORFOLK & WEST-
ERN RAILROAD.

The Norfolk & Western Railroad has recently placed

orders for four complete telephone train dispatching circuits

from Norfolk to Crewe, 27 stations, 130 miles; Crewe to

Roanoke, 33 stations, 126 miles; Williamson, West Virginia,

to Portsmouth, Ohio, 22 stations, 113 miles; and Portsmouth,

Ohio, to Columbus, Ohio, 22 stations, 100 miles. These cir-

cuits, in addition to the two circuits now in operation between

Roanoke and Bluefield and between Bluefield and William-

son, West Virginia, will complete the telephone train dis-

patching equipment for the entire main line between Norfolk

and Columbus, Ohio, about 700 miles with about 125 stations

equipped. The telephone apparatus for all these circuits was

purchased from the Western Electric Company, the manu-

facturer of the standard "Bell" telephones used by the entire

Bell system. Mr. W. C. Walstrum, superintendent of tele-

graph, reports that the two circuits now in operation are

giving excellent service.

PRINTING PRESS CONTROLLERS.

The General Electric Company has developed a complete

line of CR controllers designed to meet the requirements and

severe service of small direct-current electrically operated

printing presses. In their design special attention has been

given to such necessary features as no-voltage protection,

overload protection, push button stop and jog, ruggedness of

construction, and accessibility.

All controllers in this line have no-voltage protection.

This consists of a contactor mounted in the lower left-hand

corner of the slate front. The CR 169 has been designed so

that upon failure of voltage the starting arm returns auto-

matically to the off position. In addition, the controller arm
is provided with a movable armature which may be adjusted

so that the motor can be run only at a certain predetermined

speed. All the other controllers of this line have been so

designed that the contactor opens when the voltage fails and
the contactor cannot be closed until the controller handle has

been returned to the off position.

Since the armature circuit is made and broken by the

contactor and not on the switch contacts, there is no arcing

on the contacts. This eliminates the burning of the contacts

which would necessarily result in roughening the surface,

causing imperfect contact and their rajiid destruction of the

contact segments. The contactor is provided with a strong

magnetic blow-out which extinguishes any arc that may result

when the armature circuit is opened.

When the overload release is supplied in addition to the

no-voltage release, it is so connected that when it operates it

will de-energize the contactor coil, opening the contactor and

thus breaking the armature circuit.

In many installations it is desirable to have push buttons

located at various points around the press for stopping the

motor, or for "inching" the press when necessary. Some of

the controllers have, therefore, been designed to have both

push button stop and jog. while others have the stop feature

only.

If the push button is closed while the motor is not in

operation the contactor will close, providing the switch is in

the starting position, completing the armature circuit through

the regulating resistance. This will start the motor which

Printing Press Controller witli Cover Removed.

will run very slowly, as long as the push button is held closed.

If the push button is closed while the motor is running, the

contactor coil will be de-energized, thereby opening the motor
circuit and stopping the motor. The same push button can,

therefore, be used for jogging or stopping the motor. Each
controller which has the stop and jog feature is furnished

with two buttons; but any number of buttons may be in-

stalled.

Standard Form P resistance units are used throughout.

In the controllers having a field regulating resistance, the

units are assembled upon the back of the slate front, while

the armature resistance, whether for starting or regulating

duty, is assembled in a separate box. When a dynamic brake
is supplied the resistance is in most cases external, but in

some controllers it is self-contained.

The controllers are provided with renewable segments for

armature control, while button contacts are used for field

control.

The starting resistance is designed for starting duty only
while the armature regulating resistance is designed for

continuous operation, as various speed changes are obtained
by varying the amount of resistance in the armature circuit
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NEWS NOTES ««

ic^

FINANCIAL.

PASADENA, CAL.—Sierra Madre is considering an issue

of $100,000 bonds for the purchase of the Sierra Madre water

plant, the owners of which have offered to sell to the city

for $96,000.

RENTON, WASH.—The city of Renton has decided to

issue bonds in the sum of $12,000 for the completion of its

new water supply system which Mayor Benjamin Ticknor

stated would be completed in thirty days.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Board of Trustees of Cal-

exico are arranging for a new municipal water system for

which $30,000 bond were recently voted. New mains will be

laid, three reservoirs built and an air pressure tank installed.

SANTA ANA, CAL.—The town of Newport Beach has

voted bonds of $10,000 for water and $25,000 for gas. Proceeds

will probably be utilized in buying the water plant and system

now owned by J. H. Sharps, also the gas plant of the Home
Gas & Electric Company to be run as a municipal plant.

DAYTON, N. M.—The City Council passed resolution

3 calling an election to be held on January 11th to vote on

the question of issuing and selling bonds in the sum of

$15,000 for the purpose of creating a fund with which to

erect and maintain a system of water works in this city.

INCORPORATIONS.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Brown Electric Company of Chelan,

$500,000, by G. P. Brown, J. G. Kennedy and C. P. Bissett.

MARSHFIELD, ORE.—Union Traction & Terminal Com-

pany of Coos Bay has been incorporated with a capital stock

Qf $100,000, by J. N. Blake.

HOQUIAM, WASH.—The Grays Harbor Interurban Com-

pany, has been incorporated with a capital of $500,000, by

Eldridge Wheeler of Montesano.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Los Angeles Meter Co., capital

stock $10,000, by William Shade, J. G. Orth, A. W. Ballard,

J A. Greenwood and John Morris.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Pacific X-RAY Coil Manufactur-

ing Company has been incorporated with a capital of $10,000,

by F. L. Heidrich, Eighth avenue S. and Adams street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Lordsburg and San Dimas Gas

Company, capital stock' $50,000, by C. S. S. Farney, J. H.

Badger, V. M. Porter, W. S. Morse and W. T. Collins.

,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Hawkins Electric Company,

capital stock $20,000, shares $100 each, subscribed $300, by C.

W. Kilpsch, D. L. Anthony and O. T. Barber, 1 share each.

SEATTLE, WASH.—New Westminster-Mission Light &
Power Company has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $50,000 for the supply of light to the town of Mission City,

thirty miles up the Eraser river.

EL CENTRO, CAL.—Evergreen Mutual Water Company,
with capital of $10,000. The company will supply water for

the Stormer tract at Brawley. Incorporators are: D. A.

Stormer, A. J. Albert, Godwin A. Mellen.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—The Deer Creek Power Company
has filed articles of incorporation. The power site is in

Tehama County, although the principal place of business is

in Chico. The capital stock is $100,000, divided into 1000

shares of $100 each, $7000 being subscribed, by C. C. Royce, W.
J. O'Connor, A. G. Eames, T. H. Barnard, B. Cusick, Thos.
N. Crew and Park Henshaw, $1000 each.

WHITE SALMON, WASH.—The Columbia River & Mount
Adams Railroad Company has been incorporated with capital

stock of $2,000,000 to build an electric railway from some
point on the Columbia River in Klickitat County northerly

through parts of Klickitat, Yakima and Skamania counties to

a point in the vicinity of Mount Adams.

HOQUIAM, WASH.—Articles of incorporation for an ex-

tensive interurban trolley system has been filed with the

Secretary of State. The capital stock is $500,000; officers:

R. F. Lytle, A. L. Pain and E. O. McGlaufln of Hoquiam, W.
H. Abel and Eldridge Wheeler of Montesano, A. H. Abel and
P. S. Locke of Aberdeen. The franchise has recently been

granted to Mr. Wheeler by the County Commissioners.

SAN JOSE, CAL.—The San Jose Railroads is the name
of a new corporation that filed its artic'es recently. It pro-

poses to take over the First Street railroad line and operate

it in connection with the Santa Clara lines. The men inter-

ested are: L. E. Hanchett, president; W. R. Lawson, man-
ager, and B. M. Rea, secretary and attorney of the Santa Clara

Street line, and F. E. Fitzpatrick, who is associated with John
Martin of San Francisco. The capital stock is $5,000,000.

TRANSMISSION.

LODI, CAL.—The Lodi Grape Juice Association will

change from steam to electrical power for the coming season.

DIXON, CAL.—The Dixon Gyrating Mill Company at

Dixon, California, will increase the size of its present plant

and install an additional motor.

WALLACE, IDAHO.—Electric power will probably be

installed at the property of the United Lead Mining Com-
pany at Osburn this winter to operate the machinery.

VANCOUVER, B. C—The Vancouver Island Power Com-
pany, Ltd., has applied for permission to build a dam and
storage reservoir on Bear Creek and Alligator Creek, tribu-

taries to the Jordan river.

EVERETT, WASH.—The County Commissioners have

granted the Granite Falls Electric Company a franchise for

electric wires and water mains over all the county for a dis-

tance of a half mile from the town limits of Granite Falls.

SALT LAKE, UTAH.—A new power plant for furnishing

light and power for the Utah Agricultural College at Logan
has been authorized by the Board of Trustees of the college.

An appropriation of $20,000 was made by the last legislature

for this purpose.

VANCOUVER, B. C.^Charles E. Rogers has filed on 200

cubic feet per second of water in Lewis River and Harvey

McMunn has filed for 250 cubic feet from the east fork of

the same stream, the water to be used in each case for irri-

gation and electric power.

ROSWELL, N. M.—Mr. Jos. M. Swaziek of El Paso has

been here for several days looking into conditions as he

expects to locate in the valley in the near future.- Mr. Swa-

ziek stated that he will put in an electric power and pump-

ing plant on Penasco river. The power right has already

been secured.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Trust deeds involving $30,000,000

in bonds and executed in favor of the Harris Trust and Sav-

ings Bank of Chicago and Los Angeles Trust & Savings Com-

pany of this city were filed in the counties of Southern Cali-

fornia by the Southern California Edison Electric Company.

In this action the company legally establishes financial organ-

ization of new company. Part of this money will be spent in

construction of two great power plants on Kern river.
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TRANSPORTATION.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Los Angeles Railway Com-

pany bought a franchise for Alpine street from Main to Buena
Vista, and from Main to San Fernando, of the Council for $100.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A car line to connect Dolgeville

and Alhambra with Covina by electric line is said to be
planned by the Pacific Electric. Engineers have finished the

survey.

MOUNT VERNON, WASH.—It is announced that Stone

& Webster will build the proposed interurban from this place

to Mt. Vernon and Sedro Woolley and it is reported that Rich-

ard T. Lafflin, representing the Stone & Webster, announces
that work will begin in the near future.

CHIHUAHUA, MEX.—Plans and specifications in detail

showing route and approximate cost of projected electric rail-

way which will connect Guadalajara with the town of Cha-

pala on Lake Chapala, have been prepared by engineers of

Chapala Hydroelectric & Irrigation Company.

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—The survey for the interurban line

from San Antonio to Port Worth has been completed here.

C. L. Hodges of Chicago, chief promoter, declares laying of

tracks will begin within two months. The proposed route is

through New Braunfels, San Marcos, Austin and Hillsboro.

SANTA CLARA, CAL.—The Commercial League of Santa
Clara is working to secure a right of way through the lands

northwest of the city for the extension of the street car sys-

tem north to meet the line which is to run south from Palo

Alto, and which is ultimately to form a through electric line

from San Francisco to San Jose.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The city will protest against the

application of the Pacific Electric Company which desires to

obtain permission to build a bridge over the Los Ceritos

slough, a part of the San Pedro harbor. The bridge is de-

sired as part of the line to be built by the Pacific Electric

from Long Beach to San Diego via Wilmington.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—A. H. Lohman, San Francisco,

is making preliminary surveys for the proposed electric line

across the mountain to La Honda and the Big Basin. As
proposed, the road will start at Red Wood and go to Wood-
side, from where two routes are under consideration. The
approximate cost of the proposed line is estimated at

$1,000,000.

WHITE SALMON, WASH.—Adolph F. Suksdorf and oth-

ers of Spokane have formed the Columbia River & Mount
Adams Railway Company to build an electric railway from
seme point on the Columbia River in Klickitat County, thence

through parts of the same county, Yakima and Skamania
counties to a point in the vicinity of Mount Adams. The in-

corporation is for $2,000,000.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Application was made at a meeting
of the Coimcil committees last night by the Peninsular Rail-

road Company for a street railway franchise for a road start-

ing at Fourteenth and Franklin streets, thence down Frank-

lin street to Twenty-first, down Twenty-first to the Sixteenth

street depot, forming a loop at the Sixteenth street depot to

Eighteenth street, back on Eighteenth street to Brush street,

up Brush. to Twenty-first and thence back to Fourteenth and
E'ranklin streets.

STOCKTON, CAL.—Construction work is being rushed
on the Central California Traction Company's extension of

the line designed to connect Sacramento and Lodi, and the

company expects to have the interurban road ready for opera-

tion by the middle of next summer. One million dollars, it is

reported, is the estimated cost of constructing the extension
and equipping the road for business. Almost all the grading
to the Sacramento County line in San Joaquin County has
been finished and graders are now working in Sacramento
County. S. B. McLenegan, general manager, is in charge.

ILLUMINATION.

VAN HORN, TEX.—John E. Cox, owner of the Van Horn

water works, will put in an electric light plant soon to supply

the whole town with light.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Covina Valley Gas Company
annoimces that it proposes to extend mains eastward to Lords-

burg, on the city limits of Pomona.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—For the installation of 200 elec-

tric lamps for East Hollywood lighting district the only bid

was by the Pacific Light & Power Company.

SANTA ROSA, CAL.—The Board of Supervisors at their

last meeting granted the franchise petitioned for by the

Cloverdale Light &Power Company to that corporation.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—The City Council has instructed the

city attorney to take steps toward obtaining permission from

Congress for the city to bond itself for $300,000 for construct-

ing a municipal lighting plant.

SUISUN, CAL.—The Rochester Oil Company recently re-

sumed sinking tor oil in the property near Suisun, California.

This company is now furnishing natural gas which they en-

countered while boring for oil previously.

MERCED, CAL.—The Merced Falls Gas & Electric Com-

pany is preparing for a new sub-station to be erected on the

lot which adjoins the ijlant on Fifteenth street in this city.

The new station will be about 30x50 feet and will be built of

concrete with a steel frame.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—The $300,000 electric light plant of

the city of Alameda was endangered by fire December 26 when

a vacant building at the south end of Park street immediately

adjoining the plant, was gutted by fire. The old frame struc-

ture burned fiercely before the fire was conquered.

REDWOOD CITY, CAL.—Attorney Archer Kincaid, on be-

half of Benjamin Cunha, has presented a petition asking that

steps be taken to sell a franchise for installing and maintain-

ing electric lights in Miramar, Halfmoon Bay and Pursima

school districts. On motion of Blackburn action was post-

poned until the next meeting.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Negotiations by the National Elec-

trical Lamp Company for the purchase of a block of land in

West Oakland lying between Peralta and Campbell and Six-

teenth and Seventeenth streets, have been completed. It

is the purpose of the company which has already established

plants in most of the principal cities of the United States, to

erect a fine factory on the new site.

WATERWORKS.
SALEM, ORE.—Resolutions proposed by Mayor Rodgers

were adopted by the City Council. Salem shall own and

operate a water supply system to bring water from Breton-

liush.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A Goerz & Co., of London, have

purchased control of La Fey Anexas mines in Zacatecas dis-

trict and a bid for a pumping plant will be installed to handle

water on property.

OAKLAND, CAL.—As a result of the meeting last week
between members of the Park Commission, the secretary was
authorized to advertise for bids for the resurfacing of the

playground in Bushrod Park and for the laying of pipes in

Lakeside Park.

SALEM, ORE.—At the last meeting of the Council the

mountain water matter was referred to a special committee
empowered to take all the preliminary steps for submission

to the voters of the question of building a system to bring the

city a pure water supply from Bretonbush and for acquiring

the plant of the Salem Water Company and building reser-

voirs.
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ENGINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underground Aerial. Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO, IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I

"O.K." WEATHERPROOF
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

OKOINITE WIRE
THE STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATIONV1.0IV/X
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, INEW VORK

WILLARD L. CANDEE, President GEO. T. MANSON. Gen'L Supt.
H. DURANT CHEEVER. Treasurer WM. H. HODGINS. Secretahv

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACinC COAST DEPT. first National Bank Building, San francisco

Sub-Office—Los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.
Factories Oakland. Cal.. Pittsburi;. Pa.. Perth Amboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: New York. Boston. Cliicaco. Philadelphia. St. Louis

Specify....

BROOKriELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

\/| T| /^ A 1\I
Refrigerating and

V kJ L^X,^X^L^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas Bldg., 604 Mission St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets San FranClSCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS SEE PAGE EIGHT
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STREET OR
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LIGHTING
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Write for particulars

Standard Electrical Works
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN PRAINCISCO

PELTON-FRANCIS TURBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for CataJog and List of Operating Plants

TME PELTON WATER WMEEL CO.
1011 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

84 WEST ST.. NEW YORK CITY

Holophane Reflectors
USED WITH

BRYAN - IVIARSM
Tungsten & Tantalum Lamps

GIVE BEST RESULTS

California Incandescent Lamp Co.
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAIN FRANCISCO

BY TH E 1 NSPECTOR
"When I go out on inspection, or to 'shoot trouble' and sometimes have to listen to subscribers'

tales of poor service, I see a side of the telephone business that the officials never think of when they

are buying telephones or getting bids on a switchboard, or figuring on supplies.

"The operating company official who prides himself because he forced a low price on a switch-

board order from some telephone manufacturer, who in the stress of six or seven companies' competing

bids out his figure to the last dot—this official seldom meets directly the complaints of the people

who have to use the telephones and the service of a cheaply built board. Me never realizes the repair

bills that follow, swiftly and surely, for telephones and switchboards sold at cut rates make a 'cut-rate'

exchange. Somebody must stand for the 'bargain price', and in the long run, it's the buyer. A
switchboard cheaply sold is cheaply built—Doesn't that stand to reason ?

"There is all the difference in the world between a cheap switchboard and one built for long

wear. It isn't the fine appearing cabinet that counts; it's the hundred pieces that go into it; its the

hundred plans that formed them; the experience; the theory and practice; the skilled labor; that make
the telephone and the switchboard today that hold up the service-grind of the years.

"Give me the Kellogg board, for instance, with a plain box for a cabinet, in preference to any

one of the 'cut rate' styles behind a mahogany veneer."

Kellogg telephones and switchboards are built for longest wear and

service—year after year—Just watch them.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO

PACIFIC COAST OFFICE, 88 FIRST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
CALL AND INSPECT OUR STOCK

Manufacturers of Standard Telephones and Switctiboards
Complete Line of Supplies. Wire.
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ELECTRICITY IN A MODERN STEAM LAUNDRY

There are but few labors to which electric power conduits, and steam and water pipes, both hot and
can be better applied than those of the laundry. As an cold water.

example attention is here to. be directed to the equip- The most noteworthy feature of the plant is its in-

ment of the Metropolitan Laundry at Eighth and dependence from all outside sources of power and
Harrison streets, San Francisco, which is said to be water. There is nothing more essential to a laundrj'

Power Plant of Metropolitan Laundry, San Francisco.

llie largest and most up-to-date in the United States.

This installation consists essentiall}' of two parts, the

power plant and the laundry proper. Taken together
they occupy nearly an acre of ground, and are sub-

stantially housed in two brick buildings separated
by an alley, under which a tunnel carries the electric

than water. This is obtained in abundance from five

wells which have been sunk to a depth of 200 feet.

Three of these wells are equipped with air-lift and

two, with steam pumps, one of the latter being a dou-

ble acting pump, especially designed and patented by

the chief engineer of the plant, ?ifr. J. C. D<irwanl.
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These pumps deliver the water to a sump from which
a motor-dri^•en centrifugal pump elevates it 65 ft. to

the top of the water softener.

This is of the Kennicott t_ype with an hourly

capacity of 30,000 gallons. The water from the wells

is hard, that is it contains about 25 grains of carbonate

of magnesia to the gallon. This is precipitated by
adding a solution of soda ash and lime as the water

enters the top of the softener. This solution is steam-

siphoned from a lower mixing vat to a receiver from

which it is automatically supplied in any desired

proportion to the entering hard water. An ingenious

electric contact and solenoid-operated counter in the

chief engineer's office gives convenient record of its

operation.

Boilers of Metropolitan Laundry.

This Kennicott softener is the largest on the Pacific

Coast, holding 125,000 gallons of water, being 18 ft.

in diameter and 65 ft. high. By its means 90 per cent

of the hardness of the water is removed, which makes

a great saving in the wear and tear on the clothes,

and also in the soap bill. The softener also supplies

water to the boilers, although the chief reason for their

remarkable freedom from scale is attributed to the

fact that the plant is run condensing. The cooling

water from the condensers flows to a tank which

supplies the laundry, its heat being further maintained

b}- the exhaust from the air compressor.

The hardening ingredients in water destroy the

effect of large quantities of soap by uniting with it

and forming an insoluble compound known as "soap

curd." Each degree of hardness per gallon of water

destroys approximately 1 3.-2 pounds of soap per 1000

gallons of water before any detergent action is pro-

duced. In other words, the hard water is softened

by the use of soap before anj' beneficial action is ob-

tained from the soap. To overcome this wasteful re-

sult laundry men are forced to add sodas to the water,

which precipitate the hardening ingredients upon the

goods, making them very harsh. These sodas also rap-

idly destroy the fibre. The soap curds, deposited in the

fibre of the goods, being insoluble cannot be removed

by subsequent rinsing. These curds cause white goods

to become a dirty gray and are decomposed by the

hot iron, causing greasy appearing, yellow stains or

streaks most frequently noticed at the seams. The

harshness, due to these curds and the hardening ingre-

dients precipitated by the washing sodas, is especially

noticed in woolen and flannel goods.

The steam plant supplies power for pumping 175,-

000 gallons daily, and also furnishes electric current for

heating, light and power in the laundry. The boiler

equipment consists of three Heine safety water-tube

boilers made by the Risdon Iron and Locomotive
\'Vorks, of San Francisco, each of 277 rated horse-

power. There is also a low pressure Risdon boiler

used as a water heater. The boilers are oil fired and
equipped with McLain oil burners, the duplex oil set

being a 4j^x2^x4in. Worthington.

The generating plant includes four Westinghouse
direct current dynamos arranged for three-wire serv-

ice. The two main generators are 150 k. w. 220 volt

machines direct connected to tandem compound Ball

engines, 11 x 19x20. The hot-well, feed-water pumps
and condensers are placed in a pit between the two
engines. All condensation from the laundry is re-

turned to the power plant and by this means fully

75 per cent of the water is saved. In addition, there

are two 1734 k. w. d. c. Westinghouse generators

driven by Ohmen engines, which are used to even up
the unbalanced load on the large generators and to

supply current for lighting and operating the differ-

ent departments when necessary to run overtime.

By means of the three wire system, current for

lighting is supplied at no volts and for power at 220

volts. The Westinghouse three-wire system, as here

installed, is so arranged that the current is supplied

by one machine, so in the event of light load it is not

necessary to run the two generators. The generators

differ from the standard single voltage, direct-current

machines by the addition of auto transformers and an

arrangement of the armature lead connections some-
what like those on the alternating current side of the

armatures of rotary converters, the armature lead of

three-wire dynamos being connected to collector rings

placed on the shaft. The connections from the arma-
ture to the collector rings are two-phase, across which

a pair of auto-transformers or balancing coils are con-

nected. These balancing coils consist of a single wind-

ing upon a laminated iron core. The assembled coils

are placed in iron cases filled with oil. The middle

points of the balancing coils are inter-connected and

from this connection the neutral lead of the three-

wire system is led. It is obvious that the pressure

between the neutral wire and either generator ter-

minal is one-half of the 220-volt generator pressure.

In this installation the coils have been placed in the

wall, close to the switchboard, which arrangement has

proved eminently satisfactory.

The switchboard consists of four panels,, one

for the two 150 k. w. generators; one for the two 173/2

k. w. machines ; one for the motors in the power plant,

and one for the power and lighting circuit in the

laundry. ,

As already mentioned, a 30-in. centrifugal pump,

single stage, built by the Risdon Iron Works, is driven

by a 20 h. p. motor to pump water from the sump to

the top of the softener. There is also a steam driven

air compressor installed by the Compressed Air Ma-
chinery Company, of San Francisco, supplying air for
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the air-lift pumps and to various machines in the in size from Y^ to 20 h. p. They are all made by the
laundry. General Electric Company and where not direct con-

The lighting circuit supplies current not only for nected, are equipped with the Morse silent chain,

the incandescent and arc lamps with which the plant

Motor-Driven Washing Machines.

is equipped, but also for the electric irons. These are

the standard irons manufactured by the Pacific Elec-

tric Heating Company of Ontario, California, and take

from 6 to 10 amperes at no volts. As there are 50
of these hand irons the large amount of current re-

quired is readily appreciated. But considering the

Motor-Driven Extractors.

gi-eat amount of time that they save and the excellence

of the work they do, the cost is well justified.

The power circuits furnish current for electric

drive of all the machines in the laundry, including

washers, extractors, mangles and ventilating fans.

These motors aggregate sixty-two in number and vary

Motor-Driven Plat Worlc Ironers.

Upon delivery from the wagon, all pieces are first

marked for identification, either by hand or more re-

cently by a motor driven marking machine, manufac-
tured by the National Marking Machine Company.
This machine resembles a linotype without the matrix-

casting mechanism. The pieces are then segregated

as to kind, for each class, such as blankets, flannels,

toweling and starched pieces, requires dififerent treat-

ment. All plain pieces are first placed in washing
drying and are dried and smoothed in the flat work
irons. Collars, shirts and other starched pieces are

washed in machine and dried in steam-heated drying

rooms, being ironed by hand.

There are no washers arranged in ten clusters of

Electric Hand Irons.

eleven each. Each cluster is driven by a 15 h. p.

motor. Plot and cold water is supplied from the power

plant and soap is made on the premises.

The extractors, or wringers, are 40 in number,

being arranged in ten lines of four each. Each set of

four 28-in. extractors are driven by 7J4 h. p- motors
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from overhead line shafting. These are used for dry-

ing the heavy and the coarse pieces.

There are eight Hagen mangles, two being four-

roll and the others six-roll machines. Each is ope-

rated by a three h. p. variable speed General Electric

motor with rheostat control.

There are five conveyor dryer houses, each op-

erated by a J4 h- P- motor. These are heated by

steam coils and during the course of one-half hour's

travel through them, the finer pieces are completely

dried. There are also three lines of shirt machines,

each driven by 5 h. p. motors. All the dryer houses

are supplied with steam at 120 lbs. pressure, the power

plant being operated under 160 lbs. pressure. The
steam line to the laundry is set with a 4-inch safety

valve connected to the 6-in. line, so as to protect the

laundry machinery, in case high pressure steam is

accidentally introduced when the boilers are changed.

The fiat work irons are all steam heated. This con-

densation, as before mentioned, is from the steam traps

returned to the power plant. In the collar department,

the xollar tables, ironers and dampeners are all oper-

ated by individual motors, connected to the machine

by Morse chains. In the shirt department there are

18 body ironers, gas heated, one 3 h. p. motor oper-

ating six machines. This plant is under the manage-

ment of F. F. Connor.

AIR-NITRATES IN GERMANY.
Consnl-General A. M. Thackara of Berlin answers

as follows the queries of an American correspondent

regarding the manufacture of air-nitrates and the

status of farming in Germany: Atmospheric nitrogen

is utilized in making nitrates for fertilizing purposes,

in accordance with two general systems in Germany,

as well as in Norway, Italy, and other European coun-

tries, and in Canada, (i) The formation of the so-

called calcareous nitrogen (kalckstickstoff), which has

the chemical formula Ca(CN)N, and which is formed

b}' passing nitrogen over heated calcium carbide or

through a heated mixture of lime and charcoal, and

(2) the direct combination of the elements in the air

—

oxygen and nitrogen—by the use of the electric spark

and the formation of nitrate by bringing these com-
binations into contact with the proper calcium or other

components.

There are several processes by means of which

the nitrogen, which combines with the calcium carbide

in the formation of calcareous nitrogen, is separated

from the oxygen of the air. One is by passing air over

the copper coils by means of which the oxygen is

removed. Another process is to obtain free nitrogen

by the partial evaporation of liquefied air. The great

expense attending this latter process renders it im-

practicable, and the nitrogen so obtained is still much
mixed with oxygen compounds. Nitrogen is also ob-

tained by one German firm in Hamburg and Hanover
by cooling the gases of combustion and removing the

impurities by passing the gases through retorts filled

with copper and copper oxides and then through some
substance that absorbs the carbon dioxide.

The so-called calcareous nitrogen obtained by the

various processes is a grayish substance containing

about 20 per cent nitrogen. As a fertilizer it is gen-

erally supposed to be as efficient as ammonium sul-

phate and but little inferior to saltpeter. The exact

effect of the cyanide in the compound is as yet not

understood. By heating, the whole of the nitrogen in

the compound is changed into ammonia, from which

ammonium sulphate may be formed. The practica-

bility of the production of calcareous nitrogen depends

upon cheap power supply, and hence the plants are

generally located where water power is available. The
substance is produced in many different countries and

the estimated total production for 1908 was about

45,000 tons.

The second system by which nitrates are obtained

by the direct combination of the oxygen and nitrogen

of the air is much more recent in its development than

the above. After numerous attempts had been made
in various countries, the Norwegian inventors, Birke-

land and Eyde, finally succeeded in making the process

industrially practicable. According to their system,

the end of each of the electric poles through which a

current is passing is exposed to the action of a magnet
which causes the electric spark to spread out into a

disk-like flame. This flame is surrounded by some
material that resists combustion, thus leaving a disk-

shaped inclosure through which the air is drawn. As
the temperature at which this reaction takes place is

very high and as the atmosphere passes comparatively

rapidly through the flame, only from i to 2 per cent

of the elements in the air is transformed. The com-
pounds formed begin to decompose when their tem-

perature is lowered, and therefore methods are devised

to rapidly decrease their temperature to the point at

which they can form more stable products. For this

purpose the compounds are passed through an evapo-

rating apparatus, and after their temperature has been

reduced to about 50 degrees Reaumur they are passed

into an oxidation chamber and oxidized into nitrogen

dioxide, from which the nitrates are made. The great-

est advance in this system has been made in Norway,
principally by the firm of Birkeland & Eyde, and in

factories located at Notodden, Svalgfos and Christian-

sand. A similar system in Germany is used at the

"Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik" at Ludwigshafen
am Rhein. The nitrates so formed are quite pure and
have thus far been consumed principally in the indus-

tries, only a small quantity having been used as fer-

tilizers.

The cost and the volume of production of each

system depend upon the availability of cheap power,

and the production of calcareous nitrogen also depends
upon the prices at which lime and coal or charcoal are

available. One estimate places the cost of the pro-

duction of calcareous nitrogen containing 20 per cent

nitrogen at 270 to 315 francs ($52.11 to $60.79) P^^
metric ton (2,204.6 pounds). This would make the

nitrogen in the compound cost 26 to 30 cents a kilo

(2.2 pounds), while the cost of the nitrogen in com-
pounds formed by the direct combination of the ele-

ments in the air is generally conceded to be less. The
experiments made with fertilizers of either system, in

comparison with Chilean saltpeter, are generally favor-

able to the artificial product. In sandy soil the calcium

nitrate formed by the direct combination of the ele-

ments in the air brought even better results than the

Chilean saltpeter.
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GOING VALUE AS AN ELEMENT IN THE
APPRAISAL OF PUBLIC UTILITY

PROPERTIES.'
BY WM. H, BRYAN.

Appraisals of public utility plants are made for a

variety of purposes—sale, bond issues, taxation—and

more often in recent years as a basis for rate-making,

a function which is coming more and more to be ex-

ercised by the State or municipal authorities.

Such appraisals must cover both the tangible

and the intangible values. The former present no
great difficuhy, being usually taken as the present cost

of duplicating the property used and useful for the

convenience of the public, less depreciation. The in-

tangible values are usually two in number, "franchise"

and "going" value.

Where the utility is operating under an existing

franchise, future net earnings during the unexpired

period are estimated. These, when reduced to pres-

ent worth, fairly represent franchise value. Where
the franchise has expired, or where the municipality

has the right to purchase at stipulated periods, there is,

of course, no franchise value.

Going value, however, may continue even after

the franchise has expired so long as the plant contin-

ues to serve the community. This value was first offi-

cially recognized in Judge Brewer's decision of the

Kansas City Water Works case (see United States

Federal Reports, 62—853) in the following language

:

"The city steps into possession of a property which
not only has the ability to earn, but is, in fact, earning.

It should pay, therefore, not merely the value of a sys-

tem which might be made to earn, but that of a system
Which does earn."

It is an unfortunate fact, however, that agreement
is still far from general among engineers both as to

the exact definition of going value and the proper
method of determining its value. This is well illus-

trated in a recent compilation of twenty valuations,
in which it varies all the way from o to 47 per cent
of the physical value of the plant. Even wider ranges
would probably be found if all the appraisals in which
it has been considered by able engineers of varying
view-points could be compiled and compared. In one
of the most important appraisals of recent years, in

the hands of five of the leading specialists of the
country, no two of them agreed as to the method of

computation.

There is, however, much evidence indicating- that
1

o
substantial progress is being made towards clearer
and fairer views. The author ventures to indulge the
hope that it may soon be possible to so handle this

matter that the justice and fairness of our methods will

be so apparent as to appeal, not only to specialists, but
to judges and juries and to mayors and boards of alder-

men as well. There must surely be a way to so deter-
mine going value as to satisfy both seller and pur-
chaser.

Perhaps the clearest official utterances thus far

made on this subject are the recent decisions of the
State Railway Commission of Wisconsin. In the Cash-
ton Light i'<; P(nver Company case they said :

'Read before the Engineers' Cliih nf St. Louis, October 20.
1909, and printed in the October. 1909. Monrnal of the As.so-
ciation of Engineering .Societies."

"The element of "going value" created by the

investments made in developing the business and in

addition to the cost of the physical structure must be

taken into consideration in fixing value; although the

franchise of a public utility operating under an inde-

terminate permit has expired upon the exercise by the

municipality of its option to purchase, the plant is

to be taken over as a going concern, and just com-
pensation must be awarded for the propert)' taken

as a living and operating entity, engaged in serving

the public, and not as a mere plant without patrons

and without privilege or right to operate and to serve

the public and having but a salvage value."

Also in the Antigo water and the Marinette tele-

phone cases

:

"The theory of the Wisconsin public utilities law

is that rates shall be reasonable and shall be not

greater than enough to yield a fair return on the in-

vestment. In determining the investment as a

preliminary process to the fixing of rates, the

Commission had to deal with the claims of

large "intangible" franchise values as well as "going
values," in both the Antigo water case and the Mari-

nette telephone case. Regarding the former, the Com-
mission holds that if the municipality required the

payment of money or its equivalent, or there was
necessary legitimate payment made for the franchise,

then the sum which may reasonably be said to have

been paid for the franchise may be included in the

valuation, the same as money necessarily invested in

the physical property. But the Commission re-

fuses to consider the claims of some experts and

corporations that franchises for which no money was
paid may have "intangible" values which should be

considered in the making of rates.

It has been held by experts that "going value"

should be allowed as so much per customer, or as a

percentage of the receipts, and some have considered

it as of as great, if not greater, importance than the

physical value of the plant. The Commission holds

that the actual reasonably wise expenditure of money
towards getting the business of the plant established

ma}' be included in the value to be allowed for the

purpose of fixing rates. Since no plant pays at the

outset, and the first years of operation are almost in-

variably accompanied by losses or necessarj' deficits,

the Commission holds that such losses may be said to

represent the cost of securing an established or going

business, and as such may be included in the value

or investment upon which the rates for public service

shall be fixed. But the converse of the rule also holds

;

that is, if a plant has in the past earned more than a

reasonable return, possibly through the toleration of

excessive rates, the excess over reasonable earnings

may, under certain conditions, be subtracted in deter-

mining the present value of the plant. That is, a

"going value" may be negative. In tiie case of the

Marinette Telephone Co., for example, the Commis-
sion found upon its investigation of the financial his-

tory of the company, that through a period of recent

vears the company had been enjoying a sufficiently

lu'gh rate of return to write ofl' the early deficits in so

far as such deficits might he a!lowe<l as going value.

It may be noted in passing that tlie now generally

accepted view is that the plant value upon which a
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fair return must be earned is the present cost of dupli-

cating the existing plant (less depreciation) and not

its actual original cost. It is not material, therefore,

what the original outlay for franchise may have been,

but it is important to know what moneys, if any, would
now have to be expended to secure such a franchise.

Neither are past losses or profits conclusive further

than as they throw light upon probable future earn-

ings.

The important facts in the above rulings are that

the Wisconsin Commission has officially recognized

the propriety of including going value in appraisals

and has pointed out that it should be computed as

the sum of two outlays

:

First, moneys spent directly for getting business
;

and
Second, moneys advanced to cover losses in the

earlier years of operation.

These amounts, of course, are not the sums which
the plant under consideration may actually have ex-

pended, but the amounts a plant starting today would
probably have to pay to secure sufficient business to

make the plant self-supporting.

Having ascertained the present value of the phys-

ical plant, the Commission considers it proper to add
to it these two amounts, the total being the fair value

at which the plant might be sold, or upon which the

owners are entitled to earn a fair return.

Assuming the existence of the bare physical plant,

without connections or business, what additional out-

lay would be necessary, under the conditions exist-

ing at the time of the appraisal, to bring its income up
to a point where its losses would cease and it would
begin to earn a fair return ?

Legitimate expenditures to build u]3 business

would cover such items as advertising circulars, solic-

itors, special rates or even free service for limited

periods, free connections, plumbing at or below cost,

etc. Not infrequently solicitors are paid a fixed sum
per contract brought in. Such outlays would unques-
tionably hasten the attachment of services and thus
shorten the unproductive period. For a water works
it would be proper to take into consideration the pres-

ent-day general knowledge and appreciation of the
advantages of water under- pressure, and the fact that

it is now a necessitjr in manufacturing, commercial
and domestic life. In any modern city the demand
would be immediate and extensive, and the rapidity

of securing business would in most cases be limited

only by the ability of the working forces to install the
plumbing and make the connections. At starting, the

plant would have tht public revenue from firg hy-
drants, public buildings, fountains, etc., and soon
thereafter the income from a considerable number of

private consumers. This would cover a large part

of the operating expense, probably half or more
It then remains for the appraiser to estimate

the period within which the necessary volume
of business would be connected and to compute the

probable losses up to that time. This is a matter
calling for the trained jud.gment of a skilled observer.

It depends upon the size of the city, the character and
habits of the people, their wealth, the number of fac-

tories, breweries, railroads, etc., and the qualitjf and
quantity of other available supplies, such as wells

and cisterns, and many other things.

The physical value of the existing plant is ascer-

tained by estimating the cost of a duplicate plant and

deducting depreciation, such cost including, of course,

interest, administration, etc., during the construction

period. Some engineers hold that as this duplicate

plant could not be gotten into actual service for a

considerable period, the net earnings of the existing

plant during that period are properly a part of going
value. The income of the existing plant being lim-

ited, however, to a "fair return," there would be no
excess earnings, and, therefore, nothing to add. From
this standpoint the city's right to purchase in no way
afifects going value.

The probable operating expense of the "starting

plant" may be projected into the future with reason-

able accurac}^. It must, of course, include not only the

ordinary expenditures for labor, fuel, supplies, etc.,

but also taxes, repairs, administration, interest and
depreciation. The growth of income, however, is not

so easily estimated, as it involves both the volume of

business and the rates charged.

Income depends upon rates. A favorable sched-

ule, not necessarily the highest, will shorten the un-

productive period and thus decrease going value. Un-
wise rates retard growth and increase going value.

Attempts to determine going value must, therefore,

pre-suppose some basis of rates. But rate revision,

directly or indirectly, is the purpose of most appraisals.

To assume rates as a step towards fi.xing rates is to

reason in a circle. What. then, shall be done ?

Many appraisers assume that existing rates con-
tinue. It is argued that the)^ furnish the only definite

(lata available affecting income. To change them
would be to enter upon the problematical. But exist-

ing rates may be either too high or too low for a fair

return.

The tentative or "cut and try" method would seem
much preferable. First compute income and then
going value, using existing rates. If that income
is more than a fair return, repeat the calculation at a

lower rate. If insufficient, try a higher schedule.

Continue these trials until a rate is found which
will insure a fair return within a reasonable period.

The going value on this schedule would seem to be the

proper one.

Going value thus determined is clearly independ-
ent of whether the franchise has expired or whether
the city has the right to purchase. It enters into the

appraised value of the plant, just the same as any
physical item, at its cost of reproduction.

It is interesting at this point to note the Wiscon-
sin Commission's conclusion that going value may be

negative, when later profits above a fair return have
more than wiped out the deficits of the earlier years.

Is not this a reasonable consideration for the future?

Assuming a rate schedule and growth of business

which would make the plant self-sustaining within a

reasonable period, the normal continuation of that

growth would cause the plant to earn profits which

would soon offset the earlier losses and thus destroy

our measure of 'goiiTg value. It would be within the

legitimate power of the authorities to so adjust rates

as to bring this about.

The author of the paper above referred to defines
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the going' value of an existing plant as tlie cost of

reproducing the income of that plant. He fixes its

amount by computing the difference between the net

results of its operation and the net results of a well-

conducted "starting plant, through the time necessary

to enable the starting plant to be completed and re-

cover an income equal to that of the going plant."

The dif¥erences between these views and those

now officially promulgated by the Wisconsin Commis-
sion, which, by the way, are held by many able engi-

neers, are worthy of serious consideration.

The first difference is one of definition, Mr. Alvord

holding that the income, the cost of producing which

is to be estimated, is the gross income of the exist-

ing plant. The Commission's views is that an in-

come sufficient to meet operating expenses is

sufficient. Lossess having ceased, further business

is secured without cost. Previous losses may properly

be called going value and charged to capital account.

A greater income is of no interest or value to the

municipality, for rates will at once be readjusted to the

"fair return" basis, whether the appraisal is for sale

or for rate fixing. No city could fairly be asked to

pay an inflated "going value" based on an excessive

income which it will immediately proceed to reduce.

Existing income based on existing rates is, therefore,

valueless for this purpose, and may even be mislead-

ing, as producing sometimes more, sometimes less,

than a fair return.

Viewed from this standpoint, the financial history

of the existing plant has only an indirect interest.

It may help us to estimate the cost of operation and to

form some judgment as to the time within which the

starting plant will begin to earn a fair return.

The second difTerence between Mr. Alvord and
the Commission lies in the method of computation.
Nowhere does he recognize the direct expenditures
for getting business already referred to. He compares
the existing plant already doing business as a going
concern with a similar "conceptual" plant without
business, which would have to be built and put into

operation. Meanwhile the business of the existing

plant continues its normal growth. He concedes,
however, that at some future date the starting plant
will acquire an income equal to that to which the
existing plant has then grown. The difiference in net
operating results up to this date comprise, in his

opinion, the full measure of going value.

Two perplexities here confront us. The existing
plant, with its prestige of years, its standing in the
community, its "going value," if you please, would
seem to have a permanent advantage. Having usually
twenty or more years the start, ought not its con-
tinuing growth to keep it permanently ahead of the
newer plant? And if there is to be forever a differ-

ence in their income, then the going value thus com-
puted must be infinite.

If, however, the "starting plant" is assumed to
grow at so rapid a rate that in a few years its income
equals that of the existing plant, why should that rate
of growth then suddenly drop to that of the existing
plant? Will not the same conditions which have
caused its previous rapid growth continue? If they
do, thenceforward there would be an excess of income
which would soon wipe out the earlier shortages, as

has been well pointed out by the Wisconsin Commis-
sion.

A system of computing value whose results maj'

range all the way from zero to infinity is not pleas-

ant to contemplate. But these difficulties vanish when
the "fair return" income, and not the existing income,
is taken as the basis.

The above method might fairl)' measure the in-

creased worth of the existing system to a private pur-

chaser as compared with a prospective plant without
business, assviming a continuance of rates and income.

But such assumption cannot be made in the case of

municipalities (except where unexpired franchises

exist), as the ultimate purpose of practically all inves-

tigations of this kind is rate revision. Furthermore,

the cost of reproduction is the ruling condition, not

the value of the thing reproduced, exactly as is the

'case with a pumping engine or any other feature of the

physical plant.

Many attempts have been made to compute going
value along similar lines, although but few have fol-

lowed the exact definitions given. In some such com-
parisons interest and depreciation during the construc-

tion period have been assumed equal on the existing

and starting plants, while they should not be charged

against the starting plant at all. There is no depre-

ciation prior to the start, and interest is always in-

cluded in the construction account.

This, however, brings up another matter. As
has been well said, it is not fair to substitute hindsight

for foresight. No designer can foresee all possible

contingencies ; no engineer is infallible. Mistakes

have always been made, and always will be. Boilers,

engines, standpipes, buildings, reservoirs, purification

systems, even sources of supply, have failed, necessi-

tating removal and. in some cases, abandonment of en-

tire plants. Sometimes the city has not grown in the

direction originally expected. Even the most capa-

ble and experienced designers, associated with men
of the soundest business judgment, have encountered

such disasters. It is a hazard of the business. If a-

new plant were begun tomorrow either by private par-

ties or the municipality, this risk, in greater or lesser

degree, would necessarily inhere in it.

No fair-minded appraiser, however, would include

allowance for such mistakes, however unavoidable.

The city cannot fairly be asked to purchase at or pay

rates on values so determined. But does not the fact

that the existing plant has. as it were, "sown its wild

oats," has discarded its unwise and useless equipment

and has demonstrated the fitness of its remaining

parts, make it of more value than a new plant with

that unavoidable experience still to go through?

The author confesses to some uncertainty as to

just where this factor should appear, but that it is an

element which should not be overlooked he is certain.

For lack of a better place he suggests that it have its

weight as one of the "contingencies" in fixing the per-

centage to be added to the cost of reproduction. In

the average case, however, its value would not be

large.

What should be the attitude of the conscientious

appraiser towards those plants which arc losing

monev? Has .such a plant a going value? Thi.s ques-

tion has been answered in all seriousness in the
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affirmative. It has been lielcl tliat an establislied

plant would lose less money than one with its busi-

ness still being developed. Under Mr. Alvord's method
the excess in loss of the "starting" over the existing

plant would measure the going value. The A'Viscon-

sin Commission plan could not, of course, be applied,

as the continuing losses would make the going' value

unlimited. Under these circumstances there may be

several views

:

1. A study of the situation may show that the

normal growth of the business will soon end the

losses.

2. The losses may be decreased, and in due time

ended, by some reasonable advance in rates. In both

of these cases the Wisconsin rule could safely be ap-

plied.

3. If, however, the situation is such that there

appears to be no reasonable way to make the plant

earn a fair return, the solution becomes complex.

Such cases, unfortunately, are not uncommon,
particularly in smaller cities and in undeveloped or

boom territory. Sometimes both the city and the

owners have been over-sanguine as to the future.

Many cities have in times of enthusiasm and pros-

perity been induced by energetic promoters to enter

into contracts for service which have later proved ex-

ceedingly unwise for all parties concerned. Business

has not developed, nor has the place grown as antici-

pated. Important industries may have ceased ; oppo-

sition towns or railroads may have taken the business

away.

While the plant is losing money at the existing

rates, it is nearly always true that these rates, both

public and private, are a serious strain on the limited

resources of the city and its people. No advance is,

therefore, possible ; it may even be impossible to main-

tain existing rates. Not infrequently the expiration

of the contract is looked forward to as a date when
relief ma}' be expected.

Such contracts are usually for periods of twenty
to thirty years. Usually all obligations between the

parties end with the expiration of the contract. There
seems no escape from the conclusion that the own-
ers of the plant must accept the situation as it then
exists. As they would have been entitled to the profits

of a successful plant, so also must they accept the

losses of the unprofitable one. If the cost of service

is beyond its means, the city is at libert}' to discon-

tinue it. If the contract made no provision for exten-

sions, or if such provisions were illegal, the plant has
no rights superior to those of the municipality. It is

to be presumed that the owners knowingly took the

risk of securing, within the contract period, such, re-

turns as were necessar}'.

This view is, of course, hard on the invested

capital, but the law very wisely prohibits municipali-

ties from incurring obligations which may prove
onerous to future generations. Posterity should not

be made to suffer through the errors of earlier daj^s.

In some cases it has been held that, ovv/ing to the un-
certainties attending the situation at the end of the

contract, the "fair return" basis entitled the owners
to rates which would make the earnings sufficient to

retire the entire investment, less scrap value, within

the contract period. This interpretation, however, is

very rare. It has a counterpart in those states which

require the establishment of sinking funds -by munici-

pally owned plants to retire the bond issue within a

definite period, usually much less than the life of the

plant.

The problem then is, not whether a going value

should be included in the value of the plant, but to

determine a value which the maximum income pos-

sible under the existing circumstances will support. In

other words, the actual worth of the service to the

community fixes a limit to the value of the plant, be-

yond which no figures, however elaborate or logical,

can go.

Under a strict interpretation of either the Alvord
or the Wisconsin theory, the city would be required to

purchase the plant at a valuation, or pay rates giving a

fair return on a valuation based on cost of duplication

less depreciation plus going value. The latter, on ac-

count of the slow building up of the business, would
be large.

Clearly, however, this would be unfair to the
city, as involving prohibitory rates, rates which the
public service could not stand, and which would dis-

courage private consumption and prohibit growth,
thus minimizing private revenue. The difiference

could not be made up by increased taxation, as this is

limited by law.

AVe may of course, take the broad stand that if a
city wants water works it must pay the price; they
cannot be run as charitable institutions. But there
is a limit to the city's ability to pay. Is it not true,

therefore, that the plant, in order to continue to serve
the community, must be willing to adjust its rates
to a basis which the people can pay? AVould not any
other course necessarily end in forcing the city to
discontinue a service beyond its means, a result disas-
trous to all concerned?

Evidently the construction of a plant at all in such
a location was a mistake on both sides. Is it not the
clear duty of the appraiser in such cases to eliminate,
on the one hand, every possible element of question-
able value and to get his figures down to bed rock,
in the hope of finding a way to meet the exigencies of
the situation, and, on the other hand, to see that the
city acts in equal good faith, that it properly appre-
ciates the full value of a good supply and apportions
the maximum amount possible to that service? It is

worth remembering that in many cases the lowering
of private rates to points originally considered suicidal
has so attracted consumers as to materially increase
both gross and net income.

Evidently in such unfortunate cases the situation
demands a valuation quite apart from the actual
physical plus the going values, however just those
values may in the abstract. Fairness to the munici-
pality is not less essential than fairness to the plant.
The courts have, derided that while such regulations
are intended to be mutually fair, they must in any
event be fair to the citv.

Clearly such reasoning is only efl'ective when the
city is prepared for the alternative of abandoning the
service. If it is so situated that it cannot do without
the service, then it must find a way to pay a fair
return for it. But in no event can the value of such
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a service exceed the cost of getting that service in

some other way.

Further perplexities are often found. It has been

questioned by many fair-minded men whether the

plant, after all, has any ownership of the business on
which going value is based. Should the people pay

for what they have themselves furnished ? Certainly

such value can go no further than the actual cost of

reproducing that business.

It will be noticed that both the i\.lvord and Wis-
consin methods give the greatest going- value to those

plants which have had the longest and hardest strug-

gles to build up their business, while such plants are

actually worth the least as commercial propositions.

Prosperous plants, with large business quickly estab-

lished, have the least going value, though far more
attractive to the investor. The same is true as regards

rates. A high schedule usuall}' means low going
value, while low rates increase going value.

With such wide divergencies of opinion among
thoughtful and fair-minded men, it is not strange that

much effort has been devoted to the finding of better

and simpler methods. Nor is it strange that, despair-

ing of success, shorter methods, less logical, perhaps,

but giving due recognition to the underlying principle,

should find favor. Some of these may be noted

:

In one of the most important cases of recent years,

in the hands of men of great ability, the results of

various methods of computation were all found to be
reasonably close to one year's gross revenue, and that

sum was finally agreed upon.

In the recent Staten Island case the going value
was arbitrarily fixed at $io per service.

In Canada a flat addition of lo per cent is made
to the physical value to cover all the intangible values.

See Municipal Acts of Ontario, third edition, VII,
chapter 19, section 566, sub-section 4, clause (a2),

which reads

:

"In any arbitration under Clause (a) hereof to

determine the price to be paid for the works and
property of a gas or water company, the arbitrators

shall determine the actual value of such works and
property, having regard to what the same would cost
if the works should be then constructed or the prop-
erty then bought, making due allowance for deteriora-

tion and wear and tear, and making all other proper
allowances, but not allowing anything for prospective
profits or franchise, and shall increase the amount so
ascertained by 10 per cent thereof, and such increased
amount shall be the amount which the arbitrator or
arbitrators shall award as the price to be allowed for

the said works and property."

In drawing a new water contract at Mexico, Mo.,
the author recently adopted a somewhat similar idea,
as follows

:

"Purchase by City.—The city shall have the right
lo acquire by purchase all the property of the grantee
actually used and useful for the convenience of the
public at any time after the expiration of fifteen (15)
years from the passage and approval of this ordinance
by public vote, upon giving one year's notice to the
grantee and upon paying therefor in cash the then
cost of duplication, less depreciation of .said property.

with ten per cent (10 per cent) additional thereto as

compensation for earning power, franchise value,

going, contingencies and all other intangible values

of every nature whatsoever."

Mr. Alvord's concluding remarks indicate a pref-

erence for using the actual cost of the existing plant,

where it can be ascertained, as the basis of fixing rates,

rather than the present cost of reproduction less de-

preciation, because of the exceeding complexity of

the computations. It may be questioned whether
many appraisers will follow him here. The idea is

fundamental that present values and rates must be

based on present-day conditions. Nor is it usually

difficult for able, experienced and fair-minded apprais-

ers to agree with reasonable closeness on physical

values.

When the intangible values are taken up, the

situation, as has been shown, is far diflferent. Here.

if anywhere, simple and direct methods, appealing

more strongly to the average man's ideas of fairness,

are needed. And from this standpoint the simple

methods used above are not without merit.

PETROLEUM IN 1909—DECREASE IN PRO-
DUCTION.

According to reports received by the United States

Geological Survey, the remarkable rate of increase in

the production of petroleum that extended through

1907 and 1908 was checked in 1909.

The total production for the United States in 1909,

as estimated by David T. Day, of the Geological Sur-

vey, was between 173,000,000 and 178,000,000 barrels,

as against 179,572,479 barrels in 1908. The decrease

was less than had been expected in view of the great

accumulation of stocks during the preceding year.

This accumulation occurred entirely in States east of

the Rocky Alountains that have no trade connection

with California, and this State therefore showed a great

gain, in which nearly all its pools participated. ..

California now stands first in oil production, procfuc-

ing fully 10,000,000 barrels more than Oklahoma, which

ranks second. Developments begun in 1908 continued

with increasing rapidity in 1909, many sections pro-

ducing wells of large capacity.

One of the important events of the year—an event

that created excitement in oil circles—was the drilling

in September of the Silver Tip well on Section 6, Coal-

inga field. This is said to be, with the possible excep-

tion of the Hartnell well, of the Union Oil Company,

drilled at Santa Maria in 1904, the greatest well ever

drilled in the State. Other important developments

have extended the Coalinga field to the west and south.

Successful wells drilled in the Sunset, Midway, and

other districts show the wonderful richness of the oil

fields of the State. During 1909 several pipe lines

were under construction to carry the increasing pro-

duct, and although no e.xact statement can yet be made

as to the total production there was undoubtedly a

very substantial gain over the output of the previous

year and a satisfactory increase in price.
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WATER POWER RESOURCES OF THE
GREATER NORTHWEST.'

BY 0. L. WALLEE, C. E.

With the Olympic mountains west of the Sound,

the Cascades extending from north to south across the

State, the Blue Mountains in the southeastern part of-

the State, and the Bitter Root and Rocky Mountains

on the east •furnishing lofty watersheds covered with

perpetual snows, the power of streams of Washington
is destined to add very considerably to its material

growth.

The Columbia River, with its many large tribu-

taries from Montana, Idaho and British Columbia,
draining an area of 250,000 square miles, and drawing
its supply from the snow fields of great mountain

includes the cascades at Celilo, Ten-Mile Rapids, The
Dalles, Three Mile Rapids and Two Mile Rapids, the

fall is 80 feet, 20 feet of which is a sheer fall at Celilo.

The minimum flow is rated at 26,000 to 37,000 cubic

feet a second and the minimum energy of the stream is

236,000 horsepower, of which the fall is 24 feet in 3,000

feet, and the minimum energ}' of the stream is 71,000

horsepower.

Besides the large falls and cascades referred to,

there are many others from Kettle Falls on down to

Rock Island. While the Snake river has much swift

water, the removal of dangerous rocks would make it

navigable from its mouth to some distance above Lew-
iston, Idaho, and consequently it does not afford many
promising power sites.

The power in the Spokane River has already been

Priest Rapi K P ^ ei Plant in Columbia River.

ranges, affords large possibilities for power develop-

ments. The annual minimum flow above Kettle Falls

is reported as ranging from 19,000 to 30,000 cubic feet

per second. This is a run-off from a drainage area of

63,160 square miles, of which 10,000 to 12,000 square

miles is lake surface. At Kettle Falls the drop is 37.5

feet over a dike of rock, making a dam and power
development extremely simple. With some storage the

energy of these falls may be safely rated at 100,000

horsepower.

At Rock Island there is a fall of 72.5 feet in 8,000

feet, and a minimum discharge ranging from 23,000 to

34,000 cubic feet per second. The energ}' now wasted

at this point amounts to 190,000 horsepower.

At Cabinet Rapids the fall is 10 feet in 8,000

cubic feet, and the energy equals 26,000 horsepower.

At Priest Rapids the fall is 72 feet in 10 miles, and the

energy of the stream is 188.000 horsepower.

In the section knovv'n as the Grand Dalles, which

^Pacific Builder and 1- ngineer.

developed in several places, namely. Post Falls, the

city pumping station at the series of rapids and falls

at Spokane, and at a point nine miles below Spokane,

and at a point opposite Reardan. In all 100,000 horse-

power has been developed. Some of this acts directly

on the ^turbines of the city pumping' plants or of flour,

feed and saw mills. The gTeater part, however, is con-

verted into electricity at high voltage and transmitted

long distances for light and power. In general, nearly

all the light and power used in the State, with the ex-

ception of that developed by the lumber industries,

which burns slabs, edgings and sawdust, is supplied

from hydroelectric developments.

Most of the towns and cities in the Inland Empire

are supplied with light and power from the Spokane

River, while interurban railways supplied with power

from the same source are rapidly threading the rich

wheat and produce belt of Washington and Idaho.

The fall of the Methow River is about 25 feet per

mile, with a minimum discharge of 400 cubic feet'

a
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second. Along its course from Twisp to its mouth there

are many fine power sites where dams could be thrown

across the river and economical development be made.

The luinimuni (low from Lake Chelan is about Sl2

cubic feet a second, the fall 360 feet and the energy

al)OUt 33,000 horsepower. The development here will

he simple and quite inexpensive. Tf the lake storage

were used to equalize the flow, the above could be

greatly increased.

The minimum flow of the Wenatchee River is

about 850 cubuc feet a second, only about 25 per cent

of which is used for irrigation purposes, and that only

there is great need tor such power for use in domestic

industries and to be distributed over the densely pop-

ulated irrigated districts for light and power.

There still remain opportunities to develop power
along the lower Colville River, some of which are now
in use. Large power installations have also been made
along important streams in other parts of the State,

particularly west of the Cascades.

West of Puget Sound, where the Olympic Moun-
tains, with snow-capped peaks and heavy precipitation

(100 inches a year), feed many small streams and riv-

ers mostly within the National forests. Some of the

Lake Chelan.

in the lower valley. For 14 miles through the Tum-
water canyon and before emerging into the agricul-

tural valleys this stream is a raging torrent.

The Great Northern Railroad Company has al-

most completed a power plant at Chiwaukum, in the

Tumwater canyon, where it will develop 10,000 horse-

power with which to operate trains through the Cas-
cade tunnel. There are yet great undeveloped power
possibilities along the river, probably more than can
he utilized for many years to come.

Since much of the water now used and much of

the stored water later to be used in the Yakima Valley
will be distributed to lands pretty well down the val-

ley, it will be possible to develop a considerable amount
of power from the water before it reaches the agri-

cultural lands upon which it is to be used finally, and

streams fall several thousand feet in their rush to

the ocean, affording many opportunities for power de-

velopment.

The streams winding their courses westward from

the Cascade range through a jungle of forest and un-

dergrowth furnish verj' many power sites. At some

seasons of the year these rivers are torrents and at all

times they carry large volumes of water. Already the

great falls of some of them have been put under con-

trol and supply light and power to the coast cities

and interurban electric lines. The development, how-

ever, has only commenced.
Other streams mentioned arc the Okanogan, En-

tiat, Chelan, Walla Walla, Touchet and Snake Rivers

and Mill Creek in the eastern and southeastern parts

of the State.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.'
BY GUGLIELMO M,»,ECONI, D.SC. LUD.

.

The discoveries connected with the propogation

of electric waves over long distances and the prac-

tical applications of telegraphy through space, which

have gained for me the supreme honor of sharing the

Nobel Prize for Physics, have been to a great extent

the result of one another.

The' application of electric waves to the purposes

of wireless telegraphic communication between distant

parts of the earth, and the experiments which I have

been fortunate enough to be able to carry out on a

larger scale than is obtainable in ordinary laboratories,

haye_ made it possible to investigate phenomena and

note results often novel and unexpected. In my opin-

ion, many facts connected with the transmission of

electric waves over great distances still await a satis-

factory explanation, and I hope to be able in this lec-

ture to refer to some observations which appear to re-

quire the attention of physicists. In sketching the

history of my association with radio-telegraphy, I

might mention that I never studied physics or electro-

technics in the regular manner, although as a boy I

wa:s deeply interested in these subjects. I did, how-

ever, attend one course of lectures on physics under

the late Professor Rosa, at Livorno, and I was, I think

I liiight say, fairly well acquainted with the publica-

tions of that time dealing with scientific subjects, in-

ckiding the works of Hertz, Branly and Pighi.

' At my home, near Bologna, in Italy, I commenced
early in 1895 to carry out tests and experiments with

the object of determining whether it would be possi-

bly by means of Hertzian waves to transmit to a dis-

tarice telegraphic signs and symbols without the aid of

connecting wires. After a few preliminary experi-

ments with Hertzian waves I became very soon con-

vinced that if these waves or similar waves could be

reliably transmitted and received over considerable

distances a new system of communication would be-

come available, possessing enormous advantages over

flashlights and optical methods, which are so much
dependent for their success on the clearness of the

atmosphere. My first tests were carried out with an

ordinary Hertz oscillator and a Branly coherer as de-

tector, but I soon found out that the Branly coherer

was far too erratic and unreliable for practical work.

After some experiments, I found that a coherer con-

sisting of nickel and silver filings placed in a small

gap between two silver plugs in a tube, was remark-
ably sensitive and reliable. This improvement, to-

gether with the inclusion of the coherer in a circuit

tuned to the wave-length of the transmitted radia-

tion, allowed me to graduall)' extend up to about a

mile the distance at which I could affect the receiver.

Another, now well known, arrangement which I

adopted was to place the coherer in a circuit contain-

ing a voltaic cell and a sensitive telegraph relay ac-

tuating another circuit, which worked a tapper or

trembler and a recording instrument. By means of a

Morse telegraphic key placed in one of the circuits of

the oscillator or transmitter, it was possible to emit

long or short successions of electric waves, which
would afifect the receiver at a distance and accurately

'The Nobel Prize Lecture, delivered December 11, 1909.

reproduce the telegraphic signs transmitted through-

space by the oscillator. With such apparatus I was

able to telegraph up to a distance of about half-a-mile.

Some further improvements were obtained by using

reflectors with both the transmitters and receivers, the

transmitter being in this case a Righi oscillator. This

arrangement made it possible to send signals in one

definite direction, but was inoperative if hills or any

large obstacle happened to intervene between the

transmitter and receiver. In August, 1895, I discov-

ered a new arrangement, which not only greatly

increased the distance over which I could communi-

cate, but also seemed to make the transmission inde-

pendent from the effects of intervening obstacles.

This arrangement consisted in connecting one ter-

minal of the Hertzian oscillator, or spark producer, to

earth, and the other terminal to a wire or capacity area

placed at a height above the ground, and in also con-

necting at the receiving end one terminal of the coherer

to earth and the other to an elevated conductor.

I then began to examine the relation between the

distance at which the transmitter could aflect the re-

ceiver and the elevation of the capacity areas above the

earth, and I very soon definitely ascertained that the

higher the wires or capacity areas the greater the dis-

tance over which it was possible to telegraph.

Thus I found that when using cubes of tin of about

30 cms. side as elevated conductors or capacities,

placed at the top of poles 2 meters high, I could receive

signals at 30 meters distance, and when placed on

poles 4 meters high, at lOO meters, and at 8 meters

high at 400 meters. With larger cubes 100 cms. side,

fixed at a height of eight meters, signals could be

transmitted 2,400 meters all round.

These experiments were continued in England,

where in September, 1896, a distance of 1% miles was
obtained in tests carried out for the British Govern-

ment at Salisbury. The distance of communication

was extended to four miles in March, 1897, and in

May of the same year to nine miles. Tape messages

obtained during those tests, signed by the British Gov-

ernment officers who were present, are exhibited. In

all these experiments a very small amount of electrical

power was used, the high tension current being pro-

duced by an ordinary Rhumkofl^ coil. The results ob-

tained attracted a good deal of public attention at the

time, such distances of communication being consid-

ered remarkable.

As I have explained, the main feature in my sys-

tem consisted in the use of elevated capacity areas or

vertical wires attached to one pole of the high fre-

quency oscillators and receivers, the other pole of

which was earthed.

The practical value of this innovation was not un-

derstood by many physicists for quite a considerable

period, and the results which I obtained were by many
erroneously considered simply due to efficiency in

details of construction of the receiver, and to the em-
ployment of a large amount of energy. Others did not

overlook the fact that a radical change had been intro-

duced by making these elevated capacities and the

earth form part of the high frequency oscillators and

receivers. Profgessor Ascoli, of Rome, gave a very

interesting theory of the mode of operation of my
transmitters and receivers in the Elettricista, Rome,
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issue of August, 1897, in which he correctly attrib-

uted the results obtained to the use of elevated wires

or antennas.

Professor A. Slaby, of C harlottcnburg, after wit-

nessing my tests in England in 1897, came to some-

what similar conclusions.

Many technical writers have stated that an ele-

vated capacity at the top of the vertical wire is un-

necessary.

This is true if the length or height of the wire

is made sufficiently great, but as this height may be

much smaller for a given distance if a capacity area

is used, it is more economical to use such capacities,

which now usually consist of a number of wires spread-

ing out from the top of the vertical conductor.

The necessity or utility of the earth connection

has been sometimes questioned, but in my opinion no

practical system of wireless telegraphy exists where

the instruments are not connected to earth. By "con-

necting to earth" I do not necessarily mean an ordi-

nary metalic connection as used for ordinary wire

telegraphs. The earth wire may have a condenser in

series with it, or it may be connected to what is really

equivalent, a capacity area placed close to the surface

of the ground.

It is now perfectly well known that a condenser,

if large enough does not prevent the passage of high

frequency oscillations, and therefore in these cases

the earth is for all practical purposes connected to

the antennae.

After numerous tests and demonstrations in Italy

and in England over distances varying up to 40 miles,

communication was established for the first time across

the English Channel between England and France in

March, 1899. From the beginning of 1898 I had prac-

tically abandoned the early system of connection, and
instead of joining the coherer or detector directly to

the aerial and earth, I connected it between the ends
of the secondary of a suitable oscillation transformer

containing a condenser and tuned to the period of the

electrical waves received. The primary of this oscil-

lation transformer was connected to the elevated wire

and to earth. This arrangement allowed of a certain

degree of syntony, as by varying the period of oscil-

lation of the transmitting antennae, it was possible

to send messages to a tuned receiver without inter-

fering with others differently syntonized.

As it is now well known, a transmitter consisting

of a vertical wire discharging through a spark-gap is

not a persistent oscillator, the radiation it produces is

strongly damped. Its electrical capacity is compara-
tively so small and its capability of radiating- energy
so large that its oscillations decrease or die ofif with

great rapidity. In this case receivers or resonators

of a considerably different period or pitch are likely

to be affected by it.

Early in 1899 I was able to improve the resonance
effects obtainable by increasing the capacity of the

elevated wires by placing adjacently to them earthed

conductors, and inserting in series with the aerials

suitable inductance coils.

P>y these means the energy storing capacity of

the aerial was increased, whilst its capability to radi-

ate was decreased, with the result that the energy set

in motion by the discharge, formed a train of succession

of feebly damped oscillations. By a modification of

this arrangement, excellent results were obtained.

In 1900 I constructed and patented transmitters

which consisted of the usual kind of elevated capacity

area and earth connection, but these were inductively

coupled to an oscillation circuit containing a condenser,

an inductance, and a spark gap, the conditions which 1

found essential for efficiency being that the periods

of electrical oscillation of the elevated wire or con-

ductor should be in time or resonance with that of the

condenser circuit. The circuits consisting of the oscil-

lating circuit and radiating circuit, were more or less

closely "coupled" by varying the distance between
them. By the adjustment of the inductance inserted

in the elevated conductor and by the variation of the

capacity of the condenser circuit, the two circuits were
brought into resonance, a condition which, as I have

said, I found essential in order to obtain efficient

radiation.

Part of my work regarding the utilization of con-

denser circuits in association with the radiating an-

tennae was carried out simultaneously to that of Pro-

fessor Braun, without, however, either of us knowing
at the time anything of the contemporary work of the

other.

A syntonic receiver has already been shown, and

consists also of a vertical conductor or aerial con-

nected to earth through the primary of an oscillation

transformer, the secondary circuit of which included a

condenser and a detector, it being necessary that the

circuit containing the aerial and the circuit contain-

ing the detector should be in electrical resonance with

each other, and also in tune with the periodicity of the

electric waves transmitted from the sending station.

It is also possible to couple to one sending con-

ductor several differently tuned transmitters and to

a receiving wire a number of corresponding receivers,

each individual receiver responding only to the radia-

tions of the transmitter with which it is in'resonance.

i-\t the time (12 years ago) wdien communication

was first established by means of radio-telegraphy be-

tween England and France, much discussion and spec-

ulation took place as to whether or not wireless tel-

cgrapny would be practicable for much longer dis-

tances than those then covered, and a somewhat gen-

eral opinion prevailed that the curvature of the earth

would be an insurmountable obstacle to long-distance

transmission, in the same way as it was, and is, an

obstacle to signalling over considerable distances by

means of light flashes.

Difficulties were also anticipated as to the possi-

bility of being able to control the large amount of

energy which it appeared would be necessary to cover

long distances.

What often happens in pioneer work repeated it-

self in the case of radio-telegraphy—the anticipated

obstacles or difficulties were either purely imaginary

or else easily surmountable, but in their place unex-

pected barriers manifested themselves, and recent work

has been mainly directed to the solution of problems

presented bv difficulties which were certainly neither

expected nor anticipated when long distances were

first attempted.

( TO BE CONTINUED )
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Appraisers seldom agree as to the value of a public

service plant. This is not because of individual bias,

but is due to the laclc of a uniform

The Science of '^asis of \aluation. Recently it

Appraising has become customary to calculate

rates for public utilities and to levy

taxes on the companies furnishing them upon the

estimated worth of the property. This estimate is often

made by an arbiter, an engineer whose wide experience

in designing, installing and operating such plants has

ciualified him to act in this capacity. If it were possible

to assemble and co-ordinate the experience of a num-
ber of such arbiters, we would have the foundation

upon which to build a new science, that of appraising.

Analysis shows that the value of any business is

dual—the corporeal and the incorporeal. In book-

keeping, these are written as "furniture and fixtures"

and "good will." In a public utility plant they are

represented by the physical value and the franchise

and going values. The first is tangible and readily

calculated from the cost of replacing a similar plant,

less the depreciation. The last two, being intangible,

ha\e been the bone of bitter contention.

It is frequently argued that a franchise, being a

license gratuitously granted by the people, should not

be capitalized b}^ a corporation because the increased

cost of service compels the people to pa}' the fixed

charges on what was formerly their own property.

But as the corporation pays taxes on its franchise, it

feels justified in calling it an asset. The investment is

made "not in the franchise, but under the franchise,

and in the faith thereof." The courts have repeatedly

recognized the franchise as property whose value de-
'

pends upon its earning power. An average of many
franchise valuations has been estimated by Henry
Flo}' to be about one-third of the actual replacement

value of the corporation's assets.

Finally, there is the going value, which is repre-

sented by an established or operating business, as dis-

tinguished from one that is merely ready for business.

The part occupied by this element in the appraisal of

public utility properties is admirably expressed, else-

where in this issue by Mr. William H. Bryan. His
paper is largely concerned with a comparison of the

rulings of the Wisconsin Commission and the sug-

gestions in a previous paper by John W. Alvord. These
differ essentially in their definition of the going value,

the Commission's rulings being based upon the ex-

penditure necessary to obtain a similar business and
to cover losses until the plant is self-supporting, and
Mr. Alvord's findings upon the cost of reproducing

the gross income of an existing plant. Mr. Bryan
suggests that some less logical, but shorter method,
will meet with more general approval, and recommends
that some definite percentage be adopted as a basis

of valuation.

From the above it will be noted that the present

tendency is toward an arbitrary standard. Such em-
pirical rules are typical of all incomplete sciences.

Thev suffice until better are found.
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PERSONALS.
A. M. Hunt, consulting engineer, spent the past weelc in

Southern California.

Thomas Mirk, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., is visiting San Diego,

on engineering business.

Russell Dunn has been appointed City Engineer of San
Francisco by Mayor P. H. McCarthy.

R. B. Daggett, manager Pacific Coast offices of the Elec-

tric Storage Battery Company, left San Francisco this week

for a trip East.

C. P. Baird, president of the King City Water, Light &
Power Company, spent the Christmas holidays in San Fran-

cisco.

C. L. Cory recently returned from a week's trip through

Southern California, including Los Angeles and the Imperial

Valley.

Edgar C. Gribble, chief electrician of the Fairmont Hotel,

also has charge of the new plant of the Palace Hotel in San

Francisco.

R. D. Holabird has returned to San Francisco from the

East where he reports that business is showing great im-

provement.

Frank Thurber, superintendent of the San .Jose Railway

Company, came up to enjoy New Year's Eve and was a guest

at the Palace.

Henry Parsons, superintendent of the San Jose, Los

Gatos & Interurban Railway, of San Jose, spent Christmas

in San Francisco.

A. G. Wishon, manager of the San Joaquin Light & Power
Company, has returned to Fresno after spending Christmas

and New Year's in San Francisco.

B. H. Sinclair, vice-president and general manager of the

Great Western Power Company, left San Francisco for the

East on December 29th for a short business trip.

Russell Walden, manager of the California Electrical

Construction Company, who has been confined to his home
by illness for the past four months, is now convalescent.

G. H. Hall has recently been transferred from the Boston

office of the Sprague Electric Company to the motor and

generator department in the general office, New York City.

"King" Haley, formerly a foreman at the Union Iron

Works, is the new chief engineer at the Hotel St. Francis,

San Francisco, taking the place of Chas. G. Hightower, re-

signed.

Arthur N. Cantril, formerly with the Denver Gas and Elec-

tric Company, and more recently with the Pueblo Gas Com-
pany, has been made general manager of the Spokane Gas

Light Company, which was recently acquired by the Doherty

interests.

F. A. Richards has been appointed manager of the car

department of Pierson, Roeding Company of San Francisco,

Paciiic Coast agents for the J. G. Brill Company, vice O. L.

Williams resigned. Mr. Richards will arrive in San Francisco

before the end of January.

G. A. Richardson, who has for the past five years been

superintendent of the Houghton County Traction Company, re-

cently resigned to accept the position of traffic manager of the

Seattle lines. As a testimonial of their regard, the trainmen of

the company presented Mr. Richardson with a handsome re-

membrance.

A. C. Sprout has returned to San Francisco from Duns
uiuir. where he wa.s engaged as engineer in connection with
the installation of electric power transmission apparatus in

the Soutbern Pacific Company's shops. An extension of the

Siskiyou Electric Light & Power Company's transmission
lines was made in order to secure a supply of power.

NEW CATALOGUES.

Smith-Booth-Usher Co., 212 S. Los Angeles street, Los
Angeles, Cal., are distributing a pamphlet that shows the

saving in power effected by using the International Amet Oil

Gas Producer.

The Fritchle Automobile and Battery Company, Denver,
Colo., has issued a well-illustrated booklet describing in detail

a 2140-mile tour made in a Fritchle "100-mile" electric vehicle

in winter from Lincoln, Nebr., to New York City, thence to

Washington, D. C.

Holophane Illumination for December, 1909, from the
Holophane Company contains useful data on lighting audi-

toriums, garages and windows. Announcement is made that
hereafter the metric system is to be adopted in all publica-

tions from this company.

Circular No. 1506 from the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co. consists of an interesting and valuable paper on "Recent
Types of Arc Lamps and Their Operation," by C. E. Stephens,
This paper was read before the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation Convention in June, 1909.

Bulletin No. 117 of the Bristol Company, Waterbury,
Conn., describes and illustrates recording gages for pressure
and vacuum and also water-level gages. In these gages there
are no multiplying devices, the recording pen arm being at-

tached directly to the pressure tube.

A little folder. No. 38S4, recently issued by the General
Electric Company, is interesting inasmuch as it compares the
Tungsten and carbon sign lamps, and shows plainly the ad-
vantages to be derived by the use of the former. It de-
scribes also the manner in which an ordinary sign may be
transformed into an illuminated sign.

In a n attractive pamphlet "The Dawn of a New Era in

Lighting," the General Electric Company takes up the history
of light from the tallow dip to the tungsten lamp. The com-
parison of cost of this with other illuminants is taken up in

detail. The pamphlet, which is numbered 3885, should be
of interest to both the producer and consumer of current.

A new and enlarged edition of "Feed Water Filtration"

is being distributed by James Beggs & Co., 109 Liberty street,

New York. This book explains how oil. dirt, etc., get into
feed water, what damage they do within the boilers, and
how to remove such impurities before they can occur. The
Blackburn-Smith Feed Water Filter and Grease Extractor is

described in detail.

The Westinghouse Diary for 1910 from the Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co. maintains the high standard set by its prede-
cessors. Substantially and handsomely bound in tan leather

its 96 pages of condensed electrical data, arranged for con-

venient reference, is invaluable to the engineer. The diary

for 1910 and the maps of the world which are included con-

tinue to make it a most useful pocket companion.

Bulletin No. 4705, devoted to the Curtis Steam Tur-
bines for low pressure and high pressure has been
issued by the General Electric Company, and contains consid-

erable information which should be of interest and value to

the central station manager. As the subject indicates, the

publication deals with turbines of both the low pressure and
the mixed pressure types, and those with horizontal and
with vertical shafts.

The Ohio Brass Company December bulletin is devoted to

electric railway and mine haulage material. The feature of

this issue is an abstract of the paper on the Cascade Tunnel

plecfrification, presented before the American Inslilnlu of

Electrical Engineers by Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson. The Ohio

Brass Company designed the overhead consiructidn and
manufactured all the overhead material used for this in-

stallation. This bulletin also contains an illustrated descrip-

tion of the company's factory.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering in

any "way between its members and their
employers in regard to wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall It be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference sliall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

California,

No. 1. San Francisco, Thursdav, 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. L. Ennor. Sec, Herman Noethig, S16 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 116% E. Third St.

Pres., J. F. Connell. Fin. Sec, Harry Notthoft, 1307 Win-
fleld St. Cor. Sec. W. T. W. Curl, 4103 Dalton Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bld&.
Sec, David Thomas, 914 O'Farrell St.

No. 5. Santa Barbara. Geo. 'W. Stevens. 2417 Fletcher Ave.,
E. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. Wednesday. Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea
Davis, 360 N. 9th St.

No. 7. Fresno. Pres.. A. G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Box
651.

No. 8. Stockton. Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
E. Channel St. Pres., H. Eberhard.

Oregon.
No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher, Portland Hotel.

Pres., B. ^V. Slocum.
No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

W^a.9]ilneton.
No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913% Tacoma Ave. Pres., Geo. E. Bow-

man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whlt-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spokane. Tuesday. Pres., Frank Teed. Sec, J. Thos.
Greeley, 0601% Cincinnati St.

No. 6. Seattle. Saturday. 1420 2d Ave. Pres., H. R. Leigh.
Sec. J. C. Miller, 1600 Tesler Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest arc
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

Paper No. 2—Names and Terms.

Ill order that we may be intelligently understood in the

use of certain technical terms-^and expressions it will be well

to bear in mind the following definitions

:

Velocily—Theoretically this term is used to denote the rate

of change of position of a moving point. Velocity implies direc-

tion, as well as quantity of motion. It may be either variable

or constant.

When constant we denote the velocity as uniform motion

and usually e.vpress it in terms of feet per second. In this case

the distance passed over in a given time divided by that time

gives the velocity e. g. 10 ft. traversed in 5 sees, equals

velocity of W^ or 2 ft. per second.

When the velocity is not constant we may divide the space

passed over in a very short time by that time interval, and
thus obtain the average velocity for the instant concerned, as

for instance 0.3 ft. traversed in 0.1 sec. ^-2ii =: 3 ft. per sec,
0.1 '^

the velocity for that particular tenth of a second.

Mathematically this reduction of the time and space values

may be continued until the quanities becoine infinitesimal.

These are then sumnated or integrated, as it is called to ge
a general expression for the velocity. The numerical value

at any instant is then found by substituting the known quan-

tities in this general expression. This value really is the length

that would be passed over in the next unit of time if the law
of change for speed and direction were at that instant inter-

rupled. This extreme exactness is rarely necessary, in the

study of mechanism, and will not be further discussed here.

Velocitites may be classified as linear and angular, either

type of which may be constant or variable.

By linear velocity is meant the rate of motion in a uni-

form direction along any straight line.

By angular velocity is meant the rate of motion of a point

at a unit distance from the center of angular motion. Angular
velocity is expressive therefore in terms of the angle swept

out during the time interval considered. An arc of a circle

equal in length to the radius of the circle is called a radian.

Calling the ratio of circumference to diameter, tt then since the

diameter is twice the radius, there are 2 tt radians in every

circle. Now, if the radius of the circle be taken as unity then

a velocity of 2 tt radians per sec. is equal to one revolution per

second.

Velocity-ratio is the term used to denote the ratio of two

linear or two angular velocities or, in some cases of a linear

and an angular velocity.

Revolution is the designation for a complete turn while

rotation applies to any portion of a turn and has to do with

the direction of the turn.

Driver and follower—In any elementary coinbination of

mechanism one piece always drives the other, the one there-

fore being called the driver and the other the follower.

Directional relation—This term has reference to the rela-

tion of the directions of motion of driver and follower. If one

never reverses its direction of motion unless the other does

also, the directional relation is constant, otherwise it is said

to be variable.

MOTION.

Kinds of Motion—In general the position of a body in

motion is known if the positions of three of its points are known.

If, now, one of these three points is fixed in space the motions

of all other points are at once limited to the surfaces of concentric

spheres. This is known as Spheric Motion. The application of

spheric motion to mechanics is in this general case, rare ; but if wc
consider the fixed point as removed infinity, that is, such that any

finite portions of the concentric spheres become planes, we have a

very cominon form of application. This is called Uniplanar Motion.

The majority of machine motions are of this type, and the solu-

tion of these problems involves only plane geometry, all calcu-

lations being referred to a reference plane.

KINDS OF UNIPLANAR MOTION.

Uniplanar Motion consists of either Pure Rotation, or Rec-

tilinear Translation, or both.

Pure Rotation is the motion resulting when in addition to

fixing one point at infinity the body is still further constrained

by fixing a second point in the reference plane, or at any finite

distance from it. In this case all other points in the body

travel in a sj'stem of concentric circles about the line connecting

the two fixed points.

Rectilinear Translation is the motion resulting if the second

fixed point above discussed is removed to infinity in any direc-

tion other than at right angles to the reference plane.

The concentric circles then become, within any finite space,

a system of straight lines parallel to the line of intersection of

the two reference planes.

Some illustrations may serve to aid the understanding of

this development and classification of motion. The old familiar

fly-ball engine governor would, if the arms were pivoted at

the center of the axis of rotation, or of the spindle, be a case

of spheric motion.

The movement of a ship at sea is practically uniplanar mo-
tion since the center of the earth (the fixed point removed to

infinity) is sufficiently removed from the sea-level to give the

surface the appearance of a plane.

If now a moving ship at sea be constrained by a tight rope

attached to some fixed point, as an anchor, its motion can be

only in a circle about the anchor or really about the axis extend-

ing through the center of the earth and the anchor. This is

pure rotation.

Now extend the rope several miles to a shore anchorage,

then any brief motion of the ship will be possible only in a

siraight line at right angles to the direction of the rope. This

will be a case of rectilinear translation.

In dealing graphically with problems in uniplanar motion it

is convenient to make use of a system of diagraming and nota-

tion known as the rectangular co-ordinate system. In this

system two axes of reference are assumed intersecting in a point.
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This point is called the origin and is usnally designated by the

letter (O). One axis extending up and down the paper is called

the ordinate or (Y) axis. Values up are taken as positive and

those down as below O, are negative. The other axis at right

angles to the Y axis is called abscissa or (X) axis. Values to

the riglit of O arc positive and to the left negative.

THE INSTANTANEOUS CENTER.
In a body moving with uniplanar motion suppose the direc-

tion of motion of two of its points is known. Now erect per-

pendiculars to these lines of direction at the points con-

sidered. The intersection of these perpendiculars will be a point

about which the body is for the instant rotating. This point

is called the instantaneous center.

/

Wunroe, president of Calit'oi-nia No. 3; David Thomas, C. C.

Elsasser, our genial manager of the late Mechanics' Fair;

Mr. Matthews, J. L. Davis, James Carr and many others. Not-

withstanding the inclement weather, it was in the wee small

hours of the morning before the guests repaired to their

respective homes. H. W. NOETHIG.

Fig. 1.
•

Fig. 2.

Suppose (OB) in Fig. 1 to represent an engine crank witli

shaft at O. Let A B represent the connecting rod. The arrows

as drawn indicate the directions of motion of the two points of

the rod A and B at the instant under consideration. Perpen-

diculars to these two directions of motion are shown intersect-

ing at I the instantaneous center and the connecting rod is

at that instant moving as though turning about I as a center.

This point may be easily determined for any series of posi-

tions, and if these positions are chosen sufficiently close together

the successive position of the instantaneous center will become

a curve. This curve is called the centrode of motion. Depend-

ing upon whether the motion is based upon fixed axes in space

or upon axes fixed in the body itself the centrodes become fixed

(space) centrodes, or body (moving) centrodes. An example

of this is the following: See Fig. 2.

Consider the line A B whose extremities are constrained to

move along the axes O Y and O X. By plotting successive

positions of the instantaneous center it will be found that the

fixed centrode is a circle of radius equal to A B and with center

at O. By further plotting with reference to the line A B the

successive positions (('. c. as \-. instead of I'l) taken up by the

instantaneous center the moving centrode is found to be another

circle A O B, whose diameter is one-half that of the fixed cen-

trode. This circle rolls on the inner side of the fixed centrode

as the line A B assumes its various positions. Every point of

the circumference of the moving centrode describes a diameter

of the fixed centrode. This is a straight line hypocycloid.

QUESTION BOX.

Question: In putting in a new shaft, give a brief rule

for adjusting the eccentric.

Answer: Put the crank on its top center with the valve

at its proper lead at the top. Next fasten the sheave with

set bolts to keep the valve lead secure; when all is connected,

then, after a turn of the engine, see if the valve has the

proper lead at the bottom when the crank is on the bottom
center. If such Is the case, mark the key ways and key on
the sheave.

Question: Give a simple rule for finding the total heat

in steam and an example of same.

Answer: Multiply temperature (or sensible heat) of the

steam by .3 and add it to 1115°.

100 lbs. by the gauge is 115 gross, the 15 being approx-

imately the weight of the atmosphere, and 115 gross has {by

X a reference to steam tables) 338° of heat, hence:

338 X .3 = 101.4 -f 1115° = 1216.4 = total heat

338.0 sensible heat

SAN FRANCISCO, NO. 1.

The National Association of Stationary Engineers, San
Francisco, No. 1, held an informal smoker and house warm-
ing in their new ball at 172 Golden Gate avenue, on the even-

ing of December 30th. The president of San Francisco No. 1,

Mr. P. L. Ennor made the opening address and extended a

cordial welcome to all present and to partake of the hos-

pitality of this association. At this social gathering there

was present the sister Association, California No. 3, with

many of their officers and members. The following contrib-

uted their services for the above function: Mr. Ed. Healey,

the famous and congenial comedian; R. H. Hunt, the Bo-

hemian Kid; Chas. H. S. Pratt with his songs and recita-

tion lubricated with axle grease; Cecil C. Cline, song and
cornet solo; Frank Willard, song and story; Ray Broulette,

pianist and songs. Speeclies were made by the following:

Past President, J. W. Maher, of San Francisco No. 1; W. N.

878.4 latent heat.

Question: What gain is there in using steam at 100 lb.,

and by expansion making the mean effective pressure 70 lb.

over, using steam of 70 lb. throughout the entire stroke?

Answer: Using a cylinder with a volume of 1 cubic

foot, and an initial pressure of 70 lb. continued throughout
the stroke, would be using, at each stroke, a cubic foot of 70

lb. steam, or a weight of .201 lb. Should the initial pressure

be 100 lb., a cut-off of % cubic feet therefore equals .099, so

that only .099 lb. would be used, against .201 lb. of the lever

pressure steam, as in the first case. Thus, by working
steam expansively, you have a gain of .201—.099:=.102 lb. at

each % stroke.

Question: What is the best ratio of areas for a steam

pump?
Answer: The steam piston should have about 2% times

the area of the water piston. There being no mechanical

purchase in favor of the steam piston, it must have the

greater area of the two, otherwise the pressure on the water

piston would equal the pressure on the steam piston and the

pump would refuse to work.

Question: What is meant by the number of an indica-

tor spring?

Answer: The number marked on a spring (several of

which are furnished with each indicator) is designed to show
the number of lb. steam pressure on the boiler at which it is

to be used; thus, a 30 lb. spring is one in which a pressure

of 30 lb. will cause the piston inside the indicator to rise one

inch above the atmospheric line of the diagram.

TRADE NOTES.
An important decision was rendered on November 12th

by the U. S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, sustain-

ing the Thalacker patent 502,541 which covers substantially

all forms of indicating enclosed fuses. In the opinion of the

court, as stated by Judge Lowell, "The gist of the Thalacker

patent consists in the combination with these old elements

(the main fuse and its easing) of an auxiliary fuse whose

condition is at all times conveniently observed, so that by

reasonable inference the condition of the main fuse may be

known." The court held "The invention goes beyond the

mere details shown and the patent should receive a construc-

tion correspondingly liroad." The above decision was ren-

dered in the suit brought by the General Electric Company

against Fred B. Smith, sales agent for the Sachs fuses.
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944,050. Electrical Steam-Generator. Eleazer I. Rains,

New York, N. Y. An electrical steam generator, comprising

a common shell or casing, a plurality of independent water

containers therein, each adapted to receive and hold a body
of water separate from and independent of that in each of

'."^"ij-' g ^-rc- i'

the other containers, and communicating with a common
steam space, and a plurality of independent electrical heat-

ing elements distributed in the several water containers,

whereby the water in each container may be heated inde-

pendently of that in the other containers.

943,661. Production of Oxids of Nitrogen from the Air.

Francis I. du Pont, Wilmington, Delaware, assignor to

She E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company, Wilmington,

Del. An apparatus for producing oxids of nitrogen from the

air, comprising in combination a cooling surface, which is a

non-conductor of electricity, in contact with which the air

to be acted on is adapted to pass, electrodes between which
an arc longitudinally with respect to said surface is adapted

to be produced, and a plurality of oppositely placed rotary

magnetic fields extending longitudinally between the elec-

trodes.

members adapted to be connected respectively to the branches

of the circuit, a magnetizable member subject to the differen-

tial influence of the magnetizing members, said magnetizable

member being movable automatically relatively to the mag-
netizing members, means for varying the relative position of

the magnetizing and magnetizable members, and means con-

trolled by the variation of the relative position of the mag-
netizing and magnetizable members for indicating the posi-

tion of the unknown portion of the circuit.

944,616. Package for Frangible Articles. Charles F. Jen-

kins, Washington, D. C, assignor to Single Service Package
Company. In a package for frangible articles the combina-

tion of a body portion; a pair of flanged, cup-shaped closures

therefore having their flanges pointing in the same direction

and fitting the interior surface of said body portion; and an
angular container also fitting the interior of said body portion

and resting between said closures, substantially as described.

943,861. Electric-Welding Machine. Alvin E. Buchenberg,

Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The Toledo Electric Welding Com-
pany, Toledo, Ohio. In a machine of the class described, the

combination of a plurality of work-gripping levers, and

944,459. Instrument for Locating Grounds and Breaks
in Electric Circuits. Matthew J. Myers, Syracuse, N. Y. In

an instrument for locating an unknown portion of a circuit

to be tested, the combination of oppositely-acting magnetizing

mechanism movable to effect a positive oscillation of the

levers in unison to grip the work and capable of permitting

differential movements of the levers as the varying thickness

of the work may require.
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HOW GRAPHIC-METER ANALYSIS OF SUB-STATION
LOAD RENDERED POSSIBLE REDUCTION IN

GENERATING EQUIPMENT.

An example of tbe value of the graphic recording meter

for analyzing power loads was recently shown in a sub-station

which supplies power to the terminal yards of a large rail-

road system. In this instance, as a result of the application

of the meter, it was found possible to reduce the capacity

of the machines operating by more than half, thereby dimin-

ishing operating e.xpenses and improving the efficiency and

load factor of the remaining generating equipment.

The sub-station referred to contains one ZT'A U. w. and

two 25 k. w. motor generator sets. These supply direct cur-

rent at 250 volts to three turntables and one small crane.

Each of the turn tables is driven by a 22 h. p. series motor

with rheostat controller, and is capable of turning a loco-

motive 180 degrees, or end for end, in one minute. The
crane is about five tons capacity and subject to very inter-

mittent service, so that its operation has little effect on the

total station load.

during the starting of a turntable is 120 amperes. This

drops to a value of from 50 to 70 amperes during operation,

after the table has been accelerated. The maximum peak
noted was about ISO amperes at the time of starting two
turntables simultaneously.

As the full load current of the 37% k. w. motor gener-

ator set alone is 150 amperes, it becomes very clear that the

existing station capacity is ample to handle the present serv-

ice besides a large future increase.

Since the tests it has been found necessary to operate

only the one largest unit, and the former practice of running

all three sets as accordingly been discontinued. The result

has been improved operating economy, efficiency and load

factor.

This example thus cites an instance where, in spite

of a suspected insufficient station capacity, it was demon-
strated that less than half the equipment already installed

was needed for the existing demand. The graphic indicating

meter is equally impartial in showing up overloaded appa-

ratus, and often performs valuable service in indicating un-

suspected load conditions which give rise to excessive heat-
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The turntables are held ready for service at all times.

Rush hour periods occur in the morning and evening, and
at these times the tables are usually very busy. A loco-

motive to be turned goes to the nearest unoccupied table,

and in this way it is rarely the case that the two turntables

are started at once, although two or three may be in opera-
tion at the same time.

Before the study of the actual load conditions had been
begun, it was customary to operate all three motor gener-
ator sets during the rush hours. At these times the violent
oscillation of the needles of indicating meters on the gen-
erating panels, striking against the stops, seemed to indi-

cate that more generating capacity was needed. In order to

determine this latter question definitely, a Westinghouse
graphic recording meter was obtained and inserted in the
main feeder. The tests covered a week's careful study, during
which lime the load on the station was continuously recorded.
That section of the curve reproduced herewith was secured
during one of the rush periods. To obtain a clear record, a
paper speed of 24 inches per hour was used.

The record shows that the average peak encountered

ing and impaired regulation and efficiency, the cause of

which cannot otherwise be traced.

The important results obtained from graphic meter

analysis of motor driven machines and apparatus have been

repeatedly shown. Loss of time has been eliminated, and

the productiveness of both machine and operator largely in-

creased as a result of the definite location of "low spots"

in the motor load curve.

Experience has proven that in almost every power oper-

ation there may be considerable unknown and unnecessary

losses, which may be promptly localized by analyzing the

graphic meter curve, and remedied with rcsuKanI increased

production or decreased operating expense.

TRADE NOTE
The Western Electric Company is making rapid progress

with the installation of the power .etenerating plant for the

St. Francis Hotel. The plant will consist of four Western

Electric, three-wire, direct-current generators, with a combined

capacity ot 825 k. w., controlled by switchboards of the remote

controller type.
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VSSJ' NEWS NOTES n^
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FINANCIAL.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Directors of Washington Water
Power Company have aslted to increase stock $.'),000,000. Ac-

tion will be taken March 15 next.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The Board of Trustees has or-

dered the judiciary commiitee to prepare the necessary ordi-

nance calling for a bond election to raise $666,000 tor a fil-

tration plant on the Mull Tract.

NEWPORT, CAL.—At a special election this place voted

$49,000 in bonds for water works and $25,000 for gas works.

The city will take over the plans and system of the New-
port Water Company, and Home Gas & Electric Company.

NAPA, CAL.—Bids are being received at the office of

the Napa City Water Company for the purchase of $22,500 20-

year 5 per cent semi-annual first mortgage bonds, by W. G.

Thompson, secretary. Accrued interest to be paid by pur-

chaser.

TACOMA, WASH.—The City Council has ordered a spe-

cial election to pass upon the Green River water supply as

the best proposition of supplying Tacoma with a gravity

system. It will require the issue of over $2,000,000 in bonds

to finance the new system.

ST. HELENS, ORE.—The water commission at its last

meeting entered into a contract with Morris Bros, of Portland,

for floating $40,000 of water bonds, proceeds to be used for

the construction of a water system. The bonds draw six

per cent interest and sold at par.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The proposals to issue bonds

to the amount of $1,900,000 for the construction of a muni-

cipal electric railway on Geary street and $120,000 for a

similar road on Market street from Sutter to the ferry car-

ried at the election December 30th.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The City Electric Company has

decided to pay a monthly dividend of 25c per share of issued

stock of par value of $100. The company's plant began oper-

ations November 15, 1907, and its capacity has just been in-

creased by the installation of a 12,000 k. w. steam turbine

generator.

PASADENA, CAL.—A resolution declaring that the in-

terests of Pasadena demand municipal ownership of water

plans was passed at a special meeting of the City Council

last week. An ordinance calling for a bond election for

$1,200,000 of either 41/2 or 5 per cent bonds and setting the

date of the election either January 26th or between that and
February 1st, will be passed. Prices to be paid for three

water companies are: Lake Vineyard, $386,000; West Side,

$301,000; North Pasadena, $131,000. In addition to this the

bonds will cover $200,000 betterments.

INCORPORATIONS.
ROSWELL, N. M.—Grant Oil & Gas Co. of Roswell,

$1,000,000.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Washington Southern Tel. Co. of Spo-

kane, $100,000, by C. M. Cooley, L. V. Gray, C. N. Thomas, C.

R. and D. V. Cushman.

LA MESA, CAL.—Cholla Mutual Water Company, with a

capital of $4000. The company has incorporated for mutual

benefit of residents and property owners in the Stenger tract.

Directors are C. C, H. C. and D. F. Park, W. L. Maxwell, etc,

all of La Mesa. Principal place of business is at La Mesa.

MARSHFIELD, ORE.—Articles of incorporation have

been filed with the county clerk by the Union Traction and

Terminal Company, organized to build car lines in North

Bend and Marshfield, also connecting the two cities. Incor-

porators are; J. M. Blake, G. W. Kaufman and R. O. Grages;

capital stock, $1,000,000.

CITY OF MEXICO.—The Guadalajara Gas, Operating &
Construction Co. has been organized in Los Angeles, Cal., to

take over concession for a gas plant in Guadalajara secured by

J. Guillermo Dominguez. H. W. Burkhart is vice president

and general manager of the new company. Work will be

started early in the new year. H. N. Sessions, a jLos Angeles

gas and electrical engineer, is responsible for the organization

of the new company.

TRANSMISSION.
SPOKANE, WASH.—Spokane & Inland Empire Company,

will construct new transmission lines from Greenacres to

Coeur d'Alene and Hayden Lake.

ENTIAT, WASH.—George Brown of Chelan Falls and J.

G. Kennedy of Waterville are soon to start work on their

new power plant at the mouth of the Entiat.

BOISE, IDADO.—It is reported that the Western Elec-

tric Company is surveying a site for a power dam on the

Snake River at Halls Falls, west of Mountainhome.

CHICO, CAL.—The Sacramento Valley Power Company
has a large force of men setting poles and placing wires for

the line between Chico and Redding. The line is eighty miles

long, and will be completed about January 1st.

AUBURN, CAL.—The Hydro-Electric Company's plant at

Horseshoe Bar on the American River was recently completed.

This plant is owned personally by John A. Britton. It will

furnish power for mining and other industries in the vicinity

of the plant.

KALISPELL, MONT.—After much arbitration a compro-

mise was reached by the Northern Idaho & Montana Power
Company and the City Council of Columbia Falls and a fifty

year franchise for the furnishing of electric light to the city

was granted the company.

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO.—The City Council has granted a

blanket franchise to the Twin Falls Electric Railway, Light

& Power Company, of which F. D. Kimball is the head carry-

ing the right to erect poles, etc., for the distribution of elec-

tric light and power within the city.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Proposals will be received at

the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy Department,

Washington, D. C, up to January 18, 1910, and publicly opened

immediately thereafter, to furnish at the naval training sta-

tion, San Francisco, one centrifugal pump and motor.

REDDING, CAL.—The Mountain Copper Mining Com-

pany has taken its most decisive step, just closing a contract

with the Northern California Power Company, to build a new
and heavy power transmission line from this city to the Kes-

wick smelter. The line will be bigger than the one to lyen-

nett and will be constructed at a cost of $150,000.

NEW YORK.—The Mexican Northern Power Company,

held a meeting in Montreal in November and increased its

capital stock. The company has obtained valuable conces-

sions for the erection on the Conchas river in Chihuahua,

Mexico, of extensive hydroelectric and irrigation projects.

An immense dam will be constructed, which will probably be

the largest in the world. There will be two transmission

lines, one to the city of Chihuahua and one to Parral. C. F.

Greenwood is president and E. G. Greenshield is vice presi-

dent of the company.
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SALT LAKE, UTAH.—With the expressed intention of

increasing the height of the dam Icnown as the Gunnison res-

ervoir dam, to ten feet, and to store all surplus and unap-

propriated waters of the Sanpitch River and Six-mile Creek,

Frank L. Capeniug of Prove has filed an application asking the

right to appropriate from these streams 5,000 acre-feet of

water. Under the application an area of .5000 acres in San-

pete County will be irrigated.

LODI, CAL.—Geo. E. Lawrence, chairman of the Board of

City Trustees, is now in San Francisco negotiating with the

different power companies relative to purchasing electric cur-

rent by the city of Lodi. It has been stated on good authority

that the American River Company is willing and anxious

to furnish the city with light and power. The city has the

money needed for a municipal system of light, power, water

and sewerage, and if necessary a plant will be erected to

generate electricity and pump water. The Trustees prefer,

however, to purchase the current if satisfactory arrangements

can be made with some company.

ILLUMINATION. ^

SIERRA MADRE, CAL.—The City Council has ordered

the City Clerk to publish notice of the sale of the gas fran-

chise applied for by S. S. Forney.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—The local lighting plant will

make improvements in the old Merchants' Mutual plant and
bring it up to the standard of plant now known as Edison

No. 1.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Board of Trustees has

adopted a resolution to install four miles of additional street

lighting service and 80 lights with copper service wire and

tungsten lamps at a cost of $11,600.

CHBHALIS, WASH.—The City Council has passed an
ordinance granting to W. W. Seymour and F. C. Brewer the

right to erect and operate pipes in the streets for the trans-

mission of heating and illuminating gas.

EUGENE, ORE.—Plans have been outlined by Manager J.

II. Hartog, of the Commercial Club, for the augmentation of

of the street lighting system of the city, Hartog has secured

a contract with the Northwestern Corporation.

SAN MATEO, CAL.—Mr. Cunha's application for a fran-

chise for an electric lighting system for the coast side has

been brought up again by Archer Kinkaid and the necessary

resolution has been passed ordering bids to be advertised for.

ALAMOGORDO, N. M.—Geo. Carl, proprietor of the

Alamagordo ice factory, has formed a stock company for the

purpose of putting in an electric power house at his ranch.

The Company will be known as the Alamogordo Consumers'
Light & Power Company.

FORT BAYARD, N. M.—Sealed bids in triplicate for the

electric light wiring and electric light fixtures for one dou-

!)le set of hospital sergeant's quarters and one power plant

with machinery for a refrigerating and electric light system
at this post will be received until February 15th.

TACOMA, WASH.—Sealed proposals will be received at

the office of Public Works, to the 12th of January, for $25,-

000 worth of incandescent lamps, to be delivered t. o. b. Ta-

coma, Wash., to the city of Taconia, within one year and in

such quantities as may be ordered from time to time by the

Commissioner of Public Works.

VICTORIA, B. C—The city will co-operate with the prop-

erty owners on Douglas street for the lighting of that thor-

oughfare from Humboldt to Cormorant streets by means of

the usual system of arc lamps. Mr. Challoner asked that

the City Council should join with the owners in endeavoring

to get the B. C. Electric Company to do everything possible

to assist in the work of improvement.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The Corona gas plant has

been swallowed up by the gas combine headed by J. M. Gard-

ener of Pasadena. This announcement was made by the gen-

eral superintendent of the San Bernardino Valley Gas Co.,

which now dominates the gas situation in this county and
Riverside, having taken over the gas plants here, at Redlands,

Riverside and Colton. It is proposed to install a general dis-

tributing plant either here or at Colton, and under heavy
pressure distribute gas throughout the wide territory in-

volved.

CHICO, CAL.—When the City Trustees met last week
to open bids for city lighting there was but one bid presented,

that of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, but there were
representatives of two other concerns, and as a result the

opening of bids was postponed for a week. F. P. Bergen,

superintendent of the Sacramento Valley Power Company,
appeared and asked the trustees to delay the opening of bids

indefinitely in order to permit of his company submitting a

bid. He stated that the company expected to be serving

Chico by the middle of February or March 1.

TRANSORTATION.
PUYALLUP, WASH.—The Puget Sound Electric Rail-

way has begun laying concrete between its tracks on Stewart
street.

FRESNO, CAL.—The Fresno Traction Company is plan-

ning to begin the work of the reconstruction of its unfinished

lines and also the double-tracking at Fresno.

VISALIA, CAL.—The Southern Pacific has agreed to build

an electric road between Visalia and Tulare if the people

along the way will grant the necessary right of way.

BRAWLEY, CAL.—W. F. Holt has completed arrange-

ments to build the Holton Interurban westward from El

Centro to New River, where a new town is to be started.

POMONA, CAL.—A grading crew of the Pacific Electric

Company is working through Claremont and a second trolley

wire on Garey avenue, from Holt avenue north is being placed.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—Bids will be received by the

Board of Supervisors up to January 24, 1910 for a franchise

for an electric railway, according to the application of W. W.
Poole.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—It has been decided to move
the general offices of the United Railroads of this city from

their present location in the Balboa Building to the Wells-

Fargo Building.

CLE ELUM, WASH.—The City Council has refused to

grant a franchise to the Cle Elum-Roslyn electric line because

the promoters of the company refused to inform the Council

of their intentions.

MONTESANO, WASH.—A. D. Devonshire is asking an

injunction against the Bldridge Wheeler franchise for an

interurban road through this county granted by the commis-

sioners some time ago.

ASTORIA, ORE.—It is learned on the authority of an

official of the company that the Lytle road, which is now
being built from Hillsboro to the ocean at Tillamook Bay,

is to be operated by electricity as soon as it is completed.

CHIHUAHUA, MEX.—The Chapala Hydroelectric and

Irrigation Company has purchased the electric street railways

of Aguascalientes and will operate them. The purchaser is

the company which proposes transmitting hydroelectric power

from Chapala to Aguascalientes.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—E. M. Symonds of this place

announces that new surveys are being made and portions of

the right of way secured for the proposed Spokane, Walla

Walla & Western Tranction Company's electric road and that

work will begin on the road within a short time.
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NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C—Provision for the ex-

penditure of a hajf million dollars was made at a recent meet-

ing of the heads of the British Columbia Electric Railway and

other companies. A large part of the money will he expended

in building car shops and the remainder in rolling stock.

WALLACE, IDAHO.—R. A. Wilson of this place said in

an interview that the residents of this city and the Coeur

d'Alenes in general will renew their campaign for the ex-

tension of the Spokane & Inland Empire Electric Railway

system from Coeur d'Alene City to Wallace to give them
direct connection with Spokane..

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A franchise for an extension of

the West Ninth street electric line from Ninth to Park View
street to Harvard, has been sold by the Council for $100 to

Fred Forrester, representing property owners who have

raised a bonus of $12,000 to induce the Los Angeles Railway

Company to build an extension.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—At a meeting of the Boyle Ever-

green Improvement Association the committee in charge of

the movement to secure extension of the Brooklyn avenue

electric line from Evergreen avenue east to the city limits

reported that of the $30,000 which it was expected to col-

lect from property owners only $14,000 has been collected,

leaving a balance of $16,000 which must be raised.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Announcement is made simultaneously

with the advent of a corps of engineers who commenced sur-

veying Leise avenue, the main street in Allendale, yesterday

afternoon, by officials of the Oakland Traction Company, that

it will extend the Leise avenue car line from Penniman
street, the present terminus, in a northeasterly direction to

within one block of the new Laurel school, a distance of

nearly one mile.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The Oakland and Antioch Electric

Railway is at last assured, and work was begun on the grad-

ing of the new road yesterday. The section of the road first to

be built will extend from Oakland to Walnut Creek and Bay
Point, with a branch to Martinez. The second section, which

will be built immediately afterward, will extend to Antioch.

It is the intention of the promoters to extend the road eventu-

ally to Stockton, where it will connect with other lines

throughout the interior of the State. A. W. Malthy and S. L.

Naphthaly, property owners of the Concord and Walnut Creek

district, and heavily interested in the Central California road,

between Stockton, Lodl and Sacramento, are the promoters

of the project.

SAN .lOSE, CAL.—By Febi-uary 1st it is probable electric

cars will be in operation between San Jose and Palo Alto by

way of Meridian Corners, Monte Vista, Los Altos and May-

field. Last week an order from the Southern Pacific offices

went into effect on the "cut-off" line from Mayfield to Los

Gatos, whereby the steam trains will hereafter use only the

east track of the double-track line between Mayfield and Con-

gress Junction, the west track being turned over to the

Peninsula Railway Company, which is now "bonding" the rails

with electric wires, erecting poles and stringing trolley lines

over the track mentioned, from Mayfield as far as Monte Vista,

where the tracks of the "cut-off" intersect those of the Cuper-

tino trolley line to San Jose. It is expected that the work
will be completed before February 1st, and that by that date,

electric trolley cars will be in operation over the system from
Palo Alto through Mayfield, Los Altos, Monte Vista, Meridian
Corners, and into San Jose.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Attorney H. D. Pillsbury filed

a petition in the U. S. Circuit Court last week asking for per-

mission to intervene in the receivership proceedings instituted

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works against the Ocean Shore
Railway Company, and an order was signed by Circuit Judge
Mor-uw granting the intervention. Pillsbury states that to

build a single track road of 52 miles and equip it with steam

has cost approximately $7,000,000. To complete the gap with

26 miles of double track, to double track that already built,

to equip with electricity, to secure terminal facilities and to

pay up indebtedness of $1,800,000 are the labors confronting

the receiver, and it is urged by Pillsbury that they cannot

be accomplished with an issue of $3,500,000 of receiver's cer-

tificates. He asks that competent engineers, who have never

had connection with the road, be appointed before receiver's

certificates are issued, and that they make a report on the

estimated cost of completing the road. If the certificates

are authorized he asks that their use be limited by the court,

and that all other means be used to preserve their integrity.

WATERWORKS.
HELENA, CAL.—The Sacramento Valley Sugar Company

contemplates the installation of a 1000 h. p. electric pumping
plant for irrigation purposes at Helena, Cal.

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAL.—The franchise to lay and

maintain water pipes along the county roads and through

Che town of Avila has been awarded to G. O. Marre.

BAKER CITY, ORE.—An election to decide whether the

upper or lower pipe line shall be used will be held January

20th. Bonds will be issued to cover the cost of the project.

CHICO, CAL.—The laying of pipe for Paradise's new
water system will begin soon. A shipment of 5000 feet of pipe

from San Francisco is expected in a few days. A tower is

to be erected and a pump established.

PHOE-NIX, ARIZ.—The Board of Control of Ariz., at its

office in the Capitol Building here, will receive sealed bids up
to .lanuary 20th for furnishing one 50,000 gallon steel tank on

a 40-foot steel tower, erected complete and ready for use

at the Territorial prison at Florence.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Sealed bids will be received at

the office of Treasurer Pacific Branch N. H. D. V. S. Sol-

diers Home, until January 14th for furnishing and laying

sheet steel pipe branches in Mandeville canyon, in accord-

ance with instructions with E. W. Moore.

SALEM, ORE.—Engineer W. J. Culver was employed by
the city to make a survey to the Breitenbush for a water

supply and estimate the cost as follows: Cost of right of

way, laying pipes and bringing water to Salem, $605,088; cost

of equipment and site for works, dam, etc., $183,682.

TACOMA, WASH.—The City Council has adopted a reso-

lution for the laying of water mains on portions of McKinley
avenue. South Fortieth street. Division Lane, Columbia ave-

nue. East E street, East F street. East G street, South Thirty-

eighth street, the same in local improvement district No. 549.

TOWNSEND, WASH.—Diver Finch has reported that the

submarine pipe line which conducts water from the Olympic
gravity system to Fort Flagler, where it crosses Scow Bay, is

in bad shape and will require considerable time and expense

to place in serviceable condition. The only way to remedy
the evil is to relay the pipe around the extreme head of the

bay.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—City Attorney Long has advised

the Board of Public Works that the bid of $139,000 submitted

on behalf of Hansbrough Bros. Co. for the erection of the

new Townsend street pumping station of the auxiliary water

supply system must be rejected as invalid, though the lowest

offer, because of being signed simply "S. L. Hansbrough,

secretary," instead of the official name of the corporation.

The City Attorney's opinion is of moment to the Public Works
Board, as that body has already ordered all the bids, includ-

ing that of Hansbrough Bros., to be rejected, but has been

served with a citation secured from the Superior Court sum-

moning the board to show cause on December 30 why the

rejected bid shall not be accepted, the company insisting that

it is valid.
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VISALIA FIFTEEN CYCLE SINGLE PHASE RAILWAY'

The first, and at the same time the only, 15 cycle,

single phase, alternating current railway in the United

States is the Visalia Electric Railroad, running from

Visalia to Lemon Cove, California. After two years

it will undoubtedly become an important link in the

large electric railway system which seems destined to

cover that section of the San Joaquin Valley at a date

not far distant.

Single-Phase Interurban Electric Car on Visalia Railway.

of successful operation, this pioneer 15 cycle develop-

ment lias fully justified the confidence and courage of

its builders in selecting, untried, a system of electri-

fication without the restrictions for heavy main line

service shown by the other systems investigated. Al-

though ihe present length of electrical ri|)eralion is only

22 miles, the location of the Visalia road is such that

'For further data see Journal of Klent-ricity, Power and Gas,
August 31, 1907.

For a distance of ten miles, between Visalia and

Exeter, the electric railway traverses the main track

of the Southern Pacific Railroad which has been elec-

trified over this section by the addition of rail bonds,

and the 3300 volt trolley. Twelve miles farther, from

E.xeler to Lemon Cove, a new n>ad bed has been con-

Iructed, making the total lenglii nf the Visalia-Lemon

Cove electrified route 22 miles. The road is single

tracked throughout with the exception of the switching
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and freight 3'ards at Visalia, Exeter and Lemon Cove.

The trolley construction is of the single catenary type,

suspended from brackets on poles spaced 120 feet

apart.

Ground was broken for the Exeter and Lemon
Cove extension in March, 1905, and the road was oper-

ated by steam locomotives in December, 1905. In

March, 1908, the steam service was discontinued, and

since that the road has been operated by electricity.

From Visalia to Exeter the countr}^ is practically

level. Between Exeter and Lemon Cove the land is

transmit eight miles in each direction to the sub-

stations on the Lemon Cove and Visalia divisions.

Transformers in these stations reduce the 15 cycle, 11,-

000 volt, single phase supply to the trolley pressure,

3300 volts.

The frequency changer sub-station contains six

150 k. w. oil insulated, water cooled, 35,000 to 2200

volts, 60 cycle Westinghouse transformers, and two
two-bearing motor generator sets, each composed of a

540 h. p. Westinghouse synchronous motor wound for

2200 volts, 60 cycles, with induction motor for starting;

Westinghouse Fifteen-Cycle Single-Phase Electric Locomotive on Visalia Electric Railwaj'.

of a rolling nature, but the maximum gradient on the

road has been kept down to 0.9 per cent, and the curves

are of long radius. The worst conditions are met on

a combined ten degree curve on a 0.9 per cent grade.

For this electrification, three-phase, 60 cycle power
is purchased at 35.000 volts, from the Mt. Whitney
Power Company, which operates a hydroelectric gener-

ating plant on the Kaweah River. At the Exeter sub-

station, nearly at the center of the present railway line,

the 60 cycle power is stepped down to 2200 volts, and
then converted to 15 cycle, 11,000 volt, single-phase

current by a Westinghouse sj'nchronous motor g'en-

erator set. From the main frequency changing sub-

station at Exeter, the 15 cycle, 11,000 volt feeder lines,

inade up of a pair of No. 4 bare copper conductors.

direct connected to a 375 k. w. rotating field, single

phase Westinghouse alternator, delivering 11,000 volts,

60 cycle current. The 60 cycle incoming transmission

line is protected by low equivalent lightning arresters,

complete with oil insulated choke coils and disconnect-

ing switches. Three 15 k. w., 2200 to 200 volts, 60

cycle transformers are supplied for lighting service and

for operating the motor generator exciter set. On the

extended shafts of each motor generator set are

mounted 125 volt direct current generators which fur-

nish excitation current, in addition to a similar direct

current exciter driven by a three-phase 60 cycle in-

duction motor supplied from the in-coming transmis-

sion lines. The out-going 11,000 volt, 15 cycle feeder

circuits are protected against lightning discharges by
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complete arrester apparatus, and are controlled by oil

switches. The Exeter sub-station also feeds the trolley

wire through two 300 k. w., oil insulated, self-cooling,

15 cycle, single phase transformers, reducing from

11,000 to 3300 volts.

The two 15 cycle transforming sub-stations, each

located about eight miles from Exeter in the direction

of Lemon Cove and Visalia, respectively, contain a

Westinghouse 300 k. w., oil insulated, water cooled, 15

(cycle, single phase transformer, reducing from 11,000

volts to the trolley pressure. Lightning protective ap-

paratus, choke coils, and high tension circuit breakers

are included in the 11,000 volt apparatus, while the

3300 volt trolley feeders are controlled by oil circuit

breakers.

The motor cars and locomotives are supplied with
power through pantagraph trolleys, and carry auto-
transformers arranged with taps for reducing the trol-

ley pressure to voltages suitable for supplying the

motors, car lighting, and air compressors. The motor
cars have oil insulated, self-cooled auto-transformers,

while that on the locomotive is air cooled from the

motor driven blower equipment furnished for the

forced ventilation of the motors.

The 45-ton electric locomotive is of the double
swivel truck class, provided with car type of cab, and
has the following- general over-all dimensions: length

over bumpers, 29 feet ; extreme width, 9 feet 6 inches;

height, rail to top of cab, 11 feet 7 inches; rigid wheel
base, 7 feet 4 inches.

Interior of Exeter Frequency-Changing Sub-Station.

The 15 cycle 3300 volt, single phase trolley con-

struction is of the single catenary bracket type, com-
prising a 7/16 inch steel messenger suspended from
poles 120 feet apart, and supporting No. 000 trolley

wire. The redwood poles, 36 feet long, are set six feet

in concrete.

The rolling stock comprises a 47-ton Baldwin-
Westinghouse electric locomotive, equipped with four

125 h. p. Westinghouse series compensated, single

phase motors driving 36-inch wheels through a gear
reduction of 17 to 66; four 40-ton passenger cars, each
equipped with four 75 h. p. motors ; two 28-ton trailer

cars of construction similar to the above motor cars.

Cars and locomotives are all supplied with unit

switch control, and automatic air brake equipment.
The trailer cars as well as the motor cars are fitted

with brake valves and master controllers so that three-

car trains can be operated from a trailer car at the

head of the train if desired.

\'Vith its four 125 h. p. motors connected to 36-inch

wheels through a gear reduction of 66 to 17, this loco-

motive is capable of developing a continuous draw-bar

pull of 4500 lbs. at 20 miles per hour on level track.

The full-load draw-bar pull is 9000 lbs. at 17 miles per

hour on the level. The maximum starting draw-bar

pull is 17,000 pounds.

The capacity of each sub-station was designed to

take care of the electric locomotive fully loaded, or

one train of two motor cars and one trailer. In gen-

eral service, only single motor cars are operated, with-

out trailers, but when crowds are to be handled or

the traffic conditions warrant, three-car trains are run.

As an operating test, a six-car train has been success-

fully operated over the entire system.

The maxiiiuim regular operating speed is 45 miles

]'er hour, although a single motor car has developed

62 miles per hour. The fast cars of the system run

from Visalia to Exeter in 23 ininutes, and from Exeter
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to Lemon Cove in 21 minutes, calling for a schedule

speed of 31 miles per hour.

A recent incident provides evidence of the ample

tractive power of the locomotive. While doing some
switching around the yard at Exeter, in order to get

hold of a certain car, it was necessary for the electric

locomotive to move a string of 40 standard refriger-

ator cars standing in the way. Twenty-eight of these

were loaded, making the total weight of the train 1044

tons, which was handled and switched around the

yards by the electric locomotive without special effort.

The following figures will afford the reader some
idea of the economy with which this single phase, 15

cycle road is operating: During a period of 40 days

over which readings were taken, the average power
consumption of the locomotive was 72.4 watts per ton

mile. During 60 days, the average output of the fre-

quency changer sub-station was 70.25 watts per ton

mile, although during another period of 30 days when
operating conditions were better, the average station

output was 66.6 watts per ton mile. During 60 days of

operation of the motor cars, the actual power consump-
tion at the car was found to be 55.9 watts per ton mile.

The electrical equipment of the Visalia 15 cycle,

single phase electric railway, including locomotive,

cars, and sub-station apparatus, was furnished b}^ the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa,

MEETINGS OF THE AM. SOC. M. E.

Meetings of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers will be held in New York on January 11, in

St. Louis on January 15, and in Boston on January 21.

The spring meeting of the Society will be held this

year as usual, in addition to the London meeting which
occurs in July. Atlantic City has been selected as

the place for the spring meeting and it will be held from
]May 31 to June 3 inclusive. The headquarters during

the meeting will be at the Hotel Marlboro-Blenheim.
The January meeting in Boston will take the form

of a banquet at the Hotel Somerset to be tendered

jointly by the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, and the

Pioston branch of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, to the presidents of the three societies,

George Westinghouse, George B. Francis and L. B.

Stillwell, respectively, and other guests, including John
Anderson Bensel, the incoming president of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers. Following the banquet
there will be addresses by several of the guests and a

paper will be presented on the main and auxiliary

machinery of the battleship North Dakota, illustrated

by lantern slides.

The president of the Boston Society of Civil Engi-
neers will also outline what his Society has accom-
plished toward a project that has been under discussion
at Boston for a united engineering building to be occu-
pied by the several professional engineering organiza-
tions located in the city and vicinity.

The New York monthly meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers will be held in the
Engineering Societies' Building on Tuesday evening,
January 11. The subject for discussion is Lubrication.
The paper upon Efficiency Tests of Lubricating Oils

by Prof. F. H. Sibley of the University of Alabama,

will be presented and important contributions upon
the properties of lubricants, their efficiency, durability,

characteristics, etc., will be made by Dr. C. F. Mabery
of Case School, Cleveland, and General Charles Miller

of Franklin, Pa.

Dr. Mabery has been engaged for a long period of

time in experiments upon lubricating oils and has ob-

tained results of unusual interest, because of the uni-

formity attained in repeating experiments, always a

difficult matter in testing lubricants. General Miller

has been so long identified with the subject of lubri-

cation and has so large a fund of information as a re-

sult of this experience that his remarks will add greatly

to the interest of the evening. There will be discus-

sions also by F. R. Low, editor of Power; 1. E. Moul-
trop, mechanical engineer of the Boston Edison Com-
pany; J. P. Sparrow, chief engineer of the New York
Edison Company, and others.

The subject of lubrication is so important in its

bearing upon the conservation of power and upon
machinery of all kinds, especially since the introduc-

tion of recent new types, such as the steam turbine

and automobile, that it is desirable to have authentic

information easily available for the use of engineers.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE ASSOCIATION OF
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS.

The California State Association of Electrical

Contractors continues to grow in all parts of the State.

A recent meeting of electrical contractors at Sacra-

mento was attended by W. S. Hanbridge, president;

L. R. Boynton, director, and F. V. Meyers, secretary-

treasurer of the State Association. A thoroughly in-

teresting and instructive session was had and almost
every electrical contractor in Sacramento was added
to the membership of the State Association, and steps

taken preliminary to forming them without delay into

a district local.

In Oakland the membership is increasing and in

Los Angeles such energy has been displayed that

practically every electrical contractor there and in that

vicinity is now a member of the State Association and
of the district local in that jurisdiction.

Stockton, Fresno, San Jose, Bakersfield and San
Diego are contributing or will contribute in the very
near future their proportionate share of members, and
altogether everything is rapidly reaching a condition
which will make the organization very influential to

the interests of its members.
One of the subjects which will have attention all

over the State will be the question of the betterment
of the standard of electrical installation, and in this

regard the influence of the association was potently felt

recently in San Francisco when it procured the enact-
ment of an ordinance by the Board of Supervisors of
that city and county which requires all electrical instal-

lation for light or power service installed after the 20th
day of February, 1910, to be encased in conduit.

In July, 1910, the first annual convention of the
State Association will be held at San Francisco, Cal.,

and the determination exists to make it an event in the
history of the electrical contracting business on the
Pacific Coast, and beyond any doubt a very large,

enthusiastic and beneficial meeting will result.

F. V. MEYERS.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
BY GUGLIELMO MARCONI, D. SC, LL. D.

(Concluded.)

\Vith regard to the presumed obstacle of the curv-

ature of the earth, I am of opinion that those who an-

ticipated difficulties in consequence of the shape of

our planet had not taken sufficient account of the par-

ticular effect of the earth connection to both trans-

mitter and receiver, which earth connection introduced

effects of conduction which were generally at that

time overlooked.

Physicists seemed to consider for a long time that

wireless telegraphy was solely dependent on the effects

of free Hertzian radiation through space, and it was
years before the probable eft'ect of the conductivity of

the earth between the stations was' satisfactorily con-

sidered or discussed.

Lord Rayleigh, in referring to trans-Atlantic

telegraphy stated in May, 1903, "The remarkable suc-

cess of Marconi in signalling across the Atlantic sug-

gests a more decided bending or diffraction of the

waves round the pertuberant earth than had been

expected, and it imparts a great interest to the the-

oretical problem.

Professor J. A. Fleming, in his book on "The Prin-

ciples of Electric Wave Telegraphy," gives diagrams
showing' what is now believed to be the diagrammatic
representation of the detachment of semi-loops of

electric strain from a simple vertical wire. As will

be seen, these waves do not propagate in the same
manner as free radiation from a classical Hertzian
oscillator, but glide along the surface of the earth.

Professor Fleming further states in the above-
quoted work

:

"The view we here take is that the ends of the

semi-loops of electric force, which terminate perpendic-

ularly on the earth, cannot move along unless there

are movements of electrons in the earth correspond-
ing to the wave-motions above it. From the point of

view of the elecronic theory of electricity, every line

of electric force in the ether must be either a closed

line or its ends must terminate on electrons of oppo-
site sign. If the end of a line of strain abuts on the

earth and move, there must be atom-to-atom exchange
of electrons, or movements of electrons in it. We have
many reasons for concluding that the substances we
call conductors are those in which free movements of

electrons take place. Hence the movements of the
semi-loops of electric force outwards from an earthed
oscillator or Marconi aerial is hindered by bad oon-
ductivity on the surface of the earth and facilitated

over the surface of a fairly good electrolyte, such as

sea-water."

Professor Zenneck has carefully examined the effect

of earthed transmitting and receiving aerials, and has
endeavored to show mathematically that when the
lines of electrical force, constituting a wave front, pass
along a surface of low specific inductive capacity, such
as the earth, they become inclined forward, their lower
ends being retarded by the resistance of the conductor
to which they are attached.

It therefore seems well established that wireless
telegraphy, as practiced at the present day, is depend-
ent for its operation over long distances on the

conductixity of the earth, and that the dift'erence in

conductivity between the surface of the sea and land is

sufficient to 'explain the increased distance obtainable

with the same amount of energy in communicating
over sea as compared to over land.

I carried out some tests between a short station

and a ship at Poole, in England, in 1902, for the pur-

pose of obtaining some data on this point, and I noticed

that at equal distances a perceptible diminution in the

energy of the received waves always occurred when
the ship was in such a position as to allow a spit of

sand about one kilometer broad to intervene between
it and the land station.

In January, 1901, some successful experiments

were carried out between two points on the south coast

of England, 186 miles apart, i. e., St. Catherine's Point

(Isle of Wight) and The Lizard, in Cornwall. The
total height of these stations above sea level did not

exceed 100 meters, whereas to clear the curvature of

the earth a height of more than 1600 meters at each

end would have been necessary. The results obtained

from these tests, which at the time constituted a record

distance, seemed to indicate that electric waves pro-

duced in the manner I had adopted would most prob-

ably be able to make their way round the curvature

of the earth, and that, therefore, even at great dis-

tances, such as those dividing America from Europe,

the factor of the earth's curvature would not constitute

an insurmountable barrier to the extension of teleg-

raphy through space.

The belief that the curvature of the earth would
not stop the propagation of the waves, and the success

obtained by syntonic methods in preventing mutual

interference, led me in 1900 to decide to attempt the

experiment of testing whether or not it would be

possible to detect electric waves over a distance of

4000 kilometers, which, if successful, would imme-
diately prove the possibility of telegraphing without

wires between Europe and America.

The experiment was, in my opinion, of great im-

portance from a scientific point of view, and I was
convinced that the discovery of the possibility to trans-

mit electric waves across the Atlantic Ocean, and the

exact knowledge of the real conditions under which

telegraphy over such distances could be carried out,

would do much to improve our understanding of the

phenomena connected with wireless transmission.

The transmitter erected at Poldhu, on the coast of

Cornwall, was similar in principle to the one I have

already referred to, but on a very much larger scale

than anything previously attempted. The power of

the generating plant was about 25 k. w.

Numerous difficulties were encountered in pro-

ducing and controlling for the first time electrical

oscillations of such power. In much of the work 1

obtained valuable assistance from Professor J. .\.

Fleming, Mr. R. N. Vyvyan and Mr. W. S..Entvvistlo.

My previous tests had convinced me that when
endeavoring to extend the distance of conimnnicalion,

it was not merely sufficient to augment the power of

the electrical energy of the sender, but that it was also

necessary to increase the area or height of the trans-

mitting and receiving elevated conductors.

As it would have been too expensive to employ
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vertical wires of great height, I decided to increase

their number and capacity, which seemed likel}' to

make possible the efficient utilization of large amounts
of energy.

The arrangement of transmitting antennae, which

was used at Poldhu, consisted of a fan-like arrange-

ment of wires supported by an insulated stay between

masts only 48 meters high and 60 meters apart. These

wires converged together at the lower end, and were

connected to the transmitting apparatus contained in

a building. For the purpose of the test a powerful

station had been erected at Cape Cod, near New York,

but the completion of the arrangements at that station

were delayed in consequence of a storm which de-

stroyed the masts and antennae.

I, therefore, decided to try the experiments by

means of a temporar}' receiving station erected in

Newfoundland, to which country I proceeded with two

assistants about the end of November, 1901.

The tests were commenced early in December,

1901, and on the 12th of that month the signals trans-

mitted from England were clearly and distinctly re-

ceived at the temporary station at St. John's in

Newfoundland.
Confirmatory tests were carried out in February,

1902, between Poldhu and a receiving station on the

steamship Philadelphia of the American Line. On
board this ship readable messages were received by

means of a recording instrument up to a distance of

1 55 1 miles, and test letters as far as 2099 miles from

Poldhu. The tape records obtained on the Philadel-

phia at the various distances were exceedingly clear

and distinct, as can be seen by the specimens exhibited.

These results, although achieved with imperfect

apparatus, were sufficient to convince me and my co-

workers that by means of permanent stations and the

employment of sufficient power it would be possible

to transmit messages across the Atlantic Ocean in the

same way as they were sent over much shorter dis-

tances. The tests could not be continued in New-
foundland owing to the hostility of a cable company,

which claimed all rights for telegraphy, whether wire-

less or otherwise, in that colony.

A result of scientific interest which I first noticed

during the tests on the steamship Philadelphia, and

which is a most important factor in long-distance

radio-telegraphy, was the very marked and detrimental

effect of daylight on the propagation of electric waves

at great distances ; the range by night being usuall}^

more than double that attainable during daytime.

I do not think that this effect has yet been satis-

factorily investigated or explained. At the time I

carried out the tests I was of opinion that it might

be due to the loss of energy at the transmitter, caused

by the dis-electrification of the highh^-charged trans-

mitting elevated conductor under the influence of

sunlight.

I am now inclined to believe that the absorption

of electric waves during the daytime is due to the

ionization of the gaseous molecules of the air affected

by ultra-violet light, and as the ultra-violet rays, which

emanate from the sun, are largely absorbed in the

upper atmosphere of the earth, it is probable that the

portion of the earth's atmosphere which is facing the

sun will contain more ions or electrons than that

portion which is in darkness, and, therefore, as Sir

J. J. Thomson has shown, this illuminated and ionized

air will absorb some of the energy of the electric

waves.

Apparently the length of wave and amplitude of
electrical oscillations have much to do with this inter-

esting phenomenon, long waves and small amplitudes

being subject to the efliect of daylight to a much lesser

degree than short waves and large amplitudes.

According to Professor Fleming, the daylight

effect should be more marked on long waves, but this

has not been my experience. Indeed, in some very

recent experiments in which waves about 8000 meters

long were used, the energy received by day was
usually greater than at night.

The fact remains, however, that for comparatively

short waves, such as are used for ship communication,
clear sunlight and blue skies, though transparent to

light, act as a kind of fog to these waves. Hence the

weather conditions prevailing in England, and perhaps

in this country, are usually suitable for wireless

telegraphy.

During the year 1902 I carried out some further

tests between the station at Poldhu and a receiving

installation erected on the Italian cruiser Carlo Al-

berto, kindly placed at my disposal by H. H. the King
of Italy. During these experiments the interesting

fact was observed that, even when using waves as

short as 1000 ft., intervening ranges of mountains,

such as the Alps or Pyrenees, did not, during the night

time, bring about any considerable reduction in the

distance over which it was possible to communicate.
During daytime, unless much longer waves and more
power were used, intervening mountains greatly re-

duced the apparent range of the transmitter.

Messages and press dispatches of considerable

length were received from Poldhu at the positions

marked on the map, whch map is a copy on a reduced

scale of the one accompanying the official report of

the experiments.

With the active encouragement and financial

assistance of the Canadian Government, a high power
station was constructed at Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, in

order that I should be able to continue my long-

distance tests, with a view to establishing radio-tele-

graphic communication on a commercial basis between
England and America.

On December 16, 1902, the first official messages
were exchanged at night across the Atlantic, between
the stations at Poldhu and Glace Bay.

Further tests were shortly afterwards carried out

with another long-distance station at Cape Cod, in the

L^nited States of America ; and under favorable cir-

cumstances it was found possible to transmit messages
to Poldhu, 3000 miles away, with an expenditure of

electrical energy of only about 10 k. w.

In the spring of 1903 the transmission of press

messages by radio-telegraphy from America to Europe
was attempted, and for a time the London Times pub-
lished, during the latter part of March and the early

part of April of that year, news messages from its New
York correspondent, sent across the Atlantic without
the aid of cables.
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A breakdown in the insulation of the apparatus at

Glace Bay made it necessary, however, to suspend the

service, and, unfortunately, further accidents made the

transmission of messages uncertain and unreliable.

As a result of the data and experience gained by

these and other tests, which I carried out for the Brit-

ish Government, between England and Gibraltar, I

was able to erect a new station at Clifden in Ireland,

and enlarge the one at Glace Bay in Canada, so as to

enable me to initiate, in October, 1907, communication

for commercial purposes across the Atlantic between

England and Canada.

Although the stations at Clifden and Glace Bay
had to be put into operation before they were alto-

gether complete, nevertheless communication across

the Atlantic by radio-telegraphy never suffered any

serious interruption during nearly two years, until, in

consequence of a fire at Glace Bay this autumn, it has

had to be suspended for three or four months.

This suspension has not, however, been altogether

an unmitigated evil, as it has given me the oppor-

tunity of installing more efficient and up-to-date ma-
chinery. The aerial used consisted of a nearly vertical

portion in the middle, 220 ft. high, supported by four

towers, and attached at the top to nearly horizontal

wires, 200 in number and each 1000 ft. long, extending

radiall}' all round, and supported at a height of 180 ft.

from the ground by an inner circle of 8 and an outer

circle of 16 masts. The natural period of oscillation

of this aerial system gave a wave-length of 12,000 ft.

Experiments were made with this arrangement in

1905; and with a wave-length of 12,000 ft., signals,

although very weak, could be received across the

Atlantic by day as well as by night.

The system of aerial I finally adopted for the long-

distance stations in England and Canada not only

makes it possible to efficiently radiate and receive

waves of any desired length, but it also tends to con-

fine the main portion of the radiation to a given

direction. The limitation of transmission to one direc-

tion is not very sharply defined, but the results

obtained with this type of aerial are nevertheless

exceedingly useful.

Many suggestions respecting methods for limiting

the direction of radiation have been made by various

workers, notably by Professor F. Braun, Professor

Artom and Messrs. Bellini and Tosi.

In a paper read before the Royal Society in Lon-
don in March, 1906, I showed how it was possible by
means of horizontal aerials to confine the emitted
radiations mainly to the direction of their vertical

plane, pointing away from their earthed end. In a

similar manner it is possible to locate the bearing or
direction of a sending station. The transmitting cir-

cuits at the long-distance stations are arranged in

accordance with a comparatively recent system for

producing continuous or slightly damped oscillations,

which I referred to in a lecture before the Royal
Institution of Great Britain on March 13, 1908.

An insulated metal disc A is caused to rotate at a
high rate of speed by means of an electric motor or
steam turbine. Adjacent to this disc, which I will call

the middle disc, are placed two other discs (C and C"),
which may be called polar discs, and which are also

revolved. These polar discs have their peripheries

very close to the surface or edges of the middle disc.

The two polar discs are connected by rubbing contacts

1(1 the iiulcr ends of two condensers K, joined in

series, and these condensers are also connected through

suitable brushes to the terminals of a generator, which

should be a high tension continuous current generator.

On the middle dies a suitable brush or rubbing-

contact is provided, and between this contact and the

middle point of the two condensers an oscillating

circuit is inserted, consisting of a condenser E in series

with an inductance, which last is inductively connected

v^'ith the radiating antennae. The apparatus works

probably in the following manner: The generator

charges the double condenser, making the potential of

the discs, say C positive and C" negative. The poten-

tial, if high enough, will cause a discharge to pass

across one of the gaps, say, between C and A. This

charges the condenser E through the inductance F, and

starts oscillations in the circuit. The charge of F in

swinging back will jump from A to C", the potential

of which is of opposite sign to A, the dielectric strength

between C and A having meanwhile been restored by
the rapid motion of the disc, driving away the ionized

air. The condenser E, therefore, discharges and re-

charges alternately in reverse directions, the same
process going on so long as energy is supplied to the

condensers K by the generator H. It is clear that the

discharges between C and C" and A are never simul-

taneous, as otherwise the center electrode would not

be alternatively positive and negative.

The best results have, however, been obtained by an

arrangement in which the active surface of the middle

disc is not smooth, but consists of a number of regu-

larly spaced copper knobs or pegs, at the ends of which

the discharges take place at regular intervals.

In this way it is possible to cause the groups of

oscillations radiated to reproduce a high and clear

musical note in a receiver, and thereby it is easier to

differentiate between the signals emanating from the

sending station and noises caused by atmospheric

electrical discharges. By this method very efficient

resonance can be also obtained in appropriately de-

signed receivers.

With regard to the receivers employed, important

changes have taken place. By far the larger portion

of electric wave telegraphy was, until a few years ago,

conducted by means of some form or other of coherer,

or variable contact either requiring tapping or else

self-restoring.

At the present day, however, I may say that at

all the stations controlled by my company, my mag-
netic receiver is almost exclusively employed. This re-

ceiver is based on the decrease of magnetic hysteresis,

which occurs in iron when under certain conditions

this metal is subjected to the effects of electrical waves
of high frequency. It has recently been found possible

to increase the sensitiveness of these receivers, and to

employ them in connection with a high speed relay,

so as to record messages at great speed.

A remarkable fact, not generally known, in regard

to transmitters is, that none of the arrangements em-
ploying condensers exceed in efficiency the plain.

elevated aerial or vertical wire discharging to earth
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through a spark gap, as used in my first experiments.

I have recently been able to confirm the state-

ment made by Professor Fleming in his book, "The

Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy" (1906, page

555), that with a power of 8 watts in the aerial it is

possible to communicate to distances of over 100 miles.

I have also found that by this method it is possible

to send signals 2000 miles across the Atlantic, with a

smaller expenditure of energy than by any other

method known to myself.

The only drawback to this arrangement is, that

unless very large aerials are used, the amount of

energy which can be eflriciently employed is limited

by the potential beyond which brush discharges and

the resistances of the spark gap begin to have a dele-

terious effect.

By means of spark gaps in compressed air, and

the addition of inductance coils placed between the

aerial and earth, the system can be made to radiate

very pure and slightly damped waves, eminently suit-

able for sharp tuning.

In regard to the general working of wireless teleg-

raphy, the widespread application of the system and

the multiplicity of the stations have greatly facilitated

the observation of facts not easily explainable.

Thus it has been observed that an ordinary ship

station utilizing about half a kilowatt of electrical

energy, the normal range of which is not greater than

200 miles, will occasionally transmit messages across

a distance of over 1200 miles. It often occurs that a

ship fails to communicate with a nearby station, but

can correspond with perfect ease with a distant one.

On many occasions last winter the steamship

Caronia of the Cunard Line, carrying a station utilizing

about half a kilowatt, when in the Mediterranean, off

the coast of Sicily, failed to obtain communication with

the Italian stations, but had no difficulty whatsoever

in transmitting and receiving messages to and from

the coasts of England and Holland, although these

latter stations were considerably more than 1000 miles

away, and a large part of the continent of Europe and

the Alps lay between them and the ship.

Although high-power stations are now used for

communicating across the Atlantic, and messages can

be sent by day as well as by night, there still exist

short periods of daily occurrence, during which trans-

mission from England to America, or vice versa, is

difficult. Thus in the morning and evening, when in

consequence of the difference in longitude, daylight or

darkness extends only part of the way across the

ocean, the received signals are weak and sometimes

cease altogether. It would almost appear as if electric

waves in passing from dark space to illuminated space,

and vice versa, were reflected in such a manner as to

be diverted from their normal path.

It is probable that these difficulties would not be

experienced in telegraphing over equal distances north

and south, on about the same meridian, as in this case

the passage from daylight to darkness would occur

almost simultaneously over the whole distance be-

tween the two points.

Another curious result, on which hundreds of

observations continued for years leave no further

doubt, is that regularl}', for short periods, at sunrise

and sunset, and occasionally at other times, a shorter

wave can be detected across the Atlantic in preference

to the longer wave normally employed.

Thus at C'litden and Glace Bay, when sending on

an ordinary coupled circuit arranged so as to simul-

taneously radiate two waves, one 12,500 ft. and the

other 14,700 ft., although the longer wave is the one

usually received at the other side of the ocean, regu-

larly, about three hours after sunset at Clifden, and
three hours before sunrise at Glace Bay, the shorter

wave alone was received with remarkable strength,

for a period of about one hour. This effect occurred

so regularly that the operators funded their receivers

to the shorter wave at the times mentioned, as a

matter of ordinary routine. With regard to the utility

of wireless telegraphy there is no doubt that its use

has become a necessity for the safetj' of shipping, all

the principal liners and warships being already

equipped, its extension to less important ships being

only a matter of time, in view of the assistance it has

provided in cases of danger.

Its application is also increasing as a means of

communicating between outlying islands, and also for

the ordinary purposes of telegraphic communication
between villages and towns, especially in the colonies

and in newly developed countries.

However great may be the importance of wireless

telegraphy to ships and shipping, I believe it is

destined to an equal position of importance in furnish-

ing efficient and economical communication between
distant parts of the world, and in connecting European
countries with their colonies and with America. As a

matter of fact, I am at the present time erecting a very

large power station for the Italian Government at

Coltano, for the purpose of communicating with the

Italian colonies in East Africa, and with South
America.

Whatever may be its present shortcomings and
defects, there can be no doubt that wireless telegraphy,

even over great distances, has come to stay, and will

not only stay, but continue to advance.

If it should become possible to transmit waves
right round the world, it ma}' be found that the elec-

trical energy traveling round all parts of the globe

may be made to concentrate at the antipodes of the

sending station. In this way it may some day be

possible for messages to be sent to such distant lands

by means of a very small amount of electrical energy,

and, therefore, at a correspondingly small expense.

But I am leaving the regions of fact, and entering

the regions of speculation, which, however, with the

knowledge we have gradually gained on the subject,

promise results both useful and instructive.

Examination for engineer in wood preservation is

announced by the United States Civil Service Com-
mission on Januar}' 19, 1910, to fill two vacancies in

the position of engineer in wood preservation, one at

$1,000 and the other at $1,300 per annum, Forest Ser-

vice, for duty in District No. 2, with headquarters at

Denver, Colorado, and vacancies requiring similar

qualifications as they may occur.
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STANDARDIZATION RULES OF THE A.I.E.E.'

BY DK. C. P. STEIN METZ,

The subject on which I desire to speak is the

Standardization Rules of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. My reason for selecting this

subject is that, in my experience, these standardization

rules are not as well known to many engineers as their

importance makes it desirable. In my opinion, the

Standardization Rules represent the most important

work the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

has ever undertaken, and constitute one of the most

important documents in the literature of the electrical

engineering industry, for I believe that the rapid

and successful advance of the electrical industry of

the United States is to no small extent due to their

existence.

At present few of us realize the conditions which

existed before these rules were drawn up and generally

adopted. These rules have made it possible to build

good apparatus and sell good apparatus, which pro-

cedure was not always possible before that time. The
standard set by the rules is high, but not too high. It

can easily be attained, and yet it is sufficiently high to

be safe, though no more. Since their adoption, the

rating of any piece of electrical apparatus whatever

means something definite, and means the same thing

within the limits of the relative conscientiousness of

the different manufacturers, no matter from what

manufacturer it may be bought; and these limits

are very narrow, because the tests are specified

and may be easily made to check up the required per-

formance, thus making it impossible to deviate much
from the standard without having it noticed. Now
that has not always been the case. On the contrary,

in the early days, a small manufacturer would make
high guarantees regarding the efficiency and perform-

ance of his apparatus, which an engineer, knowing all

about the apparatus, could not make. It will be real-

ized that it was a very severe handicap to the advance

of the electrical industry that those engineers who
knew as much about the apparatus as was known at

that time, were not able to build as good apparatus as

possible because it could not be sold in competition

with inferior apparatus which was guaranteed to have

higher efficiencies. For instance, in those times core

loss was a quantity not generally known. Quite com-
monly small manufacturers guaranteed efficiencies

without figuring the core loss. It can be realized that

a larger manufacturing company, having engineers who
understood and could calculate this, might have built

apparatus with much lower core loss and much higher

efficiency, and still could not guarantee as high an
efficiency as the manufacturer who did not take it into

consideration. They knew of losses which others did

not and which others therefore did not consider. At
that time the commutator losses had just begun to be
found out, but often the manufacturer did not dare
include them in the losses because nobody else did,

although they amounted to several per cent. It was
a very unfortunate condition of aflfairs which made it

necessary for those designing engineers who knew
of the losses in the apparatus to count them in, while
the engineers who were ignorant of their existence

'I^ecture before Schenectady Section A. I, F,. 15., Nov. 2, 1909.

were able to sell inferior apparatus under higher guar-

antees ; for the happy custom used to count only those

losses which were specified, and of course the less spe-

cified the less the losses appeared. That condition of

affairs has passed, and now the higher class of pro-

ducers find it desirable to have everything known ; to

have tests of the performance and calculation of effi-

cienc)^ made, and the customer to know what the

efficiency is, because the)' can gain by it. The same
advantages accrue to the customer. He was formerly

helpless when in the market to buy electrical apparatus,

as one manufacturer guaranteed his apparatus at 92
per cent efficiency while another and smaller manu-
facturer was willing to sell him the same kind of appa-

ratus cheaper and guaranteed at 95 per cent efficiency.

What could the customer know and do? That condi-

tion is not possible now, for the manufacturer could

not guarantee efficiencies not in existence—he would
be found out. In 1892, when I wrote a paper on

hysteresis losses, I remember that one engineer even

claimed there was no such thing. It could not be, be-

cause the efficiency was known. There could not be

such a loss, because it would have shown up in the

efficiency and it would have been noticed. All that

has now become generally known and understood, and
this fact is to a very large extent due to the educational

work done by these standardization rules.

The benefit resulting from these rules extends

throughout the entire field of electrical work. In those

early days, it must be realized that it was not generally

accepted and recognized that the efficienc}'' could be

got by adding the losses. Commonly the engineers or

customers rejected an efficienc}' test made in this man-
ner. The recognition of the correctness of the method
of measuring efficiency by adding the losses has from

the first been brought out in those Standardization

Rules. I recall an instance where some big machines

were built and the question was, how to measure their

efficiency. The input and output could not be meas-

ured very well on a 400 k. w. machine, which, in those

days, was a monstrous machine. It was agreed that

the core loss was one of the losses which was to be

added. The customer insisted that it be taken at no

load and full load excitation. The machine was one

of those early high frequency alternators, and when
run light at full load excitation gave 40 or 50 per cent

higher voltage and two or three times the actual core

loss obtained at full load. It took a long time to

satisfy the customer that the addition of the losses

gave the correct efficiency. Ultimately, however, the

machines were accepted. When these machines went
to England and were turned over to the customer,

he would not accept them without further test: so

they were coupled together, one being used as a motor

and the other as a generator, and a whole series of

tests were made, measuring the power input and out-

put, and the input at all possible displacements, etc.,

to satisfy him that the efficiency was right. He finally

accepted those tests, although I do not believe they

meant an)'thing: but he got what he wanted.

We know now what the efficiency is. what the

losses are. and how the efficiency should be determined.

.Some consulting engineers had the habit of drawing

up the most wonderful specifications, often 65 pages

or more, specifying everything covering the armature,
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conductors and many other things. This was entirely

improper, because that was no business of tlie cus-

tomer—what he looks for is the performance. Even
prominent consulting engineers frequently specified

things of decided disadvantage and made it impossible

to get the best machines for their purpose ; for, while

desiring to get the best apparatus, they made the mis-

take of specifying things which would be a disadvan-

tage, as they were not familiar with the state of the

art at that time. The early days of the industry are

full of such instances.

Even though an agreement was reached, nothing

definite was understood—it meant a different thing

to different people. Speaking of the regulation of a

machine: what did it mean? The Westinghouse Com-
pany understood something entirely different when
guaranteeing regulation from what the Stanley Com-
pany or General Electric Company did. The one un-

derstood the percentage rise of excitation from no

load to full load, and the other, the percentage in-

crease of voltage at full load excitation when full load

is thrown off. Such disagreements naturally made
matters very difficult for a customer desiring to get

apparatus, for the regulation would be guaranteed by
one manufacturer as 8 per cent and by another as 12

per cent. Twelve per cent might have been a better

regulation than 8 per cent because the latter might

mean that if load is thrown off at full load, the voltage

will not rise more than 8 per cent, and the other, if a

change is made from no load to full load, a full excita-

tion of 12 per cent increase was necessary.

Before people could understand each other and

before customers could compare intelligently the offer-

ings of different manufacturers, it became necessary

to have some definite meaning for the different terms.

People might use the same term and mean very differ-

ent things.

The radical advance in the industry became pos-

sible only when all these children's diseases—the com-
petition of manufacturers of inferior apparatus guar-

anteeing superior results by reason of lack of knowl-

edge, etc.,—became eliminated, and all manufacturers

and customers could meet on a common footing, em-
plojnng the same terms and having to come up to the

sam'e performance. So in those early days the question

of standardization was really of the greatest import-

ance to customers, operating engineers, and to the

manufacturers ; and it was natural that the question of

establishing standard rules should be brought before

the Institute. That this was done is due to Mr. S. D.

Greene, who is still a member of the organization. Mr.

Greene read a paper before the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, drawing attention to the nec-

essity of deciding what represented the best standards,

the best practice, and the best definitions in the field of

electrical engineering, as far as the prominent engi-

neers could agree on the subject. .\s a result, the mo-
tion was made and finally carried to establish such
standardization rules, and a committee was appointed
to draw them up. Naturally, there was considerable

discussion as to whether such rules would not handi-
cap the development of the industry; they might hin-

der it, because of limitations, or they might sap in-

ventive activity by establishing standards. Experi-
ence has shown that this has not been so. The rules

have been very helpful in assisting development, have
made unnecessary an enormous amount of waste
effort, have combated foolish ideas by educating peo-

ple to understand the meaning of terms, and have
cleared up mistakes of understanding and made it pos-

sible for the results of the work to be recognized. If

machinery and apparatus is superior it can be shown,
which advantage was not always possible before. It

is amusing now to remember some of those discus-

sions. For instance, a motion was made that engi-

neers connected with manufacturing companies should

not be included in this Standardization Committee be-

cause of the fear that they might make the standard

of the rules so low that it would be easy to build appa-

ratus. As a matter of fact, most of the work on the

rules as they stand has been done by Mr. C. F. Scott,

of the Westinghouse Company, and by myself, both
representing manufacturing companies which have
always insisted on strictness and rigidity, and on mak-
ing the requirements as high as could well be made,
firmly resisting any attempt to reduce them. This is

natural, because it can easily be seen that the manu-
facturer has no objection to building better machin-
ery—it is really an advantage, because the better ma-
chinery will give a better record and not as much
trouble; while if a cheap and poor machine is built

the manufacturer gets the blame for it, and justly.

The standardization rules are of great advantage
to the producer, to the designing engineer, and to the

customer. They were started by a committee ap-

pointed by the A.I.E.E. and since then a committee
for this work has been appointed every year. Every
few years it becomes necessar}' to bring the rules up
to standard and to add whatever new features have
been developed in new industries that require atten-

tion.

Standardization rules have been drawn up and
an attempt made to follow them in other countries,

but in no countr}', as far as I know, have they been
so generally accepted and so helpful to the industry

as here in the United States. To a very large extent

this is due to the close co-operation of the manufac-
turers, operating engineers, and theoretical men here:

but in other countries the tendency is to delegate it

to the theoretical men, who draw up rules from mere
theoretical knowledge, which no manufacturer or cus-

tomer can follow or cares to follow, and therefore

such standardization rules have occasionally been

handicaps.

It is natural that manufacturers' engineers should

have done most of the work in drawing up the rules,

because the engineer who designs the machine, and

afterwards follows it in test and is held responsible

by the Commercial Department for its successful

operation, natural!}' knows the ins and outs of the

machine better than can anyone else. He therefore

knows better to what extent strict specifications should

be made in order to get the best machine : and for him

it is an advantage to see that specifications are high

enough, so that he ma}"- not be held responsible for

troubles that develop in his production outside.

The reason that the Standardization Rules have

been so successful is that, from the beginning, the

principle has been veiy rigidly maintained that the

performance should be specified and not the design
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data. For instance, in an arniaUire winding, it is

proper to specify the temperature, but it would be

improper to specify current densit)-. Any specifica-

tions or standards of design data arc a handicap to

the development of the industry, but the stanardiza-

tion of performance has put a premium on designs

which will make it possible to produce the same per-

formance with a less amount of material and smaller

apparatus, thus making the apparatus cheaper to

manufacture.

Another mistake which has been carefully avoided,

and which has been made especially by our European
friends, is the attempt to specify size, speeds, etc.

Such specifications tend to stop the advance of the art.

As I have already stated, the result has been ac-

complished by the co-operation of all representatives

of the electrical industries in the country, and there-

fore the rules have not met with much difficulty in

finding general acceptance.

We now come to a more specific discussion of

some of the leading features iif the Standardization

Rules

:

Classification of Apparatus. Classifying apparatus

as motors and gengrators was entirely unsuitable.

If it is desired to classify and draw up rules for meas-
uring efficiency and specify what performance should

be expected from motors, it is evident that synchro-

nous motors, direct current shunt motors, induction

motors and railway motors cannot be put in the same
group. They are entirely different types of apparatus.

Neither can synchronous generators, direct current

commutating generators, and induction generators

be put in the same group. Again, a direct current gen-

erator and direct current motor are practically the

same machine. A direct current motor can be run as

a generator, and inversely, a direct current generator

can be run as a motor. A synchronous motor and an
alternating current generator are the same class and
type of machine, and the specifications for the per-

formance of each would be the same. There may be

some quantitative difi^erences of a minor nature, as

for instance, if a synchronous machine is designed to

operate only as a motor, a higher armature reactance

is chosen than if the machine is designed to operate
only as a generator. We also have compound motors
and shunt generators, and a definite line cannot be

drawn between generators and motors ; but there

is a distinct dividing line between commutating ma-
chines and synchronous machines and between induc-

tion motors and synchronous motors. In many cases

machines are installed where it is impossible to say

whether they are generators or motors. Today they

may be running as synchronous motors and tomorrow
as generators. It is common in steam stations or

water power plants to install synchronous motors to

receive power from the transmission line and drive

other apparatus, such as commutating machines for

railway work, etc. During a period of low water it

may not be possible to get power enough from the

water and the synchronous motor has to be started

as an alternating current generator. That is a very
corrimon thing. It became necessary to find a classi-

fication of electrical apparatus based on its nature,

structure, and construction, and not on the particular

use to which it happens to be put.

.\s an illustration of the confusion which existed

in nomenclature of electrical apparatus before these

rules were generally accepted. I mention the converter

and transformer. It just happened that when the

Westinghouse Company started to build alternating

current transformers they called them converters.

When the Thomson-Houston Company, the predeces-

sor of the General Electric Company, started to build

transformers, they called them transformers; so

the same type of apparatus went by the name of con-

verter in the Westinghouse Company and transformer

in the General Electric Company. A synchronous
converter was developed by the Westinghouse Com-
pan}' which they called a rotary transformer, because

the stationary apparatus was called a converter ; and the

General Electric Company, which has used the name
transformer for stationary apparatus, naturally called

the other a rotary converter. This is one illustration

of the different definitions Avhich were applied to the

same things. The Standardization Rules adopted

what appeared to be the best practice, and in this case

adopted the name transformer because it had come
into general use by other people. Rules were drawn
up to estabhsh as definitions those terms which ap-

peared to the committee as representing the best prac-

tice and were most generally accepted. Then we find

definitions of quantities like load factor, saturation

factor, pulsation, etc., which had to be standardized

so as to mean something definite.

With the advance of the art, this work has been
expanded and new chapters inserted. The procedure

which has been followed is never to standardize any-

thing until best practice has already crystalized upon
some definite form, and not to create definitions, but

accept those definitions toward which good practice

tends and which therefore can easily be accepted. It

is no longer the definition of a competitive company,
but a definition of the Institute, an impartial body.

A company may hesitate to change the name of its

apparatus and adopt the name used by a competitor,

but there can be no hesitation to adopt the name given

to it by the general body of the Institute; and this

tends to uniformity, which is not only desirable but

absolutely necessary.

Then comes the second part of the rules, covering

specifications of performance of apparatus, and tests

;

that is, how the apparatus should perform and how
this performance should be determined by test. It

can be readily appreciated that one of the most im-

portant considerations is efficiency—the definition and
determination of efficiency—and one of the most im-

portant features of the work donfe by the rules is the

establishment of a method of measuring efficiency by
adding the losses, making that method safe by care-

full}' scrutinizing the losses and showing how they

should be measured. These efficiency specifications

and the method of making tests arc well worth care-

ful study, because they are really the general standard

for testing electrical apparatus.

In the matter of insulation, which is an important

one, attention is directed to the importance of high

voltage tests and the relative unimportance of meas-

uring the ohmic resistance of insulation. The ohmic

resistance of the insulation is increased by baking, and

in this way one could get 50 megohms or more; but
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this is liable to weaken the dielectric strength of the

insulation. Tests of ohmic resistance are desirable as

merely showing that there is no great leakage, but

they do not show how the insulation will perform,

which performance is given by the dielectric test. A
standard of one minute has been established for tests

for dielectric strength. It is unsafe and objectionable

to extend the time of test much longer, because of

harm to the insulation. High voltage tests must be

made at voltages very much higher than those to

which the insulation will be normally subjected, and

such high voltage puts a strain on the insulation which

, deteriorates it. Therefore, the test should not be con-

tinued longer than necessar}^ to make sure that the

voltage is there, and one minute is sufficiently long

for this purpose. With some kinds of apparatus, how-
ever, a half hour is specified. With some apparatus

half an hour is not so bad, although a minute is bet-

ter. Naturally when saying a minute is better, the

same test is intended to be applied. One minute at

25,000 volts is preferable to half an hour at 10,000

volts. The shorter the time the voltage is kept on,

with correspondingly higher voltage used to get the

same severity, the less will be the deterioration of the

insulation. Apparatus must be tested with at least

twice its rated voltage—twice the rated voltage of

the circuit to which the apparatus is to be connected

—

except, of course, on machines for very low voltage,

on which tests are made at a voltage much higher in

proportion. There would be no sense in testing a

100 volt machine at 200 volts ; but when you come to

10,000 volt apparatus, the test which experience has

shown is sufficiently high, but not too high, is 20,000

volts, which really means four times the normal volt-

age strain. The reason that this is necessary is be-

cause of the abnormal conditions of operation which
may occur. On a high voltage system, if one side

of the winding becomes grounded, the whole rated

potential is exerted between the winding and the iron

;

and in normal operation, during conditions which we
must expect frequently, voltages occur which last

but for a small fraction of a second that are as high

as the testing voltages of the apparatus. No insulat-

ing material can stand higher voltages momentarily
than continuously. It would not be safe to lower
the testing voltage. Once it was done. It was very

difficult to test alternators at double voltages. At
that time a 20,000 volt alternator could be built that

could be tested at 30,000 volts, but which would not

stand 40,000 volts. Since the engineers agreed that it

would be desirable to have such alternators, they asked

the Standardization Committee to lower the specifi-

cation for high voltage apparatus to ij4 times the rated

voltage. All kinds of breakdowns followed the intro-

duction of this practice, and we came back to the

double voltage, and experience has shown that the

double voltage is not too high and not too severe a

test.

Then going further, overload capacities is another

point. Very great difficulty existed formerly in com-
paring our apparatus with foreign makes, and it has

often been noticed how superior the continental com-
panies are in their designs ; how much smaller and
cheaper their smaller motors are; but they do not

follow the Institute rules, and a 5 h. p. motor may

mean a verj' different thing with tliem from what it

does with us. It may mean a ftiotor which can give

power at but 5 h. p. or it may mean a motor which
can continuously carr}^ power averaging 5 h. p. ; some-
times going below that figure. The tendency here in

America has been to rate the apparatus at the average

output which it can give. Without any guidance of

standardization rules, the tendency has been very

often to rate apparatus at the maximum which it can

perform. Naturally, where these two classes of appa-

ratus are compared, the one appears very much larger

and more expensive than the other. The uniform
rating which has been established as a minimum is 25

per cent overload for two hours, and for motors or

apparatus which may go out of service by reason of

excessive overload, 50 per cent overload for one min-

ute. One minute means that it shall be able to carry

50 per cent overload at least, without stopping, fall-

ing out of step, or doing anything to interrupt oper-

ations.

Now as to temperature rise: The uniform rating

of 50 deg. C. rise by resistance and 40 deg. C. by
thermometer has been established for all apparatus,

with a few exceptions. Commutators and brushes

are, allowed 5 deg. C. more. In looking over these

specifications we must naturally realize that they do
not attempt to represent best practice, but the maxi-

mum safe value. It does not mean best practice to

specify 50 deg. C. ; very commonly 40 deg. C. is called

for. In drawing up general specifications, it is not

safe to permit a rise of more than 50 deg. C.

I have spoken of Standardization Rules, but

really, as they stand at present, they constitute a list

of all electrical apparatus, and very few, if any, kinds

of apparatus which is used or contemplated in any
electric light or power system, are not mentioned,

described and classified in those rules sufficiently for

an engineer to be able to handle them and know what
to do with them, and specify their performance. In

this respect they are more complete than any text

book of electrical engineering I know of, for during

the last twelve years so many people have worked
on them, studied them, and discussed them, that they
have really become a very complete compendium or

dictionary of electrical apparatus in the matter of its

performance and test.

EXAMINATION FOR HYDRAULIC ENGINEER.
The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination on February 16,17, 1910, to fill

vacancies as they may occur in the position of hy-
draulic engineer in the Water Resources Branch of the

Geological Surve}'. The salaries range from $1200 or

less to $2400 per annum and will be determined chiefly

by the character of the training and experience of the

eligibles.

The examination will consist of the subjects men-
tioned below, weighted as indicated

:

Subjects. Weights.
1. Mathematics 5

2. Plane surveying 5

3. Irrigation engineering 10

4. River liydraulies '.

. 15

5. Water power engineering 15

6. Training and experience (rated on application) 50
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945,393. Internal-Combustion Engine. William H. Hol-

lopeter, Portland, Ore. In an internal combustion engine pro-

vided with inlet and exhaust valves, a means for operating

said valves comprising rock arms for moving the valves to the

open position, a cam shaft for operating the rock arms and

capable of longitudinal movement, and bearings for said shaft

movable about an axis parallel and displaced with reference

to the longitudinal axis of the shaft.

945,671. Oil-Switch. Henry P. Ball, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to General Electric Company. An electric switch con-

tact comprising two annular guides, and a contact ring con-

sisting of a plurality of laterally yielding contact segments in-

terposed between said guides and annular channels in said

contact ring engaged by said guides.

945,018. Electromagnet. Lawrence Connell, Jr., Port-

land, Oregon. PMled July 2, 1906. In an electromagnet the com-

bination of two magnet members, one having a relatively small

members and arranged to be acted upon by the latter in oppo-

sition to each other, and a source of electric energy con-

nected with and common (o both magnet members, whereby
they are simultaneously energized and act in opposition to

each other and the magnetic strength of one or the other pre-

ponderates as the amplitude of the current varies.

945,715. Apparatus for the Manufacture of Gas. Alexan-

der M. Gow, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The Westinghouse Machine Company. The combi-

nation in a gas producer, of a gas generating chamber pro-

vided with a fuel admission aperture, a blast admission port

located below said aperture and a gas delivei-y port located

near the top of said chamber, a reciprocating plunger for forc-

ing successive charges of fuel through said aperture in a line

substantially parallel to the walls of the chamber, means for

introducing fuel ahead of said plunger and a water sealed

ash removal port communicating with said chamber and

located below said blast admission port.

945,027. Electric Liquid-Heater. Oscar. H. Fiddes, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. In an electric liquid heater, the combination of a

liquid heating chamber, a coil of resistance wire around the

core and high winding and the other a relatively larger core

and low winding, an armature associated with said magnet

same, a reservoir above the heating chamber, a pipe connect-

ing the bottom of the reservoir to the bottom of the heating-

chamber, a vent-pipe leading from the top of the heating-

chamber to the atmosphere above the top of the reservoir, and

a stop-cock on the vent-pipe above the bottom of the reservoir.
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The excellent showing made b)' the 15 cycle single

phase series motor in the Visalia electrification in

central California does much to

Low Frequency confirm the preference for this

Motors frequency as expressed nearly three

years ago by Mr. L. B. Stilwell,

the present president of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, and Mr. H. St. Clair Putnam, in

a paper read before the Institute in 1907. These engi-

neers stated that "The fundamental, and, as it would

appear, controlling reason which leads to this con-

clusion is the fact that within given dimensions a

materially more powerful, efficient and generally ef-

fective single phase motor can be constructed for 15

cycle operation than is possible if 25 cycles be secured."

This question is again being agitated this week at

the New York meeting of the Institute in a paper, "On
the Space Economy of the Single Phase Series Motor,"

by William. S. Franklin and Stanley S. Seyfert. They
demonstrate that a reduction of the frequency in-

creases the power factor of a motor, thereby showing

the importance of using low frequency alternating-

current for a single phase series motor.

President Taft has submitted to Congress the first

of his special message^ dealing with questions not

treated in his regular message of

Federal Charter last November. This document is

for Corporations principally concerned with pro-

posed changes in the laws govern-

ing corporations. In its entirety it is characterized by

a frank recognition of existing conditions and the

disastrous result of making any sudden change. If

President Taft were an engineer, and not a lawyer, he

might have likened the damage to our material pros-

perity that would result from abruptly checking its

onward course, to the danger of throwing a tie in front

of a rapidly moving express train. Modern methods
of business are the result of evolution ; it is folly to

attempt to change them by revolution.

The President indicates that the consolidation of

plants and capital have lowered the cost of production,

and produced economy in management to which may
be ascribed much of our commercial supremacy. He
shows how it is possible for a corporation to secure

the benefits of organization without violating the laws,

but he also realizes that there are monopolies engaged
in the illegal restraint of trade. Their securities are

widely distributed among thousands of innocent in-

vestors. Their employes and the tradesmen dependent
upon them are guilty of no wrong-doing. The Presi-

dent fears the result 6i hasty enactment of drastic

legislation, and offers in lieu thereof a sane and con-

servative method by which the needed changes may
be gradually accomplished.

His most significant statement is that the wrong-
doers are to be punished. This will be done without
harming the business interests of the country. He
therefore proposes that all corporations doing an inter-

state business be invited to reorganize under a Federal
charter, that will provide for public supervision, thus
fostering "a continuance and advance of the highest

industrial efficiency without permitting industrial

abuses."
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PERSONALS.

John Martin has returned to San Francisco from the East.

A. M. Hunt, consulting engineer, has returned to San

Francisco from the South.

Andrew Carrigan won the golf tournament at tlie outing

of the Pacific Coast jobbers at Del Monte, California, last

week.

W. J. Davis, Jr., Pacific coast engineer of the General

Electric Company, has gone to Los Angeles for a short busi-

ness trip.

Frank H. Short, has been spending a few days in San

Francisco, after his Eastern trip, before returning to his home
in Fresno.

E. J. Koppitz has been appointed chief engineer of the

San Vicente Lumber Company with headquarters at Santa

Cruz, California.

M. H. Grover, manager San Vincente Lumber Company,
was in San Francisco Wednesday and Thursday, making pur-

chases for his electric plant.

George H. Tinker has been made general manager of

The Caldwell Bros. Co. of Seattle and Louis Walber manager
of the machine tool department.

C F. BIwell, president of the Poulson Wireless Telephone

and Telegraph Company, has returned from the East with C.

Schou, C. Albertus and P. L. Jensen, engineers from Copen-

hagen.

A. L. Wilcox, formerly chief of construction for the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company, is now with the San Francisco Fire-

proofing Company, with headquarters in the Metropolis Bank
Building, San Francisco.

C. H. Rattray, a construction engineer of the General

Electric Company, has gone to Skagway, Alaska, to install

a Curtis steam turbine generator. It will supply current to

the White Pass & Yukon Railroad Company for lighting and

power.

C. R. Dederick, formerly secretary and treasurer of the

New England Electric Company of Denver, Colorado, has re-

cently gone into the jobbing business at Portland, Oregon,

The firm name is Dederick Electric Supply Co.; location 86

Seventh street.

R. J. Cash, Jr., a salesman for the General Electric Com-
pany, with headquarters in Portland, was a visitor in the

company's San Francisco office during the past week. He re-

ported considerable activity in power and lighting business

for this time of the year in his territory.

Wynn Meredith of Sanderson & Porter's San Francisco

office, left last Thursday for Victoria, B. C, on business con-

nected with a large extension of the electric power plant of

the Vancouver Island Power Company. Mr. Meredith's trip

will be extended on to New York and he will return via the

South after an absence of about six weeks.

Cyrus Avery Whipple, recently engaged in developing the

power system of the U. S. Navy Yard at Bremerton, has re-

signed to accept the position of assistant electrical engineer
of the British Columbia Electric Co., Ltd., of Vancouver,
B. C, in the construction of its Fraser Valley power and
railway system which extends sixty-four miles up the valley

and provides light and power to the towns along the route,

besides passenger and freight service.

carrying 30,000 volts, and the current passed through his

body, causing instant death.

Albert McBride of Port Costa, employed at the sub-

station at the foot of the 234-foot north tower of the Pacific

Electric Company's transmission cable across the Carquinez

Straits, was instantly killed January 6th by coming in contact

with the high-tension current at the top of the tower. Mc-

Bride's body produced a short circuit and temporarily inter-

rupted the service.

IN MEMORIUM.
(By one of his associates.)

Phineas Kellog Guild, known to many of the younger gen-

eration of the electrical fraternity, departed from this life

on the sixth day of this new year.

"Pete," as he was affectionately termed by his associates,

made his acquaintances his life-long friends by virtue of his

(rank, old-fashioned honesty, his earnestness and the at-

tributes which make sterling character, softened with a kind

and gentle nature which lived beneath his rugged frame, but

beamed in his every act. True to the strain of his fore-

fathers which gave us the Lincoln and the Guilds. Never
was heard from him an ill word against any man, and the

love he gave was given him. The kind and gentle heart which

made him beloved, throbbed in ecstasy for his two beautiful

little ones and the stricken wife, who grieve at its stillness.

His business transactions were characteristic of their

creator and were distinguished for their exactness and their

deflniteness in every detail. For some years he was manager
of one of the trading stations of the Alaska Commercial Com-
pany in Alaska, and later superintendent of the Cloverdale

Light and Power Company in California. He became iden-

tified some two years ago with the San Francisco sales force

of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
and successfully handled their business in Northern Califor-

nia. Taken, as he was, a simple child of nature fresh from

her green hills, and thrown into the seething vortex of com-

petitive and complex commercialism, he struggled bravely

against this force, which eventually shattered the sensitive

nerves, deranged the beautiful mind and claimed this noble

one as its sacrifice.

OBITUARY.
John Waller, an expert lineman, employed by the San

.Toaquin Light and Power Company of Fresno, Cal., was elec-

trocuted January 6fh while stringing wires on the company's
line near Crane valley. He pulled a telephone wire with which
he was working into contact with a high potential power wire

TRADE NOTES.
The National Wood Pipe Company of Portland recently

completed the installation of one-half mile of 8-foot wood pipe

line for the Entiat Light & Power Company, Wenatchee,

Wash.

The Southern Pacific Company announces that a person-

ally conducted Mardi Gras excui'sion train will leave San

Francisco for New Orleans on January 29, 1910, at a round-trip

price of $67.50.

The Portland Cement Company will begin immediately

construction of a 1500 barrel plant at Oswego, Oregon, to

duplicate their present plant at El Paso. It will be run by

electricity; 1700 k. w. plant.

The Oregon Iron Works is installing at Oswego two 500

k. w. hydroelectric units, generators, Westinghouse 3-phase.

driven by Pelton-Francis turbine; normal operation head, 87

feet. The source of water is Tuwallatin River; storage res-

ervoir at Sucker Lake, 3%xi/2 miles, two 4-foot continuous

stave pipe lines from the reservoir to the power house, 1200

feet long. The installing engineers. Pacific Electrical Engi-

neering Company. The plant is to be completed in 90 days.

The Multnomah Mohair Mills is installing at Sellwood a

150 k. V. a. Westinghouse Generator, 3-phase, 60 cycle, 220

volt; Skinner automatic engine 15x15; Kewanee boiler 78x18;

return tubular, and 42-inch horizontal McCormiok water

wheel. They will have individual motor drive, 28 Westing-

house, 3-phase motors, aggregating 177 h. p.. A brick plant

has been built and the installation of steam healing and fitting

is being done complete by the Pacific Electrical Engineering

Company of Portland. It will be completed early in February.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering in
any way between its members and their
employers in regard to wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
la^vs in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

California.

No. 1, San Francisco, Thursday, 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. L. Ennor. Sec, Herman Noethig, 816 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 116 V4 E. Third St.
Pres.. J. F. Connell. Fin. Sec, Harry Notthoff, 1307 Win-
fleld St. Cor. Sec, W. T. W. Curl, 4103 Dalton Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bldg.
Sec, David Thomas, 914 O'Farrell St.

No. 5. Santa Barbara. Geo. 'W. Stevens, 2417 Fletcher Ave.,
R. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. Wednesday. Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea
Davis, 350 N. 9th St.

No. 7. Fresno. Pres.. A. G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Bo.\-
651.

No. 8. Stockton. Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
B. Channel St. Pres., H. Eberhard.

Orecon.

No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher, Portland Hotel.
Pres., B. W. Slocum.

No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

W'aalilneton.

No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913% Tacoma Ave. Pres., Geo. B. Bow-
man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whit-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spokane. Tuesday. Pres.. Frank Teed. Sec, J. Thos.
Greeley, 0601% Cincinnati St.

No. 6. Seattle. Saturday, 1420 2d Ave. Pres., H. R. Leigh.
Sec, J. C. Miller, 1600 Tesler Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest are
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

Paper No. 3.—Machines and Their iVlotions.

Professor Alex B. Kennedy has defined a machine as "a

combination of resistant bodies whose relative motions are

completely constrained, and which serve by these relative mo-

tions to transform the energies at our command Into any

special form of work."

The points of this comprehensive definition which merit

careful notice are:

First—That a combination of bodies is necessary to con-

stitute a machine.

Second—That the bodies must be resistant.

Third—That their relative motions must be completely

constrained.

Fourth—That motion Is an essential condition, as other-

wise energy will not be transformed.

We must therefore have at least two bodies for a machine

and their motion relative to each other must be completely

constrained by some form of contact. The form of the por-

tions in contact will determine this motion.

If this contact is a surface contact we designate the two

portions as a lower pair.

If but a point or line contact, they are called higher pairs.

The most familiar forms of machine contacts are lower

pairs, the journal and bearing being a case of pure rotation,

while the prismatic guide of the steam engine is an example
of a lower pair in rectlllneer translation.

In our next paper we will take up the determination

of the Instantaneous center in a general case and then con-

sider Its application to the determination of relative linear

velocities and relative angular velocities.

EFFICIENCY TESTS OF MELVILLE GEAR.

In a recent Issue of Power and the Engineer It Is stated

that when the Melville and Macalpine experimental reduction

gear was first erected and started on September 7, 1909, ex-

tensive preparations had been made to determine the effi-

ciency of the apparatus on the assumption that there might be
a transmission loss of at least 5 per cent. After calculating

the results of a few preliminary trials, it was found that

the apparent efficiency was over 98 per cent, and this raised

the perplexing question as to how to determine this unex-

pectedly small transmission loss with a satisfying degree of

exactitude.

According to H. E. Longwell, an endurance test at maxi-

mum load and speed was started at 3:15 p. m., on October 16,

1909, and continued until 7:15 a. m. on October 18, or a total

of 40 hours. The load was applied by hydraulic dynamometer.
During this trial the following average conditions were main-

tained:

Net weight on scale, lb 40B5.4
Speed, r.p.m 300.06
Brake horsepower 604S

There was nothing in the operation of the gear to Indi-

cate that this load might not be carried indefinitely.

There being no way in which to measure the Indicated

horsepower of a steam turbine, it became necessary to estab-

lish the exact brake horsepower in some other way. There
is one characteristic of the steam turbine that makes it pos-

sible to calibrate any particular machine, in such a way that

its output in effective horsepower at any Instant may be deter-

mined with greater accuracy than it is possible to determine

even the Indicated horsepower of a reciprocating engine. As
long as the speed and exhaust pressure are maintained con-

stant, the absolute inlet pressure of commercially dry steam,

at any Instant, is a very accurate measure of the brake horse-

power the turbine is developing.

By substituting for the reduction gear a dynamometer
connected directly to the turbine shaft, and operating the tur-

bine at a fixed speed, and with a constant vacuum in the ex-

haust pipe, the inlet pressures corresponding to different loads

at this speed may be determined.

While the efficiencies as calculated from these observa-

tions are consistent and uniform over the whole range of

observations, a check of the efficiency figures was made as

follows:

The gear is lubricated by circulating a copious supply

of oil under a head of about 10 pounds, through the bearings,

and through a spray which plays continuously on the teeth of

the wheels. The transmission loss in the gear, therefore,

appears as heat in the oil. The heated oil coming from the

gear is passed through a cooler which is very like a surface

condenser with cold water circulating through the tubes. By
measuring the quantity of oil circulated and noting the rise

in temperature in passing through the gear, a close approxima-

tion of the number B.t.u. lost per hour in friction is obtain-

able.

Giving due weight to both methods of measurement, it was
found that at approximately 500 horsepower, with the turbine

running at 1500 revolutions per minute, the efficiency of the

gear is more than 98.5 per cent. Less elaborate and extensive

determinations show an efficiency of 98 per cent.

PERSONALS.

Chas. S. Olmstead, chief engineer of Hotel Del Monte,

was a visitor to San Fi'ancisco during the first of this week.

C. A. Eastwood has succeeded C. E. Stevenson as chlel:

engineer of the San Francisco Gas & Electric Company's
Station "A," It is understood that the latter, who occupied

the above position, tor six years has accepted a position at

Coalinga in connection with the Pauson oil Interests.
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APPROVED ELECTRICAL DEVICES
CABINETS

FA. Formed and built-up steel boxes and steel lined

wooden boxes, including types Nos. 236, 336, 136 and 436.

With or without slate gutters and with wood or steel fronts,

with or without glass panels. Approved Dec. 14, 1909. Manu-

factured by

Frank Adam Electric Co., 904-914 Pine St., St. Louis, Wlo.

CONDUIT BOXES, FLOOR OUTLET.
"FuUman" Watertight Floor Outlet Boxes, adjustable and

non-adjustable types. Non-adjustable, Cat. No. 481. Adjust-

able, Cat. Nos. 402, 403, 404, 422. Also gang boxes, Cat. Nos.

448 to 452 inclusive, with adjustable frame for leveling the

cover of box. All the above with brass cover plates and out-

let nozzles. Approved Dec. 20, 1909. Manufactured by

Steel City Electric Co., 1207 Washington Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

CONDUIT, UNLINED.
"Electroduct" and "Xduct." Approved Dec. 1, 1909. Man-

ufactured by

American Circular Loom Co., 45 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

FIXTURES.
Tungstolier Folding Fixtures—straight electric. These

fixtures are completely wired and are of special design which

permits them to be packed in a small compass. Anti-vibratory

suspensions are used as a protection for the Tungsten lamps.

Approved Dec. 20. 1909. Manufactured by

The Conneaut Company, Conneaut, Ohio, for Tungstolier Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio.

LAMP ADJUSTER.
"Eclipse" Lamp Adjuster. Mechanical system consisting

of a fixed and movable pulley with cord passing over the

same, arranged to support an incandescent lamp. With ap-

proved re-enforced portable cord having outer rubber jacket

and braid over the whole, such conducting cord may be used

to run over the pulleys. With approved pendant cord a sep-

arate cord or small rope is arranged to pass over the pulleys,

suitable clamps being provided for attachment to the con-

ductor. Approved Dec. 20, 1909. Manufactured by

J. W. Carter & Co., Abilene, Texas.

PANELBOARDS.
Metering panelboards. Two or three-wire, 125 and 250

volts. "McWilliams Universal"; with knife switches and cart-

ridge enclosed fuse cutouts in branch circuits. "McWilliams

Meterite"; employing a special type of construction having

screw rings formed in the branch bus bars to serve as recepta-

cles for Edison plug fuses. Approved when installed in ap-

proved cabinets; Dec. 24, 1909. Manufactured by

J. Lang Electric Co., 421 N. Lincoln St., Chicago, III.

RECEPTACLES, STANDARD.
"P. & S.." 3 A., 250 v., Cleat, Cat. Nos. 61870 (870), 61871

(871), 64369 (821) and 66612 (822). Moulding, Cat. Nos.

61670 (670), 61770 (770), and 100136. Sign or Conduit Box
Type, Cat. Nos. 975, 61072 (1072), 61777 (777), 61973 (973),

61977 (977), Removable Ring Types, Cat. Nos. 61577 (577),

61578 (578), 61877 (877), 61988 (988), also 61900 (900), for

use only in borders of double faced metal panel signs, and
61960 ready wired for sign work with receptacles spaced 4

inches on centers. This receptacle is also furnished wired
with No. 12 or No. 14 wire and with spacings 5-30 inches on
centers. Condulet Receptacle, Cat. No. 88259. Approved Dec.

17, 1909. Manufactured by
Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

RECEPTACLES, WEATHERPROOF.
"P. & S." 3 A. 250 V. Cat. Nos. 820, 61160 (1160), 61161

(1161), 61163 (1163), 61972 (972), 61974 (974), and 62358 (872).

Also Cat. No. 61971 (971) for use only when installed where
exposed to rainfall. Approved Dec. 17, 1909. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

RHEOSTATS.
"C. H." Lever type treadle controller 1-7 to 1-4 h. p. 125

or 250 V. Combination motor starting and speed control

device operated by means of a spring actuated rod attached

to the moving contact arm. Approved Dec. 20, 1909. Manu-
factured by

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

SOCKETS, STANDARD.
"P. & S." Brass Shell Sockets. Key, "Snap Cap" Cat. Nos.

440, 442 and 444, "Bayonet" Cat. Nos. 61059, 61060, 61063,

61065, 61157 (157), 61357 (357), 61457 (457), and 61557 (557).

"Protectus" Cat. Nos. 100421, 100423, 100425, 100427-100429

incl. "Passmour" Cat. Nos. 100412, 100414, 100416, 100418-

100420 incl. Keyless, "Snap Cap" Cat. Nos. 441, 443 and

445. "Bayonet" Cat. Nos. 60157 (0157), 60357 (0357), 60457

(0457), and 60557 (0557). "Protectus" Cat. Nos. 100422, 100424,

and 100426. "Passmour" Cat. Nos. 100413, 100415 and 100417.

Also the above types with shadeholders attached. Approved
Dec. 17, 1909. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

"P. & S." Porcelain Shell Sockets. Key, Cat. Nos. 61217

(217), 61227 (227), 61317 (317), and 61327 (327). Keyless, Cat.

Nos. 60217, (0217), 60227 (0227), 60317 (0317) and 60327 (0327).

Approved for use only in places where they will not be ex-

posed to hard usage; Dec. 17, 1909. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

SWITCHES, AUTOMATIC.
"Economy" Time Switch, 6 A., 125 V., 3 A., 250 V. An

alarm clock mechanism arranged to open lighting circuit

at predetermined time by operation of an approved pendant

snap switch. Report December, 1909. Features criticised in-

clude the following: Marking not complete; manufacturer

does not show suitable case for enclosing switch and clock

mechanism. Dec. 22, 1909. Manufactured by

Economy Time Switch Company, Herington, Kans.

SWITCHES, COMBINATION CUT-OUT.
"Hill" 30 A., 250 V. Knife switch and Edison plug cut-

outs, mounted on a porcelain base. Approved Sept. 23, 1909.

Manufactured by

Taunton-New Bedford Copper Co., Taunton, Mass.

SWITCHES, PENDANT SNAP.

"C. H." 6 A., 125 v., 3 A., 250 V., and 10 A., 125 V., 5 A., 250

V. Approved Nov. 11, 1909. Manufactured by

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

"Inductor Compensator" Type B. A transformer for use

in arc lamp circuits of moving picture machine outfits. Pri-

mary voltage 110, Secondary ampers 35-60. Approved Nov. 15,

1909. Manufactured by

Don J. Bell, 217 W. Illinois St., Chicago, III.

WIRES, SLOWBURNING.
Insulation consisting of three braids. See Rule 43, Na-

tional Electric Code. Tag on coil to read, "Nat'l Elec. Code

Standard." Marker: Yellow thread woven in inner braid.

Approved Nov. 8, 1909. Manufactured by

The Wire and Cable Co., 241 Guy St., Montreal, Canada.
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INDUSTRIAL
A MOTOR-DRIVEN DOUGH-MIXER.

Modern electricallj-driven macliinerj' has lightened the

work of the large kitchen and bakery just as it has taken an

important place in other lines of production where methods
of manufacture are more completely standardized.

The tedious labor of dough-mixing, egg-beating, etc., is

performed economically and quickly by the electric motor,

while the work done is considerably more thorough than that

accomplished by human agency. The superior sanitary ad-

vantages of the electrically-driven apparatus are also im-

portant considerations in the preparations of a foodstuff.

Moreover, the mixture is assured to be uniformly and com-

pletely worked, without the attention of a skilled operative

or baker.

A useful form of cake-mixer and egg-beater is shown in

Motor Driven Dough Mixer.

the accompanying illustration. This shows a one-half horse-

power Westinghouse alternating-current motor driving a

"Baby Grand" dough-mixer, built by the Read Machinery

Company, York, Pa. The little motor, which is of the two-

phase, 60-cycle, "CCL" type, runs at 1740 revolutions per

minute, driving the pulley on the mixer at 350 revolutions.

Through the arrangement of a nest of gears, three speeds

are obtainable at the mixer paddle.

The model shown has its pan equipped with a hot-water

bath for making warm batches. In the size of machine

shown, two pans are provided, of five and ten gallons capacity,

respectively. Several different paddles are also furnished,

each especially suited to some certain consistency of the

mixture and the speed at which it is to be worked. The pan

is raised and lowered by the handwheel and worm seen

paralleling the standard.

Special attention is called to the peculiar motion de-

scribed by the mixing paddle which, by an arrangement of

plantetary gears, is kept rotating while it revolves about the

center of the pan. The resulting "cutting" and mixing action

is most similar to that of hand-mixing, and produces a quality

of batch which is nearest like that of the hand-mixed dough.

The result is obtained, however, much more quickly and thor-

oughly than is possible in the old hand-kneading processes.

NEW YORK FACTORY OF CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee, Wis., has

recently completed a new factory in New York City devoted to

the manufacture of electric controlling devices. The new
building is in the Borough of Bronx, facing on Southern boule-

vard, 144th street and Timpson place. It is five stories in

height, contains about 100,000 square feet of floor space and

is of steel and brick construction throughout.

Electric current for light and power is furnished by the

New York Edison company, but provision is also made for an

New Factory of Cutler-Hammer Mfk^ Co.

isolated, steam-driven electric plant in the basement of the

building. The new factory also has a complete equipment

for transforming the alternating current furnished by the elec-

tric company into direct current, the latter being preferable

for the operation of machine tools.

The building is equipped with a thoroughly modern

sprinkler system, including roof storage tanks of 50,000 gallons

capacity, and a 100 horsepower electrically operated centrifugal

fire pump with its 50,000 gallon cistern in addition. This

together with the substantial construction of the building it-

self, the excellent light afforded by reason of its location on

three streets and the complete electric equipment for light

and power make the Eastern plant of The Cutler-Hammer Man-

ufacturing Company unquestionably one of the finest factory

buildings in New York City.

NEW CATALOGUES.

Bulletin 6F from the Engineering Department of the

National Electric Lamp Association is devoted to the tungsten

250-watt multiple lamp, 100-125 volts. It also contains valu-

able notes on illumination data and cost analysis, including

revised data on all tungsten 100-125-volt multiple lamps.
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THE SILENT WAVERLEY AT THE GARDEN SHOW.

The display of Waverley Electrics at the Madison Garden

Show in New York, January S to 15, 1910, included all their

1910 models.

The popular 75-C, four-passenger brougham, leads all

others in sales this winter and attracted the chief attention

of visitors. The lines of this car distinguish it from all other

brougham or coupe designs that will be exhibited at the show

and have a peculiar grace and quiet elegance that impress

more the more closely the design Is studied. The distinctive

feature is the drop sill which is copyrighted, and therefore

not found in other electrics. This makes possible the combi-

nation of a true victoria body with the chaste lines of the re-

movable brougham top, a most effective and satisfying whole.

Other electric coaches are usually built on a straight sill and

follow the less graceful curves of the stanhope body design.

Twenty-eight diilerent painting operations are employed

in giving the Waverley coach bodies their perfection of finish;

while the upholstering is in rich broadcloth or substantial

leather of harmonious shades. The ample plate glass win-

dows are furnished with silk curtains and the ceiling is up-

holstered in expensive satin. An imported broad lace of new
and elaborate pattern marks the panels of the doors, seats and

windows. The floor cloth is a Wilton rug.

The carriage is operated from within, the steering lever

and interlocking controller being at the left of the rear seat

with the volt-meter and double foot brakes immediately in

front. Accident proof, trouble proof, practically fool proof is the

character given to the Waverley controller, whose simplicity

of operation and absolute safety may easily be demonstrated to

any visitor.

The driving mechanism of the silent Waverley is a trans-

verse shaft drive attached to the body, completely encased

and protected from dust and dirt and running in a continuous

bath of oil. The power is transmitted from the motor through

a silent flexible gear to the transverse shaft and then by a

herring-bone gear to the floating rear axle. Efficiency, noise-

lessness, and a complete absence of those numerous annoying

troubles that go on the one hand with chain and sprocket

drives and on the other with propeller-shaft, bevel-gear drives,

are the characteristics of the Waverley transverse shaft drive,

which is attached to all the Waverley models on exhibition

at the show and is also mounted by itself and exhibited in

active operation.

The Waverley motor is larger than other electric carriage

motors, built with unusual strength of parts, great efficiency

and remarkable overload capacity. Choice of Exide, Waverley
or National batteries is supplied with Waverley carriages, and
in Model 75-C the battery is divided, 20 cells in the rear com-
partment and 12 in front, all of 11 or 13 plates as specified.

In this respect the mechanism of the brougham differs

from that of the new Waverley roadster, model 78, a thor-

oughly unique car built on the lines of a gasoline runabout.

The peculiar racy effect of this "man's electric" is obtained

by combining 32 cells of battery all under a long front hood.

The wheel steer also marks this car off from other Waverley
models in all of which the side lever steer is given the pref-

erence, though it is understood that the Waverley factory is

in a position to equip any of its oars with steering wheels if

desired. Back of the roomy two-passenger seat of the road-

ster is a tool box surmounted by a folding rumble seat which
makes this car accommodate three passengers with ease and
comfort. With the exception of the differences noted the

mechanism of the roadster is the same as that of model 75-C:

but it is equipped for a speed of 25 miles an hour when de-

sired. The car has a long wheel base for an electric, viz.:

94 inches, and the length of the body is 108 inches. It is

ironed for a mercerized cape top, and supplied with a wind
shield when required, and is in appearance and performance
a striking and unusual type of car.

Model 70-C two-passenger coupe is finished and furnished

with the same care, taste and completeness as the Waverley
brougham above described. It is a carriage of solid popular

qualities with a record of fine achievements in regular service

as well as in cross country stunts. A car of this model trav-

eled recently from Indianapolis to Terre Haute on a single

charge and drove about the streets of the latter town tmtil SO

miles were covered without recharging.

Model 76 victoria phaeton is another extremely popular

type of car in the form of a ladies' summer carriage, which

may be converted at will into either a brougham or coupe by

changing the victoria leather top for a removable coach top.

No electric carriage of any type or model has so many devoted

admirers among the ladies as the Waverley Victoria. The
same carriage may be used with buggy top or canopy top

if desired, and is equipped mechanically in precisely the same
way as the brougham and coupe.

Finally the Waverley Company is represented by its stan-

hope, model 74, with buggy top, straight sill and solid tires, a

carriage of unusually distinguished appearance and thoroughly

practical qualities. It is provided with ample protection for

stormy weather, and like the 70-C is famous for numerous
cross-country stunts. This car is especially popular with pro-

fessional men for town and rural service. The practicing

physician and visiting clergyman, as well as many substan-

tial business men find it an indispensable vehicle for pro-

fessional work. Altogether the Waverley exhibit this year is

of unusual character and Interest.

BENJAMIN TUNGSTEN FIXTURE.

A new tungsten fixture especially adapted for use in fac-

tories, shops, warehouses, is being placed upon the market
by the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. The accompanying cut

illustrates its principal features among which are the 20-inch

Porcelain Enameled Steel Refiector with 10%-inch inner

reflector to assist in the downward radiation of the light.

Benjamin Tungsten Fixture.

S-inch stem of %-inch iron pipe, and Tungsten Shock Ab-

sorber; 40, 60, 100-watt lamps may be used. In three and four-

light fixtures the sockets are vertical; in five and six-light

fixtures, at an angle of 15 degrees, thus permitting the use

of larger units and increasing the lighting efficiency by mak-

ing it unnecessary for the light of one lamp to pass through

the others.

Further information may be secured by addressing the

company's office. No. 151 New Montgomery street, San Fran-

cisco.

TRADE NOTE>
G. M. Gest, the underground conduit contractor of New

York and Cincinnati, has opened an office in the Hooker &
Lent Building, San Francisco. The firm has been established

in the East for about twelve years and have made a specially

of the installation of underground conduits for electrical dis-

tribution. Their initial undertaking on the Coast will be a

conduit lead for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company in

Oakland, Cal.
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NEWS NOTES vs?^

FINANCIAL.

TACOMA, WASH.—Weil, Rotch & Co., have been awarded

the $100,000 city power plant bonds at $102,155.

BRAWLEY, CAL.—An election was held on Tnesday to

vote on bonds tor public improvements. Water system bonds

for the sum ot $40,000 were carried.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—City A.ttorney T. J. Prescott, has pre-

pared a resolution for a bond election tor a municipal lighting

plant which will be submitted to the City Council. The bond

issue will be for $300,000.

SANTA CRUZ, CAL.—The City Council has decided to call

a special election to vote upon a proposition of issuing $150,-

000 in bonds for the rebuilding of the water system and for

other public improvements.

SEATTLE, WASH.—It is announced by T. A. Davis, man-

ager of the John J. Sesnon Company, Mutual Life Building,

that a syndicate ot Englishmen represented by Col. Stuart

Weatherley, Waldorf-Astoria, New York, has purchased the

electrical plant of his company at Nome, Alaska, and that

the syndicate has $4,000,000 with which it will develop

Alaska mining properties next year.

SAN FR.ANCISCO, CAL.—The Union Trust Co. as trustee

invites bids for the sale to it of a sufficient number of the bonds

of the San Diego Electric Railway Co. as shall be necessary for

the investment of $75,000. On receipt of bids the lowest bids,

if at a price not higher than a 4 per cent basis, will be accepted

to the extent of the moneys in the hands of the trustee for

that purpose, and bids so purchased will be canceled to that

extent. Bids will be opened on the seventh day of February

at the office of the Union Trust Co., 2 Montgomery street, San

Francisco.

PASADENA, CAL.—At a special meeting of the City

Council an ordinance has been passed providing for a special

election to be held on January 26 for the purpose of voting

bonds for the purchase ot plants of the three companies at pres-

ent supplying Pasadena with water. Bonds will bear 4% per

cent interest. Two propositions will be voted on. One is

bonds for $1,000,000 for the purchase of property belonging

to the water companies and the other for $200,000 for the pur-

pose of installing necessary improvements. The water com-

panies have given the city options on their property.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The report of the United Rail-

roads of San Francisco for the month ot November and 11

months ended November 30, compares as follows for 1908

and 1909:

1909. 1908. Increase.

November gross $ 619,313 $ 574,521 $44,792

Expenses 352,570 316,333 36,237

November net 266,743 258,188 8,555

11 months gross 6,810,119 6,262,900 547,219

Expenses 3,862,446 3,899,680 *37,345

11 months net 2,947,673 2,363,220 584,453

*Decrease.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Pour million dollars approximately

will be paid by the Electric Share & Bond Co. of New York

for the Portland Gas Co. A meeting of the stockholders of

the gas company has been called at which time negotiations

for the transfer of the gas company will be concluded. The

stockholders in the present company have agreed to give

up their stock at $130 a share. The bonds and other securi-

ties of the company will make the approximate valuation of

the plant $4,000,000. The purchase of the gas company by the

Electric Share & Bond Co. of New York, a holding company

for the General Electric Co., which is, in turn, closely affiliated

with the Standard Oil, will mean no change in the management
of the local company, according to Herman M. Pabsf, general

manager of the company. The concern's new owners are

closely affiliated with the Portland Railway, Light & Power
Co., which controls all electric utilities in Portland, and the

sale brings all gas in Portland under the same influence

which controls electricity, though not under the same abso-

lute ownership.

INCORPORATIONS.

VANCOUVER, WASH.—The C. W. A. Lumber, Shingle,

Light & Power Company, of Vancouver, $50,000; J. M. Cam-
eron, D. S. Cameron and E. H. Wright.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—Centralia-Chehalis Water & Power
Company, of Centralia, $250,000; John E. Heasty, L. W. Good-
rich, E. S. Price, F. S. Blattner and Clayton W. Quale.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Ideal Irrigation Rotary Pump Com-
pany of Seattle, $100,000. H. W. Peterson, James C. Langley

and E. E. Peterson.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The El Cerrito Park Water Company,
with capital of $10,000 has filed articles of incorporation.

Directors of the company are Fred Moran. F. E. Patterson,

F. L. Sargent and others.

SPOICANE, WASH.—The Washington Southern Telephone

Company has been organized with a capitalization of $100,000

to merge the interests of the Montana Independent, the Home
and the Interstate Companies, with through connection into

St. Paul and traffic arrangements with all independent tele-

graph and telephone lines out of Salt Lake City. Towns in

British Columbia and Oregon will be connected under the new
system. The officers are: President, Charles R. Cushman
of Spokane; Vice-President and Secretary, Charles M. Cooley

of Aberdeen, S. D.

TRANSMISSION.

CHIHUAHUA, MEX.—Quayley Bros, are arranging to

install a hydroelectric power at the Yoqnivo mine. R. V. Nealy

is manager.

OSBURN, IDAHO.—Announcement is made Uiat electric

power will be installed this winter at the United Lead Mining

Company's property here.

HANFORD, WASH.—The Hanford Irrigation & Power Com-

pany is assembling machinery and material for the develop-

ment of its power at Priest Rapids in the Columbia River. A
large wing dam is to be built at the head ot the channel.

OROVILLE, CAL.—Fred W. Hecker of this city has filed

an appropriation of 80,000 miners' inches of the water of the

Feather River. In his notice of appropriation Hecker declares

that the water is appropriated for the purpose of developing

electric power.

PRINCE RUPERT, B. C—Notice has been given by Bar-

nard & Robertson of Victoria, as solicitors of the Prince Ru-

pert Power & Light Company of the intention of that associa-

tion to seek a private act at the coming session of the house

confirming the incorporation and powers of the company.

PRESCOTT, ARIZ.—Chief Engineer Masson of the Ari-

zona Power Company gives out information that an extension

of the line of his company will be started immediately from

Prescott to the camp of the Alvarado Mining Company, at

Fool's Gulch, The Alvarado people are now purchasing motors.
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ARMSTRONG, B. C—The Shuswap Falls Ligbt & Power

Company is negotiating tor tlie purchase ot the local light

plant. The company also has under consideration the con-

nection of Enderby, Armstrong and Vernon with Grand Prarle

and Salmon River by means ot a tramline.

CHELAN, WASH,—The Chelan Electric Company, a sub-

sidiary company of the Great Northern Railway, is making

surveys for the location of its dam across Chelan River gorge

at a point near Cape Horn, between Chelan and Chelan Falls.

This will cost about $5,000,000, and is expected to develop

80,000 h. p., which will be used to run the electric lines of the

Great Northern to light cities and to pump water for irriga-

tion from Lake Chelan and the Columbia. This dam will

make the gorge above it a great continuation of Lake Chelan,

and will raise the whole surface of the lake.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—All question as to whether or not

the Great Western Power Company contemplates entering

the local field in competition with the Sacramento Electric,

Gas & Railway Company in supplying electric power and

lights to private parties in Sacramento was dispelled when
E. P. Hilborn, local manager for the company, announced that

the contract will be let this week for a sub-station at Eighth

and R streets and that some time during the summer the Great

Western Power Company will be in this city. The business

districts, J and K streets, and the cross streets devoted to

business will be first supplied.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Representative Smith of Califor-

nia has reintroduced his water-power bill. He upholds the

principle of granting no titles to natural resources in per-

petuity, but he insists that the State shall supervise and tax

the companies. He fixes a generation, or the usual bond

term, as the time easement shall run, and he urges it as a

cardinal point that the grant shall not be made the basis

of any capitalization or bond issue. The Congressman dis-

putes the contention that the States are "not i-eady yet" to

grapple with administration of water-power corporations.

On every proposition in which Mr. Pinchot argues that the

Federal Government shall exercise control Mr. Smith ex-

presses a vigorous disapproval. For practical reasons he re-

gards what he interprets as invasions of the rights of the

States as unwise and even deplorable. Taxing and rate regu-

lation he believes to be purely the function of the State and

not of a bureau chief "3000 miles away." He is also opposed

to the "moderate charge" that Pinchot and Secretary Ballinger

insist upon for the use of the easement.

ILLUMINATION.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.—The City Council has passed an

ordinance providing for ornamental cast iron posts to be con-

structed on Pico street from Main to Vermont avenue at

intervals of 120 feet.

MONROVIA, CAL.—A high pressure system will probably

be adopted by the Monrovia Gas Company to supply Sierra

Madre with gas. To do this it will be necessary to install a

central station at Sierra Madre.

PASADENA, CAL.—The Board of Trustees ot South Pasa-

dena will soon call for bids for the erection of ornamental

light posts on Fair Oaks avenue and Mission street. The cost

will be borne by property owners.

PAYETTE, IDAHO.—Charles D. Lamson of Boise is ask-

ing the city for a 50-year franchise to construct and operate

a gas manufacturing plant and lay and maintain gas mains
(hrough the streets and alleys of the city.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Trustees of Sierra Madre are

advertising a gas franchise for sale, and hope to see gas

pipe laid and service started early coniin.g year. Monrovia
has a plant and it is a prospeclive bidder. Glendora and
Covina are supplied by gns from the latter cily. The Covina

Company is also to bid on the proposition.

TRANSPORTATION.

BOISE, IDAHO.—The Boise & Interurban Railway will

in the spring erect a two-story brick station at the corner ot

Seventh and Bannock Streets. Plans have been prepared and

sent East for approval.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.-—The City Council has passed

Ordinance 669 to grant to the Santa Barbara Consolidated

Railway Company an electric street railroad franchise on

certain portions of Fourth street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has passed an

ordinance granting to Fred W. Forrester the right to construct

and maintain a double track electric street railway begin-

ning at Ninth and Park View avenue.

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO.—A franchise has been granted

the Twin Falls Electric Railroad & Light Power Company to.

put in a street railway system. The company is represented

by Geo. F. Sprague and W. P. Guthrie.

EL PASO, TEX.—A new electric car line is being pro-

jected here, which is to take in Smelter No. 3 and the big

nail factory about three miles north of union stables. This

is to accommodate resident section being opened in that dis-

trict.

HOQUIAM, WASH.—The trustees of the Grays Harbor

Interurban Company, of which A. L. Paine is manager and

P. S. Locke, secretary, have incorporated, with a capital

stock of $500,000, for the purpose of building a trolley line

between Hoquiam and Tacoma via Olympia.

PENDLETON, ORE.—An agreement has been reached

between the Pendleton Commercial Association and the

Washington-Oregon Traction Company which secures the

completion of six miles of car line within one year, electricity

to reach the city in two years, eventually fifty miles of

interurban line extending out from this city, etc.

HOQUIAM, WASH.—Articles of incorporation for an ex-

tensive interurban trolley system have been filed with the

Secretary of State at Olympia. The capital stock is |500,000.

The officers are R. F. Lytle, A. L. Pain and E. O. McGlaufin,

from Hoquiam; W. H. Abel and Eldridge Wheeler of Monto-

sano, and A. H. Abel and Phil S. Locke, of Aberdeen.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—E. D. Goodo, owner, ot (he Glen-

dale and Eagle Rock Railway, has acquired from the Los

Angeles Interurban Railway an old franchise on Fourth street,

Glendale, and Geo. Mock, a contractor, has commenced grading

between Glendale avenue and Brand boulevard. Track laying

will be begun with a week and cars will be operated over the

new line on or before the 16th inst.

NEW YORK.—Commenting on the problem of electrifi-

cation of the Central Pacific over the Sierras Mr. Kruttschnitt

of the Southern Pacific Co. says: "Eastern critics may be in-

clined to the opinion that we are dallying with this matter.

We have found that it pays well to make haste slowly with

regard to innovations. No road other than the Great Northern

has done much with electrification as a solution of the moun-

tain problem. The Great Ncu'thern's only important piece of

electrification so far is through the 14,000-foot Cascade tun-

nel, 100 miles east of Seattle, where the grade is only 1.7 per

cent. Over the Sierras the Central Pacific must conqtier

a grade of 7000 feet either way in a total distance of 110 miles,

of a grade of almost 2.5 per cent. Electrification for mountain

traffic does not carry the same appeal that it did two years

ago. Oil-burning locomotives are solving the i)roblem very

satisfactorily. So well pleased were we with the behavior

of the two compound consolidation Mallets mentioned in the

Southern Pacific's last annual report (hat we ordered 16

more, (he last of which are being delivered. Each of these

locomotives, having a horse power in excess of .'iOOO, hauls

as great a load as two of former types, burning 10 per cent less

fuel and consuming 50 per cent less water."
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WATERWORKS.
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The storm here last week

caused the city's big water main from Antil pumping station

to be brolsen.

ORANGE, CAL.—The Council awarded contract to Fair-

banks, Morse & Co. to furnish the waterworks with a boiler.

Their bid was $1,766.75.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The contract for the laying of pipes in

Lakeside Park was awarded to the Warner Improvement Com-
pany, at 17 cents a lineal foot.

REDLANDS, CAL.—The Domestic Water Company ex-

pects to begin work in about two weeks on the new 13-inch

line on Colton avenue leading from the reservoir.

COTTAGE GROVE, ORE.—Engineer J. W. Roberts has

completed an estimate of the cost of the proposed gravity

water system. Estimated cost of the system, including a 300,-

000 gallon reservoir, is $103,319, but it is believed that its con-

struction may be had within the $100,000 voted for the pur-

pose.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—Sealed bids will be received up to Jan-

uary 20th by the Board of Control of Arizona at its office

in the Capitol Building here, at which time and place bids

will be opened for furnishing one 50.000 gallon steel tank on a

60-foot steel tower erected complete and ready tor use at the

Territorial Prison at Florence, Ariz.

TACOMA, WASH.—At the last City Council meeting

Water Superintendent H. A. Whitney proposed that a pipe

line be built from the city to the Maplewood Springs and

that a steam pumping plant be erected at Maplewood for

the purpose of pumping water Into the low service pipes to

supply the city until such time as a gravity system is con-

templated.

TACOMA, WASH.—Sealed proposals tor the following

supplies or work are being received by the commissioner of pub-

lic works: Construction of a surface water drain of 8-inch

pipe from lot 12, block 955, Alliance Addition, along South R
street and South Eleventh street to connect with the catch

basin at South Eleventh street and Sprague avenue, accord-

ing to plans and specifications on file in the office of Public

Works. Proposals to be on printed form, and accompanied by

a certified check for 5 per cent of amount of bid.

COLUSA, CAL.—The Board of Town Trustees opened bids

for the new waterworks at its regular meeting last week, but

owing to the number of bids and different proposals offered

City Engineer Kaertli decided he could not give a definite an-

swer. The firms bidding on the proposed waterworks were

Charles Moore & Co., Stanley Contracting Co., Des Moines
Bridge & Iron Co., Union Gas Engine Co., Cotton Bros.,

Krough Mfg. Co., F. C. Roberts & Co., Pacific Drilling Pros-

pecting Co., Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Cal. Hyd. Bug.

& Sup. Co., Doak Gas Engine Co., Union Iron Works, Henry
R. Worthlngton, Standard Engineering Co., and Fairbanks,

Morse & Co.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The American Canyon Water Com-
pany has submitted to the Board of City Trustees a propo-

sition to furnish this city with water from the north fork

of the American River. The company agrees to supply the

city with 150,000,000 gallons of water dally for $400,000 a year,

and $2500 for each additional million gallons. Should this

offer be accepted the city would not need the $660,000 filtra-

tion plant for which it is about to call a bond election. The
matter was referred to the committee of the board and the

city engineer for investigation. Should it prove better than

a pumping plant to clear the Sacramento River water it may
be accepted, but the Trustees are quite firmly set on the filtra-

tion pro.iect.

Kimble Variable Speed and Reversible Motor. U to 1H H. P.

The Kimble Motors
VARIABLE SPEED. SINGLE PHASE

Desirable and economical for both
special and general power purposes

ADVANTAGFS* Variable speed. Simple installations.

I Two wires direct to motor. Economy
of operation. Current varies with speed. Starting current does

not exceed running current. No starting coils. No resistance

box. No compensators or clutches.

EVERY MOTOR
GUARANTEED
FOR TWO YEARS

W^rite for Catalogue and Price List '•

Parrott & C
320 California St.
SAIN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 24
LOS ANGELES. Citizens' National Bank

PORTLAND. ORE., Portland Trust Co. Bldg. TACOMA. WASH.. Bank of Calilornia Bldg.

SE.-VTTLE. WASH.. Globe Block. SPOKANE. WASH.. 161 S. Post St.

HONOLULU. T. H.. J. A. Gilman. Agent.

GUATEMALA, C. A.< J. Soto Rios, A^fnt,
Electric Forge Blower.
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Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

EINGIINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 1 9 - 21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland : 1 436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Undersrround Aerial, Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO, IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

OKONITE WIRE
vkOW/x

THE STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION

Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

WILLARD L. CANDEE. PRESIDENT GEO. T. MANSON. GENL SUPT.
H. DURANT CHEEVER. Treasurer wm. H. HODGINS. Secretary

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACIFIC COAST DEPT. first National Bank Building, San francisco

Sub-Office—tos Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.
Factories Oakl.ind. Cal., Pittsbure. Pa.. Pi-rtli .^mboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: Nl-w York. Boston. Cliicapo, Philadelpliia. St. Louis

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOF
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BV

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

Specify.

BROOKriELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

PACIFIC METER CO.
IVIANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. Sail FrailCiSCO

VI T I PAN Refrigerating and
V \J L^\^Jr\L^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas Bldg., 604 Mission St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets Sail FranCISCO

f=OR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS SEE PAGE EIGHT
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You wouldn't hire six men to do the work
that two could do with ease. Yet perhaps you

continue to use six horse power to drive a distant

machine, by old line-shaft methods, that only requires

about two horse power when drivea by one of our ad-
justable speed motors.

FORT WAYNE
MOTOR, DRIVES

I eliminate friction losses — provide wide speed adjustments —
allow you to locate machines where work is -- increase the

output and cut in half the cost of operation.

We have a bulletin 1415 on this subject that,

contains a lot of mighty valuable information and we
want to send one to you. Write for it now.

^Ft. Wayne Electric Works ^

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

JAINDUS

LUXOLABRA

ARE GOOD
FOR THE

CENTRAL
STATION
AS WELL
AS THE

PUBLIC IN
GENERAL

Get our proposition and
Catalog No. 36

Standard Electrical Works
Six Sixty-nine IVIission St.

SAIN FRANCISCO

PELTON-FRANCIS TURBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for Catalog and List of Ofwrating Plants

THE PELTON WATER VVMEEL CO.
^01 1 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

84 WEST ST.. NEW YORK CITY

BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF COLUMBIA THEATRE
BV \V. W. HANSCOJI.

The electrical installation in the recently com- a combination extremely pleasing and dignified. As it

pleted Columbia Theater of San Francisco is somewhat is possible for only an artist to do justice to the archi-

cif an innovation in theater lighting in that city, for tectural and decorative features of the theater these

with the exception of the center dome and proscenium v/ill not be included in this article.

.-Vuflitorium of Columbia Theatre Showing Electric Sunburst

box fixtures all of the auditorium lighting is by means
of incandescent lamps concealed in the coves. The
decorative scheme is also novel, gray, gold, old rose

and blue being the predominating colors, resulting in

The electrical installation is of the highest char-

acter throughout, all wiring being' installed in conduit

and every possible requirement of service provided.

Service is taken from Ijoth the City Electric Company
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and the San Francisco Gas & Electric Company, the

former supplying both direct and alternating current

and the latter direct current only.

Both services enter the building at the curb in the

service board room in the basement, the City Electric

Company having installed an independent transformer

for the a. c. in a special pit under the sidewalk. From
the underground conduits the services are led to the

transfer and meter board. After leaving the meters

they are connected through triple pole, double throw

switches to the main distributing board alongside.

The blades of the triple pole switches are connected

through Westinghouse triple-pole oil-break switches,

mounted on the back of the distributing board, to the

distributing bus bars. The oil-break switches are

connected to levers in the ticket office on the first floor

above so that it is possible in case of emergency to

entirely disconnect the building from the street service

without delay.

On the distributing board are two sets of bus bars,

one for a. c. to supply the entire incandescent lighting,

the other for d. c. to supply the motor and arc-light

circuits.

All of the lighting in the front of the building is

controlled from two panelboards in the ticket office,

both of which are connected to the distributing board

through separate feeders. To one of these panels are

brought all of the circuits supplying the marquis,

facade, lobby, office, ladies' dressing room and toilets

;

to the other all emergency and exit circuits.

By the arrangement of switches on the transfer

and distributing boards it is possible to supply all of

the light and power circuits from either company or

divide them up between either in case of failure of part

of the service.

In case of failure of the current supplying the

emergency and exit lights panelboard, all of these

circuits are automatically switched onto a storage bat-

tery located in the building, so that it is practically

impossible to entirely deprive the auditorium of light.

Auditorium and stage lighting is controlled from
a stage switchboard placed in a fireproof enclosure

back and to the right of the proscenium arch in a

position which gives the operator a good view of the

stage. This board is fed from the distributing board

by means of two sets of three-wire feeders, one for

a. c. and the other for d. c.

The general arrangement of the stage board is

clearly shown in the accompanying illustration. The
panel switches on the top panels control all of the

general lighting in the auditorium and are connected
to three different master switches, controlling the

lights in groups. With this arrangement any desired

combination is easily effected and the lighting arranged
for any class of performance.

The bottom section of the middle right-hand panel

is devoted entirely to d. c. control and the balance of

the board to a. c. or d. c, depending upon which service

is being used. Both sections are fed through three-

pole switches, the d. c, single and the a. c. double
throw so that in case of failure of the a. c, a limited

amount of current can be taken from the d. c. feeders.

All the switchboards were made by the Drendell Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company of San Francisco.

The principal lighting of the auditorium is by

means of a sunburst in the center of the dome. This

fixture, which is intended to represent the sun, contains

three hundred i6 c. p., frosted lamps. Above the

lamps are gilded, metal rays, the whole combining to

make a fixture of exceptional beauty and brilliancy,

bringing out to the best advantage the architectural

and decorative features of the interior.

The proscenium arch, where it would be shadowed
by the light from the sunburst, is illuminated by a row
of incandescent lamps concealed in the cove under-

neath. To further equalize the illumination of the

gallery, balcony and orchestra, cove lighting is in-

stalled in the cornice at the rear of the gallery, at the

rear and middle of the balcon}' and at the rear of the

orchestra. This arrangement makes it possible to read

the finest print with ease and at the same time entirely

conceal the source of light from the eye when in a

normal direction. One circuit from each group of cove

lights is brought to a separate switch on the stage

board so that it can be left in if desired when the house
is darkened.

The proscenium boxes are lighted by specially

designed fixtures, finished in gold and trimmed with

multi-shaped crystal pendants, behind which are

placed the incandescent bulbs. These fixtures are

concealed to most of the audience by drapes suspended
from the tops of the boxes.

The main foyer is lighted by three ceiling fixtures,

the center supplied by five circuits and each of the

others by two circuits. The balcony and gallery

foyers are lighted by ceiling fixtures supplied from two
circuits, one of which is the emergency and the other

for general lighting, controlled by local push switches

so that all but the emergency lights can be turned oft"

during the performance.

The stairways and landings are lighted entirely

by bracket fixtures, placed one at each landing and one
midway of each flight of stairs. All of these lights are

on the emergency circuits.

The facade is lighted by nine 250 watt tungsten
lamps with Holophane reflectors concealed by spe-

cially designed hoods, located above the marquis and
behind the front ornamentation. The marquise is

lighted by 40 watt tungsten lamps spaced around the

entire bottom edge and behind the glass decorative
panels.

The stage lighting is laid out on the four-color

scheme,—white, amber, red and blue. Each of the five

borders have receptacles for 200 lights, 50 of each color.

Each color is controlled by a separate switch on the

board for each border, similar colors on all the borders
and foots being controlled by a master switch. The
foots extend the entire width of the arch and are fitted

with 132 lights and controlled by individual and group
color switches. The strip lights on either side of the
arch are each fitted with 24 white lights only.

There are 39 pockets on the floor of the stage, 26
for incandescent and 13 for arc lighting, four on each
side of the arch, above the stage, for arc lighting and
one on the fly gallery for incandescent. All pocket
circuits are fed from a fuse panel for each class, located

to the rear and side of the main board and controlled

by master switches on the stage board.

All lights in the dressing rooms, on the gridiron,

fly gallery, property rooms, scene docks, under the
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stage and auditorium in the attic and the carpenter

shop are controlled from the stage board. Phig out-

lets are provided on each floor for a portable bunch

light to be used in cleaning the audilnriuni. ( )rchcslra

lights are supplied from 40 plugs in the musicians' pit

arranged in a row on the front of the stage about i8

inches above the floor.

The stage lights are under the control of a bank

of "Simplicity" interlocking dimmers, made by the

Cutler-Hammer IManufacturing Company of Milwau-
kee, Wis. The operating levers are mounted directly

on the switchboard, within easy reach of the elec-

I]maD.nQDD. mamnQma \
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Switrhljoard Diagram.

trician, while the dimmer plates themselves are located

beneath the stage, the connection to the levers being

made b)' means of steel racks of suitable length. This

arrangement leaves plenty of room behind the switch-

board, an advantage too often lost sight of in theater

installations. All of the parts above the stage floor are

copper plated to conform to the general finish of the

board.

The dimmers are arranged in four sections, one

section controlling the white, one the red, one the blue,

and the fourth the amber lights. The section for the

whites contain 12 dimmers, while those for the other

three colors contain six each, all dimmers being of

approximately 50 lights capacity. Each dimmer has

its own operating lever and the dimmers in each sec-

tion are under the control of a separate master lever,

by means of which any combination of lights in any

section may be dimmed or brought up at will. They
are mounted in two rows on an angle iron frame, lo-

cated in a sejjarate space where they are well venti-

lated and particularly accessible, and any one can he

cleaned or overhauled without disturbing another. The
dimmers control the lights as follows, each color on

the borders and foots, each side strip, all of the incan-

descent pockets on either side of the stage, the pocket

on the fly gallery for ceiling strip, and the orchestra

lights. Jilaster levers control the following groups,

all white lights, all ambers, all reds and all blues. All

white lights on the stage and in the auditorium are

also controlled by one master switch.

In the power system there are five motors totaling

25 h. p., three of which are on the ventilating system,

cjuc on the jjneumatic cleaning and one in the carpen-

ter shop.

The storage battery consists of 60 Gould cells

having a capacity of 80 amperes for one hour and in-

stalled in a ventilated compartment in the basement.

The}' are charged from the 220 volt power circuit

through a rheostat and combination over-and-under-

load and no-voltage circuit-breaker which automatic-

ally opens the circuit upon the completion of the

charge. A voltmeter and ammeter on the stage board

indicates the charging current and terminal voltage of

Main Switchboar:!. Columliia TlieaLre.

the cells. The circuit to the emergency lighting panel

runs direct so that it cannot be opened or closed except

bv the automatic switch.

Two telephone systems are installed, one for the

public service connecting the ticket and executive

offices, ladies' dressing room, smoking room and bal-

cony foyer through a local private exchange, and the

other an intercommunicating Couch lo-station system

connecting the working parts of the house with the

manager's office. From the stage manager's posi-

tion, call bells, speaking tubes and flash signals connect

with the fly gallery, orchestra, musicians' room, smok-

ing room, dressing rooms and under the stage.

For the present the building is heated by steam

furnished at 100 lb. pressure from the power plant of

the St. Francis Hotel, one block east.

Every possible contingency and demand that

could be thought of has been provided, the result being

an installation thoroughly up to date in every respect.

The electrical work was installed by the Decker Elec-

trical Company under the plans, specifications and

instructions of the architects for the theater, Messrs,

I'diss & Faville, who have to tlieir credit one of the

most comiiK'le, subsl.inlial and beautiful theaters in

tlie United States.
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THE CARQUINEZ SPAN.'

The Straits of Carquinez is a comparatively narroAv

waterway separating Solano and Contra Costa coun-

ties, of California, and connecting San Pablo and Sui-

sun Bays, which together form the northerly extremity

of San Francisco Bay. At the point selected for the

crossing the water is about 2750 feet wide with a depth

ranging up to 120 feet, and through this narrow gap
flow the waters of the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers as well as an ocean tide of about five feet,

making at all times a heavy and dangerous current,

which, though not so strong as to prevent the laying

and operation of telegraph and telephone cables, is

sufficiently so that it makes their maintenance a seri-

ous item and utterly precludes any possibility of lay-

ing and operating high tension power submarine cables.

Of course the laying of such cables was considered very

telephone lines, a hotel, warehouse buildings and other

houses constituting the settlement. Within a radius

of a mile or so along the water front are the sugar

refineries at Crockett, the smelters at Selb}', and the

enormous warehouses at Port Costa and vicinity which
handle practically the entire grain output of the State

for foreign shipment. Directly opposite, on the north .

side of the straits, where Dillon's Point is located, is

found the southerly portion of Mare Island where the

United States Navy Yard harbors the Pacific squadron.

The Carquinez span reaches from the 400-foot eleva-

tion back of Eckley, across to Dillon's Point, passing

directly over Eckley. The United States Government,
in granting permission to cross at this point, stipulated

that a clear headroom of at least 200 feet should be

allowed for vessels.

To meet all requirements it was finally decided to

The 4427 ft. Span of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Across Carquinez Straits.

Profile of Span.

carefully, but the strength of the current in the channel

together with the rocky character of its bottom and
the impossibility of constructing heavy high tension

cables that would operate at 60,000 volts and give

assurance of withstanding the abrasion of the channel,

soon led to the conviction that the only possibility of

crossing the straits was to be found in the aerial

method.

A survey of the conditions showed the waterway
to be of the width and depth indicated, and that a bluff

known as Dillon's Point existed on the north or Solano

side of the straits, rising to a height of 162 feet above
extreme high tide. On the south, or Eckley side, in

Contra Costa county, exists a hill rising about 100 feet

from the water's edge, whence it continues to rise in

a general incline until, when perhaps half a inile back,

an elevation of 400 feet has been reached. In front

of this loo-foot bluff is the main line of the Southern
Pacific railroad running from Port Costa to Oakland,

along which, at Eckle}', are numerous telegraph and

'Reprinted by request from the May and October, 1901, num-
bers of the Journal of Electricity, Po"wer and Gas.

erect a steel tower 225 feet in height at a suitable posi-

tion on Dillon's Point, and another steel tower 64 feet

high back of Eckley on the south side at the 400-foot

elevation referred to. These two towers are known as

the "main" and "south" towers respectively, and the

horizontal distance between their perpendiculars is

4427 feet. It must be borne in mind, in endeavoring

to understand the reasons which led to the adoption of

the plan followed in erecting the span, that a minimum
clearance of 200 feet had to be provided above the

surface of the water; hence, in order to limit the

height of the main tower to 225 feet, as was advisable,

it was decided to so locate the south tower on the

hillside that its top should be 80 feet higher than the

top of the main tower, thus throwing the lowest point

of sag in the span off the lineal center between the two
towers ; in fact, this lowest point is. 2455 feet from the

south tower and 1972 feet from the main tower, as

shown in the drawing presenting the profile of the

crossing. A further re'ason for the arrangement
adopted is found in the fact that the land north of

the main tower falla away to a marsh at near tide level.
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which made it necessary to turn the cables down to an-

chorages some 1700 feet back of the main tower. This

condition compelled a great change in the dip of the

cables between the main tower and the north anchor-

ages, and necessitated the erection of the third or north

tower, which, because of this change in direction of

the cables, was built to lean toward the north. Its

inclination is at an angle of 13 degrees from the per-

pendicular, and this has led to its being known as

the "leaning" tower, although the company terms it

the "north" tower.

The Soutli Tower.

The three towers are of steel and iron through-

out with the exception of the main cross-arms sup-

porting the cable saddles, which were of course de-

signed to afford an insulating support for the cables.

The principal interest in the strains and stresses to

which these structures are subjected centers in the

main tower, wherein compression and tension strains

were thus determined :' Assuming that the maximum
pressure exerted by the wind will be 40 pounds per

s(|uare inch, the maximum strains of compression upon
each of the four curner posts of the main tower are:

Wind strains 76,500 lbs.

Live load 6,000
"

Dead load 50,010
"

On the other hand, the theoretical maximum ten-

sion strains amount in the aggregate to 9400 pounds,

while the practical maximum allowed is 17,600 pounds,

affording an ample factor of safety.

Twelve concrete piers with the corner ones ar-

ranged in a quadrangle measuring 69 feet by 89 feet

between the pier centers, support the main tower, and
these four main or corner piers are cubes of concrete

having eight-foot sides. Bedrock is close to the sur-

face on Dillon's Point, hence these piers are designed

more to give weight as anchorages than to serve as

foundations ; or to express the idea in other words

Maximum compression strains 132,510 lbs.

The Leaning or Nortli Tower.

the concrete blocks are of greater utility for the weight

they possess than for their serviceability as supports,

although 'both are important. The two smaller towers

are each supported on four piers, also of concrete, those

of the south tower forming the corners of a quad-

rangle measuring 16x20 feet on the pier centers, while

those of the leaning tower measure 31x28 feet on the

pier centers.

If the structures are viewed from their electrical

standpoints, the greatest interest will be attached to

the means for supporting the cables from the towers

and for insulating them from their anchorages—for

it must be borne in mind that the cables carry 60,000

volts. Beyond this, when it is remembered that each

cable exerts a pull of twelve tons on its anchorages,

the fact will at once be appreciated that the problem
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of securing adequate insulation, coupled with sufficient

mechanical strength, was b}- no means one of easy

solution. The headwork, or cable supporting methods
of the three towers, are identical in design, dimensions
and materials. The timbers are of Oregon pine thor-

oughly kiln-dried, puttied and then given two coats of

oil, after which the}' are covered with two coats of the

best spar varnish. Two main cross-arms, each 17 feet

8 inches long by 7% inches thick by 15^ inches

deep, support three j^xg3/lx6-ioot cross timbers upon
each of which are mounted the two steel insulator

pins that in turn carry the great porcelain Locke insu-

lators that weigh approximate!}' 50 pounds each, tested

to 120,000 volts.

two courses each consisting of three 23/4-inch by 4-feet

6-inch planks. The whole upper platform is covered

with the heaviest canvas and well painted with P & B
paint, and wooden spouts, not shown in the drawing,

are provided for carrying rainwater well away from

the insulators.

The cable saddle is mounted directly upon this

upper platform, being secured thereto by six bolts

which do not go through the upper course of planking.

These saddles are of galvanized cast-iron measuring

3 feet by 2 feet 2 inches, with an extreme height of

9 inches. A longitudinal channel 3 inches wide with

walls each braced by six 5a-inch ribs, is cast into the

saddle base, and in this channel are placed five cast-iron

mmm

DETAILS OF THE TOWER CROSS TIMBERS, C-VRLE INSULATORS AND SAIIDLK SHEAVES

Reverting to the drawing, the steel pins referred

to above are not shown therein, although the bolts

wliich enter up into the steel pin appear as penetrat-

ing the six-foot cross timber and entering the insu-

lators. These pins stand 14 11-16 inches high above

their cross-arms, their cone has a base oi S^ inches in

diameter, a height of 11 inches and a top of 2 inches in

diameter, while the remaining 3 11/16 of the total

height of the pin is cylindrical in shape, 2 inches in

diameter, and cut with a standard thread to carry the

great insulator. Steel bolts, 13 inches long by l^
inches in diameter hold the pins to their cross-arms,

the bolts being drawn up by nuts placed under 4%-
inch washers and held by check-nuts. There are six

insulators to each cable saddle, and the head of each

insulator is countersunk into the timbers forming the

upper platform—all these upper platform timbers, by

the way, being boiled in paraffine. Above the coun-

tersunk timbers, which are two in number, each meas-

uring 4 feet 2 inches by i foot 8 inches, are placed

sheaves supported on i i/6-inch steel pinions the cen-

ters of which pinions are on an arc with an 8-foot

radius. These sheaves have a diameter of 5^^ inches

by an extreme width of 3 inches, and they are gal-

vanized—as in fact are all cast-iron pieces exposed
to the weather.

An extreme variation in temperature of 60 deg. F.

may possibly occur at Carquinez, which would cause a

variation of 5 feet in the sag and which in turn would
cause a travel of approximately two inches to occur in

the cables running over the sheaves of the main tower.

Individual anchorages, well separated, are pro-

vided for each cable, and the}' consist of masses of

concrete, each having a base of 9 by 10 feet and being

5 feet high, set into the bedrock. Embedded in the
concrete blocks are crossed channels and plates from
which extend steel eyebolts with pin connections,

first, to two sets of steel car springs, then a turn-

buckle, then two tandem yokes connecting with heavy
micanite insulators in copper cases containing trans-
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former oil : and lastly, a 24-iiich sheave around which
the cable is turned and secured with clamps and
clips.

The cables consist of nineteen single-strand wires,

weigh one and six-tenths pounds per lineal foot, and
have a total breaking strength of 96,000 pounds, the

unit breaking stress of the material being about 200,-

000 pounds per square inch. The wires had three coats

of oil. Supporting nothing, but themselves, each cable

takes the form of a catenary, which has a half-span of

1972 feet, and a deflection of 147 feet, measured from
the main tower,, and a half-span of 2455 feet and a

deflection of 227 feet, measured from the south tower.

On this basis each cable would have a tensile load at

the main tower of 21,840 pounds, and at the south

tower of 22,000 pounds. Experiments were made of

the efifect of the wind pressure, and the conclusion was
reached that it might, in extreme cases, double the cal-

culated strains, and the cables were considered amply

Front "View of Main Tower.

Look.ng North LooK"^9 W^sr

Stres.5 Diagram of Nortli Tower.

OliNEKAI. llliSlCNS OF CAlll.K AStllOBAOKS

AND CAULK CONNECTIONS,
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safe for this. It has been found since that wind pres-

sure will not strain the cables as much as assumed,

as practically no shocks due to undulations will occur

—simply a static pressure, due to a certain lateral

deflection of the cables under heavy winds. It has been

found that even in a gale the cables remain practically

stationary at a certain lateral deflection, due to the

wind, and that the wind does not produce undulations

?.s had been expected.

The towers are of iron and steel throughout, ex-

cept cross arms for carrying the cable saddles. The
main tower is 2253/^ feet in extreme height from the

foot of the lowest column, and has a base about 68x90

feet. The four main posts are each made of two 12-inch

channels, battered in both directions, the center dis-

tances, of 9j4x6j^ feet at a point 30J/2 feet below the

top, above which they batter in one direction only to

a top width of 6j4 feet both ways. The channels in

the columns vary in size from 12-inch 30 pounds at

the base (reinforced by one 5x3-inch angle in each

lower section), where the}' sustain a maximum com-
pression of 132,510 pounds in each column, to 5-inch

horizontal and diagonal struts and be riveted to their

flanges at intersections. The other vertical and in-

clined members in the lower stories of the tower, are

simply pairs of small suspension angles to support the

centers of the long horizontal members. The main

columns are spliced with flange and web plates just

above the horizontal struts ; all members were shipped

separately and field riveted at intersections and con-

nections. The main columns are anchored to crossed

4-inch I-beams in the bottom of the concrete blocks

;

the other columns are anchored with long bolts and

washers built in the concrete. At every story the tower

has J^-inch to il-g-inch horizontal lateral diagonal rods

which are pin connected to angles riveted to the col-

umns and to extensions of the tie plates on the hori-

zontal struts. The members and connections of the

bent tower are similar to those of the main tower, ex-

cept that in the transverse face the struts are riveted

to the cohimn-web splice plates and elsewhere are

riveted directly to the column channel webs without

connection plates and that the lateral diagonals are

single riveted angles. The columns are made of pairs
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6}i pounds at the top, where they have 5300 pounds

compression in each column. The design was made
to fit material on hand, as time was limited.

The pyramidal part of the tower is divided into

stories from 20 feet high at the top to about 38 feet

high at the bottom, braced with horizontal and

diagonal struts in each face, as shown in the

diagram. These struts are all made of four

angles from 3x2 inches to 2x2 inches, pairs of

them being latticed together with their flanges about

8 inches apart and their webs turned out from the

center of the strut. Where these struts intersect, one

of them is continuous and has a connection plate on

each flange and the other one is cut to clear and riveted

to each plate. These struts are connected to the col-

umns by pairs of plates shop-riveted to the flanges

and webs of the latter. On the opposite transverse

faces of the tower and in a parallel vertical plane, mid-

way between them, there is a pair of intermediate

battered columns each composed of four 2x3-inch and

2x2-inch angles reaching to the fourth story, above

which there is a single center column of four 2x2-inch

angles reaching four stories higher. In each longi-

tudinal face of the tower there is a similar center col-

umn seven stories high, and in all of them the two

pairs of angles are latticed together with their flanges

8 inches apart, back to back, so as to pass through the

of 8-inch channels, latticed, and the other members
are each made of four 2x2-inch angles.

Micanite has been the salvation of the tandem
strain insulators used to support the cables of the great

Carquinez span, of the Bay Counties Power Company,
for it combines great mechanical with dielectric

strength. Unfortunately, however, micanite does not

possess good surface insulation ; that is to say, the

shellac which is used to glue the layers of mica to-

gether oxidizes and offers a low creepage surface. This
defect was overcome by combining with the micanite

in this insulator the advantages of oil and porcelain,

using the porcelain where mechanical strength was
not required.

The detailed sectional drawing and photograph of

the unassembled parts will best describe the arrange-

ment of this insulator. The conical porcelain tube here

shown gives ample surface insulation between the
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drawbar and the steel collar corresponding to the

difference of potential of the insulator, while the oil

inside the copper tank acts in like service as well as

to prevent arcing between opposite parts. The grooves

shown on the flange of the micanite bushings are to

increase the length of creepage surface, which, even

in oil, is for this voltage not wholly to be relied on
unless ample distance is given. The small cylinder or

funnel on top of the tank is provided for filing it with

oil and to inspect the oil level. While one of these

strain insulators has sufficient insulation for the volt-

age used, it was deemed best to place two of them
in series, so in case one gave out there would still

remain a protection from grounding the cable.

It will, of course, be observed that no means are

provided on the insulators themselves to prevent the

interception of leakage to earth due to moisture on
the surface, as in the case of the petticoat in line insu-

lators. This, owing to the position in which the in-

sulators are placed, makes such an arrangement im-

possible
;
therefore, a shelter was built over each set,

and the entrance of the cable through the end of the

house provided with a large window of plate glass

with a hole g inches in diameter through which the

cable passes.

PINCHOT'S SOLILOQUY.
Written for tlie Journal of Electricity. Power and Gas, Tvith

apologies to Shakespeare.

To conserve, or not to conserve, that is the question

:

Whether 'tis better for the public to suffer

The grabbing of the coal lands and power sites,

Or for me to take arms against the Government,
And by opposing lose my position : To talk, to serve

No more ; and by this talk to say we end

The danger and the thousand ills

That threaten? 'Tis conservation

For which we devoutly wish. To talk, to serve, aye
there's the rub.

For in that talk of service what hopes may come.
When we have overcome this Ballinger,

Must give us pause. There's the respect

That makes calamity of so long life

:

For who would bear the whips and scorns of Taft,

The monopolies' wrong, the subordinate's contumely.
The pangs of misjudged zeal, the law's delay,

The insolence of office and the oppression
That the power trust of its enemies takes.

When he himself might his quietus make.
By keeping still? Who would these fardels bear
To grunt and sweat and under a weary life,

But that the hope of something after Taft,

The political convention, from whose bourne
No politician return's, puzzles the will.

And makes us rather bear those ills we have.
In hopes of some day being President.

EXAMINATION FOR COMPUTER.
The United States Civil Service Commission

announces an examination on February 16-17, igio, to

fill a vacancy in the position of computer, $1600 per

annum, in the Coast and Geodetic Survey, for duty at

Manila, Philippine Islands.

THE ATTITUDE OF INVESTORS TOWARD
ELECTRICAL SECURITIES."

BV GEORGE B. C.\Ln\VEI.L.

I might say that we meet today on common
ground. You are students of electricity and electrical

engineering and know better than I do the value com-
mercially of the kilowatt, yet you will, I think, agree

with me that if great plants are to be built, old ones

rebuilt and the demands of the public satisfied, there is

certainly one question more fundamental than that of

technical means and methods.

That question is, "How shall the enterprise be

financed?" It is there that you, representing the pro-

gressive ideas that you do, and the banker handling

bonds meet on common ground, and ask the same
question, "The Attitude of Investors Toward Electrical

Securities."

I will mention a few of the elements that my
experience suggests as essential to a marketable bond

on an electrical plant.

First—It must not be overbondecl. if the bonds are

to be sold to the public.

Second—It must have good management.
Third—It must have a depreciation reserve, or

sinking fund.

Fourth—Honest accounting.

The attitude of the investor is one seeking se-

curit}^ first, income second, and convertibility finally.

In this respect your securities are not dififerent than

those of other corporations. The difference, as I find

it, is this : that electricity is regarded as an element

that is less understood than most any other public

utility. It is growing very fast in public favor for

power and light, yet with this in its favor—backed as

it is by a body of professional men—than whom there

are none more progressive—the feeling exists that it

has not yet been fully developed and that the methods

employed for its production and distribution are

rapidly changing.

I know investors who will purchase a gas bond

who will not buy a bond on an electric plant alone.

Their refusal is based, not alone on the plea that the

character of apparatus required to produce electricity

wears and deteriorates rapidly, but that it has not yet

become standardized, thus making an additional risk—

•

a double depreciation.

My own observation and experience is, however,

that during the past five years you who are engaged in

the science of electricity, as well as those engaged in

the manufacture of electrical apparatus, have reached a

state of perfection where standard apparatus, at least

for light and power, is now to be had, and is so

installed and operated as to be a safe business risk for

a fifteen or twenty year bond. However, until the

attitude of the public mind fully comprehends this, the

marketability of electrical securities will be more or

let-s affected by the reasons I have mentioned.

It is right here that you who are engaged in pro-

duction, and the banker engaged in financing, should

work hand in hand, to the end that tents as to the dura-

bilitv and productive power of all modern electrical

jdants should be clearly and conservatively dclermincd.

and the facts freely distributed, esi)ecially if securities

are to be sold to the public.

'An address before tlie Electrical Clulj of Chicago.
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As to a proper depreciation charge, I, of course,

know that varies, and is a question of management or

pohcy with the company itself. I am frank to say to

you that until in very recent years this item has been

very large—even larger than most operating men
were willing to admit in their annual reports. As the

operating end of electrical properties comes more and

more to be handled bj' skilled electrical men, this item

will grow to be less of a hazard, especially with

standard machinery.

A man long connected with the General Electric

Company recently assured me that with present day

apparatus, where a property was kept up to a high

state of efficiency, a depreciation charge of probably

5 per cent, at least 7 per cent, would keep the security

good. If this is true, then electrical securities are not

dififerent from other industrial enterprises, and com-

pare favorably with the depreciation account on a busi-

ness block, even in downtown Chicago.

Put into actuar practice, it means, however, that

an electrical property costing today $250,000, must
earn net above operating' $25,000 annually to take

care of a 5 per cent annual depreciation and pay 5 per

cent on the money invested. Such an earning power
does not, however, justify a bond issue for more than

one-half of the investment, and then onl)' where the

franchise situation and management are the best and
the public a ready consumer.

There is at least one other thing regarding mar-
ketability of electrical securities that is worthy of pass-

ing word. The census report of 1892 shows us that

the average cost per electric plant was $140,000, while

in 1907 it was $200,000—further, the eleven or twelve

hundred million dollars invested in electric lighting

and power plants is divided among some eight or ten

thousand separate companies, with a net earning power
of 14 per cent on capital invested.

We have here then a great number of small indi-

vidual plants, unrelated in management or corporate

organization. It is obvious that one must have a very
specialized information to be a judge of the character

of these innumerable different issues of bonds and
stocks, and that the stocks in but a few instances pay
dividends, while bond issues, even though conserva-

tive, lack in convertibility, which is but another word
for marketability. In the main, such bonds bear 5

per cent and 6 per cent.

With the creation of larger corporations, operat-

ing conditions should likewise improve, and it is not at

all improbable to say that within another five years
capital control will itself consolidate many properties,

and correct many operating evils, as well as broaden
the market. I can illustrate my point no better than
by my own experience.

Seldom a day passes but that the owner of a situa-

tion in a city of ten or twenty thousand people calls on
me to purchase an issue of bonds for rehabilitation and
extension of his plant.

Allowing that the margin of security is ample, the

market is slow and doubtful, and if sold at all the dis-

count is heavv. Such securities are either sold at

home, or handled by small houses, or not at all, and
are traded for apparatus and used at the smaller banks
as collateral. In any case, it is a most expensive and
vmsatisfactory method of financing. Money secured in

this manner frequently costs from 8 per cent to 10

per cent.

The remedy, so far as modern practice has offered

one, comes from and through the large operating-

company. Here you find capital in control of one

organization sufficient to handle many small situations

economically and with it a management composed of

the best legal and scientific operating talent. That this

method is and will be the means of bringing confidence

and a safer security to the hands of the investors is

conclusive if the histor}' and success attained by the

existing holding companies are a criterion, for in every

instance coming under my observation they have

proven profitable alike to the stockholder and the

bondholder.

Right here let me say that I am willing to con-

cede that the business of manufacturing and selling of

electrical energy has been almost uniformly profitable,

yet it has been so after encountering man}' expensive

obstacles both in engineering and financing. So much
progress has been made that I regard a bond issue on

a modern electric light plant in cities of fifty thousand

and over as only an ordinary business hazard. For
such hazard 5 per cent on a bond issue for not over

one-half the cost, with a sinking fund provision that

will retire the bonds in twenty years, makes a safe

investment, providing net earnings power averages

twice the interest.

There still exists, however, the questions of man-
agement and marketability. With these worked out,

as they surely will be, the first by the aid of honest
engineering and the last by honest financing—the

investing public will have less cause of apprehension.
Markets will broaden and prices improve.

In conclusion, I want to say I believe the utiliza-

tion of our great water powers also tends towards a

combined management covering large areas. It has
indeed already worked great results in the matter of

long distance transmission. Again, the publ'c has
pretty well learned that competition in such a field is

not what is desired. The Public Utility Commissions,
wherever they have become powerful factors in the
control of electrical development, are inclined to take
that same view and seek to obtain by regulation, rather
than by competition, the fair treatment of the public.'

There is danger that at first Public Utility Commis-
sions will undertake to assume all the functions of

management, except the payment of interest and divi-

dends. Just so far as this is done, just so far will
initiative be deadened and development hampered.

Personally, I am not fearful of such a tendency.
We are on the whole in favor of fair play and a very
sensible people. We believe in business initiative.

Intelligent management of properties, whether by a
corporation acting with a commission, or without,
already recognizes that it is the part of wisdom to give
to their customers good service at reasonable cost. It

is in the application of this principle, as well as in the
use of the modern dynamo, for which you are respon-
sible, that has made it possible for the electric business
to double in five years. Given intelligent technical
management, conservative accounting and a liberal

interpretation of consumers' rights, and I see no reason
why funds should not be found that will absorb all

the securities of this character which it will be found
necessary to create.
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THE MELVILLE-MACALPINE REDUCTION
:-^. GEAR.'

BY CHAS. F. SCOTT.

The most striking feature of the new spur-wheel

reduction gear for high-speed steam turbines, which

is attracting such wide attention, is its simplicity.

There is no novel chain drive; no electrical nor

hydraulic auxiliary. At first sight it is simply a com-

mon double helical gear of ordinary form. The supple-

mental element adds nothing to the principle of the

gear, but is simply a means of overcoming the difficul-

ties of the ordinary gear. The difficulty in a large

gear does not lie in its ideal normal action, but in the

impossibility of securing and maintaining the necessary

mechanical perfections ; hence, internal and abnormal

forces result in friction, destructive wear or breakage.

Obviously, if some device could provide a flexible or

automatic adjustment which would do away with these

internal stresses, a large high speed gear would be

practicable. Apparently it was some such reasoning

as this that led to a simple solution of the problem and

produced the unexpected and almost incredible results

which have been obtained. It is interesting to note

that a gear with ten per cent loss was considered ad-

missible, that the arrangement for testing the present

gear had been made suitable for the measurement of

a loss of about five per cent, and that these methods

had to be modified when the loss was found to lie be-

tween one and two per cent.

So simple a thing as a large spur-wheel gear may
not at first sight appear of unusual consequence or

excite enthusiasm. There are, however, several

notable conditions which are involved. The gear con-

cerns the efficient generation of power in large units.

The industrial and commercial progress of the past

century has been dependent upon the generation of

power and each new step in the means for producing

and transmitting power has opened up new fields of

activity.

The steam turbine has had two fields of applica-

tion—the electric power house, where it has, in a few
years, almost wholly superseded large reciprocating-

engines ; and high speed vessels. In the latter the tur-

bine has been run at an inefficient speed, and yet it is

taking the place of the reciprocating engine ; now, the

more efficient turbine and gear are applicable to both

high speed and low speed vessels.

In ocean traffic the sailing vessel began to be sup-

plemented by the steam ship with a simple steam en-

gine some eighty or ninety years ago. About 1865

the compound engine opened the way for a new class

of ocean-going vessels. The triple expansion engine

followed some twenty years later, giving new power
capacity and enabling larger sizes of vessels and
higher speeds to be attained. About ten years ago the

turbine was first introduced for marine purposes, and
soon came the Lusitania and the Mauretania. When
the Great Eastern was built in the fifties, it was a

practical failure because its machinery and its fuel took
so much room that there was little left for cargo

—

although much smaller than the Lusitania, it required
more than twice as much coal.

In this new gear the simple "floating frame," which
allows the automatic alignment of the pinion shaft,

'The Electric Journal.

has removed the old limits of size and weight and
efficiency in the prime movers which have been the

controlling factors in steam navigation. One of the

most striking features of the presentation by Mr. West-
inghouse is the summary of the indirect advantages in

construction, economy and cargo capacity which are

made possible in the design of vessels under the new
conditions.

In the electric power station, the electric gener-

ator and the electric system transform the enormous
power of the turbine, run at its most efficient speed,

which is quite unsuited for direct application, and
transmit and distribute the power in small units at

moderate speeds for ordinary and varied service. On
shipboard transmission and distribution are not re-

quired, and electric machinery would be cumbersome
and heavy. The gear is the adjustable link which
allows the turbine and the screw each to work at its

own best speed. Each is free and unrestricted ; the

old limits are removed and a new era of possibilities

appears in marine construction, where tens of millions

of horsepower require annually tens of millions of tons

of coal in the international commerce of the world. The
reduction gear may be a factor in the conservation

of natural resources. On land, the development of

water-power saves the consumption of coal ; on sea,

fuel alone can be used, hence the only way to save

coal is by higher efficiency in its use.

The reduction gear is, of course, suitable for other

applications than those on shipboard. A promising
field is the operation of large, slow-speed, direct-current

generators by high-speed turbines, as the direct-

current generator does not readily lend itself to high

speeds in large sizes.

EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
The statement is frequently made that water

powers have increased in value since it became possible

to transmit power electrically. Charles T. Main, mill

engineer and architect, Boston, Mass., points out in a

recent paper that to be correct the statement should

be modified. Since the introduction of electrical trans-

mission many water powers which were before un-

available and valueless have been developed and be-

come of value, and many others will be in the future,

but water powers which have been developed and the

power used adjacent thereto have, as a rule, not in-

creased in value.

To the cost of the development must be added the

cost of the electrical apparatus and pole line to a point

where the power is to be used, and this is a large item

of expense in long-distance transmission. Usually,

also, there must be added to the cost of the physical

jiart of the plant a considerable amount for right of

way for pole line, legal expenses, and cost of financing.

To the running expenses must be added the fixed

charges for the electrical apparatus and pole line, and
the cost of running and maintaining the same. A
correction must also be made for the loss of power in

transmission.

A comparison of the cost of producing and trans-

mitting power can be made with the prices which can

be obtained for this power to determine if the develop-

ment has any value, and whether the development is

warranted or not.
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Electric lighting has come to play such an im-

portant part in theatrical productions that its absence

would be more keenly felt than that of the leading

man. The details of its application to the newest of

the Pacific Coast theaters, the Columbia, cannot but

be of interest, especially as described elsewhere in this

issue by the engineer who designed the layout, Mr.

W. W. Hanscom.

Engineering attention during the past week has

been centered on the aviation meet at Los Angeles.

Record flights ha\-e been made for both height and dis-

tance, but like the wireless records, these marks are no

sooner set than they are eclipsed. At present the

aviator is to be classed among sportsmen, as the com-

mercial applications of the flying machine, except as a

crowd-gatherer, are yet undeveloped.

As told in these columns last week, the great span

of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company across the Car-

quinez Straits was recently the scene of an unfortunate

death. Incidentally the resulting short circlit set

fire to the wooden cross-arms and it was only after

the most strenuous efforts that the span was saved

from destruction. In consequence the article that we
print this week has a news interest aside from its de-

scriptive value.

In his recent message to Congress, President Taft

has frankly recognized the corporation as being inev-

itable for the proper transaction of

A Cogent modern business. It would be well

Analogy if every one else would as squarely

acknowledge its necessary existence

for the present and cease bewailing the passing of the

old regime. It is far more profitable to adapt ourselves

to conditions as they are than to attempt the quixotic

task of changing them to others that may be more
chaotic.

A great machine with its intermeshing gears is

cognate to the mechanism of a great business, which
is ceaselessly grinding out wealth by the aid of human
cogs. It is impossible for every one to be a prime
mover, and recognition of the fact that a machine is

no stronger than its weakest cog should spur on the
weaker ones. The breaking of a cog in a machine
usually means but a temporary stop until another can
be substituted, although occasionally it does much
damage if it gets among the gears. Men of executive
ability are the drivers; others the driven. Some of

the more capable inter-mesh with so many, that they
represent not one, but many cogs, constituting a com-
plete gear in themselves. Success comes to those tact-

ful men whose cogs easily slide into mesh with others
when a change is made. Why not at least be an
efficient cog?
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PERSONALS.

R. B. Daggett returned to San Francisco from the East

this weeli.

T. Hause, electrician of Napa State Hospital, visited San

Fiancisco this weelc.

H. L. Hibbard, electrical engineer with the Cutler-Hamner

Mfg. Company of Milwaukee, Wis,, is in San Francisco.

T. C. Rylands, owner of the Sonoma Valley Company of

Sonoma, has been spending aviation week in Los Angeles.

G. I. Kinney, manager of the San Francisco offices of

the Fort Wayne Electric Co., left for the Northwest this week.

A. L. Valentine has been re-appointed superintendent of

public utilities for the city of Seattle, to serve for the next

three years.

Walter B. Gump, mechanical and electrical engineer,

spent part of this week in San Francisco on his way from

Tacoma to Los Angeles.

W. J. Davis, Jr., Pacific Coast electrical engineer for the

General Electric Company, left this week for New York on a

visit to the factory at Schenectady.

F. C. Flnkle, consulting engineer, announces the removal ,

of his office from rooms 230-231 I. W. Hellman Building, to

628 V4 South Spring street, Los Angeles, Cal.

A. M. Klingman and L. S. Twomey, illuminating engineers

with the National Electric Lamp Association, are visiting the

Pacific Coast, with headquarters in Oakland, Cal.

F. A. Richards has arrived in San Francisco from the

East to assume the position of manager of the car department

of the Pierson-Roeding & Company of San Francisco.

Alfred Kendall, manager of the Sydney, Australia, office

of the General Electric Company passed through San Fran-

cisco this week on his way to the factory at Schenectady.

Thomas Mirk of Hunt, Mirk & Co., has returned from
a trip to Southern California, where some important con-

tracts are pending in the line of steam-driven power plants.

A. A. Rogers, manager of the Denver office of the West-

inghouse Machine Company, and D. W. Belden, manager of

the EI Paso office of the same company are in San Francisco.

Frank H. Trumbull, for six years salesman with the

Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co., is now associated with Samuel
H. Taylor of the Electric Railway & Mfg. Supply Co. of San
Francisco.

C. L. Anderson, formerly assistant foreman for the

Oregon Electric Company, is now superintendent of the over-

head construction for the Astoria Electric Company at As-

toria, Oregon.

Chas. Fisk recently resigned as chief clerk of the San
Francisco offices of the Western Electric Company to go to

London, England, as assistant manager of the Western Elec-

tric Company, Limited.

F. J. Leonard, electrical engineer for Swift & Co. of

Chicago, who has just finished up the large plant of the

Union Meat Company in Portland, passed through San Fran-

cisco last week on his return trip,

6. A. Richardson, formerly with the Houghton County
Traction Company, Houghton, Mich., has been appointed

assistant superintendent of transportation for the Seattle

Electric Company, of Seattle, Wash.

C. W. Scott has resigned as manager of the San Fran-

cisco office of H. W. Johns-Manville Company, to become
manager of the Asbestos Mfg. and Supply Company of San
Francisco. Mr. Scott left for the East this week.

O. S. Wakeling, formerly with Baker & Hamilton of San
Francisco and recently sales manager for the Caldwell Bros.

Co. of Seattle, has opened offices with A. F. Blair as mining

and mechanical engineers, in the Mutual Life Building,

Seattle, Wash.

J. A. Lighthipc, electrical engineer, with the Edison Elec-

tric Company of Los Angeles, has returned to Southern Cali-

fornia, after spending a week in San Francisco. While there

he inspected the Southern Pacific Company's new electric

railway power station in Alameda county and other new in-

stallations in the vicinity.

C. W. Hutton, electrical engineer, has become associated

with Sanderson & Porter, and has taken charge of the con-

struction of the new Bay Shore sub-station of the Sierra

& San Francisco Power Company adjoining the Martin Station

of the California Gas & Electric Corporation in the Visitacion

Valley, south of San Francisco.

PORTLAND SECTION A. I. E. E.

The January meeting of the Portland Section A. I. E. E.

was held in the Knights of Pythias Hall at Eleventh and

Alder streets, Tuesday evening, January 18, 1910. The fol-

lowing papers were presented on industrial power subjects:

F. F, Barbour, "Irrigation"; J. J. Brady, "Electric Drive in

Car Shops'; C. C. Crawford, "Individual and Group Driven

Machine Tools"; A. W. Cochran, "Printing Press"; R. F.

Monges, "Mining Work"; L. Quimby, "Saw Mills"; C. B.

Smith, "Electric Hoists and Cranes in Mining Work"; H. R.

Wakeman, "Conditions of Motor Application on Large Light-

ing Systems"; E. A. West, "Electric Furnaces."

L. B. CRAMER, Secretary.

PACIFIC COAST ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

Work on the re-building of the new Coliseum being now
under way, under contracts which call for its completion dur-

ing the month of March, it has been decided to hold the

Electrical Exposition about April 1st. The date for the open-

ing of the Exposition will not be named until work on the

building is further advanced.

The Chicago Exposition closes January 29th, and the

committee has taken into consideration the time required for

the transportation to the coast of exhibits shown a Chicago,

a number of which will be transferred intact to this point.

The fact that the new Coliseum Building will be opened by

the Electrical Exposition will give opportunities for publicity

of which we will take every advantage.

Exhibitors wiU be interested in knowing that both the

"Electrical World" and "Electrical Review" have contracted

for space and will have special Eastern representatives in

charge, who will cover the entire exposition with elaborate

reports, fully illustrated.

PACIFIC COAST ELECTRIC VEHICLE ASSOCIATION.

In view of the fact that the Pacific Coast Electrical Ex-

position is to be held in San Francisco early in April. 1910,

the members of the Pacific Coast Electric Vehicle Association

have decided to postpone their annual meeting to that time

and place. Exhibits of electric vehicles will be made at the

show by most of the prominent manufacturers and the' list

of papers to be read insures an interesting meeting.

REMOVAL NOTICE.

The Portland Elevator Company recently moved to larger

quarters at 5 to 7 First street, Portland. This company is

now manufacturing its own controllers.

The San Francisco offices of the American Electric Fuse

Company of Muskegon, Mich., will be moved from 121 Sec-

ond street, to 143 Second street, on January 24. The new
offices greatly increase the floor space and provides better

facilities for handling the large stock which has been in-

stalled.
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PATENTS
945,425. Dynamo-Electric Machine. Egbert M. Tingley,

Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

A rotatable member for dynamo-electric machines, comprising

a magnelizable core having a magnetizing winding disposed in

centrally located parallel and longitudinal planes, flanged

coupling sleeves of non-magnetizable material clamped to the

ends of the core, shaft sections the inner ends of which are

seated in said coupling sleeves and soft metal blocks inter-

posed between the ends of the shaft sections and the core.

946,456. Reduction-Gearing. George W. Melville and John

H. Macalpine, Philadelphia, Pa. In reduction gearing, a gear,

a pinion meshing therewith, a frame carrying said pinion and

a pin for pivotally mounting said frame and provided with bear-

ings on opposite sides of the plane including the axis of said

pinion and perpendicular to the plane including the axes of

the gear and pinion so that said frame is capable of being

swung by the tooth pressures during the operation of the

gearing to permit of the automatic distribution of such pres-

sures.

946,070. Electric Laundry-Iron. Earl H. Richardson, On-

tario, Cal., assignor to Pacific Electric Heating Company, On-

tario, Cal. In an electric laundry iron, a hollow body, a plu-

rality of electric heating units therein, means engaging the

ends of the units for preventing their lateral movement in

either direction, and a plate above the bottom of the body

and detachably secured thereto, said heating units being inter-

posed between said plate and the bottom of said body, whereby

said plate exerts a vertical downward pressure on said imits,

holding them in close contact with the bottom of the body.

945,919. Elastic-Fluid Turbine. Charles G. Curtis, New
York. N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company. In an

elastic-fluid turbine, the combination of a rotor having rows of

buckets, a stator also having rows of buckets located between

those of the rotor, the rotor buckets acting to extract velocity

from the motive fluid without substantial conversion of pres-

sure into velocity while the stator buckets direct the fluid and

act to convert pressure into velocity, covers for the buckets,

those of the stator being located in close proximity to the

rotor and beyond the path of the fluid jet to provide a re-

stricted clearance to reduce leakage while those of the rotor

are widely separated from the casing and have an unre-

stricted clearance, a nozzle for discharging fluid against the

first row of buckets, a casing for the turbine, and an exhaust

conduit.

945,822. Electrical Apparatus for Melting Sealing-Wax.

William T. Von Tillow, San Francisco. Cal. An electric seal-

ing-wax melting apparatus consisting of a tube having a

tapered end and a restricted opening; an exteriorly mounted
pivoted gate adapted to close said opening; an outer casing

concentrically spaced from said tube; a heating device con-

sisting of an electro-thermal resistance encompassing said

tube adjacent the said restricted opening; an insulator for

said resistance; suitable electric connections between said

electro-thermal resistance and the source of energy; and a

suitable switch interposed in the electric circuit.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT PORTABLE DRILL.

In the present day of skilled labor, high speed machin-

ery, and plants of vast size, the minutes become a question

of great moment. Fortunes have been made from the scrap

heap, the profits of manufacturing plants have been enor-

mously increased by the discovery of a method of turning

waste into valuable by products. Will the moments wasted

slip by unnoticed? Time is money. Profits depend upon the

amount of business done. Economy of time must become a

question of supreme importance to the large manufacturer or

moments wasted will total an appalling amount.

The practice of taking heavy castings to a stationary

drill, of spending much valuable time in adjusting them in

order that a few brief moments may be spent in drilling is

an instance of the wasteful methods that eat into the profits.

The direct current portable breast drill designed by the

General Electric Company has met with great favor and has

so satisfactorily demonstrated its ability to do the work

for which it was designed that they are now manufacturing

Alternating Current Portable Drill with Cover Removed.

an alternating current one which possesses all the superior

features of their direct current drill and permits the use of

this device where alternating current only is available.

It possesses the ruggedness of design required to with-

stand the hard usage incidental to its service, yet its weight

has been reduced to a minimum, being but 21 pounds, ensur-

ing that the device may be handled by one i^erson with great

ease and rapidity. Two gnurled side handles and a breast

plate provide ample means for holding it securely in any

position.

An indicating control switch for starting and stopping

the motor is located conveniently near the right handle so

that it can be operated by the right hand without releas-

ing the hold on the right handle. This feature makes con-

trol of the apparatus so simple that the whole attention may
be given to the operation of the drill. Hand holes are pro-

vided which furnish a means of easy access to the commu-

tator and brushes for inspection and repairs if necessary.

The drill is fitted with a Jacob's chuck which will take

drills up to and including %-inch in diameter. An idea of the

great saving of time made possible by its use may be gained

from the following approximate data. It will drill a%-inch

hole 1-inch deep in cast iron in 27 seconds; in machine steel

in 05 seconds. It will also satisfactorily operate a %-inch

wood bit.

Compare this with the time required to move heavy cast-

ings to a stationary drill, adjust them, drill one hole, adjust

again, drill another, etc. In general a crane will be required

necessitating the services of several men in addition to the

one operating the drill. In many cases the same work could

be done in a tew minutes by one person with a portable drill.

It is designed for operation on a 110 or 220 volt, 60 cycle

circuit to which it is connected by screwing the attaching

plug into a standard lanip socket.

THE THREE VOLTAGE RATING OF MAZDA LAMPS.

The Mazda incandescent lamp when operated at an

efficiency of 1.25 w. p. c. has proven itself far more economical

than either carbon, gem or tantalum lamps on all costs of

energy above a few cents per kw. hour. There are some
cases, however, in which the cost of energy per kw. hour is

very low, perhaps a small fraction of a cent. In such cases a

cheaper and less efficient lamp may show greater economy in

operating expense than the Mazda lamp operated at 1.25 w. p. c.

The somewhat higher renewal expense of the latter lamp at this

efficiency may not be counterbalanced by even a great reduc-

tion in the amount of current used where the current is cheap.

Since the Mazda incandescent lamp is inherently of higher

efficiency and quality, the question of its economical applica-

tion to any particular case merely depends upon its operation

at the correct eificiency. In the case just cited, a small

sacrifice in efficiency of the Mazda lamp could be made in

order to reduce the renewal expense and thus secure greater

economy than could be obtained with the other types of

lamps even on very cheap power. Besides the actual saving

in current made possible through the use of the Mazda lamp
there is the very important possibility of releasing generating

capacity, which even where the operating cost is low, may
often be of great value. This point should not be overlooked

in deciding the relative economy of high efficiency versus low

efficiency lamps.

The incandescent lamp manufacturers have recently

made a radical change in their methods of rating these lamps,

in order that the lamps could be used with greater economy
under those certain conditions, where heretofore their cost ot

operating exceeded that of a less efficient type of lamp and is

most valuable in cases where the cost of electrical energy is

low. The new method of rating called the "three voltage

plan" is based upon the fact that for any given set of con-

ditions, depending upon the cost of energy and cost of lamp,

there is one particular efficiency and life at which it is most

economical to operate a given lamp. Each Mazda lamp is

labeled with three voltages two volts apart, as for exam-

ple: 114, 112, 110, called top, middle and bottom voltage

respectively.

This method of rating makes it possible for a customer to

select the particular efficiency of lamp he wishes to use by

specifying that either the top, middle or bottom voltage, as

the case may be, should be the same as that ot his lighting

circuits.

When burned at top voltage the Mazda lamp has the

highest efficiency or consumes the least energy for the light

produced, and gives life of 1000 hours. At middle voltage

more energy is consumed per candlepower produced and the

life is lengthened (due to operation at a lower temperature)

to J-300 hours. At bottom voltage the lamp is operating at

lowest efficiency and gives a life of 1700 hours. It is obvious

that the relative cost of lamp and energy will determine the

most economical life and efficiency, since if energy is cheap

the saving in energy obtained by operating the lamp at high

efficiency is not sufficient to counterbalance the higher result-

ing renewal expense. On the other hand, if energy is rela-

tively expensive, then it will be desirable to operate the lamp

at a high efficiency, since the saving in current at the higher

rate will more than pay for the increase in renewal expense.

The efficiency of the different sizes of lamps at top volt-

age is not the same, since the larger lamps are relatively

longer lived than the smaller ones, and, in order to give all

sizes a uniform life of 1000 hours at the top voltage, it was
necessary to operate the 25 watt lamp at 1.33 watts per

candle, the 40 watt lamp at 1.25 w. p. c, the 60, 100 and 150
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watt lamps at 1.20 w. p. c. and the 250 watt lamp at 1.15

w. p. c. The advantage ot the new plan will be apparent by

referring to the Table No. 1 showing the cost ot producing

light with Mazda lamps. This table is based on list price of

bowl frosted Mazdas, and shows the total cost of operating

the several sizes at top, middle and bottom voltage with costs

of energy from Ic to 20c per kw. hour. The total cost given in

the table includes the cost of the energy consumed and the

renewal expense involved in the production of a quantity of

light equivalent to 100,000 lumen hours (which is equal to

about 10,200 mean horizontal candle hours in the case of the

Mazda lamp).

bottom voltage will then show economy for the Mazda lamps

over either carbon, gem, or tantalum down to energy costs as

low as 0.2c per kw. hour.

Table No. 2 shows the comparative cost of producing

100,000 lumen hours with carbon, gem, tantalum and Mazda

lamps with costs of energy from 0.2c to Ic per kw. hour. This

table is based on conservative total life values of the carbon

and gem lamps in place of the usual useful life, since prac-

tically all lamps are left in service until ultimately burned

out, rather than till they drop to 80 per cent of initial candle-

power. The Mazda lamps have all been taken at bottom volt-

age, and the gem lamp has been figured in the same way as

Tab(e Showing Total Cost of Producing Light with Tungsten Lamps at Top, Middle and Bottom Voltages on Various Costs of Power

Nominal Watts 25 40 60 100 1.50 2,50

Nominal C. P 20 32 48 80 120 200

Voltafte -., Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom .

Watts per candle. 1.33 1.39 1.45 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.20 1.25 l.SO 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.15 1.20 1.25
Actual watts 25.0 24.2 23.3 40.0 38.9 37.

S

60.0 58. 56.5 100 98.0 94.2 150 145.5 141.2 250 242.5 235
Actual c. p 18.8 17.4 16.1 32.0 29.9 28.0 50.0 46.5 43.5 83.3 77.6 72.4 125 116.4 108.6 217.3 202.0 188.0
Total lumens ....184.2 170.6 157.

S

309.8 289,4 271.0 490.0 455.7 426.3 816 760 710 1225 1141 1064 2104 1954 1819
Lumens per watt. . 7.36 7.05 6.77 7.74 7.44 7.17 8.16 7.86 7.54 8.16 7.76 7.54 8,17 7.84 7.54 8.41 8.05 7.74
Wours lite 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700
Kwli, cons, per 1000 hrs. 25.0 24.2 23.3 40,0 38.9 37,8 60.0 58.0 66.5 100 98.0 94.2 150 145.5 141.2 250 242.5 235
(Just or tiosted Imp $0.75 $0.75 $0.76 $0.85 $0.85 $0,85 $1,17 $117 $1,17 $1,55 $1.55 $1,55 $2,25 $2.25 $2.25 $3.20 $3.20 $3,20
Lamp rnwl per 1000 hrs. ,75 .58 .44 .85 .65 ,50 1,17 .90 ,69 1,56 1,19 ,91 2,25 1,73 1,32 3,20 2.46 1.88

Combined Cost of Power and Lamp Renewals per 100,000 Lumen Hours in Dollars

1, $0,54 $0.48 $0.43 $0.40 $0.36 $0.32 $0.36 $0.32 $0.29 $0.31 $0.29 $0.26 $0.31 $0.28 $0.26 $0.27 $0.25 $0.23
S -r 2. .68 .62 .57 .53 .49 .46 .48 .45 .43 .44 .41 ,39 .43 .41 .39 .39 .37 .36

[£ , 3. ,81 .76 .72 .66 .63 ,60 .61 68 .66 .56 ,54 .52 .55 ,53 ,62 ,51 .50 .49
It fe I. .95 ,90 ,87 .79 .76 .74 .73 71 .69 .68 .67 .66 .67 .66 .65 .63 .62 .62
Z ,: 0. 1,09 1,04 1,02 ,92 .90 .88 .85 83 .82 .80 .80 .79 .80 .79 .79 .76 .75 .75
S ^ 6. 1,22 1,18 1,17 1,05 1.03 1.02 .97 .96 .96 .93 .93 .92 .91 ,92 .92 .86 .87 .88

<-> S S, 1,49 1,47 1.46 1,31 1.30 1 30 1,22 1.22 1.22 1.17 1,19 1,19 1,16 1.17 1,19 1,10 1.12 1.14
^ . 10. 1.75 1.75 1.76 1.57 1.57 1.58 1.46 1.47 1.49 1.42 1.45 1.46 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.34 1.36 1.40
.« g 13. 2.03 2.04 2.05 1,82 1,84 1,86 1,71 1.72 1.75 1.66 1.70 1,72 1,65 1,68 1,72 1.68 1.62 1.65
S U 16. 2.67 2.59 2.64 2,34 2,37 2.42 2.20 2.23 2.28 2.15 2.22 2.25 2,14 2.19 2.25 2.06 2.11 2,17
> 20. 3.12 3.16 3.28 2.86 2.91 2.97 2.69, 2.74 2.81 2.64 2.73 2,78 2,63 2.70 2.88 2.53 2.61 2.69

Reluction factor—25—60—100—150 watt lamps=7S per cent. ^.„. ,. ..
40—250 watt lamps^77 per cent, TABLE No. 1.

In order to see how the most economical efficiency varies this is the most economical voltage for such low costs of

with the cost of energy refer to Table No, 1 and consider, for energy. The average candlepower and watts during the life

example, the cost of producing 100,000 lumen hours with a values shown have been taken in every case rather than the

60 watt Mazda at the top, middle and bottom voltage with initial values. This has been done because the Mazda lamp
energy varying from Ic to 20c per kw. hour. With the 60 watt maintains its candlepower much better than the other types,

lamp and with energy at Ic per kw. hour, 100,000 lumen hours which is a distinct advantage in its favor and should be
can be produced most cheaply if the lamp is operated at the considered in comparing it with other types of lamps. The
bottom voltage. The difference between the cost at top and costs of lamps taken in this table are those for clear lamps in

bottom voltage with this cost of energy being about 19 per standard package quantity,

cent. At 5c energy the bottom voltage is still the cheapest For energy costs above 5c or 6c any percentage saving

Comparative Cost of 100,000 Lumen Hours, Carbon—Gem—Tantalum—Tungsten Lamps, with Energy Below 1 cent per K. W. H.

Rating-

Actual initial c, p
Actual initial watts
Nominal w, p. c
Hours life
Average c. p. during life . .

Average watts during life
Reduction factor
Lumens
Cost of lamp std. pkg

COST OF POWER-CENTS PER K. W. H..

TABLE No. 2

2c.
3 c.

4c.
5c.
6c.

8 c.
10c.

carbon Gem Tantalu Tl Tun ifsten

Ific.p 16c.p, 20c,p, 20 c.p. 25 w. 40 w. 60 w. 100 w. 150 w. 250 w.
3.1

w. p.c
3,5

w. c.p.

Hot,
VltB.

2 w, p. c

—d. c.
Bottom Voltanc,

16 16 167 20 16.1 38,0 43.5 73.4 108.6 188.0
49.6 56 47.3 40.0 23.3 37,8 66.5 94.2 141.2 235.0
3.1 3,5 2,83 3.00 1.45 1,35 1.30 1.30 1,30 1.25
800 1700 1450 1200 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700

13.20 13.06 14,00 31.66 16,46 28,30 42.60 71.60 107,2 179.7
48,6 54,9 40.2 41,0 23,9 38,6 55.6 92.6 138,8 241.3
82.5 82,5 82,5 79,0 78 77 78 78 78 77
138 135 145 215 161 274 417 701 1051 1739

$0,18 $0.18 $0,226 $0,406 $0,567 $0,648 $0,891 $1,175 $1,701 $3,430
0.238 J0.160 $0,162 $0,195 $0,237 $0,167 $0,153 $0,135 $0,132 $0,110
.269 .200 ,190 ,214 .252 ,181 ,166 ,138 ,135 .134
.303 .241 ,218 ,233 .266 .196 ,179 .151 ,148 .138
.339 .282 .246 .253 .281 .210 ,192 .165 ,161 152
.374 .323 .273 279 .296 '>24 ,306 .178 .175 .166
.44t 404 .329 .310 .326 .252 ,232 .304 .301 .193
.515 .485 .384 .348 ,355 .280 ,259 .331 .207 221

but is now only about 3 per cent cheaper than at top voltage.

At 8c per kw. hour the top and middle voltages are as cheap

as the bottom voltage and above Sc the top voltage is the most

economical. Where the per cent saving possible to obtain by

operation at bottom voltage is slight, as for example is the

case just considered with energy above 5c per kw. hour, it is

far better to use the lamps at top voltage and thus secure not

only a better quality of light but more light from a lamp of

given size as well.

The greatest benefit can be derived from the three voltage

plan, however, on the low costs of energy, where operation at

that it is possible to obtain by operating the Mazda lamps at

other than top voltage becomes so small as to be negligible

In comparison with the better quality of light obtained at the
higher voltage. Only in those cases where energy is very
cheap should anything but top voltage be seriously considered.
For ordinary use on central station circuits on the usual
central station rates, top voltage should always be used.

The prime object of the three voltage plan, as applied to

Mazda lamps, was to widen the field of its commercial appli-

cation by making it competitive with the cheaper and less

efficient lamps on low cost of energy.
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NEW INSTALLATIONS BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

The General Electric Co., through their San Francisco

and Seattle offices, have contracts for installing a number of

interesting electrical equipments in mines. These include a

400 h. p. induction motor, 440 volts, to be installed at the

South Eureka Mine, Sutter Creek, Cal., and a 2600 k. w. hydro-

electric plant at Sheep Creek, Alaska, for the Alaska Tread-

well Mining Co. This power is to be transmitted to the mines

on Treadwell Island at 2300 volts through a submarine cable.

The General Electric Co. is also installing for the White

Pass and Yukon Railway at Skagway, Alaska, two type AQB
100 k. w., 3600 r. p. m., 2300 volt, horizontal Curtis turbine

generating sets with direct connected exciters and two water-

driven units, 250 and 125 k. w., respectively. The generators

are two phase. 60 cycle machines.

The Whatcom County Railway and Light Co., whose steam
plant at Bellingham, Wash., was recently changed to oil-firing, is

installing an additional 2000 k. w., 2500 k. v. a., 1800 r. p. m.,

2300 volt horizontal Curtis steam turbine generating set sup-

plied by the General Electric Co.

APPROVED ELECTRICAL DEVICES

RECENT SALES OF THE CROCKER-WHEELER COMPANY.
Recent sales of the Crocker-Wheeler Company aggregate

more than 5000 horsepower in direct current motors and ap-

proximately 2000 k, w. in direct current generators and 2000

k. V. a. in a. c. generators. Prominent among these sales is

one to the Bethlehem Steel Company of South Bethlehem, Pa.,

calling for five compound wound interpole motors with a

total output of 3600 h, p. Two of these machines have a

capacity of 1000 h. p. each at a speed or 2S5 r. p. m. This
company has also ordered 19 of the well known C-W mill

motors with a compound capacity of nearly 800 h. p. These
orders will be an addition to the present equipment at the

Bethlehem Steel Company's works of 10,900 h. p. in C-W
motors. Another order calls for one 1200 k, v. a. a. c, gen-

erator to be used for light and power in the plant of the

Miami Copper Company, Globe, Ariz. This generator is to

operate at 107 r. p. m. and furnish 25 cycle, 3-phase current

at 6600 volts. Among the orders for alternating current appa-

ratus is one for the plant of the Virginia Bridge & Iron Com-
pany, calling for two 200 k, v. a. 200 r. p. m., 60 cycle, 3-phase,

2300 volt synchronous motors. This concern has also ordered

one 50 h. p. compound wound, 230 v. direct current motor.

Other important sales are as follows:

Two 2300 volt, 60 cycle, 3-phase alternators with a com-

bined capacity of 280 k. v. a. to be shipped to the Weston
Electric Light Company, Weston, Mass.; one 600 k. v. a., 600

volt, 171 r. p. m., 3-phase alternator for the Landes, Frary

& Clark Company, New Britain, Conn. A 1500 k. v. a. gen-

erator is at present being constructed for this company; one

250 k. w., 200 r. p. m., 550 volt generator for the Burton Pow-

der Company, Quaker Falls, Pa.; two 250 volt d. c. generators

with a total capacity of 200 k. w. for the Flannery Bolt Com-
pany, Bridgeville, Pa.; two 250 k. v. a., 60 cycle, 3-phase, 480

volt generators, sixteen 20 h. p., induction motors, three 50

k. V. a. 440/110 volt, 60 cycle transformers, one 35 k. w., 125

volt, d. c. generator, and one 25 k. w. motor generator set for

the Textile Building Company of Clifton, N. J.; sixteen 500

volt d. c. motors with a total of 197 h. p. and one 90 k. w.

generator to be shipped to the E. D. Jones & Sons Company,

Pittsfleld, Mass.

The Portland (Ore.) Railway, Light & Power Company is

again increasing the capacity of its hydroelectric plant. It

has recently placed an order with Allis-Chalmers Company
for a 3750 k. w. water wheel type 11,000 volt, 60 cycle. 3-phase,

360 r. p. ni. alternator. This will be of the same general

design as the 2500 k. w.. 11,000 volt, 33 cycle alternators

already supplied by the same company, and will be semi-

enclosed. A 50 k. w., 120 volt exciter will be direct connected

to an extension of the alternator shaft.

CONDUIT BOXES.

Pressed steel outlet boxes for use with rigid conduit, sher-

ardized or enameled finish. Cat. Nos. 3-R, 3-RB, 4-C, 4-CB,

4CE, 4-RF, 4-R, 4-RD, 4-RR, 4-RDD, 4-SC and 4-S. "Unilets."

Cast iron and pressed steel boxes for use with rigid conduit,

with steel or porcelain covers or with porcelain bushings in

sides. Types 1-12 inclusive and 14. "No-Thread" Outlet

Boxes. Pressed steel outlet boxes provided with an outlet

coupling secured to the box which permits the box to be

used with unthreaded conduit. Approved Jan, 3, 1910. Manu-
factured by

Appleton Electric Company, 212-214 N, Jefferson St.,

Chicago, III.

CONDUIT OUTLET BUSHINGS AND COUPLINGS.

"No-Thread" Outlet Coupling. A sherardized fitting for

securing outlet boxes to unthreaded conduit. Approved Jan.

3, 1910. Manufactured by

Appleton Electric Company, 212-214 N. Jefferson St.,

Chicago, III.

FIXTURES.

"All-Ways" Portable Desk Fixture. A fixture provided

with a device for adjusting the position of the lamp both

horizontally and vertically. This is accomplished by means
of a collapsible arm pivoted on the base of the fixture. The
wiring is exposed and is carried along the arm through

eyelets secured to the rivets used in assembling the arm.

Approved Jan. 3, 1910. Manufactured by

American Electric Company, 6500 State St., Chicago, III.

RHEOSTATS.

All capacities, 125-500 V. Motor starters, CR-107 and

CR-109 (Type SA). Motor starters with field control, CR-162

(Type SFA). Speed regulating, continuous duty, CR-151-154

incl. (Type RA.) Printing press control, CR-171 and 171-A

(Type PB). Field rheostats, CR-174 (Type F). Field rheo-

stats, sprocket driven, CR-17S (Type F). Field rheostats,

electrically operated, CR-179 (Type F). Also CR-IU. CR-

163 and CR-155 to 158 incl. (Types SO, RO and SFO re-

spectively), with overload release devices which are inoper-

ative during process of starting motor. Approved only when

other circuit breakers or fuses are installed in connection

with them. See N. E. Code Rule 60-g. Approved Jan. 3, 1910.

Manufactured by

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind. (G. E. Co., Mfrs.)

All capacities 125-500 V. Motor starters, CR-107 and CR-

109 (Type SA). Motor starters with field control, CR-162

(Type SFA). Speed regulating, continuous duty, CR-151-154

incl. (Type RA). Printing press control, CR-171 and 171-A

(Type PB). Field rheostats, CR-174 (Type F). Field rheo-

stats, sprocket driven, CR-17S (Type F). Field rheostats, elec-

trically operated, CR-179 (Type F). Also CR-111, CR-163 and

CR-155 to 158 incl. (Types SO, RO and SFO respectively),

with overload release devices which are inoperative during

process of starting motor. Approved only when other circuit

breakers or fuses are installed in connection with .them. See

N. E. Code Rule 60-g. Approved Jan. 3. 1910. Manufac-

tured by

Sprague Electric Company, New York, N. Y. (G. E. Co., Mfrs.)

TRANSFORMERS.
Reppell Bell Ringing Transformer for use on 100-125 volt

A. C. circuits. Open circuit voltage on secondary 7 volts.

Approved only for ringing bells, or for similar signaling work

and when primary is installed in accordance with Class C

of the Nnlional Rlcctriciil Code; Jan. 3, 1910, Manufac-

tured by

Reppell Electric Co., 7 West 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering in
any way between its members and their
employers in regard to wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between then;.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

California.

No. 1. San Francisco, Thursday. 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. L. Ennor. Sec, Herman Noethig, 816 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 116% E. Third St.
Pres., J. F. Connell. Cor. Sec. "W. T. W.. Curl. 410.5 Dalton
Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bldg.
Sec, David Thomas, 914 O'Farrell St.

Geo. W. Stevens, 2417 Fletcher Ave.,No. 5. Santa Barbara.
R. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. "Wednesday.
Davis, 350 N. 9th St.

Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea

No. 7. Fresno. Pres.. A. G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Box
651. II

-!

No. 8. Stockton. Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
E. Channel St, Pres., H. Eberhard.

Oreeon.

No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher. Portland Hotel.
Pres., B. W. Slocum.

No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

WaahlnetoiL.

No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913% Tacoma Ave. Pres., Geo. E. Bow-
man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whit-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spokane. Tuesday. Pres.. Frank Teed. Sec. J. Thos.
Greeley, 0601% Cincinnati St.

No. 6. Seattle. Saturday, 1420 2rl Ave. Pres.. H. R. Leigh.
Sec, J. C. Miller, 1600 Tesler Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest are
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

N. A. S. E. CONVENTION.
The Seventh Annual Convention of the California State

Association, National Association of Stationary Engineers,

will be held in Los Angeles some time in the early summer,

1910, under the auspices of Los Angeles Association No. 2,

composed of 450 of the best engineers of the city and we

wish to place before the public and the visiting delegates

from all parts of the State, an exhibit along mechanical and

engineering lines, that has never been equaled.

We have the written indorsement of the Merchants and

Manufacturers' Association and the Los Angeles Chamber of

Commerce and the assurance from them that they will do all

in their power to malve our exhibit a success. We are confi-

dent that we can accomplish our aim, if we can have the sup-

port of the manufacturers and dealers in engineering and

allied lines.

The convention was held this year in the city of Sau

Francisco and to say the least it was the most successful one

ever held by a State Association throughout the United States,

by reason of the magnificent exhibit placed before the public

by the manufacturers and dealers in machinery and engineers'

supplies, under the auspices of the members of the two asso-

ciations of that city and what San Francisco can do, so can

Los Angeles.

We will continue the exhibit for one week, during which

time the convention will be in session alternate days, thus

giving the delegates and visitors and people of our city an

opportunity of seeing what we produce and have in engineer-

ing and manufacturing lines.

FRED. J. FISHER,
Chairman Convention Committee.

W. T. W. CURL, Secretary.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS—PAPER NO. 4.

In order to intelligently understand the applications of the

instantaneous center a complete case will be worked out.

For this example, consider the mechanism shown in Fig. III.'

SAN FRANCISCO NO. 1.

San Francisco No. 1, N. A. S. E., held a very interesting

meeting on Thursday evening, January 13th. A committee of

five was appointed to confer with a like committee of Cali-

fornia No. 3, N. A. S. E., to arrange for a ball to be given this

winter. The purpose of this ball is to enable the families of

the members of the N. A. S. E. to become acquainted and also

to bring before the public the fact that such an organization

exists. After the close of the business session, an open meet-

ing tvas called to order by President P. L. Ennor, who Intro-

duced Mr. F. R. Graff as the lecturer of the evening. The
lecture consisted of the following subjects: The Shattuck

flash boiler, rotary steam engine, "steel coat" process, and
rotary gas and gasoline engine. The above subjects were
listened to with much interest, and many questions were
asked which proved very instructive.

CH' / ..---'

^ ^
^^-^^

^,''''
^^/^ ^^^
/ -<T7—

^"^

'A: ;^. a *i

CALIFORNIA NO. 2.

The new year has started with signs of a big increase in

membership, we having about ten applications on file and
more in sight. We had a total gain of 54 for 1909, but with

the suspensions made at the last of the year it leaves us

with 434 active members. Our educational committee headed
by Bro. Geo. A. Reichard, keeps things on the move every
meeting night and he always has something for the future in

the way of a lecture to bring the members out. The Seventh
Annual Convention committee is very busy at present getting
ready for the meeting to be held here and if all their plans
are carried out, it will be a time to be remembered by all

attending.

The train of parts in the diagram represent the crank, connecting

rod, and eccentric rod gear of a simple slide valve engine.

In referring to the various parts of this mechanism, and hereafter

generally, we shall adopt the nomenclature used by Prof. J. N.

Le Conte in his "Mechanics of Machinery." The two subscripts

at each center indicate that the point so designated is the center

for the two parts similarly lettered. Thus : One is the center

about which c is turning relatively to n or a relatively to c.
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With a given number of parts a delinite number of centers,

cither permanent or instantaneous, may always be found to exist.

In Fig. Ill we are considering four independent parts, a, b. c and

rf, « being the engine frame, b the connecting rod, c the crank

(and also the eccentric since there is no relative motion between

these two parts), and d the eccentric rod. A denotes the center

of the crosshead pin and B the center of the pin connecting the

eccentric rod with the slide valve rod. For convenience we are

considering the line of motion of A and B in the horizontal plane

of the engine shaft, the center of which is One

The possible centers are obviously, Om. Oac, Oci, Oi>t,

Oir.i and Ocii. Of these si.x centers, we can. by direct inspec-

tion, locate the permanent ones as follows: One, Obc and Oa.

Keeping in mind the law that the three centers for any three

adjacent parts must all lie in the same straight line, we may
proceed to determine the three remaining centers.

Proceeding as in Paper II, the center Onb is found by erecting

perpendiculars to the directions of motion of two known points

of b. These two points are obviously the points of attachment

of h to c and to a. The directions of motion of these two points

with reference to a are shown by the arrows Fi and V2. The
perpendiculars to these two directions intersect in the point 0«b,

which is therefore the instantaneous center about which b is for

the instant turning relatively to a.

Consider next the center Omi. The two points of d whose

motions with reference to a are known are Oa and B. Ocu is

turning in the direction shown by Vz, while B is moving in the

direction Vz. Perpendiculars to these two directions intersect as

seen at Oa.i, the instantaneous center for a and d. We have now
to determine Otj.

We know that the center Oca, which is a known point of d, is

turning about fc in a direction V* perpendicular to the line drawn
through Ocii, Obc, hence the required center will lie somewhere-

on this line. We know that at the instant under consideration

center Ona as a point of a is moving about Onb in the direction

Kc perpendicular to the line joining Oab and Oaa. But at this

instant Oaa is also a point of d which is moving in common with

a. since it is the center for these two parts. Therefore, the center

Obd must lie on the line Onb Ona, and hence at its intersection

with the line Oca Obc as shown.

By applying the "three in a line" rule this center could have

been found by inference ; thus, b, c and d being adjacent parts,

their respective centers must fall in the same line. Two of these

centers 0«a and Obc being already known, their line is established.

Likewise a, b and d are adjacent parts, two of whose centers

Onb and Ona are known. Hence the line joining them must pass

through the third center. The point of intersection of those two

lines is necessarily the only one that will satisfy all conditions.

By combining these two methods of analysis the complete

determination of all the centers for any number of interconnected

parts is possible.

We believe that if the foregoing solution has been carefully

followed, the reader will have little difficulty in carrying out the

analysis of such special cases as he may desire to investigate.

Determination of Relative Linear Velocity.

One of the most useful applications of the instantaneous

center in machine design is in determining the velocity of any

point when that of any other point in the- train of parts is known.

Suppose, for example, that we know the velocity, at any instant,

of the crosshead of a simple engine and that we desire to find the

velocity of the slide valve for the same instant. In Fig. Ill this

may be stated thus: Knowing tlie velocity of A, find that of B.

Let y« represent in direction and amount the known velocity

of the crosshead A. Project this velocity on a circular arc to the

line of c and call this V~'. Through O.-ib and the end of V-' draw

a line to cut the line f. This intersection will give the value of

(1. the linear velocity of Obc, the crank pin. This deduction is

based upon the fact that with a common angular velocity the

circumferential, i. e., linear-velocities of two points in a rotating

body arc in the ratio of their respective radii. In the case in point

all parts of b are for the instant in rotation about center Onb:

hence the velocity of Obc is to velocity of A as their respective

distances from Onb. The construction taken is a simple geometric

method of obtaining th-is ratio.. It depends upon the law that in

!-imilar triangles the bases bear the same ratio as the altitudes.

To proceed with the analysis, project the eccentric radius

0~^.i One on a circular arc till it cuts the line connecting C, with
O.ic, the shaft center. At this intersection draw fV parallel to

f'",, and then lay off I's equal to Vi. V, is easily seen to be the

circumferential velocity of the center of the eccentric. This value

of fa is also the velocity of Oca considered as a point of d

turning about Ona. Now, connect the end of Fa with On.i, project

the radius O^a B on to this line and draw V-J parallel to Vi.

Lay off Va at B equal to fV and by the same reasoning as before

you have the required linear velocity of B.

This simple form of analysis with the use of similar triangles

and the instantaneous centers is capable of many valuable appli-

cations to machine relations.

Determination of Relative Angular Velocity.

Relative angular velocities can be similarly delcrniined by
the use of the instantaneous center. Referring again to Fig. Ill

we have given the angular velocity wi of b about its center Oib

and are required to find co=, the angular velocity of d about its

center Ona. Lay off u)i from Oaa and draw through Oba, the

common center of the parts involved, a line till it cuts (o, drawn
through Onb. u>i as thus intersected will be the required value

of the angular velocity of d about a. This may be proven by
considering the center Oba. As a point of b its angular velocity

is (ui, multiplied by its distance from Onb. As a point of d its

angular velocity is m^ multiplied by its distance from its center

0)1

C->'i\ but since Oba is common to both b and d the ratio of

0J2

0:M Oba

must be as the ratio

0.1. Ob

The construction above taken is seen to again involve two

similar triangles, the bases of which are the two angular velocities.

These are, by the law of triangles above stated, directly propor-

tional to the adjacent sides, which sides are the distances re-

spectively of the two centers from the common center. Prof.

Le Conte sums this analysis up as follows

:

"The relative instantaneous center of two moving bodies

divides the distance between their centers in the inverse ratio of

their angular velocities referred to a fixed body."

In practical machine design we rarely have to do with angular

velocities about any other than the permanent centers. The

analysis herein given is often useful, however, and should be

thoroughly mastered.

TRADE NOTES.

B. Trenkman & Co., of Portland, have just completed a

13,000 gallon oil tank for the Multnomah Mohair Company's

power plant at Sellwood.

R. B. Swayne, who has been in the pole and piling busi-

ness in San Francisco for two years, has established a pole

and piling yard in Oakland, where he will aim to carry a

complete stock of the principal sizes in general use and of

the best quality of Washington timber.

Smith, Emery & Co.. inspecting and testing engineers, an-

nounce the following extensions in their iron and steel in-

spection department: Chief inspector, San Francisco office,

W. F. Richards of PhlkifU Iphia: Los .\ngeles office. R. O.

Slater and E. G. Hari)ham of San Francisco; Pueblo, Colo.,

office, M. L. Kulp of St. Louis; and Birmingham, Ala., office,

R. T. Miller of San Francisco.
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'^SC NEWS NOTES
FINANCIAL.

PLEASANTON, CAL.—An ordinance calling tor an elec-

tion February Sth authorizing $5000 worth of waterworlts

improvement bonds and $35,000 worth ot sewer bonds was
read for the first time.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Hetch-Hetchy water bonds

were carried by a vote ot 32,876 to 1607. The Spring Valley

bonds were lost by a vote ot 22,059 to 11,724, or 1234 less

than the necessary two-thirds majority.

POMEROY, WASH.—Mayor Howell has advised the

Council to make arrangements for the issuance of city bonds

for $16,500, for replacing the present wooden pipe leading

from Butler Springs to Pomeroy with steel pipe.

DRAIN, ORE.—A special election will be held at the

city hall January 22, 1910, to vote upon the issuance of $20,-

000 in bonds bearing a maximum interest ot 5% per cent, to

run 30 years, $15,000 for a water system, and $5000 for sewers

for this city.

BRAWLEY, CAL.—The City Trustees will receive sealed

bids up to February Sth for $44,000 bonds voted December 28,

1909, for water works, et-c. These bonds will be dated January

1, 1910 and bear 5% per cent interest, payable semi-annually,

and will mature in 20 years with privilege of prior payment.

MONTEREY, MEX.—Stockholders of the Guanajuato

Power & Electric Company met in Colorado Springs, Colo.,

and voted to increase the capital from $3,500,000 to $5,000,000.

The company is controlled by Henry Hine and L. E. Curtis,

both of Colorado Springs. The company's extensive system

at Guanajuato will be enlarged.

COTTAGE GROVE, ORE.—No bids have been received for

the $100,000 5 per cent 25-year water bonds of the city, the

trouble being that in the preparation ot the ordinance calling

for bids no provision was made for a sinking fund tor the

payment of principal and interest, other than by the levy

ot a tax in case the revenue from the system proved insuffi-

cient.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The William R. Staats Company

is handling the Mt. Whitney Power & Electric Co., first mort-

gage six per cent gold bonds, dated October 1, 1909, due 1939.

The Mount Whitney Power & Electric Company, owns and

operates electric properties having a combined capacity from

water power and steam plants of approximately 8,000 horse-

power and serves with electricity for light and power, prin-

cipally the latter, an extensive territory in the San Joaquin

valley, including Tulare county, part of Kern county, and

the cities and towns of Visalia, Tulare, Porterville and Lind-

say. The net earnings as of October 31, 1909, were shown

to be $172,322.38, or more than three and a half times the

interest charge. The bonds now being offered, amounting

to $350,000, are secured by a first lien on all property, rights,

franchises and contracts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Pacific Light & Power Com-

pany has been reincorporated at $40,000,000, in order to make

considerable enlargements and be prepared to meet the de-

mands that will be made upon it. The incorporators are:

H. E. Huntington, Howard E. Huntington, W. G. Kerckhoff,

Caspar Cohn, George S. Pattonand W. A. Kemp. No stock

will be placed on the market, as the company has been fully

financed, though bonds may be issued later. The Redondo

plant is to be enlarged at once. It is proposed to spend $1,500,-

000. in adding three more units, making six units of 7,500

horsepower each. The sum already invested in the Redondo

plant amounts to $1,750,000. More water power will be de-

veloped at Kern River. The company will run new lines, and

build new plants in the mountains. It will also probably

build new plants in the neighborliood of the city. The car

lines are extending so rapidly, that the Pacific Light & Power
Company, which furnishes the power, finds it necessary to

prepare for the needs of the future. The Pacific Light &
Power Company owns all the stock of the Ontario & San

Antonio Heights Railway, the San Bernardino Gas & Electric

Co., the Mentone Power Co., and the Riverside Power Co. It

was incorporated March 6, 1902 and absorbed the San Gabriel

Electric Co. The capital stock is owned by the Los Angeles

Railway, and supplies power to ;the Los Angeles Railway, the

Pacific Electric Railway, the Los Angeles Interurban, the Los

Angeles & Redondo Railway Co., and does a general lighting

and power business in Los Angeles and vicinity.

INCORPORATIONS.

WOODLAND, WASH.—Woodland Water & Power Com-
pany; $50,000; S. A. Burns et al.

TOPPENISH, WASH.—Submerged Power Wheel Com-
pany, $50,000; W. B. Campbell, et al.

ELBERTON, WASH.—Elberton Milling & Power Com-
pany; $60,000; Charles Hichliff, et al.

SANTA FE. N. M.—Rio Lucero Power Co. ot Santa Fe,

$100,000, by M. Martinez, B. G. Phillips and P. N. Black.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Granite Lighting & Power Company,
ot Seattle; $500,000; Harry M. Frost, James T. Hamilton,

Cornelius Christopher. James H. Fox and Timothy J. O'Neil.

WHITE SALMON, WASH.—The Columbia River & Mount
Adams Railroad Company has been incorporated with capital

stock of $20,000,000, to build an electric railway from some
point on the Columbia river in Klickitat county, northerly

through parts ot Klickitat, Yakima and Skamania counties, to

a point in the vicinity of Mount Adams. The trustees are

Adolph A. Suksdorf, E. H. Suksdorf, and Oswald N. Suksdort,

all of Spokane.

FRESNO, CAL.—The Fresno City, Belmont and Yosemlte
Railroad Company went out of existence last week, at a

meeting of the stockholders held in the offices ot A. G. Wishon.
The company when originally formed secured the old fran-

chise for a street railroad out on J street, Tuolumne and
Blackstone to Belmont and out Belmont to Fresno avenue.

This franchise was bought up by Griffith and McKenzie when
they took up the traction work here.

TRANSMISSION.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—E. F. Benson, head of the

Prosser Power Company, announces that his company will

proceed at once with the erection of its proposed 600 horse-

power electric generating plant two miles below the city.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The Arrowhead Reservoir

& Power Company, Victor Smith, general manager, San Ber-

nardino, has purchased the Los Plores ranch on the Mojave
River. The ranch comprises about 5000 acres, with valuable

water rights. ^
'

'

OAKLAND, CAL.—At the last meeting ot the Board of

Supervisors the People's Electric Light & Power Company
filed a revised application for a franshise tor electric trans-

mission lines through the county of Alameda, and tor the

conducting ot electricity for furnishing heat and power. The
changes in the previous application were made necessary by

the annexation election.
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CHIHUAHUA, MBX.—The Mexican Northern Power Com-
pany of Canada has been granled a concession to iDuild two

big dams on Conchas Rivjer, one of which will be at Boquilla,

located about seventeen miles above Santa Rosalia and others

at l^a Joya, farther up the Conchas. The Tioquillo dam will

impound enougli water to develop 30,000 horsepower.

SAN JOSE, CAL.—The Sierra Light & Power Company
has begun suit in the Superior Court of this county against the

Spring Valley Water Company, to obtain a right of way for a

transmission line in the vicinity of Dumbarton Point. The
Suburban Company, the City and County of San Francisco

and the Union Trust Company are also named as defendants

in the suit. The Sierra Power Company has secured rights

of way for 50-foot steel poles at a distance of SOO feet apart

through Tuolumne, Calaveras, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Ala-

meda, Santa Clara, San Mateo and San Francisco counties.

The only portion not yet secured by the corporation is a

small strip of land near Dumbarton Point owned by the

Spring Valley Water Company and subsidiary concerns.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Thirty thousand acres of land

along the Stanislaus, Mokelumne and Yuba Rivers have been

withdrawn from all forms of entry by the United States De-

partment of the Interior. Information to that effect has been

received by John C. Ing, Receiver of the United States Land
Office m this city. The orders follow closely on a similar

one affecting land along the North Fork of the Feather River,

issued on December 19. The action, it is stated in the orders

received by Receiver Ing, is temporary and will be in force

pending legislation affecting the disposal of waterpower sites.

The withdrawal along the Stanislaus River affects 4924 acres,

of which 710 are entered. The land follows the meanderings

of the Stanislaus River in fractional parts of the following

townships: Township 3 north, range 14 east; township 2

north, range 14 east; township 2 north, range 13 east; town-

ship 1 north, range 13 east. Along the Mokelumne River

11,112 acres are withdrawn, of which 1400 are entered. The
land lies along the Mokelumne River in fractional parts of

various townships.

ILLUMINATION.

DRAIN, ORE.—An ordinance granting to the Drain Light

& Power Company a franchise to light the city with elec-

tricity has been introduced in the Council.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—A contract has been signed with the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company to furnish

the city of Alameda with transformers for the coming year.

GLENDALE, CAL.—Sealed bids are being received by the

Trustees for furnishing the city f. o. b. cars, 5000 pounds No.

4 medium hard drawn triple braid weatherproof copper wire.

THE DALLES, ORE.—At its next monthly meeting the

City Council will be asked to grant a franchise to J. D. Wilcox

of Portland, who represents capitalists who desire to erect a

gas plant in this city.

TACOMA, WASH.—The County Commissioners granted

a franchise to the Tacoma Gas Company to construct a gas

pipe line across and along certain roads from the city of

Tacoma to the city of Puyallup.

CHEHALIS, WASH.—The Seymour Brewer Gas Com-
pany which will supply this city and Centralia with gas has

secured a site in the north end of town 100x450 and will begin

construction at an early date.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Pacific Coast Engineering Com-

pany has been awarded the contract for putting in the foun-

dation for a large power plant which will be erected on the

river front at the foot of East Lincoln sti-eet by the Portland

Railway, Light & Power Company. It will be necessary to

drive 4000 piling for the foundation. A frame bulkhead will

also be built to protect the piling.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Board of Public Works is re-

ceiving sealed bids for three transformers with protection

devices with all connections, in accordance with plans and
specifications on file with the Board of Public Works.

RIVERSIDE, CAL.—The Board of Supervisors opened
bids for a gas and electric light franchise for the town of

Beaumont and the Beaumont Gas & Power Company were
the only bidders. They bid $25 for the franchise and se-

cured it.

LONG BEACH, CAL.—At the annual meeting of the Inner

Harbor Gas Company it was decided to move the present

plant on Alamitos avenue to the flat west of the city. The
directors of the company are: D. M. Dobbins of Pasadena, F.

W. Stearns, Thaddeus Lowe, etc.

TACOMA, WASH.—Sealed proposals are being received

at the office of the Commissioner of Public Works for 1000

horsepower of electric current, on the peak load, for a period

of eight months, commencing February 1, 1910, to be deliv-

ered at Station "C," South Tacoma.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—San Bernardino and Colton

are to be connected with a 3-inch high pressure gas main

which will be used to convey gas from this city to Colton,

three miles away. Later, when the central plant is built at

Colton, the long main will be part of the distributing system

from that source.

SEBASTOPOL, CAL.—John E. Bennett of San Francisco,

president of the Russian River Light & Power Company, states

that his company has awarded the contract for the construc-

tion of a high power electric line from Sebastopol extending

north to the Russian River and thence down to Duncan's

Mills, and from there south to Occidental.

VENICE, CAL.—General Manager W. A. Brackepridge,

Assistant General Manager R. H. Ballard, and Electrical Engi-

neer J. A. Lighthipe of the Southern California Edison Com-

pany, visited Venice and Playa del Rey recently to look at

sites which have been offered by Abbott Kinney for the $5,000,-

000 steam generating plant, which the company contemplates

erecting on the beach near Los Angeles.

STOCKTON, CAL.—The sinking of gas well No. 8 on El

Dorado, near Channel street, will be commenced by the Stock-

ton Gas & Electric Corporation at once and the work kept

up until a heavy flow of gas is secured. It is now down 1789

feet and gas in small quantities has been encountered, but

the company intends going much deeper unless a large quan-

tity of gas is encountered. Well No. 9, in the northeastern

part of the city, has been completed at a depth of 2630 feet

with a 12-inch casing and a large quantity of gas is steadily

flowing. The object in having the wells located in different

sections of the city is to supply gas for cooking and heating

and in those particular locaUties without it having to go

through long mains. The new well has greatly increased the

supply.

TRANSPORTATION.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The City Council has granted to John

R. Allen a franchise to operate an electric road in this city.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Los Angeles Pacific Railwa>

will spend $6,000,000 in the construction of a subway auc

other improvements.

PORTLAND, ORE.—President Josselyn has started con

struction on three miles of the Cazadero division of (he Ore

gon Water Power Company's line.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—At a meeting of the directors ol

the Los Angeles-Pacific Railroad last week it was voted tc

issue bonds to the amount of $20,000,000, $10,000,000 ot which

will be used for iniprovemenis of roads and the other 'n

paying old debts.
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DAVENPORT, WASH.—The comity commisslouers have
granted a franchise to the Washington Water Power Com-
pany for a spur line from Harrington to Odessa.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A bid of $100 by Robert Harsh and
John Howes for a franchise for a street railroad on West
Thirty-ninth street and Vermont avenue was not accepted by

the Council.

VANCOUVER, B. C—The B. C. Electric Railway is mak-
ing preparations to construct at least 10 miles of railway in

South Vancouver and Point Grey municipalities within the

next five years.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The old Board of Supervisors

voted not to grant the franchise of the "crosstown-Devisadero

street" car line, applied for by G. R. Willcutt, acting for the

United Railroads.

COLFAX, WASH.—A. M. Lupfer of the Inland Empire
electric line is in the city looking after extending the road

from this place toward Asotin and also announces that a line

may be surveyed to Walla Walla.

ALAMEDA, CAL.-The Oakland Traction Company de-

cided to improve its existing lines here for a party of sur-

veyors were at work yesterday laying out lines for the broad

gauging of the High street track.

FRESNO, CAL.—The ordinance providing for franchises

on the west side tor the Fresno Traction Company has been

rejected by the Board of Trustees, and a resolution of inten-

tion to grant certain franchises passed to print.

THE DALLES, ORB.—Bids will be received until February

1st at the office of Newell, Gossett & Walsh, 32 Washington

building, Portland, this city for the grading, tracklaying and

bridging on the Portage railway from Eddy to The Dalles.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The City Council has passed an ordi-

nance, granting to the Seattle Electric Company, a franchise

to construct a street railway upon certain parts of Atlantic

street and Utah street, and other streets, avenues and places

in Seattle.

MONTESANO, WASH.—The Board of County Commis-

sioners has been enjoined from granting a franchise to the

Grays Harbor Interurban Company, applied for and granted

at the December meeting for building electric lines on various

roads of the county.

EUGENE, ORE.—The P. E. & F. Railway Company has

agreed to build for a bonus of $35,000, several extensions

to the city street railway system, including a loop of five

miles in length out South Willamette street, past College

Hill, then into the city again by way of Oregon avenue, and

at the intersection of Eleventh and Willamette streets.

OAKLAND, CAL.—On account of the objection of W. R.

Scott, assistant general manager of the Western division

of the Southern Pacific Company, to the request of the rail-

road committee of the City Council that the company fur-

nish and maintain street lights along the proposed right of

way of the Peninsular Street Railway Company, the matter

of finally recommending the granting of the franchise has been

laid over until the next meeting of the committee.

CANBY, ORE.—The construction of an electric railway

from Canby to Molalla is proposed and it is said that 20 miles

of the line will be in operation by July 1st. Later the line

will be extended to Portland, crossing the river at Canby,

and going by way of the west side. Already an option has

been placed on the steel to cover 16 miles, engine and 60

cars, formerly used on a logging railroad. This line, in no

way, will interfere with the proposed Swift Railroad, as it

will pass through a different section of the county, and
through some of the finest timber land. The electricity for

the proposed railroad will be supplied by the Canby Canal
Company.

BAKER CITY, ORE.—The franchise to build a street rail-

way system in Baker City, granted to Anthony Mohr, A. K.

Bentle and T. B, Neuhasen last summer, and which expires

this month, has been renewed and six months' time given for

the franchise owners to begin work. The contract for the

ties for the 45 miles of road to be built has been let according
to Anthony Mohr, promoter of the proposed line. Orders
for heavy gasoline cars will be placed for delivery in April

or May, by which time it is hoped to have lines ready for

operation.

WATERWORKS.
DIXON, CAL.—Bids will be received up to March 1st for

a franchise to erect waterworks here.

MONROVIA, CAL.—The City Trustees will ask for bids
at the next Council meeting for cast iron pipe to be laid

in various streets.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The water board has awarded to the
Montague O'Reilly Company a contract to lay a main to

Twelfth street, between Marshall and Pettygrove streets

for $2300.

FARMINGTON, N. M.—The town board has by unanimous
vote decided to call an election to vote on a $25,000 bond
issue to construct a municipal water system to supply the
town with water from San Juan river.

TACOMA, WASH.—The City Council has passed an ordi-

nance proposing to the voters that the city of Tacoma con-
struct, as an addition to its existing water system a gravity
water system from Green river in King county, Washington,

OAKLAND, CAL.—The Board of Public Works has ac-

cepted the pipe system of the recently completed salt-water
fire-fighting plant from the contractors, Cotton Bros. The
pumping plant, situated at "The Willows," on the shores of
Lake Merritt, was subjected to a ten-hour official test, which
proved satisfactory.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—The City Clerk will receive
sealed bids up to February 17th for a pipe line franchise
from the Potter hotel railroad spur track on city block 271,
along Montecito street, to Castillo street, and along Castillo
to the east corner of city block 3091/2. The Santa Barbara
Gas & Electric Company has applied for such a franchise.

TACOMA, WASH.-The City Council has passed an ordi-
nance calling for the laying of twelve-inch, ten-inch and eight-
inch water mains, together with the necessary hydrants and
connections with the present water main in Local Improve-
ment District No. 549, and providing for the issuance of local
improvement bonds to cover the cost.

REDONDO, CAL.-The Board of Trustees will receive
sealed bids up to January 24th for furnishing and installing
an auxiliary pumping plant consisting of a centrifugal or
turbine series horizontal pump with a working pressure equal
to 200 feet, including suction and friction and to have a
capacity of 520 g. p. m. when working against head above
specified; a 3-phase induction motor to operate on 2080 volts
and to form a direct connected unit; and a marble switch-
board.

COLUSA, CAL.—At an adjourned meeting of the Trus-
tees last week the Board, after the consideration of some
fifteen combination bids, as well as bids on the plant as a
whole, let the contract for the new waterworks and distrib-
uting system, the contract price for the same being $47 935
The successful bidders were: Standard Engineering Com-
pany of San Francisco, represented by C. F. Braun, for the
distributing system, wells, etc., for $31,857.10; and P.
C. Roberts Co., of San Francisco for pumping station, tank
and tower for $16,078.
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Nenshaw, Bulkley & Co.

ENGINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland : 1 436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
UndcT-grouiKi Aerial, Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO. IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

/«f^*!^7^

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKCT, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOr
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western ElectricCo.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

OKONITE WIRE
>^01V/v

THE STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION

Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, NEW VORK

WILLARD L. CANDEE, President GEO. T. MANSON. Gen'L Supt
H. DUBANT CHEEVER. Treasuher WM. H. HODGINS. SECRETAHr

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACIPIC COAST DEPT. first National Bank Building, San francisco

Sub-Office—Los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL OFFJCES: PiTTSBURG. PA.
Factories Oakland. Cal.. Pittbbiirs. Pa.. Pc-rtli .Xmboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: New Vorlc. Boston. CliicaKO. Phiiadelpliia. St. Louis

Specify....

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

XTI TI P" A IM Refrigerating and
V VJ M.^^^.r\l^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas BIdg., 604 Mission St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets San FranCISCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS SEE PAGE EIGHT
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JAMDUS

LUXOLABRA

ARE GOOD
FOR THE

CENTRAL
STATION
AS WELL
AS THE

PUBLIC IN
GENERAL

Get our proposition and
Catalog No. 36

Standard Electrical Works
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

PELTON-FRANCIS TUHBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine %Vater Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for Catalog and List of Operating Plants

THE PELTON WATER WMEEL CO.
1011 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

84 WEST ST.. NEW YORK CfTY

BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

^
The Kimble Motors
VARIABLE SPEED. SINGLE PHASE

Desirable and economical for both
special and general power purposes

ADVANTAGES Variable speed. Simple installations.

Two wires direct to motor. Economy
Current varies with speed. Starting current does

No starting coils. No resistance

of operation.

not exceed running current.

box. No compensators or clutches.

Kimble Variable Speed and Reversible Motor, 'j lo 1' : H. P.

EVERY MOTOR
GUARANTEED
FOR TWO YEARS

Write for Catalogue and Price List

Parrott & Co.
320 California St.
SAN PRANCISCO

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2400
LOS .\NGELES. Citizi-ns' National Bank

PORTL.\ND. ORE.. Portland Trust Co. Blda. T.^COM.A. W.ASH.. Bank of Calilornia Bids.

SE.'MTLE. \V;\SH.. Globe Block. SPOK.\NE. WASH.. IM S. Post St.

HONOLULU. T, H.. J. ,\. Oilman. .\i;ent.

GU.\TEM.\L,\, C. A J Soto Kins. .\','rnt.
Electric Forge Blower.
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POWER DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLACKAMAS RIVER

There are few western rivers whose potential upper Clackamas, several miles above Cazadero, and
power is to be more fully developed than that of the the 12,000 k. w. power site at Estacada, two miles

Clackamas, near Portland, Oregon. The Portland below, which was recently purchased from F. S. Mor-
Railway, Light & Power Company, in its completed ris of the Portland Water Power & Electric Trans-

SIlu for SO-tt. Dam at Mill Bridge, near Estacada.

and intended developments that include three plants

located along a ten mile stretch of the river, will soon

be generating between 50,000 and 60,000 kilowatt of

hydroelectric power. These include the present plant

at Cazadero, the contemplated 30,000 k. w. plant on the

mission Company. These do not take into account the

5730 kilowatt hydroelectric plant at Oregon City, nor

the steam auxiliary plants in Portland.

The Cazadero power house, a well lighted, rein-

forced concrete structure, stands on the western bank
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of the Clackamas River, across which cables carry

the current to step-up transformers. The equipment
includes tliree 5000 h. p., 42-in. Victor turbines, direct

connected to three 2500 k. w. a. c. generators, and a

5500 h. p. Victor turbine direct connected by one shaft

to four generators ; three 1000 k. w. and one 500 k. w.

machines, connected in parallel on one bus. The effi-

ciency tests of this arrangement have proven eminently

satisfactory. In addition a 6300 h. p. turbine, driving

a 3750 k. w. Allis-Chalmers generator, is to be installed

this year.

Water for the Cazadero plant is supplied under a

head of 125 feet by means of a diverting dam, one and
three-fourths miles above the power house. This dam
is constructed of rock and clay-filled log crib-work,

plank-covered and strongh^ reinforced and bulk-

headed. The top of the water spillway is 51 feet above

low water.

Three miles above Cazadero, where the Clackamas
gorge narrcrws at a favorable site, a great masonry

Spillway of Cazadero Dam.

dam, 15s feet high and 750 feet long is to be con-

structed, the contract having been let to Sellers &
Rippe}'. The ground has been thoroughly tested by
drill holes, and the earth sluiced down to bed rock.

This will give a head of over 150 feet to the entire vol-

ume of the Clackamas river, which is to be first util-

ized in a 30,000 k. w. plant at the foot of the dam. This,

it is hoped, will be completed b)' September, 1913.

This dam will also regulate the ilow for the Cazadero
plant and for the new plant below Estacada, whose
12,000 k. w. is expected to be available by September,

ion, when a new 80 ft. dam will be completed.

Two 100,000 volt steel tower transmission lines

are to be built between Cazadero and Portland, the

present voltage over the existing wood and pole lines

being 33,000,

In addition to the steam auxiliaries at Station

E and F in the city of Portland, generating 6750 and

1300 k. w. respectively, a new plant is now being

erected just north of Station F on the east side of the

river. The construction of this plant involves the

driving of 4000 piles as a foundation and the building

of an enclosing cement bulk-head. Steam is to be

supplied by eight Babcock and Wilcox boilers, aggre-

gating 3520 h. p. and arranged in four batteries of two

each. These will be equipped for automatic firing with

sawdust, and also for fuel oil. The prime movers in-

clude one 34x68x54 heavy duty Hoover, Owens &
Reutschel cross compound engine direct connected to

a 2000 k. w. d. c. generator 90 r. p. m. 20 pole, 575-625

volts for street railway service and two 2000 k. w. Cur-

tis turbo-generator sets, furnishing 60 cycle current

at 2300 volts. This plant is to be at central station for

the company's whole system.

Map of High Tension Transmission Lines of tlie Portland Railway.
Liglit and Power Co. and Oregon Electric Co.

On February i, the Portland Railway, Light &
Power Company will occupy its newly completed nine-
story office building at Seventh and Alder streets. The
company has about completed its under-ground, dis-

tribution system in the business section of Portland
which was started last spring.

MORE LAND WITHDRAWALS.
In the aid of proposed legislation aitecting the

disposition of public lands thought to be valuable for
power purposes, the Interior Departinent has with-
drawn the following areas : Territory aggregating
17,332 acres along the Clearwater river and its trib-

utaries in Idaho, 2549 acres along the Walla AValla
river in Oregon and 24,152 acres along the Sevier river
in Utah. As probably containing oil, 147.887 acres in

California also have been withdrawn. The total of
this class of lands withdrawn in California is 1,952,453
acres. Along the Green river in Utah 11,487 acres
v.athdrawn for power purposes have been shown to
have no value as such and are restored to the public
domain. The Secretary of the Interior has designated
under the enlarged homestead act approximately 7320
acres in Montana as being subject to the provisions of

the act.
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OPPORTUNITIES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND
TRAINING NECESSARY FOR SUCCESS IN
THE ENGINEERING FIELD.'

BY W. F. nURAND."

I am to speak to you this evening on the factors

which make for success in the field of practical steam

and power plant engineering. I shall spend little time

in any attempt at a definition of success. We all have

our ideas and ideals of success, as diverse as the indi-

vidual point of view ; but through all this diversity

there runs nevertheless a common core, and I shall

assume that in essence we all mean the same by this

term.

In its broadest sense success must depend on the

entire man—physically, mentally, morally ; and on all

three as bound together and made efifective by the

purpose and will which lie at the very center of per-

sonality. I shall assume however that I am to limit

our consideration of the hour chiefly to those factors

which are mental in character rather than physical or

moral not forgetting however their dependence on pur-

pose and will as the central motive power.

I shall then take as a point of departure the gen-

eral proposition that success inheres primarily in the

following items of the make-up of individual person-

ality :

(i) The general content of the memory as a

storehouse of facts and principles.

(2) The general quality of mentality or of mental

capacity.

(3) The manner in which the raw material classi-

fied under No. i is made use of by the mind, and is

thus made to serve the purposes of the higher intelli-

gence.

(4) The general purpose which lies back of all

conscious action and the degree of continuity and force

which is put into such purpose.

Of these subdivisions we may again say that the

first represents raw material, the second the equip-

ment by means of which the raw material is to be
transformed into some useful product, the third the

character of the transforming operations and the

fourth the purpose and will back of the entire process.

In any arbitrary classification such as that which
I have just suggested, it must be understood that the

partitions which separate one item from another are

often wavering and ill defined, and that at best any such

attempt at classification is not to be viewed as more
than an aid to an orderly examination of the subject.

Actually the mind is not multiple but single, working
it is true in many ways and through diverse channels,

and thus naturally suggesting the use of schemes of

classification when its processes are made the subject

of examination.

We shall then find it of advantage to consider in

some detail the content and character of these four

arbitrary divisions.

The general content of the memory consists

broadly of two groups of items : facts and principles.

The gathering of facts always precedes the discov-

ery of principles. Facts in themselves are bald unre-

lated items and bits of nature's truth. Each fact gives,

so to speak, a view of some microscopic part of nature

'Paper read before California No. 3, N. A. S. E., Dec. 1, 1909.

2Profe.ssor of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University.

as a whole, independent and unrelated to any and all

other parts. Principles serve to relate facts, to bind
them together according to some common character-

istic, and thus to substitute for vast collections of

separate bits of information, certain broad generaliza-

tions, each one of which represents in a comparatively
simple manner a whole army of separate observations
or facts.

Suppose by way of illustration that a man should
undertake the examination of some complicated
mechanism like the linotype machine in the following

manner.

We suppose him first absolutely ignorant of the

existence of any such mechanism. Then let him be
blindfolded and brought to the machine and allowed
to inspect some small portion, such for example as

could be seen through an aperture one-eighth of an
inch square, all other parts being kept covered. Then
let him be again blindfolded and the location of the

aperture changed to some other part of the mechanism,
when he is again allowed a similar restricted observa-

tion. Each of these observations might be enrolled

as a fact, a certain observed state of motion or rest.

But how many such observations would be required

or how long time would be involved in the compre-
hensive study of the movements of such a mechanism,
or before any adequate idea of its character or purpose

could be formed. On the other hand suppose the cover

removed and a comprehensive view given at once.

Immediately the causes of various groups of move-
ments are seen to lie in suitable combinations of belts,

cams, levers, linkage rods, sliders, etc. A thousand

separate observations might have been made on the

movement of some part of the mechanism, the reason

for which now appears clearly in the form of a certain

cam on a revolving shaft. Thus the cam, the belt, the

linkage rod, serve to bind together and to explain

hundreds and thousands of movements which viewed

singly and individually might forever remain an un-

solved puzzle.

In a similar manner the underlying principles in

nature serve to bind together otherwise disconnected

facts, and to thus relieve the memory of the need of

any attempt at holding them stored and ready for

immediate use. The point toward which I am ap-

proaching is of such great importance that I shall ven-

ture on another illustration.

Suppose that it were desired to establish the

power which can be transmitted by leather belting

under all usual mechanical conditions, and without the

aid of any principles or theory regarding the matter

whatever. Belting may vary from three-sixteenths of

an inch to three-eights of an inch in thickness and

not to make subdivisions of thickness too fine we
may take one thirty-second of an inch as the diflFer-

ence, thus giving us seven dififerent thicknesses. Then
again we may have belts varying in width from say

one-half inch to fifty inches, to carry the matter no

further, and varying b)' say one-half inch intervals.

This would give us one hundred difli'erent widths.

Next we may apply tensions per square inch of belt

section varying let us say from one hundred to two

hundred and fifty pounds by five pound steps giving

thirty difl'erent values for this item. And finally we
may run such belts at speeds varying from let us say
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two thousand to five thousand feet per minute by fifty

feet per minute steps, giving sixty values of the oper-

ating speed. Then it would follow, in order to cover

with this degree of fineness of subdivision the field

mapped out, that we should have to make the num-
ber of experiments given by the product of these

various numbers, 7 x 100 x 30 x 60 ^ 1,260,000. Even
with this million and a quarter experiments there

would be no ground, without calling on principle, for

the application of these results to determine any case

which might chance to fall intermediate between those

forming the actual field of investigation. Suppose,

however, the principles clearly established relating

the power transmitted, to the various characteristics

of the case, and as represented by the familiar formula

for power transmitted by belting. Then we have at

once, in such expression of principle, the embodiment
of the entire series of 1,260,000 separate experiments,

as well as of any and all other possible cases for

intermediate values of the variables. With the for-

mula only a few scattering experiments will be needed

to give definite values to the constants and the prin-

ciples thus represented in complete form will serve

for ever after as the complete representation and

embodiment of numberless facts of observation.

This distinction between facts and principles

which is too simple and well known, perhaps, to have

requlired consideration at such length, is however

of the greatest importance for the engineer. He must

of necessity have his memory stored with both and the

value of his stock of raw material will be so much the

higher as it includes a wider and better assortment of

each. He should however remember that the efifective

capacity of the memory is limited and that no attempt

should be made to load it up with vast numbers of

unrelated and distinct facts of observation. The engi-

neer must remember the important part which a proper

grasp of underlying principles may be made to play,

and so far as possible endeavor to substitute such

principles for the disconnected body of facts. As I

have before noted, the gathering of facts on the part

of somebody must precede the discovery of princi-

ples, but once gathered and the principle developed,

the latter should be given first place.

Thus to illustrate again, it might be a fact worth

remembering that an eight by ten engine with steam at

100 pounds gauge pressure, running two hundred revo-

lutions per minute, non-condensing and cutting off at

one-third stroke, will develop about twenty-five i. h. p.

;

but is it not of far higher value to remember the

common horsepower formulae, which will tell us not

only the power for this particular case, but for any

and all other similar cases as well.

Again the reduction of facts to principles is not

always in the quantitative form. It often takes the

form of what we term understanding, or knowing the

reason why. And so I repeat that, while it is of import-

ance to store the memory with facts, it is of still higher

importance to endeavor to get back of the facts and

apprehend the reason why. Thus all engineers know,

or should know that low carbon-dioxide in flue gases

means low boiler efficiency. This is good information

in its way, but it is of higher value to know the reason

why ; and this implies an understanding of the princi-

ples of combustion. Or, again the engineer knows that

the feed water heater is a possible source of economy

;

also the uptake economizer. These are bits of infor-

mation, valuable in their way, but it is of higher

value to grasp the principle underlying all such heat

exchanges in their relation to power plant economy,
and which may be expressed in the following form

:

"Whenever a stream of outflowing heat energy

(such as exhaust steam or flue gas) can be tapped or

diverted and led in whole or in part into a stream or

inflowing heat energy (such as feed water or inflow-

ing air for combustion) the net wastage of heat to

the outside will be decreased and an economy will

result."

The clear and efifective grasp of a principle such

as this is better than any mere memorization of hun-

dreds of disconnected facts relating to this special

field of engineering work.

To sum up on this point I would saj'

:

The mere memorization of bare facts as such is

ihe lowest use to which we can put the memory.
The efifective grasp of principles and reasons why

and the holding of such in readiness for immediate
use, is the higher function of the memor)^

Recognition should constantly be given to this

higher function, and to the extent to which it may be

made of aid in the reduction and classification of facts

and data, and their linkage together by means of un-

derlying principles, of which they are merely the

accidental expression.

So far as it can be done however without inter-

fering with the higher function, the memory should

also be stored with well selected concrete facts and
data bearing on subjects of special interest to the

individual.

We may next properly ask the questions :

(1) AVhat sources are there for the acquirement
of facts and data, and for aid in obtaining a suitable

grasp of the principles of which they are the expres-

sion.

(2) What means are there for cultivating and
improving the memor}' with reference to the ready
use of this material for the study of engineering prob-
lems.

Of sources we may note the following:

(a) Books, technical and trade papers, and engi-

neering literature in general.

(b) Conversation and personal contact with
those whose experience and acquirements may fit

them to serve as sources of reliable information or

instruction on engineering subjects.

(c) Direct courses of instruction in night school,

by correspondence, or otherwise.

Of these various sources I can only speak briefly.

First we shall agree that every engineer should
have a good, even though small, working library of

engineering books. The man who has purpose and
ambition to rise will not hesitate to invest a moderate
sum in such helps, an investment which in the long
run is likely to net him returns of many hundred per

cent in advancement along the pathway toward suc-

cess. The same is true of technical journals. Every
engineer should take and read at least one good tech-

nical periodical.

Again aside from books and periodicals which will

require an investment in money, there is one general
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source of information which may be developed, prac-

tically without limit, at the expense of a few postage

stamps. I refer to the general trade catalogue and

advertising matter which manufacturers are ever ready

to send on request to any engineer sufficiently inter-

ested to ask. It is true that such material is put out

in the interests of some particular item of engineer-

ing equipment and that in many cases the claims of

special efficiency and superiority must be taken with

some allowance. In a descriptive way however such

material may be made of the greatest value to the

young engineer, and he will perhaps find no more
instructive way in which to acquire a knowledge of

the main points of many items of engineering equip-

ment than by reading them up in their advertising

literatures and then striking a fair balance among
rival claims. In some cases, notably certain boiler

catalogues, large sums of money have been spent in

compiling engineering data of great value and pre-

senting it in a simple and convenient manner. Such
books or catalogues represent in eiifect a combination

of text book, hand book data, and trade catalogue and

may frequently be made to serve purposes of the high-

est utility. It is a fact recognized by all progressive

engineers that the trade catalogue, especially in a de-

scriptive way, has acquired a place of definite value

in the literature of the day, and represents a source

of information and instruction which we can by no

means afford to ignore.

I should in this connection most strongly recom-

mend that every engineer should provide himself with

trade catalogues from at least a few well selected

makers of the leading items of power plant equipment,

such for example as—engines, boilers, economizers,

feed heaters, pumps, condensers, steam traps, regu-

lators, reducing valves, gauges, pipe coverings, pack-

ings, etc. In particular should he have at hand such

catalogues and descriptive matter relating to the par-

ticular makes of station equipment with which he may
have to deal. A sectional diagram showing plainly

the make of some pump, steam trap, feed heater or

other item of equipment may often be of the greatest

value in understanding its operation, or in detecting

the sources of derangement and trouble.

Personal contact with engineers of experience may
always be made a source of information for the man
anxious to profit by such opportunities. All facts

are gathered in the first instance as the result of per-

sonal experience, and in getting them first hand there

is often some little touch of personality included which

will help to deepen the impression and make its recall

more ready in time of need. So when in the company
of fellow engineers do not hesitate to talk shop or to

swap experiences. To those of younger years I would

say, do not be afraid to ask questions. In the great

brotherhood everyone should be willing to help and

every one willing to learn.

Perhaps this is as fit a point as any to speak of

the note book as a place for the record of one's own
experiences and observations.. I have already spoken
briefly of the limitations of the memory and of its

higher functions. Do not be afraid to supplement it

by means of the note book. Almost every day and

frequently many times in the day the engineer will

find himself in contact with something worthy of a

place in his note book. It may be some bit of informa-
tion or data acquired in conversation with others. It

may be some idea of his own worth jotting down for

development or mature consideration at a more con-
venient time. It may be some little sketch of some-
thing he has seen, or of something which has just

been uncovered in the process of overhaul and repair.

It may be the direct result of certain observations or

tests which he is engaged in making. The accumula-
tion of years of such gathering, with occasional sift-

ings and compilations will represents a fund of infor-

mation of ever increasing value. A hand book of engi-

neering data is of course indispensable to the engineer
;

but in another sense every engineer should make his

own hand book, home made and representing his own
accumulation of facts, data and observation.

Turning now to courses of instruction of a more
or less formal character, it is self evident that where
such opportunities are open to the young engineer
and where his personal and family duties will permit,

they should be utilized to the highest possible degree.

As a rule the courses of instruction offered by night

schools or by correspondence schools represent the

only opportunities open to engineers in practical life,

and in such cases the work must be done out of regu-

lar working hours. It will mean then a definite addition

to the working day and will call for a definite sacrifice

of time otherwise given to leisure and rest. This is of

course unavoidable, and means no more than the appli-

cation of the inexorable law that no good thing can
be acquired without paying for it by sacrifice in some
form. I speak of the matter here only to say that this

fact of added work and sacrifice of time for leisure and
rest must be clearly understood at the start, and no
one should undertake such courses who is not willing

to make the sacrifice required. To discuss in any
detail the question of such special courses of instruc-

tion would require more time than is at present

disposal. I shall therefore point out briefly that the

results in general will be two fold

:

(i) The student will acquire a certain amount of

information of which he was previously ignorant.

That is, he will add to his general stock of informa-

tion and facts, with special reference to the field of

engineering work.

(2) He will acquire some better knowledge of

how to think, how to reason, how to study, how prob-

lems are investigated, and some general familiarity

with the fundamental sources of engineering informa-

tion in books, journals, transactions of societies, etc.

In short he will have acquired some addition to

his stock in trade, and some new mental habits and

discipline. I do not hesitate to say that the latter is

by far the more important of the two. If the fact is

not at hand it can be looked up in a handbook of

data or reacquired from a text book ; but if the mind

has never been trained in habits of close analytical

study and is unacquainted with the methods and means

by which engineering problems are investigated, such

lack cannot be made up by turning to the pages of a

book or to any source outside of the mind itself. This

leads to an exhortation to those who may be pursuing

courses of instruction of this character, and which is,

that while the bald facts of information which are

presented for study should not be neglected, first
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place should be given rather to a persistent and definite

effort looking toward a clear grasp of reasons why,
and a clear understanding of the ways and means by
which engineering problems are studied. iThe re-

mainder of life will be available for the gathering of

facts. There is no time so valuable as that in youth
or early manhood for the acquiring of correct and
efficient habits of thought. The acquiring of facts,

as such, can also be done without the aid of the in-

structor almost as well as with. The development of

correct habits of thought and of proper familiarity

with the ways and means best suited to the study of

engineering problems can be acquired in no way so

effectively as by the aid of instruction and guidance

from another person. Let me close this topic then

by saying that the instructor or the source of instruc-

tion should be used by the student, not as a hand book
of data or an encyclopedia of information, but rather

as a means of acquiring correct habits of thought and

a proper familiarity with and an understanding of the

ways and means best suited to the effective study of

engineering problems.

This is perhaps the most suitable point for say-

ing a word with regard to the importance of mathe-

matics for the engineer. It is closely accurate to char-

acterize the work of the engineer as consisting chiefly

in quantitative dealing with the substances and forces

of nature. Whether or not he is aware of it, he is

nevertheless constantly occupied in measuring things

or in doing things of which the measure or quantita-

tive relation to other things is the item of chief im-

portance. Now mathematics is the science of quanti-

tative relation, and whether the engineer knows it

or not he must constantly be operating with the prin-

ciples and methods of this science. I am well aware

that mathematics unused becomes rusty—like any
other good tool—and that few practical engineers have

the opportunity to acquire working familiarity with

the more especially advanced methods of mathematical

research. These conditions are taken for granted and
I do not wish to press the point too far. I wish only

to say that in general the more mathematics the engi-

neer has at his ready disposal the more readily he will

be able to deal with various problems, and the more
effective will be his grasp of the subjects presented

for consideration and judgment. I recall a civil engi-

neer with whom many years ago I worked as a school

boy learning something of surveying, and who used

to amuse his leisure hours by solving mathematical
problems, calling them "mental food." Such varieties

of food are perhaps less popular at the present time,

but I am well persuaded that some moments given

day by day to such study, especially on the part of

the young engineer, would be of far more value than
equal time given to the daily paper, the cheap novel
or to other forms of harmless but also fruitless amuse-
ment.

If you ask why I single out mathematics for spe-

ical notice instead of discussing the value to the engi-

neer of various other subjects of study, I would say
that it is no part of my present purpose to discuss
the relation of the curriculum of the technical school
to the work of the practical engineer. He would of
course find material of value in all such courses of
study, had he the time and opportunity to pursue them.

Mathematics, however, in some measure he must use

daily, and I venture to say that there is no one sub-

ject of study considered as mental discipline which is

of equal importance with reference to his general

effectiveness and grasp of engineering problems.

AA'^e may now turn for a few moments to the con-

sideration of methods for improving the memory. The
value of a keen and retentive memory serving as a

storehouse of facts and principles, ready on the instant

to supply any reasonable demand, cannot be exagger-

ated. How can such a memory be acquired? Time
fails for any comprehensive discussion of these mat-

ters and I can only refer very briefly to certain under-

lying principles.

(a) The quality of memory differs much be-

tween individuals. This we must accept as a fact.

The main question is how to effect improvement.

(b) The ability to call up at will the contents

of the memory depends primarily on two conditions

:

(i) The distinctness of the original impression.

(2) The frequency with which the original im-

pression is revived by being called before the notice

of the active upper consciousness.

It is a well established fact of modern psychology
that whatever has definitely impressed the upper con-

sciousness has gained a place in memory. This im-
pression, however, may vary from a slight and almost
vanishing touch to a record so deeply graven that

nothing can serve to effectively erase. In general the

original impression is the deeper and more lasting

according to the degree of fulfillment of some one or

more of the following conditions

:

(a) Deep emotion connected with the impres-
sion.

(b) Deep and earnest concentration of attention

on the subject matter to which the impression relates.

(c) A definite act of the will directed toward
the deepening of the impression when first made.

Under ordinary circumstances the latter two only
are available in connection with the events of every
day life. To illustrate, suppose the young engineer
overhears in conversation a statement of the fact that
the heat value of good California fuel oil is about
18,750 heat units per pound and desires to remember
such fact. He may definitely deepen the impression
on the memory by some such procedure as the follow-
ing:

He slowly, distinctly, and preferably with audible
voice repeats to himself the number 18,750 as the heat-
ing value of oil. At the same time he visualizes the
number, that is, pictures to himself how it looks. All
this is done with a keen and definite concentration of
attention on the number and its meaning and coupled
with a focussing of will power upon the making of a
deep and lasting impression on the memory.

So much for the original impression. Now with
regard to recollection (the recall at will of these im-
pressions) we find two chief aids

:

(a) Repetition.

(b) Association.

Memory works most easily along accustomed
.

channels and no matter how deep the original impres-
sion it will after a time become obscured by the more
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recent content of the menior}' unless the earlier im-

pression is renewed from time to time. After many
renewals the impression may have gained so definite

a place as to come readily at call, even after long

periods of disuse. To pursue the simple example

above, if the heating value of fuel oil is to be remem-
bered and held ready for instant service, it must be

brought 'out of the dim back ground of consciousness

from time to time and the original impression renewed.

Whenever the matter of the heating value of fuel oil

may present itself the occasion will serve for such re-

newal of the original impression. If the matter does

not come up in the ordinary course of events, then

it should be brought up by the mind. Thus matters

of any character whatever which we are desirous of

remembering promptly and which we may have im-

pressed on the memory with special concentration,

should be reviewed from time to time and the im-
pression thus renewed until the item has acquired

status in that part of the memory which is under im-

mediate and full control of the will.

Aid may also be realized by judicious use of the

association of ideas. We all know how one thing

will suggest another, and how a whole train of thought
may spring from some one minor item as starting

point. Many people make valuable use of this prin-

ciple in the cultivation of the memory. I shall not at-

tempt any discussion of the methods in detail, and
only mention it in passing, leaving to each one the

application to such extent as may seem effective.

We may now turn to the second principal sub-
division of our^subject, Quality of Mind.

We must admit, of course, that there are differ-

ences in mental endowment. Within limits the indi-

vidual is not responsible for these differences. Re-
sponsibility cannot be evaded, however, for the man-
ner of use of such endowment as we may have. Fur-
thermore I wish to point out most emphatically that

success in life in no matter what calling depends far

more on the manner and extent of use than on the

mere degree of initial mental equipment. Paraphras-
ing the scriptural parable of the talents, we may say
that one talent put to use is far more effective than
ten talents laid away in a napkin. I shall not attempt
any survey of mental equipment in general or even of

those items which might be supposed to relate espe-

cially to the work of the engineer. Time fails for such
examination and there is the less need, because the

basic characteristics of such equipment are beyond
the control of the individual, and his larger respon-

sibility begins with the use of such endowment as he

may have, rather than with the initial character of the

endowment itself. If there is any one truth in this

connection, the application of which should be allowed
to sink home, it is that genius is the result of mental
endowment, made fruitful by untiring industry, contin-

uing purpose and indomitable will. In the familiar

phrase
—

"Genius is an infinite capacity for taking

pains." The development of untiring industry, con-

tinuing purpose and indomitable will ; the develop-

ment of some capacity for taking pains, all these are

within the grasp of the individual. Therefore genius

in some measure lies within the grasp of him who
will reach forth and take.

Again with use the quality of mental endowment

will improve, new powers will develop and new
achievements will come within reach.

To sum up under this head

:

The individual is responsible for his basic mental
equipment only to the extent to which it permits
of enlargement and improvement by use. He is re-

sponsible in full for the measure and manner of use,

because these depend on will, and will is the core of

individuality.

Whatever may be the mental endowment there-

fore, let no man be discouraged. Use will bring de-

velopment and growth and the history of civilization

is filled with the records of men who, with only mod-
erate mental endowment held steadfast with fixed

determination, have far distanced in useful achieve-

ment others who, with higher natural endowments and
advantages, have lacked the element of purpose and
power of soul.

Turning from this brief reference to mental en-

dowment as such we approach our third subdivision,

the method and manner of its use.

The work of the engineer is readily divided into

two principal fields

:

(i) The performance of routine duties, without
new elements, and in which are involved only the per-

formance of accustomed operations, either mental or

physical.

(2) The study of new problems.

While the importance of the first of these must
not be forgotten, we find our chief present interest

in the second division—the study of new problems.

How then shall we most advantageously approach
the study of such problems? Here again we find two
chief classes into which such problems are naturally

divided.

(a) Those in which the desired end or object is

known and we are to discover the way of achievement.

(b) Those in which some specified combination
of conditions is proposed or known and we are to de-

termine the results.

In the first we have fundamentally the problem
of the inventor who is ever seeking new combinations

through which some desired end may be realized, or

again the problem of search for the causes of some
specified or known condition or trouble. In the second

we have the familiar problem of determining from
known or proposed conditions, the unknown result.

Both classes of problems involve the same funda-

mental items, the chief difference being in the point

of view. In one it is relatively forward, in the other

backward. In both it involves two primary mental

operations— (a) the determination of the influences of

various individual factors which may enter into the

problem and (b) the mental combination of these

various individual items or influences into one final

result.

The highest degree of effectiveness will come
then when all the factors which niaj' possibly have any

bearing on the problem are marshalled in order, passed

in review, given each its due individual weight, and

then combined with careful judgment into a final re-

sult. This discussion of mental processes is perhaps

likely to seem academic and may be tedious. Some
understanding of these matters is, however, of im-

portance as an aid toward clearer and more effective
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thought and study. Daily the engineer traverses oper-

ations of this character which through familiarity are

carried forward almost instinctively and without con-

scious note of their exact character. Let me illustrate.

In passing a given boiler note is taken of the fact

that the water is low in the gauge glass and a mo-
ment's examination serves to show that no feed is com-
ing through the check valve. This means a condition

of trouble which must be instantly investigated, its

causes determined and removed. Instinctively the

engineer passes in review all possible causes of such

a condition. The check valve may have been acci-

dentally closed, it may have become jammed on its

seat, the opening may have become clogged with

waste or some other foreign substance, there may be

a leak in the feed pipe, the feed pump may have

stopped and if so, due to a whole series of causes

which will be rapidly brought to mind if such is

found to be the case. Then a rapid and systematic

search will be started for the determination of which

cause or what combination of causes is responsible for

the given condition. One by one they will be elimi-

n"kted vmtil finally the explanation of the condition

will be found and the basis for a judgment as to the

best method of correction will be provided. Now it

is clear that in any such problem efficiency of treat-

ment requires three things in particular

:

(1) The determination of all the factors.

(2) The assignment to each factor of its proper

influence and importance.

(3) The development of a composite judgment
based on the action and interaction of these various

individual factors.

Again suppose we analyze the process by which

the inventor proceeds in the search for some improve-

ment or new development in the line of engineering

equipment.

Suppose him to be in search, let us say, of a steam
meter. He might perhaps analyze out the problem

somewhat as follows

:

Purpose in view, measurement of flow of steam

in pounds per minute or per hour.

Weight of steam flowing along any pipe or

through any orifice depends on three factors—area of

stream of flow, velocity, density.

Steam as furnished from boiler may naturally vary

in pressure and hence in density, also possibly in

quality or degree of moisture.

The chief variable factors to be provided for are

therefore variation in demand on the part of the con-

sumer and variation in pressure and density on the

part of the boiler.

These changes are then available to actuate some
indicating or recording mechanism.

If for example the area is kept constant, means
must be sought for causing the varying density and
varying velocity to properly affect the registration of

the apparatus.

If otherwise the velocity is kept constant then

means must be sought to connect varying area and
varying density with the registration of the apparatus.

And if finally density could be kept constant, then
it would be sufficient to keep either velocity or area

constant and to effect the registration by means of the

one variable element.

The next step in the survey of the field would be

the determination of all possible means by which
change in velocity, or change in area or change in

density could be made to affect the registration of an

instrument. With such a survey completed the possi-

bilities are in hand and it then becomes a matter of

choice as to what combination of possible means and
methods will be most effective for the pui^poses in

view.

Such processes are typical of all search for the

unknown, though we are not always careful to go
about them in a thorough, systematic and exhaustive

manner. Such processes always involve the analysis

of a desired result into its various component factors,

and the utmost care is necessary in order to be sure

that the list is complete—that all the factors are in-

cluded. Then comes a search for the various means
of realizing mechanical embodiment for such factors,

having in view the purpose desired. Here again the

search must be exhaustive. We may safely assume
that there are many ways of realizing any individual

purpose or element of our problem, and it is very

unlikely that the method which may first present itself

will be the best of all. Further search should be made
and a persistent effort must be directed toward the

discovery of all practicable ways of realizing the par-

ticular purpose, and then a choice may be made.
All this is perhaps commonplace, but I am de-

sirous of impressing, especially upon the younger
members of the association, the high importance of

bringing to every problem with which they may have
to deal the highest qualities of mind backed by deter-

mined purpose, and of knowing no rest short of its

thorough and systematic study along lines as indi-

cated above.

Another powerful help in connection with the

growth of the engineer in effective capacity may be
found in the development of what may be called or-

ganizing centers, each in connection with some special

class of topic in which keen interest is felt. The con-

ditions for such development are first and foremost

the existence of a definite and keen interest on the spe-

cial topic in question, and then a direct and strong

effort on the part of the will to refer everything in

the way of facts, information and data relating to this

topic, to this particular center of the mind for organ-
ization and safekeeping. This principle is so impor-
tant that I wish to illustrate by a simple example.

Suppose we have two young engineers, A and B,

with equal general educational advantages and train-

ing. Suppose that neither has yet been brought into

very close contact with the special conditions which
influence power plant economy. Suppose that A feels

no special interest in such matters and has no special

ambition to become posted with regard to the princi-

ples on which economy must depend ; while B on the

contrary feels the keenest interest in such matters,

and has a determined purpose to thoroughly master

the underlying principles. Such men from time to

time will come into contact with many items of infor-

mation relating to this general topic. To B they will

have definite meaning, and will be eagerly absorbed

by the memory. To A they will be next to meaning-
less and will make on the memory onl)^ the most fleet-

ing impression. Thus the power plant may be visited
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by some authority on the subject, aud in conversation

certain definite facts of importance and value may be

mentioned. In the case of A they will enter the ears

and cause the sensation of hearing, simply as a phrase

or two of conversation. In the case of B they will

be recognized instantly as facts or information cor-

responding to a well developed interest, and will be

carefully stored away and grouped around such grasp

of principle as may have been acquired regarding these

matters.

In all this there is little of conscious effort. There

is the existence of interest, attention, and a receptive,

responsive condition regarding all such matters. Under
such circumstances there is a natural almost uncon-

scious absorption of such facts and items of informa-

tion, and an equally unconscious reference of them

to the organizing center which has begun to develop

with reference to this particular topic. It will be

found that after a time a very considerable body of

information relating to this topic will have been ac-

quired by B, with little of direct or conscious effort,

and that such information will have gradually become
organized, or crystallized, so to speak, about a center

which may be called "interest in power plant econ-

omy." '
'^

In a similar manner by developing suitable inter-

ests, other lines of data and information may be ac-

quired and organized in like manner. Thus such or-

ganizing centers may be developed with reference to

many special topics of importance to the engineer,

such as matters of cost and the general subject of the

finance of power plants; matters relating to the

organization and administration of power plants and
other industrial undertakings ; matters relating to

the shop construction of the items of power plant

equipment, etc., all of which will help to make him
broader and more effective in the discharge of the

daily duties of his calling.

Without such development of interest and of such

centers of organization for groups of information and
data, A may pass through the same environment,

come into momentary contact with the same facts and
opportunities, but with absolutely nothing of solid ac-

quirement to show as a result.

I wish to speak now brieflv of the source of errors

made by engineers, and of the most effective means of

overcoming, presumably the largest class. This is

distinctly a practical question. We all know that we
are subject to the making of errors. What are their

sources and how may they be avoided.

We may conveniently note three classes of errors

:

Cl) Errors of ignorance.

(2) Errors of judgment.

(3) Errors due to lack of attention.

Errors of ignorance we all make. We are un-

certain regarding some of the elements of our prob-

lem and we guess, or make .some attempt at an esti-

mate or determination, and an error is introduced.

Such errors are not made unconsciously. We know
of the uncertainty in our factors and realize that the

final result must of necessity invoh'e a similar mar-
gin of uncertainty. Much more dangerous are the

errors which we make when we think we are right

but are misled or mistaken. Here we may give full

weight to our results, when in point of fact they in-

volve the consequences of the error unconsciously

made. There is no royal road for avoiding the errors

due to ignorance. We can only strive to be sure of our

facts if possible, and if not, to make the best possible

estimate of the measure of uncertainty which may be

introduced into the result by such uncertainty in the

primary factors. If for example we obtain a final

result which we estimate to involve a possible error

of ten per cent in either direction, it is better perhaps

than having no result at all, and better than having a

result in which the error may be of unknown magni-

tude. Against unconscious errors of ignorance we
can only exercise the keenest scrutiny of factors and

datta, and endeavor to trace each item back to a thor-

oughly reliable source.

Against errors of judgment we have no general

remedy. These again we all are liable to make. Our
view of the various factors may be faulty or incom-

plete, our estimate of their relative influence or im-

portance inaccurate, and so with the best of purposes

we may arrive at faulty conclusions. Here again,

painstaking care in the determination of the various

factors and in the assignment of individual values,

with careful weighing of each, separately and in com-
bination, are the chief means available for leading us

to correct conclusions from given initial data.

It is rather with reference to the third class of

errors that I wish to speak, because such errors are

made many times more frequenth' than those of the

other two classes.

In this class we may include all errors of a numer-

ical character, and in general all errors made in viola-

tion of our own knowledge when the mind is properly

focused on the matter.

The mind has a valuable but at times a dangerous

habit of going on working in an automotic or semi-

automatic manner even when the attention is not

keenly focused on the subject matter in hand. This

is particularly the case when it is concerned with very

familiar operations such as adding a column of figures,

or doing a problem in multiplication or division. We
all know how the attention can wander during such

an operation. Entirely outside thoughts may float

through the mind distracting the attention, or again

keen interest in the subject in hand may tempt the

mind to rush on ahead and consider other matters

while almost like a machine the mental faculties are

going through familiar arithmetical operations. All

this would be well, if the automatic part of the opera-

tion could l)e depended on. But unfortunately it can-

not. It is just when the mind is in such a state of

divided attention that we say 6 x 9 = 45 or 9 + 8 =
18 or 8 X 9 = 72 and 6 are 60 or other like errors.

These are statements the error of which we instantly

detect when the attention is focused on the matter,

but which slip by unchallenged when the attention is

directed elsewhere. Again in copying numbers from

one place to another we may transpose or invert, as

for example writing 7.sfi instead of 657 or 92,^fi instead

of t)i,2Ct. Again wc may 1 ikr the price of something

per pound instead of per foot, or we may use inches

for feet or feet for inciics. In short there is no end

to the foolish and crnnioinis things which wc may do
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when the attention is thus relaxed or divided. Prac-

tically everything which we do correctly when the

attention is properly focused, we may do incorrectly

when such oversight is wanting. In the familiar

phrase we know better but didn't think. The proper
answer of our emploj^ers is that as long as we know
better we should think, for that is what we're paid for.

There is no need of enlarging further regarding

the character or frequency of such errors. We have
all doubtless had keen personal experience of them.

Now there is one and onl}' one remedy. That is, never

for one instant to relax the attention when engaged
in operations of this character, and the more familiar

the operations are, the more the tendency of the

attention to wander and the greater the danger of run-

ning astray. It is not too much to say that it lies

within the capacity of any one who chooses, to elimi-

nate practically all errors due to such sources. It sim-

ply means undivided attention definitely focused

directly on the matter in hand, and a resolute stead-

fast exclusion from the mind of all external beguiling

topics. I speak of this matter with emphasis because

it is of importance to us all in the every day duties of

our calling. In some cases the frequency of such

errors has seriously reduced the value of otherwise

good engineers. I am convinced that any one with

determination can break himself of the liability to

errors of this character. It is simply a matter of a

concentrated focus of attention. Purpose and will lie

at the foundation, and to these we must now turn

in closing.

This is a final point which needs no extended

development. The conditions are demonstrated on
every hand and by experience as old as the world's

history. The progress of civilization has been marked
times beyond number by failure or by half success on
the part of those with good natural endowment and ad-

vantages, but who have lacked this one final element
essential for success ; while on the other hand the

world's history has been made and the world's civil-

ization has been achieved in very large measure by
men and women of only moderate initial endowment
and often in spite of serious handicap of one form or

another, but who have been fired with courage, pur-

pose and determination.

The world's work today is being done and the

new developments of the age are being opened up, not

by natural born geniuses (if there are such") not pri-

marily by those who have had the best advantages

of birth and training, but rather by those who have

become inspired with the largest measure of soul and

purpose. In a very real sense we are coming to see

that man is what he wills to be. Many elements must

of necessity enter into the final make up of what we
call success. I have endeavored to indicate some of

them. Personality, morality, some element of what

seems to be chance, these and others will also enter

into the final complex result ; but the greatest of all,

certainly of those for which we as individuals have

any measure of responsibility, is the element of pur-

pose. And so as the closing thought, and one which

I trust may be carried away and into the duties of

everyday life, I would simply say that success awaits

the grasp of him who wills to reach forth and take.

RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRODUCER
GAS POWER PLANT IN THE

UNITED STATES.'
BY ROBEET HEYWOOD FERNALD.

It was not until late in the nineteenth century
that the gas engine came into common use, and
although many types have been devised within the
last twenty or thirty years it is only within eight

or nine years that large gas engines have been con-
structed. This development started eleven or twelve
years ago in Germany, Belgium and England, but
marked progress has been limited to the last eight
years.

For a long time the natural fuel of these internal-

combustion engines was city gas, but this was too
expensive except for engines of small capacity. It

was seldom found economical to operate units of more
than 75 horsepower with this fuel. Cheap gas was
essential for the development of the gas engine, but the
early attempts to produce cheap gas were somewhat
discouraging, and for a time it seemed very unlikely
that the gas engine would encroach to any extent on
the field occupied by the steam engine. The theor-
etical possibilities of the internal-combustion engine
operating with cheap fuel promised so much, however,
that the practical difficulties were rapidly overcome,
with the result that the internal-combustion engine
has become a serious rival of the steam engine in
many of its applications.

The development of the large gas engine within
the last few years has been exceedingly rapid. It
v/as only nine years ago that a 6oo- h. p. engine ex-
hibited at the Paris exposition was regarded as a won-
der, but today four-cycle, twin-tandem, double-acting
engines of 2,000 to 3,500 h. p. can be found in nearly
all up-to-date steel plants, and there are installations
m this country containing several units rated at 5400
h. p. each.

The rapid advance of the large gas engine was
made possible by improvements in the production
of cheap gas directly from fuel by means of the gas
producer. An early form of producer introduced in
Europe, and now in general use both abroad and in
the United States, is known as the suction producer,

'

a name suggested by the fact that the engine develops
Its charge of gas in the producer by means of its own
suction stroke. Although many producers of this type
are now used, most of them are small, seldom exceed-
mg 200 horsepower. A serious limitation to the utility
of the suction producer has been the fact that, owing
to the manner of generating the gas, no tarry fuels
could be used, a restriction that prevented the use of
bituminous coals, lignites, peats, and other like fuels.
The fuels in most common use for producers of this
type are charcoal, coke, and anthracite coal, although
attempts are being made so to construct suction plants
that they can be operated with bituminous or tarry
coals.

To meet the demand for the concentration of
nower in large units, instead of operating a large num-
ber of separate installations of small nower capaci^v,
the pressure producer was devised. This producer de-
velons its gas under a slight pressure due to the intro-
duction of an air and steam blast, and the gas is stored

'Summai-izetl from Bulletin 416, IT. S. Geological Survey.
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in a boKlcr until it is rc(|uircd hy the engine. i\s the

gas may thus be stored Ijcfore passiiiL;' In tlie engine,

and as its generation does not de|)end on the sueliun

stroke of the engine, tar and other impurities may be

removed from it by suitable devices, and the use of

bituminous coal, lignite, and peat is thus permitted.

The pressure producer was closely followed in the

course of development by the down-shaft producer,

which fixes the tar as a permanent gas and therefore

completely uses the volatile hydrocarbons in bitumin-

ous coal, lignite and peat.

A few scattered producer-gas plants were in-

stalled for power purposes in the United States before

1900, but the application of this type of power in any
general sense has been developed since that date.

During the first few years of this period of develop-

ment antharcite coal, coke and charcoal were used

almost exclusively, although occasionally pressure and
down-draft plants ventured to use a well-tried bitumi-

nous coal known to be especially free from sulphur

and caking difficulties and low in both ash and tar

making compounds. The rapid development of the

anthracite plant was to be expected, but it remained
for the United States Geological Survey in its testing

plants at St. Louis and Norfolk to demonstrate the

possibility of using in such plants practically all grades

of fuel of any commercial value, without reference to

the amount of sulphur or tarry matter which thej' con-

tain.

In considering the relation between the economic
results of plants of the two types under discussion,

namely, steam and producer-gas, the fact should be

remembered that today, in the ordinary manufactur-
ing plant operated by steam power, less than 5 per

cent of the total energy in the fuel consumed is avail-

able fc useful work at the machine.

In that connection it is of interest and value to

glance at the possibilities of the best designed and most
skilfully operated commercial plant now in use. The
data concerning the steam plant selected for this

determination are derived from a table prepared by
Mr. Stott, superintendent of motive power, Interbor-

ough Rapid Transit Company, New York City, which,
as Mr. Stott says shows "the losses found in a year's

operation of what is probably one of the most efficient

plants in existence today, and, therefore, typical of

the present state of the art."

Average losses in steam plant of the Interborough Company in
converting 1 pound of coal, containing 12,500 Britlsli ther-
mal units, into electricity.

British
thermal Per cent,
units.

Loss by friction '. 138 1.1

Loss in exhaust 7,513 60.1

Loss in pipes anrl auxiliaries 275 2.2

Loss in boiler 1,000 8.0

Loss in stack 1,987 15.9

Loss in ashes 300 2.4

Total losses 11,213

Energy utilized 1,287

S9.7

10.3

100.0

Mr. Stott further presents a table showing the

thermal efficiency of producer-gas plants, concerning
which he says

:

The following heat balance is believed to repre-

sent the best results obtained in Europe and the United

States up to dale in the formatinn and nlihzation of

pniclucer gas.

Average losses in a i)ruducer-gas plant in tlio conversion of 1

pound of coal, containing 12,500 British tliermal units, into
electricity.

British
thei'mal Percent,
units.

Loss in gas producer and auxiliaries 2,500 20.0

Loss in cooling water in jaclcets 2,375 19.0

Loss in exliaust gases 3,750 30.0

Loss in engine friction 813 G.5

Loss in electric generator 62 .5

Total losses 9,500

Converted into electric energy 3,000

76.0

2-1.0

The thermal efficiency of such plants, as given

by ditiferent writers, runs as high as 33, 36 and 38.5

per cent, and for some plants figures as extravagant

as "above 40" are boldly published. Although the

present aim has been to give figures for a producer-gas

plant that may compare favorably with those of the

steam plant of the Interborough Company, an effort

has been made to keep well within obtainable effi-

ciencies. Attention is also directed to the fact that the

producgr-gas plant considered should be large enough

to compare favorably with the steam plant. This pre-

cludes comparisons with suction plants, which arc

relatively small but give higher proportional effi-

ciencies than the larger pressure and down-draft

plants, for these recjuire more or less auxiliary ap-

paratus.

Mr. Stott seems ready to accept a thermal effi-

ciency of 24 per cent for the best producer-gas plants

for comparison with 10.3 per cent efficiency for his

steam plant, but a careful study of the problem has

led to a more conservative estimate for the producer-

gas plant, namely, 21.5 per cent.

The tables just given show the comparative effi-

ciencies reached in plants of the best type, both steam

and producer-gas, but these are seldom realized in

common practice. The rfesults obtained in the gov-

ernment plant at St. Louis are proljably more nearly

representative of the ordinary type of apparatus.

These results are as follows

:

Relative economics of steam and gas power plants at St. Louis
in the conversion of 1 pound of coal containing 12,500
British thermal units into electricity.

Steam power. Gas power.
British British
thermal Per thermal Per
units. cent. units. cent.

Losses in exhaust, friction, etc.. 11,892 95.14 10,812 86.5

Converted Into electric energy. . G08 4.86 1.688 13.5

12,500 100.00 12,500 100.0

Especial attention is called to the fact that several

low-grade coals and lignites that have proxed of little

value or even worthless under the steam boiler have

given excellent results in the gas producer.

The ratios of the total fuel per brake-horsepower

hour required by the steam plant and producer-gas

plant, under full load, not counting stand-by losses, arc

presented below as derixed from 75 coals, 6 lignites,

and T peat (Florida).

Ratios of Fuel Used in Steam and Gas Plants.

Average ratio, coal as fired per brake horsepower hour

under boiler to coal as fired per brake-horsepower hour

in producer 2.7
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Maximum ratio, coal as fired per bralce-liorsepower liour

under boiler to coal as fired per bralie-horsepower hour
In producer 3.7

Minimum ratio, coal as fii-ed per brake-horsepower hour
under boiler to coal as fired per brake-horsepower hour
in producer 1 . S

Average ratio, lignite and subbituminous coal as fired per

brake-horsepower hour under boiler to lignite as fired

per brake-horsepower hour in producer 2.7

Maximum ratio, lignite and subbituminous coal as fired

per brake-horsepower hour under boiler to lignite as

fired per brake-horsepower hour in producer 2.9

Minimum ratio, lignite and subbituminous coal as fired

per brake-horsepower hour under boiler to lignite as

fired per brake-horsepower hour in producer 2.2

Average ratio, peat as fired per brake-horsepower hour
under boiler to peat as fired per brake-horsepower hour
in producer 2.3

The figures for the producer-gas tests include not
only the coal consumed in the gas producer, but also

the coal used in the auxiliar}' boiler for generating the

steam necessary for the pressure blast—that is, the
figures given include the total coal required by the

gas-producer plant.
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Fig. 1.—Comparative Service of Coals and Lignites in Producer and
Steam Boiler Plants.

The curves in Fig. i show graphically the great

economy secured from the 75 bituminous coals and
6 lignites when used in the gas producer instead of

under the steam boiler. The results of the tests are

officially reported on the basis of switchboard horse-

power, but in order that they may be of more practical

value they are given here on the basis of brake horse-

power and kilowatts—the efficiency of electric gener-
ator and belt in each plant being assumed as 85 per

cent.

In the above comparisons between the steam and
producer-gas plants no consideration has been made
of stand-by losses. The result for each plant has been
derived from experiments made during continuous
operation for a given period. Data on stand-by losses

for plants operated during a portion of each 24-hour
day are not at present obtainable at the fuel-testing

plant. Very few results of experiments relating to

this point have been published, and opinions regard-

ing the amount of fuel required for holding fires over
night or during idle periods in both boiler and producer
plants seem to differ widely.

In considering the possible increase in efficiency

of the steam tests with a compound engine, as com-
pared with the simple engine used, the fact should not
be overlooked that a corresponding increase in the
efficiency of the producer-gas tests may be brought
about under corresponding favorable conditions. Not
only is the producer passing through a transitional

period, but the gas engine must still be regarded in

the same light. In the larger sizes the vertical single-
acting engine is being replaced by the horizontal
double-acting engine. Other changes and improve-
ments are constantly being made which tend to
increase the efficiency of the gas engine, as com-
pounding and tripling the expansions have already
increased the efficiency of the steam engine.

As has already been stated, the gas engine used
in the tests here reported is of a type that is rapidly
becoming obsolete for this size, namely, the vertical,

three-cylinder, single-acting.

A brief consideration of these points will lead at
once to the conclusions that a comparison of the pro-
ducer-gas plant and steam plant used in these tests
is very favorable to the former, and that any increase
in efficiency in the steam tests that might result from
using a compound engine can be ofliset by the intro-
duction of a gas engine of more modern type and a
producer plant designed to handle the special kinds of
fuel used.

It should be noted that many fuels which give
poor results under steam boilers have been used with
great ease and efficiency in the gas producer, which
thus makes it possible to utilize low-grade coals and
lignites that have heretofore been regarded as prac-
tically useless. Several of the poorest grades of bitum-
inous coals have shown remarkable efficiency in the
gas producer, and lignites and peat have been used in
it with great facility, thus opening the way to the
introduction of cheap power into large districts that
have thus far been commercially unimportant owing
to lack of industrial opportunities. Experiments with
"bone," a refuse product in bituminous-coal mining,
have given excellent results, showing an efficiency in
the producer equal to that reached by good steam coal
under boilers. Recent investigations with other low-
grade fuels, such as mine roof slabs, culm, and wash-
ery refuse, have also demonstrated the possibility of
using such material to advantage in the producer
under proper commercial conditions.

It has not been the aim of the testing plant to
determine the lowest possible amounts of coal that
could produce a given amount of power or to determine
the highest possible efficiency of the particular pro-
ducer plant installed. By an act of Congress, the work
of the plant was restricted to the determination of the
possibilities of utilizing bituminous coals, lignites, and
other fuels for the production of power. In spite of
the fact that no series of runs has been made
on any one coal for determining the best pos-
sible results obtainable, it is nevertheless grati-

fying to report that official records show that
as small an amount of dry coal as 0.95 pound per hour
has been burned in the producer per electrical horse-
power developed at the switchboard : or 0.80 pound of
dry coal per hour has been burned in the producer per
brake horsepower per hour, on the basis of an effi-

ciency of 85 per cent for generator and belt.
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946,751. Alternating-Current-Motor Control. Ernst F. W.

Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric

Company. In combination with a pair of alternating-current

motors ot the commutator type having their armatures nor-

mally connected in series, a control system arranged to short-

circuit said armatures for low-speed operation and to open the

short-circuit and impress a voltage on said armatures for

high-speed operation, a cut-out switch arranged to cut either

of said motors out of circuit, and means controlled by the

cut-out switch for rendering the control system inoperative

to establish the high-speed connections when one motor is

cut out.

946,590. ElectricTrolley-Line Construction. Theodore

Varney, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company. In an electric line construction, the

combination with trol'.ey conductors forming a V-shaped junc-

tion, and supporting means therefor, of a plurality of diverg-

ing guard wires located between the trolley conductors, sup-

porting cross-bars clamped to the ends of the guard wires

and to certain trolley conductor supports, and intermediate

cross pieces clamped to the guard wires and provided with

trolley hangers.

946,829. Compounding Alternating-Current Circuits. Wil-

liam Stanley. Great Barrington, Mass., assignor to General

niectric Company. In combination with a load circuit and a

T—I—I—n—

I

T T T f r T

C Saturated

D Unsaturated

comprising two transformers having their primaries con-

nected in series with each other and in shunt to the source

and their secondaries connected in series with each other

and with the load, the cores of the two transformers being so

proportioned that one is saturated and the other unsaturated.

946,820. Gas-Producer. Thomas Clouston, Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada. In a gas producer, the combination

with a generating chamber having a partition grate across

the bottom and a charging inlet projected within the top, of

means for delivering air from the space beneath the par-

tition, grate through twyers upwardly projecting from the par-

tition, means for collecting gas generated from about the mid-

height of the generating chamber and for delivering the same

through a passage exposed to the heat of the incandescent

fuel in the lower part of the same chamber, and means for

delivering the hot gas so collected through a pipe exposed to

the incoming air in the space beneath the partition grate.

946,886. Method of and Apparatus for Determining Rate

of Flow of Steam and Other Gases and Vapors. Carl C.

Thomas, Madison, Wis. The method of determining the rate

of flow of wet steam and like vapors, which comprises pass-

ing a moving curi-ent of such vapor in healing proximity to

electrical resistance means, passing through such resistance

source of alternating current therefor, means for compound-

ing the voltage supplied to the circuit under varying load

means electric current sufficient to generate enough heat to

superheat the vapor and so convert It into gas, and also pass-

ing through such resistance means a further known amount

of current and determining the rise of temperalure produced

In the gas, during a unit of time, by the passing of such addi-

tional amount of current.
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The attitude of the "Journal" towards Mr. Gifford

Pinchot, has been always one of friendly fairness. We
have admired the man, though forced

Pinchot- to deplore, at time?, an uncompro-

Ballinger mising zealotry that seemed to pos-

sess him. That gentleman was so

impressed with our fairness of statement in our dis-

cussion of the hydroelectric problem that he quoted

in "Conservation" one of our editorials in full, declar-

ing it to be "As fair and logical a presentment of the

case as we recall having seen in a long while."

With this introduction the casual reader will not

misunderstand what follows.

It is deplorable that a man who could have been

of such vast service to his country as Mr. Pinchot

might have been, should have disqualified himself from

further usefulness to the nation as a public officer,

through his own deliberate act. An insubordinate sub-

ordinate is intolerable in any employment. Mr. Pin-

chot understands this as well as anyone.

Personall}' we believe Mr. Pinchot invited his own
dismissal—nay, more than that, he demanded -it.

There was nothing left for the President to do. For a

like ofi'ense Mr. Roosevelt would have dismissed Mr.

Pinchot quicker than did Mr. Taft, but with more

pyrotechnics. Harsh criticism of Mr. Taft for his

action is unjustifiable. If the ofifending Pinchot could

not possibly be replaced, such criticism might be nat-

ural, even though unfair.

Of course it is going too far to say of Mr. Pinchot

that he is the only man in America honest enough or

wise enough to supervise the great work of conserva-

tion. There are others who will do as well and who,

lacking certain personal peculiarities, may do better

than he. The same ma}^ also be said with equal truth

of Mr. Ballinger.

Mr. Ballinger has not yet placed himself in a

position justifying his dismissal, unless we prejudge

his case. But this much seems quite certain. He
ought to resign. He ought to relieve the President

and the entire country by withdrawing unequivocally,

whether he be under fire or nor under fire. As a

friend, he is not an administration asset—he is a lia-

bility.

Believing that Mr. Pinchot, rather than resign,

deliberately invited, if not planned, his own dismissal

;

and believing too that he is a fair minded gentleman,

it is somewhat inexplicable that he should permit the

President to be harshly criticised for the doing of a

thing he had rendered compulsory. Some men in Mr.

Pinchot's place, no matter what their personal feelings

might be, would issue a statement that would relieve

the President of unjust criticism, of unwise friends.

And we must confess to liking such a man.

If Mr. Pinchot, for some cause or other, had de-

cided to get out of office, and if he then carefully

planned not to resign but to commit some overt act

that would inevitably bring about his dismissal, so as

to injure the administration, and bring upon it unjust
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criticism, and if tliis was his deliberate purpose, as it

seems to have been, then we must amend our views of

Mr. Pinchot's personality.

Until ten years ago the theoretical efficiency of

producer-gas power was the will-of-the-wisp that lured

many a dollar from the pocket of the

Producer Gas power plant owner. Made chary by

Power initial impressions, which are pro-

\-erbably lasting, he is now slow to be

con\inccd that recent improvements in both the pro-

ducer and the engine have given a power plant that

is at once efficient and reliable. The case is in many

respects similar to that of the electric vehicle, whose

early defects have prejudiced people against its pres-

ent perfections.

Producer-gas is the result of the incomplete com-

bustion of coal, its active constituents being carbon

monoxide and hydrogen, diluted with a large amount

of inert nitrogen. Mixed with air and exploded in the

cylinder of a gas engine it drives the piston, thus

effectively utilizing from two to three times as much
of the energy available in the coal as does the steam

engine.

Its great success has been with anthracite coal,

although experiments made by the Fuel Testing De-

partment of the United States Geological Survey show

that bituminous coal, bone coal, lignite and peat can

be successfully utilized. More than half of the total

producer-gas horsepower in this country is developed

from bituminous coal and lignite. For this purpose

the suction producer has not proved uniformly satis-

factory, the pressure type being seemingly better

adapted for soft coals. The producer is yet in a state

of transition ; the apparatus has not become standard-

ized as has steam equipment; few engineers under-

stand how to handle a plant to the best advantage; its

initial cost is high. These disadvantages, however, are

but transitory and are already more than compensated

by the low cost of its .power. There can be little

doubt but that in time producer-gas plants will be

centralized in the coal mines as have been hydroelectric

plants at the water power sites, and the energy distrib-

uted either by means of high pressure gas mains or

long distance electrical transmission.

Last month the members of the California No. 3,

National Association of Stationary Engineers, were

favored with one of those whole-souled talks of advice

that have endeared Professor Durand to all of his stu-

dents. Through the courtesy of the Association we
are enabled to print this address elsewhere, and would

commend its perusal to all of our readers. His talk is

concerned primarily with the mental equipment that

brings success. Being intended for the steam engineer

it employs mechanical analugics with which he is

familiar. Emphasis is laid upon the fact that a man's

"thinker}-" is of e\'cn greater iin|)ortancc than his

memory.

PERSONALS.
John Xixon, latel.y with the Buckley Electrical Com-

pany, is now in charge of the lighting plant at LaConner,
Washington.

E. E. Burgess, manager of the Davenport Light & Power
Company, o( Davenport, Cal., was a San Fi-ancisco visitor

during the week.

C. P. Piatt, consulting engineer of the Home Telephone
Company, returned to San Francisco last week after a busi-

ness trip to New York.

Charles M. Hall, vice-president of the Aluminum Company
of America, left Niagara Falls, accompanied by Dr. W. H.

Hodge, and is visiting the Pacific Coast, tor his health.

R. A. Balzari, who has been tor several years with the
San Francisco office of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Companj', is now covering Northern California as
sales engineer.

A. D. Schindler, general manager of the Northern Electric
Railway Company, whose leg was broken in an elevator acci-

dent last week, is resting easily at the Hahnemann Hospital
in San Francisco.

Leon M. Hall and D. C. Demarest, together with Sidney
M. Stone. A. C. Sprout, W. G. Morrow and W. C. Wallace,
have opened offices in the Kohl Building, San Francisco, as
Hall, Demarest & Co., engineers, making a specialty of mines,
mills and power plants.

Jack Furness, who has been chief engineer for the Palace
Hotel Company of San Francisco for the past thirty-seven
years, has resigned. He had charge of both the Fairmont
and Palace power plants. Assistant Engineer Trimble has
gone from the Humboldt Bank Building plant to the Palace as
acting chief.

H. A. Hageman has resigned as assistant superintendent
of mechanical operations at the plants of the Niagara Falls
Power Company and the Canadian Niagara Power Company,
Niagara Falls, to accept a position with Stone-Webster Engi-
neering Corporation to design and construct a power plant
near Seattle.

W. H. Leffiugwell, the engineer in charge of the Mono
Power Company's hydroelectric construction work on the
Owens River has arrived from Bishop. Nev., to confer with
his principals in San Francisco. More than $150,000 has al-

ready been e.\pended on the transmission project which will

supply Tonopah and Goldfield with electric power.

Eerie H. A. Nordin, a hydraulic engineer who has been
connected with the construction of several power plants for
the Guggenheim interests in the Sacramento Valley region,

has arrived from Marysville. He is en route to New York
and will sail thence to Barranguilla, Colombia, where he is

engaged to spend a year and a half in installing a power
plant for the Guggenheims.

C. W. Stone, assistant engineer of the lighting depart-

ment, and D. R. Bullen, manager of the supply department
of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, are expected
to arrive in San Francisco the second week in February to

attend the annual agents' meeting for this district at the San
Francisco office. They will also attend a similar meeting
in Portland for the benefit of the agents in the Pacific North-

west.

SEATTLE SECTION A. I. E. E.

A. A. Miller has been elected chairman and W. S. llosUins

secretary and treasurer of the Seattle Section A. I. E. E. The
selection of the e.xecutive committee has boon poslponed niitil

a later date. A. A. Miller of llio Westinghouse Company
gave a lecture on Single Phase Railway Knuipniont. illuslraled

with stereopticon views. At the February meoling Reiiler

Boeuw^kes, assistant to Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson, will give a

paper on the Cascade Tunnel Equipment.
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ELECTRICAL MEN'S LUNCH CLUB OF LOS ANGELES.

At the regular monthly meeting o( the Electrical Men's

Lunch Club of Los Angeles, held January 13th, Mr. B. F. Pierson,

general superintendent of the Southern California Edison

Company, gave the members a very interesting talk on the de-

velopment of the Edison Company in and around Los Angeles.

Beginning about a dozen years ago with a second-hand boiler,

engine and generator and coming down to the present time,

touching lightly on each stage of development. Mr. Pierson

stated the company' had in prospect the building of another

power plant on the Kern River, contemplating a 160,000 volt

line. This point is particularly interesting, when consider-

ing the fact that less than 15 years ago certain prominent

engineers insisted that even a 15,000 volt transmission line

was impossible and had to be demonstrated in this particular

locality before the practicability of such a line was possible.

Mr. Pierson's remarks were thoroughly appreciated by the

64 members present and an earnest request made for an

early return address. Mr. A. W. Ballard, local manager of

the General Electric Company was elected chairman and Mr.

Walton of the Southern California Edison Company vice-

chairman, and Mr. R. B. Clapp of the Westinghouse Electric

Company secretary for the ensuing year.

TRADE NOTES.

On February 1st the National Conduit & Cable Company
will open offices in Los Angeles, with Mr. Walter Fagan in

charge. Mr. Fagan has been purchasing agent for the Pacific

States Electric Co.

The Lindsley Wright Company of Portland report a

marked increase in the demand for long poles. Deliveries

between January 1st and the 10th amounted to 2,500 poles.

The supply is rather limited.

The Wire & Cable Company of Montreal announce that

the Northern Electric and Manufacturing Company, Limited,

91S Pender street Vancouver, have been appointed sales agents,

for the Province of British Columbia.

The proposed consolidation of the Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Company with the Dean Electric Company, under the

name of the Kellogg-Dean Electric Company, has not ma-

terialized, and all steps in that direction have ceased.

The Valley Power Company of Minneapolis, Minn., have

ordered from the Westinghouse Company at Seattle a 550 k. w.

generator, 30 k. w. exciter, three 200 k. w. transformers,

switchboard, etc., for their plant at Cashmere, Washington.

The Portland Wood Pipe Company just closed a contract

with the Post Falls Irrigation & Land Company of Coeur

d'Alene, Idaho, to build five miles of continuous stave pipe line

from Hayden Lake to the company's reservoir near Monoghan,

Idaho.

Barnes Lindsley Company, the largest manufacturers of

cross-arms on the Coast, have made several large shipments

recently, and report the outlook for the coming year as being

very favorable. They are preparing a large reserve stock

in anticipation of the season's heavy demand.

The Pittsburg Testing Laboratory, inspecting and testing

engineers, Pittsburg, are erecting a large 5-story fireproof

office and laboratory building to house their rapidly growing

business. They are represented on the Pacific Coast by

Smith, Emery & Co., inspecting and testing engineers.

Kilbourne & Clark Company of Seattle have been

awarded the contract of installing the electric motor drain

pumping plant for the Columbia River Orchards Company at

Priest Rapids. The plant will consist of four 300 h. p. units

with a combined capacity of 40.000 g p. m. against a head of

S3 ft. The machinery will be housed in a waterproof con-

crete structure which will be submerged during high water

periods.
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Kilbourne & Clark Co., electrical engineers of Seattle,

Washington, have established a branch office and warehouse

in Portland, with a large stock of electrical machinery, in-

cluding Crocker-Wheeler apparatus and Wagner Mfg. Com-

pany's machinery. R. M. Vaughan is district manager with

offices in the Couch Building.

H. V. Wilkenson and H. H. Thedinga formerly with the

Canadian Westinghouse Company at Winnepeg and later with

the Seattle Department of Public Utilities have formed a part-

nership as general consulting electrical and illuminating

engineers with offices in the Central Building, Seattle, Wash-

ington.

Kilbourne & Clark Company of Seattle manufacture an

inverted rotary converter for wireless telegraphy on ship-

board. The Ceres, equipped with one of these converters,

recently established a record for long distance, 4620 miles.

The United States Government will investigate this con-

verter with a view to adopting it for the Navy. It is remark-

able for its efficiency and economy, 5 k. w. is the largest size

required for any wireless equipment.

The General Electric Company through their San Fran-

cisco office has sold a. 475 h. p. horizontal Curtis turbine direct

connected to a Byron Jackson centrifugal pump for use on a

plantation near Honolulu. They have also sold to the Key
Route electric railway system of Oakland an additional 2700

k. w. railway generator set to be direct connected to Hamilton

& Corliss engine furnished by Chas. C. Moore & Co., the

present capacity of the station being 4700 k. w. in four units,

two IGOO k. w., one 750 k. w. and one 650 k. w.

The Inland Empire Railway Company of Spokane have

placed an order with the Westinghouse Electric Company of

Seattle for a complete equipment of the second half of their

power plant at Nine Mile, including two 3000 k. w. gener-

ators, two 3000 k. w. three-phase 6600-volt transformers, high

tension switches apparatus, etc. The installation will be com-

plete by June 1st. For their substation in Spokane they have

placed with the Westinghouse Company an order for two
1500 k. w. synchronous motor generator sets, four 2000 k. w.

66,000 volt single phase transformers, switchboard and equip-

ment. They have also ordered ten quadruple city car equip-

ments.

Sanderson & Porter through their San Francisco office

report that they have closed a contract with Milliken Bros, of

New York for special steel tower extensions aggregating 300

tons in weight for the transmission line of the Sierra & San
Francisco Power Co. These are to be installed at crossings at

Alviso, San Joaquin river and various sloughs on their line.

There are 27 of these extensions, some of which are 87% ft.

high and on which the standard 50 ft. towers, supplied by

the Aeroraotor Company will be erected, giving a total height

of 132 ft.; the remainder will be 62% ft, high, giving a total

height of 112% ft. The standard spans are maintained so

that the crossings will not exceed 750 ft. except at the Alviso

crossing.

The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company's reputa-

tion for quick delivery of the very highest class work on rush

switchboard and telephone orders is well known. Recently

two rush orders for switchboards replacing fire losses at

Lamar, Mo., and Bath, Michigan, were completed and deliv-

ered on record time. Quick deliveries by this company, as

their customers will appreciate, do not mean carelessly put

together apparatus, but the standard built Kellogg exchange.

At the close of the year two more telegraph orders for switch-

boards replacing boards destroyed by fire were received. One

for Dardanelle, Arkansas, for one 300 line, two position mag-

neto switchboard with 200 lines equipped—two operators' sets

and 20 cord circuits. The other from the Hollandale Tele-

phone Company, Hollandale, Wisconsin for one 100-line mag-

neto switchboard.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtlierance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering In

any "way between Its members and their
employers in regard to wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

California.

No. 1. San rranoisoo, Thursday, 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. L. Ennor. Sec, Herman Noethig, 816 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 116i^ E. Third St.
Pres., J. F. Connell. Cor. Sec, W. T. W., Curl, 4103 Dalton
Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bldg.
Sec, David Thomas, 914 O'Farrell St.

No. 6. Santa Barbara. Geo. W. Stevens, 2417 Fletcher Ave.,
R. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. Wednesday. Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea
Davis, 350 N. 9th St.

No. 7. Fresno. Pres., A. G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Box
651.

No. 8. Stockton. Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
E. Channel St. Pres., H. Eberhard.

Oreeon.
No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher, Portland Hotel.

Pres., B. W. Slocum.
No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

Waahlnfton.
No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913% Tacoma Ave. Pres., Geo. E. Bow-

man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whlt-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spokane. Tuesday. Pres.. Frank Teed. Sec, J. Thos.
Greeley, 060H4 Cincinnati St.

No. 6. Seattle. Saturday, 1420 2d Ave. Pres., H. R. Leigh.
Sec. J. C. Miller, 1600 Tesier Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest are
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS, PAPER NO. 5.

Having covered in the preceding papers the elementary

analysis of uniplanar motion, we will now proceed to the study

of the various forms of machines for transmitting motion. It

is to be remembered that we have in mind at present only the

transmission of pure rotation. Referring to the table in paper

No. 1, we shall first consider the fourth method of transmis-

sion—that by link-work.

We are taking up the link-work transmission, or transmission

through a rigid intermediate member first, because it is simpler

in application than are the other forms to be considered, and

because it is the most efficient of all forms of transmission.

This high efficiency is possible because the resistance due to

friction is only that of small pins in well lubricated bearing

holes, and there are usually fairly long arms with which to turn

these pins. Furthermore the pins never make but one revolu-

tion for each turn or cycle of the machine and often but a. frac-

tion of a complete revolution ; while in the corresponding move-

ment of a cam motion, for example, the roller makes from six

to twelve turns. Link-work is, therefore, much more durable

and positive than other forms of mechanism. The possible

variations in the application of link-work are, however, few, their

movements being among the most arbitrary laws of motion and

for this reason it must in many cases be abandoned where it

would otherwise be preferable. It is usually best therefore to

consider a proposed link-work movement complete, and if found

unsuitable attempt another, rather than to assume the law of

motion and endeavor to make the link-work conform to such law.

In applying a rigid intermediate members to transmit rota-

tion from one body to another, the possible cases are

:

1

—

Axes of rotation [tarallcl. either in the same straight line

or otherwise.

2

—

Axes of rotation intersecting, without meeting.

3

—

Axes of rotation crossing.

We shall consider these cases in the order named.

A.res of rotatio)i farallcl—Where the axes of the two ro-

tating parts arc in the same straight line, there is necessary

merely an axle or shaft to rigidly connect llic parts. This, of

course, at once fi.xes not only the condition that both parts shall

turn with the same angular velocity, but it requires further that

the angular velocity at all points of any revolution be the same

for both members.

The important considerations in the particular case of axes

in line is rather one of journal bearing and shaft design. Ai
it is not the purpose of these papers to go into machine design

the reader is left to consult some good work on the subject.

Taking now, the more general case of axes, parallel and not

in the same line, we come to the most useful and familiar form

of link-work.

The well known locomotive side-rod is a good example.

This application necessitates that both pins of attachment be

located at the same distance from their respective centers of

rotation, otherwise complete revolution is not possible. It is

to be noticed also that when the two pins are in line with the

two axes of rotation the motion is not constrained. This con-

dition is provided by the addition of a second rod and set of

pins or cranks placed at sonie angle, other than zero or 180

degrees with the first pair of pins. It is usual to place this

second set of pins at an angle of 90 degrees with the first set,

as the strains on the entire mechanism are thereby reduced.

Where the parallel axes are not far out of line a useful form
of coupling is that known as the Oldham coupling. Two dotted

disks at the end of each shaft, are connected by an intermedi-

ate disk provided with raised prismatic guides, which fit the re-

spective stops. These guides run diametrically across each face

of the disk and are best placed at right angles to each other.

This form of transmission is much less efficient than the inter-

mediate rod and pins would be. It will usually be found, too,

that, where the axes are nearly enough aligned to permit of the

use of this form of coupling it will be possible to exactly line

them up and use a direct coupling.

A certain form of the universal joint is applicable to the

transmission of rotation between parallel shafts, but as this is

a special case of the general application of the universal joint, it

will be described after the general case is discussed under inter-

secting axes.

TRADE NOTES.

The Yale Laundry at Portland will increase its power
plant, adding an engine and generator set.

The Whatcom Railway & Light Company have ordered

2000 k. w. Curtis turbine generator and 3500 h. p. Pellon

water wheel to be installed at Bellingham, Wash.

The Standard Lumber Company at Deer Park, Wash-
ington, have equipped their mill with 500 h. p. Curtis turbine

generator set and individual motor drive for each machine.

The British Columbia Electric Railway Company has

placed an order with AUis-Chalmers Company for two 2000

k. w., 1800 r. p. m., 60 cycle, 3-phase condensing steam turbo

generator units. These will be used in connection with ex-

tension of the service.

The Weed Lumber Company of Weed, California, is ar-

ranging to drive much of the machinery it uses with motors
and has ordered a 750 k. w., 3600 r. p. m., 60 cycle, 3-phase,

600 volt condensing steam turbine unit from Allis-Chalmers

Company to supply the necessary power.

The new power plant being installed at St. Vincent's

Hospital of Portland, Oregon, includes a boiler battery of 210

h. p., two American Ball engines, one 100 h. p. and one 75

h. p.; two Westinghouse 3-wire generators, 50 and 75 k. w.

The power house is of brick and has a concrete stack 155 ft.

high and 54 in. in diameter. The plant is equipped with a

Webster vacuum system, Johnson heat regulating system,

electric elevators, modern laundry jilant, and cold storage

units on every floor.
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GAS-ELECTRIC MOTOR CARS.

A brief description of the gas-electric motor cars re-

cently purchased by the Southern Railway Conipany from the

General Electric Company, and now under construction,

should prove of interest to the many steam railroads whicli

operate similar service. As shown in the outline views these

cars have been designed with special reference to traffic con-

ditions in the South. The car is divided by a center entrance.

The seating capacity forward of this entrance is 14, and to

the rear is 38, making a total seating caijacity ot 52 passen-

gers. A rear entrance is also provided, thus completely

dividing the forward and rear passenger compartments.

The car body is 55 ft. long over bumpers, and of this

space the engine compartment will take up 10 ft. 9 in., leaving

the balance for passengers and platform. The car will be

constructed of steel frame work and sheathed with steel

plates, the interior trim being ot mahogany.

gas engine is also direct connected to a generator for lighting

the car.

Combined straight and automatic air brakes will be fur-

nished, together with the usual auxiliary apparatus and in

addition to these brakes an auxiliary ratchet and hand brake

is part of the equipment for emergency use. A radiator is

placed on the roof of the car which provides an efficient

means of cooling the engine on the thermo-siphon principle.

During the cold weather, hot water from the engine circu-

lating system will be by-passed through the passenger com-

partments.

Although these cars can be geared for a speed of about

60 miles an hour on tangent level track, such speeds are not

usually required on branch line service and the Southern Rail-

way cars will be geared for a somewhat lower maximum speed.

The ease of control and smoothness of acceleration are

prominent features of this type of equipment and are secured

Outline \'iow of Gas-Electric Motor Car.

The truck under the engine compartment will have a

wheel base of 6 ft. 6 in. and will be equipped with M. C. B.

33 in. steel wheels. On each axle of this truck will be

mounted standard 100 h. p. 600 volt box frame, commutatlng

pole, railway motor, type GE-205, thus giving the car a

motor capacity of 200 h. p. The rear truck will have a

wheel base of 5 ft. 6 in.

In the engine compartment there will be a direct driven

gas engine generator set, the engine being ot the 8-cylinder

"V" type, each cylinder 8 in. in diameter by 8 in. stroke.

Direct coupled to this engine will be an S-pole 600 volt gener-

ator provided with commutating poles. This set will be

mounted on a cast iron base, and all parts will be above

the floor line and readily accessible. Current from the gen-

erator will be supplied to the motors through a controller,

the function of which is to place the motors progressively

in series and parallel and to vary the resistance in the shunt

field of the generator by means of numerous steps, thereby

varying the impressed voltage on the motors. The engine

ignition is furnished by a low tension magneto and magnetic

spark plugs. The carburetor is of the over-flow type and hot

water jacketed. Compressed air is used for starting the

engine, this being supplied to the several cylinders in succes-

sion through a distributing valve. Compressed air is supplied

from a pump direct driven by the main crank shaft. A small

auxiliary gas engine will drive an auxiliary pump to supply

compressed air to the main reservoirs when necessary. This

solely by reason of the gas-electric drive principle which it

embodies. As there is no mechanical transmission between

the engine and the axle, the speed of the engine is not a

function of the speed of the car, consequently, the gas engine

may be operated so as to give its maximum output irre-

spective of the speed of the car—a characteristic which is of

great value in case of emergency or heavy work. It has been

found that the electrical equipment, consisting of the generator,

controller and motors and which takes the place of the gears,

chains, sprockets, clutches' and other mechanical means of

transmitting the power of the gas engine to the axle, is sub-

ject to very little maintenance expense and the efficiency of

this electric drive is high. The feature, perhaps, which will

most strongly appeal to railway men is the simplicity of this

control and the ease and certainty with which it can be

handled by an ordinary unskilled operator.

KLEIN'S METAL POLE SUPPORTERS
Have the advantage of lightness and strength, smaller diam-

eter of the uprights, which makes them more convenient to

handle, and allowing the follow-up-man to work with more

agility than with the wooden pattern. Furthermore, being

ot metal, they are not warped and twisted and weakened

by exposure to the weather, and consequently are inde-

structible. The flange at the foot prevents the support from

sinking into soft ground. Made in the customary sizes,

6-foot, 7-foot and 8-foot.
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A LARGE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR OPERATED
GATE VALVE.

The large alternating current motor operated gate valve

shown in the accompanying illustration is installed at the

plant ot the F>i'essed Steel Car Company, McKees Rocks, Pa.,

where it is inserted in the exhaust line from a 1000 k. w.

Westinghouse low-pressure turbo-generator to the condenser.

The valve closes upon a clear opening 48 inches in diameter,

and is operated by a 3-horsepower, three-phase, 60-cycle, 550-

volt Westinghouse type "CCL" induction motor. The motor

speed of 1120 r. p. m. is reduced through suitable gearing to

the speed of the main operating thread, proper tor closing the

valve safely and quickly. A hand wheel for hand closing is

also provided. A worm gear on one of the intermediate shafts

operates a limit switch mechanism, which automatically con-

trols the movement of the gate by stopping the motor at a cer-

tain point in the gate travel either way.

A. C. Motor Operated Gate Valve.

To open or close the valve, it is thus necessary only to

throw the operating switch into the corresponding position,

starting the motor which continues to run until it is automat-

ically cut off when the end of the valve travel is reached. The
valve is thus operated with the absolute minimum of effort or

trouble, and can be closed or opened at the predetermined

safe operating speed as easily as switching on an electric light.

The limit switch which accomplishes this automatic control

is enclosed in the box shown at the right of the valve gear.

The operator's switch, by which the valve is opened or closed,

may be located in any convenient position about the building

or plant.

The assembly of the motor and gearing in the instance

shown was a special construction made necessary in clearing

neighboring pipes and walls. Applications of alternating cur-

rent motors for control services of this kind are yet in the

classification of novelties, but the excellent performance of

this apparatus has demonstrated that the induction motor is

rapidly coming to occupy the wide field in which the direct

current motor has already proven so pre-eminently the ideal

motive power. The 4S-inch gate valve illustrated was de-

signed and built by the Pittsburg Valve Foundry and Con-

struction Company, Pittsburg, Pa., and the motor and limit

switch device were furnished by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company.

NEW CATALOGUES.
Bulletin No. 4712 from the General Electric Company con-

tains interesting data on the exhaust steam turbine.

Bulletin No. 53 from the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Company illustrates and describes their multiple switchboards,

presenting many valuable and interesting details of con-

struction and installation.

The General Electric Company's Bulletin No. 4711, re-

cently issued, treats of switchboard panels designed for small

a. c. plants. The bulletin lists panels for two-phase and three-

phase circuits, shows the connection diagrams for such panels,

and gives dimensions and capacities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Company of Cleveland, Ohio,

have issued their 1910 announcement of R. & L. electric car-

riages. This catalogue is of unusual size, its large pages
readily lending themselves to an illustration and complete
specification for each type of car described.

Bulletin No. 4713, recently issued by the General Electric

Company, describes its Type F, Forms K-2 and K-4 Oil

Switches, states their rupturing capacities contains diagrams
of connections of those switches, and will be found of gen-

eral interest to certain station managers and engineers.

The Garvin Machine Company, Spring and Varick streets,

New York, N. Y., have issued an illustrated catalogue con-

taining descriptions of hand lathes, spring coilers, cutter

grinders, surface grinders, milling machine tools and attach-

ments, screw machine tools and attachments, friction pulleys,

countershafts, cone pulleys, hangers, and valuable tables of

information.

In Bulletin No. 4706 recently issued by the General Elec-

tric Company is illustrated and described the company's type

CR Curve-Drawing Ammeters and Voltmeters. This type

of instrument gives a clear permanent record of the charac-

teristics of the electric circuit to which it is applied and will

be found of value in locating trouble with electrical apparatus

in proving the efficiency of machines and workmen especially

where the individual drive system has been adopted and in

determining the correct size and style of the new machine.

This instrument is suitable for use on either alternating or

direct current.

The General Electric Company in Bulletin No. 4703-A, re-

cently issued, describes its Variable Release Air Brake Equip-

ment, which eliminates the defects usually found in the

standard automatic air brake equipment for electric service.

With the variable release equipment it is possible to handle

a long train with nearly the same facility as single cars can

be handled with the straight air brake system. The bulletin

goes into considerable detail in describing this equipment,

and shows cross sections of the valve when in different posi-

tions. This publication should be of interest and value to

railroad men.

Gasolene-Electric Plants tor Lighting and Power is the

title ot a very attractive publication just issued by the Gen-

eral Electric Company, which should be of great interest to

those contemplating the installation of a small or isolated

plant, or to those having country homes that are not within

reach of the distributing circuit of a central station. As in-

dicated by the title the pamphlet illustrates and describes

complete generating units consisting of a direct current gen-

erator mounted on the shaft of a gas engine. These sets

are attractive and are described in considerable detail. The

pamphlet shows pictorially a number of the many uses to

which current from such a set can be put. The number of

the publication is 4707.

The Inland Portland Cement Company of Metallne,

Washington, will install a plant consisting of two units, '1750

k. w. each, driven by Pelton water wheel.
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FINANCIAL.

GLENDALE, CAL.—The Trustees have voted to sell $14.-

000 worth of bonds to provide for the completion of a lighting

department.

OAXACA, MEX.—Bonds for the new sewerage and water

works system, amounting to one million eight hundred thou-

sand pesos have been signed.

SAN JOSE, CAL.—The stockholders of the San Jose

Railroad, the corporation which recently merged the street

railways in this city, except the Interurban, have decided

to issue bonds to the amount of $1,500,000.

HOLTVILLE, CAL.—The City Council has passed an

ordinance calling an election to vote on the question of incur-

ring an indebtedness in the sum of $37,000 for acquisition of

water rights and the completion of waterworks. The election

is to be held on January 28th.

BRAWLEY, CAL.—Sealed bids will be received until

February 5 by the City Board of Trustees for the purchase

of $44,000 of bonds voted December 2Sth for waterworks, etc.

The bonds will be dated January 1, 1910, and bear interest

at the rate of 5% per cent per annum.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—The Council of Tempe, Arizona, has

memorialized Congress to permit the bonding of the town to

permit construction of an electric lighting system to cost

$25,000, to be ready for operation within two years when the

present contract with Chandler will expire.

NEWPORT, CAL.—The City Council has passed an ordi-

nance providing for the issuance and sale of bonds of the

city in the sum of $65,000, $25,000 of which is to construct

municipal light works and $40,000 for construction of water

works for the city. The bonds will he of $1000 each and

bear 5 per cent interest per annum.

INCORPORATIONS.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Washington Fir Crossarm

Company, capital $30,000, has been incorporated by W. M. Car-

penter, John H. Neville and Ernest S. Hough.

RIVERSIDE, CAL.—The Moreno Water Company has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000, by D. S.

Hayward, E. C. Bennett, J B. Maxwell and J. R. White.

ELBERTON, WASH.—The Elberton Milling & Power

Company has been incorporated with a capital stock of $60,000

by Charles Hinchliff. Fred Hinchlitt and Floyd Hinchliff.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—Articles of incorporation of

the Wenas Electric Power Company have been filed, with a

capital stock of $15,000, by P. V. Sanders, L. J. Anderson, P.

C. Weinman, M. B. Miles and E. G. Townsan. The company

intends to build a power line into Wenas and supply power

for pumping water for irrigation from the artesian wells of

the valley.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Articles of incorporation of the Hood
River Light & Power Company with a capital stock of $2,000,-

000, have been filed here. The papers provide for the con-

struction of an electric railway from the mouth of Hood River

to a point in the Mt. Hood District. Head offices are to be

here, and the incorporators are: John D. Wilcox, a Port-

land real estate man; Wirt Minor, of the law firm of Teal

& Minor, and R. Smith.

HONOLULU, H. T.—It has been practically decided by
the directors of the Kauai Railway to issue $500,000 of 6 per

cent 10-20-year bonds for the purpose of taking up the old

issue and building the company's terminal at Port Allen. Of

the old 6 per cent bond issue only about $80,000 were floated.

These are to be taken up, or replaced by the new issue. The
balance of the money is to be used for the company s terminal

and other important improvements at Port Allen. George

R. Carter says: "The scheme of Improvements to be carried

out, and for which the money is required, will greatly en-

hance the value of the road. This enterprise, by the way, is

a going concern. That is to say, it already has the business

and opportunities right at hand for much larger things. We
are in urgent need of proper facilities at Port Allen, and

the scheme now under way will fill the bill. The issue of

bonds will be $500,000 and the rate will be 6 per cent. The
bonds may be taken up any time after ten years and expire

in 20 years."

TRANSMISSION.

PORTLAND. ORE.—The Oregon. Electric Company re-

cently added a 500 k. w. rotary converter at Multnomah stib-

station.

ENTIAT, WASH.—The Entiat Light & Power Company,
Frank McKean, engineer, will put in two 1500 k. w. gen-

erators and water wheels.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Big Bend Water Power Com-
pany, Paulsen Building, will build a 20,000 h. p. electric plant

on the Spokane river 30 miles below the city.

DIXON, CAL.—Sealed bids will be received up to March
1st, at 8 p. m. for a. franchise to erect poles and set wires

for transmitting electricity along streets of this town.

CENTRALIA, WASH.—The Tenino Power & Water Com-
pany has made application for a franchise over the county

roads of Lewis county for the purpose of telephone, telegraph

and electric lines.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—R. A. Stephenson of Mason
City, Iowa, and C. E. Buell of Webster City, Iowa, contemplate
building a large power plant on the Columbia river and are

negotiating with prospective customers for power.

KENNEWICK, WASH.—The Yakima Valley Power Com-
pany will, according to report, connect this place and Pasco
by means of a cable spanning the Columbia river and will

for this purpose construct three 150 ft. steel towers.

PLACERVILLE, CAL.—T. A. Murray has filed notice of

location and appropriation of 10,000 inches of water in Camp
creek, fiowing into the North Fork of the Cosumnes river.

The location is for power, municipal irrigation and mining
purposes.

CHICO, CAL.—According to A. W. Smith, secretary of

the Sacramento Valley Power Company, that company will

commence planting the poles for its distribution system in

Chico during the present week. It is believed that the work
can be completed within 30 days. Men have been engaged
and the poles are now awaited.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The People's Electric Light & Power
Company has filed a revised application for a franchise for

electric transmission lines through the county of Alameda,
and for the conducting of electricity for furnishing heat and
power. The changes in the previous application were made
necessary by the annexation election.

COTTAGE GROVE, ORE.—The Postal Telegraph & Cable
Company, through its agent, H. M. Smith of Chicago, is con-

tracting in this territory for 26,000 telegraph poles for the

line across the continent from San Francisco. After this

order is filled contracts will be made for poles to build a two
wire line from San Francisco to Portland and Seattle.
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RED BLUFF, CAL.—A notice of an approi3riation of 15,000

inches of water in Cottonwood creek lias been filed in the

county recorder's office by the Rancho Buena Ventura. The
real locator is Geo. L. Hoxie, one of the owners of the Rancho.
The water is to be used on the northeast quarter of the

northwest quarter of section 16, township 29 north, range 4

west, for irrigating purposes and generating electricity.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Seattle Electric Company have
completed and put in operation their new sub-station at

Ballard. The equipment consists of two motor generator

sets, one 500 k. w. and one 1000 k. w. and two 1000 k. w.

transformers 13,000 to 22,000 volts. The new sub-station fur-

nishes a. c. for power, d. c. for light and railway distribu-

tion. The company will change the 13,000 volt transmission

line between Ballard and Everett to 60,000 volts. The com-
pany's new office building at Seventh and Olive streets,

Seattle, will be ready for occupancy some time in April.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The Sacramento Gas, Electric &
Railway Company is receiving material for the work of con

structing conduits under the streets to replace the overhead

wire system, in the part of the city lying between Fifth

and Seventh, I and L streets. The district in which electric

wires must be laid underground extends from Front to

Twelfth, from I to L streets. This district is divided into

three sections, one section to be cleared of overhead wires

in 1910, the second section in 1911, and the third in 1912. The
work will be under the charge of G. C, Holberton of the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company.

REDDING, CAL.—W. D. Tillotson, attorney for the Mount
Shasta Power Company, has filed six deeds and eleven agree-

ments and assignments. One of these deeds is a transfer to

the corporation of a water right of 200,000 inches of Pit river,

in the Big Bend country. It is proposed to divert all this water

through a tunnel seven miles long. This is H. V. Gates'

project. By the papers filed H. V. Gates, R. E. Johnson and

A. J. Treat consolidate their various interests in a corpora-

tion with a capital stock of $1,000,000. It is evident that the

Mount Shasta Power Company is getting into a position

where the active work of construction will be begun. The
project involves the expenditure of several million dollars,

and it will be one of the biggest undertakings of the kind

on the Coast. The Big Bend of the Pit makes a 25-mile detour.

The 7-mile tunnel will convey the whole river through the

mountains and at its outlet will deliver water with such a

great fall that 250,000 h. p. can be developed electrically.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
MEDFORD, ORE.—Estimates are being prepared for the

construction of a telephone building for the Home Telephone

Company.

VALE, ORE.—W. D. Baker has been granted a right of

way by the county court for a telephone line over certain

country roads.

LAMONT, WASH.—W. R. Hegler of this place has or-

ganized a telephone company and will also install an electric

light system here.

VIRGINIA, MONT.—The Montana Independent Telephone

Company has been granted a franchise by this place and work

is to begin on the new plant at once.

WALLA WALLA, WASH-.-Chas. Springer and others are

interesting themselves in the project of building a telephone

line between this place and Touchet.

MEDFORD, ORE.—Frank C. Clark, architect, of Ash-

land, is preparing plans for the building to be erected for

the Independent Telei)hone Company.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The Medford & Butte Falls Telephone

Company, B. H. Harris, has made arrangements with the

Pacific Telephone Company to build to Central Point.

CRANBROOK, B. C—The Kootenay Telephone Company
will in the spring build from here to Kingsgate, where connec-
tions will be made with the Rocky Mountain Bell Company.

ASHLAND, ORE.—In celebration of the completion of
direct telegraph communication between Ashland and Klam-
ath Falls, city officials have sent greetings to those of the
Klamath county capital.

IRONDALE, WASH.—The Sunset Telephone Company
will put in an exchange here, also one at Quilcene. The im-
provements to be made by the Sunset in the country districts
will amount to $6,000 to $8,000.

WINNEMUCCA, NEV.—J. E. Webb of the Golconda Tele-
phone, Light & Power Company, accompanied by F. Murray
has been in town completing arrangements to install a switch-
board and local telephone system here.

BURNS, ORE.—The Union Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany has been incorporated, with its principal office at
Burns; capital stock $5000. incorporators: J. H. Jordan, John
Jenkins, C. H. Voegtly and L. E. Laurance.

CERES, CAL.—The Ceres Telephone Company contem-
plates beginning work in a few days on the extension of
its system toward the Crows Landing road country. It is

reported this extension will include five miles of wiring.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Home Telephone Company of
Seattle are making extensive additions to their central
switchboard and putting in a new long distance switchboard
of the most modern construction. They are also enlarging
their switchboard at Green Lake Station to care for increased
business.

TWIN BRIDGES, MONT.—An ordinance has been passed
granting the Montana Independent Telephone Company the
right to enter the town and it is understood that work will be
commenced at once extending the line from Whitehall to this

place and thence to Dillon. It is also reported that a branch
will be built up the valley to Sheridan and Virginia Cit.v.

ILLUMINATION.
NEWCASTLE, CAL.—An election will be held February

3d to decide whether a public highway lighting district shall

be formed, as provided by the recent act of the Legislature.

VALLEJO, CAL.—Improvements involving the expendi-
ture of $60,000, which, when complete, will make the local

gas works the finest in any city of this size in the State,

have been begun by the Pacific Gas Company.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—It has become known that the

Edison Company will spend $211,000 for a new gas plant,

four times the size of the present one. About $150,000 more
will be devoted to the extension and improvement of the local

trolley system.

VENICE, CAL.—Merchants of Venice have taken the ini-

tiative in a movement to organize a local corporation to

establish an independent gas system. ,L M. White, E. W.
Smith and Thomas Taylor have started out to sound public

sentiment. They will report back at the meeting in two

weeks.

REDLANDS, CAL.—H. B. Duncan, secretary of the San

Bernardino Valley Gas Company, states that the company

will construct a generating plant at Colton to manufacture

gas to be used in Colton, Redlands, and at the San Barnardiuo

plant. Should it be advisable the company will construct a

high pressure line from Colton to Corona.

SAN RAFAEL, CAL.—The gas company has received

a large consignment of pipe from the East and has it stored

in Ross. The gas company will in the near future extend its

,gas mains from San Rafael to Ross and probably further.

San Anselmo was the first town to sign up for gas and there-

fore will be the first to have the connections made.
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TRANSPORTATION.
OSWEGO, ORE.—The Portland Light & Power Comimny

will construct a line from West Oregon City to Oswego a

distance of four miles.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Standard gauging of two miles of

street railway in East Portland is under consideration by the

Portland Railway, Light & Power Company and will probably

be ordered in the near future.

REDONDO, CAL,—The announcement that the Pacific

Light & Power Company is soon to double the capacity of

its big plant here has renewed the report that the Los An-

geles and Redondo Railway will extend its line south to San
Pedro. A right of way has been secured.

WOODLAWN, ORE.—The VaUey Railway Company has

just completed three miles of track between Woodburn and
West Woodburn connecting with the Oregon Electric Railway

at the latter place. The new line will be operated about

February 1st by the Oregon Electric Company.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The Supervisors have received and
filed with the roads, bridges and franchise committee an appli-

cation from the Southern Pacific Company for a franchise to

construct and operate an electric railroad from Albany to

Berkeley as part of its present interurban railroad system
between Berkeley and San Francisco.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Nine suits for rights of way for

the line to be run between Lodi and Sacramento have been

filed by the Central California Traction Company. The prop-

erty owners are J. W. Reynolds, A. J. Neves, R. J. Neves, C.

M. Dillard, J. L. Martin, Kate Costella, Ugo Pechler, James
Soukup, T. Ikedo and T. Sato. Their property lies in Goethe

Colony No. 13.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The San Francisco Board of

Supervisors have passed the vote with the approval of Mayor
Taylor to grant a franchise for a term of 25 years over

Gough street from McAllister to "Market and Haight to the

United Railroads Company. The railway company desired

this franchise for the purpose of a route which would avoid

the Fillmore street hill.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Within ten days grading for the

Pacific Electric Railway will be completed through Clare-

mont, then rails will be laid connecting that city with Up-

land. The Pomona right of way committee has effected a

compromise with the orange growers at North Pomona
through whose grove the line is to be laid, with the excep-

tion of one ranch. When this is adjusted there will be noth-

ing to hinder the completion of the main line to Covina.

FRESNO, CAL.—The Supervisors have received applica-

tion from the San Francisco firm of Gilmore & Lennon for a

franchise to construct and operate a railroad between here

and Coalinga. This is the third of the kind within three

months. A direct route from Fresno to Coalinga has been

a favorite topic of discussion among local capitalists ever

since the wealth of Coalinga oil fields was demonstrated. At

present the old town can be reached only by one route, the

Southern Pacific, and the distance is 100 miles. This would

be cut to 60 miles if the proposition now being advanced

are carried out.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The Rogue River Valley electric line

operated between Medford and Jacksonville, is to be extended

from Jacksonville to Applegate Valley next spring; $125,000

is now being provided by bond issue placed with the Mer-

chants' Loan and Trust Company of Portland, at 5 per cent

interest. The road is owned by W. S. Barnum & Sons. Sur-

vey of the route has been made across the divide between
Jackson Creek and Applegate River, the heaviest grade being

2.3 per cent route up Jackson Creek for two miles from Jack-

sonville, at which point it will cross the divide to Poorman
Creek, and will terminate at Ruch for the present.

OAKLAND, CAL.—That the plans of the Southern Pacific

Company to extend its electric system from Alameda to San

Jose will be put in operation as soon as the lines on the east

side of the bay are electricized is announced by a prominent

railroad official. According to the official's information, the

Southern Pacific Company will make use of the old narrow-

gauge right of way across Bay Farm Island to the mainland,

thence down the east side ot the bay to San Jose. The right

of way is owned by the railroad. A portion of the trestle

is still intact and the roadbed is in good condition across the

island and needs only tracks of standard gauge to make it

suitable for traffic.

WATERWORKS.
LODI, CAL.—The Trustees have decided to construct

a municipal water plant.

BEVERLY, WASH.—Bates & Clark, engineers of Seattle,

Wash., are putting in a 200 h. p. steam pumping plant for

the Rose Land Company at Beverly.

SILVER CITY, N. M.—The Silver City Valley Water
Company ot this city -has let a contract for sinking of a

500 foot 12-inch well just north of town.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Sealed proposals, in triplicate,

will be received at Fort Mason up to 11 a. m. February 1,

1910, for constructing water and sewer systems, including

grading around officers' quarters at Presidio of San Fran-

cisco.

VALE, ORE.—A contract has been entered between the

city of Vale and Parrott, Cottrell & Parrott of Baker City,

in which the city employs these engineers to make surveys,

draw plans, mark the surveys on the ground, find the best

water supply, and make estimates for a complete water sys-

tem.

EVERETT, WASH.—A move for municipal ownership

of the water system has been begun by Councilman Phillips,

who has introduced a resolution instructing the mayor to

appoint three members of the City Council and the city engi-

neer to investigate the cost and employ a reliable engineer

to secure a source of supply and plan a system of mains, etc.

PORTERVILLE, CAL.—At a meeting of the Rosedale

Water Company held on January 12th, the following members
of the company were chosen for the board ot directors: J. A.

Milligan, E. L. Sloan, F. D. Bailey, B. L. Carpenter, J. H. Orr.

The directors organized and chose for the year, J. A. Milligan

as the president and E. L. Sloan as the secretary.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The East Sacramento Water Com-
pany plans a meeting to decide on a site for its wells, to get

bids for boring, select plans for towers, buildings and other

adjuncts and to discuss getting a franchise from the county.

The company hopes to supply water, gas and electricity to

East Sacramento and other outside sections, but not to Sac-

ramento.

GRASS VALLEY, CAL.—Announcement is made that the

South Yuba Water Company is ready to carry out the prom-

ise given a year ago relative to piping and fluming water

through certain sections of the ditch now supplying the city

reservoirs, thus giving the town a supply of pure water.

City Engineer Miller will shortly go over the ditch in ques-

tion and map the portions where pipes or flumes are neces-

sary.

CENTRALIA, WASH.—The Centralia-Chehalis Water &
Power Supply Company has filed articles of incorporation,

for the purpose of constructing a pipe line conveying water

from the Newaukum river to the water supply systems in

Centralia and Chehalis, thus giving the two cities gravity

water plants. The cost of the line will be $200,000. The
officers of the company are John E. Heasty, L. W. Goodrich,

E. S. Price, F. S. Blarner, Clayton W. Quale,
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ENGINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles: 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland : 1 436 Fifth St.

OKONITE WIRE
4.0 IV/

V

THE STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION

Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, INEW YORK

WILLARD L. CANDEE. President GEO. T. MANSON. Gen'L Supt
H. DURANT CHEEVER. Treasurer WM. H. HODGINS. Secretarv

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
UDdersTound Aerial, Submarine and In-side Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cable*
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO. IND.

''^ Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACIFIC COAST DEPT. Tirst National Bank Building, San francisco

Sub-Office—tos Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG, PA.
Factories Oakland, Cal.. Pittsburi;. Fa., Ptrtli .\mboy. .\. J.

Branch Offices: New York. Boston. Chicago. Fliiladeipliia. St. Louis

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOF
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

Specify...

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumin Sts. San Francisco

\/l Tl P* A IM Refrigerating and
V kJ Li V^/\11 Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas Bldg., 604 Mi»»ion St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets Sdrt FranciSCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS SEE PAGE GMT
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10 H. P., 60 CYCLE

CENTURY
SINGLE PHASE MOTORS

Are Self Starting under Full Load

They accelerate quickly
Develop a heavy starting torque

Will carry a good overload
Have no clutches or starting box

Are automatic in operation

Are wound with interchangeable voltage connections

Standard Electrical Works
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAIN FRANCISCO

SAN FRANCISCO
PRINTING OFFICES

C-W Motor ivith Our SpriTW Base Attachment for Friction Drive

for Printiiw Presses.

are full of

Crocker-Wheeler

Motors.

Crocker-Wheeler Company
AMPERE. N. J.

Office and Stock-rooms:
Engineering and Maintenance Co., 195 Fremont St.

San Francisco, Cal.
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PELTON-FRANCIS TURBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for Catalog and List of Operating Plants

TME PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
1011 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

84 WEST ST.. NEW YORK CITY

BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.

six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

FOR ECONOMY AND DURABILITY BETTER INVESTIGATE

THE GRANT
Li^htins Specialties

Grant Flaming Arc Lamp
The simplest and most reliable of

all 4,000 candle power. 550 watts.

Grant Miniature Arc Lamp
For interior illumination. A. C. or D. C.

Grant Tungsten Lamps
Burn in any position. Stand rough
handling. 60 to 150 volts; also 220
to 250 volts. All standard sizes.

Parrott & Co.
320 California St., San Francisco

Telephone Douglas 2400

PORTLAND, ORE., Portland Trust Co. Bldg. TACOMA, WASH., Bank of California Bldg.

SEAntE, WASH., Globe Block. SPOKANE, WASH., 161 S. Post St.

LOS ANGELES, Citizens' National Bank

HONOLULU, T. H., J. A. Gilman, Agt. GUATEMAW, C. A.. I. Soto Rios. Agt.
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A MODEL HYDRO-ELECTRIC INSTALLATION

In these (lays of conservation, we are all inter-

ested to know just what can be done with our natural

resources. A very unique example of utilizing a small

stream of water for the convenience, comfort and

economj' of its owner is a plant herein described. This

installation was purchased and installed by Air. Harry

water flow, placed himself in possession of all the con-
veniences and comforts of a city home. The accom-
panying photographs show how he has concealed the

pipe line down the mountain side to the small power-
house. The reservoir back in the canyon stands at a

level of approximately 130 feet above the water-wheel.
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Modrl (lydrocicctric Plant on Shon- of Laki- Tahoe.

Babcock on his beautiful country home on the shores

of Lake Tahoe, near Tallac, California. The little

mountain stream which flows across Mr. Babcock's

property has been idling itself away for countless gen-

erations, its only usefulness being that of adding its

rythmic accompaniment to the already beautiful moun-
tain symphony.

Without in the least detracting from all that na-

ture has done for this ideal summer home, Mr. Bab-

cock has, by harnessing a small ])crcentage of the

and he thus has ample pressure to carry the heaviest

loads he can place upon the generator.

The power-house itself is complete in every de-

tail, consisting of a Pelton impulse water-wheel, which

is belted to a 4 k. w., 1350 r. ]i. m.. constant speed,

A\'estinglii)use direct current generator.

The hydraulic conditions under which this small

])lant operates involve a total head of 124 feet and a

pipe line consisting of approximately 723 feet of 6-

inrli and J22 feet of 5-inch pipe. This, together with
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the water motor, was furnished by the Pelton Water-
^^ heel Company. The pipe line is the ordinar)' double
riveted, .«;heet steel piping, dipped inside and out in

asphaltuni composition and provided with slip-joints.

In laying the pipe great care was exercised in driving

the joints so that the rivets were not started. To assist

in making a perfect joint a gasoline torch was em-
ployed for heating the large ends of the slip-joint sec-

tions. On cooling, the pipe naturally contracted, after

which it was painted with an asphaltum preparation,

and a perfect joint resulted. Such care was exercised

that notwithstanding the great length of the pipe line,

practically no leakage resulted, merely the ordinary

sweating observed on all such lines.

Pipe Linu'.

In addition to conveying water for the use of the

wheel in the power-house, a branch pipe serves the

dwelling, besides affording fire protection by means of

hydrants located at advantageous positions. The
power-house, being located at some distance from the

dwelling, wherein is located the switchboard, the main
stop gate valve was placed in the pipe line at a point

some 200 feet from the dwelling. The gate valve is

operated by a system of levers and a wire cable ter-

minating in a winding drum. By this means the

wheel may be started or stopped and hand regulation

obtained without the necessity of journeying to the

power house for this purpose.

Belted to the electric generator is a Pelton 24-inch

type "C" motor of similar design to the illustration

herewith, but equipped with a regulating nozzle which

is manually operated. As the entire number of lights

Genrrator.

installed do not burn continuously, the needle nozzle

is set to carry the maximum night load. Then as the

load gradually drops a solenoid device cutting in and
out a resistance, maintains a constant load on the

wheel, thus insuring uniform speed.

This regulator consists of a group of resistances,

which are shunted across the main terminals of the

generator, through solenoid switches. These solenoids

are placed in series with the main load circuits, and are

designed in such a way that if the load, or any part

of it, is suddenly removed, the switches will close

and shunt in an equivalent amount of resistance, so

Pelton Water Wheel,
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that an approximately constant load is kept upon the

generator at all times.

The distribution circuits extend some 200 feet

from the power-house to the residence and out on the

wharf, over the edge of the lake, and along- the \arious

walks of Mr. Babcock's spacious grounds.

The generator is controlled by a standard panel,

on which is mounted a voltmeter, an ammeter, a main
switch, field rheostat, and pilot lamp, as well as dis-

tribution switches. Mr. Babcock has also installed a

voltmeter in his residence, so that it is possible for

Retrulator.

him to start up the plant from the hydraulic valve con-

trol, above mentioned, and bring the machinery up to

the right speed without going near the power-house.
A small isolated power plant of the above de-

scription possesses many advantages over gasoline

engines and other forms of prime movers, because of

the simplicity of the water-wheel mechanism and the

benefits derived from having a constant water pressure

available at the dwelling for fire protection and the

installation of fountains about the grounds of the

dwelling. The cost of such a water-power installation

is nominal, while the maintenance charges are prac-

tically negligible, no skilled attendance of any sort

being necessary.

SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS METHODS.'
BY HARRY N. TOLLES.

We are all of us in business for a purpose and the

topic of economy is one that I believe is a paramount
question that every man is interested in, so far as his

own energies are concerned. I want to talk to you on
the question of economy. There are fellows in the busi-

ness world who revolve round and round the same
thing and never seem to get anywhere. The other

fellow comes in and is promoted. I know an industry

in this city, one of the biggest of its kind in the

country. I went in there one day to confer with a man,
and I found that his superintendent was, about si.x

or eight years ago, acting as his office boy, and he had
been standing still on exactly the same plane all that

time.

Now, success and advancement depend upon
natural law. There is such a thing in the suc-

cess problem as the law of truth and principle, which,

if followed, can help to make a man successful. I

want to first take up the question of determining the

value of yourself or anyone in your employ. What
is it that determines the value of a man? The value

of the individual is equal to that individual, minus the

supervision he requires in his work. The less looking

after that employe requires, the more valuable he is

to you. Take stenographers, for example. I dictate

a letter. One girl makes a few chicken tracks across

the page, and writes the letter. It comes to me mis-

spelled, not properly punctuated, paragraphed, and
so forth, and I have to make corrections and I have to

send it back. She is only a would-be stenographer.

Number Two comes to me ; I dictate the letter and she

writes every word down and does the work properly.

She is more valuable than Number One, because she

requires less supervision. Number Three comes and
I sort my mail and say, "Tell this man we can't do

that, or tell this man we had this matter up and we
decided this in connection with it." And she will com-
pose that letter. Once in a while there will be a letter

I have to compose to her in detail, but site will get

that dictation properly. Here comes Number I'our.

My mail, instead of coming to my desk, goes to her;

she opens the mail and she runs through and sees

there are certain things she can attend to as well as

I can, and she brings me that mail ready for my signa-

ture. What is the dilTerence in these four different

stenographers? Simply the amount of supervision

they require in their work.

Supervision is made necessarj' in our work be-

cause of two little things : errors of omission plus

errors of commission. You take the mistakes that j'ou

make or your employe makes, things omitted that

should be done, things that are done that never should

have been done, and you subtract them from tiie entire

work of that individual and you will determine the

value of the individual. But if you can go a step

further and find out where those mistakes come from

and stop the leaks, then you have made progress.

All through life, there is a duality of forces at

work. There is the positive and the negative. I-ight

is positive and darkness is its negative; heat is posi-

tive and cold is its negative: and so in the mind and in

'Artilro.iM (lellvPiPd liefoip Teclinlcnl ConferiMice. Inlpr-

natlonal Imlpppmlent Tplppluinp Association. Pop. 7. 1909.
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the body. We have health, positive, and sickness, its

negative ; strength, a positive, and weakness, its nega-
tive. The thinking part of the mind is divided into

three parts: the thinking, the feehng and the willing

part. In the thinking, we have iirst, observation.

Every idea that ever came into your head or mine came
through one of the five physical senses. If it came
from without, either we heard it or we saw it, we
smelt it, we touched it, or we tasted it. Therefore,

it is extremely important that we should train our-

selves to be good observers tlirough these five pliysi-

cal senses. Then comes concentration ; then comes
memory, and judgment is next.

Imagination is the great image-making power of

the mind, and there is where man's progress has been
made in the last half century, or possibly the last

quarter of a century ; where tlie most progress lias been
made in the telephone business. No invention was
ever made by any of you, in your business, until you
had the image in your mind. One course of study the

business man should pursue is the study of construct-

ive imagination. A premium is put on the man today
that trains the imagination and imagines accurately

and has the judgment and reason to back it up.

The next function of the mind is the feeling side.

One says, "What has feeling to do with business?"

I say it has a great deal. Here we have faith, with its

doubt; courage, with its fear; loyalty, with its disloy-

alty ; honesty, with its dishonesty. And you can go
on with a legion of these. At any rate, there are a

great many feeling elements of the mind which must
be trained and developed.

Did you ever see an employe make a success of

his business, if he doubted he could do it? Was not
your company formed because somebody believed

in his ability to form it, and then went to work and
talked up his belief to get other people to believe

in him and in his proposition? Faith is a great asset

in the business world. Loyalty is a starting point in the

selection of employes. The very first question you
should determine in the hiring of an employe is, "Will
he be lo3'al?" If he left the position he has left to

come to you because he was disloyal, then look out
for him. I believe disloyalty is the first step towards
dishonesty ; that dishonesty is a step towards theft.

How does it work? The fellow says, "Oh, thunder, I

am only getting $i8 a week and I know I am worth
$20 or $25; what's the odds if I do knock off half a

day? It's coming to me." Or if the boss is out and
he is not supposed to use this telephone service and
he uses it for a long distance call, worth fifty cents,

he says, "I am entitled to it; it's coming to me." There
are a hundred and one ways in which that person can
steal a little and not call it stealing at all. It starts

from disloyalty.

Now as to the next function of the mind, the will

power. It has indecision as a negative, an inaction.

Every mistake you and I make, or have ever made,
can, be traced to some one negative or combination
of negatives in ourselves. Remember this. The suc-

cess of your institution is no more than the sura total of

the successes of the individuals in your institution.

There can't be a failure from the wrong adding up of a

single column of figures; there can't be a failure from
the one salesman who goes out and misrepresents and

falls down, but it subtracts just that much from the suc-

cess of your institution. Every mistake is traceable to a

negative or some combination of negatives. For in-

stance, suppose it is weakness. That operator comes

to the office. She has been out pretty late the night

before and has a headache or an attack of indigestion

and asks to be excused. It is just as much her busi-

.

ness to preserve and keep that health, as to keep any

other function of the body or the mind. Health is a

harmonious condition of the three parts man has: the

bod)', the mind and the soul. And there is such a

thing as a diseased condition of the mind, as well as

there is a diseased condition of the body. Suppose it

is simply weakness and forgetfulness. The thing for

us to do, if we want to increase the value here, is to

eliminate that weakness and that forgetfulness and in-

crease the strength and the memory. How can it be

done? If this room is full of darkness, what do you
do? You simply turn on the lights, of course. A mus-
cle is weak. I exercise that muscle, systematically

until it grows. If I don't feed it, it won't grow.

Therefore, there are two things necessary in the

development of the faculties of the mind, and also of

the physical man. One is proper food and the other is

proper exercise. Has a single idea been put into your

mind by anybody else since you arrived in the city of

Chicago, which has not been proper food for your

mind? I believe there is such a thing as poisoning

the mind, just as you can poison the body. Anything
)'ou hear that does not help you, hinders you, and you
cannot afford to alow matters to get into your minds
that do not help you. Therefore, let us expose the

mind to the best things, the best food.

Now, there are three ways to develop the memory.
Remember three simple rules and you can make a

gigantic power of that mind of yours. They are the

rules for health and for strength. The present school

system of today is built up on the principle of cram-
ming the mind. I am not deploring the school system,

but there is such a thing as getting so close to educa-

tional problems that you cannot see them. Go back
to the old Latin meaning of the word education—educt,

to draw out—and you can start tomorrow with every
employe you have, to, in some way, get in touch with
Iris mind. The thing we are after is the drawing out,

the education of the forces of the individual. By doing
that, we increase the positives and we decrease the
negatives. By decreasing the negatives, we naturally

stop the leaks, so to speak, and we decrease the mis-
takes that occur. This, in turn, decreases the amount
of supervision and increases the amount of value. In
other words, the value of that individual can be in-

creased by the development of his positive forces.

Now, let us take another step. By the develop-
ment of the positive body, we get endurance. I don't
care where a man works in j^our concern. He needs to
have the principle of endurance trained in him, and
the better he can endure the better he can succeed.

In the training of the physical forces of a man,
endurance can be prominently mentioned. The fellow
who can get into the game and stay in the game is the
man of endurance. And as you train the imagination
and reason, you get the ability. Hence, you should
train the feelings of faith and loyalty and courage and
honesty and ambition. Reliabilitv comes next in the
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will power after decision and action. We have ac-

tivity, and I submit to you that the man who has

endurance, and the man who is a good thinker, and

the man who is reHable, and the man who has action,

is the man to go out and be successful, no matter where
you put him.

Every person, if he is a normal man, has fifty-two

positives. Roosevelt started out lacking health, and
he went out on the plains and developed himself into

a man of mighty action and strength. Sandow, they

tell us, was born a helpless invalid, and yet he became
a great giant. The same thing is true of every one of

those muscles. I don't mean by that you can achieve

an impossibility, but I say it is possible to raise each

person just a little, and by the raising of that person

just a little you are going to make him a better thinker,

a better actor, because you cannot take a step, you
cannot move a hand, or say a word, that the mind does

not operate. Therefore, if a man would control his

words, his acts, his deeds, the thing for him to do is to

control his mind.

Salesmanship is the power of persuading people

to purchase, at a profit, that which we have to sell.

Did you ever analyze the power to persuade? Tenny-
son says : "Knowledge, reflection and control, these

three alone lead to sovereign power."

In every sale there are four factors at work. First,

the salesman: second, the customer; third, the thing

sold ; and last, the sale itself. If you want to develop

the salesman, the thing to do is to develop his mental
faculties. It is infinitely easier to train and develop

a person if he is loyal and wants to get ahead. It is

easier to correct the negatives in that person than it

is to go out and hire somebody else.

There are various types of customers. You cannot

handle them all alike, if you are selling them. While
it is true there are no two men alike in this world,

all men classify themselves naturally into certain dif-

ferent types and temperaments, and it is folly to at-

tempt to handle one type as you would another. Even
the inflection of the voice means something. If you
want to influence a man you won't walk ten feet in

front of him, or ten feet behind him. No, you will walk
right beside him. You must learn to walk mentally
with the person to whom you want to make the sale.

What you say should fit like cogs in the mind of that

customer.

The next thing is the thing sold. Logic is the

thing that helps most. Logic is divided into two
branches : first, the ability to analyze the proposition

;

and second, the ability to synthesize it or build it up.

In your advertising, you do the same thing. You
present your points to your customers, but you find

you have a lot of them and those points have to be so
small you need to be an expert on the points of your
propo.sition. Then after you get them all laid out,

synthesis comes in and you synthesize or arrange those
points in logical order. So many fellows go out to sell

goods who have just a hazy idea in their minds of
what they have to offer.

The last is the sale itself. The branch of science
that helps most there is the branch of psychology.
Here come attention, interest, desire, and resolve to
buy. Every mind comes to each of those four stages
every time.

First, attention. If that glass of water is full, you
cannot get any more water in it without spilling out

some of that. And if you want to get that customer,
the thing for you to do is to spill that mind first before

you can get your ideas in it. Next, interest ; then
desire. Interest is only a little more than attention

;

desire comes from the logical arrangement of your
selling points. It is points that sell goods today. The
time of the human cyclone, the wind-mill and the talk-

ing machine is over. Points sell goods. Then you
have got to get resolution. Attention, interest, desire,

and resolve to buy. And all through the whole trans-

action there has got to be a feeling of confidence.

After the sale is made the law of mutual benefit

has to operate. No sale is a good sale unless it is

clearly advantageous to both buyer and seller and.

therefore, satisfaction must result. Satisfaction makes
that customer a repeater, and a link in an endless

chain to bring more customers to vour business.

NITRATES IN NORWAY.
Supplementing previous articles on the manufac-

ture of air nitrates for fertilizer in Norwa)^ Germany
and Niagara Falls, Canada, it is learned from British

consular reports that the industry is undergoing rapid

expansion in the first-named country, where nearly

$15,000,000 will be invested. Though there are vast

water powers in the United States running to waste,

which could be utilized to produce this -article, nothing

has yet been done in that line, although this country

is buying annuall}^ about $15,000,000 worth of Chilean

nitrates.

About $6,000,000 has been expended on the works

at Notodden and Svaelgfos and the power stations

under construction at Rjukan and Vamma. ^Vhen all

the works are completed, at the end of 1910. $14,600,000

will have been spent. A great point in connection with

the development of this industry, is that the oppor-

tunity has now arisen of opening up several industries

in connection with the manufacture of nitrates, such as

nitric acid, nitrate of ammonia, nitrate of potash, also

sodium nitrate, which last is already being manufac-

tured.

The Nobel syndicate, in conjunction with the

Birkeland and Eyde Company, is now concentrating

the weak acids, with the assistance of the gas furnaces,

to an acid of such percentage as to become an article

of transport, and further opportunities have thus been

opened for export trade, especially from works with

water power that are situated near the seaboard.

It is of interest to note that no coal is used in the

production of saltpeter or other products here referred

to. It is stated authoritatively that there is no proba-

bility for many years to come that the sale of saltpeter

l)roduced by the method practiced at the Notodden an<l

Rjukanfos works will be disturbed by competition with

Chile saltpeter on the question of price.

When the Rjukan Falls works are fully completed.

Ihey and the Notodden works combined will represent

240,000 horsepower, with a production of srilli)eler rep-

resting an export value of $6,164,000.

The value of the output of nitrates in Norway

in 1908 was about $5,^6,000. and the total expenses

amounted to $402,000.
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AN ALTERNATING CURRENT CALCULATING
DEVICE.

BY F. G. BAUM.

Usually one of the most important questions concerning a

system of electrical transmission, transformer, or generator, or

any combination of these, is regulation. That is, for a given

receiver pressure, by what percentage must the delivered or

generated pressure exceed the receiver pressure, not only for

unity power-factor but for loads of any power-factor. A simple

device will be herein described which will give the regulation of

any system for any load and any potver-factor without making a

diagram for each case. To use the device it is only necessary to

determine two constants, which are usually given or are easy to

determine. To make the explanation simple, let us confine our-

selves to a transmission line. We are to determine the regula-

tion for any load and any power-factor; that is, the percentage

by which the pressure delivered to the line by the generator

must exceed the receiver pressure for constant receiver pressure.

Taking the lost pressure as a whole, we are always concerned

with three pressures in any case: (1) the receiver pressure, (2)

the lost pressure over the line, (3) the pressure delivered to the

line. (This is also true for generator or transformer, or any

combination of transformer, generator, and line.) The lost

pressure is made up, in any practical case, of the resistance

pressure and the reactance pressure. When, as is generally the

case, we have receiver loads of different power-factors, we get

PERCENTAGE ^

Fig. 1. Regulation of Transmission System.

simpler results if we consider the total receiver current divided

into two parts, one the power component and the other the

wattless component of the receiver current, and regard each as

flowing separately over the line. If / is the total receiver current

and 6 the angle of lag of the receiver current behind the receiver

pressure, the power component of the receiver cur-

rent is /cos ft and the wattless component is / sin

6. (Cos 6 is the power factor of the receiver circuit;

for a non-inductive load cos 6 ^ T, and sin = 0.

)

Let E= 0(1, Fig. 1, represent the receiver pressure.

The pressure consumed by the line resistance and

reactance due to the power component of the load cur-

rent is 7 cos y R- -j-
( Lw )-, in which R is the resis-

tance and Lw is the inductance or reactance of the

line. In Fig. 1,

ab = I cos 6 R

be = I cos Lw

current leads the receiver pressure by the angle 6, then eg' is

equal to the pressure consumed by the wattless component of the

receiver current.) It should be particularly noticed that the

pressure consumed by the wattless current is at right angles to

that consumed by the energy current. Notice also that ac is

proportional to the power current, and eg to the wattless current.

The true direction of the power current is along E, and the

wattless current at right angles to E,—downward for lagging, up-

ward for leading current. The line ag therefore represents in

magnitude and direction the pressure consumed over the line by

the total receiver current. Hence og represents £n, the pressure

delivered to the line, in magnitude and direction.

ac represents the pressure consumed by full-load non-induc-

tive current. Then ac/2 will represent half load on line, etc. For

half load, and the same angle as before, £« is given by oi.

Through c, with a as center, a circular arc has been drawn. Al

full-load current, and a power-factor corresponding to the angle

6. the value of £» ts given by oh.

With as center, circular arcs have been drawn through a, 2.

4. etc. The radial distance between two successive arcs is 2% of

the receiver pressure. We see, as shown by the point e, that the

regulation of this system for full non-inductive load is 11%; that

is, the generator pressure must be 11% higher than the receiver;

at full kiloivatt load, at a power-factor corresponding to the

angle 0, the regulation is 21%, as shown by the point g ; at full

kilovolt-ampere load, that is, for the same current as before de-

livered at the same power-factor, the regulation is 19%,

as shown by the point h.

In Fig. 2 is shown a case for a receiver pressure

equal to 10,000 volts (the point o is not shown). w,

which represents full load, has been divided into ten

equal parts, corresponding to O'l, 0'2, etc., lines have

been drawn at right angles to ac. Radial lines making

angles corresponding to cos = 0'95, cos 6 = 0'9, etc.,

for lagging and leading currents, have been drawn from

(I. Circular arcs, with the point a as center, have also

been drawn through points along ac marked O'l, 0'2, etc.

The regulation for any load and any power-factor may be

determined from the figure. For example, find the regulation at

9 full load at 0'8 power factor: Go along or to c' = 0'9, then

along i-V/' to the intersection with the line cos 6 = O'S. The reg-

ulation is seen to be about 211 2%- For 0'9 full-load current,

Therefore ac = I cos $ ^Z R^ -\- ( Lw}-.

ab is 8% of the receiver pressure; that is, the PR
loss in line is 8% at full non-inductive load.

ac represents, then, in magnitude and direction,

the pressure consumed over the line by the power
component of the receiver current. If for a lagging

current we make the angle cag = (5 is the angle by
which the receiver current lags behind the receiver

pressure), and the angle acg = 90°, then

cy = I sine VW+Jjjwy,

as can be proved by simple geometry. That is, eg represents in

magnitude and direction the pressure consumed over the line by
the wattless component of the receiver current. (If the receiver

VALUES OF Eo

Fig. 2. Regulation of Transmission System.

and the same power-factor, the regulation is 17%. as shown by

the point h.

Jt is seen that for any given case it is only necessary to
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determine the triangle abc; the remainder of the figure is drawn

mechanically. The labor of making the drawing for each case

may be eliminated if, instead of laying off oa to represent a par-

ticular receiver pressure, we let it represent any receiver pressure

and call this pressure 100%, Fig. 3ii.

^arcsntage Pressure Above Feceiver

horizontal represent different values of ah, the resistance pressure

in percentage of delivered pressure; and points along the vertical,

different values of the percentage pressure consumed by react-

ance. Circular arcs with o as center (the point o is not shown)

have been drawn in Fig. 3a. We see that the other lines in Fig.

2, now shown in Fig. 4, always bear the same relation to each

other, and in the calculating device these are, therefore, printed

on a sheet of transparent celluloid. By placing Fig. 4 on Fig. 3a

or 3fc, and fastening at the circles at a, so that one may be

rotated with respect to the other, we get a device that applies

to any case. The distances to 1, 1 to 2, etc., on Fig. 4, are the

same as the distances to 1, 1 to 2, etc., on Fig. 3o. When the

reactance pressure is greater than 35% use Fig. 36.

Fig. 5 gives an example of the application to the calculation

of the regulation of a line. Here the resistance pressure, o^

copper loss, equals 7% at full non-inductive load ; reactance

pressure equals 20% at full non-inductive load.

FeceiverPressure ftjuals 100% —» Percertsge Resistdnee Pressure

Fig. 3a. iKalj ste.) Printed on cardboard.

Now all that is necessary is to determine the resistance and

reactance pressure in (lercentage of normal receiver pressure for

any particular case, and lay them off horizontally and vertically

Sei^'yer Preisare Equals 200%—

,

Ptrcentagt ttuistance Pressure

CFig. 3b. (HalJ ifize.) Printed on cardboard.

to obtain the triangle abc. For convenience, Figs. 3a and 3b are

made to cover all cases met with in practice. Points along the

ac is rotated until it passes through the intersection of 7%
and 20%. The number 21 coincides with 20 and 7, therefore the

pressure consumed over the line at full non-inductive load is

21%. (When using Fig. 3b, numbers along ac, Fig. 4, are to be

multiplied by 2.) 21 represents full load on line, 10% will repre-

sent half load, etc. The regulation at non-inductive full load is

seen to be 9%. For full kiloivatt load at 085 power-factor move

along 21 to g; regulation equals 21^%. For full kilovolt-aml>crc

load at 0-85 power-factor move along 21 to h : regulation equals

17%. For equal generator and receiver pressure at full load move

along 21 to arc marked 0%. The figure shows that for 09

power-factor, for leading current, the receiver pressure would be

practically equal to the generator pressure for all loads; that is,

the line would be self-regulating.

Fi(r. 4.1 iHulJ nize.) printed on tramrxu-ent celluloid.

FiK. 6. DetorminiiiB Drop in Pussur.'.

Circle iU is drawn with a as centL-r.

Since oa - EoJh - £o. o'a = ah = h: .
.
on -fu-

The device may be used to find the receiver pressure when

the generator voltage is kept constant. In this problem the gen-

erator pressure would be called 100%. Now, for a given current

drawn by the receiver at a given power-factor the voltage over
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the transmission line represented by ag, Figs. 1 to 6, remains eon-

stant; that is, the point g is a fixed point for the power-factor

cos 6. If Et is 100%, to get the receiver pressure, E, we describe

a circular arc with g as center to cut oa in o', Fig. 6. The length

o'a is then E, and the length oo' is the percentage drop in

pressure over the line. But it is easily seen from Fig. 6 that

oo'= fg, and therefore the percentage drop in pressure over the

line when Ee is fixed at 100% is the horizontal distance from g
to the circular arc marked 0%, drawn with o as center and radius

on = £0^100%. For the same current drawn by the receiver

at unity power-factor the length cf gives the percentage drop

in pressure. If the point » falls to the left of the 0% arc the

horizontal distance to the circular arc represents the rise in

pressure.

In Fig. 3a, Vs" represents 1%; and in Fig. 3b, 1/16"= 1%.

The length from g to the 0% arc may, therefore, be read off with

an ordinary rule. It should be remembered that this distance is to

be measured parallel to the base line. The percentage decrease in

load, due to a decrease in E below 100%, will also be given by the

length from g to the circular arc 0%. For, lengths along ac are

proportional to energy current, but since the pressure on the re-

ceiver is not 100%, ac will not represent the same receiver load,

but the load will be changed as E changes. If gh= E, and gf^
El,— E is, say, 25%, and ac represents full-load energy cur-

rent, then the receiver load will be 75% of full load. That is,

the length gf represents the percentage decrease of load. If the

load is non-inductive, for the same energy current, ac the de-

crease in load will be given by cf.

The device may also be used to solve tlie problem of finding

the percentage reactance pressure when the regulation is given,

or to solve any right-angled triangle when two sides are given in

percentage.
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Fig. 7. Reactanct.' and Charging Current per Mile.

ForCurve I. Inductance per mile, per wire at 60 p.p.;

single-phase or two-phase, multiply by 1-15.

Curve II.—Charging currents per mile per wire for three-
phase system at 60 p.p.s., 10,000 volts between wires. For single-
phase or two-phase, multiply by 0S7.

For wire %" in diameter, spaeed 12 feet, the charging
current is 00331 amperes per mile with 10,000 volts between
wires. This is 4*7^ less than for No. wire spaced 48".

When considering the regulation of a generator or trans-

former we have to deal, as in the transmission line, with a

delivered, or secondary pressure ; a resistance and reactance pres-

sure consumed in the generator, or transformer; and the pressure

generated, or delivered to the transformer. Therefore, in deter-

mining the regulation of a generator or transformer we proceed

as in the case of a transmission line.

On the back of the device are given the values of the current

and (current)^ for the different power-factors, assuming the

current at unity power-factor to be 1. Other useful information

is also given.

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus now, very properly,

specify the regulating properties of a transformer, or gener^^tor,

by giving the resistance pressure and reactance pressures in per-

centage of delivered pressure, so that the calculating device is in

its most convenient form. The percentage resistance pressure is,

of course, equal to the percentage copper loss in a generator,

transformer, or line at non-inductive full load.

We see from what has been said that in order to use the

calculating device to determine the results desired it is necessary

to determine the resistance and reactance pressures' consumed by

full-load current, the pressures being given in percentage of

normal voltage at the point of fixed pressure. Methods of deter-

mining these pressures will now be given.

Calculation of Percentage Resi.stance and Reactance Pres-

sures OF Transmission Lines.

Let /?^ resistance of one wire from generator to receiver in

ohms; Lw^ reactance of one wire from generator to receiver in

ohms. (For Liu take inductance per mile from (he curve in

Fig. 7 and multiply by the length of the line in miles.) Let also.

/=: amperes per wire at non-inductive full load; E^o. m. f.

between wires in volts at point of fixed pressure. Then, for

three-phase, percentage resistance pressure ^ 1/ 3(//?/£) 100;

percentage reactance pressure= 1/ 3(LzvI/E)100.

For single-phase or two-phase system replace 1/ 3 in the

above by 2.

Example.—Length of line = 15 miles, voltage between wires

- - 5000, and full-load current ^60 amperes. From the curve in

Fig. 7 we find the inductance =^ 10 ohms for 30" between wires.

Hence, percentage reactance pressure= 1/3X10X60X100= 20-75.
5000

For a line ISO miles long, and 50.000 volts between wires, the

percentage reactance pressure is practically the same.

\of

Volts Between Wires
Fig. 8. Ratio of .

Miles of Line

Curves give perceiUage reactance at 60 p.p.s.

Conditions: Three-phase system. No. 0, B. & S. wire.
100 amperes per wire.

For single-phase or two-phase, multiply ordinates by 115,
For any other current ' "

/"/lOO

For any other frequency " '
//60

For No. 1 wire, " " 102.
For No. 2 wire, • 104.
For No. 3 wire, ' 106, etc
For wire %" in diameter with 12 feet between wires add 4%

to curve for No. wire spaced 48".

,

We see that in the formula for the reactance pressure we
always have the ratio of the voltage between wires and lengtli

of line in miles. Assuming a given number of amperes flowing

in the line, say 100, we may construct a curve between the per-

centage reactance pressure and the ratio of volts to length of

line in miles= £//.. This has been done in Fig. 8, from which
the percentage reactance pressure for any given case may be

ciuickly determined. Curves are given for 12", 24", and 48"

between wires. The results are given for a three-phase line with

100 amperes per wire, frequency= 60 p, p, s,, size of wire equals
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No. 0, B. & S. These curves bring out in a striking way the effect

of reactance in the line, and the difificulties of regulation in long

lines.. For any other current. /, multiply the percentage react-

ance pressure by A/100; for any other frequency multiply by //60.

For a single-phase, or two-phase system, multiply the percentage

reactance pressure by ITS. For No. 1 wire multiply the per-

centage reactance pressure by 102; for No. 2 wire, multiply by

104, etc. A great deal of labor may be saved by becoming

familiar with ihe use of Fig. 8.

Example.—Voltage between wires :^ 50,000; distance between

wires ^24"; length of line ^100 miles. Then E/L'^—' and
100

from the curve. Fig. 8, we find the percentage reactance pressure

= 22 1. The reactance pressure in volts per loop will be

•221 X 50,000 =11,050, or ii4^C= 6390) voUs per wire.
l/S

Measurement of Percentage Resistance and Reactance

Pressures of Transmission Lines.

Measure R as usual and calculate the percentage resistance

pressure; then short circuit receiver and determine the percentage

of normal receiver pressure necessary to force full-load current

over the line. Suppose, as in Fig. 5, the percentage resistance

pressure= 7%, and that 21% of normal receiver pressure is

necessary to force full-load current over the line when on short

circuit ; ac is rotated until 21 and 7 coincide, and the reactance

pressure= 20%, is read off.

Determination of Percentage Resistance and Reactance

Pressures of Transformers.

The resistance pressure, or copper loss, of small lighting

transformers is about Ij^ to 3%. For large transformers the

resistance pressure may be 1% or less. The percentage reactance

pressure of transformers is usually between 3 and 10%—about

3 to 5% for 2000 volt, medium-sized transformers.

If copper loss and regulation on non-inductive load are given,

then the percentage reactance pressure may be determined from

Fig. 3.

Example.—Resistance pressure equals 1J4%, and regulation

on non-inductive load given as 2% : Follow the circular arc

marked 2% from the bottom of the figure until it passes through

the horizontal line marked 1J4%. The length of the vertical line,

9%, gives the reactance pressure.

In using the calculating device to find the regulation of a

transformer, the pressure delivered by the transformer is the

receiver pressure, ab and be, then, being determined in percent-

.age of the delivered pressure, we obtain the percentage by which

the primary pressure, divided by the ratio of transformation,

must exceed the secondary pressure. In determining the regula-

tion of a transformer proceed as in the case of a transmission line.

Example.—Resistance pressure equals 1^% ^"d reactance

pressure 9%. Regulation on non-inductive load equals 2% ; regu-

lation on 09 power-factor, lagging current, equals 6%.

If the primary pressure is fixed, the percentage drop in pres-

sure through the transformer is measured by the horizontal

distance, g to the 0% arc, as in Fig. 6.

Resistance and Reactance Pressure of Transformers by

Measurement.

Let i?= resistance of primary, r= resistance of secondary,

(1 ^ ratio of transformation, /=: primary current, £^ primary

_/(/?-f /•«=) 100
pressure. Then percentage resistance pressure—

E

To find percentage reactance pressure : Short circuit second-

ary and determine percentage of normal pressure which applied

to primary will send full-load current through the transformer.

The percentage resistance pressure is the base, and the percentage

pressure to give full-load current on short circuit is the hypot-

enuse of the triangle ahc. Rotate ac until a triangle is obtained

having the requisite base and hypotenuse, then read off the react-

ance pressure in percentage.

Percentage Resistance and Reactance Pressure of

Generators.

If a generator has 2% resistance pressure, and the regulation

on non-inductive load is 6%, what is the reactance pressure?
'1 he circular arc, Fig. 3, marked 6%, passes through the horizontal

line marked 2% and the vertical line marked 28yi%. Therefori"

the percentage reactance pressure is 28}4%.

Reactance Pressure of Generator Determined by

Measurement.

Measure resistance as usual, and calculate the percentage

resistance pressure by the formula /i?100/£. To measure the

reactance, or the synchronous reactance, as it is generally called

:

Short circuit generator, run at normal speed, and determine the

pressure generated (this is determined from the excitation) to

force full-load current through the generator. Having two sides

of the triangle, rotate ac until conditions are fulfilled, and read

off the reactance pressure.

Another method of determining the synchronous impedance*

is as follows ; Run the generator as a synchronous motor at no

load. Now lower the excitation of the motor, or raise the voltage

applied to it, until full-load current flows in the motor. Since

the load on the motor is small, the pressure developed by it will

be practically in opposition to the pressure applied. The differ-

ence between the pressure applied and the pressure developed by

the motor (the pressure developed by the motor may be deter-

mined from the excitation) is the pressure, £', forcing full-load

current through the motor. The ratio of £' to the normal pres-

sure gives the percentage impedance pressure. The synchronous

impedance is then

Synchronous impedance= .

E'
Percentage impedance pressure= —— 100.

jE

In the last equation, E is the normal pressure delivered by

the machine at its terminals. On account of the small resistance

compared to the reactance, the impedance pressure may be taken

as the reactance pressure.

Usually the synchronous reactance pressure varies between

25 and 50% of the normal pressure developed by the machine

;

for most generators it is between 30 and 50% of normal pressure.

This means that the short-circuit current at normal voltage is

between two and three times full-load current.

When we are considering the regulation of a generator, the

receiver pressure is the terminal pressure. The value obtained

for the "percentage pressure above receiver" is the percentage by

which the generated pressure, £o, must exceed the terminal pres-

sure for the given load. If E is the terminal pressure, and the

regulation is found to be 10% for a given load, the generated

pressure must be equal to VIE. In any case, after determining

ah and be in percentage of the receiver pressure. E, we proceed

as in the example given on the back of the calculating device.

If the generated pressure is 100%, the percentage drop in

pressure through the generator is measured by the horizontal

distance g to the 0% arc, as in Fig. 6.

Regulation of Transmission System.

If we wish to determine the regulation of a system consisting

of step-down transformers, transmission line, and step-up trans-

formers, we first find the percentage resistance and reactance

pressure of each set of transformers and the line. Then add the

percentage resistance pressures, and also the percentage reactance

pressures, and treat as though this resistance and reactance

were all in the line. If the generator is to be included add the

resistance and reactance pressure of generator.

•Tlie synchronous impedance is tlie apparent impeiUince.
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Rise in Potential Over Transmission Line Due to Charging
Current.

Suppose the percentage resistance pressure on full-load cur-

rent to be 7%, and the reactance pressure 20%, as in Fig. 5; let

the charging current be 50% of full-load current. (If the full-

load current is 60 amperes, and the voltage between wires is

60,000, then at 60 p. p. s. the charging current of a line 150 miles

^long will be about 31 amperes.) This current may be assumed
concentrated at the center of the line, and is practically wattless.

Come down ac to 21/4^525, because we have half-load current

taken off at the center of the line. Now go along a circular arc

with center at a, the distance 525 from n, until we come to

cos ^= 0, leading current. The rise in pressure is seen to be

about S%.

The percentage rise in voltage over a transmission line, due

to charging current, may be rapidly calculated, with the help of

the curves given in Fig. 7, by the formula

:

Percentage rise in voltage
l/ 3 X Lw X charging current X 100

2 X voltage between wires

l/SCi-wperMXcharg. current perM) (lengtli of line inM)=X 100

2 X voltage between wires

M= mile of line.

(This formula is approximate, but is accurate enough for all

practical purposes.)

For single-phase or two-phase, replace V 3 in the above by 2.

In Fig. 7 is given a curve for the charging current in amperes

per mile at 60 p. p. s., with 10,000 volts between wires, for a

three-phase system. For single-phase or two-phase multiply

charging current by 87.

Application to Synchronous IMotok Calculations.

Electrical engineers will immediately see the advantage of

the device in adjusting the excitation of synchronous motors so

that any degree of compounding of a transmission line may be

obtained. This may be explained with reference to Fig. 2. ab

represents the percentage resistance pressure, and be the per-

centage reactance pressure consumed over the line between

generator and motor when the motor is carrying full load, the

power-factor at the motor terminals being unity. (We are to

remember that the power component of current, at any power-

factor, is proportional to ac, and the wattless component pro^

portional to eg.) Suppose it is desired to excite the motor so

that the pressure at its terminals shall remain constant for all

loads, and that at 065 load the motor shall draw non-inductive

current. The circular arc marked 6% passes through the point

065 along ac. The generator pressure, then, is to be 6% higher

than the receiver at all loads. At any other load the motor must

be so excited that the pressure consumed over the line by the

wattless current will reach from the line ac to the 6% arc. That

is, the locus of the point g must be along the 6% arc. At 0'2

load, for example, we see, by going at right angles to ac until we

come to the 6% arc, that the power-factor must be 725, lagging

current. The wattless component of current may be scaled off;

for 02 load it is about equal to the load component. At full load

we get the power-factor by going at right angles to ac at the

point c until we come to the 6% arc. The power-factor is about

098, the wattless component being about 2, leading current.

The constantly recurring questions concerning the synchron-

ous motor which come up when we operate such motors, espe-

cially on transmission lines, make it desirable to have some

simpler method of making synchronous motor calculations than

tliose commonly used. With the use of the calculating device,

any problem concerning a .synchronous motor may be solved

without any mathematical work.

The theory of the synchronous motor is very much simplified

if we look at it as the inverse of the generator. In the case of a

generator, the important quantities are those measured at the

terminals ; that is, the terminal pressure, the current delivered,

and the power-factor. We therefore take the delivered pressure

applies. In the case of the synchronous motor, the important

quantities are again the terminal values of the pressure, the cur-

rent supplied to the motor, and the power-factor.

In the case of the generator, the diagram for determining the

value of the pressure, £o, to be generated for any load and any

power-factor, is the same as Fig. 1.

Let us now operate this generator as a motor. £o, the pres-

sure generated, is now the back e. m. f. of the motor. Let Xa be

the synchronous reactance, and n the resistance of the motor.

E is the voltage applied to the motor (if £ is not constant at the

motor terminals, but at some point on the line, then the reactance

and resistance of the line on the motor side of the point where E
is maintained constant must be added to .rt and ro). If we leave

£., drawn to the right as before we must reverse E and also the

current, so that the motor consumes power. In Fig. 9 the ter-

and the power component of the current as horizontal quantities.

This gives us the simple diagram to which the calculating device

!.i »™tf„;„is»S g

Fig. y. Synchronous Motor Diajirani.

minal pressure and current have been reversed. The terminal

pressure is ao^E. I is the current delivered to the motor, and

6 the angle between E and /. The pressure consumed by the

resistance due to the power component of current is / cos 6 ri)=
ab, and the pressure consumed by the synchronous reactance is

/ cos 6 X(,= bc. ac is, therefore, the pressure consumed by the

impedance due to the power component of current. The pressure

consumed by the wattless component will be at right angles to

at, to left of ac for lagging and to right for leading currents.

( In the generator, lagging current consumes pressure to right of

ac and leading current to left.) In Fig. 9, s«= V~r^~+~xJ^is the

synchronous impedance of the motor; and, therefore, zj sin B
^cg, or eg', is the pressure consumed by the impedance of the

motor by the wattless current. If the current for the load corre-

sponding to ac is to be in phase with the terminal pressure, the

motor must be excited so that the back electromotive force, Ea,

is equal to oc. If the current taken by the motor for the same
load is to lag by the angle 6, og is the value of £o; and if the

current is to lead by the same angle, og is the value of £o. ac is

proportional to the power component of the current supplied to

the motor—that is, proportional to the power input ; and eg, or

eg , is proportional to the wattless component of the current. It

will be immediately seen that the excitation to produce any given

power-factor at any load may be at once determined.

The angle which ac makes with the vertical is determined, as

in the case of the generator, by laying off ab and be. Since ab,

however, is laid off to the left of a, ac will be to the left of the

vertical line instead of to the right, as in the case of the gen-
erator. The angle may be found on the right-hand side of the

vertical, as in the case of the generator, and ac then rotated so as

to make an equal angle to the left of vertical, or the angle may
be laid off with a protractor. When solving synchronous motor
problems, the words "lagging" and "leading" on the celluloid must
be read interchanged. The angle between ac and ab will gen-
erally be between 85° and 90°, if £ is constant at the motor
terminals. If a transmission line is added between £ and the

motor, the angle between ac and ab will probably be reduced.

As there are questions arising sometimes, such as the over-
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Fig. 10. Synchronous Motor Calculating Diagram.

Ihe current. If a given motor consumes 40% pressure on full-

load current, then the point 40% would represent full-load input

into the itiotor. In the calculating device, points along ac are

marked 1, 2, 3, etc., representing 1%, 2%, etc., of receiver pres-

sure.

The following examples are given to show the use of the

calculating device in making synchronous motor calculations.

Assume that 40% pressure is consumed by the impedance by full-

load current. In all the examples reference is made to Fig. 10;

the results may be checked with the calculating device.

(1) Find the excitation which will give a power-factor of

unity at full load. Go along ac to the point marked 40%, Fig. 10,

and we see that the motor must be over-excited 5%. To give a

power-factor of 08 leading current at full load, go to the point g

:

excitation equals 134£. To give 08 power-factor lagging current

for the same load, go to the point g'
: excitation equals 077E.

(Constant input means practically constant output, since the

variable loss due to 7V„ will change very little.)

(2) What excitation will make the wattless lagging current

equal to one-half the load current when the motor is carrying

half load? Go along the line at right angles to ac at the point

20%, a distance equal to one-half the distance from a to 20%

:

excitation equals 0'9£.

(3) Suppose the excitation to be 09£ at one-quarter load,

what will be the power factor and wattless current? The inter-

section of £o= 09£ with the line at right angles to ac at the

point 10% gives a power-factor of 0'7-|-, and a wattless current

equal to the load-current.

(4) For any particular position of £o, the electrical angle

through which the motor must swing from no load to the new

load corresponding to the given position of £o is equal to the

load capacity, etc., which are

beyond the range of the calculat-

ing device, Fig. 10 is given. The
angle betwen m- and nh is SiVz"-

Points along w have been marked
lO^o, 20%, etc., corresponding to

the percentage pressure consumed
by the power component of

angle between Eu and E. (This

assumes, that instead of the true

self-induction and the magnetising

or demagnetising effect of the ar-

mature, we may use the synchro-

nous reactance. ) The mechanical

angle through which the motor
must swing will be equal to the

electrical angle divided by the

number of poles.

(5) What is the maximum in-

put when Eii = E? Follow the

circular arc En = E until we get

maximum protection on uf. The
projection on nc gives the load.

The length along nc is seen to be
110%. Therefore, the input

(110/'40) equals 275 times full

load. The power-factor, as shown,

would be about 0.75. The current

in the motor is a<j.j, and may be

scaled off.

If En is less than E, we see that

the overload capacity, or the max-
imum load which the motor will

carry, will be reduced. The oyer-

load capacity will vary inversely

as the percentage pressure con-

sumed by impedance. For

example if another motor

consumed 80% pressure on full-load current, then the point 80%
would represent full load, and the overload capacity would be

110/80, or reduced one-half.

(6) To determine the F-curves between the excitation and

current for the same input, we may proceed as in the following

example: For full load, if £0= 105£, the current is a minimum,

and equal to the length from a to the point along ac marked 40%.

If Et^077E the armature current is ag'. If £= 134£ the

armature current is ag. For any other load, move along the line

at right angles to ac at the point corresponding to the load.

(7) Suppose this is the motor operating at the end of a

transmission line, as explained before. At 65% load the

motor was to be so excited as to draw non-inductive current, and

at 20% load the power-factor at the motor terminals was to be

0725. Going to Fig. 10, we see that to produce these power-

factors the excitation at 65% load must be 1% higher, and at

20% load it must be 10% lower than the terminal pressure. If we

assume the losses in the motor and its attached generator to be

10%, we see from Fig. 2 that the motor should draw, when

delivering no load, 25% wattless current. In order that the watt-

less current taken by the motor at no load shall be 25% of the

full-load current we see from Fig. 10 that the excitation at no

load must be practically 10% lower than the terminal pressure.

By setting the shunt excitation of the synchronous motor so that

at no load the motor is underexcited 10%, and then adjusting

the series excitation for non-inductive current at 65% load—^ihat

is, 1% higher than the terminal voltage—changes in load on the

motor will have little effect on Ihe line pressure.

The reader will have no difficulty in solving other alternating

current problems. For example, the problems solved in Slein-

metz's "Elements of Electrical Engineering," p. 44-102 and 121-

162, may be solved very quickly wilh tlie device.
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There is an indefinable fascination connected with

a miniatnre reproduction of large things. A model of

a steamship of of a locomotive is interesting alike to

the layman and the technical man. For this reason

the model four-kilowatt plant on the shores of Lake

Tahoe is likely to prove as productive of comment as

would a 40,000-kilowatt plant elsewhere. Incidentally

the regulator with which it is equipped and which was

specially designed for this plant, may prove applicable

to larger installations.

From time to time in these columns have been

published descriptions of the great hydroelectric power

developments of the Pacific Coast. Accompanying

each has been a map of its transmission lines, but these

individual maps are an unsatisfactory basis for relative

comparison. Hence it is believed that engineers and

others will find the map of all the transmission systems

of California and Nevada which accompanies this issue

of great value. It is to be followed by others showing

the same facts for the rest of the great territory "from

the Rockies to the Coast,"

From Portland, Oregon, comes notice of another

electrical casualty which is directly due to police

stupidity. Although every evidence showed that sus-

pended animation was being restored by the energetic

methods of resuscitation to which the victim was being

subjected, yet an officious policeman ordered that he

be placed in an ambulance which had meanwhile ar-

rived. The patient died on his way to the hospital,

whereas there was strong probability of his recovery

if the good work which had been started could have

proceeded without delay. Although proper means
have now been taken to impress upon all members of

the force the necessity for immediate and continuous

action for the relief of electric shock, yet it seems to

be a case of "locking the stable door after the horse

is gone," Yet, if this instance can be sufficiently

emphasized there is hope that other deaths may be

hereafter averted.

The calculation of alternating current problems

has become involved in such a mantle of mystery and

a cloud of complexity that many practical men are

deterred from attempting their solution. While the

calculus is undoubtedly a powerful tool for attacking

the question and while the physical significance can be

made clearer to students by the aid of the higher

mathematics, yet these same problems can be approxi-

mately solved by simple rules. We all crept before

we walked and most of us are yet walking before we
attempt to fly. We marvel at the mathematical flights

of Steinmetz as we do at the aerial feats of Paulhan

and the Wright brothers. Yet for practical purposes

we are content wtih less spectacular methods. Among
these is a time saver devised by F. G. Baum for
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determining alteimating current regulation and de-

scribed in this issue. While it is not in the "creeping

class," yet it is adapted for practical use.

The appalling life cost of coal is seldom con-

sidered when it is burned under boilers. Every indus-

try has its hazards, but the life of the coal miner is

particularly perilous. This week brings news of four

more disastrous explosions, in Colorado, in Kentucky,

in Mexico and another in Illinois, whose death toll is

to be added to. that of the Cherry mine last November.
It is difficult to place responsibility for these accidents

but statistics show that they are usually due to the

carelessness bred of familiarity. It was hoped that the

substitution of the incandescent electric lamp for the

Hame of the candle or inclosed oil lamp would elimi-

nate much of the danger, but even electricity is not

fool-proof. Notwithstanding our tremendous oil pro-

duction and the increasing development of hydro-

electric power, coal is likely to be our chief power
source for years to come. Yet its present use seems

little short of aiding and abetting wholesale murder.

IJalliiigcr's appointment and imposed him upon the

President were over greedy. The concerns that stand

for fair treatment, honest development and a'^k only

that which is fair to the gcncrnment and the people,

may w ell cry "A plague on both your houses."

The "Journal" has been struck by a line credited

to the Chicago Tribune that "the country will stand by
Pinchot right or wrong." The opinion

Ballinger of the editor of the Chicago Tribune

Investigation is no better than that of any other

well-informed man. We are prepared

to say that while at first many were inclined to sym-

pathize with the dismissed Forester the conclusion is

being forced on the world that Mr. Pinchot deliber-

ately planned to withdraw from the Forestry bureau,

so as to be able to engage in the Ballinger investiga-

tion without being trammeled by official ethics. He is

not to be blamed but praised for this.

It is also quite apparent that he determined not

to resign and carefully planned a course of action that

could only result in his dismissal by the President. He
is to be censured for this.

This course was taken so as to bring upon the

administration just the sort of unjust criticism that is

now being levelled at Mr. Taft.

Mr. Pinchot would have been a bigger man, and

would stand before the American people today in a

more honorable attitude had he resigned and frankly

stated his purpose to have been a desire to participate

in the investigation of Mr. Ballinger. He felt that he

could better serve the country in this connection than

by continuing in public office. Then why not frankly

say so and acquit the President.

As to Mr. Ballinger, we have already expressed our

views. He is better off in private life. The country

and its development have been retarded by Mr. Bal-

linger, and the whole question of conservation and pri-

vate development on public lands has become so acute,

so sore and tender as to preclude any rational settle-

ment for years to come. The interests that sought Mr.

.\ full appreciation of the fatal meaning of depre-

ciation is not granted to most of us until we try to

sell a second-hand article. We are

Plant surprised to find that it became
Depreciation second-hand as soon as we paid for

it, and from that time its value has

continued to decrease. A thousand agencies seem to

be at work hammering down its price. If it fortuitously

escapes all these casualties which our insurance friends

classify as "fire, earthquakes, storms, or other acts of

God," it is liable to be superseded by some change in

style or some improvement in method that renders it

obsolete. Meanwhile it is constantly subject to the wear

and tear of ordinary use, such destruction irresistibly

driving it to its inevitable goal, the junk heap. Save

for an occasional exception such as wine, a rare old

violin or a fine painting, all things lose value with age.

Power plant machinery is not among the immune.

A municipal electric ligiiting plant recently failed be-

cause its management had not allowed for deprecia-

tion of apparatus when they made the rates. After

several years of successful operation, they suddenly

became painfully aware that their plant was worn out.

Plant replacement had not entered into their original

calculations and in consequence it was shut down.

This lack of financial foresight is not confined to munici-

pal operations, for it is occasionally evident in the

statements of private corporations whose directors

are more interested in immediate dividends than in

future deterioration.

Depreciation is a vital factor in the cost of doing

things. Machine serviceability is strictly limited by its

useful life. A certain part of its yearly earnings should,

therefore, be annually set aside to provide for this

replacement. If men invest in a proposition whose

success is largely dependent upon the personality of

its manager they insure his life to protect their invest-

ment. The useful life of a machine is even shorter than

that of a man. Its rate of insurance should be corres-

]iondingIy high.

The depreciation to which all classes of power

apparatus is subject, has been accurately figured liy

competent authorities. It is a simple problem to apply

these figures to the equipment of any power plant, and

determine what provision should be made for deter-

ioration. In many European countries neglect to take

the ordinary precaution of reckoning depreciation be-

fore calculating profits is illegal. In any country it

is morally wrong. It requires more honesty and more

courage to write off from the books an obsolete ma-

chine than a bad debt. Yet one is as valueless as tlie

other .
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PERSONALS.

F. B. Crocker passed through San Francisco this week

Thomas Mirk, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., engineers, is in Los
Angeles.

F. C. Greene, of the transformer department of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, is visiting the Paciiic Coast.

John M. Gardiner, who is prominent in electric railway

circles on the Coast, is in San Francisco from Los Angeles.

George R. Murphy, of the firm of Pierson, Roeding & Co.,

of San Francisco, has returned from a business trip to Seattle.

M. A. Bryte, Pacific Coast representative of the Sterling

Lamp Company, has returned to San Francisco from a trip

East.

F. D. Fagan, illuminating engineer, with the General

Electric Company's San Francisco office, has returned from a

trip to Stockton.

F. V. T. Lee, who has been assistant general manager
of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company for some years past,

has just resigned.

H. Vensano, who was for some time assistant to J. H.

Wise, has been appointed civil engineer for the Pacific Gas

& Electric Company.

I. W. McConnell has resigned as supervising engineer.

United Stales Reclamation Service to become chief irrigation

engineer for J. G. White & Co.

William G. Kerckhoff, who is heavily interested in elec-

tric power companies in Los Angeles was a visitor in San
Francisco during the past week.

Fred T. Mumma has been promoted from foreman of con-

struction to superintendent of the Big Bend power plant of

the Great Western Power Company.

W. A, Purcell, manager of the California Electrical Con-

struction Company of San Jose, was in San Francisco during

the past week, placing orders for supplies.

P. D. Frazer, construction foreman for the General Electric

Company, has completed some high-tension transformer work
near Tacoma and is now in San Francisco.

J. H. Wise has resigned as civil and hydraulic engineer

for the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, to enter the firm of

F. G. Baum & Co., engineers and constructors, San Francisco.

J. P. JoUyman, until recently superintendent of the Big

Bend power plant of the Great Western Power Company, has

been made electrical engineer lor the company with head-

quarters in the Shreve Building, San Francisco.

Chas. E. Sloane, mining and irrigation engineer, E. B.

Spaulding, electrical engineer, and F. T. Rohson, civil engi-

neer, have opened joint offices in the Union Trust Building,

San Francisco, as consulting and supervising engineers.

K. G. Dunn, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., representing the West-
inghouse Machine Company, left February 1st for El Paso,

Texas, to make an economy test on the complete power plant,

which, his firm has just installed for the Southwestern Port-

land Cement Company.

G. R. Folds, general salesmanager of H. W. Johns-Mauville

Co., New York, has taken temporary charge of the San Fran-

cisco branch of the company as acting manager. C. W. Scott,

the former manager, has been transferred to the Indian-

apolis office of the company.

Albert Spies has retired from the editorship of "The Elec-

trical Record" to become the managing director of "Foundry

News," a new illustrated monthly publication devoted to the

foundry arts, with offices in the Hudson Terminal, 50 Church

Street, New York. "Foundry News" will make its first appear-

ance in April.

CALIFORNIA METAL TRADES BANQUET.

About 150 members pf the California Metal Trades Asso-

ciation celebrated the third annual installation of officers at a

banquet given in the Palace Hotel on Saturday evening, Jan-

uary 29, 1910. J. M. Robinson, of the Keystone Boiler Works,

was again installed as the association's president, S. J. Eva
and Constant Meese, vice-presidents, and H. F. Davis, secre-

tary. The general executive committee are: R. H. Postle-

thwaite, Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works, Potrero; John A.

McGregor, Union Iron Works Company, San Francisco; John

T. Scott, Moore & Scott Iron Works, San Francisco; Otto

Schrader, Schrader Iron Works, Inc., San Francisco; George

E. Randolph, United Iron Works, Oakland; William F. Murray,

Murray Bros. Machine Works, San Francisco; George J.

HeniT, Jr., Pelton Water Wheel Company, San Francisco; Ed-

ward J. Fowler, Pacific Foundry Company, San Francisco.

Three members for each of the craft committees were also

installed, those for the electrical manufacturers' branch being:

A. E. Drendell (chairman), Drendell Electrical & Manufactur-

ing Company, Inc., San Francisco; H. T. Adams, Farnsworth

Electrical Works, San Francisco; S. H. Weidenthal, Weiden-

thal-Gosliner Electric Works, San Francisco.

Geo. J. Henry, Jr., of the Pelton Water Wheel Company,

acted as toastmaster, introducing each of the speakers and the

various entertainment features. The speakers included Harris

Weinstock, P. H. McCarthy and Jos. J. Tynan, the subjects dis-

cussed being industrial peace, home Industry and the ship

subsidy.

TRADE NOTES.

C. A. Maydell Co. have moved their offices from the

Hansford Block to 409-11 Sheldon Building, San Francisco.

Stone & Webster plans in the Northwest for 1910 Include

a hydro-electric plant on White Salmon river, and thirty miles

of interurban line between Bellingham and Mt. Vernon, Wash-
ington.

The Seattle-Tacoma Power Company are preparing to

build a new power house at Snoqualime Falls. They are in-

stalling a 10,000 h. p. wheel, 7000 k. w. generator 2000 volt,

three 2500 k. w. transformers. Stone & Webster are the con-

trractors.

F. A. Hall, who for the past twelve years has been man-

ager of the chain block and hoist department of the Yale &
Towne Mfg. Co., 9-13 Murray Street, New York, and Stanford,

Conn., has resigned to become vice-president and treasurer of

the Cameron Engineering Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr.

Hall's successor will be Mr. R. T. Hodgkins, who for several

years has been his chief assistant, and who is thoroughly

qualified by experience and ability successfully to perform the

duties of the position. In his new connection Mr. Hall ex-

pects to make a specialty of trolleys and appliances or over-

head handling of materials.

NEW CATALOGUES.

Holophane Illumination for January, 1910, contains inter-

esting information about scientific lighting from the Holo-

phane Company.

The January issue of Hot Points from the Pacific Elec-

tric Heating Company of Ontario, Cal., contains interesting

data regarding the Standard Hot Point Iron for 1910.

MacGovern, Archer & Co., 114 Liberty Street, New York
City, have issued their February list -of second hand electrical

and steam machinery, power house equipment, cars, etc., which

they have for sale.

Catalogue No. 24 from the Chicago Fuse, Wire & Mfg.

Co. is devoted to Fuse Protecting Material, including enclosed

fuses, blocks and fittings, open link fuses, and fuse wire for all

electrical purposes.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering In
any way between Its members and their
employers In regard to wages; recognizing
tlie identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the greneratlon and transmission of steam as a motive power.

California.

No. 1. San Francisco. Thursday, 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. L. Ennor. Sec, Herman Noethig, S16 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 11614 B. Third St.
Pres., J. F. Connell. Cor. Sec, W. T. W., Curl. 4103 Dalton
Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bldg.
Sec. Da\'id Thomas. 439 Merchants' Exchange Bldg.

No. 5. Santa Barbara. Geo. W. Stevens, 2417 Fletcher Ave.,
R. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. Wednesday. Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea
Davis, 350 N. 9th St.

No. 7. Fresno. Pres., A. G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Box
651.

No. 8. Stockton. Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
E. Channel St. Pres., H. Eberhard.

OreKon.
No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher, Portland Hotel.

Pres., B. W. Slocum.
No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

'WaahinfftoiL,

No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913% Taeoma Ave. Pres., Geo. E. Bow-
man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whit-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spokane. Tuesday. Pres.. Frank Teed. Sec, J. Thos.
Greeley, 0601% Cincinnati St

No. 6. Seattle. Saturday, 1420 2d Ave. Pres., H. R. Leigh.
Sec, J. C. Miller, 1600 Tesl«r Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest are
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

CALIFORNIA NO. 3.

California No. 3 has been holding some very interesting

meetings recently and several important topics have been

discussed. The State License Bill which was brought up at

the last State Convention in San Francisco was read, and

adopted unanimously on January 19th, after some eloquent

remarks on the advantages of a license law by a distin-

guished visiting Brother, Phil Ennor, President of California

No. 1. Bro. Ennor occupied the president's chair and con-

ducted the initiation ceremony when Bro. Thos. Kennedy was
admitted.

The many complaints made by the merchants of San

Francisco concerning the smoke nuisance, led to a discussion

of the best methods of reducing smoke to a minimum, and

some very valuable ideas were advanced by a number of the

members as to the proper method of firing. It was proposed

that a committee be formed to make a special study of the

causes of smoke and how to combat them so as to advise all

engineers who may be desirous of information. This matter

is getting quite serious, as the dense clouds of smoke which

daily befoul our fair city will testify, aside from motives of

economy. The subject will be thoroughly discussed before

definite action is taken. Bro. R. F. Chevalier was present

and gave his views on the subject. The committee on the

Engineers' ball reported that arrangements were well under

way. Bro. B. E. George of California No. 1 occupied the

chair. All indications promise a very successful and enjoy-

able affair.

The fo41owing candidates were admitted to California No.

3 during the month of January: D. J. Rogers, W. B. Leigh

and Thos. Kennedy, a number of other apiilications being on

hand.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
Paper No. 6.

Before leaviiiR the case of transmission between parallel

axes we will cite some examples to illustrate the points brought

out in the last paper. These have been taken from Robinson's

"Principles of Mechanism."

Example I; An excellent needle bar motion for a shuille

sewing machine is obtained by link-work; and it is, witliuiil

question, in one case, at least, the lightest running .shuUle machine

yet built, the whole machine being link-work mechanism.

The needle bar motion referred to is shown in Fig. 4, and is

used in several different sewing machines. At /( is a rocking

shaft with a crank arm AD attached, the latter reciprocating

between the angular positions AE and AF; the connecting link

DB raising and lowering the needle bar BJ.

As D passes the line AI of crank and link straightened, the

bar reaches its lowest position. As D moves on to its limit of

motion at F the bar is raised an amount GH, forming the loop

for the shuttle. Now it is not necessary for the needle bar to

return to G, but on tarrying a moment raised to // for the shuttle

point to fairly enter the loop, it may reasonably enougli continue

on its upward journey. By a cam it would be given this action,

but by the link-work of Fig. 4 it must return to the lowest point

again before making its ascent.

Now, if this drop by the amount HG, after the shuttle enters

its loop, is fatal to the machine, the proposed link movement
must be abandoned ; otherwise it may be accepted, giving a much
lighter-running and more durable combination than if the cam

and pin be adopted.

Example II : Another interesting case of this is found in, the

Corliss valve gear, where the rocker plate swings to carry the

pin D, Fig. 5, back and forth from H to F. The valve and stem

^^. ff

B are moved by the lever BE as it swings from /'/;' lo BG.

As U moves from ./ Id /•' and return the valve is ojiencd and

closed, while from / lo // and back it remains, closed, but is

compelled to be moving slightly, due to the arc JDII. If this

movement represeiUed by DK were out of the question, the link-

work combin.ition of Fig. 5 would have to be rejected ; olJier-

wise it may be accepted, as in fact it has been by hundreds of

designers following in the looisteps of George II. Corliss.
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947,226. Gas Engine. George Dorffel, Fruitvale, Cal.,

assignor ot one-lialf to William C. Clark, Fruitvale, Cal. In

an internal combnstion engine, the combination with a i)lu-

i-ality ot cylinders, their pistons and pistqn rods, of a shaft,

a guide rigidly secured to the shaft, means at the end ot

each piston rod for co-operating with said guide to rotate said

shaft, and means for guiding each of said piston rods, the said

means comprising a disk forming the inner head of the cyl-

inder, and having an opening for the passage of the piston

rod, and ears projecting from said disk and spaced from each

other for the passage of the end of the piston rod.

947,335. Connection-Registering Device for Telephones.

David S. Hulfish, Chicago, 111., assignor to McMeen & Miller,

Chicago, 111. In a connection registering device for tele-

phones, the combination of a counting train, a pawl adapted

to operate said counting train when moving from one of its

extreme positions to the other, an electromagnet adapted to

hold said pawl in an intermediate position, and means asso-

ciated with the telephone hook lever for restoring said pawl

to one of its extreme positions when the hook lever is down,

substantially as described.

947,608. Method of Utilizing Buried Coal. Anson G. Betts.

Troy, N. Y. The process ot utilizing unmined coal which con-

sists in mining out part, and gasifying remaining coal by con-

947,267. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Maurice J.

Wohl, New York, and Harry Hertzberg, Brooklyn, JN. Y. In

an electrical instrument for three-wire circuit, the combina-

tion of an indicator pivotly mounted to permit a swinging

movement and a longitudinal movement thereof, a serrated

member over which said indicator travels, and serrations of

said member being formed to permit said indicator to travel

thereover in one direction but to hold the same against a

return movement, an operating member operatively engaging
said indicator for movement in one direction only, means for

moving said operating member in this direction, a thermally

expansible wire operatively connected to said operating mem-
ber, means for heating said wire by the current flowing in the

outside lines of said three-wire circuit, a co-operating

thermally expansible wire, and means for heating said last

named wire by the current flowing in the neutral line of said

circuit.

947,235. Ventilated Fuse. Edward M. Hewlett, Schen-

ectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company. In an

ducting air or equivalent gas thereto, which gasifies the

coal and collecting the combustible gases resulting there-

from.

expulsion fuse, means for ventilating said fuse under normal
conditions, and means for confining the blast of exploding
gases to the region occupied by the fuse.

947,448. Process of Reducing iron Ores. Charles B. Mor-
gan, Oakland, Cal. The process of reducing iron ore into

metallic iron, the same consisting in reducing the ore charged
with its flux into a liquid condition, then withdrawing the

liquefied ore charge and discharging the same onto a bed
of asphaltum or liquefied carbonaceous substance which inter-

mingles with the melted charge and separates the metallic

iron from its attendant gangue or slag.
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THE ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PUMPS OF LOCKPORT, N. Y.

The city of Lockport, N. Y., derives its water supply from

tlie Niagara River near Nortli Tonawanda, thirteen miles

away. From the electrically driven pumping station at this

point, the water is forced through 69,000 feet of 30-inch main

to a stand pipe 25 feet in diameter and 120 feet high, at Lock-

port.

The pumping plant contains three independent units with

a combined capacity of delivering 15,000,000 gallons in 24

hours against a pressure of 125 pounds. Each unit comprises

a Westinghouse induction motor, designed for 500 h. p. at 750

r. p. m., with three-phase current at 400 volts, direct con-

nected to a single suction, enclosed impeller centrifugal pump
made by the Holly Manufacturing Company, Buffalo.

Power generated at Niagara Falls is transmitted to North

within the specifications, and that the pump capacities and
horsepowers are well exceeded.

Itesiilt ol" TcNtw oi l.ui>kpurt*N Motor Driven Puiiiiiiiip: I'iiKn.

Pump 1. Pump 2. Pump :).

Maximum ie\-. per miii,... 746 752 711
Minimum 738 738 739
Average 743 744 743
Maximum gauge pres. lbs. 142.5 144.5 143.5
Minimum " " " . 119.5 139.5 134.5
Average ' " " . 136.9 142.6 138.9
Average liead, £eet 316.8 329.1 320.6
Gallons pumped per hour. . 238,000 236,300 236,700
Gallons pumped in 24 hrs.

at this rate 5,712,000 5,672,000 5,712,000
Kilowatt input per hour.. 342.4 346.1 341.5
Gallons per kilowatt hour 1,454 1,464 1,443
Hydraulic horsepower.... 318 327 319,5
Electric horsepower 456.6 456 455
Efficiency per cent 69.6 71 70
Duty. foot-pound per

1000 k. w 30.800,000 31,600.000 31,000.000
Liegrees temperature rise

in 15 hours 41 38 43

EIr Dri rn PiiiniJ ul Luikport \. V.

Tonawanda at 22,000 volts and is stepped down to 440 volts

at the pumping station by three 500 kilowatt, oil insulated,

water cooled transformers.

The three motor driven pumping units were recently

given a very complete test, which developed some interesting

economics of electric operation. Each unit was run contin-

uously for 15 hours, during which time readings of the elec-

trical input were taken every five minutes; readings of the

Venturi water meter every ten minutes; pressure gauge every

five minutes, and revolutions of pump every fifteen minutes.

The results are given in the accompanying table, which shows
that all three of the pumps exceeded the duly re(|Uiremeiil i>!

27,000,000 foot-pounds by approximately 4.000,000 foot pounds.

It will be further noted that the temperature rises are well

In the case of the Lockport pumping station, electrical

energy is purchased at $16.00 per horsepower year. The cost

of power for this station is thus just about equal lo that of

steam operation under conditions assuming cross-compound

pumping engines giving a duty of 1:10,000,000 foot pounds

per 1000 pounds of steam; coal at $3.00 per ton delivered into

the boiler room; 8% lbs. evaporation under working condi-

tions, and including labor tor making steam and handling

ashes, as well as Increased fixed charges against the addi-

tional plant for operating with steam. This electrically

driven pumping plant Is thus developing duty equal to 130,-

1100,000 roof-pounds per 1000 pounds of steam.

In connection with this plant which is pumping Its out-

put about 1;! miles to Lockport, it may be of interest to note
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that last summer when a large fire broke out there, eleven

powerful Are streams through varying lengths of hose were

maintained from the stand-pipe and pumps as long as needed

for service. The entire water supply of which this station

forms a part, as well as the station itself, were designed by

Mr. Charles A. Hague, consulting engineer, New York City.

TIME INDICATED BY ELECTRIC FLASHES.

Long since has the "curfew tolled the knell of parting

day." The school bell hastens the lagging steps of boy and

girl; beautiful chimes remind us of the hour of service, the

clanging gong calls the fireman to his post while the town

clock, the pride of the village, solemnly announces the hour.

Thus, in a hundred ways, are we reminded of time, or the

passage of time, by tone long since familiar.

Town and tower clocks have been illuminated before now .

but it has remained for the highest office building in the

world to flash forth the hours and the quarters.

There are clocks and clocks but giant clocks are not

numerous. In the Metropolitan Tower, New York City, 346

feet above the sidewalk, is the largest as well as the most

unique four-dial clock in the world, the dials of which are

more than 26 feet in diameter. The huge hands weighing

1000 and 700 lbs. respectively, point to figures four feet high

and pass over minute marks 10% inches in diameter. At each

quarter-hour the famed Cambridge chimes swell and roll over

1/16 of the population of the United States. The hours are

struck on a 3% ton bell with a 209 lb. blow, which is heard

for many miles. Electricity drives this giant mechanism in

an action entirely automatic.

As New York is not only a city of light but a city which

demands light, night time finds the four dials of this clock

brilliantly illuminated by more than 800 25-watt General

Electric tungsten lamps, an equivalent of sixteen thousand

candles. At any desired time hundreds of G. E. tungsten

lamps appear behind the numbers on the dial, while the entire

length of the hands, 17 and 13 feet respectively, is brilliantly

lighted with a splendid effect which, it is stated, "has not

been produced by any other clock in the world."

During the evening hours, the tower stands forth, a ver-

itable pillar of light against the sky; but by far the most
novel and interesting feature of either the clock or its light-

ing is the unique method by which the hours and quarter

hours are "flashed" over the city and its environs. Seven

hiradred feet above the sidewalk is the terminal feature, a

large octagonal electric lantern from which powerful flash

lights mark the hours of the night. One, two, three or four

red flashes mark the quarter hours, while the hours are des-

ignated by the appropriate number of white flashes. The
lighting of this lantern is effected by 56 100-watt and 88 250-

watt General Electric tungsten lamps, a total of 22,080 candle

po\rer.

The combined effect at midnight on eye and ear Is not

easily forgotten. Simultaneously with the swelling roll of

the Cambridge chimes and the dozen deeper, hoarser tones

of the great bell, the huge lantern flashes and scintillates like

a giant jewel, now red, now white.

VULCAN EXHIBIT AT CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW.
The Vulcan Electric Heating Company has one of the

most interesting exhibits at the show on account of the dem-
onstrations. These are all of practical value as the Vulcan
devices are shown working imder severe service conditions.

The "Electrocurl" is being demonstrated by an expert hair

dresser, and any lady so desiring may have her hair dressed

in becoming style free of charge.

Vulcan "Electric High Temperature Soldering Tools" are

being used on work of all kinds, both in their own booth and
in that of the Commonwealth Edison Company. On account
of their high speed and ease of operation the Edison Com-
pany are using them to manufacture many of their souvenirs.

The Vulcan "Electric Marking Pencil" is shown for marking

shipping cases, boxes, etc. This is another new application

of electricity to heating, and practical demonstrations are

being made on hard and soft woods. Red hot "Electric Brand-

ers" for wood, meat, leather, rubber and other materials are

also shown in various styles and sizes, both as hand and

power tools, and souvenirs are made on the spot with them.

These souvenirs are of heavy paper, one of the most difficult

kinds of material to brand satisfactorily.

Mr. H. H. Russell, sales manager of the Vulcan Com-

pany, is in charge of the exhibit and has several expert assist-

ants. Mr. F. J. Holmes, president; Mr. G. W. Cravens, general

manager, and other officers of the company are also present

a large part of each day and evening.

TRADE NOTES.
Keeler, White & Co. moved their office and warehouse

from 854 Mission Street to the Roberts Manufacturing Co.

building, 162 Minna Street, San Francisco, on February 1, 1910.

The U. S. Dredge Chinook, to be used by the River and Har-

bor Commission at the mouth of the Columbia river, is being

overhauled in the yards of the Marine Iron Works at St. Johns,

Oregon. A large part of the upper deck will be removed to

decrease the displacement. New boilers will be installed.

The contract aggregates $130,000.

C. D. Andrews, wireless operator, who returned from

Tahiti on the steamer Mariposa, brought the information that

C. A. Ducarron is making a good beginning with a three-

kilowatt wireless telegraph plant, the first to be installed

there. The French Government has promised aid in extend-

ing the chain of stations to Fanning Island if the promoter

effects communication between Papeete and Moketa. Thence

the cable will complete the chain of communication between

the south sea islands and New Zealand.

For supplying the motor-driven pumps of its municipal

water filtration plant, the city of Cohoes. N. Y., has installed

two Westinghouse gas engine driven, direct current gener-

ator sets, using producer gas as fuel. Both engines are of the

three cylinder type 15x14 in. and develop 125 h. p. They are

direct connected to two 75 k. w. 125 volt Westinghouse direct

current generators. The output of these machines furnishes

power for the motors driving the pumps of the city water

supply, besides several other small motors about the plant,

and the local lighting. The producer gas for this instal-

lation is derived from two 125 horsepower J-25 Westing-

house gas producers. The use of the gas producer in con-

nection with the gas engine in a small plant of this kind is

found to secure many advantages of economy, efficiency and

ease in operation, over the equivalent combination of boilers

and steam engines. The large number of such gas producer

plants which have been installed in this country attest the in-

creasing popularity of this modern type of power plant.

The Pelton Water Wheel Company of San Francisco re-

port the sale of two Pelton-Francis horizontal turbine water
wheels, frontal type, cylindrical encased, to the Washington
Water Power Company, Spokane Falls Plant. Each turbine

develops 1300 h. p. at 300 r. p. m. under an effective head
of 65 ft, they being direct connected to alternators. The
turbines are of unique design and consist of two approximately
36 in. runner to each unit, double draft tubes being employed
together with two relief valves. The latter are of the Pelton

mechanically operated type provided with adjustable oil by-

passing devices so that the relief valves slowly close after the

pipe line pressures have been restored to normal, incident to

severe load changes. Both main bearings for each turbine are
situated outside of the water chamber and are readily access-

ible for inspection, In fact all of the gate mechanism is sit-

uated on the exterior of the turbine casings. Owing to ex-

isting foundations in the power station, the Pelton Company's
standard design was altered to suit same.
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FINANCIAL.
EL CENTRO, CAL.—The Board of Trustees has passed

an ordinance calling a special city election to vote water

bonds.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—For the purpose of making

improvements in a large tract of land in West Rialto the

Fontana Water Company has voted a bonded indebtedness

of $250,000.

CATHLAMET, WASH.—The City Council has passed a

resolution providing for the construction of a system of water-

works and providing for the issuance of warrants to secure

money for the payment of the same.

PASADENA, CAL.—Failure to secure the necessary two-

thirds majority vote defeated the $1,000,000 water bonds

$200,000 improvement bonds which were submitted to the

people at the election January 27th.

NEWPORT, CAL.—Sealed bids will be received by L. S.

Wilkeinson, city clerk, up to February 21st, for 40 bonds,

$1000 each, known as municipal waterworks bonds, and 25

$1000 bonds, known as municipal light works bonds; both

issues drawing 5 per cent interest.

COTTAGE GROVE, ORE.—Having found it impossible to

sell the $100,000 five per cent water system bonds at par,

there is a probability that the municipal council will renew

its efforts to provide this necessary improvement by begin-

ning over again. S. A. Kean & Co. of Chicago were the only

bidders on the bonds.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Russian River Light &
Power Company has filed articles of incorporation with the

county clerk. The corporation has an authorized capital stock

of $300,000, divided into shares of $100 each, one share each

being subscribed by the incorporators, J. E. Bennett of San

Mateo, H. C. Eastman of Los Gatos, N. M. Twomey of San

Francisco, E. R. Hough of Kentfield, L. R. Dickey of Alameda.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The People's Electric Light & Power
Company has voted to issue bonds to the extent of $250,000.

The bonds are to be 30-year 5-per-cent paper, to be dated .July

1st, and are to consist of 125 at $1000, 200 at $500 and 100 at

$250. In a statement of the original bonded indebtedness,

the capital stock is given at $500,000, of which $300,000 is

common and $200,000 preferred stock. All of the common and

none of the preferred stock has been subscribed tor. The
officers of the company, which filed articles of incorporation

two months ago, are; President, D. U. Toffelmier; Secre-

tary. C. L. Best. The other directofs are; J. H. Hornung,

A. C. Sprout, E. W. Crozer and W. H. Spaulding. The pur-

pose of the company is to establish a distributing plant near

San Leandro.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—With the filing of articles of incor-

poration by the East Sacramento Water Company it is an-

nounced that the board of directors of the company will meet

next Tuesday for the purpose of completing plans for the

coming year, select the district in the eastern limits of Sac-

ramento upon which the company will first operate, take steps

to apply for a franchise and decide on the size and kind of

buildings which are to be erected at the water plant site.

The directors are; H. J. Gothe, G. P. Beere, H. A. Mc-

Clelland, H. Taubner Goethe, Thomas Gates, Peter Zingg and

Albert Elkus. The capital stock is $205,000, and the princi-

pal place of business is Sacramento. It is the purriose of

the company to supply water, gas and electricity for use in

Sacramento county, particularly that 'Section east of, but

excluding this city. It Is probable that Elmhurst, a new tract

opened east of this city, will be the first to be supplied.

TRANSMISSION.

KENNETT, CAL.—Electric power is to be used at the
Uncle Sam mine, which is now operated by I. O. Jillson and
J. A. Mcintosh, with L. C. Monehan in charge as superin-

tendent.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Bids for two transformers tor use
in the up river pumping station have been opened by the board
of public works as follows: General Electric Company, $8200;
Westinghouse Electric Company, $7175; Allis Chalmers Com-
pany, $6710, and Dixon & Kimmel, $7095.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—A notice has been filed in the

county recorder's office by W. F. Luning, who lays claim to

12,000 inches of water in Hill Creek to be diverted near the

corners of sections 21 and 22 in townships 27 north, range 2

east. The water is to be used tor generating electric power.

FRESNO, CAL.—William S. Douglass and C. M. Russell

have appropriated the water flowing in Fish creek at or near
6-5-27, four miles above its mouth to the amount of 1200

second-feet. A diverting dam is to be built, the water will

pass through a tunnel 8x7 feet and three and halt miles long.

LAIDLAW, ORB.—H. H. Humphrey of Kennewick, Wash.,
and Mrs. Carra Kirkham-Swatford have bought the two
Awbrey Falls and the B. F. Nichols Falls on the Deschutes
river close to Laidlaw ,the consideration tor the power site

being $50,000. The purchasers intend to develop the water

power of the falls, which is estimated at between 40,000 and
50,000 horsepower.

PACHUCA, MEX.—A concession has been granted to Lie

Alonso Mescal y Pina for the utilization of the waters of the

Lake of Metztitlan, State of Hidalgo, for the generation of

electric power. The concession also includes the drainage

of the lake. A company to take over the concession will be

styled as Empress Irrigation de la Vega de Metztitlan,

Estado de Hidalgo.

EUREKA, CAL.—Surveyor J. N. Lentell has filed water

appropriations as follows; 300 inches in a creek at crossing of

Mountain View-Lone Star road near McBride's; 300 inches in

a creek through Sec. 5, 3 N., 3 E., % of a mile from McBride's

gate; 300 inches in a creek in SB. % of SB % of Sec. 30, 4 N..

3 E., and 200 inches in Mad River about 200 ft. below the

mouth of Bug creek. He plans to develope electric power for

use in this city.

TACOMA, WASH.—Sealed proposals will be received al

the office of the Commissioner of Public Works till February

21st tor constructing the headworks and tunnel tor a hydro-

electric power plant on the Nisqually river, work to consist

of a concrete diverting dam, intake and channel, with neces-

sary screen and gates, and a concrete lined tunnel 10,015 feet

long. Plans may be obtained from the office of the chief

engineer, Tacoma, upon depositing $30. The estimated cost

of the work is $657,575.

MANTON. CAL.—Notwithstanding the fact that ifhe

Northern California Power Co. laid off over 500 men here

when the snow began to tiy, it still has 350 men on its Manton

pay roll. Most of these are at work on the trmnels llirnugh

which water will be conveyed to the power plant at Inskip.

The water will pass through four tunnels, the longest of which

is 4300 feet. Another tunnel will be 1500 feet In lenglli. Tlio

power plant at Inskip i.s rapidly approaching completion. All

the machinery Is on the ground and much of It Is In place.

When the weather moderates and a full force of men la at

work again It will only take aboiit a month to put everything

into shape for starting the plant.
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TELEPHONE.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Home Telephone Com-

pany has ot'flciallj' announced the opening of long-distance

service between San Francisco and Oakland.

MODESTO, CAL.—J. C. Davis having petitioned the

Board of Supervisors to erect and maintain a telephone line

along the Maze road and said Board being fully advised in

the matter, orders that said petition be granted.

YREKA, CAL.—The Supervisors have ordered that peti-

tioners asking for permission to erect a telephone line be-

tween the Klamath Hot Springs and the Con Malloy ranch

on Willow creek, be granted permission. The line to be

known as the Ager, Hornbrook and Bogus Telephone Line Co.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Three dangerous railroad cross-

ings on Aliso street and on either side of Los Angeles river

bed are to be protected with electric alarm bells according

to present plans of the Board of Public Utilities who have

recommended to the City Council an ordinance providing for

the installation of bells.

PORTERVILLE, CAL.—The old telephone line purchased

several months ago from the Sunset Company by J. C.

Danner of White River, and which is being replaced with a

metallic circuit phone line, has been purchased by farmers

of the Bear creek and Poplar districts. A. J. Saladay and

H. S. Bachman are financing the deal.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Lincoln Park will be the location of

the new building to house the department of the fire alarm

and police systems of Oakland, under an expenditure of $45,-

000, as authorized in the bond issue, providing City Attorney

J. W. Stetson finds no legal obstruction to the terms of the

grant to the city of Oakland of the park property. The Board

of Public Works and the Board of Fire Commissioners have

agreed upon the excellence of the site in respect to prox-

imity to the business district and the present system of cables,

and it is proposed to erect a one-story structure of concrete.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The Home Telephone Company of

Oakland intends to spend $500,000 in the extension of its

system to Alameda, according to the announcement of T. C.

Craig, the local manager. A separate exchange centrally

located in Alameda, a system of underground wires contained

in damp-proof cables and one-party lines connecting direct

with the switchboard will be the features of the system in

Alameda. The main cables connecting with the Oakland office

will be run under the estuary near the Webster street bridge,

but will be sufficient in number to allow every person secur-

ing an Oakland, Berkeley or San Francisco number without

loss of time.

ILLUMINATION.

HALSEY, ORB.—Geo. Taylor of Eugene, is planning to

install an electric light system here.

ELLENSBURG, WASH.—The power canal of the muni-

cipal light plant is to be enlarged with a view of improving
the service.

.
WENATCHEE, WASH.—Plans are being considered by A.

J. Linville and others of this place for building an electric

railway system to serve this place and the county as far as

Leavenworth.

Kj^LISPELL, MONT.—It is announced by ,1. A. Edge,

president of the Whiteflsh & Poison Electric Railway Com-
pany, that a line will be surveyed at once for connecting the

Northern and Southern ends of the county.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—The Southside Gas Company has
awarded a contract for the construction of a gas plant here
to E. A. McGillivery of Los Angeles. The cost of the plant

will be between $35,000 and $50,000. It is to be completed
within four months.

IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO.—It is reported that the hold-

ings of the Idaho Power & Transportation Comi^any have

been disposed of to the Byllesby Company of Chicago and it

is stated that this company will begin heavy improvements

at an early date in connection with the construction of elec-

tric roads, etc.

STOCKTON, CAL.—The farmers in the district compris-

ing French Camp, Lathrop, Manteca, Ripon, Atlanta and Esca-

lon have formulated a plan to secure electricity to run their

irrigating plants and for lighting purposes. An enthusiastic

meeting was held recently at Manteco, when a committee con-

sisting of C. I. Salmon, Charles Brignoli, D. O. Castle, ,1. S.

Moulton, J. N. Leighton, and I. Miller, which had canvassed

the district reported that 1.095 horsepower had been condi-

tionally pledged.

GEORGETOWN, WASH.—The Seattle Lighting Company

has completed the purchase of property owned by the Hoflus

Steel and Equipment Company and will begin the erection of

a sub-station including a large gas holder with a capacity of

one million cubic feet and a two-story office building within

the next sixty days. The expenditure for the holder will be

$125,000. Five miles of mains will be laid here, while South

Park, Youngstown and Rainier Valley will be served from

this point.

TRANSPORTATION.
PULLERTON, CAL.—Between 25 and 30 carloads of rail-

road building material is being imloaded in La Habra valley

and is to be used for the extension of the electric line east

toward Olinda and Yerba.

EUREKA, CAL.—Estimates made on the cost of construct-

ing a proposed electric railroad between Eureka and Redding
or Red Bluff place its cost at $7,000,000. According to E. E.

Skinner of the committee of ten Eureka business men now
investigating the proposition, the building of the line is per-

fectly feasible.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—The ordinance granting the Southern

Pacific Company a franchise to construct and operate an

electric line from the High bridge to the loop in the east

end has been given its final passage. The railroad company
is to run trains from the lower part of the county through

Alameda to the local mole and the above mentioned fran-

chise is for a part of this system.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Two propositions for an increase

in salary have been submitted to the local Street Railway-

men's Union by the Sacramento Electric, Gas & Railway Com-
pany, which were sent at once to the International President

for approval. The substance of the increase is a raise of

about 2c per hour. Men employed for the first year as motor-

men and conductors receive 27c an hour now, two years 2Sc,

three years 29c and all over four years 30c. The Increase

means about $5 a month more to the street car men than they
are receiving at present.

BERKELEY, CAL.—Work is being rushed on the S. P.

electric system which completes the Berkeley loop system in

this city. The tracks have been laid on Main street and the

street work is now under way. Attorney Hobbs for the S. P.

Company was before the Trustees last week with the request
that the work being done in completing the street in the
hands of the city and the land companies be expedited as

far as possible. The two lines from the extension of the Shat-

tuck avenue line in Berkeley and the extension of the Cali-

fornia street line have already been pushed into Northbrae
and Berkeley Heights and the lines of rails are converging
toward this city toward Main street. The Ninth street

line is soon to be connected, to connect with .lackson street

in this city. There is a prospect, according to S. P. officials

of the roads being ready for operation in 12 months from the

present date.
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HUME LAKE MULTIPLE ARCH DAM'
BY JOHN S. EASTWOOD.

Since the publication of the description of the With regard to that of Mr. Hugh L. Cooper, it is

multiple arch dam at Hume Lake, near Sanger, Cali- pleasant to have one's work appreciated where the ring

fornia, a number of suggestions and criticisms have of it is genuine, and, as most of us in the profession

been received from several engineers. are obliged to accept it at par as a part of our

Multiple Arch Dam at Hume. California.

At the outset I wish to thank these gentlemen for

the kindly spirit manifested in the discussions and I

will answer them in the same spirit, which it is the

belief of the writer is the true spirit as between mem-
bers of the same profession.

'See Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas, Oct. 30, 1300,

compensation, in addition to a modicum of coin wuli

which to figlit the wnlf. to hv nf intrinsic v:\luc it must

be genuine.

On the next page is presented a diagram of the

resultant thrust of the combined water and structure

load; its position relative to the center of resistance
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ance of the base, and as the angle of friction of

sonry surfaces. As the stresses at all points above the

base are less than at the base, owing to a uniform

taper from the required base dimensions to resist the

loading to the top, where the mechanical requirements

of a considerable thickness with no load are met, alt

parts of one of these dams are stronger than required

except at the base, and it is for this reason that the

best economy can be had with a reasonably high struc-

ture, wherein the influence of the required top dimen-

sions would have the least influence on the amount of

material. This fact makes it the type for any struc-

ture within the limits of dam construction, as it will

dam, there being a discharge through the wasteway

gates of over 4600 second feet, the highest in thirty

years, sweeping the canyon below as clean as a shot-

gun barrel. Mr. D. W. Decker, manager of the Hume-
Bennett Lumber Company, in reply to a query as to

the effect on the dam, replied, "There is not a sign of

a crack in it and it is as tight as a bottle."

When asked by the average citizen what holds the

dam in place, I answer, "The water," and when they

ask vv'hat I am going to fill it with between the but-

tresses, I answer, "Wind," this being the paradox

—

water to hold it down and wind to hold it up. But,

persiflage aside, the very simple laws of hydrostatic

pressure met with a provision for the equalization and

sccT'ofy 3 -a

sccr/o// c-c

Stress Diagram of Multiple Arch Dam

not approach near to that of a solid dam within these
limits, and that, too with safety factors unattainable

in a solid dam.

The weight on the buttresses is the weight of the

water due to its depth plus the weight of the part of

the structure sustained, or is span x pressure + the

resultant of the arch ring weight, all in similar units.

The Hume Lake dam is overstrong in all of its ele-

mental parts, the greatest stress being in the middle
arch ring near its base, where it is 187.5 pounds per
square inch, or 13.5 tons per square foot; consequently
the weakest place in the dam is 100% overstrong,
all the remainder more so.

The present season has also been propitious in

furnishing us with a test flood for the Hume Lake

conveyance of the stresses set up by them to the
foundations is all the "bump" the mathematics get ; the
equable distribution and support of known loads well
within the known strength of the material used.

In replying to the question of cost raised by Mr. F.
O. Blackwell, I desire to emphasize that one of the
principal advantages of this type of dam lies in the fact

that for a given safety factor at the point of maximum
stress, there is less material than in any other type
for a given stress. This economy in materials leads to
like economics in excavation, contractor's plant, crew,
camp equipage, superintendence, and to the saving
due to time saved in its erection, interest on uncom-
pleted investment and putting into service, all of
which ofifset the additional unit costs of placing the
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material. It is not surprising that the unit cost was as

low as it was in this case. The plant was all old ex-

cept the cars and track, of too small a size for economy,
and the power plant was of much-used logging don-
keys, none of which stufif was up to the standard for a

construction plant. With up-to-date apparatus, de-

signed particularly for this class of work, the writer

believes he could discount the costs of the Hume Lake
dam by a considerable amount.

The form detail is shown in the cuts accompany-
ing the original article, the form being built up ahead
of the work so that the gangs would not interfere with

each other. The method used, made the curved form
work quite as simple as the buttress forms, the men
erecting them as easily as a common house frame and
boarding, much of the work being performed by com-
mon labor. The fact that lumber was but $io per looo

feet b. m., made it unprofitable to move any but the

studs and one-inch boards in the buttresses and the

liners of the curved forms, in so far as they could be

used twice. The cost of cleaning, moving and refitting,

considering the grit on it, made it so close as to be

doubtful economy to move the forms.

As regards Mr. C. E. Grunsky's question as to the

scope of this type, it is very much to be doubted if the

failure of two structural dams make it wise to discredit

all structural dams, the two cases cited being in both

cases of avoidable reasons. These dams (the Pits-

field, Ambursen, and the Hauser Lake, steel) were
both set on a water-bearing gravel stratum, and any
other type would have been as great or worse a failure

if set on the same insecure foundation (see Fergus' Falls

dam). The very fact that a structure of this kind can

and should be so designed as to distribute the load

equally to all parts of the base makes it easier to sup-

port on a soft bottorii than a mass dam. If cut-off

walls are carried down to a sufficient depth, however
thin the toe of the dam and Weep holes provided in the

base, there need never be recorded failures of this

kind. Of course, solid rock foundations are to be pre-

ferred, and as they exist at most sites but a short dis-

tance below the surface, the very narrow cutting and
inexpensive stripping should make it in most cases an

easy thing to do right.

The matter of making concrete walls watertight is

a feature that is dependent on composition and quality

rather than quantity. Some instances of concrete tanks

that are tight with water pressures almost as great as

that at Hume Lake dam, though the walls are but
eight inches thick, support this statement. With so

many waterproofing devices in the market, many of

which are of high merit and easily applied, it is rather

more diffcult to decide between so many good ones

than to make watertight the thinnest wall that is stiff

enough.

The economical arc for the arch ring, like some of

the other features of this type of dam, are determined
according to a formula which fits the theoretical condi-

tions of the factors from which it is derived, but which
for practical reasons are at a slight variance from these

in as much as their variance is affected by the require-

ments for mechanical reasons that do not appear in the

theory.

Thus, while the economical arc for the Hume

Lake dam, counting from center tu center of the but-

tresses for the arc of extrados, based on a theoretical

section, is about 136°, while for the heavy top it is

found to give a very close result at 126° 28', an angle

obtained by taking the nearest even foot for the

radius of extrados, the difference in quantity varying

in so slight an amount for this variation in arc as to

be negligible, while giving an even radius.

The filled between the arches is a feature that is for

looks, as it does not add to the structure except by its

weight, and hence is optional. The theoretical arc

formula assumes the buttress and the arch ring to be

sections required for the water pressure at the base

and tapering to zero at the top, where there is no
water pressure, the arc of extrados and intrados being
equal, but in practice the altered batters to give a top

thickness will make a different degree. The thinnest

wall for a given thrust is at 180° of arc but it will con-

tain about 8 per cent more material owing to in-

creased length, being in a varying ratio to the decrease

in thickness required for an equal load. The influence

of the arch ring also affects the buttress thickness, and
if an arc of 180° is used, the span must be in-

creased to give the buttress its economical span load,

owing to the change in the direction of the arch thrust.

The span is the flexible element in this structure

and it puts it in a class by itself, the basis of the de-

sign being the concentric arch ring as a water face,

allowing a closer adjustment of distribution of

stresses while fitting the requirements of practice for

such a structure.

The economical span is determined by tlic eco-

nomical arch, and may be computed in terms of height

or of span, the span being in even terms gives a mul-

tiple for spacing, the height in even terms giving odd
spacing. All of these elements of the design must have

a just weight in the design of a structure for any given

site.

The slopes of the water face affect the quantities

in the arch rings as indicated in Mr. Grunsky's table,

due to the increased length of the arch, the least ma-
terial being in a vertical arch and increasing in length

as the secant of the angle of slope.

As the slope is influenced by a dift'erent set of

factors, the economical slope for the theoretical sec-

tion, varied by the other influences, is the slope for

the practical structure, which is the one giving the

mean of the influences of the requirement for stability,

shear and distribution of stresses as well as the ulti-

mate economy in quantities. The front and rear slopes

required for stability will vary, the one increasing

while the other is decreased for a given degree of sta-

bility, the increase of one calling for a decrease in the

other in proportion to their degree of influence of the

ultimate economical slope.

The tapering of the buttress frnni the water face

toward the back while theoretically correct for a \-cr-

tical face, becomes less with increase of slope, is coun-

ter to the requirements of keeping the center of re-

sistance as far from the face as possible, and will not

give the required shear strength. Hence is inopera-

tive in practice, this als(-i making (he culiinm method

impracticable.

There should not be so wide a variation as from
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l/5 to Yi of the quantities in a solid dam if a multiple

arch structure is designed with due regard to the eco-

nomics of materials resulting from giving to each fea-

ture its true value in the design. Of course there can

be no question but that the unit costs for this class

of work will be higher, a high degree of quality of

materials and workmanship being required. But as

the difference in cost between good concrete and bad

or indifferent concrete made from the same materials

is more a matter of good specifications and inspection

than cost of materials, the greater part of the added

cost being due to the form work and the difficulty of

placing with apparatus designed for other conditions.

The writer has gone quite thoroughly into the subject

of the design of apparatus and forms, with especial

thought to cheapen and simplify still more the con-

struction of this type of dam, and is convinced that a

still further reduction in unit costs is possible with-

out any sacrifice of quality.

There is another parado-x in this dam, that when
it is fully loaded it is safest from stresses tending to

rupture it, these being the temperature change streeses.

Likewise when empty it is in greatest danger. We re-

inforce it with steel for stresses that can only take

place when it is empty. If it were full all of the time

it would not need any reinforcement as all of the load

is in compression both full and empty, but when full

they are an ofTset as well as a preventive of tempera-

ture changes.

Where the unit costs of concrete are high and the

costs of steel are moderate the steel becomes as cheap

as concrete in compression, and as it makes the struc-

ture safe from rupture, is advisable in any case of thin

wall construction. The feature of using a water face,

the material in which is all in compression makes the

arch as a water face cost less than half the cost of slab

construction for equal safe loads and spans, as well as

putting the load on a material hunt by time, allowing

other additional savings owing to its flexibility of span

and reduction in number of buttresses.

These features place it in a class adapting it to a

range of usefulness from very low structures to the

highest that will be required for any site before its

cost for a given strength approaches that of a solid

type. It therefore becomes the logical type of dam for

any height at any site.

As the critical point of stability comes in near the

top, the vertical head is for the purpose of gaining

width of top without adding to the buttress width of

top or changing the batter of the back line of the but-

tress. It is a feature of the Hume Lake dam that is

more prominent because the span is large. It is

higher than it would be for a smaller span and is a

larger proportionate part of the dam. The lack of rise

in the economic span for a high dam requires the re-

duction of head as well as the increase in width to the
buttress top. The head should be a curve on the
extrados crown line, but the limitations of practical

forms must be recognized and the structure made to

fit as nearly as these will permit to the theoretical

skeleton.

The Hume Lake dam, while 87 per cent over-
strong for its service, using Mr. Grunsky's figures of

350 pounds per square inch in compression as a basis,

is still a symmetrical structure in the main features,

the departures from the highest safe economy being

due to the service it is to perform. The spillways at

the middle are to allow the use of the ground at either

end as building sites for the mill and shop. As the

openings cut out so much of the arch it necessitated

the heavy walls. The fact that Sequoia logs 14 ft. in

diameter are to be handled over it and in the pond,

led to the design for an excess of strength.

The only redundance or of parts not in full service

are those for eye sweetening the design, such as the

filler, the coping and the wing buttresses, all of which

are of more or less service in addition to what they

could have as a part of a solid type, for stiffening,

where such stiffening is of value to the structure.

Mr. Jorgensen is correct as to the economical arc

for the theoretical structure. The formulae for this

computation depend on whether the arch is supposed
to include the triangular end of the buttress or whether
the buttress is considered to be cut off at the spring

line of the intrados of the arch. The result is the same
in any event.

The economical arc will vary with the depth or

water pressure, but as it will complicate the design

to vary both the arc of intrados and of extrados, the

economic arc for the practical arch is best taken as the

mean of economy for the structure, the economic arc

for the mean mass depth, this adopted as the extrados

arc, letting the variation take place in the arc and
radius of the intrados.

The theoretical arch would have to vary at all

points in all of its elements and would complicate the

design to the extent of making it more difficult to erect

than the saving in material would warrant. There will

be cases where a less arc will be more economical, such
as where the least allowable thickness is in excess of

the required strength at the ordinary economic arc,

in which case an arc to fit the stresses is to be chosen.
Mr. Jorgensen has also struck the keynote of the

principle of the design of this type of dam namely:
load the entire structure to its greatest practical

economy, getting the best efficiency with the least cost.

Mr. ^'Vegmann's citations of the examples of works
embodying to a more or less degree the principles of
the arch in dam construction are interesting as show-
ing how old the first conception of merit in the arch
really is, of the problematic value of a patent on such
a device. All of these earlier attempts at the use of
the arch, which the writer hereby admits were rays
of light on his patch, were the gropings for the struc-
tural idea in dam construction, and were indices of
the direction in which to look for the ultimate struc-

tural type.

The earliest example was wrong in that the axis
of a multiple arch dam should be straight instead of
on a curve up stream, or if curved it would be better
if curved down stream as adding to its stability,

owing to the uptilting of the buttresses on the sides

rather than the placing of them on an incline by the
reverse method.

There is this to say about these earlier plans and
works, they are all based on the idea that the water
loaded arch is subjected to the same stresses as are set

up in an arch when used as a cantilever or beam with
a distributed load, and an arch designed in this form is

not the true form, as the material outside of the crown
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line of extrados is not only wasted and an added dead
load, but the change in the direction of the thrust

line reduces the efficiency of the materials making it

a bracketed beam and introducing tension.

The Dillman design was good as showing the fea-

ture of cutting out' a part of the material by widening
the base, the water face of the arches being a vertical

slab, the arch intrados eliptic, the buttresses tapering

to the back. But it was only a step ahead, the same
lault of making it a mere obstruction remaining and
the stresses not being all compressive. Neither was
it possible to give it an even base load any more than

it is possible to give a solid dam a distributed base

load. For this reason there is no doubt but that a

buttressed dam i6o feet high with vertical arches

would show but a small percentage of saving over a

dam of solid section because it is the adherence to the

old idea of the imposition of mass to resist a thrust

instead of designing a structure to carry this thrust

as a load to hold it in place.

While the structural principle is not so pronounced
in the Hume Lake dam as it would be in a structure

i6o feet high, it is because the heavy section and large

spans due to the low head decrease the rec|uired slopes.

The vertical arch is applicable in the multiple arch

dam to such parts as are below the economic height

for the head in structures where parts are high, and
also for all arches where the height is such that a large

span must be used for economy and for site where
the canyon walls are close enough and steep enough to

serve as abutments where they can be used to any
required height.

This type of dam dififers from the Ambursen dam,
as shown in the reply to Mr. Grunsky's discussion, and
as shown therein is not subject to limitations of height.

The writer, anticipating this question of water-

tightness has devised a method of making a practical

watertight wall, regardless of water pressure or thick-

ness of wall required in this type for the load stresses.

There is an erroneous idea as to the difiference in

the unit quantities in this type of dam and a solid type,

due largely to a mental habit of classing it in with all

other hollow types, instead of comparing it as an indi-

vidual type. Mr. Grunsky places it at from 20 per cent

to 50 per cent and Mr. Wegmann at from 85 per cent

to 90 per cent of that of a solid dam but in so doing

they are not comparing this type, but the design they

have in mind, their own, which is not of this type.

To illustrate, the entire 2207 cubic yards in the

Hume Lake dame, -f- 10 per cent to approximate the

larger figure, = 2408 cubic yards. A solid dam would
approximate 75 cubic yards per lineal foot of dam across

the middle section of Hume Lake dam, and 75 into

2408 is 31.4^ the number of feet the quantities in

Hume Lake dam would build of solid dam at the same
site, and yet the Hume Lake dam, 667 ft. long, con-

tains an excess quantity, based on Mr. Grunsky's

allowable stresses, which are very conservative, of

87 per cent at its weakest point.

Because there is such a marked difference in quan-

tities, the quality of the materials and workmanship
can be made first class, the safety factors in all of its

parts left far above any possible requirements, and

still bring the cost far below that of any other type

of structure for the service required.

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN ELECTRICAL JOB-
BERS AND ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS.'

BV FREDERICK BISSELL.

Co-operation, much to be desired, certainly possi-

ble and the aim of all men who are thinking earnestly,

outlined by your own resolution- which says that the
natural course of merchandise is from manufacturer
to jobber, then to the contractor, central station and
others, and then to the consumer. And to this policy
are committed both the jobbers' and contractors' asso-
ciation and everything possible is being done toward
this end.

That it is advantageous to the contractor to buy
from the jobber is an old statement and grows stronger
every day. The time worn story that the jobber does
concentrate merchandise, making a depot from which
the contractor can draw assorted items on demand,
that he makes a few shipments of many items, that he
can always offer good railway facilities because job-
bers are found only at points having such facilities,

that the contractor needs no large investment in mer-
chandise and can devote his capital to other necessi-
ties in his business and that he can and does on occa-
sion receive financial favors—all these things are true

and are better understood every day.

We recognize that there are advocates of other
policies who disagree from this but with the changes
constantly making in all parts of the business world,
and which are very active in the electrical field, it is

certain that the jobber who fits himself to properly
handle the contractors' business and who treats the
contractor justly will always have his own reward.

That many things are now in the wrong and that

we are far from the ideal is obvious, yet we believe

that the trend of opinion and of events is in the right

direction. The thing to do is to get together, but it

is much easier to outline the present defects and the

future perfections than it is to tell how to avoid one
and to reach the other.

One of the first troubles is found in the jobber

who does a construction business or runs a construction

department and for a reason in which he is sincere

and which is generally based on some local condition.

This method is not approved by jobbers in general.

Then there are contractors who attempt a jobbing

business, and for reasons equally sincere and to them
equally satisfactoi"y yet who retain their construction

business. Both of these men are detriments to their

respective associations and have been the causes of

the most serious obstacles in the working out of this

problem. If such a jobber be asked to cease construc-

tion or the sale of merchandise to isolated plants, he

points to the contractor who is striving to retain his

construction business and yet get into the jobbers field.

And to make his argument entirely sound from his side

he will attempt to prove that the contractor is always

the one who is trying to buy direct from the manufac-

turer and to cut out the jobber. This same contractor

brought on the carpet for his sins, points to the jobber

who still retains a construction department and be-

cause the pot and the kettle are lioth black they soil

everything in reach.

*Paper read before the Toledo Convention of tlie Natlon.il

Electrical Contractors' Association, .Tnly 22. 1909.
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The contractor points with disgust at the curb-

stone operator with the proverbial screw-driver and

coil of annunciator wire anjj is unable to appreciate

how the little fellow can get stuff at the big contractor's

prices. Yet he fights vigorously and some times

viciously against a quantity price, himself endeavor-

ing to buy one at the price of one hundred, has plenty

of reasons why an initial price with rebates for quanti-

ties purchased in a given time is all wrong, and in

other ways obstructs plans which, possibly imperfect,

3'et have the merits of being honestly designed for the

protection of the big buyer without forgetting justice

to his little brother. There is not a man in either

association who was not once small and who was
entitled to and had his chance and the right to prosper,

if he showed ability and nothing short of that is

thought of today. iNlor will the economics of busi-

ness, regardless of legal objections, ever permit any-

thing ditferent. The price for quantity always has

made a difference and doubtless always will but what
can be urged further than that, what distinctions may-

be made to conform to divisions of business, no one is

prepared to say.

We repeat that the contractor who avoids the

jobber, and the contractor who tries to become a job-

ber and a contractor at the same time—and the jobber
who does contracting—are alike equally guilty of being

obstacles in the road of co-operation. Too many irons

in the fire is bad practice and few can keep more than
one hot at a time, if many irons be possible what is

to prevent the growth of an octopus who will manu-
facture, job, retail and construct all over the country

with branches in all important points, big and little?

What is to prevent this octopus from incidentally ab-

sorbing the central stations too with departments for

installing door bells? Are we drifting that way?
Suppose the contractor has a scheme to eliminate

the jobber and is successful. The jobber promptly
retaliates, engages in construction and the latter case

is worse than the first. Trouble from this source is

already on us and, in some localities, the line of demar-

cation between jobber and contractor is very dim.

All results are warning's in favor of better co-opera-

tion.

Along this line of investigation it may be well to

ask if the jobber is really a business necessity. No
doubt exists in the minds of the jobbers themselves,

although there have been some manufacturers and

some contractors unkind enough or misguided enough

to regard the jobber as not an absolutely essential

member of society. For those who entertain such ideas

it may be well to remind them that no one who is use-

less endures. The progress of events takes him out.

Yet from the earliest history merchants who bought in

bulk and sold in broken lots have been prominent and

doubtless always were dominant in the business world

as they are to-day.

Some things do today go from manufacturer to

consumer, but not very many. Judged from everything

the jobber is here to stay because he is a truly useful

member of business econom}', and when he ceases to

be useful he will vanish. It may be helpful to appre-

ciate that vanishing is not a monopoly.

This same question of being a business necessity

may with equal propriet}^ and possibly with more jus-

tice, be put to the contractor to ask him his reason

for being on earth, and the answers are alike—that too

many irons in the fire is bad practice, and that each

division of business needs its operators, and that con-

tracting is a necessary business division.

Once more to review, it is true that if the con-

tractor's goal is to be the construction business, he

needs the jobber; but if he aims to be a jobber himself,

he needs the manufacturer. Then when everyone be-

comes a jobber, what happens?

What is to decide a contractor in his plan ? Where
does he look for an example? The relations between

the manufacturers and the jobbers are not perfect, but

that is another story. It is, however, as good as the

relations between the jobber and contractor, but the

relations between manufacturer and contractor are cer-

tainly bad enough to excite the condemnation of every

thouglitful man. And right here we put our finger on

the source of many of the reasons why the despised

curbstone operator does not stay where you say he

belongs.

Again, the contractor argues forcibly that he de-

serves a percentage on his material, which all jobbers

cheerfully admit and endeavor to provide, but is it

equally true that all contractors admit that the jobber

is entitled to his percentage? No one expects to lessen

the energies of an active buyer. Yet it does seem
that when a man buys as low as any one in his class,

be he jobber or contractor, that he should be satisfied

and then endeavor to make a profit on what he has

bought. That this delightful condition does not exist

we know only too well.

One betterment which is coming rapidly is in im-
proved internal business methods. Both jobber and
contractor are keenly alive to these. The better meth-
ods include buying with regard to the profit which can
be made when the goods are sold ; better bookkeeping,
collecting and paying ; fewer open accounts either way

;

selling goods and doing work only when a profit can
be made; and along these lines success is certain.

Lately much attention has been given to just these

things in the grocery trade, a business where the retail

condition for years has been unsatisfactory, where the
manufacturer has insisted that by liberal advertising

he could create a market and compel the retailer to

handle his cereal, or tobacco, or whatever it might be.

And now we see a movement started in St. Louis
where members agree to sell only such goods as pay
them (the retailers) a profit.

The store counter trade in the electrical business
is happily in no such straits as this and is a feature to

which much attention can be given. The same methods
which are successful in other lines apply directly here,

and, if it is true that the cigar business will justify

the lease of a skyscraper just to get control of the
corner store on the street level, it is certain that some-
thing in a retail way can be done in the electrical

business.

This requires a selling organization consisting
largely in promptly answering the telephone, keeping
the store new and bright, reasonably good window and
counter displays, cleanliness of store, proprietor and
clerks, knowledge of the business, unfailing courtesy
and reasonable advertisins;.
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Our company has asked each of our salesmen to

read the article on the cigar stores which appeared in

the Saturday Evening Post of July loth, in which all

this is put out in excellent detail and is well worth the

time of any man who does any retail business.

Perhaps the greatest enemy to the contractor's

success, particularly if he is a retailer, is the unwise

attitude adopted by some central stations in giving

away articles which consume current. For this there

is no reasonable defense. Many manufacturers protest

against this with varying vigor, but some absolutely

prohibit the slaughter of their articles which are con-

trolled by patents.

To one central station who oflfered to do big things

for one manufacturer and who was entirely earnest and
well able to carry out his suggestion, the manufacturer

argued that instead of killing the article, why did not

the central station take it out of the price of the cur-

rent, which to him seemed the reasonable way to pro-

mote the current business. This was refused. Yet we
all know that it is the right way to increase consump-
tion of juice, as witness the power companies supply-

ing current to big mills and factories. The consumer
is waking up to the fact that he is the victim—that the

present of a flat iron on a high rate is loaded and sure

to explode and take a few of his fingers along with it.

Yet the central stations have some proportion of

reason when they say that they are forced to do these

things because contractors do not run retail stores, do

not promptly take up with new ideas, some times at-

tach too high a percentage of profit and thus kill the

introduction of new devices, and other arguments with

which you are familiar. The question for us is, are

these arguments sound? If they are we must permit

the central stations to go ahead on almost any lines

they choose, for we neglect the business and they have

a right to it. If, however, we can show them that the

sale of current consumers is actively solicited in their

city by one or five or fifty contractors, and that col-

lectively much more is done than the central stations

could accomplish with its own corps of salesmen, then

we at least have the opportunity to prove to the cen-

tral station that such methods are neither necessary

nor profitable to them. This situation for the con-

tractor and central' station parallels that of the jobber

with the manufacturer who goes direct to the con-

sumer or to the contractor. Both methods will cease

when they are no longer necessary. It is what men do,

more than what resolutions they make, which deter-

mines business methods.

Now, what is the general situation? Must we all

continue until the electric business looks like the

market for patent medicines, where the jobbers pay 6o
cents for a bottle which retails for $i.oo, yet the con-

sumer can buy it from the department store for 58
cents. If so, what is the use? But wc have un-

bounded faith that this is not so ; that not only the na-

ture of this business, but the class of men in it, will

find ways to make money proportionate to the invest-

ment and the efforts which are now in it, and that

these are great is well recognized.

A manufacturer cannot be a jobber nor a con-

tractor nor a retailer unless he assumes all the respon-

sibilities, risks and expenses which go with those

divisions of business, and when he does assume them

the exclusive jobber and the exclusive contractor can
always beat him. And we have the further advantage
of the effort and experience in other lines, like the gro-

cery trade referred to; their troubles extending, as do
ours, straight back through the jobbers and the manu-
facturers. The W'oolson Spice Company disapprove
entirely of those jobbers who roast their own coffees

and grind their own spices, and they have other trou-

blesome questions, as we do. Truly, we are not alone

and the experience of others will at least be helpful, if it

does not show us the way clear out.

That there is a way to arrange these things to the

mutual advantage of all concerned, and that the way
will be found, is a certainty. Just how, we do not

know, although we are here to welcome and adopt any
feasible plan, even if it is only one step in the right

direction. Perhaps these betterments will first come
locally and later will be universal.

Who will take the initiative, or who can take it?

We must start somewhere. Who will clean house,

learn what can be done and be the first to do it? It is

not only a question of who will, but also who can.

To go back to the beginning of this talk, it is easy

to see the many advantages for us all. Those who
have really thought on this subject recognize that it

must be mutual. But when we attempt to reach this

promised land we find as many obstacles as Moses
did. The solution will come along economic lines and
will eventually take care of itself by the survival of the

fittest, which is not saying that the contractors shall

devour the jobbers; or contrary wise. It does say that

each will find his proper place much quicker through

co-operation than through strife ; that we are made for

each other, and instead of many offensive alliances

with others, we should have one defensive alliance for

our mutual benefit.

Meanwhile, the man who goes with his times, who
is able and active and earnest, and who endures, can

and will make money in the business of electrical con-

struction.

Advertisements in telephone directories roused

the ire of business men of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin,

who appealed to the Wisconsin Railroad Commission

to compel the Wisconsin Telephone Company to fur-

nish directories free from advertisements. This was

on the ground that advertisements of foreign and local

firms hurt the business of the petitioners. The Com-
mission wisely refused to interfere in the matter and

further decided that, "any act, practice or collateral,

undertaking of a public utility company, not affecting

prejudicially the reasonable performance of its duties

and obligations to the public and individuals, although

displeasing' to some of its patrons because tending to

prejudice in respect to their private interests, is not

within the scope of the regulative powers conferred

upon the commission, that the universal practice of

telephone companies of using their directories as ad-

vertising mediums is a practice collateral to the

public functions of such companies ; and as long as

not interfering with the discharge of such functions, is

not within the regulatory powers of the commission;

that the respondent furnishes adequate directories to

the petitioners and to the public and the use of the

same as for advertising purposes does not impair its

serviceableness to the public."
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UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION.

Discussion by members of the San Francisco Section of the

A. I. E. E., December 17, 1909, of paper read bj' S. J. Lisberger

and published in this Journal, October 9, 1909. The following

participated in the discussion

:

George R. Murphy, sales engineer, Pierson-Roeding & Co.,

San Francisco, Chairman.

L. E. Reynolds, Oakland, Cal.

A. J. Pahl, foreman, underground department, City Electric

Co., San Francisco.

Geo. C. Holberton, engineer, electric distribution, Pacific Gas

& Electric Co., San Francisco.

C. J. JFilsoii, superintendent, electric department, Oakland

Gas, Light & Heat Co., Oakland.

i'. G. McMecn, engineer. Home Telephone Company, San

Francisco.

C. L. Cory, professor of electrical engineering. University of

California, Berkeley.

L. R. Jorgenscn, designing engineer, F. G. Baum & Co.,

San Francisco.

5'. /. Lisberger, engineer, electric distribution. Pacific Gas &

Electric Co., San Francisco.

H. Y. Hall Jr., assistant electrical engineer. Southern Pacific

Co., San Francisco.

A. H. Babcock, electrical engineer. Southern Pacific Co., San

Francisco.

H. VV. Moaicr, superintendent, steam plant, Oakland Gas,

Light & Heat Co., Oakland.

H. L. Worthington, general foreman electrical distribution,

department, San Francisco Gas & Electric Co.

L. E. Reynolds: I was interested in the first installation of

the "Independent" system in San Francisco, and I wish we could

have ideal manholes as Mr. Lisberger has shown tonight. There

are a good many places where the streets will not permit of

them, because of pipes and other obstructions, but time will

work out these and other problems, and I admire the paper

as a very good description of an underground system. I would

like to have Mr. Lisberger tell us more in detail of the high

tension apparatus, or possibly Mr. Pahl could let us know what

is being done in the City Electric system, exemplifying the same

in a slightly diiTerent way. I would like to hear about some

of the troubles they have had under their conditions of opera-

tion.

A. J. Pahl: The City Electric Company uses 3-phase. 4-wire

11,000-volt grounded neutral system of distribution for both over-

head and underground. The system consists of a network of

lines and cables which are separated by switches, and each sec-

tion controlled by a feeder. These are arranged so that any

section or feeder can be cut out and still keep the balance of the

system alive.

In the underground districts 3-phase cables are run. These

are divided into sections by special water-proof 3-phase oil

switches. At the intersection of the side streets ofif Market
street taps are brought out of the main cable, and that street

is fed single-phase at 6400 volts. Alternate taps are brought

out of this cable.

On the main side streets single-phase cables are run direct

from the sub-station. There is a sub-station in the downtown
district for generating direct current for elevator and power
service. The sub-station is also a switching station for the

downtown feeders. With this voltage no transformer sub-

stations are required, and the entire city can be fed direct

from the power house.

One of the main features of the system is the oil fuse and
switch. This consists of a cast iron box about 9 in. x9 in. by

about 20 in. long. It is filled about two-thirds full of oil so as to

allow plenty of air space for expansion. The cables are brought

into the box through special porcelain bushings under the oil,

and wiped to hose nipples on the outside.

The fuse arm is controlled by a shaft through a stuffing

box on the end of the box. The fuse arm can be raised clear

of the box so that it can be operated without danger to the

operator. This box is used both as a fuse and switch to con-

trol branch lines as well as transformers. These fuses have

operated under short circuits, and no damage was caused.

The system has been in operation about two years, and there

has been no trouble with operating at this voltage. There have

been but two cases of primary cable failures, and these were due

to poor workmanship on the part of the splicer.

The operating is more simple than with the 2200 volt system.

There is only one hot leg to be taken care of, and the work-

man never works on a live part. Enough section switches are

installed so that any section can be cut out and fed on the sec-

ondaries during the day time.

The primary drop is very small, and by proper distribution

of the transformers very good regulation is obtained. Besides

the fle.xibility of the system it is very economical in the use

of copper, and the best results have been obtained.

Geo. C Holberton: It is a little unkind of Mr. Reynolds to

talk about the troubles of the City Electric so soon. We, how-
ever, have had lots of trouble, as Mr. Reynolds knows better

than I do, because we have been in operation a great many more
years. After the fire we certainly had a very serious condition

of overloads on various cables, due to the fact that in a few

days the entire condition of the load changed, that is to say,

where we were provided with plenty of cable capacity and were
able to take care of the business we had no business ; where we
did not have the cables we had lots of business, and we cer-

tainly sat up nights and tried our best to keep things going.

However, that condition has now been rectified, and we have
a system of distribution which meets with Mr. Reynolds' idea

of ideal manholes. Mr. Worthington (who is here) has been
working several years gradually cleaning up and piitting the

manholes into this ideal condition, and we find it certainly pays.

Our manholes now have all been cleaned up, all surplus material

and unnecessary boxes (if there were any) removed, and the

whole system simplified as much as possible.

In reference to the Edison tube that Mr. Lisberger spoke
about I think that that has been abandoned practically everywhere.
We still have a good many miles of tubes, but we know that it

is in bad shape and must in a very short time be taken out. That
is due largely to electrolysis and local chemical action which
has eaten ofif the metallic container, so that that coupled
with the overloads that the Edison feeders have had to carry,
ineans that it must ultimately be replaced by some form of
draw-in system.

Going back to the paper as presented, there are some points
that I would like to bring out. For instance, if any of you
should go up against underground ordinances as drawn up by
the cities, it is well to bear in mind the following: In the
first place the former method was to create an underground
district, and state that the wires must be placed underground
within a certain time. This is, from the company's standpoint,
the wrong way to look at it; and the proper way to word this
ordinance is to state that the poles and wires must be removed
from the street in that district. That gives you a chance to
avoid in many cases the installation of an expensive under-
ground district. At the present time the sentiment against the
overhead wire is very strong, and the matter has been carried
to an extreme, and underground districts have been created
where you cannot lay out an intelligent underground system,
due to the fact that the existing buildings are of a temporary
nature, and you cannot see far enough ahead to know how you
are going to get the load; and in that case you can often feed
into the buildings from the side streets, and in that way avoid
entirely the necessity for an expensive and permanent under-
ground structure, and that is really better, not only from the
company's standpoint but from the city's standpoint. If an under-
ground system such as Mr. Lisberger has described were to be
installed in some of the underground districts today it would not
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be more llian two or three years that you would have to aban-

don some of it, and add to the others, which means tearing up

the streets, and is certainly objectionable. To illustrate, in San

Francisco, for instance there are sections of Fillmore street con-

sisting entirely of wooden buildings of a temporary character,

and which will undoubtedly be abandoned. In these districts we

have been able to remove the poles and wires without the neces-

sity of going to the expense of putting in an underground sys-

tem and tearing up a street which has not been improved for

more than eight or nine months. This has been done in a man-

ner similar to that described by Mr. Lisberger, when he spoke

of leading wires from the manhole up the face of the building.

Instead of that we merely bring the iron conduits around the

corner of the building to the side street. As that work is now
done in a substantial manner with either condulets for outlets,

it is a great deal safer than some of the work which is permitted

in underground districts, and the methods which we used have

been inspected by the department of electricity, and approved.

C. /. Wilson: Mr. Lisberger did not mention the protect-

ing of the cables by the use of asbestos tape, which is wrapped

around the cable sheath and then cemented with some silicate

solution, which hardens very quickly and makes a very good

protection to the cable, and also protects any of the adjacent

cables in the case of a burn-out.

We have just completed a district in Oakland where we were

directed by a city ordinance to remove the poles from the streets,

and I think everyl^ody interested in Oakland will see that it is

quite an improvement.

5'. G. McMeen: Mr. Lisberger's paper has such a practical

nature that it is of great interest to all of us who have to do
with conduit systems. There are certain striking differences be-

tween such a system as he has described, and one which serves

purposes of electrical communication. Perhaps the most marked
difference is that in the commimication systems as ordinarily

designed, there are fewer kinds of things in the manholes. In

a modern telephone system, for instance, in other than the most
congested centers, distributing terminals, protective apparatus

and translating devices are not found in manholes. Such a man-
hole usually contains cables and splices only.

Mr. Lisberger speaks of the difference between brick and
concrete manholes being principally one of strength and water-

tightness. On the Pacific Coast there is a further important

difference
; that of cost. If one considers the cost of the quality

of brick best suited for a manhole, he will find that on the

Pacific Coast the cost of the brick alone is about as great as the

completed concrete manhole, not counting cover and frame.

The cost of the cover and frame in position is about the same
for other construction. One of the usual advantages of the

concrete manhole, in that it can be made in a standard form,

is not as adaptable to city conditions as might be wished. In

downtown San Francisco, for example, the size and form of a

vault is controlled so much by what is found in the street that

the use of standard forms for concrete pouring is the exception

rather than the rule.

As the accessibility of the various forms of splices in the

vault of a telephone system is a matter of great importance,

it is found an advantage to limit the maximum width of the con-

duit lines to four ducts. With this construction the four cables

entering a vault in a layer may be divided into two pairs, and
the cables carried around the sides of the vaults only two wide

on a side. Under proper conditions, limiting the width of the

conduit line to four ducts makes no substantial increase in its

cost as compared with greater widths.

The method of supporting cables in vaults, as described by

Mr. Lisberger, involves placing the sleeves for the cable-sup-

porting pins at the time the concrete is poured. In some cir-

cumstances this may not be done, the sleeve for the cable-sup-

porting pin being placed in a hole drilled afterward. We have

lately had occasion to drill many thousand such holes, and have

found most useful a compressed air drilling outfit. This con-

sists of a gasoline engine and an air compressor, with air, water

and fuel tanks, all mounted on a proper truck. The cost of drill-

ing holes for cable supports with such a pneumatic drill is so low

as to compare favorably with the cost of placing the sleeves at

the time the vault is poured.

G. C. Holberton: The practice here is to make the ducts

as tight as we can, but all the ducts have a slight grade to drain

the water to the manholes. Our standard grade is 4 inches in

100 feet. That is about the grade we give the ducts. I regret

very much that Mr. Lisberger has shown a picture of a very

improperly constructed trench in that he shows bridges. The
ditch should be opened up clear through, and no bridges allowed.

You never can fill a ditch with bridges as well as a ditch that

is open from manhole to manhole.

C. L. Cory: I could not help thinking this evening, while

Mr. Lisberger was reading his paper, of an article I read a good

many years ago about the difference between the light of the

tallow candle, where the generating station at the place of con-

sumption occupied a space of one cubic inch, and the present

systems of illumination, where the generating station may be

a great many miles away, and the innumerable points of con-

sumption are a very great distance from the sovirce of power.

When one thinks of the number of links between the central

station where the electricity is produced, and the different con-

sumers, the problem of maintaining continuous service must

impress itself upon us.

I suppose there are a number of us here this evening that

can remember the time when all of our interests were con-

centrated in the generating station, and almost confined to the

device which was used to produce the electric energy, its effi-

ciency regulation and so on ; but as we know now, the gener-

ator is but a small part, and it is by the development of the art,

the changing from the old overhead work to the underground

construction, and the introduction of the most efficient means

of utilizing the electricity, that we begin to attain the highest

over all efficiency.

Mr. Lisberger mentioned this evening one thing which is

quite true—the difference in simplicity between the distribution

of direct current and alternating current. And yet, when we

think of the extent of alternating current distribution—we heard

this evening of one at 11,000 volts, 6400 volts between con-

ductors and earth—the transformations of voltage, and the

many uses to which the current is put at different voltages

—

we must admit that the alternating current system of distribu-

tion with transformers is most satisfactory.

There is one thing I could not but be interested in this

evening. It happens that it has fallen to my lot at times to

represent municipalities in which certain ducts were to be set

aside for the use of the city ; and it was assumed that the em-

ployees of the city might work in the manholes installed and used

principally by public service corporations. I don't know that my

attitude of mind would be appreciated by those who have to

do with the building of these manholes for the corporations;

but it always seemed to me that the manhole in connection with

underground construction should be just about as sacred as a bank

vault and that nobody should go in there and do work unless

it be under the supervision of the man who was responsible

perhaps for its design and construction and continuous operation.

Just one other word regarding underground systems replacing

older overhead systems. As Mr. Holberton and Mr. Wilson

perhaps remember, I have been called upon to look over certain

installations or certain services where almost without any warn-

ing it has been neces.sary for the power company to transfer

the service from overhead to underground; and while Mr. Lis-

berger has given us a very complete explanation of the ideal

manhole, as Mr. Reynolds might put it. and the construction of an

underground .system, yet even after that is done, it is really of

a somewhat important character and a difficult accomplishment

to change the service from the old overhead service to the

underground, and yet get the sort of installation which shall

be satisfactory in every particular; and I am quite in agreement

with Mr. Holberton that in many instances the requirement
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of the coninmnil} . whether it be by the stipervisors or the

councihnen, is one ahiiost impossible of accomplishment ; and I

think that engineers in general should bear this in mind. We
cannot help but remember that the business of the serving

company is to deliver to the consumer that which is required,

whether it be telephone or telegraph service or electric light

or power service ; and as far as the customer is concerned,

often he is not willing to give the serving company credit for

the difficulty which may be encountered in giving service. And
so it is I think that many times we are inclined to feel that

these almost sweeping changes are demanded so quickly as to

make it almost impossible for the company to do the work as

it ought be done. The idea of taking a certain district, and

saying it shall all go underground, as Mr. Holberton said, is

a very different thing from saying that the poles must come off

a certain street. Whenever engineers have anything to do with

such matter we should bear in mind that there is often other

methods which may be used besides putting everything under-

ground.

L. R. Jorgensen: Mr. Lisberger has covered his subject quite

completely, and deserves much credit for having given out the

accumulated experience gained by doing underground conduit

work on a large scale. I think we can all appreciate what a big

corporation is up against when the city compels it to put its

wires underground in ducts, as these ducts are often as costly

as the wires themselves. The city supervisors in many places

have the idea that it does not look good to have the wires up

in air (laughter) ; they think people should be able to see the

sky, even when walking on Fillmore street. (Laughter).

Incidentally there are several other advantages in putting

the wires underground, even if it is costly. If done in the way

Mr. Lisberger has described, it is permanent construction so far

as the ducts and manholes are concerned. The cables of course

are not altogether out of danger from burnouts, grounds, etc.,

although they are pretty well protected in the ducts, and faults

should not be as difficult to detect and to repair as with the

Edison tube system, which system perhaps is cheaper to Install

but more expensive to maintain, especially where the outside pipe

is subject to the action of electrolysis. What the proper depre-

ciation charge for the Edison tube system will be Mr. Lis-

berger has not told us. I should think between 5 and 8 per cent.

I do not figure depreciation in exactly the same way as the

speaker at a recent institute meeting here. If j'ou put your

pipes in the ground 40 years ago and you go and look at

them today, you will hardly be able to see them for dust,

even if the cost of construction was a million dollars. (Laughter).

The clay duct system is the most substantial, and outside

the cables there is not much that can depreciate, and if a bare

copper wire is run alongside of the cables, and the lead cover tied

to this wire at intervals, in the manholes for instance, there is

not much chance for electrolysis eating through the lead cover-

It is understood that one end of the bare copper wire should be

tied to the railway return circuit causing the trouble as near to

the railway power station as possible.

As to the system of wiring we have seen that the service

mains run in the same line of ducts as the feeders, and that

the service connections from the mains are made either from the

manholes or from handholes located at convenient places between

the manholes. The size of the feeders is easily determined after

the load is estimated or calculated and the drop fixed for ex-

ample at 10 per cent. The size of the distributing mains are

more difficult to determine, as these are fed from both ends

and current taken off at different places throughout their length.

The amount of current flowing from each end is found in the

same way as the reactions of a loaded beam supported at both

ends. Then the point in the main where the currents from
both ends meet is easily determined, and this is the point of

maximum drop, which drop should not exceed 2 per cent in

lighting circuits. This condition determines the size of the distrib-

uting main.

K. G. Dunn: 1 think it would be interesting if Mr. Lisberger

would tell us how he located grounds in the system—if you have

new stunts on that for quickly locating them?

5. J. Lisberger: If you have a real good short you don't

have much trouble. Usually we use in San Francisco a little

device that we call a jigger.

After having located the leg of the feeder that is grounded

(which can usually be done by means of a small transformer,

one terminal of the primary of which is connected to one of the

three buses or one of the three legs; the other terminal being

grounded) the lamp is connected in series with the secondary

The lamp will light when the transformer terminal is placed

upon the leg that is grounded.

We next impose a high frequency current on the grounded

leg by connecting one terminal of a small motor generator to

same, and the other terminal to the ground ; and then by means

of a telephone receiver, which is carried along and held over

the manhole, from the sound induced in this receiver by this

high frequency current we can locate the fault. The receiver

will hum quite distinctly if same is held over the manhole be-

tween the point of the fault and where this high frequency cur-

rent is impressed, (which is usually at the station) but when

beyond the fault, the receiver will not hum.

H. Y. Hall Jr.: Have you looked into the scheme they use

at the Seventy-fourth Street Power Station of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company, New York ? They, have a 100 light

Brush arc machine which has a reverser, which reverses the

direction of the current in the line about once every four seconds.

The machine is used as follows : In cases of a grounded phase,

they connect one side of the arc light machine to the lead

sheath and the other side to the grounded conductor. In cases of

short circuited phases, the terminals of the bad phase are con-

nected to the arc light machine terminals. Whenever a ground

or a short circuit has too high resistance to allow the arc machine

to build up, a high tension testing transformer is used to break

down the cable. The current flowing, goes out the conductor

and back through the lead sheathing, and vice versa, reversing

every four seconds. The cable men go out to the different

man holes, and place a compass on top of the cable, and every

time the current reverses, of course, the compass swings around

180 degrees. When they get beyond the ground or the short

circuit, the compass will not reverse.

S. J. Lisberger: That is very much on the principle of this

little jigger, except that you have to open the manhole.

A. H. Babcock: I haven't had much to do with underground

systems except in Salt Lake City, where the city authorities re-

quired a certain proportion of the work to be put. underground

in a given time. I believe we ran over our time about 100 per

cent or more. The city blocks there are very large. If I re-
'

member correctly they are between 600 and 700 feet square. The
problem there of course is a little different frorri what it is in

San Francisco. So much waste space exists in the- center of the

block that it was easy for us to get sub-station locations in the

block center ; to come underground there at 4000 volt circuit ; to

place the transformers on the surface of the ground instead of in

the manholes (which is a distinct advantage) and run out

from this little station at ordinary working potential, 3-wire

single phase, also with the 3-phase motor circuit. In this under-

ground work he followed practically the same construction that

Mr. Lisberger has outlined here.

From time to time I have noticed in the technical press

notices of a different form of construction, in that a fibre con-

duit was used surrounded by concrete, the tubes being six or

eight feet long, with screw connections. I would like to ask

if anybody has had any experience with such system for under-

ground work for lighting service, and what the practical results

are in regard to breakdowns?

H. W. Mo::ier: I believe that this paper tube that Mr. Lis-

berger spoke about is the fibre tube.
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S. J. Lisbcrgcr: There are two kinds: the paper was the first

development, and the fibre the next. I don't remember whether

that one that went up was paper or fibre, but I know what hap-

pened ; the street went up with it. The thing was that the duct

clogged so we could not shove anything through it. We could

only get our fish wire in so far, as far as where the burn-out

was. We located where it was by measuring and digging it up.

A. H. Babcock: What was the condition of the duct?

5". /. Lisbcrgcr: It was fused and clogged.

G. C. Holbcrton: We laid some in Oakland on Second street,

tried it as a matter of experiment. Based on the price they

would charge per lineal foot we thought it would be very much

cheaper, due to the fact that it was light, easy to transport, and

in laying it a man laid a great many more duct feet at one

time than with the clay duct. In practice, after having laid

about two blocks we found that the cost was just about as

great as it was with the clay duct, and did not offer any material

advantage. I think that the ideal system, as far as high tension

cables go, is to lay single ducts with all joints staggered. That

for high voltages this is ideal. I have never known a cable in

giving way to melt such a duct.

i', G. McMccn: Do you use any split single duct, where

3'ou want to pick up and replace a damaged section of a cable?

i'. J. Lisbcrgcr: I don't recall that we have used any of that.

5'. G. McMccn: Mr. Holberton states that a single duct offers

that advantage, that you take out the single duct because it is

split lengthwise.

G. C. Holberton: We try and keep our outside ducts free,

and very often use the outside ducts without building a service

hole, by breaking into them as you describe. In which case we

open up the street and expose one of the outside ducts, and pull

the cable into the consumer's premises directly from the duct.

S. J. Lisbcrgcr: I found a peculiar condition in Newark,

split form in power house work after the cable is up to get pro-

tection against short circuits. It gives you one solid wall. The

Chicago-Edison used a good deal in their sub-station work.

i". G. McMccn: They had a number of cases where they

had to have some such solution, and they continued to use it

extensively.

H. N. Mozier: In New Jersey and surrounding towns one

company with 13,200 at their primaries, in recent years have

put in almost all fibre ducts. They formerly put in paper duct.

The telephone office there found the use of the fibre duct costly.

They abandoned it to use clay entirely, because of the difficulty in

pulling out the cables.

5'. /. Lisbccrgcr: I found a peculiar condition in Newark.

Practically all of their secondary cables, that is, cables of 200

volts, were rubber insulated without lead in their underground

system.

A. H. Babcock: I always understood one of the strong

points of the Orangeburg fibre duct to be that when there was a

burn-out it would not be damaged. I am surprised to hear Mr.

Lisberger state that there was trouble where he had to dig

the street out.

The Chairman: The public service corporation of New
Jersey is using fibre conduit entirely in their lines across what

is known as the Hackensack meadows, a very marshy and wet

section about eight miles wide. The New York & New Jersey

Telephone Co. is also using fibre conduit for all lateral lines.

Fibre conduit is used exclusively by the Brooklyn Edison Co.

for their underground system. I know that the experience of the

Brooklyn Edison Co. is that they haven't had as much trouble

from burn-outs, with fibre as others have with tile. Perhaps

Mr. Worthington can help us out on this?

H. L. Worthington: I would like to state we had a little

experience a few nights ago at the junction of Post and Kearny
streets. The Pacific Telephone Company had laid a paper duct

up and down Post, and whoever had charge of the laying of

thai paper duct forgot to put concrete around it, especially be-

tween the paper duct and the Edison tubes. Our Edison tube

ran north and south on Kearny, and the paper duct east and

west on Post. There was concrete all around the paper duct

except between the iron covering of the Kdisnn tube and the

paper duct itself. A short circuit came in on the Edison tube,

and the copper in the paper lube started burning. The conse-

quence was that three of the telephone company's manholes ex-

ploded, and the police department and the fire department were

called out, and for a while there was all the trouble you wanted.

The only damage we had was the loss of about three feet of the

Edison tube. I don't know what the extent of the damage to

the telephone company was, but I know they had a big crew
of men working for 48 hours or more. It happened at a very

bad time because I understand that the main cable of the Pacific

Telephone Company running to the Palace Hotel was the one
that burned up. Colonel Kirkpatrick was afraid he would have

no telephone service on the night of the banquet, but they worked
overtime and got it working.

Speaking of ideal manholes for electric light and power serv-

ice, I wish to state that we have some manholes in the city at the

present time that I consider ideal. We have manholes here that

are so equipped at the present time that it is no trouble at all

to operate hot at 2300 volts. With the wooden fuse tongs and
other appliances that we have it would almost be safe for a
layman to go down and operate the boxes, even a man not

familiar with the business.

Speaking of underground ordinances and overhead lines re-

moved and one thing and another, I wish to state that a week
ago yesterday I received instructions to remove all poles and
overhead lines on Fillmore street between Sutter and Fulton,

the same to be removed and wiped out of existence by Janu-
ary 1st. In that territory we are, I think, at the present time
delivering somewhere between three and four thousand kilowatts.

That was quite a problem. It is a territory that covers, from
Sutter to Fulton, a business thoroughfare, and when it comes to

working on the overhead end of it the linemen are handicapped
by the number of people promenading up and down the street,

especially the women looking in at the show windows. The prob-

lem that we have to face is to supply all these establishments with

light and power and at the same time simply wipe your line

out of existence. As Mr. Holberton said a few minutes ago,

one ordinance passed by the Supervisors here pertaining to

Fillmore street reads that the overhead poles and wires must
be removed; and I would like to mention that it would be quite

an interesting proposition for any member here tonight to go
up to Fillmore street and notice the class of work we are doing
there. It is a new style of underground work, which requires

ino ditch in the street. We take our conduit, and run right along

the face of the building, and it makes a very nice neat job,

(laughter). I may say, as far as the underground part is con-

cerned, as Mr. Lisberger said this evening, the character of the

buildings on Fillmore street is such that it would be impossible

for any engineer to figure out an underground system in that

territory. Most of the buildings are of a temporary character,

and if you go ahead and put in an underground system in two

or three months you should have to change it. With the con-

duit system we are putting in there at the present time it is

ideal, and I think it would be worth while for any member here

tonight to travel out that way and look at it.

Question: How do you cross the intersections between

streets?

H. L. Worthington: We are feeding the different blocks

from the cross streets. The ordinance does not prohibit us from

continuing the pole lines on the cross street, across Fillmore,

but we are not allowed to maintain any lines on Fillmore.

G. C. Holberton: I would like to state that there is another

form of underground conduit that you have not mentioned at

all. I don't know very much about it except what I obtained

in the way of literature, but a firm in St. Louis has a patented

scheme for constructing underground conduits very much as
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you make maccai'oni. They have a concrete mixture which they

pull along the ditch, and after they pass by 3'ou have one of

those peculiar underground systems with as many holes as j'ou

want. I think there is probably something in it.

A Member: There has been some thousands of feet of that

put in in one of the smaller cities near New York. It is worked

in quite a simple manner. They used paper tube, and they ele-

^•ate a tank about 15 feet high on legs in the street, and connect

all these paper tubes with the water, just about enough head to

keep the concrete from collapsing the tube, and they have a form

which they drag along in the trench, and the concrete is poured

into this form, and the tubes are carried right through the form,

and the water keeps them swelled out to the proper size to form

the duct.

They have another variation of this. Instead of using con-

crete, they use concrete made with an asphaltum plaster mixture

;

and they have tried some of that to a certain extent, and by

using bare copper conductors they have been able to use 220

volts with no conductors at all. How long they will last against

water and other things is another matter.

6". G. McMeen: Relative to forms of duct material, a good
example of a moulded duct is found in Mexico City, made of

concrete in multiples. The length of a section is one meter,

and the number of ducts per section as high as 36. The sections

are poured in a metal mould in a yard near the work, and are

laid with proper alignment directly in the ditcli without a special

bed or an envelope of any kind.

Where the costs of cement and labor both are low, as is

true in many of the southern countries, and where standard duct

materials would have to be brought from a distant market, such

a method has distinct advantages.

A Member: I would like to ask Mr. Lisberger if the effects

of electrolysis on the Edison tube have been very wide-spread,

and in what localities found?

i'. /. Lisberger: The subject of electrolysis is very broad.

It has no different effect than on a gas-pipe, except more localized

in certain sections, due to the fact that where junctions come you

don't get very good contact from pipe to pipe.

Question: That should help it out?

i". /. Lisberger: In a gas-pipe where it is leaded in you get

good contact; therefore not so much electrolysis action on each

section.

Question: I would like to ask if any solution has been

offered whereby telephone and telegraph, light and power cur-

rents can all be put in one conduit system. I believe I have

seen something in connection with that. A city had put in its

ordinance that the company should provide a certain number of

ducts for its private use. We do know that cities have com-

pelled light and other companies to combine and do away with

so many poles, and put the high tension lines at the top, and the

telephone lines either on cables lower, and thus cut down the

number of poles to one quarter of the number that originally

existed. I believe Los Angeles has been boasting considerably

of late years of that idea, where the poles are common property

of the several different companies doing different classes of

work ; and I would like to know if this problem of using the

different conduits has been worked out to make them a sort of

common property for those different classes of service?

5'. /. Lisberger: Baltimore has such a system. It was built

by the city under the chief engineer, Phillips. They built a

system and charged each company 5 cents per duct feet per year

as rental. Boston I think in one or two places has such a sys-

tem of that kind. New York has a conduit system but only in

part—the Consolidated and Empire subways. They are now

endeavoring to keep the high tension entirely separate. The dis-

advantage of the system is that if you have trouble you usually

give it to your neighbor.

In going in one of the manholes in Baltimore in the crowded

business section, which would compare with Third and Mission,

with an 84 duct line, we went down something like 4 feet below

the street before we got to the top of the manhole, and the

manhole was about 12 feet deep. Of these 84 duct lines there

were about 63 full. I had a good look and went up. I had no

desire to stay in there. There were railroad load lines, 13,000

volt cable, ground return wires, telephone and telegraph. It was

certainly a most dangerous looking construction.

G. C. Holberton: The usual practice here in the matter of

the city obtaining the use of a duct line, is to work with the

telephone companies. In the first place the general use of the

duct line by the City is, that for their fire alarm and police de-

partment calls, which is more or less the same nature of service

as the telephone company, in other words, communication. In

the second place, they can do that for the reason that the tele-

phone company operates under a franchise, and when the city

grants the franchise it can put in that stipulation and the com-

pany can take it or leave it alone. In California the power com-

panies do not operate under a franchise and they could not

very well be put in under the same conditions. The right to

lay the ducts and distribute is not a right granted by the city,

it is given by the State constitution.

5'. G. McMeen: There is no doubt that the practice here

would be the usual practice, and which is dictated by common
sense ; that the high tension circuits could not properly go into

conduits with the communication system. I think you will

find, if an expression of opinion were taken generally in this

meeting, it would be to separate the systems primarily on the

basis of their use, the small wire, communication circuits on the

one hand, and the large wire, heavy-current-carrying circuits on

the other. If you ever went further than that, and combined

large current devices and small current devices in one conduit

line, every practical, thoughtful person would say that the two

conduit lines must have separate manhole systems. If the worst

came to the worst, and all the conduit lines in a given street were

tied in one, unanimity of opinion would immediately be found

that the power company have a separate set of manholes of its

own. Such systems have been combined.

DEDICATION OF THURSTON MEMORIAL TABLET.
The New York monthly meeting of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers for February was devoted to the

dedication of a bronze memorial tablet to Dr. Robert H.

Thurston, the first president of the society. Addresses were
given upon Dr. Thurston as a man, and his life work. These
addresses touched upon his experience as an engineer of the

navy during the Civil War; his work as an educator at

Stevens Institute of Technology and at Cornell University;

his achievements as engineer and investigator; as an author;

and his long relationship with The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. Among those who participated were
Prof. .lohn E. Sweet, closely associated with Dr. Thurston in

the organization of this society; Col. E. A. Stevens, the promi-

nent represetnative of the Stevens family, founders of Stev-

ens Institute; President J. G. Schurman of Cornell University;

Prof. Albert W. Smith, Dr. Thurston's successor as director

of Sibley College; and Mr. William Kent, consulting engineer.

Dr. Alex. C. Humphreys,' president of Stevens Institute, was
the chairman.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING—THE ENGINEERING DIGEST
The Engineering Digest has been consolidated with In-

dustrial Engineering of Pittsburg and will hereafter be pub-
lished as Industrial Engineering and The Engineering Digest
by Robert Thurston Kent, formerly managing editor of In-

dustrial Engineering. The publication offices are at 220
Broadway, New York City. In assuming charge Mr. Kent
announces that at present only that it is his intention to

continue the special features for which The Engineering
Digest has been noted, including the valuable Index to cur-

rent technical literature and the condensation of important
articles and papers on engineering subjects. To these will be
added special features along lines of industrial engineering,
and original articles on engineering subjects, distinct from the
civil and electrical engineering matters which are so well
taken care of by other periodicals.
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947,981. Electrical Time-Limit Switch. Philip K. Stern,

New York, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Com-

pany.. The combination with an electric circuit, of

a freely movable member for opening said circuit, ac-

tuating means for said responsive to predetermined current

in said circuit and normally so related to said member that said

actuating means is unable to move said member, and means

responsive to other predetermined current conditions

whereby the relative position of said actuating means and

said member is varied to enable said actuating means to

move the said member.

947,878. Fuseless Rosette. Herbert C. Wirt, Schenec-

tady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company. A ro-

sette tor supporting knotted branch-wires comprising a sin-

gle piece of ceramic insulating material provided with a

straight transverse aperture of sufficient size to receive said

knot, with a centra! aperture connecting with the transverse

aperture, and of a size to receive only the said branch wires,

and with means for making contact between wires.

947,956. Metering Panel-Board. John J. Agatter, Seattle,

Wash. A switchboard comprising a base, two series of con-

ductors on said base spaced from and crossing one another.

contact members slidably supported on the conductors of

one series, other contact members carried by said first named
contact member, and means on said other series of con-

ductors for securing said last named contact members thereto.

948,292. Multistage Centrifugal Pump. Arthur Giesler,

Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Piatt Iron Works Co., Dayton,

Ohio. In a multi-stage centrifugal pump, two impellers ar-

ranged with their inlets facing in opposite directions, pas-

sageways adapted to conduct the fluid from one impeller to

the other, and means mounted at the intermediate inlet of the

last impeller for balancing the thrust of the pump.

947,781. Apparatus for Alternating the Polarity of Cur-

rent in Electric Circuits. Garrison Babcock, Rochester, N. Y.,

assignor to Telechrometer Co., Rochester, N. Y. An appa-

ratus of the character described, comprising two generators

arranged in series and connected so as to be of opposite

polarity and having fields, means for alternately exciting said

fields, and means associated with two generators for absorb-

ing the varying current of each polarity produced during the

operation of o,ne or the other of said generators.

948,228. Centrifugal Pump. Ferdinand W. Krogh. San
Francisco, Cal. In a centrifugal pump, an impeller having

protection on the discharge edge thereof, said protection

consisting of a metal ring detachably secured to said dis-

charge edge of the impeller, in combination with a stationary

casing having a circumferential rib on the inside of the same,

and said rib having protection on its edge, said protection

consisting of a metal ring detachably secured to the edge

of the rib for the purpose specified.
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The essential difference between steam power

plant practice in the East and in the West is in the fuel

employed. Coal, either anthracite

Ftiel Oil or bituminous, is burned under the

Firing majority of the boilers in the East,

while on the Pacific Coast crude oil

is the most important fuel. In certain lumbering locali-

ties, particularly in the Northwest, sawdust is also

used as a power source. The cause for this sectional

preference is distinctly one of cost. Eastern coal is

cheaper than eastern oil ; western oil is cheaper than

western coal. Cheap fuel is indispensable to industrial

progress and it is only since the development of its

abundant oil and water resources that the Pacific

Coast has done much manufacturing.

Additive to its western cheapness and compen-

sative for its eastern expensiveness there are certain

advantages that attend the use of fuel oil. It burns

without a residuum. There are consequently no

clinkers and no ashes to obstruct the grate, interfere

with the air supply and cause incomplete combustion.

It is the most concentrated of fuels, occupying a mini-

mum of space and giving a maximum of heat, weight

for weight. It takes less time to get up steam with oil

than with coal. This practically eliminates the neces-

sity for banked fires or reserve in steam drums. Oil

usually gives a larger overload capacity and is thus

pre-eminently invaluable as an emergency fuel. Aux-
iliary oil firing is therefore frequently employed in

plants burning lampblack or sawdust.

Oil is practically self-stoking and greatly lessens

the work of the fireman, one man oftimes replacing

several in a plant containing many boilers. This does

not necessarily mean that the fireman's job thus be-

comes a sinecure, but rather it changes his work from
that of a mere coal-passer, a machine, to that of an
integral factor in the economic and efficient operation
of the power plant.

By properly regulating the pressure and the
amount of oil and by correctly adjusting the pressure
and quantity of steam or air, the fireman can reduce
the volume of oil necessary to generate a given amount
of steam. In a single boiler plant, such as a locomo-
tive, the fireman helps the engineer and thereby lessens
the possibility of accidents.

To properly utilize the advantages above sug-
gested, hundreds of oil burners have been devised,
each better than the other. In general, they are all

based upon a means of atomizing the oil and distrib-
uting it in the furnace either by compressed air or
steam, theoretically the former, practically the latter.

Crude oil does not burn readily until it has been sub-
divided into minute particles. It is possible to drop
a lighted match into a tank filled with oil without
burning the oil, but when each individual particle is

properly mixed with air it is readily ignited. Experi-
ence shows that a burner which gives success with
one type of boiler is not adapted for another. Proper
furnace construction is of paramount importance with
the type of burner with which it is equipped, and each
class of boiler installation requires the special atten-
tion of an expert to give the best results.
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PERSONALS.
C. H. Pennoyer, Pacific Coast manager of the National

Conduit & Cable Company, is in Los Angeles.

Geo. R. Murphy, sales engineer with Pierson, Reeding &.

Co. of San Francisco, left tor the East this week.

F. L. McGillan, manager of the California Pole & Piling

Company, of San Francisco, recently returned from a trip

through the Pacific Northwest.

G. J. Henry, Jr., engineer with the Pelton Water Wheel
Company, is making a Northwestern trip and will return

about the middle of February.

E. E. Gilbert, manager of the turbine sales department

of the General Electric Company, of Schenectady, N. Y., has

arrived in San Francisco on a visit.

R. J. Cash, electrical engineer with the General Electric

Company's Portland office, has gone North, after spending

two weeks in San Francisco on business.

G. I. Kinney. San Francisco, manager of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works, has just returned from a Pacific Northwest

business trip of several weeks' duration.

Julian Thornley, a well-known Eastern engineer, is on

the Coast and is looking over the Great Western Power
Company's hydro-electric plant at Big Bend.

Edward L. Brayton, president and general manager of

the Pelton Water Wheel Company, has returned to San

Francisco from his annual visit to the New York office.

Wynn Meredith, of Sanderson & Porter's San Francisco

office, has gone to New York, after spending several weeks

in Victoria, B. C, and vicinity in connection with electric

power plant extensions.

W. H. Leftingwell, engineer of the Mono Power Com-
pany, has returned to his offlce at Bishop, Cal., after spend-

ing a week in San Francisco, on business connected with the

completion of a transmission plant on the Owens River,

Leon M. Hall, consulting engineer for the Comstock
mines, has returned from a trip to Virginia City, Nev. Mr.

Hall has removed his San Francisco offlce to room 1120

Kohl building, with the new firm of Hall, Demarest & Co.

Charles Blizard, third vice president and general sales

manager of the Electric Storage Battery Company of Phil-

adelphia, who spent some days at the San Francisco agency,

besides visiting Los Angeles and Seattle, returned to the

East during the past week.

D. R. Bullen, manager of the supply department of the

General Electric Company, and C. W. Stone, assistant en-

gineer of the lighting department, have arrived from Schenec-

tady and will attend the annual meeting of the company's
agents at the San Francisco office.

C. L. Cory, electrical engineer, has turned in to Chair-

man Loughrey of the Telephone Committee of the Board of

Supervisors of San Francisco his third annual report on

telephone charges. This is based on the operations of the

Pacific States Telephone Company's plant.

E. P. Kennedy, assistant superintendent of the Alaska
Treadwell Mining Company, spent the past two weeks in San
Francisco, closing contracts for the equipment of a new
hydro-electric plant which will utilize the water of Sheep
Creek at a power site a few miles from the mines.

Theodore B. Comstock has been retained as consulting

engineer to the Public Utilities Commission of l^os Angeles,

Cal. Mr. Comstock was formerly president of the Univer-

sity of Arizona and at one time was connected with the

department of geology at Cornell University. For some time

he has acted in the West in an independent consulting

capacity.

R. B. Daggett has resigned as Pacific Coast manager for

the Electric Storage Battery Company and has formed a

new company, known as R. B. Daggett & Co., to enter the

electric vehicle field. The new company will handle the

Baker electric pleasure vehicles. Walker electric trucks, BIco

motor boats and launches, Reed electric head-lights, and other

specialties. It is operating electric garages in San Francisco,

Mayfield, San Jose and Oakland, California.

MAP OF TRANSMISSION LINES.

In connection with the map of the transmission systems

of California and Nevada, which was published as a supple-

ment to the Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas, of Feb-

ruary 5, 1910, it should have been stated that it represented

only the hydro-electric power plants. In addition there are

many steam plants supplying power over long-distance lines

such as the Ventura County Power Company of Oxnard,

California, which is operating about sixty miles of a 33,000-volt

50-cycle system with seven sub-stations throughout the

county. In this respect the map is incomplete, which defect

will be remedied in future editions.

TRADE NOTES.

O. B. Slater, of the San Francisco office of Smith, Emery
& Co., inspecting and testing engineers, will go to Los An-

geles to take charge of the new office, which is to be estab-

lished at 245 South Los Angeles Street under the style of

Smith-Emery Company. He will have four assistants at

the start. The firm are converting the two-story brick build-

ing which they have purchased at the above location into a

first-class physical and chemical testing laboratory. It is laid

out on the lines of their local plant, but a new feature with

this firm will be a complete equipment for electrical testing

work of almost every kind.

Manager Grant of the Four Mining Company was in San

Francisco last week closing contracts for an 800 h. p. hydro-

electric plant on Mt. Whitney Creek near Keeler, Cal. It

is understood that General Electric generators direct con-

nected to impulse water wheels, operating under an effective

head of 750 feet, will be installed. Current will be trans-

mitted at 20,000 volts to Keeler, where the company's

smelter and soda works are situated. In order to operate

these and the electric hoists and air compressors at the

mine, about 20 miles of pole line will be required. Sidney

Sprout is the consulting electrical engineer.

The Pelton Water Wheel Company secured the contracts

for the two 1900 h. p. maximum-efficiency impulse wheels, to

be direct connected to two 1,000 k. v. a. generators, which the

Alaska Company will shortly install on Sheep Creek for an

additional supply of power to their mills. The distance of

transmission will be about five miles. Two direct rope drive

Pelton units have also been purchased to supply power to

the same Company's "Mexican" and "Ready Bullion" mills.

The combined crushing capacity of all of the mills is 4800

tons of ore per day. Special attention will be paid to water

wheel efficiency at fractional loads in the above equipment.

The General Electric Company reports the closing of

electrical contracts for <i hydro-electric transmission plant

with the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Company for their

Sheep Creek power development in Alaska. The electric

equipment comprises: Two A. T. B. 18, 1000-kw., 400 r. p. ni.

2300-volt water wheel driven generators; two 2-unit, 3-bearing

motor generator exciter sets, each consisting of one I. 6. 50

h. p. 1200 r. p. m. Form K., 2200-voU, induction motors, direct

connected to one D. L. C. 4. 35 kw. 125-volt, compound wound
generator; six W. C. 60, 667 kw. 2300-volt, primary, 22.000-

volt secondary transformers are also included witli a 5-panel

switchboard and a Tirrell regulator.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering in
any way between its members and their
employers in regard to wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

N. A. S. E. CONVENTION.
The seventh annual convention of the California State

Association, National Association of Stationary Engineers,

will be held in Los Angeles, May 23-28, 1910, on the fourth

floor of the new Hamburger building. Eighth and Broadway.

The committee has issued a diagram of floor space which con-

tains complete information for intending exhibitors at the

engineering and mechanical exhibition to be held in connec-

tion with the convention.

OREGON NO. 1.

The open meeting of Portland No. 1, N. A. S. E., on Feb. 2,

ISIO, was addressed by IVIr. H. E. Harris of the Harris Ice

Machine Works on the subject of refrigeration. Mr. Harris

received the warmest approval for his efforts and the discus-

sicns following his address showed the interest taken by the

engineers. Before the close of the meeting the chairman of

the educational committee, C. E. Boswell, announced that at

the open meeting on the evening of February 16th next, an

address would be delivered on "Electric Elevators" by Chief

Engineer C. H. McGirr of the Wells Fargo Building, and at the

meeting two weeks later Manager Herbert E. Judge of the

Valvoline Oil Company, an associate member of the associa-

tion, would deliver an address on "Machine Oils."

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
Paper No. 7.

Axes of rota'tion intersecting zvithout viecting. In some cases

of transmission between axes not parallel and not meeting it is

practicable to use an intermediate piece or link as shown in Fig. 6.

Here the crank pins are parallel to their respective axes and,

since the angle of intersection of the axes is the same for all parts

of the revolution, the pins must make a constant angle. The

intermediate piece or block then is provided with long holes

making this fixed angle. There is, of course, longitudinal sliding

of the pieces in the holes, but this is often permissible and really

facilitates lubrication. This mechanism often greatly simplifies

transmission between two axes not meeting, but when an addi-

tional link is employed, as sometimes must be done, it becomes

too complicated for efficient application.

Here, as also in the next succeeding device—the Hook's

universal joint—the angular velocity relations are complicated,

and there are, in some instances, dead center points which must

be overcome.

Hook's universal joint is a familiar form of connection

between rotating axes. The coupling consists of a forked or

clevis-shaped attachment on the end of each shaft. The four

bearings of these two forks fit the ends of an intermediate cross-

shaped piece. Or this piece may be a disk with pins at each 90°

on its circumference, or even a sphere is sometimes used. What-

ever its form, the axes of its two pairs of bearings intersect in a

point, and the forked ends of the shafts must be so adjusted

that this point of intersection is at the point of intersection of

the main shafts (extended). See Fig. 7.

The two sets of bearings AB and CD revolve in circles whose

planes are perpendicular to their respective shafts. A little reflec-

tion will show that the relative angular velocities of the two

shafts varies throughout each revolution. Suppose, for example,

that shaft E were turning with a constant angular velocity.

Then CD will be turning in a plane perpendicular to the paper

and to the shaft E, i. e., the points C and D will have a certain,

constant peripheral velocity. As rotation takes place it is evident

that the radial distance of C or i? from the axis of F is variable,

being a maximum when CD is perpendicular to F and a minimum
v/hen AB is perpendicular to E. Now, since peripheral velocity

is the product of angular velocity and radius, it follows that tlie

angular velocity F must vary with the radius of the driving points

C and D. There will be two points of maximum and two of

minimum velocity during each revolution, the amount of variation

between tliem depending upon the angle of intersection between

the shafts.

In practice the shafts to be connected by a universal joint

should not make with each other an angle greater than 30°, as

otherwise the radial variation above mentioned becomes so great

that excessive strains are made upon the pins and bearings.

The complete mathematical solution of this angular variation

forms an interesting problem in trigonometry and the differential

calculus.

In order to ti'ansmit uniform angular velocity the double

universal joint may be used. This is simply the addition of a

second joint at the other end of shaft B, for instance, with the

forked end set parallel to the existing one and the final driven

axis or shaft making the same angle with E as the angle between

£ and F. It will be seen, therefore, that the double universal

joint will permit of transmission between either parallel axes or

(by making the angles 45°) perpendicular axes. By this means

it will be seen that the angular variation given by the first joint

are neutralized by the second one.
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APPROVED ELECTRICAL DEVICES
ATTACHMENT PLUGS, FUSELESS

"G. E." 3 A., 250 V. Porcelain base types. Cat. Nos. 2SS40

(swiveling cap), 34153 (brass cap) and 50996. Composition,

Cat. No. 4S661 (weatherproof). Approved Jan. 5, 1910. Man-

ufactured by

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

CONDUIT BOXES
"Pipe Taplets." Cast Iron Outlet Boxes with threaded

openings lor standard sizes of rigid conduit. Cat. Nos. 4410-

4414 incl., and 4170. For use witli special porcelain covers or

with suitable approved rosettes or receptacles. Appi-oved for

exposed work only; Jan. 5, 1910. Manufactured by

H. T. Paiste Company, 32d and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

FIXTURES.
"Benjamin" Tungsten Arcs, Indoor and Weatherproof

Forms. Cat. Nos. T-14, T-45, T-44-k, T-45-k, T-46-k, T-62,

T-63, T-64, T-74, T-75, T-83, T-84, T-85, T-714, and T-715. Ap-

proved Jan. 13, 1910. Manufactured by

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., 507 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

HEATERS, Electric.

Vulcan "Electrocur 1" for use on 110-125 or 220-250 cir-

cuits. A curling iron with a removable heating element in-

side the case. Heating element consists of resistance wire

wound on a lavite tube. Approved Jan. 13, 1910. Manufac-

tured by

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., 69 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

INSULATING PAINTS.
"S P C" Asphalt Varnish. For use as a protective coat-

ing especially for surfaces directly exposed to the weather.

Approved Jan. 13, 1910. Manufactured by

Standard Paint Co., 100 William St., New York, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bell signaling system consisting of single stroke bells of

special pattern connected to 110 or 220 volt lighting circuits.

The bells may be connected in one or more series sets, these

sets being connected in multiple with the supply circuit

and in series with a special oil immersed contactor relay.

The signals are transmitted by the relay, the magnets of

which are energized by battery current. Approved resistances

suitably mounted are used to limit the current flow through

the relay to 10 A. Approved for use when the wiring of

the gongs and relay is installed according to Class C of the

National Electrical Code; Jan. 12, 1910. Manufactured by

Autocall Co., Shelby, Ohio.

"P. M." Meter Connection Blocks, not over 30 A., 125 V.

Special porcelain cutout bases, with metal enclosing case;

designed for preventing theft of current and to facilitate the

inspection and test of service meters. Type A, with single

piece enclosing case. Type E, with two piece enclosing case

and with double pole indicating snap switch for use as ser-

vice entrance switch. The enclosing cases of these devices

are not considered as the equivalent of a cabinet lor enclosing

service entrance switches, when such cabinets are required.

Approved Jan. 13, 1910. Manufactured by

Price-McKinlock Co., 156-160 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

RECEPTACLES, STANDARD.
Wall Sockets, Brass Shell. Key, Cat. Nos. 140 and 142.

Keyless, Cat. Nos. 141 and 143. Sign Receptacles, Cat. Nos.

212, 260, 265, 267, 268, 272, and "Russell" 280. Conduit Box

Type, Cat. Nos. 210 and "Russell" 280. Cleat Type, Cat. No.

226. Approved Jan. 13, 1910. Manufactured by

E. H. Freeman Electric Co., Trenton, N. J.

RECEPTACLES, WEATHERPROOF.
"Bryant 3 A., 250 V. Cat. Nos. 9407, 9408, 9411, 30000,

44912, 59107, 59275 and Street Hood Sockets, Cat. Nos. 25706

and 25707. Also Cat. Nos. • 9407, 30000 and 44912, for use

with 110 or 220 volt lamps in series on 600 volt circuits.

Approved Jan. 4, 1910. Manufactured by

The Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

SOCKETS, STANDARD.
"P. & S." Brass Shell Sockets. Key, "Snap Cap" Cat.

Nos. 440, 442 and 444, "Bayonet," Cat. Nos. 61059, 61060, 61063,

61065, 61157 (157), 61357 (357), 61457 (457), and 61557 (557).

"Protectus" Cat. Nos. 100421, 100423, 100425, 100427-100429

incl. "Passmour," Cat. Nos. 100412, 100414, 100416, 100418-

100420 incl. Keyless "Snap Cap" Cat. Nos. 441, 443 and 455.

"Bayonet," Cat. Nos. 60157 (0157), 60357 (0357), 60457 (0457)

and 60557 (0557). "Protectus" Cat. Nos. 100422, 100424 and
100426. "Passmour" Cat. Nos. 100413, 100415 and 100417.

Also the above type with shade holders attached. Approved
Dec. 31, 1909. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

"Paiste" Brass Shell Sockets. Key, 50 C. P. 250 V. Cat.

Nos 9386, 18386, 43389, 49386, 50760, 99386, 59480, 59481,

59484 and 59486, "Security Snap" 44147, 44148, 44814,

Keyless, 3 A. 250 V. Cat. Nos. 9392, 19392, 43390, 49392, 50768,

99392, 59482, 59483, 59487, 59485, "Security Snap" 44149,

44150, 44815. Pull 50 C. P. 250 V. Cat. Nos. 61120 and 61121.

Also above types with shadeholders attached. Approved Jan.

IS, 1910. Manufactured by

H. T. Paiste Co., 32d and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

SOCKETS, WATERPROOF.
"Bryant 3 A. 250 V." Porcelain shell; bracket style, Cat.

Nos. 9448 and 9496; pendant, Cat. Nos. 9366, 50997 and 59107.

Composition shell; bracket style. Cat. Nos. 43311-43314 incl,,

pendant. Cat. Nos. 42686, 43310 and 60666. Hard Rubber
Shell; pendant, Cat. Nos. 42690 and 50788. Also Cat. Nos.

9366, 42686, 42690, 43310, 43312, 43313, 43314, 50788, 50997

and 60666, for use with 110 or 220 volt lamps in series on 600

volt circuits. Approved Jan. 4, 1910. Manufactured by
The Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

SWITCHES, AUTOMATIC,
Automatic Time Switches. Type No. 20, 20 A. 250 V.

Type No. 30, 30 A. 250 V. This device consists of an ap-

proved double pole snap switch connected directly to a clock

mechanism. A sheet metal case is provided which encloses

the clock and switch mechanism. Approved Jan. 13, 1910.

Manufactured by

Reliance Automatic Lighting Co., Warren, Ohio.

SWITCHES, FIXTURE.
Fixture Arm Switch, single pole Va A. 125 V., Cat. No.

3200. Approved for fixture arms only (not canopies) for con-

trol of one 16 c. p. 110 v. lamp, and when wired with solid (not

stranded) wires; Dec. 28, 1909. Manufactured by
Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

SWITCHES, PENDANT SNAP.
"P. & S." pendant switches, 3 A. 250 V., 6 A. 125 V. Ap-

proved Dec. 28, 1909. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

WIRES, RUBBER COVERED.
Tag on coil to read, "Nat'l Elec. Code Standard." Mark-

ing: One yellow and one green thread twisted together run-

ning parallel with wire between rubber insulation and braid;

black core. Approved Dec. 22, 1909. Manufactured by

Rome Wire Company, Rome, N. Y.
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS.

In this age of electricity where power and lighting lines

span the country in every direction, much of the drudgery of

the home life is fast disappearing and the electric motor is

becoming an indispensable part of the household equipment.

This little device has robbed the sewing machine of its ter-

rors and transformed tedious, laborious, back-aching toil into

work that it is a pleasure to perform. It has usurped the

Fig. 1. General Electric Self-Starting Controller.

place of the laundry maid and performs all the laborious work

of washday. In many other ways it is eliminating toil and

contributing to the pleasures of life.

One of its most interesting applications is to the per-

formance of operations which are of so rare occurrence as

Pig-. General Electric

for large D.

Self-Starting Controller

C. Motors.

to make the presence of an attendant an expensive luxury.

For such service electricity is an ideal source of power, as

it admits of automatic control, is always ready for instant

use, and costs nothing except when it is being used. There

is no delay waiting to get up steam and its use is not at-

tended with odor, noise, or steam. The motor and controll-

ing apparatus occupy very little space and may be installed

on the wall or ceiling where it will be out of the way. Such

a device, becomes a servant that needs no watching and

never forgets.

An excellent example of the utility of the electric motor

equipped with automatic control is its application to the op-

eration of pumps required to maintain a certain water level

in a tank. If the water level falls below a certain prede-

termined value the controlling device automatically starts

the motor and the pump continues to operate until the water

level is raised to a predetermined value when it ceases to

operate.

Pigs. 1 and 2 illustrate a device manufactured by the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., for the serv-

ice described above, while Fig. 3 shows the manner of its

operation. The length of the chain attached to the ball of

the float switch is so adjusted that when the water level falls

below a certain point, the arm of the float switch is raised

sufficiently to close the motor circuit and start the pump
which continues to operate imtil the ball rises and allows

Fig. 3. Connections of General Electric Controller
Wit^ Float Switch.

the weight to carry the arm of the float switch down far

enough to open this switch and disconnect the motor from the

line. From Fig. 3 it is easily seen that the length of the

chain and the position of the button on it may be adjusted so

as to make the water level at which the motor starts and stops

anything desired.

Except in smaller sizes the motor circuit is opened by

an auxiliary switch provided with a strong magnetic blowout

device which prevents an arc forming when the motor is dis-

connected from the line and eliminates any Are hazard that

might result from a poorly designed piece of apparatus.

The same device will operate to maintain any desired

fluid or air pressure if supplied with a pressure governor in-

stead of a float switch. The General Electric Company have

such a controlling device for every type of motor.
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A LARGE ELECTRIC MINE PUMPING INSTALLATION

FOR HANDLING HOT WATER.
In reopening the Ward shaft at Virginia City, Nev., a con-

siderable flow of hot water was encountered, which for a time

baffled the efforts of the workmen. The great depth of this

shaft, 3480 feet, and the high temperature of the water, 175

degrees, made the worlv of pumping out the impounded quan-

tity very difficult, but a temporary electric pumping outfit

was finally successfully put into commission, and has since

been supplanted by a permanent installation which easily

handles the present continuous hot flow.

For emptying the mines, in the flrst place, a temporary

motor-driven pump equipment was installed, by which com-

pressed air driven sinker pumps at the bottom of the shaft

lifted the water to a centrifugal pump on the 2330 ft. level.

This in turn delivered to a vertical triplex pump on the 2100

ft. level. The sinker pumps were supplied with compressed air

from two 100 h. p. Ingersoll-Sergeant compound air compres-

sors driven by 100 h. p. Westinghouse motors located on the

surface. The three-stage Byron Jackson centrifugal pump on

the intermediate level was belted to a 50 h. p. Westinghouse

induction motor, while a 100 h. p. type "C" Westinghouse

induction motor drove the 6%xS in. Knowles vertical triplex

pump at the uppermost pumping level.

Electric Pumps in the Ward Shaft,

This apparatus has since been replaced by the installa-

tion of the permanent pumping plant located in a pumping

station 80 ft. long, 24 ft. wide and 20 ft. high, connected with

the shaft 3100 ft. below the surface. The permanent pumping

equipment consists of a special slow speed, SCO h, p. West-

inghouse type "HF" induction motor direct connected to a

Knowles express type, duplex, double-acting pump, operated

at 195 r. p. m.

The valves are of the automatic poppett type arranged

in nests of 13 each, presenting a valve area of 104 square

inches, which makes necessary very slight movement of the

valves, and is conducive to a high speed and a minimum of

wear. The valves and other visible parts are o< bronze, and

the pump has a capacity of delivering 1600 gai'ons per min-

ute against a total head of 1550 ft.

The plant is equipped with a three-stage electrically

driven air compressor for charging the air receiTers, besides

a vacuum pump and an automalic oiling system. For con-

venience of erection aud repair, the pump sta ion will be

fitted with a 15-ton traveling crane; in fact, 11 is intended

to include in this plant everything that will insui ! reliability

and ease of operation.

The over-all dimensions of each pump are 27 ft. 3% ins.

in length, 17 feet in width, and 14 ft. 2 ins. in he'ght. The

motor is 13 ft. in diameter, and the steel crank shaft, forged

from one piece, is 13% ins. in diameter and 14 fr 4% ins.

long. The total cost complete for operation was about $125,-

000. These pumps are supplied by either one of the two

centrifugals located in the sump at the bottom of the shaft,

and operated by special 75 h. p. Westinghouse metors on

a vertical shaft.

The water is discharged through a 16-inch steel ''olumn

with welded steel flanges. The thickness of this pipe varies

from %-in. at the tunnel level to 9/16 in. at the bi ttom.

The column is supported by means of heavy weight iron

clamps six inches in length, which in turn rest upon tht wall

and end plates. To resist the pressure of 675 pounds to the

square inch, male and female flanges are used and each fitted

with a lead-filled copper gasket.

The electric current is taken down the shaft at 2240

volts over a three-conductor, lead-covered, steel-armored

cable of 400,000 circular mils capacity. The electrical equip-

ment, from the automatic oil circuit breakers on the surface

to the motors themselves, is the best that money can buy;

and in operation, with the Westinghouse machine of the

Truckee River Electric Company behind it, results have been

obtained never before approached for this class of work.

The accompanying illustration of the present permanent
pump house, 3100 feet underground, was retouched from an

actual flashlight photograph obtained during a recent visit

to the mine. The normal temperature of this pump room, 110

degrees F. is attested by the costume of the men, who work
their daily shifts of twelve hours under these conditions.

TRADE NOTES.
The Pacific Gas & Electric Company has purchased from

the General Electric Company an additional three-bearing

motor-generator set for the Temescal sub-station in Oak-

land. It consists of one M. P. C. 4, 500-kw., 720 r. p. m. 600-

volt shunt and compound wound generator direct connencted

to an A. T. I. N. 530-kw. 4300-volt synchronous motor.

C. D. Boyd has been appointed Michigan representative

of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company, with head-

quarters at Grand Rapids, Mich. C. Morsman has been

transferred from the Michigan territory to the newly created

Rocky Mountain district. B. Woodbrtry has been trans-

ferred from Minnesota to the Ohio district, with headquar-

ters at Columbus. E. G. Lawrence has been appointed Min-

nesota representative. G. A. Joy has been appointed sales

engineer, territory west of Chicago, 111.

The Pierce Phosphate Company is installing a 1150-horse-

power Westinghouse gas engine driven alternator set in its

new generating station at Pierce, Fla., to serve as an auxiliary

to the old power plant containing a number of Deisel oil en-

gines. The new equipment consists of a 1150-horsepower

Westinghouse single-crank horizontal gas. engine, with cylin-

der 34 by 42 inches, direct-connected to a S50-kilovolt-ampere

Westinghouse alternating current generator, supplying three-

phase power at 2300 volts for hydraulic mining work. The
engine is furnished with fuel gas from double-zone producers,

having a calorific value of 110 B. t. u. per cubic foot. The
new addition to the power plant equipment represents an
expenditure of about ?75,000, and will operate in parallel with

the old station, built some six years ago, which contains six

200-horsepower Diesel gas engines driving 150-kilowatt alter-

nators. The installation of the additional equipment is being

made under the direction of Mr. A. H. Nickerson, mechanical

engineer for the Pierce Phosphate Company, Pebbledale, Fla.
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NEWS NOTES 9^>

"^

FINANCIAL.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Council finance committee has

agreed to submit the issuance of bonds for $1,030,000 for

water extensions to a vote.

MIDLAND, TEX.—Midland is to have a water system

costing $50,000. Bonds have been passed upon and approved.

They will be placed on sale March 7th. Bids for construction

will be open about March 1st.

SEATTLE, WASH.—E. H. Rollins & Son and A. B. Leach

& Co., of Chicago, were successful bidders on the $200,000

lighting plant bonds and $500,000 park bonds, offering a pre-

mium of $16,450 for 4% per cent bonds.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The town of Lompoc is agitating

a scheme of buying the electric light plant and system of which

J. T. Worthington is the manager. The Trustees and business

men are in favor of calling a bond election to vote bonds

for buying the system.

EL CENTRO, CAL.—The City Council has passed an or-

dinance calling a special election to be held on February

14th for the purpose of submitting to the voters of the city

the proposition of incurring a debt of $69,000 for the purpose

of acquiring municipal waterworks.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The proposition of issuing $73,000

in water bonds for Kent was carried at a special election,

the vote being 197 for and 16 against. The system itself

will be bonded to the extent of $50,000 of the whole issue

and the town will assume $23,000 of the indebtedness.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has passed an

ordinance i-atifying and confirming the sale and delivery to

Kountze Bros, and A. B. Leach & Co. of New York, of $1,020,-

000 Water Works bonds of the city, being part of the issue

of $23,000,000 authorized at a special election on January

21, 1907.

PLEASANTON, CAL.—A special election will be held in

Pleasanton, Cal., on February 8th, 1910, at which time will

be submitted the proposition of issuing and selling bonds in

the amount of $40,000. Thirty-five thousand dollars of the

amount is to construct a sewer system, and $5000 is for com-

pleting the water system, the acquisition, construction and

completion of additional pipes and one additional reservoir.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council passed a reso-

lution providing for the issuing of bonds of the city in the

sum of $4,896,000, being part of the issue of $23,000,000 bonds

authorized by the voters at a special election held January

12, 1907, for the purpose of acquiring and constructing a cer-

tain revenue producing municipal improvement waterworks

for supplying the inhabitants of the city with water from

the Owens River Valley.

NEWPORT, CAL.—The City Clerk is receiving sealed

bids for 40 bonds, each for the sum of $1000, known as Munic-

ipal Water Works 'Bonds, and 25 bonds each of $1000 known
as Municipal Light Works Bonds. Each and every one of said

bonds bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum, pay-

able semi-annually on August 1st and February 1st of each

year after February 10. The certified check must be 2 per

cent of the amount bid.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The annual report for 1909 of the re-

ceipts and disbursements of the People's Water Company
in Oakland gives the net income for the year 1909 as $556,-

045.91. The detailed report of receipts gives the following

figures: Water rents, $939,370.44; tapping, $27,022.45; turn-

ing on, $94; land rents, $26, 525.86; total receipts, $993,012.75.

The operating expenses for the year detailed were: Supply,

$22,456.13; distribution, $96,494.68; repairs, $22,507.53; general

expenses, $126,685; administration, $9900; services construc-

tions, $12,674.01; guarantee deposits, $120; total, $290,838.06.

The taxes for the year 1909 paid by the company as recorded

amounted to $69,257.35. In addition back taxes for the years

1903 and 1904 were collected from the company, making in

all $146,128.78 in taxes. This brings the total expenditures

to $436,966.84, leaving a balance on the year of $556,045.91.

The report does not show what payments were made from this

amount on the bonded interest account. The report for Berk-

eley shows receipts for the year 1909 as follows; Water i-en-

tals, $239,733.77; tapping, $8,011.50; land rentals, $7869.02,

making a total of $255,654.92. The expenses amounted to a

total of $111,371.30. With the payment of taxes amounting

to $13,469.11, the net receipts are given as $130,813.88 on a

property valuation given as $2,878,888.84.

INCORPORATIONS.

SANTA MONICA, CAL.—The Rand Power & Irrigation

Company, with $10,000 capital; directors are: Ehrrnan and

H. H. Grigsby, R. M. Miller, H. J. Engelbrecht.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The Sheldon Townsite and

Realty Company has been incorporated at Sacramento for the

purpose of building a town at Sheldon, on the line of the

Central California Traction Company, which will operate

an electric line between Sacramento and Stockton. The
company will install its own electric lighting power and

waterworks. The Incorporators are: G. W. Peltier and F.

W. Kissel, Sacramento; and J. C. Coffing of Florin.

TRANSMISSION.

EVERETT, WASH.—It is reported that the Sultan Rail-

way & Power Company will install a power plant at the head
of Sultan Canyon.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Southern California Edison

Company has asked the Board of Supervisors for a franchise

for a large number of electric transmission lines in the county.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.—An application has been made
by Aristides Betancourt for a concession to start a factory

for making dynamos, electric machines, motors, transformers

ajid all classes of transmission machinery. The department
of fomento has the application under consideration.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Sealed bids are being received

by the Board of Supervisors for furnishing and erecting power
'ine transformers and a transformer house. The line is to

extend from the San Fernando sub-station of the Southern
California Edison Company to the transformer house to be

erected near the Pacoima rock quarry. .

SPOKANE, WASH.—In order to insure a more absolute

continuity of power, the Washington Water Power Company
is installing a storage battery, adjoining the new Post street

sub-station, which will be one of the most expensive and
modern improvements made by the company. The battery

will be in operation before next winter.

COMPTON, CAL.—The City Council has passed an ordi-

nance granting to the Consolidated Utilities Company, the

right to construct and for a period of 30 years, operate and
maintain poles and wires and other apparatus for use in

furnishing electrical energy for lighting, heating and power
purposes over the streets and highways of this city.

SANTA FE, N. M.—The County Commissioners of Taos
County have granted to the Rio Lucero Power Company, of
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which Territorial Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Martinez is

president, a franchise giving the company the right to extend

its line and transmit power throughout the county. The com-

pany will furnish electric light to Taos and neighboring points.

TACOMA, WASH.—Nome advices state that Scotch capi-

talists have purchased the Nome electric light and power

plant owned by the John J. Sesnon Company. The plant

was taken over in November and placed under the new man-

agement, with Arthur Gibson in charge. The purchasers are

represented in Nome by Stuart Weatherly and Fox Ramsey,

who have incorporated the Seward Peninsula Power Com-
pany and who intended this year to furnish power for mining

purposes and lights for Nome and other Seward peninsula

mining camps. A new plant will be built on the sand spit

west of Snake river. Turbine engines will generate the

power which will he transmitted by pole lines and cables.

These will be extended many miles to creeks and beach lines

where the power will be used for hoisting purposes and dredg-

ing. The pole line will be run to Solomon, 40 miles distant.

TACOMA, WASH.—The first lumber mill on the Pacific

Coast to be equipped throughout with electric motor drive

is now being built at Union Mills near Lacey, twenty miles

west of Tacoma by the Union Lumber Company. The entire

equipment for this mill, both the electrical and saw mill ma-

chinery is being furnished by the AUis-Chalmers Company.
Current will be generated by a 750 k. w., 480 volt, 60 cycle, 3

phase, 3600 r. p. m. alternator directly connected to a steam

turbine which receives steam at 150 lbs. pressure and dis-

charges into a vacuum of 26 inches. Excitation is usually fur-

nished by a 15 k. w. motor generator exciter set. A 35

k. w., 120 volt, direct current generator is directly connected

to a 9 in. X 9 in. vertical engine and will furnish direct current

for lighting and excitation when the turbo generator is being

started. A two-panel switchboard is provided.

ILLUMINATION.

FOREST GROVE, ORB.—Hans Peterson, of Forest Grove

has decided to install a light and water plant here.

BRANDON, ORE.—The Brandon Light & Power Com-

pany is making plans to double its equipment and install new
lamps.

BANNING, CAL.—An election will be held here soon to

vote on the question of establishing and maintaining a system

of street lighting.

POMONA, CAL.—An artistic lighting system for the

business section of the city is under consideration by the

Business Men's Association.

PASADENA, CAL.—The City Council's request of the

city light superintendent to purchase supplies to the amount
of $1336.30 has been allowed.

TACOMA, WASH.—The Cameron Electric Company has

been awarded the contract for furnishing Tacoma with

$25,000 worth of electric lamps.

COQUILLE, ORB.—Bids will be received up to March 2,

for installing a steam heating plant, etc., in the court house.

Plans prepared by E. G. Perham.

FLORENCE, ORE.—T. J. Monroe of Coos Bay has applied

to the City Council of Florence for a franchise to build and

operate an electric light plant there.

THE DALLES, ORE.—J. D. Wilcox of Portland has been

granted a 30-year franchise to conduct a gas plant here. Con-

struction is to begin in the near future.

EVERETT, WASH.—The Everett Gas and the Snohomish
Gas Works have been purchased by the Tacoma Gas Com-
pany. Extensions and improvements will be made in both

plants.

PORTLAND, ORE.— It has been decided by tlie Alder

Street Improvement Association to place cluster lights on

the curb for the entire length of the street.

POMONA, CAL.—A committee composed of represent-

ative business men has completed plans for extensive im-

provements in the lighting system of Pomona.

DIXIE, IDAHO.—S. R. Gayton of Philadelphia, identified

with the Penn-Dixie Mining Company, has purchased the Dixie

townsite and will install an electric plant this summer.

BANDON, ORE.—The Bandon Light & Power Company,
owner of the electric light plant of this city, is making prep-

arations to enlarge the service to about double the present

capacity.

FULLERTON, CAL.—J. R. Carhart and G. C. Ivy have
purchased practically all of the stock of the Home Gas Com-
pany, of this city, for about |18,000. They will make a

number of improvements and install new machinery.

SIERRA MADRE, CAL.—The City Clerk is receiving

sealed bids for a gas franchise in this city. The franchise is

good for 50 years and includes the right to construct under-

ground conduits, mains and gas pipes in public streets.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.—F. W. Walser of Cleveland, O.,

president of the A. & W. Sign Co., is expected here next week
for a conference with the centennial officials relative to the

lighting of the city during the centennial celebration this fall.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Trustees of Hermosa Beach
have closed a contract with the Edison Company for the in-

stallation of arc lights on all thoroughfares where street

work is in progress, which calls for an expenditure of more
than $250,000.

EUGENE, ORE.—John Hunzicker, the architect and
superintendent for the new Osburn hotel, is arranging plans

for an independent light and power plant to be installed in the

basement of the hotel to supply light for the house and
power for the elevator.

ALHAMBRA, CAL.—The Board of Trustees is receiving

bids for furnishing ornamental cast iron posts to be equipped

with incandescent electric lamps, and necessary wires, con-

nections and fixtures for lighting Main street between the

center line of Third and the center line of Monterey.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Sealed proposals are being received

by C. B. Bagley, secretary of the Board of Public Works,
for the installation of a complete system of cluster lights

along Broadway and North Broadway, from the north line

of East Pike street to the south line of East Roy street.

GLENDALE, CAL.—The distribution of gas pipes along

one of the main streets by the Domestic Gas Company of

Los Angeles and the report that it will lay mains through

three principal streets with laterals to all parts of the city,

are the latest developments in the lighting situation here.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—It is given out that as a result

of a conference between the directors of the Edison Company
and the Mayor and Council the company will spend $211,000

for a new gas plant four times the size of the present one.

About $150,000 more will be devoted to the extension and

improvement of the local trolley system.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—On February 24th an election will be

held in this city for the purpose of determining whether or

not the Common Council shall apply to Congress for authority

to issue bonds of this city in a sum not exceeding $300,000,

for the purpose of constructing, or acquiring by purchase,

an electric light, gas and power plant for supplying this city.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—The City Clerk is receiving

sealed bids for 172 arc lights known as 2000 candlepower

and 42 incandescent lights of 16 candlepower to be located

where the same are now located, and for such additional
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lights as the city may from time to time order, in such places

as may be determined and under the same conditions in the

contract of the city with the Edison Electric Company.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Sealed proposals are being received

for the installation of a complete system of cluster lights

along Union street, along Hubbell Way, Pike street. Fourth
avenue, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and Ninth avenues,

Terry, Bordon, Minor and Melrose avenues, Bellevue, Sum-
mit, Belmont, Boylston and Harvard avenues.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Seattle Lighting Company, of

which S. R. Hutchinson is superintendent, will make George-

town the distributing point for the whole south end district

by laying over five miles of new mains; $125,000 to be ex-

pended. A steel gas holder with a capacity of 1,000,000 cubic

feet has been ordered. A two-story brick and cement office

building will be erected.

REDLANDS, CAL.—H. B. Duncan, secretary of the San
Bernardino Valley Gas Company, states that the company
will construct a generating plant at Colton and manufacture

gas to be used in Colton and Redlands. Should it be advis-

able the company will construct a high-pressure line from
Colton to Corona, but the natural course will be from Colton

to Highgrove, through Riverside and Arlington, and from

Arlington to Corona.

ELLENSBURG, ORE.—The electric light committee of

the City Council and the superintendent of the municipal

plant have formulated plans for the improvement of the

present plant, located on the Yakima river two miles west

of the city. They will install a steam auxiliary plant and
enlarge the power canal carrying water from the river into

the turbine. No definite action will be taken on the power
canal improvements until a city engineer is appointed.

LAS CRUCES, N. M.—It is announced that the purchase

of the Las Cruces Electric Light & Ice Company is pending

and that the holdings of the local company would be taken

over by an eastern concern providing a franchise can be

obtained. J. B. Downey, representing eastern capitalists,

arrived here recently and has assumed active management
of the company's plant. G. W. Morgan will arrive in a few

days and will be permanent manager if the deal goes through.

TRANSPORTATION.
MONTESANO, WASH.—The Grays Harbor Interurban

Company has applied for a franchise for the construction and
operation of a line of interurban railway over county roads

in Chehalis county.

GUADALAJARA, MEX.—The Chapala Hydroelectric and
Irrigation Company is now considering the construction of an

electric railroad from Guadalajara to Aguascallentes. No
definite steps have been taken.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A petition for offering for sale

of a franchise for a trolley line on fouth Park avenue over

the route rejected at the last election has been referred to

the public utilities commission.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Big Bend Transit Company expects

to begin construction in the spring of an electric road from

the mouth of Spokane river to this city, according to the

announcement of W. A. Nichols.

BERKELEY, CAL.—Attorney M. R. .lones, representing

the East Shore and Suburban Railway Company, has filed

an application with the Albany Trustees asking for a franchise

for an electric street car line. The company is to operate

lines from Point Richmond and through Albany as follows:

South along San Pablo avenue, thence west and south to

connect with the northern end of the S. P. loop extending

out from Berkeley. The franchise, if granted, will link Rich-

mond. Stege, San Pablo, Rust and Point Richmond with the

S. P. electric system, connecting with San Francisco, and will

fill in the last remaining gap in the bay cities on this side.

WATERWORKS.
DORRIS, CAL.—The Trustees are negotiating with the

United Iron Works of Oakland for a system of waterworks.

VALLEJO, CAL.—The Board of Public Works has decided

not to purchase 500 water meters for the use of water con-

sumers in this city.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—City Engineer Randle has recom-

mended that 1040 feet of wrought iron water pipe be pur-

chased for the South Side Park.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The City Council has passed a num-

ber of ordinances and resolutions preparatory to the laying

of water mains in a large number of streets.

PORTLAND, ORB.—Sealed proposals will be received at

the office of the City Clerk until 10 o'clock a. m., February

15th for the furnishing of all material and labor for the

construction and completion of a city waterworks system.

REDLANDS, CAL.—Steps have been taken to organize

a new water company of the Crafton Heights ranchers and to

rebuild a pipe line washed out several years ago by a flood.

A survey just completed, shows that the work will cost

$20,000.

EL CENTRO, CAL.—The City Council has passed a reso-

lution determining that public necessity demands the acqui-

sition, construction and completion of a municipal water-

works and water system and that bonds will have to be issued

for said improvement.

VALLEJO, CAL.—Authority having been received from

the Board of City Trustees, City Clerk Tormey has been

authorized to advertise for 2000 feet of 4-inch pipe and six

fire hydrants which are to be used in improving the fire

protection system in the northern section of the city.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—Bids have been opened by the Board

of Control for the construction of water tanks at the terri-

torial prison. There were six bidders ranging in amount from

$6000 to $2800, though the latter bid was only for material.

The award was tentatively made to Des Moines Bridge &
Iron Works, at $3495.

CALEXICO, CAL.—The Board of City Trustees have

opened bids as follows for the new municipal water system:

Fairbanks-Morse Co. of Los Angeles, $13,675; Harper Reynolds

Co., Los Angeles, $15,180; Crane Co., Los Angeles, condi-

tional bid, $13,550; R. H. Boyton Co., Memphis, Tenn., $13,-

175.75. The last named bids will be accepted.

CENTRAL POINT, ORE.—Sealed proposals will be re-

reived by the town recorder of Central Point, Ore., until

February 15, 1910, for constructing waterworks, work to con-

sist of hauling and laying steel pipe, valves, valve boxes,

hydrants, special castings, pump, motor and water tower

for a distributing pipe system, all labor and material to be

furnished by the contractor.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Plans and specifications for the pro-

posed new pipe line from Bull Run to Portland have been

completed by Engineer Clarke of the City Water Department.

According to Mayor Simon, bids will be asked for building

this aqueduct, and the contract let within the next tew weeks.

The new line will parallel the one now in use and will have a

capacity of 40,000,000 gallons daily.

BAKER CITY, ORE.—An ordinance has been passed in-

structing the city engineer to prepare estimates of the cost

of improving the upper pipe line by replacing the 8.11 miles

of fiume with a substantial pipe, the building of a parallel line

from the settling tank to the city reservoir, ajid the con-

struction of a twin reservoir near the present one. When the

estimates have been made, the question of voting bonds for

the improvement will be submitted to the taxpayers.
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OKONITE WIRE
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RUBBER INSULATION

Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WILLARD L. CANDEE. President GEO. T. MANSON. Gen'L Supt.
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f ^l?*\
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Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

\/I Tl CAN Refrigerating and
V V^ l.^\^./m,i^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlan BIdg., 604 Misaion St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets SaH iranCiSCO
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Are automatic in operation

Are wound with interchangeable voltage connections

Standard Electrical Works
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.
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KIMBLE
Induction Motors

Single Phase and Polyphase
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High Efficiency, High Power Factor,

Low Starting Current, Large Starting

Torque, Smooth Running, Minimum

Slip, Terminal Connection on Motor,

making installation simple.

Parrott & Co.
320 California St., San i^rancisco

Telephone Douslas 2400
PORTLAND. ORE., Portland Trust Co. BIdg. TACOMA, WASH., Bank of California BIdg.
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Francis Turbine Water Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for Cataloe and List of Operating Plants

TME PELTOIN WATER WHEEL CO.
1011 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

B* WEST ST.. NEW YORK CITY
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HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.
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LOW PRESSURE STEAM TURBINES/
BY EARL 0. SHREVE.

^^'e are living in an exceedingly progressive age. believe, have the possibilities been so great with so

We have seen the bipolar generator superseded by the little first cost and without the necessity of discarding

efficient multipolar ; belt drive changed to direct drive

;

other apparatus as with the exhaust or low pressure

the sing'le truck street car give way to the modern car; turbine.

iVIixed Pre.ssuie Turliin.' of 10, K. AVocd i,uiiiliei- ('< li(-llin,uh;nn. AVashing'ton.

the Steam turbine replace engine generating sets, and The high pressure steam turbine lias revolution-

many other important changes, but in no other case, I ized, in a very short time, the new steam electric gene-

rating plants, until today there are in operation, in the

United States, steam turbines having an approximate
ipaper read before San Fraiic'ls':*^' Section, A. I. E. 10.. .Tanu

ary 2S, 1910.
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aggregate capacity of 2,500.000 kw. The low pressure

turbine offers economical possibilities for existing en-

gine plants operating condensing or non-condensing
which demand consideration, whether the engine is

generating electricity, driving cotton mills, rolling

mills, for hoisting plants, or for any use.

*The steam engine is a very efficient piece of ma-
chinery when using steam from a high pressure and
exhausting to atmosphere, but, from atmosphere down,
it has inherent limitations which do not allow of the

most efficient use of the steam. A good compound
engine will not have space for expansion to more than
fifteen times its original volume and a triple expansion

more than thirty-five, whereas steam expanded adia-

batically from 150 lb. to 28 in. vacuum increases in

volume 96 times the original.

A steam engine, at best, can get only about 70 per

cent of the energy from the steam. There are a great

many engine plants operating non-condensing with

steam consumption averaging 35 lb. per kw.-hour be-

cause, for the extra efficiency gained, the owners can-

not afford to install condensing and auxiliary appa-

ratus,

A very interesting paper on "Steam Engine Econ-
omy," read by Prof. J. E. Denton, in 1904, before the

Mechanical Section of the International Congress of

Arts and Sciences at St. Louis, gives the following:

"The most economical piston engines, which, as we
have seen, expand steam about thirty times, release

their steam at the end of the stroke at 6 lb. absolute

pressure; but they exhaust into a condenser which,

with a vacuum of 28 in., contains a pressure of i lb.

absolute per sq. in. If the expansion could continue

until the pressure of I lb. was attained before exhaust

occurred, considerable more work could be obtained

from the steam. This, however, cannot be done in

piston engines for two reasons; first, because the low
cylinder would have to be about five times greater in

volume, which is commercially impracticable, and
second, because the velocity of exit through the largest

exhaust ports possible is so great that the frictional

resistance of the steam makes the back pressure from
I to 3 lb. higher than the condenser pressure in the

best engines of ordinary piston speed."

^^'ith a turbine, different conditions exist. It is

the simplest form of turbine, having onlv the low pres-

sure wheels, can be made amply large to take advan-
tage of the best vacuum obtainable, has minimum
radiation losses, and the lowest rotating loss that could

exist because of working in a comparatively rare gas.

Because of valve leakage, etc., in the engine, it is bet-

ter practice to design the turbine to take steam at I lb.

gauge pressure.

It is interesting to note that the amount of avail-

able energy in steam from 150 lb. to atmosphere and
from atmosphere to 28J/2 in. vacuum is about the same,
being 132,000 foot pounds per pound of steam in the

former and about 130,000 foot pounds in the latter,

allowing about 8 per cent for moisture.

There is just as much energy in steam expanded
from 2 lb. to i lb. absolute as from 200 lb. to 100 lb.

gauge. These results may be verified by a study of

the adiabatic and isothermal expansion curves. From
these facts, we readily see that almost unbelievable

increases in efficiency may l)e obtained by combining

the turbine with the engine.

To show the exact nature of what may be expected,

I wish to introduce an interesting curve (Fig. i) ob-

tained from tests of a 22x44x42 Rice Sargent engine

with d. c. 250 volt generator, and results obtainable

from combining with a. c. low pressure turbine. At

full load on the engine (1200 kw.) non-condensing,

about 1000 kw. could be obtained from the exhaust

steam by means of a low pressure turbine, which is a

gain in capacity of S3 per cent.

At 2200 kw., or combined full load, the water rate

is 16 lb. per kw.-hour and, as the engine running con-

densing uses 23 lb. and non-condensing 32 lb., we have

an increase in efficiency of 30 and 50 per cent respec-

tively with absolutely no increase in steam consump-

tion over that of the engine when working condensing.

'
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While, as stated before, many stations are operat-

ing non-condensing because it would not be advisable

to install condensing apparatus to secure the small

gain possible, it is evident that, with such a gain as

obtainable in the above case, the extra expense would

not only be feasible but almost demanded. An outline

of the results that might be expected from a proposed

installation of a mixed pressure turbine might be of

interest here.

Engine capacity condensing 1200 h. p.; non-

condensing without changing valves 880 h. p. ; with

steam consumption of about 22,000 lb. per hour. With
these conditions, and exhausting the turbine to 28 in.

vacuum, we obtain the following results :

Engine h. p 880 Increased capacity 42.7 per cent.

Turbine h. p 690 Increased efficiency 30 percent.

Total output ..1570 same fuel.

Working under same conditions but with enough

live steam to generate a total of 750 kw .with the tur-

bine, we have these results

:

Engine h. p 880 Increased capacity 76.5 per cent.

Turbine h. p 1060 Increased efficiency 23 percent.

Total capacity ...1940 Increased steam consumed. .34 percent.

AVorking under the same conditions but resetting

the valves so that full condensing capacity may be

obtained from the engine operating non-condensing in

connection with low pressure, we have

:

Engine h. p 1100 Increased capacity 74.5 per cent.

Turbine b. p 820 Increased efficiency 35.8 per cent.

Total capacity . . . 1920 Increased steam cnnsumpt'n..20 per cent.

Additional Xwc steam for 730 kw-.

:

Engine b. p 1100 Increased capacity 96.4 per cent.

Turbine h. n 1060 Increased efficiency 27.9 per cent.

Total capacity ...2160 Increased steam consumpt'n..41.8 per cent.
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Of course, if this engine had been running non-

condensing, the per cent increase in efficiency would
have been nearly double.

It is an erroneous idea to assume that the engine

with the poorer economy will give the most efficient

combination result. The maximum economy depends
just as much on the engine utilizing- the steam to tlie

ver}^ best advantage, obtaining the maximum amount
of energ}^ available, as upon the efficient operation of

the turbine. The gain in capacity would be greater

with inefficient engines and, as in some cases this end
is desired, it may, sometimes, be of advantage to set

the valves so as to pass a greater amount of steam
than when set at the most economical point, but, where
maximum efficiency is the object, the most efficient

engines give the better results.

Each installation requires careful and independent
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Power output and cost curves indicating
increased capacity and economy secured by
installing Curtis low pressure turbine sets.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, 13th and
Mt. Vernon Streets Power Station.

be connected permanently to the leads of the engine

driven generator. This is the simplest form of instal-

lation and corresponds exactly to the addition of a low

pressure cylinder to the engine. Should the load in-

crease, the engine will pass more steam which will tend

to speed up the turbine, thus automatically dividing

the load. This, of course, is true only with a. c. ma-
chines.

This may be, and often is, a case where maxiinum
station economy is a secondary consideration and it

might be advisable to run as much steam through the

engine as possible without causing excessive strains

to the engine.

If peak capacit}' is desired, it becomes a question

as to whether the conditions will require a straight low

pressure unit or a mixed pressure which will be capable

of operating on overloads on live steam. This, of

course, depends upon the amount of exhaust steam

available and the amount and duration of overload.

Assembly ot 1000 k. w., 1.500 r, p. m., low pressure
horizontal Curtis steam turbine.

study as there are so many variable features which
enter into an increase of this kind and the nature of the

installation depends in every case upon the results

desired, i. e., whether it is desired to increase the nor-

mal capacity, to increase the overload capacity, to

obtain better economy without increase in load, or any
combinations of the above.

In considering each case in a general way, as out-

lined, we will suppose in the first instance that one or

more engines are already installed and that they all

exhaust into a common header, if non-condensing, and
into a condenser or condensers, if condensing. The
size of the low pressure turbine will be determined by
the amount of exhaust steam available and the amount
of increased normal capacity desired. The turbine is

connected to the common header in the first case and
direct to the exhaust in the latter case. Of course, if

there is more than one engine furnishing steam to a

single turbine, they should be piped to a common
header which, in turn, serves the turbine. In each case,

a separator should be connected between the source

and the turbine to extract the moistur of condensation.

In a case where the generator is to work in parallel

with the machine driven by the engine (provided there

is a single engine) there need be no governing mech-
anism. The leads from the low pres.sure machijje W?ay

The next case of increasing efficiency without

increase of load would mean the selection of a turbine

which would give the most economical results at the

same time operating the engine at its best economy.

In general, when considering plants such as roll-

ing mills, hoists, etc., where the supply of exhaust

steam is intermittent, it will be necessary or advisable

to install regenerators into which the extra amount of

steam will flow when there is an excess ; then, when

the amount is too small for the turbine, the regenerator

will furnish the necessary amount. If such plants are

shut down at times when it is necessary to run the

turbine for longer periods than can be taken care of by

regenerators, a mixed pressure turbine, or one ar-

ranged to use live steam, exhaust steam, or a combina-

tion of the two, should be installed.

An interesting installation of the mixed pressure

type of turbine is in the Bellingham, Wash., plant o[

the E. K. Wood Lumber Co.. as shown in the first

page illustration. The turbine takes steam from a

750 h. p. Tatum & Bowen single cylinder, slide valve

engine working non-condensing which has a approxi-

mat'- water rate of from 40 to 45 pounds per h. ]). Tlio

Iriad 1)11 the engine fluctuates from 300 to 900 li. ]>.

The exhaust turbine receives steam at x'arying

pressures from I to 5 lb. gauge. This is possible with
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a Curtis machine because the amount of steam ad-

m.itted may be controlled by hand-valves with cut in

or cut out nozzles to the first stage wheels. The cus-

tomer estimates a saving in first cost due to this in-

stallation, over an additional engine unit, of approxi-

mately $10,000. The turbine generator is furnishing

power to a railroad and carries a varying load of from
too to SCO k. w.. These results were obtained with
no addition to the boiler plant and represent an in-

crease in efficienc}^ of approximately 42 per cent and
an increase in normal capacity of 70 per cent.

THE THERMO-ELECTRIC BEHAVIOR
TANTALUM AND TUNGSTEN.'

OF

BY W. \V. COBLENTZ.

Tantalum is obtainable in fine wires ; it is pliable

and does not oxidize readily at ordinarj^ temperatures,

and hence suggests itself as a substitute for iron (steel)

in connection with constantan wire in thermopiles.

The following observations on the thermoelectric

behavior of tungsten and tantalum may be of interest.

The tantalum wire employed was 25 cm long and 0.048

mm in diameter. It was taken from an unused incan-

descent lamp. The resistance was 0.85 ohm per cm,
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which was about 0.9 that of a sample of steel wire.

The ends of the tantalum wire were wound tightly

around copper wires, about o.l mm diameter, and then

soldered. The copper wires were joined to a potentio-

meter, l;)y means of a mercury reversing switch, and
the comparisons made against a standard cell. Ob-
servations were also made on copper constantan and
on iron constantan couples made of wires 0.0513 mm

in diameter. The temperature was varied from 10 to

100 degrees, and an attempt was made to eliminate

the lag of the mercury thermometer. Observations

were also made at the temperature of licjuid air and

of solid carbon dioxide. The results are shown in Fig.

I, in which the black dots indicate the observations

on the tantalum-copper couple drawn to scale. The
observations at 10, 24, 32, and 47 degrees, respectively,

belong to the first series. The observations at 17, 50

degrees, and higher temperatures were made on a new
couple and show no marked variation from the pre-

ceding. The circles show the observations on the con-

stantan-copper couple, the ordinates (microvolts)

being drawn to one-tenth the scale of the tantalum

couple.

The results show that throughout the range inves-

tigated the thermoelectric power of tantalum (against

copper) is about 4.1 microvolts per degree, which is

one-tenth that of the copper-constantan couple. The
direction of the current is the same as in the copper-

constantan couple.

The tungsten wire used in the present experiments

was taken from a large "series" lam]j. It was about

II cm long and 0.26 mm diameter. To the ends were
wound copper wires o.i mm diameter and co^'ered with

solder. Tungsten is very brittle, and the sample was

(
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'Bulletin of the Bureau of Standard-s.

accidentally broken before the observations were
completed, so that the observations at 231 and 269
degrees (the freezing points of tin and bismuth, re-

spectively) were made with a length of wire less than
6 cm. long, the copper wires being fused to the tung-
sten. It was found that this did not affect the results.

The thermal electromotive force curve of tungsten
is given in Fig. 2. and is rather unusual in that its in-

version temperature occurs at about 40 deg. c. Other
combinations, which have an inversion temperature
near o deg., are cadmium-iron at 170 deg. and copper-
zinc at about 30 deg. c. From its appearance it is

inferred that the thermoelectric curve is not a true
parabola, as was also observed by Dewar and Fleming
on numerous other metals. For temperatures below
— 100 deg. c. the thermoelectric power (against cop-
per) is about 3.5 to 4 microvolts per degree, while
above -f 200 deg. c. the thermoelectric power is

about 4.5 microvolts per degree, so that tungsten, like

tantalum, shows no apparent advantage in thermo-
electric work.
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THE UPPER CLACKAMAS DAM.
As supplementary to the various articles that have

appeared in these column? regarding the system of the

Portland Railway, Light & Power Company's system
in the vicinity of Portland, Oregon, the accompanying
picture of a model of the proposed upper Clackamas
de\'elo])ment is interesting.

This model was constructed by Sellers & Rippy
of Philadelphia, Pa., who are the consulting engineers
for the company on this propert}'. The model meas-
ures about three feet square and is true to contours and
scale and represents very closely the finished appear-

ance of the plant. The development proposed shown
by this photograph consists of six 9000 h. p. turbines

direct connected to six 5000 kw. generators operating

undt-f a normal head of 130 ft. The head available is

GOVERNMENT POLICY TOWARD WATER
POWER DEVELOPMENT.

Included in the extensive discussion of Plenry L.

Doherty's pa|)er "Comments on the Development and
Operation of H3'droelectric Plants," contributed at

the New York meeting of the A. I. E. E. on December
ifi, 1909, and abstracted in these columns on December
18, 1909, was considerable comment on the attitude

of the Federal Government relative to the develop-

ment of water power. These remarks are here sum-
marized as an expression of engineering opinion on
this important question.

H. W. Buck stated that there has been a great

deal of literature circulated during the past year which
has given false impressions about the fabulous value

of water j>owers as they exist in nature. .\s a matter

ModL'l o( Uiipcr Clackamas Dam.

created by the construction of the dam with the ma.xi-

mum height of 180 ft. The spillwav section is 133 ft.

high from crest to bucket and when completed we
believe it will be the hig'hest spillway dam in the

ivorld. During times of ma.ximum flood a depth of

12 ft. of water will be discharged over the crest of

the dam.

Preliminary field work has been on the way on

i.his development since IQ07, and since June i, 1908,

resident engineers representing the consulting engi-

neers have been located on the property.

Telephonic delivery of letters has been adopted

by the London postoffice to care for those messages

mailed too late for delivery on Saturday, and conse-

quently held till Monday. When it is desired to have

the contents of the letter telephoned on Sunday it

must be inclosed in an envelope addressed to the Cen-

tral Telegraph Office in London, and a broad line

must be marked across the envelope from top to bot-

tom. Postage stamps to the value of three pence (6

cents) for ever)' thirty words must be forwarded.

of fact, a mountain stream in the wilderness has prac-

tically no value whatever in itself. It is only when
it is combined with a very large expenditure of monev,
ranging- perhaps from $100 to $200 per horsepower,

together with the expenditure of a great deal of lirain

power in management, financing, and engineering,

that this natural geographical situation, called a water
power, derives a value. This value is contributed to

only in a small degree by the water in its natural

state. In this respect the people have a false idea

about the value of those properties which the govern-
ment has lately refused to give over to private enter-

prise for development.

Furthermore, when a waterpower is developed
and is successful, it is profitable only in a reasonable

degree. At the present time active competition exists

between waterpower and power from various forms of

heat engine, and this condition is likely to continue
for many years. Even good water powers cannot
compete with power generated from steam at low load-

factor in parts of the country where coal costs less

than, say, $2.00 per ton. People have been led to be-

lie\e that a water power is an absolute power monop-
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oly, but such we all know is far from the fact. The
government also apparently assumes that water pow-
ers, will, for all time, continue to be the only source

of power. This hardly seems to be justified. The
most efficient heat engine toda}' has perhaps a com-
mercial efficiency of 20 per cent, and there is therefore

a large margin for possible improvement and economy
in this form of engine. A slight improvement would
still further increase competition with water power.

Furthermore, the energy of waterpower is merely con-

verted energy of the sun. It is quite possible that

other means for the utilization of the sun's energy

may develop in future generations. The attention of

the government is directed toward the preservation

of water powers for the sake of posterity. It may be

tliat when posterity arrives the energy of water powers

will not be required at all, other sources of energy hav-

ing superseded its use ; and in the meantime the pre-

vention of waterpower development represents a sac-

rifice for present generations and the loss of a great

industrial opportunity.

The government also seems to have adopted a dis-

criminating attitude against water powers as distin-

guished from other natural resources. Economically

there is no difiference l)etween a waterpower and an)'

other form of natural resource. It is a situation in

nature wiiich can he developed for reasonable profit.

So can timber lands, mines, farm lands, and all other

property be developed and their potential value liber-

ated for. the benefit of mankind; but the agitation

against the private development of waterpower as the

one natural and injurious monopoly, without reference

to all other forms of natural resources seems to be a

very one-sided form of socialism and an unjust dis-

crimination against those who are interested in the

development of waterpower.

H. A. Storrs wrote that Wr. DohertA-'s com-

ments must appeal to all engineers in the West, who
are in a position to know the efifect of the present con-

servation movement on hydroelectric enterprises. His

remarks are specially opportune just now, when the

g-overnment, through its officials, is calling for legis-

lation and shaping policies looking to Ijetter control

of our natural resources. It is true that in the past

the government's efforts to exercise control over

waterpower developments have been "largely misdi-

rected or very generally misunderstood." Especially

does this seem to be the case from the point of view

of those who have found the former untrammelled

conditions conducive to large gains on small specu-

lative investments. It is not so much a matter of

inducing public officials to take the "proper attitude"

toward the development of our water powers, as of

bringing about proper legislation to enable public

officials to have some definite basis of authority on
which to act. Our government officers, if given

definite, comprehensive laws under which to work, and
sufficient funds to enable them to perform the required

work, can furnish a basis for future development of

the waterpower possibilities of the country that will

give a stability to hydroelectric enterprises not possi-

ble tmder the present chaotic conditions.

Referring to Mr. Doherty's statement to the

eft'ect that the efforts of the government to exercise

some control over waterpower developments seem to

be obstructing rather than encouraging such enter-

prises, the particular case presented below will serve

to show what results may be expected if the present

government policy is enforced. The National govern-

ment cannot, however, under the present laws, exer-

cise general control over the waters of non-navigable

streams, since this authority is vested in the separate

States. But, under the Act of June 4, 1897, the Secre-

tar}- of Agriculture has full power to regulate the occu-

pancy and use of tlie natural forests. Through the

Forestry Service, therefore, the government deals with

prospective power plants, storage reservoirs, conduits

and transmission lines, so far as they may be located

within the limits of the forest reserves. The essential

features of the government's policy as stated recently

by the chief forester in a letter published in The Out-
look, December 4, 1909, are : first, that the right to

develop waterpower on the forest reserves shall be
granted for a limited term of vears and not for all

time ; secondly, that a reasonable charge shall he made
for the privilege granted. The application of these

principles is illustrated by the following case.

Under date of November 24, 1909, permission was
granted by the Forestry Service, covering the occu-
pancy and use of certain lands in one of the national
forests in Colorado, for the storage reservoir of a

power generating plant. The principal features of
the terms under which the permit was granted are as
follows :

1. Payment to the United States, annually in

advance from September i, 1909, until the beginning
of use of the waters for which permit is granted, at the
approximate rate of one dollar per acre of reservoir
area and five dollars per mile of conduit for the land
occupied by sucli works.

2. Payment to the United States of a gross oper-
ating charge, leased on the total electrical output of
the plant per year, at the following rates per 1000 kilo-

watt-hours :

For the 1st year 2 cents

2d

,3d

4th

5th .10

6th to 10th years inclusive I2i^

11th

16th

21st

26th

.31st

36th

41st

46th

15th

20th

25th

30th

35th

40th

45th

50th

.15

• 171/2

.20

.22%

.25

.27%

.30

.321/2

Certain deductions are allowed from the "gross"
charge in case: (a), the title to part of the water-
shed has passed out of the United States

;
(b), the con-

duit is not wholly on government lands
;
(c), the power

is derived in part from water stored in a reservoir
constructed or owned by the permittee.

The following table shows the gross charges as
determined for the project under consideration:
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TABLE I.

Output Rate

Averace 1.000

per
1.000

Year Average kilowatt kilowatt kil 0- .\nnual

kilowatt hours hours watt charge

per day per day per year hours

nil 2 3.0U0 72,000 26,000 2 rts. $525.60
1 !J 1 :i 5,000 120,000 43,800 4 cts. 1,752.00

1!)14 7,000 168,000 61,320 6 cts. 3,679.20

1915 10,000 240,000 87,600 8 cts. 7,008.00

191G 12,000 288,000 105,120 10 cts. 10,512.00

1917 to 1921 12,000 288,000 105,120 12.5 cts. 13,140.00
1922 to 1926 12,000 288,000 105,120 15 cts. 15,768.00
1927 to 1931 12,000 288,000 105,120 17.5 cts. 18,396.00
1932 to 1936 12,000 288,000 105,120 20 cts. 21,024.00
1937 to 1941 12,000 288,000 105,120 22.6 cts. 23,652.00
1912 to 1946 12,000 288,000 105,120 26 cts. 26,280.00

1947 to 1961 12,000 288,000 105,120 27.5 cts. 28,908.00
1952 to 1956 12,000 288,000 105,120 30 cts. 31,536.00

1957 to 1961 12,000 288,000 105.120 32.5 cts. 34,164.00

3. Payment for all timber destroyed in the forest

reserve.

4. Constrnction of the works to begin within 18

months from date of approval of the permit ; construc-

tion to be completed and operation of the works for

the purpose intended to begin within 3 years from

date of approval of permit.

5. The United States reserves, conditionally, the

right to purchase power at as low a price as that

allowed to any other purchaser.

6. The permit is not transferrable.

7. The permit shall be forfeited to the United

.States, if the works be controlled by an unlawful

trust, or if they be used in restraint of trade in the

sale of electric energy.

8. The permit shall cease and be void at the end

of 50 years but is renewable upon conditions not yet

fixed.

For the purpose of comparing the government
charge to be paid for the waterpower privilege with

the annual income of the plant, the following table

has been prepared showing what per cent of total

gross receipts must be paid to the government:

TABLE II.

R.ATIO (IN PER CENT) OF GROSS ANNUAL CHARGE TO
GROSS ANNUAL INCOME.

Sale pfice of delivered power per kilowatt-hoiir.

Ic. 2c. ,5c. 4c. .5c.

1912 0.2 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.04

1913 0.4 0.2 0.13 0,10 COS
1914 0.6 0.3 0. 2 0.16 0.12
1915 0.8 0.4 0. 27 0.20 0.15
1916 1.0 0.5 11.33 0.25 0.20
1917 to 1921 1.25 0.625 0.42 0.31 0.25
1922 to 1926 1.6 0.75 0.5 0.38 0.30

1927 to 1931 1.75 0.875 0.68 0.44 0.35

1932 to 1936 2.0 1.0 0.67 0.60 . 0.40
1937 to 1941 2.25 1.125 0.75 0.56 0.45
1942 to 1946 2.5 1.25 0.S3 0.63 0.50
1947 to 1951 2.75 1.375 0.92 0.69 0.55
1962 to 1956 3.0 1.5 1.0 0.75 0.60
1957 to 1961 3.25 1.625 1.08 0.81 0.66
Average. . . .. . .2.085 1.0425 0.696 0.62 0.417

The table shows that for the 50-year period the

average payment to the government is about 2 per

cent of the gross receipts, at a sale price or valuation

of I cent for each kilowatt-hour, delivered by the plant,

and about i per cent at a valuation of 2 cents per kilo-

watt-hour. .

Applying these figures to the case in hand, assum-
ing the average value of the electric power during the

50-year period to be i cent per kilowatt-hour, the gross

annual receipts would be about $1,000,000 and the

average annual payment to the United States would
be $20,000.

In response to inquiry, asking what privileges and

benefits were secured by pa3'ing to the United States

the above "conservation" charge, the Forest Service

replied as follows :

"The conserx'ation charge is based on the value

of the land occupied for the particular use to which the

land is to be put, and on the special benefits the per-

mittee received by reason of the care and administra-

tion of the natural forest including the protection of

the watershed from fire and destructive cutting which
materially affect the water sources."

The permit in hand was secured for the benefit

of a project comprising a storage reservoir of 10,000

acres superficial area, of which 260 acres only were
within the boundaries of a forest reserve. It follows

that the annual payment of $1.00 per acre for the three

years allowed for construction amounts, in this case,

to only $260 ; whereas, if the entire reservoir had been

in the reserve, a payment of $10,000 per year would
have been required. It is presumed that the object

of this heavy initial ta.x on the enterprise is to compel
immediate construction of the works, thus preventing

the power possibility from being held, undeveloped,
for speculative purposes. Speculation in undeveloped
water powers on forest reserves is still further guarded
against by making the permits non-transferrable.

The recommendations of the Secretary of the

Interior, in his recent annual report, are generally in

line with the present practice of the Forest Service,

except that he would limit the life of the permit, or

"easement," to 30 years, allow four years for accom-
plishing the first quarter of the proposed development,

and require that transfer be made to the United States

of the water rights necessary to provide for the esti-

mated power development.

In view of the probability that, during the next

decade electrical power will be applied extensively to

the operation of railroads in the West, the policy and
methods of the government in exercising control over
water powers located on government lands are sub-

jects of great practical moment to the country at large.

They deserve the careful consideration of engineers

who are in a position to influence the trend of legis-

tion and of public opinion.

O. S. Lyford, Jr., speaking of a similar permit,

stated that the tax, if the drainage area and hydraulic
conduit were entirely on forest reserve, and if the en-

tire estimated power were marketed, would amount to

about $350 for the first year and $5600 for the 50th

year. The estimated annual operating cost of the total

output of the plant including fi.xed charges is $180,000.

Therefore, in such a case an hydroelectric development
entirely on forest reserve would, under these terms,

be subjected to a tax of from 0.2 per cent to 3.1 per
cent of the total annual operating cost. The charge
during the first year is not considerable. Whether the
charge for the later years will prove reasonable will

depend on the ta.xes and other burdens which ina\- I)e

imposed on the power company by the State.

The principal burden placed upon the power com-
pany under this permit is the 50-year limitation, with
no definite assurance that the improvements made by
the company will not in effect be confiscated at the end
of the period b}' refusal to renew.
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GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELEC-
TRICAL APPARATUS."

BY CHAS. F. SCOTT.

The story of the Atbara Bridge, which an Ameri-

can firm proposed to erect and actually did erect in

less time than foreign manufacturers required for the

completion of their drawings, is an international ex-

ample of the American use of standards. The specifi-

cations called for the erection of a bridge of defi-

nite capacity, without including detail particulars.

Had they not been broad enough to admit the Ameri-

can standards, the American bidders would have been

excluded, or rather new designs, special materials and

long delay would have been involved. We all know
that American manufacturing has won its success be-

cause things are made in large quantities in standard

sizes. It IS reasonable, therefore, to expect that the

policy of the American government would be to follow

the American method, by putting a premium upon

standards and standard specifications. The govern-

ment, as a large purchaser, should be the last to cre-

ate a demoralizing interference in industrial methods
by calling for things which are not standard, but in-

volve special recjuirements and distinctions, often of

little or no vital consequence. And yet cases ma}' be

cited in which the course pursued by the government
has fostered specialization and irregularity, often in-

volving complication and higher prices with no com-
pensating advantages.

As an instance of an extreme condition, and the

way in which it was remedied, I cite the following

statement which has been given me regarding incan-

descent lamps.

When the question of purchasing incandescent

lamps in large quantities for the several departments

of the government was taken up and investigated

about five years ago, it was found that the Treasury-

Department had one specification ; the Bureau of

Yards and Docks of the Nav}' another; the Bureau
of Equipment of the Navy a third ; the Quartermas-
ter's Department a fourth ; the Library of Congress
a fifth; the government printing office a sixth; the

.Post Office Department a seventh, and the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing an eighth. While nearly
all of the lamps were substantially the same and there

were but few unusual requirements, yet no two of

these specifications agreed and great difficulty was ex-

perienced by the manufacturers in understanding just
what type of lamps should be furnished under any one
of them. To eliminate this difficulty the Bureau of

Standards and the government engineers of the several
departments held a meeting in Washington to discuss
the subject of standardization of specifications and
appointed a committee which met with a similar
-committee appointed by the incandescent lamp manu-
facturers. This joint committee drafted what is

known as the government standard specification and
today when one department of the government re-

quests proposals on standard specifications, they are

>A paper delivered at the U. S. Engineer School, Washing-
ton Barracks, Washington, D, C, December 1.5, 1909, and printed
in the Electric Journal.

the same as the specifications of any other department,

excepting in isolated cases, for example, the Navy
Department which requires some special lamps. The
standard specifications ha\-e eliminated a great deal of

difficulty on the part of ihe lamjj manufacturers and
the government engineers as well.

A further illustration of the same kind is afforded

by rubber insulated wire. In this case, however, I

am informed that the work has not yet been carried

to completion. On the investigation of the specifica-

tion for standard rubber covered wire, it was found
that the Nav}' Department's Bureau of Equipmenv
had one specification, the Nav}' Department's Bureau
of Yards and Docks another, the Library of Congress
another, the Treasury'; Department another, the Quar-
termaster's Department another, and there were per-

haps one or two other peculiar specifications. On look-

ing over these specifications, they ran a complete line

from the poorest competition wire which would com-
ply with the National Board of Fire L'nderwriters'

manufacturing specifications, to the most elaborate

specifications for 36 per cent Para rubber insulation
;

not-withstanding the fact that the wire was to be used
under virtually identical conditions. In investigating

this matter the question of wire for ship-board pur-
poses was taken into consideration and it was found
that with few exceptions, all specifications for wire
could be embodied under a few general heads.

A further instance which has been cited in the
same connection is with regard to motors. WHien the
question of specifications for motors was looked into,

it was found that the same variance takes place in

the specifications
: For example, the temperature

requirements of a motor covered the entire line from
operation at full-load for an hour with a rise of 75
degrees F., to operation continuously for 24 hours at

25 per cent overload with a considerably less rise of
only 63 degrees F. Such variance in the requirements
for motors would apparently cause the manufacturer
to make up special apparatus to comply with each
specification.

As an example of the non-conformity of specifi-

cations and lack of co-operation, it may be cited that
in one instance three bureaus were represented in the
specifications for apparatus which was to be operated
in conjunction, and in which controlling panels for
various motors were to be installed in a single room or
compartment. One of the bureaus specified a water-
tight control panel: another, a switchboard enclosed
in a non-water-tight sheet iron case, and the third
entirely open panels. Three types of control appara-
tus were, therefore, to be installed in conjunction, in

the same compartment.

It is easy to criticise and to show the absurdities
in such divergence in specifications as are afiforded
by the foregoing instances. They certainly are not
the result of any established policy, but are examples
of certain practices which have grown up under past
conditions. In discussing the subject, there are sev-
eral features which should be considered

:

I—The government as a purchaser has, in many
cases, prepared its specifications before suitable com-
mercial standards were established and recognized.
This was undoubtedly the case as regards lamps and
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wire. In the matter of rubber covered wire, for ex-

ample, one of the largest electrical manufacturing com-
panies, which is an extensive user of such wire, found

a few years ago such chaos in wire specifications and

such divergence among the regular products of dif-

ferent wire manufacturers, that it was compelled to

make its own purchasing department specifications

for rubber covered wire. This was not done in an ar-

bitrary way, but by considering carefully the various

standard makes and after consultation with the various

manufacturers, a standard list was prepared which
would meet the requirements and would impose a min-

imum inconvenience upon those who furnished the

wire. Obviously, it is impossible for the government
to use standard specifications if there are no stand-

ards.

2—Another reason why government specifications

are apt to appear arbitrary and call for special appa-

ratus is due to the tendency to enter into particulars

and to do designing. It is hard for the engineer,

government or other, to restrict himself to general

requirements and not 3neld to the temptation to enter

into details which should concern only the designer

of the apparatus. Ordinarily, the purchaser should

not be the designer ; or if he is, he must take the

consequences in restricting competition, in uncertain

deliveries, in the extra cost which such products

usually involve and he should properly share the re-

sponsibility for what he designs.

3—Apparatus may be specified to meet exactly

certain definite requirements, although it may be en-

tirely feasible to adapt or modif}' the conditions so

that standard commercial apparatus may be used.

For example, in designing a mechanical structure, it

may be calculated that an I-beam of certain dimen-

sions will exactly meet the requirements. If these are

difi^erent from those of standard sizes, its manufac-

ture would involve delay, inconvenience and extra

cost. On the other hand, the use of a standard I-beam

would probably require only slight modifications in

the conditions, or in the arrangement of other parts.

Likewise, in arranging machines to be operated by

a motor, it may be found that some odd horsepower

at some unusual speed, or certain special forms or

dimensions of bed plate or bearings happen to meet

the exact requirements, whereas, some slight modifi-

cation in the arrangement might enable a standard

motor to be employed. In some instances this cannot

be done, as new requirements justify special construc-

tion, but such cases are the exception. ."V demand for

something special, when that which is standard might

be used, shows inferior rather than high engineering

ability. The best engineer seeks to adapt his condi-

tions so that he may utilize the things at hand, the

standard products which are upon the market.

4—Some of the men who are called upon to pre-

pare specifications have been trained in government

schools, and in government service, and have never

had experience in manufacturing or commercial work,

and hence they often do not haxe a first-hand techni-

cal and practical knowledge of the matters involved.

Men who have not had a commercial training may
not have developed the instincts of economy of the

ordinary commercial engineer, and are more apt to

A'ield to the temptation to specif}' what they want, re-

gardless of what is available and regardless of cost.

5—Another alleged reason why government speci-

fications have not conformed to ordinary practice is

that the government officials are in a position of au-

thority and are sometimes arbitrary, unyielding and

apt to be controlled by technicalities. It is quite likely,

on the other hand, that government officials have re-

garded the manufacturers as inordinatelj' commercial,

putting their individual interests far above engineer-

ing excellence or government efficiency. But what-

ever weight such consideration may have, it does

not fall within the range of the present discussion to

enter into personal criticism.

Some of the results of arbitrary action, however,

both in the issuing of specifications and in the accept-

ance tests of apparatus, react upon the government,

and place it at a commercial disadvantage. Apparatus

will cost more if, when inspected and tested, it is

liable to be rejected on technicalities, for the manu-
facturer must charge extra to cover this liabilit}'. and

in the long run manufacturers may decline to bid,

thereby reducing competition. Much depends upon
the spirit in which the specifications are interpreted.

An ordinary business man, particular!}' when he asks

for something in which the conditions are new, is sat-

isfied if the specifications are approximated within

a certain reasonable range, particularly if the essen-

tial and useful elements are satisfactory, and the

apparatus accomplishes its purpose. But the govern-

ment inspector has the reputation of demanding his

"pound of flesh." As an example, a machine adapted

for both alternating and direct current was sold to

the government. It was intended to state in the speci-

fication that the alternating current volta.ge should

be "approximately 70 per cent" of the direct current

voltage, but a typographical error made the figure

7.^ per cent. The machine was not acceptable because
the actual ratio was about 70 per cent. It was a

matter impracticable to change on account of certain

inherent elements depending on the arrangement of

the windings and the width of the field poles, which
proportions were selected in order to secure the best

commutation and the best general performance of the

machine. In this case, a general approximate de-

scriptive statement (which was a typographical error)

was interpreted as a rigid guarantee, and a variation

from it was treated as if it were as serious as a failure

of several per cent in efficiency. The operating excel-

lence and adequacy of the machines were not ques-

tioned, but the miserable little matter of ratio caused
long drawn-out annoyance, friction and delayed pay-

ments.

In another case, certain small sjenerators were
supplied for shipboard operation, which on test were
found to have a temperature rise which exceeded the

specified limit by a few de,grees. The apparatus,

if rejected, would be of little or no value to the builder,

as it was special. The outfits were eminently satis-

factory, except in the trifling excess temperature. The
inspector who made the test reported thai thev were
the best machines he had ever seen, and were sat-

isfactory, except in the one j^oint of temperature.

The actual temperature rise was a trifle more than the

government specification, but was less than ordinary
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commercial standard practice. The "pound of flesh"

was exacted in the form of a penalty equal to nearly

one-half the value of the generators, which turned

a manufacturer's small profit into a large loss. The
result was that the manufacturing firm which had

thus been penalized has declined to make further bids

when importuned to do so by this Bureau.

In a certain specification for a machine for a

special service, the specification contained a clause the

meaning of which was not clear. Literally, it either

meant nothing or specified a physical impossibility. A
more liberal interpretation indicated a desirable and

proper characteristic. The designer took the common-
sense interpretation and did what was practical and

useful. The machine met its acceptance test satisfac-

toril_v, except that it did not literally comply with

the impossible requirements. The inspector declined

to accept the machine. The matter was investigated.

It was found that the original writer of the specifica-

tion did not ;know what the particular paragraph

meant, but he had seen an attractive phrase some-
where and had incorporated it. The machine was
finally accepted, but the conference between the in-

spector and his superiors had caused a delay in ship-

ment and for this a penalty was incurred, which the

manufacturing company had to pay.

It is easy to criticise specifications and tests and

to cite past specific experiences as horrible examples

of how things should not be done. It is also easy to

demonstrate the value of standard specifications. It

is quite another matter to prepare ideal specifications.

This is especially true of electrical apparatus where
there must be constant evolution and development to

keep up with increasing requirements and improve-

ments in design. Commercial specification should

form a definite basis for present work, but they should

not restrict progress.

The whole matter of specifications for the pur-

chase of material and apparatus is a complicated one.

There are two sides to it, one concerning the user, the

other concerning the manufacturer; first, what is

necessary to perform the required service, and, second,

what is commercially or practically available. The
company with which I am connected is a large pur-

chaser of materials. Many of these are ordinary com-
mercial products ; others involve special requirements

on account of the uses to which they are put. We do

not arbitrarily specify what we would like to have,

but we consult freely with the manufacturers to de-

termine how our needs can be best met by what they

are in position to furnish. \'\'c recognize that we are

not experts in their products and v.'e enter into con-

ference with them, and in many cases results have
been secured through conference and co-operation

which could not otherwise have been attained. In

a few cases, we have been accused of having scientific

experts, who do not know the practical uses and essen-

tial qualities of the material, write up the specifica-

tions, usuig various scientific terms and proposing
theoretical and scientific tests. Such a specification

is usually modified by conference. Our real aim, how-
ever, is to write specifications which will provide a
reasonable, practical measure of the ability of the ma-
terial to meet the requirements for which it is to be
used.

A number of years ago, the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers recognized a confusion among
manufacturers, consulting engineers and users, which

arose from imperfect standards. There was a topical

discussion on the standardizing of generators and

transformers at a meeting in January, i8g8.

It was pointed out that while it would probably

be impracticable to establish definite sizes or lines of

apparatus that would be satisfactory to all concerned

and it should not be the object of the Institute to in-

troduce standards which the evolution of business

would soon render useless, yet there were certain

features which could properly be taken up by the

Institute, notably the definitions of terms used in

specifications, uniform methods of rating apparatus,

methods of conducting tests, etc. A committee was
appointed and its report was issued in June, 1898.

This report has been revised twice and was issued in

its present form in June, 1907, as the "Standardization

Rules of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers." Various matters relating to definitions of

terms, performance specifications and tests, which
maj' be adopted in general practice for making definite

and uniform the specifications between manufacturers

and purchasers, are presented in a simple, practical

way. No attempt is made to dictate sizes, speeds,

dimensions, and the like. The aim is to define what a

specified load really means and how it should be meas-
ured; what elements are involved in efficiency and how
they should be measured : what constitutes a reason-

able rise in temperature and how temperature should

be measured. These standardization rules have been
proposed and revised by a large representative com-
mittee, including experts connected with government
bureaus, engineers from manufacturing companies,

consulting and operating engineers and scientific ex-

perts. The rules have been submitted in preliminary
form to expert engineers for criticism and sugges-
tion. They, therefore, represent the best practice.

The rules do not purport to be scientifically abstruse,

nor to cover all cases ; for example, in connection
with definitions, this note is given : "The following

definitions and classifications are intended to be prac-

tically descriptive and not scientifically rigid" ; and
in connection with insulation tests : "The voltage

and other conditions of test which are recommended,
have been determined as reasonable and proper for the

great majority of cases, and are proposed for general

adaptation, except where specific reasons make a mod-
ification desirable." It is common practice in com-
mercial specifications and tests to follow methods laid

down in these standardization rules. Incidentally, they
are quite comprehensive in their scope and bring
together in concise form a very large amount of engi-

neering data and information. One man who read

through the rules carefully remarked that he felt that

he had re\'iewed his whole college course.

Electric Motor Specifications.

An admirable presentation of the elements which
should enter into a commercial specification is con-
tained in a paper presented to the American Associa-
tion of Electric Motor Manufacturers by Mr. R. S.

Feicht, chairman of its committee on government
specifications, in May, 1909. The subject is so well

di.scussed that T shall quote at length from the paper.
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The purpose ot motor specifications l:or large consum-
ers is:

1—To insure a uniform grade o£ apparatus o£ a satis-

factory quality and performance.

2—To enable the purchasing department to place orders

for motors without the necessity of securing special engi-

neering advice and with the assurance that the proper motors

will be obtained for the particular applications involved.

With these points in mind, let us see whether we can

establish some of the important characteristics of an ideal

set of motor specifications.

1—They should be written in a clear concise manner so

that there can be but one interpretation for each statement

and no two parts should be in any way contradictory. These
are particularly vital points as the specifications are made up

for the nse of the motor manufacturer and the representa-

tive of the customer, who are usually not consulted in writ-

ing the specifications, and, therefore, are not familiar with

the intent of the specifications unless the wording of them
is unmistakable.

The use of such phases as "perfect mechanical balance,"

"without sparking," and "satisfactory operation" should be

carefully avoided as a literal interpretation of them may
cause the rejection of any machine however well designated

and constructed. Perfect mechanical balance is attained by

accident only. Absolutely sparkless commutation is practi-

cally impossible. Satisfactory operation depends entirely

upon how easily the witness may be satisfied. It is not right

that a manufacturer should be put to the expense of building

a motor, the acceptance ot which is entirely dependent upon

the personal equation of a witness. The wording of the

specifications should be such that the manufacturer will be

in a position to know positively before the witness test is

made that the motor will or will not meet the specifications

in every particular.

2—Ideal specifications should contain a general descrip-

tion which will permit the use of any well recognized standard

apparatus for the purpose, thereby insuring competition in

bids. They should be broad and liberal so as to permit the

usual variations in design. It should be recognized by the

writer of the specifications that the future development of

the motor depends upon variations in the present designs

and, therefore, unnecessary restrictions, which serve no good

purpose but simply throttle development, should be avoided.

3—Ideal specifications should either omit performance

guarantees altogether and leave them to the bidder to supply,

or should give them slightly lower than the average, prefer-

ence being given in the awarding of the contract to motors

with the highest performances, other things being equal.

4—Ideal specifications should cover the tests which are

to be made to determine whether the motor meets guarantees

and, recognizing the unavoidable variations in workmanship
and materials and with what degree ot accuracy the tests

can be made in a commercial testing room, they should specify

within what limits the results of tests are to be considered

as meeting guarantees.

We often find in specifications for motors that certain

points are covered which should obviously be omitted. In

the following a few of these points are noted:

Certain characteristics of a motor are at times specified

which in themselves are of no particular moment, but which
affect other characteristics covered by the guarantees. In

other words, the end is specified in the guarantees and in

addition the means of attaining the end are covered by gen-

eral requirements. As an example of this feature, we often

find in specifications that temperature guarantees are speci-

fied for full-load and over-load and in addition the question
of ventilation is covered. Now, if the temperature guaran-
tees are met, the question of inherent ventilating character-
istics is of no importance whatever to the customer. Again

some specifications cover efficiency guarantees very minutely

and in addition specify that the losses in the motor shall

be a minimum or that the best grade ot iron shall be used

to minimize the losses, etc. Here, also, if the efficiency

guarantees are met, the question of losses and quality of

material used are irrelevant and serve only to handicap the

designer.

Some specifications, though apparently written on a lib-

eral and unprejudiced basis, distinctly discriminate against

certain designs of apparatus or against apparatus manufac-

tured by certain companies. This practice, of course, should

not be countenanced unless the particular design discrimi-

nated against is one which is not considered a recognized

standard.

Some specifications cover methods of testing which are

not considered accepted standards and which, therefore, in-

volve the manufacturer in unnecessary expense in preparing

for witness tests.

The principal defect of the present government specifi-

cations is that they do not, in the majority of cases, permit

the use of standard apparatus which has proven satisfactory

to the general trade. It is inconceivable that the require-

ments of the government should be such that it is neces-

sary for manufacturers to build a special line of motors for

its use. We do not believe that any such necessity really

exists, excepting for apparatus to be used in the equipment

of war vessels. In this paper, we are not referring to this

class of apparatus, but simply to that which is used by the

government for land service in applications similar in all re-

spects to that of ordinary users.

The types, classifications, and nomenclature of the pres-

ent specifications differ from those of the A. I. E. E. and

A. A. E. M. M. which we now consider recognized standards.

The most elaborate witness tests are specified to be made
at the expense of the manufacturer. We see no reasonable

excuse tor the government requiring more elaborate tests than

are required by other users, nor can we see any necessity for

witness tests being specified for all motors.

We see no reason for the government specifications not

being of such a character that they may be used by the small

consumer and public in general, as guides in the purchase

of motors without the fear that unnecessary special features

will be involved, which will interfere with prompt deliveries

and increase the cost over that ot standard apparatus.

The frequency with which government specifications are

issued is one of the greatest objections to them. The present

specifications have been in force less than a year when com-

pletely new ones are proposed. Since January, 1902, four sets

of specifications have appeared, making an average of one
in about every twenty-two months. It these specifications

are made up properly, they should hold for a much longer

period unchanged, and, with slight changes and additions

to keep pace with the development of the apparatus cov-

ered by them, they should remain in force indefinitely. It

is practically impossible for a motor manufacturer to change
designs of motors as rapidly as the government specifica-

tions have been changed without serious losses from appa-

ratus rendered obsolete, and it is, therefore, very desirable

that the new specifications be made to agree with the most
modern practice and that changes in them thereafter except-

ing for good cause be discouraged.

As indicated, tlie paper from whicli the foregoing
extracts are taken was presented before tlie American
Association of Electric Motor Manufacturers, an asso-

ciation which is accomplishing some highlj' satisfactory

results. Its methods may be taken as a good example
of the right way to do things. The manufacturers
have gotten together with a view of standardizing
their products. By invitation of the Piureau of Con-
struction and Repair of the Navy Department a con-
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ference was held in \\ ashington on May 28 and 2cj.

1909, at which were represented six bureaus and nine

motor manufacturers, a total of twenty-eight men.

Preliminary specifications had been issued by the

g'overnment engineers : these were freel)' discussed,

paragraph b}' paragraph. A final specification has

since been issued substantialh' agreed upon and prac-

tically conforming to the rules and recommendations

of the A. A. E. M. M. These specifications apply to

all departments of the Xavy Yards and Stations and

are suitable either for the government or the public.

They were issued after Mr. I'^eicht presented his paper;

hence his criticisms were directed at the earlier speci-

fications and not those now in force.

After the conference Electrical Expert Aide, jM.

W. Buchanan of the Bureau of Construction and Re-

pair of the Navy, made the following statement with

regard to the waj' in which the work had been done :

"The valuable discussions on points where opin-

ions diverged and the interest maintained throughout

a rather long and tiresome conference, also the cheer-

ful spirit which obtained under trying conditions, were

all the subject of very favorable comment by the offi-

cers of the Bureau."

Obviously, it should be unnecessary for each of

half a dozen or more bureaus and departments to pre-

pare its own specifications for the same thing. There

should either be a conference between departments,

or some one department should prepare the specifi-

cations. While this could not be carried be3'ond cer-

tain limits, there is a very large list of ordinary stand-

ard productions, the specifications for which could be

satisfactorily prepared in this wa\'. This method has

been carried out by the Bureau of Standards with

respect to incandescent lamp specifications and elec-

trical measuring instruments, and specifications are

now being prepared for transformers after consulta-

tion with representatives of the governmental de-

partments and several manufacturers. This is cer-

tainly a logical and sensible method and is capable

of great benefits to the government.

Standard government specifications, prepared in

conference with the manufacturers, including tests

which will determine the practical utility of the appa-

ratus, and acceptable both to the government and to

the manufacturers, will not only benefit both parties,

but will be accepted by the public. Therefore, the

government, instead of being a disturbing element in

industrial manufacture, ma}- become a useful instru-

ment in establishing- standard commercial specifica-

tions which will be a great aid in standardizing'

American products. Both the general public and the

manufacturers would welcome such specifications,

assig"ning to them the weight which should properly

be attached to engineering work of the government.

There has been very substantial progress away
from the conditions which are exemplified in some of

the instances of unsatisfactory specifications and tests

which have been cited. There is a change from the

old-time attitude, in which the government in an ill-

advised or arbitrar}^ way, gave little consideration

to commercial standards and methods, and, on the

other hand, in which commercial interests looked upon
the government as a legitimate field for the sale of

poor apparatus at high prices. There is a growing

disposition w-ithin the government bureaus to work

together in engineering matters along the lines which

modern business development has shown to be the

most efficient. There is c\ery reason why harmony

and co-operation between departments and between

the government and commercial interests should lead

to mutual advantage. The government should foster

the best industrial methods and practices. The engi-

neering and commercial interests of the country

should take a pride in government work—the govern-

ment is theirs and they should, with a Isroad patriotic

spirit, take pride in the excellence and economy with

which its engineering functions are performed.

REPORT OF WISCONSIN COMMITTEE ON
WATER POWER.

The report of two members of the special legisla-

tive committee on water powers, forestry and drain-

age. Senators Paul Husting and Henry Krumrey, just

made, shows that the amount of horespower available

on the twelve principal streams of the State of Wis-
consin, namely, the Wisconsin, Fox, Wolf, Chippewa,

Black, Menomonie, Peshtigo, Oconto, St. Croix, Rock,

Flambeau and Milwaukee rivers is 827,900 horse-

power, and of this amount 183,105 horsepower has

been developed.

The committee recommends the levying of ten

per cent on the annual franchise value per horsepower.

By annual franchise value is meant the difiference in

cost between the production of power b)' waterpower
and the production of power by coal at the same
place in like Cjuantities and under like circumstances.

It was also recommended that the State should fix the

location, height, and general construction of the dam
in order that the power may be developed to the

highest potential efficiency, and that provisions should

be made to prevent monopolization of power.

UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAY YARD.
Blasted out of solid rock, two miles under-

ground, in the heart of a mountain near MuUan, Idaho,

is a full}' equipped railroad yard with electrically pro-

pelled cars handling the rich lead-silver ore produced

by the Morning mine, owned by the Federal Mining
and Smelting Company. The work, which has just

been completed under the direction of Charles K,

Cartwright, required more than a year and and in-

volved the expenditure of several hundred thousand

dollars and the labor of many men.

The yard, which is the only one of its kind in the

Northwest, and is believed to be the largest under-

ground mine yard in America, is 200 feet in length

and 36 feet in width, the height ranging from 20 to

100 feet. The electrical apparatus and hoisting ma-
chinery are in a chamber, 50 by 78 feet and 20 feet

high, while in the rear of the four-compartment shaft,

now under construction, is an ore bin, 20 b}^ 26 feet

and 50 feet high, with a capacity of 1,500 tons. The
shaft will be sunk to reach a depth of 2,600 feet.
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948,881. Means for Preventing Boiler Explosions. .Julius

V. Hoffmann, Jasper, Ind. In means for preventing explosion

of steam boilers, a pipe having connection with the highest

point of the steam boiler no as to carry off the dry steam or

gases, a second pipe of less diameter than the first mentioned

pipe and connected therewith, and a third pipe of less diame-

ter than the second pipe and having connection therewith and

with the water supply pipe.

948,921. Oil Burner. William H. Creswell, Los Angeles,

Cal. An oil burner comprising a U-shaped body portion having

a lower horizontal arm, an upi)er horizontal arm, and a

vertical arm connecting the lower and upper arms, said arms

being formed of a single casting, a short pipe depending from

the upper arm and provided with a nozzle to project the flame

toward the lower arm of the body portion, and means for

admitting oil to the lower arm of the liody portion.

948,860. Tw/o Cycle Gas Engine. .John M. Johnson, Alfred

C. Johnson and August Johnson, Sunnyvale, Cal. In an engine

of the character described, the combination of a cylinder

closed at both ends, a piston adapted to reciprocate in said

cylinder, a piston rod extending through the outer ends of the

cylinder, a crank shaft to which the outer end of said rod is

connected, an inlet valve at one end of the cylinder, said

cylinder having a passage at one end connecting with said

valve and adapted to admit an explosive mixture to the outer

portion of the cylinder, a pipe extending substantially parallel

with the axis of the cylinder having one end connecting with

said inlet passage and the other end leading toward the

piston, said cylinder having its compression chamber formed

between the piston and the end of the cylinder containing

said passage and into which chamber said pipe leads, whereljy

the charge of cool gas and air forming the explosive mixture

is delivered against the piston and acts to partially cool and

reduce the temperature thereof, a supplementary passage and

ports throu.gh which the charge is admitted from the com-

pression chamber to the working end of the cylinder, said

port being controlled by the operation of said piston.

948,432. Condenser. Elmer F. Rudeen, Los Angeles, Cal.

A steam condenser, comprising a tank, a head in the tank

introducing steam and air to the lower compartment, means of

dividing it into upper and lower compartments, means for

introducing and withdrawing water to and from the upper

compartment, there being communication between the upper

and lower compartments for the passage of the steam and air.

948,833. Composition for Cleaning Boilers. Eugene Vezie,

Washington, Pa. A composition for preventing and removing

incrustations in boilers and the like, consisting of coffee,

tobacco, balsam weed, Epsom salts, yarrow and pulverized

graphite.

948,609. Wireless Telephone Transmitter. Albert A.

.lahnke, San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-half to Susan C.

Tate, San Francisco, Cal. A telephone transmitter having a

chamber, end walls of which are formed by vibrating dia-

phragms, and having an annular porous wall, granular material

in said chamber, and a chamber surrounding said porous wall

and adapted to contain a volatile liquid.
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standard sizes. Tliis applies as

well to I-beams as to watches. In

like manner much monej' is an-

nuall}' lost in making special de-

signs for special purposes, when b}' a slight change

standard equipment could be adopted. According to

George VVestinghouse, the high cost of manufacturing

is largely due to a dearth of uniform standards. In

addressing a body of Boston engineers he recently
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The confusion resulting from special govern-

mental specifications is detailed elsewhere in these

columns by Charles F. Scott, who states that "a de-

mand for something special, when that which is stand-

ard might be used, shows inferior rather than high
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157 engineering ability. The best engineer seeks to adopt

his conditions so that he may utilize the things at

hand, the standard products which are upon the mar-

ket."

Ever since the twelfth century, when King

Henry of England ordered that the ell, the ancient

3'ard, should be the exact length of his arm, the trend

of modern progress has been toward standardization.

An era of standardization is a necessary corollary to

this age of specialization. In many industries, notably

the electrical, this fact has been recognized and stand-

ards have been adopted by mutual consent of manu-
facturer and consumer.

An instance familiar to everyone is the standard

gauge for track width which was adopted by the rail-

roads years ago. Edison is now quoted as saying that

the choice of a four-foot, nine and one-half inch gauge
instead of a six-foot gauge was a fundamental mistake

and that the latter may yet be adopted. The selection

of a standard does not necessarily mean that thereby

future changes in the art cannot be utilized. From
time to time conferences must be held to keep the

standards abreast of the improvements. An excellent

example of this is furnished by the standardization

rules of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

which are to be subject to frequent revision. AAHiile

creative effort is not to be discouraged, there is now a

great and crying demand for collaboration and stand-

176 ardization of what has already been accomplished.
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The profession of steam engineering is one

whose scope is but partially appreciated by men of

other professions. The steam en-

Steam gineer is frequently considered

Engineering only as a part of the machine or

device that public convenience or

modern living' reciuires, a mere link in the chain of

necessities. Some so-called steam engineers are no

better than indicated by this classification. They would

not be better in any other vocation. They belong to

that self-satisfied, unprogressive host which is easily

lost in the multitude. Their very lack of energy as-

sists them to the smooth path of least resistance,

wliere they cannot but journey with the mass wliose

course is fixed and whose aim is only of today.

But for the progressive men, for the leaders in

thought and purpose, tliose who set the guide-posts

of progress and see that this great mass wends its

way along without injury to itself, for them the pro-

fession of steam engineering is pregnant with all the

hope and purpose and reward of science.

When such a man as Professor Robert H. Thurs-

ton of Cornell University, whose eminence as an

authority on the steam engine is recognized through-

out the civilized world, after twenty-five years of un-

interrupted employment as a specialist in technical

college work and thirt}' years of practical experience

in the design, construction, management and scientific

investigation of the principles of the steam engine,

when such a man can find in the study of the steam

engine and its development an exhaustive application

of the principles of chemistry and physics, of the

science of energetics and its principal branch thermo-

dynamics, surely it is a subject worthy of the respect

shown the learned professions. Its students need

fear no sacrifice of dignity when for the advancement

of this all-important factor in modern industrial life

they go about their duties in the obscure and noisy

engine rooms.

The development of the steam engine itself gives

proof of the breadth of the profession. Its develop-

ment has resulted indirectly from the discovery of the

mechanical theory of heat, the science of thermo-

dynamics being the direct result of this theory. The
application to the steam engine of the laws of heat

transference, transmission and transformation, as

covered by the principles of thermo-dynamics, was at

first crudely and later slowly put into more definite

and calculated form. Finally by theory the elimina-

tion of unnecessary wastes and the reduction of un-

avoidable losses has given us the engine of the pres-

ent day. This latter stage of the development is still

in process of rapid advancement.

The principles going into the action of the steam

engine inchide chemical, phvsical and dvnamical trans-

forinations. The cnmliustion of the fuel, for example,

is a chemical transformation of a very complicated

nature and a profitable one for study and research.

The generation of steam is in itself a physical phe-

nomenon, as is also the transfer of heat from the fire

to the water. The dynamical or energy changes tak-

ing place in the engine cycle are, as already stated,

the most recent subjects of study, and it is in these

that the rapid progress of late years and the prophetic

hope for its continuance exist.

Thus the problem before the steam engineer is the

determination of the amount of heat energy, or its

mechanical equivalent, in a given amount of fuel ; the

determination of the percentage of this energy which

is available by combustion ; the percentage of this

available energy which actually reaches the water in

the boiler; and then the series of subsequent losses

due to conduction, radiation, pressure variation, etc.,

till finally the actual mechanical energy is produced

at the piston. This quantity, plus the losses, so de-

termined, should then equal the original calculated

amount of energy present. In the analysis of each

of these losses, there come into play the principles

of the sciences of chemistry, physics, mathematics,

and mechanics.

With the steam engine more than Avith many
equally important products of engineering skill, the

development has been first experimental and then

theoretical. Thus it was not until it was observed

that heat was generated when boring a cannon in

the middle ages that physicists began the series of

calculations which established the law of the mechan-
ical equivalent of heat. The tendencv in recent years

is, however, toward a reversal of the procedure. In

fact, the development of thermo-dynamics as a science

has been theoretical and the present-dav high econ-

omv, high expansion engines, steam turbines and an-

plication of superheat, forced draft, etc., are products

of advanced theorv.

We have, however, much experimenting to do on

the theories alreadv advanced before a fixed and
standard design can be obtained. Thus it has but
recently been found, and this through a co-operation

of theory and experiment, that the steam turbine is

better adapted to the lower stages of pressure and
that the reciprocating engine maintains higher eco-

nomics in the upper ranges.

This experimenting and standardizing will he

done to a great extent by the operating engineers.

They have at their command, if thev will but exert

themselves to possess it. all the knowledge of the en-

gineers and scientists who have preceded them.

There is every reason to believe that the rapid ad-

vances of the past few vears, wonderful as thev h^ve
been, will be continued in the years before us. The
status of the steam engineer of the future is then

entirelv what he chooses to make it—and all the opin-

ions of the disinterested or possiblv en^'inus who see

fit to make comment about his affairs cannot in the

least affect him.
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PERSONALS.
O. E. Thomas, an electrical engineer from Los Angeles,

was in San Francisco this week.

W. H. Kline, formerly tax agent of the San Francisco

Gas & Electric Co., is now general agent.

C. E. Groesbeck, general manager of the San Diego Gas
& Electric Company, is in San Francisco.

R. B. Elder, district manager of the AUis-Chalmers Com-
Dany, 160 Second street, San Francisco, is in Los Angeles.

President Scranton of the American Electric Heating

Company of Detroit, is calling on the San Francisco trade.

H. C. Keyes, who has natural gas interests in Sacramento,

spent a few days in San Francisco on business last week.

C. R. Downs, manager of the Amador Electric Light &
Power Company of Sutter Creek, Cal., is a San Francisco

visitor.

Julian Thornley has accepted a position as resident engi-

neer at the dam for the Great Western Power Company, with

headquarters at Big Bend.

E. F. Scatter.good, chief electrical engineer for the Los

Angeles Aqueduct Power, has been transferred to the grade

of Member American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

H. H. Sinclair, vice-president and general manager of the

Great Western Power Company, has returned from an inspec-

tion of the hydro-electric transmission plant at Big Bend.

He was accompanied on the trip by George R. Field, the

assistant manager.

H. R. Sargent, engineer of wiring devices, of the General

Electric Company of Schenectady, N. Y., and G. C. Osborn,

assistant to the manager of incandescent lamp sales, of the

same manufacturing concern, left for the North the middle of

the week, after spending several days in San Francisco.

P. D. Wagoner has been elected president of the General

Vehicle Company, Long Island City, succeeding J. Howard
Hanson, who has withdrawn from the company. Mr. Wagoner
brings to his new work a wide experience in engineering

and commercial affairs, and under his administration, the

outlook for the future of the General Vehicle Company ap-

pears very bright.

George C. Holberton. the former engineer of electrical

distribution, has been made general manager of the San

Francisco Gas & Electric Company, under President John A.

Britton. The latter is also president and general manager of

the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Other changes in the titles

and personnel of the San Francisco Gas & Electric Co. effect-

ive February 15, are as follows: Archie Rice is now In charge

of the publicity department; F. E. Cronise has taken charge

of the new business department.

H. M. Byllesby of Chicago, who has been prominent in

electrical engineering fields for many years, left this week

after spending several days in San Francisco with a party of

ladies and gentlemen, including W. F. Stevens Jr., of Chicago.

Mr. Byllesby has been connected with both the General Elec-

tric and Westinghouse interests iu past years and now con-

trols electric power systems at San Diego and Coos Bay. It

is rumored in engineering circles that he is in the market for

additional electric power installations, including, possibly, one

near Walla Walla. Wash.

P. M. Hunt, of Hunt, Mirk & Co. of San Francisco, has

leturned from El Paso, Texas, where he spent the past two

months in installing a complete electric power plant for the

Southwestern Portland Cement Company. He was accom-

panied by K. G. Dunn, who made satisfactory tests of the new
installation, which includes two 750-kw. Westinghouse-Parsons

turbo-generators, boilers and auxiliaries. The power plant

occupies a separate building from the cement mill, which is

operated throughout by electric motors. The location, on the

banks of the Rio Grande river, three and a half miles from the

city of El Paso, is a very suitable one for manufacturing.

Newly elected associate members of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers include: E. L. Barnett, elec-

trician. Union Lumber Co., Fort Bragg, Cal.: Elmer Hurd,

foreman of construction, Pasco Reclamation Co., Pasco, Wash.;

D. F. Keith assistant station superintendent, Grace Station,

Telluride Power Co., Provo, Utah; Laurids Lauridsen, engi-

neer, W. S. Barstow & Co., 419 Failing Building, Portland, Ore-

gon; O. L. Le Fever, foreman of subway construction, W. S.

Barstow & Co., 419 Falling Bldg., Portland, Ore.; W. A.

Newman, electrical inspector, the Board of Fire Under-

writers, Portland, Ore.; L. W. Sowles, Utah Light & Railway

Co., 130 East Third street, Salt Lake City, Utah; O. C. War-

ner, second lieutenant Coast Artillery Corps, United States

Army, Fort Worden, Wash.: George M. Wills, the Nevada-

California Power Co., Goldfleld, Nev.

LOS ANGELES SECTION A. I. E. E.

The February 25, 1910, meeting of the Los Angeles Sec-

tion, A. I. B. E., will be addressed by R. W. Shoemaker on

the subject of "Electricity in Mining."

A. I. E. E. MEETING AT SAN FRANCISCO.
A meeting of the A. I. E. E. under the auspices of the

High-Tension Transmission Committee will be held in San

Francisco. Cal., on Thursday, April 21, 1910. Among the

papers which will be presented at this meeting are the fol-

lowing: "The Economics of a General Power System," by

John A. Britton; "The Developed High-Tension Network of a

General Power System," by Paul M. Downing; "Hydroelectric

Developments and Irrigation," by John Coffee Hays. Further

details regarding this meeting will be published later.

PORTLAND SECTION, A. I. E. E.

The Portland Section, A. I. E. E., met in the Knights of

Pythias Hall at Eleventh and Alder streets, Tuesday evening,

February 15, 1910. The following papers were presented:

J. J. Brady, "Electric Drive in Car Shops"; A. W. Cochran,

"Printing Presses": R. F. Monges, "Gold Dredging"; H. R.

Wakeman. "Conditions of Motor Application on Large Light-

ing Systems"; L. B. Wickersham, "Electrical Installation for

Mining Plants": G. H. Sampson, "The Separation of Metal by

Volatization and Recondensation.
'

ELECTRICAL MEN'S CLUB OF LOS ANGELES.
The Electrical Men's Lunch Club of Los Angeles were

entertained by the silvery-tongued orator, Mr. George A. Cole

of San Francisco, at the regular monthly meeting February 10,

1910. Mr. Cole outlined the coming exposition to be held in

San Francisco and became eloquent in his description of the

different prospective exhibits. That he was prepared for the

speech was demonstrated by his carefully prepared notes, the

accuracy of which is doubtful, because of the fact he missed
the date of opening the exposition over a month. However, as

no one else was allowed to speak, his remarks were greatly

appreciated. Mr. Cole remarked that he had come to

Los Angeles to stay for a year, and would appreciate being

called upon to make a speech every meeting. (The club pays

for the speakers' lunch at each meeting.) Secretary Clapp

made a report of the financial standing of the club, which
shows sufficient cash on hand to bear the exijenses tor

another six months. Chairman Ballard p'resided over the

meeting, which means success to anything, and the fact of

having the privilege of basking in the sunshine of his pres-

ence undoubtedly had a great deal to do with calling out the

sixty-five members present (Mr. Cole's speech notwith-

standing).
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS
PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at

no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering in

any way between its members and their
employers in regard to "wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will Interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its meetings sliall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

and at all times preference shall be given to the education of
engineers, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
laws in order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
the generation and transmission of steam as a motive power.

California.

No, 1. San Francisco, Thursday, 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. L. Ennor. Sec, Herman Noethig, 816 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 116% E. Third St.
Pres., J. F. Connell. Cor. Sec, W. T. W., Curl. 4103 Dalton
Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bldg.
Sec. David Thomas, 439 Meroluints' Exchange Bldg.

No. 6. Santa Barbara. Geo. W. Stevens, 2417 Fletcher Ave.,
R. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. Wednesday. Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea
Davis, 350 N. 9th St.

No. 7. Fresno. Pres., A. G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Box
661,

No. 8. Stockton. Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
E. Channel St. Pres., H. Eberhard.

Oresron.
No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher, Portland Hotel.

Pres., B. W. Slocum.
No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

^'anhlneton.
No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913 '/» Tacoma Ave. Pres., Geo. E. Bow-

man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whlt-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spolcane. Tuesday. Pres.. Frank Teed. Sec, J, Thos.
Greeley, 0601 1^ Cincinnati St.

No, 6. Seattle. Saturday, 14 20 2d Ave. Pres., H. R. Leigh.
Sec. J. C. Miller, 1600 Tesler Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest are
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
( Paper No. 7—Continued }

Axes of rotation crossing. There has not as yet been devised

a means for transmitting rotation between crossing shafts by

means of a coupling or rigid intermediate member.

Before leaving link-work transmission, mention should be

n:ade of the ratchet or click movements. These are properly

classed with this form of transmission because one end of the

click or pawl is usually supported by a pin while the other is

temporarily acting in a notch which is equivalent to a pin

support. The ratchet is applicable in its various forms to axes

variously related and is, in fact, a very common form of effecting

rectilinear translation from rotation as in the application of

certain forms of steam engine lubricators; in the old-fashioned

sawmill log feed, or in the machine drill press. Nothing comple.x

is involved in applying ratchet movements where intermittent

action is desired ; each case having to be considered as it arises

and handled as appears most expedient.

Transmission of Pure Rotation by Rolling Contact. Having

covered the most important cases of transmitting pure rotation

by means of a rigid intermediate member, we now proceed to

subdivision 1 of the original outline for these papers, (see Jan-

uary 1st, 1910, issue), and shall for a time be concerned with

transmission by rolling, on frictional contact.

Rolling Contact in General. Rolling contact is understood

to imply the driving of one rotating body, the follower, by a

driver rolling against it. The axes of motion are necessarily

at a fixed distance apart and the point, or line, of contact be-

tween the two members will lie in the plane of their centers.

The line of contact is a straight line.

As was done in the study of link-work, we shall here sub-

divide our study into three cases

:

1—Axes of rotation parallel either in the same straight line

or otherwise.

2—Axes of rotation intersecting, without meeting.

3—Axes of rotation crossing.

In all three cases there are certain features which may

receive general consideration.

The velocity ratio will be the inverted ratio of the respective

radii to the point of contact. This was shown in paper No. 4,

(see issue of Januai-y 22d). It is evident that for non-slipping

contact the two aixs which have rolled together for any finite

time must be of equal length.

For the transmission of power there must be either a com-

ponent of the driving force normal, or perpendicular to the

curves at the contact point, or if this component does not exist

there must be a coefficient of friction sufficient to prevent slip-

ping. In order that there may be a normal component of force

at the point of contact of two .surfaces rolling together the con-

tact radius of the driver must be constantly increasing. Hence

for this condition the curves cannot be closed curves.

For the existence of a frictional coefficient there must be a

force P pressing the two axles together. The force K tending to

drive the follower is then a percentage of P and is usually des-

ignated as such that K^P.

Fisr. S.

If K is to be large it is evident that either O or P must be

large. Since a large force P means excessive bearing fricti<->n

and large journals it is desirable to keep P as small as possible,

hence a large frictional coefficient should be obtained. To ac-

complish this special contact surfaces may be used which have

large frictional coefficients. Resort is sometimes had to grooved

surfaces which intermember in such a way as to produce heavy

pressure between surfaces .nearly radial and thus high frictional

coefficients are obtained with small bearing pressures. In prac-

tice the angles of ridges and grooves are made about 30°. In

figure 8, A represents one shaft and B the other, the grooved

frictional gearing being shown at c. It is obvious that there

will be one contact point—the pitch circle .shown at D at which

there will be no slipping, but other points as E, on the groove of

either member will be forced to slip or rub. This causes a fric-

tion loss which lowers the efficiency. This rubbing has been

partially eliminated by making the grooved surfaces curved

instead of straight as shown in figure 8 and thereby permitting

them to touch in but a single point. The bearings must of course

permit of taking up the wear in the grooves. Another disadvan-

tage of grooved gearing is the journal friction which is con-

siderable where any large amount of power is to be transmitted.

This form of gearing will be found on ship-winches where effi-

ciency is .subordinate to speed and ruggedncss.
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A NEW TYPE OF CONTROLLER FOR MOTOR DRIVEN
VALVES.

Our great waterfalls are among the most awe-inspiring

of nature's creations and their grandeur and sublimity have
attracted visitors from all parts of the world. Yet nature

evidently intended that they should fulfill another mission and
play a prominent part in the attainment of a higher state of

civilization. At the present day the grandeur of natural scen-

ery is giving place to scenes more in keeping with the re-

quirements of civilization, large hydraulic power houses are

springing into existence beside the waterfalls, and the water

motor, coupled to the electric generator, is transforming the

potential energy of these great masses of water into electric

power for transmission to distant points and distribution to

the general public.

Pt.irting- Panel \'a]ve Controller.

The certain and quick control of the amount of water to

be admitted to the water motor, under all conditions of oper-

tion, presents a problem which is best solved by the use of

motor driven valves provided with remote control. Such appa-

ratus must be of rugged and substantial construction, as it

is subjected to very severe service. The motor is required to

start quickly under full load, and thus must take a large start-

ing current. It must also stop instantly.

Fig Control Panel o£ CR 130 Valve Controller.

The General Electric CR 130 controllers have been de-

signed for this service and consist of three separate parts,

starting panel, control panel, and limit switch. The control

panel only is placed at the point from which the valve is

to be controlled. The starting panel can be placed anywhere,

while the limit switch is connected directly to the valve stem.

The general appearance of the starting panel is shown

in Fig. 1. The circuit is made and broken by contactors, the

magnetic blowout feature of which enables them to open the

circuit without appreciable arcing. Two of the contactors

close the motor circuit for one direction of rotation and the

other two for the reverse direction.

As the majority of the motors operating valves are

series or compound wound direct current, those up to and

including 5 h. p. may be thrown directly on the line without

the interposition of a starting rtsistance. The panel illus-

trated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 is for this service.

The controllers designed for medium sized motors, have

additional contactors which cut resistance into or out of the

armature circuit. For large motors requiring at least seven

steps of starting resistance, the panel is mounted upon pipe

supports and the extra contactors are replaced by a solenoid

operated switch.

The controllers are equipped with the new CR 187 units

which are non-fragile, fire and moisture proof, and thoroughly

ventilated.

The control panel shown in Fig. 2 contains two pilot lamps

tor indicating the position of the valve gates, and two relays

for closing the circuit of the coils which close the contactors.

The relays are so interconnected that should one be closed

and an attempt made to close the other, the one previously

closed would open, preventing any possibility of a short cir-

cuit resulting from this action and making the device "fool

proof."

The switch arm of the limit switch is moved over the

contacts by a rod attached to the valve stem. The length of

the rod is so adjusted that when the valve is completely

opened or closed Lhe limit switch is either at the upper or

lower end of its travel, where it short circuits the coils which

close the contactors allowing the latter to open, disconnect-

ing the motor from the line.

Fis Limit Switch ot CR 130 Valve Controller.

The valve is opened by pushing up the core of the relay

marked "to open ' on the control panel, closing the circuit

through two of the contactors on the starting panel and apply-

ing half voltage to the pilot lamp causing it to burn dimly,

indicating to the operator that the valve is being opened.

When the limit switch opens the line contactors it also applies

full voltage to the pilot lamp which then continues to burn

at full brilliancy as long as the valve remains open. . The
pilot lamps indicate the position of the valves at all times. •

TRADE NOTES.
H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New York, who are the sole

selling agents for the well known line of "Noark" Enclosed

Fuses, and accessories, manufactured by the Johns-Pratt Com-

pany, of Hartford, Conn., announces that on December 14,

1909, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit held that the Sachs Company, and Joseph Sachs its

president, have infringed the Sachs patent for enclosed safety

fuses. No. 660341, belonging to the Johns-Pratt Company. In

the opinion rendered by the court the patented invention is

described as "a thin flat metal fuse-strip of extended area in

contact over its entire surface with non-conducting filling,"

and it is said "that the novelty which the patentee sought to

secure consisted in making the fuse-strip of thin flat metal

of extended area instead of a wire or other strip having a

compact sectional area, the object being to increase the sur-

face of the metal with which the filling is in contact, so as

to insure its immediate dispersion, when fused, in the filling

material." The court holds that the flat strip fuses of the

Sachs Company contain this patented invention and are in-

fringements of the patent.
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WESTINGHOUSE NO-VOLTAGE RELEASE TYPE "C"

OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
For controlling eight large 6600-volt Westinghouse type

"HF" three-phase induction motors, ranging over capacities

of 3200, 2500, 2000 and 650 h. p., in the new merchant mills

of the Indiana Steel Company, at Gary, the Westinghouse
Company has equipped its standard type "C" circuit breakers

with a no-voltage release device, which secures the instan-

taneous opening of the gravity-operated contacts when the

control voltage is interrupted.

As shown in the accompanying illustration, one of the

toggle-joint members of the standard switch-gear is fitted

Oil Circuit Breaker.

with an armature which engages and is held by the pole

pieces of the no-voltage coil, just before the toggle passes its

central position. In the ordinary type "C" breaker furnished

without this toggle no-voltage release, the contacts are held

closed by carrying this toggle over its dead center, where it

locks.

In the no-voltage type, the toggle is detained by the at-

traction of the pole pieces for the armature, while still on the

operating side of its center, so that in case of any interrup-

tion to the control voltage the breaker ' mmediately opens,

and cannot be closed except in the usual manner. Full pro-

tection is thus afforded to the motors connected through their

circuit breakers, and in the case of overload on the rolls,

or failure of the power house, their circuits are immediately

opened, so that the machines must be gradually accelerated

in the usual way.

Except for the no-voltage release feature, these circuit

breakers are similar to Ihe standard type "C" oil breakers

built by the Westinghouse Company, and include all the

features of solenoid operation, oil submersion of contacts,

simple lever switch-gear, gravity opening, and minimum
quantity of oil required, which are among the advantages of

the well-known type "C" breakers. The breaker is designed

for mounting in a brick or concrete structure, separate cells

enclosing the sheet-metal switch tanks of each phase. There

are two contacts per pole, an effective barrier between pairs

of contacts being interposed by the operating rod and in-

sulating lining of the tank. No high tension parts or wiring

is exposed when the breaker is assembled. A double-throw,

double-pole switch operated by the controlling levers serves

as a tell-tale, lighting red or green lamps to show the position

of the contacts, whether open or closed.

Besides such special services as large motor starting duty,

type "C" oil circuit breakers equipped with no-voltage release

will be found extremely useful inserted in the service mains

of large power customers, where, by opening the circuit

promptly, they will relieve the heavy load conditions met by

the power house in restoring service after an interruption.

KIMBLE POLYPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR.
Parrott & Co., Pacific Coast representatives of the Kim-

ble Electric Co., of Chicago, now have in stock a full line

of Kimble induction motors including the three-phase ma-
chine herewith illustrated. These three-phase motors can

he had in sizes varying from % to TVo h. p. Becau.se of the

Kimblf Polypliase Motor

terminal connections on the motor they are particularly easy

to install. They are smooth running and so designed as

to have a minimum of slip. Their high starting torque com-

bined with low starting current eminently fit them for ma-
chine drive. The manufacturers claim a high efficiency and
high power factor and also guarantee their product for two
years' time.

Remodeling its generating station at Amarillo, Texas,

the Amarillo Water, Light & Power Company has recently

installed a Westinghouse bituminous gas-producer plant for

supplying its 300 h. p. Westinghouse gas-engine-driven alter-

nator set. This new bituminous type T producer is charged

with coal costing $3.50 to $4.75 per ton, and delivers fuel

gas having a calorific value of llO effective b. t. u. per cubic

toot. The gas engine is of the single crank horizontal

type, with cylinder 18 by 26 inches, and delivers 300-brake

h. p. Three-phase, 60-cycle power, generated at 2300 volts,

is used for local lighting and power in Amarillo. The de-

velopment of a successful bituminous gas-producer plant has

received the attention of the engineers of the Westing-

house Machine Company for several years, and in this

direction severe and prolonged tests were carried out

on the apparatus^ before the present highly successful

bituminous producer was placed on the market.
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INCORPORATIONS.
SOUTHSIDE, WASH.—The South Telephone Company,

with a capital stock of $50,000, has been incorporated by W.
A. Riser, L. ,J. Coonan and W. R. Ball.

NBHALEM, ORE.—The Nehalem Telephone & Tele-

graph Company have a capital stock of $3000. The incor-

porators are S. Scovell, Rudolph Zweifel and Geo. R. Mc-

Klmens.

ALAMOGORDO, N. M.—The Alamagordo Gas Co., with a

capital of $100,000, has been incorporated by Walter Harpst,

F. A. Kitchen, E. K. Zimmerman and Geo. Palda of Cleveland,

Ohio: A. F. Menger of Alamagordo.

HICKSVILLE, WASH.—The Wheeler Telephone Com-
pany of Moses Lake, with a capital stock of $2000, has been

incorporated by C. G. Henerson, George O. Rinehart, W. H.

Thompson, E. S. Durham and W. E. Kapp.

FULLERTON, CAL.—The Helena Orchard Water Com-
pany, of FuUerton, with a capital of $75,000, has been in-

corporated. The directors are S. F. Catey, Los Angeles; W. S.

Davis; A. I. Stewart and F. R. Bain of FuUerton.

SANTA ANA, CAL.—The Red Hills Water Company, with

a capital stock of $50,000, has been incorporated. The com-

pany is organized for the purpose of buying and selling land

and water rights. Tustin is the principal place of business.

The directors are C. E. Utt, Shtrman Stevens and Mary E.

Utt.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Spokane Railway & Power Company,
capitalized at $2,000,000, has filed articles of incorporation to

build a plant to develop between 30,000 and 35,000 horse-

power in the Spokane river, 30 miles below Spokane. The
plant will cost $1,500,000 and is to be in operation within

two years. The incorporators are D. M. Drumheller and

Alfred Coolidge of the Traders' National Bank and H. L.

Moody, a local capitalist, the latter being president of the

company. Mr. Moody gave out this statement: "We will

enter the Spokane market as distributers of electric light.

This does not mean that we are in opposition to the Wash-
ing Water Power Company, but we recognize Spokane as an

open market and we will develop our power for the purpose

of sale and distribution in Spokane. We will be able to sell

power delivered in Spokane at $14 a horse power. Our power

plant will cost about $1,500,000 when completed. We will

build a dam at a point on the Spokane river near the Le Pray

bridge, which is a famous old landmark in this country. The
site has already been acquired and we have secured most of

our riparian rights. We expect to develop between 30,000

and 35,000 horsepower with our plant, which will be modern
in every respect. Preliminary work will be started as soon

as the weather will permit. As soon as our plant is com-

pleted we will run power lines to Spokane and the surround-

ing country."

TRANSMISSION.
HOPE, B. C.—The Fraser Land Company is preparing to

erect a power plant here.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—The Wenas Electric Power
Company has been incorporated.

ROUNDUP, MONT.—The Roundup Coal Mining Company
is making arrangements for the complete electrification of its

line.

WENATCHEE, WASH.—Wenatchee Valley Railway &
Power Company has been incorporated for $2500 by H. A.

Chapin et al.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Plans are under way for installing

a lighting system tor First street. To be the same as that

on Second street.

BLACKFOOT, IDAHO.—A franchise has been granted to

the Idaho Consolidated Power Company to install an electric

light, power and telephone system.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—It is reported that R. A. Ste-

phenson of Mason City, Iowa, and other Iowa capitalists will

erect an immense power plant on the Snake river for the pur-

pose of supplying this and other cities with power.

SPOKANE, WASH.—David L. Huntington, general man-

ager of the Washington Water Power Company of Spokane,

announces that the plant at Little Falls on the Spokane river,

34 miles below Spokane, will be ready for operation early in

June. The work on the plant, which will develop more than

30,000 horsepower, has been in progress 22 months. The
turbines, of which there are four, are designed to develop

upward of 9000 horsepower if put to fullest capacity. "We
now have 100 miles of street railway and 430 miles of high

tension transmission line running into neighboring cities and

as far away as the Coeur d'Alene mining district,' said Mr.

Huntington. "Our load is increasing all the time and we will

need all the additional power we can develop. Our aim is

to keep building just fast enough so as to have a safe margin

at all times." With a total length of more than 900 feet, in

the neighborhood of 50,000 cubic yards of concrete are re-

quired in the construction of the dam and the buildings. With
the exception of an opening for the passage of teams the core

wall of the dam is practically complete. The generating

room is 155 by 71 feet, the transformer and switchboard room
being 161 by 70 feet, the height above water level is 80

feet. There is a fall of 68 feet in the stream. The transmis-

sion line from the new station will be 28% miles in length

and will connect with the present lines at the Twenty-ninth
avenue, sub-station. At present the largest power station in

the Northwest is located at Post Falls, Idaho, 24 miles above
Spokane on the Spokane river. It is owned by the Washington
Water Power Company. Eighteen thousand horsepower can
be developed at this plant. The Washington Water Power
Company's station at the falls in Spokane is capable of de-

veloping 12,000 horsepower.

TRANSPORTATION.
OAKLAND, CAL.—An electric road franchise asked by

the Peninsula Railway Company, has been voted advertised.

ASTORIA, ORE.—Preparations are being made to com-
mence the grading for the line of the proposed electric railway
to Seattle.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Puget Sound Electric Company
is planning to make improvements to cost $376,591 in its line

between Seattle and Tacoma.

SAN RAFAEL, CAL.—Active steps are being taken to

build an electric street railway from Corte Madera through
Ross Valley towns and San Rafael to McNears Point.

ONTARIO, CAL.—The City Council passed an ordinance
granting to Wm. G. Kercheff the right to construct and main-
tain an electric railway upon certain streets in this city.

ALBANY. ORE.—The Albany Interurban Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated for the purpose of building an elec-

tric railway from here to Sweet Home. P. A. Young is one
of the incorporators.

ABERDEEN, WASH.—At the last meeting of the Coimty
Commissioners the Grays Harbor Interurban Company made
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ai)yIication for a new franchise to operate a trolley line on

tlie roads of Cliehalis County.

PORT ANGELES, WASH.—The Port Angeles Power &
Electric Company, capital $80,000, has been incorporated by

Prank MacKean, Pacific block, Seattle, and R. H. Bethel.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Board of Supervisors is re-

ceiving sealed bids for furnishing the county one single 220

volt, 4 ton electric locomotive, to be delivered tree on board

the cars at the Pacoima rock quarry.

BERKELEY, CAL.—The S. P. Company has petitioned the

City Council for the withdrawal of its application tor a change

in the franchise granted last year, and also asks for a new
franchise, changing the line of the road some 300 feet on

California street in the northern part of the city. The appli-

cation has been referred to the committee of the whole, and a

report will be made at the next meeting of the City Board.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Assistant City Attorney has

announced that the Los Angeles Pacific Railway Company has

agreed to stop laying further tracks on Western avenue, Cole-

grove district, until the company's rights there are definitely

ascertained. Between Monticello and Benedict streets, the

avenue is but 60 feet in width and ties were laid in the gut-

ter, making the adjoining property inaccessible. The Board
of Public Works wants the tracks laid in the center of the

avenue.

OREGON CITY.—The Portland Railway, Light & Power
Company has commenced the construction of an electric rail-

way from West Oregon City to Oswego, a distance of four

miles, in order to handle the logging business for the Willam-

ette Pulp & Paper Company, the Crown-Columbia Pulp &
Paper Company and the Hawley Pulp & Paper Company. The
line will be an extension of the Willamette Falls Railway,

running south from West Oregon City past Willamette. It is

intended to have the road in oiieration in three months.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Dr. Hart'and Law and a special

committee of the Neb Hill Association have had preliminary

plans prepared for a tunnel under that part of Stockton

street from Bush street to a point a short distance north of

Sacramento street. It is estimated that this work will cost

between $350,000 and $375,000, a small sum in comparison

with Ihe benefits to be derived from the improvement, in the

opinion of the members of the association. The plans call

for a tunnel as wide as the street, which is to be lined with

glazed brick, thus combining ornamentation and utility. The
grade in the tunnel is not to be over 3 per cent.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—As soon as the Northern Electric

Railroad secures the permission of Sacramento and Yolo

counties and the government to erect a bridge across the

Sacramento river from this side the extension of the line

to Woodland will be undertaken. This is the information

which conies indirectly from company officials. President

Lillienthal of the Northern Electric states that Sacramento
was the logical market for the residents around Dixon and

Woodland, but would give no details of a contemplated exten-

sion of the trolley line there. Mayor Beard has offered a

solution to the Northern Electric's plan to cross the river at

M street, which is meeting opposition, by suggesting that

the new bridge cross at I street.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—The Northern Electric Railway Com-
pany, now operating the system between Sacramento, Oro-

ville, Marysville and Chico, has filed deeds here by which it

secures rights of way across Los Molinos colony in this county,

12 miles below Red Bluff. The deeds are granted free on con-

dition that the railroad be extended from Chico to Los Molinos

before the end of 1910, and on to Red Bluff before the close

of 1911. It is supposed that the company will stop building

at Los Molinos, and the completion of its road to Red Bluff

this year is confidently expected, with an an extension lo Red-

ding and Kennett next year. Other necessary rights of way

have nearly all been secured, and they are near the line of

the Southern Pacific nearly the entire distance. The deeds

just filed cover 12 miles of the distance between Chico and

Red Bluff. The road will pass through one of the best por-

tions of the Sacramento Valley, where rapid development is

taking place on account of the influx of Eastern people. The

company will also soon build from Yuba City through

Meridian and Colusa to Hamilton City.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—That electric trains will be running on

the Alameda main local lines to the Alameda mole by April

1 has been announced by F. W. Hoover, industrial agent for

the Southern Pacific. The powerhouse, which will supply

power for all the electric lines on this side of the bay, will not

be finished until August 1, but Mr. Hoover states that the rail-

road company had a contract with the Great Western Power
Company to supply current for the electric trains until the

powerhouse can be put into operation. Poles to carry the

high power lines have been erected along Encinal and Lin-

coln avenues, and the roadbed has been prepared for the new
traffic and heavier rails installed where necessary. The
work on the loop around the east end of the city is nearly

finished. The Linderman estate has held up the work on

the loop extension, but it is said that the city of Alameda
will condemn the right of way if necessary. Seven new sta-

tions on the local lines are under course of construction.

As soon as the Alameda lines are electrified work will com-

mence on the extension across the estuary to the Franklin

street station.

ILLUMINATION.

FOREST GROVE, ORE.—The City Council has author-

ized the Mayor to buy machinery for a plant to supply Forest

Grove with electric lights.

GEORGETOWN, WASH.—Robert M. .lones has been

granted a franchise to erect, maintain and operate a gas, elec-

tric light and power works.

KENNBWICK, WASH.—The Hanford Irrigation and

Power Company will resume the improvement work started

in the town of Hanford last year, including a water and light-

ing system.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The American Gas & Electric Power
Company, of which B. H. Silver is president, will build its

first producer gas power plant in Georgetown. The plant is

to be in operation within a year.

DRAIN, ORE.—The City Council has passed an ordinance

to light the city with electricity, making a 20-year contract

with the Drain Electric Light & Power Company. The com-

pany is to begin work within 30 days, and finish in eight

months.

REDLANDS, CAL.—The new power plant of the South-

ern California Edison Company, proposed to be built in Santa

Ana canyon, will probably be begun this spring or summer.

The plant will have a capacity of 7000 kilowatt and cost about

$600,000.

VENICE, CAL.—District Agent A. W. McPherson of the

Southern California Edison Company has received official

notice that reports of the gas experts of the company have

received favorable executive action, and that work of rehabili-

tation and manufacturing and distributing systems at Ocean

Park and Santa Monica will be commenced immediately.

DEMING, N. M.—Secretary E. A. Lane of the Deming Ice

& Electric Company, and Manager Cameron, state that their

plant will be increased in capacity. There will soon be in-

stalled two boilers of 250 h. p. each. The capacity of the ice

plant Will be about doubled and the electric business will
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be increased. A large steam turbine will be directly con-

nected to generator.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—The Standard Oil Company, which

has for some time been using gas from its big gas well at Mid-

way in its furnaces in the west side field, has laid a 4-inch

main to the Rio Bravo pumping station of the Kern River-

Midway pipe line, and for the past week has been burning

gas tl\ere also. Tests are now being made at Midway to ascer-

tain the velocity with which the gas flows tlirough the pipe

and to secure otlier data, whicli, if considered satisfactory,

may result in continuing the pipe line to the Kern River

field. The week's test of the gas at the Rio Bravo station

demonstrates to a practical certainty the full feasibility of

piping gas from Midway to supply heat and light in Baliers-

field, provided a sufficient supply is obtained, and for this

there is .good reason to hope from the showing of the Stand-

ard's Midway well, which is capable of supplying 12,000,000

feet daily, with a pressure of 470 pounds. The amount used

in tlie big furnaces of the pipe line is not missed from the

well's apparent supply. The Standard's well at Midway which

started off at 5000 barrels, is now flowing about 1500 barrels

per day.

PORTLAND, ORB.—Seymour H. Bell, of 780 Kearney

street, has returned from Tacoma, having sold tlie holdings of

the Coos Bay Gas &. Electric Company, at Coos Bay, to tlie

H. M. Byllesby Company, owners of the Tacoma Light Com-
pany and several other plants througliout Washington, Mon-

tana and Idalio. The Coos Bay Gas and Electric Company
owns the electric lighting plant at Marshfleld and North Bend
with a gas plant supplying both cities, located at the latter

place. Associated witli Mr. Bell in the company have been

Henry Hewitt Jr., of this city, who owned the majority of

tlie stocli, and L. J. Simpson, of North Bend. Next to Stone

and Webster, the H. M. Byllesby Company are the largest

pviblic service people on the coast and the purchase of the

plant at Coos Bay is their flrst acquisition of property in Ore-

gon. There has been a general renewal of activity in all lines

of business at Coos Bay in the past few weeks and the an-

nouncement of a 1400,000 deal will give fresh impetus to the

already rapidly rolling ball. The property of the Coos Bay
Gas & Electric Company consists of tire old electric lighting

station at Marslifield with a 35-year francliise for gas and elec-

tricity, and the new gas and electric power plant at North
Bend, which is the central station, with a 50-year franchise

for both gas and electricity there. The company has been

supplying 24-hour service for two years.

will soon begin the construction of a telephone line into the

Jarbidge mining camp, 100 miles distant.

SANDPOINT, IDAHO.—C. R. Potter, present manager ot

the Interstate Telephone Company and farmers in the vicinity

of Sagle, Cocolalla and Westmond, are taking steps to install

a rural telephone service. Fifty miles of line will be con-

structed at a cost of $5,500.

TELEPHONE.
CBNTERVILLE, WASH.—The Centerville Telephone Com-

pany has been incorporated for $5000 by Henry Garner et al.

SANDPOINT, IDAHO—Articles have been filed for the

Bonner County Telephone Company by T. C. Bell of Wal-
lace.

WENATCHBB, WASH.—The South Side Telephone Com-
pany has been incorporated by W. A. Kiser et al. About 60

phones will be installed.

ZILLAH, WASH.—The Yakima Valley Telephone Com-
pany, C. H. Furman of this place, manager, will extend its

service in Toppenish and Mabton.

TOPPBNISH, WASH.—The Yakima Valley Telephone
Company has increased its stock and will install a large num-
ber of phones in the city within the next three months.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The McCormick Lumber Company
has closed a contract for the installation of wireless apparatus

on its steamers—the Yosemite, Yellowstone, Cascade and
Shoshone.

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO.—The Twin Falls-Jarbidge Tele-

l)houe & Telegraph Company, M. J. Kirkpatrick is president.

WATERWORKS.
DORRIS, CAL.—The trustees ot Dorris are negotiating

with the United Iron Works of Oakland tor a system of water

works.

CRUSICK, WASH.—J. W. Crusick has purchased the en-

gine, pump and tanks ot the Irene Water Company and will

install a water plant.

SILVER CITY, N. M.—The secretary of the treasury has

submitted a letter to congress recommending an appropria-

tion ot $65,000 for a water supply at Fort Baynard, N. M.

BELLINGHAM, WASH.—Sealed bids are being received

by J. H. Korthauer, city comptroller, tor furnishing the city

of Bellingham's water department with cast iron water pipes.

PACIFIC GROVE, CAL.—The Grove waterway contract

has been let to Edward Simpson and C. W. Van Horn. This

pipe line will run from Pine to Lighthouse by the way of

Fourteenth street.

REDWOOD CITY, CAL.—At the suggestion of Mr. Tucli-

son the street superitnendent was instructed to lay water

mains in Iris, Jeter, King, Lowell, Myrtle, Nevada and Hop-

kins streets before the streets are paved.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The City Council has passed a reso-

lution for the improvement of Ninth avenue and Ninth avenue

north from Westlake avenue north; Denny way, from the west-

erly margin of Ninth avenue, north to Westlake avenue; John,

Thomas, Harris, Republican and Mercer streets, each from

Ninth avenue, north to Westlake avenue north; and Roy
street from Eighth avenue north to Westlake avenue north

by the construction of sewers and water mains.

SAN JOSE, CAL.—Judge S. F. Lieb has received a tele-

gram from Sacramento informing him that the Supreme Court

had affirmed the judgment of the Superior Court of this

county enjoining the Bay Cities Water Company from appro-

priating the water, subterranean and flood, of the Coyote

river. The suit was one of a number instituted to restrain the

water company from taking the water supply of the county

which comes down the Coyote river. The case has been

pending for a number of years. Judge Rhodes, then sitting

in Department 3 of the Superior Court, having given judg-

ment in 1905 against the Bay Cities Water Company, enjoin-

ing them from interfering with the Coyote waters. The
Coyote river is the largest body of water in the county, over

200 square miles of mountain watershed being drained by it.

Opposite the 18-Mile House on the Monterey road it bursts into

the valley, and it again contracts down at the 12-Mile House
so that it becomes nothing but a rocky gorge 300 to 400 yards

wide and less than 100 yards deep. Underlying its course

and for considerable depths to hardpan are immense areas

of gravel which comprise great reservoirs that feed the un-

derground streams leading to the artesian wells of the county.

At the point named the Coyote is 240 feet above the bay and
140 feet above San ,Jose. It was estimated that this water

supply would amount to 20,000,000 gallons a day and it was
the purpose of the Bay Cities Water Company to impound
this water and sell it to the highest bidder. It was offered

to the city of San Francisco, and the company proceeded to

put down machinery and pumps of a capacity to handle that

amount ot water, some of the works being sunk 80 feet below

the surface of the ground. To restrain them from taking

these waters was the purpose of the suits brought.
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THE STORY OF THE FOLSOM POWER PLANT
BY ARCHIE RICE.

At the littfe town of Folsom, California, on

the American river to the eastward of Sac-

ramento, is the oldest of the eleven hydro-

electric power plants now owned by the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company. While
not the first installation in America for long-

distance transmission of electric energy,

Folsom was among the pioneers. It was preceded only

by the sixteen-mile power system installed in the

Archie Rice

may have changed the cjuiet rustic into a bank presi-

dent, a hotel proprietor with a diamond stud, a man
of affairs in his own community.

Unexpected developments in local and business

conditions helped to bring about the establishment of

that power plant at Folsom. It was a creature of

circumstances, plus. And the plus was the personal

energy of a few men — Horatio Livermore, Charles
Livermore, and Albert Gallatin, Sr.

Upstream Kace of Folsom Dam, Showing Prison

"Watch Towers on Hill.

latter part of 1892 for a mine at Bodie, California, and

by a very few similar plants established after Bodie

and before Folsom began, in July of 1895, sending

electric energy through a twenty-two-mile power line

to the city of Sacramento. There the current was to

furnish light, operate machinery, and propel street cars.

Circumstances often change the purpose of a

man's life. An isolated farmer may be disturbed by

the advent of a railroad and the creation of a townsite

on his property. A few years later th?se cirpiji-nstances

Back of the beginning of Folsom's advent as a

producer of electricity there was a series of de\-eloping

events covering a period of forty years and involving

an old Spanish ranch, placer mining, a logging indus-

try, state politics over the selection of a prison site,

transfers of property ownerslii]i, six years of convict

labor on the Folsom dam and power canal, disputes

with state officials as to water privileges, and years

of litigation, which was perpetuated in a case taken

before the Supreme Court of California to determine
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the relative rights of the power company and the state

prison in the use of the water flow, and that case was
not satisfactoril}' settled until the 29th of September,

1909.

In pioneer mining days the American river was a

mint, where a great army of argonauts worked with

shovel and rocker. Up the granite-ritibed bed of that

stream, miles above Folsom, the middle and south

forks of the river come together from two sides of the

famous Georgetown Divide in El Dorado county.

There James Marshall, in February of 1848, made the

first discovery of gold in California. He happened

upon it while repairing a water ditch at Sutter's mill.

That Georgetown Divide district is mountainous. Half

a century ago it was heavily timbered with sugar pine

and yellow pine of exceptionall}'- good quality.

Things were booming in the mines, and Sacra-

mento was the commercial center of the mining in-

dustry. Lumber became a necessity, and its~ produc-

tion a profitable enterprise. By 1855 the Sacramento

Valley Railroad, from Sacramento to Folsom, was
completed. It was the earliest steam road on the

western slope of the continent. "Uncle George" Brom-
ley, the well-known, jovial, nonagenarian member of

the Bohemian Club, was its first passenger conductor.

The day the first train ran was the most notable in

Folsom's history. Men whose names loom big in the

annals of California were there to celebrate the event.

Five or six years later Stanford and Huntington and

Crocker and Hopkins started the idea of a transcon-

tinental railroad, and Stanford, as war-time Governor,

lawyer, and personal friend of Lincoln, got the govern-

ment land concessions that made possible the financiiig

of the amazing undertaking. That little railroad to

Folsom became in 1863 the initial part of the Central

Pacific's transcontinental line.

These facts are not necessar}' to the story of the

Folsom power plant, but the)' have a historical con-

nection with it, because the ver}' bricks of which the

power house is made were part of the first railroad

shops built at Folsom in 1855, upon the spot where the

Folsom passenger station now stands. And just up-

stream from the power house is one of the original

granite masonry abutments upon which rested the first

bridge built for America's first transcontinental rail-

road.

In 185 1 the Natoma AVater and Mining Company
had acquired some rights along the American river,

and in 1857 it purchased from Charles W. Nystrom
lands on the east bank, and also bought river-channel

lands.

Horatio P. Livermore and his brother, Charles E.

Livermore, were interested in the lumber business.

They wanted to market a lot of that timber from the

Georgetown Divide, and they had to have river rights

that would permit them to float the logs down stream.

So they had bought river land and acquired the

"Rancho Rio de los Americanos," which suggests that

the original Spanish name of that stream was "River of

the Americans," probably called from the Americans
like Sutter and others who settled along' its course

before gold was discovered.

In 1858 the California Legislature decided to es-

tablish a branch pri.spn to supplement the original

penitentiary at San Quentin, and a choice of location

was restricted to the granite-quarrying district at

Rocklin or the granite district near Folsom. Year

after year no selection of a site was made by the prison

directors, and the matter was allowed to drag.

The Livermores needed a still-water basin some-

where near Folsom to catch the logs as they came

down stream. So, in 1866. Horatio Livermore, as

president of the Natoma Water and Mining Company,
laid the foundations of the present Folsom dam, about

two miles up the stream from the narrow little town

that now claims 1,500 people but does not look the part

In 1868 the Legislature awakened from its Rip

Van AVinkle sleep of ten years and pushed through a

resolution requiring that a choice between Rocklin and

Folsom be made b)' the prison directors before July of

that year. The Livermores' dam was only partly built,

and there was an immense amount of work ahead to

complete it and the outflow canal that was to float the

logs down to a proposed sawmill near the present site

of the power plant. The Livermores met the prison

directors and offered big inducements to get the prison

at Folsom. Their proposition was accepted.

The Livermores were to give the State 350 acres

of quarrying and agricultural land on the east side of

the river adjacent to the dam. The}' were to include

with the land a perpetual and exclusive rig'ht on the

part of the prison to waterpower produced by a fall ol

five feet. This was to be provided at the end of the

first 1,000 feet of canal just before it left State prop-

erty and resumed its course down to Folsom. In ex-

change for the land and the waterpower the Liver-

mores, as soon as the prison should be finished, were
to get $l5,ooo's worth of convict labor to complete

their dam and part of their canal.

In May of 1872 the Livermores filed a claim to a

flow of 100,000 miner's inches of water.

The State decided, in 1874, that it would be de-

sirable for the new prison to have some other lands

adjoining the original tract, and an additional 134 acres

was secured from the Livermores, making a total area

of approximately 484 acres.

The prison was not completed till Jul)' of 1880.

No convict labor could be available until the prison

was built.

The water company had gone on working and had
expended an aggregate of $119,000 in constructing its

two-mile railroad from Folsom up to the dam and in

laying the foundation of the dam itself. But it had not

yet received one dollar in money or an hour of labor

from thfe State in payment for that tract of 484 acres

upon which the new prison was standing. For twelve

years the company had been waiting for that promised
pay in convict labor.

In September of 1881 the Natoma Water and
Mining Company became the Folsom Water Power
Compan)', a change of name but not of men chiefly

interested. The company then demanded the prison

labor due. But in August of 1882 a controversy arose.

The company insisted that it was not giving all that

land and those waterpower rights for the original!)'

designated $r5,ooo's worth of prison labor. No; there

was $30,ooo's worth of convict labor coming to it. The
warden of the prison continued to offer eighty convicts
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who would be put to work on the job, and the com-
pany just as regularly declined to accept the labor with

its implied payment of only $15,000.

The company had stopped work on the dam. The
State brought suit to compel the company to accept the

convict labor and go on with the construction of the

dam and the canal. But the Superior Court decided

that the compan}' did not have to accept the labor

unless it so desired. Thus matters dragged along until

1888, when Governor Stoneman came into office. Then
the Folsom Water Power Company made a new propo-

sition to the State the 5th of May, 1888. The propo-

sition was this : the State should furnish the convict

labor necessary to complete the dam and build the

canal as far as the mud sink at Robber's Ravine, a

distance of about 6,000 feet below the dam, and in

consideration of that labor the company would then

give the State additional waterpower produced by a

convicts were put to work on the dam and the canal.

H. T. Knight was the company's engineer of con-

struction. Later he started the power plant as its

superintendent, a position in which he was succeeded

by his son. He had all along been supervising the

work on the dam. He continued doing so. The un-

derstanding was that the company should supply the

granite, the materials, and the engineering plans, and
that the State should simply furnish the manual labor.

For exactly six years the convicts worked on the dam
and the canal. During that time they did an aggregate

of 520,349 days' labor, which, valued at 50 cents a day,

was equivalent to the payment of $260,174 to the com-
pany, fn addition to this convict labor, the State pro-

^ ided free labor for which it paid $24,508. This made
the total price paid by the State eciuivalent to $284,-

682, but the labor was worth to the company many
times 50 cents a da3^

Albert Gallatin, Sr

Folsom Prison Power House. sliowiiiR the Paciiic Gas & Electric Co.'s Dam upstream and from it the canal

alont? the near banlc of the river.

fall in the prison yard of y.;^^ feet, instead of the

originally designated 5-foot fall; would give the State

the right to use the company's railroad line from Fol-

som up to the prison, provided the State kept the road

in repair; would permit the taking or pumping from
the canal of all water desired on the prison property

for irrigation and domestic purposes ; would permit the

taking of gravel from the adjacent river bed, which was
all owned by the company ; would permit ingress and

egress over the company's lands on the river side of

the prison, and the passage over the company's land

of a prison sewer to flow into the river. These rights,

aside from the water power, were considered by the

prison warden to be worth more than the value of the

convict labor desired. He reported to the Governor
that the water power alone would produce 800 horse-

power, which, at the existing price of fuel, would other-

wise cost $64,000 a year to ]ii'oduce and would mean
to the State the equivalent of a niillicin-dollar power
investment.

The company's new proposition was readily ac-

cepted by the State, and the first day of July, 188S,

The water was first turned into the Folsom canal

and allowed to flow through the prison yard in Janu-

ary of 1893. The prison had built a power house of its

own to use the seven-foot fall. The water company
had meanwhile completed at its own expense the re-

mainder of the canal.

The original intention had been to have the canal

bring logs down to a sawmill at Folsom, and thence

to convey the water on for irrigating purposes. This

idea had evolved into a plan for having an electric

power plant at Folsom that would supply energy to

manufacturing enterprises which it was hoped would
be established there. But before the dam and the canal

were completed long-distance transmission of electric

energy became a practical fact. So all those dreams
about factories at Folsom went glimmering, and plans

were chan.ged to give Folsom a hydroelectric plant,

its prime object then being the Iransmission of energy

down to Sacramento. Late in 1892 Horatio Livermore

and Albert Gallatin secured a street-car franchise in

Sacramento, and November 1st of that year they con-

veyed the franchise to the Sacramento Electric Power
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and Light Cunipany. which late took current from
Folsom.

Tlie Livermore brothers were natives of Boston
and came to California in the later 50 s. Horatio Liv-

ermore was the financial manager 01 their enterprises,

and was married. Charles never married, but always
made his home with his brother. He embarked in the

wholesale drug business in Nevada in the palmy days
of the Comstock, and later engaged in quicksilver min-
ing with Horatio. But their chief concern was the de-

velopment of water power at Folsom. Charles Liver-

more was at the head of the company' when the Fol-

som plant began operations. He was an ardent lover

of athletic sports, established the first rowing club on
California waters, and was one of the fourteen original

incorporators of the Olympic Club of San Francisco.
While not educated for engineering or art, he devel-
oped natural talents for these subjects, and was an

its real pulilic inaugural was the day it sent power

through to Sacramento for the Native Son's electrical

carnival, the 8th of September, celebrating the forty-

fifth anni\ersary of the admission of California into the

sisterhood of States.

During the summer of the following year the

waterflow in the American river became surprisingly

low. Larger demands had come upon the Folsom plant

for electricit)' in Sacramento. What is now the Sacra-

mento Electric Gas and Railway Company had in De-

cember of 1895 secured the street-lighting contract by
underbidding the old Capital Gas Company for a gen-

eral reduction of twenty-five per cent, and much other

electric business was obtained. Accordingly it became
necessary to install a supplementarj' plant at Folsom,

and it was established early in 1897, to develop an addi-

tional 750 kilowatts by using the twenty-six-foot fall

after the water left the power house on its way back

to the river.

Charles E. LiviTnior^'. who was president of the

Company wlien tlie Folsom Plant was started.

original member of the San Francisco Art Association.

The names of Horatio Livermore and Albert Gallatin

are intimately associated with the Folsom enterprise

and with the business life of Sacramento more than a

generation ago.

AVhen the Folsom dam was constructed, water-

power under high head was not yet a practical engi-

neering development. By using a very gradual fall of

about one foot in every 1000 feet of canal the promoters

found they could deliver an enormous flow of water

to Folsom at a point about eighty feet above the river

bed. From the forebay at the lower end of the canal

they could easily secure a sudden fall of fifty-five feet,

and that would give them what was then considered

considerable power.

They figured that the American river could always

be relied upon for an unusually large flow during the

dry season. Its numerous branches all have their rise

in the Sierra Nevada mouiitains within a few miles of

Lake Tahoe. The heavy snowfall on the ridges there

and the late melting of this snow would furnish abun-

dant water late in the season when the efifect of the

rains had long since vaned in other districts. The

theory was all right, Init the practice did not work out

just that way.

The Folsom plant started July 13th, 1895, But

Up-stream end ol tlie old Folsom Sawmill.

In 1896, also, a sawmill was established adjacent

to the canal and about a quarter of a mile above the

Folsom power house. Logs were floated down the

river and then through the canal. Here again trouble

arose with the prison authorities. Up to that time

the headgates of the canal had been operated

from the prison power house. Now the prison refused

to raise the gates a little higher to permit the passage
of logs. Then arose the questions. Whose dam is that,

an}' way, and who has the right to open the head-

gates ?

In the summer of 1897 the American river got still

lower. There was not sufficient waterflow to pro-

duce the desired power. It became necessary at Sac-

ramento, from September 22d to October 3d, to shut
ofi^ current from such large consumers as the Phoenix
Mill, the Buffalo Brewery, and the Southern Pacific

Railroad shops.

In 1898 the American river dropped still further,

and so suddenly that an auxiliary steam plant that

was being built at the sub-station in, Sacramento for

just such an emergency had to be rushed to comple-
tion. F\cn then it was not quite quick enough, be-
cause lu'ly i7lh, the night before it started, the water
fell below the top of the penstocks, and the Folsom
plant had to be shut down for that evening.
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In 1899 a contract was made with the Bay Coun-
ties Power Company to secure auxiliary energy the

next year from that companj-'s plant, then being built

at Colgate on the Yuba river. ^Nlcanwiiile the series

arc lighting system of Sacramento w^s switched on
to the Capital Gas Company's plant, and the steam

engine at the sub-station was left to provide the en-

ergy for the street railway and such alternating cur-

rent as its capacity could furnish. With the perfection

of the transmission system from the Colgate plant the

problem of water storag'e for Folsom became less

alarming, and in June of 1902 John Martin and Eu-
gene de Sabla Jr., the men behind the Colgate enter-

prise, secured a controlling interest in the Sacramento
company and the Folsom plant, though the active

management did not change till May of 1904. The
control of both the Folsom plant and the Sacramento

tion of such a system of storage reservoirs would per-

haps make constantly available at Folsom 5000 horse-

power, wdiere now it is prpoducing from 80G to 1000

horsepower during the lowest flow of the American
river.

\Miere the Folsom dam is located the American
River narrows naturally between blackened granite

bluffs that taper off down-stream into a river bed that

for nearly two miles suggests a confusion of solidly

made stone walls between which flows the surplus

water from the dam.
The dam itself is 8l feet hi.gh, 854 feet long, and

16 feet thick at the base.

The elevation of the dam is 210 feet above sea

level and 175 feet above the level of the city of Sac-

ramento. It is of solid granite masonry, as may be

seen by the accompanying ilhistrations and the detail
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company became, late in 1902, a part of the system

of the California Gas and Electric Corporation, and

in January of 1906 it was conveyed to the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company.

While the Folsom plant receives an enormous
flow of water through its canal, the impounding area

provided by the dam is not sufficient to maintain that

great flow all through the dry season. The fall at the

power house is comparatively low, and a tremendous
volume of water is required to produce the power.

Carefully made surveys of the catchment area of

the American river have indicated that it would be

possible to construct in the mountains impounding
reservoirs that would permanently increase the flow

at F'olsom until that flow during the season of least

water would be as great as the maximum canal flow

now known at the Folsom plant. And the construc-

Folsom Dam .Across .AiiuTJcan River, with Out-

flow to Cnnal in Fon'trroiind.

DETAIL

PLAN OF

FOLSOM

DAiVI

Downstream Face of Canal Headtrates. Sliowin ),

Massive Granite Bluft at Risht.

drawing. The first intention was to have a canal on
each side of the river, but only the east side canal

was built. This canal consists of three sections. The
first is 2000 feet long, and is cut into solid granite

cliffs and walled up on its river side with the granite

cut from the cliffs. At the end of this section is the

prison power house, a granite structure through which
all the water of the canal flows, when it is not pur-

posely diverted to avoid the power house and con-
tinue right along down to Folsom. The second sec-

tion is 4000 feet long, and has its inner side faced wiih

a masonry wall and the outer side protected against

tlie river liy heax'v ri]3rap work. The first two sec-

tions were built 1)}' convicts, llie third section is 3500
feet long, and was built Ijy the company. It cuts

through earth and rock formation, and iias an earth

and rock fill on the outer edge, wliicli is also
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protected in places b_v riprapping. The total length of

the canal is 9500 feet, or almost exacth' 1.8 mile. A
standard gauge railroad track runs along the canal

bank next to the river.

The canal is generally forty feet wide on the bot-

tom, its banks sloping up to give it a width of fifty

feet at the top, and the depth is eight feet. At full

flow the canal is capable of carrying- a constant run

of 70,000 miner's inches, or 1750 second-feet, and the

plant takes 40,000 miner's inches, or 1000 second-feet

at full load.

could just keep his nose -above water and float down
to safety -without being discovered.

The canal ends in a large granite forebay that

is made double b}- ha\-ing a granite partition wall

dividing it into two sections. This permits one to

be cleaned of accumulated silt while the plant is still

taking -water from the other.

The forebay is 150 feet long', 100 feet wide, and
12 feet deep, and the fall to the turbines is fifty-five

feet through four penstocks eight feet in dian-ieter and
made of five-eighths-inch steel. Each pair of turbine

Secondary Plant at Folsoni Power Station, Run by

Outflow from First.

-Vie-\v of -V\''ing- Dam and Its Four Sandgates. -^Uh
Headgates to tlie Right.

LoolcinR Up Canal Toward Headffatos—Folsom

Prison Quarry on Rifflit.

Further Down tlie Canal. Looking Back Toward
Prison Roek Crusher and Watch Towers.

Folsoni Power House, with Outfiow Canal

Through Solid Granite.

Three enormous headgates, each sixteen by four-

teen feet in the clear, are situated at the entrance to

the canal at the end of the wing dam, and these huge

headgates are operated by hydraulic rams, a system

which is possible here where there is never snow or

ice to interfere. The wing dam is provided, as seen

in the illustration, with four sandgates or sluices to

carry off sand and prevent its being taken down canal

to interfere with the waterwheels in the prison plant.

And supplementing these sandgates there is a ledge

across the canal itself to catch the sand that ma)- come
through the headgates. Below the prison power house

are four other sandgates.

Twice convicts have unsuccessful!}' tried to escape

b}' dropping into the canal, on the theory that a man

w-heels is ten feet in diameter. At the time of its

installation the hydraulic equipment at the Folsom
plant, weighing upward of 400,000 pounds, was con-

sidered the most massive and powerful in the world,

excepting only the plant at Niagara Falls.

The equipment of the original plant consisted of

four S. Morgan Smith turbines, four Lombard gov-

ernors, and four 3-pliase, revolving-armature type, 800-

volt, 750-kilowatt generators of General Electric make.
There are four transformers, one held in reserve, and
their combined capacity is 5000 kilowatts, or 6600
horsepower. The only change from the initial instal-

lation is in the transformers, which have been altered

to deliver 60,000 volts instead of the original voltage

of 10,000.
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The supplementary, or lower, station at Folsom
takes advantage of a twenty-six-foot fall of the

water after it leaves the old power house, and there

an additional 75o-kilo\vatt unit is installed. It is of

the 3-phase, revolving-field type, 11,500-volt, General

Electric pattern.

The turbines at the upper power house, under a

leet, fr(5ni the Folsom railroad station to the citv limits

of Sacramento is 19.4 miles, and from the edge of the

City in to the Sacramento sub-station is 1.9 mile, mak-
ing a total transmission distance of practicallv twent)'-

one and a half miles.

A change was made in the transmission line early

in IQ05, when the pole line on the south side of the

Jacob C. Keams. who
has been at the Fol-

som Plant ever since

the Machinery was
Installed.

County Bridge .Across .American River, also Old
Stone .\butniont that supported tirst Trans-

continental Railroad Bridge.

fif, v-five-foot head, run at the rate of 300 revolutions

a minute, and are directly connected to the arma-

ture shafts of the generators by insulated flexible

couplings. Each pair of wheels is supplied with a

steel flywheel ten feet in diameter, weighing 10,000

pounds, and having a speed at the outer edge of 9425
feet a minute. Heavy steel rims are shrunk on the

R. A. Rose. Foreman Frank O. Hutton. and
George Ferguson, who has been at the Plant

from the start.

cou.it}' road was supplied with larger insulators, its

wires were g"iven a greater spread, and the potential

carried was raised from 10,000 to 60,000 volts.

In the preparation of this sketch the writer ac-

knowledges information obtained from an article pub-
lished in 1895 by the late George P. Low in the "Jour-
nal of Electricity," from C. VV. Hutton. an old em-

Kolsom Power House and Granite Forebaj-. The Four Penstocks, through which the Water
Plunges from the Forcbay to the Power
Wheels of the Folsom Power.

wheels to provide for the great strain such sj^eed

produces.

The transformers are on the second story of the

building. The high-tensioti leads are led from the

transformers to the double pole lines out through a

hood-protected opening in the end of the station. The
pole line consists of forty-foot, round, cedar poles

extending to Sacramento in two parallel lines, one on
each side of the county road. From the power house
to the railroad station at Folsom the distance is 1056

ploye of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, but

now with the Sierra & San Francisco Power Co. ; from
the report made to the State Board of Prison Directors

in 1900 by Warden Aull at the Folsom penitentiary ;

from some data kindly supplied by United States Dis-

trict Attorney Devlin, who was formerly a prison

director and a Sacramento lawyer; and from various

employes of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company
who have personal knowledge of some of the events

as they occurred.
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THE WATT-HOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL.
Definition.

The name "recording wattmeter" or "integrating

wattmeter," is often erroneously applied. The true

name for the instrument commonly used for recording

the energy flowing in an electrical circuit for a certain

period of time is the watt-hour meter, since it records

the product of the watts and the time. The "recording-

wattmeter" in the true sense of the word is the instru-

ment which is ordinarily known as the graphic, or

"curve-drawing wattmeter," which records the watts

for any given instant without taking into consideration

the time element.

Relation of the Meter to the Central Station.

The relation of the meter and the meter system

to the distributing station is a factor of great im-

])ortance, the gravit}' of which, as a rule, is not fully

realized ; especially is this true with the small and the

medium-sized lighting and power companies. The rev-

enue of the distributing company depends on the meter

in more ways than are at first apparent,and the con-

tinued accurac}' of its meters is a matter materially

affecting- its financial success. Inaccurate meters are

eventually detrimental to the interests of the company
selling current, regardless of whether the meter runs

fast or slow. A fast meter furnishes the consumer a

very just cause for complaint, and when detected

usually reacts strongly against the company in produc-

ing- mistrust of its methods and a general feeling

among its customers that the}' are paying- for some- •

thing that they never receive. Such a feeling is to be

avoided by every possible means, as it causes endless

complaints and in many cases the loss of customers

with the resulting loss in revenue.

Slow meters, of course, act directly on the com-

pany's revenue, failing to record the power which is

actually being delivered. This is. often a very serious

source of loss, especiall}' where meters are operating

at light load for a considerable portion of the time, as

is almost always the case under commercial conditions.

It is this inaccuracy in meters at light loads that con-

stitutes, in the majority of cases, the chief source of

loss to the distributing- company, and especially is this

true where there is no attempt made to periodically

test the meters and make any minor adjustments that

ma)' be necessary. Meters are often installed under

conditions that are b)' no means the most favorable

for a delicate piece of apparatus; this however, is fre-

quently unavoidable, as the meter must be installed

wherever power is sold. It is often installed in places

which are inaccessable, allowed to become covered with

dust and dirt, and in some cases it is placed where it is

subjected to severe and continual vibrations; it is

usually then left to take care of itself, receiving no fur-

ther attention than to be read once a month. Under
such conditions it is almost inevitable that the meter

will eventually run slow, especially on light loads.

In carefull}' managed and well designed direct cur-

I'ent systems, the energy lost in line drop and other-

wise unaccounted lor between the station bus-bars and

the consumer's meters ma}' be as low as 15 per cent,

but on alternating current systems, having many small

transformers connected to the lines which are contin-

ually consuming power in the form of core loss, and

with meters which are poorly maintained or entirely

neglected, the loss shown by the comparison of the

reading- of the station meters and the consumer's

meters may be as high as 70'^^. From 15% to

20% represents very good practice on direct current

systems, ar-id from 20% to %30 on alternating current

S3'stems.

The Selection of Meters.

The selection of meters is a question which should

be thoroughl}' investigated. While there are several

excellent makes of.watt-hour meters on the American
market, there are still others which may be disastrous

to the re^•cnue of the distributing compan}'. It is not

always the meter which when new shows itself capa-

ble of finer adjustments and consecjuent high initial

accuracy that will prove the most satisfactory or the

most accurate after a period of service under average

commercial conditions. Of course initial accurac}' is

an important factor, but it should not be sought at

the expense of continued accuracy. The meter should

be of as substantial and rugged construction as, is con-

sistent with efficient design. Such a meter will prove

to be more satisfactory and will show less error after

a period of service than will a meter of more deli-

cate construction, although when new it can be ad-

justed to a finer degree. This question of continued
accuracy is of paramount importance and should
always be borne in mind while selecting the instru-

ment upon which the revenue of the company is to

depend.

Factors Affecting a Meter's Accuracy.

The factors affecting the accuracy of a watt-hour
meter are various, Ijut the two principle ones are fric-

tion and the weakening of the permanent magnets. If

these two factors could be eliminated, a meter once
accurately adjusted would remain so indefinitely. Un-
fortunately, however, these two factors do play a very
serious part in the performance of the meter, the most
serious being friction. If the friction component was
a constant quantity it could be compensated for by
the light load adjustment device and thus permanently
eliminated as regards the meter's accuracy. It has
been found though that friction is an extremely varia-
ble quantity and in the case of any motor-meter it

may vary by quite a large amount, even under very
favorable conditions. For this reason a high value
of the torque, or turning efl^ort is very desirable, since
with a high torque the percentage of this torque re-

quired to overcome any increase in friction is rela-

tively small, and the percentage increase of effective
torque due to any decrease in friction is also corres-
pondingly small. Thus it will be seen that a meter
having a high torque will not suffer in accuracy nearly
so much for the same amount of change in friction as
will a meter of low torque. There is, however, a value
for the torque, which if exceeded, will result in poor
economy, because by increasing the losses a higher
value of torque can be produced. It can therefore
be readily seen that the design of a meter should be
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such that this ratio of torque to watts loss will be at

the most economical point.

Since friction is the most serious factor affect-

ing the accuracy of a watt-hour meter, it is essential

that every care and precaution be taken both in the

design and the manufacture to insure low initial fric-

tion, and to insure as far as possible against changes

in friction after the meter has been in service for some
length of time. Friction will develop in the lower

jewel bearing, in the upper bearing and in the record-

ing mechanism.

The Jewel Bearing.

In order to obtain low friction in the jewel bear-

ing the revolving element should be light in weight

;

only the highest grade of jewels should be used, and

they should be carefully selected 'and ground. The
pivots, or the bearing points, should be of the finest

grain of glass-hardened steel. It is usual practice of

manufacturers to mount the jewel on a spring sup-

port, thus taking up any sudden vibrations and thereby

preventing excessive pressure between the jewel and
the bearing point, therefore prolonging the life of each.

Although the actual weight supported by the lower

bearing is small, the pressure between the jewel and
the pivot in a meter is great, since the actual contact

area is exceedingly small, being as it is, almost a

"point" contact, so that the pressure per square inch

of contact reaches an extremely high value. It is for

this reason that jewels of the best quality and "glass-

hardened" steel pivots are necessary in the construc-

tion of the lower bearing, as any other material would
quickly break down and develop excessive friction.

The otherwise objectionable "point" contact between
the jewel and the pivot is necessary in order that low
initial friction may be secured.

Recording Mechanism.

When properly and carefulh' made, the record-

ing mechanism is not subject to the variations in fric-

tion which occur in the bearing, and it can therefore

be much more completely compensated for by means
of the light load adjustment device of the meter. Only
machine cut gears should be used in the construction

of the recording mechanism, and during, the course

of manufacture every precaution should be taken to

see that the gears and their bearings are in perfect

condition and free from all burrs ; even the slightest

burr or imperfection in the individual gears will -prove

to be a source of friction variation, and as some of the

gears move very slowly and as friction variation would
only appear when the imperfect portion was in mesh,
the only feasible way of detecting and preventing this

source of future error in the meter is by rigid factory

inspection of all parts which enter into the construc-

tion of the recording mechanism.

Weakening of the Permanent Magnets.

The next important factor aft'ecting the contin-

ued accuracy of the watt-hour meter, and one of a very
serious nature, is the weakening of the permanent mag-
nets, often called the "retarding magnets." The only
insurance which the purchaser has against a poor
grade of permanent magnet is the ability and the
experience of the manufacturer. It sometimes hap-
pens that meters, especially for switchboard service,

are installed where they are subjected to the influence

of powerful "stray fields" which may be set up, due to

the proximity of wires or bus-bars carrying heavy
currents. To nullify the effects of such stray fields on

the retarding magnets, some manufacturers arrange

the magnets astatically, that is, they are placed so

that any stray field which will tend to weaken one

magnet will correspondingly strengthen another, and

vice versa.

Creeping.

Under the same category as fast meters comes the

"creeping" of meters. It is sometimes found that

meters will run slowly, or "creep" when there is no
current flowing in the series fields, the potential circuit

alone, being energized. This is due to the light load

adjustment exerting more than enough torque to over-

come the friction, and may be due to one or more
causes. The light load adjustment may be so set that

it just compensates for the initial friction and the meter
then installed where it is subject to continual vibra-

tion, under which condition, the "friction torque" is

reduced and the meter will creep. Again, the meter

may be on a circuit where the voltage is above normal,

which will tend to produce creeping. As a general rule,

meters are so adjusted at the factory as to allow for

a range of several per cent in voltage without causing

creeping; such practice is to be recommended, as the

slight benefit to be derived from having the friction

completely compensated for is more than counterbal-

anced by the trouble due to creeping when such fine

adjustments are made.

Overmetering.

Another frequent and easily avoidable source of

loss to the distributing company is "over-metering."

It often happens that in the case of public buildings,

theaters and other places where there is a large "con-

nected" load, and where for a greater part of the time

only a small part of this connected load is actually tak-

ing current, that one large meter of sufficient capacity

to take care of the entire installation is employed.

When this is done the large meter will operate the

majority of the time on light load, and for a consid-

erable portion of the time it may be operating on very

light loads, and since no commercial meter can be re-

lied upon to continuously record such light loads with

the same accuracy as at or near full load, there will re-

sult a considerable loss from the practice of "over-

metering." It is often much better to install a smaller

meter to take care of such loads, even at the risk of

an occasional burn-out. Practically all standard meters

will carry a considerable overload for short periods,

and will carry as much or more than 25% overload

continuously when located in cool, dry places. It is

not recommended that meters be worked at overloads

continuously, but in many instances it will be economy
to have them work at overloads during the period of

maximum demand. By exercising a little judgment a

meter can be so selected that it will never be excess-

ively overloaded, but which will be small enough to

give a fair degree of accuracv during the light load

period.

Where the ratio of the connected load to the aver-

age actual load is large, it is better to subdivide the
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circuits and install two or more meters than to at-

tempt to liandle the entire load on one meter. In this

way it can be so arranged that while there is no dan-

ger of a meter being severely overloaded, it will still

be small enough to accurately record the power during

the light load period.

General Construction.

The different types of meters will be dealt with

separately hereafter, therefore we will take up at this

point the various parts which are common to all types.

Frames and Covers : The supporting frames to

which the mechanism is secured should be rigitlly con-

structed from a mechanical standpoint, and the ma-
terial used should be non-magnetic. The covers should

be of sufficient rigidit}' to protect the meter from ordi-

nary mechanical injury, and should also be light; the

composition known as "white metal" is a good material,

Fitr. 1. Supportinp Luys of Base Fram

being used either in its natural finish or with a coat-

ing of dull black japan. In some cases glass is used

for the covers so that all working parts of the meter

may be superficialh^ inspected without removing the

cover. For switchboard meters, glass is a sat-

isfactory material for the covers, but for ordinarj^

house type meters the metal covers are to be recom-

mended ; glass covers, exposing all parts of the interior

to view, may tend to invite tampering by unauthor-

ized persons. The internal frame which actually sup-

ports the bearings and other parts of the meter proper

should also be made of non-magnetic material. In the

ordinary type of "commutating" meter the construction

of the internal frame is such that when used on alter-

nating currents it is often the case that heavy eddy

currents may be induced in the frame by the rapid

reversals of the "projected" field. Such eddy currents

cause undue heating, and to obviate this some manu-

facturers split the frame and insert a piece of fibre or

other insulating material.

The base, frame is usually furnished with three

supporting lugs as shown in Fig. I, the top lug being

key-holed and the lower right hand one slotted, thus

allowing the meter to be rapidly hung in place. It

can then be properly levelled and set and the sup-

porting screws driven home.

The removable covers are usually held in position

by two or more studs which are fastened to the base

frame and which project up through the covers ; wing-

nuts having holes through their bodies, through which

seal wires may be passed, are used on the studs to

securely hold the covers in place. The groove in the

base frame into which the covers fit, should be pro-

vided with felt gaskets to exclude dust, moisture and

insects from the interior of the meter. The holes for

the entrance and exit of service wires should also be

provided with a dust proof feature, and the dial win-

dow should be set in putty or other suitable material.

The Top Bearing: The top bearing of a meter is

necessarily simple, as it does not have to support any

weight, but simply acts as a guide bearing, and may
be the same as or similar to either of the two types

shown in Fiar. 2.

a^
W

Fig. 2. Types of Top Bearing.

The Shaft: The shaft should be made as light

as is consistent with good design, and is usually tnade

of steel approximately J^-in. in diameter, some manu-
facturers using a solid shaft, and others a tubular form.

At the top of the shaft is mounted the "worm" gear

which transmits the motion of the shaft to the record-

ing mechanism. There are two general methods of

constructing" the wonu ; one consists of cutting it

directiv into the steel shaft, the other method being
to mount a worm of composition material in the end
of the shaft. This latter method possesses the ad-

vantage of allowing the use of a non-rusting material.

On the lower extremity of the shaft is mounted the

retnovable pivot.

Discs: Until several years ago, the meter discs

were made almost exclusively of copper on account
of its high conductivity, but aluminum has practically

superseded copper for this purpose, due to its lighter

weight. An aluminum disc having the same conduc-
tivity as a copper disc will weigh only about 48% as

much as the copper. Therefore the aluminum, though
of greater thickness, is much more desirable. The
question is often asked ; "Why are most meter discs

roughened or covered with little holes which resemble
prick-punch marks?" This has nothing whatever to

do with the electrical characteristics of the meter, as

is sometimes supposed, but simph^ results from a fac-

tory method of producing a plane surface. The disc

is placed on a heavy metal block, and a weight having
a roughened surface is allowed to fall upon the disc,

thus producing the peculiar marking. It has been
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t'ouiul thai Ihis process cliniiiiales any trouble which

ma)' be due to the warping pf the disc.

The Lower Bearing: There are at the present

time two general types i>f lower bearings In use; the

pivot and jewel type as shown in Fig. 3, and the ball

and jewel type as shown in Fig. 4. The ball bearing

is relatively a new departure, Init in reality it is essen-

tially a "pivot" bearing also, and as far as the com-
|)arative friction is concerned, they are, it is safe to

say, about equal. So long as the ball remains perfectly

smooth and free from rust it serves its purpose ad-

mirably.

Je'wels: It has been found that there are but

two kinds of jewels which are satisfactory for use in

the lower bearings of meters, they being the diamond
and the selected eastern sapphire. In self-contained

meters, up to and including so k. w. capacity, the

Fig. 3. Pivot and Jl-\vc1 Type of Lower Bearing.

sapphire is generally used to the best advantage
; above

this value, on account of the greater weight of the

moving element, it is advisable to use the diamond,

because of its unequalled hardness. Where great ac-

curacy is desired in the case of switchboard meters in

central stations, it is often desirable to use diamond
jewels in meters of as small a capacity as 5 amperes.

In all cases, the jewel should be carefully selected,

ground and polished, and should be free from all flaws.

It has been noted that under normal conditions, the

average sapphire jewel will stand as much or more
than 600,000 revolutions of the shaft, and in some
cases the diamond jewel has lasted for as many as

35,000,000 revolutions of the shaft. These values, how-
ever, are extremely variable and depend to a great ex-

tent upon the conditions and care under which the

meter operates.

The Retarding Magnets: It is of the utmost im-

portance that the strength of the retarding magnets
he as permanent as is possible to make them, since

their retarding or "dragging" effect is proportional

to the square of their magnetic strength. Therefore a

slight change in the strength will have an appreciable

effect upon the speed of the disc. Much depends
upon the physical properties of the steel from which
the magnets are manufactured, and the most rigid

inspection, by both chemical and physical analyses

should be made of each lot of steel before it is treated

for use as meter magnets. The manufacturer, after

he has given the steel a special process of treatment,

hardens, forms and magnetizes the product. The com-
pleted magnet is then subjected to hammer blows to

detect any mechanical imperfections, and if it should
fail to "ring true" is rejected. It then undergoes an
artificial aging process ; accurate measurements of

magnetic strength being made at frequent intervals.

It is then laid away for several months after which

Fitr, 4. Ball and Jewel Type of Lower Bearing.

the Strength is again measured and if this latter meas-
urement differs in the least from its strength when
first laid away it is discarded.

A very successful process of magnetizing meter
magnets consists in slipping the completed form over

a copper bar, through which a heavy current of elec-

tricity (many thousands of amperes) is passed mo-
mentarily. In this way a great number of forms can
he magnetized at the same time, and a uniform
strength produced. Great care is taken in the nianu-

ture of the permanent magnets, and as a rule the re-

sults are very satisfactory.

The Recording Mechanism: As previously pointed

out, the recording mechanism should be manufactured
with the greatest care, and rigid factory inspection is

practically the only safeguard against imperfections.

Meters are often placed in such positions that the

meter reader will encounter reflected light, and for

this reason' it will generally be found that a dial of

unglazed material will be less difficult to read under

all conditions. The recording mechanism should be

so constructed and provided with such dowel pins that

it can be removed from the meter at any time and then

replaced in the exact position from wdiich it was orig-

inally taken without disturbing in the least the mesh of

the worm with the first gear.

From the foregoing description of the general con-

struction, a very good idea can be gathered as to the

mechanical rec|uirements of a good meter; a study ul

the subsecpient chapters treat of the electrical char-

acteristics.
(To be continued.)
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Rumors are rife as to reform in the Patent Office.

Inventors, manufacturers and capitalists agree that

some change is necessary to elim-

Patent Office inate existing uncertainty as to the

Reform validit}- and scope of patents

granted. Under present conditions

no patent can he considered Ijinding until it has been

finally passed upon by the courts. This involves vex-

atious and costly litigation, and contravenes the pri-

mary intention of the patent laws that invention should

be encouraged.

The efficiency of the Patent Office closely concerns

commercial progress and any remedy that facilitates

finality of patent decision advances our industrial wel-

fare. Among the many causes assigned for American

success, not the least is the characteristic habit of

crystalizing imagination into invention. The United

States Patent Office will soon grant its millionth

patent, the annual crop now being close to forty thou-

sand. In 1909 the proverbial ingenuity of the Connec-

ticut Yankee gave this State the first place in the per

capita inventive output, there being one invention for

every 881 inhabitants. It is significant that, except for

the District of Columbia, the Western States of Cali-

fornia, Washington. Nevada and Colorado are, re-

spectively, next in order. Oregon and Utah are twelfth

and fourteenth in the list. South Carolina has but one
inventor to every 19,424 inhabitants.

From the report of the Commissioner of Patents

for 1909 we also learn that he is keenly aware of the

defects in the patent system as it is. His criticism

is constructive in that it contains certain recommenda-
tions for betterment. Less than one-half of the listed

patents have been properly classified and the examiners
have difficulty in definitely determining the novelty

of the new inventions. The Commissioner urges that

the inadequate force now available for this work be
augmented so that it can be cjuickly completed.

The Commissioner furthermore recommends the

abolishment of the present dual course of appeals, with
its attendant delay and expense, and the substitution

therefor of a measure giving jurisdiction to a single

appellate tribunal, from which further appeals can be
carried to the Court of Appeals of the District of Co-
lumbia. He also endorses the efiforts of the American
Bar Association to establish a Court of Patent Appeals
in lieu of the latter. Bills to this efifect are now before
Congress.

Commissioner Moore also suggests the repeal of

the law relating to caveats on the ground that it gives
no real protection against infringement. The advan-
tages that do accrue under the caveat provision are

among those embraced by filing an application for

patents. His final plea for more commodious quarters
for the patent office is one that should be granted,

especially as this department is one of the few that are

run at a profit and can be well housed by expending
the seven million dollars that it has turned into the

Treasury since its establishment.
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PERSONALS.

M. M. O'Shaugbnessy is in Southern California on hy-

draulic engineering business.

Mr. Ralston of the Ralston Klectric Supply Company of

Albany, Ore., was a recent visitor in San Francisco.

Frank Dabney has been appointed controller of the

Seattle Electric Company and subsidiary companies at Seattle,

Wash.

P. L. McGillan, manager of the California Pole & Piling

Company, left San Francisco last week on a trip to Everett,

Wash.

T. B. Hunter, president of the Monterey Water Company
of Monterey, Cal., was a visitor in San Francisco during the

past week.

R. B. Elder, district manager of the Allls-Chalmers Com-
pany, has returned to San Francisco from a business trip

to Los Angeles.

C. O. Poole, who was for some time engineer for the

Nevada-California Power Company, was in San Francisco from

Los Angeles this week.

H. Krantz of the H. Krantz Mfg. Company of Brooklyn,

N. Y., is visiting the Pacific Coast offices of the company,

Otis & Squires of San Francisco.

A. D. Miller, formerly manager of the Reno Traction Com-
pany of Reno, Nevada, has been made manager of the Central

California Traction Company of Stockton.

H. H. Manley, who is connected with the management of

the Crescent City Light, Water and Power Company at Cres-

cent City, Cal., is a visitor in San Francisco.

F. W. Siemon, treasurer of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburg, has gone to Portland,

Ore., after spending several days in San Francisco,

K. G. Dunn, engineer, of Hunt, Mirk & Co. of San Fran-

cisco, is in the Northwest on business connected with the

Westinghouse Machine Company's steam turbine line.

W. P. Hammon, president of the California-Nevada Elec-

tric Power Company, with offices in San Francisco, has gone
East on business connected with his large water power and
mining interests.

A. W. Q. Birtwell, assistant treasurer of the Tacoma
Railway and Power Company, and the Puget Sound Electric

Railway, Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed assistant treas-

urer of the Seattle Electric Company.

George C. Graham, formerly master mechanic of the

United Traction Company, of Albany, N. Y., is now superin-

tendent of car equipment and shops of the Los Angeles-

Pacific Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

George Henry, Jr., engineer with the Pelton Water
Wheel Company's San Francisco office, has returned from a

trip through the Pacific Northwest where he found gpod
business conditions in engineering lines.

Francis Hodgkinson, chief engineer of the turbine de-

partment of the Westinghouse Machine Company of Pitts-

burg, is in San Francisco from the Bast via Portland. This
is Mr. Hodgkinson's first visit to the company's San Francisco
office. He will soon visit Los Angeles.

W. E. Wilniot, formerly auditor of the Seattle Electric

Company, has been appointed assistant treasurer of the Puget
Sound Electric Railway and the Tacoma Railway and Power
Company, Tacoma, Wash., to succeed Mr. A. Q. W. Birtwell,

who has been appointed assistant treasurer of the Seattle

Electric Company.

.lames M. Wakeman has resigned as vice-president of the

McGraw Publishing Company, of New York City, in order

to take a needed rest. He has been succeeded by Hugh M.

Wilson, formerly publisher of the Electric Railway Review.

C. L. Cory, eleclrical engineer, read a paper on "The Pub-

lic Service Corporation" at the monthly meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, held February

25th in the Home Telephone Building in San Francisco. An

interesting discussion of the subject by members followed.

Delos A. Chappelle, general manager of the Nevada-

California Power Company, was in San Francisco this week,

with his consulting engineer, C. O. Poole, of Manifold & Poole,

of Los Angeles, closing contracts for the electric equipment

of a new power-house on the Bishop Creek development in

Nevada.

Bertram M. Downs, vice-president of the Brookfield Glass

Company of New York City is looking over Pacific Coast-

conditions, leaving San Francisco this week for Seattle. Mr.

Downs reports that this company has a large reserve stock

to care for the great increase in business which Eastern

demand shows is impending.

TRADE NOTES.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
has secured the contract for the electric motor equipment for

a gold dredge.

The .John R. Cole Co. of San Francisco have opened up

a branch office at Los Angeles at 221 Grosse Building, in

charge of Geo. A. Cole.

The Pelton Water Wheel Company of San Francisco has

closed a contract for two 600-h. p. turbine wheels for the

Yuba Construction Company. These will be direct connected

to generators which will furnish current for the operation of

a gold dredge which is to be built in Colombia, where the

Yuba Company has mining interests.

Hunt, Mirk & Co. of San Francisco during the past week
sold the Los Angeles Gas & Electric Company an additional

Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator, rated at 4000-kw., 60

cycles. The company already has in operation a 3000-kw.

generating set of the same make. Additional boilers and

auxiliary apparatus are yet to be contracted for.

The H. Mueller Mfg. Company of Decatur, Illinois, have

established an agency in California, with Mr. C. D. Saunders

as manager. He will be located in San Francisco. Mi-.

Saunders' territory will include California and Nevada. It is

contemplated, at a later date, to establish a branch house

in San Francisco for the convenience of the western trade.

The Westinghouse Machine Company has sold an addi-

tional 1500 k. w. 2300 volt 2-phase 60 cycle Westinghouse-

Parsons turbo-generator to the Hawaiian Electric Company
for use in the Honolulu central station. Both lighting and

power services are supplied. The 750 k. w. Westinghouse- .

Parsons turbo-generator set that was supplied some time ago

gave such satisfaction that the present order was given.

The General Electric has just sold the Yuba Construction

Company complete electrical equipment for a big gold dredge

of 300 h. p. digger-capacity, which is to be built and operated

near Boise City, Idaho. The list of 200-volt induction motors

to be supplied is as follows: One 300-h. p. digger motor;

150-h. p. high-pressure pump motor; 75-h. p. low-pressure pump
motor; 25-h. p. auxiliary pump motor; 75-h. p. sand pump mo-

tor; 75-h. p. stacker motor; 35-h. p. winch motor. The con-

tract also calls for one 2-h. p., 110-volt tool motor, two 7%-kw.

lighting transformers and a 7-pane! switchboard, with the

necessary cables to connect the dredge with the power line.
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NEWS OF THE STATIONARY ENGINEERS

and at
enginee
laws in
the gen

PREAMBLE.—This Association shall at
no time be used for the furtherance of
strikes, or for the purpose of interfering in
any way between its members and their
employers in regard to wages; recognizing
the identity of interests between employer
and employe, and not countenancing any
project or enterprise that will interfere with
perfect harmony between them.

Neither shall it be used for political or
religious purposes. Its nieetings shall be
devoted to the business of the Association,

all times preference shall be given to the education of
rs, and to securing the enactment of engineers' license
order to prevent the destruction of life and property in
eration and transmission of steam as a motive power.

Califoruin.

No. 1, San Francisco, Thursday, 172 Golden Gate Ave. Pres.,
P. I.. Bnnor. Sec., Herman Noethig, 816 York St.

No. 2. Los Angeles. Friday, Eagles' Hall, 116% E. Third St.
Pres., .1. F. Connell. Cor. Sec. W. T, W., Curl. 1103 Dalton
Ave.

No. 3. San Francisco. Wednesday, Merchants' Exchange Bldg.
Sec. Da\'id Thomas, 439 Merchants' iil.xchange Bldg.

No. 6. Santa Barbara. Geo. W. Stevens, 2417 Fletcher Ave.,
R. R. No. 2.

No. 6. San Jose. Wednesday. Pres., W. A. Wilson, Sec, Lea
Davis, 350 N. 9th St.

No. 7. Fresno. Pres,, A, G. Rose. Sec, E. F. Fitzgerald, Box
651.

No. S. Stockton, Thursday, Masonic Hall. Sec, S. Bunch, 626
E. Channel St. Pres., H. Eberhard.

Oregon.
No. 1. Portland. Wednesday, J. D. Asher, Portland Hotel.

Pres., B, W. Slocum.
No. 2. Salem. A. L. Brown, Box 166.

W^a.shingtoii.
No. 2. Tacoma. Friday, 913 ^^ Tacoma Ave. Pres., Geo, E. Bow-

man. Sec, Thos. L. Keeley, 3727 Ferdinand St., N., Whit-
worth Sta.

No. 4. Spokane. Tuesday. Pres,. Frank Teed, Sec, J. Thos.
Greeley, O6OI14 Cincinnati St

No. 6. Seattle. Saturday, 1420 2d Ave. Pres., H. R. Leigh.
Sec, J. C. Miller, 1600 Yesler Way.

Practical letters from engineers and news items of general interest arc
always welcome. Write your items regardless of style. Communications
should be addressed to the Steam Engineering Editor.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

Paper No. 8.

Transmission of Pure Rotation by Means of Belts and Ropes

—In this paper -we shall consider the case of transmission by

wrapping" connectors on belt gearing. This is one of the most

important forms of mechanical power transmission. It is re-

liable, simple, comparatively inexpensive, and capable of exten-

sion to considerable distance between driver and follower. It

also lends itself to a variety of different applications ; so much
so that it is probably our most useful form of mechanical trans-

mission.

in this classification are included belts, bands and chains

working over either pulleys or sprocket wheels for contin-

uous motion, and over cams also where the motion is limited.

Where the motion is not continuous the velocity-ratio may be

either constant or variable. The applications of variable-ratio

belt transmission are not of sufficient importance to be of inter-

est to the engineer and will therefore be passed over with the

general statement: The velocity-ratio is always equal to the

inverse ratio of the segments of the line of centers; counting

from the centers of motion to the intersection with the line of

action—that is the belt or rope. In Fig. 9 this may be stated

(Ok so
-^ = — where a).j and oj,, are the angular velocity of ,1

"a -iC

and B respectively. This will be equally true if c falls between

A and B as it would do in the event that the belts crossed and
the directions of rotation of driver and follower were opposite.

The velocity ratio may aso be determined from the ratio of the

perpendiculars AD and BE drawn from the centers of rota-

tion to the line of contact ; thus — BE
AD

This is of course

known speed, .'i dehnilc Ijclt .speed is determined by a knowledge

of the power to be transmitted, the distance between shafts,

and such other conditions as exist to affect the belting. The

belt speed and revolutions per minute being known, the pulley

diameter is easily found by the formula; Belt speed in feet per

minute equals revolutions per minute times the circumference

in feet or I' = ' p. m. '^ .P
f,.,,m ,vhich /) = —^^-I—

.

12 T r. p. m.

If the driving pulley and speed of the driving shaft are given

the size of pulley necessary to give a certain speed to the

driven shaft may be found by direct proportion. Thus in Fig.

9. Diameter of B \ speed of B equals diameter of A times speed

of A. That is. the product of diameter into revolutions per

minute is constant.

Taking up now the constant velocity-ratio we shall con-

sider the three cases of axis relation as has been done here-

tofore.

Fit'. 9.

1—Axes of rotation parallel either in the same straight

line or otherwise.

Where the axes are in the same straight line and their reg-

ular velocities are the same, the direct coupling is to be pre-

ferred to any other form of transmission ; but if a different

velocity ratio is desired then belting and a counter shaft with

two pulleys could be used. As this would then become a case of

parallel axes not in line we shall consider that condition at some

length.

Ordinary Belting—The belt may be either a leather strap

or a woven texture with a rubber filling; or a series of links

connected with pins. Belts are flat or round. The latter being

often employed for small work. If other than flat the belt

runs in a groove of V .shape. The usual belt for power trans-

mission is flat, however, and runs on nearly flat pulleys, a slight

double cone surface being given thern to assist in keeping the

belt centered, A belt will always try to climb to the highest

point, or to the greatest diameter, and hence the center crown-

ing attracts both sides of the belt to it and so keeps it on the

pulley.

The e.xact velocity-ratio where fairly thick belting is em-

ployed is hard to be found for two reasons. The belt thick-

ness adds appreciably to the pulley diameter and the unavoid-

able elasticity of the belt—its contraction on the driving pulley

and expansion on the di'iven pulley causes an apparent slip. It

is this creeping action that keeps the surfaces of pulley polished.

obvious from the similarity of triangles. In practice, where a

given shaft is to be driven by belt from a driving shaft of

PROBLEMS DISCUSSED BY CALIFORNIA NO. 3. N. A. S. E.

BOILER SETTINGS.—Has reinforced concrete ever been
used for boiler setting, and If so how does it compare with
brick? How does the cost compare?

Concrete has not been used tor a complete boiler setting

because it will not endure the high temperature to be met.

Under such extremes o£ temperature as are met in boiler

settings it will soon disintegrate and actually crumble to dust.

This is due to the expansion and contraction as well as to a

deterioration in the cement. Reinforced concrete would be as

expensive i£ not more so than brick. A Are brick lining would
be required in any event and reinforcement would be neces-

sary.

PACKING.—What is the advantage if any of cutting pack-
ing on a bevel rather than square across?

There is no appreciable advantage. It may result in pre-

venting leakage at the joint but as each ring "breaks joints"
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with the others this is not important. It would be easier to

insert a packing ring so cut.

INDICATOR PIPING.—\VTiat is the advantage of having
two indicators with the consequent short piping to each, over

a single indicator with the usual three-way valve and double
piping to it?

Where a single indicator is used there may be a slight

displacement of the card due to the slight lag of the steam

in traversing the long piping. The card itself would not be

distorted but might be shifted along the sheet slightly so that

a longer clearance than actually existed would be shown.

Where the load is varying greatly there may be a

decided change in the performance during the interval be-

tween taking the two cards on a single indicator where, with

two indicators, the cards could be taken approximately

simultaneously and thus the true load at any instant would

be obtainable.

FLYWHEEL.—In a direct connected cross compound
pumping engine as shown in the attached cut what is the
fmiction of the flywheel?

n

p

The fly wheel in this case acts as a regulator on the speed

holding the angular velocity constant at all parts of the revo-

lution. Thus at the beginning of the stroke the initial steam

pressure in the h. p. cylinder is greatly in excess of the hy-

draulic pressure opposing it. At this part of the stroke then

the fly wheel is storing up energy. Out on the expansion line

there is a point where the above two pressures are equal and

opposite. Here the flywheel commences to return its

energy back to the shaft. Of course the L. P. cylinder would

be exciting energy when the h. p. were on the low end of

the expansion line but the variation in available surplus

energy would be considerable in the absence of the flywheel.

That the flywheel actually does cause a continually varying

supply of energy to be transmitted into and out of the shaft

is evidenced by the very pronounced wear on one side of the

crank pin. At the beginning of the stroke the pin receives

the thrust from the connecting rod and later when the fly

wheel returns that thrust the crank has so turned that the

same side of the pin now receives the pull. It is thus worn

out of round in this spot. Flywheels have been known to creep

on the shaft during portions of the revolution and could only

be prevented by heating the hub bolts and setting them up

white hot so that their contraction gave enormous gripping

to the shaft.

CO-OPERATIVE CO-OPERATION.

BY ANDREW CARRIGAN.

In a treatise on co-operation, from our standpoint, we
must choose from its various deflnitions the following: "Joint

action"; "a working together,' as derived from verb "co-

operate"
—

"to work together for a common end." As a

synonym of "co-operation," we find the word "aid" and its

definition "to promote the success of." The word "aid" has

many definitions and many synonyms, but we have selected

this one rather than the broader term "help," as this might

be construed in a charity sense that would be repugnant to

every self-reliant American business man.

Co-operation, being a .ioint action, almost invariably fol-

lows a condition of necessity; this necessity may be political,

fraternal or financial. The present discourse is certainly not

political; it undoubtedly is financial, but I hope, above all,

that we can call it fraternal, for business is cold enough at

its best, and a touch of fraternity goes far indeed to add a

pleasure to the everyday routine of an everyday business life.

As to the necessity of co-operation, stop and consider the

business conditions of today as compared with twenty to

thirty years ago. Then, co-operation was as unknown as it

was unnecessary. Competition was limited, and on the Pacific

Coast was largely confined to "Have you got the goods?" not

"What is your price?' In those days, the personal equation

in business counted far more than now, so that of necessity

we must adopt the "live and let live" idea, and that idea is

born of co-operation. This does not mean co-operation; it

means nothing in the restraint of trade, but it means only the

development of a higher business ideal, the curbing of our

business jealousies; above all, it means competition on a

higher plane. All of this refers particularly to those of us

who are competitors. We are then led to the subject of co-

operation between jobbers and manufacturers or their repre-

sentatives, and between the jobber and the retailer or con-

tractor. Time and custom have evolved the most economical

channel of distribution, namely: first, the manufacturers who
create, each in himself, a limited line of commodities, too

limited for economical distribution to the retailer or con-

sumer; second, the jobber who stocks the various lines of

many manufacturers, and. third, the retailer or contractor

who draws from such assembled stocks and sells to the con-

sumer, whether in the remote country places, or to the house-

holder in the towns and cities, and with whom the jobber or

manufacturer cannot come in contact.

While co-operation may not be essential to the mere
existence of any of these classes, it is certainly essential to

their success and happiness, and we are all entitled to our

fair share of those commodities in life.

Thus far we have dealt with the cause and necessity of

co-operation, and we come now to the resultant action of

co-operation, which may be defined as reciprocity and the

final result of all success. To reciprocate is "to give and take

mutually"; also, "to give something in return for." Reci-

piocity with its "give and take" motto must be our keynote;

we cannot "have our cake and eat it too"; we cannot hope

to be "all things to all men." Let us endeavor, then, to "live

and let live," each in his own sphere of action, to the end that

success, that for which we all strive may be ours.

G. E. 210 RAILWAY MOTOR.

Bulletin No. 4715, recently issued by the General Electric

Company describes the company's G.E.-210 Railway Motor.

The motor is a 70 h. ])., 600 volt motor of substantial con-

struction and having biush holder and field coil supports.

The bulletin enters into a detailed description of this motor

and contains a speed table, characteristic curves and di-

mension diagrams.
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949,103. Commutator for Dynamo-Electric Machines.

Miles Walker, Manchester, England, assignor to Westiughouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company. A commutator cylinder

comprising insulated commutator bars and Iraving a series of

relatively deep peripheral gTooves the side walls of which
constitute plane contact surfaces, and clamping bands located

in the bottoms of said grooves to hold the commutator bars

against displacement.

949,184. Insulator for High-Potential Circuits. .Joseph N.

Kelman, Los Angeles, Cal. An insulator consisting of a plu-

rality of spreading members and a tube, said spreading mem-

bers and said tube being constituted of laminae or layers of

flexible fabric covered and impregnated with insulating var-

nish, said insulator having a rigid central insulating tube.

949,320. Variable-Frequency Generator. Giuseppe Fac-

cioli, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Com-
pany. A variable-frequency, self-exciting alternating current

generator having stator and rotor windings, one of said wind-
ings being provided with a commutator and brushes, a trans-

former having primary and secondary leads connected to

the rotor and stator windings respectively, means for varying
the ratio of transformation of said transformer, and a load-

circuit connected to points on the stator winding displaced
from the points on said winding to which the transformer leads

are connected.

949,129. Engine Indicating Apparatus. Frederick Purdy,

Kenosha, Wis., assignor of one-half to Foree Bain, La Grange,

111. The combination with an engine, of an indicator compris-

ing a receptive surface and an applicator for directing a trac-

ing medium upon said receptive surface, one rotatable rela-

tive to the other about the center of indication, the rotative

part having connection with the engine for rotation in con-

sonance with the cycles of operation of the engine, and said

applicator being movable to radially deflect the tracing me-
idum upon the receptive surface to vary its distance from
the center of indication, and means responsive to pressure

within the engine for so moving the applicator.

949,506. Art of Rejuvenating Storage Batteries. Alfred

O. Tate, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The method or process

of rejuvenating or renewing a depleted storage battery cell

of the applied oxid type which consists in electrolytically re-

ducing the oxidized anodes and their applied oxid to metallic

lead and simultaneously electrolytically oxidizing the spongy
applied metallic lead of the cathodes until said anodes and
cathodes shall have assumed their normal or original effi-

ciency.

949,016. Electrolytic Apparatus for Recovering Metals
from Solutions. Wilbur A. Hendryx, Denver, Colo. In an
electrolytic depositing apparatus, the combination with a

tank provided with a supply of a chemical ore pulp solution,

a pump connected to said tank, a revolving electrolytic depos-

iting device connected to said pump, having an anode com-
prised of a suitable metal in a granulated or shot form, and
a cathode comprised of a suitable metal In a granulated or
shot form, and means including a pipe for conveying the solu-

tion from said filtering device to said tank, as specified.
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KELLOGG TELEPHONES IN ARIZONA.

Three flourishing little cities in Arizona—Prescott, Globe

and Bisbee—have recentlj' installed common battery multiple

switchboards. These are the 4-party harmonic multiple "type,

and the only up-to-date common battery multiple plants in

the territory. In fact, the territory has only one other com-

mon battery plant. Although thinly populated, the towns and

Front View, Prescott Switcliboard.

cities of that section are making a remarkable growth, and

the citizens are wide awake and demand the best.

All three plants were equipped and installed by the Kel-

logg Switchboard & Supply Co. In the illustrations the Pres-

cott equipment is shown. This board is in two multiple sec-

tions, each section being six-panel, two position, with a capa-

city of 3000 multiple jacks. Golden oak is the material used

Distributing Frame and Wire-Chief's Desk.

throughout in the cabinet work. The board is equipped with

520 C. B. lamp signal line circuits and 20 rural and toll lines.

Three operators handle the city lines, while a fourth has the

rural and toll lines.

Fifteen standard Kellogg, double supervisory cord cir-

cuits comprises the equipment for each regular subscriber's

operator, and ready means of testing cord and line circuits

are provided. The standard Kellogg breast plate transmitter

and head receiver is used by each operator. A matter de-

serving special attention is the manner of lighting. Each sec-

tion is lighted by electric lamps placed in trough reflectors.

The wiring for these lamps is run in iron conduits through-

out the board and reduces fire risks to a minimum.
The standard wire-chief's desk is built in convenient form

for testing work. The equipment is placed so that top of

the desk is free for writing or other work, and is free from
cords and plugs, all circuits terminating in keys.

Power Switchboard and Pole Changers.

The power plant is most complete, being furnished with

duplicate sets of storage batteries and duplicate ringing equip-

ment. Two sets of four frequency vibrating pole changer and

transformer sets make up the ringing equipment. This

equipment is universally used in Kellogg four-party plants

with the greatest satisfaction. The storage batteries are

charged by means of a mercury arc rectifier, accepted gen-

erally by telephone engineers as the most economical and
efficient method of charging storage batteries from alternating

current.

ELEVATOR CONTROLLERS.
The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee, has recently

redesigned its entire line of electric elevator controllers. As
now constituted the line embraces three types of full magnet
controllers for direct current elevators and two full magnet
controllers tor alternating current, the various types providing

suitable contol for high speed and moderate speed passenger

elevators and a simplified form of full magnet control tor

freight elevators.

Eight different types of direct current, serai-magnet con-

trollers are provided and four semi-magnet controllers for

alternating current. The line includes, also, mechanically
operated controllers suitable for use where the voltage of the

line is extremely variable, reversing and non-reversing con-

trollers for belt driven freight elevators, and a compact drum
type controller for use with sidewalk lifts.

The Cutler-Hammer line of alternating current control-

lers is particularly interesting as indicating the increasing use

of the induction motor in elevator service. Up to within a

comparatively short time ago direct current motors were
almost invariably used for this class of work, but recent de-

velopments in the controller art have made it possible to em-
ploy the full magnet system of control with alternating current

motors also. It is stated that the polyphase brake solenoids

used with alternating current motors operating elevators

are now practically noiseless, thus eliminating the annoying
humming which was formerly a serious objection to the use

of alternating current controllers, particularly when installed

in residences, office buildings or hospitals.
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STEAM TURBINE-DRIVEN CENTRIFUGAL BOILER FEED
PUMPS.

The first requisite ot a boiler feed pump is tlie ability

to give uninterrupted service wtiile receiving little, and often

unskilled, attention. For this reason the simple direct-acting

pump has long held the field, in spite of its many short-

comings such as an enormous steam consumption, tendency

to produce shock and vibration, unsuitability for close regula-

tion, numerous valves, etc.

The centrifugal boiler feeder, which has lately been

taken up by several of the largest steam power plants in the

United States, is free of these defects and possesses several

important advantages in addition. It does not endanger the

pipe line by vibration, by excessive pressure, nor by shock.

The inflow of water can be regulated at the boiler without ref-

erence to the pump. A centrifugal boiler feed pump con-

tains no valves and only two packings, of quite small diam-

eter, to be kept tight against hot water. There is no danger
of breakage of pistons, cylinder heads or iiacking rings

through loss of suction and consequent pounding. The ad-

herents of the direct acting pump have asserted that with

Turbine Driven Centrifutjal Boiler Feed Pump.

the i)ump in motion the operator can always be sure that

water is going into the boiler, but this supposed advantage

does not obtain where one or more pumps are feeding several

boilers and, moreover, it is quite possible for a piston pump
with one valve displaced to run steadily without forcing

water into the boiler.

One thing that has retarded the introduction of the

centrifugal boiler feed pump is the fact that it is not suited

to reciprocating engine drive, as the comparatively low speed

of the latter makes necessary a large number of stages in

order to obtain the high heads required to overcome modern
boiler pressure and if an attempt is made to keep down the

number of stages by making the impeller large in diameter,

the efficiency is seriously reduced. However, if the luimp

is to be driven by a steam turbine or electric motor this be-

comes an advantage. For instance, the impellers of the two-

stage steam turbine driven pump shown by the accompanying
photograph, designed to deliver 1600 gallons per minute
against a head of 700 feet at 2800 revolutions per minute, are

quite moderate in diameter.

Simplicity of construction and accessibility for inspection

are essentials for any pump that is to be installed in a boiler

room and entrusted to unskilled labor. It should be possi-

ble to get at the working and wearing parts of a pump with-

out disturbing pipe connections. As will be noted from the
accompanying photograph the casing of this pump consists of

two parts only, the bottom casting and the cover casting. In

the bottom casting are formed the iulet and outlet passages

to the piping, while both castings contain passages lead-

ing from the delivery of the first impeller to the inlet of the

second, these passages being cast in the solid metal. Smooth-

ness and exact form of the passages are secured by the use

of dry sand moulds exclusively. The top or cover casting,

when raised, exposes the shaft and the impeller, that is the

entire interior and all working parts of the pump, and after

removing the shaft bearing caps, the impeller may be lifted

out entire, so that all parts are rendered accessible by the

breaking of only one packed joint, namely, that between the

two halves of the main casting. The connections to the

suction and discharge piijes need not be disturbed in any

way. The flange of the suction opening may be seen at the

end of the pump under the bearing, while the discharge open-

ing is directed horizontally on the further side of the pump.

The bearings of a boiler feed pump destined to be oper-

ated for long periods without attention should be the best

obtainable. In the present case they are all of the ring-oiled

type used for electric motors and generators. They are of

very ample dimensions and are supported on hollow brackets

of pedestals entirely separate from the pump casting.

These pedestals contain oil wells and are fitted with

the usual cocks and gauge glasses.

The pump is directly driven through a flexible

coupling by a steam turbine upon the same bed plate.

The turbine is designed to receive steam at 200 lbs.

gauge pressure with 150 deg. F. superheat and to

exliaust into open heaters. The power for operating

the pump therefore costs practically nothing, as all

of the energy of the steam is returned to the boiler

in the teed water, including even that expended as

work and friction in the pump and turbine.

The governor of the turbine is an interesting

feature. The pump can be controlled by an ordinary

pump governor, of either the constant or excess

pressure type, inserted in the steam line ahead of

the turbine, the turbine governor acting merely as

a maximum speed limit. The turbine governor is

driven by a worm gear from the shaft at a speed of

900 revolutions per minute, making possible the use

of a heavy, powerful construction. As an additional

guarantee against excessive speed, an emergency governor is

fitted to the end of the shaft. In case of overspeeding this

governor trips a lever, which relieves steam pressure from
under a piston controlling the emergency valve in the steam
pipe outside of the turbine. The pipes connecting the emer-
gency governor and the emergency valve may be seen in the

picture. Even in the case of failure of both governors the

turbine could suffer only minor damage, as the wheel is so

designed that long before its limit of strength is reached, the

buckets will fly off, upon which the disc will come to rest.

The single solid disc of this turbine is comparatively easy to

balance, although it is quite difficult to balance a shaft with
several discs threaded on it.

In a turbine of this type the best steam economy is se-

cured when the nozzles are receiving steam at the full pres-
sure: In order to make possible the running of the nozzles
at the highest efficiency at all times, including periods of light

load, it is only necessary to supply hand or automatically
operated valves for shutting off one or more nozzles as may
be required. Such valves may be observed at the top of
the machine in the photogi-aph.

The machine here described and illustrated is one of two
shipped to the Detroit Edison Company by the De Laval
Steam Turbine Co., of Trenton, N. J. The pump has shown
under test at full load an efficiency of over 60%, which con-
sidering the capacity is unusualy high. Larger pumps of
this type and make have shown efficiencies above 85%.
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FIELD RHEOSTATS DESIGNED FOR REMOTE CONTROL.

One of the troublesome problems in the design of switch-

boards has been that of finding a place for the large generator

field rheostat. The General Electric Company have solved

this problem by designing a rheoslat, the type CR 179, vifhich

admits of remote control, the controlling switch only being

located on the switchboard, while the rheostat itself is in-

stalled at any point where convenience and economy of space

may dictate.

The details of its construction and the manner of ope-

rating it are clearly shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The rheostat

Each end of the switch dial is provided with a limit

switch D which is automatically operated by the switch

arm to open the circuit of the solenoid when the resistance

is entirely cut in or out, protecting the apparatus in case the

solenoid is left energized when the arm has reached its ex-

treme point of travel. There are no high speed revolving

parts which, due to their inertia, continue to cut in resistance

after the controlling circuit has been opened. As compared

with motor operated rheostats, this device possesses the fol-

lowing advantages: Costs less, admits of closer regulation of

resistance, requires no attention, requires less space, is

lighter in weight, and can be made self-contained. Repairs

are much simpler and can be more quickly made, and the cost

of maintenance is less.

Fig. 1. CR 179-100 ampere ratchet driven fleld

rheostat switch.

arm is rigidly fastened to a wheel with a toothed rim. Pawls

fastened to the common core of the two magnets (AA), Fig. 2,

engage the toothed rim of the wheel mentioned above and

move it clock-wise or counter clock-wise.

To cut resistance into the field, close the double pole

switch B to the left, energizing the left hand solenoid and

causing the left hand pawl to engage the rim of the wheel,

moving it in a clock-wise direction. When the solenoid core

has reached its extreme point of travel, the solenoid circuit is

automatically opened by the small switch C, allowing the

pawl to be returned to the position midway between the sole-

noids by a spring, and permitting the switch to again close.

Ifiokirjg ac tace of awitctt

Fig. 2. Connections of CR 179 solenoid operated
ratchet driven field rheostat switch.

Starting anew the cycle of operations just described. This

cycle of operation is repeated over and over again until switch

B is opened. To cut-out resistance switch B is closed to the

right, causing the same cycle of operations as described above,

with the exception that the ri.ght hand solenoid is energized

and the arm is driven counter clock-wise.

NEW CATALOGUES.
Bulletin S9 from Wagner Electric Mfg. Co. gives full de-

tails regarding the Wagner type B. W. ijolyphase induction

motor.

Bulletin No. 4689, recently issued by the General Electric

Company, is devoted to the subject of Ornamental Street

Lighting.

Bulletin No. 6 from the Kelman Electric & Mfg. Co., of

Los Angeles, Cal., illustrates and describes High Voltage Dis-

connecting Switches.

Trumbull Cheer for February from the Trumbull Electric

Manufacturing Company, contains the announcement of win-

ners in the recent Lincoln penny contest.

Railway Signal Volt-Ammeter, Type S for testing direct

current railway signal apparatus and similar work on tele-

phone and telegraph circuits is described in Bulletin No. 4714

from the General Electric Company.

The Illuminating Engineering Laboratories, Welsbach
Company, Gloucester, N. J., have published valuable rules sug-

gestions and information on Welsbach Illumination in their

"Gas Solicitors' Handbook," compiled by Norman Macbeth.

Worthington Turbine Pumps for high and low head serv-

ice are illustrated and described in construction and operation

in two interesting booklets from Henry R. Worthington, 115

Broadway, New York City. W-175 is devoted to high head

turbine pumps and W-176 to centrifugal pumps for low head

service.

The General Electric Company has issued a small pamph-
let. No. 3907, descriptive of the G. E. Mazda lamp. This lamp
is the most recent and improved development in high effi-

ciency metal filament lamps. It represents the result of

the combined research work and manufacturing experience

of the laboratories and factories of the most important lamp
manufacturers and inventors in the world, secured through

the acquisition of the most improved processes.

In a 128 page booklet just issued by the Cutler-Hammer

Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee, the subject of the control of elec-

trically operated elevators is fully covered. The first section

of the booklet contains illustrated descriptions of full magnet
and semi-magnet direct current controllers for high speed,

moderate speed and slow speed passenger and freight ele-

vators, together with descriptions of sidewalk lift controllers,

reversible and non-reversible controllers for belt driven freight

elevators and mechanically operated controllers for use where

current conditions are extremely variable. Illustrations and

descriptions are also given of such necessary elevator acces-

sories as brake magnets, car switches, limit switches, etc.

The second section of the booklet is devoted to similar con-

trollers for use on alternating current circuits and the con-

cluding pages contain tables of useful information, including

suggestions regarding the proper type of motor to use in each

case.
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APPROVED ELECTRICAL DEVICES
RECEPTACLES, STANDARD.

"Bryant." Key and Pull (50 C. P. 250 V.) and Keyless (3

A. 250 V.) Wall Sockets, Brass Shell (slotted or closed bases).

Key, Cat. Nos. 91S4, 60018, "New Wrinkle" 66609, 68136, 68139,

Angle Base 50753, and "New Wrinkle" 68224. Keyless, Cat.

Nos. 9185, 50717, 60019, 60020, "New Wrinkle" 66610, 68137,

68140, Angle Base 50755 and "New Wrinlde" 68225. Pull,

"New Wrinkle" Cat. Nos. 66611, 68128, 6S138 and Angle Base

68236. Also all of the above types with shadeliolders at-

tached; key types with composition or insulated metal key.

Brass sub-bases, Cat. Nos. 374 and 377, for use with Cat. Nos.

68139 and 68140. Approved Feb. 6. 1910. Manufactured by

The Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

"Bryant 3 A. 250 V." Sign, Cat. Nos. 1700, 40488, 46749,

59108. Cleat, Cat. Nos. 9402, 4903, 921, 1011, 1123, 50715, 11221,

28795, 58949 (formerly 23209), 58300, and 58301 (formerly 23-

210). Concealed, Cat. Nos. 50744; also 9447, fusible, 2 A., 125

V. Moulding Cat. Nos. 42453, 58302 and 58950 (formerly

34152). Conduit Box, Cat. Nos. 9514, 9397, 40507, 40537, 59107,

62357, 62355 and 62356. Approved Feb. 4, 1910. Manufac-

tured by

The Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

Rosette Receptacles mounted on link fuse rosette bases,

2 A., 125 V. Brass Shell. Cleat Type, Cat. Nos. 50730, 50733,

"New Wrinkle" 68227, 68232, 68238. Concealed Type, Cat.

Nos. 50729, 50732, "New Wrinkle" 68226, 68231, 68237. Por-

celain: Cleat Type, Cat. Nos. 9434, 9436, 9438. Concealed

Type, 9404, 9405, 9406. Also all of the above aypes with

shadeholders attaclied; key types with composition or insu-

lated metal keys. Approved Feb. 5, 1910. Manufactured by

The Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

"Perldus" Key and Keyless, (2 A., 125 V.) Rosette Re-

ceptacles, mounted on linli fuse rosette bases. Brass Shell.

Cleat, Cat. Nos. 24991, 24994, "New Wrinkle" 68227-P and

68232-P, Concealed, Cat. Nos. 24990, 24993, "New Wrinkle"

68226-P and 68231-P. Porcelain. Cleat, Cat. Nos. 25091, 25092.

Concealed, Cat. Nos. 25093, 25094. Also all of the above types

with shadeliolders attached; key types with composition or

insulated metal keys. Approved Feb. 3, 1910. Manufactm-ed by

The Perkins Electric Switch IVlfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

"Perkins," Key (50 C. P., 250 V.) and Keyless (3 A., 250

V.) Wall Sockets, brass shell. Slotted or closed bases. Key,

Cat. Nos. 9184-P "New Wrinkle" 66609-P, 68136-P, 6S139-P,

and angle base 68224-P. Keyless, Cat. Nos. 9185-P, "New Wrin-

kle" 66610-P, 68137-P, 68140-P and angle base 68225-P. Also

all of the above types with shadeholders attached; key types

with composition or insulated metal keys. Brass sub-bases.

Cat. Nos. 374 and 377 for use with Cat. Nos. 68139-P and

68140-P. Approved Feb. 6, 1910. Manufactured by

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Wall Sockets, Brass Shell. Key Cat. Nos. 2100 and angle

base 2700. Keyless Cat. Nos. 2300 and angle base 2800. Cleat

Type Cat. No. 3100. Approved Jan. 29, 1910. Manufactured by

Wirt Mfg. Co., Burrage, Mass.

SOCKETS, STANDARD.
Porcelain Shell Sockett, Cat. No. 61417 (417). Approved

tor temporary outdoor use and only when connected to

stranded rubber covered wires; Jan. 28, 1910. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Wall Sockets. Brass Shell. Key, Cat. Nos. 60430, 61066,

61067, 61069, 61387 (387), 61455 (455), 62350 and 103075. Key-

less, Cat. Nos. 60387 (0387), 60431, 61456 (456) and 62351.

Porcelain Shell. Key, Cat. Nos. 61087 (1087), 61237 (237)

62247 (247) and 62371 (2371). Keyless, Cat. Nos. 60237 (0237),

60247 (0247), 60371 (02371), and 61107 (107). Approved Jan.

13, 1910. Manufactured by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

CONDUIT BOXES.
Pressed Steel Boxes, Cat. Nos. A. 1-%, B Vz, %, l-Vz and

2-Vs; C % and 1-1/2; D l-Va and 2-%; B 1-% with suitable cov-

ers of pressed steel. Approved Jan. 28, 1910. Manufactured by

Steel City Electric Co., No. 1207 Washington ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

CONDUIT BOXES, FLOOR OUTLET.
"T. &. B." Cast Iron Floor Outlet Boxes, with Hubbell re-

ceptacle 10 A., 250 v., Cat. No. 100 and "Watertight" No. 1100.

Approved Jan 24, 1910. Manufactured by

Thomas & Betts Co., No. 299 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

LAMP ADJUSTERS.
This adjuster consists of a metal telescoping arm with

a head for securing the device to a ceiling. Mounted in the

head is a spring actuated drum on which is wound a cord.

This cord is attached to the flexible conductor supplying the

lamp. Tile device should be so installed tliat the arm will be

used in a nearly vertical position. Vertical adjustment of lamp

to be then secured by action of the drum. Approved for use

only with approved reinforced portable cord; Jan. 28. 1910.

Manufactured by

Frantz Specialty Mfg. Co., Sterling, III.

ROSETTES, FUSELESS.
"Circle T," 3 A., 250 V. Cleat, Cat. Nos. 750 and 752.

Concealed Cat. No. 753. Moulding, Cat. No. 754. Approved

Jan. 31, 1910 Manufactured by

Trumbull Electric Mfg Co., Plainville, Conn.

SWITCHES, OIL BREAK.
Non-automatic Oil Switches for A. C. circuits, 3300 and

6600 volts. Type D, 100-1000 amperes not over 3300 volts,

100, 200 and 300 amperes not over 6600 volts. Type I, 50

amperes, 3300 and 6600 volts. Approved Jan. 28, 1910. Manu-

factured by

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. -

RECEPTACLES, FOR ATTACHMENT PLUGS.
"Bryant" Flush Receptacle, Edison type. Cat. No. 1708,

3 A. 250 v., 6 A. 125 V., for use with Edison type attachment

plug. Approved Jan. 11, 1910. Manufactured by

The Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Mass.

RECEPTACLES, MINIATURE.
"P. & S." 1/2 A., 125 V. Candelabra Sign Receptacles, Cat.

Nos. 677, 778 and 878. Approved Jan. 13, 1910. Manufactured

by

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

SOCKETS, WEATHERPROOF.
"Freeman," 3 A., 250 V. Two-piece porcelain soclvets en-

closed in two-piece aluminum or brass shells. Cat. Nos. 182-

185 Incl. For use with 110 or 220 V. lamps in series on 600

V. circuits. Approved Feb. 2, 1910. Manufactured by

E. H. Freeman Electric Co., Trenton, N. J.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
"S. E." Single pole air brake types, 15-1200 Amps., not over

600 volts. Approved Jan. 29, 1910. Manufactured by

Roller-Smith Company, 203 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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FINANCIAL.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The bids ot R. H. Rollins & Sons

and A. B. Leach & Company for park bonds in sum of $500,000

and the light bonds for sum ot $200,000 have been accepted

by the Council.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Northern California Power

Company has increased the monthly dividend from 10c to

20c per share. Books were closed February 16th and the

dividend, which was payable on the 22d, was paid on the 21st,

owing to the holiday.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—At the annual meeting of the

stockholders of the Pacific Lighting Corporation the officers

were re-elected, as follows: C. O. G. Miller, president; George

H. Collins, vice-president; Horace H. Miller, secretary. The

annual reports show gross sales, $2,892,000, an increase of

$346,000 over the year 190S, or 13.6 per cent. After deducting

operating expenses, interest, taxes and depreciation there

remained a net profit of $642,232.35, out of which was paid

the regular 5 per cent dividend on the preferred stock amount-

ing to $208,100, and a quarterly dividend on the common
stock of 75c per share was paid in November amounting to

$36,000, the total dividends being $244,100. The company re-

ported no interest-bearing floating debt. The Pacific Light-

ing Corporation was organized May 20, 1907, succeeding the

Pacific Lighting Company. It owns all the stock of the Los

Angeles Gas and Electric Company and practically all of that

of the Pasadena Consohdated Gas Company, as well as

$220,000 bonds of the Eureka Lighting Company and other

assets.

INCORPORATIONS.

BOISE, IDAHO.—The Orchard Water Company of Boise,

^Yith a capital stock of $20,000, has been incorporated by J. H.

Richards, T. S. Risser and B. L. Hice.

YAMHILL, ORE.—Yamhill Mutual Telephone Company,

with a capital stock of $2,500, has been incorporated by W. G.

Moore, B. B. Flett and A. C. Goodrich.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Spokane American Oil and Gas

Company, with a capital stock of $1,000,000, has been incor-

porated by J. F. Ferguson, D. P. Reid, J. M. Ralph and P.

Anderson.

PORTLAND, ORB.—Sterling Oil and Gas Company; prin-

cipal office, Portland, Ore., with a capital stock of $75,000, has

been incorporated by W. H. Moorehouse, W. W. Zellers and

Russell E. Soewall.

VISALIA, CAL.—The Lindsay Water Company, with a

capital stock of $75,000, has been incorporated by C. O.

Cowles, W. C. Stelling, G. K. Hostetter, G. F. and F. F.

Hostetter and Carrie L. Flagg.

TRANSMISSION.

VANCOUVER, B. C—The Vancouver Power Company is

preparing to install a 20,000 horsepower unit at the Lake

Buntzen plant that will cost $500,000.

LYONSVILLE, CAL.—The Butte and Tehama Power
Company has started work on its proposed power plant on

Mill Creek, 14 miles south of Lyonsville.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Plans tor the expenditure of over

$2,500,000 in the construction ot a hydroelectric power i)lant

at Lake Tapps, Pierce County, and the development and

distribution among the Sound cities of 25,000 electric horse-

power, all within the next two years, have been approved by

Stone & Webster of Boston, backers of the Pacific Coast

Power Company and managers of the Seattle Electric Com-

pany. News was given out by Henry G. Bradlee, member of

Stone & Webster.

PORT ANGELES, WASH.—The city has granted the

Port Angeles Power Electric Company a franchise for the

distribution, sale, etc., of electrical power. The company
proposes to begin the construction of a 500 horsepower plant

on Little River.

ROCKPORT, WASH.—The Skagit County Power Com-

pany is planning to begin actual construction work this spring

on its power plant on the upper Skagit River, 30 miles from

Rockport. The proposed power plant will cost in the neigh-

borhood of $6,000,000. It will have a capacity of 100,000

horsepower. A flume 20,000 feet long and averaging about 20

feet in width is being built in order to obtain "head." The
river at present is a succession of small cascades and will

bo harnessed and forced through a long tunnel, most of

which is to be cut through solid rock. E. H. Freeman, Ana-

ccrtes. Wash., is field manager. In connection with the work
the Gi-eat Northern Railway, A. Stewart, assistant chief engi-

neer, Seattle, Wash., is to build a 30-mile branch to the site

of the power plant, to be used in carrying in supplies for the

work. Surveys for the branch have been made and work
is to be started shortly.

WASHINGTON, D. C—A request has been received from

the Edison Electric Company for lour years' more time to

carry out the conditions ot its permits for further develop-

ment on Kern River. It was originally allowed five years to

do a certain amount of construction. Kern River being in

Representative Smith's district, he was asked to introduce a

bill giving the additional time. The request met with refusal

on the ground that the company must live up to its agree-

ments with the Government as others are required to do,

and also because an expenditure of Only $160,000 in four

years on projects totaling eight or nine millions did not

make it appear prima facie that the company had put forth

much effort to carry out the conditions agreed to. If the

company produces evidence of good faith the Forest Service

will probably help it out, but Smith's stand prevents the estab-

lishment of legislative precedent.

ILLUMINATION.

EVERETT, WASH.—The Everett Gas, Company will ex-

tend its mains in difterent sections of the city.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—Henry H. Hyde of Tacoma has pur-

chased the Olympia Gas Company and announces that exten-

sions and improvements will be made at once.

MEDFORD, ORE.—J. R. Anderson of Pasadena, who is

connected with the company owning gas plants in California,

is in Medford looking over the field and may request a fran-

chise.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Los Angeles Gas & Electric

Company will commence in a few days laying gas mains to

Ingomar tract which is located on Prospect avenue, west of

the Hollywood hotel.

MEDFORD, ORE.—Elmer C. .lohnson, ot Portland, has

asked a franchise for a gas plant in Medford, for a period of

40 years. If the franchise is granted Mr. .lohnson will expend

$12,500 within 12 months for material.
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CENTRALIA, WASH.—N. W. Mills of Tacoma lias secured

the contract to build a concrete gas tank tor the Centralia and

Chehalis Gas Company, estimated cost will be between |12,000

and $15,000, work to be commenced at once and completed

May 1st. It will be located on Coal creeli near Chehalis.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.—The estimate of loss by a fire

in the shops of the Mexican Central division of the National

Railways of Mexico in this city recently is from $25,000 to

$30,000. Officials of that company state that the gas plant

was only partly destroyed and will within a few days, be

in operation to about one-half its regular capacity.

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO.—W. A. Clark of Moscow, who
conducts the gas plant in this city, has asked for a twenty-

flve year franchise in Grangeville for the purpose of laying

gas mains in the streets and also to convey gas to various

sections of the city for the purpose of lighting and heating,

and it is said the Council looks with considerable favor

upon the granting of such a franchise.

the Sacramento-Stockton line in operation by the first or

middle of July. At present no work is being done on the

Sacramento end of the line, an injunction suit preventing work
near the State Agricultural Park and work on Eighth street,

this city, being suspended pending the adjustment of an

agreement pertaining to paying the property owners for a

portion of the street.

TRANSPORTATION.
VACAVILLE, CAL.—The Valle.io and Northern Rail-

road Company has applied for a 50-year franchise through

this city.

BIGFORK, MONT.—Civil Engineer P. E. March has begun

the survey for the proposed electric line to be built by the

WTiiteflsh & Poison Electric Railway Company.

SAN .lOSE, CAL.—F. E. Chapin, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Peninsula Railway Company, announces

that the line between Palo Alto and San .lose has been com-

pleted and electrized and that it will be ready for operation

about March 1st.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—At the annual meeting of the

stockholders of the Petaluma and Santa Rosa Railroad Com-

pany the board of directors was re-elected, to wit: E. M. Van
Frank, president: Thomas Archer, secretary; A. W. Ballard,

.lohn A. McNear, Francis Cutting, Frank A. Brush and

Rudolph Spreckels. Edwin T. McMurray is the attorney. The

report made by the president showed about $15,000 increase

in receipts over and above operating expenses as compared

with the previous year. No dividends have yet been paid,

but this electric line is handling a large passenger and freight

traffic. At the directors' meeting two propositions were dis-

cussed, one being the extension of the line from Graton to

Camp Meeker, and the Russian River; the other an extension

to Occidental.

FRESNO, CAL.—Work on the long fill between Fowlei

and Selma on the right of way of the Fresno-Hanford inter-

urban railroad, which has been in progress for the past two

weeks, is finished, George W. Elder has announced. With

the completion of this work the grading camp will be moved

to a point just this side of Selma, where another fill will be

made. In filling up the first arroyo, 12,000 yards of earth

were required. The work is practically completed, however,

and the fill is up to the grade. A representative of the Gen-

eral Electric Company of Schenectady, N. Y., is in Fresno con-

ferring with Granger and George A. Yuille regarding supplies

for the new power plant at Fowler and the car motors. The

General Electric Company agrees to have everything on the

ground in this city within four months. The Hudson Counties

Improvement Company will close the contract.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—A. D. Miller, manager of the

Nevada Transit Company of Reno, who has been employed

by that company since it became the property of the Ham-
mon interests, will become manager of the Central California

Traction Company, with headquarters at Stockton. The Cen-

tral California Traction Company has a line operating between

Lodi and Stockton and is building another between Sacra-

mento and Stockton. It is planned by the company to have

WATERWORKS.
EL CENTRO, CAL.—$69,000 bonds will be issued for

the acquirement of a municipal water system tor El Centro.

PATTERSON, EMERALD STATION, CAL.—An entire

waterworks system is to be installed here by the J. A. Ulmer
Machinery Company.

CRESSWELL, ORE.—The City Council granted to,R. H.

Parsons of this city, a franchise to furnish the city with

water for a period of 25 years.

TAFT, CAL.—Harry D. Chapman, a contracting engineer

of Ocean Park, has asked for a franchise for the installation

of a water system in the town of Taft.

HOLTVILLE, CAL.—The City Council passed an ordi-

nance in regard to the issuance and sale of bonds to the

amoimt of $37,000 for the acquisition, construction and com-
pletion of a waterworks.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Sealed proposals have been received

by Auditor A. L. Barbour for the construction of a water main
in Division street from the west line of East Tenth street, to

a six-inch main in East Eleventh street.

CORONA, CAL.—Seven or eight miles of roads are being

graded and three miles of pipe are being laid, four or five

additional wells are to be put down and a 150 horsepower
pump plant will be installed by the Citrus Belt Lane Co.

TACOMA, WASH.—The City Council has passed an or-

dinance providing for the construction of water mains on
South Seventh street from Lawrence street to Proctor street;

on South Eighth street, from Lawrence street to Proctor

street and on South Ninth street, Tenth and Eleventh street,

each from Lawrence to Proctor streets.

ESCONDIDO, CAL.—Officials of East San Pasqual Water
Company and West San Pasqual Water Company, are per-

fecting plans for the merging of the two companies. The new
company will extend a system two miles up the San Pasqual
river valley. Here tanks will be erected and arrangements
made to store water to provide irrigation during the dry
season.

SUSANVILLE, CAL.—Notices of the appropriation of the

waters of Eagle Lake and Willow Creek have been filed with
County Recorder Sharp. The appropriations call for 200,000

inches of the waters of Eagle Lake and the streams flowing

into the lake, the 200,000 inches of the waters of Willow
creek. The locations are made by Alva Udell, an attorney

of San Francisco. The waters of Eagle Lake are claimed by
a prior location made by the Lassen-Willow Creek Water
Company, formed about four years ago for the purpose of

tapping the lake by a tunnel over a mile in length.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The East Sacramento Water
Company has applied to the County Board of Supervisors for

permission to lay pipes, etc., in East Sacramento, Elmhurst,
Brighton and all other principal suburbs. The site for the

tower and works was decided upon. The plant will be

housed in a structure of reinforced concrete, with steel floors

and bracings. The tower will, have a capacity of 150,000 gal-

lons and the floor of the tank will be 100 feet above ground,

thus insuring a good force. About 800,000 feet of pipe will

be laid and will extend to Elmhurst, the district about Florin,

to East Sacramento, and eventually to Brighton and other

outlying communities.
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Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

ENGINEERS
Machinery IVIerchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland : 1 436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturerc of Paranite and Peerless

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underground Aerial, Submarine and Inaide Use

Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cablet

All Wires are Tested at factory JONESBORO, IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

/ «>«*~V'l.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOr
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

OKONITE WIRE
THE STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonlte Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonitc Company
233 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. Chicago, General Western Agents

WILLARD L. CANDEE. President GEO. T. IVIANSON. Gen'l Supt.
H. DURANT CHEEVER, Treasurer WIVI. H. HODGINS. Secretary

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCKSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACIFIC COAST DEPT. first National Bank Building, San francisco

Sub-Office—Los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG, PA.

Factories Oakland. Cal.. Pittsbure. Pa.. Perth Amboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: New York. Boston. Chicaeo, Philadelphia. St. Louis

Specify....

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

\/I TI PAN RefrigeraUngr and
V \J Lt\^^\l^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

OfHce: 702 Atlas Bldg., 604 Mission St.

Works: Francisco and Kearnjr StreeU San FraHCISCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEIVieNTS SEE PAGE EIGHT
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"American" Electric

Warming Pads

do the work of the

ordinary clumsy hot

water bottle a thous-

and times better and
at much less expense

and trouble.

American Electrical Heater Co.
OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MAKERS tpj THE WORLD

DETROIT, U.S. A. l

"KLEIN'S SPECIAL LINEMAN'S PLIERS"
The Lineman's Choice

Made so you must like them. Once used, always used. Established 1857

The Genuine Klein's PHlts have a grood reputation amonff all Electrical
Mechanics, You take no chances in buying- them.

Caution.—All g:enuine "Klein Tools'" are stamped with the full name.
M. KLEIN & SONS. None others are genuine.

Send for our 65 page cataloe and discount sheet, showing a s^reat variety.

Manufactured by MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS, Station 1-29, Chicago, III.

Pacific Coast Office, 155 New Montgomery St., San francisco ^*i

PELTON-FRANCIS TURBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water VVheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for Catalog and List of Operating Plants

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO-
1011 MONADNOCK BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

S-l WEST ST., NEW YORK CITY

BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.

Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Supplies Light, Power, and Heat

TO
Place. Population.

**Alameda 27,000

Alta
Amador
Antioch
Auburn
Belmont
Belvedere
Benicia

**Berkeley 42,000

Big Oak Flat . .

.

Biggs
Black Diamond ..

Brentwood
Broderick

**Burlingame 5,000

Byron
California City .

.

Campbell 1,000

Cement
**Chico 10,000

**Colusa 2,700

Colfax
Concord
Cordelia
Crockett
Davenport
Davis
Dixon
Dobbins

Place. Population.

Durtiam
Dutch Flat
Elmhurst
Elmira
Fair Oaks
Folsom 1,500

*Presno 35,000
Pruitvale
*Grass Valley . . . 7,000

Gridley
Groveland
Hammonton ....

Hayward
lone
Jackson
Lawrence
Lincoln
Live Oak
Livermore
Loomis
Los Gates
Martinez

**Marvsville 6,250

Mayfield 1,500

**Menlo Park 1,500

Milbrae
Mill Valley
Mission San Jose
Mokelumne Hill

.

Place. Population.

Mountain View .

.

**Napa 6,000
**Nevada City 4,000
Newcastle
Niles

**Oakland 230,000
Orwood

**Palo Alto 6,000
**Petaluma 6,000
Peyton
Pinole
Pleasanton
Port Costa
Pouryn

**Redwood City .. 3,500

Richmond
Rio Vista
Rocklin
Rodeo
Roseville
Ross Valley ....

**Sacramento 52,000

San Andreas . .

.

San Anselmo . ..

San Carlos
**San Francisco ..450,000

**San Jose 40,000

**San Mateo 7,000

San Pablo

Place. Population.

San Quentin Pris
**San Rafael 5,000.

Santa Clara 8,000

Santa Cruz
**Santa Rosa 12,000

Sausalito
Sebastopol
Selby
Sonoma
South San Fran..

Stanford Univ... 2,000

Stockton
Suisun
Sunnyvale
Sutter Creek . .

.

Tormey
Towle
Tracy
Vacaville

**Vanejo 12,000

Vallejo Junction..

Walnut Creek .

.

Watsonville ....

Wheatland
Winters

**Woodland 3,500

**Yuba City 1,900

*Gas only; **both gas and electricity; all others, electricity only.
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POWER POSSIBILITIES OF THE MAYO RIVER, MEXICO
BY R. M. JONES.

Careful examinations of the Mayo River in North- Sonora, have been acquired from the Mexican gov-
ern Mexico made by the writer during- 1908 and 1909 eminent by the Mayo River Power &. Land Company,
showed that it may be admirably adapted for power The greatest part of the drainage area of the river

La Junta Damsite.
Pilares Damsite.

Mayo Damsite.
San Luis Damsite.

production. Perpetual power rights of this stream lies in the iiigh mountainous country in western

from its start at the confluence of the Moris and the Chihuahua and eastern Sonora. It carries an abun-

Candamena at La Junta in Chihuahua throughout the dance of water to operate the proposed ])iaiUs of the

155 miles of its course to Navojoa in the foothills of company to their full capacity, with the assistance of
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the reservoir to be constructed in connection with each

plant. As there are two rainy seasons in each year,

both of which cause a flow sufficient to fill the reser-

voirs, the storage capacity required is only little more
than half that required in climates having only one
wet season, allowing for extra capacity to provide for

a possible dry winter season.

Within the limits of the company's concession

are four good dam-sites ; one just below its source

at La Junta; one at dam-site No. i; another at a

point 27j4 miles below dam-site No. i ; and the last

at Pilares, just above San Bernardo. This last dam-
site is 40 miles above Navajoa, and about 35 miles over

a smooth, level wagon road from Alamos, a town of

about 15,000 people on a branch line of the Southern
Pacific. These four dam-sites have an aggregate

capacit)^ of 40,000 h. p. net delivered. I have advised

the company to build the first dam and power plant

at Pilares, because of the ease and cheapness with

which material for construction can be taken to that

place, and because the entire capacity of this plant

can be contracted for in advance by mining and indus-

trial corporation of undoubted responsibility.

Three great trunk lines are now building through
this region. The Southern Pacific or Harriman lines

are alread}' contracted and in operation lengthwise

through the central portion of the States of Sonora
and Sinaloa as far south as Mazatlan, and are ex-

pected to reach Guadalajara next year. Stillwell is

building the Orient road across the southern portions

of Chihuahua and Sonora. This road now crosses the

Southern Pacific and the Fuerte River at San Blass,

83 miles south of the Mayo, and has established ter-

minal and harbor facilities at Topolobampo on the

Gulf. The Mexican-Northwestern Railway Compan)^
a fort}' million dollar corporation backed by the Pear-

son syndicate, will build just north of Ocampo and
will strike the Mayo river at a point just below San
Bernardo, following this river down to Navojoa, form-

ing junction with the Southern Pacific and possibly

to the Gulf of California, where terminal and harbor
facilities will be established to take care of the Central

and South American trade.

There are four large American corporations that

are now engaged in irrigating and colonizing vast

tracts of land in the State of Sonora in the vicinity

of the Mayo River. One of these concerns owns 100,-

000 acres, another 110,000, the Richardson Brothers

and John Ha^^s Hammond have 600,000 acres along

the Yaqui river and between the Yaqui and Mayo
rivers, and still another concern has purchased T,ooo,-

000 acres upon which they have alread}' established

a town on the Gulf of California called Port Lobos.
In the Sierra Madre mountains, tributary to the Mayo
river, there are great mining camps whose mines have
been worked for 200 years. These include Ocampo,
Trinidad, ' the new gold camp of Sobia on the Mayo
river, the new copper camp of Piedras Verdes, 25 miles

from San Bernardo, which is being thoroughly tested

in a most systematic manner with diamond drills by
the Ray Consolidated Copper Mining Company, and
a new copper camp about 50 miles from San Bernardo,
whose surface showings are said to surpass even those
of Piedras Verdes.

It is estimated that not more than two years will

be required to complete the first dam and power plant,

which will have a capacity of 10,000 h. p. The con-

struction of the dams will render the Mayo river navi-

gable in stages to a point beyond the coal deposits,

and mines. This river will, after the three dam.s con-

templated are constructed, furnish cheap water trans-

portation for the ores of all the mining camps tribu-

tary to this stream. This advantage of transportation

will follow from the construction of the dams without

extra cost, just as by-products are obtained from man-
ufacturing establishments.

The only construction involved in this firit, the

Pilares plant, consists in a steel faced and rock filled

dam 320 ft. long at top, and 260 ft. across the bottom
in a box canyon. It will be 151 ft. high with 600 ft.

of spillway provided for independently and away from
the clam : one large bleeder tunnel 1400 feet long by-

passing the dam : one working tunnel lined for low
pressure, valves, fittings and pipe connections in the

tunnel ; concrete and steel power house, containing

four 2500 k. w. generators directly connected to water

wheels having 1/3 overload capacity ; transforming

station and equipments; and line construction aggre-

gating 120 miles—40 miles being the longest one con-

templated at present.

The Pilares plant is located but 35 miles from
Alamos, Sonora, which is at the terminus of a South-
ern Pacific branch line from Navojoa. There is an ex-

cellent wagon road between San Bernardo and Alamos,
leaving but two miles additional to construct to Pilares

dam. The total development will consist of dam, tun-

nel and power plant, all within the radius of 1200 feet.

Selenium is obtained principally in the anode
muds or slimes of the electrolytic copper refineries.

The American Smelters Securities plant at Baltimore,
Md., the Perth .Amboy and the Chrome, N. J., re-

fineries all have made more or less selenium. The
Baltimore and the Chrome refineries get their crude
copper from many sources, but that handled at Perth
Amboy comes almost exclusively from Butte, Mont,
Great tonnages of copper are handled at each of the
smelters and the selenium recovered represents only
minute traces in the original ores. The anode slimes
in the copper refineries contain a large percentage,
in many cases 50 per cent or more, of gold and silver.

The slimes are treated in very large cupellation fur-
naces, as large as the reverberatory furnaces which
a comparatively few years ago were used for copper
smelting. Selenium is collected in the flue dusts from
this cupellation, and is recovered by processes which
dififer with the refinery and wdiich are hardly to be
considered as more than experimental.

Successful Poulsen tests have been conducted dur-
ing the past month under the direction of C. F. Elwell of
San Francisco between Sacramento and Stockton, in
the central valley of California. These two cities are
fifty miles apart, but telephonic communication with-
out connecting wires has been successfully established.
It is claimed that the articulation is much clearer than
with the ordinary type of telephone and the sound in-
tensity at the receiving end as great as at the send-
ing:.
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THE WATT-HOUR METER.
BY \VM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER II.

THE MEASUREMENT OF POWER.
The power in a direct current circuit is equal to

I lie product of the electro motiveforce and the current;

in other words, if I represents the current in amperes,

and E, the e.m.f. in volts, then the

EI
Watts. W = EI, or the kilowatts

1000

The power flowing' in a direct current circuit can

therefore be determined by the use of a voltmeter and
an ammeter, or by one instrument, an indicating watt-

meter, which will indicate the product of the volts and
amperes.

The power flowing' in an alternating current cir-

cuit is dependent not only upon the e.m.f. and the

current, but also upon the power factor of the circuit.

This is evident as is illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows

-
.

^\ \^ is^

a sine wave of e.m.f and current at unity power fac-

tor. In Fig. 6 is shown the same current and e.m.f.

but with a power factor of 50 per cent instead of unity.

The instantaneous value of the pxswer flowing in any

Fig 6.

circuit is equal to the product of the instantaneous

\'alue of the e.m.f, and the instantaneous values of

the current.

The curve P represents these instantaneous values

of the power. It will be noted that in the case of

unity ])ower factor (Fig. 5), the curve P is entirely

above the a.xis, that is the line of zero value ; this indi-

cates that the power is all flowing in one direction. It

will also be noted that the niaximtim value of the

e. m. f. occurs at the same instant as the maximu.n
current, which condition gi\'es the maximum value of

the povyer for these values of the current and the

e.m.f., as can be seen from the figure.

Referring to Fig. 6, it will be noted that for a

power factor of 50 per cent, part of the curve, P, vs

below the axis, which indicates that the power is not

all flowing in the same direction, but that during a

part of the cycle a portion of the power is actually

being "pumped back" into the circuit. The net value

of the power supplied is equal to the difiference be-

tween that represented by the area enclosed by the

curve, P, which is above the axis and the area en-

closed by that part of the curve which is below the

axis.

.Assuming a sine wave of e. m. f., and of current

(modern commercial alternating current generators

give wa'ves closely approximating a sine wave), and.

denoting the maximum value of the e.m.f. by E, the

ma.ximum value of the current by I, and the instan-

taneous value of the e.m.f. by e, we have

e ^ E sin
<f),

where 4> ^ "' t, in which m^ 2 tt I (f being the fre-

quency of the circuit in cycles per second) and t ^ the

time in seconds measured from the instant when the

e.m.f. crosses the axis in a positive or rising direc-

tion.

The instantaneous value of the current, i = I sin

{4> — 6), where (9^ the angle of phase displacement

between the current and the e. m. f. The instanta-

neous power, p, is equal to the product of the in-

stantaneous e. ni. f. and the instantaneous current, or

p ^ e i, = E sin 4> I sin (<^

—

6)

or p ^ EI cos 8 sin '4i— EI sin 6 sin tj> cos (#>.

Let P = the average value of p,

then P ^ av'g EI cos 6 sin "(/>—EI sin O sin
<l>

cos 1^)

.

= EI cos 8 (av'g sin '<^) EI sin av'g (sin

4> cos <^).

The average value of sin ^^Yi. and the aver-

age value of sin 4, cos 4> = 0. substituting these

average values in the above equation, we have

_ EI cos 8

2

But E, the ma.ximum value of the e.m.f. wave^'v/ 2 E.

where E is the eflFective value of the e.m.f. Also, if 1

denotes the efifective current, the maximum current,

I ^ "\/ 2 I. Therefore, we have the fundamental for-

mula :

P ^ EI cos 8; the cos 8 being the power factor of

the circuit.

If the power factor is unity, then cos (9= i, and
hence the above equation becomes P = EI, which, a>

will be noted, is the saine as for direct current. The
power factor is very seldom as high as unity, and il

is therefore alniost always necessary to use a watt-

meter rather than a voltmeter and amnieter; a prop-

erly constructed and accurately calibrated wattmeter
will measure power correctly regardless of the value

of the power factor. The power factor of a single

phase alternating current can be easily obtained by
taking the product of the volts and the amperes as

indicated by a voltmeter and aninietcr and dividing

this result into the actual power reading as indicated

bv a wattmeter.
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The actuating force in an indicating- wattmeter

is derived from two sets of coils, one being connected

in multiple, and the other in series (as in the case of

the watt-hour meter) with the load to be measured.
The reaction between these two coils is at each instant

proportional to the instantaneous values of the current

and the e. m. f., so that the total deflecting force acting

on the pointer of the instrument is at all times propor-

tional to the true power.

A two-phase system (often called "quarter

phase"), can be considered as two single phase sys-

tems, and the power being supplied by such a system
is simpl}' the sum of the power flowing in the two
equivalent single-phase systems, and can be measured
by a single-phase wattmeter in each system, or by one
pol3'phase wattmeter as shown in Fig. 7, in which

Soc^ce

7*vo S^//7f/e-

im
Cir^

Fig. 7.

lines I and 3 constitute one-phase and 2 and 4 the

other phase.

So (jrce ^ J

,

-

^ 1

1

c—

3

Loac/'

Source •^—

B^
crri

Fig. S.

The power in a two-phase three-wire system can

also be measured by two single-phase wattmeters or

by one polyphase wattmeter, the connections being

made as shown in Fig. 8, in which line number 2 car-

ries the resultant current. Fig. 9 shows the connec-

tions used when measuring power in a balanced two-

phase three-wire system with one single-phase meter.

In this case the voltage impressed on the meter will be

V 2 or 1.41 times the voltage of either phase, and
when the system is balanced the current flowing in

the line, 2, will also be V 2, or 1.41 times the current

Fig. 9.

in either phase. The one wattmeter method will meas-
ure the true power onl}^ when the phases are per-
fectly balanced, and is therefore very seldom used.

Soc 4-4 / o<ya'

Fig-. 10.

The power flowing in a three-phase System can
be measured by two single-phase meters connected
as shown in Fig. lo, or by one polyphase meter con-
nected as shown in Fig. 11.

\m
c=:>

Fig. 11.

The power in a three-phase four-wire system can
be measured by three single-phase wattmeters con-
nected as shown in Fig. 12; the three-phase four-wire
system being virtually three single-phase systems. The

/Vsi^tro/

Sou
z

/

Cr::^ l S L:^r3

Z-otjcy

12.

total power will be the suin of the indications of the

three meters. The power in a three-phase four-wire
system can also be measured by two single-phase
meters connected as shown at (a) in Fig. 13, or with
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one polyphase meter in conjunction with current (or

series) transformers connected as shown at (b) in

Fig- 13-

-^
7^5:

idiEb:

m
crri

Fig-. 13a.

A/et/-frir/

Source
-^

pS

^&

Z ocrc^

Fig, 13b.

The power flowing in a three-phase system is ex-

pressed by the equation, P = V 3 EI, cos &, where

E is the voltage between the phases, I the current

per leg and cos 6, the power factor of the circuit,

When the system is not balanced the average values

of the current, the voltage and the power factor should

be used in the above equation, remembering that G

is the angular displacement between the line current

and the voltage between line and neutral.

Soc. /.oo<y

I7&-

Fig-. 14.

Fig. 14 shows the method of connecting one single-

phase wattmeter for measuring the power in a bal-

anced three-phase three-wire system.

Power is the rate at which energy is supplied.

Electrical power is measured in watts and kilowatts,

and electrical energy is measured in watt-hours and

kilowatt-hours. "Purchasers of power" are in reality

purchasers of energy, and in order to determine the

energy Howing in a circuit it is necessary that the

power be multiplied by the time. If w ^ the power
in kilowatts, and t ^= the time in hours during which

the power is flowing, then tin- energy = w t = kilo-

watt-hours. Since it is energy and not power which

is bought, it is necessary to have an instrument which

will take into consideration the time element ; such

an instrument is the watthour meter.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

MUKDEN ELECTRIC-LIGHT PLANT.
Vice-Consul-General F. D. Cloud furnishes the fol-

lowing information concerning the electric lighting of

Mukden. The Mukden electric-light plant was installed

by the Chinese local government in connection with the

government's provincial mint on Oct. i, 1909. Accord-

ing to the original plans the plant was to have been

of only 5000 lamps capacity. Recently, however, the

management decided to enlarge the plant of 15,000

lamps, and has already placed orders for the addi-

tional machinery and materials. The total cost of the

plant when completed will be approximately $165,000

American currency, of which amount an American firm

will supply about $115,000 worth of materials and ma-
chinery. The entire installation has been under the

supervision of an American engineer employed by the

Chinese Government.
The plant is affording a most satisfactory service

and, for this part of the world, at very reasonable rates.

The popularity of electricity among the Chinese as a

means of lighting has again been fully demonstrated

by the eagerness with which the inhabitants of Mukden
are clamoring for lights.

The following is a schedule of the new concern's

lighting rates—flat-rate system—per month : Carbon
filament lamps : eight candlepower, 54 cents ; 16 can-

dlepower, 90 cents. Metallic filament lamps : 20 can-

dlepower, 90 cents; 30 candlepower, $1.34; 50 candle-

power, $1.80; 80 candlepower, $2.24. Lamps will be

paid for and owned by the customers. Wiring and
pendant fittings will be installed for 23 cents each.

Meter-rate system: Per kilowatt-hour (1000

watts for a period of one hour), 11 cents ; meter rental,

on bills less than $9, 45 cents per month. Ten lamps
or more will be required for each meter. Wiring and
fittings will be installed at cost price, and the material

will be the property of the customers. The installation

cost per pendant lamp will be from $1.35 to $2.25 each,

varying as the distance between lamps increases and
the number of lamps decreases.

Discount on bills per month : Five per cent dur-

ing the first five days of succeeding months ; five per

cent on all bills over $22 ; 10 per cent on all bills over

$45 : 15 per cent on all bills over $67.

Safety Appliances for Electrical Workers was the

subject of an address by Dr. William H. Tolman, di-

rector of the INIuseum of Safety and Sanitation of New
York, in the \\' estern Society of Engineers' rooms, Chi-

cago, Februarj' 14th. Dr. Tolman has returned recently

from a visit to the museums of safety of Budapest,

Paris, Munich, Berlin and Vienna, and discussed both

foreign and domestic safety precautions. Incidentally,

he mentioned the importance of protecting electrical

workers called upon to handle charged conductors and
"dead" conductors that may become "alive."
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REPORT UPON PACIFIC T. & T. CO.
BY C, L. CORY.

To the HonorabLes, The Mayor and The Board of Supervisors,

of the City and County of San Francisco, San Francisco,

Californai.

Gentlemen:—In compliance with your resolution No. 4100

(New Series) dated June 30, 1909, I have made a personal

inspection and examination of the complete equipment of

The Pacific Telephone and Telegrapli Company in San Fran-

cisco, including its booics, records, engineering data, etc., and

beg herewith to submit the following:

REPORT.
The information required by your resolution is included

under three headings, as follows:

I. The true valuation of the entire installation of The

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company in San Francisco

on July 1st, 1909, and also all additional investments which

properly belong to extensions and additions to the system in

San Francisco during the period from July 1st, 1909, to Janu-

ary 1st, 1910.

II. The average number of telephones operated by the

company in San Francisco for each month of the year 1909,

the additional telephones installed during each month of the

year, and the average revenue to the company per telephone.

III. The total annual revenue and expenses of The Pacific

Telephone and Telegraph Company in San Francisco for the

year 1909, including a proper segregation of accounts show-

ing separately the revenue from local and long distance serv-

ice, and the expenses of operation, maintenance, repairs, in-

strument rental, etc.

I.

Valuation of Plant.

In determining the valuation of the plant of the com-

pany on January 1, 1910, the complete inventory of the gen-

eral plant on July 1, 1908, of The Pacific Telephone & Tele-

graph Company actually required and used in its San Fran-

cisco business as set forth in summary on page 6 of the

printed report submitted by me on February 9, 1909, to the

Mayor and Board of Supervisors of the City and County of

San Francisco,' has been used as a basis. Reference to this

report shows that the inventory as of July 1, 1908, was made
jointly by representatives of the company and myself and

these inventories were compiled in forms which were checked

and verified by me.

On page 6 of the above mentioned report the additions

to the plant of the company from July 1, 1908, to January

1, -1909, are also given in detail, as well as the valuation

of the plant on January 1, 1909, which is copied below from

the above mentioned report. The total investment repre-

sented in the various portions of the plant on January 1, 1910,

also on July 1, 1909, and the increase in investment during

the first six months and also the last six months of 1909,

are given below.

EXCHANGE PLANT. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
Valuation Valuation
Jan. 1. 1909. July 1. 1909.

Real estate $ 929,479.12 $ 985.619.71
Exchange—Pole lines .. 285,461,53 317.399.95—Right ol way 37,877.30 40,809.56—Aerial cable.. 348,371.00 475,610.57—Aerial wire. 285,963.75 320,556.15—LTndergrou n d

conduit .. 1,244,246.04 1,276,054,61
" —Underground

cable 1,432,760.13 1,518,258.21—Central office
equipment 1.111,780.58 1,251,573.85—Subscribers'
Stat, equip 883,985.57 1,030,081.30

Construction in process 15,089.99 70,929.30
Furniture and fixtures.. 22,623.96 33,253.47
Tools and teams 48,650.79 50.476.37
Supplies 121,981.06 102,477.27

70.82 $7,446,100.32$6,76

^See Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas, Mar
for previous reports.

Valuation
July 1, 1910.

$ 966,462.61
318,718.28
42,444.29

496,604.42
291.600.78

1.311,616.69

1,558,853.27

1,384,397.88

1,177,973.10
70,017.92
44,453.10
52,777.82

155,433.11

$7,871,353.27

13, 1909,

The following summary gives the total investment in, or

valuation of, the plant in San Francisco on January 1, 1909;

July 1. 1909; January 1, 1910; and also all additional invest-

ments belonging to extensions and additions to the system

for the six months from January 1, 1909, to July 1, 1909; from

July 1, 1909, to January 1, 1910; and also for the full year

1909:

Valuation of plant January 1. 1909 $6,768,270.82

Valuation of plant July 1, 1909 7,446,100.32

Valuation of plant January 1, 1910 7,871,353.27
Additions to plant January 1 to July 1, 1910 077,829.50
Additions to plant July 1. 1909. to January 1, 1910
Additions to plant for the entire year 1909

II.

425.252.95
1.103,082.45

Number of Telephone Stations and Average Revenue.

The number of telephones installed and in operation

January 1, 1909, as given on page 6 of my previous report

was 48,533. The number of telephones installed and in opera-

tion on January 1, 1910, the number connected, disconnected,

Chart Showing Increase In Number of Telephones

In Sort Francisco During 1908 and 1909.
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.
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and the net gain for each month during the year 1909. and also

the number of telephones in operation on the first of each

month of 1909 are given below:

Discon-
Connected. nected. Net Gain. 1st of Mo.

January .

Februai'y
March
April ....
May
June
July
August . .

September
October . .

November
December

284
576
295
036
703
014
800
423
491
213
122
634

488
615
9S0
765

1113
1159
881

1164
1235
890
952
1106

796
961

1315
1271
590
855
919

1259
1356
1323
1170
1528

'48,533
49,329
50,290
51,605
52,876
53,466
64,321
55,240
56.499
57,855
59.178
60,348

24,691 11.348 13,343

Total stations January 1, 1910 **61.876

'Including 508 Private Branch Switchboard Stations.
''Including 054 Private Branch Switchboard Stations.
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From these figures it will be seen that the net gain in

telephones in operation for the year 19(J9 was 13,343, which

is a gain of 27.57r over the number in operation on January

1, 1909. The corresponding increase for the previous year,

190S, was 13,166 telephones, which was a gain of 37.2% over

the number in operation on January 1, 190S.

The number of telephones in operation on the first of

each month, beginning January 1st, 1908, and ending January

1, 1910, is represented graphically by the accompanying

chart.

The average revenue per telephone for eacli month dur-

ing the year 1909, and also the average revenue per telephone

for the first six months and for the last six months during

1909 is shown in the following statement.

MONTHLY STATEMENT OF STATIONS IN SAN FRANCISCO
FOR 1909.

Month.

January

Pebruarv 49,329
March 50,290
April 51,605
May 52,876
.June 53,466
July 54,321
August 56,240
September 56,i855
October 57,855
November 57,178
December 60,348

Net gain Averag-
Number during for
on 1st. Month. Month.

, .48.533

Revenue Ave. rev.
from per

Stations. Station.

796 48,931 $185,092.48 $3,783

961 49,809 176,203.80 3.537
1316 50,948 191,201.53 3.753
1271 52,240 196,250.65 3.757
590 53,171 194,213.05 3.653
855 53.993 197,089.75 3,650
919 54,781 190,171.33 3,471

1259 55.870 196,225.32 3.512
1356 57,177 198,575.78 3.473
1323 58,516 208,831.04 3.569
1170 59,763 209,074.85 3.498
1628 61.112 209,593.31 3,430

Average revenue per station, Jan. 1 to June
Average re\'enue per station, July 1 to Dec.

iO, 1909 $3,689

51,1909 3,492

Tile average revenue per station as given is obtained by

dividing the total revenue from local telephone service for

each month of the year by the average number of telephone

stations, including extensions, private branch exchange sta-

tions, dead-head telephones, etc.

The average revenue per station from January 1 to June

30 and from July 1 to December 31 for 1908, and also for

1909, is as follows;

1908—January 1 to June 30 $4,233
' —July 1 to December 31 3.714

1909—January 1 to June 30 3.689
' —July 1 to December 31 3.492

The reduction of the average revenue per station from

$4,233 for the first six months of 1908 to $3,714 for the last

six months of 1908 is due in part to the redaction in rates

which toolv effect on July 1, 1908, and also partly due to the

increase in the number of telephones in operation during the

last six months of the year as compared with the number

of telephones during the first six months of the year. On the

other hand the reduction in the average revenue per station

from $3,714 from July 1st to December 31, 1908, lo $3,689

during the period from January 1st to June 30, 1909, is

due solely to the increase of the number of telephones in

operation. Similarly, the reduction in the average revenue

from $3,689 for the first six months of 1909 to $3,492 for

the last six months of the same year is due both to the re-

duction in rates taking effect July 1, 1909, and to the increase

in the number of telephones in operation during the last six

months of the year as compared with those in operation dur-

ing the first six months of the year.

The average revenue per station for the different classes

of service during December, 1907, 1908 and 1909 is given

below, showing the effect of the reduced rates which began

July 1, 1908, the rates being still further reduced, beginning

with July 1, 1909.

1907.
Business Measured.

Number of stations 1,989
Total revenue $26,240.02
Average revenue per station $13.19

Business Prepayment.
(Nickel In Slot.)

Number of stations 7,716
Total revenue $48,847.50
Average revenue per station $6.33

December
1908.

2,702
$32,936.26

$12.19

9.690
$58,933.05

$6.08

1909.

3,452
$35,017.48
$10.14

9,916
$56,551.82

$5.70

1907

Residence Unlimited.
Number of stations 5,823
Total revenue $22,107.60
AN'erage revenue per station $3.80

Residence Measured.
Number of stations (None)
Total revenue
Average revenue per station

Residence Prepayment.
Number of stations 7,427
Total revenue $12,537.1"
Average revenue per station $1.69

Private Branch Excliange.
Number of stations 7,778
Total revenue $25,330.56
Average revenue per station $3.25

E.Ktensions.

Number of stations 3,280
Total revenue $ 3,268.65
Average revenue per station $1.00

Miscellaneous.
Number of stations 491
Total revenue $ 5.819.36
Average revenue per station $11.85

III.

Cost of Operation.

Following the classification used by the company at the

present time in keeping their accounts, the statement of

earnings and expenses for the year 1909 is segregated as

follows:

6 months G months
ending' ending

Revenue. June 30, 1909. Dec. 31, 1909.

Local $1,140,051.26 $1,212,471.63
Piivate line 13.341.90 6,596.86
Jjong distance 36,180.16 39,535.15

December
l'»8 1909

8.010
$24,829.15

$3.10

7,263
$23,238.55

$3.20

447
$ 1,309.15

$2.93

3,032
$ 8,800.98

$2.90

9,219
$16,302.2.5

$1.77

13,301
$23,321.82

$1.77

11,398
$30,136.30

$2.64

10,228
$11,079.87

$2,53

5,604
$ 2,811.50

$0.50

5,433
$ 2,743.73

$0.50

675
$ 6,337.19

$9.39

1,642
$ 6,135.40

$3.74

Total $1,189,673.32

Expenses.
General $ 42,922.39
operating 314,348.60
Maintenance—Repairs .. 163,691.66—Removing. 99,893.40—Depreciatn 147,648.23
Instrument rental 52,195.31
Conduit, pole & roof rent 392.41
Insurance—Per. property 7,764.62—Real estate.. 2.382.99
Taxes—Per. property... 28,898.02—Real estate .... 3,723.86

$1,258,603.64

$ 51,447.86
373,773.25
167,357.74
111,397.84
160,498.30
55,134.66

627.39
6,735.44
2,000.15

31,492.38
4,734.27

Totals
Year 1909.

$2,352,522.89
19,938.76
75,715.31

$2,448,176.96

$ 94,370.25
688,121.85
331,049.40
211,291.24
308,146.53
107,329.87

1.019.80
14,500.06
4,383.14

60,390.40
8,458.13

Total $ 863,861.49 $ 965,199.18 $1,829,060.67

Net Revenue $ 325,711.83 $ 293,404.46 $ 619,116.29

An analysis of the above statement of expenses is in

conformity with the segregation of accounts which is out-

lined in my previous report filed with the Clerk of the Board
of Supervisors on February 9, 1909, as set forth on pages 9,

10 ond 11 of said report. Certain minor changes have been
made during the past year in a few of the sub-headings, but

these minor changes are unimportant, and conform in prac-

tically every detail with the recommendation made by me
regarding the form of statement, etc., in the former report

above referred to. The gross revenue, expenses and net

revenue of the company for both 1908 and 1909 are given

below:

1908—Gross revenue $2,150,734.09—Expenses 1,603.552.06

" —Net revenue $ 547,182.03

1909—Gross revenue $2,448,176.96—Expenses 1,829,060.67

—Net revenue $ 619,176.29

The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company have since

July 1, 1908, kept a separate and complete set of books to

separately cover the accounts for San Francisco. As a result

the work of segregation of accounts, both as regards new
construction and gross revenue, expenses and net revenue,

has been readily and accurately done.

In conclusion, I am glad to acknowledge the many cour-

tesies extended to me by the officials of the company in con-

nection with the preparation of this report. Data and in-

formation which 1 have requested have been given me in great

detail, and the officials of the company with whom 1 have

worked have offered me every facility i)ossible.
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STEAM
RAPID INSTALLATION OF A STEAM

TURBINE AT OAKLAND.
EY F. H. VARNliV.'

On the 6tli of Jul}', 1908, the management of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company requested that the

matter of a 9000 k. w. turbine installation in Oakland
be given consideration and attention. The choice of a

prime mover rested between two types of turbine

—

the horizontal and the vertical. After the question of

prompt delivery and the relative merits of both types

had been fully considered, the Curtis vertical turbine,

built by the General Electric Company, was chosen.

This decision was reached about the middle of

July, and orders were received to have the plant in

operation for the Christmas load. The engineering

department, therefore, had to undertake to design,

construct, and place in operation a complete turbine

plant in one hundred and sixty-two days.

It is hard for those whose avocations lie in fields

other than technical to appreciate the immense amount
of detail involved in an engineering problem of this

nature. Preliminary surveys must be made; prelimi-

nary plans drawn and submitted for approval. Then
come the working drawings. , These in turn must be

examined, and any changes made before it is too late.

For it must be remembered that once the engineer's

thoughts have been translated into concrete, iron, and

steel the}' can not be revoked at any future session
;

his work must stand as a monument to either his abil-

ity or his incompetency.

All branches of the department were now actively

engaged in preparing their particular portions of the

work. The preliminary labor had been completed and

approved; the finishing touches were being given to

the working drawings ; specifications vv'ere drawn up,

and many a tiny lamp was burned long into the small

hours of the morning because of an earnest endeavor

that no detail should be overlooked. In due time all

the plans and specifications were completed and ap-

proved, and the contracts were awarded and signed.

Some of the contractors, who were never known to

make deliveries in less than nine months, fairly gasped

when they were informed what was required of them.

But on account of the heavy bonus and the penalty

attached to each contract, they determined to strain

every effort to complete the contracts on time.

The engineer can not lose sight of certain given

factors, and while promises are made in perfectly

good faith, their fulfillment may be indefinitely de-

ferred on account of apparently insurmountable ob-

stacles. An engineer in charge of work must be

everywhere ; must anticipate delays, and be ready to

step instantly into the breach with a solution ; he must
have an accurate knowledge of human nature, and be
able to swing troublesome contractors into line ; he
must be, in truth, the coacher of the team. It is grati-

fying to know that with our organization, the per-

sonnel of those in charge, both in the office and in the

'The Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Engineer of Oper-
ation and Maintenance of Steam and Gas Engineering.

field, and the esprit de corps, which makes possible

the existence of that great fundamental principle of

success—team work—we were able to complete the

turbine installation (from the first day of breaking

ground to the time of actually operating the turbine

under its own steam) in seven days less time than

that set by the management.

While avoiding a purely technical discussion of

the installation, it will be a matter of general interest

more clearly to understand the many elements that

are necessary to produce the salable product, electric

energy.

Did you ever stop to consider what a mysterious

and intensely interesting product it is? Unlike that

of any other manufacturing concern, none of the em-

ployees has ever seen the product, yet it is handled

in quantities large and small, and upon receipt of

an order from a customer it can instantly be sent to

hini—by wire. The manufacturer of some powerful

locomotive could take you to his factory and trace

the development of his product from the raw material

to the high-speed express engine. The manufacturers

of electricity can show you neither the raw material

nor the finished product. But we can take you to

some rocky point overlooking one of the great reser-

voirs in the mountains and tell you that there are

untold quantities of our product under the shimmer-

ing surface of the water. Or, standing in front of this

great steam turbine in Oakland, we could tell you that

our product is being manufactured at the rate of more

than two hundred thousand units daily.

The turbine plant in Oakland, known as Station C,

is situated on a part of the property of the Oakland

Gas Light and Heat Company, a subsidiary company
to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The
property is bounded by First street, Grove street, Jef-

ferson street, and the Oakland estuary. The steam

turbine is the largest single-driven unit on the Pacific

Coast. It occupies about one-tenth of the space re-

quired for a corresponding reciprocating engine plant

of the same capacity. The advantages of this type of

prime mover over the reciprocating engine are nu-

merous. An interesting incident occurred in this re-

lation worthy of comment. C)iie of the problems that

the operating engineer has to contend with in the

use of the reciprocating engine is in jacking

over the engine by hand, when it is necessary to

do any overhauling work. The matter of providing

the turbine with similar apparatus for turning it

through part of a revolution caused us considerable

thought, but one day, during the assembling of the

turbine, we were surprised to see one of the erecting

men climb into the ventilator flue at the top of the

turbine and revolve the turbine with one hand. Some
idea of the perfect balance of the turbine may be gained
when it is stated that the revolving parts weigh sev-

enty-two tons. Another interesting feature is that

this entire weight is carried on a thin film of oil which
is forced into the step bearing under a pressure of more
than half a ton to the square inch.

The condenser, shown to the left of the turbine.

is larger than the turbine itself, and if the tubes were
withdrawn and placed end to end. they would extend
for a distance of si.xteen miles. A story is told of a
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certain marine engineer. Upon his first visit to the

station and first view of the condenser, he expressed

his admiration for it, but was in doubt as to the use

of the "small vertical thing" at the side of the con-

denser. This "small vertical thing." howex'er, is capa-

ble of de\'eloping i2,ooo h. p.

One of the greatest sources of worry to the engi-

neer of the condensing plant is circulating water.

in batteries of two, and four in a row facing each other,

as will be noted in the illustration. Two sheet steel

stacks, well guyed, rise to a height of one hundred
and ten feet abo\-e the lioiler-room floor, with ample
capacity for four boilers each. The Hamniel type of

furnaces with return flame oil-burners are used
throughout.

The visitor at S'ation C is impressed with the

STATION C, OAKLAND
Showing Exterior, Station During

Construction, 9,000 k.w. Curtis

Turbine and Boiler Room.

"Losing the water," as it is termed, is a very serious

matter, but owing to the precautions which have been

taken at Station C this danger is far removed. .-\.

42-in. pipe has been laid to the pier-head line in the

Oakland estuary, and at the time of the lowest tide

there is a trifle more than 6 ft. of water over the in-

take. By keeping the mud dredged away from the

pump suction an ample supply of circulating water is

assured.

This sturdy unit of 12,000 h. p. is served by eight

water-tube safety boilers, with superheaters, installed

compactness of the installation. The turbine and ils

au.xiliary apparatus is accessible at all j^oints, yet tlic

amount of v.'aste room has been reduced to a negligi-

ble quantity.

Station C is entirely a generating station. The
distribution station, with the necessary switchboards

and high-tensi<in switches, lis an entirely separate

building, known as Station A. The transmission sta-

tion will adjoin it, and will be known as Station P>,

thus giving in ( Jakland three distinct tyi)es of sta-

tions: generating, distril)uting, and transmitting.
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THE LOW PRESSURE STEAM TURBINE.

Discussion by members of the San Francisco Section, A. I.

E. E., January 28, 1910, of paper by E. O. Shreve, as published

in this journal, February 19, 1910. The paper was followed by
" lantern slide talks by F. E. Vickers and K. G. Dunn. The fol-

lowing participated in the discussion

:

C. W. Burkett, General Superintendent of Plant, Pacific T.

& T. Co., San Francisco, Chairman.

A. J. Bowie, Jr., Electrical Engineer, San Francisco.

E. O. Shreve, Sales Engineer, General Electric Co., San Fran-

cisco.

K. G. Dunn, Vice-President, Hunt, Mirk & Co., San Fran-

cisco.

F. E. I'ickcrs, Assistant Engineer. General Electric Co., San

Francisco.

C. L. Cory, Professor of Electrical Engineering, University

of California.

A. J. Botvie, Jr.: I would like to ask Mr. Shreve if there

is any material gain in the economy of the low pressure turbine

in super-heating?

E. O. Shreve: I think there is very little gained in that

respect. If you take steam at 150 pounds pressure and reduce

it through a reducing valve to atmospheric pressure to intro-

duce into the turbine, you secure in the neighborhood of 100

degrees super-heat, which would give about 8% increase in

economy on the turbine, this being more than offset by the loss

due to decreased steam pressure. This is not exactly the case

with the Curtis type of machine because both low pressure and

live steam can be and are brought directly in contact with

the revolving element. The low pressure steam being expanded

through one set of nozzles and the high pressure through an-

other. The increased velocity obtained by using high pressure

steam in this manner will give a decrease in water rates of from

20 to 30%. This also allows non-condensing operation.

A. J. Bowie, Jr.: Taking the live steam direct, without

counting with low pressure steam at all—is that what you mean?
To turn a certain amount of live steam in the low pressure,

not super-heating the low pressure steam.

E. 0. Shreve: No; there is no added gain there. You are

thinking of the feasibility or advisability of using live steam to

get increased economy from the low pressure, it would be better

to use the live steam in a high pressure turbine. The onh- reason

we use high pressure steam at all is in case of over loads where
we have insufficient exhaust steam, or in case of the necessity of

shutting down the engine or other source from which the exhaust

steam is obtained. Ordinarily it would not be good practice to put in

a low pressure machine that would take a great deal of live

steam. I would like to emphasize the fact that in the case of

the installation of the Interborough Rapid Transit, that this gain

was made without an increase in the boiler plant or the building

at all, and with about half the total expenditure for the machin-

ery installed that it would take for the original machinery, in-

cluding boilers and the total installation.

E. 0. Shreve: We have another installation at the E. K.

Wood Lumber Company, in Bellingham, Washington, which

would probably interest the local people, a 400 kw. mixed pressure

machine, which takes exhaust steam from an engine carrying

a variable load of about 300 h. p. to 750 h.p. The mixed pres-

sure turbine is delivering power to a railroad and has a variable

load of from 100 to 500 kw. This is a case with a variable

load factor at both ends, and we have been able to get exceed-

ingly satisfactory results from this installation. By installing

the low pressure turbine in this particular instance they saved

on their assumed cost of increase in capacity $10,000 approxi-

mately, and about 30% increase in efficiency. Besides that they

have an additional advantage in this particular case, of using

the condensing water to take away their refuse saw-dust and
shavings. This turbine is designed to carry full load on either

exhaust or live steam or both, and will deliver a large percent-

age of its rated capacity when operating non-condensing.

A'. G. Dunn: On that question, steam expanding without

doing work super-heats. Expanding from 150 pounds to what

is used in the turbine would super-heat 60 to 70 degrees. This,

alone, would give an increased economy of say 6 or 7 per cent.

This would amount on a turbine over what we would get using

saturated exhaust steam to 8 or possibly 9 per cent, due to the

entrainment of the moisture in the exhaust steam.

With the admission valve as shown on the Westinghouse

exhaust turbine full load could be carried with this admission

valve admitting live steam. The governor would automatically

open and allow the necessary pressure to be built up, when the

supply of exhaust steam was insufficient. In fact the pressure

would build up sufficient so that the machine could be operated

non-condensing and carry full load. Under emergency condi-

tions this feature is of great value in the plant.

I would like to take exception to a remark Mr. Shreve made

in the early part of his paper, in which he stated that a 22 and

44x42 engine. 150 pounds, and 26 inches vacuum would rate at

1250 kw. The economy was 23 pounds per i.h.p. condensing, and

35 non-condensing. I think any Corliss engine man that you

would talk to about a compound engine at- 23 pounds per i.h.p.

condensing would think it was a bum engine. He would realize

that about 27 to 30 pounds mean effective pressure referred to the

low pressure cylinder would be the most economical point. If Mr.

Shreve will point out an example where they make large gains

by combining an exhaust turbine with a conservatively rated

engine, I would not take exception to it, but the mean effective

pressure of this engine referred to the low pressure cylinder,

to produce the rating given is over 50 pounds. He might just

as well have taken a simple engine in which he would get about

those results and be done with it, instead of tryingg to com-

pare it with what we might say was a high grade engine. That

is not a typical result, and the saving in fuel could not be pro-

duced with a high grade compound engine, operating at or about

its economical rating.

E. 0. Shreve: I wish to correct an apparent misunderstand-

ing there. The water rate referred to 23 and 35 pounds con-

densing and non-condensing respectively, and were taken from

actual tests. It is but one of many such instances where gains

of this amount have been made.

K. G. Dunn: Even on that basis you would have over 50

pounds mean effective pressure referred to the low pressure

cylinder when operating condensing. A conservative rating would

not exceed 30 pounds, so you see the engine would be heavily

overloaded, when delivering 1200 kw„ and the water rates given

could not be obtained at 1200 kw. load. A conservative

rating on that engine would not exceed 750 kw., instead of

1200, and to produce the results shown the engine would cut

off at about 90% stroke. This is simply a case of taking the

engine water rate at over loads, and comparing with combined

results at most favorable load, a disguise of the true gain.

Mr. Miller: The Salt Lake plant contains an old Corliss

engine 30 by 60, 60 revolutions, and is rated about 1200, and

by the addition of a low pressure turbine of 1000 kw. capacity

the power of the installation is increased about 60 per cent on

the same fuel consumption. The equipment consists of 4000

square feet surface condensing. The circulating pump is a rather

interesting thing, and is driven with an Alberger turbine. The

Alberger condenser turbine is a single stage affair, but uses the

steam over again three or four times on account of the internal

arrangement of the plating. This machine of course has a gov-

erner, on account of being connected—having a mixed pressure

arrangement.

Question: In these increases in power and economy is any

allowance made for the power and steam used for running the

condensing apparatus?

F. E. Vickers: At the Interborough plant in New York, the

20% gain in station economy due to the installation of their 5000

kw. Curtis low pressure turbine was measured at the coal pile,

and therefore includes all power required for auxiliaries

C. L. Cory: For the man who is responsible for the relia-

bility of service, the addition of low pressure steam turbines to
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existing engines is very nntch in his favor. We know how diffi-

cult it is to adapt many existing plants that may be operating

in parallel to a load where the load factor is widely variable

during the day; and from what has been told us this evening

about the possibility of a mixed pressure turbine, it is quite

evident that with reciprocating engines of high average economy

it is possible with a combination engine and turbine plant to get

very high economy, at the same time have a plant capable of

great flexibility of operation. If for instance we take, not an

inferior but a very good compound condensing reciprocating"

engine plant, and increase the capacity, possibly for peak load

only, by adding low pressure turbines, we are not only not in-

creasing (.as has been said) the size of the plant with no addtional

investment in boilers, and not increasing the fuel bill, but we
are increasing the peak load capacity and if necessary we can

use the turbine as a high pressure turbine, or as a low pressure

turbine, or perhaps use it as a combination of the two. We
are not only increasing the peak load capacity, but we are in-

creasing the average economy of the plant throughout the

twenty-four hours, perhaps above some of the comparative

curves shown by Mr. Dunn. There is one thing that must not

be forgotten which was brought out by Mr. Dunn's curves. A
high vacuum is absolutely essential. I could not help but think

that the question was rather pertinent this evening when it was

asked whether these economies expressed in percentages were

obtained after the cost of the production of vacuum had been

included. The necessary high vacuum sometimes costs not only

energy for operation, but may require additional investment for

the supply of a sufficient amount of cold water.

K. G. Dunn: On the question of vacuum, we once received

a letter asking about a steam turbine, and the party said he

understood it took a whole river of water to condense the steam

from a turbine. Now steam from a turbine has no more heat

units in it for a given vacuum than steam from a steam engine.

Therefore it takes no more water to condense steam at a given

vacuum from a turbine than from an engine. Any high vacuum

apparatus for a large sized installation favorably situated for

circulating water will take in the neighborhood of 5 per cent

of the total amount of steam generated. It is a very simple mat-

ter to calculate as to what that gain is. If you gain 5 per cent

in fuel per increased inch of vacuum and your total amount of

power to secure high vacuum is 5 per cent, it does not seem

that the high vacuum apparatus is an expensive addition to the

plant. In fact it is advisable to get as high a vacuum as you

can. Some people are under a misapprehension as to the reason

why it is advantageous to have high vacuum for a turbine. A
good cross compound engine will expand down to the neighbor-

hood of 5 or 6 pounds absolute. High vacuum does not allow of

more expansions in the engine bvtt simply lowers the back pres-

sure, the number of expansions being fixed by the cut ofif- and

cylinder ratios. Now the turbine is capable of expanding down

to the lowest limit, and therein lies the increased economy of the

turbine. There is no question but what the economy of the

steam engine from the ordinary boiler pressures to atmosphere

is superior to the turbine from boiler pressures to atmosphere

;

and also there is no question but what the turbine is more eco-

nomical from atmospheric pressure to any commercial vacuum.

I would like to pass a remark also to prevent a misconcep-

tion of the economies shown in the combination of low pressure

turbines and engines. Some might get the idea it would be a

good proposition to buy new engines and put exhaust turbines

on them. I doubt this very much, although there are some
engineers who are really in favor of this proposition. But I

think if you will figure out the first cost of the installation,

the additional cost of operation necessary with such a combi-

nation; these additions being due to extra labor, extra repairs,

lubricating oil and so forth ; that you will find it is a dubious

investment, and you would be better ofT to install a complete,

straight expansion turbine plant instead of a new combination

reciprocating engine and low pressure turbine plant, on account

of the increased fixed charges.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS, PAPER NO. 9.

( Belting—continued )

.

In addition to the advantage belting affords in effecting power

transmission through long distances (as compared with rolling

friction) there is a gain in frictional resistance due to the belt

surrounding a large part of the pulley. This results in a greater

turning effort at the driven pulley than would be possible with

the mere line contact of two discs rolling together ; or, as is

really done—the same power is transmitted with much less bear-

ing friction. In the following mathematical development of the

laws of belting—tensions, power transmitted, etc., this increase

in efficiency will be shown.

For the purpose of our discussion let

Ti^the tension on the tight side of an endless belt.

Ti^the tension on the loose side of the belt.

a^= the angle of contact of the belt on the pulley.

(j)
= the coefficient of friction between the belt and pulley.

F= the total frictional resistance—i. e., the value, at the

pulley circumference of the maximum adhesion between the belt

and pulley.

Ar=:the force to be transmitted, which must obviously be

less than F else there would be slipping of the belt.

/> ^ maximum allowable belt tension per inch of width.

IV= the belt width in inches.

Before proceeding further a word in explanation of this term

coefficient of friction may help to fix it clearly in mind. Suppose

a smooth block of wood to be lying on a smooth table. The
weight of this block acts as a force pressing it vertically down-

ward against the table. Now if a cord were attached to the

block and a spring balance fastened to it a certain number of

pounds pull applied to the balance would cause the block to begin

to slide along the table. Suppose the block weighed 4 lbs. and

that it required 1 lb. at the balance to draw the block along the

table. The ratio of this force to the weight or ]/i would be the

coefficient of friction for these surfaces. In the case of two

bodies rolling together (see paper No. 7) the force P pressing

the two axles together corresponds to the weight of the block

in our illustration, while K, the force which drives the follower

is comparable to the tension in the cord as measured by the

spring balance. In belting the efifect of this coefficient of fric-

tion is greatly increased over what it would be if the pressure

between shafts were applied simply to a flat belt surface resting

on a metal surface. This is due to the varying tension in the

belt as it goes around the pulley from the loose to the tight side.

This relation between the contact friction and the belt, ten-

sions can be shown, by taking the summation of the effects for

small portions of the circumference to be -jT = c (c here being

the mathematical constant 2.71828 or base value of the Naperian

logarithmic system).

This expression c need not be feared by those not

familiar with the use of the calculus as it will be conveniently

disposed of before we reach our practical working formulas.

Now F^=Ti— T2, the difference in tension between the two

sides of the belt, since this difiference is due to the frictional re-

sistance between the belt and pulley.

Now K, the force to be transmitted, being less than F may
be called equal to CF, where C is a slip safety factor, i. e. C is

the per cent of the total force necessary to slip the belt, which

is u.sed to transmit power.

Thus: K= CF
or K= C (T, — T~.) since F=T, — T,

= C(7'i
,,o<^

substituting for 7s its equivalent

value from the equation -^r
a (^
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or Ta = Ti
This equation it will be seen gives the force

transmitted, K, in terms of the belt tensions and Irictional values.

In order to put our belting calculations to practical use they

must be reduced to terms of horsepower, belt speed in feet per

minute and belt widths in inches.

Now the horsepower transmitted by belling may be expressed

T' X K,
thusly: -H. P. = ^jqqa i. e. the velocity in feet per minute multi-

plied by the force transmitted, gives the foot lbs. of energy,

which, divided by the number of foot lbs. per minute in a horse-

power giv-es the number of horsepower.

Solvmg this algebraically for l\ gives

„. _ 33000 X H. P.

(' "0T' Cj.:

For leather belts on iron pulleys the value of (^ the coefficient

of friction has been found by experiment to lie between .56 for

dry surfaces and .15 for oily surfaces, average conditions giving

from .25 to .30 h.p. Let us thei'efore take (^^ .25 as a conservative

value, a, the angle of contact will be in cases of power trans-

mission appro.ximately 180°, i. e. the belt will cover one-half the

pulley. A fair value for Cp is .55 for double leather belting. This

30' 40°

1.1 1^ I.S 18 ^.

//cP /^o' /-SO' /4'0 ° /-so'

Diatrram for Belting: Computation.

.9^<x:

But we have a value for K in an equation above. Substituting

this gives

H. P. =
33000 33000

By inspecting this equation it will be noted that the horse-

power and the velocity are variable terms while the remaining

factors are all constant for a given belt and pulley.

Now if /i^ maximum allowable belt tension per inch of

width then p x W= T, the maximum tension for the whole belt

width.

Putting therefore p W for Ti in the above question we have

J_
a

(f>

H. P.

rcpwQ- jj^^
33000

constant includes the safety factors of both strength and slip,

being the product of the ma-ximum tension per inch width and

the per cent of the actual force necessary to produce slipping.

Thus if 70 lbs. were the ma.ximum allowable strain per inch

of width then C x 70= 56 when C is taken as .80 or 80% of the

force necessary to slip the belt.

We now have all factors in the above equation with the

exception of c

In order to avoid the calculation involved in this term a

diagram has been worked out by means of which the value of

f
" "P may be easily and instantly found for any usual values

of cj) and a- This diagram may be found in Le Conte's "Me-
chanics of Machinery" and is here reproduced as it appears in

that work. The ordinate values on the left are values of cj) rang-

ing as seen from to.O. Values of a from to 360° are drawn
radiating from the lower left hand corner of the diagram while
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the resultant values of o
" are drawn vertically as shown by

the abscissae scale at the the bottom. To determine c for the

above values
cf,
= .25 and a ^ 1B0° start at the .25 line on the

left and follow out till it intersects with the 180° line, then

drop vertically to the bottom of the diagram where the value

2.20 will be found. In similar manner the value of c

ma}' be found for any usual values of the exponents.

We can now substitute the values in our last equation.

Thus

:

33000 X H. P.
Tr =

r X 56 X 0-2^)
which simplified gives

,^,, ^ 1060 X H. P.
^j. practically

,^j_ 1000 X H. P.

This will be recognized as the old bebing rule: "A belt 1-in.

wide travelling 1000 ft. per minute will transmit 1 li.p."

Thus it is found that by the use of the accompanying dia-

gram the necessary belt width for transmitting any required

horsepower at a desired belt velocity may be obtained. And
this for any predetermined values of frictional coefficient and

angle of contact. The working equation is best put into the form

33000 X H. P.

vxcxp(^)
Referring to paper No. 8 in the preceding issue it will be

remembered that the relation

y _ r. p. m. X -^ D
12

was developed. By substituting from the value of

^y ^ 1000 H. p.

we get the relation.

y _ 3800 X H. p.

D X r. p. m.

the belt velocity in terms of horsepower pulley diameter in inches

and speed of the pulley.

Prof. Le Conte ingeniously shows the ratio gained by belting

over friction gearing as follows

:

Let P be the pull between the shafts.

P= T,+ T,; when a= 180° then P= T: + To c
""^

= 7-.(."^+l)orr. =-^
-
t'- + 1.

At point of slip F= K=T, — T, or K — T,c^"'~Ti

Hence K - iL
a

<l>

a}
(.'^^ + 1)

a cf} = 2.41Now if <#> be taken as, say .28 from the diagrai

I' ,./ 2.41 - 1 \ 1.41

= .413 P
Thus where the frictional coefficient is .280 between the

belting material and metal, the belt going half way round the

pulley so grips it that a force of .413 of the pull on the shaft

would be required to slip the belt. Thus the gain is in the ratio

ofm or nearly U.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Transactions of South African Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers. Vol. 1, Part I. Published by the Institute. .Johan-

nesburg, South Africa.

The initial number of this publication of the most recently

organized association of electrical engineers contains the con-

stitution and by-laws o( the body, a list o( the foundation

members and minutes of the first annual meeting which was

concerned with the formation of the Institute.

"Automobile Driving Self-Taught." "Ignition Timing and
Valve Setting." By Thomas H. Russell: 222 pages each;
5%x7% in.; leather bound. Charles C. Thompson, Chi-

cago, 111. .and the Technical Book Shop, San Francisco.
Price, $1.50 each.

Each of these books is written in an interesting manner
by an authority on the subject of automobiles. The former

contains suggestions on automobile driving which are as val-

uable to the expert as to the novice. The latter is primarily

intended for the man caring tor his own car and is eminently

practical. Both are well illustrated and printed.

Preliminary Report Utah Conservation Commission. 12S
pages; 6x9 in., and map of Utah. Published tor tree dis-

tribution by the Utalr State Conservation Committee,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Utah State Conservation Commission was estab-

lished by legislative act in 1909 and now consists of eight

members including the Governor. This, their first report, tells

of the natural resources of the State of Utah in addition to

various suggestions as to how they may be best conserved.

These resources are classified as land, water, mineral, food

products, game and timber, the mineral predominating.

Engineering Diagrams. By Manifold & Poole. A collection
of straight line diagrams assembled in a leather bound
loose leaf note-book 4%x7% in. Published by the Technical
Book Shop, 604 Mission St., San Francisco. Price $:i.OO.

These diagrams are ingenious and convenient devices lor

rapidly calculating engineering problems. Their main ob-

ject is to give quick and approximately correct answers to

questions that most frequently arise in field work. Each dia-

gram consists of three or more vertical scales. From a

known point on one scale a line is carried to a known point

on another scale, and where it cuts the remaining scales

readings are made which are solutions to the problems. A
celluloid index is provided for carrying the line.

Problems solved by these means include the determina-

tion of the safe load to be carried by piles, knowing the pen-

etration under the last blow of the hammer of known weight

dropping a known distance, the determination of the depth of

the keystone for brick and cut stone arches, for various spans

and rises, also the horizontal thrust for each 1000 pound
pound load and the ratio of rise to span; the

sag and the strain in copper and aluminum wire

for various spans and the temperatures, ttie actual amperes
transmitted at various power factors for single-phase and

three-phase electric current, knowing the voltage and either

the kw. or h.p. transmitted, the determination of the im-

pedance and volt drop per mile of single-phase and three-

phase current for different sized wires with different Inter-

spacial distances; earth canal data based on Tuton's formula;

power developed by water or necessary for pumping; steel

and wood stove-pipe specifications for various diameters and

pressures and the flow of water in pipes canals and flumes

for all values of n. Additional diagrams dealing with rein-

forced concrete reactance, capacity and regulation of trans-

mission lines, economical sizes of pipe lines, friction losses

in small pipes, strength of gears, driving power of shafts,

belts, etc., are in preparation.

The procedure in each of these cases is reversible so

that it is possible to find specifications to meet given condi-

tions or find the conditions over existing lines. Incidentally

they give a graphic idea of the effect of changing conditions.

This note-book should prove an invaluable pocket companion

and time saver to the engineer.
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CORRECTION.—Line 26 in the article on "Co-operation" in

the issue of February 26th should read "this does not mean com-

bination."

OMISSION.—The articles on "Fuel Oil Burning," by R. F.

Chevalier, which were scheduled for publication in this issue, have

been delayed owing to Mr. Chevalier's illness. It is hoped that

this valued series can be commenced with the issue of March 19th.

It is well also that the collectors and meter read-

ers be familiar with some of the facts that are being

told in the series of articles regarding the watt-hour

meter now appearing in these columns. A moment's
explanation may save much groundless dissatisfaction

among customers. \Nt realize the danger that attends

too intimate an understanding of meter construction

by the unscrupulous, and furthermore we appreciate

that "where ignorance is bliss, 'tis follow to be wise";

nevertheless, we have enough confidence in human
nature to believe that the more a consumer knows
about the instrument that measures his current the

better satisfied he is.
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PERSONALS.

Sidney Sprout of San Francisco, is in Oregon on an elec-

trical engineering investigation.

A. C. Sprout, of Hall, Demarest & Co., engineers, is mak-
ing a business trip to Keeler, Cal.

F. G. Decker has been appointed acting manager of the

San Francisco office of the Piatt Iron Works.

Leon M. Hall, consulting engineer for the Comstock
mines, is visiting Virginia City on professional business.

M. C. Miller, assistant to the president of the Allis-Chal-

mers Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., is in San Francisco.

C. E. Oilman, of Duryea, Haehl & Oilman, engineers, will

be manager of the Bay Cities Water Company of Oakland, Cal.

W. H. Schott, of W. H. Schott & Co., electrical engineers,

of Chicago, who has been touring the Coast, is a guest at the

Palace in San Francisco.

Bernard Corrigan, who has been president of the street

railway system in Kansas City, has been touring California

and is now a San Francisco visitor.

B. M. Downs, general manager of the Brookfield Olass

Company, of New York, who has been making a business tour

of the coast, returned from Seattle during the past week and

left for Los Angeles March 2d.

C. S. Hauco.x, electrical engineer for the Queensland

Government, Australia, left for the East last week after

spending ten days in inspecting electrical installations in San

Francisco. He expressed himself as much pleased with some
of the new things he saw.

C. E. Groesbeck of San Diego and W. D. Riddell of Ta-

coma, who are interested in lighting plants in their respective

cities, recently accompanied R. S. Chapman to Eureka, where

an option was secured on the Humboldt Gas & Electric Co.'s

holdings. A hydro-electric plant on the Trinity river is oper-

ated by the company and a steam plant in Eureka.

R. S. Chapman, representing H. M. Byllesby & Co. of Chi-

cago, who have been extensively engaged in buying up gas

and electric lighting properties throughout the Pacific Coast,

has returned from a northern trip. Options have been taken

on the plants of the Klamath Falls Light & Water Company
and Moore Bros. Electric Company at Klamath Falls, Ore.

D. C. Henry, consulting engineer. Beck Building, Port-

land, Oregon, announces that the Secretary of the Interior

has approved his request to be placed on a per diem basis

as consulting engineer with the service instead of an annual

basis as heretofore. This change will enable him to engage

in private practice without severing connection with the

service. Mr. Henry has been consulting engineer with the

service for one year prior to which he was supervising engi-

neer for the Pacific Coast District, embracing Washington,

Oregon, Northern California and Nevada, in which states a

large amount of work was done under his supervision, aggre-

gating approximately ten million dollars, including numerous
dams for irrigation storage reservoirs and diversion.

TRADE NOTES.

The Portland, Oregon, offices of the General Electric

Company have been moved to the Electric Building at Seventh

and Alder streets.

Hunt, Mirk & Co., of San Francisco, Pacific Coast agents

for the Westinghouse Machine Company, have sold the larg-

est Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator in this country to

the Southern California Edison Company. It will be installed

in a new power station, which is to be erected at one of the

ocean beaches contiguous to Los Angeles. The contract calls

for a 12,500 kw. machine with 75 per cent overload capacity.

Contracts for auxiliaries and boilers are still pending.

W. S. Heger has accepted the management of the San
Francisco office of the AUis-Chalmers Company, in addition

to his present duties

as manager of the

company's Los An-

.geles office, succeed-

ing R. B. Elder who
has resigned as act-

ing manager of the

San Francisco office.

Mr. Heger has been

actively associated

with the sale of elec-

trical and power
apparatus on the Pa-
cific Coast for more
than twenty years.

In 1S89 he opened
the San PYancisco
offices of the Edison
Company for Iso-

lated Lighting which
was finally merged
in the General Elec-

tric Company. For
ten years following 1895 he was Pacific Coast manager of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, having
established their offices here. In 1905 he resigned to become
assistant to the president of the Allis-Chalmers Company,
but in 1909 his many friends again welcomed him to the

Coast when he assumed charge of the Los Angeles office of

the company.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY.
Announcement is made by the Electric Storage Battery

Company of Philadelphia, Pa., that they have discontinued
their San Francisco office, and, taking effect March 1, 1910,

have appointed Pierson, Roeding & Co. as their sole Pacific

Coast Selling Agents. Mr. George R. Murphy, a member of the
corporation of Pierson, Roeding & Co., will be in charge of the
new department, his long experience as the Pacific Coast en-

gineer with the Electric Storage Battery Company particulariy
fitting him to handle both the technical and commercial
branches of their varied interests.

Recent advances in secondary distribution and the tre-

mendous strides in the electric automobile have greatly en-
larged the scope of the battery company, and they will now
have the benefit of a selling and engineering organization,
with branch offices in Seattle and Los Angeles, that will en-
able them to care for their product with a maximum effi-

ciency.

Pierson, Roeding & Co. will not only handle the well-

known "Chloride Accumulator," but will have under their
control a well-equipped depot for the supply of the "Exide
Battery." with its various parts, from a large stock carried
in San Francisco. The new agents will temporarily carry on
the business of this department at the former office of the
Electric Storage Battery Company in the Crocker Building,

San Francisco, and at the office of the Exide Battery Depots,
Inc., 590 Howard street. It is planned to eventually consoli-

date all departments in new and commodious quarters. Pier-

son, Roeding & Co. are to be congratulated upon adding to the
field of their activities another large Eastern manufacturing
company whose product is of such importance to the electrical

interests of the Coast.

The San Francisco office of the Allis-Chalmers Co., has

closed a contract with the Nevada-California Electric Power
Company for the first generator for a new powerhouse on Iheir

Bishop creek development in California.
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949,895.. Feed-Water Regulator. Arthur R. Herlache,

Brussels, Wis. In a feed water regulator, the combination

with a boiler; ot a supporting frame arranged exteriorly of the

boiler, a vertically disposed shaft having its opposite ends

secured in the opijosite ends of said frame, a cylinder ad-

justably secured to said shaft, said cylinder having a water-

inlet at one end, a steam inlet at the other end and flexible

connected with a source supplying alternating current, and a

plurality of angularly separated collector plates arranged on

the circumference of a circle described by said commutator

connections between the boiler and said steam and water

inlets, said cylinder being further provided with a steam

outlet arranged adjacent the said steam inlet, and a piston

within the cylinder and slidingly fitted on sa.id shaft and
operable by the pressure of water and steam in the boiler to

open and close communication between said steam inlet and

outlet.

949,800. Water-Glass Shield. Hugh Montgomery and

Frank G. Drolet, Milo .Junction, Me. In a water-gage-glass

protector, the combination with a boiler head, a water-gage-

glass, water-gage connections arranged upon said boiler head

for supporting said water-gage-glass, of a back plate de-

tachably secured to said boiler head, sides swingingly mounted

upon said back plate and arranged to engage each other and

form a triangular casing inclosing said waier-gage-glass, a

sight opening in each of said sides, and transparent material

covering the same.

950,124. High-Potential-Alternating-Current Rectifier.

Chester H. Thordarson, Chicago, 111. A high potential alter-

nating current rectif.ying apparatus comprising a plurality of

rotative angularly separated, elongated, relatively light, thin

arms made of non-conducting material and provided with

means for bracing them from flexure out of the plane of

rotation thereof and revolving at a speed in synchronism with

the frequency of the alternating current to be rectified, com-

mutator members located at the outer ends of said arms and

members with which the said commutator members are

adapted for wiping contact, said collector plates collecting

from the commutator members opposite polarities of an uni-

directional current.

950,079. Electric IVleter. Gustavo A. Scheeffer, Fort

Wayne, Ind., assignor to General Electric Company. In an

electric meter, a rectangular core of magnetic material having

an air-gap cutting one of the shorter sides of the rectangle

and poles ijrojecting toward each other from points near the

centers of the longer sides of the rectangle, a shunt winding
surrounding the core and so positioned that the shortest

magnetic circuit therefor is through that portion of the

rectangle having a closed magnetic circuit and through the

projecting poles, and a disk armature projecting Between said

projecting poles.

949,992. Commutator-Motor. Ernst F. W. Alexander-

son, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Com-
pany. A motor of the commutator type, adapted for opera-

tion on both direct and alternating-current, having a por-

tion of its stator winding connected to another portion of

said winding and forming with said other portion and the

connections between them a local closed circuit, and con-

nections for including said portions in the main motor circuit

for direct-current operation and excluding them therefrom

for alternating-current operation.
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A NEW PREPAYMENT METER.
To many liouseliolders the "pay-as-you-go" method of

meeting expenses is mucli preferable to the monthly bill sys-

tem, with its attendant bother. To persons of limited means,

monthly payments are often a hardship. Each of these

classes offers a broad field for the sale of electric current,

and to enable the central station to make a more effective

campaign for this business, new prepayment attachments

for use with either direct or alternating current Thomson
watt-hour meters have recently been perfected by the Gen-

eral Electric Company. Aside from the advantages as stated

above, prepayment meters often act as a safeguard of the

supply company's interests, for this device is an absolute

protection against loss from unpaid bills and saves the ex-

pense of keeping a consumer's account, sending bills, and
the several steps which must be taken before payments can

be collected from some consumers.

This prepayment device is suppled either in combination

with, or separate from the meter. Arrangements similar

to those shown in the illustrations are made for direct cur-

rent meters. The advantages of a separate attachment for

some cases will be apparent, for although it is not always

desirable to place the wattmeter proper in a location con-

venient to the consumer, the prepayment attachment can be
installed wherever most desirable. The principle of opera-

tion is identical in either ease except that the connection

J)etween meter and attachment is mechanical in the case of

the eombinalion and electrical in the other instance. The

l^ig 1.

Thomson High Torque Watt-Hour Meter with
Combined Prepayment Device — Type IP 3 — for
Alternating' Current.

attachment consists of four principal parts, the escapement

train, coin device, switch and rate device.

When it is desired to make an advance payment the

winding knob is turned so that the arrow points upward. A
quarter dollar is then inserted in the slot and the knob turned

to the right, the coin serving as a key which operates the

mechanism within the device, turning the registering wheel

and placing the coin to the credit of the consumer. If the

circuit is open when the coin is deposited, the same motion

of the knob which moves the registering mechanism closes

the circuit switch contained within the case of the attach-

ment.

The dial of the combined prepayment meter is enlarged

and contains in addition to the standard marking, a scale

marked in plain flguies over which a pointer passes indicat-

ing the number of coins remaining to the credit of the de-

positor. When the meter has a separate prepayment at-

tachment, the dial showing the number of coins standing to

the customer's credit, is placed on the attachment.

When the first coin is deposited and the knob is turned,

closing the main switch, the pointer rests opposite the first

division on the scale. If a second coin is deposited before

the current purchased with the first coin has been consumed,
a second motion of the knob will bring the pointer opposite

the second division on the scale. Twelve coins can thus be
deposited consecutively, after which the slot is automatically

closed and further prepayment cannot be made until the

value of one or more coins has been consumed.

Whenever energy to the value of one coin has been de-

livered through the meter, the escapement is released (me-
chanically in the combined device, and electrically in the
separate device) turning the pointer back one division. This
process continues until all the energy for which prepayment
has been made has been delivered. Thus the depositor can
ascertain at any time how much energy can be obtained
without further prepayment.

Fig. 2.

Thomson Higli Torque Watt-Hour Meter witll
Separate Prepayment Device—Type IP—for Alter-
nating Current.

When all the energy has been delivered, the circuit

switch is opened and no more current can be obtained until

further prepayment has been made.

The indicating mechanism shows only the number of

coins which stand to the credit of the customer; but by
consulting the meter dial one can determine what frac-

tional part remains of the prepayment next to be cancelled.

The actuating force which operates the device is a large

flat coil spring enclosed in a barrel or drum to which its

outside end is attached. The operating knob winds this main
spring by turning the drum. The spring has many turns

and as the operation of the device never equals one whole

turn, the spring always exerts a practically constant force.

The rate device consists of a small train of gears secured

to the front of the frame directly back of the register, the

gear ratio depending ujion the price charged for the service.
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Each device is marked with (he price per kilowatt-hour for

which it should be used. It will be noted that this device

is a separate member secured independently to the meter

frame so that it can be easily removed and replaced by the

electric lighting company in case the rate of charge is

changed. The meter can be adapted to any rate of charge

from 5 to 20 cents per kilowatt-hour in steps of % cent.

The switch is of the double pole, double break type

with leaf contacts, the construction being similar to that

used in heavy current circuit breakers. The toggle joint

used to close the switch arms against the terminal blocks

makes it impossible for the switch to open through acci-

dental jar and also prevents any back pressure from being

transmitted to the escapement train in such a way as to

retard its action. The switch is liberally rated and will with-

out injury to itself open any circuit carrying current up

to the maximum overload allowable for the largest meter

with which the device can be used.

The standard prepayment device is designed for use with

quarter dollars. The coin receptacles are placed at the back

of the meters so that the covers may be removed without

interfering with the receptacle in any way. This feature

permits the meter to be tested without affording access to

the coin box, besides the collector, who is usually unfa-

miliar with the electrical features of the meter, cannot inad-

vertently injure its adjustment. The coins fall into a drawer
which is removable from the bottom of the case and which
can be secured by either a seal or any suitable padlock.

The slot in which the coin is inserted is situated at the top

of the meter case near the back.

Every precaution has been taken to guard against beat-

ing. A coin or washer larger than the coin for which the

device is designed cannot be introduced into the receiv-

ing slot and a smaller one will not operate the device. The
knob, once started with the coin locked in, cannot be re-

versed, but must be given a half turn to release the coin,

which falls through a tube to the money box below. The
coin is locked in as soon as the knob is moved and cannot

be abstracted except by unlocking the money box. It is only

by turning the knob that the consumer can obtain credit for

his payment. A coin having a thread or wire attached will

operate the mechanism, but the motion of the actuating han-

dle prevents the withdrawal of the coin, which generally

passes into the receiving box. Should bits of string prevent

the coin from passing to the drawer, the intended fraud will

be readily detected.

A MODERN ELECTRICALLY EQUIPPED ICE CREAM
FACTORY.

An example of the modern ice cream factory employing
the latest methods of production is that of E. A. Caum at

Altoona, Pa. This plant has a capacity for making and stor-

ing 3000 gallons of ice cream daily, besides producing ten

tons of ice and the equivalent of 30 tons of refrigeration.

This latter brine refrigerating system is used to reduce the

temperature in two ice storage rooms, two milk and cream
rooms, two hardening rooms, and the retail sales cabinets,

besides removing heat from the Ice making apparatus and
the ice cream mixing and freezing machines.

The brine in the refrigerating system is cooled by the
expansion of ammonia gas, previously liquified by a 30-ton

Larsen-Baker compressor. This compressor is driven through
a Morse chain transmission by a 50 h. p. 200 volt, 60 cycle,

two-phase type "CCL" Westinghouse induction motor. The
brine is circulated by a five-inch Aldrich triple brine pump
driven by a 5 h. p. Westinghouse type "CCL" motor.

In the ice cream making department, two Miller Duplex
ice cream mixers, having a capacity of 150 gallons each, are
installed. These are connected by German silver pipes to
the refrigerating system, and are driven by two horsepower
Westinghouse type "CCL" motors.

Directly underneath the mixing room is the freezing

department where are located two Miller upright cream freez-

ers, each of 60 gallons capacity per hour, and similarly chain

driven by Westinghouse motors. In these machines connec-

tion to the refrigerating system takes the place of ice for

the freezing operation. After being partly frozen in these

machines, the cream is run out into the delivery cans of

various sizes and transferred to the cooling rooms where it

remains until sold.

Before refrigeration was installed, the common practice was

followed by putting the ice cream as frozen into a big tub.

from which it was measured into the cans and packed for

shipment. This required packing the cream twice daily, and

the ice bills alone at that time amounted to $15 or $20 a

day,, a figure which contrasts greatly with the present total

cost of running the plant since refrigeraion has been op-

erated.

A Creasy ice crusher and pasteurizing machine and but-

ter churn and worker are also installed in the Caum fac-

tory, being driven by 3 h. p. Westinghouse type "CCL" motor.

Two 16-inch Hill deep well pumps, each capable of delivering

50 gallons of water per minute, are driven by 5 h. p. West-

inghouse "CCL" motors.

Motor Driven Ice Cream Freezer.

The power supplied to the plant is two-phase, 60 cycle

alternating current at 200 volts. All the motors are con-

trolled from a starting panel which carries the auto-starter

for the 50 h. p. motor, the simple starting switches for throw-

ing the other machines across the line, the lighting snap

switches, and the service watt-hour meter.

The present connected motor load aggregates 72 h. p.,

which is operated from two and one-half to three hours per

day. For this service the power bill is about $55 monthly,

which covers all the costs of pumping, refrigerating, freez-

ing and churning. As noted before, the daily ice bill alone,

before refrigeration was installed, amounted sometimes to

$20 per day.
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NEW TUNGSTEN FIXTURES.

Two new tungsten tixtiires have recently been added to

the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.'s list tor store, shop and

factory lighting. Besides being snbstantially constructed,

both are inexnensive, and may be used with low-voltage

street series lamps having small Edison base, thus taking

advantage of this important recent factor in efficient incan-

descent lighting.

The fixture shown in Fig. 1. has cluster body with enameled
steel reflector plate, 15-in. stem of %-in. iron pipe and %-in.

brass casing, 18-in. opal reflector, 5 in. x 4 in. canopy, and

V

Fin. I. Fit-

crowfoot, 2, ?, and 4-light fixtures will take 100-watt lamps.

This fixture is neat in appearance and is especially adapted

for stores and offices.

The fixture shown in Fig. 2 has a tungsten cluster, IS in.

deeply hooded enameled steel reflector, 12 in. stem % in.

iron pipe, and shock absorber, 2, 3, and 4-light fixtures will

take 100-watt lamps. Those contemplating factory, shop or

warehouse installations will find them especially serviceable.

Both fixtures in question are made from 2 to 5 lights and

as indicated may be furnished either in multiple or series.

BATTERY CHARGING RHEOSTATS.

In the rush and bustle of modern life many of the de-

vices which contribute to our pleasure or assist us in business

have features which may become a source of great annoy-

ance, due to the difficulty of keeping them in a serviceable

Battery Charging Rheostat.

condition. This may lead to so much delay and inconveni-

ence that the owner will gladly avail himself of any means
of avoiding this unpleasant state of affairs.

The wide application of storage batteries as a source of

power for electric automobiles, launches, etc., has made it

imperative that means be provided for quickly charging them
and that the apparatus be so simple that the charging may be

done by anyone. The owner may then charge his own bat-

tery on his own premises.

Wherever a 125-voll direct-current cii'cuit is available this

may be easily accomplished without the use of expensive

apparatus by the use of a General Electric CR 211 battery

charging rheostat. It is simple in mechanical construction, of

rugged design, and has a maximum current capacity amply
sufficient to meet all conditions of service.

In order to prevent any possibility of accidental contact

with live parts, the rheostat is thoroughly insulated and en-

tirely enclosed by a cover so constructed as to permit of

thorough ventilation.

These rheostats are very compact, present a very neat

appearance and may be installed in any place. All parts

are readily accessible for inspection and repairs.

Before closing the main switch to charge the battery, the

handle should be moved as far from the supporting feet of

the rheostat as possible. After the switch has been closed

the handle may be moved toward the feet of the rheostat to

regulate the current for charging.

MARINE ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES.
The electrical appliances used on board ship must of

necessity be constructed with special reference to the condi-

tions under which they will have to be used. A source of

light must be guarded from injury by a strong metallic guard

capable of withstanding the impact of anything that may come
in contact with it, such as freight that may be standing

against it, or ropes. And it is equally important that it should

be impregnable to moisture, as the electrolic action on current

carrying parts is very rapid when such parts become wet with

salt water.

Marine Fixtures and Guards.

Buxbaum & Cooley of Seattle manufacture a line of elec-

tric fixtures designed to meet the conditions of marine service.

The accompanying illustration shows their No. lis fixture with

No. G3 guard. A test of several years' use has proved them to

be able to meet all the conditions required
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INCORPORATIONS
ARCO, IDAHO.—The Arco Telephone Company has been

incorporated for $1,500 by John W. Fowler et al.

TAMPICO, WASH.—The Tampico Telephone Company
has been incorporated for $4,000 by Wm. O'Neal et al.

RUPERT, IDAHO.—The Rupert Electric Company of Ru-

pert, with a capital stock of $10,000 has been incorporated by

F. M. Victor and A. C. Brown.

PORT TOWNSEND, WASH.—The Key City Light &
Power Company has been incorporated wit-n c capital of

$80,000 by John Siebenbaum et al.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Glacier Development Company,
capital $1,000,000 has been incorporated by B. Thomas and

W. C. Berg, to supply electric power for heating, lighting, etc.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Southern California Manu-
facturing Company has been organized with a capital of

$50,000 by L. M. Ellis, manager of Union Home Telephone &
Telegraph Corporation in the I. W. Hellman Building. The
Company will have a plant at Long Beach, and manufacture

teleijhone supplies.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The Lakeside Farmers' Mutual Water

Company with a capital of $25,000 has been incorporated. The
Directors are: G. J. Bach, F. L. Leber and O. K. Busenberg.

The Company will deal in and improve real estate, construct

ditches, reservoirs and other essentials for co'Iecting and im-

pounding of water upon its own property.

TRANSMISSION.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The Spreckels interest has leased

the land on which the Akerman & Tuffleu olive factory at

Old Town now stands, to erect a power house.

TACOMA, WASH.^Wright, Sweeney & Cummings, Ta-

coma, submitted low bid, $655,225.50, for the construction of

the tunnel for the municipal power plant on the Nisqually river.

UNDERWOOD, WASH.—Dement Bros, of Walla Walla

who are to build the flouring mill here have secured a power

site two miles up the White Salmon river where a dam 80 feet

high will be constructed and a power plant installed.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Pacific Coast Power Company
has secured the right to divert 2000 ft. per second of the

waters of White river to Lake Tapps for the development

of 30,000 electric horsepower. The power house will be

located on Stuck river.

FORT BAYARD, N. M.—Contracts for a central power

plant and a hospital sergeants' quarters at Ft. Bayard have

been let. J. A. Harlan was the lowest bidder on construction

work of both power plant and hospital sergeants'i quarters,

his bid on power plant being $33,322 and on quarters $7250.

PORT ANGELES, CAL.—An ordinance has been pre-

sented granting a franchise to the Port Angeles Power and

Electric Company for the distribution and sale of electric

power, heat and light within the limits of the city, for a period

of twenty-five years. The franchise stipulates that guaran-

tees shall, within one month after acceptance, begin the con-

struction of a hydroelectric power plant on Little river.

AUBURN, CAL.—A surveying party, headed by Adrian

Wills, an Auburn surveyor, is now engaged in running lines

and taking levels between Forest Hill and Auburn by direction

of William Muir, the mining man, who contemplates bringing

water from just below Forest Hill to Green Point, at the

junction of the North and Middle Forks of the American

River about three miles east of Auburn. It is stated that

Muir will erect a power plant at Green Point to generate from
25,000 to 30,000 horsepower. The specifications call for two
ditches, extending from near Foi'est Hill to Green Point, a

distance of 20 miles. The two water ditches will meet at

Green Point, where the proposed power plant will be, the

fall being close to 600 feet.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The San Diego Electric Railway Com-
pany is planning to increase its generating facilities and has

recently placed an order with Allis-Chalmers Company for a

28 and 60 by 48 vertical cross-compound condensing engine.

This will be supplied with steam at 160-pound pressure and a
vacuum of 26 inches will be maintained. The engine will

operate at SO r.p.m.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—Dr. J. M. West has filed a notice in

the office of the County Recorder claiming 300,000 inches of

water of the Sacramento river, tp be taken out at the mouth
of Red Bank creek, which is about three miles south of Red
Bluff. The water is to be used in Tehama, Glenn, Colusa
and Yolo counties for irrigation, generating electricity, do-

mestic and other uses. The amount of water claimed would
be practically all the water of the river and would be suffi-

cient to irrigate many thousands of acres of land. Dr. West
claims he is working in the interests of the Tehama County
Power and Transportation Company, of which he is a director.

This company was organized some years ago, and has filings

on waters along Mill Creek for power purposes. He also

states that Eastern capitalists are negotiating with his com-
pany with a view to taking over its holdings.

TRANSPORTATION.
VANCOUVER, B. C—The B. C. Electric Railway will

soon begin construction of its line on Broadway east from
Scott street to Park drive.

WENATCHEE, WASH.—The Wenatchee Valley Railway
& Power Company is asking a franchise in the city and pro-

poses to extend its lines to Leavenworth and other towns if

same is granted.

BUTTE, MONT.—An ordinance has been passed by the
City Council for the building of an electric ore line by the
Davis-Daly Company from the Colorado mine to the N. P.

to connect with the Great Northern,

NORTH PASADENA, CAL.—Surveyors were at work on
North Los Robles avenue preparing for a gang of worltmen who
are soon expected to start laying the extension of the Los
Robles avenue car line to the city limits.

. SAN JOSE, CAL.—One result of the recent consolidation

of the First Street Railroad system with the Santa Clara Street
system has been the elimination of the fare-books whereby
26 rides could he bought for $1. Hereafter the 5-cent fare will

be collected.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—City Attorney Hewitt has been
authorized by the City Council to draft an ordinance pro-

viding for the construction by the Pacific Electric Railway
Company of an overhead crossing on the Mission Road. The
work will cost about $86,000.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Judge Bordwell has handed down
a decision quieting the title of the Los Angeles Pacific Rail-

way Company, to a 20-foot strip of right of way near Holly-

wood. The decision was granted against Carl Schultz, who
asked $2000 damages in a cross complaint for alleged injury

to the trees on his land.
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PENDLETON, ORE.—Work is to be started on the Pen-

dleton City & Interurban traction line in the near future. The

Washington & Oregon Traction Company which is to build

this system has agreed under bond to build six miles of road

within the city within a year's time.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—No time was lost by the Central

Traction Company in resuming work on its road between this

city and Stockton, after which temporary injunction which

stopped work on the Upper Stockton road was dissolved.

Four big construction gangs went to work between this city

and the Cosumnes River.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—It is expected that cars will run

over the new Seventh street bridge about March 1st. This

is on the Los Angeles railway company's system and the

cars will run from the western extension of Washington and

Seventh streets across the river to Boyle Heights and by

way of Stephenson avenue and Downey road out into the

eastern country.

COVINA, CAL,—The Covina electric line will continue

east on Badillo street to a point two miles east of Covina,

thence in a northeasterly direction to Covina avenue. It will

enter the town of San Dimas where it will be joined by the-

extension from Glendora. Prom San Dimas the line will run

direct to Claremont and join the Kerchoff line now being

constructed from Pomona to Claremont.

SALT LAKE, UTAH—Contracts have been awarded by the

board of public works for the laying of all water mains in

the city during this year, and also for the construction of a

concrete conduit in Parley's creek at Twelfth South street,

for a distance of about 400 feet. P. J. Moran was awarded

the contract for the water mains upon his bid of $49,438.60.

The Moran Construction Company of Ogden was awarded the

Twelfth South street contract on its bid of $5895.98.

FRESNO, CAL.—A conference of Fresno and Kings

county bankers was held in this city this week to consider

the endorsing of the $150,000 worth of bonds to be floated

by the Fresno-Hanford Railroad Company. It is understood

that if they are endorsed by the Fresno and Kings county

bankers, a San Francisco capitalist stands ready to take them

up immediately. In the contract drawn up between the

Fresno-Hanford Railway Company and the Hudson Counties

Improvement Company, one of the provisions was that the

Hudson Counties Company would furnish $650,000 and build

the proposed road if the local company furnished $150,000.

The officers of the local company are now seeking to float

bonds for this amount.

ILLUMINATION.

COLTON, CAL.—A contract has been awarded for the

Central gas plant at Colton with 2,000,000 feet capacity which

will cost $132,000.

NEWPORT BEACH, CAL.—The Trustees have accepted

the bid of J. H. Adams & Co. for bonds recently voted by the

city—$25,000 light and $40,000 water, bearing 5 per cent

interest.

EVERETT, WASH.—An ordinance was introduced grant-

ing the Seattle-Tacoma Power Company, a franchise for light

poles on First street, from the eastern city limits to Maple,

thence two blocks on Maple to the river.

NEEDLES, CAL.—The Needles Light & Power people con-

template a number of improvements on their plant. Work will

begin shortly on a concrete power house, about twice the

size of the present one. An additional engine and generator

will be added to the present equipment.

GRIDLEY, CAL.—An ordinance has been passed calling a

special election to be held on March 5, 1910, at which time will

be submitted the question of issuing and selling bonds in

the amount of $17,500 for the acquisition, completion, exten-

sion and maintenance of an electric light and power plant

and distributing system and certain franchise, contracts and
equipment for the city of Gridley.

OROVILLE, CAL.—The report that this company intended

to begin work upon the construction of its dam at Humbug
Valley this summer is denied by the manager of the Oroville

Water, Light & Power Company, R. Leo Van der Naillen,

Mr. Van der Naillen states that while the company intends

ultimately to establish a power plant there, there is nothing

in contemplation for the immediate future.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Southern California Edison Co.

has applied to the Supervisors for a franchise to construct

and erect and tor a period of 40 years to maintain and oper-

ate, all piers, masts, poles, etc., upon or from which to sus-

pend, affix and hang wires, cables or other appliances for trans-

mitting electricity; also to lay, maintain and operate wires,

cables, etc., to transmit electricity over, under and across

certain county roads, highways, etc., within the county of Los
Angeles, commencing at the north boundary of the City of

Pomona.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
JACKSONVILLE, ORE.—E. C. Sharpe et al have been

granted a franchise to install a telephone system, etc., here.

CHENEY, WASH.—The Washington Southern Telephone

Company of Spokane has applied for a telephone franchise

here.

ROSEVILLE, CAL.—Manager Bryson was authorized to

build a telephone line from Alta to Rawhide along the pres-

ent trail and country road.

POCATELLO, IDAHO.—The Bell Telephone Company is

planning to extend its Hollister line to the Salmon river

dam and from there to .Jarbidge.

RITZVILLE, WASH.—The Washington Southern Tele-

phone Company of Spokane has made application for a fran-

chise to install a telephone system here.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Western Union Telegraph

Company, through its local officers, announces that hereafter

it will receive and transmit messages telephoned to its offices.

SANDPOINT, IDAHO.—M. A. Phelps, general manager of

the Interstate Telephone Company, announces that the com-
pany will extend its system so as to give a general long dis-

tance service both east and west.

MEDICAL LAKE, WASH.—B. F. Nail has been elected

president of a telephone company which will run a line from
there to Denny Bluffs and from there to Waukon to be known
as the West Lake Telephone Company.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Pacific Telephone and Tele-

graph Company has acquired from the Monrovia Home Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company all of the business m a district

including the cities of Monrovia, Duarte, Arcadia and Santa

Anita, in the San Gabriel valley.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—It is proposed that subscribers

to either the Home or the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph

companies in Los Angeles be enabled to obtain connection

on the system to which they are not subscribers by the pay-

ment of five cents for each switch. This matter is to be taken

up by the new board of public utilities.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—It will require 21,000 telegraiih

poles, it is estimated, for the Postal Telegraph Company to

build its new four wire line between Salt Lake and Reno the

coming summer. The contract has been let in Michigan for

the poles at a cost of $85,000. It will require 210 cars to

freight them at a cost of $40,000. The work will need 2600
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miles ot copper wiie, 350 pounds to the mile, a total of 910,000

pounds, or 455 tons to cost $136,500. This will give four more

wires from Salt Lake to San Francisco.

REDLANDS, CAL.—The Directors and officers of the

Southwestern Home Telephone Company were elected last

week at a meeting held in the office of the company on Fourth

street. The reports made by the officers were satisfactory

to the stockholders. K. C. Wells, who has served as presi-

dent of the company for the past several years, was again

elected to that position by the directors. The list of officers

and directors now stand as follows: President, K. C. Wells;

vice-presidents, A. Gregory and Charles A. Rolfe; secretary

and treasurer, .J. J. Prendergast; other directors, Henry Fuller,

W. F. Holt, J. F. Dostal.

WATERWORKS.
CENTRAL POINT, ORE.—A contract for the construc-

tion of the new water system has been awarded to the Jacob-

son-Bade Company of Portland, for $21,279.51.

BELLINGHAM, WASH.—The water board recommended
to the City Council that the bid of Crane & Co., of Seattle,

on a total of 20 tons of cast iron pipe be accepted. The bid

was $34.50 per ton.

VALE, ORE.—Newbill & Coleman who were let a con-

tract for boring a well to make a test for the city water, have
reported going 29 feet and are now into a fine sand with any
quantity of water.

ROSS, CAL.—Sealed bids will be received by the Board
of Trustees for the furnishing and installation of six elec-

trically driven centrifugal pumping plants with necessary
equipment in the town of Ross.

SWANSEA, ARIZ.—The Clare Consolidated Gold and
Copper Company at Swansea is preparing to install another
pump and a 6-inch pipe line for conveying the water which is

pumped from the river to Swansea.

EVERETT, WASH.—A pressure standpipe is to be
erected by the Everett Railway, Light & Water Company to

give service to the southwestern portion of the city too high
to be taken care of by the reservoir.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—At the earliest possible date a

certificate of election will be filed with the Secretary of State

and an ordinance calling tor the harbor and power improve-
ment bonds election may be passed upon by the Council.

COMARRON, N. M.—The Colfax County Commissioners
have granted to H. H. Webster Jr. of Comarron, a franchise

to construct a waterworks system to supply the town of

Comarron with water for domestic and public purposes.

TACOIMA, WASH.— Sealed proposals have been received

by H. .1. McGregor, commissioner of public works, for the
construction of cast iron water mains on Adams street. Union
avenue, South Seventh, Eighth, Ninth and Eleventh streets.

ASHLAND, ORE.—The fire and water committee has sub-

mitted reports recommending the laying of six-inch water
mains for certain districts in the vicinity of Ashland street

and boulevard and a four-inch pipe for the remainder of the

territory.

HOOD RIVER, ORE.—The City Council has accepted bids

on the municipal bond issue of $90,000 for a city water sys-

tem and has awarded the handling of the securities to John
Nuvoon & Co., bankers, of Chicago, who will pay a premium
of $726 for the paper.

SILVER CITY, N. M.—The Silver City Water Company is

sinking wells to the depth of 500 feet in locations where it

is positive of securing a fiow of water sufficient for all pur-

poses, including new sewerage system which will be installed

if the bond issue of $50,000 is voted.

MADERA, CAL.—Sealed bids are being received by the

Board of Supervisors for the following; 400 feet black dip

pipe, to have crosses every 15 feet; 1600 feet 2-inch pipe,

galvanized; 100 feet 3-4 inch pipe, galvanized; 1 6-inch gate

valve; S 2-inch gate valves; 24 crosses, 6x6x2x2 inch; 100 T's

2x2x3x4 inch; 75 3-4 inch plugs; 16 2-inch plugs; 2 6-inch

sleeves or couplings; 1 6-inch cap; 8 2-inch cap; 24 3-4 inch

garden valves: 1 7x7x6 inch cast tee with hubs for calkings.

ings.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—An ordinance adopted by the City

Council appropriates $1600 to cover the cost of constructing

an eastern foundation for the steel tower tank which is to

be erected on the property adjoining the Old University

Heights reservoir for the purpose ot giving a better water

supply to that section of the city. The contract for construct-

ing the foundation was awarded to W. G. E. Gabrielson for

$1580. Other bidders were: Knight & Hyde, $2350; Clark &
Goodbody, $1900; Olaf Nelson, $1710.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The City Council has passed resolu-

tions providing for a six-inch water main on Jackson street

from the end of the present main to Vermont street; a four-

inch main on Thirteenth street from Newton street to Peach

street; a four-inch main on Fourteenth street from Newton

to Peach street; four-inch main on North Oak street, in

Gray's Addition from Jackson street north to the end of

North Oak street, and a four-inch main on Almond street

from East Main street south, to the end of Almond street.

PASADENA, CAL.—The first step of importance in the

merging of the three water companies of Pasadena into one

public service corporation in an attempt to solve several dry

tract problems of the city, was taken today, when the West
Side Land and Water Company, the only one of the three in

debt, issued an assessment levy of $2 per share on all stock.

As a public service corporation, the merged company will be

forced to furnish water to all parts of the city regardless of

the stock issued by individual companies during their exist-

ence as mutual companies.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—After several months of effort

to effect a merger with the People's Water Company ot Oak-

land, the Bay Cities Water Company, controlled by tlie Tevis

interests, announces that all negotiations with the People's

company are off and that it proposes to come into the market

and sell water to the trans-bay municipalities in bulk. Up to

last Wednesday there was a strong possibility that the merger
scheme would be carried out, but the point was reached

where neither side would give in and all negotiations were
declared off. The People's company look upon the announce-

ment of Mr. Tevis as largely bluff, on the grounds that he will

not be able to deliver water to Oakland or Alameda, owing

to the probability of law suits over his alleged water rights

in Santa Clara County.

.TACKSON, CAL.—An important suit lias been commenced
m the Superior Court at San Andreas, Calaveras county, by

the California Storage Water Company vs. Ernest Krentz and

65 others, named as defendants, with some 40 John Does.

The suit is with the object of condemning lands on the Cala-

veras river for the purpose of storing the floodwaters thereof,

thereby generating electricity and supplying- the towns of

Valley Springs, Burson, Wallace, Jenny Lind and Milton, in

Calaveras Coimty, and Bellota, Linden, Lodi, Woodbridge,

Peters, Farmington, Ripon, French Camp, Lathrop and Atlanta,

in San Joaquin, with water for domestic purposes, besides

irrigating an immense tract of new country. The location

of the proposed dam is at a point six miles below Petersburg,

where the country is low. The dam will be 175 feet in height

and 1000 feet long, and built across the river bed. It has been

estimated that such a dam would impound 20,000,00'' '^ cubic

feet of water, holding the floodwaters of the Cal, ver.
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IVIachinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerle>t
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Undereround Aerial. Submarine and Indde Use
Telephone. Telesrapb and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at factory JONESBORO. IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents
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Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET. R.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOf
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

301 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

OKONITE WIRE
0.0 W/x

THE STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CENTRAl ElECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, General Western Agents

WILLABD L. CANDEE, President GEO. T. MANSON, GEN'L SUPT.
H. DURANT CHEEVER, Treasurer WM. H. HODGINS, SECRCTanr

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALX SERVICES

PACIFIC COAST DEPT. first National Bank Building, San rrancisco

Sub-Office—Los Anecles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.
Factories Oakland, Cal.. Pittsburg. Pa.. Perth Amboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: New York. Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia, St. Louis

Specify....

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

V"l T I PAN Refrigerating and
V vJ L^Vn^^Vl 1 Ice Making Machinery

MANUrACTUREO BY

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas Bldg., 604 Mission St.

Works: Francisco and KcarnT Str.aU San FfanciSCO

INDEX TO Ab»Vei«TiSEMENTS SEE PAGE EIG
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Now is the time to select Simplex Chafing Dishes. A
Simplex guarantees satisfaction from the start. Quick
sellers—durable—handsome in design and finish. When
you install a Simplex you not only give quality and the
result of 14 years' experience in Electric heating, but link
your customers to comfort and constant service. Simplex has
the lasting Quality—the standard by which others are judged.

FOR BEST
RESULTS
INSTALL

ELECTRIC
HEATING
DEVICES

WRITE FOR BOOKLET "L" g
Have you seen the Simplex Breakfast Room Toaster? =

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. =
Monadnock Building, Chicago 612 Howard St., San Francisco =

llllllilllllllllllllllll'lllllllllllllllll[llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|j|||||||||||||||||||||||l!lllllllllllllllllllllllllll|ll|ll|||||||||!in#

PELTON-FRANCIS TURBrNE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water NVhcels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for CataloE »nd List of Operadna PUnt*

TI-IE PELTOIN WATER WMEEL CO.
101 1 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

S.* WEST ST.. NEW YORK CITY

BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED ll\ PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.
Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Supplies Light, Power, and Heat

TO
Place. Population.

**Alameda 27,000
Alta
Amador
Antioch
Auburn
Belmont
Belvedere
Benicia

**Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat . .

.

Biggs
Black Diamond ..

Brentwood
Broderick

**Burliugame 5,000

Byron
California City .

.

Campbell 1,000

Cement
**Chico 10,000

**Colusa 2,700

Colfax
Concord
Cordelia
Crockett ...

Davenport
Davis '

=

Dixon
Dobbins

Population.

1,500

35,000

7,000

Place.

Durham
Dutch Flat . .

Elmhurst ....
Elmira
Fair Oaks . .

.

Folsom
*Fresno
Fruitvale ....

'*Grass Valley
Gridley
Groveland
Hammonton ....

Hayward
lone
Jackson
Lawrence
Lincoln
Live Oak
Livermore
Loomis
Los Gatos
Martinez

"Marysville 6,250

Mayheld 1,500

'*Menlo Park 1,500

Milbrae
Mill Valley . . .

.

Mission San Jose
Mokelumne Hill

.

Place. Pop
Mountain View.

**Napa
**Nevada City . .

.

Newcastle
Niles

**Oakland
Orwood

**Palo Alto
**Petaluma
Peyton
Pinole
Pleasanton ....

Port Costa ....

Penryn
**Redwood City .

Richmond
Rio Vista
Rocklin ........
Rodeo
Roseville
Ross Valley . .

.

**Sacramento ....

San Andreas .

.

San Anselmo .

.

San Carlos ....

**San Francisco .

**San Jose
**San Mateo
San Pablo

ulation.

6,000

4,000

230,000

6,000

6,000

3,500

52,000

450,000
40,000

7,000

*Gas only; :**.-both gas and electricity; all others, electricity only.

Place. Population.

San Quentin Pris
**San Rafael 5,000.

Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz

**Santa Rosa 12,000
Sausalito
Sebastopol
Selby
Sonoma
South San Fran-
Stanford Univ . . . 2,000

Stockton
Suisun
Sunnyvale
Sutter Creek . .

.

Tormey
Towle
Tracy
Vacaville

**ValIejo 12,000

Vallejo Junction..

Walnut Creek ..

Watsonville ....

- Wheatland .....

Winters . . . ,

,

**Woodland 3,500

**Yuba City ..,.,. .-^MOn
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STORAGE SYSTEM OF SOUTH YUBA WATER COMPANY
BY H. M. COOPER

The deiuidation of the forests of California since

its settlement in 1849, more particularly in the middle

central section of the state, has made the conservation

of water a difficult problem. The United States gov-

ernment, realizing the necessity for the preservation

of the forests, primarily for water conservation, has,

within the last decade, established stringent regula-

tions, and has, at certain vital points of the state, estab-

lished forest reserves for the purpose of protecting

water for mining, irrigation and domestic purposes.

The watersheds, particularly of Lake Fordyce, Lake
Spaulding, Meadow Lake, and the chain of lakes

known as Felley, Culberton, etc., would provide, with

additional storage, more than sufficient water to supply

not only the needs of the South Yuba water system as

at present developed, but also the entire Sacramento
and San Joaquin valleys with water for municipal

purposes, and there would then be a sufficient quantity

Lake Alta, in Placer County.

the remaining trees, and aiding thereby the protec-

tion of the watersheds, that, in future years, will be

in\'aluable to the industries of the Pacific slope. Within
the northeasterly regions of the South Yuba system
little or no timber ever grew, the granite walls of the

Sierra Nevadas affording little foothold for foliage.

The high altitudes precipitate large quantities of

snow during the winter season and the run-offs from

the watersheds controlled by the South Yuba Water
Company, following the average winter, more than

provide for the needs of the company in its supply of

'Superintendent Pacific Gas aiKl Electric Compan.v':? Auburn
Water District.

left to supply the entire city and county of San Fran-

cisco.

Many opportunities are presented for the utiliza-

tion of the waters stored at the higher altitudes for

the generation of electric power, particularly in the

canyons of the Yuba river, and on the South Fork

and Middle Fork are splendid reservoir sites as yet

undeveloped. The dams at I^ake Fordyce and I^ake

Spaulding could he materially increased in height to

afford additional storage.

The following is a brief description nf tlie ])resent

storage capacities possessed by the South Yuba Water
Company generally, giving the character of dam,
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structures, and ca-

pacities of present

available water.

Few people aside

from those directly

interested realize
the importance of

an efficient water
storage, a n d the

great cost and many
details necessary to

conserve a part of

the winter floods

for use during the

the dry or irrigating

season.

The South Yuba
Water C o m p a n y
diverts, from stor-

age alone, into the

canals about 1,000,-

000 miner's inches;

this is the amount

of water in reserve and is not drawn upon until-all

the overflow of surplus water has been consumed. Last
season's storage was drawn upon July 20th, and with

reasonable care on the part of consumers the amount
was sufficient to keep up the supply during the dry
season.

As early as 1850, ditches were constructed to supply

water for miners using "long Toms," although it was
not long before the system of hydraulic mining was
introduced, necessitating more ditches and an in-

creased water supply; later all hydraulic mining was
enjoined, which decreased the demand for water to

such a degree that improvements in the system came
to a standstill. ^Vithin a few years the consumption

began to increase, due to the rapid strides in elec-

tricity requiring hydroelectric generating stations, and
the development of deep-mining using water to operate

pumping plants, hoists, etc., and the planting of ex-

tensive orchards which depend entirely on storage

Downstream Face of Fordyce Dam.

Lakes of Lake VaUey.

water for irrigation, until today the water requirements
are much greater than ever before.

To meet the almost continuous growing demands,
a series of lakes has been constructed for storage pur-
poses. At present this system comprises 2t, lakes and
reservoirs, which have a combined holding capacity
of 48,700 acre feet, or 1,227,000 miner's inches, equiva-
lent to 2,:22.022,ooo cubic feet, or 15,915,165,000 gal-
lons.

These figures represent the total amount of stored
water. Absorption, which is the combined action of
evaporation and percolation, represents the loss of a
large amount of water. However, the loss from deep
lakes is much less than from shallow ones having the
same surface area, where climate and altitude are
identical. The evaporation is least when the air is

quiet, the temperature of water low, and the atmos-
phere moist. When brisk winds are blowing which
disturb the water surface, on a hot day, the evapora-

tion is greatest, as the un-

saturated air readily absorbs

the vapors arising from the

disturbed water. Naturally,

the deeper the lake the

less water is exposed to the

sun. The whole mass of

water is held at a lower

temperature than otherwise.

The cool water tends to

condense the moisture from
the warm air, which is a

gain rather than a loss as

many would suppose. In

a shallow lake, with the

temperature of the water
higher, the evaporation is

greater; therefore, when
conditions permit, it is de-

sirable to draw off the small
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Holding 1,725,300,000 Gallons.

and shallow lakes during the earl_y part of the season,

thereby preventing a considerable loss due to evapo-

ration. The deep water lakes are held intact until

the latter end of the season.

The largest and most important storage in the South

'S'uba sj'stem is Lake Fordyce, lying in portions of

sections 25. 26, 34, 35 and 36, T, 18 N'., R. 13 E,, with

a small part in section 3, T 17 N., R, 13 E,, and cov-

ering altogether a flooded area of 510 acres, with a

capacity sufficient to furnish a flow of about 400,000

miner's inches in twenty-four hours. The dam was
built in 1871 and 1872, and it is composed of solid

masonry, 75 feet high and 645 feet long. It has a catch-

ment area of 30.15 square miles, a maximum capacit}'

of 875,000,000 cubic feet, which is equivalent to 20,090

acre-feet, or a flow of 404,166 miner's inches in 24
hours. The elevation at the crest of the dam is 6,294
feet ; at the bottom outlet, 6,225 feet.

The dam is of earth and

rock fiill, faced with 3-inch

by 8-inch plank on the inner

side, and has a maximum
height of 92 feet and a length

of crest of 800 feet; the

width of the crest is 5 feet;

and the maximum width of

the base is I.IO feet; the inner

slope is 1 to 1 , and the other

slope I2 to 1 and '4 to 1,

The spillway is 99 feet

wide by 3 fee, 7 inches deep,

with checking planks bring-

ing high-water to the crest

of the dam.

The outlet pipe is 36

inches in diameter, of I4 inch

concrete. The flow is con-

trolled by a slide gate of

cast iron, 3 feet 6

inches by .5 feet 2' 4

inches, placed at the

upper end of the

pipe, and operated

from the crest of the

dam by mechanism

and by stem on the

face of the d a m ,

There is also a 30-

inch gate-valve at the

lower end of the out-

let pipe.

The work on Lake
Fordyce was started

by the South Yuba
Water Company in

187.5. During the

years 1874 and 1875

a large force of men
was employed, and
the dam was com-
pleted to a height of

55 feet,

A masonry wall of two tiers of rock was built to form
the down stream face. Then the body of the dam was
built up of loose rock, hand placed. The inner slope

of, the dam was then formed by a layer of rock and
earth, and was faced with boards. In 1881 another

tier, 16 feet high and 5 feet wide at the crest, was
added, bringing the dam to its present heigiit. It is

estimated that the run-off from Lake Fordyce is suffi-

cient to fill the reservoir at least twice during the

driest year.

With the exception of Lake \'alley, the whole
of this water comes from the water-shed feeding the

South Yuba river, and with the exception of Bear
Valley Lake and Lake Valley, the storage water is

controlled by Lake Spaulding, where it is drawn from
the outlet gate into the river to be again diverted

to the main canal leading to the lower country. At
P>ear Valley a certain portion of the water is turned

Tlie Dam at JLake Kul'Uyce.
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T\^ater Lieaving Alta Power House.
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Dam at Lake Spaulding.

out of the main canal into the lake, which i.s used for

a combined storage and regulator, whence it is drawn
into the Boardman ditch, which in turn connects with

the Lake Valley water at the head of the .Alta Power
House pipe-line. .After leaving the water wheels

at the power house the water is again taken up, and
it then flows as far west as Rockville, Placer county.

The main canal, after leaving Bear Valley, continues

its course as far west as Grass Valley, Nevada county.

The following list gives a detailed account of each

lake :

Plow
Name o( Elevation at Capacity Water Deptli

Lake. Crest of Dam. Miner's Ins. Ft. Ins.

Sterling 6700 33,220 19

Spaulding 117,600 51

Lake Valley 5846 106,500 55

White Rock 7752 13,500 9

Meadow 7249 92,620 30 -

Bear Valley 4365 ' 6,500 . 24

Van Norden 6770 106,500 25 4

Upper Peak 33.200 37

Lower Peak 10,600 26

Kid Peak 32,300 28 6

Lost River 5,000 7

Blue 23,900 24 4

Rucker _ 9,600 15

Fuller 19,400 27

Upper and Lower Rock 26,000

Upper Feeley 6,000 11 9

Upper Middle and Lower Lindsay.

Culberson.
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THE ORCHARD-IRRIGATING SYSTEM OF THE
SOUTH YUBA WATER COMPANY.

BY W. E. LININGER.'

The irrigation system of the South Yuba ^^''ater

Company is largely the result of the passing of the

mining industry.

227

The gradual \vi irking out of the placer mines
about that time rendered it necessary for many people
to seek other means of livelihood and, the cities on
the Comstock lode and other mining towns in the

state of Nevada aifording good markets, a large num-
ber turned their attention to horticulture. The demand
thus created for water soon became greater than the

Three Square Miles of Orchard Ii'rig'ate.l near Lo.^imis. .\n Irrigated Orange Orchard Upon Undulatini? Hills
near Loomis.

In the early 50's the Bear River Ditch Company
constructed a canal about 50 miles in length from a

point on Bear river about three miles above Colfax to

a point near Newcastle, and from that point con-

structed several smaller distributing' ditches for the

purpose of supplying water for mining purposes. The
control of this company passed through several differ-

ent stages before, in 1876, it v.'as purchased bv E.

Birdsall.

Up to that time irrigating had not been considered

a factor in the water business. A few of the people,

however, irrigated small garden patches and a few

^.ird^all company was able tn supply during July,

.\ugust, and September, as it had no storage and was
entirely dependent upon the natural flow in Bear river,

which was very low during these dry months.

The South Yuba Water Company, which up to

Ihal lime had been operating only in Nevada county,

and, prior to Judge Sawyer's decision in the debris

casc^, had derived a large part of its income from the

^alc of water to the hydraulic mines, had built or ac-

quired a number of storage reservoirs. Among them
were Lakes Fordyce, Meadow, Sterling. Cascade, and
others, to pro\'ide an ample water supply during the

Klunie and Pipes near Gold liun. Section of .^ontli Yntia Canal.

trees and vines, the product of which was marketed
principally among the luiners in adjacent towns.

Those pioneers in the fruit business demonstrated
two facts: first, that the climate was ideal, and second,

that with water for irrigation deciduous fruits could

be grown to perfection and at a profit.

^Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Auhurn "Watev Pistric.tl

which there was no sale, and also cut otT the greater

]jart of the conipan}''s revenue. During the last few

years of the Birdsall ownership of the Bear River ditch

considerable quantities of water were therefore easily

])urchased by the Biirdsall company from the South

\vhole of the year. The ciTect of the Sawyer decision,

closing nearly all the hydraulic mines, left the South

'S'uba com|)any with a bountiful supply of water for
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Yuba county during the iater months of the dry

season.

This state of affairs did not prove satisfactory,

and in the year 1890 the South Yuba compau}' bought

the Bear River ditch properties and laegan a S3'stem-

atic development of the irrigating system.

The constantly increasing demand for water,

necessitating an increase in ditch capacity and storage,

resulted in the reconstruction of the Boardman ditch

from Bear Valley to Gold Run ; thence in the building

of a new system into the fruit district, a distance, by
way of the ditch, of 16 miles; also in the building of

Lake Spaulding and Lake Van Norden and the acquir-

ing of the Towle water system, including Valley Lake.

Now the company has in operation for use in the fruit

district of Placer count}^ about 265 miles of ditches,

pipes, and flumes and a storage capacity of 1,036,000,-

000 cubic feet, by means of which it distributes to the

growers about 1800 miner's inches of water each day
of twenty-four hours from May ist to September ist.

This water irrigates approximately 13,500 acres, the

consumption being one inch for 5 to 10 acres and aver-

aging about one-inch to 7J^ acres. The annual product

of this irrigated land amounts to about 2,500 carloads

of 24,000 pounds each, 80 per cent of which is shipped

east and north and sold in the fresh state, the balance

being either sold for canning or dried. About one acre

in three in the district covered by this system is now
under cultivation.

The conditions are materially different from nearly,

if not all, the other irrigation systems of California,

in that the hilly nature of the ground to be irrigated

and the distance the water has to be conveyed from
the source of supply to the point of distribution ren-

ders flooding or the use of large heads impracticable

and makes it necessary for each consumer to run a

smaller head and use it continuously, shifting it from
one part of the orchard to the other as occasion re-

quires.

Taking into consideration the fact that any varia-

tion, at the source or along the line of ditch, by rea-

son of leakage in pipes, flumes, or ditch, produces a

proportionate variation at the ends of the distributing

ditches, it is obvious that it requires the greatest watch-

fulness and care upon the part of the employees, from
the greatest to the least, to the end that each con-

sumer may receive his regular supply from May ist

to September 30th without wasting a considerable

quantity of water in the process.

To overcome this, and also the variation caused

from evaporation arising from differences in tempera-

ture, the company has from time to time constructed

reservoirs at or near the lower ends of the distribut-

ing ditches to act as regulators. These, together with

Lake Theodore on the Boardman ditch and Lake
Arthur on the Fiddler-Green ditch enable them to

give a very efficient service.

Only once since 1894, when the writer entered the

employ of the company, has there been any serious

interruption of service. That once was in August,

1005, when a break and slide in the bank of the Bear

River ditch rendered it necessarv to transport the

material 13 miles and build 450 feet of flume, 5 feet

wide and 5 feet deep. This was done .and the water

turned in again in ten days' time.
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THE WATT-HOUR METER.
EY \VM, M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER III.

THE INDUCTION METER.
At the present time the uiduction type of watt-

hour meter is used almost exclusively where alternat-

ing currents are concerned, and as alternating current

is much more extensively used for general lighting and
power distribution than is direct current, there are

considerably more induction meters being manufac-
tured than there are of any other type.

Reasons for Its Extensive Use.

Some of the principle reasons for this almost ex-

clusive use of the induction meter on alternating cur-

rent circuits are as follows : The induction meter is

more rugged in design, having no brushes, no com-
mutator, or other moving contacts. The revolving ele-

ment consists simply of the shaft and revolving disc,

all windings being on the stationary element.

Fig. 15.

The weight of the moving element being less than

that of the commutating type of meter, and the fact

that it has no commutator with its resulting friction,

necessarily eliminates an appreciable amount of fric-

tion and also results in less jewel wear.

For the above reasons, the induction meter will

maintain its accuracy better with the same amount of

attention than will other types of "motor" meters.

The induction meter is entirely free from commu-
tator and brush troubles, having neither brushes nor

commutator. It is cheaper in first cost than any other

type of meter, suitable for use on alternating currents,

which can compare with it in continued accuracy.

Principle of Operation.

' The induction meter consists essentially of the

stationary element, the rotating element ("consisting

merely of the shaft and disc), the recording mechanism,
the jewel bearing and the retarding magnets.

The stationary element consists of the magnetic

circuit. A, Fig. 15. which is built up of laminated steel

punchings ; the current coils, B ; the potential coil, C
;

the light load adjustment, D; and the lagging coil. E.

The current and potential coils are mounted as shown
in the figure, in such a way that the magnetic flux set

up by each of these coils will pass through the meter
disc, and this alternating flux passing through the me-
tallic disc will set up currents therein which will flow

as indicated in Fig. 16, the disc acting virtually as

the short-circuited secondary of a transformer. It will

be seen from Fig. 16 that the currents set up in the

disc by the potential coil P flow past the poles of the

current coils. P', and that the currents set up by the

current coils flow past the pole of the potential coil.

These currents set up in the disc are in phase with the

voltages producing them, since the circuit offered by
the disc itself is non-inductive. The voltages in the disc

which produce these currents, however, lag 90 degrees

behind the fluxes set up by the coils on the stationary

element, as an induced voltage is always 90 degrees

behind the inducing flux. The flux is in phase with the

current which produces it, the angle of hysteretic lag

being negligible, so that we have currents flowing in

the disc lagging 90 degrees behind the currents flowing

in the meter windings.

The potential coil is wound with many turns of

fine wire, and is therefore highly inductive, so that the

current flowing in this coil is practically 90 degrees be-

hind the impressed e.m.f, and the flux from the pole

of the potential coil is brought to exactly 90 degrees

behind the impressed e.m.f. by use of the lagging coil,

as will be explained later. The flux from the poles of

the current coils will be in phase with the current, and

therefore in the case of a load of unity power factor

will be in phase with the impressed e.m.f. It can be

readil}' seen from this that in the case of unity power
factor the current set up in the disc by the potential

coil (which lags 90 degrees behind the flux from the

potential coil), will be in phase with the flux from the

current coils, and also that the current set up in the

disc by the current coils will be in phase with the flux

from the potential coil. It will further be seen by

referring to Fig. 1(1 that the disc currents set up by

the potential coil will flow past the center of the cur-

rent coil poles, and that the disc current set up by the

current coils will flow past the center of the potential

coil pole. This will gi\-e rise to a mechanical force

tending to cause the- disc tu re\(il\e, since any con-

ductor carrying" current at right angles to a magnetic

field is subjected to a force which tends to move the

conductor out of such field. P'urthcrmore, this force
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is proportional to both tlie current flowing in the disc

and to the field strength or to the product of these

two factors. In the case of the meter the current flow-

ing under the pole of the potential coil is proportional

to the line current, and the flux is proportional to the

impressed e.m.f. Similarl}', the current flowing under

the poles of the current coils is proportional to the im-

pressed e.m.f. and the flux from the current coil poles

is proportional to the line current. The force tending

to revolve the disc is therefore proportional to twice

the product of the current and the voltage, or what is

the same thing, it is proportional to the product of the

current and voltage, or to the watts.

The principle of the induction meter's operation

may be explained in a somewhat different way, which

is perhaps more clearly understood ; that is, the electri-

cal element may be considered as the stator of an in-

duction motor and the disc as the rotor. The "shifting"

magnetic field in the case of a meter (which corre-

sponds to the "revolving" magnetic field of the motor),

is supplied by the current coil and the potential coil

poles, the flux from the potential coil pole being 90

degrees out of phase with the flux from the current

coil poles, as previously explained. This "shifting"

magnetic field sets up currents in the meter disc, which

reacting with the magnetic field produces a force tend-

ing to rotate the disc, exactly as the "revolving" field

of an induction motor sets up currents in the rotor,

which reacting with the "revolving" magnetic field pro-

duces a torque which causes the motor to run.

In the case of power factors which are other than

unity, the flux produced by the current coils (which

flux is in phase with the current), will no longer be 90
degrees out of phase with the flux from the potential

coil, but will be QO degrees plus or minus the angle of

current displacement or the angle by which the cur-

rent is out of phase. This being the case, the disc

currents set up by these coils will no longer be in phase

with the flux from the poles under which they flow,

but will be out of phase b}^ the angle of current dis-

placement. The force tending to turn the disc will

therefore no longer be directly proportional to the

product of the current and the flux, but it will now be

proportional to the product of the current, the flux

and the cosine of the angle of current displacement,

which is the power factor. Therefore the meter will

still register the true watt-hours.

Another way of expressing this is to consider that

the force acting on the disc will be proportional to

the product of the flux and the component of the disc

current which is in phase with the flux. Since the disc

current is out of phase with the flux by the angle of

current displacement, the component of the disc cur-

rent in phase with the flu.x is equal to the total disc

current multiplied by the cosine of the angle of dis-

placement, or the power factor.

Lagging for Low Power Factor.

In order for the meter to register correctly on low
power factors it is necessary for the flux from the pole

of the potential coil to be exactly 90 degrees behind

the impressed e.m.f. If the flux from the potential pole

is less than 90 degrees behind the impressed e.m.f. the

meter will run slow on lagging and fast on leading cur-

rents, while if the flux lags more than 90 degrees it

will run fast on lagging and slow on leading currents.

This condition is obtained by a method known as

lagging, and is accomplished as follows: In figure 15

C is the potential coil, and E is the lagging coil which
is mounted over the pole tip of the potential coil. The
current in the potential coil will be not quite 90 degrees
behind the impressed e.m.f., due to the RT losses in the

winding and the losses in the iron which give rise to an
energy component of the current. The flux wilFbe in

l)Iiase with the current, and will therefore be not quite

90 degrees behind the impressed e.m.f. A part of this

flux will pass through the lagging coil and on through
the meter disc. This flux induces an e.m.f. in the lag-

ging coil which is qo degrees behind it in phase. This
is shown by the vector diagram. Fig. ly. In this

diagram OE represents the impressed e.m.f. and OI the
current in the potential coil which lags not quite 90
degrees behind this e.m.f. Oc^ represents the flux set

up by the current, which passes through the lagging
coil and meter disc. This flux induces the e.m.f., OE',
in the lagging coil, v. i-.lch is 90 degrees behind it in

phase. The circuit oi the lagging coil is closed through
a resistance, the amount of which can be varied and
therefore the amount of current flowing in this circuit

5*r'

Fig. 17.

can be varied. This current is represen'ed in the
diagram by OI'. The current OI' will set up a flux 0.-/>'

in phase with itself, and this will combine with- the
flux 0<^, producing the resultant flux, 0<^=, which will

Ijass through the meter disc. It can be readily seen by
reference to the figure that if the current. OI' is of the
proper value, that this resultant flux 0<^= will be
exactly 90 degrees behind the impressed e.m.f., OE.
By adjusting the amount of non-inductive resistance in

the circuit of the lagging coil, this condition can be
very easily produced, which process is known as "lag-
ging." A- properly lagged meter will register with
accuracy on low power factor. The method of lagging
above described is used in meters manufactured by the
General Electric Company.

The method of lagging which is employed in

meters manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric
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and JManufacturiiig Company is sonnwhat different

from that which has just been explained, though the

principle is essentiall)' the same. In the VVestinghouse

meter the lagging coil consists of an adjustable short-

circuited turn, placed on the pole lip of the potential

coil. The position of this turn can be adjusted so as to

obtain the required flux corr,.'jnent to bring the

resultant flux 90 degrees behind the impressed e.m.f.

By referring to Fig. 18 it will be si'en how this is

in series with the lagging resistance, H. This coil and

resistance is shunted across a portion of the potential

winding as shown. The other coil, E, is wound on the

potential pole tip and is short-circuited through a

resistance, L. In the vector diagram. Fig. 20, OF is the

impressed e.m.f., OI, the current flowing in the poten-

tial circuit, which lags not quite 90 degrees behind the

voltage, and Oc^ is the flux produced b}' this current.

Fig. IS.

accomplished. OF represents the impressed e.m.f., OI,

the current in the potential coil, OF.', the voltage

induced in the short-circuited lagging turn, OF, the

corresponding current, and Ocf)' the flux set up by this

current. 0(/)2 represents the resultant flux which lags

90 degrees behind the line e.m.f. The proper value of

the flux, 0<^' can be obtained by varying iIk position

of the short-circuited turn.

In the induction meter manufactured by the Fort

Wayne Electric Works, the lagging device consists of

two elements, one being wound on the light load

adjusting arm (shown at G, Fig. 19), and is connected

This flux produces the voltage OE^ in the lagging coil,

F, which in turn sets up the current OL, and the flux,

0</)=. The current induced in the meter disc by the

potential coil also sets up a flux, 0<#>'i, in phase with

itself. The resultant of 0<^= and 0<f>->, which is repre-

sented by 0</>R-j, combines with 0<^ giving the result-

ant flux 0(^R-=, which lags more than the required 90
degrees, and this is brought to exactly 90 degrees by
the flux 0(^s set up by the coil, G. The flux Ocf", being

almost in phase with OF, the voltage impressed on the

coil being in phase with OE, and the circuit being

closed through a non-inductive resistance. The proper

amount of lagging is accomplished by adjusting the

resistances H and L, which changes the values of the

currents OF and OLi, and therefore the fluxes produced

by them. Coil L is left open-circuited when used on

133 cycles, the flux from the meter disc producing the

necessary lagging effect in conjunction with the coil,

H. Such a meter as just described is "double lagged,"

since the 60 cycle meter can be used on 133 cycles by
simply open-circuiting coil L.

Light Load Adjustment.

The light load adjustments of the various makes
of induction meters on the American market are very

similar in principle of operation, as is also the case

with the power factor adjustments. The dift"erent

manufacturers, however, use somewhat dift'erent

methods of applying the fundamental principle as will

be seen in the following descriptions

:

The light load adjustment clip of the General

Electric induction meter is shown at A in Fig. 21, and

consists of a rectangular copper conductor which acts

as a short-circuited loop, being so mounted that it can

be shifted in a plane at right angles to the axis of the

potential pole. This short-circuited turn has an e.m.f.

induced in it, by the flux from the potential pole tip,

which in turn sets up a current that is practically in
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phase with this e.m.f. ; the current produces a magnetic

field which is out of phase with the flux from the poten-

tial pole. This flux from the light load adjusting coil

reacts with the main flux from the potential pole tip

and thus produces a turning effort .which acts upon the

meter disc. The amount of this turning efTort can be

\aried b}' simply shifting the short-circuited turn, so

that tliere will be a mechanical as well as a time phase

displacement between the flux from it and that pro-

duced by the potential pole. The illustrations in Fig.

22 (a and b) shows clearly the construction of the Gen-

eral Electric Company's single phase induction meter

Fig. 22a.

for ordinary house use, from which a general idea may
be had of the parts entering into the construction of a

typical induction watt-hour meter.

The light load adjusting device of the Fort Wayne
induction meter consists of a laminated iron arm which

forms part of the potential pole, and upon which is

mounted the short-circuited coils. The position of this

arm can be shifted, the effect being similar to that

described for the General Electric meter. Figure 23 is

an illustration of the Fort Wayne company's single

phase meter, and, as will be noted, the disc has a

peculiar "cup-shaped" form. The illustration at (b)

.'hows the ease with which the disc may be removed
without disturbing other parts of the meter.

The light load adjusting device of the Westing-
house induction meter consists of two adjustable short-

circuited turns so mounted that they may be rotated

through a small angle. One side of each of these short-

circuited turns is in an air-gap in the magnetic circuit

Left /-'and Thrmt/ta 1 5/och >

'Magnetic Circuit Complete
with Current and
f^tentioi Winding

- Qmd/ng Posts 'SealPin
•Stiipping Oe vice 6pringand Cop

Liglit Load ftdjustrj-iertt

Ligfjt Load /tdjusLrmnt Leyer

Ports-of Thomson High Torque Induction Me-ter Tvoel

Iogging B/ocA-
iYorm Seorond Brac/ret

Flexible Top Bearing Piuff

Fig. 22b.
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of the puteiUial wiiuling an 1 by panially rulaliug the

turn it can be made to enclose more or less lines of

magnetism, as can be readily seen from the diagram in

Fig. 24 at .\. The lines of magnetism, in passing

through the short-circuited turns, induce currents

tlierein, which currents set up an auxiliary field. This

Creeping" will also result if the light Inad adjuslnienl

is properly set for operation at normal voltage and
then the meter installed on a circuit where the voltage

is considerably above the normal \oltagc rating of the

meter. .\ higher voltage will produce a higher flux

from the potential pole, which in turn will induce a

higher current in the light load adjusting coil, and this

higher current and higher flux will mutually react and
produce a higher no load lor(|ue. thereby causing the

meter to creep.

Effect of Frequency Variations.

When an induction meter is operated on a fre-

quency other than that for which it is adjusted, the

lagging coil will no longer set up just the necessary

flux to bring the resultant flux from the potential pole

exactly 90 degrees behind the impressed e.m.f. ; it will

either be ahead or behind this correct 90 degree posi-

tion, depending upon whether the frecjuency is below
or above the normal value. Errors from this source

will be inappreciable so long as the frequency is within

10% (approximatel)') of the normal value.

It is at the present time the practice of the leading

meter manufacturers to design their 125 cycle and
their 133 cycle meters so that by a simple connection

auxiliary field is out of phase with the main field from

the potential pole, and the two, acting in conjunction,

produce a torque on the meter disc, the amount of

which can be varied by moving the short-circuited

turns so that they will embrace more or less of the flux

passing through the air-gap. In Fig. 25 (a and b) are

shown two views of the single phase type of induction

meter as manufactured by the Westinghouse company.

The object of the light load adjusting device is to

produce a torque from the potential circuit alone (inde-

pendent of the load on the meter), the magnitude of

which will be just enough to oxercome the friction

of the meter, therefore rendering it accurate on light

loads.

Creeping.

If the light load adjustment is set so as to exert a

torque greater than is actually necessary to overcome

the friction it will cause "creeping" on no load.

or adjustment, which can be easily made, they may be

used with accuracy on 60 cycle circuits. This is on

account of the fact that 60 cycles is the standard light-

ing and power frequency, and as the majority of the

higher frequency plants will sooner or later be changed

over to 60 cycles, it will evidently be a great saving

to them if they can use their old meters rather than

have to purchase new 60 cycle meters when such a

change may be made. Meters so constructed are

known as "double lagged" meters, since they are

lagged at the factory for two different frequencies.

The effect of a frequency other than normal can be

best shown by reference to the diagram shown in Fig.

26, in which

OE=the impressed e.m.f.,

OI=current in potential coil at normal fre(|uency,

()Ii=current in potential coil at low frequency,

Ol5=current in potential coil at high frequency,
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Oil,, OI,..i and Oil,.') ^ the cun'ents in the lagging
coil for these different frequencies.

Now suppose that the meter is properly lagged
for a frequency, f, the current in the potential winding
being OI, and the flux therefrom being 0<f>. The cur-

rent in the lagging coil will be 01^, and the flux there-

from will be O-^l; these two fluxes, 0<#> anc Otl^i. com-
bine to produce the resultant flux 0<^R. which is exactly

90 degrees behind the impressed e.m.f. Now suppose
that the meter is used on a frequency, fi, which is below
normal. With a lower frequency the flux set up by the
potential coil will be greater, as the rate of change of

flux must remain the same. The magnetizing current.
Oil, will therefore be greater, the core loss and the RV
losses will be higher, so that there will be a larger
energy component of the current, and it will therefore
not lag by as great an angle as with normal frequency

;

the current 01. sets up the flux 0</)., which represents
the condition for a frequency below normal. The flux,

O'^'i, combining with the flux 0<^l-i, set up by the lag-
ging coil at the lower frequency, produces the resultant
flux 0</>R-., which does not lag to the 90 degree posi-
tion, and in order that it be made to lag to the correct
90 degree position, it is necessary for the lag coil to

set up a greater flux than 0<t>i.i, which can be accom-
plished by relagging the meter for this lower fre-

quency, fi.

Now in the case of a higher frequency, f=, the cur-
rent in the potential winding is represented by OI=,
and the corresponding flux by 0(/)=. Both the core loss
and the RI' losses in the potential winding will now be
less than in the initial case, the energy component will
therefore be less, and the flux will lag more nearly to
the correct 90 degree position. The flux, O-^^.a, now
set up by the lagging coil, will combine with the flux

[Vol, XXlV-No. II

04>-, producing the resultant flux Otf>li--. which lags too

much, being beyond the 90 de,gree position. In order

for the resultant flux to lag to the, correct position, it

will therefore be necessary for the lagging coil to set

up a flux less than 0</>l-- : in other words, the meter
would have to be relagged for this higher fre-

quency, f=.

Obviously, for power factors other than unity,

serious errors would be introduced b_y using a meter
adjusted for a frequency different from that of the
circuit on which it operates; the meter might either
run fast or slow, depending upon whether it is adjusted
for a higher or lower frequency than that of the cir-

cuit on which it operates, and upon whether the cur-
rent is lagging or leading.

The effect of a frequency above normal will be to
make the meter run fast on lagging currents and slow
on leading currents; a frequency below normal will
cause the meter to run slow on lagging currents and
fast on leading currents. For unity power factor there
would also be an error introduced.although it would not
be .so pronounced as in the case of power factors other
than unity. In this case only that component of the
flux from the potential pole which is in the correct 90
degree position will be effective, so that the phase dis-
placement of the resultant flux will tend to make the
meter run slow on any frequency other than that for
which the meter is adjusted. The values of the result-
ant fluxes are not strictly proportional to the fre-
quencies, however, since the component supplied by the
lagging coil is not proportional to the frequency and
Its angular relation to the main component is different
for the different frequencies

; also for lower frequencies,
the energy component of the voltage is greater and the
reactive component is less, due to the increased shunt
current which tends to make the meter run slow, and
vice versa for higher frequencies.

The currents induced in the meter disc by the cur-
rent coils should be directly proportional to the fre-
quency, but due to the demagnetizing effect of these
currents- on the current coil poles, this condition is not
strictly fulfilled, which causes the meter to have a
tendency to run slow on frequencies above normal and
fast on frequencies below normal.
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The resultant effect of the different disturbing
factors above mentioned will affect the meter to an
extent dependent largely upon the design.

Figure 27 is a curve showing the accuracy of a
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Standard make of induction meter on different fre-

quencies at unity power factor, and f'^ig. 28 shows the

load and voltage curves of a standard 5 ampere induc-

tion meter operating at normal frequency.
(To be Continued.)

CARE OF HIGH-VOLTAGE INSULATORS.
BY J. 0. 1^\NSEN,

Superintendent Pacific Gas and Electric Company's San Jose
Power Division.

The large insulators, supporting the wii'cs

and insulating the high-\'oltage currents on
the transmission lines, while ordinarily

performing their peaceful allotted duty, ai'e

ai'e at the same time doing strenuous work,

and, if not properly cai-ed for become
j.o. H.ANSKN overburdened. Then there is at the best

a momentary disturbance. It is noticed on the lights

as a blink or on the motors as a groan.

On the system of the Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany there are more than 100,000 high-voltage insu-

lators. Their efficiency must be great to avoid an av-

erage of one breakdown a week, and even that is too

frequent. But at this rate the average life of an in-

sulator would be nearly 1,000 years. This, of course, is

Insulators on Switches at Petaluma.

not reckoning on breaks due to mechanical causes.

The small l)oy with a stone is often the most frequent

cause for a mechanic on the job, and the small boy
is closely seconded liy the unsuccessful hunter who
must use his ammunition on something.

A few hundred insulators put under test will un-

doubtedly make a satisfactory showing. But there

must be very general great reliability for all climatic

conditions. In tlie intensely foggy and windy climate

about San Francisco bay insulators are things that

require careful watching and attention. Insulators

made to stand a rain or wet test will render good serv-

ice in fog and wind when they are clean, but, when
dirty, their insulating quality becomes much impaired.

The heavy winter rains keep the insulators clean a

part of the year. During a dry spell of from one to

two months so much dirt \Nill ha\ c collected mi the

insulators that when ihcy become wet there will be

enough current leak over to fire tlie pole. Tlie soft

redwood or cedar pole itself catches fire miuh more
easil)- than tlie ])ine cross-arms. W lien iron pins are

used, and are shorted hy wire, the leakage current

may be entirely between the wires over the insulators

or the leak may be between a wire and the ground, and
then fire the pole. But by running the shorting' wire

to the ground, the pole is thoroughly protected froni

such burning. Still the leakage current is present, and,

if allowed to become large enough, through the wetting
of the accumulated dirt by fogs or light rains, an arc

forms which either shatters the insulator or burns the

transmission wire in two. In the majorit}' of cases

On Llie I'ole Uine Between Berkeley and Elmliuvst.

either of these accidents is easier to repair than a

burned pole. With the iron insulator pins shorted

and grounded more current and consequently a greater

accumulation of dirt and dampness are required to

start trouble, so that more time can be allowed be-

tween cleanings of the insulators. The dirt accumu-
lates over all parts of the msulator in an even layer.

But an insulator that has been on the line through
the winter has more dirt left on the protected parts

than on the exposed parts where the rain has washed
some of it ofif.

For this reason the suspension type of insulator

is better than the pin insulators, because in the sus-

]>ension type a larger percentage of the entire surface

may be washed off by the rains. The method of sup-
porting by a large clamp is also jirubably better than
by a small tie wire on the pin insulators, because of

the dift'erence in corona discharges from small and
large diameter surfaces.

First dry cloths were used in cleaning the insu-

lators. Later it was found more effective to apply
gasoline on the cloths to cut the dirt and grease. But
because gasoline evaporates so quickly kerosene is

now being used with good results. The best cleaning
is with clear water applied with a hose. All parts are
then washed oft' without any residue being left on the
surface.

An insulator made to hold up under all of the dirt

that will accumulate on it during a season and have
its surface so exposed that the winter rains will thor-

oughly clean it, should gi\'c satisfactory results. The
problem then presented is whether it will be cheaper
to use small insulators and pay to keep them clean or
use large insulators which will withstand the dirt and
fogs through the summer and be automatically cleaned
bv the winter rains wasliing them.
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FOUNDED 1887 AS THE

PACIFIC Lumberman, contractor and electrician

Local branclie,; of the nationa! engineering as-

sociations ha\'e been established in a number of Pa-

cific Coast cities and unlike many

Xalk similar organizations in the East,

Up they discuss original subjects.

These subjects are of especial con-

cern to Western men, because they deal with prob-

lems peculiar to the West. Many of the matters pre-

sented in the Eastern meetings do not directly bear

upon Western conditions. Likewise it may be said

that some Western problems do not immediately

interest Eastern men. It is, therefore, mete that the

local sections, representing the best engineering talent

of the community, should discuss those problems

which are arising in their dailj' work.

The interchange of practical ideas in the ensuing

discussions is frequently more valuable than those

developed in the formal Papers. Members are con-

sequently encouraged to express themselves freely

upon those subjects with which they are familiar.

Unfortunately some men seem to be so constituted

that they are fearful of talking on their feet. There
is nothing more discouraging than for a speaker to

carefully prepare a discussion which seems to fall

upon deaf ears so far as any response is concerned.

This apparent lack of interest is deplorable and calls

for vigorous action in stimulating what should be-

come the most important feature of these meetings.
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CORRECTION:—Figs. 12, 13a and 1.3b in the chapter on
"Watt-Hour Meter" appearing in the issue of March 5, 1910.
are wrong. The connections from the neutral wire of 12 should
be Joined to all three meters, instead of to but one. as shown in
the diagram. In 13b the lead from the load side of current
transformer No. 2 should connect to the lower current lead
of the meter. The connections of the current transformers in
Fig. 13a should be the same as in 13b.

One b}' one in the different states of the union

blossoms the public service board, the anemone of

the reformer. After Massachusetts

Public Service came New York and Wisconsin,

Corporation with strong probability of like ac-

tion in Maryland and New Jersey.

The idea of a public service commission is contagious,

and there are few state legislatures which will not be

asked to pass on the matter during the coming sessions.

Municipal control, state regulation and federal super-

vision combine to threaten a corporation over-regula-

tion which may yet prove as disastrous as corporation

over-capitalization. Such a movement carried to its

e-xtreme can be but a business detriment.

There are few thinking men who will deny the

benefits of some authoritative check on corporation
rapacity. In California, at least, municipal control

has proved satisfactory to neither the public nor the

corporation. Recent developments at Washington
show that federal supervision is likely to prove a farce

under the present provisions. The experience of

Massachusetts, New York and Wisconsin proves that

regulation has many desirable features. It limits that
exhaustive competition wdiich ruins legitimate invest-

ment, and it protects the stockholders from unwar-
ranted expenditures. Its chief function, like that of

the railroad commission, is rate regulation whereby
consumers will be served at the lowest price consonant
with fair returns on the money invested. If this

beneficial regulation can be confined to the adminis-
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tration of one set of commissioners and not diffused

through a municipal, a state and a national body, it is

likely to solve many pressing problems.

A careful and analytical study of the report upon

the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company for

the year 1909, made for the City

What of San Francisco by C. L. Cory-

It Costs and published in the March 5th

issue of the "Journal of Elec-

tricity, Power and Gas," should be of benefit to engi-

neers, stockholders in such companies, and the cus-

tomers of public service corporations. One need not

be interested in the facts and figures there presented,

referring to the telephone industry only, to appreciate

the necessity of every successful corporation giving

attention to the details of their business, not only to

the physical ecjuipment and the operation of the sys-

tem, but also to the methods of accounting required

to accurately determine unit cost;-.

Referring to a single set of figures obtained as a

result of the investig'ation and included in the report,

i; is stated that the average revenue or amount paid by

the customer per telephone station per month, cover-

ing a period of two years, divided, however, into four

equal periods of six months each, was as follows :

January to June, 1908, per month $4,233

July to December, 1908, per month 3.714

January to June, 1909, per month 3.689

July to December, 1909, per month 3.492

In referring to these figures the report sets forth

that the reduction in the revenue per telephone sta-

tion, or the reduced cost to the customer of the tele-

phone service, is due in part to the reduction in rates

and in part also to the increase in the number of tele-

phones installed and operated, meaning thereby that

the capacity of the system as at present installed is

being more nearly completely utilized.

It is needless to say that every corporation should

not only keep careful and accurate accounts properly

segregated, but in addition should use the results of

the analysis of these accounts to plan for the future,

so that it will not be necessary to hastily and under

great stress do temporary and, in the end, expensive

work in order to keep pace with increased business,

but, on the other hand, with as many facts before

them as are obtainable, plan each year's work ahead

so that the required extensions will be of a permanent

character and in conformity with the plant as a whole.

Economy is a word which probably means as

much to the engineer as to any individual. To im-

prove the economy of operation is the constant work

of many engineers. Manufacturers consistently try to

build apparatus of the highest possible efficiency, but

it is certainly apparent that without wise and far-

seeing management in the building and extending of

the plant and system of a company, all the apparent

saving in the purchase and installation of the most

efficient apparatus would be more than wasted by

careless or unwise management in the construction

and operation of the system.

Conclusions for the guidance of the directors,

managers and engineers of such a company can only

be of use if based upon facts and sufficiently reliable

information so that the results will be in accordance

with the ultimate requirements. What is required is

good judgment in estimating for the future. Unfortu-

nately, instead of systematically and in detail keeping

accounts, the analysis of which will be of value, disas-

trous results often come from pure ofli^-hand guessing,

and it is not s-urprising that in such cases a time

always comes when the failure to first obtain facts

results in ultimate disaster.

Consumers very seldom, if ever, give thought or

credit to the work of the men who are continuously

occupied with such problems. It requires constant

effort, a broad perspective and the ability to wisely

balance many divergent and complex elements to

arrive at approximately correct conclusions even with

every ]50ssible fact available. Increased economy and

reduction in the unit cost of operation is being ob-

tained every day, and it is unfortunate indeed that

sufficient publicity is not given by the corporations to

such matters so that their customers may appreciate

what is constantly being done in their behalf. In-

creased quality of service, coupled with decreased

cost, has resulted in the past and will continue in

the future as long as the state of the art improves and

an advance in science and engineering continues.

A United States senator whose name has been

very conspicuously identified with the recent tariff

bill is responsible for the assertion that the affairs

of the United States government are run at a cost to

the people three hundred million dollars in excess of

what the administration would cost if conducted with

the economy of the large corporation. Whether this

assertion is true or not, it must be admitted that fed-

eral, state, county and municipal affairs are not ef-

ficiently and economically administered.

Perhaps it may be due to the emplo3'ment of men
not particularly fitted or trained for the work they

are supposed to do, since they hold their positions in

many cases as a result of favoritism rather than effec-

tiveness. If in such matters complete accounts show-

ing unit costs were insisted upon by those in general

charge, the real cause of the inefficiency of such insti-

tutions would certainly become more apparent, and it

must be remembered that in the procuring of the

best data, time is often a necessary element, and

when continuous records can be obtained and com-

pared there is a real hope of surely and unquestion-

ably proceeding in the right direction.
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PERSONALS.

II. F. ririzard of tlie .Vrcata Light & Power Co., of Ai'cata,

C'al., is in Sau Francisco.

H. C. Tliaxter has joined the sales engineering force of

Woodin and l^itlle of San Francisco.

Sidney Sproul, electrical engineer, relumed during the

week from a trip through the Northwest.

C. E. Condit, president of the Nevada Machinery Co.,

of Reno, Nevada, was a recent visitor in San Francisco.

C. R. Ray, who has extensive electric power interests in

Southern Oregon, is a recent San Francisco arrival from Med-

ford, Oregon.

Russ Woldeu, of the California Electrical Construction

Company, San Francisco, has returned to business, after

having been ill for the past six months.

G. A. Schneider, engineer with the San Francisco office

of the Western Electric Company, recently went to Love-

lock, Nev., on engineering work.

N. H. Dohrman, who went to Parral, Me.xico, a few months
ago as manager of a new electric light and power plant, has

returned to San Francisco on a visit.

William D. Ward, of the sales force of the Pelton Water
Wheel Company, of San Francisco, has returned from a

successful trip to Southern California.

W. S. Heger, the new manager of the AUis-Chalmers

Company's San Francisco office, returned from the South

during the week, after visiting his Los Angeles office.

R. S. Masson, engineer of the Electric Operating & Con-

struction Company, recently passed through San Francisco

bound for Portland and is now on his way to New York.

K. Casper, of Vallejo, who is at the head of the distrib-

uting company that distributes the current of the Pacific Gas
& Electric Co., was a San Francisco visitor during the week.

Charles L. Zahn has been made engineer in charge of

the construction of the Independent telephone properties at

Spokane, Wash., controlled by Thaddeus S. Lane and asso-

ciates.

Frank J. Campbell, of Denver, has been elected president

of the Nevada-California Power Company, in place of Delos

A. Chappelle, resigned. Mr. Campbell will make his head-

quarters at Goldfleld, Nevada.

A. S. Kalenboru, chief engineer of the Truckee River

General Electric Co., of Reno, Nevada, recently addressed

the engineers' club of the University of Nevada, on the sub-

ject of the company's system.

H. L. Jackman, manager of the Humboldt Gas & Electric

Company, of Eureka, Cal., was among the visitors to San
Francisco during the past week. Eastern capitalists have an

option on the holdings of his company.

Wynn Meredith, who is at the head of the San Francisco

office of Sanderson & Porter, recently left New York on
his return trip. He is taking the southern route and will

stop off for a few days in Los Angeles.

George R. Murphy, sales engineer with Pierson, Roed-

ing & Co., has returned from the East, where he perfected

arrangements whereby Pierson, Roedlng & Co. take over

the Pacific Coast offices of the Electric Storage Battery Co.

Leon M. Hall, consulting engineer for the Comstock
mines, has returned from Virginia City, where he inspected

a new electrically-driven centrifugal pumping installation in

connection with the mine drainage system of the Comstock
Lode.

C. W. Stone, assistant engineer of the lighting depart-

ment of the General Electric Company, of Schenectady,

and D. R. BuUen, manager of the company's supply depart-

ment, have gone to Southern California after spending sev-

eral days in San Francisco.

Bnnonnccinciit

The rapidly increasing business interests of the

Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas through-

out the East have for some time required

more prompt attention and better service than

has been possible in handling such business

from the San Francisco office. On this account

we have established an eastern office at 150

Nassau St., New York, in charge of Mr. C. N.

Manfred. Mr. Manfred is so well known

among eastern advertisers that an introduction

is hardly necessary. His long and active career

in advertising work as advertising manager for

the Ohio Brass Co., of Mansfield, Ohio, and later

with the H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New York,

in a similar position, is virell known to many of

our advertisers and readers. We feel extreme-

ly fortunate in securing Mr. Manfred to repre-

sent the Journal in the East, as we know that

his experience will be of considerable benefit to

both our present and prospective advertisers.

BANQUET OF LOS ANGELES ELECTRICAL iVlEN.

A joint banquet of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and the Sons of Jove is to be held at the Hollen'

beck Hotel on March 12, 1910. The speakers announced are:

J. A. Lighthipe, "Early Days in Thomas A. Edison's Labora-

tories;" E. R. Northmore, "The Lighting Companies;" C.

W. Koiner, "The Institute;" E. F. Scattergood, "Engineer-

ing;" O. H. Ensign, "Reclamation Service:" A. W. Ballard,

"Sons of Jove."

BOOKS RECEIVED.

"Gas, Gasoline and Oil Engines," by Gardiner D. Hiscox. 450
pages, 6x9 inches, 412 illustrations. Norman W. Henley
Publishing Co., 132 Nassau St., New York City, and Tech-
nical Book Shop, San Francisco. Price, $2.50.

The appearance of the eighteenth edition of this well

known compendium of the gas engine vouches for its useful-

ness and requires little comment from the reviewer. The
present edition has been so revised, rewritten and augmented

that it is as representative of modern practice as it is pos-

sible for a text-book to be. The most important additions

are in a new section on producer-gas plants and one on oil-

vapor motors.

Illumination and Pliotometry. By W. E. Wickenden; 195
pages; 6x9 in.; 114 line illustrations, numerous tables.

McGraw, Hill Book Co., New York City, and the Technical
Book Shop, San Francisco. Price, $2.00.

This volume is intended as a text-book on the subject

of illuminating engineering, and consequently considerable

space is devoted to the scientific basis of the subject. It is

sub-divided into fifteen chapters and an appendix. The sub-

jects treated include the theory of light and of optics, pho-

tometry, the various types of electric and gas lamps and the

practical calculation of illumination for both interior and
exterior needs. The appendix contains tables and charts
facilitating computation and estimating. Most of the treat-

ment pre-supposes a knowledge of elementary physics and
chemistry and an understanding of the calculus. To mathe-
matics is due much of its admirable clarity and brevity. The
treatment appears comprehensive, embracing as it does all

practical methods of illumination and its calculation. When
comparisons are made the utmost fairness has been employed
as to the advantages and disadvantages of various types of

illuminants. As a whole it is a valuable addition to the lit-

erature on illuminating engineering.
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A NEW OIL AND TRANSFORMER DRYING DEVICE.

It is almost impossible to prevent moisture from being

deposited in transformers during transportation or storage,

as condensation takes place on the surface of the oil and

metallic surfaces whenever these are cooler than the sur-

rounding air. It is of the utmost importance therefore that

adequate means be provided for drying out the transformer

and oil.

The device shown diagrammatically in the cut, designed

for this purpose, is manufactured by the General Electric

Company, and consists of a hot air furnace, positive pressure

blower, dust collector, driving motor, and necessary piping,

pulleys and belt. Hot air, free from dust, is forced into the

transformer through the oil valve in the base of the tank.

The hot air furnace contains a 3-inch wrought iron coil

suitably supported inside a sheet iron casting, the whole
being mounted on a cast iron base. The furnace is designed

much like a self-feeding stove, two doors being provided, one

at the top of the furnace for the admission of fuel, and one
at the bottom for removing the ashes and also regulating the

draft. Wood and charcoal have proved in actual experience

to produce satisfactory results as fuel, but hard coal may also be

The method of its operation is as follows:

After the fire has been started in the furnace the fan

should be put into operation. The air is drawn through the

dust collector which frees it from all impurities and is then

heated in the furnace to appro.ximately 100 deg. C. The hot

air being forced through the transformer and oil at a pres-

sure of 6 lbs. per square inch, absorbs all the moisture and
raises the di-electric strength of both the oil and windings

to its original value. No hard and fast rule can be given as

to the time actually required for thoroughly drying out the

transformer, but it is believed for ordinary cases of moist-

ure, that a 10-hour run after maximum temperature is at-

tained, will be sufficient. Break-down tests should be made
from time to time on samples of the oil taken from the trans-

former, and the drying continued until the oil is able to with-

stand a puncturing test, the value of which is prescribed by
the transformer manufacturer.

A NEW ELECTRIC IRON.
The pretty electric iron shown in the accompanying

photograph is the latest creation of the Pacific Electric Heat-
ing Company of Ontario, Californa, and Chicago. It has
the same features that have made this electric iron so popu-

Oil and Transfomer Drying Apparatus.

used if forced draft is provided, which can be easily accom-

plished, by tapping the pipe between the blower and the fur-

nace. Standard 3-inch wrought iron piping is used through-

out, but as it is procurable almost anywhere, only the connec-

tion between the blower and the furnace is furnished by the

manufacturers. If the connections between the furnace and

the transformer tank are of appreciable length it is advisable

to cover them with heat insulating materials to in-event the

loss of heat.

The positive pressure blower has a normal capacity of

300 cubic feet of free air per minute delivered at a pressure

of 6 lbs. per square inch, is designed for a speed of fiOO r.i).m.,

and requires l.'i h.p. to drive it when delivering normal output.

The dust collector or air filter, consists of a perforated

sheet metal pipe 4% in. in diameter, connected to the blower

with a suitable elbow and forms the [joint of entrance of the

air to the blower. Cheese cloth should be tied around the

pipe so that the air in entering the blower may pass through

it and the dust be retained in its meshes.

Any available power, as a steam engine, gas motor, elec-

tric motor, etc.. will drive the blower satisfactorily. The pip-

ing between the furnace and oil tank is extended above the

oil level to prevent flooding the furnace with oil if the valve

in the base of the tank is not closed when the blower is

stopped.

Pacifiu I'JIectric Iron.

lar with the housewife heretofore: the cool handle, hot point,

the attached stand, and guarantee.

A pressed steel top covers the entire iron, the asbestos

mat included. A new steel encased plug has its insulation

perfectly protected, and is practically indestructible. It

has a patented method of attaching the cord, avoidng the

usual wearing off of the insulation where the cord enters the

plug.

Although the same principles of construction govern the

making of the 1910 elements, they occupy less room, and

when the pressure jilate which holds them in place is re-

moved, the elements can be lifted out. They lie loose in the

liottom of the iron. The entire iron is given a sparkling

mirror finish that is uutisnally attractive—a finish that elec-

tric iron makers iireviously have not thought worth while.

This, with the ebonized handle of the 1910 Standard Hot

Point Iron will have much to do with the big sales, the new
iron will be sure to enjoy.

The Pacific Electric Heating Company is getting out a

class of ijrinted inalter out of the ordinary for their dealers.

Printed nuitter that is strong as well as attractive. The two

year guarantee thai has just been launched will have a more

than ordinary piilling influence with the dealer. II Is a guar-

antee directly between consumer and nmnufacturer. Noth-

ing, about it to bother or hold the dealer responsible.
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The Pacific Electric Heating Company, as this edition

is coming oft the press, is announcing a series ot laboratory

tests made with three of the most widely known irons. Blue

prints, and full details are being sent all dealers. And fur-

ther still directions that the dealer may make the same tests

for himself.

The Pacific Electric Heating Company is not putting out

the only good electric iron on the market. But it certainly has

an iron worth while, an iron that will stand the- most severe

tests—an iron that speaks for itself. The Hot Point Automatic

model is the only electric iron fully approved by the National

Board of Fire Uunderwriters. The Hot Point Standard and

Automatic models were awarded grand prize (highest award)

at the Seattle Exposition.

BELL RINGING TRANSFORMER.
Of course, you have experienced the time when you failed

to receive an important telegram just because your door-bell

was out of order and the messenger boy went away in dis-

gust after almost breaking his knuckles in his efforts to call

you. And you will be glad to know that a bell-ringing trans-

former has been brought out to displace the old-time batter-

ies that have such a chronic habit of "running down." The

Bell Ringing Transformer.

new transformer brought out by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company is a device that will permit the use

of the regular lighting current in ringing your door-bell.

The advent of the bell-ringing transformer marks another

wonderful stride in the application of electricity to modern
life. It relieves another care and does so at a very small

expense; it will displace five or six ordinary house batteries,

and will last a life time. The operating cost is almost nothing.

The original cost of this bell-ringing device compares favorably

• with that of the house battery system, and as it requires

neither repairs nor renewal it is a much cheaper device in

the end.

The Philadelphia Company of Pittsburg, Pa., has thrown
out its batteries and is equipping its entire building next to

the Public Safety Building, on Sixth avenue, with the West-
inghouse bell-ringing transformers.

TRAIN DESPATCHING BY TELEPHONE.l
BY C. H. G.\UNT.

We have not yet reached the stage of progress where

one might ask, "Is the telegraph doomed?" Certainly it is

not doomed when its application to the transmission of in-

telligence to great distances is taken into consideration nor

when we reflect upon the great wireless projects of the future.

But there is one direct use of telegraphy that is seriously dis-

turbed, and that is its application to the necessities of modern

train despatching.

The telephone has been in general use just about thirty

years. At the very start the question was asked "Why can-

not this improved means of transmitting words be used

in the despatching of trains?" The grave and earnest men
whose mental machinery seemed to work to perfection through

the instrumentality of the telegraph said "No." The high

officials of the railroads did not feel that the well working

system was susceptible of change without risk, and risk

is always to be avoided when there is not an immediate

and good reason for assuming it.

Hardly a man of large influence in the field (>t train

operation advocated the supplanting of the telegraph by the

telephone during the first twenty-five years of the latter's

successful use. Even after the clear long-distance transmit-

ter had been generally established the railroad managers
hesitated to interfere with the long wedded union of the

telegraph with train movement. But the fine, practical minds
of our great railroad managers have to be suddenly changed
sometimes when a combination of circumstances brings

about a result that has not been foreseen. Some may claim
that the use of the telephone in despatching trains has long

been advocated. Possibly so, but only during the last tew
years have trials been made of sufficient importance, and
upon a large enough scale, to prove anything. When proof

is demanded by a practical-headed train despatcher, it must
be capable of but one construction—absolute.

The Santa Fe established its original telephone train-

despatching circuit in .June, 1908, in the dry climate of Colo-

rado. It was not fitted with the improved apparatus now
available, but there could be only one construction placed

upon the reports received upon its operation— it was a suc-

cess. As soon as this was realized immediate steps were
taken to extend the introduction of the system to widely
Separated sections of the lines so as to test it in all condi-

tions of climate. During the early part of 1909, 1962 miles
of telephonic train-despatching circuits were in operation
upon the Santa Fe Railway in the States of Missouri, Kansas.,

Illinois, Colorado, New Mexico and California. The longest
circuit reaches from Fresno, Cal., to San Francisco, 203.1

miles, contains thirty-two stations and is successfully oper-
ated through the "fog belt" adjacent to San Francisco, where
the telegraph is used only with great difficulty. The operating
circuit upon all of these lines is a pair of 210-pound-per-mile
copper wires carefully strung and costing in the neighbor-
hood of $100 per mile. There is at present under construc-
tion 1520 miles more, which will give a total length of about
3482 miles of telephone circuits.

The results of this extensive trial, while really aston-
ishing, should hardly be so considered, for they are but
the natural consequence of human tendency, and an analysis
of the telephone method will convince anyone that it will
almost completely displace the use of the telegraph in mov-
ing trains, notwithstanding the expense of installation and
the difficulty in overcoming the force exerted by the wide-
spread use of the telegraph method.

The te'egraph is used by the train despatcher in the
intricate operation of his trains for one purpose only, that
of communicating with the operators scattered along the
stretch of railroad. Long use has developed a certainty of
action in telegraph manipulation that commands the respect

'Santa Fe Employees' Magazine.
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o£ all. But how often has a half frantic despatcher, loaded

down with the complicated problems before him, wished he

could use his voice to the men with whom he must com-

municate and thus avail himself of the rapidity of action,

the definiteness and security that would follow?

To the despatcher time is the one thing that must receive

the greatest consideration. It may be assumed that a man
can utter words with a speed equal to the operation of his

mind. But the train despatcher, in using the telegraph, has

always been obliged to transmit his words at a speed but

one-tenth his capacity to express himself, and also to receive

a reply at the same rate. That being the case, of course a

train-despatching system had to be adopted that would deal

with a very small number of expressed ideas, and eternally

and always the despatcher must come down to the limita-

tions of the telegraph. In other words, the whole operation

is inharmonious and does not tend to a result along the most
natural channel. True, in the issuance of "orders" them-

selves, the speed, in telephonic manipulation, is limited to

that required to write the words in longhand. But all direc-

tions of a collateral character, the receipt of important in-

formation and the instantaneous descriptions of situations

that a despatcher must understand can be given and received

at a speed limited only by that of human utterance.

And what does that mean? It means that the despatcher

has been permitted to multiply the time within which he may
form his plans of train operation fully three times. This, of

itself, further means that his mental calculations are vastly

improved in accuracy and general value. The despatcher

is permitted to issue his orders at the times he originally

outlined, and there is a coherence, a consistency and a union

in his methods not possible where less time is available. This

condition largely reduces the liability of error of action and.

conversely, allows additional time for the discovery of error,

important or unimportant.

By the use of the telephone the despatcher is relieved

of that long continued a.nd aggravating operation of calling

an office by repeating over and over the telegraphic letter

or letters used for that purpose. There is established at each
office along the road, in the same circuit with the telephones,

a small and compact instrument called a selector. Connected

with the selector at each office is also an electric bell oper-

ated by a couple of cells of dry battery. The despatcher has

within easy reach a number of buttons upon a board, each

button being designated by the name of the station that it

is designed to call. By merely pressing such a button the

selector in that particular station is operated, to the ex-

clusion of all others, and in a few seconds the bell is ring-

ing loudly. And, to show the completeness of this calling

arrangement, the despatcher also hears in his telephone

receiver the flutter of the bell and therefore knows that it

is ringing. The despatcher can stop the call when he likes,

and a short ring generally arouses an immediate response.

But, if not, the call may be continued until the answer is

received, something that does not often occur, because an
excuse for not answering does not have the same weight

where a bell rings loudly that it does where an instrument
may be feebly ticking ofi the call. And if it were not enough
that the time used in calling offices should be practically

eliminated, there is the further advantage that these calls

may be made upon the line at the same time telephonic con-

versation is being carried on, one operation not interfering

with the other.

If the operator at the station wishes to communicate with

the despatcher, he simply removes the telephone from the

hook, places it to his ear, and if there is an opening for him
he states the name of the station and the despatcher in-

stantly replies by saying "Despatcher." The "reporting" of

trains—that is, the stating of the time of passing or of the

arrival and departure of trains at stations—is made to the

despatcher much more quickly than is possible by telegraph,

and, where messages are necessary, they may be transmitted

by telephone with the speed at which the operator and
despatcher may be able to write longhand, and with equal

accuracy to the telegraph. Information regarding derail-

ments or other trouble is conveyed to the despatcher by verbal

and complete narrative, either by the station operator or the

conductor of the train involved, so that the despatcher is in

immediate touch with the situation, while in using the tele-

graph for this purpose message after message is required

before there is a complete understanding of the details.

In transmitting "orders" by telephone, the despatcher

spells out in full the names of stations, numbers of engines

and trains, the times and the proper names involved. This,

however, is done with speed and precision, and the despatcher

writes the order in the record before him as he gives it, not

waiting to make the record when it shall be "repeated" to him
by the operator, as is done in the telegraph operation. This

change in making the record of the order from a subsequent

to an initial one is very important from the standpoint of

absolute accuracy.

Unquestionably there are doubters still of the complete

success of the telephone in train despatching and the allied

services. The change—if it may come—from the use of the

telegraph to the telephone in moving and making up trains,

in the handling of the thousand and one details connected
with the immediate motion of traffic and in giving to all the

employes concerned in the work the benefit of the interchange

of judgment through direct conversation, is revolutionary.

But it brings quick action where formerly it was slow.

It takes from the despatcher the necessity for operating his

trains through the medium of a large number of telegraph

operators of varying ability. It brings to bear upon this most
important of services direct conversational contact between
all the interested parties, something of greater value to this

particular work than can be fully described. There is har-

mony of action, harmony of temper, human understanding and
personal relations of the most satisfactory character. There
is the certainty that more movements will be better planned

and executed, and that the art of direction of operation of

trains will be greatly advanced and the work more safely

rendered.

NEW CATALOGUES.
Bulletins G and H from the Pacific Electric & Manufactur-

ing Co., San Francisco, are respectively devoted to oil switches

and pole top switches manufactured by the company.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company are

distributing their Ad. Book No. 10 among interested central

stations. This contains twelve pieces of newspaper copy

advertising central station power and should form a valuable

auJciliary to electrical publicity.

Reynolds Electric Flash Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111.,

have issued a series of seven bulletins and price lists telling

of their products. These include flashers, whirlers, script

writing flashers, revolvers, combination flashers, automatic

time switches and flag flashers. They have also issued a bul-

letin on the Oliver Roto.

In these days of automatic railway signals the thorough

testing of such signals is absolutely necessary. For this

purpose the General Electric Company has designed a volt-

ammeter which it describes in Bulletin No. 4714, recently

issued. This instrument is arranged for four capacities or

combinations, so that two voltage ranges and two current

ranges, or three current ranges or one voltage range can be

obtained. These instruments are contained in iiolished ma-

hogany cases, and are portable. The bulletin contains re-

productions of the scales in actual size.
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LARGE RESERVE STEAM STATION.
Profiting by the misfortune of the city of Winnipeg, which

has been practically in darliness for the last few months, due

to the shutdown of a water power station, the public utility

companies of Pacific Coast cities have been seriously con-

sidering the installation of reserve steam plants in order to

protect their constituents from a possibility of such troubles

as at Winnipeg. Although the management of all the com-

panies has been giving this serious thought, the first to take

definite action has been the British Columbia Electric Rail-

way Company, Ltd. This concern owns and operates the rail-

way systems of Victoria, New Westminster and Vancouver

and is installing several interurban lines connecting all of

the rich aud fertile valleys around Vancouver. Its endeavor

has been to give the public satisfactory service. With this in

mind, as soon as the need of an up-to-date steam generating

station was brought to their attention by the disaster in

Winnipeg, the directors immediately took steps to protect the

interests of the public in Vancouver and vicinity by the

installation of an up-to-date steam generating station which

will serve as an auxiliary in case of breakdown on any part

of the water power system. This station with the realty

holdings, dredging, etc., will represent an outlay of about

$500,000.

The British Columbia Electric Railway Company recently

awarded contract to the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock Company
for two 2,000 kilowatt Allis-Chalmers steam turbines, with a

stipulation in the contract that delivery should be made at the

earliest possible date, subject to bonus and penalty. At the

same time the general contract was awarded for the con-

struction of the steam station to the well-known engineering

concern of Charles C. Moore & Co., placing the contract

through the Seattle office. This contract is one of the largest

for machinery which has ever been placed in the Northwest,

and includes Babcock & Wilcox boilers, Babcock & Wilcox
chain grate stokers, Wheeler condensers, all auxiliaries,

piping, foundations, flues and a reinforced concrete chimney
11 feet in diameter by 240 feet high.

The installation will be the most modern practice in

engineering in connection with auxiliary steam stations, and
Mr. C. R. Weymouth, the head of the engineering department
of Charles C. Moore & Co., engineers, is now in the Bast
placing orders for the machinery.

Charles C. Moore & Co.'s contract involves heavy bonus
and forfeiture clause regulating the time of completion, and
the installation of this plant will be made in record-breaking
time. An endeavor will be made by the concern to have the
fi.OOO horsepower station completed and operating by May 1st.

Great interest is already manifested by the engineering public

as to when this plant will be ready for operation. The early
date specified in the contract could only be met by a concern
having the able organization possessed by Charles C. Moore
& Co.

TRADE NOTES.
The General Electric Company is to be complimented

upon the high class of electrically heated household appli-

ances which were exhibited at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Ex-
position recently held in Seattle. The quality and appearance
of the apparatus displayed was evidenced by the fact that
they were presented with two separate and distinct grand
prizes for this class of material. A misunderstanding has
been prevalent as to what these two prizes included, and
as a matter of information we might say that one of them
applied to "cooking devices," such as the cereal cookers,
broilers, ovens, toasters, percolators, etc., and the other one
included "heating devices," such as the flat iron, tubular air
heaters, luminous radiators, etc.

There is but one conclusion to be drawn from the above
facts; that is that the General Electric Company were hon-
ored with the highest possible tribute to their product.

The Merced Falls Gas & Electric Company has pur-

chased from the General Electric Company three O. C. 60,

150-kw., 11,000-volt primary, 2200-volt secondary, oil-cooled

transformers. Also, one 2200-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle 100-

ampere, 38-kw., type 1, R. T. automatic feeder regulator and a

3-panel switchboards.

The Central Oakland Light and Power Company, A, M.

Hunt, president, has completed the structural steel work on

its three-story electric power station at First and Alice streets,

in Oakland, where it has a ground area of 30,000 square feet.

The boilers will be installed on the ground floor and the steam

turbine generating sets on the second floor. The initial equip-

ment includes two 2000 kw. Westinghouse-Parsons ^turbo-

generators. The laying of underground conduits will be com-

menced during the coming week.

The Felton Water Wheel Company's San Francisco fac-

tory is working overtime on large turbine wheels and it is

expected that a night shift will soon be put on. Pelton-

Francis ..turbines are being constructed to replace the orig-

inal water wheels at the Washington Water Power Com-

pany's plant in Spokane, Wash. Additional turbine wheels

are being constructed for increasing the equipment of the

Pacific Light & Power Co.'s transmission plant on the Kern

River. The effective head is 257 feet.

Due to fast increasing business, both the Chicago and

Baltimore branches of the H. W. Johns-Manville Company
have outgrown their present quarters, and about March 1st,

both will move to new locations, with more room. The Chi-

cago branch, now on Randolph street, will move to the four-

story and basement building at Nos. 27-29 Michigan avenue,

located in the block between South Water and River streets.

With 32,500 square feet of floor space, offices, store and

stock rooms will all be under one roof, with ample room for

all. A full stock of J-M products will be carried, thus assuring

prompt shipments. The Baltimore office, store, and ware-

house will be located at No. 30 Light street. Here the com-

pany will have considerably more room than before, and will

keep on hand a large stock of J-M products and will be Jn

much better position than ever to give all orders prompt at-

tention.

An impulse water wheel contract recently awarded the

Pelton Water Wheel Company's San Francisco works consists

of a 700 hp. single overhung Pelton impulse wheel, direct

connected to a Westinghouse alternator. This apparatus is

intended for the Hilo Electric Light Company, Hilo, Hawaii,

and supplements their existing hydro-electric equipment. There

ie an effective head of 418 feet, giving a speed of 400 r.p.m. A
special automatic nozzle is being furnished, the direct actua-

tion of the nozzle orifice being obtained by means of a Pelton

oil-pressure speed-governor. The question of water economy

is of the utmost importance in this plant and as the load is

extremely variable, it follows that unless the water is

throttled at the impulse wheel, a considerable amount would

go to waste. By the installation of the automatic nozzle, the

highest possible degree of water economy will be obtained,

irrespective of load changes. This will result in a greater

peal; output. The plant will supply current for various pump-

ing stations on plantations ad,1acent to Hilo. Automatic ad-

justment of the nozzle mechanism for impulse units is stead-

ily increasing in favor with engineers who are confronted

with the porblem of maximum water economy. Not only are

the nozzles of hydro-electi'ic Pelton impulse units directly

actuated by the governor, but Pelton wheels for driving air

compressor are also equipped with this attachment. Speed

regulation and efficiency is not affected hy the device,

neither is there any danger of water hammer, even should the

entire load be instantly dropped from the wheel, because

these important features have been taken care of in the

peculiar design of the Pelton automatic nozzle.
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NEWS NOTES
FINANCIAL.

HOOD RIVER, ORE.—Municipal bonds in the sum of

$90,000 have been sold to John Nuveen & Co., a Chicago

bond liouse, for $90,026, the money to be used in constructing

the city's proposed new water system.

DRAIN, ORE.—The City Council has passed an ordinance

to acquire or build a water system for the city and to issue

$5,000 in bonds therefor, payable in 30 years, with interest

at 5% per cent: also an ordinance was passed to create a

sewerage system, and the issue of $5,000 in bonds for that

purpose was authorized.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Bonds to the amount of $300,000

of the Ontario and San Antonio Heights Railroad Company
have been placed on the marlcet by the Pacific Light and
Power Company, which controls the road. It has just been

completed and will form a linli in the Huntington system of

interurban trolleys, extending from Los Angeles through

Southern California. The company will connect the present

line at LTpland, Ontario and San Antonio with the road now
operated by the Pacific Electric at Pomona. This line will

be in operation before June 1st. Following this the Pacific

Electric Covina line from Los Angeles will be extended to

Pomona, and this will be followed again by an extension to

San Bernardino if rights of way can be secured.

INCORPORATIONS.
PORTLAND, ORB.—The Oregon Water Power and Land

Company, with a capital stock of $100,000, has been incor-

porated by Charles Stout, G. A. Johnson and J. R. Hollister.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Mont-Antonio Water Company,
with a capital stock of $75,000, has been incorporated by
Alex Kirkpatrick, F. M. and Lydia A. Dyke, Ira J. and Ella

Cree.

CENTERVILLE, WASH.—The Centerville Telephone
Company of Centerville, Wash., with a capital stock of $5,000,

has been incorporated by Henry Garnor, Theodore Jackel and
Henry Jackel.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—Tuolumne River Power and
Irrigation Company, with a capital stock of $50,000, was incor-

porated by D. A. Jones, G. W. Barnett, C. W. Terry, T. F.

McGovern and C. H. Segerstrom.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Commonwealth Power and
Water Company of Spokane, with capital stock of $5,000,000,

has been incorporated by J. E. Burns, E. F. Waggoner, F. W.
Dewart, L. H. Brown and Carl Ultes.

TRANSMISSION.

HUSUM, WASH.—The Husum Power Company will en-

large its plant soon.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—E. T. Stone has filed on

5,000 cubic feet per second of water in the Yakima river for

power and manufacturing purposes.

SEATTLE, WASH. — Thomas-Jacobsen, Inc., capital

$1,000,000; B. Thomas, John P. Jacobsen and S. S. Langland,

534 New York Block, will develop water power in the State.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—The Great Western Power Company
has presented to Tucson City Council details of a project

for developing about 250 hoisepower in Sabino Canon in

Catalina Mountains, IS miles from here, where the company
proposes to spend $1,500,000 in necessary storage and power
works.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Washington Water Power Com-
pany is considering plans for developing 40,000 horsepower

by sinking a shaft from the crest of the upper falls and tun-

neling to the present plant or by the construction of a dam
and pipe line. Either plan will cost about $1,000,000.

CECILO, ORE.—Portland capitalists have recently pur-

chased SO acres from I. H. Taffo and propose to build a town.

Portlanders are J. W. Grussi, O. L. Daggett, A. L. Hoist,

Charles M. Zadow, Frank A. Jeffrey and Frank U. Jones, and

compose the Celilo Milling and Power Company. The con-

tract stipulates that the power company is to erect a power
plant on the premises, and while it is not stated for what the

plant will be used, it is supposed that electric power will be

generated here for the use of railroads, flour mills, etc.

SEATTLE, WASH.—As an integral part of the merger

of eight separate electric power, railroad, light and irrigation

companies in Central and Western Washington, covering more
than 50 per cent of the available hydro-electric power re-

sources of the State subject to private development, Robert

E. Strahorn has closed the deal in this city for the purchase

of the water rights and surveys of the Columbia Develop-

ment Company for $100,000. Involved in the deal is the con-

struction of a hydro-electric power plant, with a rated

capacity, after full development, of more than 60,000 horse-

power.

FRESNO, CAL.—The work now being done by the San

Joaquin Light and Power Company in the hills about North

Fork and Crane Valley will be practically finished by August

1st. The dam at Crane Valley is to be completed about that

date, and it is expected that all the rest of the work will be

fnished before the dam is in. The wagon road from North

Fork to power house No. 1 is on an 8 per cent grade and

covers the same ground formerly traversed by a road which

was a'most bad for a ijack train. Motors for the new cars

which the traction company will have here about the first of

the company month, arrived last week. There are 20 of these

motors, with controllers, etc. These ten new cars are now
in the paint shop, and it is not definitely known just when
they will be shipped. Contracts have been signed by the

traction company for a new 400 kilowatt motor generator,

to be used in the operation of the street car system. It will

cost $15,000 and will generate enough power to drive all of

the present cars. It will be here in about two months, and

will be used as an auxiliary to the local plant to forestall

danger of complete breakdowns. Poles are now up on the

new Coalinga-Lemoore power line except over a space of

about ten miles southwest of Huron. It is expected that poles

will be set in the next few days.

TRANSPORTATION.

KENT, WASH.—The Valley Railway and Power Com-
pany has been granted a 35-year franchise for a street rail-

way system here.

ABERDEEN, WASH.—C. C. Quackenbnsh of this city is

promoting a project of building an interurban from this place

to Seattle, a distance of S7 miles.

BUTTE, MONT.—It is reported that the Montana Rapid

Transit Company has been financed and will build its pro-

posed line between Helena and this place.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—A petition has been sub-

mitted by E. O. Howard for a franchise to construct tracks

over certain streets in the city for an interurban road to

be built from Salt Lake to Provo.
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BELLINGHAM, WASH.—This ylace has completed the

$400,000 guarantee fund to insure the building ot an inter-

urban electric line between this and Skagit county cities.

Stone & Webster will construct the line.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—A resolution has been intro-

duced calling on the Board ot Public Works to have prepared

by the Bureau of Engineering plans and estimates for recon-

structing and extending the Geary street railway.

SEATTLE, WASH.—A franchise for the privilege of

operating a railway service from Kent to Renton will be

placed before the City Council by the Valley Railway and

Power Company, ot which H. B. Madison ot Kent is the

president.

EL PASO, TEXAS.—The El Paso and El Paso Valley line

will not have an interurban electric line this spring. The

reason of this action is that some of the benefactors tailed

to join in the co-operative movement to furnish rapid transit

to El Paso Valley.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Vallejo and Northern

Railroad Company has been granted a 50-year franchise. The

new franchise covers the same privileges granted the com-

pany two years ago, and provides that the franchise work is

to be commenced within six months and the road completed

within three years.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—At the Trustee's meeting all the

requests ot the .Judicial Committee in the matter of the

application of the Sacramento Electric, Gas and Railway

Company, for a franchise on Y street from Tenth to the

Riverside road, were complied with and the franchise was
ordered advertised.

FRESNO, CAL.—Manager A. G. Wishon of the Fresno

Traction Company states that work on double-tracking of the

system in this city has gone no further recently than the

distribution of rails along rights ot way. Work on the

Coallnga-Lemoore power line has progressed as far as the

placing of the cross-arms.

POMONA, CAL.—The Pacific Electric Railway will con-

struct a single track line along West Second street within

30 days. The company has asked for a new franchise down
Garey to Franklin avenue and for a franchise on Fifth avenue
from Garey eastward to the city limits. These latter tracks

will be finished in six months.

ILLUMINATION.
MEXICO CITY, MEX.—Don Pedro Plores of Tasco, in the

State of Guerrero, has ordered from the Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany a complete electric lighting plant, which will be installed

at Tasco.

COTTAGE GROVE, ORE.—The Cottage Grove Light
Company, having been granted a five-year contract for light

in the city, will at once begin the improvement of its plant
and will install a 600 horsepower engine.

TACOMA, WASH.—The commissioner of Public Works
is authorized to enter into a contract with the United States
Incandescent Lamp Company for the purchase and delivery
of incandescent electric lamps to the va'ue of $25,000.

SPOKANE, WASH.—H. L. Moody, president of the
Spokane Railway and Power Company, states that the com-
pany has selected a site at Le Pray bridge, on the Spokane
river, and is preparing to spend $1,500,000 on an electric light-
ing plant there.

COLUSA, CAL.—The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
is contemplating improvements for the town of Colusa. They
are at present remodeling their plant at Second and Main
streets, where they will put in new boilers, two new pumps,
two purifiers and lamp black separators.

GEORGETOWN, WASH.—The City Council has passed

an ordinance authorizing Robert M. Jones to erect gas, elec-

tric light and power works, to lay pipes for the distribution

of heating and illuminating gas and to construct apparatus

for an underground electrical system in Georgetown.

POMONA, CAL.—The Southern California Edison Com-
pany is planning large extensions to its gas mains and equip-

ment for service here. Lately an active business has been

done in laying service mains and lines to new subdivisions

about the city. In the southern part of the valley much
extension work is being done along the electric lines, and
many new motors have been installed for the running of the

pumping plants.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Othello Improvement Company
has awarded a contract to the Northwest Bridge Company
for the construction at OtheMo ot a power house, to furnish

electric light and power for the city, at a cost of $17,000.

Arrangements have also been made with the same company
for installing a street lighting system and for laying 116,000

square feet of cement walks, and also for the erection of a

factory, details of which are to be agreed upon later.

SUISUN, CAL.—Benj. F.'Rush, Senator from Solano and

Napa counties, has started a crusade against the electric light

companies oijerating in the various cities and towns through-

out his district. Senator Rush has announced that if the

present corporation laws of the State are not adequate in

bringing the public concerns to time, he will introduce at the

next session ot the Legislature such bills as will permit

municipalities to so control the fixing of light, power and
other rates as to prevent the extorting of unreasonable tolls

by the corporations.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
AUBURN, CAL.—Manager Bryson has been authorized to

build a telephone line from Alta to the Rawhide mine.

HAINES, ALASKA.—The Arctic Development Company
wa& granted a franchise to construct and operate a telephone

system here.

COUPEVILLE, WASH.—The Utsalady Telephone Associa-

tion was recently granted a franchise for a telephone line

along certain roads.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—All bids for constructing

the west side drain were re.jected as being too high, $33,000

being the amount available for this purpose.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Local and Long Distance Telephone
Company will extend the lines to the Coast this year, an-

nounces Manager L. V. Gray, Lindelle Block.

BAKERSPIELD, CAL.—The Producers' Transportation
Company has been granted permission to construct private

telephone and telegraph lines along their pipe line between
her> and McKittrick and Midway.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The redistricting and renumbering ot

telephones in the newly annexed districts of Oakland has

been completed by the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, and all telephone subscribers in the district east of

Jackson street are listed on the newly completed Elmhurst
exchange on East Fourteenth street in the Fltchburg dis-

trict. The old arrangement whereby telephones as far out as

Elmhurst were listed on the Meritt exchange has been done
away with and that exchange will extend only as far east as

Jackson street. The fight between the telephone company
and residents of Elmhurst over telephone rates may have
its solution in the threat of several business men of that

district to take the matter before the City Council. As Elm-
hurst is a part of the city now, it is contended that residents

there are entitled to the same service at the same price as

other parts of the city.
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TME PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
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BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
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California Incandescent Lamp Co.
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The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
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TO
Place. Population.

*Alameda 27,000
**Albany 800
JAlta :

Amador
Antioch
tAuburn 2,050
Belmont 600
Belvedere
Benicla

**Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat . .

.

Biggs
Black Diamond ..

Brentwood
Broderick 500

**Burlingame 5,000

Byron
California City .

.

Campbell 1,000

Cement
**Cliico 10,000
**Colusa 2,700
tColfax .......... 400
Concord
Cordelia
Crockett
Davenport
Davis
Dixon
Dobbins
Durham

Place. Popu

Dutch Flat
**Bast San Jose. .

.

**Baston
Elmhurst
Blmira

**Emeryville
Fair Oaks
Folsom

*Fresno
Grafton

J**Gra,ss Valley .

.

Gridley
Groveland
Hammonton ....

Hayward
lone
Jackson
Lawrence
Lincoln
Live Oak
Livermore

ILoomis
Los Gates
Martinez

**Marysville
Mayfleld

**Menlo Park ....

Meridian
Millbrae
Mill Valley
Mission San Jose

latibn.

400

1,500

500

2,000

300
1,500

35,000
350

7,000

150

6,250

1,500

1,500
300
300

Place. Population.

Mokelumne Hill.

Mountain View . . 2,500

**Napa 6,000
t**Nevada City . . . 4,000

Newcastle 600
Niles

**Oakland 230,000
Orwood

**Palo Alto 6,000
tPenryn 219
**Petaluma 6,000
Peyton
Piedmont 2,000
Pinole
Pleasanton
Port Costa
Penryn

**Redwood City .. 3,500
**Richmond 10,000

Rio Vista
Rocklin 1,050
Rodeo
Roseville 345
Ross Valley ....

**Sacramento 52,000
San Andreas . .

.

San Anselmo . .

.

San Carlos
**San Francisco ..450,000
**San Jose 40,000
**San Mateo 7,000

Place. Popi lation.

San Pablo
San Quentin Pris 1,600

'*San Rafael 5,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz

'*Santa Rosa 12,000
Sausalito
Sebastopol 2,000

Selby
Sonoma
South San Fran..
Stanford Univ... 2,000

tStockton 25,000

Suisun
Sunnyvale 2,000

Sutter Creek . .

.

Tormey
tTowle
Tracy
Vacaville

**ValIejo 12,000

Vallejo Junction..

Walnut Creek .

.

Watsonville ....

Wheatland
Winters

^*Woodland 3,500

Yolo 350

**Yuba City 1,900

'Gas only; *« both gas and electricity; t electricity and water; all others, electricity only.
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STATION A, SAN FRANCISCO
BY EUW.\RD STEPHENSON.

Out beyond the Union Iron Works, in

the Potrero district, is a huge steam-driven

plant that generates much of the electric

light and power used in the city and county

of San Francisco. The east wall of the build-

ing adjoins the great Spreckels Sugar Re-

sSphutson finery, because when this electric plant was

established about ten years ago it was owned by Claus

Spreckels, who
also owned the

subs t a n t i a 1 1 y
rock-ribbed shore

land on which it

stands. The na-

tural solidity of

the site accounts

for the splendid

manner in which

the building and

i t s foundations

have stood earth-

quake tremors

and the constant

vibrations of the

massive machin-

ery. As there

are eleven water-

driven and eight

steam- driven
electric plants in

the system con-

trolled by the
Pacific Gas and

Electric Company this generating plant is designated

as Station A.
In size and output it is one of the largest plants

of its kind west of Chicago, and it requires the expert

services of one hundred men to operate its machinery.

The building is an immense brick structure ex-

tending from street to street through a city block. It

is 450 ft. long, 140 ft. wide, and 80 ft. from its fireroom

station A, San Francisco.

floor to its steel-ribbed roof of galvanized sheet-iron.

A division wall runs the entire length of the building

and makes of it two big rooms of equal size.

The long room on the east side of this double

building (the left-hand side in the picture) contains

the twenty-seven steam boilers, the six boiler-feed

pumps, the one salt-water fire-pumps, the five econo-

mizers, the three auxiliary exhaust feed-water heat-

ers, the four fuel-

oil pumps, the
five fuel-oil heat-

ers, and all the

steam and water

piping necessary

to the operation

of this big mod-
ern boiler plant,

which has six
smoke stacks and

four induced-
draught fans to

accelerate the
draft in the boil-

ers a n d econo-

m i z e r s . The
long room at the

west side is the

engineroom, and

it also contains

thirteen electric

generators. Ten

of the generators

can supply Sap

Francisco with all the electric light and power the city

ordinarily uses.

Three of the generators are used to supply the excit-

ing current to run the ten others. The foundations

for these big generators are built up 15 ft. above the

main floor, and on a level with the tops of these gen-

erator foundations is the floor of the engineroom. On

the main floor, which is below the level of the geu-
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erators and the engineroom, are

installed all the condensers, air-

pumps, pipes and such other

equipment as can be placed below

the engineroom floor.

Before the plant was finished it

was sold by Claus Spreckels to the

San Francisco Gas and Electric

Company, and then the installa-

tion was completed.

The accompanying view of the

outside of the building conveys a

very good idea of its massiA'e con-

struction and size.

The boilers in this building are

capable of daily converting2,000,-

000 gallons of water into steam at

a pressure of 200 pounds to the

square inch. About thirty miles

of four-inch boiler tubes are con-

tained in the boilers and econo-

mizers. It is not often that the

maximum capacity of the plant is

needed, yet in winter time, during

the period of short and dark days,

it is quite usual to evaporate 5000 tons of water a day and
convert it into steam. The production of steam is the

first step in a steam plant's generation of electric

light and power.

To change 5,000 tons of water every twenty-four

hours into steam at 200 pounds pressure requires an

enormous amount of fuel. So much fuel is needed
that if coal were used this great plant in itself would
consume more coal every day than it now daily used

in the entire city of San Francisco. But fortunatel}'

the fuel is crude-oil.

This plant uses 100,000 gallons of fuel-oil a day.

View of the Boiler Room, Looking South.

View of tile Engine Room, Looking South.

But to handle this immense amount of oil happens to

be a])out the easiest and simplest work about the

station, Of course fuel-oil cannot be left round like

coal. Elaborate containing tanks must be provided.

They must be of a size sufficient to store a large

reserve supph' to protect the plant against the risks

of delayed delivery.

Sometimes the railroad company cannot get the

oil-tank cars through from the wells. Sometimes the

oil-carrying steamers are delayed. Sometimes the

cross-country oil-pipe lines burst or need repairs. But
despite any or all of these uncertainties. Station A

must keep going and keep giving

to the people of San Fi'ancisco

all the electric light and power

ihey require.

The foi'ethought of the com-

pany management in supplying

such ample storage capacity at

Station A. has averted shut-downs.

When the oil company has been

short of oil the large reserve stor-

age at .Station A has given it a

a place from which to secure a

temporai'y supply.

.Steamships carrying 50,000 bar-

rels, or 8,000 tons, of fuel oil can

come alongside the company's

own whai-f near its plant and dis-

charge their oil cargoes directly

into the storage tanks in about

fifty houi's. -As there aix two sep-

ai-ate pipe lines the oil cargo fi'om

two oil-boats can be pumped out

at the same time. Probably no

other electric light and power

plant in the world can handle
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its fuel in such large quantities

and so quickly as can station A.

Fifty thousand barrels, or 8,000

tons, of oil can be received at one

time in oil cars on the plant's own
spur tracks, but the operation of

pumping out the tank cars is

slower than the pumping of the

same amount of oil from the ships.

After the production of steam

the next step in the making of

electricity at Station A is the use

of this steam to run the electric

generators. Reciprocating en-

gines are used to revolve the gen-

erators. Six of these engines are

of the Mcintosh and Seymour
standard compound type of 2,200

h.p. capacity at normal load, two

are of the Union Iron Works
type and design similar to those

used on the latest American bat-

tleships built by the Union Iron

Works. These last two engines

were rated by the Union Iron

Works at 4, 800 h.p., but even after

years of use the normal capacity of these two engines

when working with the greatest ease and smoothness
is about 6,300 h.p., or more than 31 per cent greater

than the makers guaranteed.

Every engine is supplied with condensers and air-

pumps which are intended "to receive and condense

into water all the exhaust steam from the engines.

This distilled water is then pumped back again into

the boilers. Thus the cycle is maintained ; the water

condensed into steam, the exhaust steam converted

again into water, and this water sent back into the

boilers to be reconverted into steam, the endless

round being maintained as long as the plant is

operating.

Some idea of the length of time this operation

has been unceasingly continued may be gained from

the explanation that some of the engines have revolved

more than 500,000,000 times since they were first

installed.

In changing the exhaust steam from these engines

back into water it is necessary to cool the steam until

its latent heat has been abstracted. This cooling

operation requires the use every day of about 75,000,-

000 gallons of salt-water. That is twice as much
water as the Spring Valley Water Company daily sup-

plies to the entire city of San Francisco. To put it

another way, Station A has to pump 150 gallons of

water a day for each of the 450,000 people in San

Francisco in order that the whole city may have the

electric light and electric power it needs.

The work of raising this salt-water requires four

centrifugal pumps driven by electric motors. These

four pumps are housed near the waterfront, about

1,000 ft. east of Station A. The salt-water comes in

from the bay 500 ft. through a canal that is about 50

ft. wide at the bay end and 20 ft. wide at the pump end.

The pumps are of the Byron Jackson type, and the}'

stationary Switoliboard in the Engine Room.

work under a head of 50 ft. Three of them have a

capacity of 30,000 gallons a minute, and the fourth has
a capacity of 20,000 gallons a minute. They all dis-

charge into a great thirty-inch cast-iron main, extend-

ing 1,000 feet to the electric plant. After this pipe

reaches the station it has outlets at each condenser, at

each cooler, and at any other places where salt-water

may be required. Each outlet is provided with strain-

ers of a standard pattern to intercept any dirt that

may have passed the primary strainers at the suction

end of each pump in the channel.

To keep all this system of machinery in repair

and running smoothly requires the services of one
hundred men, each an expert in his particular line.

And when each man does his work well and gives full

vent to his knowledge of the subject, then Station A
is entirely successful ; and I am proud to say that

this condition has been generally maintained. It is

creditable to the men themselves that the efficiency

at Station A is much higher as the years go by and

the plant and the machinery grow older. This higher

efficiency is due to the systematic way in which the

men at this plant pull together and observe the rule

that "a stitch in time saves nine." They not only

put in the timely stitch, but, if the place be thin, they

put on a patch in time and make things more secure.

And the end is not yet, even after Station A has gen-

erated more than 500,000,000 kilowatt hours. She is

still a big, sturdy, reliable producer of electric energy,

because the men and the machinery keep working

smoothly.

The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination on March 29, 30. 31, 1910, to

fill eight vacancies in the position of skilled drafts-

man, at salaries' ranging from $900 to $1,200 per

annum, in the office of the Chief of Ordnance.
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WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT FOR
POWER PLANT PURPOSES'.

BV WILLIAM MILLER BOOTH.

The price of raw material, of fuel, labor condi-

tions and freight rates are important factors to be

considered when a new industrial plant is to be built.

Less often investigated, yet of primary importance

is the presence of a constant supply of good water. If

possible two independent sources should be made
available. It is not a large manufacturing concern

that requires boilers of I,coo h.p. capacity. If run lo

hours per day these evaporate approximately 170 tons

of water. When condensing engines or turbines are

used, from 14 to 17 times as much water is necessary

to return the steam again to its original state, or about

2,500 additional tons—in the aggregate more than

9,000 pounds per minute.

The qualit}' of the water is not a matter of indiffer-

ence, as modern power house apparatus makes exact-

ing demands of the medium passing through and over

its parts. It will readily be seen that choice of water

requires knowledge of power plant conditions and

should not be handled in a haphazard way. While our

population and manufacturing interests constantly

increase, available water is decreasing, especially in

our small streams that flow through densely settled

districts.

Given two sources, the use of that which entails

the least cost is naturally considered—the quality is

often neglected. Unfortunately water exactly adapted

to boiler use is seldom found in nature. For con

venience we classify waters as follows

:

AVAILABLE SUPPLIES

Class—Source. Contain
Action in
Boilers.

Soft-
Rain and snow

watelr from gran-
ite

Returned
Swamps

Ammonia Salts

Alkali
Ammonia

Corrosive

Negative
Corrode

Lakes

Larg'> rivers

Organic matter
Calcium and
Magnesium
Salts

Corrode

Slight scale

Hard—
Spring-s

Lakes
Small Rivers and
Creeks

Wells

Lime, magnesia,
iron

Sulphates

Chlorides
Carbonates

Scale forming

Siiliue

—

Sea
Well
Mineral Springs

Lime, magnesia,
Sulphates,
Chlorides and
Carbonates, So-
dium and Potas-
sium

Scale forming

Corrosive
Foam

Alkaline—
Streams from
Western Plains

Springs

Sodium, Chlorides,
Sulphates and car-

bonates.
Silica, Lime,
Magnesia

Foam

Aeld-
Mineral Springs
Wells

Coal Regions

Hydrogen
Sulphide
Iron Sulphate
Sulphuric acid

Soft Water.

Corrode

The first group includes rain and snow waters that
are free from scale-forming materials, but which con-
tain organic matter and in the first instance may have

^Abstract of paper presented at the Twenty-Ninth Annual
Convention of the American Water Works Association.

a Strong acid reaction. The use of such waters is at-

tended with danger from pitting. Harder water should

always be mixed with these, or a slight excess of alkali

may be added.

Precipitated waters flowing over granite rocks are

ideal for boiler use, as enough alkali is absorbed to

prevent pitting. AVater from wells, driven in granite

and quartz sand to a depth of sixty feet, has been

found to possess a hardness varying from .5 to 2

degrees Clark—pure water being unity.

The only distilled water practicable for boiler pur-

poses is that returned from vacuum pans, pumps, en-

gines, turbines, surface condensers and heating sys-

tems. Condensed water from turbines containing no

oil ought to be ideal for boiler use. We have, how-

ever, had an instance of severe corrosion resulting

from the use of such water with a proportion of fresh

hard water added at each return to the boilers. Re-

turned turbine water should be made slightly alkaline.

W'e believe that the open heater and hot well should

\>e much more generally used and that a good oil sep-

arator is indispensable in any large plant. Anxious

to keep his apparatus well lubricated the engineer

often uses an excess of oil which makes it difficult to

utilize the condensed water. A large amount of energy

escapes daily from many plants through heated water

that runs to waste, in addition to the loss of soft, scale-

free boiler water. Many engineers suffer from oil at

the surface of the water in the boiler; the gauge glass

showing this condition quickly. If mineral oil is used

in the power plant we do not worry about the pres-

ence of a small quantity in the boiler, but prefer tu

keep it out.

Another class of soft" waters is found in the low-

lands of the coast. A heavy rainfall with finel}^ di

vided organic matter and heat, combine to charge
standing water with organic matter which may be acid

in character. Boilers using such water suffer from
corrosion and require alkali.

The waters of some lakes, large rivers and a few
deep wells deposit little scale and may be termed
"soft." Arbitrarily we fix the hardness under 3"

Clark. Such waters contain suspended particles, sand,

claj', leaves and dissolved organic matter, the quantit}

of these varjnng greatly during different seasons.

These require considerable blowing down at the boiler.

Water of this character is improved by sedimentation
in large tanks followed by upward filtration through
coarse material, as sand, coke breese or excelsior.

We insist that water for boiler purposes shall be
clean. Sewage laden lake or river water carries grease
which accumulates upon the headers of water tube
boilers and corrodes the tubes and shells of tubular
boilers. Our clients are much annoyed by such water.
We recommend sedimentation, upward filtration and
legal proceedings against the corporation or individual
contaminating the stream. This applies particularly
to abattoirs, rendering plants, woolen mills and cities.

As a last resort we recommend chemical precipitation
and filtration.

Hard Waters.

A large proportion of our water supply is scale
forming. If ten grains of this material per gallon are
present nearly 140 pounds of sludge and scale will con-
centrate, in a 24-hour, 1,000 h.p. plant. This interferes
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with the operation of the boiler as a steam producer. Acid Waters.

In many samples of water, carbonates vary from 3 to Water from expensive wells sometimes tastes and

15 grains per gallon and sulphates from a trace to 120 smells of hydrogen sulphide. If at all strong engi-

grains per gallon. What these compounds are and neers will usually not allow such water in their boilers,

how they are formed will not be discussed here. We believe that, should circumstances warrant the

Organically pure but hard sources of supply are outlay, a heavily charged sulphur water could be suc-

used by many cities and towns to the disadvantage of cessfully prepared for boiler or other industrial use.

manufacturers. We have suggested in a previous Water from the mining districts often contains

paper that large operators should combine to manu- sulphate of iron. We consider this dangerous water
facture soft water for their common use. Water com- and suggest treatment before use.

panics might soften supplies furnished certain dis- Some waters contain free sulphuric acid. Some-
tricts. We believe that scale-free, clean water is worth times such water is supplied naturally, but generally

10 cents per 1,000 gallons. It usually costs less than this is found in sludge from acid plants, coal washers

3 cents to soften this. or refineries. No more dangerous material can find

Many manufacturers drill deep wells to provide its way into the boiler,

drinking water and to serve as an auxiliary supply. A sample of scale from boilers in a Pennsylvania

We suggest consultation with a practical geologist be- steel works was practicall)' pure oxide of iron, the

fore putting a large amount of money into such an result of an acid supply,

enterprise. We devote the remainder of this article to

Having been fortunate enough to obtain water methods of handling scale-forming, saline and alkaline

this may be of any class mentioned in the table. For waters.

power plant purposes heavily charged mineral waters Three principal uses of boilers afiford a natural di-

are to be avoided. Calcium and magnesium carbonates vision as follows : Marine, locomotive, stationar}'.

and calcium sulphate are scale producers. Chloride of Marine boilers are generally supplied on coast-

magnesium corrodes metal and sodium chloride ac- wise steamers, tugs and harbor craft with soft water

cumulates on all semi-heated surfaces. For boiler pur- that is obtained at on« of the ports at which the vessel

poses we have not been troubled by the precipitation touches. As many of the engine cylinders are run

of iron found in natural waters. If water from a well without oil. the returned water is used again. Trans-

contains all of these forms of impurity in any con- Atlantic steamships are supplied with surface con-

siderable quantity it should not be used for power densers and complete distilling outfits of expensive

purposes. design and the softened water is used again.

Those who drill wells should take samples of the Locomotive boilers represent an enormous horse-

strata and water encountered. Analysis of these will power and need the best water obtainable. Hard

show what veins of the supply are to be avoided and water only can be found on many lines. Sometimes a

cased out. soft supply is found at one end of a division and hard

Saline Waters. water at the other. Alternate use keeps the boiler

Few waters are free from chlorides. Common salt ^''^e from scale. Starting and stopping and generally

is not considered scale forming, although large quan- '" motion, the alkaline content of a locomotive boiler

titles are not easilv handled," while the chlorides of ^^ter must be kept low. With sludge, serious foam-

calcium and magnesium are very objectionable in a I"?
"^^y resuk through the use of an excess of soften-

boiler. We have no remedy to oflfer for heavily '"ff agent. This subject demands immediate attention

charged saline waters. Evaporation results in choking «" the part of all railroads. Western systems have

boilers and condensers.
done more m this respect than those in the ea,st.

Our experience with stationary boilers has been
Alkaline Waters. divided between shell and water tube types. Methods

Some waters contain carbonate, chloride and sul- of water treatment apply in a general way to either,

phate of soda and potash with perhaps chlorides of although many disadvantages of hard and muddy
calcium and magnesium. water are overcome in water tube boilers.

This is particularly true of waters of the western Engineers in charge of steam plants are usually

plains and lakes. As an extreme instance we submit ignorant of the principles of water purification. This

the following analysis of a water sent us from a Cali- js only partially their fault, as literature for their edu-

fornia lake

:

cation has only recently been available. There are

GRAIN,? PER IT. s. GALLON. many plants the boilers of which cannot be operated

Silica 1 4.3S ^ sinde week without a deposit of scale serious in
Alliminn trarp -^

^ .

Oxide nf irnn •"" character and quantitv. The most easily procured
Calcium carbonate trace

.-, k j»j e • i, j i. ;.,
Magnesium rarhonate '"' remedy has been the compound turnisnen at an in-

Sorirum"cT„nri'"e'''''' . 1 1 1 ! l '. 1 1 1 i l i
'.

l

'.
'. '. '.

'. 2.illTo flated cost. The introduction of the softening plant

iSfliuS carton'ate ;.::::::;;:;...:::::.:.: 2."oo has widelv advertised the fact that lime, soda ash.

Acid carbonate of soda 248.50 caustic soda and tH-sodium phosphate are cheap and

This is a representative of very bad alkali water, efficient scale removers. Many an engineer spends

which could not be used for technical purposes. If the Sabbath dav hammerins' scale only to repeat the

a boiler is clean we find it almost impossiljle by adding operation the Sundav following. This is usnallv tin-

alkali to produce foaming. This has been proved with necessary, as proper chemical treatment will remove

an excess of soda ash amounting to 50 grains per the scale formed and prevent the deposit of more,

gallon. ~ The actual cost during the pnst seven months to
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keep boilers clean in a 2,000 h.p., 24-hour plant has

been less than $15, the hardness of the water being 5°

Clark. Caustic soda and soda ash have been used in

slight excess.

Ideal conditions favor the installation of a stand-

ard softening system. We feel, however, that preju-

dice is so great that it will take at least five years to

make these plants popular with engineers, who have in

many instances received gratuities from compound
salesmen, or with managers who cannot see an ade-

quate return for the investment.

We now turn to methods of treatment.

While waiting for a better understanding of the

correct thing to do when annoyed by hard water we
have adopted the following method, which is now used

in many plants. Analysis is made of the water supply

or supplies; of the water from the heater, from each

boiler and from the hot well. In this way we find

remarkable conditions. The hardest water that has

come to our notice was taken from three water tube

boilers: i, 43° Clark; 2, 85° Clark; 3. 382° Clark.

It is not unusual to find alkalies and scale-forming

ingredients concentrated in the boiler water. If the

supply has a hardness of 10° Clark, the internal water

may have a hardness of 20, 30 or even 40 degrees.

Great stress has been laid on the removal of car-

bonates by heaters. We find carbonates in most boiler

waters and believe that the best heaters may remove

50 to 75 per cent of these. The water circulates too

rapidly to favor their deposit and the dissolved gases

are occluded under pressure. The concentration of

chemical salts in the presence of organic matter may
cause serious corrosion. We believe that sulphates of

calcium and magnesium may produce or aid in pro-

ducing the holes that are eaten in feed pipes and flues,

heretofore credited to chloride of magnesium, but
which we find may occur when none of this chemical

is present. Further investigation must be made to

determine the exact cause of the foregoing results.

Having proved the presence of concentrated salts

in a set of boilers, we suggest to the engineer that

he shall "blow down" once in four hours or two or

three times per day from one-half to two inches of

water. This form of treatment some engineers will

not adopt, stating that it will strain their boilers to

blow them under full steam pressure ; others do this

regularly. We have a plant of this kind in mind where
there are two 200 h.p. shell boilers that have been
blown down under full head of steam perhaps two
inches each afternoon for four years with no injurious

results.

The scale-forming materials separate in the boiler,

the decomposing carbonates rising to the top and
forming a light scum, which accumulates on the upper
tubes, while the sulphates and precipitating carbonates
form a dense, heavy scale on the shell and lower tubes
of the boiler. We believe that it is a very good plan
to blow out the accumulated sediment in the morning
and in the evening, and that considerable scale may
be removed from the water surface while the boiler

is under full steam pressure, by opening suitable cocks.
Boilers are set in peculiar ways either accidentallv

or through ignorance. We have found boilers ^v;^i^

the blow-ofl^ at the rear no less than four inches higher
than the floor of the boiler at the front. In some
boilers the blow-ofi^ is found three or four inches aboyg

the lowest point of the shell, and we find engineers

who blow their boilers but once per week, putting in

from one to five gallons of compound Monday morn-

ing, and making this last the entire week, blowing it

out at the close of the working day Saturday. Severe

scaling or severe corrosion may result from the lack of

use of the blow-off valves. If we are running a boiler

or a battery of boilers using hard water, we would

use the blow-off at least three times during the 24

hours. Lack of attention regarding falling scale and

accumulating sludge may result in a bad bag or blister

of the crown sheet.

The Prescription.

If the engineer finds that he cannot handle the

sludge through the blow-off valve (and this the chem-

ist can determine usually in advance), a mixture of

alkali should be used in the boiler. This is added with

the feed water drop by drop. The quantity bears but

little relation to that prescribed for the same water in

a water softening outfit. For instance, the prescrip-

tion may call for five pounds of soda ash and two
pounds of caustic soda per thousand gallons of

raw water. If this is placed in the boiler in exact

proportion to the number of thousand gallons used

the chances are that very severe foaming will result

during the coming three days. We prefer to divide

the prescription by at least five and then test samples

of water taken from the boilers under treatment, mak-
ing a careful analysis of such treated water. In this

way we are able to determine the quantity and amount
of chemicals absorbed and those left in solution, also

the quantity and amount of scaling material removed,

and that left in the water.

The scale that accumulates on the tubes and shell

is often useful in determining the kind of treatment

that a boiler needs, but this scale may difl^er materially

in composition at different points in the boiler.

The use of boiler compounds containing tannin is

determined by black scale which is a dye formed by
the union of tannin and iron at the expense of the

boiler itself. AVe discourage the use of such com-
pounds.

Objections are raised by some engineers to theuse
of soda ash in boilers. We have yet to find a single

instance where soda ash is used in moderate quanti-

ties—even to 50 grains per gallon in excess—has in-

jured a boiler shell or tubes, and would much prefer

the use of a small quantity of this material in a boiler

water to the use of rain or distilled water, both of

which have a highly corrosive effect on iron. Again,
some engineers state that soda ash injures gaskets.

During two seasons we have tried this out in a 2,000

h.p. plant where the steam is used for heating houses
and office buildings, and although expensive and com-
plicated steam traps, meters, and gaskets are used
throughout the system, we have failed to experience

any difficulty whatever from this method of treatment.

Having reckoned the amount of caustic lime re-

quired to remove carbonates from the water for in-

ternal treatment we use a fraction of its equivalent of

caustic soda. With carbonic acid this material is

changed to sodium carbonate and if sulphates are pres-

ent a second reaction takes place. A much smaller

proportion of soda ash is required than when lime and
sod^. ash are used.
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On account of this double action, we believe that

caustic soda should be used much more generally in

water, as it is more easily handled than lime and as,

further, a concentrated solution can be made. After

the preparation has been applied and an analysis of

the water has been made, it is not difficult to see what
changes are necessary. These should be applied at

once. Any form of exact treatment for boiler water
within or without the boiler, demands the services of

an experienced chemist and an interested engineer.

An excellent water softening apparatus failed because

the engineer in charge would not give it fair treat-

ment.

Those in charge of power plants are usually

anxious to learn some of the principles involved in

water purification. It has been our practice to supply

a regular outfit for their use. This includes the follow-

ing: I glass burette—funnel and filter papers, i

bottle phenolphthalein solution, i bottle methyl orange

solution, I bottle silver nitrate solution, I quart of

soap solution with the formula for making up more,

and sometimes a bottle of standard decinormal hydro-

chloric acid. This apparatus is purchased by the

power plant owner, and placed in the engine room.

We have been told by one engineer that he would
not take one hundred dollars for the little kit of tools

provided to determine the processes going on in the

boiler water. The number of tests that these nien

will make and the care and accuracy exercised in mak-
ing them are surprising.

Water Softening Plants.

As there are now several forms of water softening

apparatus on the market that are entirely efficient, the

power plant manager and operator have no excuse for

using a scale-charged water. With a thousand horse-

power or a larger plant and with water about io° in

hardness, a water softening outfit can be shown to be

an investment paying more than lo per cent on its cost

and operating expenses. In some instances this per-

centage may be raised to a point where the whole ap-

paratus will pay for itself within two or three years.

There is great prejudice on the part of engineers to

the use of softened water, and we have found men
who have put in expensive plants of this sort who are

not operating them. The reason being that "they're

too much bother."

Considering the cost of extra fuel, flues, the cost

of opening the boilers, removing scale and poor steam-

ing capacity, a scale-free water is a valuable invest-

ment. We find plants that are operating with boilers

that have not been opened for months, and that are

found in a scale-free conditions, the water being of a

hardness of about 20° Clark per U. S. gallon. Origi-

nally we were not sure of the action of caustic lime

and soda ash on concrete tanks, but believe that with a

carefully constructed tank of this kind no danger

whatever will result through the action of the alkali

on the cement mass. A tank has been in use for this

purpose for three years and is still in first-class

condition.

The ideal chemical for softening water is not now
available. Calcium, magnesium and the sulphate radi-

cal should be removed. Excessive foaming would be

avoided and softened water would approximate dis-

tilled water in purity.

FUEL OIL.
BV R. F. CHEVALIER.

The various engineering magazines have from
time to time treated with the subject of boiler econ-
omy, and in the last year have laid particular stress

upon flue gas analyses in connection therewith. All

of the articles, or rather all that have come to the

writer's notice, have treated on this subject where
the fuel used was coal. The reason for this is appar-
ent. It is only within recent years that oil as a fuel

has been used to any extent, and then only locally.

The quantity and grade of the oil produced in

California required other means for its consumption
than the refineries. Large quantities are produced
that have no value except as fuel. This led to the

gradual use of oil fuel, the advantages of .which were
so apparent and the saving effected over coal so large,

that when the supply was assured, it was rapidly

adopted as the main fuel on the Pacific Coast.

At first the decrease in the fuel bill was so marked
that very little, if any, attention was paid to economy.
Since the price of oil has increased, more attention is

paid to its economical burning. Many types of

burners have been invented to perfect atomization

and minimize the amount of steam or air required to

do the work. Various forms of furnace construction

and draft arrangements have been tried with more or

less success.

Summing up the practice of burning oil as fuel

today, it develops that the method of handling and of

combustion has not yet been thoroughly mastered.

Boilers have been and continue to be fitted for the

use of solid fuel, and the discarding of this practice

does not seem an easy process. Designers and

builders of boilers apparently are not able to thrust

aside the methods used in baffling, size of gas passages

and numerous other details for burning coal.

The furnace arrangements are not as efficient as

they will no doubt become. The conditions under

which the fuel should be burned are not yet thoroughly

understood. The firing of oil seems a simple matter,

yet its economical burning requires considerable

scientific investigation, coupled with practical knowl-

edge.

The purpose of the papers to follow is to deal

with the various problems connected with the com-

bustion of oil fuel. It is proposed to introduce every-

thing up to the most recent practice.

The writer desires to state that he has no con-

nection with any burner or appliance described in

these papers, and wherever comparisons are made

they will be used as matters of fact for the informa-

tion of the reader with the intention that such infor-

mation shall be reliable. The same may be said

regarding any data on fuel. The subjects treated

will be

:

fi) Fuel oil; (2) its combustion; (3) gas analysis;

(4) drafts and temperature measurements ; (5! burn-

ers ; (6) furnaces; (7) test data.

The writer invites suggestions for the treating of

the various subjects, and if receiving any contribu-

tions that will be of any benefit to the readers, will

gladlv embody such in the papers under their respec-

tive headings, giving due credit therefor,

(To he continued,)
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PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

Paper No. lo.

(Belting—Continued.)

In the preceding paper the calculations incident

to ordinary belting practice were shown. A diagram

was given from which values of the rather complex

expression for the belt friction and angle of contact

may be found. The final results had to be obtained,

however, through the application of values to the

mathematical formulas. Further, the computations

thus far have taken no consideration of high pulley

speed and the resulting inertia efifect known as centrif-

ugal force. In reality the formulas thus far developed

are not sufficiently complete and comprehensive to

be of general usefulness. They are, rather, expressive

of the laws of variation of the quantities and terms

involved.

In the present paper it is intended to combine

with the foregoing the effects due to high pulley speed

and finally to reduce the whole to a simple diagram

from which results may be read off without the use of

mathematical computation.

Let us study the forces which exist when a belt

section arrives at a pulley and the interrelations of

these forces as this section travels around the pulley.

The tension, T=, in the belt as it reaches the pulley is

gradually increased on the way around the pulley to Ti

at the point of leaving. It is therefore variable. Due
to this tension there is a resulting force normal to the

pulley surface, or radial, and acting toward the center

of the pulley. This force is likewise variable.

Opposing this normal inwardh^-directed force

there exists an outwardly-directed force which is con-

stant for all portions of the pulley surface, but which

increases with the square of the pulley speed. That

is, if the pulley speed is doubled this centrifugal efifect

becomes four times as great. It varies also inversely

with the pulley diameter. To get an expression for the

resulting pressure of the belt against the pulley

involves, therefore, consideration of these two oppos-

ing forces at each minute portion of the arc of con-

tact; the total normal pressure being the summation
of all these portions.

This can be shown mathematically to be expres-

sible in the form Ti = Ti -Hl-V)
here

:

belt.

In addition to the terms before defined we have

n = a constant depending on the weight of the

g = the constant 32. 16.

V ^ the angular velocity of the pulley.

Let us examine this equation. The term
g

will increase as the square of the angular velocity (v)

of the pulley. When this angular velocity increases

therefore the quantity in parenthesis ( 1
— !^-^

j de-

creases, and hence the horsepower decreases. At the

becomes o, and e"=i. Hence the horse power be-

comes o since the terms within the brackets become

(^)-

speed where
n V

g
— 1 the quantity in parenthesis

In reality this is the critical pulley speed at which

the belt would begin to leave the pulley. There would

be no normal pressure against the pulley and con-

sequently there could be no power transmitted.

This general formula could be used in any case

the engineer might have at hand, and by choosing the

appropriate constants for maximum allowable pull,

belt speed, coefficient of friction and angle of con-

tact, the horsepower that an inch of belt would trans-

mit could be readily figured. Such a computation

would be tedious, however, and to avoid it the accom-

panying diagram has been worked out by Prof. J.

Flather for values of the constants which experience

has shown to be good practice.

The belt speeds in feet per minute are at the bot-

tom ; the horsepower for large pulleys at the left

and right sides, and the angle of contact on the

smaller pulley is given at the top. Four curves are

drawn in the body of the diagram ; two for double

belts and two for single.

The diagram is used as follows : Starting' at the

figure represented by your belt speed as decided upon,

proceed upward to the curve of the belt to be used.

Then follow a horizontal line to the center line of the

diagram, i. e., to the i8o° angle of contact. This hori-

zontal line corresponds to the value of the horsepower

which one inch of such belt would transmit if the belt

covered one-half of the pulley. If the angle of con-

tact is other than i8o° proceed parallel to the sloping

lines until the vertical line corresponding to the angle

of contact is reached; thence horizontally to the right

or left margin. The value of the horsepower thus

found will be that transmitted for this angle of contact

and per inch of width.

For example, suppose we wish to transmit 50 h.p.

at a belt speed of 3.500 ft. per minute and shall use a

double laced belt. Let us say that the speed ratio is

such that but 160° of the smaller pulley is covered by
the belt.

Going vertically upward from the 3,500 point of

the bottom scale to the double laced curve, then hori-

zontally to the center line of the diagram, we find

that at this speed the belt would transmit sH h.p.

if covering 180° of the pulley. Proceed now from the

t8o° line along the sloping line to the 160° vertical line,

and thence horizontally to either margin. It is now
found that but 5;^ h.p. will be transmitted. Dividing

50 by S/i gives gyi inches, the necessary belt width.

When very small pulleys have to be used with
large belts there is less tension permissible owing to

the injury resulting from bending. This is provided
for in the diagram by the diagonal lines drawn from
the lower right-hand corner. If, for instance, the belt

above determined were to be used on a 12-inch pulley,

follow horizontally along the 514 h.p. line to the 12-

inch pulley diagonal line and thence vertically upward
to the small pulley scale at the top. It is seen that

but 4'4 h.p. could be transmitted in this case. It is

seen by observing the diagram that the power trans-

mitted increases with the belt speeds up to a certain

maximum value beyond which it decreases, finally
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DIAGRAM FOR FINDING HORSEPOWER TRANSMITTED BY BELTING
For L'xplanation see pace ISl.
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falling to zero at about 10,000 ft. per minute for double

belts. This is simply the graphical explanation of the

effect produced when high pulley speeds are en-

countered, and is the plotted results of the mathe-

matical equation where the term approaches

and reaches unity.

From a series of observations extending over a

period of nine years, Mr. F. W. Taylor (see A. S. M. E.

trans. Vol. XV., p. 204) drew the following conclusions

relative to belting practice: "A double belt, having

an arc of contact of 180° will give an effective pull on

the face of the pulley of 35 pounds per inch of belt

width.

"The number of square feet of belt passing around

a pulley per minute required to transmit one horse-

power is 80 ft. for oak tanned and fulled leather belts

and 90 for other types of leather belts. The number
of lineal feet of double belting one inch wide passing

around a pulley per minute required to transmit one

horsepower is 950 ft. for oak tanned and fulled leather

belts and 1,100 ft. for other leather belts."

These values given by Mr. Taylor are rather more
conservative than those established by other engi-

neers, but this fact is explained as due to the desire

on his part to establish a belting standard that would
stand for a maximum of reliability rather than a mini-

mum first cost.

CALCULATION OF STEAM ENGINEERING
TESTS.

Every steam engineer is at some time during his

career called upon to make tests of an engine or boiler

or perhaps of an entire plant. The results of these

tests if put into the proper form may be the means
of causing the manager or owner of the plant to make
certain changes in the plant. These changes are bound
to effect the engineer. There may be new machinery
installed or economy devices; or the character of the

load on the plant may be readjusted. In any event,

the engineer who has done the testing and experi-

menting' is almost certain to benefit by the results of

such tests. The decision of the man in authority,

however, will very greatly depend upon the nature of

the report he receives from his engineer. If it is

based upon sound conservative figures logically de-

duced from correct observations and intelligibly ar-

ranged, the report will have weight with the man to

whom it is submitted. Inaccuracy, incompleteness, or

ignorance on the part of the engineer, may, on the

other hand, be the cause of the manager's rejection of

the entire recommendation, even though the cause for

such recommendation maybe just as urgent and advis-

able as in the case of the well deduced report.

It behooves every engineer to know how to use
the instruments and apparatus with which the results

of experimental tests and observations are reduced to
terms and values understood by the business man.

In steam engine testing the equipment with which
the engineer should be familiar consists of

1. The indicator

;

2. The calorimeter

;

3. The prony brake or dynamometer—
Besides the necessary steam tables, the following

instruments are necessary and should be thoroughly

understood :

1. The vernier

;

2. The slide rule
;

3. The micrometer caliper;

4. The planimeter.

The literature covering these various instruments

and their uses, while complete, is so scattered among
the various books and engineering works, and the ex-

planations are often given in such mathematical

mazes that the engineer seldom has the information

necessary to get up a thorough report, or even to set

up his apparatus correctly before taking the necessary,

observations.

We therefore intend to assemble this literature

and place it before the stationary engnieers so that it

may be in practical and convenient form. In doing

this, free use will be made of whatever literature may
be found on the subjects under special consideration,

and with the exception of occasional extensions for the

purposes of more complete simplification, no claim

toward originality is made.

The Vernier.

The vernier is a device for reading a scale more
accurately than is possible with its finest division.

Verniers are employed on either straight or circular

scales ; on the former where extreme exactness is re-

quired in determining linear distances with calipers or

straight edges, and on circular scales where exact

angles are to be measured. Circular verniers are to be

A.
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The Vernier,

found on surveyor's transits, or micrometer calipers,

and on certain forms of polar planimeters. The vernier

consists of a small movable scale adjacent to the main
scale or limb, as it it called. The divisions of the
vernier are either larger or shorter than those on the
main scale. Thus if the main scale is divided into

inches and tenths, then the vernier will have ten

divisions equal to either nine-tenths of an inch or

eleven-tenths of an inch. If the ten divisions of the

vernier are equal to nine-tenths of an inch, then the
vernier is said to be direct reading. In this case the
smallest division on the venier is one one-hundredth of

an inch shorter than the smallest division on the main
scale, i. e., ten vernier divisions are one-tenth of an
inch short, hence one vernier division is one-tenth of

one-tenth, or one one-hundredth of an inch short.

In the accompanying figure the main scale is

divided into inches and tenths. Ten vernier divisions
are equal to nine-tenths of an inch. If the zeros of
the two scales be placed together, the first division
line of the vernier falls one one-hundredth of an inch
short of the first, or one-tenth, division of the main
scale. The second vernier division falls two one-hun-
dredths of an inch short of the two-tenths limb division.
Following this on through it is seen that the tenth
vernier division falls ten one-hundredths short of the
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ten limb divisions, or rather it coincides with the nine-

tenths inch limb division.

Hence if the vernier be moved along until the

first division coincides with the one-tenth limb division,

the vernier zero will have moved one one-hundredth
of an inch from the limb zero. If the second divisions

coincide, the zeros will be two one-hundredths of an
inch apart and so on. Suppose we wish to measure the

length of the piece A. Place one end opposite the

zero of the main scale, and opposite the other end of

A place the zero of the vernier scale. The vernier zero

is seen to lie between two and three-tenths and two
and four-tenths inches. Now follow along the vernier

scale until the division coinciding with a main scale

division is reached. This is seen to be the sixth vernier

division, and therefore the vernier zero is six one-hun-

dredths of an inch beyond two and three-tenths inches

and hence the piece A is two and thirty-six one-hun-

dredths (2.36) of an inch in length.

As a rule to be remembered, it may be stated that

the value of the smallest division on the main scale

divided by the number of divisions on the vernier scale

gives the smallest reading that may be made with the

vernier.

The following rules for reading verniers will apply

to any scale units

:

First. Read the last subdivision of the main scale

passed over by the zero of the vernier. Call this read-

ing (a);

Second. Look along the vernier until a line is

found which coincides with some line on the main
scale. Read the number of this line from the scale of

the vernier. Multiply this number by the value of the

smallest reading of the vernier as determined above,

and the result is the correct vernier reading. Call this

reading (b)
;

Third. The sum of (a) and (b) is the value

sought. Thus in the above example

:

and b = .o5 inch,

a = 2.3 inches;

hence a -j- b ^ 2.36 inches.

Verniers are sometimes made with ten divisions

equal in length to eleven smallest main scale divisions.

These are termed retrograde verniers for the reason

that it is necessary to read back along the vernier scale

to find the coinciding lines. Otherwise the principle of

operation is the same as with the direct reading-

vernier, and the above rules apply to either.

In circular verniers the scales frequently read in

degrees or half degrees, and the vernier then will have

thirty divisions equal in length to twenty nine such

half degree divisions. It will thus read one-thirtieth

of one-half degree as the smallest reading, or one-

sixtieth of a degree or one minute of arc.

N. A. S. E. BALL.
The committee of arrangements for the annual ball to be

given under the auspices of California No. 1, and California,

No. 3 of the National Association of Stationary Engineers,

on April 2d, have about completed all preparations. The
tickets will be 50c each. The Auditorium Annex will be taste-

fully decorated and ample provision has been made for re-

freshments. The committee consists of B. E. George, chair-

man; H. W. Noethig, secretary; Chas. Dick, treasurer; John
Traynor. J. W. Maher, C. C. Elsasser, W. M. Jenkins, P. L.

Ennor, J. W. Carter, J L. Davis and W. T. Bonney.

THE WATT-HOUR METER.

BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER III.

(Continued.)

Connections of Single Phase Meters.

Fig. 29 shows the diagram of connections for a

single phase watt-hour meter when used on a single

phase two wire circuit.

/-aaaf

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30 shows the connections of two single phase
meters connected so as to register the power flowing

iiourc& Ls^.-,

Fig, 30.

in a single phase three wire circuit, and Fig. 31 shows
one three wire single phase meter connected for the

same conditions. The three wire meter in effect is

Souyce /.aaa'

Fig. 31.

really two meters with but one disc and one potential

coil, but with a current coil in each side of the line.

The fact that the three wire meter has but one poten-

tial winding will cause an error in its registration if

the voltage between each line and the neutral is not

the same. The polyphase meter can also be used as

a single phase three wire meter, and is not subject

to the error just mentioned, but owing to its greater

cost, it is seldom used for this purpose.

One single phase two wire meter can also be used

to register the power flowing in a single phase three

wire system by using it in connection with a special

"three wire" current transformer. Such a transformer

has two primary windings and one secondary winding.

The two primary windings are connected respectively
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in series with each side of the Hne, the current in the

secondary being proportional to the vector sum of the

currents in the two primaries. The connections of a

single phase meter when used with such a transformer

are shown in Fig. 32.

Sin/zf-i^e

A/ee/tra/

Zaa^

<c 3

Fig. 32.

Single Phase Meters on Polyphase Circuits.

Two single phase meters may be used to register

the power being supplied by either a two phase or a

three phase system. For a two phase four wire sys-

tem, one meter should be connected in each phase as

shown in Fig. 33, and when so connected, each meter

4- Soiyrce ^Od/ar

3
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Fig. 33.

will register the power in its respective phase ; the

algebraic sum of the readings of the two meters will

then be the total power supplied by the two phase

system.

In the case of a three phase system, the two
single phase meters should be connected as shown in

3 S

Fig.

Fig. 34. The action of the two meters thus con-
nected can best be explained by reference to the vector
diagram.

Fig. 35, in which .\C, CB and AB represent the

voltages between the phases 2 and i, i and 3, and 3

and 2 respectively ; also let CO, BO and AO represent

the currents in the phases i, 3 and 2 respectively, for

the condition of unity power factor, and CO, B'O and

A'O the currents for a power factor other than unity.

3

B

Fig. 35.

We will first consider the case of a balanced sys-

tem. In this case let e represent the e.m.f. between a

line and neutral, then e -

1/3 when E is the voltage

between lines ; also let I represent the current per

phase in a balanced system. A three phase system
may be considered as consisting of three single phase

systems with the neutral as a common return; the

voltages of each of the single phase systems being
represented by e, and the current by I. The power in

each single phase system will be = (e I) cos Q, where
B is the angle by which the current is displaced in

phase from the voltage, (Fig. 35) ; the power in the

three phase sj'Stem will therefore be the sum of the

power in the three equivalent single phase systems,

or, numerically,

P ^ 3 e I cos & ; and since e = —
,

we have P ^ V3 E I cos d, which is the funda-

mental equation for the power flowing in a three

phase system.

The two meters connected as shown in Fig. 34
will each have a current I flowing through it, and a

voltage E impressed upon its potential winding. In

meter No. i, the current is represented by the line

CO (Fig. 35), and the voltage by CA ; and in meter
No. 2 the current is represented by B'O, and the volt-

age by AB ; the current being represented as being
out of phase by the angle 6. The angle OCA = angle
OBA = 30 degrees, which is the angular displacement
between the impressed voltage and the line current for

unity power factor. For power factors other than
unitv, this angular displacement is equal to 30 degrees
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plus or minus the angle 0, and as can be readily seen

from the- diagram it will be (30° — 6) for one meter and
(30° + 6) for the other meter.

The power p', registered by one meter will there-

fore be

p' =^ E I cos {30° -\- 8), and the power p", regis-

tered by the other meter will be p" ^ E I cos

(30° — 8), from which

p' + p" = EI cos (30° -\- 8) -j-El cos (30° — 8)

= EI [cos {20° + 8)+ cos (30° — 6jJ

^ EI [2 cos (30° cos 8)] and since cos 30°^

1/2V3.

we have

p' -(- p" = EI V3 cos 8, which, as shown above, is the'

equation for the power flowing in a three phase sys-

tem. It is therefore seen that two single phase meters

will register correctly the power in a balanced three

phase system.

An unbalanced three phase system may be con-

sidered as consisting of a balanced system with the

addition of an unbalancing component of either cur-

rent, voltage or both. When using two single

phase meters on an unbalanced^ three phase system,

the unbalanced component will be taken care of as

follows

:

Suppose that in addition to the balanced current,

there is a current flowing between the phases 2 and 3
(Fig. 35), or between 2 and i ; this current would flow

-either through meter No. i or meter No. 2, and as the

meter through which it would flow has impressed

upon it the voltage of the phases between which this

current is flowing, the meter would register the power
correctly. In the case of an unbalanced current pass-

ing between phases 3 and i, such current would flow

through both meters, and if this unbalanced current

is in phase with the voltage BC, between phases 3 and
I, it will be 60° out of phase with the voltage im-

pressed upon each meter, and as the cosine of 60° is

1/2, the correct amount of power will be registered,

one-half being registered by each meter. If this cur-

rent is not in phase with BC, it will be out of phase

more than 60° in one meter, and less than 60° in the

other meter; tlie correct amount of power will still

be registered, but it will not still be equally divided

between the two meters. The angle by which this

unbalanced current will be out of phase in one meter
will be (60° + 8), and in the other it will be (60° — 8),

where 6 is the angle of displacement between the un-

balanced current and the voltage BC. The power
registered by one meter will be = E i cos {60° -\- 8),

where i ^ the unbalanced current, and that registered

by the other would be ^ E i cos (60° — 8), and the

total unbalanced power would be,

p = E i cos (60° + «) + E i cos (60° — 6),

= E i (2 cos 6o°cos 8),a.nd since cos 6o°^i/2,

we have p ^ E i cos 8, which shows that the power
would be correctly registered in the case of an unbal-

anced current.

Unbalanced voltages would be taken care of in a

similar manner. An unbalanced voltage across phases

I and 2, or across 2 and 3, would directly affect the

potential winding of one or the other of the single

phase meters. An unbalancing of the voltage across

phases 3 and l would aft'ect both meters by distorting

the voltage triangle so that the power transmitted

would still be correctly registered.

Another method of connecting two single phase
meters to register the power in a three phase system

c.t:

/*?7-

c.t:

C.T

z

Fig, 36.

in conjunction with current and potential trans-

formers is shown in Fig. 36; the relations of the cur-

rents and voltages being- shown in the vector diagram.

Fig. 37.

Fig. 37. Let I, r and I" represent the currents in the

three legs of a three phase system ; E being the volt-

age between lines and e the voltage between any line

and neutral. Also let 8, 8', and 8" represent the angles

Ijy which the currents are displaced from the position

of unity power factor; we will assume the voltage to

be balanced, since this makes the explanation some-
what simpler. The true power is P ^ e I cos ^ -|- e I'

cos 8' -\- e I" cos 8". Meter No. i has currents I and I'

flowing through its winding (that is, the resultant of

these currents), and the voltage, E, CA, impressed

upon it : it is used with a multiplier of 1/2.

Meter No. 2 has the current I" flowing through it,

and the voltage Bn, impressed upon it ; Bn = (3/2) e.

Let P represent the total power, P' the power regis-

tered by meter No. i and P" the power registered by
meter No. 2,

P' -- EL cos (30° — 6') -f EI cos (30° + 8).

P"=^e I" cos 6".

P'
P =--

f-+ P"
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EI' cos (30-

and cos (30° -

cos (30° + 0)

whence P = E ['

-g')+EIcos(30+ ^)
1 3 ,„ n„—'— ^ '+— el cost*

'') = cos 30° cos e' 4- sin 30° sin
6'

cos 30° cos — sin 30° sin 0;

E_

I sin

I^T 30° = 12, and e = -7=

I'l' 3

+ ysin

2

ET 3 e- 1"

4
) + (!'

— I sin< + E1/3 ^„g, I"

The vector sum of the currents in a three phase

three wire system is zero, therefore I" cos 0" = I cos

(60 — 6) -\- r cos (60 -|- S'), reducing this we get

2
r I sin ^

1/3
[i/2(Icose+ I'cos r)— I"

cos g",] substituting this for I' sin ^ — I sin & in the

above and substituting V 3 e for E, we derive,

3

+ ycos

e (I cos ^ + I'

6'~ I" cos d") +

cos

3e

') + — (-
y -r

2 >- 2

I"

whence P ^ e I cos ^ -|- e I' cos ^'
-f- e I" cos 6".

The particular feature of this connection is that it

gives an indication of how well the system is

balanced ; if the system is perfectly balanced the two
meters will register the same power, taking into con-

sideration, of course, the multiplier of 1/2. This is

true with the connection previously described and
most often used, only when the power factor is unity.

If the system is perfectly balanced, either of the

meters can be relied upon to record the total power,
regardless of the value of the power factor, in which
case the dials of meter No. i would be read without
a multiplier, and meter No. 2 would have a dial multi-

plier of 2.

T
^oc/rcd"

t CUD ] ffic^ tr^Ei^

n

Fig-. 38.

In Fig. 38 is shown the connections of three single

phase meters for measuring the power in three phase,
three and four wire systems. The three phase circuit

is metered in this case simply as three single phase

circuits, the current in each phase being the current

in one of the single phase circuits, and the voltage of

each single phase circuit being the voltage from the

corresponding line to the neutral. The sum of the

readings of the three meters will be the kilowatt-

hours supplied by the three phase system.

.The advantage of this connection for the three

wire system is that the meters operate under better

power factor conditions than with the usual two meter

method. With this method the current and e.m.f. of

each meter will be in phase when the power factor of

the load being metered is unity, while with the two
meter method the current and e.m.f. are 30° out of

phase.

î
&̂^

i
n n t

Fig. 3Sa.

Figure 38 (a) shows another method of connect-
ing the potential transformers for measuring the
power flowing in a three phase three wire system by
means of three single phase meters. This connection,
with certain primary voltages, permits the use of

standard ratio potential transformers, otherwise the
connection shown in Fig. 38 (a) will require ratios

other than the standard. This method is especially

applicable to 2300 volt circuits, the standard potential

transformer used in this case would be rated 2200
volts primary, and 1 10/122 volts secondary, the higher
secondary voltage (122) being used as is indicated in

the figure. With a 2300 volt primary, a secondary
voltage of approximately 220 volts would be obtained
from the potential transformers, thereby permitting
the use of standard 220 volt meters. When meters are

R \/ "n

'

used in this manner, a multiplying factor, , is

employed in obtaining the total reading, in which R =
the ratio of the current transformers and R' = ratio

of the potential transformers (=
2200

122
).

Determination of Power Factor by Means of Two
Single Phase Meters.

The method of metering with two single phase
meters on a balanced three phase system has an ad-
vantage over the polyphase meter when it is desired
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to obtain the average power factor of the load, wliich

can be done by applying the following formula

:

Average Power Factor =
P' + P"

2l/(P')'— (P' X P") + (P")'

where P' and P" represent the readings of the two
single phase meters. The deduction of this formula is

as follows : In the vector diagram, Fig. 38 (b) AB,

Fig-. 3Sb.

AC and BC represent the voltages between the phases

of a three phase circuit, and 01, OF and OI" repre-

sent the currents in the legs i, 2 and 3 respectively,

and which are displaced from the position of unity

power factor by the angle d. Now suppose that the

current coil of meter No. i is connected in leg No.
2, and that its potential coil is connected across AB

;

also that the current coil of meter No. 2 is connected
in leg No. 3 and its potential coil across AC. Then
the power, P', being registered by meter No. i will

be = AB. or cos <^, where </> is the angle between AB
and or = (30° -{- 6), 6 being the angle of current dis-

placement. The angle OBA is of course 30°. Denot-
ing the voltage AB by E, and the current OF by I,

we have P' ^ EI cos (30 + 9) and similarly, the power
being registered by meter No. 2 will be P" = EI cos

(30— S), (assuming the system to be balanced).

Then by trigonometry we have,

cos (30 -|- ^) ^ cos 30 cos — sin 30 sin 6

cos (30 — 0) = cos 30 cos 6 -\- sin 30 sinJ
But cos 30° = 1/2 V3, and sin 30° ^ 1/2,

Therefore cos (30 -\- 6) ^ 1/2 Vs cos 6— 1/2 sin

and cos (30— d) ^ 1/2 V'3 cos 6 + 1/2 sin d

Substituting these values in the above equations for P'

and P" we have

:

P' = EI (1,2 l^Tcos 6 — 1/2 sin e), hence

P'
EI

(
I/2 l/ 3 cos 61 — I/2 sin 0)

P" = EI (
I/2 l/y cos e + V2 sin 6»), hence

EI =
(I/2 1/ 3 cose + l/2sin 6)

we have

P'

or smce EI = EI,

By trigonometry, sin

stituting this value

= 1/1 cos '^0, and sub-

V 3 P' + -P' 1
' I s2 Q = p" V 3

cos 61 — P" V 1 — cos' 61, 1/ 1 — cos' e (P' + p")

= (P" — P') l^Tcos 6.

Squaring and transposing, we have,

cos- 6» [ 4 (P')' — 4 P' P" + 4 (P")' ] = (P' -h P")',

Whence

.„. «_ P' + P"

2l/(P')'— P'P" + (PT
=average power factor

The true instantaneous power factor can also be

determined by this method, using two indicating watt-

meters.

Single Phase Meters for Six Phase Circuits.

I [

Three single phase meters can be used for meas-
uring the power in a six phase system by connecting

them as shown in Fig. 39.

(To be continued.)

PROBLEMS DISCUSSED BY CALIFORNIA NO 3. N. A. S. E.

BOILER REPAIRING—How could a bag in a boiler be re-

paired without putting on a patch?

Heat the bagged surface with a portable forge (by remov-

ing the legs from an ordinary hand forge it can usually be

placed directly under the boiler)—and when the plate is red

it can be hammered back to normal position. A bag has been

pulled back, when hot, by putting a jaw-brace inside the boiler

and then drilling a hole in the center of the bag so that a

bolt can be used to pull the sheet back into line. If the bag

is very bad, however, the best practice would be to put a

patch on after cutting out the stretched portion of the sheet.

This would insure the job while a bag hammered or pulled

back into line may leave the metal weakened.

1/2 1^ 3 cos e — V2 sin V2V Z cos6 At H sin &

PORTLAND SECTION A. I. E. E.

The next regular meeting of the Portland Section will be held

in the Assembly Hall of the Electric Bldg. , Tuesday evening,

March 22, 1910 at 8 P. M. A paper will be presented by Mr, O.

B. Coldwell on Efficiency Tests of a Water Wheel Unit.
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Licensing Steam
Engineers

.Vt first thought it seeijis unjust to denj' a man the

privilege of running a steam plant because he cannot

answer a list of complex conum-

drums propounded by a board of

examiners. The engineering

magazines abound with examples

of absurd and insidious catch questions that have been

skillfully contrived as traps to the unwary. Even at

the best, an engineer enters an examination with no

little trepidation and fear of its outcome. He is placed

at much the same disadvantage as is a woman in curl

papers. Nervousness throws him ofif his guard, and

he fails to pass a creditable examination, whereas his

less competent, but more self possessed, competitor

obtains a satisfactory rating.

The fault lies not with the engineer, but with

the system . The inadequacy of the written test is well

known and many more or less successful attempts

have been made to find a suitable substitute, or at

least a su])plenient. With proper preparation, how-

ever, a capable engineer seldom fails in a fair test.

L'nfortunatcly favoritism is frequently charg'ed, espe-

cially in municipal examining boards which may be

closely linked with local politics. Some method that

will remove the examiners from suspicion of these

corrupting infiuences is greatly to be desired. We
believe that no charge of intentional dishonesty has

ever been proven against a member of one of these

boards. Nevertheless, it is no more than right that

they should be so placed that they may possess those

attributes demanded of Caeser's wife.

Experience has shown that equitable administra-

tion of a State license law is the most satisfactory

solution of this problem yet devised. Some other

more acceptable means is a possibility of the future,

but until its excellence has been demonstrated, the

Calculation o£ Steam Engineering Tests 254 State license law should receive the active support of
The Vernier. ,,.,,.

every broad-minded engineer. Most of the opposition
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to it comes from labor leaders, who lose sight of the

fact that its prime purpose is not to specify who are

competent engineers, but to protect the public. A
boiler explosion is disastrous, not only to the engi-

neer in charge, but also to all persons in the vicinity,

and every precaution is taken to prevent such an acci-

dent. We find that some of the examining boards

confine their questions largely to boilers and their

auxiliaries, as they are the most prolific source of acci-

dents in power plants.

Steam is like a poison in that it is dangerous in

unskilled hands. Public safety requires the licensing

of the druggist who dispenses the poison and likewise

of the engineer who operates the steam plant. We
would suggest that even the firemen and the water
tender should be properly impressed with the life

hazard that attends their work and be compelled to

265 occasionally show their proficiency.

263
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PERSONALS.

W. W. Briggs has been appointed Jovian Statesman for

Northern California.

Al Palmer of the Philips Insulated Wire Company of

Pawtucket, R. I., is visiting San Francisco,

W. J. Davis, Jr., Pacific Coast engineer of the General

Electric Company, is making an Eastern trip.

H. B. Squires of Otis & Squires of San Francisco is in

the Northwest with H. Krantz of Brooklyn, N. Y.

John Coffey Hays, manager of the Mount Whitney Power

Company of Visalia, was a recent San Francisco visitor.

O. I. Cheney, chief electrician at the Mare Island Navy
Yard, was a visitor to San Francisco during the past week.

H. V. Gates, president of the Klamath Falls Light and

Water Company, has returned to Hillsboro, Ore., from a trip

to Mexico.

B. M. Scribner has been appointed Western sales man-
ager of the Arrow Electric Company of Hartford, Conn, with

headquarters in Chicago.

Arnold Pfau, engineer with the Allis-Chalmers Company,
is in San Francisco during the course of a Pacific Coast tour,

after which he will return to Milwaukee.

K .G. Dunn, engineer with Hunt, Mirk & Co., Coast

representatives of the Westinghouse Machine Company, has

returned from a business tour of the Pacific Northwest.

H. H. Noble, president of the Northern California Power
Company, was recently slightly injured by being thrown
from a horse while inspecting power properties near Red-

ding, Cal.

A. W. Vinson, Pacific Coast engineer for the Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company, recently returned to San
Francisco from a meeting of the company's engineers at

Milwaukee.

C. A. Greenidge, recently manager of the electric depart-

ment of the Utica Gas and Electric Company, has joined the

staff of J. G. White & Co. of New York as engineer of the

operating department.

A. E. Hursh recently resigned his position as manager
for the San Joaquin Light and Power Company at Selma,

Cal., and will in future be in charge of the Gas and Power
Company's plant at Coalinga.

Thomas Mirk of Hunt, Mirk & Co. returned last week
from Los Angeles after spending considerable time in the

South in connection with the closing of some good contracts

for Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generators.

Frank McGovern of the Archer-McGovern Company of

New York, which is one of the largest second-hand ma-
chinery dealers in the United States, is in San Francisco in

connection with the purchase of some of the discarded 25-

cycle electrical apparatus from the United Railroads.

Pacific Coast engineers recently elected associate members
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers include T.

F. Arnott, quartermaster electrician, Puget Sound Navy Yard,
Charleston, Wash.; C. E. Christiansen, electrical engineer
Toledo Light, Power and Manufacturing Company, Toledo,
Ore.; W. T. Drake, instructor in Polytechnic College of Engi-

neering, Oakland, Cal.; W. S. Johnson, assistant in electrical

engineering department. Pacific Light and Power Company,
Los Angeles, Cal.; W. D. A. Peaslee, student Stanford Uni-

versity, Stanford, Cal.; L. M. Perrin, draughtsman Southern
Pacific Company San Francisco; H. S. Shedd, superintendent
of operation. Great Western Power Company, Oakland, Cal.;

G. H. Stockbridge, assistant superintendent of transmission.

Southern California Edison Company, Los Angeles, Cal.;

C. G. Worthington, consulting electrical engineer, Van-
couver, B. C.

IVIEETING OF PACIFIC COAST GAS ASSOCIATION.

The Pacific Coast Gas Association calls advance atten-

tion to the fact that the eighteenth annual convention will

convene at Los Angeles, Cal., September 20th, 1910. Pres-

ident W. B. Cline has already announced that the Los An-

geles Gas & Electric Corporation, the Pacific Light & Power
Company and Southern California Edison Company will join

in entertaining the members attending- the Convention.

SAN FRANCISCO JOVIANS MEET.

In response to the call of W. W. Briggs, the newly ap-

pointed Statesman for Northern California, an enthusiastic

meeting of the Sons of Jove was held at Tail's cafe on Friday

evening, March IS, 1910. This was the first of a number of

"Jovian blowouts' yet to come, and its success augurs well

for a revival of interest among local electrical men.

TRADE NOTES.

Otis & Squires of San Francisco have been appointed

agents in California, Arizona and Nevada for the Durant
Electric Company of Chicago, 111., makers of rubber covered

iron telephone drop wire.

Hunt, Mirk & Co. have sold the Union Lumber Company
a 1,000 kw. Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator set, to-

gether with switchboard, exciter and condensers. This addi-

tional equipment will be installed in the company's plant

at Fort Bragg, Cal.

The Western Electric Co. has sold the Philippine Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co., for use in the Manila office, 340

additional multiple. Two complete train-dispatching tele-

phone outfits have been sold to the Southern Pacific Com-
pany, also one set of messenger equipment.

The General Electric Company reports the following

sales: To Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., three I. T. C.

5017 300-h.p. 575 r.p.m. 440-v. hoist motors, with type M
control. Four I. T. C. 5013 52-h.p. 565 r.p.m. 440-v. hoist

motors, with T. 10 controllers, for use on the construction

of the addition to the Great Western Power Co.'s dam at

Big Bend.

Hunt, Mirk & Co. have closed a contract with the

Municipal Light and Power Company of San Francisco for

an additional Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator having

a capacity of 1,000 kw. for an extension of the existing

electric power plant in the Claus Spreckels building annex

on Stevenson street. The same firm will also furnish the

additional Stirling boilers, condensers and cooling plant.

The 1500-k.w., 3-phase generator, which the Allis-Chal-

mers Company recently sold to the interests represented

by W. H. Metson, is to be installed in a new power house

near Bodie, Mono County, Cal., (instead of on the Nevada-

California Power Company's Bishop Creek development).

The generator will be direct-conected to a turbine water

wheel operating under a head of about 350 feet. Current

will be transmitted to Bodie and to mines in Nevada. The

Fort Wayne Electric Works will supply the switchboard for

the new plant and also some transformers.

The Pacific Light and Power Company of Los Angeles

has just ordered from the General Electric Company two

12,000 kw. Curtis vertical steam turbine generators—rated

A. T. B. 8, 12,000 kw., 750 r.p.m., 9,000 v.—together with one

horizontal Curtis turbine exciter set, rated C. C. 4, 100 kw.,

2,400 r.p.m., 250 v. These machines are to be installed in

the company's present Redondo plant, in which there are

now installed three 5,000 kw. engine-driven units consisting

of General Electric generators direct connected to Mcintosh &
Seymour engines. The new turbines will be installed in one

end of the building in the space now occupied by circulating

pumps and auxiliaries.
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951,131. Continuous-Card Indicator. Amos P. Kinney,

Quincy, Mass., assignor to American Steam Gauge and Valve

Manufacturing Company. An indicator comprising a card-

carrying drum, a pressure-actuated marker arranged to

reciprocate beside said drum and parallel to the axis tlieeof.

[^cTp^fl

means for oscillating said drum in synchronism with the

strokes of the engine being tested, and a stationary feed pawl

arranged to engage and arrest said drum during a portion

of the return oscillation of the drum, to produce a forward

feed thereof and of the card relatively to the marker.

950,533. Automatic Boiler-Feeder. Charles J. Lindberg,

Malmo, Minn. In a device of the character described, the

combination with a cylinder, of a float, a stem extending

from said float and projecting beyond one end of said

cylinder, an operating lever, one end carried plvotally by
said stem, the other end free, a slot being centrally formed
on said operating lever, a throttle valve, the stem of which
passes through said slot, and adapted to be turned by rocking
of said lever.

950,493. Feed-Water Regulator. Fred H. Plouff, Bos-
ton, Mass. In a feed-water regulator, in combination, a
water and steam chamber adapted to be connected with the
water and steam spaces of a boiler, a liquid chamber sep-

arated from said water and steam chamber by a heat-trans-
ferring partition, a reservoir with a passage leading there-
from to said liquid chamber, a pipe mounted in said passage
and extending therefrom into said reservoir and furnished,

preferably near its lower end, with apertures leading into

said reservoir and a conduit leading from said reservoir to a

chamber adapted by suitable mechanism to control a water

supply for said boiler; substantially as describad.

951,357. Single-Phase Commutator-Motor. Ernst F. W.

Alexanderson, Schnectady, N. Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. An alternating current motor, comprising a

stator, an exciting winding thereon, an inducing winding dis-

tributed in slots on the faces of the poles of the exciting

winding producing a relatively excessive magnetizing effect

at the pole tips, an armature having the coils of its winding

of a pitch approximately equal to the circumferential width

ol; the pole faces of the exciting winding, a commutator and

brushes for the armature, and connections for including the

armature in a local closed circuit. -

951,085. Single-Phase Gas or Vapor Electric Device.

Percy H. Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Cooper Hewitt

Electric Company. In a system of electrical distribution, a

gas or vapor electric apparatus provided with a starting

band, two or more positive electrodes and a negative elec-

trode, a source of single phase alternating current connected

with the said apparatus, a choke coil interposed at a suitable

point in the system, a starting device capable of creating

a critical strain within the apparatus, and means for apply-

ing to the apparatus a momentary initial excess of potential,

the current produced by the extra potential being adapted to

pass through the choke coil.
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THE GOEHST INSULATION CUTTER.

Te accompaning pictures show the method of using the

Goehst insulation cutter, which is being placed on the market

by Mathias, Klein & Sons of Chicago, III. By the use of this

cutting plier it is claimed that one man can do better work
in less time than three men working with knives.

When cutting insulation for joints the wire is held in

the V-shaped cutters and the jaws pressed together so as

to cut the insulation as shown in Fig. 1. The insulation

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

On Tuesday evening, March 8th, there was a meeting of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers co-operating, in the Engineer-

ing Societies Building, New York, with a paper by H. G.

is then pressed off with the flat nose of the pliers, as shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the method of slitting Duplex wire. By in-

serting the jaws in the wire and drawing the pliers toward

the operator, the wire is cut rapidly and clean, leaving the

two strands perfect with the braid removed.

Stott, Mem. Am. Soc. M. E., superintendent of motive power
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, and
R. J. S. Pigott on "Tests of a 15,000 kw. Steam Engine Tur-

bine Unit." The paper related to the installation of low

pressure turbines at the Fifty-ninth street station of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, and pre-

sented a discussion of the most important development in

steam engineering since the commercial introduction o£ the

steam turbine.

The turbines operate on exhaust steam from the engines,

with which the station was originally equipped. These are

double compound engines of the Manhattan type with hori-

zontal high-pressure and vertical low-pressure cylinders. The
generators of the engines are capable of safely carrying a

load of 8000 kw. each, but the normal economic ratings of

the engines is only 5000 kw. The low-pressure turbines, three

of which are in process of installation, were added primarily

to increase the output of the station. By the addition of the

turbines the engines can be run economically up to the full

capacity of their generators and there is besides the current

from the turbo-generators, making a total output of 15,000 kw.

per combined unit, or nearly double the previous maximum
output; and with an average improvement in the economy
of 25 per cent (between the limits of 7000 kw. and 15,000 kw.)

over the results obtained by the engine units alone.

Boston Mtffeting, March 11, 1910.

The monthly meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers in Boston was held Friday evening, March
11th, in the auditorium of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company. The Boston Society of Civil Engineers and the

Boston section of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers co-operated in the meeting. The paper was by Mr.

M. W. Alexander, Mem. Am. Soc. M. E., who has been so long

identified with the educational work and the training of the

apprentices at the works of the General Electric Company,

West Lynn, Mass. The subject of the paper is "The Train-

ing of Men—A Necessary Part of the Modern Factory

System."
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ELECTRIC PUMPS FOR HOUSEHOLD WATER SUPPLY.

In that rapidly enlarging class of country houses and

isolated homes where electrical power is available the de-

pendency tor water supply need no longer rest on the unre-

liable and expensive operation of windmills and gasoline

engines. Theoretically cheap as these agents are supposed

to be, the one involves a large first cost with a service as

little dependable as the wind which serves it, while the other

requires the attention of a trained mechanic to supervise

the complicated engine, to say nothing of the explosive nature

of the fuel employed, and the dangers of ignorance in its

operation.

But the electric motor driven pump for house service,

once installed, becomes a subject removed from the mind of

the householder. It can be started and stopped by throwing

a switch. An automatic cut-off can also be provided which

will stop the pump when the water level in the roof tank

has reached a predetermined height, starting the motor again

before the storage supply has run low.

Electric Motor Driven Volute Pump.

As shown in the accompanying illustration, the motor
driven volute pump for this class of service is compact and
solidly constructed. The motor is of the Westinghouse
alternating current induction type, in which all special or

delicate parts have been eliminated, resulting in a thoroughly

dependable, sturdy, completely enclosed electrical machine,

which transmits its output through a shaft directly to the

impeller blades rotating in the cast Iron case seen at the

left. This volute pump is designed to deliver 800 to 1000

gallons per hour against heads up to 50 feet, when running
at 2800 to 3300 revolutions per minute. The intake is shown
at the left, entering at the center of the pump case, while

the discharge orifice is the hole, threaded for a one-inch pipe,

seen opening toward the observer. There are, of course, no
valves in this pump, and packings, pistons, etc., are also

eliminated. The pump, which is arranged to be bolted onto

the motor frame, making a compact unit, was designed and
built by Henry R. Worthington, Harrison, N. .1. Motors for

this class of duty are built by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

CATALOGUE EXPERIENCE MEETING OF TECHNICAL
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATION.

The Technical Publicity Association held a well attended

meeting on Thursday evening, February 10th, in the galleries

of the National Arts Club, 14 Gramercy Park, New York. It

was in the nature of an experience meeting on the subject

of "Catalogues." Au interesting and prolonged discussiotj,

participated in by many of the advertising managers repre-

senting some of the most prominent of the technical manu-

facturing concerns and by representatives of publishing and

paper firms, made the session a profitable one.

Considerable sentiment in favor of adopting standard

sizes for commercial literature of this sort was found at the

meeting. Many complained of the uneveness and lack of

system among numerous catalogues, making them difficult

to file.

An interesting paper by Martin P. Rice, head of the

publication bureau of the General Electric Co., at Schenec-

tady, N. Y., was read to the edification of those present

Many attractive specimens of current catalogues were ex-

hibited by the speaker and also by other members of the

T. P. A.

J. George Frederick, editor of Printers Ink, dwelt on the

logical relation of catalogues to an advertising campaign

and spoke in favor of giving wider publicity to the catalogue

to increase its distribution. Mere listing of goods and prices,

he declared, should come after an impression has been made

upon the reader by the catalogue.

Leroy Fairman, editor of Advertising & Selling, advo-

cated the importance of making things perfectly plain in lit-

erature of this sort. "There is danger," he said, "in assum-

ing that people who read catalogues know more than they

really do know."

A. P. Waterman, advertising manager of the Holtzer-

Cabot Electric Co., brought to the attention of the members

a special cover for catalogues. This is in the form of a

binder for loose leaf sheets, or sections of sheets, held to-

gether by fasteners; the back of binder folded so that it will

expand to accommodate a great number of additional leaves.

C. R. Lippmann, advertising manager of the Genuine

Bangor Slate Co., stated that certain engineering and archi-

tectural societies have adopted as standard for catalogues,

size 5x8 inches. This is a convenient pocket size.

Vechten Waring stated that any book % inches thick or

thicker should be lettered on the backbone for easy finding.

Referring to juxtaposition of cuts and reading matter he

thought it far better advertising policy to say underneath

a cut what it is. rather than designate it by the letter "A,"

"B" or "C." Translate sectional drawings into perspective

drawings for easy reading and understanding. A title alone

on title page is poor business. Abundant room is there for

some strong selling argument.

P. P. Coleman mentioned an interesting experience in

connection with the filing of catalogues which varied in size

from 3x5 inches to 15x24 inches and various intermediate

sizes. He advocated catalogue sizes 6x9 and 9x12 and that

catalogues intended to be filed away for reference should

be made of uniform size.

F. E. Dayton of Rodgers & Co., said that 9x12 inch size

has been adopted by Master Car Builders' Association and
that books which are to be kept for a long time should be

bound on the long dimension.

Hal Marchbanks of the Hill Print shop, spoke in favor of

simplicity in cataloging and presenting a technical product.

Chairman H. M. Davis, of the committee the proposed

Uniform Advertising Contract, reported that the final draft

of the contract which had been discussed at several of the

previous monthly meetings, had been adopted by the mem-
bers of the T. P. A. without a dissenting vote. Forty-eight

votes, representing thirty-seven companies, were received.

A number of new members were admitted into the Asso-

ciation. The T. P. A. has enjoyed a steady growth in mem-
bership and infiuence. At the next monthly open meeting
and dinner to be held Thursday, March 10th, at the Na-
tional Arts Club, a lively discussion on the question of the

proposed increase in second class mail matter is expected.
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1 NEWS NOTES C
FINANCIAL.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The City sinking fund committee

awarded tlie sale ot tlie Spolcane waterworlis bonds issue of

54OO,U0O to N. W. Halsey & Co. of New Yorli for $410,280.

DRAIN, ORE.—$15,000 in water bonds and $5,000 in sewer

bonds have been voted. The former carried by a vote of 40

to 4 and the latter by a vote of 41 to 7. $6,000 of the money
received will be tendered to the Drain Water Company for

its plant now in operation.

COUER D'ALENE, IDA.—The Council has announced

that a resolution be prepared authorizing an election in 40

days on an issue of bonds aggregating $167,000 for the pur-

chase of the city waterworks, of auto Are fighting apparatus

and for grading in three improvement districts.

S.\N FRANCISCO.—The Supervisors have passed to

print an ordinance by which the Mayor was empowered to

enter into a contract with the Tuolumne Water Supply Com-
pany for the purchase for $400,000 of lands, water rights and
all properties in the county of Tuolumne in Tuolumne in

connection with the Lake Eleanor water supply for the city

of San Francisco, and also to sign an option with the same
company for $600,000 for the purchase ot the so-called Cherry

Creek lands and water rights.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has passed an
ordinance calling for an election to be held in this city April

ISth, submitting to the voters the proposition of incurring a

debt of $3,000,000 for constructing docks, wharves, ware-

houses within the city; also for improving and constructing

streets and highways to navigable waters; constructing and
maintaining canals and waterways to navigable waters; also

$3,500,000 for acquiring and constructing a municipal improve-

ment, as follows; Works for generating and distributing

electricity for supplying light, heat and power; including

acquisition of lands, water rights, machinery, apparatus, and
construction of electric generating works, distributing line,

etc.; $2,000,000 will be expended on docks and wharves,

streets, etc., in what is known as the outer harbor at San
Pedro, and $1,000,000 on wharves, docks, warehouses, etc. in

what is known as the inner harbor at San Pedro.

INCORPORATIONS.
WENATCHEE, WASH.—The Entiat Light and Power

Company has been incorporated by C. A. Harris of Wenatchee.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—The Wenas Electric Power Line of

North Yakima has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$15,000 by Stephen D. Saunders, Peter C. Mann, M. B. Miles,

Lewis J. Anderson and E. G. Towsau.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C—The Stewart-Portland

Canal, Power, Light and Water Company has been incor-

porated with a capital of $250,000. The object of the company
is to supply the townsite of Stewart and vicinity with water,

gas and power.

BRAWLEY, CAL.—The Westmoreland Water Company
has been incorporated. The directors are H. C. Oakley, Peter

Hovley, Philo Jones, G. T. Wellcome and G. B. McWilliams.

The object of the company is to handle the domestic water

system of the new town.

SAN FRANCISCO.—Articles of incorporation have been

filed in this city and in Sacramento of the City and Suburban

Water Company, capitalized at $28,000,000, included among
the purposes of which is the supplying ot domestic water to

counties, cities, townships and villages throughout the State

of California. The directors of the company are R. Rothschild,

G. Cohen, F. Kaiser, J. Reid, J. Stewart, W. Fisher and A.

Greene, all of whom reside in San Francisco.

TRANSMISSION.
TACOMA, WASH.—The contract to construct the first

unit of the city's Nisqually power plant at Le Grande on

the Nisqually river, 30 miles from Tacoma, went to Wright.

Sweeney & Cummings tor their bid of $655,225.

SPOKANE, WASH.—An application has been filed for a

power site on the Kettle river, near Orient, by H. L. Moody
of this city and J. L. Leeper of Orient. The site will be

developed to furnish electricity for municipal users.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The Condor Light and Power Com-
pany, of which Dr. C. R. Ray is manager, has been bought

by the Byllesby Company of Chicago. This firm operates

several light and power plants and will expend over $250,000

this spring for improvements.

CELILO, ORE.—E. G. Ammie, contracting engineer. Beck

building, Portland, has been employed by the Celilo Milling

and Power Company (J. W. Griesse, Board of Trade, and C. L.

Daggett) to design a power plant on the Columbia river at

Celilo Falls to develop from 15,000 to 20,000 horsepower.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—C. J. Curtis, president of the Los

Angeles Dock and Terminal Company, annoimces the immedi-

ate building of a $2,000,000 power plant at Long Beach by the

Edison Electric Company. The plant will be a steam generate

ing one and have 30,000 horsepower.

TRANSPORTATION.
SANTA ROSA.—It is reported that the Petaluma and

Santa Rosa Railroad will shortly be extended to Guerneville.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Sealed bids have been received

by the Board of Trustees for the sale of a franchise to con-

struct, maintain and operate a street railway in the city of

Sacramento, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—The City Council has passed

an ordinance granting to the Santa Barbara Consolidated

Company a street railway franchise for a term of 25 years

for the construction and maintenance of an electric street

railway in this city.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—An agreement has practically

been reached between the Northern Electric Railroad Com-
pany, interested property owners and D. W. Carmichael

. whereby the electric line will build a branch from a point a

little west of Ben Ali, on the other side of the American
river, into Fair Oaks.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Pacific Electric Redondo line

and the Los Angeles Railway will in the near future erect a

plant for the building of all the electric cars for the use of

the allied Huntington interests in Southern California. This

plant will be in Los Angeles and will be, when completed,

in a position to build and assemble cars faster than they

can be built and delivered by Eastern concerns.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has passed an

ordinance granting to Edwards & Wildey the right to con-

struct and for a period of 21 years to operate and maintain

a double-track electric street railway upon a portion of a

street commencing at the intersection of Heliotrope drive and

Melrose avenue, thence westerly over and along Melrose

avenue to Normandie street.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C—The British Columbia Elec-

tric Railway Company has awarded a contract to the Inter-

national Contract Company, Central building, Seattle, for the

construction of two steel towers 190 feet in height to carry

the high potential wires across the Fraser river. The steel

has been ordered from the Canada Foundry Company of

Toronto.
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H. M. Byllesby & Co.

ENGINEERS

218 L asalU Street. Chicago. 111.

C. L. Cory

CONSULTING ENGINEER

801-802-803-804 Union Trust BIdg.

San Francisco

John S. Eastwood, C. E.
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EASTWOOD MULTIPLE ARCH TYPE
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Cheaper than earth dams.
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Builder of the HUME LAKE DAM.
Box 663 FRESNO. CAL.

F. C. Finkle
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neers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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ENGINEERS
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Samuel G. McMeen Kempster B. Miller

McMeen & Miller
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PATENT EXPERTS
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Frank P. Medina
ATTORNEY AT LAW
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812 and 814 Claus Spreckels Building
San Francisco

Telephone Kearny 4999

Charles T. Phillips

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Lighting, Railway, Industrial and Power

Installations

422 Crocker Bldg. San Francist

Phone Douglas 5877 Office, 82 Second St.

L. St. D. Roylance
Consulting and Constructing

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer

Plans, Specifications and Elstimates for Electric
Light and Power Plants. Electrical, Mechanical
and Patent Office Drawings. Tests of Dynamos,

Motors, Boilers, Steam and Gas Engines.

Sanderson & Porter

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Reports, Designs. Construction. Management.
Hydro-EJectric Developments.

Railway, Light and Power Properties.

New York San Francisco

E. F. Scattergood

CONSULTING ENGINEER

II 33- I 134 Central Building

Los Angeles, California

Smith, Emery & Co.

INSPECTING AND TESTING
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

65 I Howard Street San Franci

Spalding, Sloan & Robson
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Engineers

Electrical, Hydraulic
Mechanical, Steam 802-3-4 Union Trust Bldg.
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Rudolph W. Van Norden
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G. F. Wakefield
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Is your distribution or control system so complex

that you will require a switchboard with features out of

the ordinary? Does the location require it to be of

special construction? Are you wondering what kind to

install?

You have noticed probably that_all the manufac-

turers claim their boards are the best made , but you

want something more than mere claims.

The success of our installations all ovef the country

ought to have some effect in convincing you that we can

"make good" on your job.

There are many reasons for this and here are a

couple of the important ones.

Fort Wayne Switchboards
are built from standard panels combined in such a way
as to meet every one of your requirements and still retain

simplicity and effectiveness of control.

We have an especially efficient Engineering De-

partment who are noted for their skill in solving prob-

lems like yours.

The other reasons - material, construction, work-

manship, instruments, accessories, etc., are fully explained

in our several bulletins

It will certainly pay you to send for them.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
Ailania Main Office: FORT WAYNE. INDIANA
Boston
Chicago Cincinnati Grand Rapids Madison

Milwaukee New Orl ans New York
Philadelphia Piltsburg

San Francisco

Seallle

Si. Louis
Si. Paul
Syracuse

PELTON-FRANCIS TURBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and initalled

Write for Catalog and List of Operatins PlanU

TME PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
101 1 MONADNOCK BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO. GAL.

84 WEST ST.. NEW YORK CITY

BRYAN-MARSn TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.

Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

"KLEIN'S" SPECIAL PLIERS

Always Good. Once used always used. Made so you must like them.

They stand hard work, and nothing but abuse can break them. Made in

all sizes and all popular styles. All prominent Supply Houses carry our tools.

Caution: All senuine Klein Tools are stamped with the full name,
'M. KLEIN & SONS." None other are genuine. Write for our No. 71)
Catalog and Discount sheet, describing our entire line.

MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS
Manufacturers of Electrician's. Lineman's and Construction Tools

STATION U-29 - CHICAGO, ILL. 13

Pacific Coast Office: 155 New Montgomery Street San Francisco

San Francisco Office, 403 Atlas BIdg.

Seattle Office, - 223 Colman BIdg.

Chicago Insulated Wire & Mfg. Co.
Chicago. Factory: Sycamore, III.

DOUBLE AND TRIPLE BRAID
Weatherproof Wires

THE BEST ON TEST

Our Double Cotton Covered Magnet Wire

Cannot be Excelled.

Complete Stock in Lo* Angeles

B. r. KIERULPr, Jr. & CO., Agents
120 So. Lob Angeles Street, Loi Angeles
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THE STORY OF THE NEVADA POWER PLANT
BY .ARCHIE RICE.

.\rchic Rice

liidden at

In the heart of moiiiitainoiis Nevada
County, where the miners' outlook i.s upon
a green, corrugated world of Sierra ridges,

tumbling up half a mile from the depths of

winding- canyons that carr}' the snow-water
from the summits down toward the distant

sea, there is a little hydro-electric plant,

the bottom of a gorge and clinging just

Small, as measured by the standard of the gigantic

plants of a later day, and comparatively more ex-

pensive of operation than those producing on a larger

scale, this early arrival upon the scene of California's

electrical development has gone on all these years

generating night and day an average of 800 kw., a

product, if measured at once cent a kilowatt-hour, rep-

resenting earnings of nearl}' $1,000,000.
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Tile South Yuba and thL- Mountain-side Flume from tlie Dam .5.1 miles Up-river.

above the high-water mark of the South Yuba River.

There it has stood since the pioneering and ex-

perimental period of long-distance transmission of

electric energy, and for the past thirteen years has

continued constantly generating the subtle current

and sending it five miles to the mines and homes of

Nevada City and on three miles further to the mines

and homes of Grass Valley.

Apart from the interest attaching to this installa-

tion in connection with the electrical development of a

large number of rich mines on the mother lode, in the

greatest gold-producing county in the Golden State,

this Nevada power plant has a peculiar historical inter-

est, because it was the nucleus of the Nevada County
Power Company, which was conceived in 1891 and
later (September l, 1900) combined with the Yuba
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Tlif River Dam and Headuatu of tliL-
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Map of Nevada County. Cal.

Constructing the Flume for tiie River

Dam in 1895

Power Company to form the beginning of the Bay
Counties Power Company, that grew until (March i,

1903) its possessions, with others, were merged into

the Cahfornia Gas and Electric Corporation, a great

system which (January 2, 1906) came under the con-

trol of a still more comprehensive concern, the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company of today.

The creation of that earliest plant, based upon
the principle of generating power produced b}' water

diverted from a river and then led to a point where it

would fall from a great height, was the idea of Eugene

J. de Sabla Jr., a name associated intimately with

man}' of the big h3'dro-eIectric enterprises of Cali-

fornia.

"I owned some mining interests at Nevada City,"

he explained, "and I started by trying to get electric

power for use in the mines. The problem was to take

water by ditch from the South Yuba and, by a gradient

less than the river's, carr}' it down to some point

where a sufficient fall could be secured to operate

electric generators. Land and water rights were
acquired, plans made for the undertaking, a site

selected for a dam, and, some three miles further

down stream, a spot chosen for a power house at a

point on the ri^er about 1,500 ft. above the level of

the ocean.

"But it's a joke—the calling of that little plant

the 'Rome' power house. It is the Nevada power
house. The nickname came about in this wa}'

:

Romulus R. Colgate was associated with me later in

establishing the plant at Colgate, over on the Middle
Yuba. After that big one had been named for him,
some of us got to referring to the little fellow over

Lake Vera in the Formative Period, Looking Eastward Fro
John Martin in the Foreground

on the South Yuba as the 'Rome" power plant, 'Rome'

being the familiar shortening of Colgate's first name."

The inception of the Nevada plant on the South

Yuba dates back to 1891, when an eflfort was first

made by de Sabla's proposed Nevada County Electric

Power Compan}' to put a dam across the river and

prepare for a ditch and flume system. But in the

spring of 1892 this original dam of logs was swept

away by the fury of the flood waters.

\Vith E. J. de Sabla Jr. as manager of the com-
pany and Alfred Tredgido as its superintendent

another dam was started August i, 1895, and it was
completed November 20th. This dam was of logs

piled crib-fashion, and it was bolted firmly down to

bedrock in the river. It was 28 ft. high and measured
107 ft., across the crest from bank to bank at that
point in the canyon. Before the cribs could be filled

with rock and gravel ballast the river began rapidly
rising, and the men had to abandon the work. Fortu-
nately the "slickens" washed down from hydraulic
mining districts formed so material a part of the
turbid stream that every chink and cranny of the crib-
work was soon packed solid with a deposit that made
the dam more substantial than if it had been filled by
man. \^'ork on the flume for this dam had been
started July 6th, and it was completed November 28th.
The flume itself was made 6 ft. wide and 4j^ ft. deep,
and its construction took a force of no men working
nearly four months and using 1,250,000 ft. of lumber.
The grade was equivalent to a drop of 262-3 ft to the
mile, and the distance traversed was 3.1 miles.
Through this flume a constant flow of 5,800 miner's
inches was to be delivered into a steel pipe, 3 ft. in

diameter and 298 ft. long,

down the final slope for an
actual perpendicular fall of

190 ft. to the wheels. That
was the full supply of water
to the power house for the

first two years of its opera-

tion. During October of

1896 Alfred Tredgido was

,

succeeded as superintendent

by L. M. Hancock. March
1, 1898, a crib dam 54 ft.

high and 356 ft. across the

crest from bank to bank was
started in Rock Creek to back
water up into a partially ex-

m the Dam and Shov
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Water from the Deer Creek Power House
Constructing the Lake Vera Dam in 1898

cavated basin that had formerly been the scene of

hydraulic diggings. It was completed November 27th.

This reservoir area of about 42 acres was then named
Lake Vera, for one of E. J. de Sabla's little daughters.

Lake Vera had a storage capacit}' sufficient to furnish

a constant flow of 1,000 miner's inches for a period

of 30 days. A viaduct was constructed from this lake

to convey water a distance of 2)^ miles through 2,340

ft. of flume and 11,404 ft. of ditch (most of it an old

mining ditch) to a small forebay, on the hillside 1,870

ft. from the Nevada power house and 785 ft. above it

perpendicularly. . l-'rom this foreba^' the water shot

down through a 20-in. steel pipe to additional impulse

wheels installed in the same building with those

originally established. After the acquisition of the

Lake Vera source the 190-ft. fall secured through the

flume from the dam on the South Yuba was called the

low-head ; and the 785-ft. drop produced by the viaduct

from Lake Vera, the high-head.

While the low-head flume is supplied chiefly from

the river dam, it receives a supplementary flow from

another ditch that takes water out of the South Yuba
50 or 60 miles further up-stream. The high-head sup-

ply of water by way of Lake Vera comes indirectl}^

from an enormous watershed catchment area of 121

square miles of Sierra slopes and snow-capped peaks

in the region northward of the Southern Pacific rail-

road between Emigrant Gap and Summit. A series of

24 storage reservoirs, holding an aggregate of more

than 2,000,000,000 cubic ft. of water, conserves the

melting snows and the mountain rivulets of that vast

area and forms the source of what is known as the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company's South Yuba
water system of 450 miles of viaducts. Part of the

product in these 24 reservoirs is conveyed to the

Auburn side of the ridge, and is carried olif down that

way as a great irrigating system for 13,000 acres o-

hillside orchards. The other part is conveyed toward

Nevada City and Grass Valley for domestic ancl irri-

gating purposes in that region. This Grass Valley

water supply comes down from Emigrant Gap through

]\fain ditch, Chalk BlufT ditch. Cascade ditch and Snow
Mountain ditch, and first forms the motive power
for the company's Deer Creek power plant, which is

at an altitude of 3,500 ft. After driving the Deer
Creek impulse wheels, part of the flow is carried on

several miles b}' ditch to form the main source for

Lake Vera, which has a \-crv small natural catchment.

With the creation of the high-head supply from

Lake Vera it was no longer necessary to maintain the

low-head flow at the original maximum of 5,800

miner's inches, so the flume capacity from the river

dam was reduced to 3,800 miner's inches, which is now
its normal flow..

While the Lake Vera dam was being' constructed

in 1898 the flume and ditch leading from it were also

made ready. This flume is 3^4 ft. deep by 4 ft. wide,

and has a gradient so gradual that the water takes an

hour and five minutes to run from Lake Vera, a dis-

tance of 2j4 miles, to the small forebay above the pow-
er house. About two-thirds of the wa}' from the lake

to the lower end of the ditch is Myer's Ravine, a big

gorge, across which the water is conveyed in an in-

verted, or U-shaped, syphon, a 36-in. pipe 668 ft. long,

that crosses the canyon and connects the separated

ends of the flume.

In Juh' of T900 George Scarfe succeeded L. M.
Hancock as superintendent of the Nevada power
plant, and, excepting' one year, he has been the super-

intentlent of that power division ever since.

y\pril 2, 1905, a part of the Lake Vera dam,
29x30 ft., gave way and permitted an outflow that

dropped the water level at the rate of an inch a min-

ute. When the break occurred the depth of water in

the lake was 52 ft. A force of men was rushed to

the work of repair, and the gap was closed with wood
and cement. The dam is now but 40 ft. high, and the

storage capacity of the lake is equivalent to a constant

flow of 1,000 miner's inches of water for only ten days
instead of thirty.

In 1908 the original crib dam three miles up-

stream on the South Yuba was substantially fortified

with a granite wall on the down-stream face, 12 ft.
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thick at the base and tapering to a thickness of 2 ft.

at the top.

So much for the water power and its sources and

channels.

As a business proposition the enterprise started

under the name of the Nevada County Electric Power
Company. The contract for the construction of the

dam, flume and power house was given to John Mar-
tin, a name that in a few j^ears was also to become
widely identified with mammoth hydro-electric gen-

erating enterprises in California. The great installa-

tions that he and de Sabla created are all now owned
by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The actual

supervision of the construction of the dam and the

flume was left to Alfred Tredgido, who became the

Nevada County compan^^'s first operating super-

intendent.

AVhile John Martin was harnessing the South
Yuba for this power, Eugene J. de Sabla Jr. was busy
in the Nevada City and Grass Vallej' mining districts

interesting mine owners for the purpose of securing

consumers for the proposed load. Many of the mine
managers were skeptical as to the efficiency and prac-

ticability of this prospective transmitted river power,
and during the first year of operation there were but
few customers among the mines. The W. Y. O. D.,

the Homeward Bound and the Gold Hill mines in the

Nevada district were the first to use the power, and
they were followed by the Pennsylvania, the Bruns-
wick, the Allison Ranch, and the North Star in the

Grass Valley district, and then by the Mountaineer
in the Nevada district. But no mine that installed a

motor to take this electric power ever abandoned its

use unless the mine itself was closed for some other
reason. All that the enthusiastic de Sabla had prom-
ised came true. Those earliest installed electric ma-
chines are still doing the work in the mines.

The roads of Nevada Coun-
ty climb and dive and climb

and dive again over ridges

and through forests. They
were built in the early mining
days on the principle of "get
there quick," without any
attention to easy gradients

or future permanence, and
the same old roads have con-

tinued in use with little im-

provement in grades.

All the machinery for the

Nevada power plant had to

go by rail to Colfax, and
thence on the little Nevada
County Narrow Gauge Rail-

road across ridges and ravines

to Nevada City. From there

the problem was to get it to

the site selected for the plant.

The old wagon road for a

distance of about three miles

had to be widened in places

and improved. It was all

up grade. A stretch of nearly

Tlie Nevada Power House on the South Yuba River.

two miles of new road had to be built up to the top of

a ridge through underbrush, cactus, small pines and
scrub oak and it was hard work.

Big teams, many of them 12-horse, were used

to haul the heavy pieces of machinery up to

the top of the "slide," 1,700 ft. elevation above, and

Haulingr Machinery to Power House in 186.5

half a mile from the site of the plant. Each generator

weighed 11,200 pounds, and that was some weight to

pull all that way up to the top of the ridge, just

beyond the crest of which the loads were deposited.

Where the Massive Machinery was Un)pac}e4 jit the Top of the Ridge to be Skidded Down half a Mile.
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The Boarding House.

Then began the tug-of-vvar with men and heavy

hawsers and stout cables cautiously sliding the

valuable machinery down hill on skids mounted on log

toilers, while big tree stumps served as capstans, from

round which slowh' to pay out the rope and lower

away the load. The first 400 ft. down was by wagon.

Then came the lowering by cables—400 ft. at an angle

of 25 degrees, 600 ft. at an angle of 32 degrees, 80 ft.

at an angle of 35 degrees, and finally 220 ft. at an angle

of 39 degrees. In this laborious fashion the machinery

was delivered to the narrow ledge that had been

scooped ofl: at the edge of the river, down in the bot-

tom of the V-shaped canyon.

No plant could have been crowded into more

The Switchboard in the Newer Part of tlie Power House,

cramped cjuarters than that Nevada power house and
its boarding house. Each is hugging the river bank
and backed into the wall of the canyon so tightly

that they had to be placed on opposite sides of the

stream, with a suspension bridge connecting them
across the river itself. The rushing river water is

their front yard, and there is no back yard.

The power house foundations are on solid bedrock
granite. Steel rods % in. thick are sulphured down
into the virgin rock, and they rise perpendicularly

through a bed of i8-in. solid concrete and come on up
through heavy timbers to which they are bolted.

Upon massive beams thus firmly secured rests the

generating machinery.

Despite all the physical difficulties of the site,

not a single mishap or delay occurred in the instal-

lation of that plant.

Along the last and steepest part of the "slide"

the water pipes had to be laid and anchored to make
them secure for the function of carrying the flume

water swiftly down to drive the impulse wheels. As
first installed, the low-head pipe went down in dimin-

ishing sizes to increase the density of the final jet.

For the first 120 ft. the pipe diameter was 48 in.; for

the next 100 ft., 44 in.; and for the last 100 ft., 42 in.

This pipe discharged into a large steel receiver from
which the water shot against the wheels.

For the original installation there were two 300
kw., 133-cycle, two-phase, Stanley, inductor-type gen-
erators, making 400 r.p.m., and generating at 5,500
volts. Each was direct-connected to 3-ft. Pelton im-
pulse wheels. Three of these Pelton wheels were used
on one generator and four on the other. The gen-
erators were guaranteed to have a commercial ef-

ficiency of 94.6 per cent and an electric elificiency of

98 per cent. Each of the seven Pelton wheels had
two nozzles, and the two generators together devel-

oped about 800 h.p. The
first switchboard consisted of

open-air, automatic circuit

breakers. They were sup-

posed to break the circuit,

but, as George Scai'fe relates,

"they did not always do it,

and at times there wei^e many
displays of fii'eworks. " But

the deficiences of the equip-

ment in those early days of

liydro-electric generation
liave taught lessons that have

been the means of producing

many of the improvements

and economies introduced

into the plants later estab-

lished, Fi'om the switch-

boai'd the two-phase lines

were carried out through the

end of a power house to an

S-mile pole-line ending at

Grass Valley and having a

midway branch to Nevada

City. This pole-line was
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run up hill and down in a right-of-way cleared 60 ft.

wide through a brushy and timbered country. Round
poles, cut from the right-of-way and reaching 30 ft.

above the ground, were used, and on them were cross-

arms with triple-petticoat, white porcelain insulators,

manufactured by the Locke Company. These insu-

lators are still in use, but the poles and crossarms have

all been renewed.

When the power plant was being built Grass

Valley and Nevada City were electric-lighted by a

series system from a small plant owned by K. Caspar,

now proprietor of an electric-lighting system in

Vallejo. The Caspar plant was bought by the new

Nevada County Electric Power Company, and a sub-

station established in Grass Valley and one in Nevada

City. Step-down transformers were placed in these

sub-stations to reduce the 5,500-volt current from the

new Nevada hydro-electric plant on the South Yuba
to a voltage of 2,200 for use in the mines. The small

house transformers stepped-down this 2,200-volt cur-

rent to a 550-volt current for small motors used in a

foundrjf and in a planing mill, and further trans-

formed it to a iio-volt current for city and domestic

lighting.

The original installation proved so successful

that demands began to be made for more capacity.

Then it was that the Lake Vera dam was built and

the high-bead water power secured as a supplementary

supply for the Nevada power house. To make use of

this new supply of water, a corrugated iron building

was erected in 1898-99 next to the original power

house, and Tutthill water-wheels were installed to

operate two more Stanley generators of the same size

and description as the original two. These new gen-

erators each developed 330 kw. The high-head wheels

were mounted on the same shaft as the low-head

wheels that got their impulse from the river flume. A
switchboard, with Martin open-air switches, was put

in the new building so that all the machines could be

operated in parallel.

When, in 1900, still more power was demanded,

arrangements were made with the Yuba Power Com-
pany's plant at Colgate (now also the property of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company) b}' which a 23,000-

volt current was brought over the ridges to Grass

Valle)', where four 200 kw. transformers were installed

to lower the voltage from 23,000 to 5,500, so that it

could be combined with the initial power from the

Nevada plant. At that time 23,000 volts was high

power to be sent over a mountainous district fre-

quented in winter by heavy snowfall, and the old-

time electric men used to go out at night occasionally

and watch apprehensively to see how the insulators

would endure under the coating of snowflakes.

Li J\Iarch of 1907, according to C. Boyd, its pres-

ent foreman, the little Nevada plant held out through
a terrific rainstorm that shut down all the other hydro-
electric plants of the system. At no other station is

there to be found greater pride in their plant than
exists among the employees hidden down in that nar-

row canyon at the place they affectionately call "the
'Rome' power house." whose average production of

1200 kw. is small as compared with Colgate's 19,000
h.p. and Electra's 26,000 h.p.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION.'
BY C. L. CORY.

The original reason for the selection of this sub-

ject is because of my conviction that such matters as

the public service corporation and the people, and

social matters generally, are becoming now of as

much importance to the engineer in the practice of

his profession as, perhaps, the technical side of his

labors; and there are a number of things that are

perhaps of more importance just at the present time

than the}' have been heretofore ; and as I say, it was
perhaps with that in mind that I first gave some
thought to the subject of public service corporations

as a proper subject to be seriously considered by
engineers, and one which might well be followed up
seriously by them.

Just as soon as I began to think seriously about

the paper I could not but recall an incident not very

many years ago when at a universit}' not very far

away. President McKinley was to be the main
speaker, and, due to the illness of ]\frs. McKinley, it

was impossible for him to attend the commencement
exercises of this university. As his substitute John
Hay. then Secretar)' of State, was the principal

speaker of the occasion ; but on the program there

were certain graduates who were to speak, and among
the number was a young man (who now happens to

be a judge of the Superior Court in one of the three

largest counties of California) whose oration was on
the subject of international law. WHien the members
of the faculty who had charge of the arrangements
for the day read this young man's address, they found
it was about an hour long; so they said to him, that

inasmuch as John Hay was to be the principal speaker,

and especially as his subject was international law,

it might be well for him to cut down his address to

about five or ten minutes. That was agreed, but, not-

withstanding, when the addresses were being made,
this young man having first opportunity, he did not
stop at the expiration of his ten minutes, and Mr.
Hay had the high pleasure of listening to a learned
chscourse by a university graduate on international
law. Later, and in a few concise words, those of us
who were fortunate enough to be present had the
pleasure of listening to some of the elementary prin-

ciples of international law explained very clearh^ and
the contrast was of course marked.

I felt a little like that when I began to think of the
subject of public service corporations : and it is only
my intention, if I can do it, to confine myself to five

or ten minutes.

In presenting a paper before the Institute treat-

ing on some phases of the public service corporation,
I may say that in my opinion it is desirable that engi-
neers should give serious thought to some of the prob-
lems inseparably connected with the subject, even at
the expense of some neglect of purely technical mat-
ters. In the past twenty years great progress has
been made in science and engineering. The present
state of engineering development is due to the com-
bined work of many minds. At the present time we
may at least assume certain high standards have been

'Paper read before San Francisco Section of American In-
.stitute of Electrical Engineers, February 25, 1910.
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unquestionabl)- established, especiall_y those of a purely

technical achievement. Just now the situation de-

serves a little different treatment, and the engineers

of today should be as well equipped to join in the

solution of social problems as the men belonging to

other professions. It is eminently proper, therefore,

for engineers to take up serious subjects that are

not necessarilv technical, but which have a definite

relation to any development, the success of which is

based in part upon the highest technical consideration.

One essential difference between man and the

lower animal lies in the fact that the former finds

it necessary for him to serve his fellows to obtain the

necessities, and sometimes, in addition, the luxuries

of life, while, in contrast, the adult undomesticated

animal has little else to do than to individually exist,

and in some v^'a)' for himself alone, obtain sufficient

food to live.

Man must be a member of society whether he

will or no, and in the present complex civilization

his efforts can best be confined largely to the giving

of his time to others. To serve as a slave is degrad-

ing, but in loyal and conscientious service one may
g-ive his best efforts and in the end rest assured that

he will be appreciated and receive his due reward.

Service to others is an absolute requirement for real

success and applies to everyone. It is, of course,

necessary to exclude the old and infirm, the sick, the

mentally deficient, as well as idiots, and it is remark-

able how many kinds of the latter there really are.

The king as well as the peasant, the rich as well as

the poor, the high as well as the low, all must, of

necessity, if thev really live, serve others. This service

is, of course, of a different character in many cases,

but there is no question but that one is truly esti-

mated by the extent of their service, not for them-

selves, but for others. Every individual, whoever he

or she may be, who covets name and fame
;
yes. even

wealth, must sooner or later adopt this principle as a

guiding factor in their conduct, and the degree of intel-

ligence, industry, integrity and loyalty exhibited by
the individual in such service will be a true measure

of the ultimate success attained.

What is true of the individual is siniilarly true

of a combination .of individuals, who are joined to-

gether for the attainment of some particular thing

which is impossible by a single individual. There-

fore the principle applies as fully to what is generally

known as the corporation, or in this special case, the

public service corporation, as to the individual. The
service desired by the many must be furnished by the

one, and where the demand exists and is fully sup-

plied, there is the greatest opportunity for competent

and effective effort.

Just as some people succeed, it may be said that

some corporations succeed, and as some people fail, so

some corporations fall far short of real success. That
corporation which has for its main and only object the

making of money regardless of the quality of service

rendered is as much a menace to mankind as the work-
man who works only for dollars and takes no interest

in his work or in overcoming the difficulties which

are constantly brought to his attention. Any man
who would succeed must look to his daily work as a

part of his life and at least obtain a certain amount

of gratification In- doing his work w ell : if possible,

better than any other one could do it, and not have

his mind completely absorbed in the contemplation of

the compensation which from his standpoint should

come to him. It would seem therefore that the public

service corporation should have a broad point of

view, and those responsible for their guidance should

remember that they are a large part of the activity in

the community which they serve, and that it is just

as possible for them to be a material factor in progress

as it is for the capable individual to do his share in

improving the conditions surrounding him and his

fellows.

AVe have come to think, and it is unquestionably

true, that the large corporation is a necessity because

no person could as an individual carry to a successful

conclusion the great systems of construction and de-

velopment work required to adequately provide all

the service that is so consistently demanded at the

present time and covered only in part by facilities for

transportation, methods of communication and the

furnishing of water, light and power service, as well

as many other of the necessities, conveniences and

even luxuries of life.

The corporations which provide such service

come into immediate contact with the people and their

representatives. To a group of engineers, then, the

consideration of a few problems of importance to the

people, and at the same time to the public service cor-

porations, is a vital matter to them, since.it is in the

direct or indirect service of such corporations that

manv of us have our real opportunities.

AVe all know of the difficulties which have been

developing and are becoming more and more serious

in recent years regardinc the ri.srhts of the people who
are the customers and the real or legal rights of such

public service corporations. From ever}^ standpoint I

maintain that their interests are mutual, and that anj^-

thing which affects the one affects the other, and that

any serious investigation which is made should be so

considered. Unfortunately many matters pertaining

to the existence and conduct of the public service cor-

porations have been treated and considered inade-

nuately by the people through their representatives.

The reasons for this inadequate, and sometimes even

farcial. consideration of such matters are not difficult

to find. They are real reasons of importance, and it

is not my intention to minimize them. On the con-

trary, in this brief paper I wish to invite your atten-

tion to a few things of interest, as thev really exist,

to the public service corporations as well as their cus-

tomers, the people. In so doing, no one more than

mvself appreciates that in all probability, viewed from

the standpoint of the law, manv things that I mav say

arc justly subject to modification, but I hope at least,

from the strictly entrineering standpoint, to present

for the ptn-pose of discussion some problems in the

solution of which the engineer may, in fact, should be.

of much service.

One of the most important matters in which the

people as well as the public service corporations are

interested is in connection with the rates of service.

What riohts have the people in attcmntinc" to control

such rates, and. on the other hand, what rijrhts have

the public service coriiorations. and may the latter
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consider their property and the operation of the same
as something which belongs exclusiveh' to them, and

in which there should be no interference whatsoever?

I will not attempt to go into details of the rela-

tive rights of the two as above suggested, but it ma}'

be said briefl_v that it has lieen established b}' the

United States Supreme Court that many public service

corporations are subject to investigation by the people

in connection with the fixing of rates of service. As a

result such investigations are now being made more
or less thoroughl}' b}' the federal and some state and

municipal governments. Public service commissions
have been brought into existence, and while the re-

sults of their work have not as 3'et fully demonstrated

the probabilitv of ultimate success, 3fet in many in-

stances the investigations are being made in a

tbovoiieii and unbiased manner, and such investiga-

tions descrx'c the most hearty co-operation of the real

friends of the jniblic service corporations as well as

the people.

Unfortunatelv, however, in the past in manv
instances attemots have been made to regulate rates

bv the reoresentatives of the people when these rep-

resentatives of the oeonle have been entirely incompe-

tent to do such work. It is also true that in manv such

so-called inve=tipations the proDer motive has not

euided either the reoresentatives of the peoole or those

in control of the corporations. Such an ulterior motive

is usually stigmatized for the one "politics." and for the

other "ereed," and there is no escaping the unfortunate

influence which has resulted from superficial investi-

gations, when the representatives both of the people

and the cornorations have in realitv done nothing but

fight for their own individual selfish interests.

It is the practice of engineers to treat conditions

as theA" are and not complain or wish thev were other-

ivise. It i'i nrobablv iust as well, therefore, for us

to look into these matters, knowing' that in manv cases

not only are the people unfortunately inadequately

represented, but also that manv public service corpora-

tions deserve as severe criticism on account of their

consistent efforts to keep the facts from the public.

In order that we mav consider some of the present
dav nupstions from, if possible, a purely unbiased
standnoint. I bee that you p-ive attention to the follow-
in.ra- ppcessarilv inadeauate illustration.

I am frank to sa}' that I gave much considera-
tion to the formulation of a satisfactory illustration

to brine out the importance of some of the thines that
are of special sienificance to the public service cor-

poration and their customers. What I hoped to do
was to be able to bring out in a simpler manner the
niiestion of the cost of plant, the investment, the true
valuation—nerhans the difiference between those ex-
nres.<^ions: also the cost of operation and the explana-
tion of such terms as repairs, reconstruction, deprecia-
tion, obsolescence and terms that are more or less new
to the present generation. I am quite sure I haven't
succeeded in selecting a very complete illustration,

b"t T think H will be of some help to us to more
clearlv see the ultimate result which should be at-
tained.

Let u= snnpose that in the vear 1000 a financial
institution, such as a bank or trust companv, among

its other holdings, owned a comparatively small manu-

facturing plant for the purpose of making ready-made

clothing, and for good reasons this manufacturing

plant is located a number of miles, say twenty, from

a city. This plant is to be supplied with transporta-

tion for material and employees between city and fac-

tory. Also the factory is to be furnished with an

adequate water supplv, gas, electric light, power and

telephone service. The financial institution, having

other use for its funds, and not being in the trans-

portation business, nor the supplying of water, gas,

electric light and power and telephone service, does

not wish to make the investments necessary to fur-

nish their factor}' with the service required. As a

consequence it agrees with a single individual to pro-

vide all these classes of service with the distinct under-

standing that the individual is to be paid such rates for

the service rendered as will cover all proper operating

expenses, and in addition, allow a certain return upon

the investment required. Further, the methods of

keeping accounts are entirely under the control of

the trust company, and let us in addition make the

reasonable assumption that both parties to the agree-

ment are honest in their intentions and efiforts to do

what is right.

Let us consider the matter of transportation. A
private rieht of way is provided by the trust company
and properly graded and macadamized. Probably in

the vear iqoo the individual undertaking such trans-

portation would have decided that the automobile

would be better to use than the horse, the use of an

electric or other railway being eliminated solely for

the purpose of our illustration.

^^Hien the time comes to adiust the rates of serv-

ice. I think that we will agree that the first thing for

both parties to obtain is a reasonably correct inventorv

of the entire equipment necessary to provide such

traii.snortation. and. ^prond. determine its cost or

nroper valuation, since it is upon some such valuation

that an adequate return upon the investment must be
allowed.

I had in mind in the choosing of the private rieht

r.f i\'av =omethine in the nature of a franchise. Flow
"'onlrl the individual vdio is giving this service con-
tinue to do so unless he were eiven the property of

the trust company alone the highway, properly
.o-raded? The use of that highway is eranted as a
nart. if vou like, of the agreement to provide the trans-

portation service.

To contrast what is a fact in manv cases where
the rates of the nuhhc service corporation are sup-
no=pd to be fixed bv the people, what chance would
the trust companv and the other party to the agree-

ment, the individual, have of aereeing upon the rates

of cer-^'ice if the former maintained that the enuip-

ment of automobiles was worth but $2q,ooo, and the

uidrvidual should maintain that the proper valuation

to place upon +he equipment was $SO,ooo? Who is

to make or attempt to determine the proper valuation

for rate fixine Purposes? There can be no question

but that it must lie done bv someone in some manner.
As en.n-ineers we would sav that such a valuation

COU'.ij. be arrivpij f\t best by a commission or com-
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mittee, the members of which are properly qualified

to understand the details of the business. It should

not be iniDOssible to obtain reasonably accurate

fio-ures if sufficient time is taken and the work is done
by competent people. A number of questions will

undoubtedly arise as to the proper interpretation of

the word "valuation." For instance, are the automo-
biles to be valued today at what the}' cost ten years

a,e:o, or what it will cost to replace them now? I have
purposely selected the automobile as the means of

transportation because during- the past ten years the

state of the art and the manufacture of automobiles
has greath' advanced, as has the equipment of many
nublic service corporations in even a shorter time.

This and similar questions deserve the most careful

consideration and should not be viewed solely from
the point of view of the the customer or, in a similar

manner, from the point of view of those interested only
in the service supplied.

Great confusion certainly exists in the minds of

manv as to the proper interpretation of such terms as

repairs, reconstruction, depreciation, obsolescence, etc.

It must be admitted that no absolute definition of

many such terms has been universalhr adopted. It

is for this reason that great care is necessary in apply-
ing these terms to specific cases. There is, however,
a real distinction between depreciation, obsolescence
and renairs. and while it is impossible to definitely fix

a line of demarkation between them, certain general
nrincinles are involved in determining the application

of such terms.

Suppose, to return to our illustration, that ten

vears aeo the individual who had started the trans-

nortation system purchased the best automobiles made
at that time. During their use it is certain that some
monev ivould have been required to buy new tires,

renair broken parts and in general keep the automo-
biles in srood running condition, particularly as satis-

factory transportation must be provided even during
the worst weather and under extremely adverse cir-

cumstances. It undoubtedly would have been neces-

sary to have reconstructed many parts of these auto-

mobiles. With all such repairs and reconstruction,

however, it is quite improbable that today any one
of these automobiles would be in use. No matter
how good service they ma}' have given, it would have
been necessary to have entirely discarded them and
to have purchased machines of a more modern type,

not because they could not be used at all, and rea-

sonably good service provided, but because the actual

cost of operation would be materialh' reduced by
taking the old type of machines out and replacing- them
with more modern and probably larger ones of the

present day.

From one point of view a proper interpretation

of the terms depreciation and obsolescence may be

understood by the consideration of these old-style

automobiles. All possible repairs and reconstruction,

as from time to time required, was done to these old

machines. Nevertheless, during the ten-year period,

or perhaps even a less time, they became so far out of

date and inadequnlc^ thai it was necessary to discard

them and replace them with new machines. It would
have been unfortunate indeed for the individual pro-

\'iding the means of transportation if he had not \^^,(]

in mind each }'ear during- this ten-year period the

time when such new machines must be purchased to

replace the old, and probably the most satisfactory

way woidd have been to have set aside each year a

certain sum as a depreciation account which was to be

used when needed to purchase the new equipment.

It would probably be very difficult in the start to esti-

mate accurately, without considerable experience, how
long the old machines would be capable of use, or

to put it another way, what would be the proper per

cent allowance to be included in the total annual cost

of operation for depreciation, obsolescence, etc. Ex-
perience and knowledge in such matters, when applied

honestl}' to the different portions of any s}rstem,

should give results not far from ultimate require-

ments. It is of the greatest importance, however, to

segregate accounts so that the cost of repairs, both

detail and general, do not overlap or be confused with

depreciation or obsolescence accounts.

Carrying the illustration one step further, let us

suppose that the trust company wishes the agreement,

wherein they are provided the various services above

enumerated, to continue in force for a period of fifty

years. Let us suppose that in 1900 the output of the

factor}' was not greater than 10.000 suits per year.

During the ten years from 1900 to 1910 the factory has

grown so that the output is now 100,000 suits per

year, and that during the reniaining forty years

covered by the agreement, there will, be continued

g-rowth at a rate, maybe less or perhaps greater, than

during- the first ten-year period.

As the factory has increased its output ten times,

it will have been necessary for the individual to have

increased the investment in his transportation, water

supply, electric light and power and telephone service.

Referring- to the transportation system onh', let us

suppose that the net earnings have been $10,000 per

year, but that due to the growth of the manufacturing-

plant it has been necessary for him each year to add

new automobiles costing $20,000. Should not the

return or percentage allowed upon the investment be

afifected somewhat by the continued increase in the

amount of investment necessary to supply satisfactory

transportation service?

Here we have a situation which is readily com-

pared with that of man}' public service corporations.

Notwithstanding the fact that what is usually termed

a reasonable return upon the investment is assured

and also that they may be in exclusive control of the

service required, yet each and every year in order to

keep pace with the increased demand for additional

service, an increased investment is required equal in

amount to twice the net earnings. The rapid growth

of American cities and communities has developed

manv such instances in the development and opera-

tion of iniblic service corporations.

.\gain let us suppose that during this ten-year

period just ended, instead of the iiidividual having

the exclusive richt of furnishing transportation, water,

gas, electric light and power and telephone service,

as a result of the rapid growth of the manufacturing

plaiil he had bcrii ci impelled to continualh' pnn-ide

against possible competition, which, if allowed, would

have divided the gross receipts between himself and

one or more others. It is quite apparent that if the
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trust company allows a reasonable return upon dupli-

cate investments there can be no question but that the

introduction of a second or competing system will

result in increased payments by- the trust company,
and as long as the part}' to the original agreement
provides adequate facilities for the constantly increas-

ing demands, the fixed charges and operating expenses

should be less with the one s_vstem than with two or

more independent ones, since the trust company is

really paying such rates as will give an adequate re-

turn upon the investment.

.\gain, suppose the individual is desirous of sell-

ing out his transportation business to another who
undertakes to fulfill the original agreement. Shall the

exclusi\e privilege to use the private right of way
provided by the trust company be considered of some-
thing of definite \'alue. and therefore properly included

in the investment required by the transportation sys-

tem in the determining of proper rates? The ex-

clusive use of the highwa}' b}' the individual covering

a period of fifty years might be considered as a fran-

chise. Originally it was provided to the individual

free of all expense to him. Should he, in turning over

his assets to his successor, use this exclusive privilege

as an asset of fixed value, and expect the purchaser

to include in the purchase price an agreed sum for

the privilege, or for rate fixing purposes should the

exclusive use of the highway owned entirely by tlie

trust company be capitalized and included in the

valuation agreed upon for rate fixing purposes? In
the beginning of the agreement with the small manu-
facturing plant, the exclusive use of the highway
might have been of little value, but when the plant has
increased its output tenfold in as many years the ex-

clusive privilege or franchise ma)' have, and in all

probability has, greatly increased in value.

Unfortunatel}' when we turn from the above illus-

tration and consider the people on the one hand and
the public service corporation on the other, we do not
usualh' find the hearty co-operation which was as-

sumed a necessary part of the agreement between the
financial institution and the individual to whom was
entrusted the supplying of the required service. The
fact is that the people as a rule are as suspicious of
public service corporations as the latter are suspicious
of the so-called representatives of the people. It is

much easier to enumerate the many difficulties than to
suggest remedies to improve the conditions existing.
In this brief discussion I will not attempt to enumerate
the many reasons for the lack of confidence between
the people and the public service corporation. Suffice
it to say that the methods of investigation which are
common in connection with rate fixing in many in-

stances are not only misleading, but are so superficia/
as to lead to abisolutely no definite results. On the
other hand, the methods of financing public service
corporations, involving the issue of bonds and dififer-

ent class of stock, on a purely speculative rather thar>
investment basis, tends to develop a lack of confidence
on the part of the people, which is not at all sur-
prising.

In conclusion I bes' to ofifer a few suggestions
which may be readily inferred from the above dis-
cussion.

If it has been judicially established that the people

have a right to adjust rates of service, one of the first

things to do is to obtain a proper appraisement of

the plant from which the amount of the required in-

vestment may be derived, with the ultimate end of

obtaining a figure v.diich shall at least approximately

represent the proper valuation for rate fixing purposes.

AA'here possible competition, by virtue of the circum-

stances, must be constantly kept in mind, the invest-

ment necessary may properly include unused parts of

the plant or certain property, the acquisition of which

bv an opposition company would seriously jeopardize

the earning capacit}' of the first.

In determining the proper valuation for rate fixing

purposes adequate loading charges should be added

wdien the inventory and unit costs include only the

first or original cost of materials and labor. Such

loading charges, if the work is not all done at one time,

ma}' quite properly include a percentage for piece-

meal construction, and may always include a proper

allowance for engineering and supervision, casualtj'

insurance, interest during construction and similar

items properly compounded. I am quite aware that

it is not an easy matter to accurateh' determine the

proper percentages indicated above, but, nevertheless,

I am of the opinion that the consideration of such so-

called loading charges will in any specific instance

very materiallv assist in obtaining the proper valua-

tion upon which a return upon the investments is to

be allowed.

Depreciation charges should be included in esti-

mating the annual cost of operation. The greatest

care must, however, be taken in properly determining
the amount of such depreciation charges, and the

different parts of the plant should be considered sep-

arately in obtaining the average depreciation for the

entire equipment.

Many public service corporations are natural

monopolies and no amount of competition in such
cases can improve conditions or provide cheaper or
improved services to customers. For such, viewed
solely from the interests of the people, exclusive rights

or franchises should be granted, but only when, the
most complete and absolute regulation of rates intelli-

gently carried out is included as an integral part of the
agreement whereby the sole or exclusive rights or
franchises are granted, either for a period or in per-
petuity.

The representatives of the people, whether such
represent the federal, state or municipal governments,
should in a most thorough and complete manner pro-
cure all the data necessary to equitably fix the rates
of public service corporations, and in so far as possible
It would be of advantage if the public service corpora-
tions would give to the public detailed information as
to the real cost of their systems and the expenses of
operation. If this were done the people misrht appre-
ciate to a large degree the difficulties which must be
successfully overcome in order to give good and satis-

factory service. Finally, it is quite necessary that the
public service corporations give to the representatives
of the people every opportunity for them to obtain
all the mformation and data required to. with fairness
t" all, fix th? rat^S of ;service.
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.hihii A. Brillon: 1 could not forbear coming here when I

heard the title of the professor's paper, because 1 know of noth-

ing else in life except public service corporations, and T have

appreciated that it was about time that engineers, classed as

such solely, should take up a side of their business other than

that which the professor has rightly said is the purely

technical side.

The engineers of today have more to do with a considera-

tion of the financial end of the corporations which they serve

than they really have with the engineering. They are the influen-

tial factors in determining whether an investment will be a

profitable one; and, secondarily, they must show the investors

that the results of the expenditure of money will be profitable

;

and to do that they must deal with all of the questions that

the professor has brought out in his very able paper tonight.

Public service corporations are of very recent growth. The

first public service corporation known was a gas company organ-

ized in England in the latter part of the last century. In 1797

the discovery of illuminating gas was first given to the world.

That brought about the service of that commodity to the public,

and from that grew public service corporations. The railroads

were the next that have come in under the cover ; then followed

the electric light and power interests, and subsequently the

telephone.

Public service corporations today, in my judgment, are

responsible for all of the contumely heaped upon them by the

press and the public. They have nothing but apologies to offer,

and they are suffering largely from the sins of their predeces-

sors, and some of them are today suffering from their own

disease of corruptness. One corporation having a poor policy

can so taint the pure water of the rest that all of the water

is bad.

The education of the people and the education of the public

needs to come right through the engineering class today. The

business man is not a fit one to appear before rate fixing bodies.

He is colored too much—his views are in accord with his own

desires. The engineer stands between as a factor looking only

at the right side of the proposition, having no particular views

of his own, and judging from most engineers that I know,

possessing no stock and bonds in the corporations they are

pleading for, and therefore have no monetary interest excepting

Iheir monthly stipend

The question of rate fixing is new also. It began with the

adoption of the present constitution of the State of California

in 1879. Prior to that time, so far as I have ever been able to

learn, in no State in the United States was any attempt ever

made to fix rates for any public service corporation. That con-

.-.titution, as you know, was born in the sandlots in San Fran-

cisco ; it was practically created by Dennis Kearney, who, through

his wonderful magnetism and his wonderful power as an

agitator, brought about the question of a new constitution in this

State. The constitutional convention was composed probably of

I he brightest men in the State of California, who were at that

lime impressed not only by the press of the country and of San

Francisco, but by the attitude of the people themselves, with

the necessity for some reform measures against the corporations

which had up to that time been dominating the State of Cali-

fornia. So the action of the constitutional convention was more

or less drastic in its character, and the particular provisions in

it that are obnoxious today, from a fair point of view, were

the direct result of the attitude of corporations towards the

public at that time.

The rate-fixing was particularly directed to the water com-

panies of the State. There was one provision inserted. Article

II of Section 19, which provided that anyone could occupy the

streets of any city or incorporated town in the State of Cali-

fornia free of any franchise privilege for the purpose of laying"

conduits for supplying the inhabitants "with gas-light or other

artificial light," electricity, of course, at that time being an

unknown quantity ; and giving that privilege with the under-

standing, as stated, that the municipality should have the right

to fix the rates to be charged for the service. Under that pro-

vision of the Constitution—which, by the way, was an amend-

ment of the original constitution, adopted in 1883, the munici-

palities of California have had the power, sustained by the

highest courts of the land, to fix and determine the rates.

Subsequently, possibly four or five years after that, the

agitation in the matter of fixing rates began throughout the

Eastern States, Massachusetts being the first State to take up

that question—Massachusetts, the most conservative State in

the Union, a State where investments are safe and where they

are protected, went about it in a business-like way and instituted

a gas and electric light commission, which has existed ever

since, and whose decisions have never been disturbed, and

whose justice has never been contradicted. It stands as a monu-

ment of all rate-fixing matters, as the only basis on which

justice can be done to the public and to the corporations. You
know, possibly, it has been followed in Wisconsin and New
York since.

Briefly, that is the history of the rate-fixing. Today in

California rate-fixing is a farce. Acting upon the authority

granted by the Constitution, the several bodies throughout the

State summon all the public-service corporations annually be-

fore them to render statements, which are as Sanscrit to the

men who pass upon them, which contain statements that the\'

cannot understand, and, in nine cases out of ten, that they

cannot comprehend; for the man who is earning one hundred

dollars a month can't think in millions. Yet the law and the

men are not to blame. The law has put that burden upon

them to pass upon the rates. They are between the devil and

the deep sea. (Whichever of those the corporation is, I don't

know.) They solemnly sit there; they listen to the pleadings

of the corporation president, or the corporation engineers, on

values and revenues and expense. They are none the wiser

when they get through. They ask some very intelligent ques-

tions occasionally. More often they don't know what to ask,

and they perfunctorily pass an ordinance fixing a rate thai

determines nothing, and the corporations, as a rule, have been

forced into the courts, intensifying necessarily the feeling against

ihem, and creating the great unrest that prevails.

The press don't help matters, either, rarely taking the side

of the corporation, even if they know the corporation is right.

It is not good policy to do that. They are catering to tlic

people, and the attitude of the people today is more or le^<

anarchistic, and they cannot be blamed for it. When ue.illh

is used as it is toda:y, and flaunted in the face of the poor slriig-

gling workman, it is no wonder that the public as a class rise
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up to smite the man with the money, because they are tauglit

to believe that he could not possibly have come by it honesth".

In fact, David Starr Jordan said, the other day, that he

did not believe that any man ever honestly made a million dol-

lars. When you have the president of one of the great universi-

ties of the world making an assertion of that kind, how can

you blame the ignorant workingman who allies himself against

capital, wherther individually held or corporately held? The

mission of engineers today should be to go out and preach the

gospel of the defense of capital honestly invested, and if they

believe in the corporations they could do it. If they do not

know that the corporation they are working for is honestly cap-

italized, and that they are asking only for honest returns on

that money, it should be their business to find out from the

corporation, advise themselves, and then go out and preach that

gospel. For capital needs the same protection that the man

working for the corporation needs himself. I am assuming now

that corporations are only asking today that amount of

revenue which will yield a reasonable return upon the amount

of money honestly invested; that it is only asking its expense

account, a reasonable amount outside of the known factors that

go to make up the actual expense of operation, maintenance

and distribution in every business, and that which will constitute

the much-troubled question of depreciation.

Engineers will always disagree upon what constitutes de-

preciation, and I don't believe it ever will be determined except

in one way. I think that question could be solved in this man-

ner: Corporations insure the fidelity of their clerks; they

in.^ure their property from destruction by lire ; they insure

themselves against accident to the people in their service. It

seems logical to me to follow out that idea, that there should

be and could be an insurance against depreciation.

If I today were to organize a company with a certain cap-

italization, and come to the Home Telephone Company, and

say, "Gentlemen, I will make an appraisement of your property

today, its value " Or, take an older company, such as the

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, which has an older

plant, that has been in use, and appraise it as it is valued today.

"Now, I will insure that property against depreciation for a

certain percentage"—I bearing in mind, of course, that what I

will receive as a premium I would invest in some other secur-

ities which would yield an interest; that I would be earning

money upon that premium all the time. I would agree for a

term of fifty years to replace any worn-out part of any ap-

paratus belonging to this company that had depreciated, the

determination of depreciation as against mere maintenance or

repairs being decided by the company itself as to what had

depreciated. The company would pay me that premium. It

would be a charge on their books of money actually paid out

for insurance of the perpetuity of its plant, and would solve the

question if the percentage which I claim for them could be

deemed to be reasonable.

Those of us who have been in the business for a great many

years have knowledge of what depreciation really means. I don't

want to be egotistical nor tell you how old I am, but I have

been in one business for thirtj'-five years. That would be time

in which a plant that I began with, if it had faded away en-

tirely and disappeared, would figure out a little less than 3J^

per cent depreciation. I know from thirty-five years' experience

in gas plants, and from more than twenty-eight years in electric

lighting plants, what depreciation and obsolescence really mean
from practical experience, and I know this : that a gas plant,

in its entirety, with the exception, perhaps, of its gas mains laid

under the streets, has a life not exceeding" ten years on an aver-

age. Gas mains would have a life approximately of fifty years,

possibly of seventy-five. I know of pipes in the ground toda^r

that have been in the ground for over fifty years, which, for the

purposes of the business they are engaged in, are carrying the

.
gas as well as they were fifty years ago. Steel structures as

holders have a life of not to exceed thirty years, when they will

have to be absolutely replaced. And so you can go down along

ihe line of depreciation, and you can get men who have been

in the business today long enough to determine just what the

natural percentage of depreciation would be.

There is one thing over and above all else that has im-

pressed me very much in corporate service; that is, that the

corporations don't have their ears to the ground, in the first

place, and they don't get next to the people, in the second. The

characteristic of every corporation up to within a very few

years has been to hold the public away, and not in any respect

to take the public into their confidence. That spirit, entertained

in the head offices of the company, goes down through the line

of employees. Like master, like man.

But a few years ago the public-service corporations awoke

to the fact that they were making a great mistake; that the

public were getting stronger than they were, and they had to

change their tactics to preserve their lives and reputations.

Every corporation today in the United States that serves the

public is doing all it can to cater to the public and to bring the

public nearer to it, but they are not going far enough. The

public only hear one side of a controversy, and that is through

the daily papers. Conceding that the press talks to a biased

public, the public-service corporation makes no effort, except in

the way of advertisement, to reach the public. 7\dvertisements

are read, as all advertisements are, with certain grains of sus-

picion, i believe if the public-service corporation, through its

trained engineers and employees, can get down from their

pedestal to the level of the people, and walk with them hand

in hand, in some way they can educate them, because the public

want to know ; they want to be taken into your confidence, and

they want to believe you are right, and they will respect you

because of your coming down and walking hand in hand with

them.

That can be done in many ways, such as a more frequent

appearance before the public of the officers and engineers of

the corporation upon the technical side. The people are ignorant

of what constitutes the phenomena, if I can call it that, that

they are dealing with every day through the public-service cor-

porations. They don't understand the mysteries of the auto-

matic telephone service. They don't even know the Bell ser-

vice, or what they do to carry sound such distances. They are

perfectly dense as to how electric energy is produced and dis-

tributed. They haven't the remotest idea of how gas is manu-

factured, or what from, or what constitutes gas when it is

manufactured. The schools don't go to the trouble to give

them information on that point. The universities don't go to

any particular trouble except in a general, technical way in

electrical and mechanical engineering, and a little dab of gas

engineering, leading up through the classes to graduation.; so

the student who graduates from the universities of this country,

while he has a general theoretical knowledge of the elements of

the sciences that enter into the business largely of public-service

corporations today, has to begin all over again.

He is like a bookkeeper who has graduated from one of

the business colleges, and goes into a mercantile house to keep

a set of books. Before he can keep the books of the concern

he has to learn its system. He has some of the fundamental

principles, but none of the really practical ones. You cannot

do otherwise in college. You cannot make specialists of men.

You cannot put a man straight to a particular course and spe-

cialize him to one thing, and turn him out an absolutely prac-

tical, thoroughly trained electrical engineer. It would be too

much to expect of the college to do that. There are too many
other things for them to do ; but what could be done is this

:

that if the men having the practical knowledge and experience

from years of service in all of the things that the public-service

corporations are engaged in doing, could spend a few of the

dollars of the corporation in going before the children in the

primary schools, the children in the grammar schools, and the

boys in the technical schools, and the young men in the univer-

sities, and deliver weekly, if you please, lectures on the different

topics, they would then be educating the young men as they
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grew up in a proper way in thai parlicular lino with which, as

citizens, they are going to liave so much to do, and of which,

as citizens, when they come out of the schools, they know so

little. That is where the difficulty lies—the lack of education

of the youth and people of today with regard to these matters.

And 1 would go further than that. I would see that popular

lectures were given here from to time, and they would become

popular after a while—illustrated lectures, lantern-slide exhibi-

tions, dealing with these complex studies. Bring in the people,

the consumers, and educate them. Make an open book of your

accounting to them. Prove to them positively that the statements

you are making are correct, and gradually this feeling that

exists against public-service corporations would fade away as

the dew does before the morning sun.

It can be done, but it rests with you young engineers grow-

ing up the service of corporations, or in engineering work if

ing up in the service of corporations, to so educate the people

that the sciences to which you are devoting your life and that

you spent your school-days in trying to acquire, would be used

for the benefit of the people. Because if you can relieve the

people of their bias and their prejudice, and get them to think-

ing for themselves, and thinking rightly and honestly, without

bias or prejudice, you have accomplished as much as an en-

gineer as you have in building any structure, no matter how
grand it is.

I apologize for all this time, and I am very glad to have

been able to say these few things to you. It is a subject that

cannot be discussed in air hour, nor a day, nor a month, and

if I can set any one of you young men here thinking, to go out

and preach the gospel of fairnes to capital invested, which is

for the benefit of the people, I won't have talked in vain; and

I thank you, professor, for the opportunity you have afforded

me by your paper to say this, and I thank you all for your

patience in listening to me. (Applause.)

R. B. Daggett: The subject has been of great interest

to me for several years. In a very small way I have attempted

to do something along the lines suggested by Mr. Corey and

Mr. Britton. It has always been my idea that the principal

difficulty between the people and the corporation was that they

did not understand each other. Of course, as Mr. Britton has

said, some of the differences are due to what has taken place

in the past, and abuses by corporations in the past have made

it difficult for corporations to exist under right conditions now.

Over in our town of Berkeley across the bay, we have a little

club which meets occasionally, whose members are business men.

Mr. Britton has said that the thing for the corporation men to

do is to get next to the people. Now I am going to ask him

sometime to come right over there and get next to us, and I

am going to ask Professor Cory to do the same thing; and 1

think if we could get a few men who are known only in the

newspapers as they appear sometimes in cartoons, and are not

known at all as the men they are, to come before the people,

why, a great many of these cobwebs would be brushed away.

C. W. Burkett: It was my good fortune to be in Wis-

consin at the time the well-known Wisconsin commission was

established. I was also at that time connected with one of the

corporations that operated in the State and which was placed

under the commission. I remember very distinctly the sort of

dread with which the corporation looked upon such an investi-

gation as a commission of this character would make—not so

much because they did not have a good story, but they really

had not thought about it long enough to know they had a

good story, I believe it is the sense of the corporations operat-

ing in the State of Wisconsin today—at least the major part

of them—that the commission there, which is composed of one

engineer, one attorney, and one business man—has done a great

deal towards establishing friendly relations between the public

and public-service corporations in the State.

There is one thought in connection with Professor Cory's

paper that I wish to mention, and that is that the average en-

gineer, the engineer of today, as a rule has not given enough

tlidUght lo accouniing. .\ccuunting, to the average engineer, is

something that must be left to auditors. He must not know
anything about it. That is one of the most serious mistakes

that the engineer can make. The time has arrived that a man
is not an engineer unless he is an accountant ; and by accounting

is meant the proper classification of all expenses in connection

with any operation—a classification that will show costs.

The matter of the proper valuation on which to base rates

is probably one of the greatest problems in rate-making today,

and I will not attempt to discuss it, because I am not prepared

to do so at this time. As to whether rates should be based

upon first cost, which means the money actually put into the

plant, or whether they should be based on what is known as

the replacement cost—being the cost of reproducing the property

as it exists today, or whether rates should be based on what

is termed "going value", are all matters which have been and

are being discussed by rate-making bodies today, such as State

commissions and municipal commissions and investigating asso-

ciations. 1 here seems to be a sentiment at this time that the

proper valuation upon which to base rates is the "going" valua-

tion. The State of Washington has a -railroad commission

with a corps of engineers. This commission has done quite a

good deal of work in connection with the railroads operating in

Washington. Its method has been this: The engineers first

established what they call cost. They made every effort to

secure a figure which was the cost of the property. They next

prepared for the commission another figure which they call

replacement value, being what it would cost to replace the prop-

erty today. After having prepared these two sets of valuations

the engineers then gave the figures to the commission. The
commission then arrived, for rate-making purposes, at what they

were pleased to call a "going" value. This "going" value in the

State of Washington, as I recollect it, was about 20 per cent

higher than the replacement cost of the property.

I was quite interested in Mr. Britton's suggestion, that it

might be possible to take care of depreciation through an insur-

ance scheme, and it occurred to me that there might be some

real merit in the suggestion, and that here might be an oppor-

tunity for a business undertaking of considerable importance.

A. H. Halloran: The "going value" mentioned by Mr.

Burkett is now the subject of widespread discussion among
those interested in the appraisement of public utility plants. It

includes not only the physical value of the equipment, but also

that intangible value which is attached to anything that is alive.

No satisfactorj' definition has yet been given for this term which

has been but recently coined. It will be but a short time, how-

ever, before the '"going value" will be recognized as one of the

most important factors effecting property valuation. Its most

vital part is the element of "good will," that friendly feeling

which Mr. Britton shows has been indifferently cast aside by

some corporations. A company giving service to the public

without the good will of that public is actually worth less in dol-

lars and cents than is a company which has the hearty co-opera-

tion of its consumers. Just as good will is a corporation asset,

so is its absence a corporation liability.

Mr. Britton has already shown how this good will can be

created by educating the public about the company's work.

Remove a little of the mystery that is attached to electricity and

the secrecy that is associated with accounting and you will bring

forth a popular sympathy whose value may be compounded

annually.

The popular ignorance about the subject of reconstruction is

surprising. It is not difficult to show that this reconstruction is

necessary to take care of the wear and tear of daily u.se and is

consequently as legitimate an expense as arc the bills for lubri-

cating oil. Many people have an idea that the charge for re-

construction is made to enhance the company's financial value

much-as reconstruction increases the worth of a ruby; moreover,

that this increased valuation is as fictitious as is that of the

artificial stone dug out of the crucible, which the jeweler is trying

to sell as a genuine gem dug out of the ground. By citing a
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mainlejiance expense with which everybody is familiar, such as

the cost of "mending a leaky roof, it is easy to make most people

understand why this charge is made.

The matter of depreciation has been greatly systematized by

engineers in the past few j-ears. The telephone companies, in

particular, ha\'e even plotted cttrvos from which they deduce an

annual depreciation charge, say S per cent. These charges, like

those of cost data are not universally applicable. We cannot

estimate depreciation value for the climatic conditions of Cali-

fornia which would apply to the conditions in the East. Conse-

(.pientl}^ every company in each locality is compelled to estimate

its own depreciation account.

Now, a word of warning as to this scheme of governmental

regulation which is being held as the panacea for all the evils of

corporation misrule. Undoubtedly regulation in moderation is a

good thing, but if carried to the extreme of governmental opera-

tion of public utilities, under our present form of government,

we will be involved in difficulties of which we do not now even

dream. In California we are sufifering under too much municipal

regulation. Tlie tendency throughout the country is evidently

toward State regulatioji and c^uite possibly national regulation of

corporations. As long as these regulating commissions confine

their efforts to the protection of the public and of the stockholders

by deciding a proper rate for service, all will be well, but as soon

as they attempt to dictate how the property should be operated

they will meet with much the same troubles as do the labor

unions when tht\' try to say who shall and who shall not be era-

ployed. In other words, if corporation regulation be carried one

step further to governmental operation then it borders on the

socialistic, and is contraiy to the principles of our American

government, the principles upon which our past success has

been based.

W. A. Hi 11cbrand: I would like to ask if you mean that the

good will of the consumers should be capitalized ; and I would
like to ask Mr. Burkett, in relation to the remarks he just made,

if he knows why 20 per cent was added to the replacement value

to make going value?

A. H. Halloraii: The question of whether the good will of

a corporation can be capitalized is a good deal the same as

whether its franchise could be capitalized. The franchise is what

the people give, very often for nothing, but within a few years

that franchise acquires a definite value. If we were going before

the Supervisors and say, "We are attempting to capitalize our

good-will," we would be laughed at ; but if we have a property

for sale, and can show we have a certain stock in hand, and are

supplying a certain demand, very good ; furthermore, if we can

show we have the good-will of the people we can get a better

price than if everybody's hand is turned against us. At least

it would be luore salable and more likely to be acciuired by a

possible buyer.

C. II'. Burkcll: In reply to the second part of the

question as to why the State of Washington added 20 per cent

and called it "going" value, my understanding of that is this

:

There are many things done with a property that make it

worth iTiuch more as a financial proposition than the amount
actually expended on the same. Should earnings be based on

the money put in the property, or on wdiat the property is

worth ? Supposing )'0u built a plant twelve years ago when
copper was 12 cents a pound, and you tried to make rates two

years ago when copper was 28 cents a pound, what valuation

would you use for rate-making?

Quesiion: Wouldn't that difference be taken into account

in the replacement value—that is, the coiupany is entitled to

the increase in its value?

C. W. Bitrkctl: I have read a great many discussions

and talked with a great many people on this subject, and it is

not clear to me, by any means, what is the right thing to do.

What we are after is "the right," As I attempted to explain,

the commissioners in Washington have arrived at the use of a

"going" valuation upon which to base rates, for the reason that

the property is w'orlh that much; that is, what it would bring

in the market today.

Question: What I am trying to get at is the reasons for

the 20 per cent on what the replacement value is.

C. //'. Burkett: A concern has, for example, contracts

with other companies, which are valuable, which have not cost

anything, perhaps, and those contracts have a very real commer-

cial value. As to whether that should be capitalized or not,

whether rates should be based on that valuation, is the problem
;

but that is the way I understood the Washington commissioners

decided was equitable.

John A. Brittoii: The question of the value of the plant,

based upon its being a going concern has been covered by a

number of decisions in the Supreme Court of the United

States, where that question has been discussed and argued. I

think it is a good deal like good-will, in a way. Of course, no

one for a moment (to take a concrete example) would suppose

that the "White House" would sell you its business tomorrow

based upon the value of the stock it carries on its shelves. It

has a good-will as a going concern, having an established repu-

tation, location, and so forth. And that goes into the question

in the courts, as to what constitutes a going concern value,

nuich upon the lines that Mr. Burkett has suggested, of con-

tracts in existence. But in railroads, more particularly, they

iiave argued that it applies as well to the pioneering efiforts of

the company in opening up territory, in building for itself a

business that before was not there and from which no revenue

was obtained, and succeeding by opening this territory in making

tliat a tributary, profitable business, that that should enter into

the valuation besides rights of way and rolling stock. In other

words, it has built up a going business that has created trade,

and that has a capitalized value. In fact, the Supreme Court of

the United States, in the Consolidated Gas case, went as far as

to say that by reason of the possession by the gas company in

New York of a inonopoly, due to the fact that the municipality

would never countenance the tearing up of its streets for the

general laying down of conduits for conveying gas, it was en-

titled to have considered, in the appraisement of its value, this

value of a monopoly; it suggested as a possibility that might

be considered. It did not rule on that point. But the Supreme
Court has in many cases decided that the operation of any

public service, in developing territory and producing a revenue,

by that means constitute a certain capital over and above the

intrinsic value.

While on my feet I want to say this, that in Cahfornia we
have been confronted with the decisions of the State courts that

only permit corporations to take into consideration the matter

of valuation in fixing rates, the absolute value of the propert\'

actually in use. If considerable of the property of the company
has been bought to stifle competition, to shut out possible reser-

voir sites, or obtain valuable rights of way, that would not be

considered if not actually used, nor would vacant property,

bought years ago for possible use and never used, by reason of

the business, or absorption of competitors, or otherwise, that

they could not obtain a revenue on that, and that would not

be allowed by the courts; but other than that they do allow

and will allow, I think, in all future times, a value over and
above the question of intrinsic values as a going concern for

the business developed.

/-/. T. Cory: I am not a member of the American Insti-

tute, but I am a member of the American Society of Mechanical
and Civil Engineers, and I have been very much interested in

this talk this evening. I was no little surprised to hear Mr.
Britton say he would be very willing to enlighten the public

as to public corporation afifairs. I have been until very recently

general manager of two corporations, one on the American side

of the line and one on the Mexican side. On the Mexican side

of the line, as manager of that cftrporation, I have had to deal

with the offcials in the City of Mexico, who were specially

trained in their work. So far as rate-fixing on the American
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side was conccniefl, it was a tiucslion oi dealing with the bt_iard

of supervisors of a eouiily, a very small and new county.

The amount of regulation in Mexico is something phenom-

enal as compared with this count ly. In .\merica we can build

our canals where we please, and ]inl up the sort of structures

we please, ;iiid tlo [iretty well as we please, in Mexico we dare

not put up a structure or dig a canal without the special ap-

proval of the Mexican officials. I was very frank in talking

to the Mexican officials, giving details of the cost of every struc-

ture. The reason I was willing to do that was because I knew
that in Mexico I was dealing with a man who knew what he

was talking about. I was afraid to give out any information

on the American side of the line because the newspapers and

the various people who had axes to grind would distort that

information and keep me forever explaining, and nothing is so

annoying as to explain and explain and explain, over and over,

to people who are trying to twist the words you utter into

different meanings.

I have heard a number of corporation men say they would
rather do business the corporation way in Mexico than in

America, and yet in Mexico rates are absolutely fixed for rail-

roads. All railroads at the end of ninety-nine years become the

property of the State, without the payment of a cent of money.

Time-cards must be approved before they can be put into effect.

Books are gone over by government experts, and statements

taken from them, and there is a degree of regulation that would
make the railroad men in this country wild. But it is accepted

in good part, because j'ou are not dealing with the dear people,

but with experts, and that is a great difference.

I do not believe that the corporation people in this country

are dishonest or are not frank with the people, excepting for

the reason that they dare not be frank. They are dealing with

people who are not acquainted with the subject, and in Mexico

you are dealing with people who are.

Incidentally, with reference to that "going business," the

Assistant Secretary of State of Mexico gave me a very good
illustration of what he understood by going value. He said

:

"There have been a number of irrigation enterprises started in

Mexico. Many of them have failed. We do not regulate their

rates. It is not necessary. Some have succeeded. Those who
have succeeded are entitled to a percentage on the risk which

they have encountered by going into the business at all." In short

he allowed 2 per cent, which is just about equivalent to your

20 per cent of the Wisconsin commission for going business,

to allow for the fact that in entering that business at all the

man has risked his money by making a failure.

Finally, there is another phase of it. Suppose I go into the

dry-goods business today. I may fail. I may make 20 per

cent. If I make 20 per cent, there is nobody going to regulate

me or to reduce that amount. In other words, there is no limit

to the maximum I can make on the business investment in a

private corporation, and there is no limit to the minimum. In

a public-service corporation, however, the people do nor guar-

antee to the public-service corporation a minimum return on

its investment—do not even guarantee that it will come out

even. It merely saj's you cannot make more than a certain

amount, and that amount is not very big. It seems to me, there-

fore, that the "going business" of a public-service corporation is

a matter which should be considered as representing that one

factor, namely, that while, on the one hand, the public reserves

the right to regulate rates to keep the earning capacity down to

a reasonable amount, it does not, on the other hand, guarantee

anything. In a private business you have no such limits, and

you have the same amount of guarantee against failure, namely,

none at all.

R. B. Daggett: The subject Mr. Cory has mentioned

brings up this point, that the public utility corporation has more

or less of a monopoly. Supposing a private individual wants

telephone service put in, and he calls up the telephone com-

pany, and he gets it put in in a reasonable length of lime, that

time, he has no redress. Now a private individual, engaged, say.

in selling shoes, if he is called up on the telephone and he is

told, "I want a certain number of pairs of shoes sent to my
place," and they are not sent over in the course of an hour, the

man say.s, "I don't want to do business here, 1 will do business

with somebody else." Su the man who goes into private busi-

ness is entitled to more, if he can make it, because he has no

monopoly; but the public utility corporation has that monopoly;

it has that hold on the people.

Another point that Mr. Burkett brought up was insurance

against depreciation. The corporation that I have been iden-

tified with for over thirteen years has been into that subject

in many different ways. When it first went into business it

was necessary' to insure in order to do business at all, and

the company tried to charge a sufficient price so that if it did

not guess right on the depreciation it still would come out all

right. Later, as the business got on its feet, it was found un-

necessary to make this insurance in order to do business, and

as the apparatus was not operated under the best conditions

when its was insured, that insurance business was discontinued.

Now the experience of engineers has inade it possible, with the

data that we have, to make insurance propositions on a very

close basis and come out verj' nearly right ; and I presume, with

any kind of engineering apparatus it would be possible to do

that.

]]'. H. Scavcr: As to the cost of operation, I am not

familiar with it from the corporation standpoint, except as to

manufacturing—not in regard to the distribution of power, man-

ufacturing of power or anythin,g of that kind. It would seem

as though it would be comparatively simple to determine the

actual value of a plant—perhaps not comparatively simple, but

nevertheless not impossible, to determine the depreciation ; but

the question of cost of operation, while it can be determined

for the past, is one of very great difficulty in trying to deter-

mine it for the future. I have known many instances in the cost

of manufacturing where the fluctuations have been through such

tremendous differences that the variations in selling price could

not keep up with them. At times, as business would fall off,

the cost would increase to snch an extent that even with high

prices for the selling value the business would show a loss. At

other times, in reducing the price of the product, the costs

would be so greatly reduced by increased sales that the profits

would be increased tremendously. I know a certain manufac-

turing concern in Connecticut. They had a certain department

that made cheap goods, but hadn't made any money. Finally

the proprietor took it into careful consideration. He decided

that he would take everything that came for a year, and see

what the outcome was. On every order that he took he had a

system of estimating costs from time to time. Almost every

order that he took showed a loss compared with the figures

given by the cost department. At the end of the year he had

a record made of the actual expense of the department, and

found he had made a handsome profit. Those factors must

enter into the cost of the production of power as well as other

"

products; and, possibly with the exception of the telephone busi-

r.ess, the greater the business the lower the cost. That is a

question that enters into the fixing of rates for the future, and

as I look at it, it must be an uncertain quantity, and I should

think, from the standpoint of the public-service corporations, it

would be a very difficult one to determine.

George C. Hotbcrtoii: There is one point that Pro-

fessor Cory brought out that I think is worthy of consid-

eration and to which we should all give some thought, and that

'

is the term "piece-meal construction." I think that is an argu-

ment against allowing a rate based solely on the replacement

value, because a plant is not replaced, neither is it built in a

day. a month, or a year. If you take and set out to build a

pole line, you will arrive at a figure very much less than the

actual cost, or the cost representing the money actually paid

out. due to the f.-ict thai pole lines .irc nni built in tin- way
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is very well ; but if he lias to wait a month, or even some shorter

that you would probably estimate them. The town grows grad-

ually. A pole is added here and another pole somewhere else,

and it cannot be done on the basis of a figure that an engineer

might give in building the whole under one contract. In other

words, he could build a mile of pole line a great deal cheaper

than it has cost the company to build that particular mile of

l.ole line, because it did not build it that way, but built a few

hundred feet at a time.

M. M. Libby: May I add a word about replacement

values, it having been my good fortune in the engineering busi-

ness to have been concerned with some of these things that

had to be insured, and to have to operate and take care of in-

sured apparatus, apparatus whose life was guaranteed a certain

time. In that time I have seen changes take place in apparatus

that was insured for ten or fifteen years, so that the appartus

was dumped on the scrap and replaced by other apparatus.

These new terms, such as "going value", have not been

sufficiently defined as yet. The whole thing is moving along

so fast that we have not language to express our ideas; so

when one gentleman speaks of replacement value, and another

one of some other feature of this business, we are not always

thinking the same thought.

The 20 per cent spoken of in the case of Washington makes

me think of a matter that came to my attention recently. I

had occasion to wait patiently for an interview, and during the

process I overheard the explanations which were made when

certain replacements and repairs exceeded the values estimated

by the engineers in charge; in other words, matters of small

import compared with the valuation of the railroad ; but the

work had been ordered upon the probable expenditure of a cer-

tain sum of money to accomplish a certain result. Invariably

the expense exceeded the estimate by 33J^, SO, 40, arid in some

cases over 50, per cent, which goes to show that the engineer

as yet has not gotten suffcient training to really determine the

replacement value. I have had occasion to look over the esti-

mates made by engineers of great repute in which the item of

10 to 20 per cent had to be put in their estimate for items that

they could not really determine beforehand, because they knew

from work that has already been done, and after men had care-

fully made estimates, that they could not predict the cost close

enough to warrant capitalists in taking hold of it.

I want to bring out the point now, that particular point,

that I fear that the term "business man" has been made to in-

clude too many of the "common people," and has been given

a little bit of a black eye as compared with the engineer. I

think we engineers have a great deal before us in the way of

estimating, before telling these things for the benefit of those

who employ us. The man who made the estimates which overran

ZiYi would not be a very good employee for a contracting con-

cern. It is a vast difference, being employed for a person who
is going to have the work done, anyway, and wants your ideas

as to what it is going to cost, and being employed by a concern

where your estimate determines whether they are going to do

business tomorrow and the next day, and have a little profit for

their own use. I think if we get in line with the work that is

before us, we will be able to call in the business man and explain

it to him. My experience has been that the business men who
are about to invest money—and those are the men I have classed

as business men—men who are dealing in financial matters—as

a rule have the engineers up a stump, and there are only a few
of the commercial engineers who are really able to do business

with the financial men, because the financial men have the best

of it most of the time.

Our paper tonight was so brief that almost any of us can

get tip and take more time in the meeting than the paper itself;

but it takes a great deal of thought and effort to find language

sufficiently plain and elementary so that it can be applied to

the subject and not lead us off into the mystery and maze where
we won't accomplish anything. I think the example given to

US by Professor Cory warrants further study, and I think it

would be better for each of us to give some thought to how

the questions raised tonight can be answered in the simple lan-

guage of the example given in the paper.

C. L. Cory: I will add just one or two words. 1 want

to recur to one point that I made regarding the almost universal

necessity of the public-service corporation finding it necessary

to dig up probably a lot more money than it earns, because we

discussed the matter of trying to educate other people only a*

applied to the proper return on the investment. Suppose any

one of us has the sum of $5,000, and we loan it on a mortgage

and get 7 per cent. That is $350. Now let us suppose, in

order to hold that loan, we had to dig up every year $700. Is

the 7 per cent rate sufficient? Many of you know much better

than I how absolutely necessary it is to meet the enormous

expense of these extensions. It is a point that has not been

discussed generally, but is worthy of serious consideration.

The discussion this evening has, I think, justified the very

brief paper. I told you the story about the college graduate

and John Hay. I don't need to say any more. I do want to

add this, however. The study of these matters is not like the

study of Ohms's law, nor can you solve them with the slide-

rule. As we found this evening, the very terms we were trying

to use, we do not know the exact definition of them. How can

we get it ? I think ' the best thing we can do is to get down

and study it, everj'one of us, perhaps, with one exception, be-

cause they arc so new. I don't know of any better place to

study it than to follow—as has been indicated to us this evening

by Mr. Britton—the work of the Massachusetts commission and

the Wisconsin commission. Their publications are available in

foto. I don't suppose those commissions—in fact, I know some

members of the Massachusetts Highway Commission themselves

did not know the proper definition of those terms we have been

discussing. Let us get together and take that up, and perhaps

let Ohms's law alone for a little while, and I think we will be

a good deal better engineers and better members of society, and

of very much better service to those who have the right to look

to us for loyal service. We will be a good deal better bunch of

engineers than if we stick to those other things exclusively.

JOINT ELECTRICAL BANQUET IN LOS ANGELES.
A joint banquet of the Los Angeles Section of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Rejuvenated

Sons of Jove was held at the Hollenbeck Hotel in Los Angeles

on March 12, 1910.

F. B. Crocker, professor of electrical engineering at Co-

lumbia University College, New York, and past president of

the A. I. B. E., gave the members an interesting address on

conditions in electrical matters in foreign countries, having

just returned from his second trip around the world, the first

trip being eleven years ago. Dr. Crocker especially spoke on
India, China, .lapan, and having visited these same countries

on his first trip had an opportunity of studying the growth of

this work, which in India and China was very discouraging to

the American engineers, on account of their extreme con-

servatism, a point in which they take considerable pride.

The lighting and street railway work is slowly going forward
but the telephone was not much used as the natives do not
seem to care for this particular branch of the science, espe-

cially the long-distance work. In Japan, however, all branches
of the electrical industry are booming and they are rapidly

developing their hydro-electric plants, mainly on account of

the many opportimities offered for development along this

line. Dr. Croclter also made a few remarks concerning the
inception of the A. I. E. E., having personally been president
when the organization was founded. The members thoroughly
enjoyed Dr. Crocker's address, and appreciated the oppor-
tunity of having him present.

J. A. Lighthipe addressed the meeting on the early days
in Thomas A. Edison's laboratory. Mr. Lighthipe went to

Menlo Park and became associated with Mr. Edison in 1879
and his remarks were among the most interesting of the
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evening. Mr. Liglilhipe spoke principally of the eai'ly work

done on telephone apparatus and Mr. Edison's endeavors to

get a loud speaking instrument, but this work was soon given

over to the electric light end of the industry, which a.t that,

time was just beginning to interest the public. The early

work done on incandescent lamps as well as generators and

their experience given by one who was on the "spot" at the

time to see the development, is a subject of never tiring

interest to any one in the electrical fraternity and can only be

appreciated by hearing it told in Mr. Lighthipe's inimitable

manner. While he exceeded his time limit for speaking, every

one present would have gladly stayed all night if he would

have been willing to have continued.

E. F. Scattergood, chief electrical engineer of the Los

Angeles Aqueduct, chose as his subject "Engineering.' a sub-

ject that could not possibly have been delivered in a more
thorough and satisfactory manner than was given by this

gentleman. He spoke of the enormous good that can be

obtained by co-operation among engineers and by every jiieni

ber of the profession having his data files open to his brother

engineer, likening the profession to medical work where

nearly every doctor of standing in the world gladly con-

tributed his findings on a particular subject to the good of

the profession in general. Mr. Scattergood stated further

that, the student of electricity must devote his life to the

science and its application more than to the financial re-

muneration he personally might gain. That Mr. Scattergood's

speech was appreciated was demonstrated by the remarks

heard after the meeting adjourned and his ideas of co-opera-

tion sank into the heart of every man present.

One of the most interesting talks of the evening was that

given by O. H. Ensign of the U. S. Reclamation Service.

Mr. Ensign took up the work at the very beginning, outlining

its scopes, resources and development, treating each subject

in a manner so interesting that the writer could not waste a

word in an endeavor to take notes, selfish but justified. One
cannot appreciate the magnitude of the enormous under-

takings of this department by simply reading a report of each

project, but must hear it given by so able and easy a talker

as Is Mr. Ensign. The members can congratulate themselves

on the opportunity of hearing Mr. Ensign on this subject, as

such opportunities are rare..

In the absence of H. C. Bowers, H. .B. Woodlll took up

the subject of "Contracting" and ably represented that branch

of the industry. Mr. Woodill confined his remarks to the

early days of the business, being one of the oldest contractors

in, Los Angeles, describing the methods of installation in those

days as compared with the present-day construction. The
subject was handled in a competent manner and Mr. Woodill

took this occasion to say that the contracting and engineering

work should be separate and distinct, inasmuch as very few

contractors were capable of doing engineering work, but

rather than lose a contract most of them would attempt work
that naturally reflected discredit on the engineer's profession

when the result of such an attempt proved unsatisfactory.

E. R. Northmore presented a paper on the lighting com-

panies, covering the electrical work in Los Angeles from the

beginning to the present day, also the benefits to be gained

by joint pole construction. The paper is printed elsewhere in

this number, and is interesting to those familiar with the

rapid development of electrical matters in this territory.

Mr. Northmore began work on the first plant in Los Angeles

and, staying with the same company to the present day, cer-

tainly can he conceded authority on the subject presented and

the early day work, when he read all the meters, "shot" all

trouble and generally took care of all outside work in the

city, makes interesting and amusing history, of which Mr.

Northmore can well be proud.

C. W. Koiner presented a most interesting paper on the

aims of the A. I. E. E. and the growth of the local section.

This paper is also printed elsewhere in this number and is

well worth reading, not only by Inslilule members but by

non-members, as it carefully details the w-ork laid out by the

directors of the Institute, and the standing of its members and

associates. The figures given by Mr. Koiner were carefully

obtained and are as accurate as can be compiled and the

members are deeply indebted to Mr. Koiner for the time he

put in, in getting this before them.

A. W. Ballard closed the meeting with a short address on

the Rejuvenated Sons of Jove, who they are and what part

they take in the electrical field. Their chief object is to boost

everything electrical, consequently is a worthy cause and a

subject for serious consideration by every one in any branch

of the business. The local organization started about IS

months ago with four members and has a present membership

of about 40. Mr. Ballard stated further the Sons of Jove

were really the social end of the A. I. E. E. and hoped to see

all of the members soon "ride the goat" in the Sons of Jove

and would personally see that they got their money's worth.

NEW CATALOGUES.

"Northern" Type B direct current motors are interestingly

described in Bulletin 1119 from the Fort Wayne Electric

Works.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company are distribut-

ing a folder showing their lifting magnets in construction

and in use.

Bulletin lllS from the Fort Wayne Electric Works illus-

trates and describes the construction, design and operation

of their Type A constant potential transformer.

Barrett jacks are illustrated and described in catalogue

No. 109B from Fairbanks, Morse & Co. This includes all

forms of lifting jacks specially adapted for railway work.

Ad Book No. 1.3 from the Westinghouse Bureau of Pub-

licity contains examples of a number of excellent newspaper

advertisements for central stations. This number is devoted

to "moving day."

The Duplex Metals Company of New York has issued in

pamphlet form an attractive advertisement on standard

specifications for hard-drawn, copper-clad steel wire and

copper-clad steel bond wires.

The February number of "Hot Points" from the Pacific

Electric Heating Company of Ontario, Cal., is known as the

catalogue issue and contains illustrated descriptions of the

various heating devices manufactured by the company.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. of Chicago, 111., have just issued

their new Catalogue No. 113, which fully describes and illus-

trates their 1910 line of two-cycle marine engines. The four-

cycle heavy duty Fairbanks-Morse marine engines are fully

described and illustrated in Catalogue No. 112B, which is very

attractive and which contains complete information covering

this line.

The General Electric Company has just issued a pamphlet.

No. 3S94, on the subject of Building Lightiug, which should

be not only of interest but of service to managers of hotels,

apartment houses, and all large buildings of either a public

or private nature. This pamphlet contains references to a

number of important installations of lamps having tantalum

and tungsten filaments.

The Harvard Electric Company of Chicago and New York
City have issued a new catalogue known as No. 20, which is

descriptive of a part of the many electrical necessities made
by the Harvard Company. In this bulletin, which relates

chiefly to Harvard patent galvanized channel steel brackets,

sectional switch boxes, conduit boxes, fuse wire, fuse strip,

open fuse links. Harvard bevel edge self-welding wire joints,

fuse blocks and telephone fuses, test connectors, cable hang-

ers, etc., etc., there is given a detailed description of the

various Harvard specialties, dimensions, etc.
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THE LIGHTING COMPANIES OF LOS
ANGELES.

BY E. R. NORTHMORE.'

Los Angeles, in tlie electric business, as in every-

thing else, is always among the first. One of the first

plants for furnishing street lighting was installed in

this city about twenty-seven years ago. At this time

L-os Angeles was a small town of 13,000 inhabitants

and the lighting was distributed by six masts, 150 feet

high, at the following locations : S. P. River Station
;

Commercial and Main ; First and Central ; Sixth and

Main ; First and Boyle, and Avenue 24 and Downey.
These masts were first installed in conjunction with

enough arcs at street corners and in stores to make a

load of 50 arcs, or enough for one Brush arc machine.

As the town grew to be a city, commercial lights

were gradual!}' installed in the business district, so

that in 1893, or 10 years after the plant was installed,

the entire output of the only electric plant had grown
to the enormous load of 250 street arcs (moonlight
schedule), 250 commercial arcs and 2000 i6-c.p. flat

rate incandescent lamps, all commercial lights being
turned out at midnight. You want to remember that

in these early days, the city did not grow as fast as it

does now.

In the year 1896 another lighting company' com-
menced operation in this cit}- with a small steam plant
of about 500 kw. capacity, at Second and Beaudry
streets, working in conjunction with a water power
plant and high tension line from Santa Ana Canon.

In 1898 another plant commenced operation at

Third and Los Angeles streets, with a capacity of 300
kw., and they also brought in about 400 kw. high ten-
sion current from the San Gabriel River. Again Los
Angeles was the pioneer, as these were the first suc-
seccful high tension lines in the world.

In 1897 the city created the first conduit district,

ordering all the poles and wires from the streets and
alleys in the district bounded by Seventh, Los An-
geles, Massachusetts, New High, Temple and Hill
streets. One of the lighting companies installed the
original Edison tubes, one used paper fibre conduit
incased in concrete, and the other used redwood planks
wkh grooves cut in them. The only conduit which
has held up to date is the paper fibre conduit incased
in concrete.

At this time the center of the load was at First and
Spring, and all the companies ran very light cables
south of Fourth street, as they all decided that there
was not enough business to warrant pulling in heavy
cables.

One of the most important changes introduced
recently and one that has been promoted primarily in
the interests of the lighting companies, is the Joint Pole
proposition. This was originally planned by the light-
ing and railway companies in Los Angeles, but "the
scheme has spread so as to include many of the tele-
phone companies in Southern California, and in three
years of operation it has developed into one of the most
important lines of activity.

In this city alone, over 15,000 poles have been
eliminated in three years, and five years more is goino-

'Paper read ,Tt joint banquet A. T. E. E. and Sons ol .Tnve,Los .Angeles. Cal.. Marcli 12. VMU.

to sec ]3raclically all n\crhead construction work in

this chx on common pole lines. Construction is done

under rigid specifications, making it safer, better and

cheaper, and, in addition to this, the public have been

satisfied. Formerly it was often a ver}' delicate matter

to undertake setting a pole in a location where three

or four "sticks" already walled in the perspective. We
have had cases where angry property owners have

camped in a half-dug hole, for the purpose of ob-

structing and preventing the completion of the work,

and 3'et we were acting- only within our franchise rights

in furnishing the particular service demanded of our

companies.

I mention this work simply to show what may be

done by co-operation. Competition may be as keen

as ever with us, but when it comes to satisfying a pub-

lic demand and getting the most for the least expendi-

ture of time and worry, the use of joint poles is to be

considered an important factor.

The committee' furnished records of all combina-
tions, and that in itself is an important item, introduc-

ing a standard method of mapping the pole plant of the

\'arious companies. I have on file in my office over

2000 blueprints, each indexed carefully according to

street locations and cross indexed with cards accord-

ing to owners, and all we have had to do with these

is to file them as furnished month by month—and in-

cidentall}' pay our proportion of the expense of the

committee.

The Joint Pole Committee is composed of a repre-

sentative from each of the lighting, railway and tele-

phone companies, who in the beginning appointed as

secretary, Mr. J. E. MacDonald, who is handling this

work in a very competent manner.
The companies are heartily in favor of the Amer-

ican Institute of Electrical Engineers and Sons of Jove
and are its best boosters. There are 67 members, or

60 per cent, of the total membership of the local sec-

tion of this institute who have been or are at present
employed by the companies, and b}' looking over the
list of members we find men of world-wide reputation,
who stand among the highest in the electrical fra-

ternit}', and the majority of these have at some time
been connected with and received some of their best
training from the companies, and I feel sure that there
is just as good "timber" in the younger element, and I

belie\e that the lighting companies are giving them a
show and boosting them wherever possible.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.'
BY C. W. KOtNER.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is

the national society of the electrical profession, and
was founded 26 years ago at just about the beginning
of the electrical industry. Its growth has kept pace
with that of the electrical industry which is without a
parallel. To measure the growth and the importance
of the Institute it is necessary to consider the tre-

mendous growth of the electrical industr}^.

The first telephone exchange was not installed

until 1878 and there are at the present time 5.500,000
telephones in use in the United States alone. The first

central station was installed in 1882, and at this time

'Paper i-ead at .ioint lianquet A. T.

Los .Angeles, Cal.. March 12. 1310.
K. E. and Sons of .Tove,
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there are 6,ooo stations, not including the many more
numerous isolated plants. These central stations have
an income of $250,000,000 a vear, and develop 2,250,000

The first electric railway in this country was in-

stalled in 1888, and there are now in operation 90,000

cars on 40,000 miles of track, with earnings of $4/5,-

000,000 per annum.
It is estimated that the investment in the various

electrical industries is $6,000,000,000, and this industry

has been developed within the last 30 3'ears. It repre-

sents approximately half the value of all our .\merican

farms.

The electrical industry has grown to a point where
the amount of business transacted per annum amounts
to one and one-half billions of dollars. The estimates

and statistics compiled by the "Electrical World" for

the year 1909 shows that the value of manufactures,

machinery, etc., amounts to two and three-quarter mil-

lions of dollars. The earnings of electric railways

amount to $475,000,000; of central telephone stations

$250,000,000 ; of telegraph stations $60,000,000 ; of

isolated plants $75,000,000; and miscellaneons $50,-

000,000.

The institute has played a ver}' important part in

this stupendous development and its membership is

directing all of the great variety of electrical indus-

tries. From the few members at the time of organiza-

tion the institute has grown until it now has 6,000

associates and 500 members and is the largest of the

engineering societies. All branches of engineering are

represented in the membership and its members are

scattered all over the world. While this is our national

societ}-, its members are called to al! parts of the globe,

in the capacit}' of constructing, operating, and manag-
ing engineers.

The importance of becoming a memDer of the

institute should be impresed upon all electrical en-

gineers. It enables them to keep abreast with modern

engineering practices through the institute papers and

discussions. The papers represent the very best in-

formation that is to be had and are written and dis-

cussed by the very brightest men in the profession.

All young engineers should become identified with

the society which has helped to make electrical en-

gineering what it is and which has made the path easier

for the younger engineers, and for those who are

interested in the advancement of the electrical science.

We are deeply indebted to the men who founded

this society, to those who foresaw the advantages of

an organization of this character, The engineer owes

it to himself as well as to the institute to become affil-

iated with the recognized electrical engineering society

nf his country. He can be inspired by no better object

than that of the institute which bears repeating here.

"Its object shall be the advancement of the theory

and practice of electrical engineering, and of the allied

arts and sciences, and the maintenance of a high pro-

fessional standard among its members."

Special emphasis must be put upon the objects

qurited here. .\n engineer whose code oF ethics is not

in keeping with the high standani of the institute has

ni) place in this society.

The institute will continue tn grow in nuiiiocrs

and importance. The application of electricity for

power purposes in all lines of industry necessanl)- re-

quires a large number of engineers. Hence the insti-

tute is destined to become a very large engineering

body. Because the society will necessarily be large

in numbers does not mean that the standard or quality

of its membership will be lowered in the least.

The government of the institute is vested in a

president, six vice-presidents, twelve managers, a sec-

retary, and a treasurer. These officers are supple-

mented by a necessarily large number of committees
numbering 19 or 20.

.\s you are aware the institute owns an interest

in the Engineering Building, which is a partial gift

of Mr. Andrew Carnegie. Last summer while in Xevv

York I had the pleasure of being shown through the

building for the first time. This building is a model

of its kind, having been primarily designed for the

three engineering societies that occupy it. It is located

on West Thirty-ninth street and is easily reached by

car lines radiating to all parts of the city.

The library is located on the two upper floors.

It is composed of the scientific works of the three

societies which occupy the building. It is of course

one of the greatest and most useful parts of this en-

gineering home. Our institute alone has 18,828 vol-

umes in its library.

It may be interesting to note that the assets of

the institute is about $670,000.

One of the many good things which the institute

has accomplished was the introduction of standardiza-

tion rules. A committee was appointed and continued

until these rules were evolved and adopted. And they

are such that we could hardly dispense with them.

The institute is necessarih^ represented in the

various large centers of business by sections and

branches. These sections and branches enable the

members to meet together for discussion of the papers

presented in New York, or for papers that may be

written by its local members. There are now in exist-

ence 25 sections and 27 branches.

It is fresh in your minds how 19 or 20 months

ago we of Los Angeles came together and decided tliat

we would organize a section. Much enthusiasm was
manifested at the time and I am happy to say that it

has not abated. We began with about 25 members,

and today I believe we have 100 additional members.

Los Angeles section, though one of the youngest, is

ninth in point of members. You are to be congratu-

lated on your diligence in building u]i your member-

ship.

Los .-\.ngeles section exceeds all other sections in

growth for the last year. We are the largest west of

Chicago with one exception. San Francisco only ex-

ceeding us. The chairman of our membership commit-

tee is now planning to do some very effective work

towards increasing the membership. .\nil this is to In-

done without lowering the standard or the quality of

our membership. I sincerely trust and belie\'c that our

section will continue to have a healthy growth and will

grow in influence and usefulness to its members.

^Ve must not forget we wilT be able to extract

only in projinrtion to our in-put ; that is to say, only as

we work for our section will we be able to enjoy its

benefits to their fullest extent.
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THE WATT-HOUR METER.
EY WM. M, SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER in.
(Continued.)

Polyphase Meters.

The polyphase induction watt-hour meter for use

on either a two or three phase system consists essen-

tially of two single phase meter elements mounted
one above the other on the same shaft, and having
but one register. The principle of operation is iden-

tically the same as that previously explained for two
single phase meters, except that in the case of the

two single phase meters, the algebraic sum of the

two registers is taken to obtain the total power, while

in the case of the polyphase meter this is automaticalh-

accomplished by having the two discs connected to

one shaft. The polyphase meter has the advantage
of being easy to read and install.

The polyphase meter for use on three phase four

wire S3'stems when used without current transformers
is of somewhat diiTerent construction from the meter
used on three phase three wire, or on two phase sys-

tems. In the three phase four wire meter without cur-

rent transformers, it is necessary to have a current

winding in the meter for each phase. These wind-
ings are arranged on the two elements in such a man-
ner that the current in one phase passes through a

winding on each element : the current in each of the

other two phases passing through a winding on one

/V^oy^tf/--
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element. Fig. 40 shows the vector diagram and also
the diagram of connections of this tj'pe of meter, in

which I, r and I'' represent the currents in phases i, 2
and 3 respectively, and l-n, 2-n and 3-n represent the
voltages between the legs i, 2 and 3 and the neutral
wire, n. One element of the meter has the voltage 3-n
impressed upon its potential winding, and the current
I" passing through one set of current coils, and the
current I' passing through the other set of current
coils. The other element has the voltage l-n im-
pressed upon its potential winding, and the current, I

passing through one set of current coils, and the cur-
rent r passing through the other set.

A three phase four wire system is, in effect, three
single phase systems, the current in each system Ijeing
the current in the corresponding phase, and the volt-
age of each system being the voltage between the
corresponding phase and the neutral.

With the connections described above, the power
being transmitted by each of the two single pha'-'e sys-
tems, 3-n and i-n will be correctly recorded by the
meter for lioth unity jinwcr f.ictor and for power fac-
tors other than unity, as each element of the meter
will act as a single phase meter in recording this
power. The power being transmitted by single phase.

2-n will be recorded partly by one meter element and

partly by the other. The current I' passes through

both meter elements, the connections to its coils being

reversed so that for unity power factor it is 60° out of

phase with the voltage impressed on each element.

(If these coils are not reversed the current, I' will

pass through the meter 120° out of phase with the

voltages impressed on the two elements and will sub-

tract instead of adding the power in phase 2-n.)

Since the cosine of 60° = 1/2, one-half of the

power will be recorded by each element. For power
factors other than unity, one element will record

more than half, and the other element will record less

than half the power being transmitted ; the sum of

the power recorded by both elements will be equal

to the total power.

When current transformers are used with three

phase four wire meters, the standard polyphase meter

as used on three phase three wire circuits may be

used, the current transformers being so connected

that the resultant current of phases 3 and 2 passes

through the current coils of one element, the voltage,

3-n being impressed on this element; the resultant

current of phases I and 2 passes through the current

coil of the other element which has the voltage i-n

impressed upon it.

The action of this type of meter is the same as

just described for the meter without current trans-

formers. In the latter case, two sets of current coils

are used on each meter element, the resultant efifect

of the currents in these two sets of coils being the

same as the resultant of the currents from two current

transformers passing throug"h one set of current coils.

/iffof-ro/.
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Fig-. 41.

Fig. 41 shows the proper connections for a poly-
phase meter when used on a three phase four wire
system in conjunction with current transformers.

Adjustment of Elements.
Polyphase meters should be provided with some

means of adjusting the torque of one of the elements
without disturbing the other. This is necessary be-
cause there is only one retarding system which is

common to both elements, and it is therefore necessary
that some means be provided so that the two electrical

elements may be adjusted to give the same torque
when the same amount of power is passing through
eacli. This adjustment is readily accomplished by
changing the number of turns on the potential wind-
ing of one of the elements. P>y this means, the torque
of that particular element can be adjusted to be the
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same as tliat of the other element. This is done in

some meters by bringing out a number of taps from
the potential winding, having a very few number of

turns between taps, so that a fine adjustment can be

accomplished.

Other meters emplo}- what is known as a "bal-

ance loop," which is a short-circuited turn whose posi-

tion can be so changed that it will introduce more
or less reluctance in the i>ath of that portion of the

flux from the potential winding which does not pass

through the meter disc. Increasing this reluctance

will cause more of the flux to pass through the meter
disc, while decreasing it will cause less flux to pass

through the disc. After adjusting the "ba.lance loop"

the meter should be "re-lagged."

The balance between the elements of a pol3^phase

meter can also be altered by changing the air gap be-

tween the potential and the current coil poles of one
element ; this can be accomplished by loosening' the

screws and pr3nng' the poles further apart or b}' using'

a light wooden mallet to drive them closer together.

The adjustment obtained by this means is necessarily

ver}^ rough, but it is sometimes useful (usually when
putting a new potential coil in place) to bring the

elements within the range of adjustment provided by
the manufacturer.

Interference of Elements.

Polyphase meters are subject to one source of

error from which two single phase meters used on
nolyphase circuits are entirel)' free, that bein.g the

"interference of elements," which is due to the inter-

ference or reaction of the magnetic fields of one

element with the fields of the other, and in some cases

it introduces errors amounting to as much as 4% or

5%. For this reason the elements should not be placed

too close together. In a well designed meter operat-

ing near unity power factor, the error from this source

should never amount to more than 0.5%.

Polyphase Meters on Six Phase Circuits.
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Fig-. 42.

Fig. 42 shows the proper connections of two poly-

phase meters when used to measure the power flowing

in a six phase .system.

Metering High Potential Circuits.

When meters are used on high potential circuits.

the secondaries of both the potential and the current

transformers should be solidly grounded. This is not

only a precaution for the safety of those who have to

read and test the meter, but it also prevents undue
strain between the windings of the meter. Both the

potential and the current transformers act as con-

densers, and so do the windings of the meter theni-

selves. The voltage of the S)'stem is thus impressed

across several condensers in series, the strain across

each condenser being inversel}' proportional to its

electro-static capacity. It is possible for the strain

thus impressed to reach a value which will puncture
the insulation from the winding to the core.
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Fig. 43 shows the connections for both a single

and a polyphase meter when used with current and
potential transformers, showing the grotuid connec-

tion to be made when used on high potential circuits.

When metering the high tension side of a "Y"
connected three phase system, the current trans-

formers can be relieved of a great part of the high

tension strain by connecting them between the power
transformers and the neutral or "Y" point. This will

also protect the current transformers from lightning

and high potential surges, as each current transformer

will have a power transformer between itself and

the line.

Current and potential transformers used with

watt-hour meters should never be operated under the

condition of overloads, and it is best to have them
operate considerably imderloaded. Overloading the

transformers will cause the meters to run slow.

Current transformers are usually rated at so many
watts, for instance, 40 watts. The sum of the volt-

amneres taken by all the meter coils in series with

such a transformer plus the volt-amperes consumed in

the leads to the meters should never exceed this

amoimt and should preferably be less.

Potential transformers are usually rated at from

TO to 200 watts. The total load in volt-amncrcs should

never exceed the ratiiicr and where a high dcsrrce of

accuracv is required the total load should be con

siderably less than the rating.
(To bp rnntiniipfl.)
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PACIFIC COAST ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.
The management of the Pacific Coast Electrical Exposition

announces that it will be opened on May 21, 1910, at the new
Coliseum in San Francisco. More than enough space has al-
ready been taken to assure the success of the show, which

New Work for

The Engineer

necessarily adapting- ourselves in this

present plastic period are those

which have arisen in connection

with the supply of certain conve-

niences to communities. These

modern conveniences include transportation, power,

light and telephone service which can be developed

and furnished most economically by that combination

of capital known as a corporation. But because some

of these corporations in the past have sometimes been

too militant in the strife of competition there has been

spawned a feeling of class hatred which loses sight of

the fact that civilization is successful only when

synonymous with' mutual service.

If this widespread prejudice against corporate sup-

ply of public utilities continues unchecked, the most

radical among the dissatisfied will attempt to substi-

tute a more popular means of suppl}'. As we are yet

some centuries short of the millennium, and as our pres-

ent government is not properly equipped to carry on

this kind of work, wise men see impending evils in

such a change that are even greater than those that

now exist. We desire to hold no brief for the corpora-

tion which, under the old policy of "the public be

damned." has broug-ht dire calamity upon itself, but we
ask at least a fair hearing for other corporations who
are willing to give full publicity about all their doings.

^f ost corporations are now willing to do this and more,

but find that their good intentions are frequently rudely

rebu fifed. In time, of course, a good feeling can be es-

talilished by such means as public service commissions,

Ijut this action can be greath' accelerated by a slight

effort on the part of the engineer.

The engineer is peculiarly qualified b)^ his training

and knowledge to act as a peace-maker between these

contending interests. It is he who can best inaugurate

a campaign of education, which ma)^ well be likened

to the propaganda of that great religion which also

has as its basis the idea of fellow service and which

grows only by mutual co-operation. There are defi-

nitions to be made and creeds to be formulated which

require the expert attention of the engineer who has

made possible the utilization of these natural forces

for the needs of man. The average engineer has been

too much of a hermit and has not taken advantage of the

fact that his word as an unbiased worker is given

credence where that of the men financiall}' interested

in a project is not. He should, therefore, feel called

to go out as a missionary, and "preach the gospel of

fairness to capital -invested." He can. b}^ so doing, add

his quota of service by which the full measure of suc-

cess is to be ultimately reckoned. In acquiring his edu-

cation, the engineer early learned that there was far

more in college than books, and in the practice of his

profession he should realize that there is likewise far

more in engineering than the slide rule. Bv removina'

S wtntm-'^"'^''"*
"'''''""' °^ ^^^ ""'"'"^ °' ^"^ Coliseum distrust he is preparing the foundations of a structure

more lasting than one built of stone and steel.
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PERSONALS.

William Goodwin of ttie Pacific States Electric Company
o£ San Francisco is in New York City.

Leon M. Hall of Hall, Demarest & Co. has been making
an engineering investigation near Cloverdale, Cal.

S. N. Griffith, who was one of the promoters of the

Fresno Traction Company, is in San Francisco from Fresno.

Leon Bly, secretary of the Butte and Tehama Power
Company of Red Bluff, was a recent visitor to San Francisco.

Robert T. Reid, superintendent of the Western Union
Telegraph Company in Seattle, Wash., was in San Francisco

during the past week.

S. M. Stone, an engineer associated with Hall, Demarest

& Co., with headquarters at Virginia City, was in San Fran-

cisco during the past week.

F. S. Kenfield, president of the Kenfield-Leach Company,
publishers of "Telephony" and other technical periodicals,

was a recent visitor to San Francisco.

L. A. Somers, of the industrial and power department

of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.'s San
Francisco office, is in Bakersfleld, Cal.

F. G. Cary, who is interested in electric lighting and

water power enterprises, arrived from Lodi last week and

remained in San Francisco a short time.

Thomas Collins of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-

facturing Company's sales department, is again at his desk

in the San Francisco office after a severe illness.

L. H. Conklin has resigned as general manager of the

Scranton Electric Company of Scranton, Pa., to become
engineer of the operating department of J. G. White & Co.

of New York.

Julian Thornley of New York, who recently assumed

charge of the construction of the Great Western Power Com-

pany's large dam at Big Bend,, visited the company's San

Francisco office during the past week.

A. C. Sprout has returned from Keeler, Cal., where he

went on engineering business for the Four Metals Mining

Company, which is developing water power for electric power

transmission purposes on Lone Pine creek.

W. E. Warren has purchased the stock of electrical fix-

tures and supplies of the Smith Electric Company of Blaine,

Wash., and has moved his stock from the location on Martin

street to the store on Washington avenue.

Francis Hodgkinson, the head of the Westinghouse Ma-

chine Company's steam turbine department, left San Fran-

cisco this week for a tour of Southern California, accom-

panied by K. G. Dunn, of Hunt, Mirk & Co.

Clem A. Coneland has resigned as electrical engineer

for the Pacific Electric Railway Co. of Los Angeles, Cal., to

join the department of operation and maintenance of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. of San Francisco.

Wynn Meredith, manager of the San Francisco office of

Sanderson & Porter, has returned from a trip to New York.

He visited Victoria, B. C, where his firm has importan.

work in progress, before going East, and spent a few days in

Los Angeles on his way home. He also visited the Pacific

Electric Heating Company's large and growing manufacturing

plant at Ontario, Cal., while in the southern part of the State.

C. L. Cory, consulting engineer, has returned from a trip

to Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. He has been engaged by

the city of Santa Barbara to determine upon the proper

valuation of the Santa Barbara Gas and Electric Company's

plant for the purpose of fixing rates. He secured the neces-

sary data from the local company and the Edison Electric

Company of Los Angeles, which is the holding corporation.

W. W. Briggs, Jovian Statesman for Northern California

has appointed the following committees: Entertainment

—

F. H. Poss, A. E. Drendell, F. S. Fowden, and W. S. Han-

bridge; membership—W. L. Goodwin, O. B. Gregory, F. D.

Pagan, H. D. Boschken; finance—C. G. Hillis, W. S. Berry,

T. B. Bibbins, R. D. Holabird. The chairman of each of these

committees together with Mr. Briggs are to form a welfare

committee.

TRADE NOTES.
The General Electric Company has sold to the Schwager-

Nettleton Mills, in Seattle, Wash., two A, T, B, 2, 500-kw.,

3,600 r.p.m., 4S0-V., hoi'izontal, condensing Curtis turbine gen-

erator sets.

The St. Louis offices of the contract agent of the Electric

Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia, which are now
located in the Wainwright building, will be moved on Mon-
day, March 28, 1910, to No. 1205-6-7 Fullerton building. Seventh

and Pine streets, St. Louis. Bell Telephone No. Main 2728,

Kinlock Telephone No. Central 921.

A contract has been closed for the stranded aluminum
wire for the new 40-mile electric transmission line for the

Jordan river development of the British Columbia Electric

Railway Company on Vancouver Island, near Victoria, B. C.

The total length of the wire ordered is about 120 miles.

Sanderson & Porter are the engineers, Wynn -Meredith being

in charge of the work on the Coast. The above order was
placed through the Seattle office of Pierson, Roeding & Co.

Jack MacGovern, of MacGovern, Archer & Co., of New
York, left San Francisco last week for the East. His firm

purchased from the United Railroads six 25-cycle rotary

transformers, ranging from 1,000 to .1,650 kw., and six large

static transformers. In changing over to the Stanislaus

River transmission plant as a source of supply it was found

necessary to use 60-cycle current. General Electric motor
generators are now being installed in the railroad sub-stations

in San Francisco.

Announcement has been officially made that the Electric

Storage Battery Compa.ny of Philadelphia has acquired all the

patents and rights of the Westinghouse Storage Battery Com-
pany. The Westinghouse Storage Battery Company owned
all the rights of the General Storage Battery Company, and
the storage battery interests and patents of the Westing-
house Machine Company. From this time on the Electric

Storage Battery Company will have the sole right to manu-
facture Westinghouse batteries.

On May first the Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works will

move their general offices and chemical laboratories from
the Postal Telegraph Building, where they have been located

since the organization of the company more than twenty
years ago, to the new McCormick Building, on Michigan ave-

nue and Van Buren street, Chicago. The extensive growth of

the business of the company has made necessary this removal
to its new home, where the general offices and laboratories

will occupy the greater portion of the top floor of one of the
finest office buildings in Chicago. The Dearborn Company
will have the entire frontage on Michigan avenue for its

offices and laboratories, with a total floor space of more than
five thousand square feet.

The American Electric Fuse Company of Muskegon,
Mich., has Just received news of a decision in its favor, filed

February 14, 1910, in United States Circuit Court, for the

southern district of New York, upon patent No. 521,018, cover-

ing double tubed connectors for telephone and telegraph wires-

This suit has been pending about six years. Testimony has
been taken in a large number of different cities. The subject

matter involved was what is known as the American im-

proved double tube connector for splicing telephone and tele-

graph wires. This connector has been manufactured by the

American Electric Fuse Company for the past ten years, and
undei- the decision just rendered in United States Circuit

Court, the rights of the American Electric Fuse Company are
fully cnnfirnied in all respects.
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RECORDING THE OUTPUT AND LOAD FACTOR OF
NEWSPAPER PRESSES ELECTRICALLY.

Among the interesting special applications of graphic

recording electrical instruments is their use as speed

recorders where some important, continued operation is to be

studied with a view to improving its time, efficiency and

economy. Several large New York daily papers have had

installations of this kind added to their press-room equip-

ments, and are now obtaining complete, continuous records

of the operation of their mechanical plants—information

which is found very valuable in foreseeing delays and halts

during the hurried and important minutes when each paper

is racing to be first on the streets with its edition.

Ten-volt magnetos have been used in these instances,

being geared or positively connected to the main shafts of

the respective presses. When run at full speed, say 250

revolutions per minute, such a magneto is designed to give

adjusted to correct the differences in the resistances of the

leads, voltages of the magnetos, etc. The lengths of the

various pairs of connecting wires vary from 150 to 250 feet,

and the voltages of the sixteen magnetos are all within 10

per cent at the same speed. However, the accurate allow-

ance made for each factor by inserting suitable resistance,

followed by careful calibration of the indicator in circuit

with each magneto, makes the meter reading absolutely

dependable for the speed of any of the sixteen presses. To
avoid the trouble of changing over connections, and to obtain

records of several presses at the same time, each magneto
is later to be furnished with its own permanent recording

instrument, although this was not done at first in the case of

the World on account of the rather novel and experimental

nature of the installation.

In the case of the World plant, the full load speed of the

press cylinders is about 200 r.p.m., and as the magnetos are

designed to operate at a maximum of 1,000 r.p.m., they are

geared to the press cylinders at a ratio of 4 to 1 by means
of sprockets and chains. When the press is operated at a

speed of 200 r.p.m. the magneto is running at 800 r.p.m., and

the meter records at a point four-fifths of the distance from
zero to the top of the chart.
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ten volts at its terminals. Arranged to be connected across

these terminals is a teu-volt Westinghouse graphic record-

ing voltmeter, which gives a full scale movement when ten

volts is impressed upon its windings. Special record paper

is furnished, reading directly in revolutions per minute up

to 250 for a full scale deflection. It is evident, therefore,

that when the magneto is running at full speed, 250 revolu-

tions per minute, it develops ten volts, and this in turn pro-

duces a full scale indication, which is read directly from the

scale as 250 revolutions per minute. Intermediate speeds are

proportionately and accurately indicated.

At the present time one of the best Installations of this

system is in the printing plant of the New York World, which

has sixteen magnetos for recording the speeds of Its single

and double octuple presses. Bach single octuple press Is

provided with one magneto and each double press with two

magnetos, as the two parts can be operated separately. At

present there is installed in the World office, in a room two

floors above the press-room, a single Westinghouse graphic

speed indicator arranged for connection at different times to

any of the sixteen pairs of leads from the corresponding

magnetos.

Bach magneto has an individual complete metallic

circuit to the graphic speed indicator; each circuit including

a separate voltmeter resistance which has been accurately

The meter clock is provided with a synchronizing

attachment which is controlled from the master clock con-

nected to the Western Union service through a special relay.

The master clock is controlled by impulses at one-half minute
intervals from the Western Union service, and it in turn
controls a large number of clocks Installed through the

PuUtzer building, in which the World plant is located. The
relay is required to give impulses at intervals of one hour for

the synchronizing device.

Accompanying is the reproduction of a record recently

obtained on a large press in the New York World plant

during the printing of an edition. The record speed is four

inches per hour, and the irregular line produced by the pen
indicates clearly the different operations to one familiar with
the action of newspaper presses. For instance, the Jogs In

the record, indicating a speed of about 10 r.p.m. are caused
by threading in a new roll of paper in the press, or by the

repairing of a break in the paper due to a choke or excessive
tension on the roll from which the paper is fed.

As the result of the success experienced with Westing-
lioiise graphic speed indicators in a number of printing estab-

lishments, as well as in an experimental installation In its

own plant, the New York Globe and Commercial Advertiser
is now putting in a complete system of speed recorders in

its press-room.
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VSSJ NEWS NOTES

FINANCIAL.

FREEWATER, ORE.—The City Council has instructed

Recorder G. P. Sanderson to call for bids for bonds for the

construction of the new waterworks system. The bonds arn

tor $16,000, to run for 16 years with interest at 5%.

OREGON CITY, ORE.—At a recent meeting of the water

commission it was decided to install another filter unit to

the waterworks which will cost $4,000. The unit to be added

has a capacity of 500,000 gallons a day and will increase

the capacity to 2,000,000 gallons.

TACOMA, WASH.—Commissioner of Public Works H. J.

McGregor has awarded a contract to Bertelson & Sons for the

laying of water mains on Canal, River and Twenty-first

streets for a bid of $25,800. Bids were also received for

laying water mains on East L street. East N street and

Portland avenue from South Twenty-fifth to South Twenty-

sixth streets, from Bast L street to Portland avenue.

Galluci & De Rose were the lowest bidders, but Commis-

sioner McGregor wished to make an investigation as to the

water hydrants to be used before awarding the contract.

INCORPORATIONS.

INDEPENDENCE, CAL.—The Home Telephone Company
of Independence, with a capital stock of $14,600, has been

incorporated by J. S. Bohannon, J. L. Hanna and W. L. Bica.

SAN FRANCISCO.—The General Electric Construction

Company, with a capital stock of $25,000, has been incor-

porated by G. P. and J. H. Belden and G. A. Sittman, with

their principal office in San Francisco.

MODESTO, CAL.—The Tuolumne River Power and

Irrigation Company, capital stock $50,000, shares $1 each, has

been incorporated by D. A. Jones and G. W. Barnett of San

Francisco and C. W. Terry, T. P. MoGovern and C. H. Seger-

strom of Sonora.

SAN FRANCISCO.—Articles of incorporation were filed

with the County Clerk of the Water Supply Company of San

Fi-ancisco. It is to run for 50 years and has $20,000,000 of

capital stock. Of this amount, the seven incorporators each

subscribe $100, making the total cash subscribed and paid in

$700. Most of the incorporators are clerks, bookkeepers and

young attorneys in the office of Lawyer McCutchen, Spring

Valley's attorney. Their names are as follows: F. E. Poland,

R. H. Kimball, T. A. Allan, J. F. Cassell, H. L. Atkinson,

R. A. Wagener, all of this city, and P. H. Markey of Alameda.

As set forth in the articles, the purpose of the company is to

conduct a general water and water power business. Mr.

Bourn refuses to either affirm or deny that he personally or

as president of and a director and stockholder in Spring

Valley, has any connection with the new concern. When
pressed to make some statement in connection with the

Water Supply Company he replied: "It is impossible for me
to talk at this time."

TRANSMISSION.

DIXON, CAL.—E. D. N. Lehe bid the sum of $50 for a

franchise to erect poles for an electric lighting and power

system. He was awarded the franchise.

TACOMA, WASH.—Morton Ramsdell, manager of the

Seattle-Tacoma Power Company, has announced that the

company will spend $500,000 in adding equipments (to gen-

erate 10,000 additional horsepower) to its Snoqualmie Palls

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Board of Supervisors are re-

ceiving sealed bids for a 30-year franchise to construct an
electric pole and wire system upon certain public highways
in this county.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Work on laying the third rail of

the Pacific Electric's Glendale line on West Sixth Street is

held up to await the arrival of material from the East, and
it may be a month before work will be done.

SANTA FE, N. M.—An application for the Rio la Casa
power plant has been filed in the office of the Territorial

engineer. The applicants are J. J. Laubach, W. G. Benjamin
W. B. Bunker and William Harper. The plant is expected to

develop 2,745 horsepower and will be about 40 miles from
Las Vegas, on Rio la Casa.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A corporation known as the

Ramona Power Co. has filed on the right to develop electrical

power from the water flowing over the Hemet dam. They
will build a new dam on the north fork of San Jacinto river.

Men behind the power company state that they will develop

electricity in the small towns of Hemet Valley. Associated

with the power company are Ehrman Grigsby, Roy Jones of

Santa Monica, R. M. Miller, MacPherson of Edison Electric

Company, and Ben Hunter, an attorney.

BURBANK, WASH.—The Burbank Power and Water
Company, which controls a large water power development
on the Snake river at Five Mile rapids, has recently ordered
from the Allis-Chalmers Company the complete equipment
for their second pumping unit, consisting of one Allis-

Chalmers twin horizontal turbine, with steel plate runners, to

operate under 9-foot head, direct connected, to one 39"x60"
Connersville cycloidal rotary pump having a capacity of

70 second-feet through a lift of 55 feet. E. M. Chandler is

manager.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
THE DALLES, ORE.—The Dutch Flat residents have

organized a telephone company of which John Gaylor is sec-

retary. Considerable construction work will be done.

BAKERSPIELD, CAL.—Permission was granted A. Wil-

liamson to construct a telephone line along the south side

of the county road near the northwest corner of section 30,

thence easterly along the south side of county road.

SAN FRANCISCO.—A bill in equity was filea In Ihe

United States Circuit Court by the McCarty Wireless Tele-

phone Company against the Universal Wireless Telephone
and Telegraph Company asking for damages for allegeo

infringement of letters patent.

HAYWARD, CAL.—The residents of the Fairview dis-

trict, located to the southeast of Hayward, have organized

the Fairview Rural Telephone Company in order to obtain

an extension of the service to their houses. The officers of

the company are: Thomas Nessen, president; P. B. Drakt,

secretary; Fred Sorenson, treasurer; Fred Cremer and Miss

Agnew, directors.

SAN RAFAEL, CAL.—At the meeting of the Town
Trustees it was decided to accept the bid of the Gamewell
Fire Alarm and Telephone Company for the installation of

a first-class fire alarm system in San Rafael. The bid calls

for an expenditure of $4,700, for which price the company
will furnish the municipality of San Rafael a non-inlerl'ering

fire-alarm system with 25 boxes, double registers at fire

headquarters and an electric alarm risen, which will give

warning within a radius of 12 miles.
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THE POULSEN SYSTEM OF WIRELESS TELEPHONY
AND TELEGRAPHY'

BY C. F. ELVVELL.

As soon as the methods of signaling through space

first given to the world b}' Marconi were well under-

stood, scientists throughout the world recognized the

shortcomings of both the transmitting and receiving

of large induction coils, in the primary circuit of which
a suitable telegraph key was inserted.

Many improvements have been made in this type

of transmitting circuit. Commercial transformers

Poulsen Wireless Station.

apparatus. Transmission was first effected by means working at a fre(|uency which woulii give ihc niaxi-

of strongly damped oscillations generated by means mum sensiti\'eness to the tcleplmne receivers at iho

of powerful sparks from condensers charged by means receiving statit>n have been substituted for inefficient

~
, ^ , „ „ spark coils. Afanv attemiits have been made to sup-

'Paper read before .San Francisco Section A. I. E. E,, March , . , '.
, i

• , •
i i

>

25 1910 press the noise of the sparks, which with the inereasefl
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use of large amounts of power became distressing

to the operator besides betraying the message to un-

authorized parties. Apparatus doing this successfully

also decreases the efficiency of the apparatus. Keys
had to be devised to break the necessarily large pri-

mary currents and quite an array of electromagnetic

and oil immersed keys are now in use. For heav}'

power working the speed is limited by such apparatus.

Sending condensers have been improved both as to

bulk, durability and cost.

Signals were received b}' means of the Branly

coherer on which muclj time and money were fruit-

lessly spent. Then came the magnetic, electrolytic

and thermo detectors with increased sensitiveness and

automatic decohering features. But these detectors

have not the well defined resistance which is necessary

for accurate resonance tuning effects.

The Danish inventor, Valdemar Poulsen, took up

the study of the wireless transmission of signals and

recognized the fact that further advance depended on

decrease of the damping of the oscillations and in-

crease of sensitiveness of detectors. He determined to

follow up the generation of undamped waves as being

the line on which more selective telegraphy would be

obtained and telephony also be made possible. After a

profound study of the "singing arc" following in the

footsteps of Elihu Thomson and Duddell, he evolved

his present type of arc generator. This generator, with

suitable capacity and inductance in shunt to the arc,

sets up trains of practically undamped waves of fre-

quencies from two hundred thousand to one million

per second according to the values of capacity and

inductance in the shunt circuit. Not onh' this, but he

has been able to transform as much as 30 kw. of d. c.

to high frequency current in the shunt circuit.

AVith this generator the solution of the problem
of telephoning' through space was immediately solved.

Applied to telegraph}' it gives improved selectivity of

the instruments to an extent never reached by spark

methods, permits of duplex working, gives great range

with small amounts of power, better results over land,

better daylight working and, last but not least, a g'reat

increase in speed. For the purposes of telegraphy he

had to invent a new type of detector which is now
known as the "ticker" and which has been shown to

be much more sensitive than any other detector. This

detector was necessary in order to render the telegraph

signals audible because the alternations take place at

a speed much above the limits of audibilit)'.

I will take up the pieces of apparatus, which
show the mark of Poulsen's genius, in detail and then

give you a short indication of the results obtained with
them, together with

,
a .short note on the theory of

action of the generator and ticker.

Arc Generator.

In Fig. I is shown a Poulsen generator. The arc

takes place between a water-cooled copper anode and
a revolving carbon cathode. The anode and cathode
project through two opposite sides of a water-cooled

chamber. The arc takes place in the presence of a

powerful magnetic field at right angles to the flow of

current. The coils can be plainly seen and the poles

project through the other sides of the chamber. The
small motor revolves the cathode very slowly and

prevents a deposit of carbon taking place and so short-

ening the arc gap, which is maintained at from 3 to

5 mm. in length. The chamber is equipped with inlet

and outlet for supplying the arc with a hydrogen-

containing gas. On the generator shown there is a

sight feed oil cup in which alcohol is placed. Drops of

alcohol on being introduced into the chamber are im-

mediately vaporized and this method of gas supply is

in use on ship board. The mechanism seen to the front

of the generator, is for striking and adjusting the

length of the arc by hand. In the chamber there is a

yoke which is attracted by the magnetic field when the

current is switched on and a small copper tip serves to

strike the arc. This automatic arc striking feature was

devised for wireless telephoning, so that talking and

listening could be carried on with ease.

Fig. 1. Poulsen Arc Generator.

A large amount of heat is produced in the water-

cooled chamber which is removed by means of the

cooling water. A certain amount of power is absorbed

in the regulating resistance in series with the arc. Of
the power which is converted into high frequency

oscillations, part is dissipated as heat in the capacity

and inductance and part is radiated b}' the antenna.

A wattmeter may be used to measure this radiated

energy by using a direct coupled antenna and measur-

ing the watts at some point in the condenser circuit

with and without the antenna. The difference will be

the watts radiated.

Fleming has shown that if W represents the

energy in ergs radiated per second, whstn the oscilla-

tions are persistent, W = 128 A^ where A is the cur-

rent read on a hot wire ammeter. Thus a current of

2 amperes would give a radiation of 512 watts, show-
ing that when working with persistent oscillations and
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open antennae, we can use very small antenna cur-

rents, and obtain powerful radiation effects.

The generation of high frequency alternations in

a shunt circuit to a continuous current arc is somewhat
as follows

:

If the arc is steady and is then shunted by a

condenser, the current rushes into the condenser and

momentarily robs the arc of current, causing the

potential difference in the carbons to rise and continue

charging the condenser. When the condenser is full

the arc current returns to its former value, the poten-

tial dift'erence falls, and the condenser discharges from
the arc, and the cycle repeats itself. A part of the

energy of the continuous current arc is thus changed
into the energy of electric alternations in the con-

denser circuit.

The characteristic curve of the arc is, as is well

known, a falling characteristic, i. e., the voltage de-

creases as the current increases, and for a carbon-

arc is comparatively flat. It has besides a persistency

which renders it irresponsive to rapid variations of

current Hence only slow alternations can be ob-

tained from a large current carbon-arc.

With the Poulsen arc, with its carbon negative

and cooled copper positive, immersed in hydrogen, a

very steep characteristic is obtained and one which
responds to exceedingly rapid variations of current

through it. A condenser of small capacity may be

employed -in the shunt circuit and yet convey to it a

considerable amount of energy because of the large

variation of the difference of potential at the arc

caused by small arc current variations. So alterna-

tions of high frequency can be produced.

This theory is confirmed by the study of small

current carbon-carbon and carbon-aluminum arcs in

air. For they have steep characteristics and can pro-

duce alternations of high frequency. The theory of

the part played by the hj^drogen on large current

carbon and metal arcs is not yet well understood.

It appears to be partly due to its greater conductivity

compared to air, thus helping to cool the arc electrodes.

Poulsen also considers that hydrogen increases the

conductivity of the arc.

Ticker.

Practically, the ticker consists of nothing but two
fine crossed gold wires, which are vibrated at the rate

of 100 vibrations per second, by means of an electro-

magnet or clockwork. This may be connected to a

secondary circuit which is coupled electromagnetically

with the primary circuit as in Fig. 2, or in many other

ways.

The theory of action is about as follows

:

A indicates a receiving antenna or aerial circuit

from which alternations are induced in the coil B,

which, together with the condensers C and D, consti-

tutes a closed resonant circuit : R may be any form of

detector but an ordinary telephone receiver is usually

used; I is the interrupter mentioned above and is con-
nected to connect condenser E in parallel with con-

denser D. When the contact at I is open and assum-
ing that the resonant circuit B C D is tuned to reso-

nance under these circumstances, intense alternations

will appear in this resonant circuit BCD, without
passing through the telephone receiver R, because of

its enormous reactance to high frequency alternations.

If now the interrupter I closes the circuit and throws
in this condenser E the accumulated energy in the

resonant circuit BCD will discharge itself suddenly
through the telephone receiver R. The reason for this

action is approximately as follows

:

While the coil A and I! are in resonance the con-

denser C is charged and discharged at a rate corre-

sponding to the frequency of the alternations. B there-

fore offers no opposition to this charge and discharge

but assists it and maintains the intensity of the alter-

nations. If, however, the condenser has a charge when
B is thrown out of resonance with A because of the

closing of I and the insertion of more capacity E the

Fig-. 2.

discharge of the charge in C will be opposed by B and

the charge will have to find another path which it does

through R. This discharge takes place in a minute

fraction of a second, thus producing a sharp tap in the

receiver.

Rapid Telegraph Transmitter.

Fig. 3 shows the rapid telegraph transmitter

which is operated by means of a punched tape.

The tape has a series of small holes down the

center. The holes on each side of this central

line are punched by hand and those on one side

represent the dots, while those on the other represent

the dashes of the Continental code. The central line

Fig. 3. Rapid Telegrapli Transmitter.

of holes engages the teeth of a sprocket wheel which

serves to feed the tape forward at a regular rate. The
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tape gear wheel has a number of very small and light

radial pins, which tend to fly out except when they

are held in position by the tape. Wherever a hole

occurs a pin is allowed to spring outwards. These
pins are mechanically connected to larger pins on a

further attachment of the spindle which fly out when
the smaller pins are actuated by the tape. Spring
contacts are in series with a set of brushes which press

on the segments of three rotating commutators, one of

which has a comparativel}^ large number of alternate

conducting and insulating segments, and is reserved

for the dots, while the other two have longer spacings

of commutator segments, which are kept for the

dashes. In this way all the actual making and break-

ing of the current is carried on on these larger seg-

ments, while the tape controls the whole apparatus by
means of the lighest possible form' of mechanical con-

struction. This reduces the effect of inertia to the

lowest limit. There are 72 pins, each representing a

dot and a space. An average word has five letters, so

it is possible to transmit three words for one turn of

the transmitting combination and the speed of the

machine, which is driven by a direct current motor,

can be varied between the limits of ordinary hand
speed to a transmission of 300 words or more per

minute. The practical limit at present being in the

receiver and not in the sender.

Rapid Telegraph Receiver.

A complete rapid receiver is shown in Fig. 4.

It consists essentiall}' of an Einthoven "string" gal-

vanorheter in which a gold string is used in connection

with a thermocouple. The absence of inertia permits

the string to follow the rapid impulses sent out by the

rapid sender. A coating of soot is placed on the wire

and the wire itself is mounted in the beam of a Nernst
or arc lamp. A suitable optical condenser throws the

light on a narrow slit behind which moves a Ijand of

photographically sensitized paper. The shadow of a

small portion of the wire as it vibrates to and fro in

response to the signals from the sending station is

thus imprinted on the band, which is then drawn, first

through a developing bath, then through a fixing bath,

and then through water to wash it. The message may
be read on the developed band as soon as it emerges
from the light tight box and may be kept as a perma-
nent record. The signals are read above the zero line

which is traced by the shadow of ,the wire when no

impulse is present. A short impulse makes a dot and

a long impulse a dash.

Wireless Telephony.

The problem of wireless telephony involves essen-

tialljr three things

:

1. The production of undamped or persistent

waves in a transmitting antenna.

2. Means for modulating these v.'aves in accord-

ance with the wave form of the spoken voice.

3. Means for detecting the waves at the receiving

end and their reproduction into articulate speech.

The Poulsen generator offered a means of supply-

ing the undamped waves in the transmitting antenna

and it was only necessary to connect a microphone at

or near a node of current in the antenna to supply a

means of modulating these waves in accordance with

the wave form of human speech.

At the receiving end almost any self-decohering

detector will do, but the production of good clear

articulation depends quite a little on the degree of

coupling of the primary circuit with the secondary

circuit. This also applies to the sending circuits in

which quite loose coupling is employed.

Poulsen has transmitted good, clear, articulate

speech over the 180 miles between Esbjerg and
Lyngby, Denmark. Majorana claims to have done 312
miles over water with a specially constructed micro-

phone of his own devising. More recently I have car-

ried on successfully two way working between Stock-

Ion and Sacramento, California, a distance of 50 miles

over land, and while_ working between these two sta-

tions was heard by St. Helena and Palo Alto, distances

of 75 and 85 miles respectively.

There is no doubt that wireless working gives

telephony of a higher grade than wire working. There
is absolutely no noise in the receiver until spoken
words are heard. To one who has talked over long
distance wire lines with considerable induction this

feature readily appeals. Low resistance receivers are

used and expensive high resistance receivers are not
necessary.

Wireless Telegraphy.

With the Poulsen generator of continuous waves
it is possible to telegraph at hand speed, i, e., 25 words

Fig. 4, Rapid Receiver.
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per minute in many ways. J"'©!" example, it is possible

to signal by :

(a) Short circuiting a resistance in the generator

circuit.

(b) Short circuiting a resistance in the antenna

circuit.

(e) Making and breaking the arc.

(d) Altering the length of the arc.

(e) Altering the strength of the transverse mag-
netic field.

(f ) Altering the flow of gas through the arc.

In practice Poulsen short circuits a turn or two of

the sending inductance by means of an ordinary Morse
sending key. The absence of the spark permits of the

use of an ordinary key when telegraphing 2000 miles,

for the current is even then quite small.

For receiving, Poulsen uses the ticker which has

the great advantage of not being receptive to ordinary

damped wave signals.

The tuning possible with the Poulsen arrange-

ment for telegraphy is extremel}' close. One-half to

one per cent change in the capacity of the resonant

circuit is readilj^ noticed on the received signals.

Duplex working has been carried out with 3.9 per cent

change in wave length.

The rapid wireless telegraph transmitter and re-

ceiver have already been described. In practice the

transmitter is connected in, just where the Morse key

would be for hand speed telegraphy. Good, clear,

readable records have been received over 180 miles,

mostl}^ land, at the -rate of 300 words per minute.

Over 600 miles good records have been received up to

150 words per minute. As a means for handling large

quantities of business and with a record at both trans-

mitting and receiving stations the rapid system has a

good future. Poulsen estimates that he can handle

100 words per minute across the Atlantic with a 60 kw.

generator and suitable antenna.

Advantages and Future Possibilities.

In the first place the absence of all noise is brought

home forcibly in a Poulsen station. It seems hard to

believe that anything is being done at all. The key

may be of the ordinary ^lorse type, for the currents

handled are quite small even for large distances.

There are no insulation difficulties, for the voltage at

the top of the antenna is not estimated to be over 3000
volts. The sending helix may be handled quite without

shock, even though the voltage be over 1000.

Very small capacities are used with heavy power
working, eliminating a source of expense and a very

bulky part of large "spark" stations. The capacity in

connection with a 12 kw. set is about .0017 micro-

farad. -Vt the Cullercoats, England, station the con-

denser takes up less than a tenth of the space occupied

by the condensers for a "spark" system of the same
power installed in the same stations.

Undamped waves of small amplitude are less ob-

structed b)' atmospheric conditions and sufi^er less

absorption over land than damped wave trains. I*"or

example, in coming around the north of Scotland the

undamped wave signals are picked up long before the

damped wave signals of equal power.

The form of the resonance curve of the receiver

circuit depends on the decrement of the transmitter

and receiver. If the transmitter is undamped, a ver}-

small change in the period of the receiver will put it

out of tune, hence, a receiver circuit can be employed
which is sensitive' to undamped waves of some exact

period, but which is exceedingly nonresponsive to

waves differing by a very small fraction of one per

cent in wave length from the syntonic value.

In the matter of energy, good signals have been
transmitted over 500 miles with i kw., and over 2000
miles with 6 kw., and a limited antenna. The efforts

of Marconi and others to reduce the damping of their

wave trains is evidence that undamped wave trains

v.'ill be the means of communication of the future.

In telephony at the present time better articula-

tion is obtainable than with wires and it is quite

probable that a method of obtaining secrecy will soon
be devised.

In telegraphy there is no doubt that the Poulsen
system has great range for little power and that it

works readily over land and in daylight. I look to see

the present records of distance now held by spark

methods broken by stations using the continuous
waves. The present speed of the rapid telegraph

sender is dependent on the receiver, but a newer type

of rapid telegraph detector is coming out which will no
doubt result in the handling of greater speed than 300
words per minute. Great advances can be expected in

the next five years in wireless working, but they will

be along the lines of work with continuous wave trains

GERMAN WATER SOFTENER.
A recent development in Germany of a method,

commercially practicable, for rendering hard waters

completely soft and preventing boiler incrustations is

described by Consular Agent Julien L. Erode.

It consists in a rapid filtering of the water through

a composition named "permutit," by which the cal-

cium or lime, manganese, iron, and magnesium com-
pounds, which render the water hard, as well as the

microbes it may contain, are, it is claimed, wholly re-

moved, a result hitherto unattainable outside of the

laboratory of the chemist, all other processes having

left 2 to 3 per cent of these substances in the water.

Permutit is obtained by smelting alumina (clay
or argillaceous earth) with an alkaline carbonate (car-

bonate of sodium) and the addition of quartz. The
resulting compound, after having been washed until free

from alkali, is a granulous or even laminated soda-

aluminum silicate or natrium-zeolith, which is capable

of exchanging its entire content of sodium, not only

for calcium and magnesium, but also for metals. If.

for example, the water to be softened contains in solu-

tion lime sulphate or sulphate of calcium, the latter

will, v.dien brought into contact with permutit, part

wi'li its lime or calcium, which is replaced by sodium,

so that there remain in the filter sul])hate of sodium

and calcium-zeolith. This reaction may be expressed

chemically as follows: Na..Al=Si=0»-fCaSO.=CaAU
Si:;0«+Na-.'SO.. When the attractive power of permutit

for the lime or other substance which renders the

water hard has become wholly t-xhausted, it may be

completely regenerated by the use of ccininmn salt

brine.

Permutit costs about :/'. cent per kilo (2.2

pounds).
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THE WATT-HOUR METER.
EY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER IV.

THE COMMUTATING TYPE OF WATTHOUR
METER.

During the past few years the commutating type

of watthour meter has practically been superseded by

the induction type for use on alternating current sys-

tems, and at the present time its use is principally in

connection with direct current work.

The commutating meter (as well as other types)

is in reality a direct connected motor-generator, the

motor being of the shunt type, having its armature

connected in multiple (or parallel) with the source of

supply and with its field coils in series with the load

to be measured. The revolving aluminum (formerly

copper) disc and the retarding magnets comprise the

generator. As the disc D, Fig. 44, revolves between

the jaws of the retarding magnets M, it cuts the lines

of magnetic force, thus producing "Foucault" or

"eddy" currents in the disc.

/~£&c/

Fig. 44.

Principle of Operation.

The torcjue, or turning effort, of the motor is

proportional to the product of the magnetic flux set up
by the armature and that set up by the series field

coils. The magnetic flux of the armature is propor-

tional to the impressed e. m. f., and the magnetic flux

of the series field coils is directly proportional to the

current flowing through them. The product of the

current and the voltage equals the power, therefore

the turning effort of the armature is directly propor-

tional to the power being expended in the circuit C.

The power generated and expended in the disc itself

depends directly upon the speed, since the eddy cur-

rents generated depend upon the rate at which the

magnetic lines are cut, therefore the drag on the disc

will be directly proportional to the speed. We there-

fore have an instrument in which the turning effort is

proportional to the power passing through it, and in

which the retardation, neglecting friction, is propor-
tional to the speed. Since the speed will increase until

the torque just balances the retardation, the revolving

element will turn at a speed proportional to the power

passing, which is the condition sought. The revolu-

tions of the armature are transmitted through a suit-

able train -of gears to the dials which register in units

of electrical work, such as the watthour or the kilo-

watthour.

Comparison to a Shunt Motor.

There is one essential difference between the

ordinary shunt motor and the motor of a commutating
watthour meter, ana that is the fact that the latter has

no iron or steel in its magnetic circuit. If iron were

employed in the meter, its torque would no longer be

strictly proportional to the current flov^'ing in the

series field coils, due to the "saturation" effect of the

iron, which would result in a greater reluctance (or

magnetic resistance), with an increase in current.

Therefore, on light loads, the torque would be corre-

spondingly greater than at full load, thereby causing

the meter to over-register on light loads, provided, of

course, that it was adjusted to register correctly on

full load, or vice versa.

It is a well known fact that the ordinary shunt

motor will increase in speed if the field current is

decreased, because the armature will then have to run

faster in order to generate the "back" or counter

e. m. f., under the conditions of a weaker field. On the

other hand, a watthour meter will decrease in speed
with a decrease in field current, or vice versa. These
two facts are apparently contradictory and may be
accounted for as follows : The speed of a shunt motor
is proportional to the impressed e. m. f., and inversely

to the field strength, and must be such that the back
e. m. f. is equal (plus the RI drop) to the impressed
e. m. f. Any weakening of the field will therefore

cause an increase in speed, since the armature con-
ductors have to cut the decreased field at a higher rate

in order to generate the same back e. m. f. (For a full

explanation of this theor}^ see any text book on direct

current motors.) In the case of the meter, however,
the counter e. m. f. is inappreciable, the impressed
e. m. f. being practically all absorbed in the resistance

of the armature, the auxiliary or "compensating field,"

and in the external resistance if any is used. So long
as the voltage remains unchanged, the armature cur-

rent will therefore remain unchanged, irrespective of

the changes ifl the series field strength and the speed.
The effect of a decrease in field strength is to decrease
the torque, with a consequent decrease in speed until

the retarding torque exerted by the permanent mag-
nets on the disc is decreased to correspond to the
turning effort of the armature. With an increase in

field strength the reverse takes place, that is, the re-

action between the armature current and the stronger
field produces a stronger turning effort which increases
the speed' until the retarding effect of the permanent
magnets increases to a corresponding degree. This
condition of the operation of the meter holds true for
an ordinary shunt motor until the counter e. m. f. is

more than about 50 per cent of the line potential,

below which point the speed of the shunt motor would
increase with the field strength, and above which point
the speed would decrease when the field strength was
increased. Thus it will be seen that, in reality, there
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is no discrepancy between the motor of a meter and

the ordinary shunt motor.

Efficiency.

The efficiency of a meter is based upon the actual

watts lost in the resistance of the series field coils and

the potential circuit (which includes the armature, the

compensating field and the external resistance), the

losses due to friction, and the losses in the disc due to

eddy currents set up by the retarding magnets.

During the early development of the watthour

meter of the commutator type, the loss in the poten-

tial circuit alone, in a loo voltmeter was about lo

watts, and in the 200 voltmeters was about 20 watts

;

such meters are now termed "low efficiency" meters

;

the present type or "high efficiency" meter has a loss

in the potential circuit of about 4 or 5 watts in the

100 voltmeter, and a loss in the series field coils not

exceeding i per cent of the total capacity of the meter

in the smaller capacity meters and much less than this

in the large capacitj' meters. The reduction in losses has

When a meter is operating on a very small percentage

of its rated load, the ratio of friction to torque is

relatively great, therefore the lighter the load the

greater will be the retarding effect of friction. In

order to overcome this friction effect, the compensat-

ing field is connected in series with the armature so

that its flux will work in conjunction with the main or

series field. In the General Electric and Westing-

house meters, the strength of the compensating field

is constant, and the "helping out" or compensating

effect is altered by moving it closer to or further from

the armature, so that more or less of its flux embraces

the armature. In the Duncan meter, the amount of

compensation is altered by means of the multi-point

switch shown in the illustration. This switch is con-

nected to various taps on the compensating winding

and the variation is accomplished by cutting in or out

a certain number of the coils, thereby altering the

flux.

When the compensating field was first used, it

was permanently fastened to the inside of the series

A.
1

c

NwmI
i y

Westinghouse. b. General Electric.

Fig. 45.—Types of Commutating Meters.

c. Duncan.

been accomplished by increasing the resistance in the

potential circuit and by almost doubling the number
of conductors on the armature ; the number of arma-
ture conductors being increased to produce a greater

torcpie.

General Construction.

Fig. 45 illustrates interior views of three repre-

sentative types of commutating meters, in which (a) is

the Westinghouse, (b) the General Electric, and (c)

the Duncan, all of American manufacture.

The meter shown at (c) is designed for use on
direct current circuits, although it may be said that

the Duncan alternating current meter is very similar

in construction, and its operation essentially the same
as the direct current meter. The use of the commu-
tating type of meter on alternating current circuits

will be dealt with later in this chapter.

The Compensating or Shunt Field.

The function of the compensating or shunt field is

to compensate for friction, especially at liglit loads.

field coils. This method was soon superseded by

mounting it on an adjustable rack, so that it could be

moved toward or away from the armature and then

clamped in the correct position. The compensating

field should be so designed that (in a new meter) it

will allow a maximum boosting effect of about 10 per

cent on light load, that is, it should have sufficient

strength when adjusted for full compensation, to in-

crease the speed of the meter by about 10 per cent

when the meter is operating on 5 per cent of full load.

This allows suft'icient margin for adjustment as the

friction increases. With compensating fields designed

to give a greater boosting effect, the meter-man is apt

to take advantage of the quick method of temporarily

adjusting the meter and thereby compensate for ex-

cessive frictidii \vliich by all means slmuld be located

and removed.

In the older t_\'pcs of meters (with especial refer-

ence til the Thiimiisiin recurding type), on account of
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the low armature resistance, it was necessary to place

an external resistance, in series with the compensating

field, such resistance being mounted in card form on

the back of the meter case. This method has been

simplified by having the entire resistance of the poten-

tial circuit (external to the armature) self-contained

m the compensating field in all meters up to and

including 250 volts. For the 500 and 6oo-vo]t types, it

is still the practice to furnish a suitable e.xternal

resistance for the potential circuit.

Brushes.

It is very important that the brushes be made of

a material which will not vary in elasticity, and when
once proper!)' adjusted they- should maintain their

tension permanently. The control of the brush ten-

sion is effected either by gravity or by a spring. The
actual contact surface of the brush should be made of

silver since it has been found from practice that this

material gives better service under operating con-

ditions. Each brush (i. e., each positive and each

negative) is usually divided into two parts, so as to

give a more even distribution of pressure at the point

of contact, and to make the brush self-aligning. Brush

friction has been considerably reduced by using a

cylindrical rather than a flat type.

The Commutator.

During recent developments in the manufacture of

meters, the diameter of the commutator has been

materially reduced, and at the present time some

makes employ a diameter of less than one-tenth of an

inch in meters of 1 10 and 220 volts capacity. This

reduction in the size of the commutator has greatly

reduced the friction of that particular member. It is

general practice to make the commutator bars of pure

silver, since this metal suffers least from oxidization,

and therefore it presents a smoother surface and more

constant contact resistance, two features which are

desirable. The commutator is usually built up directly

on the shaft, the bars being insulated from it and from

each other and are held intact by a metal ferrule on

each end of the commutator, the ferrules, of course,

being properly insulated from the bars. In some cases

the commutator bars are insulated from each other by
fibre bars or other solid insulating material, and in

other cases simply by an air space. Each of these

methods, under certain conditions, are liable to give

trouble. When a hard insulating material is used, it

is apt to wear down slower than the commutator bars,

causing the brushes to "ride," and thereby opening
the armature circuit, which will either cause the meter
to stop or else cause severe sparking. In case a soft

material is used it is apt to gum the commutator and
give rise to the same trouble as too hard an insulation.

The trouble due to air-insulated bars, is that under
extreme conditions, the air space may become filled

with dust and small particles of metal, thereby causing

adjacent bars to become short-circuited. A meter
should be inspected often enough, though, so that

under average commercial conditions the commutator
with air-space insulation will give good service and
will very probably be superior to the commutator with

solid insulation.

The Armature.

There are two general types of armature con-

struction at the present, the spherical and the rect-

angular. The tendency is to favor the spherical type,

since this construction permits the field coils to be so

designed as to allow a minimum leakage of magnetic

flux, thus securing the highest possible torque for a

given watt loss in the fields and armature windings,

and thus approximating more nearly the condition of

an ideal meter.

In both the spherical and the rectangular wound
armatures, the winding' is of the well-known "Siemens

drum tj'pe." The rectangular winding is usually sup-

ported by two spiders made of small strips of hard

wood and properly secured in position on the shaft.

The supporting medium in the spherical wound arma-

ture consists of two hemispherical pieces of fibre

which are motmted directly on the shaft, the windings

themselves being held in position by grooves which

are stamped in the fibre shells. This construction is

good mechanically and insures a very light weight of

moving element. The full load speed of the commu-
tating type of meter is usually about 40 r. p. m.. which
further permits of very light armature construction.

Generally speaking the armatures of meters for

use on iio-volt circuits or thereabouts usually have 8

armature coils of about 1000 turns each, of number
.003 copper wire, and those of 200 volts and abovt
have 16 coils of 500 turns each, of the same size wire.

This method of subdividing the coils on the higher

voltages is followed so that there will not be such a

great difference of potential between adjacent coils

nor between the commutator bars. There is one com-
mutator segment per coil, for instance, in a loo-volt

meter there will be 8 commutator segments, and in a

200-volt meter there will be 16 segments.
The total armature resistance in meters from 100

volts to 600 volts inclusive, of the ordinary house type,

is usually between 1000 and 1200 ohms, the proper

amount of resistance being placed in series to limit

the current on the various voltages. The armature
current is practically the same for all voltages from
100 to 600 inclusive, the total resistance of the poten-

tial circuit being subdivided approximately as shown
in the table below :

" TYPE OF METER -^ ^V. -S - ^'f'S » § "

.C ^ ^ ^ 0^0 00.- t. 3 £

5 amp., 2 wire. 110 v 1,300 1,200 2.500 5 0.0447
S amp.. 2 wire. 220 v 3,800 1,200 5,000 10 0.0447
5 amp., 2 wire, 550 v 10,900 1,200 12,100 25 0.0454

It IS thus seen that the armature current is prac-
tically constant.

While on the subject of armatures, it should be
borne in mind that the temperature coefificient of the
armature and the disc should be the same, so that any
decrease in torque of the armature, due to a rise in

temperature, will be correspondingly offset by a rise

in resistance of the disc, which in turn would decrease
the effect of the retarding magnets.

Other features of construction have been dealt
with in Chapter I.

(To be continued.)
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STEAM
DISCOVERY, PRODUCTION AND TESTING

OF FUEL OIL.

BY E. F. CHEVALIER.

The existence of petroleum in the State of Cali-

(i) On the west side of the San Joaquin Valley.

Here are the Coalinga, AIcKittrick, Midway, Sunset

and Kern River, or Bakersfield, districts.

(2) On the coast in Santa Barbara County, where
we find the Santa Maria, Summerland and Ventura
fields.

(3) In the vicinity of Los Angeles, the Whittier,

Fullerton and Puento fields.

Taking the State as a whole, the oil produced
fornia was known to the early settlers who utilized probably averages about 22° gravity. About three-

as fuel the seepage found in the southern part of the fourths of the production has to be treated before it

State. Active operations in the drilling for oil dates is fit for use as fuel. This treatment is known as

-—-1 .-y

Map of Portion of California, Showing the Location of

the Principal Oil Fields.

— Cuujirftv Lerinx E. AiibiiriJ. Cnlijornia SInle Miiieriifn{ii)<L

back to 1S65, when a number uf wells were sunk in

various counties. The only actual production was in

Ventura County. The production of oil varied until

1900, when it began a steady increase, and at the

present day is used almost entirely as the fuel for the

Pacific Coast. In igoS the total jiroduction of oil was
48,306,910 barrels.

Production.

There are three principal oil-bearing districts in

California, located as follows

:

"tcipping" and consists in removing the lighter distil-

late, producing, according to the grade of the crude,

gasoline, benzine, engine distillate and kerosene.

The transportation of oil from the fields to the

market is accomplished by means of i)ipe lines, tank

steamers and tank cars. The use of the latter is

rapidly diminishing. Pipe line oil is usually tanked in

quantities, and is much more likely to be free from

sediment and of more even quality than tank-car oil,

which is pumped just as it comes from the small
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field tanks where there is Httle chance to average it.

The pipe lines are six and eight inches in diam-
eter. The pumping stations are from i8 to 30 miles

apart, according to the diameter of the pipe, and
strength of the pumps and line. The heavier oils are

heated at the stations to facilitate handling by the

pumps and to reduce the friction in the pipe line.

The Southern Pacific Company has finished a rifled

pipe line. In to this pipe the oil will be pumped and
a small per cent of water added. Due to the rifling,

this mixture receives a whirling motion, and the water
being heavier than the oil is kept by centrifuga;l force

next to the wall of the pipe, causing the oil to be sur-

rounded by a film of water, thereby reducing the fric-

tion.

The Valley oil is found in all grades from the
extremely heavy to about 30° Beaume. Most of the

oil is heavy enough for fuel purposes in its natural

state. The bulk of this oil comes to San Francisco

by pipe lines and tank steamers.- From these fields

are three pipe lines to the coast and two up the val-

ley. Some of the oil is still shipped in tank cars, but
very much less than two or three years ago.

Coalinga oil is found from 13° to as high as 34°.

Most of the fuel oil production is about 16° average.

The lighter oil is largely used for refining. The aver-

age for the entire production would probably be 17.5°

to 18°.

The McKittrick oil runs from 12° to 20°, but the

larger part of the production is 15.5° and 18°.

Midway oil runs from 15.5° to probably 30°. No
average can be given, as there is a great deal of new
production of unknown quality. Much of this new
oil appears to be refining oil, and has to be greatly

reduced to make it fit for fuel.

Sunset oil runs from 12° to 20° and probably
averages about 17°. The lighter grade needs to be
topped before it can be used as fuel. The Kern River
or Bakersfield oil runs from 13.5° to 16.5° and aver-

ages about 14.5°. All of this oil is fit for fuel as it

comes from the settling tank.

The oils from Santa Barbara County are mostly
light. These oils reach the coast by pipe lines where
some are treated. The bulk of the crude and the

residuum from the treated oil are then transported by
tank steamers from Gaviota and Port Harford to San
Francisco and other markets.

Though the Santa Maria oil is light, it does not

refine very well. The heaviest oil from this field is

in the east end, where it runs about 15°. The lightest

is close to 30° and the average about 22°. Ventura oil

is mostly light, though some runs as heavy as 14°,

and from this to about 30°. The bulk of this oil is

refined for other products and does not come into

the fuel market.

The Los Angeles oil comes from Los Angeles
and vicinity and all of the product is used locally in

the refineries and as fuel. The gravities of the oils

from these fields are as follows : Los Angeles City
oil, about 15°; Whittier, 16° to 30°; Fullerton, 15° to

34° ; Puente, 20° to 35°. The oils lighter than 20° are
all refined, most of the oils heavier than this are suit-

able for fuel in the raw state. Some of the oil from
this district is particularly suited for making lubri-

cants.

The Standard Oil Company has an enormous
refinery at Point Richmond. They take the lighter

oils and reduce them to about i5-4° gravity, and this

residuum is marketed as fuel oil. From the distil-

late they make gasoline, benzine, engine distillate,

and kerosene. The lubricants and gas oils come in

the portion of the oil which goes into heavy fuel, and
therefore are made from oil which is not to be used

for this purpose, but is selected for its lubricating

value.

The Associated Oil Company has a refinery at

Gaviota, where the Santa Maria crude, averaging

about 24°, has the gasoline and some kerosene taken

ofif, leaving the oil from 18° to 20°. They do not make
any finished products.

The Union Oil Company has a similar but smaller

plant at Port Harford. They have a large refinery

at Oleum, at which they make fuel oil and a general

line of products, and also a plant at Bakersfield.

All the refineries at Bakersfield make an asphalt

and a fuel distillate which is used by the pipe line

companies in lightening some of the very heavy crude.

Sampling.

Care should be exercised in collecting samples to

be tested. When oil is received in large amounts, as

from barges or steamers, a small nipple should be in-

serted in the discharge pipe in some convenient loca-

tion and small quantities of oil drawn off at regular

intervals while receiving. As the samples are taken
they are placed in a large container and the whole
thoroughly mixed, this method insuring an average
of the oil received. From this aggregation the sample
for testing is taken. This should be at least one
quart, as it is often desirable to make more than one
determination of the water contained, also of the flash

point. The container should be clean and thorough!}'

dry and have no trace of gasoline nor kerosene. It

should not be filled completely. Room should be left

so that by shaking, the oil may be thoroughly mixed
before any is removed.

If the above method of collecting the sample is

not convenient, and the oil is received in tank car or

wagon, then equal portions should be obtained froin

the top, middle and bottom of the tank. The por-

tions are then mixed and placed in a bottle or tin.

A "thief" is used for taking samples in this manner.
This is a cylindrical vessel about 10 or 12 inches long
and l>< or 2 inches in diameter. A foot or flap check
valve is at the lower end, the upper end remaining
open. In lowering into a tank of oil the valve remains
open and closes automatically when the apparatus is

raised, thereby securing a sample at whatever point

is desirable.

Testing.

Of immediate interest to the consumer are the

following properties

:

Gravity, flash point, water content and heat
value.

Gravity.

B}' gravity is meant the ratio of the weight of a

certain bulk of oil to the weight of an equal bulk of

water. There are several methods of determining
the gravity. Usually it is expressed in degrees
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Beaume. There are two types of Beaume instru-

ments, one for measuring liquids heavier than water,

the other for measuring liquids lighter than water.

Both have the same scale markings, and this gives

rise to considerable confusion at times. When find-

ing the gravity of oil, the latter hydrometer is always

used, as oil is lighter than water, and therefore there

is no chance for confusion.

In marking the scale on these instruments, the

one for lighter than water measurements is placed in

a solution of 90 parts water and 10 parts salt. The
point on the stem coinciding with the level of the

solution is marked zero. The instrument is then

placed in pure water which establishes the 10° mark.

The graduations are then continued until the 100°

mark is reached.

The gravity of an oil should be taken at 60 de-

grees Fahrenheit. If the temperature is not 60 de-

grees F. a correction must be applied, which gives

accurate results only when the coefficient of expansion

of the oil tested is known. For all practical purposes

it is sufficient to subtract i degree Beaume from the

observed reading for every 13 degrees Fahrenheit
above 60 degrees, or add if the temperature is below
6b degrees Fahrenheit. All hydrometers should be
standardized, for the different instruments vary con-

siderably.

The specific gravity may be determined by picno-

meters or gravity bottles holding a known weight of

water at a given temperature. When filled with oil

these are weighed on a balance, and the ratio of the
weight of water and oil gives the specific gravity.

Balances are made which determine the specific

gravity by use of a float of such weight that the
beam may be brought to a level when the float is sub-
merged in pure water. Oils being lighter, the float

sinks in these, and this tendency must be overcome by
the manipulation of weights, the beam being so gradu-
ated that the specific gravity may be read directly in

decimals. The Westphal is the most popular form of
this type of balance, and should be used in all cases
where accurate results are desired.

For converting degrees Beaume at 60° Fahren-
heit to specific gravity the following formula is

used

:

140

130-l-degrees Beaume
=specific gravity

or for specific gravity at 60° Fahrenheit to degrees

Beaume:

140—130 (sp. gr.) .^ „~—^^^^-^=Degrees Beaume.
sp. gr.

Before determining the specific gravity of oil,

the water should be allowed to settle out, otherwise

the results will be incorrect.

Flash and Fire Test.

The temperature at which an oil gives off inflam-

111-ible gases is called the Flash Point. These gases

when mixed with the proper proportion of air form

an explosive mixture. As the temperature increases

the gases are given ofl^ more rapidly until a point in

temperature is reached where the oil ignites and con-

tinues to burn. This is called the Fire Point. The

flash points of oils vary. Oils of the same gravity

may have different flash points. The flash point

ranges from 350 degrees Fahrenheit down to 60 de-

grees Fahrenheit. An oil used for fuel should not

flash below 150 degrees. Where steam or air is

used as an atomizing agent, the oil should not be

heated within 30 or 40 degrees of its flash point.

The "open cup" tester is generally used for deter-

mining the flash and fire points of crude and fuel oils.

A small cup, preferably of iron, about lyi inches

deep and 2 inches in diameter, tapering slightly to-

wards the bottom, is so filled with the oil to be

tested that when the oil is heated its surface will be

about ys of an inch below the brim. Heat is applied

so that the rise in temperature will be about 5 de-

grees Fahrenheit per minute. The bulb of the ther-

mometer should be just immersed in the oil. As the

temperature rises a lighted taper is passed over the

surface at intervals of 2 degrees rise in temperature.

Care must be taken not to linger with the taper or the

results will be incorrect.

The spreading over the surface of the oil of a blue

flash, indicates that the flash point has been reached.

Continuing the test until the oil ignites and con-

tinues to burn is called the fire test.

In lieu of the taper an electric spark may be used.

The spark should be J4 of an inch above the oil, and

should not be too strong, as this would influence the

results. Results can be made to vary widely. Care

should be taken that there are no drafts when making
these tests.

Water Determination.

When purchasing fuel oil, unless an allowance

be made for the water contained, the purchaser not

only pays for water but has another loss in reduced

boiler efficiency. When the oil is burning, the water

is sprayed into the furnace and passes out with the

gases as superheated steam, carrying ofT the heat

units that would otherwise have been imparted to the

water in the boiler.

There are three methods of determining the

water in oil. These are by gasoline, centrifuge and

distillation. The gasoline method is absolutelv unre-

liable. The centrifuge is practically correct, but for

accurate results, the distillation method should be

used. Comparative, tests of the gasoline and distil-

lation methods will be given so that the reader may
draw his own conclusions as to the value of each.

Gasoline Method.—One hundred cubic centi-

meters of the oil to be treated is placed in a graduated

sedimentation tube with 100 cubic centimeters of gaso-

line. The mixture is thoroughly shaken and left to

stand for 24 hours, when the water that has settled

to the bottom can be read. Gasoline when mixed with

California crude oil separates in an apparent spongy
form, being in reality a flak)' black or brown substance

called sludge. This is asphaltine, a solid substance,

which normally remains dissolved in oil and which has

practically the same value for fuel as any other part

of the oil. This sludge makes it difficull to read the

true per cent of water.

Centrifuge Method.—-A mixture of 25 cubic centi-

meters of gasoline and 25 cubic centimeters of carbon

bisulphide is made in a graduated tube of 100 cc
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capacity, the closed end of which is conical, 50 cc of

the oil to be tested is poured into the tube and the

whole thoroughly mixed. The tube is then placed in

an aluminum case attached to a centrifuge and rotated

at a high speed for twenty minutes. To prevent break-

age of the tube, the aluminum case should be partly

filled with coal oil to act as a cushion. The volume of

water collected in the conical end of the tube may be

accurately read. This volume multiplied by 2 gives

the per cent of water in the oil.

Distillation Method.—In a graduated cylinder is

placed 25 cc of benzole and 50 cc of the oil to be

tested, the whole thoroughly mixed and placed in a

still. The graduate is then rinsed out with 25 cc of

toluene which is also added to the still. Connection is

made between the still and a condenser. The still is

heated to a temperature of about 250 degrees Fahren-

heit, the distillate is collected in a graduated tube and
the volume of water in cc multiplied by 2 gives the

per cent of water in the oil. Using a mixture of

benzole and toluene hastens the distillation. The ben-

zole comes over first, then the water, and the toluene

coming over at a higher temperature than 212 degrees

F. cleans the condenser of any water that may adhere

to the sides. This method insures very accurate re-

sults.

Viscosity.

Viscosity is a measure of the comparative ease

with which the molecules of the oil move among them-
selves. It is determined by noting the length of time

taken for a definite volume to flow through an orifice

of definite size. If the length of time be measured
for any volume of water to flow through the orifice,

and this be divided into the length of time that it

takes the same volume of oil to flow through the same
orifice, both determinations being made at the same
temperature, we have what is called the specific vis-

cosity. Change in viscosity on heating the oil is more
marked than the change in gravity.

(To be continued.)

WHICH SIDE OF A BELT SHOULD BE IN
CONTACT WITH THE PULLEY.

Authorities differ as to which side of a belt should

be in contact with the pulley. In order to arrive at

some definite conclusion, a series of thirty tests was
carried out by Y. Sekiguchi, and the results recently

given in an article in The Mechanical Engineer.

The test pieces, which were i inch wide, were
taken from the same belt and were tested in a 50-ton

Buckton testing machine reading to hundredths of a

ton.

From the results it is seen that the hair side of a

belt is more elastic than the flesh side, but that the

latter is stronger than the former. The flesh side,

moreover, has been found to have a higher coefficient

of friction on the pulley surface. It is therefore gen-

erally preferable to have the flesh side of the belt in

contact with the pulley. When, however, the pulleys

are fairly large and their diameters do not differ

greatly, the question of flexibility is not so important

;

and in this case it would seem best to put the hair

side of the belt on the pulley, keeping the stronger, or

flesh, side away from the rubbing action of the pulley,

and thus prolonging the life of the belt.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
PAPER No. II.

Transmission of Power by Wire Rope.

When it is required to transmit power over long

distances up to several thousand feet, wire rope is

used instead of belting. The rope runs on large diame-

ter grooved wheels at high velocities. The journal

friction is small owing to the large diameter of the

sheaves, and if the systems are properly designed

idlers to support the cables are unnecessary. The
efficiency of a well designed rope transmission system

is fairly satisfactory.

The span is usually long enough so that the

weight of the rope produces sufficient tension to give

the necessary frictional resistance on the sheaves for

transmitting the required power. In case of short

transmission artiflcial means are necessary to provide

sufficient tension, while if excessive spans are con-

sidered the tension becomes greater than is per-

missible.

In order to keep the necessary tension to a mini-

mum and yet to obtain sufficient frictional resistance

the bottoms of the grooves are lined with rubber and

leather filling. These are inserted alternately into the

groove, which is slightly dovetailed at the bottom and
the cable runs on these sections entirely, not coming
into direct contact with the sheave.

When called upon to design a rope transmission

system the quantities given, or which may be assumed,

are the horsepower, the span in feet between driving

and driven sheave, and the velocity of the rope. This

latter is sometimes fixed by the size of the sheaves

permissible but may usually be assumed.

The horsepower transmitted is directly propor-

tional to the rope velocity V and to the difference in

tension T, "between the driving and driven sides of the

rope. It is expressed as

:

H.P. = VT
33000

orT
H.P X 33000

V
From this equation, then, we may immediately

find the tension which is doing work, i.e., the difference

in tension between the tight and loose sides of the belt,

or T = Ti— T=.

It has been found in practice that the ratio

Ti 2 .

z^— ~r IS most satisfactory.
I2 1

This value includes the safety factors of both

strength and slip. From this ratio Ti may be found,

I

since T = Ti — T2 Ti = T2.

When the rope is at rest the tensions in the two
sides are approximately equal and are

„ Ti -|- T2 3 „

This average tension Ta is the tension to which
the rope should be drawn up before splicing.

To find the size and weight per foot of wire rope
having a maximum allowable tension equal to Ti we
must consult a standard table.

There is another consideration of which account
has to be taken in designing wire rope transmission
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systems, and this is the allowable bending of the rope

when going- around the sheave. To insure against

deterioration due to this cause the sheave diameter

should never be less than loo times the rope diameter

for steel wire and should be i8o rope diameters for

iron wire.

Thus far we have taken no account of the length

of span or the allowable sag. The tension will depend
upon the span and the sag, as well as the weight per

foot of the rope. If the sag is decreased the tension

will increase rapidly and if the span is increased the

total weight of rope is increased approximately twice

as fast.

To predetermine these quantities, then, is ad-

visable.

It can be shown mathematically that if:

y = the sag at the middle of the span,

s = the span in feet,

T = the tension,

,„ ^2

weight of rope per foot, then y =
8 T"

From this formula the sag for any span of given

rope may be found for the required tension.

This gives us all the data for the complete calcu-

lation of a system. In order to show the application

of the foregoing, an example may be worked out.

Let us assume that a span of 300 ft. exists over
which we wish to transmit 100 h.p. We may assume
a rope velocity of 4000 ft. per minute. Then the un-
balanced tension :

„ 33000 X H.P. 33000 X 10T- -^ = 4555 = 825 lbs.

This is also equal to T=, the tension on the loose

side when running. Ti ^ 2 T= ^ 2 x 825 = 1650 lbs.,

the tension on the tight side of the belt when running.

^ 1650 + 825 ,^.^„ ,, , . . .,, .,
Ia —

^,
12o/ lbs., the tension m either side

when at rest.

The tables give 9/16 in. as the diameter of a 19
wire rope which will stand a tension of 1650 lbs., and
the weight of such a rope is .44 lbs. per foot. The
deflection at rest is

w s' .44 X 300'
or y = 4 feet.

8 XT 8 X 1237

The deflection at full load may also be found

.44 X 300-

y^

8 X 1650

.44 X 300'

3 feet for the tight side,

S feet on the loose side of
8 X 825

the belt.

Based upon their very extended experience, the

John A. Roebling's Sons Co. have adopted a standard

deflection of 1/36 of the span. This is somewhat more
than the above assumed case and the Roebling practice

is therefore easier on the cable. Adopting this stand-

ard sag also permits the use of lighter ropes and
the installation will therefore be more substantial,

although the tendency for the rope to swing would be

greater.

It would be necessary to use sheaves of greater

than 5 ft. in diameter in order to prevent the loose side

of the rope from swinging against the lower tight side.

In a transmission of this size it would be well to use

at least a lo-ft. in diameter sheave and this would
have to operate at 127 r.p.m. to run the rope 400D ft.

per minute.

If it were not permissible to operate the rope at

such high velocity, then a greater tension would be

necessary. This would require a heavier rope, and
probable less sag, since the weight does not increase

as rapidly as does the permissible working tension.

The rope which is employed for transmission is

usually composed of six strands of 7 wires each, en-

closing a hemp center. Sometimes a rope with 19

wires to the strand is preferable. The wire in the

7-wire strand is about i 2/3 as large as in the 19-wire

rope and will therefore stand more wear. On the

other hand, the 7-wire rope requires larger sheaves,

since it does not bend so readily.

The ropes are made of iron, cast steel, or plough
steel. Usually the weight necessary to produce the

required tension is such that a very strong rope is

unnecessary, and for this reason iron rope is often

satisfactory. If a smaller steel rope is used it will, of

course, be necessary to stretch it tighter to gain the

required tension. This throws a more intense strain

on the filling of the sheaves, causing it to wear more
rapidly.

The bending stresses above mentioned, as a rule,

exceed the stresses due to the tension, and in order to

obtain a good life to the rope these stresses must be
carefully considered.

Owing to the high speed of the rope it has a

tendency to sway and jump the sheave, both of which
momentarily increase the stress greatly. If the sheaves

are comparatively small, this extra tension combined
with the bending stresses sometimes strains the rope

beyond the elastic limit of the iron. This soon causes

the wires to crack and rapidly reduces the ultimate

breaking strength of the rope.

When the distance to be covered exceeds the

length of an average span,, one of the two following

systems is employed : First, a single loop of the re-

quired wire supported at the necessary intervals by
idlers is used. These supporting sheaves are spaced

far enough apart to give the required tension at the

end sheaves. The second S3'stem has one loop of rope

passing over a driving and driven sheave only, as in

our above example, no idlers or guide pulleys being

employed ; the driven sheave being attached directly

to a driving sheave for a second span, and so on.

This process may be continued up to two miles or

more. The intermediate sheaves are often double

grooved and are of a uniform size throughout the

system.

Where a single loop of wire is used for a complete
long space, and supporting pulleys or idlers are em-
ployed, the system is more liable to give trouble than

where the shorter loops and no idlers are used.

In some instances it is preferable to install an

idler in the middle of a span rather than shorten the

span. In such cases it is usually required to decrease

the sag and hence a heavier rope is necessary.

Tighteners arc sometimes used to increase tlie
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tension on short spans, but in general the}- are not to

be recommended. It is much better to use a heavier

rope or possibh' a belt.

After a new rope has run for a short time the

initial stretch increases the length such that it must
be drawn up again to the "at rest" tension and re-

spliced. This should not be necessary more than once,

however, and additional future stretching should be
carefulh^ looked into, as it is a sign that something is

wrong. Probably too much tension is being put on
the rope and a heavier one should be substituted.

In the long, single loop system some method of

taking up the stretch ma)^ be necessary. There are

TABLE

Standard Iron and Steel Hoisting Ropes, John A. Roebling's

Sons Company

Wire Ropes of 19 Wires to the Strand

i
a

Iron Cast Steel

c 2 5
1 a1

%
c _c •sl

Bo'
.E _c ^"0

E 0"

JJ 'r . "? gS. .y

-D
1

Jc

0^

ril .11

-a
,E 5

c

lit
ESS 11

B Q u p B ^ (J s ca ^ u s

I ^i 6J S.oo 74 IS 14 13 ISS 31 _ 8J
2 2 b 6.30 bS 13 13 12 I2S 2S — 8

3 if Si '{2'i W 11 12 ID lOb 21 —
7i

4 if S 4.10 44 9 II 8i Sb 17 15 6t
5 'i 4l 3.65 39 8 ID 7i 77 15 14 5*

Si f 4t i;.oo 33 6i 9i 7 63 12 13 Si
I| 4 2.S0 27 Si «t bi S2 10 12 5

7 H H 2.00 20 4 7i 6 42 8 II 4+
S I M ..,8 lb 3 6i si 33 6 9i 4
9 ^ 2f 1.20 11.50 2i Sf 4i 2S S 8i 3^
10 f H O.S8

0.60

8.64 1* 4i 4 iS 3i 7 3

10^ -2 a 3l 3J 12 ^\ Si 2^
loi A I- 044 4.27 i 3i 2$ 9 ^ - 5 if
loi ^ 'i 0.3s 3-4« i 3 2i 7,

'I 4i Ij

10 a tV I* 0.29 3-00 f 2| 2 Sii i 4J H
loi * H 0.26 2.50 i 2\ li 4i i 3i I

Wire Ropes of 7 Wires to the Strand

II li 4* 3-37 36 9 10 13 62 13 13 H.
12 I* 4i 2-77 30 7i 9 12 S2 10 12 8

n li 3* 2.2S 2S H H I0| 44 9 II 7i
14 1+ 3S-

1.82 20 S ll 9i 3b 7^ 10 b^

15 I 3 1.50 lb 4 6i «i 30 6 9 5i
16 1 2t 1. 12 12.3 3 s.? 1} 22 4i 8 5
17 t 24 0.S8 8.8 2| 4| b| 17 3i 7 4i
iS If

2' 0.70 7.b 2 4* fa 14 3 6 4
19 S" u 0.57 5.8 li 4 5^ II ^i 54 3i
20 t'. >S 0.41 41 I 3i 4i g ij 4| 3-
21 A 0.31 2.83 1 2| 4 b l^. 4 2^
22 t'f 1^ 0-23 2-13 ^ 2^ 3i 4j i\ 3i 2^
23 ^ H 0.19 ..b5 — 2i 2f 4 I- 3i 2

24 ^z 0.17 1..38 — 2 22 3 j 2| If
25 A ^ 0.125 1.03 — t 2} 2 i 2? I^

several devices for taking up the slack without re-

splicing. The)' usually have the driving sheave

mounted on a frame which can be taken up like an
ordinary motor belt tightener.

The accompan3dng tables of rope data are pub-
lished by the John A. Roebling's Sons Co. With their

aid the design of a rope transmission system may be

readily made as illustrated herein, although for the

usual cases to be met the above company have worked
out and published a series of tables giving the horse-

power, diameter of rope, diameter of sheaves, and
revolutions per minute of sheaves for spans of lOO ft.

up to 350 ft.

The Hallidie-Painter Co. of San Francisco, repre-

senting Cheschen & Sons Rope Co. of St. Louis, Mo.,

point out the importance of liberal design in rope

transmission, and lay especial stress upon the speed

of the rope, their experience and observation having

been that nearly every transmission that has proven a

failure has been because the speed was too high.

Their best results on small sheaves have been obtained

by running the rope at 1200 to 1600 ft. per minute.

Especial attention should be given the sheaves and

their supports ; to see that the wheels are set true on

the shaft, and are bored true ; to see that the shafts

are parallel, and that the wheels are exactly in line.

Rope transmission is sometimes used for driving

an electric generator from a counter shaft or engine.

In this case the span is so short that an artificial tight-

ener must be used. It is also necessary to use several

ropes side b)' side or to use several turns of a con-

tinuous rope. The last turn usually feeds onto an idle

pulley and hence across the various ropes to the be-

ginning side of the driving sheave. This idle pulley

is mounted on a movable frame and to the frame is

attached a rope running over a pulley and vertically

down to a weight. This weight serves to keep a con-

stant tension on the system of ropes. Great care must
be taken in such installations to see that the sheaves

are all of the same size, else one section of the rope

will be overstrained.

The application of rope transmission is not very

general at the present time owing to the presence of

electric transmission. It might, however, be consid-

ered where the amount of power to be transmitted is

small and the distance not great enough to warrant the

purchase of a generator and motor in addition to the

line. But where electric power is available it is far

preferable.

CALCULATION OF STEAM ENGINEERING
TESTS.

. The Slide Rule.

Probably the most important instrument in all

engineering calculations is the slide rule. Its use
among engineers has become almost universal, and al-

though the principle upon which its operation is based
are those of the so-called higher mathematics, yet
these principles are so ingeniously utilized that the
slide rule, once understood, is amazingly simple.

In taking up this subject with the intention of giving
such an explanation of the instruments and apparatus
that the non-technical man may readily follow the
line of thought, we have purposely prefaced the study
of the slide rule with the foregoing statement; in fact,

we can assure the reader that although he shall be led

into the mysteries of logarithms, algebra, and perhaps
even trigonometry, he shall be left safe in his old

haunts of the multiplication table, and fraction world,
but with an added possession whose usefulness, as

well as whose simplicity, will keep it ever afterward
in his power.

The slide rule is primarily an instrument for

mechanically performing the operations of multipli-

cation, division, involution (the raising of numbers to
higher powers as squaring or cubing) and evolution
(the extraction of the roots of numbers as square roots,

cube roots, etc.). Any one of these four processes may
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be done accurately enough for almost all practical

purposes, and the probability of error is much less

than in the older, laborious methods of calculation.

In addition to this exactness, the rapidity with which
successive multiplications, for instance, may be per-

formed is remarkable.

The slide rule is based primarily upon log-arithms

and so we will face them first.

When you see the statement that loo is the square

of 10, or 1000 is the cube of lo, you know that lo is

multiplied by itself once, or, as is said, is squared to

equal loo, and is cubed to equal looo.

Thus 10 X 10 ^ 100, and
10 X ID X 10= looo.

You have seen these written also io°^ioo and

io'=iooo; and continuing io'^io,ooo, and so on.

The little number above and to the right of the lo in

these examples is the logarithm of the quantity on the

right of the equality sign. Thus, the logarithm of

100 is 2 ; of looo is 3 ; of io,ooo is 4; and so on in-

definitely. (It may be noted that the logarithm is

equal numerically to the number of zeros in the

number.)

Now, suppose it were required to multiply 100 by
1000. You will see instantly that the answer is 100,000,

or it may be written 10°. If we express this operation

as follows, 10" X 10' =10°, it will quickly become ap-

parent that the whole operation may be accomplished

by simpl)^ adding the logarithms, or 2 -|- 3 ^ 5, and
placing the logarithm, 5, at the upper right of the 10

for the answer.

We thus have the general rule : to multiply num-
bers together, add their respective logarithms ; the

resulting sum is the logarithm of. the product of the

numbers.

The slide rule is a simple mechanism for adding

together the logarithms of numbers.

Conversely now it is evident that to divide one

number by another we have but to subtract their

respective logarithms, the difference being the loga-

rithm of their quotient. Thus, 10,000— 1000= 10, or

10'— 10' ^ 10'
; 4— 3^1-

„ ^ ^. ... looxioon
Hence a traction like — may be solved by

saying 2 -|- 3 — i ^ 4, or 10*^ 10,000.

Now ask yourself the question, What is the loga-

rithm of 30? Since the logarithm of 100 is 2, and of

10 is (i), it is evident that the logarithm of 30 will be

(1) and some fraction —it is somewhere between (i)

and 2.

If we were to plot a curve with the numbers o, i,

10, 100, etc., on the horizontal as abscissae, and the

logarithms o, 1,2, 3, 4, etc., vertically as ordinates, the

values of the logarithms might be read oflf for numbers
along the horizontal between 10 and loo, as. for in-

stance, 30.

These values can be computed mathematically,

however, and such compulations have been made.

They constitute the elaborate tables which are to be

found in text books on mathematics or surveying.

Thus, the values of the logarithms of numbers
between (i) and 10 are:

Log. 1 = o.oooon
" 2= .30103
" 3= .47712
" 4= .60206
" 5=: .69897

tog. 6= .77815

" 7= .84510

" 8= .90309

" 9= .95424
•' 10 — 1.0000

The subdivisions between the above numbers
have, of course, been worked out to the smallest frac-

tions, but these values as given will suffice for our
present requirements.

We are now ready to lay out our slide rule.

Draw a line 10 inches in length and from the left

hand end as o, mark and letter off the distances in

inches corresponding to the first two figures of the

logarithms given above. Thus, a = o. inches, b = 3.0

inches, c = 4.7 inches, d = 6.0 inches, e = 6.9 inches,

i^y.y inches, g= 8.4 inches, h ^ 9.0 inches, 1^9.5
inches, j ^ lo.o inches.

Our scale will then appear as in Fig. i. Instead

of putting down the actual values of the logarithms,

the actual numbers—for which the distances from (a;,

as logarithms, stand—are used.

z 1-

—1—I—I—

r

e 7 8 3

f 9 ^ ^ J
lA

Now, suppose we wish to find the product of 2 x 3.

It is merely necessary to add the distances (a b) and

(a c) along a straight line, and then measure off the

sum on the scale from, (a). It will be found to equal

a f or to have the value 6.

If another scale exactly like the one we are using

bad been available, the (a) of this scale could have

been placed opposite the (b) of the original scale and

then the mark f on the original scale could have been

read oft' directly as opposite to (c) of the second scale

as shown in Fig. 2.

/
1

Z 3 4- s 6 rl
I 1

/

a b
5
C

Fig. 2

In this last example we have represented the two

essential parts of the r^Iannheini slide rule. The origi-

nal scale is the rule proper while the second scale is

the slide, these two scales corresponding to the two
lower scales of the Mannheim rule.

(To be continued.)

FORMULA FOR TOTAL HEAT OF SATURATED
STEAM.

Values of the total heat of saturated steam, as

given in the new steam tables of IVfarks and Davis,

agree closely with the following formula derived from

the tabular figures by Robert H. Smith: H = 1826

+ I — [l,250,nOO -^ (1620 - t)l, in which H is the

total heat above ^2° V. in Ilritish thermal units, and t

is the tcm|ierature in Fahrenheit degrees. Between
"0° and 500° F. the difference between the figures of

the table and those computed by the formula does not

exceed 0.9 B. T. U. Between 100° and 430° the differ-

ence does not exceed 0.4 B. T. U.
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The steam engineers of the Pacific Coast have

long felt the need of a publication in which they could

discuss questions of local interest.

Our Steam Some of these problems are so new
Department that none but Western engineers

have had the experience to intelli-

gently answer them, and otliers are so old and have

been answered so often that we are likely to forget

that the younger men must also learn them. To sup-

ply this demand alternate issues of the Journal of

Electricity, Power and Gas now contain a power plant

department under the caption "Steam."

A glance through our files for the past fifteen

years shows that this is no new departure. In our

back numbers are to be found many articles on all the

various phases of power plant economics written by
men that are now at the head of the profession. Our
present intention is to replace these occasional papers

by a regular series of practical articles.

Foremost among the new subjects to be treated is

that of how best to burn the fuel oil with which the

West has been so bountifully blessed. Elsewhere in

this issue Mr. R. E. Chevalier tells of its source and its

physical properties and in future numbers will detail

the methods of burning it under boilers. Of the sub-

jects perennially new are of those of the slide rule, the

indicator and other instruments for determining steam
engine efficiency, which are being simply explained by
Mr. J- G. De Remer. Supplementing these are descrip-

tions of new steam installations in both isolated and
central stations and timely comment upon new mat-
ters that may come up in the great field of steam
engineering.

As electric transmission of power has proven more
efficient for long distances than rope transmission, so

is the undamped wave becoming
Undamped recognized as a better means of

Waves transmitting wireless signals than

the damped wave. The term
"damped" has no reference to moisture, referring only
to retarded motion, which, b}^ the way, is sometimes
the ph5rsical effect of wetness. A damped wave is one
whose vibration is quickly lessened or checked, while
the undamped variety does not die out so quickly.

The same phenomena is seen in a magnetic compass
or in an electric meter, in some of which the needle
quickly comes to rest, the damped, and in others in

which the needle vibrates for some time before be-
coming stationary, the undamped. This distinction is

necessary for a proper understanding of Mr. C. F.

Elwell's article on the Poulsen wireless system.
The first methods of producing wireless waves,

such as the Marconi, depended upon the agitation

produced in the ether by an electric spark. The dis-

turbance gradually decreases in amplitude as it travels

from the source, much as do the waves made by drop-
ping a stone in water. On the other hand, the waves
made by a vibrating electric arc, such as the Duddell
or Poulsen, are continuous, the oscillations being sus-

tained or reinforced by rapid repetition. It is to this

peculiar characteristic that are due many of the su-

perior results obtained with this system of wireless

telegraphy and telephony as compared to the better-

known spark systems.
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PERSONALS.
C. A. Coffin, president of the General Electric Company,

is in California.

F. B. Gleason, manager of the San Francisco office of the

Western Electric Company, left for the East this week.

E. .1. Marshall of Los Angeles, who js Interested in the

Home Telephone Company, arrived in San Francisco during

the past week.

John B. Miller, president of the Southern California Edi-

son Company of Los Angeles, is making an automobile tour

through Europe.

E. J. Dwyer, manager of the Holabird Electric Company,
of Seattle, spent the past week In San Francisco, visiting the

Holabird-Reynolds Company.

W. B. Southwick, manager of the United Wireless Tele-

graph Company office in Seattle, Wash., arrived in San Fran-

cisco during the past week.

W. S. Heger, Pacific Coast manager of the Allis-Chal-

mers Company, has just returned to his San Francisco office,

after visiting in Los Angeles.

George E. Hanscom, who is connected with the wireless

telegraph service of the United States Navy and has in-

stalled a number of wireless plants on the Coast, was a

recent San Francisco visitor.

M. C. Miller, assistant to the president of the Allis-Chal-

mers Company, who has spent the past two months on the

Coast, left San Francisco last week for Milwaukee, Wis., and
will visit points in Texas en route.

Frank J. Campbell of Denver, who was elected presi-

dent of the Nevada-California Electric Power Company, was
taken ill recent with pneumonia, while preparing" to leave

for Goldfield, and died within a week.

F. X. Cleary has been appointed advertising manager of

the Western Electric Company. Mr. Cleary has been with

the Western Electric Company for about twenty years and
has held important positions connected with the execution

of Eales campaigns for the company.

Frank E. Corwin, Pacific Coast manager for the Bryant

and Perkins electric companies, has been seriously ill at his

home, 1822 San Antonio avenue, Alameda, California, but is

now believed to be on the road to rapid recovery. He will

take a leave of absence and recuperate in the mountains.

W. P. Hammon, who is at the head of the California-

Nevada Power Company and ether large electrical enterprises,

has returned from a trip to Boston and other Eastern finan-

cial centers. Mr. Hammon has been Instrumental in bring-

ing at least ten millions of Eastern capital into California

tor investment in electrical and gold-dredging companies.

Henri Milon, engineer of posts and telegraphs, of France,

and Albert Thomas, chief engineer of the French Telephone

Company, of Paris, have spent a week in inspecting the tele-

phone systems in San Francisco. They previously visited a

number of the large cities of this country on a mission from

the French government, in order to study American methods

W. C. Bryant, of the Bryant Electric Company, and E. K.

Patton, who is Western manager of the Perkins Electric

Switch Company, as well as of the above named corporation,

are visiting their San Francisco office. H. E. Sanderson has

arrived from Chicago and will take charge of the local office

while F. E. Corwin, who has been ill for several months,

makes an extensive trip tor his health.

Wynn Meredith, Pacific Coast manager for Sanderson &
Porter, will leave next week for Victoria, B. C, on business

connected with the British Columljia Electric Railway Com-
pany's new hydro-electric installation on the .lordan River.

During his absence of several weeks Mr. Meredith will visit

Aberdeen, Wash., where his firm has purchased the electric

railway lighting plant and is planning large extensions.

A JOKER.

The amendments to Articles 24, 25, 37, 39, 42, of the

constitution of the A. I. E. E. should be looked over very

carefully befoie marking out the word negative on the ballot,

for in doing so you are giving the board of directors the

authority to appoint the secretary, on whom we especially

of the Pacific Coast so much depend.

Under the present articles you have a voice in choosing
the man who you think will best serve the interests of the

members, and if the incumbent does not come up to the

standard of efficiency you think he should, you at least have
a voice in choosing some one who j-ou think will. Mr. Mem-
ber, you are paying for the band. Do you wish to delegate
the choosing of the program to somebody else whose taste

may not coinside with yours, by erasing the word negative
from the ballot? M. C. LORD.

TRADE NOTES.

The Gould Storage Battery Company report through their

San Francisco office that they have contracted to supply a

1000 kw.-hour storage battery ecjuipment to the Oakland, Cal.,

plant of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company.

On April 1, 1910, the San Francisco office of The Elec-

tric Storage Battery Company will be removed from the

Crocker building to the offices of Pierson, Roeding & Co.,

403-415 Monadnock building. The Exide Battery Depot, under
the management of Pierson, Roeding & Co., will continue at

590 Howard street, as heretofore.

The Aberdeen Lumber & Shingle Company, Aberdeen,
Wash., is installing electric drive in part of its mill. The
necessary machinery has been purchased of AUis-Chalmers
Company, and includes one 115 k. w., 4S0-volt, 3-phase, 60-

cycle, 900 r. p. m. belted alternator, one 6% k. w. 120-volt

exciter, two 50 h. p. squirrel-cage induction motors and a
switchboard.

The Dean Electric Company announces that after April 1st

the Sau Francisco office will be located at 156 Second street,

Jackson Building. In the new location they will have four or
five times the space that they now occupy and will have one
of the most complete and accessible stock-rooms, with offices,

to be found on the Pacific Coast. The steady growth of this

branch has crowded them out of their present headquarters
and in the future they will have ample space to carry the
stock that is necessary for the Pacific Coast territory's needs.

The Pelton Water VV'heel Conijiany report that the two
double Pelton-Francis turbines being built in their San Fran
Cisco shops for the municipal iilant at Eugene. Oregon, are
nearing completion. Two units comprise this contract, each
turbine being of the double spiral, inward flow reaction type
Pelton-Francis design. Each runner comprising the unit is

separately encased in a spiral housing, but with a central

discharge elbow. Under 45 ft. effective head, each turbine

develops 1200 h.p. and is direct connected to a 2300-volt, 60-

cycle, 3-phase, 360 r.p.m. generator. Two 8-in. diameter wooden
stave pipe lines supply water to the turbines, the length of the
pipes being about 120 ft. All gate regulating mechanism is

situated outside of che turbine casings and a special oil pres-

sure piston type Pelton governor regulates each machine
when operating either singly or in parallel. The Pelton
governors are equipped with independent oil pumping systems
and provided with anti-runaway mechanism, auxiliary and
inde|)endeul hand control. Spiral Pelton-Francis turbines are
also being built for pressures up to 420 ft. liead: the last one
to be built being a 1200 h.p. turbine for this pressure, re-

volving at 600 r.().m. The .\ew York works of the Pelton
Company also report the sale of several large Pelton-Francis

turbine units intended for the power plants now being erected

in Aliunesota. VernionI aiul Soulh Carolina.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS.
The 1910 designs of the General Electric fan motors,

although substantially the same in external appearance as

those of 1909, possess a number of refinements iu both the

mechanical and electrical designs which contribute greatly to

their attractiveness, convenience and reliability. Additions

have been made which render this one of the most complete

lines of fan motors for a. c. and d. c. circuits on the market.

It comprises S-in. desk, bracket and telephone booth; 12-in.

6-blade residence; 12-in. and 16-in. standard desk and bracket;

12-in. and 16-in. oscillating desk and bracket, and ceiling and

column fan motors.

The G. B. S-in. desk, bracket and telephone booth fan

motors have many superior qualities. Since the frame and
base are made from drawn brass, the weight is very much
reduced and a smooth exterior surface is obtained to which a

from 3 to 5 watts. A knob on the spindle permits the oscil-

lating mechanism to be instantly thrown .in and out of action

while the motor is running. The motors can be installed in

any position and will oscillate satisfactorily at any one of

the three speeds at which the motor can be operated, whereas
wind-operated motors are suitable for desk or shelf use only

and will oscillate at high speed only.

At full speed the motors will make approximately six

complete oscillations per minute. This rate is considered to

be most efficient and best suited to the general conditions.

The speed of oscillation is uniform and positive throughout

the entire range.

A marked improvement has been made in the method of

adapting the General Electric Company's fan motors for either

desk or bracket use. The body is mounted in a yoke hinged
to the base, and can be guickly adjusted for either desk or

Ornamental Type Ceiling Fan Motor.

lustrous black copper oxide finish is applied. The motor is

practically noiseless, but a highly efficient air delivery is

possible because of the employment of the propeller type of

blade. The energy required is less than for an eight candle-

power incandescent lamp. It will be found particularly well
suited to residence and small office use.

Twelve-inch 6-blade residence fan motors are designed ,

for use in residences, hospitals and places where the hum-
ming sound produced by 4-blade fans operated at speeds neces.
sary to produce a sufficient circulation of air, is objectionable.

Residence fan motors are only furnished in the 12-in.

size and for alternating current circuits. With the exception
of being wound for lower speeds and equipped with six blades,

the motors are identical with the standard 4-blade type.

General Electric oscillating fan motors have approxi-

mately the same general characteristics as desk motors of

similar rating. The oscillating mechanism is of the positive

type and so designed that it does not interfere with the swivel
and trunnion adjustment features, or the change from desk
to bracket type and vice versa. The additional power re-

quired to operate the oscillating device is very slight, being

bracket use without the use of any additional parts, it being
simply necessary to loosen a screw in the base to allow the
vertical adjustment of the motor to either position.

The swivel and trunnion adjustment permits a quick
change in either a horizontal or vertical direction to suit the
varying heights at which the motors may be placed. The
motor body is so pivoted in its yoke that it does not become
overbalanced when placed in other than a horizontal position.

In developing the present model a. c. and d. c. ceiling and
column fan mbtors the General Electric Company's aim has
been to produce a motor of individual design. While the
entire line presents an unusually attractive appearance, the
ornamental motors are particularly distinctive. No attempt
has been made to employ the conventional embossed thin
sheet metal casing to cover up a rough motor. The orna-
mental features employed are embodied in a finished cast
metal frame and are dignified and rich.

Great care has been taken in the refinement of the elec-
trical and mechanical design, and the motors are unexcelled
for efficiency, air delivery and freedom from noise. Only a
subdued sound produced by the blade cutting through the air
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12-iiirli A. C Deslt T>pe Oscillating Fan Motor.

can be heard when the motors are running at full speed.

General Electric motors are designed for all standard voltages

and frequencies.

A NEW OIL AND TRANSFORMER DRYING DEVICE.

Experience has demonstrated that it is practically impos-

sible to prevent moisture from being deposited in transform-

ers during transportation or storage, as condensation takes

place on the surface of the oil and metallic surfaces when-

ever these are cooler than the surrounding air. It is of the

utmost importance therefore that adequate means be pro-

vided for drying out the transformer and oil.

' The device shown diagrammatically in the cut, designed

tor this purpose, is manufactured by the General Electric

Company, and consists of a hot air furnace, positive pressure

blower, dust collector, driving motor, and necessary piping,

pulleys and belt. Hot air, free from dust, is forced into the

transformer through the oil valve in the base of the tank.

which can be easily accomplished liy lapping the pipe be-

tween the blower and the furnace. Standard three-inch

wrought-iron piping is used throughout, but as it is procur-

able almost anywhere, only the connection between the

blower and the furnace is furnished by the manufacturers.

If the connections between (he furnace and the transformer

tank are of appreciable length it is advisable to cover them
with heat insulating materials to prevent the loss of heat.

The positive pressure blower has a normal capacity of

300 cubic feet of free air per minute delivered at a pressure

of six pounds per square inch, is designed for a speed of 600

revolutions per minute, and requires fifteen horsepower to

drive it when delivering normal output.

The dust collector or air Alter consists of a perforated

sheet metal pipe four and one-half inches in diameter, con-

nected to the blower with a suitable eibow and forms the

point of entrance of the air to the blower. Cheese cloth

should be tied around the pipe so that the air in entering the

blower may pass through it and the dust be retained in its

meshes.

Any available power, as a steam engine, gas motor, elec-

tric motor, etc., will drive the blower satisfactorily.
' The piping between the furnace and oil tank is extended

above the oil level to prevent flooding I he furnace with oil if

I he valve in the base of the tank is not closed when the

blower is stopped.

The method of its operation is as follows: After the fire

has been started in the furnace the fan should be put into

operation. The air is drawn through the dust collector which

frees it from all impurities and is then heated in the furnace

to approximately 100 degrees centigrade. The hot air being

forced through the transformer and oil at a pressure of six

pounds per square inch, absorbs all the moisture and raises

the di-electric strength of both the oil and windings to its

original value. No hard and fast rule can be given as to

the time actually required for thoroughly drying out the

transformer, but it is believed for ordinary cases of moisture,

that a ten-horn- run after maximum temperature is attained,

will be sufficient. Break-down tests should be made from

time to time on samples of the oil taken from the trans-

former and the drying continued until the oil is able to with-

stand a puncturing test, the value of which is prescribed by
the transformer manufacturer.

Th^A'

^

\
New Oil and Ts.Tnsfiiriiu.T F^rvink' Dt-vicf.

The hot air furnace contains a three-inch wroiight-iron

coil suitably supported inside a sheet iron casing, the whole

being mounted on a cast-iron base. The furnace is designed

in a manner similar to a self-feeding stove, two doors being

provided, one at the top of the furnace for the admission of

fuel, and one at the bottom for removing (he ashes and also

regulating the draft. Wood and charcoal have proved in

actual experience lo jiroduce very satisfactory results as fuel,

but hard coal may also be used If forced draft is provided,

NEW CATALOGUES.
Chain Belt Company of Milwaukee, Wis., in catalogue No.

39, present illustrations and descriptions of their chain belt

concrete mixer.

Smith, Emery & Co., 651 Howard street. San Francisco,

have issued a neat pamphlet telling of their facilities for

inspecting iron, steel and cement, both in the East and in

the West.

The Western Electric Company has ready for distribu-

tion Bulletin No. 1110, describing its new types of telephone

and signal apparatus for mines. The bulletin takes up the

development of the Western Electric mine telephones and

1

describes completely features of construction and operation

of its two new types of sets—No. .J36-E, a metal set, and No.

337-E, a wood set.

"The Weinlaud Quick Repair Head" is the title of a

little booklet recently published by the Lagonda Manufac-

turing Company, of Springfield, Ohio. This booklet Is

devoted mainly to a discussion of the merits of the new
Weinland Head, which they have recently brought out, and

shows how the head can be quickly taken apart and new
sharp cutter wheels Installed. This catalogue, which Is

gotten up in pocket size, also gives a brief descri|>tlon of the

various other appliance.s built by the r.agonda Manufactur-

ing Company.
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APPROVED ELECTRICAL DEVICES
CABINETS.

"L. B. E. Co." Steel Cabinets for panelboards, cutouts,

and switches. Approved February 9, 1910. IWanufactured by
Leonard-Bundy Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CUTOUT BASES, PLUG FUSE.
"Diamond H." "O. K." Fuse Bloclc Cover. A porcelain

cover l:or Edison plug ttise, branch cutout bases, with steel

face plate and seals for preventing use of or tampering with

branch circuits by unauthorized persons. Approved Feb. 11,

1910. Formerly manufactured by Price-McKinlock Co. Manu-
factured by
Hart Manufacturing Company, 103 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.

FIXTURES.
"Taussig," or "R. & H. Co." Show and Wall Case Re-

flectors. Cat. Nos. 01, 1, 3 and 4. Metal troughs fitted with

approved sockets for candelabra or standard Edison base

lamps. Wiring in tubes attached to or channels concealed

by reflector bodies. Approved February 9, 1910. Manufac-
tured by

Reflector & Hardware Specialty Mfg. Co., 721 Fulton St.,

Chicago, III.

Standard Electric and Combination Fixtures. Approved
Feb. 14, 1910. Manufactured by

Reading Hardware Company, 617 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GROUND CLAMPS.
"Diamond H." "O. K." Ground Clamp. A copper band

with lug for soldered connection and screws for tightening.

In sizes % inch to 3 inches. Approved Feb. 11, 1910. Form-
erly manufactured by Price-McKinlock Co. Manufactured by

Hart Manufacturing Co., 103 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.

MISCELLANEOUS.
"Diamond H" Meter Connection Blocks, not over 30 A.,

125 V. Special porcelain cutout bases, with metal enclosing

case; designed for preventing theft of current and to facili-

tate the inspection and test of service meters. Type A,

with single piece enclosing case. Type E, with two piece

enclosing case and with double pole indicating snap switch

for use as service entrance switch. The enclosing cases of

these devices are not considered as the equivalent of a

cabinet for enclosing service entrance switches, when such

cabinets are required. Approved Feb. 11, 1910. Formerly

manufactured by Price-McKinlock Co. Manufactured by

Hart Manufacturing Co., 103 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.

Tungsten "Life Saver." Cat. Nos. 5, S, 11 and 14. A
fixture hanger composed of a helically coiled spring arranged

between end supports and designed to save the lamps in

the fixture from vibration. Enclosed terminal plates at either

end of the device afford a means for attaching supply and

fixture wires. Approved Feb. 8, 1910. Manufactiu'ed by

American Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

"Type A" Mercury Arc Rectifiers 125, 250 volts A. C. for

30 or 50 amperes D. C. Type "AA," Automatic and Type
"AN" Non-automatic 30 amperes D. C. for general battery

charging; and Type "AT" Non-automatic 30 and 50 ampere

styles for telephone battery charging. Approved Feb. 9,

1910. Manufactured by

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Baseplate. This device is a pressed steel base for use

on lath and plaster walls and ceilings In mounting surface

snap switches, receptacles or other suitable fittings, and

with a special fixture plate may be used as a support for

electric fixtures. Approved Feb. 9, 1910. Manufactured by

Monroe Electrical Mfg. Co., Monroe, Mich.

RECEPTACLES, STANDARD.
"Bryant." Key and Pull (50 C. P. 250 V.) and Keyless

(3 A. 250 V.) Wall Sockets, Brass Shell (slotted or closeii

bases). Key, Cat. Nos. 9184, 60018, "New Wrinkle" 66609,

GS13G, 68139, Angle Base 50753, and "New Wrinkle" 68224.

Keyless, Cat. Nos. 9185, 50717, 60019, 60020, "New Wrinkle"

G6610, 68137, 68140, Ang'.e Base 50755 and "New Wrinkle"

C8225. Pull, "New Wrinkle" Cat. Nos. 66611, 68128, 68138,

and Angle Base 68236. Also all of the above types with

shadeholders attached; key types with composition or in-

sulated metal key. Brass sub-bases. Cat. Nos. 374 and 377,

for use with Cat. Nos. 68128, C8139 and 68140. Approved
Feb. 11, 1910. Manufactured by

Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

RECEPTACLES, WEATHERPROOF.
"T. E. M. Co." 3 A. 250 V. Cat. No. 977. Approved for

use only when installed where exposed to rainfall, Feb. 7,

1910. Manufactured by

Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co., Piainville, Conn.

SOCKETS, STANDARD.
"Bryant" Brass Shell Sockets. Key, Cat. Nos. 1317, 1318,

9386, 43399, 50760, 99386. "Security Snap," 44147, 44148.

44151, 44914. "New Wrinkle, ' 59480, 59481, 59484 and 59486.

Keyless, Cat. Nos. 1319, 1320, 9392, 43390, 50768, 99392. "Se-

curity Snap," 44149, 44150, 44152, 44815. "New Wrinkle,"

59482, 59483, 59485 and 59487. Pull, Cat. Nos. 65250-65252

inclusive. Electrolier Sockets for fixture use only.

Cat. Noss. 50766, 66237 and Twin Sockets 46750-46752

inclusive. Also above types with shadeholders attached;

key types with composition or insulated metal key. Ap-
proved Feb. 9, 1910. Manufactured by

Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

SOCKETS, WEATHERPROOF.
"A. E. G. Co." Pendant Porcelain Socket, Cat. No. 878,

3 A. 250 V. For use in outside festoon wiring, either with
or without hanger. Approved Feb. 7, 1910. Manufactured by
Atlantic Electric Goods Co., 3 West 29th St., New York, N. Y.

SWITCHES, AUTOMATIC.
"Diamond H" Remote Control Switches. Type D-2,

25-200 A., 250 V., D. C; 440 V., A. C. 1, 2, and 3-uole. Types
D-3 and D-4, 25 A., 250 V. D. C. or A. C. 2-pole and 3-pole.

This device consists of a toggle mechanism operating lam-

inated copper switch blades by means of solenoids. The
control circuits to the solenoids to be wired throughout as
for low potential systems. Type D-2 is supplied with or
without a special iron case. Types D-3 and D-4 are intended
for use in wall boxes and are to be mounted directly on the

panelboard. Approved Feb. 11, 1910. Formerly manufactured
by Price-McKinlock Co. Manufactured by

Hart Manufacturing Co., 103 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.

SWITCH BOXES.
Cast Iron Switch Boxes for use with flexible tubing.

Single, double, three and four-gang, in both shallow and
deep types. Approved Feb. 9. 1910. Manufactured by
Graves Switch Box Company, 2190 Stearns Road, S. E. Cleve-

land, Ohio.

SWITCHES, SURFACE SNAP.
Single Pole and three-way; smaller size 5 A., 125 V.;

3 A., 250 V. Larger size, 10 A., 125 V; 5 A., 250 V. Electro-

lier and four-point; smaller size 3 A., 125 V.; 1 A. 250 V.

Larger size, 5 A., 125 V.; 2 A., 250 V. Double Pole; 5, 10,

20 and 30 A., 250 V. Approved Feb. 9, 1910. Manufactured by
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., 342 Capitol Ave., Hartford, Conn.
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«»*' NEWS NOTES ^
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FINANCIAL.

BELLINGHAM, WASH.—The City Council has passed an

rrdisiance iiroviding for tlie issuance of $14,000 worth of water

bonds.

TACOMA, WASH.—The Commissioner of Public Works
has b;eu authorized and directed to enter into a contract

with Bowie & Love for the purchase and delivery of 45,000

pounds of copper wire.

CONDON, ORE.—An amendment to the charter of the

City of Condon will be submitted to the legal voters at a

coming election to be held April 11, 1910, for the purpose of

enabling the city to issue new bonds to the amount of

$25,000 fcr the purpose of completing and repairing the water

plant. A new dam must be built at Hay Creeii, a new iron

pipe to tal\e the place of the old wooden mains and other

needed repairs.

INCORPORATIONS.

CASTLE ROCK, WASH.—Home Telephone Company has

been incorporated for $3,000, by T. C. Campbell.

LIVINGSTON, iVIONT.—The State Telephone & Telegraph

Company has been incorporated for $500,000 by John Stead-

man.

ILWACO, WASH.—The North Shore Light & Power
Company has been incorporated for $25,000 by F. M. Eidson

et al.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—The Englewood Water &
Power Company has been incorporated for $1,560, by H. R.

Linse et al.

OCEANSIDE, CAL.—The Otay Valley Water Company,
with a Cripital of $25,000. The directors are W. S. and A. E.

Broderik and .Joe Benesch.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Behlin Power Company, capital

$'^00,000, has been incorporated by R. C. Burtrand, F. L.

Fcrbts, James H. Henley and W. H. Bruckart.

FLLENSBURG, WASH.—The Ellensburg Oil and Gas
Companv, with a capital stock of $1,000,000, has been incor-

porated by J. N. Faust, P. H. Ross and F. Craig.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Nespelem Falls Power Company
has been incorporated, with a capital of $50,000, by James B.

Callahan, Wm. Kingsley and John Arthur, New York bloclc.

ROSEBURG, ORE.—Roseburg Oil & Gas Company,
principal office Roseburg. The capital stock is $10,000; has

been incorporated by F. Dillard, G. Harmon and J. Goodman.

TACOMA, WASH.—The Thomas Gas Light & Power Com-
pany has been incorporated, with a ca]utal of $2,000,000, by
F. A. Schnable, R. Thomas, W. J. Schmall, A. M. Holton and
D. D. Schneider.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Pacific Coast Battery Company, prin-

cipal place of business Portland, Ore., with a capital of

$300,000, has been incorporated by C. Revercomb, A. Sweek
and H. W. Darby.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Buying and selling of water is

the purpose for which the Oil Fields Water Supply Company
has been organized at Santa Barbara, with $20,000 capital,

by L. C. Man and associates of Santa Maria.

VOLLMER, IDA.—Plans are under way for the organiza-

lion of the Craig Mountain Light & Power Company, with a
capital of $50,000, by W. J. Ramey et al., of this place. The
proposed company has a power site on Lawyer's Canyon.

TRANSMISSION.

REPUBLIC, WASH.—The North Washington Power
Comjiany has announced its intention of bringing its power
line into the Republic camp. The mines, the new mill, the

public lighting and power service will be served.

WASHOUGAL, WASH.—The officials of the North Bank
Railroad have decided to organize a company to be known
as the Clarke County Development Company, with the object

of completing the big power plant on the Washougal River.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The McGillivray Construction

Company was recently awarded the contract for the erection

of a sub-station at Eighth and R streets for the Great
Western Power Company. The station is to be constructed of

reinforced concrete and be two stories high.

MODESTO, CAL.—The LaGrange Water & Power Com-
pany has completed wiring and distributing lights in Modesto.
Mr. C. H. Noack is superintendent of the Modesto division.

It has also completed the wiring of Hughson, in Santa Fe
and is preparing to wire Ceres, on the Southern Pacific, south
of Modesto. It has installed an additional 400 k. w. generator
unit at LaGrange power house.

MERCED, CAL.—The Merced Falls Gas & Electric Com-
pany, of which Mr. H. H. Adams is manager, is building a new
1,000 k. w. transformer station at Merced. Is is of concrete
and steel, 32 .x 52 ft. It is also rebuilding a transmission line

between Merced and Merced Palls, eighteen miles. No. 2

bare copper wire, 40-ft. cedar poles, 18 poles to a mile. It is

also extending lines from Merced for pumping purpcse".

LOS ANGELES. CAL.—When J. Ross Clare, vice-presi-

dent of the Salt Lake Railroad, authorized the transfer of five

acres of land in Long Beach inner harbor to the Edison Elec-
tiic Company, there no longer remained any doubt as to

where the company will erect its $2,000,000 power plant.

Work on the mammoth project will start within thirty days.
The capacity of the plant will be 100,000 kilowatcs, or 13 .,C0O

horsepower.

OROVILLE, CAL.—Water locations for two new electric

power plants have been filed for record here. One was for

1,200 inches of water of the Chico Creek, near Cohassett, by
F. E. Mann of that place, who proposes to generate elec-

tricity for commercial purposes. The other, for 3,000 inches,
by A. E. Smith, president of the Butte-Magalia Consolidated
Mining Company, who proposes to generate power on the
west branch of the Feather River for the company's use.

TRANSPORTATION.
SNOHOMISH, WASH.—The Seattle-Snohomish Electric

railway Company, represented by C. W. Kimball of Seattle,
has applied for a fifty-year franchise for an electric street
1 ailway from Seattle to Snohomish.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has decided to
either force the Pacific Electric Company to put its single
track on Villa street in the middle of that thoroughfare or to
lay a double track, called for in its franchise. Los Roblcs
will also undoubtedly be double-tracked.

ASTORIA, ORE.—F. L. Smart, vice-president of the
National Public Utilities Company, and Attorney W. L. Chris-
man, of the same company, have left Philadelphia for Astoria,
where they will close arrangements for ihe proposed electric
road to Seaside, preparations for which were made last
November by the company. It is the inlenliou to have the
road in operation within a year.
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Ever See
California's
Holland?

TAKE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC^S

NETHERLAND'S ROUTE
The daylight service between San Francisco and

Sacramento via the new steamer "NAVAJO"

Leave San Francisco 8.00 A.M.
Arrive Sacramento 6.00 P.M.

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

A DELIGHTFUL SCENIC WATER TRIP
for tourists and auto parties

Meals—Beautiful Staterooms and

Parlors.

ASK AGENTS

Flood Building

Pacific Street Wharf, Market Street Ferry Depot

SAIN rRANCISCO

PELTON-FBAIMCIS TURBINE AND GOVERNOR

Francis Turbine Water Wheels
of any capacity contracted for and installed

Write for Catalog and List of Operatine Plants

TME PELTOIN WATER WMEEL CO.
1011 MONADNOCK BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

a^ WEST ST., NEW YORK CITY

BRYAN-MARSH TUNGSTENS
HAVE BEEN

REDUCED IIN PRICE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

California Incandescent Lamp Co.

Six Sixty-nine Mission St.

SAN FRANCISCO

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, MEAT, AND POWER

TO
Place. Population.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany 800
+Alta 200
Alvaraflo 200
Amador 200
Antioch 3,000
tAuburn 2,050
Barber 200
Belmont 600
Belvedere 350
Benleia 2,500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 150
Biggs 760
Black Diamond ... 500
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderick 500

iBrcwn's Valley ... 50
••Burlingame 5,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,500
rCenterville 20
Centervllle 500

••Chlco 13,000
••Colusa 2,700
JColfax 400
Colma 500
Concord 1,600
Cordelia 150
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,500
Crow's Landing . . 37o
Davenport 1,000
Davis 750
Decoto 350
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 50

Place. Population.
Drytown 100
Durham 500

JDutch Flat 400
Easton 500

••East San Jose 1,500
Eckley
Emerald .

.

Elmhurst .

Elmira . . . ,

El Verano
••Emeryville
Encinal . . .

Fairfield .

.

Fair Oaks
Fitchburg

20
50

2,500
150
100

2,000
20

800
250
250

Folsom 1,500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 500
Gold Run 100
Grafton 350

•j-Grass Valley 7,000
Gridley 1,800
Groveland 50
Hammonton 500
Hayward 4,000
Hollister 3,000
lone 900
Irvington 1,000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
Lawrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLinooln 1,500
jLive Oak 2O0
Livermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 50
Los Gatos 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Marten 26
Martinez 5,000

••Marysville 6,250
Mayfleld 1,500

•Menlo Park 1,600
Meridian 300
Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
JNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1.000
Niles 800
•Oakland 230,008
Oroville
Orwood . .

Pacheco .

••Palo Alto
JPenryn .

.

Perkins . .

•Petaluma
Peyton . .

Piedmont

2,500
50

200
6,000
250
200

6,000
250

!,000
Pinole 1,500
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200
JRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100

tRoseville 345
Ross 900

••Sacramento 52,000

•Gas only; **both gas and electricity; felectricity, gas and "water: ^electricity and v^ater

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,500
San Carlos lOQ

**San Francisco ....450,000
••San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

••San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000
San Quentin Prison 1,600
San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran.... 2,500
Stanford Univ 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton 25,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
JTowle 200
Tracy 1,200
Vacavihe 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 350
Wheatland 1,40B
Winters 1,200

••Woodland 3.600
Tolo 350

••Tuba City 1,90H

all others, electricity only.
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GREAT WESTERN POWER COMPANY'S SYSTEM
BY RUDOLPH W. VAN NORDEN^

The development of the power system of the of final success, not dreamed of by the original pro-

Great Western Power Company has been the result moters, from a utilitarian viewpoint.

of a most daring venture, itself audacious in the The late Major Frank McLaughlin, who had
originality of its method of extracting from an almost mined and prospected on the Feather River and ad-

invincible hiding place, a supposed hoard of gold. The joining country, realized the value of the river gravel

Power House, showing Transmlsslon-Iine Towers, Pipe-lines and Surge-pipe, and Cable Crossing Klver.

Story of the Big Bend tunnel, with its hopes and its

failures, constitutes one of the chapters in the his-

tory of mining in California. The project was too

daring, and failed. But the ultimate use of the tun-

nel and the development of the plant of the Great

Western Power Company, add a new chapter, a sequel

1 Member A. I. E. E.. A. S. C. E.

as holding free gold washed down from the upper

reaches of the river. He conceived a plan of expos-

ing the bed of the river, around the Big Bend, by

carrying the flow, through a tunnel across the bend.

Accordingly, he formed a company for this purpose.

It was planned to build a tunnel of sufficient size

to carry the stream, throughout the period of low
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water flow, which ordinarily last,s from four to five

months each year. This would expose about fifteen

miles of the stream bed, and it was thought, leave

it practically dry, thus permitting of the extraction

of gold from the gravel and sand.

The plan met with the approval of Dr. Pierce,

a patent medicine manufacturer, of Buft'alo, N. "V .,

who arranged for the necessary funds to carry on the

work.

The tunnel was commenced, at its outlet in Dark

Canyon, in the fall of 1882. A complete equipment

of boilers and compressors was set up at this point,

to supply compressed air to operate the drills. An
opening 13 ft. wide and 8 ft. high was adopted as

being sufficient to carry the flow of the river, and

the grade was made 15-16 in. to the rod. Work was

prosecuted with all possible haste, in three eight-

hour shifts a day, and records as high as 400 ft. per

month were made, which, at that time, was considered

remarkable.

The project was a gigantic one and called for a

constant supply of money. The rock encountered for

the first 2,900 ft. was a homogeneous blue slate, fairly

hard ; beyond this a section of very hard rock was met,

which, for a time, arrested progress. The big Bur-

leigh drills could make but little headway and struck

fire constantly. It sometimes took 22 hours to drill

a round of holes while 13 men were worked on a shift.

So difficult was this work, says Mr. Henry Turner,

who was a trusted employee and had worked on the

project from its inception, and who is still on the

ground in the employ of the power company, that on

one shift he took out 375 dulled drill-points.

It was at this point that it looked as if the pro-

ject would have to be abandoned, but a lucky find of

gold, while prospecting in a crevice, rich almost

beyond belief, bolstered the waning enthusiasm and

supplied new life and inspiration for the work.

Water was finally turned through the tunnel on

Julv 4th, 1886, only to disclose the fact that the bore

was not large enough to carry the flow, thereby per-

mitting the v.'orking of the river bed. A crib dam was
also completed, several hundred feet below the mouth
of the tunnel during that summer, but in the fall

of the same year it was decided to enlarge the tun-

nel.

This latter work was completed in one year and

consisted in removing four feet from the roof of the

tunnel, leaving the opening 13 x 12 ft. The work had

cost about $750,000. The length of the tunnel was
12,007 ft-' or nearly two and one-half miles.

The interesting and objective part of the pro-

ject was now ready for exploitation: gold so well

hidden was to be recovered. During the fall of 1886

the river had been prospected to some extent, but

during the summer of 1887, five claims were opened
up. These were worked during the summer of 1888

with varying success, but in the summer of l88q

but one claim seemed to hold forth any promise and
was alone operated.

Many rich pockets were opened, but it seemed as

if fate plotted with Nature against this plucky band
of miners. A rich crevice invariably ended with a

sharp shelving of the bedrock. It was possible to

operate the claims but six months each year and a

common error seems to have been made, that of

working ground in which, old miners said they had

found gold (and as was afterwards proven, had taken

all that was there), instead of prospecting untried

ground. A claim at Arnum Bar paid one-half ounce

per day per man and another above Stone House paid

a like amount. But they were of short duration.

The claim worked during the season of 1889 at Huflf's

Par paid $8 per man per day for the entire season.

In fact, the story is told that on the last day of that

season, when the river had been rising and the miners

were in imminent danger, as the flume was expected

to go out at any minute, there were three men work-

ing against time, as every moment of work meant

more gold. They knew it was their last chance for

six months, and during that day took out $950.

Finally the rising flood carried away the flumes and

sluices and the miners barely escaped with their lives.

So far the value of the gold recovered had been

insignificant in comparison with the cost of the pro-

ject, and from 1889 to 1906 practically nothing was

done aside from occasional attempts to prospect the

channel. In the latter year, however, the property

was leased to some Chinamen, for a term of five

vears. The crib dam had been destroyed by high

water some three years previous to this time and the

Chinese lessees undertook to replace it. By the fol-

lowing year they were in debt to the amount of $2,200

and the dam was incomplete, but by persistence they

managed to finish the dam in 1898 at a total cost of

$3,200. During this season the Chinese cleaned up

a total of $5,020 which represented the entire reward

of their efforts.

The conception of the utilization of the power in

the water flowing down Dark Canyon was not particu-

larly new, for during the intermittent attempts to

mine the river some power was derived from a small

plant consisting of two 80 h. p. dynamos driven by
water wheels. This plant was near the junction of

Dark Canyon and the west branch of the Feather

River. The flow after leaving the tunnel was carried

along the side hill in a canal to a point directly above

this plant. Power was brought to the placer claims

and used principally to drive pumps.
The project had amounted to a series of failures,

insofar as the ultimate object was concerned, but the

subsequent sale of the tunnel and properties to a

company, now the Great Western Power Company,
and the completion of the power plant, on a scale

that surpasses anything of the sort in the western part

of the United States, has turned the first unsuccessful

attempt to extract from Nature her wealth to a glori-

ous victory.

General Plan of Po'wer Development.
The canyon of the Feather River is similar to

that of most of the other rivers having their rise in

the Sierra Nevada Mountains and flowing into the

great central valley of California. The Feather is one
of the largest of these rivers, however, and has prob-

ably the greatest minimum or low-water flow. It

has several branches, the principal ones being the

Middle and the North Forks. The source of the

former is largely in Sierra Valley, Sierra County, while

that of the latter covers all of the upper half of

Plumas County. The watershed of all branches is in
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California. The larg'est branch of the North Fork
has its rise on the eastern slopes of Mount Lassen and
the adjoining country known as the Big Meadows.
It is here that the company have large land holdings

and eventually intends to construct an enormous
reservoir which will supply enough water, during the

period of low-water flow, to double the amount of

that flow in the river.

During the winter and spring months all of the

branches discharge a large quantity of water, but
throughout the period of low water the North Fork
maintains the highest minimum flow. The low-water
record for this branch is said to be about 925 second
feet, while it is estimated that the flood discharge is

as great as 125,000 second feet.

The problem of a power development would have

been similar to many others in the West, were it not

for two local conditions, both of which make this

installation unique. There was, first, the Big Bend,

where the river, turning abruptly at right angles,

leaves its general direction and runs in this manner
for about four miles and then, by a series of more or

less abrupt turns, again recovers and continues the

genera! direction. From the beginning of the bend to

its final correction is about twelve miles, but the

distance directly across is but three. The fall of the

river, per mile, is not great, averaging 35 ft., but the

total fall across the bend is 420 ft.

The second condition was the tunnel which had
a total fall of nearly 70 ft. The simplest solution of

the Dower problem, would have been to utilise the

old canal from the outlet of the tunnel and either the

site of the old power plant, or one nearby, for the

new installation. By doing this the hydraulic head on
the plant would have been determined by the eleva-

tion of the canal ; the benefit of the fall in the tunnel

\"ould have been lost as would also any head due to

the reservoir possibilitv at the intake. Further than

this, a variation from low to high water in the river

meant an additional sacrifice of power. The problem
was, therefore, resolved to the use of the tunnel under
nressure. which immediatelv led to the possibility of

a considerable reservoir at the intake, by the construc-

tion of a high over-flow dam. Other water rights and
properties further up the river were procured, for

future development, and with this in view the possi-

bility of increasing the minimum flow during the sum-
mer and fall months was apparent. The plant was
therefore designed to use about double the minimum
flow, to operate a reservoir formed by means of a

high dam, which would act as a balancing reservoir

and thereby carry peak loads beyond the no='.«'hilitv

of the calculated flow, to supply water for. and to

operate the tunnel as a part of the pressure conduit.

In order to obviate a long header pipe and at

the same time place the plant in the main river, it was
necessarv to drive an extension to the old tunnel. It

was further deemed advisable to enlarge the old tun-

nel and place a smooth concrete lining through this

and the new section: this work to be carried on
simultaneously with the construction of the power-

house.

This design necessitated a high class of modern
engineeriner, and especially so in view of the fact that

it was necessary to get the plant in operation in a

space of time, much shorter than it woyld be possible

to complete the high altitude storage system and the
dam at the intake. To meet these conditions it was
necessary to complete the first installation, except in

those parts in which interruption to operation could
not be considered, to one-half of the ultimate capa-
city.

Preliminary Work.

Preliminary work by the engineers: was com-
menced in the fall of 1906 and six months later actual
construction was in progress. At that time there was
no railroad transportation nearer than Oroville, twenty
miles away, and the roads were rough and unsuited
for hauling heavy materials. It was, therefore, neces-
sary to build or rebuild about twenty miles of road
to fit it for heavy hauling. There were no towns
nearby, so that the company was obliged to make pro-
vision for housing the thousand or more men who
were to be employed on the work. Three camps were
built, one at Island Bar, a half mile from the power-
house on the river, one in Dark Canyon at the outlet

of the tunnel and one on the mountainside above the
inlet. There were a number of smaller camps scat-

tered along the work and the company maintained a

well-equipped hospital.

Two sawmills were erected and placed in opera-
tion. There were two well-equipped steam-driven
compressor plants installed, one at either end of the
old tunnel, as well as two complete rock-crushing
plants, similarlv placed. AA''ith this preliminary equip-
ment the work of construction progressed rapidly.

Electric power for the crusher plants, the locomotives
in the tunnel, lighting, etc., was supplied from these

plants and some current was purchased, in addition to

that generated, from the Oro Light & Power Company,
whose plant is a few miles distant.

At the mouth of the tunnel a cofferdam was
built to permit the construction of the intake tower
and at the site of the powerhouse a similar device was
employed for setting the foundation. A low timber

crib dam was built several hundred feet below the in-

take. This was necessary in order to give the flow

the proper diversion into the intake tower and to

suffice until such time as the proposed dam could be

built.

Work on the tunnel and header pipe was com-

pleted, as these parts, once placed in operation, could

suffer no interruption.

The completion of the Western Pacific track to

a point opposite the powerhouse, in 1908, facilitated

the delivery of machinery. Cars were shunted at this

point and all machinery and supplies were transported

across the river, to the powerhouse, by means of two
Lidgerwood aerial tramways.

The one designed to carry machinery has a capa-

city of 35 tons. The cableway consists of two 2V^ in.

steel cables, supported from substantial structural steel

towers 1,200 ft. apart. It is operated by compressed

air and is of sufficient elevation to carry loads to the

level of the header pipe. A second smaller tramway
was installed to carry light loads, supplies, etc.

The Tunnel.

The work of enlarging the old tunnel was car-

ried on simultaneously with the driving of the new
section. It consisted of widening and giving the roof

a semi-circular cross-section. The concrete lining is
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Cross Section through Big Bend Mounraln.

Cross Section of Old Tunnel as Finished.

21 in. thick, although this of course varies. The rock

formation is hard and very little timbering was neces-

sary. All but 400 ft. of the tunnel was finished in

this manner, making the length of the section 11,460 ft.

Work on the new section of the tunnel was rapid,

due to modern improved methods. At a point 400 ft.

within the outlet of the old tunnel, the new section

was commenced, its direction bearing away from the

former at an angle of 38°. While the grade of the

original tunnel, which is 0.5 per cent, could not be

changed, that of the extension was made i ft. in 3,000.

The dimensions are somewhat greater, but the cross-

section has the same general form as the older sec-

tion. The carrying capacitj^ is estimated to be 2,500

cubic feet per second, and the loss in head, at this

Cross Section of New Tunnel as Finishea.

Unfinished End of Old Tunnel, showing Bulk-head.

flow, is 10 ft. The new section has a length of 3,450

ft., and the net area of cross-section is 225 square ft.

Two concrete bulkheads were erected to plug the

unused end of the original tunnel. The first of these

is directly at the junction with the new section and is

given a curved surface, making a smooth turn from
the old to the new sections. Through this bulkhead
are a number of small pipes, allowing water to pass

to the other side, thus relieving it of pressure.

Beyond the first bulkhead is a second. This is 25 ft.

thick and is the true plug. Through this, two 12-in.

steel pipes, each equipped with two gate-valves, were
inserted. These are for drainage, should the neces-

sity arise. The accompanying view shows the section

of the old tunnel, between the plug and the outlet.

This section has not been altered. The plug can be
distinctly seen.

Intake.

Operating the tunnel under pressure, with the

ultimate surface of the river 140 ft. above the mouth
of the tunnel, necessitated an unusual construction
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Outlet of Old Tunnel in Dark Canyon.

for the control of the intake flow. Combined with this

fact was the advisability of taking- water as near its

surface as may be possible, to eliminate sand, which

I ; ']\' •;" 'i ft.. .IT...— ,7.... j/^

Elevation of Intake Tower as it will Appear
Completed.

Intake Tower at the Present Time, showing the
Four Temporary Sluice Gatet.

by a heavy cast-iron hinged door. The open-

ings are 3 ft. 4 in. by 4 ft. For the present this tower,

which has a diameter of 70 ft., has a height of 64 ft.

It is proposed to carry it to an ultimate height of

154 ft., and this work will be carried forward in con-

junction with the high dam, on which work is about to

commence.

P^?RIi:???P=J?7^T^^^^^^^^it

Cross Section of the Intake Tower as at Present
Installed.

will settle to the bottom. A concrete tower has been Under the present conditions of operation, water

constructed, which will eventually have four rows of is taken into the intake tower, through four rectangu-

twelve openings each, and each opening controlled lar sluice-gates 5 ft. wide and 12 ft. 3 in. long. These
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Looking up Feather River from
Depot; Machine and Forge
House on the Left.

I I'oint on the South Banlc near the End of the Proposed Dam. Western Pacific
Shop on the Riglit; Intake Tower in the Background; Cookhouse ana compressor-

were Specially designed and incorporated for the pres-

ent use and will be abandoned as a method of intake

after operation at the full head is possible. They are

made up of horizontal sections of timber, 12 x 12 in.,

fastened together by two vertical bolts extending

through the timbers, and the whole raised and low-

ered by a steel screw operated by a nut and worm
gear. The gates slide in grooves in the concrete and
are provided with trash screens covering the open-

mgs. On top of the tower is a gatehouse, provided

with electric motors for operating the gates through

worm gears. An ingenious apparatus is also provided

for cleaning the trash screens, also operated by a

motor. The intake tower, insofar as it is at present

completed, is a splendid example of concrete work,

both in design and finish.

Map showing Plan of Power Development.

The tunnel and header pipe are complete. A low
crib dam at the present time diverts the flow through
the intake into the tunnel ; the plant is therefore oper-

ating under a temporarily low head of 430 ft., although

the finished work is all designed for the full head of

535 ft., which will be maintained upon the completion

of the high intake dam.

Preparation for Building Dam.

Early in 1910 preparations were commenced
for the work on the permanent . dam. This is

going to be a big undertaking, as, in fact, is every

feature of this installation. From the standpoint of

the civil engineer, it is one of the most interesting

projects at present under construction. There is noth-

ing unusual in the construction of a gravity section

wier dam, as many such dams have been successfully

built. But this dam will have the distinction of being

the highest dam of this type in existence. It will,

furthermore, due to its comparatively short crest, have
to carry, at times, more water per foot of length than
most high overflow dams.

Preparations now being made under the a;ble

direction of Mr. W. S. Cone, superintendent of con-

struction, are on a scale of magnitude and complete-

ness well calculated to provide every advantage that

engineering skill can suggest, to expedite the work
and at the same time carry on the construction in the

most economical manner.

The buildings necessary to comfortably house
the workmen and field engineers, also for machinery
and materials, have been completed. There are three
well constructed camps ; one for workmen, one for

hostlers and one for the engineers or others in author-
ity. There is a well-equipped hospital with physician
and nurse, all situated on the south side of the river.

The Western Pacific Railway occupies the north
side and has here a station. Here also is the large
storehouse of the commissary department, a well-

equipped blacksmith shop and a machine shop. On
the south side is a compressor house, which contains
two Ingersoll-Rand compressors, each driven by a

150 h. p. induction motor. From this point com-
pressed air will be supplied wherever needed on the
work.

Electric current is distributed at 2200 volts, 3-

phase, for lighting and power, from a transformer
station. This is connected with the powerhouse by a
substantial 3-phase 11,000-volt transmission line.

Communication across the river is maintained by
four cableways and one suspension foot-bridge. One
of the cableways, running to the storehouse, is used
entirely by the commissary department. Another is

to be used in the completion of the intake tower, and
the third and fourth will be used in the construction of
the dam. For some time the cableways were the only
means of crossing the river and the first trip which
an outsider makes in the "skip" is an exciting experi-
ence.

The suspension bridge is a structure of interest.

The slender, graceful curve calls foi'th adiniration

—
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South Bank of the Feather River at the Intake. Crib-dam in the Rig:lit Foreground; Compressor-house and Cook-
house on the Right; Stables and Camp in tlie Rigiit Background: Transformer-house in Center Background;
South End of Proposed High Dam in Center Foreground; Quarry in the Left Foreground; Keystone Drill in

the Left of Picture.

from a distance. But the bridge is well built and per-

fectly safe, and what is more, a very interesting bit of

engineering. It was built entirely out of old dis-

carded steel cables, is 435 ft. long and is supported

from two groups, each of three %-in. cables. The
bracing and connecting ropes are ^-in. steel cables.

The floor is 2 ft. wide and one is prevented from

stepping off sideways by Elwood wire fencing. There
are three transverse spars or separators, spaced equal

distance apart, that carry at their extremities the cross-

bracing to steady and prevent twisting of the footway.

The towers are of timber, the one at the south end is

30 ft. high and the one at the north end 22 ft. high,

but so placed that its top is 50 ft. above the bridge

floor.

The main cables, ending in rods and slings, are

carried to anchorages consisting of old rails. A short

tunnel was first driven into the bedrock and then from
the inner extremity two opposite lateral tunnels were
driven. The rails were placed in the latter so that

the slings, entering through the main opening, pass

about the rails at their middle point There were also

iron plates placed vertically at the ends of the rails, and
the whole was concreted into a solid mass. The cables

have a factor of safety of 7 with a load of 35 lbs. per

running foot.

A quarry is being opened on the south bank, a

short distance below the end of the crest of the new
dam. Work here is being done both with Burleigh

drills and a Keystone oil well rig. A complete crusher

equipment is to be set up at this point.

The final design of the dam has not been alto-

gether determined, as it is first desired to expose the

bedrock thoroughly. The country rock is slate and
phylitis (metamorphosed slate, Calaveras series), but

the dam will have a foundation of greenstone, which
is an altered form of diorite, an intrusive igneous rock.

In general, the dam will have a gravity ogee sec-

tion, that is, a section such that it will resist sliding

or overturning from the water pressure, by virtue of

f

:^'§^
?; - - *

>;" .-<

*.:•:*

to Adminis-
tration Uuarteis.

its own weight, the up-stream side being nearly verti-

cal, the crest curved to conform somewhat to the
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natural curve taken by the water flowing over it, and
the downstream side of the dam, curving in the oppo-
site direction, eventually discharges the water hori-

zontally. It is proposed, however, to give added
stability by curving the structure upstream, using a

radius about equal to the length of the crest, which will

be 500 ft.

During periods of extreme high water the dis-

charge over the crest will be heavy. To lessen the

depth of this discharge and also to dissipate, in a

measure, the enormous energy of this waterfall, thus

North End Site of Proposea High Dam. Tlie Crest
will Reach to a Point about half-way between
tlie Railroad-traclc and the Road on which the
Dump-carts can be Seen. A Test-hole can be
Seen in the Upper-right Side of the Picture,

preventing vibration throughout the structure, it is

proposed to construct aprons, each 100 ft. long, extend-

ing from the ends of the dam downstream, which will

act as continuations of the crest and carry part of

the flow.

The dam will have a total height of 140 ft. It

will contain about 120,000 cubic yards of concrete and
will require almost two years to complete.

Header and Pressure Pipes.

Imbedded in the concrete walls of the tunnel, and
extending into it from the outlet for a distance of 120

ft., the header carries the flow from the tunnel and

distributes it to the pipe lines. Starting with an in-

side diameter of 16 ft. 9 in. and thickness of i in. it

makes a turn of 46°-3o' just after leaving the tunnel,

until it lies parallel to the contour of the mountain-

side. It is carried on concrete piers which in turn are

supported by a solid bed of concrete placed in a bench,

cut to the bedrock.

Header-pipe and Tunnel Bulk-head, showing where
the Former Enters the Latter.

The header has three tapered reductions in size,

giving sections of 14 ft. 11 in., 12 ft. 6 in. and 9 ft. inside

diameter. In each of these sections there are two out-

lets, and each outlet is to supply a pipe line. Four of

these outlets are completed and connected to their corr

responding pipe lines. The remaining four are each

capped with a cast-iron head and are to be used to
connect to the pipes of the future installation, when
the plant, as originally designed, is completed.

Plan of Header-pipe.

Each branch consists of a cast-steel section,

riveted to the header at an angle of 36° and contains
a butterfly valve operated by a screw and nut through
a bell-crank fastened to the shaft of the valve, a man-
hole and outlet for a by-pass pipe. To the end of this

section and directly in front of the butterfly valve is a

cast-steel gate-valve. This is operated by a 15 h. p.

d. c. motor, and is controlled from the switchboard
in the powerhouse.

A i6-in. by-pass pipe is provided. It is equipped
with two 16" gate-valves, set in tandem, one being
manually operated, while the other is operated by a

I h. p. d. c. motor and controlled from the powerhouse.
To an outlet at a point midway between the

fourth and fifth pipe outlets, is connected the 24-in.

valves and pipe line which supplies the exciters in the
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powerhouse. A steel frame corrugated iron shed

covers the four motor-operated gate valves, providing

protection for the motors and operating mechanism.
The header is supplied with three air-valves and four

manholes.

After passing the eighth pipe line outlet, the

header, without further reduction in size, makes a

turn in toward the mountain, this turn being imbedded
in a heavy block of concrete, and then turns again

following the slant of the hill, until an altitude is

reached 22 ft. above the water level at the intake.

This is to provide for the liberation of surges which

One noticeable feature, not in accordance with
Western American practice, is the method of connect-

ing the sections of pipe together. Instead of having
an inside course, slipped into an outside course, all

sections are the same diameter. One end of the section

is expanded so as to form a V-shaped ferrule, the

other end is expanded to fit the first. The rivets are

placed in the ordinary manner, but the groove on the

inside made by the ferrule prevents the projection of

the rivet heads, and thereby improves the friction fac-

tor. The sections are 10 ft. 7 in. long. The sheet steel

and the pipes were made in Germany and the header

General View in Main Bay of the Poircrnouse.

might occur, due to sudden changes in velocity of

flow. A concrete chamber is provided at the end of

this surge pipe to deflect the overflow into a chute-
flume, which carries it down the mountainside to a

point where it can cause no damage.

Placed near the header is a building containing an
air compressor, belted to an 85 h.p. induction motor.
This supplies compressed air for operating the cable-

way to the opposite bank of the river and also a small
cable railroad, which runs between the power-house
and the header.

The pipe-lines, like the gate and butterfly valves,

are 5 ft. inside diameter. They are sheet steel, welded
on the longitudinal seam, and vary in thickness from
13/32 in. at the top to 43/64 in. at the lower end,

was made in Philadelphia, the latter was riveted to-

gether on the ground. The pipe-lines are supported

at intervals by concrete carried well down into the

bedrock. The average length is 700 ft.

The Power-House.

The site where the power-house stands was orig-

inally a steep mountainside, but was selected as it

ofifered a good solid rock foundation. A coffer-dam

was erected, extending into the river to facilitate ex-

cavation, which was carried down until all possibility

of any broken surface rock would be eliminated. The
building is 183 ft. 4 in. long and 71 ft. 6 in. wide.

The foundations are of solid concrete under the

heavy machinery, but the rear of the building is sup-
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ported on concrete columns and arches, the whole con-

stituting a piece of work calculated to stand for all

time. The heavy concrete work is carried up to the

main floor. The structure below the main floor is

divided longitudinally by a heavy supporting wall and

the front also consists of such a wall. The penstocks

and main water-wheels are carried directly on the con-

crete foundation, the draft-tubes passing down through

it and discharging below the front wall. The step-

bearings and auxiliaries are carried on an arch floor,

which is supported between the front and longitudinal

walls, and by transverse walls, while the generators

which are on the main floor are also carried on arches

similarly supported.

The building above the main floor has a steel

frame with reinforced concrete walls, which support

a steel truss reinforced concrete slab roof. It is divided

into two longitudinal bays by a series of steel columns.

A 50-ton, electrically-operated traveling crane for

handling the generating machinery runs on I-beams

supported by the front wall and the center columns,

through the length of the front bay, The regr bay

is divided into two floors and these are divided up by
the various transformer and switching compartments.
A mezzanine floor at the west end of the building, be-

tween the main and second floors, provides space for

storerooms and lavatories. The latter are noticeably

complete with every modern convenience, even to a

commodious shower-bath.

On the main floor, and directl}^ opposite its gener-

ator, in this bay are the transformer compartments,
containing the main step-up transformers. Between
each of these compartments, of which there are four,

are compartments which are put to various uses. In

one of these are placed the transformers used to supply

the station lighting and power and the lighting and
power for the local camps. In the rear of these com-
partments are those protecting and supporting the

high-tension bus-lines.

On the second floor are placed the generator oil-

switches and bus-bars, mounted in concrete compart-
ments and behind them, in their various compart-

ments, the high-tension disconnecting switches, oil-

switches and series and shunt transformers. The main
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switchboard is also on this floor at the west end of the

building. This will eventually be the center of the

building, when the plant is completed.

The exciter sets are on the main floor at the west

end, but like the switchboard, will be in the center

when the installation is completed. On this floor and

directly under the main switchboard is the local switch-

board. This consists of eight slate panels and contains

the switches for the exciters, generator-fields, station

circuits, motors operating gates on header-pipe and the

circuits to the various camps.

Underneath the main floor of the rear bay are

spaces for storing heavy materials for the various uses

about the station. From the ceiling, supported on

slings, are four transformer oil storage tanks, supply-

ing, through a system of piping, oil, as needed, into

the transformer tanks.

Beneath the floor of the forward bay are a series

of rooms connected from end to end of the building by

a passageway, in which are contained the step bearings

supporting the vertical shafts of the main generators.

'The generator field rheostats are also in these rooms.

Directly under these rooms is another similar set

of rooms, in which are the operating mechanism of the

main water-wheels and two sets each of triplex oil

pumps, one set being operated by a shunt-wound d.c.

20-h.p. motor, while the other is driven by a lo-in. belt

directly from the main shaft.

At the switchboard end of the station both of these

floors are lowered several feet. On the lowest of them
there are two rooms, the first being used as a machine
shop. It contains a shaper, an 8 in. by 20 in. engine lathe,

emery-wheel, hacksaw, two drill presses and a pipe-

threading machine. The second room contains a lo-in.

centrifugal pump, directly connected to an 85-h.p. in-

duction motor for pumping out a sump, still lower

than this floor, into which any water that might seep

into the building when the river is very high, will run.

There are also in this room an auxiliary storage tank

for filtered oil and a triplex oil-pump to supply pres-

sure at 215 lb., as an auxiliary for the governor and
bearing system, also an injector pump in the sump.

In the space over these rooms are two railway-

car air-compressors to supply compressed air for

operating the remote-control switches. An air-stor-

age tank is suspended from the ceiling. There are

two oil-storage tanks and two oil filters. An addi-

tional lo-in. centrifugal pump driven by an 8s-h.p. in-

duction motor, for pumping water, has been installed,

to be used in emergency.
Near each main generator is a winding stairway

which passes through the step-bearing room to the

wheel room. There are also gratings in the floors to

allow the handling of heavy pieces of machinery by
the traveling crane.

The Waterwheels.
The four main waterwheels are inward flow

Francis type turbines, and the largest, in point of out-

put, of any yet built. They have a bronze runner,

operating within a cast-steel volute casing, through
which water to the runner is supplied.

The pressure-pipe or penstock is brought directly

to the casing, without a gate valve. This arrangement
is satisfactory, from the fact that the pipe-line is com-
paratively short, each turbine has its own pipe-line

and the motor-operated gate-valve at the head of the

steel pipe fulfills any function for which a gate-valve

at the turbine might be used. It further reduces com-
plication in the powerhouse equipment. The draft-

tube is of cast-iron, in sections, bolted together.

Provision has been made, at a point in the casing,

corresponding with an opening in the front wall of

the building, for attaching a relief-valve, should this

expedient be found necessary. So far relief-valves

have not been installed. The casings were designed to

withstand any extra pressure, due to surges, without

the use of this auxiliary equipment.

Cast-steel guide vanes distribute the flow 10 the

runner ; these are mounted in the usual manner, on

steel spindles, which are brought up through stuffing

Cross Section through the Po-werhouse.

boxes and terminate in a bell-crank. They are oper-

ated through links, by a movable ring, which in turn

is connected to and operated by the pistons of the

governor cylinders. The vane-faces of the runners are

carefully finished to reduce losses by friction. Directly

above the runner is a guide-bearing carried by the

cover of the turbine.

The total weight of the revolving parts, including

the shaft and the rotor of the generator is 145,000 lbs.

;

that of the turbine proper is 25,500 lbs. This weight

is carried by an oil-disc step-bearing. The latter is

made up of two discs ; the lower one being stationary

and supported by the arch floor of the compartment,

already described. The upper disc is a tight fit against

a shoulder, virtually a part of the shaft, and thereby

carries the entire weight of the moving mass. Oil,

under a pressure of 215 lb. per square inch is fed

into an annular compartment, between the lower disc

and the shaft, discharging at the periphery of the
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discs. This discliarge automatically keeps the discs

separated, so that the upper one is always turning on

a film of oil.

The triplex pump in the turbine chamber, driven

by a belt from the shaft, supplies oil to the step-bear-

ing. The second triplex pump, operated by a motor,

supplies oil under 215 lbs. pressure, to operate the

governor cylinders.

The governors are placed on the main or gen-

erator floor. They are of special design for this instal-

lation, and are known as the double floating-lever

type. The controlling cylinder in the governor is

connected through brass piping with the operating

cylinders, which move the turbine gates and which

are mounted on the turbine casing.

Chamber Containing Step-bearing and Generator
Rheostats.

Chamber Containing Turbine and Controlling
Mechanism.

Triplex Oil Pumps on the Right.

A regulator in the discharge pipe to the pump
maintains a uniform pressure in the system. There
is a tank between the pump and the governor, which
acts as a reservoir and a proportion of three of air to

one of oil in the contents of this tank is^ maintained

by the pressure regulator. When no oil is being fed

to the governor, during periods of constant load, the

pressure on both sides of the regulator is equalized

and the oil from the pumps is discharged into the step-

bearing, which acts as a relief valve.

Both the governor pump and the step-bearing

pump receive their supply of oil from a rectangular

sheet-steel tank, placed in an opening, below the floor

of the turbine chamber.

The turbine may be operated by hand should the

governor fail, by a small valve on top of the operating

cylinders, or, in an emergency, arrangement has been

made whereby water under pressure from the wheel

case can be turned into one of the cylinders and

thereby shut down the turbine.

A safety device, to prevent a runaway, is pro-

vided as follows : Immediately above the step-bear-

ing, fastened to the lower side of the coupling flange

on the shaft, is a movable arm, pivoted at one end and

held by a spring, so that it will be thrown outward by
centrifugal force if the speed of the turbine should in-

crease a determined percentage above the normal oper-

ating speed. This arm will engage a toothed segment,

which is mounted on a shaft and operates a valve,

which, in turn, operates on the relay valve in the gov-

ernor. This shuts down the turbine.

In designing the turbines, a severe condition had

to bet met, it has already been explained, that the full

operating head, upon the completion of the high in-

take-dam, will be about 535 ft. ; but that, until such

a time as the dam is completed, the head will be 430 ft.

It was necessary to adopt a design which would

operate at the ultimate* and higher head, under the

best condition of efficiency and also be capable of

essentially as good efficiency while operating at the

lower head. This condition seems to have been met

in these turbines, a series of tests, which have been

made, showing the efficiencies to be as follows

:

Load.
Builders' Approximate
guarantee. test results.

76% 65%
82% 50%
80% 81%

These tests could be made only while operating

under the lower limit of head and with the full speed

of 400 r. p. m. Water was measured by the use of

Pitot tubes. A water rheostat was the means devised

to give a unity power-factor load for the generator.

The Generators.

The main generators are the largest of their kind

in existence and are of the vertical shaft, revolving

field type. They are rated at 10,000 k. w. and deliver

three-phase, 60 cycle current at 11,000 volts.

The stationary armature is directly supported by

the main floor structure. It contains two guide-bear-

ings, one above and the other below the rotating field.

The armature winding consists of flat bars, there being

two coils per slot and nine slots per pole. There are

three star-connected windings, in parallel. Each wind-

ing occupies one-third of the armature surface or 120

degrees.

The rotor was especially designed for this instal-

lation. Before shipping, they were tested to double

the normal speed of 400 r. p. m. ; as the diameter is

over 9 ft. the peripheral velocity during this test was

23,000 ft. per minute, over 4 miles per minute. This

severe condition called for an unusual design ; the pole-

pieces are dove-tailed into the structure and the field

coils are supported at their ends, to resist centrifugal

force, by steel discs. The entire design allows a maxi-

mum of ventilation without adding to windage losses.
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To bring the revolving element to a standstill

quickly and to prevent starting, due to leakage in

the waterwheel, a hydraulic brake is fitted to a ring,

fastened to the lower side of the rotor.

Lubricating oil for the generator guide bearings

is fed by gravity through a system of brass piping.

The tanks supplying this oil are located in one of

the compartments, between the main transformers

and are suspended from the ceiling of the compart-

ment, to give the necessary pressure to the oil. A
motor-operated rotary pump returns the oil after it

has been filtered, to the tanks.

The Exciters.

There are two exciter sets. Each is driven by a

tangential type waterwheel of about 350 horsepower.
The waterwheel is enclosed in a cast-iron casing and
is equipped with a needle—nozzle, operated by a Wood-
ward governor, mounted on the nozzle structure.

The discharge is caught in a sheet-iron tank or

basin, which delivers it into a 24-in. cast-iron pipe

and by which it is carried down, through the lower
compartments and the front wall, to discharge into

the river. No attempt is made to maintain a draft on
these waterwheels.

The generators are each 250 k. w., 6-pole, 250-volt

d. c. machines and operate at a speed of 500 r. p. m.

Main Generators and Governors. Rotor of a Main Generator.

Following are the results of tests made of these

machines, together with the guarantees made by the

manufacturer:

Guaranteed. Actual.

Full load 96.9% 97.1%
Three-quarters load 96.0% 96.4%
One-half load 94.5% 95.0%

Temperature rise within the 40 degree cent, limit.

The Svvitchboard.

The generator circuits and the outgoing trans-

mission lines are controlled from the main switch-

board. This is so placed on a balcony, extending into

the main bay, from the second floor, that the attend-

ant may be at all times in view of the machines, and

have a general supervision of the building.

Exciter Machines.
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The switchboard is of the standard bench-board
type, with panels for each generator and its trans-

former and for the transmission lines. Mounted on
the panels are all of the instruments necessary for the

operation of the circuits, in conformation with mod-
ern practice.

Main Switchboard.

Attention is called to a cut which shows the

arrangement of all main circuits, as diagramed on the

bench-board. The switchboard is installed for eight

generators, but equipped only for the present instal-

lation.

I

Arrangement of Main Circuit in tlie Powerhouse.

A synchronizer with 3 ft. dial is mounted on a

pivot, on an arm at the edge of the balcony, in such

a manner that it may be turned for observation from

any part of the building. Current for the instruments

is supplied from series and shunt transformers, in the

main circuits.

The Transformers.

Each generator feeds directly through ducts under

the main floor and remote-control oil-switches on the

second floor, its own three-phase transformer.

The transformers, like the generators, exceed all

others in size and output. They are interesting in

that they dififer in design from most large transform-

ers, due to their great size. The shell-type of con-

struction with flat coils, is used. As these transform-

ers are three-phase, there are three separate groups

of coils, one for each phase.

The iron core, as in the single phase type of

transformer, passes around and through each group

of coils, a continuous construction, however, surround-

ing the whole. The advantage of this arrangement,

instead of using three separate cores, is a saving in

space and weight; the amount of iron saved being 25

per cent of the amount necessary for separate trans-

formers.
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Core and Cover of 10,000-Kilowatt, TJirec-phase
Transformer.

Each set of coils is made up of sixteen high-

tension coils, having a total of 1,328 turns and ten

low-tension coils. The coils are all wound with solid

copper ribbon, having a rectangular section and are

one turn per layer. Each coil is completely sur-

rounded with a covering of insulating material and
between them are placed sheets of pressboard. Spaces

are left between the coils and the pressboard barriers,

to permit of the free circulation of the transformer oil,

for both insulating and cooling purposes.

The high-tension winding is designed to deliver a

potential of 100,000 volts, but has a number of taps

for lower voltages. The low-tension winding is de-

signed for 11,000 volts and has taps to give approx-

imately 5 per cent and 10 per cent increase or decrease

in voltage, above or below the normal.

The cover for the transformer case is supported

by and bolted to the core, so that in lifting the cover

the core is brought out also.

The low-tension leads are carried through the

cover in porcelain bushings ; the high-tension leads

are also carried by bushings in the cover. The latter

are made up of a series of short segments, between
which are placed fibre rings of somewhat greater

diameter. These rings are for the purpose of length-

ening the leakage surface of the bushing. Within
the bushing are concentric fibre tubes. The conductor

passes through the center of the tubes and the whole
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is filled with oil. A gauge at the top of the bushing
indicates the height of oil within.

Heat from the circulating oil is absorbed b}' the

water which is forced through the copper cooling

coils. These are suspended from the cover. The oil

with which the transformer is surrounded is a spe-

cially refined product and a motor driven air-pump is

especially provided to exahust the air in the trans-

former case before the transformer is placed in opera-

tion for the first time.

The case is of riveted sheet-steel and is riveted

to a cast-iron base. In the base are four flanged

wheels. Two rails imbedded in the concrete floor

extend from the transformer cells into the main bay

and on these the transformer cases, at all times, rest.

By this means the transformer may be moved for-

ward, until it can be picked up by the traveling crane.

The total weight of the transformer and case is

191,000 lb., divided as follows: Core, 68,000 lb.;

case, 60,000 lb. ; oil, 63,000 lb. The amount of oil

necessary is about 9,000 gallons.

The regulation, while delivering 10,000 kilo-volt-

amperes, with 100 per cent power-factor, is 1.05 per

cent; but with the same load and 80 per cent power-

factor, it is 3.1 per cent.

The efficiencies at various loads are very high.

Th^y are

:

FuU load 98.6%
Three-quarter load 98.4%
One-half load 98.0%
One-quarter load 96.4%

After leaving the transformer, the conductor

passes through an oil-switch, to a disconnecting-

switch, and then to the bus-lines. From the bus-line

the circuit is carried through oil-switches to series-

transformers (there are but two of these in each cir-

cuit, the third wire is therefore not brought into the

ber. Inserted within its upper extremity is the recep-

tacle which receives the switch-point upon closure of

the circuit. At the lower end is a smaller cylinder con-

taining a piston to which is mounted the point of the

switch. This piston is operated by compressed air,

supplied through a flexible and specially treated rub-

ber hose. The operation is electrically controlled from

the switchboard. There is a mechanical indicator on

100,000-volt Single-pole Pneumatically Operated
Oil Switch.

100,000-volt Series Transformers. The Small
Transformer shown are for 11,000 volts. Note
the Difference in Size.

Diagram, sliowlng Mechanism to Operate 100,000-
volt Oil Switches.

series-transformer compartment), and continued to a

disconnecting-switch, thence, passing through double

windows of ^-in. plate glass to the transmission line.

The oil-switches are of the single-pole, single-

break piston type and consist of a cylindrical oil cham-

the switch, to show its position, aside from the indi-

cating lights on the bench-board.

Air to operate the switches is supplied at So lbs.

pressure and the direct-current, for electrical control,

at 250 volts. A small air storage tank of three cubic
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feet capacity is mounted on the rear wall of the build-

ing, for each switch, to provide sufficient air to operate

the switch, in case the main source of supply should
fail.

The insulator bushings at the top and bottom of

the oil-switch are, in general, similar to those in the

covers of the transformer cases, except that they are

filled with an insulating compound instead of oil.

Between the transformers and the transmission

lines the conductor is made up of i-in. round alumi-

num tube. This is not so much for the purpose of

giving ample carrying capacity to the conductor, but,

by its large diameter, does away with what is known
as a corona effect, a static discharge, due to high

voltage.

Lightning Arresters.

Mounted on the roof of the powerhouse are two
sets of aluminum eletrolytic lightning arresters.

These are severally connected to the transmission line

wires, through spark-gaps, in the usual manner.

Operating Arrangements.

The powerhouse is in charge of a general fore-

man, who has control at all times. There are three

eight-hour shifts, each consisting of five men, as fol-

lows : Shift foreman, switchboard operator, machine

attendant (main floor), waterwheel attendant or oiler,

and one man about the step-bearing compartments

who oils and cleans up. Considering the size and the

complication of parts of this plant, this is a small

operating force and speaks well for its efficiency.

Transmission System.

Ten years ago the transmission of electricity over

long distances had become a fairly well understood

commercial possibility. Engineers, who
,
previous

to that time, had been obliged to specially design and

build much of the apparatus as was necessary to suc-

cessfully operate their plants, were beginning to pur-

chase standard equipment. The long-distance trans-

mission of power was an established certainty. But

if a company haci existed who could supply and were

bold enough to attempt to transmit, 54,000 h. p. a dis-

tance of 154 miles, the feat would have been one at

which the most daring designer would probably have

balked.

The increase in power quantity and the accom-

panying necessity for higher voltage has required a

corresponding advance in the art of structural design

for this purpose and the most notable achievement in

this feature has been made at the vital point—that of

support of the electrical conductors.

First there was the structural steel tower, to replace

the wood pole, and then came the suspension insu-

lator, which, of the two improvements, is probably

the most important. The tower could be built safely

to a greater height than the pole and thereby allow

of longer span for the conductor, which meant fewer

points of support—fewer points of danger from

grounding and interruptions to service.

The suspension insulator provided a natural and

flexible means of supporting the wire, and by virtue of

its articulated construction, of a number of separate

insulator discs in series could, by making that number
sufficient, resist any voltage stress that might be im-

pressed.

The transmission line from the Big Bend power-

house to Oakland embraces the results of the expe-

rience of the earlier transmissions and is up to date

in design and construction. It fulfills the require-

ment that would have been impossible of accomplish-

ment a decade past.

There are an average of seven Milliken steel tow-

ers per mile—1200 in all. In the mountain sections,

the spaces between them vary, as the highest points of

ground were naturally selected.

The height from the base plates to the extreme
top is jy ft., 6 ft. being below ground. There are

three cross-arms of equal length placed one above an-

other and ten feet apart. Once in every 3^ miles there

is a tower where the upper arm is attenuated to carry

four wires. This is for the purpose of transposition, or

spiraling of the circuit, to neutralize effects of mutual
induction.

;
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Special Transmission Tower
for Long Span.

Standard Transmission-line
Tower.

Wherever rivers are crossed, special towers were
erected ta meet the conditions encountered; these
vary in height from 150 ft. to 290 ft., the latter figure'

being that of the towers spanning the lines over the
delta of the Sacramento River near Antioch. In
marshes and other soft places, piles were first driven
to give suitable foundation to the towers.

From each end of the arms is hung the insulator.

These are of the Locke, Thomas and General Electric
types, but all consist of four and five brown porcelain
discs. These discs are fastened together by steel links

imbedded in and inter-connected from the upper and
lower side of the porcelain in such a manner that if the
porcelain should be shot away or otherwise broken, the
links would remain fastened together. From below
the lowest disc the wire is supported by a substantial
clamp, held by one hook bolt, six being used where
strain occurs.

The insulator is free to swing from the arm and
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for this reason, on every angle, or at other points where

the hne strain may pull against the tower, there are

strain insulators. These are similar to the others, ex-

cept that two sets are used. The wire is dead-ended at

the insulator, so that the latter stands out from the

arm in line with the wire, and carries the strain of the

line directly to the structure. The two cut ends of the

line are then bridged with a section of wire sus-

pended between them.

The insulators are tested to a break-down voltage

of 200,000.

The initial line voltage is iio,ooo.

The two three-wire circuits are of No. ooo M. H.
D. copper, 7-strand cable, and the length of transmis-

sion from the power-house to the Oakland sub-station

is 153.5' miles.

Map of "Water-shed and Transmission System.

There is a ^-inch steel cable ground wire run-

ning the entire length of the line and fastened to the

topmost point of the towers. A telephone line of No.
8 solid copper wire is also carried, at a point about
half-way between the lowest power wires and the

ground.

The towers were, when first erected, simply set

in the ground, except at points where ground condi-

tions were unfavorable, earth being tamped over and
about the ground plates. It was thought that suffi-

cient stability would be secured by this method. Dis-

covery was made that a more stable fastening was
necessary at some points, accordingly the tamped
earth was removed and the hole filled with concrete.

which was built up well above the ground. This
expedient has been entirely successful.

The full load loss, if the entire load should be de-

livered to the terminus of the line, would be 15% and
the regulation drop about 2^%, depending upon the

power factor of the load.

Sub-Stations.

There are three sub-stations ; the first, at Brighton,

a suburb of the city of Sacramento ; the second, at the

Cowell Portland Cement plant, near Concord, and the

third, at the terminus of the transmission line in the

Sub-station at Brigiiton. showing Sectionalizing-
liouse in bacltground: Pumphouse and Cooling:
Tanlt in riglit foreg:round.

city of Oakland. The first and last of these sub-sta-

tions are elaborate, commodious and well built, the

Cowell sub-station is somewhat smaller, but of similar

design and finish.

The Brighton sub-station consists of three build-

ings, a sectionalizing house, a pump house and tht

sub-station proper. The sectionalizing house, 30 ft. by
50 ft. and 30 ft. high, of reinforced concrete with slab

roof, supported by steel trusses, contains the line

switches and cut-outs.

ic:

-
Arrangement of Circuits at Brigiiton Sub-station.

Both circuits of the transmission line are brought

into the building, through porcelain bushings, sup-

ported at the center of double Y^-va. moulded glass

windows, 5 ft. square. The lines are carried to dis-

connecting switches, mounted on the wall directly

under the windows, and from these to the manually
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operated oil-switches, which are placed on the floor

of the building. From the oil-switches, the lines are

carried to the roof to a second set of disconnecting-

switches. Beyond these there is a bus-section and
then the arrangement just described is repeated in

reverse order, the lines passing again through windows
to continue the transmission. Between the bus-sec-

tions is a connecting' line containing a set of discon-

necting-switches. From each bus-section there is a

circuit, one passing- through windows at one end and
the other through windows at the other end of the

building, running to the sub-station buildinar.

over 100,000 volts, has been interrupted on short cir-

cuit by these switches, without apparently the slight-

est disturbance of an unlooked-for or dangerous

nature.

The main sub-station building is of reinforced

concrete of classic design. It is loo ft. long and 50 ft.

wide and contains three floors. The six wires of the

two incoming circuits enter the upper floor, through

windows similar to those in the sectionalizing house.

Each conductor passes through a disconnecting-switch,

then to an oil-switch and beyond this to another dis-

connecting-switch, from which it connects to a bus-

Incoming-line Oil Switches; Disconnecting Switches
on Riglit. Transformer Oil Switches and Dis-
connecting Switclies on Left; BngTiton Sub-
station.

This sectionalizing house permits of the cutting

the transmission into two almost equal halves and
allows of any arrangement of circuits or connection

to the sub-station that may be desired.

The disconnecting-switches are merely a long

bladed knife switch, operated by a hook at the end of

a long wood pole. Each end of the switch is mounted
on a porcelain column insulator and these are in turn

fastened to a wooden block about 3 ft. in length.

The oil-switches are known as the "K-io type."

They consist of a large sheet-steel tank with dome-
shaped, cast-iron top, filled with oil. The two lines

are brought through the cover in insulator bushings
;

these are made up of segments, separated from one
another by fibre barriers, containing insulating com-
pound. The switch proper is a horizontal bar sus-

pended at the lower end of a wood arm, which in turn

is operated in an up-and-down direction by the

mechanism mounted on the outside of the case. On
closing the switch, the horizontal bar engages at its

ends with the spring clips suspended from the bush-

ings and directly undeneath them.

The writer was informed that the circuit, while

carrying a load of 10,000 kilowatts and a potential of

22,000-volt Oil Switch Compartments and a Corner
of the Switchboard, Brighton Sub-station.

line. There are accordingly two bus-lines, suspended
from the roof and running lengthwise of the building.

There is a connection between the bus-lines, opened
by disconnecting-switches. The leads to the trans-

formers, on the lower floor, are taken from the bus-

lines, each passing through first, a disconnecting-switch

and then an oil-switch. The disconnecting-switches

are operated by hand, but the oil-switches are elec-

trically operated and controlled from the switchboard.

The transformers are arranged lengthwise of the

building and on either side. There is space provided

for twelve of them, but six are at present installed.

Each transformer has a capacity of 1,250 k. w. and
are delta connected, both on the primary and the sec-

ondary sides ; the voltage ratings are, respectively,

90,000 and 22,000. Arrangement for rapidly draining

the oil is provided for, should a burnout occur.

The 22,000-volt out-going circuits are connected

through electrically operated oil-switches and discon-

necting-switches, placed in concrete cells. These
switches, the two bus-lines and the series and shunt

transformers for the switchboard instruments are

placed on two floors, across the end of the building.

A lo-panel slate switchboard is placed on the main
floor, directly in front of the switch-compartments.

There is a depressed track, laid lengthwise of the

building, down the center. A low transfer car runs

on this track, its platform being at the level of the
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floor and supporting a transverse track. This car

may be run to a point opposite any transformer. The
transformers being mounted on wheels which, in turn,

run on rails imbedded in the floor and which corre-

spond with the rails on the transfer car, may be moved
on to the car and thus transferred to any other point

in the building. A i2-ton Yale & Towne triplex chain-

block, suspended from the roof, through an opening

in the upper lioor, will pick up loads to be handled

by the transfer-car. A small air-compressor set is

provided, for cleaning purposes.

Direct current for operating the oil-switches

throughout the building is supplied by a lo k. .v.

motor-generator set. This set has its own switch-

board and the motor is equipped with a variable speed

device. At the end of the shaft is a steel disc fly-wheel,

40 in. in diameter. The normal operating speed 's

1,800 r. p. m. Should the line current fail this set,

from the inertia of its fly-wheel, would run for several

minutes, thus providing for the operation of the

switches in the interval.

Oakland Sub-station.

To one side of this building, but separated from

it, is a well-house and a spray-tank, from which water

to cool the transformers is supplied. The former is a

low concrete building 20 x 10 ft. in size, with its floor

10 ft. below the ground surface. In the building are

two 5 h. p. motors which drive Krogh contrifugal

pumps, together with a system of pipes and valves,

which permit of the forcing of water from the well,

directly to the transformers, to return to the tank,

or from the tank to the transformers and return

through a spray. There are also fire-hose connections.

A particularly noticeable feature, especially in and

about the sectionalizing house, is the continuous buzz

of minute static discharges into the atmosphere, due

to the 100,000 volts line pressure and the accompany-
ing strong odor of ozone. This does not represent

any appreciable loss and is in no sense a source of

danger.

There are at present two 22,000-volt feeders of

two circuits each, one to the city of Sacramento and
the other to the gold-dredger district near Folsom, and
a single circuit line of the same voltage to supply
power for pumping along the Sacramento River.

The Oakland sub-station is somewhat different

in arrangement, but similar in general design to the

one just described. There is no sectionalizing house,

this feature being unnecessary at the end of the trans-

mission line. This sub-station contains two 10,000 k.

w., three-phase transformers, similar to those at the

powerhouse, and three 5,000 k. w., three-phase trans-

formers, the high-tension side being wound for 90,000

and the low-tension for 55,000 volts.

There are two feeders from this sub-station ; one

carrying current at 55,000 volts to the Ridge sub-

station of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, with

whom this company has a contract to supply power

;

and the other at 11,000 volts to the steam auxiliary

plant owned and operated by this company and located

at tide-water on the Oakland Estuary. (Described in

the Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas, Dec. 25,

19090
The first of these feeders has a single three-wire

circuit of No. 000 copper cable. It is carried part

of the distance on the regular type transmission

towers, already described, until it joins a transmission

line of the purchasing company. On the latter section

of its course it is carried on standard triple-petticoat

insulators.

The second feeder line is in three circuits, all of

No. 000 copper cable, mounted on 7-in. 2-part porce-

lain insulators and supported by wood poles. From
one of these circuits a branch line is run to the Pied-

mont sub-station of the Pacific Gas & Electric Com-
pany.

All the engineering design of the plant except

the proposed new dam was under the direction of

Viele, Blackwell & Buck of New York, and Mr. M. A.

Viele, senior member of the firm, had direct charge

of its construction. The new dam is designed by

Mr. John R. Freeman, C. E., of Providence, R. I.,

who is responsible for its engineering features. Its

construction is being done by the Great Western
Power Company.

The electrical equipment, except where otherwise

noted, was supplied by the General Electric Company
and the hydraulic apparatus by the I. P. Morris

Company.
The writer desires to express, in behalf of the

Journal, his appreciation of the courtesy and assistance

tendered by Mr. H. H. Sinclair, Mr. G. R. Field and

Mr. J. P. Jollyman, respectively manager, assistant

manager and electrical engineer for the company, in

the preparation of this article.

ENGINEERING DATA
['o«er HouHC

OF THE GREAT WESTERN POWER COMPANY'S SYSTEM.
Ilyilriiiille E^qulpiueiit oi

Dam Height 140 ft.

Hydraulic Conduit Length 15.710 ft.

Capacity 2.500 sec. ft.

Static Head 430 ft.-535 ft.

Water-wheels, 4 Francis IS. 000 li. p. turbines.

E.xclter wheels. Tangential Type, two 350 h. p.

Electrical B(|iiipiiicnt of Poiver Houmc.
4 10,000 k. w. generators, vertical type.

4 3-pliase raising transformers, 10,000 k. w.
11,000-100,000 volts, delta connected, both sides.

11,000-volt switches, electrically operated,
100,000-volt switches, pneumatically operateo, elect, contr.

Lightning Protection—Aluminum electrolytic cell arresters.

TrnntitniiNNlon Line.
Length, 154 miles.
Milliken steel towers. 7 per mile.

Circuits, 2 No. 000 copper, 7-strand wire.

Insulators, suspension type.

Telephone wire. No. 8 M. A. D. copper.

Ground wire, %-in. steel cable.

Siib-Stndoni).

3. Brighton, Concord, Oakland.
Brighton, six 1250 kw. 90,000

—

22,000 volts.

Concord, four 12S0 Itw. (1 spare) 90,OflO/44ll-volt.

Oakland, two 10.000 kw. 100,000— 11,000; three
90,000— 55,000 volts.

6,000 kw.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER IV.

THE COMMUTATING TYPE OF WATTHOUR
METER.
(Continued.)

The Use of the Commutating Meter on Alternating

Current Circuits.

As previously explained, the commutating type

meter is a simple shunt motor, and this being the

case, the question may arise, "Why is it that such a

meter can be operated with accuracy on alternating

current circuits?" It should first be remembered that,

owing to the iron in the magnetic circuit of an or-

dinary shunt motor, there would be a great difference

in phase relation between the" current in the armature

and the current in the fields if such a machine was
supplied with alternating current, this being due to

the much greater inductance of the field winding. The
current in the fields would lag almost 90 degrees be-

hind the current in the armature, therefore the torque

produced would not be sufficient to cause rotation.

The meter, being as it is, devoid of iron in its mag-
netic circuit, will not suffer from such a phase differ-

ence when supplied with alternating current.

The commutating- type of meter can be made to

operate with accuracy on alternating current circuits

by making, an adjustment which is termed "lagging."

If this type of meter is used on alternating current,

precisely the same as on direct current—that is, with-

out any adjustments—the current in the armature will

lag a few degrees behind the impressed voltage, while

the current in the field coils, for a load of unity power
factor, will be in phase with the impressed voltage;

the lag in the armature current being caused by the

inductance of the armature and the compensating field.

This, however, does not introduce a serious error at

unity power factor. In order that the meter may regis-

ter correctly on power factors other than unity, it is

necessary that the current in the armature be in phase

with the current in the series field when the meter is

operating on a load of unity power factor. It is there-

fore necessary that an adjustment be made that will

bring the two currents in phase, thereby correcting

the small phase difference above referred to. Such an
adjustment is accomplished by shunting a part of the

current in the series fields through a non-inductive

resistance. By properly adjusting this resistance, the

current in the series fields can be made to "lag" until

it is in phase with the armature current.

The principle or theory of this method of ad-

justment may be explained as follows: The series

coils have both resistance and inductance, and when
shunted by a non-inductive resistance, the line current

is divided into two components, one of which flows

in the non-inductive resistance and the other in the

field coils themselves. (The current in the non-induc-
tive resistance is a small percentage of that flowing

in the field coils.) The relative values of these two
components of the line current are inversely propor-
tional to the impedances of the two .paths, and the

phase angle between them will depend upon the ratio

of the resistance to the reactance of the series coils.

This is diagramatically shown at (a) in Fig. 47, where

OV represents the impedance drop around the series

coils and the non-inductive resistance together; i being

the current in the resitance and i' the current in the

series field coils. The voltage drop, Ri, in the non-

inductive resistance, will be =OV, and i will be in

phase with OV. The drop in the series coils, however,

consist of two components, a resistance drop, R', i',

which is in phase with i', and a reactive drop xi' at 90
degrees from i', the phase angle between i and i' being

represented in the figure by <^.

The main line current is made up of these two
components as shown at (b) in Fig. 47, and it can be

seen from this that the angle j3, which is the lag of the

current i' in the series coils behind the line current I,

can be adjusted by merely changing the value of the

current i in the non-inductive resistance.

Fig. 47.

After having properly lagged the meter on say

50% power factor, it is necessary to recalibrate it,

since the torque exerted by the series coils will be,

less than before the adjustment was made, as the

total line current is no longer flowing in the series

coils. This recalibration is made by adjusting the re-

tarding magnets, after which the meter will be ac-

curate for all power factors above 50%. An unlagged
commutator meter will have a tendency to run fast

on inductive loads. In any event, where it is neces-

sary to lag commutating meters it is advisable to take

the subject up with the manufacturer of the meter in

question, and obtain their recommendations. In all

cases involving a great number of meters, it is advis-

able to change the entire installation over to the in-

duction type on account of its greater simplicity and
superior operation on alternating currents.

Three-Wire Meters.

In the heart of cities, and in buildings where a

large amount of current is used, the three-wire system
of distribution is almost always to be recommended
on account of the great saving in the amount of copper

in the distributing wires, the most common system
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being the 220/1 lo-volt system, the current being- fur-

nished (in case of direct current) by either a three-

wire generator, a two-wire generator with a balancer

set, or by two generators operating on a three-wire

connection. The question often arises as to what
extent should the distributing company insist upon
having the system balanced. In New York City the

requirements are very rigid. For instance, all light-

ing circuits taking more than five amperes must be

equally divided between the two sides of the system,

and all motors over 5 h.p. must be connected across

the outside wires. On the other hand, some com-
panies pay no attention whatever to the "balance," and
depend upon the average conditions to balance the

Goo/'cc /^Giytrc:r/
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Fig. 48.
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Fig. 49.

load at the station bus-bars. At the point of distribu-

tion, however, the conditions may not be so favorable

as at the station, thereby resulting in poor service on
one side or the other of the system. It is therefore

recommended that some effort be made to keep the

load fairly well divided between each of the two out-

side wires and the neutral.

To measure the power flowing in a three-wire

system, it is necessary to use two meters connected
as shown in Fig. 48, or to use one three-wire meter
whose internal connections are shown diagramatically

in Fig. 49. The only way in which the three-wire

meter dififers from the ordinary two-wire meter is that

in the former the series field coils are divided into

two equal sections, which are connected in the oppo-
site sides of the system as shown above.

There are devices on the market for automatically

connecting the potential circuit to the opposite side of

the line without reversing the direction of rotation

of the meter in case one side of the three supply wires

should be disconnected.

The armature circuit is usually connected be-

tween the neutral and one of the outside wires in the

three-wire meters, because such practice permits

cheaper construction, due to the lower voltage im-

pressed. (In Fig. 50, P represents the armature cir-

cuit and FF the series field coils.) In either case

—

that is, with the armature circuit across the outside

wires or across one outside wire and the neutral—the

three-wire meter is subject to error on unbalanced
loads ; if connected to neutral it may register either

slow or fast, depending upon whether the voltage be-

tween C and B (Fig. 50) is less than or greater than

one-half the voltage between .'\ and B. If the poten-

tial circuit is tapped from A and B, the meter will

usually register high on unbalanced voltage, as the

lower voltage will usually be on the heavier loaded

side. It is very seldom that the unbalancing of the

^F

Fig. 50.

foad on a three-wire system is such that it will cause

any great degree of inaccuracy, but if extreme ac-

curacy is a question of prime importance it is recom-

mended that two two-wire meters be used rather than

one three-wire meter on poorly balanced system.

High Capacity Meters for Switchboard Service.

In order that the distributing company may have

an exact comparison between the power actually de-

livered from the station bus-bars and the delivered

power from which a revenue is realized, it is of the

utmost importance that switchboard meters be care-

fully selected as to their accuracy and their capacity.

The question of "over-metering" as brought out in

Chapter I applies with even more force in the case

of switchboard meters—the detection of unwarrant-

able losses depends primarily upon the switchboard

meters. It will be found in almost every case that it is

more desirable, for several reasons, to use individual

meters on the various generators or feeders than to

use "total-output" meters. In the first place, if a

single meter is used, its capacity will have to be

greatly in excess of the average load, in order that it

may take care of the "peak" load, consequently the

large meter will be running far below its maximum
efficiency the greater part of the time. Secondly, if it

is desired at any time to increase the capacity of the
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station, the individual method of metering will be

found to be much more flexible than will the total

output meter method. In the third place, it is much
more convenient to test the smaller, individual meters,

on account of their lighter connections and the ease

with which testing instruments may be inserted in the

circuits. All switchboard meters should be so in-

stalled that future testing may be done with the least

possible trouble and inconvenience.

High capacity meters for direct current switch-

board service are. in almost every case, subjected to

the influence of powerful straj' fields produced by the

bus-bars which are usually in close proximity to the

meters ; short-circuits and overloads also give rise to

disturbing influences. In order that switchboard

meters be free from such disturbances, special con-

struction is necessary. Fig. 51 is an example of a

Fig. 51.

high capacity meter, the one illustrated being for 3000
amperes. The two armatures are "astatically" ar-

ranged—that is, they are so connected that should the

influence of a stray field tend to weaken the torque of

one armature, it will correspondingly strengthen the

other, and vice versa. It will also be noticed that the

retarding magnets are completely shielded by a rec-

tangular metal box which is built up of soft steel

punchings, which will effectually divert any stray

lines of magnetic force which would otherwise affect

the accuracy of the meter. Very often it is found
necessary to place such a shield on a meter after it

has been installed, after which it will also be necessary
to recalibrate the meter, because the close proximity
of the shield to the retarding magnets will cause a

leakage of flux, thereby decreasing the retardation of

the magnets. This effect is usually slight, but it is al-

ways better to recalibrate the meter.

The series field coils of the meter shown in Fig.

51 are of the "bus-bar" type, the magnetic field being
produced by a straight copper bar which carries the

current from one of the large studs past the armature
to the other stud, the effect being that of a single turn.

The standard sizes of this type range from 2000 to

10,000 amperes at potentials from 100 to 600 volts

inclusive.

Switchboard watthour meters ranging in current

from 50 to 1500 amperes have the same astatic features

as above noted, but instead of having the "bus-bar"

field coil, they have several turns of heavy copper.

Their damping system should also be encased in a

protecting steel box when the meter is in the neigh-

borhood of conductors carrying large currents.

Another difference between the switchboard tvpe

of meter and the ordinary house type is that in the

former, all resistance in series with the armature or

the compensating field is usually external to the

meter case, thus minimizing the heating effect from
this source.

In selecting a switchboard meter, the following

points should be borne in mind : The meter should have
a high torque, continued high accuracy, light weight
of moving element, and should have its armatures and
retarding magnets astatically arranged.

A recent development has been made in the de-

sign of switchboard meters which further protects it

against the disturbing influence of stray fields. This
is accomplished by making the "motor" a four-pole

rather than a two-pole motor. By this arrangement it

is possible to place two adjacent (positive and nega-

tive) poles much closer together than in the case of

the two-pole design. It will therefore be readily seen

that a stray field coming from any direction will tend

to more equally strengthen one pole and correspond-

ingly weaken the other, than in the case of a two-pole

meter.

This type of meter can of course be used for or-

dinary service as well as for switchboard service, pro-

vided the conditions warrant the expense of the four-

pole meter.

Connections of Commutating Type Meters.

The connections of the commutating type of watt-
hour meters when used on direct current circuits are

so simple that it is not deemed necessary to give but
a few characteristic connections which are shown in

the following figures:

m

1 1

f^—
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Fig. 52.

Fig. 52 shows the connections of a small capacity

(3 to 50 amps.) two-wire "T. R. W." meter, of which
there are still quite a number in service. Fig. 53 is the
same t)'pe meter for two-wire service in capacities of

from 75 to 1200 amperes. Fig 54 is the "T. R. W."
three-wire, 3^ to 150 ampere meter.
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Fig. 55 shows the connections of the General Elec-

tric type "C" watthour meter for

5 to 25 amperes, 500/600 volts, 2 wire (C-6 and C-7)

50 amperes, 100/250 volts, 2 wire (C-6).

Prorn

Fig, 53.
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Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

Fig 56 is the connection of a General Electric

type "C":

75 to 600 amperes, 100/250 volts, 2 wire (C-6 and C-7).

50 to 600 amperes, 250/600 volts, 2 wire (C-7).

It will be noticed that in Fig. 56 that only one

line wire is carried through the meter on account of

the large size of the conductors.

Fig. 57 shows connections of a General Electric

type "C"

:

5 to 50 amperes, 200/240 volts, 3-wire meter.

Fig. 58 shows connections of a General Electric

type "C":

75 to 300 amperes, 200/240 volts, 3-wire meter.

Soorce Laaa/

Fig

Figs. 59 and 60 show connections of the Westing-

house two-wire and three-wire direct-current meters,

respectively.
CTo be Continued.)

CARBIDE OF CALCIUM.
The severe crisis in the carbide industry on the

European continent, according to the Electrical Re-

view of London, has now lasted for a period of two
years, and has become so intense that various German
and other works have been compelled to suspend pro-

duction, whilst others are declared to be conducted at

a loss. A solution of the problem is, however, thought

to be possible by forming an international syndicate.

Various works equipped themselves for the contest

some time ago, and intended to continue the fight to

the bitter end. But owing to the large losses, and
perhaps also to the pressure of bank connections, these

works have gradually assumed a more conciliatory

tone, and it is said that secret negotiations in regard

to a syndicate have been opened with the Italian pro-

ducers.

BANQUET TO C. A. COFFIN.
C. A. Coffin of New York City, president of the

General Electric Company, was the guest of honor at

a dinner given him on the evening of April 6th at the

Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco by Dr. Thomas
.'Vdriison, Pacific Coast manager of the company, Dr.

Addison acting as toastmaster. Speeches of congratu-

lation on the success of the company on this Coast,

and particularly in California, were made by Garret

McEnerney, Thornwell IMuIlally. Virgil Bogue, Morti-

mer Fleishhacker, I. W. Ilcllman Jr.. Charles C. Moore,
Frank B. .Anderson and C. L. Corv.
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The announcement that it is now possible to pro-

duce ductile metallic tungsten in the electric furnace

means much for the tungsten lamp which has hereto-

fore been hampered by its filament fragility. Under
present methods of manufacture tungsten particles

have been welded into a continuous filament lay pass-

ing an electric current through a binding material

containing the metallic particles and driven off by the

high heat. By this new method the metallic tungsten
can be drawn into fine wire much stronger and more
rugged than the sintered filament. It is expected that

the incandescent lamp made with these new filaments

will not only have a longer life but also be even more
efficient than the present tungsten lamps.

Western America is a land of romance. Here

Nature has invariably combined the beautiful with the

wonderful. This she has done in

The Success limitless variety, for her resources

of a Failure seem to be infinite. Whether it

be vast ranges of mountains inter-

spersed with huge canyons, great expanses of desert,

or lovely valleys luxuriant in their verdure, her handi-

work is never mediocre, it is sublime.

The pioneers who have had the development of

this country in their keeping, seem to have caught this

bold spirit, for from our earliest knowledge they have

been inspired to great accomplishments. And human
endeavor has been closely entwined with Nature and

her wonders.

There is nothing commonplace in the history of

the past half-century or more. Life in the West and
the growth of civilization have not been mere copies

of other older communities. Man's accomplishments
here will ever stand as the result of unusual oppor-

tunity, untiring effort, and the irresistible inter-

mingling of the wonderful spirit of Nature.

The invasion of the padres and the founding of

their missions, can never be forgotten ; their peaceful

influence has imparted a noble charm to their com-
munities ; the hostility and treachery of the redskin,

on the one hand, and their teaching of simple methods
of living, on mountain and desert, on the other, have
implanted rugged character; the discovery of gold has
moulded the destinies of the people, while the wonder-
ful growth of the cultivation of fruit and flowers,

through irrigation and. finally, the harnessing of the

natural resources, in the development and transmission

of power, have placed the AVesternland on a pedestal

before the eyes of the world. All of these things

belong to the West, all represent the courage, per-

sistence and nerve of the hardiest blood of the nation.

But developments did not come singly, one was
the natural result of another. Power from the moun-
tain waterfalls was utilized to operate the quartz mill

and this water was afterwards distributed over the

land to suppty the one great element, necessary to

make it produce, the one thing that Nature had for-

gotten. The daring of some of the earlier projects was
little short of astounding and seemed to prove that

man had been infected with Nature's inspiration for

great things and would attempt to outdo her, and not
the least of these was that of bending the course of the
Feather river in California to man's will.

When the commercial science of transmitting
electricity in quantity was given to the world, and the
possibility of sending power great distances by means
other than mechanical, it was the West that was first

to embrace the opportunity.

Cheap power meant the building up of industries

;

it was needed where it could not be had. The older
developments pointed the way. Many of the earlier

transmissions were dependent upon and made possible
by the already existing mining canals and irrigation

ditches, and a new source of wealth was inaugurated.
Most thrilling is the story of how failure was

turned to success and a miner's shattered dream ma-
terialized in the development of the Great Western
Power Company.
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PERSONALS.
Henry Prosch of San Francisco is at Coronado Beach, in

Southern California.

K. G. Dunn, engineer with Hunt, Mirli & Co., of San
Francisco, is in Seattle.

H. V. Carter has returned to San Francisco after spend-

ing a few days in Los Angeles.

Jedd P. Fuller, publisher of the Pacific Builder and
Engineer of Seattle, is in San Francisco.

A. L. Menzin has resigned as engineer for the Tracy
Engineering Company of San Francisco, to go East.

Leon M. Hall, consulting electrical engineer for the Corn-

stock mines, has been visiting the plants at Virginia City.

Frank H. Short of Fresno, who is attorney for extensive

water-power and lighting interests of Southern California, is

in San Francisco.

William A. Hillebrand has been promoted from instructor

to assistant professor of electrical engineering at Leland Stan-

ford Jr. University.

R. S. Chapman, representing the H. M. Byllesby interests

in California, recently returned to San Francisco after making
a trip to the North.

0. J. Winslow, formerly with the Holabird-Reynolds
Electric Company, is now sales manager for Brooks-FoUis

Company of San Francisco.

J. S. Baker, who has charge of the small motor depart-

ment of the General Electric Company, has been spending the

past week in Los Angeles.

C. R. Downs, manager of the Amador Electric Light &
Power Company, of Sutter Creek, was a visitor in San Fran-

cisco during the past week.

J. O. Toby has been appointed superintendent of the

Sacramento Electrical Division of the Pacific Gas & Electric

Company, succeeding W. C. J. Finely.

Francis Hodgkinson, head of the steam turbine depart-

ment of the Westinghouse Machine Company, has left San
Francisco for Pittsburg, via Los Angeles.

H. A. Tedford, superintendent of construction for the

Northern California Power Company, with headquarters at the

Volta Station, recently spent a few days in San Francisco.

S. N. Griffith of Fresno, who was formerly at the head
of the Fresno Traction Company, and is now interested in

oil wells, was a San Francisco visitor dm'ing the past week.

D. A. Lyons expects to start the electric furnace of the

Noble Electric Steel Company at Herault, Cal., April 11th,

after a slight delay caused by waiting for a carload of large

electrodes.

W. H. LefBngwell, engineer of the Mono Power Company,
with headquai'ters at Bishop, Cal., was in San Francisco dur-

ing the past week on business connected with the Owens river

development.

Elmer M. Van Frank, president of the Petaluma-Santa

Rosa Railway, was married April 4th to Miss Anna C. Glalin

of Petaluma. The happy couple have gone on a honeymoon
trip to Rialto, where Mr. Van Frank owns an orange grove.

Henry G. Stott, superintendent of motive power for the

Interborough R. T. Co. of New York City, is expected in Los

Angeles this month in connection with the new steam-turbine

equipment of the Redondo plant of the Pacific Light & Power
Company.

S. B. Gregory has been appointed Pacific Coast manager
lor the Arrow Electric Company of Hartford, Connecticut.

Salesrooms and offices have been opened at 629 Howard
street, San Francisco, with a complete line of Arrow E sockets

and switches.

B. V. D. Johnson general manager of the Northern Cali-

fornia Power Company, has returned to Redding, after con-

ferring with President Noble at the San Francisco office re-

garding the new contracts that are to be let for the second
installation on Battle Creek.

C. A. Coffin, president of the General Electric Company,
who has been making an automobile tour of Southern Cali-

fornia, spent the past week in San Francisco with his family.

After looking over his interests in the northern part of the

State Mr. Coffin will visit the Pacific Northwest,.

H. H. Jones, former manager of the Springfield (111.)

Street Railway, Gas and Electric Company, has recently been
appointed manager of the San Diego Gas and Electric Com-
pany, of San Diego, Cal. Mr. Jones succeeds C. E. Groesbeck
who has been promoted to district manager of the Pacific

Coast plants of H. M. Byllesby & Co.

A. W. Ballard, who has for the last twenty years been

connected with the General Electric Company, and who is now
its Los Angeles manager, has resigned his position to take

effect May 1, 1910. Mr. Ballard is going to spend a tew

months traveling, and alter he feels that he has had sufficient

rest, will again take up his residence in Los Angeles and will

spend his time looking alter his own interests.

C. E. Groesbeck, who has been manager of the San Diego

Consolidated Gas & Electric Co., recently passed through San
Francisco on his return from a trip to Portland in connection

with taking charge of H. M. Byllesby & Co.'s ofilces in that

city. A suite of seven rooms in the Lewis Building are now
occupied. Mr. Groesbeck, as vice-president of H. M. Byllesby

& Co., stated that .|5,000,000 will be expended on betterments

of the Northwestern gas, electric and telephone systems that

have been acquired, and that further purchases will be made.

H. H. Noble, president of the Northern California Power
Company, has returned from an inspection of his power trans-

mission lines in Shasta County. It is understood that con-

tracts will be closed without further delay for the electrical

equipment for the new power development at Horseshoe Bend,

on Battle Creek. Three 4,000-k. w. units will be installed this

season, utilizing an effective head of 440 feet of water. This

will increase the total capacity of the Northern California

Power Company's system to 42,000 h. p., divided between five

power stations.

LOS ANGELES ELECTRIC SHOW.

A committee of seven has been appointed by the Los

Angeles Sons of Jove to investigate the possibilities of an

electric show in Los Angeles. The committee have not, as

yet, made their final report and until they do so no definite

action will be taken. It is very favorably looked upon, how-

ever, by nearly all of the local concerns and a great deal of

enthusiasm has been shown, which is a very encouraging

feature.

LOS ANGELES MEETING OF ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY
TELEGRAPH SUPERINTENDENTS.

On account of the reduced railroad rates to Los Angeles

during the month of June, 1910, and in order that associate

members and friends who will be required to pay their fares,

may take advantage of the lower rates, it has been decided to

postpone the annual convention of the Railway Telegi'aph

Superintendents' Association, which is to be held at Los

Angeles, to June 20-25, 1910. Headquarters are to be estab-

lished at the Alexandria Hotel.

This postponement promises to make it convenient for

a number of active members also, who would be unable to

leave their business during the mouth of May, to attend the

convention; therefore, it is believed that the attendance will

be largely increased by the action taken.
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CHANGE IN DATE OF INSTITUTE MEETING AT SAN
FRANCISCO.

Circumstances have made it expedient to ctiange tlie date

ot the proposed meeting at San Francisco, from April 21-23

to May 5, 6 and 7, 1910. The meeting will be under the

auspices of the High-Tension Transmission Committee, and

will be held in the auditorium ot the Home Telephone Com-

pany's building, 333 Grant avenue, San Francisco, Cal. There

will be four professional sessions on the first two days, and

a tour of inspection on the third day and several days of the

succeeding week. The sessions will be held at 9 a. m. and

2 p. m. on May 5 and May 6, 1910. The following papers will

be presented:

"The Developed High-Tension Network of a General

Power System," by Paul M. Downing, engineer ot operation

and maintenance, Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

"Hydroelectric Developments and Irrigation," by John

Coffee Hays, consulting engineer, and president, Mt. Whitney

Power Company.
"Emergency Generating Stations tor Service in Connec-

tion With Hydroelectric Transmission Plants Under Pacific

Coast Conditions," by A. M. Hunt, consulting engineer and

past-chairman, San Francisco Section A. 1. E. E.

Through the courtesy of the several central California

hydroelectric power companies, arrangements are being made
lor convenient visits to the more important nearby plants and

receiving stations in the San Francisco Bay region on Satur-

day, May 7th, and to the transmission plants and mountain

generating stations the first days of the succeeding week.

The high character of the papers which will be presented

at this meeting, as well as the valuable discussion to be

expected, should attract a large number of engineers, not only

from the Pacific Coast, but from other parts of the country.

It is earnestly hoped that a representative attendance of the

Institute membership will be present and participate in this

meeting.

The opportunities afforded by the proposed tours for

observing high-tension transmission practice in central Cali-

fornia will add greatly to the interest.

The program has not as yet been fully completed, and
Mr. Ralph D. Mershon, 60 Wall street. New York City, chair-

man of the High-Tension Transmission Committee; Professor

Harris J. Ryan, the California member ot that committee,

Stanford University, Cal., and Mr. S. J. Lisberger, secretary

of the San Francisco Section, 445 Sutter street, San Francisco,

will cheerfully respond to all requests for additional infor-

mation.

At a recent meeting of the San Francisco Section the

following resolution was passed:

"The secretary of the local section is instructed to publish

in the next issue of the Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas
a notice to the effect that the postponement of the meeting of

the High-Tension Transmission Committee of the Institute,

which was to have been held on April 21st, was done by the

Transmission Committee, and not as an act of the local section

or ot its officers.'

TRADE NOTES.

The Brown Electric Company of Wenatchee, Wash., has

closed contracts for a 5000-h.p. development on the Bntiat

Kiver, 20 miles from Wenatchee. This involves the construc-

tion of a dam 425 ft. in length and 28 ft. in height.

The Engineering & Maintenance Company, representing

the Crocker-Wheeler Company in San Francisco, has just

closed a contract to install for the Hlcks-Judd Company in

their new printing office, on First street, 30 Crocker-Wheeler
direct-current motors, ranging ("-om %-h. p. to 5-h. p. The
presses are to have individual motors with the latent Carpen-
ter-type controllers. Hampton automatic roller racks will

also be installed.

A. J. Bowie Jr. of San Francisco has taken a contract for

a number of high-tension switches, of a type that he In-

vented, which are to be tried out at 110,000 volts on the

Stanislaus transmission line ot the Sierra & San Francisco

Power Company.

The Crocker-Wheeler Company's agents are preparing to

install a 25-h. p. direct-current motor to drive a 20-page press

for the "Sun," a new San Francisco daily paper, on Mission

street, between First and Second. Each stereotype machine

will be equipped with an individual Crocker-Wheeler motor.

The General Electric Company has sold the Northern

California Power Company a rotary condenser, which will be

installed on their extensive system for the purpose of bring-

ing up the power factor on some of the lines. The machine

is rated: A. T. I. 10-1,000 k. v. a 720 r. p. m. 2,300 v. It

consists, practically, of a synchronous motor with a "squirrel

cage" in place ot the ordinary winding.

The rapid growth of H. M. Byllesby & Co., of Chicago,

and the constantly increasing number of cities and towns in

which it owns, operates and manages utility properties, has

caused the company to open a department of publicity. The

new department will handle both the commercial and educa-

tional advertising ot the organization, and will be in charge

o£ William H. Hodge. Mr. Hodge formerly was managing

editor of the monthly magazine, Public Service, and Is a

specialist in publicity work for utility companies.

The General Electric Company has sold the Great Western

I'ower Company one 4-unit, 4-bearing frequency changer set,

as follows: An A. T. B. 10, 2500-kw., 300 r.p.m., 13,200-v., 25-

cycle generator, driven by an A. T. I. 24, 2750-kw., 300 r.p.m.,

11,000-v., synchronous motor, with direct-connected exciter and

starting motor. A T. 29 D controller will be used. Twenty-

five cycle current will be supplied to the Southern Pacific

Company's rotaries, which will furnish current for the opera-

tion of their local electric roads in Alameda County.

Sanderson & Porter report good progress on the equip-

ment of the Sierra & San Francisco Power Company's Bay

Shore substation. All of the 3750-kw. tanstormers have been

dried out ready for service as soon as the transmission line

and switchboard are completed. Eight construction crews are

pushing the line work and it is probable that the United

Railroads will be able to take power from the Stanislaus plant

within a month. One of the new 1500-kw. General Electric

motor generator sets in the Bryant avenue substation is al-

ready in successful operation, using a connection from the

present source of supply.

The city of Cannon Falls, Minnesota, has recently awarded

the Pelton Water Wheel Company contract for two main

750-h.p. Pelton-Francis turbines and one 60-h.p. Pelton-Francis

turbine for driving the exciter. The main turbine as well as

the turbine for driving the exciter will be direct connected to

electric alternators and supply current for the municipal light-

ing service besides current for the commercial power load.

Additional turbine contracts to be awarded the New York

works of the Pelton Water Wheel Company is the AuTrain

power plant, AuTrain, Wisconsin; besides large turbines for

the firm of H. M. Byllesby & Co. ot Chicago.

The contract for the new exchange at Dickenson, N. D.,

has been awarded to the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply

Company, Chicago. The new switchboard is to consist of

two 1,800-line sections with the following equipments: 540

common battery multiple lines, ten toll lines, twenty pay

station lines, tl is to have three common battery positions

and one toll position, also, one toll test panel equipped for

ten lines. The power equipment will consist of two sets of

cells storage battery, one mercury arc rectifier, two Kellogg

four frequency pole changers and two sets ot transformers

in one cabinet. There will be a Monson slate power board to

match rectifiers.
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NEW MINE TELEPHONES.
The Western Electric Company announces the comple-

tion ot the design of two new types of mine telephones, on

which its engineers have been at work for the past eighteen

MiiiL- Tt'lL'pbone. Metiil Typu. Closed.

months. The accompanying cuts illustrate three views of the

new No. 336-E metal type set. A specially treated wooden
type set has been developed, having the same general features

of operation and arrangement as the metal set shown here.

Mini' TulL-plioiiL'. Metal Typu. Open for Use.

As it will be noted from the cuts, the sets are very compact

and most attractively designed. All of the apparatus inside the

case is most accessibly arranged, but at the same time it is

carefully protected. All maintenance work in connection with

^Pf^

Mine Telephone. Metal Type. Open for lespeclion.

these sets can be attended to simply through the use of a

screw-driver. No soldering irons or torches are necessary.

The line wires to the sets may be brought in either at

the top of the box or at the bottom. When brought in at

the top the curved connector shown at the top of the box
in the illustrations is used. This connector, it will be noted,

prevents moisture or water from running into the set when
the wires are led into the top of it. It will be readily seen

as the wires come down to the set and make the turn into

the curved connector any moisture or water will drop from

this point and not follow the wire into the apparatus.

When the line wires are brought in from the bottom it is

not necessary to use the curved connector, and the opening

for it at the top of the set is closed by a suitable plug pro-

vided for the purpose.

Mine Telephone. Wooden Type.

The gongs are specially designed to give a loud, clear

ring which can be heard a long distance in the mine. As

seen in the illustration, these gongs are protected by a hood,

making it impossible for large particles of foreign matter

to fall on them or interfere in any way with their action.

The sets are equipped with a No. 48 type 5-magnet gen-

erator, which is the most efficient hand generator for tele-

phone use on the market. The transmitters and receivers

are of the standard "Bell" grade type which are so well

known in this country and abroad. All the windings of the

receivers, ringers induction coils and generators are spe-

cially treated so as to protect them from the acid fumes,

gases and moisture.

NEW CATALOGUES.

The rapid increase in the use of concrete has necessitated

a corresponding increase in the manufacture of Portland

cement. Bulletin No. 4722, recently issued by the General

Electric Company, enters more or less into the details of elec-

tric drive in connection with the manufacture of this mate-

rial, pointing out the advantages, offering suggestions to mill-

owners, and illustrating a number of installations.

The General Electric Company has recently issued

a publication devoted to the use of the flame arc

lamp for the lighting of streets and large interiors. The high

efficiency ot the flame arc lamp is well known. The lamps

described in this publication are designed to operate two in

series on 110 v., alternating or direct current; four in series

on 220 v., alternating or direct current; ten in series on 550 v.,

alternating or direct current; direct current series 9 6-10

amperes, alternating current series 4 to 7 5-10 amperes. The

descriptions of various lamps are taken up in detail and will

prove of interest to central station men. The number of this

bulletin is 4717.
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3 NEWS NOTES
FINANCIAL.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—The Victoria Power and Mining
Company, whicli operates mines at Frencli Gulch, has in-

creased its stock from 150,000 to 250,000 shares, at the par

value of $1 each.

THE DALLES, ORE.—The City Council has passed a

resolution calling for putting before the people at the next

election the bonding of the city for $5,000 for the purpose ot

refunding certain water bonds, to run for 10 years, to bear

interest at 6 per cent.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—A clear water supply for Sacra-

mento lost out when the $666,000 bond issue for a filtration

plant and pumping station was defeated at the polls by 176 1-3

votes. The total of 4,109 votes were cast. Of this number
2,563 favored the bonds and 1,546 were opposed. It took a

two-thirds vote, or 2,739 1-3 votes, to carry. The principal

opposition rested with the brewery interests, which were
solidly opposed to the bonds.

for the supply of water to such parts of Ellensburg as it

shall obtain franchise tor; also to purchase, own and sell

shares of other water companies. The incorporators are:

G. DeWees, C. Anderson and J. W. Gilliam.

INCORPORATIONS.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Berlin Power Company has been

incorporated with a capital of $500,000 by R. C. Burtrand,

P. L. Forbes and Jas. H. Henley.

OREGON CITY, ORE.—The Home Oil and Gas Company,
with a capital stock of $25,000, has been incorporated by L.

Vierhus, J. Mumpower and J. W. Watts.

ROSEBURG. CAL.—The Roseburg Oil and Gas Company,
with a capital stock of $10,000, has been incorporated by F. W.
Dillard, G. A. Harmon and J. T. Goodman.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Central Oregon Water Power
Company, with a capital stock of $500,000, has been incor-

porated by H. F. Chapin, A. G. Hill and N. B. Chapman.

VISALIA, CAL.—The Gibson Addition Water Company of

Lindsay, with a capital stock of $1,600, has been incorporated

by W. H. Amdock of Visalia, E. J. Yarnall and L. W. McClel-

lan of Lindsay.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Waupello Corporation, with a

capital of $100,000 has been formed by Andrew P. Johnson,

Charles Eugene Banks and J. F. Roy Ertord, to develop light

and water power.

TACOMA, WASH.—Evans-Dickson Company of Tacoma,
Wash, (electrical equipment, telephone, telegraph, etc.), with

a capital stock of $20 000, has been incorporated by Llewellyn

Evans and D. T. Dickson.

TACOMA, WASH.—Articles of incorporation have been

filed for the Thomas Gas Light & Power Company, with a

capital stock of $2,000,000. The trustees are: R. Thomas,
San Francisco; F. A. Schmallo, Tacoma; A. M. Holton, San
Francisco, and D. D. Schneider, Tacoma.

PORT ANGELES, WASH. — The Olympic Power &
Electric Company has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $1,000,000. The incorporators, Geo. A. Glines and Thomas
T. Aldwell, formed this company for the purpose of develop-

ing the power on the Elwha River. Engineer E. W. Cum-
mings will have charge of the engineering and development
work.

ELLENSBURG WASH.—Articles of incorporation have
been filed bj' the South End Water Company, capitalized at

$12,000 and with its principal place ot business in this city.

Its objects are to construct and operate and renew a system

TRANSMISSION.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Boulevard Park Railway Company
has been incorporated for $12,000 by Samuel Glasgow et al.

WENATCHEE, WASH.—The Wenatchee Valley Railway
& Power Company has been granted a street-car franchise

here.

BPHRATA, WASH.—A 45-year franchise was recently

granted L. V. V/ells for furnishing light and power for this

place.

EUGENE, ORE.—The Lane County Asset Company will

soon begin the surveys for its electric lines in this place and
vicinity.

lONE, WASH.—The $6,000 dam of the lone Light &
Power Company across Cedar Creek at this place has been

washed out.

TACOMA, WASH.—The Puget Sound Power Company
has been granted a franchise to erect a line of poles along the

county road from Electron to Kapowsin.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—The San Joaquin Light & Power

Company will complete its transmission line, about April 10th,

from Lemoore to Coalinga, 40 miles No. 2 copper, 30,000 volts.

MISSOULA, MONT.—The Chamber of Commerce is nego-

tiating with W. H. Smead of this city for the construction of

an electric railway 75 miles long between this place and

Poison.

TENINO, WASH.—The Tenino Light & Power Company
is making ready to begin work on a $200,000 power plant on

the Skookumchuck this spring. S. W. Fenton is president ot

the company.

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO.—A 30-year light and power
franchise has been granted to Walter Hovey Hill and work
on the power plant about five miles from here on the South

Fork will be started at once.

VANCOUVER, B. C.—It is announced that the Dominion

authorities have given the Vancouver Power Company the

right to construct the high dam and otherwise improve its

hydraulic plant at Lake Coquitlan.

NEWPORT, WASH.—Henry Miner and J. C. Grover will

soon begin development work on their proposed water power

plant at Freeman Lake. Manufacturing plants are to be

established for utilizing the power.

WENATCHEE, WASH.—The Brown Electric Company
will open bids early in April for the construction of hydro-

electric plant on the Entiat River to cost approximately

$500,000, and to develop 5,000 h. p.

CALDWELL, IDAHO.—Harold Williams, City engineer,

has started on a iireliminary survey from this place to Ros-

well for an electric line which has been under consideration

by the citizens of this place and vicinity for some time.

VICTORIA, B. C.—The West Coast Power Company, Ltd.,

through Lorenzo Alexander, one ot its directors, is giving

notice of an application for 3,500 ft. per second of water in

Gordon River for the purpose of installing a fully equipped

power plant.
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VANCOUVER, B. C—The route for the proposed tram
line to Point Grey has been settled and the British Columbia

Electric Railway will soon begin worlc on same.

COALINGA, CAL.—The Coalinga Electric & Water Com-
pany, Emery Weston manager, are scattering poles for dis-

tributing lines to oil fields. Have installed 300-kw. trans-

former Statem. Machinery for 600 kw., on way, will be in-

stalled immediately.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Captain J. L. Anderson, of the

Anderson Steamboat Company, plans to build a railroad on

the east side of Lake Washington, from near Bellevue to

Redmond, by way of Kirkland. Gasoline cars are to be used

at first and the line electrified later.

SEATTLE, WASH.—In addition to previous installations,

the Superior Portland Cement Company, Seattle, Wash., has

also placed an order with Allis-Chalmers Company for a 250

k. w. 3-phase, 60-cycle, 600-volt, 600 r. p. m. belt driven alter-

nator and a 9 k. w. 120-volt exciter for the same.

CITY OF MEXICO.—Arrangements have been completed
which places the Guanajuato Light and Power Company in

possession of the electric company at San Louis Potosi.

The new company will begin the operating of the San Louis

plant some time during April. A transmission line will be

built between two cities.

FRESNO, CAL.—An application has been made to the

Board of Supervisors by the Fresno Traction Company, for a
franchise of a street and interurban railroad along, across

and upon certain streets and highways in the County of

Fresno. Sealed bids will be received up to 11 a. m. April

23, 1910, for the sale of the franchise to the highest bidder.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Joseph Shaw has filed an applica-

tion for a franchise to stretch wires along the county roads

for the purpose of supplying electricity for light, power and
heat. He is in the suburban field of Sacramento and wants
a franchise particularly for Oak Park, Curtis Oaks, Highland

Piark and Oak Grove. The power will be furnished by the

Great Western Power Company.

CHIHUAHUA MEX.—Reports ft'om Ocampo are to- the

effect that the Sierra Consolidated Mines Duluth Company,
headed by Thos. P. Cole, J. B. Cotton and R. M. Atwater .Jr..

is well pleased with the result of the development work on

its Ocampo mines. It is understood that the company has

decided to build an electric power plant in timber where

wood is plentiful and transmit power to its mines and mill.

WEISER, IDAHO.— The Council Mesa Orchard Company,
composed of Eastern capitalists who own about 20,000 acres

of orchard land between Cambridge, Council and Indian Val-

ley are contemplating the installing of an electric plant

on the middle fork of Weiser, power to be generated from

that stream, by which an electric line will be operated from

the land of the company to a connection with the Pacific

and Idaho Northern, at Goodrich, including a distance of

25 miles.

GRAYS HARBOR, WASH.—The growing competition for

the acquisition of established electric power and lighting

plants all over the Pacific Slope has become very interesting

of late. The latest announcement is that of the purchase of

the Grays Harbor Railway & Light Company, of Aberdeen,

Wash., by the Sanderson & Porter interests. The price is

unofficially stated as $2,000,000. Sanderson & Porter and

associates, of New York, have already secured control of a

dozen public utility corporations. The largest of these is

the Grays Harbor Railway & Light Company, which has about

12 miles of local and interurban electric road connecting

Aberdeen with Hoquiam. The new management will soon

begin a 40-mile extension of the interurban line, giving Grays

Harbor connection with the Puget Sound cities. The first

point reached will be Montesano, the county seat of Chehalis

County. The new line will terminate at Olympia, where con-

nections will be made with Northern Pacific for Tacoma and
Seattle.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Pacific Telephone & Tele-

graph Company will build a three-story building for operat-

ing purposes in the Wilshire District to cost, with equip-

ment, $150,000.

SUSANVILLE, CAL.—The application of Wm. E. Hills

for a franchise to erect a telephone and telegraph line along

the county road, running from Susanville to the boundary

line between Plumas and Lassen counties, has been read and

submitted.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Vice-President and General

Manager R. P. Schwerln of the Pacific Mail Steamship Com-
pany, now in New York, has closed a contract with the

United Wireless Telegraph Company for the installation of

wireless plants in all the trans-Pacific steamers of the com-

pany, according to information given out yesterday by the

United Wireless officials. The Korea of the Mall line already

has a wireless plant said to be the most powerful carried

by any merchantman in the Pacific, and the success that has

been attained by Operator S. A. Phelps on this boat has

finally convinced General Manager Schwerin that it would be

advantageous to install outfits on all the steamers.

ILLUMINATION.

EVERETT, WASH.—The Everett Gas Company will

spend $300,000 in improving plant.

HILLSBORO, ORB.—E. H. Corbett has been granted a

franchise for a new light and power plant in the city.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Ornamental lights are contem-

plated for Seventh street, from Boyle avenue to Hoover street,

3% miles. Seventy-one per cent of the frontage has been

signed.

MISSOULA, MONT.—The contract for furnishing combi-

nation electric and gas lighting fixtures for the court house

was awarded to Cascade Gas & Electric Fixture Company for

$2,749.50.

TACOMA, WASH.—Sealed bids have been received at

the office of the Commissioner of Public Works for one auto-

matic hand-operated oil switch of 66,000 volts, to be delivered

f. o. b. South Tacoma, Wash.

MEDFORD, ORE.—J. R. Anderson has applied for a

franchise to erect a gas plant. It granted, work will start at

once. Tanks and pipes to the amount of $100,000 will be

installed the first six months.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—By the award of a contract to the

Stacy Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, the San Ber-

nardino Valley Gas Company of Los Angeles (Pacific Light

and Power Company) for $135,000 to build a gas plant of

2,000,000 cubic feet daily capacity at Colton, a number of

Southern California towns will be improved in lighting. This

plant will supply San Bernardino, Colton, Redlands, River-

side, Pomona and several other towns.

OAKLAND, CAL.—An application by the Central Oak-

land Light and Power Company for permission to lay con-

duits through the streets of the city has been granted by the

Board of Public Works. Excavation work will be commenced

by the company in a few days in Eighth street, between

Broadway and Clay; Tenth street, between Broadway and

Clay; Twelfth street, between .Jefferson and Alice, and in San

Pablo avenue, from Fourteenth street to Twentieth street.

OAKLAND, CAI.^.—The Oakland Gas and Light Company

is preparing to spend a large amount of money in the recon-

struction of its distributing system. Frank A. Leach Jr.,
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manager, says that the company has been supplying current

in the congested business districts at 110 volts ever since

the pressure was increased in the march of electrical prog-

ress from 54 volts, about ten years ago, but has been distrib-

uting at 220 volts in the residence sections and especially in

the outlying districts. In the last year there have been

great developments in the electrical world and the progress

made in the high efficiency lamps and other apparatus has

been such that the company has decided to make such

changes as will be necessary to supply its consumers with

110 volts in all but the scattered and outlying districts, where

the great cost makes it prohibitive. High efficiency lamps

are made for the higher voltage, but not in such variety as

the lower voltage, so that all may use the new lamps if they

desire.

TRANSPORTATION.
STOCKTON, CAL.—The application of the Stockton Ter-

minal & Eastern Railway for a franchise over the road con-

necting the Waterloo road and East street, has been granted.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The Supervisors have passed an

ordinance granting to the Northern Electric Railway Com-
pany a franchise to erect a bridge over the river at the foot

of M street.

ISLAND BAR, CAL.—The Great Western Power Com-
pany has decided to use electric power instead of compressed

air in the operation of its aerial trams. Electric derricks

are also to be installed.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.—The construction of the new
Highland car line by the Citizens' Traction and Power Com-
pany will begin within a week, at the south end of the line,

on South Edith street.

PASADENA, CAL.—As one of the features of the four-

track system between Los Angeles and Pasadena, now being

constructed by the Pacific Electric, a double track will be

laid on South Lake avenue.

SCIO, ORE.—Dr. A. G. Prill and E. C. Peery, promoters

of the Scio-Munkers Railway project, have made application

to the county court for a franchise for crossing the county

road by an electric line to run from Scio to Munkers.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Because of a miscalculation in the

time for the publication of the opening of bids for granting

a street-car franchise to the Peninsular Railway Company,

all bids were rejected by the Council, and sealed bids will

now be received on May 2d.

THE DALLES, ORB.—The Council has passed an ordi-

nance granting to E. W. Thomas, a Philadelphia capitalist, a

franchise for the construction of a street railway line, to

extend below and above the bluff, and to run southeast to the

Dry Hollow District and southwest out Mill Creek way, and

to be operated within two years.

CANANEA, MEX.—The ore-hauUng system at the Four

C.'s Mine, in the Cananea District of Mexico, will be electri-

fied and transportation will be underground instead of over

a narrow-gauge railway on the surface, as it is at present.

It is expected to equip mines later with a system of under-

ground electric railways, similar to that in use in the Bisbee

Mines of the Copper Queen Company.

PORTLAND, ORE.—General Manager F. I. Fuller, of the

Portland Railway, Light & Power Company, has announced

that the railway company has decided to lay a double-track

on Sandy road, from East Sixteenth to East Twenty-eighth

streets, to be connected with the Bumside-street bridge, thus

giving the Rose City Park the contiguous distlrct, a much

Improved street-car service.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—President Calhoun's latest re-

port of the earnings of the United Railroads Company is for

.lanuary last, when the company carried 12,563,320 passengers,

or a little over 400,000 lor each day of the month. This is

1,275,860 more passengers than were carried in January of

1909. Gross earnings for the month amounted to $627,666.

This is an increase of $61,293 over the same month of last

year, when the gross receipts were $566,373. Calhoun's re-

port to the Eastern holding company of the local corporation

on the month's business in all its various details is not made
public, so the net earnings and surplus for the month can-

not be given. The gross earning capacity and the number of

passengers carried is considered a good and reliable comment
on the growth and activity of San Fi-ancisco and its present

population. The street railway officials are of the opinion

that the January business of the company strongly indicates

that the city easily has a population of 450,000.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The complete reorganization of

the Vallejo, Benicia and Napa Valley Railroad Company, the

electric line operating between Vallejo and Napa and St.

Helena, is to be effected within a month's time. W. E. Bots-

ford of Los Angeles will be eliminated from the management.
Captain Z. J. Hatch, president of the Monticello Company,
which now holds a strong traffic agreement with the electric

road, declared that a reorganization was imminent and that

the Monticello Company was considering the acquisition of

the line, which is the natural feeder of the shipping company.
Botsford is a Los Angeles financier, and the trustee of the

bond issue is a Los Angeles trust company. The trouble

in the corporation centered about Botsford's alleged handling

of the recent $1,500,000 bond issue of the road. The Napa
Valley electric road was started about five or six years ago.

The original bond issue was $500,000. Several months ago a

bond issue of $1,500,000 was projected for the double purpose

of withdrawing the original bonds and spending $1,000,000

on an extension of the road to St. Helena. The extension has

been made, but the $500,000 issue of bonds has not yet been
retired to the satisfaction of the bondholders.

WATERWORKS.
OAKESDALB, WASH.—Sealed bids have been received

by the Council of Oakesdale for the furnishing of the mate-

rial and constructing of a system of waterworks.

BBLLINGHAM, WASH.—Crane & Co. of Seattle were

awarded the contract for the water department material

called for in accordance with an order of the board some
time ago.

SPOKANE, WASH.—J. F. O'Brien, secretary and man-

ager of the Hanford Irrigation and Power Company, has

announced that actual work on the irrigation project to

irrigate 200,000 additional acres of land southeast of Spokane

will be commenced this year.

BBLLINGHAM, WASH.—The Board of County Commis-

sioners have signed the franchise giving T. H. DeHaven, Dr.

H. Thompson and M. F. Myers the right to install a water

system in the town of Glacier. The water for the system

will be secured from Cornell Creek, and the feed-pipe will be

about 1,200 feet in length. Under the terms of the franchise

two plugs must be installed on the main streets for fire

protection.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—An application was made to the

Board of Supervisors, by the Bast Sacramento Water Com-

pany, for the grant of the right, privilege and franchise of

laying and maintaining water pipes, mains and conduits in so

many and in such parts of the public streets, highways streets

and alleys as the grantee may elect in the portions of the

County of Sacramento. Sealed bids will be received by the

said board up to 2 p. m. April 22, 1910, for the sale of the

franchise to the highest bidder.
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Aluminum Co. of America
Pittsburgh, Pa,
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-
tric Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

American Circular Loom Co 14
Boston, 45 Milk.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

American Electrical Heater Co
Detroit, U. S. A.

American Ever Ready Co
San Francisco, 755 Folsom.
I-os Angeles, 1038 S. Main.

Aylsworth Agencies Co 5
San Francisco. 165 Second.

Barnes-Lindsley Mfg. Co 9
Portland, Ore.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co
Cliicago, 40 W. Jackson Bvd.
San Francisco, 151 New
Montgomery.

Blake Signal and Mfg. Co 4
Boston, 246 Summer.

Bonestell & Co 9
San Francisco, 118 First.

BrookfieM Glass Co., The 1

Now York. U. S. Exp. Bldg.

Brooks-Follis E!ec. Corporation 4
San Francisco. 44-46 Second St.

Bryant Electric Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.
San Francisco, 609 Mission.

Buxbaum & Cooley
Seattle, 69 Columbia St.

c

Cal. Incandescent Lamp Co 2
San Francisco. 669 Mission.

Crocker-Wheeler Company
Ampere. N. J.

San Francisco, 195 Fre-
mont.

Cutter Company, The
Philadelpliia, Pa.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Banlt
Building.

D
D. & W. Fuse Co

Providence, R. I.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Works„- 9
Chicago, Postal Bldg.
San Francisco, 301 Front.
Los Angeles, 356 E. 2d.

Duncan Elec. Mtg. Co 9
Lafayette. Indiana.
San Francisco. 61 Second.

E
Electric Goods Mfg. Co 5

Boston, Mass.
San Francisco, 165 Second.

Electric Storage Battery Co
Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, Crocker.Blg"-

Fort Wayne Electric Works 14
Fort Wayne, Ind.
San Francisco, 604 Mission.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

General Electric Co 12
Schenectady, N. T.
San Francisco. Union Trust
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Delta Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.
Portland, Worcester Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Columbus, O.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Richmond, Va,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
St. Louis, Mo.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Goeriz, O. C. & Co
San Francisco, 916 Postal
Tel. Bldg,

H
Habirshaw Wire Co
New York, 253 Broadway.

Henshaw, Bulkley & Co I

San Francisco. 19 Fremont.
Oakland, 1436 5th.
Los Angeles, 262 S. Los
Angeles,

Hughes & Co., E. C 9
San Francisco, 147 - IBl
Minna.

Hunt, Mirk & Co 6
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Indiana Rubber& Ins. Wire Co 1

Jonesboro, Indiana.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W 5
New York, 100 William.
San Francisco, 159 New
Montgomery.
Los Angeles, 203 E. 6th.
Seattle, 576 1st Ave. So.

Kellogg Switchb'd & Supply Co._13
Chicago.
San Francisco, 88 First.

Kierulff. B. F. Jr. & Co 9
Los Angeles, 120 S. Los
Angeles.

Kilbourne & Clark Company
Seattle, 307 First Ave, So.

Klein, Mathias & Sons 9
Chicago, Station U, 29.
San Francisco, 155 New
Montgomery.

Lindsley-Wright Co.
Portland. Ore., 336 Sher-
lock Bldg.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co. 4
Victor, N. Y.
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-
trical Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

M
Moore, C, C, & Co., Inc

San Francisco, 99 First.
Los Angeles, Trust Bldg.
Seattle, Mutual Life Bldg.
Portland. 'Welis-Fargo Bid.
Salt Lake City, Atlas Bldg.
New York City, Fulton
Bldg.

Murdock, Wm. J. Co
Chelsea, Mass.
San Francisco, 162 Minna.

N
New York Insl'td Wire Co
New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom,
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

Ohio Brass Co. 4
Mansfield, Ohio
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Lns Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Okonite Co. ]

Now York 253 Broadway.

Pacific Electric Hearing Co
Ontario, California.
Chicago, 558-560 Washing
ton Blvd.

Pacific Gas & Elect. Co., The 2
San Francisco

Pacific Meter Co. 1

San Francisco, 301 Santa
Marina Bldg.

Partrick Carter & Wilkins Co
Philadelphia, 22d and Wood.

Pehon Water Wheel Co., The_^_ 2
Snn Francisco, 1095 Monad-
nock Bldg.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co..
Pawtucket. R. I.

Pierson, Roeding & Co 4
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Portland Wood Pipe Co..
Portland, Ore.

Reisinger, Hugo
New York, 11 Broadway.

Schaw-Batcher Co. Pipe Works. „

Sacramento, Cal., 211 J St.

San Francisco, 356 Market.

Simplex Elect'l Co,, The
Boston, 110 State.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Simplex Electric Heating Co 5
Cambridge, Mass.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldff.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg,
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Southern Pacific Co. 2
San Francisco, Flood Bldg.

Sprague Electric Co. 3
New York City. 527-531 W.
34th.
San Francisco, Atlas Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Standard Und. Cable Co I

San Francisco, First Na-
tional Bank Bldg,
Los Angeles, Union Trust
Bldg-.
Seattle Office, Lowman Bid.

Sterling Paint Company, 9
San Francisco, 118 First.

Swayne, R.B 9
San Francisco, 813 Postal
Telegraph Bldg.

Technical Book Shop 5
San Francisco, 604 Mission.

Tel. & Elec. Equip. Co.
San P'rancisco, 612 Howard,
Los Angeles, Security Bldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Thomas and Sons Co., R
New York, 227 Fulton.
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Tracy Engineering Co 9
San Francisco. 461 Market.
Lf'S Angeles, Central Bldg.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co 4
Chicago, 545 W Jackson
Blvd.

Vulcan Iron Works 1

San Francisco, 604 Mission.

w
Westinghouse. Elec. & Mfg. Co.__ 6

Pittsburg. Pa.
Los Angeles, 527 So. iVIain St.
Denver, 429 Seventeenth St.
Seattle, Central Bldg.
Salt Lake City,

212-214 So. W. Temple St.
San Francisco, 165 Second St.
Spokane, Columbia Bldg.
Portland. Couch Bldg.
Butte. Lewisohn Bldff.
Canada, Canadian-Westing-
house Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Ontario.

Mexico, G. &. O. Baniff & Co.,
City of Mexico.

Westinghouse Machine Co 6
Pittsburg, Pa.
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Weston Elect'!. Instrument Co 14
Waverly Park, N. J.

New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 682 - 684
Mission.

Wilbur, G. A 9
San Francisco, 61 Second.
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Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

ENGINEERS
IVIachinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland : 1 436 Fifth St.

OKONITE WIRE
>kOIV/>.

The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonltc Company
253 BROADWAV, NEW YORK
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, General Western Agents

WILLARD L. CANDEE. President
H. DURANT CHEEVER, TreasuREB

GEO. T. MANSON, Genl Eupt.
WM. H. HODGINS, SECRETAHr

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underground Aerial, Submaruie and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire AlEinn Cables
All Wires are Tested at factory JONESBORO. IND.

'"^ Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACIFIC COAST DEPT. rirst National Banh Building, San francisco

Sub^Office—los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.

Factories Oakland. Cal., PittsburR. Pa.. Perth .•\mboy. N. J.

Branch Oftices: New York. Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia. St. Louis

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PA.WTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOr
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BV

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

Specify..

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

\/l Tl PAN Refrigerating and
V ^ 1-i V^/A.1^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas BIdg., 604 Mission St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets SsH FranciSCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEIVieNTS SEE PAGE EIGHT
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Benjamin Plug Cluster
Gives you Two Outlets

where you have but One.

Doubles the Capacity
of your Sockets by doing
the Work of Two.

10,000,000
Advcrlisements
now running in

Saturday Evening Post

Electric Journals, Etc.

Cat. No. 92

Does your Cus-

tomer want two
Lights where he
has but one, or

would he like to

attach a Fan,
Chafing Dish, Curling

Iron, Flat Iron, Motor-run Machine, and
be able to burn a light at the same time?

You need only to screw our "2-in-l"
Plug into the Socket.

It Requires no Wiring Is Small in Size—It Can't Wear Out

Write for Descriptive Circular and Discounts

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
NEW YORK
27 Thames St.

list Price $1.00

SAN FRANCISCO
151 New Montgomery St.

CHICAGO
507 West Jackson Blvd.

The Pacific Oas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, MEAT, AND POWER

TO
Place. Population.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany SOO
fAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antioch 3,000
tAuburn 2,050
Barber 200
Belmont 600
Belvedere 350
Benicia 2,500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 150
Biggs 750
Black Diamond . .

.

500
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderick 500

JBrown's Valley ... 50
••Burlingame 5,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,500
JCenterville 20
Centerville ; .

.

500
••Chico 13,000
••Colusa 2,700
tColfax 400
Colma 500
Concord 1,500
Cordelia 160
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,500
Crow's Landing . . 373
Davenport 1,000
Davis 750
Decoto 360
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 50

Place.
Drytown . .

Durham . . .

JDutch Flat
Easton

Population.
100
500
400
500

•East San Jose 1,500
Eckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 2,500
Elmira 150
El Verano 100

••Emeryville 2,000
Encinal 20
Fairfield SOO
Fair Oaks 260
Fitchburg 250
Folsom 1,500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 500
Gold Run 100
Grafton 360

fGrass Valley 7,000
Gridley 1,800
Groveland 50
Hammonton 500
Hayward 4,000
Hollister 3,000
lone 900
Irvington 1,000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
Lawrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLincoln 1,500
tLive Oak 200
Livermore 2,250

jiLoomis 150
Los Altos 50
Los Gatos 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Marten 25
Martinez 5,000

••Marysville 6,260
Mayfleld 1,600

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300
Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,600

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700

iNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1,000
Niles 800

••Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2,500
Orwood 50
Pacheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
JPenryn 260
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6.000
Peyton 250
Piedmont 2,000
Pinole 1,500
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

JRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100

JRoseville 345
Ross 900
Sacramento 52,000

•Gas only; ••both gas and electricity; telectricity. gas and water; ^electricity and water

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,500
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco ....450,000
••San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

••San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000
San Quentin Prison 1,600
San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran.... 2,500
Stanford Dnlv 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton 26,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
JTowle 200
Tracy 1.200
Vacavihe 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 360
Wheatland 1,403
Winters 1,200

••Woodland 3,500
Tolo 350

••Tuba City l.Soo

all others, electricity only.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR METAL MINES'
R. W. SHOEMAKER.

Not the least important of the economies effected

by consolidating a number of neighboring mines under
one management are those resulting from a similar

centralization of power supply, especiall}^ if this power
be electric. In one district, where there were num-
erous shafts, each with its individual equipment of

ing of a little over $400 per month. Electric power
was furnished from a steam turbine station, which

was not operating under the best of conditions or the

saving might have been greater.

Electric power, because of its convenience and
economy, its flexibility and efficiency, its capability of

Three-Phase Induction Electric Hoist at Mercur, Utah.

steam boilers, steam pumps, hoists and air compres-
sors, there is now one central station of gas-driven
alternators, supplying energy for each class of power
at an actual saving of thousands of dollars a month
in operating expenses. In one instance, a boiler plant
was maintained at a shaft for operating a steam recip-

rocating pump handling 450 gallons per minute,
against a 400-ft. head. This equipment was replaced
by a six-stage centrifugal pump, operated by a 200-h.p.

variable-speed induction motor, with a resulting sav-

'Paper read before Los Angeles Section, A, I. E. E„ Feb, 36,

transmission and its universality of application, is

rapidly winning a place for itself in mining work.

Mining men are interested not in the generation

but in the utilization of electricity : whether it is gen-

erated by steam, gas or hydraulic power is of little

concern to them. But in its application there are

certain problems which seem peculiar to mining

work. Some of these have been successfully solved,

others have not.

Among the latter are electric drills, of which

the least said the better, for there seems to be no way

yet commercially developed for obtaining the pecu-
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liarly effective blow of the drill by electric means.

It is true there is an electric drill, so called, on the

market that has some good points, but it employs air

as the transmission medium between the piston of

the drill and the electric motor. This machine has the

disadvantage of being in two parts, that is the motor

and modified air compressor and the drill proper,

which have to be connected by two lines of hose of

limited length. These restrictions reduce the useful-

ness of this drill in many localities, though in others

and for special conditions, the extra weight and extra

apparatus form no objection.

Powder firing by electric caps is the only safe

way of sinking 'a shaft, and no other method should

ever be used. A battery should be used in this work,

as current from a power circuit is unreliable, either

discharging one or more holes when one side only of

the firing line is connected to the mains or shunting

part of the string of holes through grounds in the con-

nections at the fuses. In the shaft, firing wires should

hang clear of every obstruction as far as possible, to

remove all possibility of leaks with resulting danger-

ous misfires.

Electric Haulage.

After the ore is broken and loaded in cars, elec-

tric haulage next requires attention. In this work,

regulation street railway practice can be followed,

with a few exceptions. In the first place, owing to

the necessity of using the same drifts as passageways

for men, mules, and motors, it is desirable to set the

trolley wire outside of the rail instead of in the center

between the rails. It can be suspended either by
span wires crossing the drift and carrying the regu-

lation hanger and ear, or, where the back or roof of

the drift permits, placing a hanger directly connected

to an expansion bolt. Fastenings to rock walls are

easily made by drilling a i-in. hole about 8 in. deep

and driving in a J-^-in. bar with an eye on the outer

end and a split end with wedge on the inside. The
act of driving swells the end inside the hole and firmly

fastens the bolt.

Trolley frogs should be of 20 degrees, should be

placed opposite the track frog, and pulled a little out

of line on the straight-of-way, toward the curve. This
is necessary on account of the swivel harp construc-

tion of mine locomotive trolleys. Track bonding
should be under the fish plate, for mine cars fre-

quently leave the track and play havoc with exposed
bond wires. For temporary work channel pins and
outside wires on one rail are sufficient, but should

never be used on main haulage lines.

The usual mine locomotive is equipped with a

plug connection from the cable leading down the

wood trolley pole to the locomotive circuit. Where
side trolley construction is employed the motorman
is generally required to change trolley poles every

round trip. Placing the socket with a live plug in the

dark sometimes causes vigorous action on the part of

the station circuit-breaker. A better method is to

use two trolley poles, one on each side of the machine,
with leads to a double-throw switch.

The trolley pole heads should not be fastened

solidly on a wooden trolley pole with a pivoted harp
carrying the trolley wheel, for when this pole leave?

the wire the swivel head is likely to hook into the

overhead wire, and if securely fastened to the pole

and the pole is securely fastened to the motor,

trouble results. By giving the head a "driving fit"

nothing serious can happen, for in case the head hooks
onto a wire when the locomotive is in motion it

simply slips off with no resulting damage.
It is also desirable for locomotive motors to have

split frames, for with this type new pinion or new
bearing lining can be put in between shifts, or four

hours, while with a solid frame the job lakes about
three times as long. Furthermore, the brushes should
not be dependent upon the tension springs for current
s^ppl3^ Although this construction is obsolete on
other classes of machinery, one manufacturer turns
out locomotives with this construction, which may
cause trouble if the machines have hard dut}-.

For operation on heavy grades with large loads
and light rails or crooked track, tandem locomotives
give excellent results. These consist of two-motor
machines operating from one four-motor controller.

They are slow and cumbersome on short hauls or in

switching, but for long, heavy hauls they are much
easier on the track than the equivalent machine on
four wheels. The cable connecting the two machines
should be arranged with plug ends fitting into sockets
on the machines and care should be taken that no
mechanical strain, due to a pull on the cable, can come
on the contacts in normal operation. The mainte-
nance and jumper cal.ile is a difficult matter, espe-
cially if the motor operates on crooked track. Hence
the desirability of being able to make a quick change
of cables.

The frictional resistance of mine cars is much
greater than might be suspected. Nothing less than
50 pounds per ton should be allowed, a 6>4-ton loco-

motive should handle 69 tons on the level and 39, 26
and 19 tons on a 1,2 and 3 per cent grade respectively.

This would require an input of approximately 67 kw.
These figures apply to cars on which divided axles or
one loose wheel per axle are used. This construction
allows a car to be easily handled on a curve but on
reasonably straight track the continual oscillation

causes high resistance.

The cost of laying underground track with 25-lb.

rails, ties on i8-in. centers, bonds, etc., averages about
$3000 per mile. The cost of the overhead in place,

000 grooved trolley wire, is $2400 per mile.

Electric Hoisting.

The substitution of electric for steam and air

hoists is attended with great saving. In one instance

the equipping of a steam hoist with a 50-h.p., 3-phase
induction motor paid at the rate of 150 per cent a year
on the investment, while for work at an underground
winze or similar locations, the economy may be much
more. In such places the average mining man places

a small steam hoist and drives by compressed air.

It may easily take, under these conditions, 100 i.h.p. at

the air compressor to do the work of a 20-h.p. motor.
If it is necessary to maintain air pressure outside of

drilling hours for hoisting purposes, the efficiency may
fall to about one per cent. In applying a motor to a

hoist for given duty the minimum efficiency between
the motor input and hoisting done may be taken at
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46 per cent. This refers to a motor of continuous

rating. The size of motor necessary for a steam hoist

in operation is best obtained by taking- indicator dia-

grams and expressing the torque in pound-feet. It

should be noted that for a given size motor, load and

depth of shaft, there is a certain fixed hoisting velocity

Cripple Creek Type of Electric Hoist.

that will give a minimum hoisting period. A greater

velocity loses time in acceleration, and a loss in run-

ning time after full speed is reached.

Referring again to the inefficiency of compressed

air, I have seen a 350-h.p. air compressor working at

top speed to maintain pressure enough on the pipe

lines to operate two Cameron pumps, which were sub-

sequently easily driven by one 3-h.p. motor. The
efficiency in this case between the steam cylinders of

the air compressor and the weight of water lifted was
0.21 per cent. This is an actual case from practice and

at a plant that was supposed to be up to date.

Electric Pumping.

The steam pump at its best is an inefficient piece

of apparatus. Tests show a compound condensing

pump, 20 and 38x13x36 in., to require about 10 lb.

Balanced Hoist at Union Shaft, Virginia City, Nevada.

of coal per i.h.p., including boiler losses, condensation,

etc., while a centrifugal pump, direct connected, has an

efficiency of about 61 per cent, or say 5.6 lb. coal per

i.h.p. With a plunger pump a better figure than this

can be obtained, but the centrifugal is cheaper to

install.

The motor for pumping duty should not be wound
for over 440 volts. Form wound coils, heavily treated

with water-proofing compounds, should be used. The
rotor should be of the constant speed type, variation

in water flow being taken care of in the centrifugal by
throttling the suction, and in the plunger pump by
by-passing one or more cylinders.

The pump should be placed as high as possible

above the sump to allow ample time for the water to

rise in case of accident. With a centrifugal pump no
trouble will be experienced with a suction head of

25 ft., barometer averaging 29 in. For heading pumps
handling over low lifts a plunger type should be em-
ployed, as the pumps must operate without attention

and must be self-priming.

Underground Lighting.

Wiring for underground lights should be done
very carefully. Ordinary insulation is useless after a

few months underground, and reliance has to be placed

on porcelain or glass. Weatherproof sockets only

should be used and these, preferably, of hard rubber,

or composition. Moulded mica disintegrates and porce-

lain breaks too easily. The number of switches under-

ground should be kept at a minimum and only knife

blade types of not less than 50 amp. capacity. Miners

always operate switches with a club where possible.

Leads down the shaft should be in iron pipe unless

acid water is present. Triple braid, rubber-insulated

wires fastened to an iron messenger wire to carry the

weight and protected by iron pipe is much more satis-

factory than lead-covered cables for this work. A
lead-covered cable for vertical work such as in a shaft

is a delusion and a snare and is almost sure to give

trouble. In one case satisfactory operation was ob-

tained from a lead cable which was installed in the

following manner : A 000 stranded, 3-conductor, rub-

ber-insulated and lead-covered cable was fastened to a

5/16-in. galvanized strand wire by tape every 2 ft., and

lowered down a 3^ -in. pipe, the strand wire taking all

the weight. After the full length was in place, about

500 ft., the lower end of the pipe was closed around the

cable with cement, the pipe filled with hot sand and

the top sealed. The cable was thus supported through-

out its length and failure could not take place. The
lead covering was practically useless as a protection

in this case.

Mill Equipment.

In mill work, when dirty water and a multitude of

belts are found, conduit work is the only satisfactory

method. Long drops should be avoided, and, as in

underground work, the number of switches should be

limited. Llsually a point can be selected that is central

and exposed to a minimum of water and dirt to which

all lighting circuits should be run.

Incandescent lamps should be low priced, the

efficiency being sacrificed for this point. Where power
is generated by the owner at low cost there is no

economy in buying high efficiency lainps that soon

become covered with a more or less opaque coating of

mud and dirt, or else broken. In such cases, where the

cost of the power required to operate a lamp is a

fraction of its initial cost, it is advisable to keep the
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initial cost low, at the expense, perhaps, of a slight

increase in the operating power cost.

The use of electric motors in driving concentrat-
ing mill machinery is quite common. The delays in a

mill driven by a line shaft running the full length of the
mill and driven bj' a steam engine at one end are many
times the delays in a properly subdivided and elec-

trically driven concentrator. For example, in the same
field a mill of the first class is operating with delays
averaging 9.6 seconds per ton milled per day, while
nearby another of the second class has delays of 27
seconds per ton milled per day.

The induction motor is the only one that should
be considered for this class of work, and for this duty
high-eiTiciency, high-power factor machines should be
overlooked for motors with a rather large air gap, form
wound coils and a generous rating. The use of par-

tially closed slots with coils formed in place is sure to

bring trouble in work of this character where dirt,

water, and usually more or less indifTerent attention

and care are given the machines.

After a motor of the partially closed slot type has

had good steady use and it becomes necessary to

replace a few coils it is usually found that the insula-

tion on the other coils is so brittle that they cannot be

taken out of the slots without damaging the insulation

beyond repair. It then becomes necessary to rewind
the entire machine, when with wide-open slots a few
new coils would have been sufficient.

The rotor for mill work can generally be of the

squirrel-cage type, but should have a rather high re-

sistance so a good torque can be had on starting.

The connections between the rotor bars and end rings

should have ample area and depend for mechanical

strength on rivets or screws.

For operating the crushers, a motor with slip rings

and external resistances of suitable capacity for con-

tinuous operation should be used, as crushing ma-
chinery is liable to have large inertia. In one case a

section comprising a 24 x 42-in. Blake type crusher and
three 24 x 48-in. rolls required full load torque from a

250-h.p. motor for 7 to 15 minutes to get up to speed.

After reaching speed the power required was 114 h.p.,

unloaded. On crushers and rolls the motors should be

protected by circuit-breakers with an inverse time

limit attachment, so that momentary peaks do not

throw the load ofT and leave the crusher choked. For
other classes of work the plain fuse is all that is

required.

On large centrifugal pumps for mill work there is

an excellent opportunity to use synchronous motors

and furnish some of the magnetizing current required

by the induction motors. No trouble will be experi-

enced with the synchronous motor starting as an

induction motor on reduced voltage, when directly

connected to a pump, if a short-circuited winding is

applied to the field poles.

The motor circuits should be in conduit, diiifering

from the lighting circuits in that there should be plenty

of switches to subdivide for the purpose of repairing

or attaching new branches. Milling is a continual

change and usually the plant is no sooner running than

there will be changes or additions to be made. At each

motor there should always be placed a switch dis-

connecting everything from the line, so fuse blocks,

circuit-breakers or compensators may , be repaired

without danger. It should be remembered in this

connection that in milling work 24 hours a day and

six days per week is the minimum working time al-

lowed and often the plant will run continuously, hence

suitable provision must be made for repair work.

Motors should never be on the same floor with

jigs or tables, but should be placed on piers at least

40 in. high or in the roof trusses, the latter being

better. The writer has noticed careless jig men play a

hose directly in a motor, not so placed, for several

seconds at a time, which is hardly beneficial.

Telephones.

The telephone system for any but a small propo-

sition should be the manual in preference to the auto-

matic, as the telephone operator is a handy person to

do small chores, which in the automatic the calling

party would have to do himself or leave to his assistant

at a greater expense in salary perhaps than an operator

would cost. A generous use of telephones always pays.

They should be underground at the principal points as

well as on the surface. The lines in the shaft should

be of No. 14 double-braided, rubber-covered wire fas-

tened to a galvanized iron wire as a niessenger and
lowered in %-in. pipe with the ends sealed with com-
pound. Any other type of construction will give

trouble. In the workings the wire should be carried

clear of everything on large insulators or else in pipe

and the point of changing from conduit to open work
should be in a dry place. The telephone instrument

itself, for underground work should be mounted in an

iron box with a tight-fitting door. By mounting a

i6-c.p. lamp inside the box to keep it warm as satis-

factory service can be had underground as on top.

If the warming lamp is left out moisture will make
short contacts in a few weeks, so that on a common
battery system, which is preferable to a magneto, the

line will show busy.

Usually when a telephone is mounted in a mill the

vibration makes conversation almost impossible.

Sound-proof booths, so called, are of no avail, but if

the transmitter is suspended from a coil spring about

4 in. long the vibration disturbances will be eliminated.

The same construction can be supplied to advantage
in the engine rooms or any place subject to powerful

vibrations.

If power circuits are adjacent to telephone lines,

plenty of protection in the way of fuses should be

provided. Where the wires enter the cable, fuses and
arrester equipment should be used and again at a

distributing rack before entering the switchboard.

Each instrument should be protected by arrester and
fuse. By using >4 amp. fuses at instruments and cable

box, and 54 amp. in the distributing rack, and also by
having two spark gaps in series to ground at the cable

box, light disturbances will blow out only the ^ amp.
fuses ; these are accessible and easily replaced. A
heavy discharge or cross with a power line will open
all fuses. On a telephone system constructed as above
Sin accidental cross with a lo,ooo-volt power circuit

did not reach the switchboard or instruments, the

fuses and lighting arresters completely protecting the

equipment.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY \VM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER V.

THE MERCURY FLOTATION WATTHOUR
METER.
(Continued.)

The Mercury Flotation Watthour Meter.

The Sangamo Electric Company of Springfield,

111., manufactures a type of watthour meter which is

Fig. 61a. Sangamo Meter.

radically different in operation from the induction and
commutating types of meters previously explained.

The Sangamo meter is of the mercury flotation type

that a pivoted metallic disc carrying electric current

would tend to rotate when under the influence of a

magnetic field.

The fundamental discovery of Faraday is very
ingeniously utilized in the Sangamo meter. A copper

disc is enclosed in a suitable chamber made of moulded
insulating material which is divided horizontally into

two sections, the chamber being partially filled with

mercury. In the lower part of the mercury chamber
there are imbedded two copper terminals which serve

to conduct the current to the copper disc through the

intervening mercury. The mercury serves the double

purpose of conducting the current to the disc and of

buoying up the disc so as to make the weight on the

Fig. 61b. Sangamo Meter, Cover Removed.

and its principle of operation is based on an old dis-

covery made by the scientist, Faraday, when he found

lower bearing very slight. The copper terminals are

arranged diametrically opposite as will be seen from

Fig. 62. The exciting magnet which produces the flux

which acts upon the disc is imbedded in one section of

the moulded "mercury chamber."

In the case of the direct current Sangamo meter

the main line current, or a proportional part thereof,

passes through the copper disc, the magnet being

excited from the potential of the circuit upon which

the meter is being used. In the case of the alternating

current meter, the method of excitation is opposite

from the direct current meter, that is, the magnet is

excited by the line current, and the disc carries a

current which is proportional to the potential of the

circuit.

The reaction of the current in the disc with the

magnetic lines of force from the magnet will cause the

disc to rotate at a speed which will be proportional to

the product of the current and tlie impressed e.m.f., in

other words, it will rotate at a speed which will be

proportional to the power being expended in the circuit
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to which it is connected. In alternating current meters
operating on a circuit whose power factor is other than

unity, the speed of rotation will then be proportional to

the current, the e.m.f., and the power factor.

Under ordinary conditions a variation in tempera-
ture between io° F., below zero, and iio° F., will not

materially affect the operation of the mercury meter,

but temperatures above or below these maximum and
minimum values are liable to affect the accuracy.

There is sufficient space in the mercury chamber and
such a (comparatively) small percentage variation in

the volume of the mercury with changes in tempera-
ture that the expansion of the mercury will not cause

it to leak out, as is sometimes supposed.

The direct current Sangamo meter cannot be used

on alternating current circuits because of the high self-

inductance of the potential winding. Therefore, if

alternating current be applied to a direct current meter

very little current would pass through the potential

coil, and even that would lag by so many degrees that

it would produce a very small torque.

Fig. 62 shows diagramatically the Sangamo direct

current meter. The damping system in this type of

meter is essentially the same as previously explained

in connection with induction and commutating types

of meters. In the above figure the damping magnets

are shown at M, and the damping disc at D. The
copper terminals which lead the current into the

mercury and thence to the disc. A, are shown at EE.
The external resistance, R, is in series with the poten-

tial winding, SC. The light load adjustment is made
by moving the slider, K, to the right or left, thereby

causing part of the shunt current passing through the

potential winding to flow through the armature. This

current reacting with the magnetic field from the

potential winding produces a no-load torque which is

sufficient to compensate for friction.

The torque of the Sangamo meter is very low. the

torque of a 5 ampere direct current meter being only

about 20 gram-millimeters. It may be said, however,

that in the case of the mercury flotation meter the pres-

sure on the jewel bearing is relatively small, and it is

therefore not necessary to have as high a torque as in

other types. The reason for this low torque in the San-

gamo meter is due to the fact that the armature is equiv-

alent to only one turn, and as it is not practicable to

carry more than 8 or 10 amperes through the armature,

the effective armature turns will necessarily be low.

Current shunts are used in all direct current Sangamo
meters having a capacity of more than 10 amperes, the

shunt being external in large capacity meters and
internal in the smaller sizes. The sliding connector, S,

shown in Fig. 62 is used for adjusting the armature

current with respect to the shunts.

It is not feasible to build the mercury meter for

three-wire direct current service, since it would neces-

sitate the construction of two separately insulated

mercury chambers and armatures, which would of

course be too bulky, complicated and expensive to be

warrantable. Two mercury meters have to be used

where it is desired to measure the power in a three-

wire direct current circuit, with this type of instru-

ment.

The alternating current meter of this type is

shown diagramatically in Fig. 63. As will be noted,

the armature circuit is in shunt with the source of

supply in this case, as was above mentioned, rather

than in series as is the case with the direct current

type. The small potential transformer, N, has its

primary, PT, connected across the line and induces

through its secondary, MS, a current of high amperage

and very low e.m.f. This current flows directly

through the armature as is shown. The actual value

of this secondary current is between 12 and 20 amperes

at an e.m.f. of approximately 0.05 volt. The trans-

former also has an auxiliary secondary winding, AS.

the terminals of which are connected through the

variable resistance, RR, t(i the light load adjusting

coil, J, which is wound on the same core with the series

field coils, FC. By moving the slider. K, along the

resistance the compensating effect of the light load

The full load adjustment in the Sangamo meter is

quite different from the usual practice, in that the

damping effect of the retarding magnets is varied by
"shunting" more or less of the magnetic lines through

a soft iron disc, H (Figs. 62 and 63), which is placed

dire'ctly above the magnet system, rather than by
moving the magnets themselves. This soft iron disc

is movable in a vertical direction as shown ; by bring-

ing it in close proximity of the magnets, it weakens
their effect, thereby causing the meter to run faster.

The Ampere-Hour Meter.

The Sangamo ampere-hour meter, is now being

used quite frequently in connection with the

charging and discharging of storage batteries. Storage

batteries are rated on their ampere-hour capacity, and
it will therefore be seen that an instrument which will

indicate the amount of current that has been stored in.

OT the amount of current remaining in a battery is a
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valuable accessory to the electric automobile garage,

or in fact to any one having the care of a storage

battery.

The construction of the Sangamo ampere-hour

meter is essentially the same as that of the watthour

meter, except that the exciting electro-magnet is re-

placed with a powerful permanent magnet. The turn-

ing effort of the armature will therefore be independent

of the potential of the circuit on which the meter is

used, being directly proportional to the current passing

through it. This type of meter is usually furnished

with a single pointer, which will show at a glance the

condition of the battery with respect to the charge or

discharge. The dial may be furnished with a movable
contact, which by means of a relay can be made to

open the main circuit through a "shunt-trip" type of

circuit-breaker; this movable contact can be set so as

to open the circuit at any predetermined value.

Connections.

A few representative connections of the Sangamo
meter are shown in the following figures

:
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Fig. 64.

Two-Wire D. C. Meters—119 to
250 volts: 100 to 400 amperes,
inclusive, box type "Current
Shunt." New "Pocket Type"
Shunt used in capacities 100
to 200 amperes, inclusive,
except for street railway
service.

Fig. 67.

Three-Wire Alternating Me-
ters—110-220 volts single-
phase ; capacities 200 am-
peres per side and over.
With Current Transformer
having tw^o primary wind-
ings.

Fig. 65. Fig. 66.

Two-Wire Meters—110 and 220 volts, for A. C.
Meters 5 to 100 amperes; D. C. meters 5 to 80
amperes, inclusive. Meters may be connected
according to Fig. 65 or Fig. 66, but the former
is preferable, as this method prevents tamper-
ing with the meter connections.
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Fig. 68.

Service type, ampere-hour me-
ter, 10 to 100 amperes inter-
nally shunted.

(To be continued.).

Fig. 69.

Auto" type, ampere-hour me-
ter, witli contact device and
auxiliary circuit for tripping
a circuit-breaker. Capacity
10 to lOQ amperes,

ELECTRIC MINE HOISTS.
The March meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers in New York City was devoted to

a discussion of electric hoisting in mines. Two papers

were presented, one by D. B. Rushmore and K. A.

Pauly was mainly devoted to a comparison of different

systems, and the other by Wilfred Sykes detailed the

mathematical calculation of load diagrams and a de-

scriptive account of the various balancing systems.

Following is an abstract of the descriptive and com-
parative portions developed in the first paper.

Mine hoists are usually driven by either shunt-

wound direct current motors or by polyphase alter-

nating current induction motors. Speed variation with

the shunt motor is best obtained by changing the

supply voltage. Speed control of an induction motor
is obtained by changing the amount of resistance

connected in its armature circuit. In lowering un-

balanced loads the shunt motor may be driven as a

generator, acting as a brake at all speeds and returning

power to the system. The induction motor also gen-

erates but only when driven above synchronous speed.

For a given torque the input to the shunt motor

is approximately proportional to the speed, while that

of the induction motor is constant and independent of

the speed. At low speeds the shunt motor is conse-

quently the more efficient. The free-running speed of

each motor is limited and change in load has little

efifect upon speed variation.

As pointed out, the efficient speed control of the

shunt motor is only obtained by varying the voltage of

the supply system, the usual method being to provide

a generator for each motor and varying the generated

potential. As mine shafts are usually scattered over

a considerable area, and the conditions in close prox-

imity to the shafts are not such as to permit of the

economical generation of electric power, the central

electric station is usually placed at a considerable

distance from the hoists, the power is generated and

transmitted to the mines as alternating current and is

then transformed at each shaft into direct current by

motor-generator sets. The losses caused therein must

be charged against the shunt motor when comparing

its efficiency with that of the induction motor, which

may be connected either directly or through highly

efficient static transformers with the alternating cur-

rent distributing system. The torque and current for

the two types of motor are approximately proportional

within their operating limits.

Mine hoists may be divided into six types, depend-

ing upon whether the rope is wound on a reel, a cylin-

drical drum, conical drum, cylindro-conical drum,

Whiting drums, or carried over a Koepe disk, the

choice of any particular type depending largely upon

the depth of shaft, the maximum permissible hoisting

speed, the location of the hoist with respect to the

shaft, the number of levels which are being worked

simultaneously, and whether or not the shaft condi-

tions permit the use of a tail rope.

The hoists are generally operated in balance, that

is, the weight of the skip (or cage and car as the case

may be) carrying the ore, is balanced by a similar

empty skip which is lowered in a second compartment

simultaneously with the hoisting of the loaded skip in

the first, the loaded skip being dumped at the top and
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the empty one loaded at the bottom, and the cycle

then repeated. To permit of adjustment of the length

of the ropes for hoisting from different levels, it is

customary to use two reels or drums mounted on the

same shaft, one being keyed to the shaft and the other

being driven by it through some form of clutch. The
length of rope on the Koepe disk hoist or the Whiting
hoist cannot conveniently be adjusted for different

levels except within very small limits.

Many systems of electric hoisting have been pro-

posed, each with the view of meeting some peculiar

condition, or eliminating some real or apparent objec-

tion in the others, but virtually all the installations are

confined to four systems shown in Figs, i, 2, 3 and 4.

Fig. 1

The first and simplest system is shown in Fig. i.

and consists of a polyphase induction motor, direct

connected or geared to the hoist drum. The speed of

the motor is controlled by a variable resistance in its

rotor circuit, which, because of the magnitude of the

currents involved, is usually some form of water rheo-

stat. A common type of water rheostat consists of a

tank, usually of boiler plate riveted together, and

divided into two compartments ; one the rheostat

proper, and the other a cooling tank. The electrolyte

is pumped from the cooling tank into the rheostat

proper, entering at the bottom of the rheostat and

flowing out over the top of an adjustable weir, back

into the cooling tank. The resistance in the rotor

circuit is varied by changing the height of the electro-

lyte in the rheostat proper by means of the adjustable

weir. The electrodes are usually thin iron plates hung

on insulators, all phases being in the same compart-

ment. At least one electrode per phase is of extra

length, extending below the lowest level of the liquid,

in order to prevent the rotor circuit frorn being opened.

The most common form of electrolyte is a simple salt

solution. The control of the rheostat is by means of a

lever located on the operating stand.

The horsepower and current taken b}^ the motor

are constant during the period of acceleration ; the

efficiency for this period is very low, approximately

45 per cent. No power is returned to the supply

system during the period of retardation, and the power

consumption for small movements of the cage or skip

is very large. On the other hand, the efficiency when
the hoist is running at full speed is high, approximately

90 per cent, and no power is consumed while the hoist

is at rest. About 20 per cent of the power taken for

hoisting is returned in lowering.

The second system is that shown in Fig. 2. In

this system the hoist is driven by a direct-current

shunt-wound motor receiving power from the alter-

nating-current supply system through a synchronous

or induction-motor-generator set. The hoist motor is

controlled by varying the voltage of the generator,

which is separately excited, one generator being used

for each motor.

The power consumed during acceleration is much
smaller than for the induction hoist motor, the ef-

ficiency then being approximately 80 per cent, and a

considerable part of the energy stored in the revolving

parts of the hoist is returned to the supply system as

the hoist is brought to rest. On the other hand, the

Fig. 2

efficiency when the hoist motor is running at full

speed, is lower than that for the induction hoist motor,

being appro-ximately 82 per cent, and the losses of the

motor-generator set when running light, must be sup-

plied during the time when the hoist is at rest. In

view of the fact that a mine hoist is idle 50 per cent or

more of the time under ordinary conditions, this is an

item in the total power consuinption which cannot be

neglected. It follows from what has been stated, that

the advantag'e of the direct-current hoist motor over

the induction hoist motor in the efficiency through the

complete cycle is greatest for short lifts, in which case

the period of acceleration is a large percentage of the

total cycle and the time during which the hoist is idle

is a minimum. Approximately 30 per cent of the

power consumed in hoisting the ore unbalanced is

returned to the system when the skip is lowered.

No definite rule can be laid down by which a

choice can be made between the two 'systems, each

having advantages and disadvantages peculiar to itself

which have a more or less important bearing on the

choice, depending upon the special conditions of the

individual problem. The first system has the advan-

tages of low first cost and simplicity, but is often at a

disadvantage in respect to efficiency. On the other

hand, the higher efficiency of the .second is frequently

more than offset by its increased first cost and its

greater cost of maintenance.

Both systems are open to objection that the power
drawn from the supply system fluctuates between very

wide limits during each cvcle, generally reaching a

maximum during acceleration, becoming negative dur-

ing retardation for the second system, zero, or prac-

tically so, at the end of the cycle, and negative when
lowering unbalanced for both systems. The effect of
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this wide fluctuation in the load during each cycle, is

to seriously impair the voltage regulation o£ the supply

system unless its capacity is large as compared with

the fluctuations, or unless the number of hoists driven

from the same system is sufficient to produce a fairly

uniform load, which is seldom the case for a mine
power system. Also, if power is purchased, the price

is usually made up of two components ; one based on
the total kilowatt hours consumed, and the other on

the maximum demand.

It therefore becomes necessary in most cases to

provide some means whereby power may be taken

from the supph' system and stored during the portion

of the cycle when the demand for power is less than

the average, and returned when the demand exceeds

the average.

Fig. 3 shows such a system, the third, in which

advantage is taken of the low first cost and efficiency

of the fly-wheel as a means for storing and returning

large quantities of power for short intervals. This

system is similar to the second, except for the addition

of a fly-wheel to the induction motor-generator set,

and an automatic regulator for varying its speed. In

its most common form, this regulator consists of a

water rheostat connected in series with the induction

Fig. 3

motor armature. The resistance is varied by means of

movable electrodes suspended from an arm mounted
on the shaft of an induction motor, which is connected

in series, either directly or through series transform-

ers, with the induction motor of the fly-wheel set.

The regulator motor is so connected that its torque

opposes the weight of the electrodes, which are par-

tially counterbalanced to reduce the size of the regu-

lator motor to a minimum, and permit of an adjust-

ment of the regulator for different values of line cur-

rent. When the line current exceeds the value for

which the regulator is adjusted, the torque of the

motor overbalances the weight of the electrodes, lift-

ing them and inserting resistance in the armature

circuit of the induction motor. This causes it to slow

down, and allows the fly-wheel to assist in driving the

generator during the peak loads.

The fourth S3''stem is used when, for the purpose

of meeting some peculiar condition, it is advisable to

drive the hoist by an induction motor and at the same
time eliminate the peaks from the station load. The
adoption of this .system is warranted when the hoist is

located underground at such a distance from the sur-

face that it becomes necessary to transmit power to it

by alternating current, and when the shaft is not large

enough to allow the fly-wheel of the motor-generator

set to be taken underground.

Fig. 4 shows this system, which it will be noted

is the first system, to which has been added a con-

verter equalizer, consisting of a rotary converter

Fir *

connected on the alternating-current side to the supply
system, and on the direct-current side to a motor
driving a large fly-wheel. The field of the direct-

current motor is controlled by a regulator actuated by
the line current. When the power taken by the hoist
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motor drops below the average, the field of the motor
is automatically reduced, and the fly-wheel is speeded

up, the power being taken from the supply system.
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When the hoist-motor load exceeds the average, the
operation is reversed, the fly-wheel slowing down and
returning power to the system.

The efficiency of this system is generally slightly

lower, and the weight of the fly-wheel is slightly

greater than for the direct-current motor and the fly-

wheel motor-generator set. It has the advantage,
however, over the third system, in that the operation
of the hoist motor is not dependent on the operation
of a converter equalizer. Consequently, in the event
of the failure of the latter, hoisting may be continued,
providing, of course, that the capacity of the power
system is sufficient to take the load, which would be
the case if the equalizer were used simply to reduce
the power bill.

Either the third or the fourth system may be used
where the supply system is direct current, by substi-

tuting a direct-current motor for the induction motor
of the fly-wheel motor-generator set in the third sys-

tem, and omitting the synchronous converter of the

fly-wheel converter system in the fourth.

The curves in Fig. 5 give the total tons hoisted,

and the total kilowatt-hours consumed (per day of 24
hours), the kilowatt-hours consumed per ton (2000 lb.)

foot, and the load factor for each of the four systems
when hoisting 10,000 lb. per trip in balance from
vertical depths varying from 400 ft. to 2600 ft. by a

reel hoist.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
Paper 12.

TOOTHED GEARING.
In the present paper we shall take up the case

of transmission of pure rotation by means of toothed

gearing.

Toothed gearing is a special form of friction

gearing and is included in the second of the five

divisions of mechanical transmission which were out-

lined in the first of this series of papers. (See Journal

of Electricity for Jan. ist, 1910.)

Toothed gearing possesses certain advantages

over friction gearing, which advantages are the entire

elimination of pressure normal to the disc surfaces

and the consequent absence of bearing adjustments

necessary to maintain this pressure. As a result of

this, toothed gearing has come into general use ex-

cept in cases where it is sometimes necessary that

slipping be permitted. Further, it is possible to trans-

mit enormously greater amounts of power than could

be done through friction gearing.

As in the previous cases, we shall investigate our

subject under the three conditions:

First. Axes of rotation parallel ; spur gears.

Second. Axes of rotation intersecting; bevel

wheels.

Third. Axes of rotation crossing ; skew wheels.

We shall consider at some length the design of

spur gear teeth and touch, more briefly the other two

forms, since the same principles of design are in-

volved in all three cases.

Toothed gearing is a special form of friction gear-

ing in which certain projections upon and depressions

within the rotating bodies are made to mesh, so that

they are driven by direct contact.

In the case of friction gearing the velocity ratio

was found to be constant for circular bodies, and in-

versely equal to the ratio of their respective radii. In

the case of toothed gearing the same relations exist.

If we were to consider two circular discs, one driving

the other through frictional contact, the circumfer-

ences of these discs would be known as the pitch cir-

cles. In friction gearing these pitch circles are imag-

inary, but serve to determine the velocity ratio and
distance between axes just as the actual discs do.

Any sort of projections and depressions would
serve to effect transmission of motion from the one

body to the other, but to insure a constant velocity

ratio it is necessary that the imaginary pitch circles

be considered.

In all cases, then, of toothed gearing the teeth

are considered as fixed upon these imaginary pitch

surfaces. The diameter of the surface is known as

the pitch diameter, and the distance from the face of

one tooth to the corresponding face of the next tooth

on the same wheel measured on an arc of the pitch

circle is called the pitch of the tooth, or the circular

pitch.

The design of the tooth surfaces so that the an-

gular velocity ratio may be constant, the driving posi-

tive, and the velocity of sliding as small as possible,

is the chief problem.

There are three forms of teeth which have been
found to accomplish the above requirements with the

best results. These are known as the epicycloidal, the

involute and the conjugate teeth.

We shall study the epicycloidal tooth first. A
cycloid is the curved path traced out by a point on
the circumference of a circle when this circle is rolled

Cycloid of Rei/owfion

Fig. 24.

along a plane surface. Figure 10 shows such a cycloid

of revolution. If the same circle were rolled around
the circumference of another circle, the point of the

first circle would describe an epicycloid, and if it were
rolled on the inner circumference the path generated

would be termed a hypocycloid. Figure 11 shows
an epicycloid and a hypocycloid generated by such a

circle rolling on the exterior and the interior 01 an arc

c: a larger circle.

Figure 12 shows the application of this cycloidal

curve to gear teeth. The two circles with centers at

A and B are pitch circles in rolling contact at I. The
generating circle with center at S is in contact with

both circle A and circle B at I. A point on circle S
therefore generates an epicycloidal curve Coe with
reference to circle B and a hypocycloidal curve hoh
with reference to circle A. The point P is, at the

instant, under consideration, generating these two
cycloids, and is therefore their point of contact.
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Ep/cycloid and Hvpocycloid

Fig. 11.

In the completed gear this point of contact P is

the point where the actual driving is done. It will be

remembered that the first requirement for successful

gearing is a constant angular velocity. Since the

Fig. 12.

velocity ratio is inversely proportional to the respec-

tive radii of the circles A and B, their point of con-

tact I must be fixed in position—i. e., must remain in

• AI .

such a position that the ratio ^ is constant.

Now, I is the center of relative motion between

A and B. It will be remembered from an earlier

paper that the three centrodes of motion must lie on

the same straight line.

It may seem, at first thought, that the cycloidal

development of Figure 12 does not fulfill the above

necessary condition for constant velocity ratio, but

a little further study will show that it does so.

The only possible motion of the two cycloids eoe

and hoh is a sliding motion at the point of contact P.

This sliding must be in the direction of the common
tangent to the surfaces or perpendicular to the com-

mon normal PI. (It can be shown that this common
normal will always pass through the imaginary point

of contact I.) Hence the relative motion due to the

sliding at P is the same as though the pitch circles

were actually in rolling contact at I.

Therefore it may be said that for a constant an-
gular velocity ratio the tooth outlines must be such
that their normal at the point of contact shall always
pass through the centrode corresponding to the re-

quired velocity ratio.

Fig. 13.

In the figure (13) driving will take place on the

left side of the line of centers AIB, and the curve

(hoh) will push the curve (CoC) along, A being the
driving and B the driven circle. As P approaches I,

however, ho approaches eo until they eventually coin-

cide at I. Beyond I to the right the curves CqC and hoh
are no longer in contact, but another pair of cycloids,

eoc' and hoh' are traced out. Obviously now the driv-

ing could not be from A to B since the tendency

would be for hoh' to separate from Coc' instead of to

drive it forward by pushing as on the left side of the

line of centers.

This may be overcome by using a describing

circle similar to circle S within each of the pitch

circles.

Figure 13 shows the complete tooth develop-

ment in this manner. In addition to desciibing circle

S there will be noted describing circle T. The action

of these two circles in describing the teeth tips and

flanks is as follows: Point P of describing circle S
traces the face PC of the tooth of B, and the flank

PD of the tooth of A ; while the point Q of the circle

T traces the face QE^face DX of the tooth of A, and
the flank QF=flank CY of the tooth of B.

We see that in this case the locus of contact of two
teeth will be PMINQ, and hence the driving is con-

tinuous from the first instant of contact to the point

of separation on the opposite side.

Any two gears having the same pitch of teeth will

mesh together and work correctly, provided that the

same describing circle has been used in laying out the

tooth surfaces. The reader who desires to fix the

principles of cycloidal teeth development well in mind
should lay out the tooth surfaces on paper, drawing in

the various curves for himself.

In laying out the teeth of a complete gear it would
be necessary to carefully develop the surface of one
tooth and from this surface make a template. By
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swinging this template along the pitch circle the suc-

cessive tooth surfaces may be quickly and accurately

drawn in, the circulan pitch having been previously

determined and indicated on the pitch circle.

The determination of the circular pitch is made
with consideration of the size of the gear and the

amount of power to be transmitted.

If the speed of the driving shaft, say, is known,
and the amount of power to be transmitted then the

torque, or turning effort at the pitch circumference

of the gear may be calculated. Thus, if F ^ the

force to be transmitted at the pitch circumference

of radius r, N ^ the number of revolutions; then the

work W = 2 ttT F N from which

W
2 77 r N

Or since horsepower = work

per unit time this may read F ^

HP. 33,000.

r N.

When this maximum force is known the teeth

may be given proper proportions. The dimensions

upon which the tooth depends for strength are the

thickness, the length (width of gear face) and the

depth of space between teeth. As soon as the pitch

is known these values become fixed. As a result of

practice the length and depth of teeth for good work-
ing proportions, may be assured, while the thickness

is at once fixed by the circular pitch.

Before porceeding to the actual design of a defi-

nite gearing where the proportions of the teeth will

be completely worked out, we shall take up the con-

sideration of the involute system of tooth outline.

It will then be possible to carry both applications

through at once and to make some interesting com-
parisons.

HEAT VALUE OF FUEL OIL.
R. F. CHEVALIER.

The commercial value of fuel depend upon

:

1. Its available heat units.

2. The cost of mining and transportation to the

market.

3. The cost of handling, and if machinery is

used, the maintenance cost of same to stoke the fuel.

4. The cost of furnace up-keep.

The advantage of oil over coal as a fuel for the

Pacific Coast has been discussed so often, both in

first cost of the fuel and cheapness of handling, that

it is not necessary to go into these oft-repeated details

As there has always been a question as to how many
barrels of oil are equivalent to a ton of coal, it is not

amiss to reproduce the following article on the "Rela-

tive Values of Oil and Coal Fuel," published by the

writer in the Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas,

May 9, 1908:

The relative commercial value existing between
coal and oil as fuel, irrespective of the cost of handling,

is shown by the following data. This data is taken

from tests made on the same type of boilers (Parker

water-tube). The test on the boiler using coal was
conducted by Prof. H. W. Spangler, at the Philadel-

phia Rapid Transit Company, Philadelphia. The test

on the boiler using oil as fuel was made by the writer

at Tubbs Cordage Company, San Francisco.

The data respecting the oil fuel were taken from

one of a series of tests, and show the maximum effi-

ciency obtained with the boiler under commercial ope-

rating conditions and a variable load.

As the rating of the boiler using coal is 700

(boiler) h.p., and that of the one using oil only 200

(boiler) h.p., naturally the highest efficiency would be

obtained with the former ; thus coal is favored. The
coal-burning boiler was equipped with, a mechanical

stoker ; and it is interesting to note the relative amount
of steam used to operate the stoker, and that used by
the burner to atomize the oil.

It is also interesting to note the comparison of the

composition of the gases of combustion and the per

cent of excess air above the amount theoretically re-

quired for perfect combustion by the different fuels.

The per cent of builder's rating developed was prac-

tically the same, and the steam was superheated in

both instances.

The coal used was fine anthracite. The oil was
California crude oil as sold by the Standard Oil Com-
pany for fuel purposes, and from which the lighter

hydro-carbons had been distilled. The heat value and
other data pertaining to the fuel, as well as a com-
parison of the results and eft'iciencies obtained with the

same, are shown in the following tabulation :

Fuel. Coal. Oil.

Gravity of oil, Baume 16.2°
Per cent of moisture in fuel 3.9 1.5
Per cent of ash 17.87
Calorific value, bv Parr Calorimeter, per

pound of dry fuel, B. T. U 11,811. 18,099.

Boiler Horsepo^ver.
Horsepower developed, A. S. M. E. rating. 832.3 241.
Builder's rated horsepower 700. 200.
Per cent of builder's rating developed. . . . 118.

9

120.

Elcononiic Result.s.
Water apparently evaporated under ac-

tual con-ditions per pound of fuel.... 7.118 13.12
Equivalent evaporation. P. & A., 212° F.

per pound of fuel 9.0767 15.11
Same perpoundofdryfuel 9. 4451 15.34
Same per pound of combustible 11.83 15. 34

Ellliciency.

Efficiency of boiler 82.76 81.8
Per cent of steam generated used by

stoker 5.8
By burner 3.58

Analysis of Dry Gases by Volume.
Qarbon dioxide 7.82 14.6
Oxygen 7.50 1.2
Carbon mono.xide .13 .00
Nitrogen 84.55 84.2
Per cent of excess air above amount theo-

retically required 50. 5.6

Assuming the cost of coal to be $4.00 per long

ton, and the cost of oil to be $i.OD per barrel, the fol-

lowing comparisons can be deducted :

From the results as above tabulated we have an

evaporation of 122.4 pounds of water per gallon of

oil, cost of this gallon being $0,024. An equivalent

evaporation required 12.96 pounds of coal at a cost of

$0,023. This places the fuel value of oil at $0,023 per

gallon, or $0.96 per barrel of 42 gallons.

Making further deductions from the above figures,

we find that a barrel of oil is evaporating 5140 pounds
of water

; 544 pounds of the above coal were required

to do the same work. Therefore, a long ton of such

coal would be equivalent to 4.12 barrels of oil.

From various other data, the writer has found that

the relative values of the two fuels bear approximately
the same ratio.
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Gravity at bO° F.

KIND
Specilic Beaiinie

Bakersfleia crude 968J 14.5
Bakersneld crude 9687 H.56
Treated oil 9642 15.2
Mixture ot Coalinga and Bakersfleld crude. . . .9635 IB. 31
Treated oil 963 15.37
Treated oil 9623 15.49
Treated oil 9594 16.2

961 17.2
Coalinga crude 949 17.5
Crude oil 9485 17.6
Crude oil 9394 19.03
Crude oil 9192 22.3

Flash Point

DeK. F.

Over 200
Over 200

290
228
258
275

220
185
155
90
78

Water Containtid.
Per Cent.

By
Gasoline

4.5
2.0

0.2
0.2

By
Distillation

9.6
4.5
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.1
1.5
1.7
1.2
3.5
7.4
7.0

British Thermal
Oil Corrected

Moisture.

Per Pound Per

17S58
17849
19040
18725
18699
18782
ISIOO
18213
18990
18553
18412
1S923

Units
for

Barrel

4397
51864
6000

14075
01731
25777
77980
61452
04680
59596
53681
83933

Table No. 1.

The relative values of the oils from different dis-

tricts, and those of different specific gravity is a mat-

ter that often causes discussion. Those who have light

oils to sell maintain that a pound of their oil has

greater heat value than the heavier oils. This as a rule

is true, but as oil is bought by volume instead of

weight, a barrel of the heavier oil may contain as

many heat units as the lighter oil. Specific gravity

bears no necessary relation to the heat value, as oils

of the same gravity vary considerably in heat units.

In table No. i will be found the physical proper-

ties and the heat values of various oils, so that the

reader may draw his own conclusions. All determina-

tions on these' samples were made in the writer's lab-

oratory.

From these data it is seen that we have two kinds

of oil fuel—one in the natural or crude state, the other

which has been treated in the refinery. The quality

and physical properties of the former are more liable

to vary. The gravity and heat value have a wide
range, and the water contained is considerable. In

many instances the writer has found as high as lo%
of water in crude oil sold as fuel. The average is

between 3 and 6%.
On the other hand, when oil is treated it is heated

in the still to a temperature much above the boiling

point of water. The water in the oil passes over with
the distillate, leaving a moisture free oil to be used
as fuel.

(To be continued.)

TRACKLESS TROLLEYS IN AUSTRIA.
A number of letters having been received asking

for information regarding the trackless trolley lines in

operation in Austria, Vice-Consul-General R. W. Hein-

gartner of Vienna has gathered the following facts:

The Stoll trackless trolley system is the invention

of Herr Ludwig Stoll of Vienna, a leading official of

the Austrian Daimler Motor Company. The system
has for some time been worked successfully near

Vienna and elsewhere in Austria-Hungary. Current
is taken from the overhead positive wire by flexible

cables, and not by a pole or boom. Instead of an un-
derrunning wheel or overrunning shoe, the head or

actual current collector is a frame with two small
grooved wheels on each side. One pair of wheels runs
on the positive, the other on the negative wire, and the

cable is suspended from the center of the frame, from
which point also is suspended a weighted pendulum,
which keeps the wheels well pressed down on the

wires. The wheels (or pulleys) run on ball bearings.

The trolley runs without sparking. The pull of the

cable acting on a very short lever arm, and the center

of gravity of the trolley being low, no deviation of the

trolley is possible, even in strong transverse pulls.

The conducting cable can be lengthened to follow the

car by two appliances—an upper sliding knot tied up

on the pendulum weight and stretched by a string in

the latter, and a cable roller (on the left) with 10 to 12

yards of cable, which can be rolled up or let out by a

spiral spring. Thus the car is allowed to run on any
part of the road, to overtake other carriages, or to turn

anywhere, accommodating itself to all kinds of traffic.

When two cars running in opposite directions

meet, the drivers interchange the trolley conduits by
detachable contact boxes, an important advantage over

a tram line with one track, on which the loss of time

in waiting at passing places is sometimes considerable.

The vehicle having this flexible means of taking the

current can, it is stated, move as far as 20 meters (65

feet) away from the wire, and thus has powers of

adaptability which would be rarely exercised to the

full extent.

The chassis of the vehicles for transport of pas-

sengers or goods is made of pressed steel and is sup-

ported on the axles by springs. The brakes act on the

back wheels. The electrical part comprises a con-

troller of tramway pattern, resistances, and two motors
of 20 horsepower each, which really form an integral

part of the driving wheels themselves on the Lohner-
Porsche principle. There are no other mechanical

parts of control or transmission ; it is, therefore, very

simple. Hardly any lubrication is required, all the

parts of the wheels and motors running on ball bear-

ings. Further, the elasticity of the vehicle itself is

considerable, as the springs support only the chassis,

the body, and the passengers, but no engine, batteries,

or transmission gear, there being none of these me-
chanical complications. The suspension, therefore, is

perfect, and notwithstanding the imperfections of the

road, gives the impression of moving on rails. Vehicles

carrying 3000 kilos (6600 pounds) and over have back
wheels with iron tires. The cable transmitting the

current passes through the interior of the a.xle. The
armature of the motor is fixed by means of keys on the

axle itself, and so acts as the nave of the wheel. The
rest of the wheel is mounted on an ortlinary motor on
ball bearings, and is completelj' protected from dust.

The cover serves to hermetically close the motor, as

well as to fix it on the axle. Solid rubber tires are

fitted to absorb the inequalities of the road.
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Of all the multifarious uses to which the greatest

modern servant of mankind—electricity—has lent

itself, there are probably none more

Electricity in productive of greater economies,

Mining conveniences and factors leading

towards human safety than is its

application to mining.

In its subtle, silent way, electricity has invaded

every realm of the miner's kingdom and has super-

seded him with his clumsy hand tools and slow, labori-

ous methods. While it is true that this supersession

has not, as yet, become universal, nor is it in all its ap-

plications entirely successful, still the operation of the

modern mine has become so dependent upon the elec-

tric current that the mine which at the present time

does not utilize it in some form seems a relic of

antiquity.

The electric drill, while at the present time not an

acknowledged success, is far ahead of the old four-

pound hammer with its companion, the sunflower-

headed hand drill, while electric ignition of blasts has

removed the great element of risk to human life so

often accompanying the old cap and fuse method. The
patient, plodding mule has given way to the electric

locomotive ; the squeaking windlass or circling whim
to the hoisting motor.

The old steam-driven Cornish pumps are sup-

planted by the modern high-speed motor-driven multi-

stage centrifugal; the time-honored candle in the

miner's cap to the incandescent bulb ; the grinding

arastra, or shaft-driven stamp mill, have submitted,

the one to obsolescence, the other to unification and

subdivision.

While not superseding a former procedure, the

intercommunicating telephone has reduced delays and
exasperating mistakes, to say nothing of the increased

safety it afifords those underground.

In the present article on the subject, by Mr. Shoe-

maker, we are ably introduced to the myriad points

and kinks which are gained only through years of ex-

perience in adaptation. Indeed, the paper affords

much of the "unwritten law" of this branch of en-

gineering.

It is rare that one in the possession of such a

fund of practical knowledge on a subject can be in-

duced to transmit it so fully to his fellow-engineers.

May the example of Mr. Shoemaker inspire many
others possessed of the "secrets of the trade" to the

same philanthropic action.

All the Pacific Coast needs to increase in pros-

perity, population, production and industry, is to make
its resources known to all the

Building up the world in the right way. The
Coast Region Pacific Coast will increase vastly

within the next decade, and within

a few decades will surely outstrip the Atlantic Coast
in everything that goes to make up modern business

and civilization. Doubtless in the Pacific States region,

and at no distant date, the greatest Anglo-Saxon settle-

ment that the world has ever known will have found
an abiding place and scope for its indomitable energies.

The supremacy of the commerce of the Pacific involves

nothing detrimental to the prosperity of the Atlantic

Coast, and indeed will accentuate the progress and that

of the whole United States.
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WESTINGHOUSE NEW VICE-PRESIDENT.

Mr. Henry D. Shute was appointed to tlie position of

acting vice-president of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company as of April 1, 1910.

For seventeen years Mr. Shute has been associated with

this company, and his promotions from time to time have been

of a character to give him a broad experience in shop, sales

and executive work.

Mr. Shute studied electrical engineering at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, from which institute he

was graduated in 1892. Following his graduation, he spent a

year's study in Germany at the School of Mines, Clausthal,

and also in Dresden. It was in 1S93 he entered the works of

the Westinghouse Company at Pittsburg as an apprentice,

spending his first two years in the testing department, fol-

lowing which he spent considerable time on erection work.

Hunry D, Shute.

on laboratory work, under Mr. C. F. Scott, and later as assist-

ant foreman of one of the departments of the works. This

naturally gave him a broad experience in shop work, which,

with the designing work on alternating current apparatus

which he subsequently took up in the engineering department,

enlarged his experience still more.

After five years' service with the company, Mr. Shute

took up work in connection with the sales department at the

East Pittsburg office, and in 1901 was made the head of the

alternating current division, correspondence department. Two
years later he was advanced to the position of assistant to

Vice-President L. A. Osborne, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment. In this latter position he was
active in the developments made in heavy electric traction and

particularly in single-phase railway work.

Mr. Shute is a member of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers; a member of the Engineers' Club of

New York, and most of Pittsburg's business and social clubs.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

The Fort Wayne Engineering & Manufacturing Company,
Fort Wayne. Ind., have issued a bulletin describing the Paul

pneumatic pressure system of water supply, giving description

of direct-connected motor-driven pumps. The application of

this system includes residences, hotels, fire-protection service,

water-softening plants, etc. The bulletin is entitled "Pumping
Machinery," and can be obtained from any of the offices of

the Fort Wayne Electric Works.

PERSONALS.

A. G. Wishon of Fresno, who has electric power interests

in Southern California, is a visitor in San Francisco.

Sidney Sprout, electrical engineer, has just returned from

a business trip to Los Angeles and surrounding territory.

Thomas Collins of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company's sales force is making a trip to Eureka.

W. H. Hill, who is interested in the Monterey County

Gas & Electric Company of Monterey, was a recent visitor in

San Francisco.

W. J. Davis Jr., Pacific Coast engineer for the General

Electric Company, recently returned to San Francisco after

visiting the Schenectady factory.

H. G. Stott of New York, who has been in Los Angeles

on electrical engineering business, passed through San Fran-

cisco last week on his way East.

W. S. Heger, Pacific Coast manager for the AUis-Chalmers

Company, left San Francisco last week on a short business

trip to the factory in Milwaukee, Wis.

Thomas Mirk, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., representing the

Westinghouse Machine Company on the Coast, has gone to

Los Angeles on steam turbine business.

R. Husbands, manager of Piersou, Roeding & Co.'s Seattle

office, returned to Puget Sound during the week after visiting

the main office of the firm in San Francisco.

H. D. Boschken, manager of the California Electrical

Construction Company's San Jose branch, visited the main

office in San Francisco during the past week.

Edward G. Dewald of the San Francisco office of the

AUis-Chalmers Company left for the Pacific Northwest last

week on business with the hydraulic turbine department.

H. P. Wilson, secretary of the Great Western Power Com-

pany, arrived in San Francisco from New York during the

past week on important business connected with local banking

interests.

W. J. Krase, erecting engineer for the Pelton Water
Wheel Company, is at Gateway, Utah., in connection with the

installing of the new hydro-electric plant of the Utah Light &
Railway Company.

Mr. Herbert Rice, general sales manager The Cutter Com-
pany, Philadelphia, was in San F'rancisco last week on his

annual visit to their agencies throughout the West. He left

for Portland Thursday.

A. L. Bell, a son of Professor Alexander Graham Bell,

inventor of the Bell telephone, and S. F. B. Morse Jr., a son

of Professor S. F. B. Morse, the father of telegraphy, recently

visited San Francisco.

C. A. Coffin, president of the General Electric Company
of New York, has returned to Southern California after spend-

ing a few days in San Francisco as the guest of Doctr—

Thomas Addison, the district manager.

C. L. Cory has returned from a trip to Santa Bartiara in

connection with his report to the municipality as to the cost

of producing gas. He is now working on a similar report in

connection with fixing the rates for electric light and power in

Santa Barbara.

W. B. Southwick, who is manager of the United Wireless

Telegraph Company's Seattle office, has returned to Puget

Sound after spending some days in San Francisco in connec-

tion with the installing of wireless apparatus on steamers of

the Pacific Mail Company.

E. A. Davis of New York, who is a guest at the Fairmont
Hotel, is credited by local publications with representing the

Continental Trust Company of New York in successful nego-

tiations for the purchase of the control of the Key Route
electric railway and ferryboat system connecting Oakland and
Berkeley with San Francisco.
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BOILER FEED REGULATION.
Progress in mechanical industries has been closely allied

with the invention and perfection of automatic devices of all

forms. In the railroad field, we find that heavy freight traffic

and high-speed passenger service was made possible by the

air-brake. Among the improvements in stationary steam
plants the automatic governors have probably contributed

more toward reliable operation and increased output, than

any other single device. In the electrical field, proper, we
find automatic voltage regulators, circuit breakers, and other

devices which not only make operation more reliable and safe,

but cut down the cost of attendance.

It would thus seem that inasmuch as the boiler is pri-

marily the seat of power in any plant, it should be equipped

with the best and most up-to-date automatic devices. Next to

the safety valve, with which all boilers are equipped, it

appears that the next step in the line of progress should be

the installation of apparatus which will insure a constant

water-level in the boiler under all conditions of operation.

Then, again, the increasing demand for higher steaming

Copes Boiler Feed Regulator
attached to the water col-
umn of a boiler. The Regu-
lator may be placed at any
distance from the boiler by
using longer connecting
pipes. The feed valve may
also be at any distance from
the Regulator, but the eye
of the toggle arm must be
directly below the outer eye
of the upper regulator arm.
that is, the chain must
occupy a vertical position.

capacity, conservation of fuel, and reliable service necessi-

tates that the rate at which water is fed into a boiler be equal

to the rate of evaporation. This necessity for constant water-

level has been realized by progressive engineers and is ably

summed up by Prof. Kent, as follows:

"Steadiness of water-level requires either a large area of

water-surface and volume of water, so that the level may he

changed slowly by fluctuations in the demand for steam or in

the delivery of the feed pump, or else constant and preferably

automatic regulation of the feed water supply to suit the

steam demand. A rapidly lowering water-level is apt to

expose dry sheets or tubes to the action of the hot gases, and

thus be a source of danger. A rapidly rising level may, before

it is seen by the fireman, cause water to be carried over into

the steam pipe, and endanger the engine."

The advantages of automatic regulation of boiler teed

and the maintenance of a constant water-level may be briefly

summed up as follows:

1. The boilers are insured against low water and all

danger of bagging and burning of tubes or boiler plates is

practically eliminated.

2. The heat saving economies of feed water heaters and

fuel economizers are greatly augmented as the flow of water

through them is maintained about equal to the amount of

waste heat furnished to them. This point is clearly brought

out by the two charts shown herewith from which it will be

noted that the average temperature of the feed water after

the installation of an automatic boiler feed regulator is con-

siderably higher than it was before. This is due to the fact

that as a load comes on the plant and consequently the engine

is exhausting more steam into the heater, there is of course

a correspondingly greater demand on the boiler, and as the

feed water regulator is very sensitive it immediately opens

the feed valve increasing the flow of water to the boiler and

through the heaters. Thus, every time there is an excess of

steam blown into the heater there is also an additional quan-

tity of the water passed through into the boiler.

3. The danger from priming is greatly reduced, thus

saving cylinder lubricant and lessening the frictional wear

between valves and seats, and piston and cylinder, due to the

better lubrication possible with dry steams.

4. The life of turbine blades is greatly increased as

errosion due to wet steam is eliminated.

5. Superheaters have higher efficiency as they are sup-

plied with dry steam and their only duty becomes that of

superheating, also scale-forming materials are prevented from

being carried over into them, thus eliminating the cost of

cleaning.

6. Operating expenses are greatly reduced as less boiler

room attendance is required. All the fireman has to do is to

fire, his attention need not be distracted by watching the

water gauge.

The Copes regulator, which is illustrated in Fig. 2, has

ingeniously adapted the principle of expansion and con-

traction of metal, under the influence of heat to the control

of a boiler feed valve. As can be seen, the device is simple

in its construction and is completely external to the boiler.

The expansion member, consisting of a copper tube, is at one

end in communication with the point on the water column
corresponding to the desired water-level in the boiler, and at

the other end to any convenient place below the water-level.

Thus, when the water in the boiler is low the expansion tube

is filled with steam, and when the water in the boiler is high,

the expansion tube is cut off from the steam supply and as

the steam within it condenses, due to radiation, it fills up
with water. When steam is in the tube, there is a continual

supply of heat and therefore the tube is kept at a tempera-

ture equal to that of the steam. When the steam supply is

cut off, however, the tube is filled with water, which, by
giving up its heat to supply radiation losses, experiences a

temperature drop which causes the tube to contract, operatitg

the feed valve mechanism.

The regulator tube might well be compared to a common
steam radiator, which, even in the coldest weather, does not

cool off so long as the supply of steam is continual. However
just as soon as the valve is shut off and the steam allowed
to condense, the radiator cools off. When the Copes tube is
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full of water, there is some circulation, but tliis is nowhere

near fast enough to make up for the radiation loss and keep

the tube hot. This has been proved by experiment many
times.

While this motion, due to expansion and contraction, is

Showing daily variations, in the temperature of
boiler feed water from Cochrane Heater, due to
irregularity of feeding:, before Copes Regulator
was installed.

positive and reliable, it is not sufficient to actuate the feed

valve directly. For this reason a very simple system of levers

magnifies and transmits this motion to the feed valve. As
can be seen by reference to the figure, the expansion of the

tube operates a bell crank lever, which, in turn, lifts a

weighted lever by means of a chain, thereby actuating a

toggle joint which permits an ordinary check valve to open.

Showing uniformity of feed water temperature after
Copes Regulator was installed to hold inllow of
feed just equal to evaporation at all times.
Increased area of chart represents coal saved.
See page 13.

The action on contraction is the reverse, that is, the chain

slacks oft and the feed valve is closed by the weight. It is

to be noticed that the valve employed is in every respect a

check valve, as it is not permanently connected to the valve

stem of the regulator. In fact, this valve is accepted by boiler

inspectors in place of the ordinary boiler check valve.

It is interesting to note that the Copes regulator requires

no auxiliary water columns, or float chambers, neither does it

necessitate the boring of holes in the boiler shell, in fact the

work of installing this regulator ren.uires only a small amount
of pipe fitting which can be done in a short time.
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There is only one packed joint and that is at the valve

stem, hence there is no danger of leakage and as no floats

or diaphragms, which are liable to collapse, or piston or pilot

valves, which cut out due to wire-drawing, are used, the whole

apparatus is extremely simple and reliable.

The Copes regulator is manufactured by the Northern

Kquipment Company of Chicago, 111., the general Pacific Coast

agents being Chas. C. Moore & Co., engineers, of San Fran-

cisco.

SAN FRANCISCO ENGINEERS HOLD ANNUAL BALL.

On Saturday evening, April 2d, an enjoyable affair was
participated in by a large number of San Francisco engineers

and their wives and families. The event was the first annual

ball given under the auspices of the N. A. S. E. of San Fran-

cisco, and as the committee in charge was composed of the

former Fair and State Convention Committee of 1909, five

members being appointed from each of the two subordinate

associations, California No. 1 and No. 3, it could not be other-

wise than a grand success. The ball was held in the Audi-

torium Annex, which was comfortably filled and the dancing

was continued until 1 a. m.

Director John W. Carter acquitted himself of his arduous

duties ably, as did all the other members of the committee,

assisted by the floor committee. Charley Elsasser, the versa-

tile, even wresting the baton from the genial Prof. Ehrman and

conducting the orchestra while playing a rollicking two-step,

which was punctuated by the accompaniment of a number of

shots from a blank cartridge pistol, which made some of the

thirsty ones at the rerresliment stand think that a gauge glass

had broken.

Many of the throttle wielders had not done a stroke of

dancing in twenty years, but they were game, and covered

themselves with glory, likewise perspiration. Bro. John
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Traynor never missed a number despite his decrepitude.

Tbe bunch, as is tbeir usual custom, congregated in close

proximity to the bar, and swapped Sunday school story remi-

niscences and drank pink lemonade.

The feminine portion of tbe gathering were well pleased,

as no cold feet were discernible among the engineers; every

one, old and young, doing their best to see that no ladies sat

out any of the dances, and when Prof. Ehrman laid down his

baton after playing "Home, Sweet Home," everyone conceded
that the affair was thoroughly enjoyable, and hoped the com-
mittee would take steps to make the affair an annual one.

Bro. Phil Bnnor, President of California No. 1, in his

usual happy manner, addressed the audience and explained

the object of the ball, which was to bring the families of the

engineer's wife and all voted that the affair was the most

joyous in the annals of the N. A. S. E. in San Francisco.

DAVID THOMAS,
Recording Secy. Cal. No. 3, N. A. S. B.

439 Merchants' Exchange Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

ELECTRICAL WORKERS' BALL AT TACOMA.
The accompanying illustration was taken at the third

annual ball given by Local 483 of the International Brother-

hood of Electrical Workers, at the Armory, Tacoma, Wash.,

March 17, 1910. This was one of the largest balls ever held

in that city, the attendance being about 4000.

The illumination consisted of eight Grant flaming arcs

having a c.p. of 40,000: 1000 16-c.p. incandescent lamps fes-

1. B. E. W. Ball at Tacoma. Wash.

members together, and thus cement the feeling of goodfellow-

sliip and fraternity which exists between the members ot

California No. 1 and No. 3.

Among those present were the committee of arrange-

ments; Bro. B. E. George, chairman; J. W. Carter, John

Traynor, C. C. Blsasser, W. M. Jenkins, John W. Maher, W.
T. Bonney, J. L. Davis, Charles Dick, treasurer, and H. W.
Noethig, secretary.

Floor Committee—John Carter, director; A. C. Arbuckle,

J. B. Williams, Clyde D. Johnson, David Thomas, Frank Tuttl*

and J. G. De Remer.

Bros. W. P. Millner, H:. D. Saville, James B. Castle, Dan
Daniels, J. Richards, L. W. Holbrook, C. E. Van Meter, W. N.

Munro, J. B. Green, Charles Knights, P. Reardon, M. Nelson,

J. Ostrom, W. T. Carroll, J. Gaskill, Alex McDonald and a

host of other engineers and friends, too numerous to mention.

Almost all were accompanied by their wives or some other

tooned as shown in the photograph, and two spot lamps. At

the north end of the hall were a 6-ft. star and a 9-ft. anchor

outlined by means of incandescent lamps. Between the

anchor and the star was a set piece representing the sun

rising over hills. To the right of the anchor was a moving
picture machine which threw the dance numbers upon the

canvas. Along the right-hand balcony was outlined by means
of incandescent lamps "I. B. E. W.—483"; along the left-hand

balcony outlined in the same manner, "Welcome." At the end

of the hall, not shown in the photograph, were the spot lamps,

a set piece 4x6 ft. representing the American flag and a

flasher showing the emblem ot the I. B. E. W. The color

scheme was green and white. The green and white crepe

paper suspended from the beams together with tinsel cord

about every 4 ft. made quite a pleasing effect. The committee

en decorations consisted of J. T. Riley (chairman), George

Osborn and S. V. Peterson.
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SOUTHERN CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN INSTI-

TUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Sfycfial Correspondence.

A special convention of the American Institute ol iillec-

trical Engineers was held in Charlotte, N. C, March 30th and

31st and April 1st. This is the first of a series of conventions

or meetings which, it is hoped, will be held in different sec-

tions of the country from time to time, but which are not

intended to talce the place of the annual conventions.

Headquarters were at the Selwyn Hotel and over three

hundred visitors, members and guests were registered, alto-

gether, about 550 names being on the list of those in at-

tendance.

The first meeting was held at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday.
After being warmly welcomed to Charlotte by Mayor T. W.
Hawkins, who was thanked, on behalf of the Institute, by

President L. B. Stillwell, a paper on "Electric Drive in Textile

Mills" by Albert Milmow was read.

In the discussion, in which C. P .Scott, W. S. Lee, A. W.
Henshaw and D. B. Rushmore took part, it was pointed out

that the greatest gains from the electric drive are usually

incidental; that is, the improved steadiness of the drive, which

permits of a higher speed with improved quality of product

and increased output, are more important than reduced cost

for power. The curves given in the paper bring this feature

out clearly. Moreover, the electric drive is flexible and makes
possible the best arrangement of the machines without re-

spect to the driving power. Also, extensions are easily made.

The function of the electric service is the supplying of power,

and in general it is better for the mill to buy its power, as it

does its other supplies, than to make it.

E, D. Latler Jr. read a paper entitled "Gas Engines in

City Railway and Light Service." There was no discussion

on this paper. After the meeting visits were made to various

textile mills and to the gas engine station described in the

above paper.

Wednesday evening B. E. F. CreigHton gave an experi-

mental lecture, illustrating the characteristics of various

types of lightning arresters.

Thursday morning the second session was held, when
Carle Hering read abstracts of his paper on "The Proportion-

ing of Electrodes for Furnaces," and of Dr. A. B. Kennelly's

paper on "Modiflcations of Hering's Laws of Furnace Elec-

trodes." Mr. Hering discussed briefly Dr. Kennelly's paper

and read a short discussion thereon.

W. S. Lee read a paper entitled "Economies of Hydro-

electric Plants." This paper was discussed by C. B. Wachdell,

P. H. Thomas, C. Hering, B. W. Shedd, L. B. Stillwell, W. L.

Waters and R. W. Pope. It was pointed out that power com-

panies should have the right of eminent domain, now enjoyed

by railroads; that one large system gives better service than

several smaller ones Certain utilities are natural monopolies

and the public should be educated to recognize them as such;

unjust rates can be prevented by the State, which now has

that right. It was suggested that a night load might be built

up if electric roads should be built upon which freight might

be hauled after the mill load has gone off. It was suggested

that the induction generator would be a suitable machine for

systems where many stations are operated in parallel, the

magnetizing current for these machines being furnished by

the charging current of the line. There are a number of

electro-chemical and metallurgical processes which could

profitably use the intermittent overflow power of hydro-

electric systems.

Thursday afternoon L. C. Nicholson read a paper entitled

"A Method of Protecting Insulators From Lightning and

Power Arc Effects With Results of Its Installation on the

Lines of the Niagara and Lockport Power Company." This

paper was discussed by P. H. Thomas, ,T, W. Eraser, E. B.

Merrian, C. F. Soott, .1. A. Sanford .Tr. and others. It was
suggested that one possible means of overcoming most of the

insulator troubles would be to increase the factor of safety.

This method had cured transformer troubles. The disadvan-

tages of short interruptions should not he magnified. The
ground wire had not yet been proved valueless and two ground
wires would be better than one as lightning at times comes in

from the side.

Written communications were received from Professor

Harris J. Ryan, James Lyman and S. V. Brooks, but were not

read due to the latness of the hour. Professor Ryan suggested

shields and barrier plates to prevent damage to the line when
an arc occurs.

During Thursday afternoon the visiting ladies were enter-

tained by Mrs. Stuart W. Cramer, and in the evening a bril-

liant reception and dance were given at the Auditorium.

Friday was given up to a trip to the Great Falls and
Rocky Creek stations of the Southern Power Company, the

Institute being the guests of the company. A special train

carried the party of 400 to the power sites and after the

inspection an old-fashioned barbecue was given the com-

pany. H.

TRADE NOTES.

The People's Light & Power Company has just secured

its franchise for Alameda county on a bid of $100, the threat-

ened opposition not having materialized. The Great Western
Power Company's current will be distributed by this concern

through portions of the county outside of the city of Oakland,

including Fruitvale, BImhurst, San Leandro and Haywards.

R. S. Buck, a member of the firm of Sanderson & Porter,

has just arrived in San Francisco from New York. He expects

to make quite a stay here in connection with the completion

of the Sierra & San Francisco Power Company's Stanislaus

river development. The announcement of the starting up of

the fourth 6750-kw. generating unit, at the main power plant

near Vallecito, is expected soon. M. C. McKay, the station

superintendent, has been installing the new equipment.

Carl Bauer, one of the turbine wheel designers from the

Pelton Water Wheel Company's New York office, is now at

Gateway, Utah, supervising the installation of the 5000-h.p.

Pelton-Francis turbine for the Utah Light & Railway Company.
This is a new auxiliary plant located about fifteen miles from

Ogden and it will tie in with the Salt Lake system. The new
water wheel will be direct connected to a Western Electric

generator and will operate under a head of approximately

138 ft. at 300 r.p.m. A Pelton oil-pressure governor, of Pelton

type, will be used.

The General Electric Company has sold to the Sierra &
San Francisco Power Company, in connection with the exten-

sive changes in the United Railroads system in San Francisco,

a 9000-kw. (maximum rated), 60-cycle vertical steam-turbine

generator with condenser base. It will he installed in the

United Railroads' North Beach power station. The present

5000-kw. steam-turbine set at the United Railroads' North

Beach station will later have a new generator installed, with

a maximum capacity of 9000 kw. This load can be carried

continuously.

The largest contract for mining and ore-reduction ma-

chinery let since the panic has just been closed by the Allis-

Chalmers Company, through its London office, with the Union

Mlniere du Haut Katanga of Brussels, Belgium. This com-

prises every detail of the crushing, concentrating and smelt-

ing equipment for a copper-producing plant of 900,000 tons

yearly capacity, including power house and electrical equip-

ment to be built near Lake Tanganyika in the Congo territory

of central Africa. This order, which covers one of the largest

and most perfectly equipped mining plants in the world, was
obtained in a wide competition because of the unique ability

of an American company to supply all the machinery under

a single contract.
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FINANCIAL.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Fire Chief Campbell and Engineer
D. D. Clarke, of the Water Department, are considering plans

foi the expenditure of $275,000 bonds to be sold in providing

for a fireboat and re-enforcing water mains for the protection

of the business district.

FRESNO, GAL.—Sealed bids will be received by the Clerk

of the Board of Supervisors up to 11 a. m., April 23, 1910, for

the sale of a franchise for a street and interurban railroad

over, along and across certain streets and highways in Fresno

County. The application was made by the Fresno Traction

Company.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—W. R. Hagerty, Clerk of the

Supervisors, has received word from Dillon & Hubbard, the

New York attorneys who haxe examined former bond issues

for the city, saying that they will examine and pass upon the

validity of the $45,000,000 proposed water bond issue for the

sum of $20,000.

EL CENTRO, CAL.—The City Council passed an ordi-

nance providing for the issuance and sale of the interest bear-

ing bonds of the city of El Centro in the amount of $69,000,

for the purpose of the acquisition, constructing and complet-

ing of a municipal water works and water system for supply-

ing water to the city.

INCORPORATIONS.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Bothell Electric Company, of

Seattle, Wash., with a capital stock of $25,000, has been in-

corporated by C. W. Kimball, W. A. Garlick and A. R. Ruther-

ford.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—The Twenty-three Water Com-

pany, with a capital stock of $10,000, has been incorporated
'

by T. M. Young, B. L. Smith, J. B. Wrenn A. B. Canfleld and

A. L. Cheney.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—The Horton Electric Company,

with a capital stock of $75,000, has been incorporated by J. B.

Murdock, J. W. Ragesdale, C. C. Painter, R. E. Woods, H. E.

Smith, J. A. Felter and A. A. McCumber.

STOCKTON, CAL.—The Stockton Terminal and Eastern

Railroad has been incorporated by A. Shane of Indianapolis,

W. H. Newell of Stockton, A. A. Grant of Sonora, M. J. Cong-

don, J. B. Adams and R. V. Dixon of Berkeley, and others.

ELLENSBURG, WASH.—The Ellensburg Oil & Gas Com-

pany has been incorporated by P. H. Ross, B. A. Gault, F. P.

Wolff and Geo. R. Simpson, with a capital of $1,000,000. Work
of drilling for oil on the old Bull ranch, near Thrall, will be

resumed at once by the new company.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The California Northern Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, to operate in all parts of

Northern California, has filed articles of incorporation. It is

capitalized at $100,000 and the following are the directors:

Scott Hendricks, San Francisco; W. H. Bissell. Livermore;

W. E. Ellis, Arthur Mathews, Grant Smith, M. C. Colby and

J. O. McElroy, all of San Francisco.

ELLENSBURG, WASH.—Articles of incorporation have

been filed by the South End Water Company, with a capital

of $12,000, with the principal place of business in this city.

The objects of the company are to construct, operate, equip,

maintain and renew a system for the supply of water to such

parts of Ellensburg and the territory adjacent as it shall

obtain franchise for. The incorporators are Geo. DeWees,
Chas. Anderson and J. W. Gilliam.

TRANSMISSION.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The Edison Power Company
is hauling many tons of cement into the Santa Ana Canyon,

for repairs on the flumes and powerhouses damaged by the

storms of the late fall. The company will also build a new
power plant at Slide Lake, in the canyon, and $600,000 will

be expended in this improvement.

ADIN CAL.—R. Perrault has filed on 5,000 inches of the

water of Ash Creek, running from Ash Valley, in Lassen

County, to Big Valley, in Modoc County. There is about a

600-ft. fall in about ten miles. This location has been chosen

for a pipe line for electric power purposes, the power to be

used at the Hayden Hill Mines, about six miles distant.

CHICO, CAL.^The Great Western Power Company will

not this year construct the projected storage reservoir in Big

Meadows. This statement is made by A. B. Bidwell, superin-

tendent of the Big Meadows division of the power company.

Superintendent Bidwell added that his company will take up

the matter of establishing permanent headquarters in Big

Meadows. The temporary headquarters have hitherto been

at Bunnell's place, near Prattvllle. The new and permanent

headquarters will be situated at the east end or outlet of

the valley, at a point that has been known as Meadow View,

but which will in the future be known as Nevis. The improve-

ments at Nevis will consist of the restoration of the hotel

and other buildings and the installation of a water system.

As Nevis is the nearest point to the Western Pacific, as well

as to the main construction work to be completed later on

the new headquarters will be a place of considerable business

importance. The construction work of the power company
is now centered on the big dam near Big Meadows. The out-

look is that the construction of the Big Meadows project will

be long delayed, as the company has three sites along the

North Fork of the Feather River, above Big Bend. These

will probably be developed before the Big Meadows plans are

carried out.

ILLUMINATION.

ORLAND, CAL.—The Northern California Power Com-

pany will soon start to build a sub-station on C. F. Hale's

ranch for the power line which is to tap the company's

Orland-Hamilton branch line.

GRANGEVILLE. IDAHO.—The Council has passed an

ordinance granting a 30-year franchise to Walter Hovey .Hill

for the use of the streets and alleys of the city for the purpose

of stringing wire over which to transmit an electric current.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The City Council has granted a 25-

year gas franchise to J. R. Anderson, of Pasadena, for the

erection of a gas plant in Medford. The plant is to be in

operation within eight months from the date of the granting

of the franchise.

PORTLAND, ORE.—According to information given out

by C. E. Grosbeck, of San Diego Cal., vice-president of H. M.

Byllesby & Co., of Chicago, five million dollars will be ex-

pended on improvements by the company to its northwestern

gas, electric and telephone systems.

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAL.—C. F. Hoffman has presented

to the Board of Supervisors his application for a franchise

for the term of 50 years, to lay gas pipes for the purpose of

carrying gas for heat, light and power over and upon public

highways in San Miquel Judicial Township in San Luis Obispo

County. Sealed bids will be received by the Board of Super-

visors up to 10 a. m. May 3, 1910, for the sale of this fran-

chise.
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council passed an ordi-

nance ordering necessary appliances to be installed and elec-

tric current to be furnished for a period of one year for the

lighting of Pico street, between Main and Vermont avenue.

SIERRA MADRE, CAL.—The City Council passed an

ordinance gi-anting to C. S. S. Forney a franchise to con-

struct, operate and maintain for a period of 50 years an

imderground conduit, mains and gas pipes in the public

streets, for the purpose of conducting and carrying gas tor

light, heat and power.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—E. Storer Tico, local manager

or the Northwestern Corporation in North Yakima, has an-

nounced that the sum of $40,000 is to be expended by the

company in doubling the size and capacity of the local gas

plant and, in addition, about 12 miles of mains in the terri-

tory not now served with gas. New and enlarged machinery

will be installed in the plant, new branches will be placed

and new retorts erected. There will also be new compression

tanks.

TENINO, WASH.—The Tenino Light, Power & Water

Company is prepared to construct a dam and powerhouse,

with an output of 2,000 hp., on the Skookumchuck River, 15

miles east of Tenino. The project calls for the expenditure

01 $200,000. Water will be transmitted to the turbines

through a wood pipe 60 in. in diameter and 3,0007 ft. long, to

have a fall of 174 ft. The dam will be built of concrete, rein-

forced with steel rails. S. W. Fenton, of Tenino, is the presi-

dent of the company.

LEWISTON, IDAHO.—Plans are being perfected for the

organization of the Craig Light & Power Company, of Vollmer,

with a capital stock of $oO,000. The company has acquired a

power-site on Lawyer's Canyon Creek, above the railroad

bridge, and by moderate development will be able to gen-

erate 500 hp. Among list is a large machine shop that will

be complete in every detail and will be equipped to handle all

kinds of farm and milling machinery. Those interested are

W. J. Ramoy, W. L. Lyons, J. Tyler and J. B. Davis all of

Vollmer.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—When the $40,000,000 Pacific

Light and Power Company has completed its present plans

for the rebuilding of the great Redondo Beach power plant,

it will have one of the greatest plants of its kind west of

Chicago. Ground will be broken this week, and the plant

will be in operation by November 1st. More than $1,000,000

will be expended on the plant alone, while the distributing

system throughout Southern California will be enlarged to

the extent of $2,000,000. New engines will be installed and
new turbines will go into present building, where pumps are

in operation.

RICHMOND, CAL.—At the last meeting of the City Coun-

cil Mr. Kline, of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, said:

"Our engineering department is busily engaged in getting out

plans tor a large distributing plant, to be constructed in your

city at a cost of something like $75,000 or $100,000. We expect

to proceed within 60 days with the work of installing this

system and piping your city with mains for the distributing

of gas. We propose to lay the mains so as not to interfere

with the present improved streets. We are anxious tor the

co-operation of your citizens and in a short time will make a

canvass of your town and endeavor to get a large patronage

lined up. We propose to extend our distributing system to

all parts of the town where the same will give us a reason-

able return upon our investment. Your people will be highly

pleased with our system and we are anxious for their co-opera-

tion." It is understood that the company will pipe the west

side of town and supply all residence districts with the com-
modity.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The San Joaquin Light and Power
Company, a subsidiary of Huntington's Pacific Light and
Power Company of this city, announced Tuesday that it will

at once begin the expenditure of $1,250,000 on a plant on the

North Fork of the San .loaquiu River, near Fresno, where a

minor plant has been in operation several weeks. The larger

plant will develop 22,000 hp. and supply light and energy to

Fresno, Madera, Fowler, Hantord, Selma and as far south as

Coalinga and the adjacent oil fields. The immediate work
involves the construction of a dam 125 feet high, behind

which will form a lake sixteen miles in circumference and an

unfailing water supply to run the immense turbines. This is

but a step on the part of the $40,000,000 Huntington corpora-

tion toward development in that section as a part of its com-
prehensive California power system. Five millions will be

used in the San Joaquin region alone within the next three

years.

TRANSPORTATION.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Board of Works has denied

the United Railroads' application tor a permit to lay tracks,

erect poles and string wires on Presidio avenue.

HILLYARD, WASH.—The Great Northern shops at Hill-

yard are to be enlarged this spring. Machine and car shops
are to be doubled and the repair and store tracks increased.

VALLEJO, CAL.—Information received from Sacramento
states that within the next ninety days ground will be broken
for the extension of the Northern Electric from Sacramento
to this city.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has voted to sus-

tain the Board of Public Utilities in its protest against the

city's offering for sale a franchise for a street-car line along

San Pedro street from Aliso to Seventh.

HONOLULU, H. I.—The plans tor the extension of several

lines of the Honolulu Rapid Transit Company have been sub-

mitted to the Territorial Superintendent of Public Works,
Marston Campbell. Tracks will be laid on Young street, be-

tween Alapai and KapioUani streets.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Supervisors have deter-

mined to defer consideration of the Bancroft bill to compel
the United Railroads to run the Sutter-street cars down the

inner rails of lower Market street until after the meeting of

the Public Utilities Committee April 13th, the date set for

the discussion of questions arising from the street railway

situation in lower Market street.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Charging that the Santa Fe Rail-

road, instead of promptly delivering in Marysville fifty ballast

cars turned over to the corporation in Detroit, Mich., for

that purpose, filled the cars with merchandise and used them

for its own purpose and for the benefit of its patrons, the

Northern Electric Railway Company has begun suit tor $20,544

damages. The cars were needed by the electric company
in connection with the construction of its tracks between

Chico, Marysville and Sacramento.

BELLINGHAM, WASH.—The final contract between the

subscribers to the interurban fund and Stone & Webster, who
agree to build an electric line between Bellingham and Sedro-

Woolley, Burlington and Mt. Vernon, in Skagit County, has

been drawn up in the office of Newman Howard and approved

by the legal committee. The contract has been signed by

Geo. Cooper, chairman of the committee and trustee for the

Supervisors, and sent to the Stone & Webster representatives

in Seattle for their signatures. It i.s mnv ;i.ssnri'il that work

will be started immediately.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The San Francisco Suburban

Improvement Company, a corporation with a $500,000 capital,
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has promised to build its proposed road if tlie residents of the

Sunset District and others interested will subscribe the dif-

ference between the market and the par value of the bonds

to be issued. The proposed route of the line would start in

Parnassus avenue, at the end of the Masonic-avenue car line,

to Third avenue, to J street, to Ninth avenue, to Pacheco

street and Ninth avenue, a distance of one and one-half miles.

The cost of the road is estimated at $80,000, and of this sum
the San FVancisco Suburban Improvement Company has sub-

scribed $60,000. It is desired that the residents of the district

subscribe the difference o{ $20,000.

EVERETT, WASH.—Eastern stockholders of The Wash-
ington Railway & Electric Company have taken over the inter-

ests of C. A. Hudson and J. C. Denny of Everett, Geo. D.

Emery of Seattle and J. Kirkpatrick of Butte, and have begun
work to harness the waters of the Sultan River at an esti-

mated expenditure of $3,000,000. The plan is to build a con-

crete dam 120 feet high to conserve the waters, which en-

gineers estimate will generate 50,000 hp. Further plan of the

company is to construct a railroad from Sultan Canyon to

the town of Sultan, 17 miles long. The power to be generated
will be radiated to various cities on Puget Sound for industrial

purposes.

FRESNO CAL.—The contract with the construction com-
pany in charge of the construction of the Fresno-Hantord
Interurban Railroad has been rewritten to the complete satis-

faction of the officials of the Hudson Counties Company of

New York, according to an announcement by Sig Wormser,
president of the local company, and it is believed by the

directors that the rest of the bond subscription for the com-
pany will be shortly completed. The arrangements with the

Hudson Counties Company provided for the subscription of

$150,000 of the bonds by local capital, the Hudson Counties
Company to then take over the remaining $850,000 of the

stock. It is reported on good authority that $100,000 of the

bonds have been taken in this section and that the rest of the

subscription is assured. F. J. Haber, president of the Realty
Association, who has this work in charge, declined to make
any definite statement as to the amount taken up, but said

that the outlook is promising. The canvassers are still at

work. Mr. Wormser states that the newly written contract

insures that the local board of directors will have complete
power to protect all stockholders. He denied that all of the

$150,000 worth have been subscribed.

WATERWORKS.
CATHLAMET, ORE.—The Council has decided to install

a municipal water plant for Cathlamet. The estimated cost

i.5 $4,000.

HOOD RIVER, ORE.—Sealed proposals will be received

by the Common Council up to 8 o'clock April 25th for the

furnishing of material and labor for the construction of a

complete municipal water system.

CLIFTON, ARIZ.—The Arizona Copper Company has ap-

plied to the Town Council for a franchise granting them
the privilege of laying a new tailings pipe line through the

residence section of Hills Addition.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Council has passed an ordi-

nance providing for the improvement of West Sixtieth street

from Twenty-sixth avenue northwest to Thirty-second avenue
northwest, by constructing water mains.

MOUNTAIN HOUSE, IDAHO.—The Council has passed

an ordinance granting to the Commonwealth Power & Water
Company a corporation of Spokane, Wash., a franchise for

the f-imlshing of water for the city. The construction is to

be commenced 60 days after the date of passing the ordi-

nance.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—A notice has been filed appropriating

300,000 inches of water from the Sacramento River, about

eight miles north of Red Bluff. As the location is near the

Iron Canyon it is thought that the filing was in the interest

ot that project.

BERKELEY, CAL.—The City Council held a conference

with Engineer H. Wilhelm and C. D. Maloney, representing

the People's Water Company, recently, concerning the in-

stallation of an additional system ot water mains in the

city. The company proposes to expend $4 000 during the

present year.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.—The Agua Pura Water Com-
pany will make extensions in its system, and F. H. Pierce,

manager, has engaged a consulting engineer from Boston,

H. P. Eddy, and is prepared to inspect the water company's
plant and make a recommendation. After inspection large

mains will be installed.

SANTA ROSA, CAL.—An ordinance was passed by the

Board of Supervisors, granting to L. Lewis, his heirs and
assigns, the franchise, right, privilege and permission to lay.

place, construct and maintain, under, through upon, over and
across any or all of the county roads, highways, bridges, pub-

lic ways, in the County of Sonoma, pipes, pipe lines and con-

duits with necessary service.

FRESNO, CAL.—A trust deed has been placed on record

from the Coalinga Water and Electric Company of Fresno

to the Southern Trust Company of Los Angeles to raise money
t-T pay existing indebtedness acquire additional rights of way
and secure plant and equipment, assigning $2,000,000 bonded
indebtedness and mortgaging real and personal property in

Fresno and Kings counties namely, machinery at the gen-

erating station, also the distributing system and the fractional

block 10 of Coalinga, also franchises.

LONG BEACH, CAL.—The towns of Chinook and Long
Beach are planning to unite in securing an adequate water

supply for the two places. The source of the supply is

Press Creek, about three miles from Chinook where, by con-

structing a dam across a canyon, a large reservoir can be

formed at a sufficient elevation to provide a gravity system.

To supply Long Beach will necessitate the construction of

a main eight miles in length, and the railway company will

be requested to grant permission for laying the pipe along its

right of way.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—R. G. Hanford, who, with Wil-

liam S. Tevis and a number of their following, has been

engineering a plan to consolidate the People's and the Bay
Cities water companies across the bay, has returned from

another trip to New York, and is at the St. Francis Hotel.

Mr. Hanford's return has caused a renewal of the talk of a

water merger. Two previous attempts to reach the consoli-

dation proved unsuccessful, and it was announced finally

by Hanford and Tevis that they were through with the under-

taking. It is said now that Tevis reconsidered his determina-

tion, having received assurances of certain concessions de-

manded by the promoters of the consolidation scheme.

OAKLAND CAL.—Mayor Mott believes that the cities

served by the People's Water Company should band together

and form a water district, under the provisions of the law

established by the last State Legislature, and purchase the

holdings of the corporation. Mott has proposed the matter

to Mayor W. H. Noy of Alameda, who now has the project

under serious consideration. The Mayor advocates the com-

bining of the cities of Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, San

T^eandro, San Pablo and Richmond, all of which are served

by the People's Water Company, Into one district for the

purpose of purchasing the reservoirs, plants and system of

the water corporation and placing it under municipal control.
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Aluminum Co. of America 4
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-
tric Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg".

American Circular Loom Co 14
Boston, 45 Milk,
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

American Electrical Heater Co.
Detroit, U. S. A.

American Ever Ready Co
San Francisco, 755 Folsom.
I-os Angeles, 1038 S. Main.

Aylsworth Agencies Co.
San Francisco. 165 Second.

Barnes-Lindsley Mfg. Co 9
Portland. Ore.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co 2
New York, 27 Thames.
Chicago, 507 W. Jackson
Blvd.
San Francisco, 151 New
Montgomery.

Blake Signal and Mfg. Co
Boston, 246 Summer.

Bonestell & Co 9
San Francisco. 118 First,

Brookfield Glass Co., The 1

New York. U. S. Exp. Bldg.

Brooks-Follis Elec. Corporation 3
San Francisco, 44-46 Second St.

Bryant Electric Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.
S^n Francisco. 609 Mission.

Buxbaum & Cooley
Seattle, 69 Columbia St.

Cal. Incandescent Lamp Co 4
San Francisco, 60 Natoma.

Century Electric Co. 14

San Francisco, 60 Natoma.

Cutter Company, The
Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

D
D. & W. Fuse Co

Providence, R. I.

Davis, R.J 14
San l''ranri.sc-o. 60 Natoma.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Works.- 9
Chicago, Postal Bldg:.
San Francisco, 301 Front.
Los Angeles. 3BB E. 2d.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co 9
Lafayette, Indiana.
San Francisco. 61 Second.

E
Ela:tric Goods Mfg. Co

Boston, Mass.
San Francisco, 165 Second.

Electric Storage Battery Co
Philadelpliia, Pa.
San Francisco. Crocker.BlK.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
Fort Wayne, Ind.
San Francisco, 604 Mission.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

General Electric Co 12
Schenectady, N. Y.
San Francisco. Union Trust
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Delta Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.
Portland. Worcester Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore. Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Columbus. O.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
Ne'w Orleans. La.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg. Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
St. Louis, Mo.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse. N. Y.

Goeriz, O. C. & Co
San Francisco, 916 Postal
Tel. Bldg.

H
Habirshaw Wire Co
Now York. 253 Broadway.

Henshaw, Bulkley & Co 1

San Francisco, 19 Fremont.
Oakland, 1436 Bth.
Los Angeles, 262 S. Loa
Angeles.

Hughes & Co., E. C 9
San Francisco, 147 - 151
Minna.

Hunt, Milk & Co 6
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Indiana Rubber& Ins. Wire Co 1

Jonesboro, Indiana.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W
New York. 100 William.
San Francisco, 159 New
Montgomery.
Los Angeles, 203 E. 6th.
Seattle, 676 1st Ave. So.

K
Kellogg Switchb'd & Supply Co,_
Chicago.
San Francisco, 88 First.

Kiewlff, B. F. Jr. & Co
Los Angeles, 120 S. Loa
Angeles.

Kilbourne & Clark Company
Seattle, 307 First Ave. So,

Klein, Mathias & Sons 9
Chicago, Station U, 29.
San Francisco. 155 New
Montgomery.

Lindsley-Wright Co 5

Portland. Ore.. 336 Sher-
lock Bldg.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co.
Victor, N. Y.
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-
trical Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

M
Moore, C. C. & Co., Inc.

San Francisco, 99 First.
Los Angeles, Trust Bldg.
Seattle, Mutual Life Bldg.
Portland. W^ells-Fargo Bid.
Salt Lake City. Atlas Bldg.
New York City. Fulton
Bldg.

Murdock.Wm. J. Co
Chelsea, Mass.
San Francisco, 162 Minna.

N
New York Insl'td Wire Co
New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

Ohio Brass Co.
Mansfield, Ohio
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Lns Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Okonite Co
New York 253 Broadway.

Pacific Electric Heating Co
Ontario, California.
Chicago, 55S-560 Washing-
ton Blvd.

Pacific Gas & Elect. Co., The 2
San Francisco

Pacific Meter Co. I

San Francisco, 311 Santa
Marina Bldg,

Partrick Carter & Wilkins Co
Philadelphia, 22d and Wood.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., The___ 4
San Francisco, 1095 Monad-
nock Bldg.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co I

Pawtucket. R. I.

Pierson, Roeding & Co 4
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Popular Electricity Pub. Co 13
Chicago, 1212 Monadnock
Block.

Portland Wood Pipe Co 9
Portland, Ore.

Reisinger, Hugo . 5
New York. 11 Broadway.

Schaw-Batcher Co. Pipe Works __
Sacramento, Cal., 211 J St
San Francisco, 366 Market.

Simplex Elecl'l Co., The 3
Boston, 110 State.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Lns Angeles, Security Bldg:.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Simplex Electric Heating Co
Cambridge, Mass.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldff.
Seattle. Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Southem Pacific Co. 14
San Francisco, Flood BIdff.

Sprague Electric Co. 5
New York City, 527-531 W.
34th.
San Francisco, Atlas Bldg.
Seattle. Colman Bldg.

Standard Und. Cable Co 1

San Francisco, First Na-
tional Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Union Trust
Bldg.
Seattle Office. Lowman Bid.

Sterling Paint Company, 9
San Francisco, 118 Flrat.

Swayne, R.B 9
San Francisco, 813 Postal
Telegraph Bldg.

Technical Book Shop 4
San Francisco, 604 Mission.

Tel. & Elec. Equip. Co. 3
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Thomas and Sons Co., R.
New York, 227 Fulton.
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Tracy Engineering Co 9
San Francisco, 461 Market.
Lns Angeles, Central Bldg.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co
Chicago, 545 W Jackson
Blvd.

Vulcan Iron Works 1

San Francisco, 604 Mission.

w
Wesringhouse. Elec. & Mfg. Co.__ 6

Pittsburg. Pa.
Los Angeles, 527 So. Main St.
Denver, 429 Seventeenth St.
Seattle, Central Bldg.
Salt Lake City,

212-214 So. W. Temple St.
San Francisco, 165 Second St.
Spokane, Columbia Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.
Butte, Lewisohn Bldg.
Canada, Canadian-Westing-
house Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Ontario.

Mexico, G. &. O. Baniff & Co.,
City of Mexico.

Westinghouse Machine Co 6
Pittsburg, Pa.
San Francisco. 141 Second.

Weston Elecl'l. Instrument Co 14
Waverly Park, N. J.

New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 682 - 684
Mission.

Wilbur, G. A 9
San Francisco, 61 Second.
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IVIachinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles: 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland : 1 436 Fifth St.

OKONITE WIRE
vt^OW/x

The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
2S3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago. General Western Agents

WILLARD L. CANDEE, President GEO. T. MANSON. GENL SUPT.
H. DURANT CHEEVER. TREasuRER WM. H. HODGINS. SECRETARY

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underground Aerial, Submanne and Inside Use
Telephone, Tele^aph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factorv JONESBORO. IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

\M^
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PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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Works: Francisco and Kearny Streets San rranclSCO
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When a man feels the necessity of being in two places at the

same time he goes to the nearest telephone and sends his voice.

It is not exactly the same thing, but when a man talks hundreds of miles in opposite directions from the same

Bell Telephone, it is about as good.

In the daily use of the telephone a man travels all over town by wire in a few minutes. It is just as easy to

travel all over the state and other states by means of the universal Long Distance Service of the Bell System.

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Every Bell Telephone is the Center of the System

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, MEAT, AND POWER

TO
Place. Population.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany SCO
+Alta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antioch 3,000
tAuburn 2,050
Barber 200
Belmont 600
Belvedere 360
Benicia 2,500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 150
Biggs 750
Black Diamond ... 500
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderick 500

JBrown's Valley ... 50
••Burlingame 5,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,600
tCenterville 20
Centerville 500

••Chico 13,000
••Colusa 2,700
JColfax 400
Colma 500
Concord 1,500
Cordelia 150
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,500
Crow's Landing . . 37»
Davenport 1,000
Davis 760
Decoto 350
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 60

Place. Population.
Drytown 100
Durham 500
JDutch Flat 400
Easton 500

••East San Jose 1,500
Bckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 2,500
Elmira 150
El Verano 100

,
••Emeryville 2,000
Bncinal 20
Fairfield 800
Fair Oaks 250
Fitchburg 2S0
Folsom 1,500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 500
Gold Kun 100
Grafton . 350

i<5rass Valley 7,000
Gridley .... . .^ 1,800
Groveland 50
Hammonton 500
Hayward 4,000
Hollister 3,000
lone 900
Irvington 1,000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
Lawrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLinooln ......;.... 1,500
jLive Oak 200
Livermore 2,250
tLoomis 150
Los Altos 50
Los Gatos 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Martell 25
Martinez 5,000

••Marysville 6,250
Mayfleld 1,500

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300
Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose .

.

500
Mokelumne Hill . .. 150
Mountain View . , . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
JNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1.000
Niles 800

•Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2,500
Orwood 50
Pacheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
tPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 250
Piedmont 2,000
Pinole 1,500
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista

, 200
JRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100
tRoseviUe 345
Ross 900

••Sacramento 52,000

•Gas only; ••both gas and electricity; +electricity, gas and water; telectricity and water

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,600
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco ....450,000
••San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

•San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000
San Quentin Prison 1,600
San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran.... 2,500
Stanford Univ 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton 25,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
JTowle 200
Tracy . . . 1,200
Vacavihe 2.600

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 350
"Wheatland 1,400
Winters 1,200

••Woodland 3,500
Yolo 360

••Tuba City 1,900

all others, electricity only.
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"The Marysville Buttes.'

THE NORTHERN ELECTRIC RAILWAY
By Rudolph W. Van Norden

Member A. I. E. E., A. S. C. E.

After two or three days of travelling 'mid the

everchanging landscapes of desert and mountain, the

tourist on an overland train,—or possibly he may be a

settler, looking for new fields to till in a land full of

promise—looks out over the wide expanse of the great

central valley of California with a sense of relief.

His train is reeling off the last few miles before enter-

ing Sacramento, the Capital City.

As his gaze rests upon the seemingly limitless ex-

panse of almost level country, he will, perhaps, ask

somebody (and if it be a Californian he cannot resist

telling of the beauties and possibilities of his country),

what is it good for ; can it be cultivated ; what will

it raise and a hundred other questions . Probably he

will ask why all this land has not been settled on and
cultivated long ago. The answer will be that it has,

in spots, but that it is too big and there have not been
enough people, or the facilities for transportation, to

do it all at once.

If he is wise, he will stop over at Sacramento to

seek further knowledge. Is this great country being

built up, are the Californians doing it, or must I and
those who follow me supply the necessary energy to

start this great work? To the first query he is an-

swered, Yes ; to the second, he is told to look for him-
self, the way has been paved.

He is handed a time-table and his eye is attracted

to the reminder below a copious list of trains, "a.

stands for A. M., p. stands for P. M., and Northern
Electric stands for development of the Sacramento

valle3^" Now he knows the whole story and when he

boards the spic and span electric train, whose very

color breathes California romance in its reflection of

the Golden Poppy, whose blossoms cover like a mantle

the fields through which he is destined to pass, to be

whisked by miles of fertile lands and to pass through

towns where prosperity is evinced on every hand, he

marvels at the work already done, the enormous possi-

bilities for the future and then he feels like making a

profound obeisance to the train, when he leaves it, for

its share in making this development possible.

Description of the Country.

The Sacramento Valley has a length of about 200

miles and a width averaging 50 miles. The Sacra-

mento river passes through its entire length from north

to south and divides it about equally. The land ad-

joining the river on both sides is, as a rule, low and
fairly flat and as it recedes from the river gradually

rises and becomes more undulating until the foothills

of the Sierra Nevada on the east and the more pre-

cipitous mountains of the Coast Range on the west

are reached.

The one exception to this general condition is

furnished by the "Alarysville Ruttes," a jagged group

of volcanic peaks which appear to have been forced out

of the depths of the earth in defiance with nature's plan

of arrangement, into the very centre of the valley.

These buttes can be seen fnini all points of the valley

and arc a picturesque contrast with the level expanse

surrounding them.
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The land throughout the valley has always been
known to be fertile, but thfe bottom lands along the

river are particularly so. Many sections on both the

west and east sides have been under a high state of

cultivation for years, but the bottom lands, due partly

to the cost of reclamation works to prevent the over-

flow from the Sacramento river and also the lack of

railroad facilities, have not had the opportunity for de-

velopment that their value would seem to assure.

That the country with its relatively meagre pop-
ulation has much wealth is shown by the prosperous
cities and towns scattered throughout the valley, the

numerous and well equipped banks and the carefully

appointed stores and business houses.

The cultivation of hops, wheat, sugar-beets,

oranges, olives, the deciduous fruits and many other

crops, of the finest quality and greatest quantity, wher-
ever undertaken, aside from the possibilities for the

recovery of gold in the rivers, pointed a reason for a

rapid growth in population and wealth that might be
expected with the advent of rapid and convenient

transportation.

The great necessity was transportation. It was
not expected that this would turn miles of uncultivated

or overflowed land into a highly productive garden in

a moment. But it was the late Mr. Henry Butters

who believed in the country and the people and saw
that the establishment of a modern railroad, affording

swift means of transportation between the towns and
through country having high potential values, would
be the means of inducing a rapid but healthy growth
and be the nucleus of a great system surrounded and

fed by a great country.

It is no easy matter to inaugurate a new railroad

through a more or less undeveloped territory. The
financial start is often a hard thankless problem and
the work which Mr. Butters and his associates had
undertaken represented the faith and courage, char-

acteristic of all the great enterprises in this, a com-
paratively new country.

The start was made at Cliico and under the engi-

neering direction of Mr. J. B. Robinson, a veteran rail-

road engineer, and Mr. J. Paulding Edwards, the elec-

trical and mechanical engineer, to whose skill and
ingenuity the system now owes its well designed and
successfully operating equipment, a road 24.8 miles

long was built to Oroville. These cities were growing
and prosperous, the former in the midst of a fertile

and well cultivated district, with growing industries of

great promise, the terminus of a lumber railroad, a

number of stage lines and the distributing point for a

large mountain territory; the latter city, being in the

foothills, likewise a stage line terminal and distributing

point and the center of one of the greatest gold produc-
ing localities in the world.

There was no direct means of transportation be-

tween these cities, except by stage and the first section

of this system seemed justified by these conditions.

The first car from Chico to Oroville was run
through on April 25, 1906. The success of this piece

of railroad was an inspiration to spur on the work of

further construction and on December 2, 1906, the line

was completed to Marysville, an additional distance

of 30 miles and regular operation was commenced.
There was in Marysville a primitive street railway

system, its diminutive cars being hauled by mules.

This was purchased, the road relaid with heavy rails

and made standard gauge and extensions made to give

a first-class local service throughout the city and be-

tween it and Yuba City, across the Feather river.

A local system was also purchased in Chico and

in Oroville, a loop was built and a local service be-

tween that town and Thermolito was inaugurated.

Thus these towns not only were provided with a means
of rapid and frequent inter-communication, but were
enabled to enjoy the benefits of urban transportation.

During 1907 construction was continued between
Marysville and Sacramento and on September ist of

this year regular service was commenced.
Sacramento while literally not the head of navi-

gation is practically so. There are several lines of

steamers which tie up at this point ; the possibility of

making the road an outlet for a large freight transpor-

tation business, having steamer connection with the

Bay Cities was apparent. Aside from a passenger ter-

minal in the heart of the business section a branch to

a freight terminal on the water front was built. This
then gave a clear line of railroad reaching 122 miles

up the Sacramento valley.

Plowing Sugar Beets Near Hamilton by Steam
Power.

On the west of Chico and adjacent to the Sacra-

mento river is a large section devoted to the cultiva-

tion of sugar-beets. There is at Hamilton a sugar
factory. A line was therefore built from Chico, due
west to the Sacramento river and after crossing the

river, following the west side to Hamilton, a distance

of II miles.

It is now proposed to continue the main line north

from Chico, and following up the valley for 41.7 miles,

to the city of Red Bluff. Surveys for this work have
been made and much has been done toward the com-
pletion of this extension.

Another extension is in process of construction.

This leaves the main line 4.4 miles north of Marysville

and will extend due west to Meridian and after

crossing the river, proceed northward to Colusa, a

town on the Sacramento river. This branch will be

22 miles long and traverses a wonderfully fertile, but
more or less undeveloped country. The land adjacent

to this new line is mostly of sufficient height above the

level of the overflow from the rivers to enable cultiva-

tion without the necessity of drainage. The soil here

J3 from 18 to 25 feet in depth and has been pronounced
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Vie^s Along the Lines of the Northern Electric Railway^
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On Main Line Between Marysville and Chico.

by the soil expert of the U. S. Government to be the

premier of all California lands.

The absolute lack of transportation facilities is

the only thing that prevented development here and
illustrates one of the great possibilities for business of

this system.

When that section between Marysville and Sac-

ramento was commenced, the conditions were much
the same ; thousands of acres of the richest land were
lying idle ; today there are a half dozen towns laid out.

Where three j'ears ago there was not a person to be

found for miles at a stretch, there are today scores of

farms springing up and a rapidly increasing popula-

tion. And the well filled, frequent trains are a tribute

to the wisdom and sagacity of the founders.

General Description of Main Lines.

The Northern Electric has a total of 122 miles, not

counting the local street railway systems which have
a total of 17 miles of track; when the extensions, now
under construction are complete, this will be increased

to 193.5 miles.

The road between the present terminals, Chico on

the north and Sacramento on the south, lies practically

north and south in a generall}^ straight line. That sec-

tion of the road into Oroville is treated as a branch:

it joins the through line at Tres Vias and runs east

for a distance of 5.5 miles to Oroville. Except for that

section where the foothills are approached nearing

Tres Vias and the Oroville branch, the road is essen-

tially level ; the maximum grades at the points men-
tioned do not exceed i per cent.

The rail equipment throughout is of 60 lb., A. S.

C. E. standard profile.

Sawn cross ties from the hearts of pine and fir

timber were laid throug'hout the system, this timber
being of good quality and supplied by the DiamoncJ

Match Company from their forests in the nearby Sierra

Nevada mountains.

Throughout the system a high class of track con-

struction is in evidence ; the nature and height of

embankment show a careful study of conditions. Ex-

cept for about ten miles on the Sacramento end, the

track is thoroughly stone-ballasted. Rock for this

purpose has, for the most part, been hauled from the

tailing pits of the gold dredgers at Oroville. A crush-

Views in Sacramento.
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Hauling Rock toi' Ballast from Dredger Pits at Oroville.

ing plant at this point consisting of a. No. 5 Gates

crusher, electrically driven, with the necessary equip-

ment, was provided for this purpose. This rock is all

in the form of boulders and cobbles and much of it

very hard. There is, of course, a large percentage

that does not require crushing.

From Chico to Yuba City the road passes

through a number of towns—Durham, Live Oak,
Gridley, Biggs and several prospective colonies which
are rapidly becoming populated. There are few curves

and those are of long radius, while there are long tan-

gents, the longest being fifteen miles.

Particular attention has been given to the design

and construction of culverts, cattle-guards and fences.

The first, while of little use during a large part of the

year, become very important factors during the rainy

season, disposing of the sometimes rapid run-ofif

gathered from the broad flat lands adjacent to the

road.

The country is being cut up into small farms and
holdings which are becoming more numerous every

year. These necessitate many crossings, some pub-
lic, some private, and therefore the greatest care must
be exercised to prevent animals being driven or wan-
dering over these crossings from getting on to the

right of way and coming in contact with the third

rail. A number of standard designs have been adopted
for installation where the height of embankment
varies.

It is, of course, necessary to have fences on either

side of the right of way, which are not only sufficient

to keep out cattle and other domestic animals, but

even dogs and rabbits.

The right of way is from 80 ft. to 100 ft. in width.

Being a single track system, it is necessary to

pay great attention to meeting points in the running
of trains. There are sidings at all the principal sta-

tions, but additional sidings at the proper points have
been provided for this purpose. At these sidings

there is a box mounted on a post ; this contains a tele-

phone connected to the private wires of this road. A
train conductor can. by this means, get into commu-
nication with the Dispatcher and may readily ascertain

the position of any and all trains he has orders to

meet.

At Live Oak the road crosses the line of the

Southern Pacific at grade. There has been placed here

an interlocking- switch tower at which an attendant

is constantly on duty. This tower was built and is

maintained jointly by both railroads.

From Yuba City the road crosses the Feather River

on a steel truss bridge into the city of Marysville.

This bridge is owned jointly by the railroad and the

counties of Yuba and Sutter, and supports a roadway,
as well as the track. A very difficult and interesting

problem was encountered during its construction. It

1. Interlrjfking TriweT- at Uve oak.
2. Approach Into Marysville Between Wing Levees.
3. Subway Tlirouch Lovcc at Sacramento.
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was built to replace an old wooden structure and while

the work was in progress, both the railroad and the

wasron road were at all times in use.

steel Bridge Over the Feiilhe at Marysville.

There is a single track over this bridge and so, to

prevent the possibility of an interurban train and a

local street car from meeting on the bridge, a simple

block system has been installed. It consists of a box at

the commencement of the embankments at either end
of the bridge, in which is a switch. The throwing of

these switches cause a danger signal to show at the

opposite end from the switch thrown. A diagram of

this switch is herewith reproduced.

Marysville lies between the Feather and the Yuba
rivers, the latter joining the former at this point,

forming a right angle. The city is at times below the

water level of the rivers, and is thus surrounded by
levees. In order to give a proper grade from the

bridge to the streets of the city, it was necessary to

cut the levee. This was accomplished by building

wing-levees and the resulting roadway has been made
into a sort of boulevard.

After passing through the principal streets of

Marysville the road turns south and crosses the Yuba
River, this time on a timber pile trestle. The United

States Government is at present undertaking the work
of altering the course of the Yuba River so that it

will eventually join the Feather River at a point south

of the present junction. In anticipation of this change
the trestle was not constructed as a permanent struc-

ture, but at the point where the track will cross the

new channel there have been placed nineteen 40-ft.

steel spans supported on permanent concrete piers.

Following the crossing of the Yuba River the road

enters a low flat country which, while not actually sub-

ject to overflow from the Sacramento River, has as

yet not been thoroughly diked, and is subject to over-

flow, during periods of very high water, from the

Yuba and Bear rivers. This fact and the sometimes

quite heavy current of the overflow necessitated a

class of roadbed construction which would at once re-

sist any current pressure to which it might be sub-

ject and at the same time turn the currents into proper

channels through culverts and other openings. This

has been accomplished by first building substantial

pile trestle and then filling it out with an embankment
consisting of the tailing cobbles and gravel from the

dredger mines at Oroville. This material will remain

in place under the most adverse conditions of flood

and current.

Dikes and levees are now nuder construction for

the reclamation of this district.

The last thirty miles of the road before reaching

Sacramento is in a flat but well-drained country, and

is not subject to the possibility of overflow. There
are throughout this section a number of well laid-out

town-sites and from the frequent sales of real estate.

1. Temporary Sub-Station.
2. Replacing Wooden Bridge Across the Feather

River at Marysville with a Steel Bridge.
3. Sub-Station No. 8 at Nicolaus under Construction.
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Bridge Over the American River Near Sacramento.

in small holdings, give every evidence of a very rap-

idly growing population.

The road enters Sacramento after crossing the

American River. This it does on a composite Howe
truss bridge. In entering Sacramento very much the

same condition is encountered as that at Marysville.

It is necessary to go through a levee. Wing-levees

are built to allow of this entrance. At the lowest point

of the cut, at the center of the levee, it has been found

that water would seep through from the river and
collect in the cut. Provision to obviate this has been

made by installing a small motor-operated pumping
rig. The cut is heavily constructed with concrete

piers and wing walls and supports several railroad

tracks, laid lengthwise of the levee.

Within the city the road has a double track and
passes through a number of streets until the passen-

ger terminal at Eighth and J streets is reached. There
is a "Y" provided here to enable the turning around
of cars or trains.

Soon after entering the city, a branch line has

been constructed to a freight terminal at the city

wharf on the Sacramento River. This line practically

circles the city, as it was not possible to secure a

franchise to operate freight trains through the streets.

This branch is 5.7 miles long and its construction

throughout is equal in quality to the high standard

maintained by the system.

^^1 1

mm WT_T|r* II
Freight Depot at Sacramento.

The freight depot is a commodious structure, of

sufficient size to handle the cars and business for

some time to come ; it takes up a large part of a block

east of the wharves. The tracks are so arranged that

cars may be shunted directly on the wharf and loaded

to or from the steamer.

The question of the method of supplying elec-

tricity to operate trains was one which received a

great deal of thought and consideration. For long

distance interurban work, both the various forms of

trolley construction and the third rail have their ad-

vocates. The engineers in charge of this work were
strongly in favor of the latter course and it was
adopted. The subsequent result seems to point to

their wisdom.

The Wharf at Sacramento; Steamer "Pride of the River" on Right.
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standard Switch Details.

Through cities and towns a plain trolley construc-

tion is used ; the cars are therefore equipped both with

the trolley and the third-rail shoe. In changing from

the former to the latter and vice-versa, the trolley is

raised and lowered in the ordinary manner. An in-

genious device, controlled b)' interlocking automatic

relays, cuts out electrical connection to the shoe when
the trolley is in use. This is described elsewhere, to-

gether with the car control system.

Standard forms are used for switches and cross-

overs, passing tracks, etc. ; this is important, as the

position of the various arrangements for the third-rail

must be accurate.

An ingenious but very simple device is used on

switches to electrically disconnect the third rail when
the switch is not in use. It consists of a break in the

rail, in which is inserted an insulating wood block.

F'astened to the rail at either end of the break and ex-

tending sideways in a horizontal direction are two

Third l-i;iil 1 )iyr(>nn(,'eting Switch.

hook-shaped receptacles. An iron rod, with a wood
handle at one end. which acts as an insulator, is laid

on these projections in such a way that it fits into

the curve or hook of each. This closes the circuit.

When the track is not in use, the bar is simply pulled

tint.

The third, or electric rail, is 6o-lb. steel, having
the A. S. C. E. standard profile. It is mounted on a

special insulator, designed by the engineer of the

road. This consists of a treated maple block, fitted

to a malleable cast-iron base and supporting a cast-

iron flaring top, to which the rail is fastened. The in-

sulators are placed on every fifth tie, which is l8

inches longer than the others, for this purpose.

The loss by current leakage from the third rail is

remarkably small, being one-half ampere per mile,

under the most severe conditions of weather.

The track rails are bonded with two No. oooo and
the electric rail with two 400,000 cir. mil. Chase-
Shawmut soldered bonds.

At road crossings, where there would naturallj'

be an interruption in the electric rail, a heavily in-

sulated cable was laid beneath the crossing; this was
found to give trouble and resulted in changing a num-
ber of these underground cables to an overhead con-

struction, two poles being used for the purpose. This
conductor is made of two 500,000 cir. mil. copper
cables.

Stations.

A number of types of passenger stations have
been adopted. A new depot at Thermolito built

largely out of cobbles is of a very neat and artistic de-

sign. The illustrations give a good idea of this pro-

gressive type of building.
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Method ot Carrying Third Rail Conductor Over a
County Road.

There are a number of points along the road

which, while an attendant is unnecessary, afford con-

siderable passenger business. These are simply

shelter stations and are constructed on a stand-

ard design. They are equipped with a manually ope-

rated semaphore, which when in a horizontal posi-

tion, lights a series of 5 lamps for night use. The cost

with a 100 ft. platform is about $450.

Car-Houses, Repair Departments, Etc.

Located at Mulberry, a suburb of Chico, are the

main car-houses, the repair-shop, the car-building

shop and the administration offices. Here is also a

sub-station and the office of the Chief Train Dis-

patcher.

The car-houses are conveniently placed, facing

the county road, on which the main line operates. The
building is a concrete and timber structure, 140 ft. by
140 ft., covered with corrugated iron, and contains

eight tracks, all of which connect with the main line.

Within the building there are pits throughout the

length of the two tracks adjacent to the machine shop.

1. Shelter Station. 2. Station at Tres Vias,

Depot at Tliermolito and Its Artistic Interior.

so that temporary or permanent repairs may be made
at any time to the working parts of coaches or loco-

motives. Doors at the rear of four of the tracks allow

the passage of cars through to the car-shop, which is

located directly in the rear of and a short distance

from the car-barn.

On the right, as one enters, incorporated as part

of the car-house building, is the sub-station, described

elsewhere. Behind this is a machine shop, equipped

with all the machines necessary for car-repair work.

Next to these shops is the air-brake department, with

equipment for repairing and testing of this apparatus.

In the rear and adjacent to these shops is a forge-

shop. This has six forges and one 300-lb. hammer.
To the left and at the rear of the car-house is the

armature and electric repair department. Armature
repairing is perhaps the most important of the various

classes of repair work on an electric railway system.

The repairing and rewinding of railway armatures has
become almost an exact science and the work is thor-

oughly and expeditiously handled here. A little de-

vice, designed in this shop, for slotting commutators
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is of interest. After the commutator has been turned

and finished, this slotting device, consisting of a steel

circular saw, mounted on a mandrel and driven by a

motor, is run between each commutator bar. The ar-

mature is mounted in such a manner that its

axis is perpendicular to that of the mandrel and is

turned automatically, after each slotting operation.

This act of slotting removes the "burr" and a small

portion of the insulation at the edge of the commutator
bar, leaving the bar clean cut and every slot the same
width ; it increases the life of the commutator and

the brushes and prevents "flashing over."

Passing from the car-house to the car-shop, one

finds a well-constructed corrugated iron building,

equipped for the erecting and finishing of cars. A
wood-shop with machinery to turn out all the work
from the heavy frames to the inlaid hard-wood finish

is at one end ; at the other is the paint shop.

Many of the later cars of this company have been

built in this shop and a minute examination evinces

the care and thoroughness exhibited in their construc-

tion and a finish which it would be impossible to get

on cars purchased in the open market.

One of the latest examples of the product of this

shop is car No. 130. This is a combination passenger

and baggage type ; it has a length of 50 ft. over all and

the weight equipped is 83,400 lbs. The interior finish

is Honduras mahogany, the panelling being inlaid

with white holly and ebony in a neat marquetry de-

sign. The ceiling finish is full "Empire." The seats were

furnished by Hale & Ivilburn and are covered with a

figured blue plush. There are toilet facilities at both

ends and in general the car is the embodiment of the

most modern design for comfort and ease.

The motor equipment consists of four 90-h.p.

Westinghouse No. 121-A motors mounted on Baldwin
No. 200 single trucks with 36 in. standard rolled steel

wheels.

The air-brake system is Westinghouse automatic,

schedule AMM, with quick release and recharging

feature. Air is supplied for the air-brake system by a

Westinghouse D-3 air-cOmpressor set, slung from un-

derneath the car-body in the usual manner. The draft-

gear is of the "radial" type, described elsewhere, and
the control is by the electro-pneumatic system, which
has been adopted on all of the cars of this company.

The third-rail shoe, or current collector, is of cast-

steel ; it has a hinged mounting and is fastened to the

standard Connection

The Car-Houses at Mulberry.
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Third Rail Shoe in Use by tlie Northern Electric
Railway.

truck in a simple and effective manner. This arrange-

ment is another of the many features designed for this

system by its engineering department.

A fuse is carried above the shoe, where it is read-

ily accessible. This fuse is made from sheet copper

and is a strip of the proper width to be effective ; at

its middle point a hole is drilled. When the fuse is

ruptured it naturally breaks through the hole as the

Views Showing Various Stages of Coach
structlon at the Mulberry Shops.

Exterior and Interior Views of the Car No. 130.

greatest current density is at that point. The induc-

tive effect caused by the breaking of the fuse has a

tendency to separate the broken ends, thus preventing

the arcing over of the current.
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Type of Car.

LIST OF ROLLING STOCK AND EQUIPMENT

No. "Weight. Length. Motor Eciuipment. Trucks. Shop.

Combination (baggage, smoker, pas.)

.

3

" (passenger and baggage) 6

" (mail and baggage) 3

Passenger coaches 3

" trailers

Combination (open and closed)

.

Open 14-bench cars

Single truck, city cars 4

Locomotive (steel) 1

(Cons, type) 3

1

" (steam) 3

Flat cars 161

Rodgers ballast cars 50

Box cars 99

36

Flat cars 1

22

"Wrecking car 1

Line tower car 1

"Water car 1

Steam pile driver 1

Rodgers ballast plow 1

85,860

80,000

83,400

40,000

55,000

78,400

76,000

61,250

49,500

36,000

30,000

17,000

64,600

79.500

37,600

120,000gr.

27,000

36,500

37,200

22,800

22,800

16,300

56 ft.

55 ft.

52 ft.

56 ft.

52 ft.

56 ft.

39 ft.

39 ft.

40 ft.

28 ft.

31 ft.

40 ft.

36 ft.

40 ft.

37 ft.

38 ft.

28 ft.

37 ft.

31 ft.

Quad. "West. 121 Bald. 200
36" wheels

St. Louis
34" wheel

24/51

Built

Reb.

Quad. "West 93-A
Doub. GE-202
Doub. GB-67
Doub. GE-800

Quad. "West. 121

Quad. GE-67
16 X 24 cyl.

40 tons cap.

20 tons cap.

15 tons cap.

2 15-ton cranes.

"West St
St. Louis *'

Hand
Brill, 21E "

Bald. 200 "West. St. & aut. Built

St. Louis 47 " "

22/65
15/71
19/65

14/67
16/69

16/65

30-h.p. engines, 3600-lb. hammer.

Northern Electric Ry Co.

I SI Railway Motor

SfoVotta.

Qcor Rof.o 24 *^S1 3fc"Whecl3
Continuous Capacit,j-fiO Amperes of 3oaVoil3

7S - <loo
'

Characteristic Curves of No. 121 Railway Motor.

Lighting is accomplished by five enclosed arc-

lamps in the ceiling and there is also an arc headlight.

A maximum maintained speed of 52 miles per

hour is possible and is about that to which all of the

iiiterurban cars are geared.

The freight locomotives are a development of this

company; that is, each one has been built with the

special conditions of operation in view and some novel

features have been incorporated.

The first one put in use was a combination of the
various parts which could be quickly procured. It

was an ordinary flat-car, four second-hand street-rail-

way motors, a controller from another source, and
some lumber to build a cab. This primitive freighter
has had a good record for work and is even now in

use for switching purposes.

Designs for passenger coaches and freight loco-
motives, having steel framework and covering, have
been made; none of the former have as yet been con-
structed, but one of the latter has been built and is

proving itself to be highly satisfactory.

COST OF CAR NO. 130.

Class of Work, Labor. Material.

Body
J 817.25 $1,126.04Complete body 2,269.91 1,304.94

P"^'"* 424.72 122.53
Electrical equipment 369.27 1,871.58
A. B. equipment 152.92 690.03
Radial draft gear 61.84 10.57

$4,095.91 $5,125.69

Total shown
j 9,221.60

Trucks not included 1,486.00
Motors not charged out 2,848.00

Ccst complete $13,555.60

The freight locomotives have the same motor
equipment as the passenger cars, but are geared to a

speed of 25 miles per hour.

There is a device installed, operating in conjunc-
tion with the multiple-control which consists of a

switch that throws all four motors in series; this is

for starting heavy loads. When the train is once
started, this switch may be thrown back again, thus
restoring the regular connections between the con-

troller and the motors.
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The Westinghouse Electro-Pneumatic System of Car

Control.

It has been already stated that this system has

been adopted for the control of all interurban cars and

trains. While it is a standard system, its working is

not universally understood and a description in detail

will be of interest to many.

At the request of the writer, this system as used

by the Northern Electric Company is described by

Mr. Edwards as follows

:

General Description.

The system is designed for the operation of motor

coaches for train service, consisting of a solid train of

motor coaches, or a train of motor coaches with inter-

mediate trailers, or for the operation of motor coaches,

as single units. The motors throughout the train are

operated simultaneously, each taking a proportionate

share of the load and the control of these is affected at

a single point at the head of the train.

The system is electro-pneumatic and utilizes com-

pressed air from the air-brake system for the operation

of the main switches in the motor circuit. Electro-

pneumatic valves govern the admission of air to the

operating devices ; the operating coils being in a separ-

ate low-voltage circuit entirely independent from the

motor circuit. This low-voltage circuit is the only

one which it is necessary to establish from car to car,

and is also the only one brought above the floor of the

car. There are thus two circuits electrically inde-

pendent, viz

:

(i) The operating circuit, carried throughout the

train and energized by a small storage battery.

(2) The motor circuit, confined entirely to each

motor car, including the motors and switches for con-

necting these in series, and parallel, with the various

resistance steps.

The apparatus for handling all main currents is

located beneath the body of the car.

Views ot Radial Draft-Gear.

The Switch Group.

Fig. I is a front view of the switch group with the

covers removed, showing clearly the contacts and arc

chutes, and electro-pneumatic valves.

Fig. 2 is a rear view showing interlock fingers and

contacts.

These switch groups consist of twelve independ-

ent unit switches grouped together in a line and

mounted on a frame forming a small capacity air reser-

voir. Between the switches are arranged blow-out

coils. These blow-out coils are either connected to-

gether in series in the main circuit, or in single switch

circuits, as may be the case; dependent on the various

switch movements.
The switches and blow-out coils are surrounded

by incombustible vulcabeston boxes, the switch box

being lined with asbestos and soapstone arc shields.

The switch arm is hinged upon a support and carries

KlK.-!. 1 anJ 2.
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a contact proper, which has an independent movement
affected by a spring acting between contact and arm.

The operation of this spring secures the initial contact

at the point of removable contact tips, and the final or

resting position further along the surface, giving a

wiping and rocking motion of the fingers, maintaining

a positive contact upon which deterioration is a mini-

mum. The piston of each cylinder is connected

through an insulated joint to the switch arm. On the

piston rod there is an arm holding an interlock seg-

ment, securing simultaneous movement of interlock

and piston. The air cylinders are bolted to the cylin-

der head, which also forms a shell for valve magnet,

this casting having a channel connected with the air

chamber to which it is bolted. The -switches are bolted

to a substantial base plate bolted to the air chamber
frame, the switch bolts forming terminals for motor
leads and inter-connections between switches, all con-

nections being thoroughly insulated by vulcabeston

sleeves and washers.

A section of the individual switch units is shown
by Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

The interlocking switches consist of spring contact

fingers sliding on segments and are electrically con-

nected with the magnet valve in such manner that the

closing of one switch energizes the magnet of the next

succeeding one, thus producing automatic progressive

action.

An exterior view of a single unit magnet valve

is shown by Fig. 4.

When the magnet is energized its armature Is

attracted and opens valve from air reservoir to the

cylinder. The air reservoir is supplied with air at 70
pounds pressure per square inch from the supplement-
ary control reservoir. The piston making its stroke

compresses the piston spring and closes the switch at

the same time closing or opening- the interlock con-

tacts. When the magnet circuit is open the cylinder

exhausts to atmosphere and switch opens through the

action of the piston spring. It will be noted that the

normal position of the switch is open, and the failure of

the air supply or interruption of the circuit opens all

the unit switches. The use of air gives great power
for closing the switches and renders the operation of

them entirely independent of fluctuations of line volt-

age. Curves shown in Fig. 5 give some data on the

relation between carrying capacity and air pressure

on the piston head exerted on the contact. A sheet iron

Fig-, 4,

cover made in halves which are hinged from the base
and easily opened for inspection, effectually protects

the switches, interlocks and magnets from dust and
moisture. The switch groups are tested with 3000 volts

alternating current between main wiring to frame and
between all the different wires.

Change-over Switch.

While the Northern Electric Railway's secondary
distribution consists almost entirely of third rail con-

struction, it was nevertheless necessary to install over-
head trolleys where the line traverses cities and towns.
This necessitated wiring arrangements of such a

character that third rail shoes would be "dead" while
equipment operated within town limits. The old

method of attaining this result was either by the use
of large knife blade switches, manually operated, or

of third rail shoes manually lowered. Both of these
systems are cumbersome and inconvenient. An auto-

matic device known as a change-over switch was,
therefore, developed for this service.

This change-over switch, an exterior view of which
is shown by Fig. 6, consists briefly of a pair unit of

electro-pneumatic valves operating pneumatically a
block contact held in guides, and operated therein,

wiping fingers in contact giving the desired changes in

connections to either trolley or third rail circuits. This
apparatus is entirely automatic and is operated and
protected by two interlocking relays respectively con-
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nected to trolley circuits and third rail circuits. The
detail of these connections is shown in the "Dias;ram

whole being: substantially protected by cast iron cap
bolted to the main switch and plate.

1°

Temperature test on
'

'. "'L

Pneumatic Unit Switch! H
-

'

- ' -n-rt:
One inch cbntact '

- -I-

March 20.^I90'S.A , L

50 m 200 300
Pounds pressure on contact

460

JJ3

Pig. 5.

of Connection of Main and Control Wiring with Unit
Switch Control," as shown on page 384.

Line Switch.

Shown by Fig. 7 closed and by Fig 8 with covers

removed.

Current from the trolley or third rail connections

after passing through the change-over switch passes

then through the line switch. The line switch is a

single unit of identical construction with the switch

group. It is an independent circuit-breaker provided

with automatic overload trip, the trip consisting of a

Fig.

plunger acted upon by the blowout coil, the plunger
opening a small switch in the control circuit. The
trip is also provided with a resetting magnet, the

m
,»

/
tt

I

'--'^S' ''^**

^^^Hk^^^^^^^^^H1
Fig. 6.

Reverse Switch

Shown by Fig. 9 with cover removed.
The function of the reverse switch is to inter-

change the armature leads of the motors with respect

to the field, and thereby reverse the direction of rota-

tion. It consists of two rows of stationary fingers

connected through a contact drum rotated by the

action of two air pistons, the admission of air being
controlled by electro-pneumatic valves similar to

those on the switch group and likewise operated from
the controller. The drum may be manually moved

Fig. 8.

to the "ofif" or "central" position. This arrangement
is to open-circuit motors in case the car is being

hauled. This open circuiting prevents motors from
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"bucking-" or generating one into the other. There is passes through the particular master controller being

also an interlock which acts so that the switch group operated, but control current for each motor-car is

cannot be operated unless the reverse switch is fully obtained from its own battery, so that the number of

thrown in the direction indicated b)' the master con-

troller, and an interlock closing the retaining circuit

preventing reverser from opening while trolley cir-

cuit is closed on the motors.

Grid Resistances

Are of the unit tj'pe of grid diverters shown on

Fig. 10 made up in boxes for facility in mounting and

handling.

Fig. 10.

Master Controller.

The master controller shown on Fig. 11 is the

governing type controlling the switch group and is

located in the motorman's cab. It is of simple and
compact construction, measuring approximately 7
inches high, 7 inches wide and 5 inches deep. It con-

sists of a movable drum and stationary contact fingers

which are electrically connected to the various magnet
valves throughout the train. There are three positions

for each direction of movement, the "ofif" position

being in the center. These are :

(1) "Switching."

(2) "Series Running."

(3) "Multiple Running."

Intermediate positions of the unit switches can

be secured by moving from the running positions.

In the "off" position the drum is disconnected from all

live wires. When the handle is thrown over without
stop to any position ; e. g., "Multiple Running," the

switches follow in such a sequence that the car starts

and is brought up to full speed at a uniform accelera-

tion until full voltage is applied to the motors. This
is done without current interruption to the motors
at any time.

All current for the operation of unit switches

cars that may be in a train is not limited. While the

operating voltage is 14 volts only, these controllers

are submitted to a shop test of 2000 volts alternating

current.

Motor Control Cutout.

Shown with cover removed. Fig. 12.

This switch is hand operated and is designed to

cut out operating circuits of certain unit switches,

thereby cutting out either pair of motors should they
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be disabled. There is an interlock provided which
prevents the switch group from reaching the "Multi-

ple" position except when all motors are in circuit.

Limit Switch.

This switch with cover removed shown by
Fig. 13.

The rate at which the resistance is cut out of

circuit so as to give uniform acceleration current, is

<

- -A" .-

1

Pig. 13.

affected by the limit switch. This feature is a valuable

one as it gives smooth and economical acceleration.

It prevents abuse to equipment due to throwing on of

power in excess of the predetermined rate.

The limit switch consists of a small switch

actuated by a solenoid through the coil of which cur-

rent of one pair of motors passes. When this current

exceeds a predetermined limit for which the switch

is adjusted, its armature is attracted against gravity,

opening the switch which is connected in the operat-

ing circuit, and remains open so that no further unit

switches can close (those already closed being re-

tained) until the accelerating current falls below the

predetermined limit. The armature then drops again

completing the operating circuit and allowing the

unit switches to continue their progression of closing.

They are thus interrupted at each step of resistance.

The limit switch can he adjusted to any desired

accelerating current.

Line Relay.

This relay shown by Fig. 14 opens tlie unit

switches should the current supply be interrupted.

It consists of an electro-magnet, the coil of which is

connected across the supply mains. The armature of

this magnet acting against gravity holds three con-

tacts closed in the operating circuit.

Another important function of this device is its

interruption of control at third rail gaps and cross-

mgs which "drops out" the switch group contactors.

Its return to normal when third rail shoes are again

in contact with conductor rail restores the switch

group control circuits so that the switch group
"notches up" progressively restoring the controller

connections within the period of a few seconds to the

original position. If it were not for this relay inter-

posed in the control circuits full voltage would be im-

pressed upon motors immediately after passing a third

rail gap. This sudden rush of current with its allied

Fig. 14.

magnetic inductive surg'e would open breakers in

sub-stations and otherwise abuse motors and gener-

ating apparatus.

Junction Boxes.

Fig. 15 shows a typical view of the cast iron

junction boxes in which are enclosed wooden blocks

having the requisite number of terminals for control

wire connections.

Fig. 15.

Train Line Receptacles.

As illustrated by Fig. 16 are used in train

service and are employed to complete the control line

bus connections between cars. The usual location of

train line receptacles in which train line jumpers, as

illustrated by Fig. 17, are located is slightly above

the buffers upon one side of the cab. Because of the

necessity of negotiating short radius curves in train

service, this location was found undesirable and the
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Figs. 16 and 17.

train line receptacles have been made an integral part

of the radial draft rigging. These receptacles move

together with the couplers. Details of this arrange-

ment and a description of the same has been given in

another portion of the "Journal of Electricity."

Storage Batteries.

Current for the operation of the magnet valves is

secured from a storage battery in duplicate, each con-

sisting of seven cells, having a capacity of 20 ampere-

hours. One battery is on charge in series with interior

arc lights, while the other is on the operating circuit,

these connections being made by two double-pole,

double-throw switches.

The batteries of each car are connected to two

common leads, which are extended through the entire

train as positive and negative of the train line. This

connects the batteries of the different cars in parallel.

The negative side is also connected to one side of the

magnet valves on the same car, making the demand

on the batter)^ more or less local.

Line Switch Cutout and Circuit-Breaker Reset Switch.

These are two small knife switches located near

the controller and conveniently within reach of the

operator. By opening the line switch cutout the initial

energizing of the control train circuits is opened and

none of the line switches throughout the train can

close. In this open position of the line switch cutout

the switch groups of a train may be operated through

their cycles for purposes of test. In a similar manner

j-eyerserg m^J be thrown and an emergency braking-
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Under-Side of Coach Showing the Electro-Pneumatic Control and Air-Brake Systems.

effect secured. This entirely independent of line cur-

rent or circuits.
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is provided with a catch which, when the switch has

been opened by a short circuit or other excessive cur-

rent disturbance, holds it at that position, keeping- the

operating circuit open on that car with the master

controller in the "off" position. The closing of the

reset switch completes the circuit through a magnet,

which withdraws the catch from the overload trip

allowing the circuit breaker contacts to close.

General.

The control apparatus as above described has

been in operation on the lines of the Northern Elec-

tric Railway for the past three years. The same has

given complete satisfaction and by its performance in

service has proven the correctness of its details of de-

sign and capacity for continuous operation under the

exacting conditions of service required of it.

Control Apparatus in a Motorman's Cab.

The circuit-breaker reset switch is nominally held

open by a spring. The overload trip on the line switch

Sub-stations and Electrical Supply.

With an electric railroad, the ciuestion of a power

supply is paramount. One of the features which made

this project feasible was the abundant supply of low

priced electrical energy, generated by hydraulic power

in the nearby mountains, which was available at all

points in this system. The question of expensive

steam generating plants did not enter into the problem

and it was not even necessary to parallel the road with

a high-tension distributing line, although this has been

partially done.
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Electric power is supplied at the low-tension side

of the transformers by the Pacific Gas & Electric

Company who own and furnish the transformers and

high-tension apparatus necessary for use at the sub-

stations. All other sub-station equipment, including

the buildings themselves are owned by the Northern

Electric Company.
There are three standard types of sub-stations in

use, which have been designed and built by the engi-

neers of the company. These are distributed so as to

energize about lo miles of road each.

There are at present nine stations, although pro-

vision has been made for ten and they are numbered
accordingly.

The equipment throughout is similar, both in the

type and size of the motor-generator sets and style of

switchboard.
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Current is supplied from the transmission lines at

a potential of 6o,ooo volts, with a frequency of 6o
cycles. It is supplied to the motors at 2000 volts.

Motor-generators were adopted instead of rotary
converters, for a variety of reasons ; they consist of a

Westinghouse, type CCL induction motor, rated at

580 hp., direct connected to a Westinghouse, 16-poIe,

600 volt generator of 400 kilowatts capacity. The two

machines are set close together, are mounted on a

single base, and have but two bearings. This arrange-

ment presents a neat appearance and the machines

have proven themselves dependable and highly ef-

ficient.

Machines and Transformers, Suit-Station No. 2.

The switchboards are of slate of the standard

General Electric type for this purpose and the instru-

ments and switches are of the same make. The
switchboards were assembled and the mountings made
by the Northern Electric engineers in accordance with

their own ideas.

Connection between the switchboard and track

are made with 1,000,000 cir. mil copper cable.

The first station is, as before mentioned, at the

car house at Mulberry. There are no transformers,

as current is supplied from the sub-station of the

power company in close proximity. There are two
motor-generator sets, so that the total output is 800

kilowatts.

Number 2 is 9.4 miles from Mulberry. It rep-

resents one of the types of sub-station buildings

adopted by the company. The building is almost

square ; it has a concrete foundation under the walls,

transformers and machines. Provision is made to

rapidly drain the transformers of their oil, should a

burn-out occur and in carrying out this idea a system
of ducts has been incorporated so as to cause a natural

draught of air, drawn from beneath the building and
next to the ground, where it will be coolest, to pass up

A Sub-Station's S'witchboard.

and around the transformer cases and out through
special transformer cell ventilators.

The switchboard is mounted well away from the

wall and behind it is an elongated pit through which
all cables are carried ; this is covered with a grated

wood floor. The oil-switch for the induction motor is
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of the remote control, niaiuially operated type and is

contained in a fire-proof enclosure, outside of the

building.

The framework of the building is of wood, but it is

covered with wire lath which is also used for the panel

walls. Two coats of cement plaster both inside and

out cover the lath, making a thoroughly serviceable

and practically fire-proof building.

At No. 2 station there is but one motor-generator

set. There are three, 150 kw. transformers.

pendable pumping rig. This is installed in a small

pump house near the station and operated by the

attendant, whenever necessary.

No. 5 sub-station represents another type in that

it is portable. This consists of two standard freight

cars, reconstructed however throughout for the pur-

Sub-Station No. 4. Pumping- Rig at Sub-Station No. 4.

The transformers may be moved forward out of

their cells, but ordinarily the opening between the cell

and the operating room is closed by a counterweighted

sliding door.

Sub-station No. 3 is at Tres Vias and energizes,

not only a section of the main line, but the branch into

Oroville as well. This station is similar to No. 2 in

all respects, except that the transformers are 300 kw.

capacity each, and there are two 400 kw. motor-

generator sets.

Sub-station No. 4 is again similar to No.'s 2 and

3 and is equipped with one motor-generator set. This

station is located near Gridley.

At all the sub-stations, it is necessary to have
water for the various purposes of domestic supply,

irrigation and as a means for cooling transformers,

although some of the transformers are oil-immersed

but air-cooled. Water is near the surface of the ground
at almost any point, but it is necessary to pump it.

A tank elevated to give the proper head for all pur-

poses is supplied from the well by a simple but de-

pose. One of the cars contains three 150 kw, lowering

transformers. The high-tension lines are brought into

the car through three windows. These are 36 in.

square and have two glass panes each, the wire pass-

ing through a hole at the centre of the pane. High-

tension disconnecting switches are mounted on poles

outside of the car.

The sub-station proper contains one standard 400

kw. set and the accompanying switchboard. One end

is partitioned off to make a tool room. This station

being mounted on wheels, it is very important that it

shall not only be level, but also not subject to vibra-

tion. This is accomplished by means of wrought-iron

hooks fastened to the under side of the car-body and

which grip the ball of the rails. Acting against the

strain imparted by these hooks are screw jacks, which

bear up against the car-body. The accompanying il-

lustration shows the simplicity of this device and the

clearness of the view of the interior, which was made
while the machines were in regular operation, proves

their effectiveness.

eO.OOO VOLT DANGEP CO.OOO VOI.T

ss
A I'urtubJu Sub-Station.
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Sub-station No. 6 is in the city of Marysville. Cur-

rent is supplied from the local station of the Pacific Gas
& Electric Company, there are therefore no trans-

formers. This station is similar to Nos. 2, 3 and 4, it

is equipped with two motor-generators, but differs in

7 . "i".\v-"(IV^W-'"'fe~&'^i "

Method of Fastening a Portable Sub-Station to tlie

Track.

the arrangement of the machines, in that, while the

building was originally designed for but one machine
set, another was subsequently added by invading two
of the spaces reserved for transformers, and setting

the machine at 90 degrees in respect to the first one.

There is as yet no sub-station numbered 7 and the

gap between Marysville and Nicolous, where No. 8 is

located is 16 miles.

No. 8 sub-station is the newest and most complete

of any yet built. It has a steel frame and the roof

which consists of reinforced concrete slabs, is sup-

ported on steel trusses. The walls are of reinforced

concrete construction. The building has a main floor

on which are placed the transformers and two 400 kw.
motor-generator sets, arranged much as in the older

stations ; there is also a second or gallery floor, this

contains compartments and high-tension oil switches

and is in reality a sectionalizing house for the power
company and a switching house to enable this station

to derive its source of electrical supply from any one of

three transmission lines.

The main, double transmission line of the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company between Colgate and Oak-
land passes through this station. A transmission line

of the same company from Marysville, paralleling the

Interior of a Portable Sub-Station.

road also comes to this station and continues to sub-

station No. 9. With this arrangement of switches and

disconnecting switches which are mounted on poles,

outside of the building, current may be taken from the

Marysville line or from either of the Bay lines.

The following diagram shows the arrangements of

these circuits :

H—--'-~—BOD

1—^>-%-^>
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Sub-station No. 9 is of the portable type and is

about half way between Nicolous and Sacramento. It

is similar in all respects to No. 5.

The last source of energy is at Sacramento. This

is derived from the sub-station of the Pacific Gas &
Electric Company at 6th., & H Sts. There is one

motor-generator set similar to all of the others in use

and this is owned by the Northern Electric Company.
The total installed capacity of the sub-stations is

5,200 kilowatts.

The cost of two sub-stations (not including trans-

formers and high-tension switches, which are the prop-

erty of the power company), representing the two
stationary types, is as follows

:

No. 4.

Cnpncity 400 kw.
Cost.

Property t 400
Foundation 3,100
Building Superstructure
Electrical Machinery 6,600
Switchboard 1,500
Pumping Plant 160
Tank 690
Erection of Macliinery and Installation. 500
Cartage 1,200
Incidental Expense 300

No. S.

800 kw.

(inc.)

Total $14,450

$ 250
1.850
6,400

13,200
3,000
180
300

1,000
600
750

?27,530

Nortli Si<.le uL Niculaua Sub-StaLiuu.
Type of Cottage for Sub-Station Operators.

Electricity supplied from the transmission system
is measured on the alternating side of the motor-
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generators. For this reason all calculations of ef- ner as to pick up the load as it comes on, thus main-

ficiency and losses between the power supplied and the taining a high converting efficiency at all times,

trains are based on these measurements. The efficiency of transformation from the alter-

The motor-generators are operated in such a man- nating current side of the motor-generators to the
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^Sl»*f^-^Hi Sub-Station No. S at Nicolaus.

Portable Tran^jformer Station,
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Machines, Switchboard and High Tension .Switch-

Levers in Sub-Station No. 8.

Machines, Switcliboard and Transformer Cells In

Sub-Station No. 8.
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direct current at the switchboard varies in different

stations, due to the character of the load, from 50 to

80 per cent. The average for all sub-stations is 66

per cent.

The distribution losses between the direct current

switchboard and the train, taking an average from all

points, is 6.05 per cent.

The amount of power consumed per car mile,

taken from data covering the year 1909, measured at

the alternating current side of the motor-generators,

is 4,266 watthours. The consumption of power, meas-

ured as before, per ton mile, for passenger train service,

is 113 watthours. The actual consumption of the direct

need of but one car, a combination baggage, smoking
and passenger car is used.

Through trains are run at an interval of about 2^
hours throughout the day and evening. The running
time from terminal to terminal is three hours.

All trains are manned by a motorman, conductor

and one brakeman.

A private telegraph and telephone system ex-

tends the length of the road, the poles being placed

3 ft. from the western edge of the right of way.

The operating offices, including that of the Chief

Dispatcher, are at Mulberry (Chico). Offices having
telegraph operators are at Durham, Tres Vias, Ther-

ffcsuLT oF Test F?un Chico- OrovilLE. Div.

H W^o^or3 afd 3Tra'ilera

Apr-ll 8. OS.

current at the train is 69.73 watthours per ton mile.

During an average day there is run a total of 150Q car

miles.

Following are diagrams showing the results of

test runs, giving the time between stations, current

consumed, etc.

Train Operation.

As a rule all trains consist of two or more cars.

The first is a combination baggage and smoking car

and the second a passenger car. If more than two
cars are used, a trailer passenger car is placed in the
center of the train. For short runs, where there is

molito, Oroville, Live Oak, Yuba City, Marysville,

Nicolous and Sacramento. At these points train

orders are issued.

The road is operated in accordance with Standard
American Railway Practice Rules ; train order forms
"19" and "31" being used.

Throughout the day and the early evening, the
road is given over entirely to passenger traffic. Be-
tween the hours of midnight and 6 o'clock a. m., all

freight transportation is accomplished. Were it not
for the possibility of this arrangement, the fast and
frequent passenger schedules could not be maintained
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Running Test of Freight Train Between Marysville and Mulberry.

Running Test Befween Marysville and Mulberry of Passenger Train.

without seriously inconveniencing freight traffic which
is rapidly increasing in importance.

The Northern Electric Company has the distinc-

tion of being a thoroughly California corporation; that

is, it was founded and is owned and operated by Cali-

fornia interests.

The executive offices are at San Francisco ; the

president is Mr. E. R. Lilienthal ; the vice-president,

Mr. Louis Sloss, and the secretary, Mr. Norman
Logan.

The actual operation of the system is under the

supervision of the general manager and purchasing

agent, Mr. A. D. Schindler, whose office is in San
Francisco, and who is responsible for the admirable

results obtained. He has an able assistant in Mr. Mel-
ville Dozier, whose headquarters are at Mulberry. Mr.

J. P. Edwards is, as before stated, the electrical and
mechanical engineer, and to him is due the credit of

the design and construction of the varous electrical

and mechanical features.

All of these gentlemen have given the writer every

assistance possible in his attempt to make an accurate

and creditable description of this sj'stem, of which ail

Californians may feel proud.

Five-Car Northern Electric Train.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER VI.

MISCELLANEOUS.
(Continued.)

The Pre-Payment Watthour Meter.

The prepayment device as applied to the gas

meter has demonstrated its usefiihiess after a number

of years of service, it being especially valuable in

cities where many of the consumers are transient resi-

dents, and also where those served find it a burden

to make the usual monthly payments, preferring to

pay as occasion demands. The slow introduction of

prepayment electric meters has been partly due to the

limited demand, because usually the class of people

that have been using electricity for light, power, heat-

ing and cooking have not been of the kind that would

desire or that would necessitate the installation of pre-

payment meters. Now electricity occupies such a

broad field that it may be said to be used by all classes

Fig. 74 shows the prepayment device when used

as a separate part of a watthour meter.

Construction and Operation.

The small knob shown protruding from the front

of the case is provided with a slot for the reception of

coins of the proper denomination. After the coin is

placed in the slot the knob is given a half turn to the

right, the coin engaging the shaft of the crediting

mechanism and the main circuit being simultaneously

closed. The coin is carried around with the turn of the

knob and released into a chute which conveys it to a

coin chamber in the base of the meter. The first coin

placed in the slot will cause the indicating hand to

move to the figure "i" on the crediting dial, the sec-

ond coin will cause the hand to move to the figure

"2," and so on, provision usually being made to accom-

modate tv/elve quarter dollar coins at once. Thus

$3,00 worth of current may be paid for in advance, and

as each quarter's worth is used, the debiting mechan-

ism will cause the indicating hand to recede to the next

figure. The dial, therefore, only indicates the number

Fig. 73.

of people, therefore the distributing company is often

confronted with the problem of "slow pay" customers.

Especially is this true with small commercial estab-

lishments, such as the poorer classes of restaurants,

saloons, tailor shops, etc. The prepayment meter

when installed in such places will oftentimes obviate

difficulties which may otherwise arise.

The prepayment device can be furnished either as

an integral part of the watthour meter, or as a sep-

arate device. The construction and operation in either

case is essentially the same, except that in the former

case the connection to the meter is mechanical and in

the latter case it is electrical. Fig. 73 illustrates the

prepayment device attached directly to the watthour

meter, in which case a pinion in the registering mech-
anism of the meter meshes directly with the debiting

mechanism of the device. In case the prepayment
device is used separately from the watthour meter,

the debiting mechanism is controlled by an electro-

magnet which is connected directly in the line, con-

tact being made through suitable gears and commu-
tating device in the meter register.

Fig. 74.

of coins to the credit of the consumer and does not

take into account the coins for which energy has al-

ready been delivered. The total number of coins

placed in the device can always be readily translated

from the watthour register by multiplying the reading

in kilowatt hours by the rate per kilowatt and divid-

ing the result by the denomination of the coin. When
all the energ}^ which has been paid for has been de-

livered, the crediting hand moves back to the zero

position and opens an internal switch, which cannot

be again closed until another coin is deposited. The
switch contacts are made of laminated copper strips

which insure good electrical contact.

The force which actuates the debiting device con-

sists of a large spiral spring. This spring exerts prac-

ticall)' a constant force, since it is so designed that it

is always operating under a low percentage of its

maximum tension. The gearing mechanism of the

spring is "differential" in operation, so that the escape-

ment is independent of the knob. This permits the

consumer to place more coins in the device before all

energy paid for has been delivered, without in any
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way disturbing the crediting and debiting mechanism.

The prepayment device is usually made for rates rang-

ing from 5 to 20 cents per kilowatt-hour in steps of

one-half cent. Each prepayment device is marked
with the rate per kilowatt-hour with which it should

be used ; if, however, it is desired to change this rate

of charge it is only necessary to change the gear ratio

of the "rate device," the construction being such that

this is easily accomplished. The coin receptacle is in

the back of the meter and so located and protected

that the meter cover may be removed (for testing and
inspection), without giving access to the coin recep-

tacle. It consists of a drawer which can be slipped in

or out from the bottom of the meter case, so that it

is not necessary for the collector to remove the meter
cover when taking out the coin. Lugs (as will be

seen from the illustration) are furnished so that the

coin receptacle can be locked by means of a suitable

padlock.

The manufacturing companies have perfected the

prepayment device to such a degree that it is as trust-

worthy as the gas meter device, and they have de-

signed it so that "beating" is practically impossible.

When a coin is once placed in the slot, the knob can-

not be turned back until a half turn has been com-
pleted and the coin has dropped into the chute. A
coin of smaller dimensions than that for which the

slot is designed will not allow the knob to be turned.

The credit knob is provided internally with a sharp

edge which will shear off any thread or fine wire that

may have been attached to the coin with fraudulent

intentions.

The prepayment attachment for the electric meter
has the advantage over the gas device in that it may
be placed at any point remote from the meter which
it controls. The electric meter may be in the attic,

the basement or on the back porch, and the prepay-

ment device in the kitchen or other convenient place.

The following diagrams show the connections of

the prepayment device above described when used
in connection with alternating and direct current watt-

hour meters as manufactured by the General Electric

Company.

The Wright Demand Indicator.

The need of an instrument which will indicate the

maximum demand made upon the current supply of a

distributing company has lead to the development of

the device shown in Fig. 76, which is known as the

"Wright Demand Indicator." As will be noted from
Chapter VIII, relative to rates, the cost of serving a

customer whose average load for 24 hours, compared
with his maximum, is high, will be lower than the cost

of serving a customer the ratio of whose average to

maximum load is low. In other words, the customer
with a good "load factor" is more profitable to the

distributing company. For example, suppose that a

given customer has a connected load of lamps amount-
ing to 10 kw. which are being supplied with current

for only two hours in the evening, and suppose that

another customer has a connected load of motors
amounting to 2 kw. that takes current for ten hours.

In either case, the kilowatt-hours per day are the

same, but the lighting load comes when the demand
upon the station is at the highest point ; whereas, the

motor customer is being served when the generating

machinery would otherwise be running partially

loaded. It is therefore evident that the customer
whose demand is practically constant, such as the

motor customer, is the most profitable, and is entitled

to a better rate.

The Wright Demand Indicator can be, and is

used to great advantage in determining the maximum
load on transformers. Its systematic use in determin-

ing the actual maximum loads on the transformers

of a distributing system will insure the transformers

against excessive overloads. As is the case with
meters, it is not infrequent that transformers of too

large a capacity are used for supplying a given con-

nected load ; the maximum demand indicator is valu-

able in determining the proper capacity of distributing

transformers. The indicator may be mounted on the

pole and connected in the circuit by replacing one of

the primary fuse-plugs with the plug having loose

connections which are attached to the terminals of the

indicator. When the indicator is used in this way
it should be mounted on a suitable board, which will
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facilitate Inandling- and also prevent breakage. The
indicator can also be applied to motors driving- ma-
chine tools, etc., to ascertain whether or not they are

being operated in excess of their guarantees.

Around the upper, or left hand bulb, shown in

Fig. 76, and in close thermal contact with it, is a band
of resistance wire through which passes the main line

current or a proportionate part thereof; shunts being
provided with high capacity direct current indicators.

Fig. 77.

Fig. 76.

and current transformers with the larger sizes for use

on alternating current circuits. The current in pass-

ing through the resistance band heats the air in the

glass bulb, which in turn causes the air to expand,

thereby forcing the liquid up into the right-hand tube,

the liquid then falling into the central or index tube,

which is set in front of the scale. The heat generated

in the resistance band is proportional to the square

of the current passing through it (watts dissipated in

resistance = resistance X the square of the current

flowing).

The difference in temperature of the air in the

two bulbs causes the liquid to flow as it does, and
since any external temperature afifects the air in the

two bulbs similarly, no error will result due to changes

in temperature of the surrounding air.

The tube is reset by simply tilting it and allowing

the liquid to flow out of the inde.x tube back in to the

U tube. In resetting the indicator, air bubbles from

one arm of the U may be carried over into the other

arm, thereby unequalizing the pressure and causing the

calibration to be disturbed. To prevent this trouble,

the little traps shown in the illustration are located

in the bottom of the U, and when the tube is inverted

(or partially so), they remain covered with the liquid,

due to the action of the capillaries in the channels

of the U tube, and thereby prevent the passage of air

from one side of the U to the other side.

The Induction Type Watt Demand Indicator.

The Wright Demand Indicator which has just

been described deals with the current only, and does

not take into consideration the power factor of the

circuit on which it is used nor fluctuations in line volt-

age. It is often necessary to know the maximum watt

demand, especially in the case of motor installations.

Fig. 7S.

To fulfill the requirement of such a device the General

Electric Company has designed the instrument shown
in Fig. 78, which is known as the "Polyphase Maxi-
mum Watt Demand Indicator." This instrument will

indicate and register the maximum watt demand on
single, two or three phase systems having a balanced

or an unbalanced load, and irrespective of the power
factor and voltage fluctuations.

This type of indicator is simply a modification of

the polyphase watthour meter, the ordinary retarding

magnets being replaced by a greater number of very

powerful permanent magnets arranged as shown, and
with both electrical elements acting on the upper disc.

The register as ordinarily furnished on watthour
meters is replaced by a circular scale having two con-

centric pointers, one of which is connected to the disc

shaft through a suitable train of gears ; the other

pointer being driven by the first pointer. As the load

on the indicator causes the first pointer to deflect, the

second pointer is carried to the maximum position

reached by the first pointer, in which position it is held

b}' a ratchet.

The upper, or "motor" dies is opposed and con-

trolled by phosphor-bronze springs which confine the

rotation of the disc to a definite number of revolu-

tions. The torque acting on the disc is proportional

to the power passing through the indicator, tljerefore
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by using a control spring of many convolutions, the

graduation of the scale can be made uniformly.

A curve showing the relation of the percentage of

deflection to the time during which it takes the pointer

to reach such deflection is shown in Fig. 79. It will

be noticed that the curve rises very rapidly until the

90% position is reached, and that the time from 90%
to looc^ is relatively great ; for this reason the indi-

cators are usually rated by defining the time lag as

~
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Fig. 79.

the interval of time taken to record 90% of any change

in load. The time lag depends upon the torque of the

electrical element and upon the retarding effort of the

permanent magnets; by altering the eflect of these

two factors, a time lag from one to thirty minutes can

be secured. By changing the position of the retarding

magnets in an indicator having a definite rating, the

time lag may be varied from 10% to 15%.
The polyphase maximum watthour demand indi-

cator can be used on single phase circuits by connect-

ing the potential coils in multiple and the current coils

in series and dividing the scale deflection by Uno.

(To be continued.)

PRACTICE VS. THEORY AND THE RESULTING
COMPOUND.
BY M. C. LORD.

The first consideration of a graduate from an en-

gineering college after being filled with theory (un-

less father has money to burn) is a job where he can

experiment with his theory and put it into practice.

The job he gets depends on his training, personality

and ability to sell his knowledge. If father has influ-

ence, these things may be modified somewhat ; but

assistance gained along these lines is often detrimental

later. The man with the high technical training often

conceives the idea that no position less than the gen-

eral manager of a large corporation would be com-
mensurate with his dignity and training and immedi-

ately proceeds to secure the position. But, alas ! he

finds the position held by a man who has secured his

training in that greatest of universities—experience.

After awakening to the fact that all the large corpora-

tions manage to make the wheels go around without

his assistance, with no vacancies in the position he

seeks, it is possible he may secure a position as a

helper, to a lineman, for instance.

Now, his fellow-workmen will consider him an out-

sider. In accordance with his training, he hesitates to

soil his hands, which makes the boys feel like handing

it to him; which the}' generally do by giving him false

information at every opportunity. It is with great

difficulty, if he can swallow his pride and take it good-
naturedly, that he at last gets at the facts of the case

and gains such practical experience as will enable him
to apply his theory to practical use.

The fault in most cases lies at the door of the in-

stitution from which he graduated. The professor

perhaps is a graduate of a similar institution, and im-

mediately began his career as a teacher, having had no
practical experience in the application of the theory

he is propounding.

Herein lies the reason why we find so many uni-

versity graduates handling those well-known tools

claimed as a heritage by the descendants of the Emer-
ald Isle. For many of our university men are educated

out of a job in the line of work for which they are

preparing themselves, and the job is held by the man
who is a graduate of that greatest of all universities

which without an entrance examination we are all

compelled to attend.

The practical man has not the opportunity to com-
plete the high school in many cases, before entering

into competition for an existence, and if he has chosen

a trade, must serve his apprenticeship of four years,

probably the first two of which were spent in carrying

and cleaning tools, doing odd menial jobs, etc., about

the shop ; and then perhaps he is put to work on a

job, which we will say is winding a machine. He will

probably spoil the first one and waste some material,

which is of course at the expense of his employer. He
has acquired the experience to do a job of this particu-

lar kind, and as he has the ability to earn some money
for his employer (who is human, and the law of preser-

vation applies to business the same as life), the em-
ployer is loath to invest in any more experience for the

employee, and of course keeps him on the same job

if possible until his apprenticeship has been completed,

when the employer has another boy ready to com-
mence the task he will quit. The employer feels that

the journeyman he has turned out is not competent to

hold a journeyman's job in his shop, due to a lack of

experience.

Now the young mechanic starts out for his uni-

versity education, if he has the right kind of stuff in

him, is ambitious and studies, gets a job and works his

way to the top ; while the university man works his

way down to the plane of practicability, and (if he has

the- right kind of stuff in him), works his way up

again.

Now the man wanted requires both practice and

theory, and the time must come when they will lie

taught together as they should be, but such will not

be the case until the professor has a practical knowl-

edge of what he is teaching.

The words "may," "should," should be stricken out

of lectures, and the words "it is done this way," substi-

tuted, but when you are telling a man how something

is done and you do not know yourself, the above

words are beautiful sidetracks upon which to shunt the

too inquisitive student. If a student should visit all_

the technical bookstores in the city of San Francisco, I

will venture the assertion that he will not find a book

which will tell him how to connect one of the standard

types of induction motors for difi'ercnt voltages and

speeds.
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RIGHT OF ELECTRIC COMPANIES TO CON-
DEMN LANDS.
BY LEO H. SUSMAN.'

To what extent private property may be taken by

electric light and power companies when it is required

to enable them to generate or trasmit electricity is

an interesting problem. It is a question of great prac-

tical importance to a concern like the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, with its miles of transmission lines,

flumes, and ditches extending over more than a score

of counties.

The power of eminent domain, or as it is more
popularly called, of condemnation, has been defined as

the right of a sovereign state to appropriate private

property to particular uses for the promotion of the

general welfare. This power is inherent in and an
attribute of every independent state of government by
virtue of its sovereignty.

The constitutions of the various states of the

union contain provisions relating to the power of emi-

nent domain. They differ somewhat in the language
employed, but practically all of them limit the right to

such cases only as involve a public use. The consti-

tution of California provides that "private property

shall not be taken or damaged for public use without
just compensation having been first made to, or paid
into court for, the owner." (Article i. Section 14.)

No definition of public use is given in the California

constitution, and it therefore becomes of prime im-

portance to determine what is a public use in each

particular instance. If the use in question be public,

there can be no constitutional objection to a statute

permitting the taking. But if the use be private, the

taking is impliedly forbidden by the constitution of

California.

The California law provides that the right of emi-
nent domain may be exercised in behalf of the follow-

ing public uses : "12. Canals, reservoirs, dams, ditches,

flumes, aqueducts, and pipes and outlets, natural or

otherwise, for supplying, storing, and discharging

water for the operation of machinery for the purpose
of generating and transmitting electricity for the sup-
ply of mines, quarries, railroads, tramways, mills, and
factories with electric power ; also for the applying of

electricity to light or heat mines, quarries, mills, fac-

tories, incorporated cities and counties, villages, and
towns; and also for furnishing electricity for lighting,

heating, or power purposes to individuals or corpora-
tions, together with lands, buildings, and all other im-
provements in or upon which to erect, install, place,

use, or operate machinery for the purpose of gener-
ating and transmitting electricity for any of the pur-
poses above set forth. 13. Electric power lines, elec-

tric heat lines, and electric light, heat, and power
lines." (Code of Civil Procedure, section 1238.)

The California legislature has declared by statute
that private property may be condemned for certain

designated uses. At first glance this may appear to
be conclusive that property may be taken for any of
such uses. But the fact that private property may be
taken does not imply that it may be taken for private
use. To illustrate : If one man own a city lot and an-
other desire that lot for the purpose of erecting thereon
and conducting an office building, the prospective

'Pacific Gas and Electric Co.

builder can not force the owner of the lot to sell the

land to him, as the erecting and conducting of an office

building are essentially a private use, one in which

the public has no concern. Suppose that the Califor-

nia legislature should enact a law providing that the

erecting and conducting of an office building constitute

a public use and that private property may be con-

demned therefor. Can the mere declaration by the

legislature that a private use is a public use make it

so? The California supreme court, in consonance with

the views of many other authorities, has denied the

California legislature this power, holding that the legis-

lature can not, in the exercise of the power of eminent

doinain, permit the taking of private property for a

purely private industry and that when it appears plain

that property is sought to be taken for a purely pri-

vate use, courts are not bound by the legislative declar-

ation that a certain business is a public use. In a re-

cent case Judge Gilbert, speaking for the United States

circuit court of appeals, said : "The legislature can

not by its enactments make that a public use which is

essentially a private use, and the question whether the

use is public in its nature is a judicial question to be

determined by the courts. But it is the general rule

that where it is uncertain and doubtful whether the

use to which the property is proposed to be devoted

is of a public or a private character, the legislative

determination of the question is of persuasive force,

and the courts will not undertake to disturb the same."
(Walker vs. Shasta Power Company, 160 Fed. Rep.

856.)

The mere fact that the public is interested inci-

dentally in the operation of a business and that the

use may benefit the public in some collateral way does

not make it a public use. In a recent case, decided

by the supreme court of Minnesota, it was held that a

use is not public unless the person or corporation seek-

ing to condemn property can be coinpelled, under
proper police regulations, to supply the public with the

service or use for which the property is sought to be

acquired. In this case the plaintiff^ company sought

to condemn lands for the construction of canals and
for the creation of a water-power plant that would
generate and distribute electricity for light, heat, and
power purposes and supply water power. The court

held that while the generation of electric power for

sale to the general public on equal terms is a public

enterprise and the property so used, is devoted to a

public use, the creation of a water-power plant to sup-

ply water power from its wheels is not for a public

use for the reason that only a few persons can pur-

chase water power from the wheels. The court de-

clared : "Water power from the wheels must be used

at the wheels, and the actual result necessarily is that

a very few individuals will use that power for manu-
facturing purposes to the exclusion of all other persons.

The effect is the creation of a power plant to create

water power to sell to a few manufacturers for use

in their private business. Under such conditions, the

willingness of the power company to sell power from

the wheels to the general public has only a theoretical

value."

The difficulty in determining whether or not a

given electric power or lighting business is for a pub-

lic use is not so much over the legal principles involved
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as over tlie proper application of those principles to Electric Company, generating and selling electricity

the facts of each particnlar case. to municipalities and their inhabitants for light, for

In some states the generation and sale of electricity the operation of railways, and for general commercial
under certain circumstances have been held not to be enterprises, uniformly and without discrimination, is

a public use. But in the majority of jurisdictions where engaged in a public use for which it may exercise the

the question has arisen the generation and sale of elec- power of eminent domain.

tricity have been held to be a public use wherever the

company proposing to exercise the power of eminent OPERATING COSTS OF THE STOLL TRACK-
domain must serve the public fairly and without dis- LESS SYSTEM.
crimination. The StoU system is in actual operation at Vienna

In the case of Rockingham County Light and in connection with the municipal tramways (in the
Power Company versus Hobbs (72 N. H. 531) the su- Potzleinsdorf-Salmannsdorf district), at Weidling near
preine court of New Plampshire said: "The knowl- Vienna; at Gmund, Lower Austria; at Budweis, Bo-
edge recently acquired concerning electricity has hernia (opened in November, 1908), and is being in-

made it possible to divide power into any desired por- stalled at Pressburg, Hungary. The last named will
tions and freely to transmit the same to almost any have 5.8 kilometers"(3.6 miles) of line with four wires,
point for use. This has created a demand for power, six passenger cars, and one goods wagon, the whole to
which, though not so general as the demand for water, cost 300,000 crowns (about $60,000).
is nevertheless of a public character. Like water, elec- According to the figures which have been fur-
tricity exists in nature in some form or state, and nished, the working costs of running vehicles on this
becomes useful as an agency of man's industry only system are reasonable. The following are given as
when collected and controlled. It requires a large being the costs in Vienna of running a car 75 miles
capital to collect, store, and distribute it for general daily:
use. The cost depends largely upon the location of the

Current ( 1 cent per kilowatt-hour) $0.40 to $0.60
power plant. A water power or a location upon tide ^ires (total load 4.2 tons) 1 .SO to 2.00
water reduces the cost materially. It may happen Wages (driver only, also for tickets) 1.60 to 1.80

that the business can not be inaugurated without the Garage 30 to .40
jr., r • i 1

• r i, -i' Ta.xes, management, insurance 80 to L20
aid of the power of eminent domain for the acquisition Repairs, paintTng, renewals of cars, and conductors. .60 to .80
of necessary land or rights in land. All these consid-

erations tend to show that the use of land for collect- Total running costs $5.20 to $6.80

ing, storing, and distributing electricity for the purpose This figures out 7 to 9 cents per mile. The line is

of supplying power and heat to all who may desire 2.2 kilometers (i 1-3 miles) long. It passes through
it is a public use, similar in character to the use of narrow streets and around narrow and sharp corners

land for collecting, storing, and distributing water for on a continuous steep gradient up and down, the steep-

public needs, a use that is so manifestly public that it est being 10 per cent for a long distance. In order to

has been seldom questioned and never denied." meet the extraordinary requirements of an intense

In some instances the electric company, seeking to summer and Sunday traffic, two separate aerial lines

condemn, has been incorporated for the purpose of gen- are provided to let the cars pass without stopping,

erating and selling electricity to the public generally. The positive pole of each conduit is connected with the

and also for private purposes. The right to exercise conduits of the city tramways, and the negative pole

the power of eminent domain has been denied to such with their rails. At both termini loops are arranged,

companies where they sought to condemn indiscrimi- so that the cars are continually running round. Four
nately for both public and private uses. But the fact elegantly fitted cars, each for 24 passengers, are doing
that such a company' was, by its articles of incorpora- service on this line.

tion, authorized to engage in a private enterprise as The Stoll trackless trolley system line at Weidling,
well as to serve the public, will not prevent it from near Vienna, is 2.3 miles long and has a tortuous, hilly

exercising the power of eminent domain for the public road, with a gradient of 7 per cent. Three cars, with
use. In determining whether an electric company is 21 seats each, were purchased with the idea of con-
exercising a public use the court is not limited solely by veying 120,000 passengers per annum, whereas 132.000
the description of the objects and purposes set forth passengers were carried during four months only,

in the articles of incorporation, but may consider evi- hence two new cars have been ordered. The three cars

dence outside of such articles, showing the actual pur- are doing excellent work, notwithstanding the heavy
pose in view. traffic, 60 to 100 miles being run daily from 5 :30 a. m.

In the case already mentioned of Walker against to midnight; on Sundays 2700 passengers are carried,

the Shasta Power Company the United States circuit at fares a little over 4 cents. This can onl\- be done by
court of appeals upheld the validity of the sul)division nonstop runs; the meeting of cars and interchanging
of section 1238 of the California code of civil procedure of trolley cables needs only 10 seconds and can be done
relating to the condemnation of ditches for supplj'ing at any point on the way. The mails are carried in a box
water to hydroelectric machinery. Although the ques- under the car.

tion has not been directly passed upon by the supreme The Stoll line at Gmund is under municipal con-
court of California, this decision of the United States trol and is running on a passenger and postal service
circuit court of appeals would be of persuasive force. between the town of Gmund and the railway station.

Both reason and authority being in favor of the validitv This line was originally estimated to carry 24,000 pas-
of this statute it may be taken to he the law in Cali- sengcrs a year, but actually carried during the first six

fornia that a corporation, such as the Pacific Gas and months of the service 44,305 passengers.
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111 accordance with a recent decision whereb}' the

scope of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers may be so extended
Pacific Coast that the organization may e.xert

Institute Meeting a proper national influence, and

its individual members through-

out the country receive greater benefits, a meeting is

to be held on the Pacific Coast early in May. San

Francisco has been selected as an accessible point

and the time has been fixed as May 5th, 6th and 7th.

This meeting is to be held under the auspices of the

High Tension Committee, assisted by a local com-

mittee, consisting of Messrs. Geo. R. Murphy, S. G.

McMeen, J. C. Hays, and A. M. Hunt. Papers to be

presented include "The Developed High-Tension Net-

work of a General Power System," by Mr. P. M.

Downing; "Hydro-Electric Developments and Irriga-

tion," by Mr. John Coffey Hays; "Emergency Gen-

erating Stations for Service in Connection with

Hydro-Electric Transmission Plants Under Pacific

Coast Conditions," by Mr. A. M. Hunt; "Observation

of Harmonics in Current and Voltage Wave Shapes of

Transformers," by Mr. J. J. Frank ; "Parallel Operation

of Three-Phase Generators with Interconnected Neu-

tral," by Mr. G. I. Rhodes; "Transmission Line Cross-

ngsof Railroad Rights of Way," by Mr. A. H. Babcock.

It is expected that in addition to a number of the

national officers from the East, including President L.

P). Stillwell, there will be a large attendance from the

northwest sections and Southern California. Arrange-

ments have been made for trips of inspection over the

lines of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company and the

power plant of the Great Western Power Company
for Eastern visitors during the week following the

meeting, and every courtesy in visiting the plants adja-

cent to San Francisco Bay has been extended by the

power companies. As this is the first national meet-

ing to be held on the Coast, we hope that every one

of the Pacific Coast members will do their best to

make it a success.

The electric railway, together with electric

power and the telephone, is an able assistant in fos-

tering that "back to the country"

Interurban migration urged by reformers.

Electric Traction Given these city comforts, coun-

try life is attractive to all but the

most confirmed apartment-house denizen. A develop-

ment of less than a score of years, the interurban elec-

tric road has already become well-nigh indispensible.

The Eastern States have been so grid-ironed with

these links of steel and copper that it will soon be

possible to travel for nearly one thousand miles from

Wisconsin to New York entirely in electric cars.

Night travel has been facilitated by sleeping-cars even

more convenient than those on the steam roads. Such

long-distance travel, however, is but incidental to

electric traction's prime province in giving rapid and

convenient access from outlj'ing farms and villages

and to city advantages.

As for the Pacific Slope we find excellent systems

of electric railroads in the Inland Empire, on Paget

Sound, surrounding Portland, around San Francisco

Bay, throughout California's great central valleys and

about Los -Angeles. In some places they parallel exist-

ing steam roads, while in others they tap a virgin

country whose wealth of raw products give a profitable

freight business, in addition to passenger traffic.
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Wherever they go they bring new settlers to the ranch

lai Is and new blood to the towns. They populate the

country more rapidly tlian do the jack rabbits they

displace.

As yet they have seldom proven serious com-

petitors to the steam lines, which have usually

profited by the new business created in their territory

by the electric road. Local competition is being met
either by electrifying steam lines or by running gaso-

line motor cars. Aside from the frequency of service

that is possible with electric cars one of the main ad-

vantages of such service is the greater speed that can

be safely made with numerous intermediate stops.

The fare is generally lower than that of a steam line

and the convenience and comfort of the passenger

greater. Notwithstanding these advantages it is a

brave group of men possessed with the necessary

courage to finance a new project in a country which
at best may be but partly settled. All credit is there-

fore due the backers of the Northern Electric Rail-

way, a description of which occupies the major por-

tion of this issue.

Telegraphic reports of profit in the first month's

operation of the Cleveland, Ohio, street railway sys-

tem on the basis of a three-cent

Three Cent fare are being given prominence

Fares in the daily press. Some of the

more radical of these papers even

suggest that a like rate be enforced in other cities

throughout the country. Some day, perhaps, a his-

tory of the traction experiments of Cleveland may
prove the rule and guide to those interested in the

regulation of public transportation, but until these

experiments have been crystallized into profitable

practice they seem but poor models upon which to

pattern present legislation. The much-heralded inno-

vations of Tom Johnson have already been discredited

by the test of actual use and there still remains a

possibility that the methods substituted may not be

quite as successful as anticipated.

Under the new system, which is to be tried out

for eight months, the initial rate of fare is three cents,

with one-cent charge for a transfer. If the rider has

not three cents in change, or a cardboard ticket which
may be bought at the rate of five for fifteen cents, he

is charged five cents for his ride, thus lessening the

conductor's work. As a result of this preliminary

trial the final fare will be increased or decreased so as

to insure a six per cent dividend to stockholders.

It is too soon to predicate prophecy upon the first

month's showing, but aside from the controlling

feature of legitimate dividends to investors there are

two bearing factors which should not be overlooked.

One is the fallacy of fixing a permanent charge on the

basis of temporary and shifting costs of operation:

the other, and ])crhaps the more important, is a con-

sideration of the satisfaction and convenience of

patrons.

Economic writers tell us that the high cost of

li\ing is affecting nut cmly individuals but alsij cor-

porations. A street-car ride is one of the few public

necessities which has not kept pace with the general

upward trend of prices. Except for copper all the

thousand and one supplies necessary in the construc-

tion and operation of an electric railway now cost

more than they did five years ago. Rolling equipment

and roadbed are not exempt from wear, and each year

finds a greater depreciation than the former. Wages
are also soaring. In view of climbing costs and re-

ducing revenues, capital may hesitate to assist what

appears to be a hazardous undertaking. Such hesi-

tancy can but retard the good work which is being

done by electric traction companies in developing out-

lying real estate.

As a matter of fact, all signs show that the nickel

fare, which has come into such universal use as to

be almost standard, will be raised rather than low-

ered. When we consider the convenience and the

time saved by the electric car the present charge

seems low enough. Many of the Eastern cities, par-

ticularly in New England, have already been forced

to increase their fare to six cents, this action having

the endorsement of legal decision. The road between

Seattle and Tacoma has also increased its rate and it

is not unlikely that other companies will soon do the

same.

With respect to the public's opinion of Cleve-

land's street-car system we cannot do better than to

quote from an article in a recent number of the Elec-

tric Traction Weekly of Chicago, which explains that

the company, with the sanction of the city, refuses

to make change for a nickel, and further that it will

not issue a transfer unless an additional cent is ten-

dered with the nickel. On cross-town lines the cash

passenger must buy a transfer, while one presenting a

transfer can transfer to another line free of charge.

Under the Taylor plan as at present in force in Cleve-

land, you can pay any%vhere from three cents to twelve cents

to reach your destination. Small wonder that the people are

already showing dissatisfaction, when it is considered that

the proposition made by the Cleveland Electric Railway two
years ago offered a rate of seven tickets for twenty-five cents

and free universal transfers, over the entire system.

One of three ladies who had boarded a car dropped a

dime into the fare box to pay for three fares at three cents

per, and she tendered two cents more and demanded three

transfers at one cent per. The conductor informed her that

without the change the fares would be five cents per and
the transfers one cent each. The arguments those three

indignant ladies put up and the threats of the conductor to

eject them, tied up a line for ten minutes. The authorities

decided that the conductor was in the wrong in this case.

Another woman tendered fifty cents with ilic

expectation of getting a ride for three cents and a

transfer for one cent, but found that she must first

pay five cents for her fare, receiving forty-five cents

in change and then pay five cents more for a transfer,

receiving four in change. These examples indicate

the vexatious confusion attending what should be a

simple transaction.
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PERSONALS.

W. G. Kerckhoff, ol Los Angeles, was a visitor in San

Francisco last week.

J. C. Kirkpatrick, president ol' the National Pole Co., is

visiting San Francisco.

W. M. Carpenter, president ot the American Cross-Arm

Co., is in San Francisco.

F. B. Gleason, manager of the San Francisco offices of the

Western Electric Co., has returned from the East.

R. S. Chapman, engineer for H. M. Byllesby & Co., re-

cently returned to San Francisco from a trip to Los Angeles.

M. M. OShaughnessy is in San Diego superintending the

construction of a large dam for increasing the city's water

supply.

W. S. Heger, Pacific Coast manager of the Allis-Chalmers

Company, has returned to his San Francisco office, after a

trip to the factory in Milwaukee, Wis.

W. P. Hammon, who is at the head of the California-

Nevada Power Company and of the Truckee River General

Electric Company, has gone East on business.

Prof. M. E. Cooley, dean of the Engineering Department
ot the University of Michigan, is one of a party of college

professors who are making a tour ot the Pacific Coast.

Frank H. Ray, who is interested in the Rogue River Elec-

tric Light & Power Company and its subsidiary corporations

in Southern Oregon, was a San Francisco visitor during the

past week.

Harry C. Rice, vice-president of the General Incandescent

Lamp Co., of Cleveland, who is making a tour of the Coast,

arrived in San Francisco April 19th. He will visit Southern
California next.

Harry Brownlee, Berkeley manager of the Pacific States

Telephone & Telegraph Company, has been advanced to the

managership of the San Jose district and has been succeeded
by Herbert Cheek.

W. E. Adams, who is connected with the management of

the Stockton Gas & Electric Company, arrived from Stock-

ton last week and reported an excellent outlook for business
in the San Joaquin Valley.

H. A. Lardner, manager of the San Francisco office of

the J. G. White & Co., who has been confined to a local hos-

pital with typhoid fever for several weeks, is convalescent
and will be out in a few days.

F. W. Gray, mechanical engineer tor the J. G. White &
Co., and Albert S. Crane, the chief hydraulic engineer for
the company, have arrived from New York and are visiting

the company's San Francisco branch.

C, E. Sloan, of Spalding, Sloan & Robson, engineers, has
returned from a trip to Newman, Cal., where he has been
supervising a waterworks contract. E. B. Spalding, of the
same firm, will remain at Newman for some time on similar
business.

Beach Thompson, promoter of the Stanislaus Electric
Power Company, recently visited New York City to confer
with Patrick Calhoun and officers of the United Railways In-
vestment Company of New Jersey regarding the plans for the
further development of the plant near Sonora, Cal.

C. E. Groesbeck, vice-president of H. M. Byllesby & Co.,
of Chicago, spent several days in San Francisco and departed
during the past week for Portland, Ore., where offices are
now maintained in connection with the operation of a num-
ber of Pacific Coast electric power and gas plants.

Paul Shoup, formerly assistant general passenger agent ot

the Southern Pacific Company, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral manager in charge of the electric lines. Shoup's new
position gives him charge of all ot the electric lines owned or

controlled by the Southern Pacific Company, including the

lines in Los Angeles, the Peninsular electric lines and the

Alameda County lines upon their completion.

Frank R. Wheeler, Pacific Coast Manager of the C. H.

Wheeler Mfg. Co., has returned from a trip to Puget Sound

and British Columbia in the interest of his Company. He re-

ports recent sales of Condensing apparatus to the Hammond
Lumber Co., Spreckels Sugar Co., Pacific Fruit Express, Union

Ice Co., L. A. Gas & Electric Co., and the Kleeb Lumber Co.

U. S. Mint, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

At a meeting of the Pacific Coast Electrical Exposition

exhibitors held Friday, April 15th, it was unanimously de-

cided to postpone the electric show until some time in Sep-

tember, as the proposed Auditorium was found to be too

small to accommodate the exhibits. Mr. S. Naphtaly, of

the City Electric, and Mr. Geo. C. Holbertou, of the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company, were selected as an advisory com-

mittee to act with the board. Vacancies caused by the resig-

nation of E. M. Scribner and R. B. Elder have not as yet

been filled.

Too much credit cannot be given to Mr. W. W. Briggs

for his persistent and earnest work in behalf ot this electrical

show. And now that the General Electric Company, through

its representative, Mr. T. E. Bibbins, has declared their inten-

tion to participate, the exhibitors show considerable enthusi-

asm, and are determined to give one of the finest electrical

exhibits ever held west of Chicago. The postponement will

give ample time for preparation and we hope that every

Eastern manufacturer of electrical goods will realize the im-

portance of being represented.

PORTLAND SECTION A. I. E. E.

At a meeting of the Portland Section A. I. E. E., held on
April 19th, W. M. Hoen read a paper on "The Electrical

Installation ot a Modern Quartz Mill." Mr. Gary T. Hutchin-

son's paper on "The Electric System of the Great Northern
Railway at Cascade Tunnel" was abstracted by Mr. Paul
Lebenbaum. Mr. Lebenbaum also presented a short paper
on "Heavy Traction Work" of his own experience.

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION A. I. E. E.

A meeting of the San Francisco Section A. I. E. E. will

be held in the Home Telephone Company's building on April

29, 1910. A paper on the "Watthour Meter" will be read by
A. G. .Tones and Wm. M. Shepard.

TRADE NOTES.
Wilbur H. Jackson, 404 Sutter street, has been appointed

agent for the Hoffman-Corr Manufacturing Company and
carries a stock of their cotton waste and oakum.

The San Diego Consolidated Gas & Electric Company has

purchased one General Electric 3-phase, 60-cycle, 32-pole, 185-

kw. (250 h.p.), 225-r.p.m., 2300-v. synchronous motor, with a

Mortisseur winding, to be used for driving an Ingersoll-Rand

air compressor.

The General Electric Company has sold the following

equipment to the Yuba Construction Company of Marysville,

for use in a gold dredge: A 300-h. p. variable speed 440-volt

main drive motor; 35-h, p. winch motor: 150-h. p. high-press-

ure pump motor; 25-h. p. auxiliary pump motor; 60-h. p.

4,000-v. primary—460-v. secondary transformers.
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A NEW TYPE OF LARGE BORING MILL.

The 60-m. motor-driven boring mill shown in the accom-

panying illustration, is one of a new line of machine tools

which embody a number of valuable improvements in design

and operation. This 60-in. mill has a table 62 in. in diameter

and takes work 46 in. high under the cross-rail. Its design

has been figured for ample strength to withstand the heaviest

cuts with high-speed steels, and has a massive angular bear-

ing which makes the table self-centering under any condition

of load or work.

The cross-rail is box-shaped, of massive proportions, and

is raised by power independently of the table drive. The
heads carrying the tool-holders are entirely independent in

their movements, both in the direction and amount of their

feed. They can be set for any angles and have a vertical or

New Type of Boring Mill.

angular travel of 30 in. Both heads can be brought to the

center of the cross-rail, tor boxing. The middle point is

accurately marked by a positive stop.

The power rapid reverse feature is furnished regularly on

all 60-in. mills. This device is entirely separate from the

regular feeding mechanism, and is driven at constant speed,

direct from the countershaft by silent chain. By means of

frictions located at the upper ends of the vertical feed shafts,

a rapid motion is communicated by power to the feeding

mechanism. These frictions can be engaged instantly at any

time by simply pulling the rapid traverse lever, located in a

convenient position above the feed box. Pulling this lever

automatically disengages the regular feed, and reverses the

travel of the tool at a speed of 9Vi ft. per minute horizontally,

and 6 ft. per minute vertically and in angular directions. It is

impossible for accidents to occur with this device, and no

mental effort is required on the part of the operator, as there

is but one direction in which to pull the lever, which always

returns the tool over the surface on which it has taken

the cut.

The power rapid traverse is one of the greatest labor-

saving and production-increasing devices ever put on a boring

mill. It entirely eliminates the laborious worlv of moving the

heads by a crank-handle or a wheel.

The safety shear-pin device placed on the rear of each

end of the cross-rail, prevents injury to the feed mechanism
in case the heads are accidentally run together. A coupling

introduced into the vertical-teed-shaft transmits its motion

through a small pin, which is arranged to be sheared off in

case any abnormal stress occurs in the feed mechanism.

Additional pins are furnished, or in case of emergency, a wire

nail may be used equally well.

This 60-in. boring mill is driven by a 10 h.p., 1180 r.p.m.,

Westinghouse constant-speed type S direct-current motor,

belted through countershaft and cone-pulleys to the driving

shaft of the mill. A belt-shifter makes the changes from step

to step of the cone-pulleys easily and quickly, and without

injury to the belt. The friction clutch in the cone-pulley

countershaft permits the mill to be stopped and started with-

out interfering with the motor.

The new line of large boring mills, described and illus-

trated In the foregoing, and which includes machines built in

42, 48, 54, 60 and 72-in. sizes, is manufactured by the Colburn

Machine Tool Company, Franklin, Pa. These machines may
be equipped with constant or adjustable-speed Westinghouse
motors, if desired.

NATIONAL PUBLICITY FOR BENJAMIN ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company of Chicago

is carrying on a campaign of national publicity for the Ben-

jamin plug cluster in many of the popular magazines, thus

supplementing its advertisements in the trade journals. The
purpose is to reach the ultimate user and create a demand for

a socket which doubles the fixture capacity.

NEW CATALOGUES.
The Roller-Smith Company, 203 Broadway, New York

City, have issued an attractive catalogue on its electric auto-

mobile type ammeters and voltmeters. Their distinguishing

features are resilient mounting and zero adjustment.

The Western Electric Company has recently issued its

bulletin No. 5132-1, describing its type EC belt-driven Haw-
thorn generators. A complete description of the construction

and operation of its generators is given, with illustrations of

the different types. Considerable space is given to a descrip-

tion of the individual parts of these generators. Copy of the

bulletin will be sent upon request.

A subject apropos of the season is taken up in the Gen-

eral Electric Company's Bulletin No. 4719, describing its fan

motors and small power motors for the season of 1910. This

publication illustrates and describes fans suitable for use in

the home, office, or public building, for installation on a desk,

table, wall, floor or ceiling, and for use in telephone booths.

It lists also fans for ventilating purposes, and illustrates

small power motors for both domestic and commercial use.

In Bulletin No. 4716, published by the General Electric

Company, are described several types of prepayment watthour

meters, which form a practical solution of the problem of

producing a satisfactory prepayment meter having a minimum
number of complicated parts, and sufficiently strong to with-

stand the rough treatment incident to transportation and

commercial use. These meters are arranged for use with

either a separate or combined prepayment device. They are

made for two and three-wire service, and 100 to 120, or 200

to 240 volts, direct or alternating current. This publication

contains dimension of the molers, and diagrams of cnnnootlon.
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INCORPORATIONS.

BORING, ORE.—The Boring Mutual Telephone Company
has been incorporated tor $.5,000, by J. W. Roots et al.

MACLEAY, ORB.—The Lewisburg Mutual Telephone

Company has been incorporated for $1,173, by Ernest Bowen
et al.

BOYDS, WASH.—The Kettle River Power & Irrigation

Company has been incorporated lor $6,000, by Grant A. Stew-

art et al.

MILES CITY, MONT.—The Miles City Automatic Tele-

phone Company has been incorporated for $300,000, by H.

Hanson et al.

MOUNT ANGEL, ORE.—The Mount Angel Telephone

Company has been incorporated, by C. R. Hougham, H.

Klinger and G. D. Ebner, with a capital stock of $5,000.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—Elmhurst Street Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated, with a capital of $100,000, by

H. J. Goethe, H. A. McClelland, C. M. Goethe and G. P. Beere.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Sierra Nevada Power and

Irrigation Company has been incorporated, with a capital

of $200,000, by J. F, Sheehan Jr., J. J. Dalley and Isaac Ker-

mel.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Citizens' Electric and Manu-

facturing Company has been incorporated, by M. J. Gardner,

J. H. Peet, A. E. Anderson and others, with a capital stock

of $50,000.

STEWART, B. C—The Stewart-Portland Canal Power,

Light & Water Company, Ltd., has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $250,000 to supply this place and others

with gas, power and water.

FINANCIAL.

ST.' HELENS, ORE.—St. Helens has voted for a $50,000

bond issue for the construction of a municipal water system.

FALLS CITY, ORE.—An election decided in favor of a

$20,000 bond issue for the construction of a water system,

the water to be taken from a spring 2% miles south of the

town, and to be brought in by gravity.

PORTLAND, ORE.—One million dollars' worth of water

bonds, running 25 years, drawing interest at the rate of 4

per cent, payable semi-annually, have been ordered adver-

tised for sale by the City Auditor, A. L. Barbur, the proceeds

to furnish money for the construction of a second pipe-line

to Bull Run River.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Following is a statement of

the earnings and expenses of the Pacific Gas & Electric

Company, including the figures of all of its subsidiary cor-

porations for 1909: Gross revenue, $13,650,075.28; deduct

revenue in suspended (S. F. rate cases), $317,574.25; gross

revenue, $13,332,501.03. Operating expense, maintenance, tax

and reserves for uncoUectable accounts, casualties, etc.,

$7,531,575.89; net revenue, $5,800,925.14. Interest, $2,988,-

521.70; balance, $2,812,403.44. Deductions—Accrued divi-

dends on preferred stock, $600,000.00; sinking funds, $667,-

209.56; am. of bd. dist. and exp., $42,236.95; total, $1,309,-

446.51. Balance, $1,502,956.93. The gross revenue of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company for the year 1908 was
$12,853,817. The net income available for interest on the

debenture mortgage bonds was $2,052,329.64. After deducting
from this amount $240,000 as the annual interest on the en-

tire authorized issue of debenture mortgage bonds the bal-

ance December 31, 1908, was $1,812,329.64. On March 31, 1909,

the company's entire outstanding bonded debt in the hands

of the public was $56,182,000. This was made up of: Divi-

sional and underlying bonds, $43,378,000; P. G. & E. Co. gen-

eral and collateral trust 5-per cent bonds, $9,153,000, and

debenture mortgage 6-per cent sinking fund 30-year gold

bonds, $3,651,000. The debenture mortgage bonds precede

the following securities of the P. G. & E. Co.: $9,979,000

6-per cent cumulative preferred stock; $12,566,000 common
stock outstanding March 31, 1909, of which the market value

at that time was $14,500,000. The balance of $1,502,956,

December 31, 1909, would show about 10 per cent on

$15,000,000.

TRANSMISSION.

BUHL, IDAHO.—The Clear Lake Orchard Company will

install a power plant of sufficient capacity to furnish heat

and power for the Twin Falls and the North Side tracts.

JUNEAU, ALASKA.—Otto Lonstorf, general manager of

the Lon De Van Mining Company, announces that a power
plant is soon to be installed at the mines on George's Inlet.

MONROE, WASH.—The Snoqualmie Power Company
will shortly begin work on the erection of a transformer

station in Park place, where its wires cross the county road.

KOOSKIA, IDAHO.—It is reported that a Chicago com-

pany, headed by a Mr. Day, of the Marshall-Fields Company,
will in the near future install a power plant on the Middle

Fork.

CHEHALIS, WASH.—The Twin City Light & Traction

Company let the contract for erecting a $75,000 powerhouse

oa its mill site in the north end of town to the Coal Creek

Lumber Company.

PORT ANGELES, WASH.—The power and light franchise

granted to Thos. T. Aldwell has been assigned to the Olympic
Power & Electric Company, which will begin work immedi-

ately on the development of power on the Elwha River.

DAWSON, ALASKA.—The North Fork Power Company
will begin within a few days to haul supplies from Dawson
to the North Fork of the Klondike, where extensive develop-

ment will commence. Seven and one-half miles of ditch will be

built. Chas. Bolye, resident manager of the Canadian Klon-

dike Company, is in charge of the work.

LEWISTON, IDAHO.—Local capitalists interested in the

concern announce that the Lewiston-Clarkston Improvement
Company, which recently passed into the control of Spencer-

Trask of New York, has been bonded for $800,000 and that

a large amount of money will be expended in developing a
50,000-hp. plant on the Grand Ronde River.

SEATTLE, WASH.—As a formal step in the plan of the

Stone & Webster interests to develop the White River hydro-

electric power enterprise, a meeting of stockholders of the

Pacific Coast Power Company will be held in Seattle to in-

crease the capital stock from $7,000,000 to $10,500,000. Ac-

cording to attorneys for the company, the meeting will be
the last step necessary in placing the affairs of the corpora-

tion in shape to develop the White River power project, by
which the waters of the river, impounded in Lake Tapps,

will be harnessed and 30,000 electric hp. developed for elec-

tric and interurban railroad systems and manufacturing pur-

poses in Seattle, Tacoma, Bellingham and Everett. The
initial development at Lake Tapps will require an expendi-

ture of about $2,250,000 and the work will be done by the

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation.
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TRANSPORTATION.

LONG BEACH, CAL.—It has been stated that the Pacific

Electric would build its Seventh-street extension in the early

summer.

ALBANY, ORE.—The survey work has been started tor

the Albany and Interurban Railway, to run from this place

to Sweet Home.

WALLA W.\LLA, WASH.—A survey is being made by

the Byllesby interests for an electric line between this place

and Pendleton, Ore.

KALISPELL, MONT.—A franchise has been granted to

the Whitefish & Poison Electric Railway Company for its

railway system here.

WHITEFISH, MONT.—This place has granted a fran-

chise to the Whitefish-Polson Electric Railway to construct

its road through town.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.—A street-car line is being

planned to connect Merida with the ruins of Uxmal. This

will be a great convenience to tourists.

SNOHOMISH, WASH.—The City Council has granted a

2n-year franchise to the Seattle, Snohomish & Everett Rail-

way Company to build lines within the city.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Geo. D. French, president of the

Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railroad, states that equip-

ment and improvements for the road will entail an expendi-

ture of $1,500,000.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Le Grand Young has re-

ceived a franchise from the Board of County Commissioners
for his proposed electric railroad to connect the Emigration

Canyon road with HoUiday.

STOCKTON, CAL.—It is probable that the Central Cali-

fornia Traction Company, now operating an electric line to

Lodi and building to Sacramento, will also construct a line

to Lockeford. which is northeast of Stockton about 12 miles.

EUGENE, ORE.—It is announced that the Portland,

Eugene and Eastern Railway Company has secured financial

backing for its proposed system of electric roads to be con-

structed in this vicinity. A. Welch is general manager of the

company.

PORTLAND, ORE.—A contract has been let to the

Porter Bros, for the construction of the Cornelius Gap tunnel

of the United Railways, and machinery is now being rushed

to the scene of operations, with a view to having the big

underground passage completed before the end of summer.

EVERETT, WASH.—A $5,000,000 mortgage in favor of

the Chicago Title & Trust Company, and signed by O. B.

Grossman, president, and Charles H. Barron, for the Everett-

Tacoma Railway Company, which proposes to build an elec-

tric road to Tacoma via Snohomish, Monroe, Tolt, Ronton,

Kent and Puyallup.

RIVERSIDE, CAL.—Application has been made to the

Supervisors for a franchise for a trolley line for connecting

the towns of Moreno, Lakeview, San Jacinto, Hemet and
Florida and extending up to foot of grade in San .lacinto

Mountains. The proposed road is 25 miles long. J. B.

.lackson, who has interests in the San .loaquin Valley, made
the application. The board favors the proposition.

MODESTO, CAL.—The Modesto interurban terminal will

be on South Eleventh street, between D and F. The com-

pany has purchased the half-block on Eleventh street, across

from the Kewin stables, taking in the Harris machine shop,

and the half-block south, between D and E streets. It is

understood that the company will build a passenger depot

on the site, together with freight sheds and other buildings

to accommodate the traffic. It is expected that announce-

ment of the running schedule of the new line will be made
within the next few weeks.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Grading work for the extension of the

tracks of the Southern Pacific from the present terminus in

Melrose, along the foothills eastward to Stonehurst, where a

junction will be made with track already laid, thereby com-

pleting a loop suburban system which will extend almost

completely around the newly annexed districts of Oakland,

has been commenced on the north side of Melrose by Peter

Hare, a Hayward contractor. The Southern Pacific already

has a spur track running from its main line which taps the

southern side of the annexed district, to Stonehurst Station

on East Fourteenth street. The grading work commenced
will be for the extension of the tracks which now reach Mel-

rose Station. The tracks will extend across East Fourteenth

street toward the foothills and then turn eastward as far as

Stonehurst. It is probable that the loop system may also

be extended as far eastward as San Leandro, the running

schedule being arranged so that only several trains a day

shall run through that town, while the majority of them shall

go over the other loop system which goes through Stonehurst.

The preliminary grading work commenced is in the vicinity

of the Scenic or Foothill boulevard.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—Mayor W. H. Noy has received word

from the Southern Pacific Company that its new Alameda
electric train service would not be ready for operation before

September 1st. The company has ordered 125 standard elec-

tric cars for its Alameda County lines. Of this number 40

are motor cars, 25 are combination motor cars and baggage

coaches, and 60 are trailers. The cars are 58 feet long and

are being built in the shops of the American Car and Foundry

Company, at St. Charles, Mo. The Baldwin Locomotive

Works is furnishing the trucks, and the motors will be

supplied by the General Electric Company. The Southern

Pacific track-layers have commenced work on the new cross

line, which is to run between Alameda and Oakland and be

one of the features of the new electric service of the com-

pany. This line is being built upon Eighth street in West
Alameda, and will connect on the north with the present

line across the Alameda marsh. A connecting link will be

built near the water front to straighten the line to the Alice-

street bridge. Electric trains will then be able to run direct

into the heart of Oakland, stopping at the present Oakland

narrow-gauge terminus and Fourteenth and Franklin streets,

or possibly continuing out into Berkeley over the projected

extension. This line will make the Southern Pacific an

active competitor of the Oakland Traction Company for the

Alameda-Oakland service. A 5-cent fare will be charged and

transfers from the regular Alameda loop system will be

given without additional charge.

ILLUMINATiON.
EL PASO, TEX.—Six or seven miles of mains will be

laid soon by the EI Paso Gas & Electric Company.

MEDFORD, ORE.—The Council passed an ordinance

granting to .T. R. Anderson the right to lay gas pipes and

conduits for a period of 35 years in the public streets and

alleys of the city of Medford.

SALINAS, CAL.—Sealed bids will be received by the

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors up to 2 p. m. May 4, 1910,

for the construction of an electric light system at the County

Hospital of the county of Monterey, Cal.

KINGMAN, ARIZ.—The capacity of the electric power

plant at this place of the Tracy Engineering Company in the

Central building, will be increased by the installation of more

machinery at the cost of about $:'.0,000.

CIIICO, CAL.—The announcement is made that the Sac-

ramento Valley Power Company will be actually competing

lor business in this city by April 20th. The transformers are

now being installed, and the line between Redding and Chico

has been completed. Nearly 1,000 poles have been planted

ii- Chico, and most of the wires have been strung.
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The Pacific Oas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, MEAT, AND POWER

Place. Popalatlon.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany SOO
tAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antioch 3,000
tAuburn 2,060
Barber 200
Belmont 600
Belvedere S60
Benicia 2,600

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 160
Biggs 760
Black Diamond . .

.

600
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderlck 600

tBrown'3 Valley ... 50
••Burllngame 5,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,500
tCentervlUe 20
CentervlUe 500

••Chlco 13.000
••Colusa 2,700
tColfax 400
Colma 600
Concord 1,500
Cordelia 150
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,600
Crow's Landing . . 37o
Davenport 1.000
Davis 750
Decoto 350
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 60

TO
Place.
Drytown ....
Durham
tDutch Flat . .

••Easton
••East San Jose
Eckley
Emerald . . .

Elmhurst .

Elmira . . .

El Verano
••Emeryvillf
Enclnal .

Fairfield , .

Fair Oaks
Fitchburg

Population.
100
500
400
500

.... 1.500
. . 20

60
. 2,600

.. 150
100

. . . 2,000
20

800
250
250

Folsom 1.500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 600
Gold Run 100
Grafton 360

tGrass Valley 7,000
Grldley 1,800
Groveland 60
Hammonton 500
Hayward 4,000
HoUister 3,000
lone 900
Irvlngton 1.000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
La"5vrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLincoln 1,500
jLlve Oak 200
Llvermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 50
Los Gatos 3,000

Place.
Mare Island
Martell . . . . ,

Martinez

Population.
600
25

5,000
••Marysville -6,250
Mayfleld 1.500

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300

"•Mllbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
tNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1,000
Niles 800

••Oakland 230.000
Orovllle 2,500
Orwood 50
Paeheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
tPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 260

••Piedmont 2,000
Pinole 1.500
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,600
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

tRocklin 1,060
Rodeo 100
tRoseviUe 346
Ross 900

•••Sacramento 52,000

Place. Population.
San Andreas ' 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,600
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco ....450,000
••San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,0i00

San Lorenzo 100
••San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000

**San Quentin Prison 1,600
••San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran 2,500
Stanford Dniv 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton 25,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
tTowlc 200
Tracy 1,200
Vacavilie 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 350
Wheatland 1.400
Winters 1,200

••Woodland 3,500
Tolo 360

••Tuba City l,9oo

•Gas only; ••gas and eleccricity: telcctricity. sras. and water: ^electricity and water: •••gas. electricity, and street car service; all others, electricity only.

Electric Shocks and Burns and

WHAT TO DO
^TT You should write today for one of these

H 1 1 Placards. The instructions and illustrations

^-1 1 for resuscitation from electric shock arc

"^ an excerpt from "The Life Hazard and

Resuscitation in Electrical Engineering" a neat

little booklet of 32 pages by Clem A. Copeland.

The Placards are 14 x 22 inches and beautifully

printed on high finish 6 ply white board. The

price of either booklet or placard, 35 cents the copy

—$25 the hundred for either or the two combined.

TECHNICAL BOOK SHOP
604 Mission Street, San Francisco
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ELECTRIC SHOCKS AND BURNS

WHAT TO DO
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THE STORY OF COLGATE AND YUBA POWER PLANTS
BY ARCHIE RICE

The Colcate Plant on the Yuba River.

X'owhere in the world, probably, is a huge,

modern, hydro-electric development more
G^raphically shown at one glance than in

a general view of the famous Colgate

power plant, on the Pacific side of the

Sierra Nevada mountains, in the north-
.\rchicRice eastern part of California, some one
hundred and forty miles by power-line from the cities

"f Sau l-'rancisco bay. There, where the Yuba River

gushes down between thousand-foot evergreen ridges

in Yuba County, a long stone building squats close

along the water's edge, with its back to a steep, rug-

ged slope. Straight up that incline for a quarter of a

mile the eye traces five enormous black pipe-lines

that obviously come into the power house from a

great wooden flume that is seen clinging high along

the side of the mountain.

Eight miles n]istrcam from the power house is a

massix'C. granilc dixcrting ilam across a narrow point

in the river camm. The river has hurried (i\it its
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rock}^, gold-sprinkled bed for thousands of years, de-

scending by many little rapids in making an aggre-

gate drop of one hundred feet to the mile. But the

big flume that ingenious man devised winds majesti-

cally along the precipices and slopes like a scenic

railway, and by nice engineering preserves a gradual

fall of twelve and two-thirds feet to the mile. So,

by the time the flume water has arrived opposite the

power house it is ready to take a single perpendicular

drop of seven hundred and two feet, or more than

four times the height of Niagara Falls.

That gentle diversion of an impetuous river to

produce an artificial fall at a given spot and there

convert the water power into definite energy, spout-

ing from nozzles against water-wheel buckets, is the

When that flow of 18,000 cubic feet of water a

minute comes down the hillside through all five of

those thirty-inch pipes, tapered to nozzle-ends the

thickness of a man's arm, the water shoots out in

four-inch streams more terrific in force than any fire

engine ever produced, escapes with an impulse so

great that yovi can strike the stream with a big

sledge-hammer as though on an anvil. That silvery

projectile of solid water will rend a board to splinters,

or hurl a big rock clear across the canon and shatter

it to fragments in transit. Such is the force of those

condensed columns of water. They strike a hori-

zontal undershot blow into the powerful steel buckets

of the man-high impulse wheels, down under the

power house, with a force of three hundred and four

Map Showing the Colgate and Yuba Power Plants, the Ditches,
Dams, Rivers and Power-Lines.

main principle of hydro-electric engineering. The
greater the fall and volume of water, the greater the

hydraulic power that can be obtained to turn the

wheels of the big' magnetic devices that generate elec-

tric current.

That remarkable flume is seven and ' six-tenths

miles long, and it is seven feet wide and five feet

deep. It is almost level full of water that rushes

along with a flow of 12,000 miner's inches; a flow so

swift that a man must be a Marathon runner to keep
up with it ; and so powerful that neither man nor

animal ever gets out of it alive, if, perchance, the feet

slip ofif the double plank which runs midway along

on top of the cross beams that strengthen the box-

like structure. Day and night watchmen walk those

planks that are laid almost on the surging rush of

water and half a thousand feet above the bed of the

river.

pounds to the square inch, a steady three-hundred-

pound blow on every little space the size of a silver

quarter-dollar, a constant ten-ton thrust against each

water wheel. Such is the power of the water at the

Colgate plant. .And that tremendous battery of shoot-

ing streams turns the wheels that steadily generate

nearly 20,000 electrical horsepower. Lessening de-

mands for electric energy way off down in the big

cities automatically deflect those movable nozzles so

that only part or none of the stream strikes the

buckets. And what escapes shoots free far across the

canon.

The Water Supply.

The cai.chment area above the dam—the high

mountain ridges and forest slopes that drain the win-

ter's rainfall and the summer's myriad springs and

melting snows down into that particular canon—is
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Lake Frances in the Making.

A Section of Rapid-Flume from Lake Franccr

m
.-/'j
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^^^ijps
Inverted Syphon carrying Brown's \'alley Ditch

across Canyon below Vuba Power Plant.

Tlie Stave Pipe-Line from Lake Frances to Colgate. Clearing tlie Ground for Vuba Power Plant

cqiii\-alent to a square tract of country a little more
than twenty-three miles on each of its sides.

i!ut to make sure of constant water power for

the Colgate plant, to guard against any unforseen
subsidence in the river's flow above the dam or

against any accident to that long, wooden flume

—

through breakage, landslides, snovvslides, or forest

fires—there is an artificial lake up between the ridges,

off to the left, two miles and a half behind the power
plant, and three hundred and eighty-two feet eleva-

tion above the top of those five big pipe-lines that

come down the ridge to shoot water against the

wheels.

It is called Lake Frances, and it covers an area

of one hundred and five acres and holds 92,870,000

cubic feet of water all the year round. It is as large

as about fifteen city blocks. During the rainy season

it catches the water drainage from the minor sur-

rounding slopes, but its principal source of supply

is the river flume itself.

The Yuba Power House.

Eight miles below the Colgate power house is

the Yulja power ])Iant, with a generating capacity

of nearly one thmisand horsepower. Historically,

commercially, ami sentimentally this smaller enter-

prise is the parent of the great Colgate plant. They
produce and turn current into the same long-distance
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The Yuba Power House and (at the Left) the Superintendent's Residence

Ttie Tramway and its Suspension Bridge.

power-line, and the)' get their water power from the

same source. A generous part of the flume flow must

ever go on past Colgate to preserve the original

rights of the Brown's Valley ditch. Twenty-two
rriiles of winding ditch brings the flow to a point

above the little Yuba plant, and there it takes a per-

pendicular drop of two hundred and ninety-two feet

through a single big forty-two-inch pipe. That
water gushes against the Yuba impulse wheels and

then, its fighting' force expended, it flows gently on

through twenty-five miles or more of winding ditch,

traversing Brown's Valle}', and doing only the quiet

and peaceful work of irrigating lowland orchards and

farms.

California's Wealth of Water Power.

To understand wliy it is that California is so

wonderfully rich in water power you must bear in

mind that there is a dozen or more of rivers rushing

down from sources high in the lofty Sierras. Wher-
ever water can be diverted and made to flow gradually

along the side of a river canon to produce a single

plunge of several hundred feet, there power can be

developed to run an electric generating plant. How
splendidly California is supplied with these steep

rivers is indicated in the accompan3fing table, which

gives the foot-drop to the mile for several well-

known eastern rivers and for some of those in Cali-

fornia. In this connection it will be recalled that the

Yuba river slopes average of a hundred feet to the

mile between the dam and the Colgate power house,

and that the diverting flume is given a drop of less

than thirteen feet to the mile. That flume slope is

much greater than is really necessary. The mighty
Mississippi goes to the gulf with a drop of onh' a

little more than seven inches to the mile.

The steep descent of most of the California

rivers enables power developers to locate more than

oue plant on the same diverted water system by

leading the discharged water from the upper plant

down by easy gradients to some point where another

big drop can be produced.

River,
Eastern:

Miles
Long.

. . 2,300

Feet
Descent.

1,500
700

4.000
2,000
1,000

12.000
4,300

1,000
7,000
4,678
8,000
8,000
8,500
6,700
7,500

Foot-drop
to Mile.

.6

Ohio . . 1,000 .7

2,340 1.7

375 6.3

Kennebeck 150
1,800

6.6

6.6

300 14.3

California:
68 14.6

400 17.5

136 34.4

155 51.6

113 70.8

118 72.0

Yuba . 90 74.4

Cosumnes 93 80.3

Early Hydro-Electric Developments.

Having in mind now the peculiar fitness of Cali-

fornia rivers for mountain power-development, it is

easier to see how the plants progressed after a start

was successfully made and long-distance transmis-

sion had become commercially possible. Thai the

mysterious current could, without too much loss in

power, be sent through a wire to a considerable dis-

tance from the place where it was generated was
first demonstrated to the world in i886 by the hydro-

electric plant at Tivoli in Italy sending current seven-

teen miles to the city of Rome.
Thirty or forty years before that Italian plant

had proven the city value of distant mountain water

power California's miners had constructed amazing
diverting ditches and had begun using the flow of

mountain rivers to operate terrific hydraulic giants

in tearing away hillsides and dissolving them to mud
and stones in quest of settling' gold. After the Sacra-

mento river channel had been alarmingly filled in

with these torrents of man-made mud and the farmers

in the lowlands had been successful in having laws

passed against unchecked hydraulic washings the

costly mining ditch systems looked like a dead loss

to those who had put money into their construction.
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Next came irrigating schemes and a period of partial

usefulness for the old mining ditches.

The Old Brown's Valley Mining Ditch.

Then came hydro-electric power plants ! The
very flume system that now supplies Colgate, the

same ditch system that runs on more than a score of

miles and supplies the Yuba plant and goes another

score further witli irrigation, has been in operation

for years as the Brown's Valley ditch, carrying water

for hydraulic mining in Brown's Valley.

In the spring of 1895 the city usefulness of dis-

tant water power was first demonstrated in Califor-

nia with the completion of the power plant on the

edge of the American River at the town of Folsom.

Its electric current was successfully sent through a

twenty-two-mile power-line into the city of Sacra-

mento. Then, in February of 1896, after five years of

Not a day was wasted on this new scheme.

Within the record-breaking time of four months and
five days after they decided to build the Yuba plant

the thing was completed, was generating electric

current, and, at the then almost appalling potential

of 16,000 volts, was sending it on down twenty-two
miles to the city of Marysville on the Sacramento
River, where the Yuba joins the main stream.

It was in April of 1898 that this Yuba plant be-

gan operating. They had constructed a frame build-

ing covered with zinc-coated corrugated iron, and it

stands there yet in a narrow, lonesome, tiny, upland

valley between Dry Creek and the Yuba River and

eight miles from the little town of Smartsville. The
original installation then consisted of three 300-kilo-

watt Stanley generators. One of these generators

has since been removed, leaving the plant with two,

and a productive capacity of a little less than one

The Tuba River Dam from which Colgate Is Supplied. A Difficult Point.

effort in acquiring and developing the necessary water

power, the Nevada power plant was started on the

edge of the south fork of the Yuba River, down in

a deep mountain ravine in Nevada County. And
then that plant began sending electric current through
an eight-mile power line to the towns of Nevada City

and Grass Valley and their famous deep gold mines.

Eugene J. de Sabla, Jr., was the principal man be-

hind the little Nevada plant on the south fork of the

Yuba, and John Martin had taken the contract for its

general construction.

Hydro-electric power was a new thing, but it did

not take de Sabla and Martin long to see that it was
a good thing, and that not many miles away was
that Brown's Valley ditch and a prospect of taking
a good fall out of it. So, in September of 1897, they
incorporated the Yuba Power Company, and had as

a partner with them R. R. Colgate of New York City,

Martin and de Sabla were San Franciscans,

thousand electrical horsepower. A big forty-two-inch

pipe eight hundred and fifty feet long descends the

oak-dotted hillside and ejects its flood of water

through a large box-like compartment along the out-

side of the power house, the undershot flow revolving

the two sets of wheels that turn the generators inside

the building.

Within a year after the completion of the Yuba
plant business had so increased and electric prospects

so expanded that the promoters reorganized with a

capital of $1,000,000 with which to buy out the Yuba
Power Company and go in for bigger hydro-electric

development further up on the Yuba River. They
called this new concern the Yuba Electric Power
Company.

With an eye still on the course of that Brown's

Valley ditch, they picked out a place on the middle

Yuba where they could get more than twice the fall

they had down at the little Yuba plant.
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Site For the New Plant.

The spot selected was where the old Missouri

Bar trail crossed the Yuba on the route between Dob-
bins and French Corral. Then they engaged W. R.

Eckart to give his expert experience to the develop-

ment of the flume for a greater flow. So the old flume

that had wound along the canon side and been in

use for ten years was supplanted b}' one ahnost twice

as big, erected right along above it ; and the diverting

dam up-river on the north fork of the Yuba was
strengthened and raised ten feet in height. As the

dam stands today it spans one hundred and sixty-

seven feet across the ravine and is forty feet high.

It has a long wing sweep that diverts the water
through concrete headgates. which open into the

great flume.

Day after day, day after day, lumber poured

down that chute tramway out of the sky, and the

flume slowly stretched on down the canon, mile after

mile, until they had used up just 8,000,000 linear feet

of lumber, if you know what a lumber pile that

makes ! In places they blasted away the solid granite

cliff and made a shelf, on turns they used long steel

rods and bolted the flume securely to the native

granite wall, and all along the way they braced it and

gave it a foundation like a railroad trestle.

Then every two miles or so they scooped a little

shelf and built on it a small house, with a porch over-

lapping the flume. These houses were the perma-

nent camps for the flume-tenders, the forest-fire

crews, the repair gangs of many carpenters that work
along that structure for weeks in the summer. Later

Suspension Bridge across Vuba River at Colgate Burro Brigade Packing Dynamite and Cement. A Gliiripse Across Lake 1^'rances.

The construction of the dam was not so difi^icult.

The native granite was right there. Only tools and
dynamite and cement had to be packed up the river

canon. But the building of those eight miles of

flume, with all the necessary scaft'olding, trestles, and
the use of tons and tons of lumber was a real prob-

lem. Lumber mills were a long way ofl:, and moun-
tain roads steep. Ten miles across the thousand-foot

ridges to the eastward of the dam was a good forest

region, over in Nevada County, thick with cedar,

spruce, yellow pine, and sugar pine of good size.

There a sawmill was established to turn out

lumber for the new flume. The company still owns
and operates that sawmill. They cut 11,000,000 linear

feet of lumber, and then picked out the very best of

it, the hearts of the logs, to use for the flume. Across
the highlands that lumber was hauled and on to the

top of the ridge, almost above the dam. Then they
built a steep tramway coming down the mountain

1,275 feet like a narrow ladder reaching from the

depths of the gorge right up to the blue vault of

heaven. And the lower end of that ladder they
curved into a dizzy suspension bridge that would
deliver the well-strapped little carloads of lumber
right over on the flume-side of the canon, where a

space had been gouged out of the rock as a sort of

landing shelf.

the}' stretched along the side of the flume a private

telephone line with numerous stations from which

to sound an alarm or to notify the plant that the

flume had broken and that the water power would

cease coming. One day a workman in a repair gang
slipped and dropped a box of dynamite into the flume

and then rushed to the telephone to warn the

fellows down at the power plant to "look out" as it

was hurrying their way. But the long watery trip

must have safely soaked and diluted the explosive be-

fore it reached the penstock gratings and screens.

While the carpenters were rebuilding the great

flume other gangs of workmen were carving a steep

mountain road down from the direction of the little

hamlet of Dobbins to deliver the heavy machinery.

As the loads were to come down, the graders did not

bother about any future loads that might have to be

hauled up that terrible slope. So that road remains

as a tedious, toilsome climb. While the roadmakers

and the flumemakers were busy masons were getting

ready the building. The high-walled canon daily re-

sounded with the cannonading of dynamite where all

three gangs were blasting out rock and clearing a way
for operations. They dug down forty and fifty feet

to get a virgin granite base on which to erect the Col-

gate power house, and then they built it solidly of

granite and cement and lined it inside with cement
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Romulus Riggs Colgate,

The Colgate P wer House.

and braced it with steel girders. The building, now
twice its original length, is two hundred and seventy-

five feet long and forty feet wide, has a cement floor,

and it is absolutely fireproof.

The original part of the Colgate plant was com-
pleted and current from it was sent through sixty-

one miles to Sacramento the 5th of September, 1899.

But even while operations were hurriedly going
on to complete the Colgate plant electric demands so

increased that the promoters began to see something
of the great possibilities they were opening up for the

valley and populous districts of California, where
power was needed and wanted. So, in June of 1900,

they reorganized again, this time with their capital

stock $5,000,000, instead of $1,000,000. They called

the new enterprise the Bay Counties Power Company,
and, September ist, 1900, they absorbed the Nevada
power plant, over on the south fork of the Yuba.
Eugene de Sabla was chosen as the first president of

this enlarged concern, with William M. Preston as

vice-president and attorney, and C. A. Grow as secre-

tary and treasurer, and the directors were J. C. Cole-

man, Richard M. Hotaling, R. R. Colgate, and George
A. Batchelder—all San Franciscans but the last two,
and they were New Yorkers, Batchelder being the

representative of an eastern banking house that had
advanced $2,250,000 for the project.

Colgate Plant Doubled.
Within two years after the completion of the

original Colgate plant the building was doubled in

length and in producing capacity by an addition to

the upstream end. The 27th of .'Vpril, 1901, the Col-

gate plant did a historic thing in California power
development. That day through its twin wires—one
aluminum, one copper—it first transmitted high-volt-
age electric energy way through to the city of Oak-
land, a distance of one hundred and forty miles by
the pole-line; and yet not a newspaper mention^

that epoch-making fact. Again the company reor-

ganized and expanded to keep pace with business pros-

pects, and (March ist, 1903) took the name California

Gas and Electric Corporation, with R. R. Colgate as

president. And finally (January 2d, 1906) it became
a part of the great Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany, with its present total of fourteen electric plants

and eighteen gas works.

The Equipment at Colgate.

As it stands today the Colgate power plant con-

tains six great electric generating machines and

twenty-three transformers, and it has radiating from

it five different high-voltage pole-lines traversing

mountain ridges and valleys for more than 450 miles,

and carrying enough big copper wire to span the

American continent from San Francisco to New York,

Two lines run through to Oakland, two go over the

ridges into Nevada County, and one extends to Sac-

ramento, all of them carrying a glisten of gold and

silver threads spun as far as the eye can see through

the clear air above the green Sierra ridges.

There are eleven impulse wheels at Colgate tak-

ing the drive of water from the five great pipe-lines

that are anchored to solid cement blocks down the

mountain side. Three of these wheels are eight and

a half feet high, and turn at the rate of two hundred

and forty revolutions a minute. Four of them arc an

inch under six feet high, and make three hundred and

sixty revolutions a minute. Along beneath the

building its entire length is a concrete-lined subway

seven and a third feet wide by eight feet high and

carrying all the bus bars and wiring of the entire

station.

The installation at Colgate consisted first of three

Ooo-kilowatt, 2,400-voIt, sixty-cycle, three-phase Stan-

ley generators and one 720-kilowatt, 2,400-volt, 133-

cycle, two-phase Stanley generator. But when the
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Interior View of Colgate Power House.

]<'our Miles ol tlie C Igate Flumt; in Sigiit.

plant was enlarged a j'ear later a 2,000-kilowatt, sixty-

cycle, three-phase, 2,300-volt Stanley generator was
added ; and in 1906 the 720-kilowatt generator of the

original installation was moved and established at the

upstream end of the building, and in its place was set

a new 5,500-kilowatt, sixty-cycle, three-phase, 2,300-

volt Westinghouse generator. All these generators

are still in use.

The hydraulic installation consisted at first of two
thirty-inch pipe-lines, with Risdon impulse wheels,

two wheels on a shaft for each of the fovir generators.

Later two more thirty-inch, cast-iron pipe-lines and
one thirty-inch riveted steel pipe-line were added, with

twin Risdon impulse wheels to drive each of the ad-

ditional generators. And this general hydraulic

equipment is also still in use.

The transformers at first con-

sisted of four banks, and three

banks were added when the plant

was enlarged. These transform-

ers have been used in raising the

generated voltage from 2,400 for

delivery through different power
lines first at 24,000 volts, a year

later at 40,000 volts, two years

later at 50,000 volts, and during

the past seven or eight years

steadily at 60,000 volts for all the

high-tension lines. By thus mak-

ing the voltage higher the

electric energy may be more econ-

omically sent through a smaller

and less expensive copper wire

and then at the delivery end, by
means of reducing transformers,

it may be lowered for various

commercial needs. Thus exper-

ience has shown that in long dis-

tance transmission of electric

energy it is cheaper to have more
tranformers at both ends of the

line and be able to send high

voltages through the many inter-

vening miles of smaller copper

wire, since pure copper runs into

money.

All the transformers in the Col-

gate plant are oil-insulated and
water-cooled. The exciters ori-

ginally installed at Colgate are

still in use after nearly eleven

years' service.

The generator and transformer

switches originally installed at

Colgate in 1899 were of the air-

break, knife-blade type. But

when the plant was enlarged in

1900 they were all changed to

Stanley oil-switches, and a little

while afterward Stanley high-ten-

sion switches were put on the 40,-

000-volt lines. Two years later all

the Stanley switches were replaced

by Kelman switches, but the Kelman switches lasted

only about four months. One was opened on a short

circuit and caused a fire and a lot of damage in the

building. So in 1904 Baum oil-switches were placed

on all the high-voltage lines, and they have been in

constant use ever since. These switches were in-

vented by Frank G. Baum, formerly electrical engineer

and then superintendent of the Pacific Gas and Elec-

tric Company.

EXAMINATION FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
OPERATORS.

The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination on June 1, to fill three vacan-

cies in the position of wireless telegraph operator at

$1,200 per year each, in the Philippine Bureau of Posts.
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STEAM
THE DISEASES OF BOILERS.'

BY F. S. ALLEN.

Boilers are heirs to nearly as many diseases as the

human family. Some are crippled from birth, owing

to errors in construction. The most marked and im-

portant of these congenital troubles is the one that

makes itself known by the failure of the lap seam along

a line which passes close to the rivet holes, but usually

does not enter them, except when radiating branch

cracks are present.

There were few failures from the lap-joint crack

when iron plate was exclusively used in the construc-

tion of boilers, and this was doubtless due to two main

facts,—first, the fact that the plates then used were

small, and second, the fact that steel (which is now
used almost universally for boiler shells) is much more
likely than iron to develop this particular defect.

Certainly the workmanship was no better in the

days of iron than it is now, and in fact it was, as a

rule, probably distinctly inferior; and while the pres-

sures that were carried were less than they are today,

the boilers were no better adapted, by reason of design

and construction, to bear those lower pressures, than

modern boilers are to bear the higher ones that we
find today.

A more important circumstance was, that in the

use of iron it was impossible to obtain large plates.

Thus boilers 4 ft. or more in diameter were made with

two plates to a course, and a boiler 16 ft. long was
usually built in five courses, and never in less than four.

The girth seams doubtless stiffened the plates, for in

the examination of a great number of boilers that had

exploded by rupture of the seams it was found that

the fractures commenced midway between the girth

joints. In hundreds of cases, too, the main line of

fracture has developed lateral branch cracks, which

have been detected by the inspector because they

showed just beyond the edge of the inner lap; and

then by cutting out rivets and opening the joint longi-

tudinal fractures have been discovered, without actual

explosion of the boiler. Cracks discovered in this

manner are always in the center of the course. Fur-

thermore, in destructive tests of boilers we have found

the distress to begin, and failure to occur, at the middle

of the course. All of these facts show the importance

of the stiffening action of the girth joints upon the

shell.

Passing now to the consideration of the effect of

the material itself, we note, first, that iron withstood

the severe treatment of whipping down the ends of the

plates with sledges—this practice having once been

nearly universal in boiler shops. The only remedy for

this is to provide a massive former, which, by heavy
pressure, finishes the ends of the plates and brings the

laps to as nearly a circular form as possible, though

even with this precaution there is always some flatten-

ing at the lap.

^Condensed from an address before the New England Asso-
ciation of Electric Lighting Engineers.

Steel appears to resent the sledge-hammer treat-

ment, and it is also sensitive to the slight local move-
ments that occur near the joint, owing to variations of

pressure in the boiler, and to the fact that the contour
of the boiler shell is not truly circular near the joint.

Another defect that can be produced in riveted

joints is due to neglect in adapting the pressure that

is employed for closing the rivets, in hydraulic rivet-

ing (which is the best method of riveting), to the

nature of the joint that is being made. The pressure

that is maintained upon the accumulator should be
varied according to the diameter of the rivet that is to

be driven, and the thickness of the plate of which the

shell is to be made.
Ruptures of plates from these causes occur with

little reference to factors of safety, or to the age of the

boiler. They sometimes develop within a year or two,

while in other cases they do not appear until after

several years of service.

Alteration of the structure of the boiler, under the

influence of stress and temperature, is undoubtedly the

cause of failure in many cases, and evidence of the

fatigue of metal, which admittedly occurs in all classes

of machinery, is found in boiler plates. Fractures in

the plates, away from the seams, have been found

occasionally, and surface cracks, either internal or

external, may develop in the shell, the plates being

then brittle enough to be readily broken up with a

hammer when they have been removed from the boiler.

Such cracks are not so frequent, in the central or free

parts of the plate, as they are near a flange or some
other rigid connection, where the effect of the move-
ment of the plate may be localized. The localization

of strains in this way has been the cause of frequent

failure or fracture in some types of boilers, with the

result that expensive repairs have been required, and

in many cases explosions have resulted.

We also find evidence of profound alteration of the

structure of the material in boiler tubes, these often

losing their ductility after a few years of service, even

though they may have been reasonably ductile when
new. Undoubtedly the skelp from which these tubes

were made was of an inferior quality; and the altera-

tion in their structure, with the resulting liability of

fracture, is probably due to the temperature to which

they are exposed, rather than to the pressure.

Of late there are many defective bolts found

among those that are used for holding the tube caps

on the manifolds in some types of water-tube boilers.

This is a dangerous defect, as most of these boilers are

operated under high pressure, and the caps are upon

the outside, so that the failure of the bolt releases the

whole contents of the boiler into the fire-room. This

matter is so serious that it has been taken up by one of

the large electric-road operators, and chemical tests

have been made of the various bolts in actual use, and

of the bolts purchased. The number of defective bolts

found during the past year was very great, while ten

years ago it was the exception to find any such bolt

defective. I cannot say what the result of the inves-

tigations now going on in my department, and among
steam users, will develop, but from personal investi-

gation I believe that the bolts that have been used for

the past few years are of steel, and evidently they are

commercially-made bolts. The ductility of many of
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ihe defective bolts is so far reduced that, though they

are an inch in diameter, a blow from the light hammer
used by the inspector would snap them off with a

single blow. Many were also found to be cracked

partially through.

With regard to these bolts I would say that the

remedy, in my opinion, would be to use bolts that are

forged from the very best quality of Swedish iron.

These bolts are not subject to alternating or intermit-

tent variations of stress, and hence it appears probable

that the change in molecular structure that they un-

dergo is to be ascribed to the natures of the material

from which they are made, the alternation taking place

as a result of the temperature to which they are ex-

posed.

One other cause of rapid deterioration and loss of

efficiency in boilers is the formation of incrustation

and scale. Water-tube boilers are peculiarly sensitive

to this, as their tubes are liable to become overheated,

and the thin material of which they are made then

becomes subject to distortion, where the relatively

heavy plates of a boiler shell would remain compara-
tively unaffected. A great many cases of this kind

occur yearly, and the rupture of the tubes is not in-

frequent.

Some twelve years ago several tubes ruptured in

one of our best equipped and largest electric plants,

and overheating of the lower tubes was noted in all

the boilers. Many were quite badly affected, and
others not so seriously. Some of the least affected

tubes were selected, and many specimens taken from
there were sent to Watertovvn, Mass., for test. The
results were of considerable value. The rapid de-

terioration of the tubes was considered to be largely

due to the feed water and to the nature of the incrusta-

tion. A change was made in the water supply, and I

do not recall any trouble with tubes experienced at

this plant since.

The failure of tubes in water-tube boilers is not
infrequent. It is sometimes due to defects in con-
struction or in welding; but I have noted one peculiar
fact, which has impressed me considerably, and that

is, that except in cases in which the weld was defective,

I have not noted a single case in which the failure

occurred directly at the bottom of a tube. This fact

may be of little interest, but it has impressed upon my
mind the view that structural change in the material,

leading to the failure or splitting of the tube, takes
place a little towards one side of the bottom, or (say)
at "about eight o'clock" in the circle of the tube.

The increase of temperature attendant upon the
use of higher pressures has brought about some new
developments, detrimental to boilers, in connection
with the formation of scale, and this is especially true

in the fire-box type of upright boilers. There is little

space, in these boilers, for the deposit of scale upon the

tube sheets directly over the fire, and in view of the
large amount of heating surface and the normal evap-
oration, the formation of scale must be very rapid upon
the tube sheet, especially when the feed water is at all

brackish. Two marked instances are worthy of notice,

the observed results seeming hardly credible. In both
cases the boilers were nearly new, and were of good
construction, and working under proper factors of

safety. Leakage around the tubes developed quite

early.

In one of the cases the trouble occurred in a bat-

tery of very large boilers of this upright type, operat-

ing at a pressure of 170 lb. per sq. in. ; the owners in

this case (as well as in the second one, presently to be

noted) having a large number of boilers of the same
type operating at 125 lb. There had never been trouble

from scale, although in the older boilers, operated at

125 lb., there was a considerable deposit of mud which

was readily removed by periodical washings. No
trouble from leakage had been experienced from this

sediment at any time, in any of the boilers of this plant,

until the new high-pressure boilers were installed for

electric power; and the plant was thoroughly modern
and up-to-date, and everything of the best construc-

tion. An examination of the high-pressure boilers,

after the leakage around the tube ends had developed,

showed a thin, hard coating of sulphate of lime over

the whole tube sheet, and making a slight fillet around

each tube. The coating resembled an enamel lining

more than a scale, owing to its extreme thinness, and

its adherence to the plate. The fact that the same
water had been used in boilers in operation in this

plant for over twenty years, and that no trouble had

occurred from scale or deposit, made it difficult to

persuade the engineer that the leakage was due to the

teed water, and to scale formation; but by the judicious

use of solvents the enamel-like coating was finally

dissolved, and no leakage has occurred since, solvents

being now used to prevent further deposition of scale.

The second case was similar to the first, but the

plant was many miles away, and used an entirely

different water. Nevertheless, the same kind of action

took place in the boilers that were operated at 160 lb.,

although boilers in the same room had been operated

on the same water, with entire success, for twelve

years, at 125 lb. This second case also yielded to

treatment, and the affected boilers have since been

running at their maximum capacity without leakage

or trouble of any kind.

By way of explanation we may assume that the

difference between the temperature, due to 125 lb.

pressure, and that due to 160 lb., was sufficient to

cause the precipitation, in each case, of a small quan-

tity of sulphate of lime, which, at the lower tempera-

ture, had remained either in solution, or in suspension

with the mud that had been washed out so readily.

The importance of eliminating all lubricating oils

from boilers is almost too well known to be worthy of

mention, yet oil continues to be a great source of

injury and destruction, where the water of condensa-

tion is recovered from the exhaust steam, and used

over again in the boilers. Separators are put in, hav-

ing a nominal capacity based upon the area of the

exhaust pipes, without reference to the volume of

steam that these exhaust pipes are to carry. This is a

grave error, in many cases. Separators have capacity,

as well as other machinery ; and in installing an oil

separator, care should be taken to ensure for it a

capacity sufficient to handle the full volume of steam
passing through it.

There also seems to be much difficulty experi-

enced in removing oil from boilers, when it has once
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effected an entrance. This can be done readily, in

some types of boilers, by swabbing the sheets and

tubes with a mop dipped in kerosene oil, after taking

the highl_y important precaution of extinguishing all

open lights about the boiler, as a measure of safety.

In other cases, where the. boilers are inaccessible for

moppmg, they can be boiled out with a strong solution

of soda ash (or caustic soda if the soda ash does not

prove effective), with a generous addition of kerosene

oil, the pressure being' maintained at half or two-thirds

of the regular working pressure for from twelve to

twenty nours. After this treatment the oil can usually

be washed out in the form of a curd.

Corrosion, another boiler disease, is not so com-
mon today as formerly, but it still is an active enemy

.

of stean, boilers. I sa}' it is less common than it was
formerh , because a great change has been made, in the

last few years, in the types of boiler in general use,

and those that are at present most common are less

liable to corrosive action than were the drop-flue,

hammer-nead, and similar types having a poor circu-

lation at the bottom. We still have with us some t3'pes

in which there is a tendency to corrosion, and no

universal remedy can be relied upon. Instead, each

case must be carefully investigated, and a remedy
applied that is appropriate to the cause of the dif-

ficulty. Where the water is pure and the boilers are

operated intermittently, corrosion is frec|uently found

in the form of pitting. This action takes place very

often in pumping stations, and in power plants and
electric ctations where the fires are kept banked for

long periods, with the water in the boilers quiescent,

and far less often in boilers that are always in active

service. Boilers that are used exclusively for heating

purposes suft'er more than any others from pitting.

Once started, corrosion is likely to go on until the

material of the boiler is destroyed, unless measures are

taken to check it. When corrosion is observed in con-

nection with the use of a pure water, one of the best

methods of treatment is to keep the water alkaline

with soda ash, for this tends to check the corrosive

action, and the soda does not injure the boiler.

Care should be exercised, in selecting feed water

for a new plant, or for a new location of a plant, to see

that the quality of the water is good. Nitrates in the

water should be especially avoided, as they are espe-

cially troublesome and dangerous. The presence of

nitrates common!}' results in the formation of a light

scale coating, under which an active destruction of the

material of the boiler goes on, the plates and tubes

becoming wasted away, and the braces and rivet heads

cut oft'.

In certain types of boilers the breakage of stay-

bolts is a frequent and annoying, as well as expensive,

occurrence. Such bolts are often drilled with a 3/16-in.

hole, which either passes through the entire length of

the bolt, or at least goes in deeper than the thickness

of the outside sheet: and such holes are supposed to

give absolute safety, so far as the detection of broken
bolts is concerned, the theory being that steam will

escape from the end of the bolt as soon as fracture has

occurred, and thereby call attention to the trouble.

The drilled hole is not to be relied upon, however,
because, in the process by which the staybolt fails, the

fracture will creep into the bolt slowly, and when it

first encounters the hole, moisture from the boiler will

leak out through it in very slight quantities, and evap-

orate without attracting any attention. In evaporating,

however, the moisture leaves behind it a certain

amount of solid matter, and this accumulates until it

forms a hard, baked residue, completely choking the

opening in the center of the bolt, so that the apparent

absence of leakage leads to a sense of security which is

far from corresponding to the actual facts. Many bolts

that have been drilled, for the purpose of providing

security against undiscovered fracture, have been

found to be completely broken oft', and many others

have been found to be partially broken, without any
noticeable leakage occurring in either case. It will be

plain, therefore, that if any reliance is to be placed

upon the drilled staybolt, it is important to ream out

the holes frequently, and keep the openings free. The
breakage of staybolts is sometimes due to circum-

stances connected with the environment of the boilers,

to their exposure to injury from external causes, to

strains from varying temperature and differential ex-

pansion, and to faulty construction or poor material in

the bolt.

Many of the minor diseases of boilers, such as

rapid losses of ductilit}'-, and development of incipient

fractures at different parts (as at the girth joints in the

plain tubular boiler), may be due to the conditions

under which the boilers are operated, such as to the

varying level of the water, and to the introduction of

cold feed water, or to blowing down the boiler under

high pressure and leaving the drafts on, so that cold

air may be drawn through and so give rise to serious

unequal contraction, or to pushing the fires too hard in

raising steam from cold water. Several strains, result-

ing' in leakage at the seams and around the staybolts

and tube ends of fire-box boilers, are frequently caused

by the burning out of the fire under one boiler of a

battery, while this boiler is left connected with the rest

of the battery, and with the draft full on. All these

defects are developed by poor practice or management.

Just a word, in conclusion, about the action of

superheated steam. When superheating is done in

connection with steam generators, the elasticity and

strength of the material are affected if a high tem-

perature is produced, and I look forward with con-

siderable anxiety to the results that may follow when
boilers are operated in this way for a term of years.

It has come under my own observation, that cast-iron

is an unsuitable material to use, for exposure to super-

heated steam of high temperature. I have in mind

some extra heavy valves of the best make, with cast-

iron bodies, which, when exposed to superheated steam

at high temperature, became badl}' checked and

marked, so that the whole body of the casting had an

appearance suggestive of the crazy cracking observed

on imperfect crockery. These valves were replaced by

others in which soft steel castings of the best quality

were used in the place of the cast-iron, and the new
ones have thus far, I believe, shown no defects. Fit-

tings or manifolds of cast-iron, connecting super-

heaters with the generator, sliould not be indorsed or

approved for sujierhcating to lOO degrees or over.

In fact. I think that cast-iron for such purposes has

already been abandoned in the best practice, forged or

wrought iron being substituted for it.
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CALIFORNIA FUEL OIL. '^'^^^'^ n°- '•
Atomic

BY R. F. CHEVALIER. Name. Symbol. weight.

Hydrogen ii i

_ , ^. Carbon }-; }jCombustion. Nitrogen N 14

Oxygen O 16

Combustion is the phenomena that takes place suipimr

when chemical reaction occurs between oxygen and a Oxygen is a colorless gas, the universal supporter

combustible elem.ent. The combination is usually of combustion and is mixed with the nitrogen of the

accompanied by heat and light. Combustibles are air in the following proportion

:

substances that' are capable of rapid combination with 21 parts O and 79 parts N by volume,

oxygen to produce light and heat, the oxygen being 23 parts O and 77 parts N by weight.

, , f,,- A small quantity of oxygen exists in the fuels,
classed as a supporter of combustion.

^^ atmospheric pressure, temperature 32° P.,
The elementary substances entering into the com-

^^.^^^ ^ggg^^ ^^^^ p^^ ^^1^;^ ^^^ ^ p^^^^^ ^j ^.^ ^^^_
position of fuel oil are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

^^-^^^ 2315 lbs. of oxygen or 4.32 lbs. of air contain I

nitrogen and sulphur. The combinations of these
j^ ^^ oxv^en

elements are always made in definite proportions. '

Nitrogen is a colorless gas, diluting the oxygen in

The atomic theory should be understood for a
^j^^ ^-^ Entering the furnace with the oxygen at a

clear conception of this combination. If oxygen and j^^ temperature, it passes through the furnace and
hydrogen combine m the exact proportion of two

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ carrying away considerable heat. It is

volumes of hydrogen and one volume of oxygen the
^j^^ greatest source of loss in the operation of a steam

result IS water. When this water mixture is main-
^^^jj^^.^ j^^ weight per cubic ft. at atmospheric pres-

tained in a gaseous condition, it will only occupy the
^^^^ temperature at 32° F., is .07831 lbs. A pound of

space of two volumes, although for its production
^j^. ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ pressure and temperature contains

three volumes were supplied.
.^gg^ H^g_ of nitrogen.

According to this theory the smallest conceivable Hydrogen is the lightest of all gases, has a great
particle of an element that enter enters into combma-

affinity for oxygen, the first claim to the supporter
tion IS called an atom. Molecules are the individual

^j combustion, and the supposition is that it must be
particles resulting from their union. Simple sub-

satisfied before any other constituent of the fuel. Its
stances as well as compounds have their molecules. A

^^^j^j^^ p^^. ^.^^j^ f^_ ^^ atmospheric pressure, tempera-
molecule of a simple substance generally has more

^ » p j^ ooi;t;Q lbs
than one atom in it, but never contains atoms of more Carbon is the most widely distributed of all the
than one kind, whereas a molecule of a compound sub- combustible elements. When brought in contact with
stance always contams more than one kind of atom, oxygen, with an elevation in temperature, a chemical
The dimension of an atom has never been satisfacton y combination takes place. Providing sufficient oxygen
determmea.

jg pj-ggent, each atom of carbon will combine with two
The various elements are designated by symbols ^^^^^ ^f oxygen, forming a compound known as car-

which are generally the initial of their names, and ^^^ dioxide, the symbol of which is C0=. The process
when necessary for distinction, followed by the sue-

^f ^j^j^ combination may be shown by the formula
ceeding letter. The supposition is that all atoms are q^^^O^ CO.. The quantity of oxygen present dur-
of the same size, therefore an element occupying the

j^^^ ^j^j^ reaction may be many times in excess of the
same volume, at the same pressure and temperature

j-eq^i^ed amount but it will not enter into combination
of another have the same number of atoms, but the

^j^j^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ -^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ proportion than one atom
weight of the two being different. The relation is

^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j oxygen,
known as the atomic weight. Hydrogen is the lightest ^^^ combination of oxygen and carbon forming a
of all known substances and is therefore taken as

^^^^^^ ^j^^j^^ ^^^ j^ therefore the result of complete
unity.. A given volume of oxygen will weigh sixteen

combustion. From table No. 2 the atomic weight of
times as much as the same volume of hydrogen. The

^j^^ combination is easily obtained as follows

:

atomic weight of hydrogen IS I, that of oxygen 16. C— atomic weight 12, O atomic weight 16,
The symbol for hydrogen is H, that for oxygen O. ^q , ^Q = i-^C 4- -^20 = 44CO"

When combinations of two or more elements take
^yj^,^ an" insufficient supply of oxygen one atom

place, and more than one volume of either enters into
^^ ^^^-^^^^ combines with one atom of oxygen forming

the combination, the proportion is designated by a ^^^-^^^ monoxide-CO. This is a colorless gas, and
suffix to the symbol of the plural element. For

^j^j^ ^j^^ addition of more oxygen, providing the tern-
example, the formation of water requires the com-

pg^ature is sufficiently high, will combine with another
bination of two volumes or atoms of hydrogen and ^^^^ ^^ oxygen forming, as already shown, carbon
one volume or atom of oxygen and is represented by dioxide or CO"
H=0. From this atomic combination the weight of the Sulphur is found in very small quantities in fuel,

mixture is easily determined. The atomic weight of
j^ j^ objectionable, as the gas formed by its combina-

H IS I, that of O IS 16. We have ^^^^ ^j^j^ oxygen, SO=, attacks the metal of a boiler,

2 atoms of H -f 1 atom of O = 2 + 16 = 18. causing corrosion. It has but slight heat value.

H^O = 2H + 16 O = 18 H,0. Combustion in General.

The symbols and atomic weights of the four prin- The two principal elements entering into the com-

cipal chemical elements found in fuel and the air used bustion of any fuel are carbon and hydrogen. Upon
for its combustion will be found in table No. 2. the application of heat a portion of these elements
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form a series of compounds termed hydro-carbons,

and that portion which does not unite in this com-

bination are known as fixed elements. The condition

that exists while the combination of these elements

is going on is such that it is impossible to determine

the order of dissociation, but we know that the final

results of perfect combustion should be carbon dioxide

(CO=), water (ftO) and nitrogen (N).
(To be continued.)

PRACTICAL MECHANICS—PAPER 13.

Involute Gearing,

In the involute system of gearing we have, instead

of the describing circles of the c3fcloidal system, a

describing line which is tangent to a base circle.

If a cord were wrapped around a circular disc

and then slowly unwound from the disc, the cord in

the meantime being kept tightly drawn, the end of

this cord would describe what is known as an involute

of revolution. Fig. 14 shows such an involute. The
portion of this involute immediately adjacent to the

circle is used for the tooth profile.

successive positions will describe an involute on each

disc. Such successive positions of a point in the line

are shown by the curves G P H and M P N, the point

being the describing point.

If the discs were sufficiently extended and the

rotation continued far enough, this point P would

actually pass through all points on the curve M P N
with reference to the lower circle and would pass

through all points on the curve G P H with reference

to the upper circle. Thus it is seen that the point of

contact between two tooth profiles will move along the

line from the one point of tangency F to the other

point of tangency E,

The inner circles which we have been considering

are called base circles, while the disc circumferences

are the pitch circles. In actual practice these are, of

course, imaginary.

A

Imagine two circular discs rolling together, on

which discs are drawn two circles slightly smaller in

diameter. Through the point of intersection of the

discs imagine a straight line drawn so that it will be

tangent to each of the inner circles above mentioned.

Now if the discs be rotated, thus causing them

to roll one upon the other, this common tangent line

will move in a constant direction parallel with itself

and always tangent to both of the inner circles. It

will also constantly pass through the point of contact

of the two discs.

Fig. 15 shows two such discs as we have described

intersecting at the point land with centers at A and

B. The smaller circles mentioned are designated by

the arcs O, E, C and D, F, Q respectively. The line

W I W is the tangent line above mentioned, which,

as will be seen, is tangent to the inner circles at the

points E and F.

Suppose that the two discs are rotated so that

the common tangent line W I W will move to the

right and upward, i. e., the disc with center B rotating

clock-wise ; and further suppose that the point F is

for the moment considered as a point common to both

discs. That is, imagine disc with center A attached

to a larger disc such that the larger disc would over-

lap disc with center A and the circumference of which
larger disc is represented by the dotted arc through
the point F. As the line moves, due to the rotation

above imagined, the point F will move toward I. If

successive points were plotted showing actual posi-

tions of the point on this line, it is evident that these

From LeConte's "Mechanicif of Machina-y.*'

Fig. 15.

The driving must necessarily all be done between

the points F and E and hence the length of the teeth

is determined by distance between the base circles. In

actual practice the tangent line is ordinarily given an

angle of 15° with the common tangent to the pitch

circles at the point I. A greater angle of obliquit)'

would permit of longer teeth and a larger arc of action,

but would, on the other hand, cause more friction and

would, in addition, reduce the strength of the teeth.

It will be seen that, with the involute tooth out-

line, it is possible to vary the distance between shafts

slightly without affecting the constancy of the angular

velocity ratio. Such relative movements of the shafts

would not affect the base circles and hence their

involutes remain unchanged. As the shafts are separ-

ated, however, there would be an increased back-lash,

and since the angle of obliquity would be increased by

such separation, the arc of contact would be greater

and the strain would consequently fall nearer the tips

of the teeth.

The dimensions of the teelh and other considera-

tions of design may be the same as in the cycloidal

system, described in paper No. 12. Therefore, in our

next paper, we shall proceed with the practical

methods of gear design in accordance with the two

systems which we have outlined.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER VII.

MAINTENANCE AND TESTING.

The care and maintenance of recording' vvatthour

meters should receive the most careful attention from
distributing companies, and only competent men
should be placed in charge of the meter department,

because, as pointed out in Chapter I, negligence in the

proper care of the meter system may result in a serious

financial loss. It is therefore essential that the dis-

tributing company be equipped to test and make minor

adjustments of its meters. In order to secure the best

results it is necessary that some systematic method of

inspecting and testing be adopted. Almost all of the

larger companies, realizing the importance of meter

accuracy, have separate and well-organized meter de-

partments which are equipped for testing, repairing

and re-calibrating service meters, this department

being held responsible for their proper operation.

With small companies it is often impractical to

have a separate meter department, but it will Ije

found, even by the smallest distributing companies,

that it is econom}' in the end to have some systematic

method of testing and caring for meters. In small

stations, where the size of the system so warrants, it

is advisable to employ the entire time of at least one

style

FoUo-

... Ronte.—

No

Cycle Amp ...Volt COMt. Rate- -

Date Read
|

Nft.
1

RaaHbis

man to see that the meters are kept in proper con-

dition ; where this is not warrantable, it can usually be

arranged to have the same man do all of the meter

work, rather than having two or three men, each doing

a part of it, because where there is one man, the

responsibility is then definitely placed, and further-

more, he becomes more efficient and he will usually

take more interest and pride in seeing that his meters

are always in the best of condition.

Reading the Meter and Keeping of Records.

The interval between the readings of each indi-

vidual meter should be as nearly uniform as possible,

because if the interval is greater for one month than

it is for the next, the customer's bill will as a rule be

correspondingly affected, which will in a great many
cases lead to dissatisfaction on the part of the con-

sumer, with the resulting annoyance and explanations

necessary on the part of the distributing company.
The best way in which to obviate such troubles, and

to insure a uniformity of meter reading is to begin

each month at a fixed date and always have the meter-

reader go over the route in the same order.

In reading meters it is usual practice to have a

special form of "loose-leaf" book which has on each

page twelve (or six) facsimile prints of the meter dial,

upon which can be marked the corresponding position

of the pointers. Such a card is reproduced in Fig. So,

the reverse side of the card being used for any notes

which may be necessary. The meter reader should

first note the actual reading of the meter and put

the figures down in the column set aside for this

purpose; he should then copy the exact positions of

all of the pointers. By taking both readings thus.

Our No C
r..ocation of Meter _

DATE
READ READING READ BY

JUNE

JULY

rOEWABDED KW
KW

AUG. KW

SEPT. KW

OCT. KW

NOV. KW

DEC. KW

JAN. KW

FEB, KW

MAR. KW

APR. KW

MAY KW

JUNE KW

Fig. SO. Fig. SI.
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...* FAST.

..* SLOW.

LEFT. C~^/^/ ^o/7S-fet^ft7

OLD FOLIO NO..

" LINE NO—.

Date Rend Reading Ditrerence C K. W.
Consumption Amount of Bill

o
1—

1

Q
<

Z

1—

I

c/3

July K. W. K. W. K. W.
DISC

8 NET

ivrtn. m

Conneo

Autr. K W. K. W. K. ttr.

Diac
$ NET

Sept. K. W. K. W. K. W.

K. W.

DISC
$ NKT

Oct. K, W. K. W.
DI90

$ NET

Not. K. W. K. W. K. W.
DISC

$ NET

Deo K. W. K. W. K. W.
DISC

$ WET

METER INSTALLED
Jan. K,W. K. W. K. W.

DISC
$ NET

OUR NO. MFRS. NO. C IN OUT
Feb. K. W. K. W. K. W.

DISC
$ NET

Mar. K. W. K. W. K. W.
DISC

$ NET

Apr. K. W. K. W. K. W.
DISC

$ NET

May K. W. K. W. K. W.
DISC

$ NET

June K. W. K. W.
DISC

$ NET

Cheek Uetdr
Fig

one acts as a clieck on the other, and with a little

practice a man becomes efficient and accurate.

Some distributing companies use the form shown in

Fig. 8i, which does not provide for the check afforded

by having both the direct reading and the positions of

the pointers copied. There is a great difference of

opinion as to the most advantageous method of tran-

scribing the meter readings to the record book. The
objections advanced against the method of copying

the positions of the meter pointers is the fact that it

takes considerably more time than it does to simply
transcribe the numerical value direct; it also involves

more work on the part of the book keeping orga-
nization, and there is also liability of error when the

book-keeper transcribes the reading from the meter
reader's book to the record book.

The method of simply transcribing the reading
numerically is undoubtedly the most rapid and the

most satisfactory if a well experienced and careful

man can be employed for this work, but the method
of transcribing numerically and also copying the po-
sitions of the pointers is usually to be preferred on
account of the check which it affords.

Figure 82 represents a very convenient form of

file-card which may be used for the office records and
to which the figures from the reader's book are trans-

ferred
; the reverse side of the card is similar and the

record may be continued thereon. Under no condi-
tions should the record cards be taken from the files.

It is not infrequent that check readings have to

be made, sometimes at the request of the consumer
and sometimes because of apparent discrepancies in

the monthly reading. When such readings are taken
it is advisable to use a "re-read" card of a form similar
to that shown at (a) in Fig. 83. Fig. 83 (b) shows a
convenient form of record blank for use in testing
meters.

Bented Meter Charge

HETER TEST REPORT.

Request Date

Name _ _

Address _

Location of Meter . .

Company No. . Size

IWfgr. No. .

Mal<e Type

Testing Constant ..Reading Constant.

.Amps.

Wires.

. Volts.

i^our«i> i-,E;F"r*

%Slow % Fast %Slow % Fast

J Load

5 Load

? Load

Full Load

iviE;TEi«ei> i:^OA.D

2 Cp.
I

4 Cp.
I

8 Cp. {
16 Cp.

I

32 Cp.
{

Arcs | Fans
|

Misc.

Ot:l:&ei:' J^%»liltEkrx<»&m

Remarks

;

Date Meter Tested .

Meter Tester.

N. B.—If these Reque'sts fail to follow in Nnmerical Order promptly

advise Accounting Department
Fig. 83a.
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Folio

Line .

RE-READ JVIETER
:;m—De.co—8-os

ELECTRIC ' METER RECORD.

Dale issiied

Address .

Waff Hrs

(Um bsclc of (his slip for remarks }

Fig. 83b.

During the regular, or periodic, testing of service

meters, there will invariably be found a number of

slow meters and it is good policy to use a card sim-
ilar to Fig. 84, so that the consumer may expect the

Dear Sir :

Your meter located at..

being our No upon being tested has been found

—

-%

slow. Fearing that any additional billing on your previous consumption

would be inaccurate, and possibly unjust to you, we are not rendering any

additional bill, but are standing whatever loss has been incurred.

We trust all this is satisfactory.

Yours truly,

Fig. 84.

next bill to vary from the last one. Such precautions

involve very little time and expense, and in many
cases they save heated arguments and preserve the

good will of the consumer.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the syste-

matic keeping of the data regarding the individual

performance of the meters, and for this purpose it is

advisable to keep record cards similar to that shown

D.-ite Tested. Testing: Const...

%l ..-.- %f

Date Rec'd_, ^Testing Const

%i 9^s
FOUND LEFT FOUND I.EFT

Vi %

•A %
Full Full

Date Tested... Testing Const

%f ... %l

Date Rec'd Testing Const

%? %f'
FonsD LEFT FOUND l^EFT

V4 4

•X ^
Full Full

Date Tested _ Testing Const

%l ,-. %I

Date Rec'd ...Testing Const.., ,..,_

5^ -..Jil
tOUMD LEFT FOUND I,EFX

'f V,

% %
Full Full

Fig. 85a.

in Fig. 85, (a) being the front side and (b) being

the reverse side. Such data will give an accurate and
ready insight into the continued performance of the

individual meters, and will act as a guide in the

future selection of the best meter for the service of

the existing conditions.

OUR NO. M*NDF*CTr(HKB'5 NO MAKE AMP. VOLTAGE w"li<E CONSTAK1 TYPE

DATE S^ rf:ading NAME ADDRESS DATE OUT BEADINO

-

Fig. 85b.

Installation of Meters.

With few exceptions, new meters will be found

to be well within the limit of good accuracy, inas-

much as they are carefully tested and adjusted at the

factory before they are shipped. Before a meter is

installed, however, its accuracy should be checked

as a matter of record and in order to make any minor

adjustments that may be found to be necessary. (In

transporting a meter from place to place it is not at

all unlikely that the finer adjustments may be af-

fected.) When installing a meter care should be

taken, as far as possible, to select an easily accessible

place which is free from vibration, jar and moisture,

and a place where it will be protected from the

weather; it should be installed in such a position that

it can be easily read—a point which is too often over-

looked. The meter should not be roughly handled

during installation or in carrying it from place to

place, as it must be remembered that it is a delicate

device and should be handled accordingly.

When putting a meter into service care should

be taken to see that the moving element does not

rest on the jewel bearing until it is installed and

ready for operation. The different makes of meters

have different methods of accomplishing this result,

but in all of them provision is made for protecting

the jewel bearing during transportation.

Before a service meter is put into operation it is

necessary to see that it is level, since friction is

liable to result if this precaution is not taken. (Some
manufacturers furnish a small pocket spirit level for

this purpose).

Meters should never be located beneath water

pipes nor near steam pipes ; they should be placed

within 8 feet of the floor line so that the periodic

testing may be accomplished with the greatest ease.

Meters should not be placed closer together than

15 inches between centers; if placed closer than this

they may "interfere" with each other through the

effects of stray fields.

Meters should not be installed close to

conductors carrying heavy currents nor in the vicin-

ity of iron girders or posts.

The subject of "over-metering" has already been

mentioned in several places ; as a general rule it may
here be stated that for residence lighting the meter

should have a capacity of approximately 50 per cent

of the connected load ; for small store lighting, win-

dow lighting, out-door multiple arc lamps, etc., the
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meter should have a capacity of about 90 per cent

to 100 per cent of the connected load, while for

medium and large sized stores this percentage will be

approximately 75 to 80 per cent. For metering a

motor load, the meter should usuall}' have a capacity

of 100 per cent, except where a number of motors

are installed, some of which may be running idle or

lightly loaded most of the time, in which case a

smaller meter could be used. Occasionally it is

necessary to install a meter having a greater capacity

than the connected motor load, as for instance in the

case of hoists and high speed elevators.

A very convenient and reliable method of level-

ing meters without the use of a spirit-level consists

of placing a coin, such as a quarter of a dollar, on

the front of the disc and as near to the edge as

possible ; if the meter is out of "plumb," the disc will

move so as to bring the coin toward the side which

is the lowest. The meter can then be leveled so

that the disc will remain stationary with the coin

resting on the front edge ; the coin should then be

/* the Meter Properly Leveled...

h the Wall f Stone „.

or Partition (. Briek.

...JFtutcned to Wall..,

Does Location of Meter

Subject it to

Cliemical Pumea

Dtist

...Vibration...

.^Damage

\al Magnetic Fields...

Are Hotue and Service Wires in Proper Meier Terminals...

Permit Illegal Vsc of Current

(Evidence of S. C. on Meter Cover.}

„ J'olarily.

Inapoi'ior'a Rc[K}n

Fig. S6.

placed on the edge of the disc in a position ninety

degrees from its former position, and the meter then

leveled from front to back, without changing the pre-

vious adjustment. When the disc is perfectly level,

the coin can be placed at any position around the

edge, and the disc will remain stationary.

Precaution should be taken to see that the meter

is connected properly into the circuit, so that it will

rotate in the right direction, especially is this true

with polyphase meters, and with single phase meters

when used to measure polyphase power. It is not

infrequent that two single phase meters are used to

measure the power being supplied to polyphase in-

duction motors ; the power factor of an induction

motor when running lightly loaded is often below

50 per cent, in which case one of the two single

phase meters will run backward when properly con-

nected ; care should therefore be taken to see that the

meters are so connected that both of them will run

forward, when the motor is operating at or near full

load.

The card shown in Fig. 86, illustrates the form
of "Inspector's Report" as used by the Pacific Gas
& Electric Co., of San Francisco, Cal., the practice

of having a report made out like this for all new
installations is to be highly recommended.

(To be continued.)

ECONOMY OF STEAM POWER.
The economic wisdom of making the fullest pos-

sible use of an existing steam plant before branching

out into gas engines, or purchasing electric current,

will be readily admitted as a sound general principle.

An example particularly worth noting, being an in-

stance of steam on one side and a choice of gas or

purchased current on the other, was recently reported

on to a client by E. W. Dean, engineer, of Boston.

The elements of the problem were these : The
heating of the hotel and warming of the hot-water

supply were done by a steam plant consisting of two
Babcock & Wilcox boilers, of 127 and 78 horsepower,

respectively. For the water heating, there was a steel

tank provided with a thermostatic valve which main-

tained a uniform temperature. There were also the

necessary feed pumps. The condensation in the steam

heating system was returned and used again in the

boilers.

As to the generators, the requirement was that

they should be able to carry the lighting load, start

two of the elevators simultaneously, and operate the

small motors. There were about 1800 i6-c.p. lamps in

the house, and the maximum lighting load, as settled

by general hotel practice, was that required to operate

the lamps, or 900, at one time—50 kw. The maximum
electric power required was therefore :

For lighting 50 kw.
" starting two elevators, 50 h.p 38 "^

" operating tliree motors 6

94 "

A loo-kvv. generator, in duplicate, with a 35-kw.

generator for use from midnight to some early hour in

the forenoon, were recommended. The cost of a gas

engine plant was estimated at a total of $27,400, this

including $20,950 for three engines, and covering exca-

vating, foundation work, piping, wiring, switchboard

and incidentals. The annual cost of operation of gas

engines was estimated at $9286, of which $4504 was

required for gas used for power, and $3562 for fixed

charges on the cost of the engine installation.

Three steam engines were estimated to cost $8408,

the total expense of the engines, foundation, wiring,

etc., being set at $13,500. The boiler plant and acces-

sories ample in capacity for these engines, was already

operating in the hotel. It was estimated that during

eight months of the year the whole of the exhaust

steam from steam engines could be used for heating

feed water, wash water and radiators, and that the

engines would be chargeable with consuming 2 lb. of

coal per kw.-hour when the exhaust was so utilized;

and 7.3 lb. per kw.-hour in the four months when the

exhaust was not so used. On the basis of an estimated

annual total of 197,586 kw.-hours, the annual coal con-

sumption for the engines would be 372 tons, costing, at

$4.34 per ton, $1614. The annual cost of steam power

operation was set at a total of $4539- which included

$1614 for coal, and $I7SS for fixed charges, Compara-

tive costs were summarized as follows

:

Cost of Installing gas engines *?I'iS2
Tost of Installing steam engines aooc
Annual cost of operating gns engines

?'ciS
•Annual cost of operating steam engines 3'?o2
Probable cost of purchased current 8,126

.\ saving of about $3587 annually by the use of

steam engines was demonstrated to be possible in this

plant. Gas engines were shown to be more costly for

operation than the purchase of current.
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The economy effected by the use of super-heated

steam is always enticing in theory, but sometimes dis-

appointing in practice. If the

Super-Heated temperature of saturated steam be

Steam reduced by contact with the cooler

walls of the engine cylinder some

of it is condensed, thereby lowering the engine

efficiency. This condensation may be diminished

either b}' compounding or b}' using steam jackets,

and may be eliminated by super-heating the steam as

it leaves the boiler. Such super-heating gives an effec-

tive means of increasing the thermo-dynamic efficienc}'

of the engine and the boiler, for it utilizes much heat

in the waste gases that is otherwise lost.

The advantages of super-heating are so many and

so manifest as to require no mention here. The disad-

vantages usually come to the surface only when the

plant is incorrectly designed or incompetently

operated. The chief difficulties experienced are in

cylinder lubrication and in the failure of cast iron

valves and fittings.

The first is a minor trouble which may usually

be traced to the use of low-grade oils which are car-

bonized by the high temperature of the dry steam.

Experience shows that it may be removed by using

high-grade oil in an engine especially designed for

super-heat operation.

The results of using super-heated steam with cast

iron fittings have so frequently proven disastrous that

a groundless fear has been implanted in the minds of

many engineers. It is asserted that the crushing and

crumbling of cast iron valves is due to the high tem-

perature of the super-heated steam, which may reach

6oo degrees. So firmly has this erroneous and illogical

impression become fixed in the minds of some engi-

neers that it is periodically necessary to bring the

matter up for discussion, as was recently done before

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at

Boston.

Saturated steam has been debited with many fail-

ures of cast iron. The concensus of expert opinion

is that this is due not to the high temperature inherent

in the steam, but to its extreme heat fluctuations.

Under rapid expansion and contraction iron must

ultimately wear out. By employing a super-heater

designed to deliver steam at approximately constant

temperature (a variation of 20 degrees is allowable)

competent authorities agree that it is safe to heat the

steam to 500 degrees. For higher temperatures open-

hearth steel is recommended. English practice sanc-

tions wrought material for all fittings, branches and

valve chests distributing super-heated steam. While

this is undoubtedly the safer course, it is believed that

more trouble with cast iron has been caused by abuse

than by use.
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PERSONALS.

The Pacific Coast Jobbers' Association met at Del Monte,

Cal., April 29, 1910.

George W. Roberts, an electrical supply dealer of Marys-

ville, Cal., was a recent visitor in San Francisco.

R. D. Holabird, of the Holabird-Reynolds Company, of

San Francisco, has returned from a trip to Seattle.

H. F. Keyes, manager of the Sacramento Natural Gas

Company, was a San Francisco visitor during the past week.

F. E. Vlckers, assistant engineer of the General Electric

Company's San Francisco office, is making a short Eastern

trip.

\V. A. Hopkins, electrical engineer for the Safety Car

Heating & Lighting Company, of St. Louis, is in San Fran-

cisco.

K. G. Dunn, engineer with Hunt, Mirk & Co., of San

Francisco, has returned from a trip to Seattle and Puget

Sound.

W. F. Lamme, consulting engineer with the "Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company's San Francisco office, is

visiting Fresno.

W. L. Goodwin, sales manager of the Pacific States Elec-

tric Company, has returned to San Francisco from an exten-

sive Eastern tour.

J. F. Turner was recently appointed superintendent of

the Fresno., Cal., Traction Company, to succeed Mr, C. B.

Jackson, resigned.

D. A. J. Bacon, of Ford, Bacon & Davis of New York, who

is president of the Sierra & San Francisco Power Company,

is in San Francisco.

Patrick Calhoun, president of the United Railroads of San

Francisco, returned last week from an extended tour of the

Eastern and Southern States.

Tracey E. Bibbins, assistant Pacific Coast manager of

the General Electric Company, has sufficiently recovered

from his recent illness as to resume his duties.

Thomas Mirk, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., representing the

Westinghouse Machine Company on the Pacific Coast, re-

turned last week from a visit to Southern California.

W. H. Leffingwell, of Bishop, Cal., who is engineer of the

Mono Power Company spent the past week in San Francisco

on business connected with the projected Owens River de-

velopment.

C. R. Ray, manager of the Medford lighting plant, of the

Rogue River Electric Company's system, has returned to

Southern Oregon, after spending several days in San Fran-

cisco with his brother, Frank H. Ray.

N. K. Cooper, who was superintendent of distribution

for the Independent Electric Light & Power Company and

afterwards connected with the San Francisco Gas & Electric

Company, has joined the sales force of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company, with headquarters in

San Francisco.

Will J. Sando has resigned as manager of the pump-

ing engine and hydraulic turbine department of the Allis

Chalmers Company, and, after taking a few months' rest,

will open an office in Boston, as a consulting engineer. He
will also be able to give personal attention to the interests

of the Sando Engineering Company of that city.

F. O. Dolson, erecting engineer for the Pelton Water
Wheel Company, is at La Grange, completing the installation

of an 8.")0 hp. Pelton-Francis turbine wheel, with Pelton gov-

ernor, direct connected to a Westinghouse generator, for the

La Grange Water & Power Company. The new wheel, which

operates at 4.^jO r.p.m., under a head of 220 feet, will feed into

the Medosto and Turlock lines of the Mt. Whitney Power
Company's system.

INSTITUTE MEETING IN SAN FRANCISCO.

The local committee in charge of the meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, which Is to be

held under the auspices of the High Tension Committee in

San Francisco, May .5th, 6th and 7th, have made arrange-

ments that insure a profitable and a pleasant gathering. In

addition to Eastern officers, including President L. B. Still-

well, a full representation is expected from all the Western

States.

The meetings will be open to visitors who are not mem-
bers of the Institute and the interesting papers that have

been prepared, together with the entertainment features that

are contemplated, make this an auspicious time for electrical

men to visit San Francisco. Headquarters will be main-

tained at the Home Telephone Company's building, 333 Grant

avenue.

TRADE NOTES.

The United Iron Works of San Francisco and OaKland,

Cal., have been appointed Pacific Coast representatives of

The Kerr Turbine Company of Wellsville, N. Y.

Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works announces that after

May 1, 1910, their general offices and laboratory will be on

the twentieth floor of the McCormick building, Michigan

avenue and Van Buren streets, Chicago.

The General Electric Company has sold to the Balakala

Copper Mining Company, of Coran, Cal., two 40 hp. induction

motors for use in the new installation for the prevention of

injurious fumes at the company's smelter.

The General Electric Company has sold to the Northern

California Power Company four 40,000 kw. 60 cycle static

transformers, stepping up from 6,600 v. to 60,000 v. and the

necessary switchboard equipment for one of the company's

stations.

The Simpson Lumber Company, which is building a new
lumber mill at North Bend, Ore., has awarded a contract for

the entire power and mill equipment to AUis-Chalmers Com-
pany. The plant will be dziven by a 20 x 36 "Reliance" type

heavy-duty belted Corliss engine.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company has been awarded
the contract for a 1,000 kw. motor-generator set by the British

Columbia Electric Railway Company of 'Victoria. The appa-

ratus will be used for railway service in connection with the

Jordan River Hydro-Electric transmission plant, now being

installed by Sanderson & Porter.

John Hanbury of Vancouver, B. C, is building a new
lumber mill, which will be of the modern Pacific Coast

type and equipped throughout with electric drive. AUis-

Chalmers Company has been awarded the contract for the

entire equipment, including both sawmill and power machin-

ery. A 500 kw., 480 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle 3,600 r.p.m. steam
turbo-generator" will furnish power.

Two 71.5-h.p. Pelton-Francis turbines operating under
r>l-ft. head and running at 300 r.p.m., will be furnished to the

Consumers' Power Co., Cannon Falls, Minn., each unit con-

sisting of two spiral-encased Pelton-Francis wheels with cen-

tral discharge draft elbow. Each turbine will be equipped

with a 4-ton flywheel and a type "C" Pelton oil pressure

piston type governor. An exciter water-wheel of 60-h.p.

capacity, 600 r.p.m., is included in this contract; the exciter

water-wheel also to be regulated by Pelton oil pressure

governor. The Consumers' Power Co. hMs nlso placed con-

tract with the Pelton Co. for two 1100-h.p. turbines of similar

design to the above mentioned turbines and operating under

the same condition, except that the flywheel will weigh about

6% tons each, the exciter being of 90-h.p. This company
carries on a general power and transmission business and

provision for additional Pelton-Francis equipments Is being

made for their installation at a later date.
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ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVEN MINE HOISTS.

Since the cycle of operation in any tioisting proposition

is of an intermittent character, the power required is at a

maximum only a part of the time, even though the hoist be

operated practically continuously. In many cases the hoist

is in operation only a very small part of the day. These

conditions offer special advantages from an economical point

of view for the use of electric motor-driven hoists. The

electric hoist is always ready, and uses power only in pro-

portion to the load handled when it is in actual operation.

The bearings are self-oiling and the motors seldom re-

quire any other attention than an occasional inspection and

cleaning. There are no complicated parts to get out of

order or to require continual oiling, packing, etc. The elec-

tric hoist may be operated by almost anyone, as no previous

experience or mechanical knowledge is required and an

engineer's license is unnecessary.

The single and double drum electric motor-driven mine

hoists of the S. Flory Manufacturing Company, Bangor, Pa.,

are well shown by the accompanying pictures. These hoists,

Single Drum Hoist.

which are especially designed for mines, quarries, planes,

shafts, etc., are equipped with I. O. Werner patent band fric-

tion and are driven by Westinghouse motors.

The patent band friction is of special design and pos-

sesses many features of superior merit. It is actuated

through different members; the gear, drum, rocker shafts

and strap bands. The strap bands tighten on a cast rim on

the drums and are actuated by shafts which have double

stub ends and are connected to the ends by jaw ends and

turnbuckles. The lever arms are keyed to the rocker shafts

on opposite ends and are actuated by the levers which move
around fixed points on the gear. Slides are secured on the

gear supporting the lever arms. The slides are actuated

through a sleeve on the main drum shaft and two radial

arms which are secured to the slides. The frictions are thrown
in and out of contact by means of hand levers in a battery,

as shown by the cut of the double drum hoist, or by an
air cylinder using an equipment similar to street railway

car air compressors, as shown by the picture of the single

drum hoist. By moving the sleeve to the gear the slides

are actuated in a radial direction that operates the stub

levers and rocker shaft; this causes the band to grip or

tighten on the brake flanges of the drums. The reverse

motion of hte sleeve releases the friction. A strong claim

is made for the gripping device. After the frictions are

thrown into contact, they will positively remain in this posi-

tion until released. The drum and gear form a unit and

can be operated as a reverse motion hoist without producing

any end strain on the bearings; the value of which is obvious.

When the frictions are thrown out of contact, the drums are

loose on the shaft and will revolve free at high speed when
lowering or paying out the rope.

The single drum hoist is shown with a Westinghouse

electric railway air compressor and air reservoir mounted

on the base of the hoist. The reservoir is ocnnected to the

air cylinder at the end of the drum shaft. The air valves

are actuated by a lever shown close to the battery of two

levers and controller. Very little exertion is required by the

motorman to throw the friction in and out of contact as it

is of the toggle type. After the air compressor is put on

the contact continues until the friction is reversed by the

reverse motion.

The drums are turned off smooth or machine spirally

grooved for any size wire rope, and mounted on a self-

contained cast-iron base arranged to receive the motor and

controller. The drums for long planes or heavy lowering

are equipped with asbestos brakes made out of long fibre

material. The blocks are formed in sectors with iron flanges,

Double Drum Hoist.

securely bolted under high pressure, and treated with oil.

They are secured between cast-iron flanges and surrounded

with steel bands of the differential type. The brake bands

are operated with hand levers in notched quadrants fitted

with thumb latches, and are thereby securely held in any

position. The advantage of asbestos brakes for long planes

or shafts is decided.

The single-drum hoist shown by the photograph was in-

stalled at the Bliss Colliery of the D. L. & W. Company. The
drum is 60 inches in diameter; 48 inches long between the

flanges, and is designed for an 8,000 lb. rope strain at a

speed of 500 ft. per minute. The hoist is operated by a

Westinghouse type "HF" 150 hp. alternating current motor.

This type of induction motor is especially suited for applica-

tion where a strong starting effort is needed. It is well

adapted for use on circuits carrying lighting loads, as the

starting of it does not appreciably affect the voltage regula-

tion. These motors are controlled by standard Westinghouse
single handle, reversing, drum type controllers which insert

resistance in the secondary at starting and gradually cut it

out as the hoist speeds up; the controller has a large num-
ber of points that give smooth acceleration. When the con-

troller is in the off position, the motor is entirely discon-

nected from the line.

The double-drum hoist shov/n was installed for the Bes-

semer Coal, Iron and Land Company, Messins, Ala. It is

connected to a Westinghouse 125 hp. motor ot the same type.
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AN IMPROVED TYPE OF SPEED CONTROLLER.
Absolute reliability is a feature ot the General Electric

Company's CR 162 speed controller. Very often the control

of shunt wound direct-current motors is accomplished by the

use of two rheostats, one for starting the motor and the

other for varying the motor field current for speed control.

In the CR 162 speed controller these two rheostats are com-

bined in one box and operated by the movements of one and

the same rheostat arm.

Fig. 1. Speed Controller. :S hp. 115 Volts.

This device consists of a starting rheostat, the arm of

which is provided with a projection carrying a sliding con-

tact which moves over the contact buttons connected to the

field resistance. An auxiliary arm on the right-hand side of

the rheostat front serves to maintain a short circuit on the

field resistance during the period of starting the motor, and

on the starting resistance, when the arm is turned back to

vary *'ife running speed of the motor by regulating the field

current.

Fig. 2. CR 144lSpeed Controlling Panel,

When starting the motor, the starting arm can not be

left in any position on the contact buttons, due to the action

of a spring, but must be turned to the right until it engages

the auxiliary arm forcing the latter to be retained by the

no voltage release coil. The auxiliary arm then withholds

the spring actuating the starting arm and thereby makes
it possible to leave the arm in any position on the field con-

tacts, which will give the desired speed control of the motor.

If the operator releases the rheostat arm at any position

while it is being moved to the right during the starting

period, it will immediately return to the off position. Upon
failure of voltage the retaining coil is demagnetized, releas-

ing the auxiliary arm, which in turn releases the spring

which carries the starting arm to the off position, thus open-

ing the motor circuit.

The rheostat is so designed that it requires a little extra

pressure to move the arm beyond the maximum speed point,

the object being to call the operator's attention to maximum
speed position so that he will not unintentionally shut down
the motor. When it is desired to stop the motor the switch-

arm is thrown to the off position, deenergizing the retain-

ing magnet and releasing the auxiliary arm which then opens

the motor circuit. The maximum attainable speed variation

is 3:1.

CR 163 starting and speed-controlling rheostats are the

same as CR 162, with the addition of an over-load release

coil. Either 162 or 163 controller can be supplied mounted
on a slate base, together with a double-pole switch and fuses,

and are then known as CR 144 universal speed controlling

panels.

A NEW TELEPHONE MOUTHPIECE.
The ordinary composition or hard-rubber mouthpiece is

easily broken and a source of considerable expense to a com-
pany in the course of a year. The ordinary steel mouth-
piece removes this objection, but it is dangerous, as it is a
ready conductor of electricity and source of danger during
storms or through crossed wires. The common metal mouth-
piece is affected by dampness and corrodes easily.

Taking these things into consideration, the Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Company has combined the advantages
and eliminated the objections of the two styles, in the design
of their new reinforced rubber covered steel mouthpiece.
This mouthpiece has a perforated steel shell, covered with a
coating of hard rubber, moulded over it at great pressure and
heat. As the rubber is forced through the perforations and
around the shell, it makes an absolutely unbreakable mouth-
piece. The threaded portion is made directly on the steel

at the base, eliminating danger of breakage at a point where
most rubber and composition mouthpieces give way.

TELEPHONE DISPATCHING TRAINS IN THE
NORTHWEST.

The Great Northern Railway, which at the present time
is using the telephone to dispatch its trains on divisions

covering approximately 2100 miles of its line, is now plan-

ning on a further extension of this system.

Orders have recently been placed for telephone train

dispatching apparatus to be installed on six more divisions,

viz.: Fergus Falls, Breckenridge, Northern, Dakota, Saint

Cloud and Cascade divisions, covering a total of approxi-

mately 1,900 miles. As these divisions are among the most
important and busiest of the whole railway—thirteen dis-

patchers being required to handle the large amount of traf-

fic—it can easily be seen that this method of train dispatch-

ing has taken a firm hold upon the Great Northern Railway
officials.

The apparatus to be installed will be the Cummings-
Wray selectors and Western Electric telephones, as this style

of equipment has been adopted as standard by this railway,

and is now in use on the present circuits. Two hundred and
ninety stations will be completely equipped for the new class

of service.

An interesting feature of this installation will be the

placing of telephones at sidings and at stations which are

not open during the whole 24 hours—three hundred and
fifty telephones being required. While the train crews in

this way can reach the dispatcher at any time, the important

fact is that the dispatcher can get in touch with the train

crews waiting at any siding, thus enabling him to give

orders, prevent congestion, and keep the traffic moving.

When the proposed equipment has been installed, the

telephone train dispatching system of the Great Northern

Railway will extend over the entire main line from Minne-

apolis and Superior to Seattle and Vancouver.
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VS3C NEWS NOTES r^
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INCORPORATIONS.

FRESNO, CAL.—The Modern Electric & Fixture Com-
pany has been incorporated, by H. H. Cartwright, W. F. Bled-

soe and J. H. Blalie, with a capital stoclc ot $25,000.

LEWISBURG, ORE.—The Lewisburg Mutual Telephone
Company has been incorporated, by E. Bowen, G. H. Thomp-
son and W. .J. Haberly, with a capital stock of $1,173.

MARYHILL, WASH.—The Maryhill & Goldendale Rail-

way Company has been incorporated by S. Hill, H. C. Rich-

ardson and N. D. Miller, with a capital stock of $10,000.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Fair Oaks Water Company
has been incorporated by G. H. Chase, L. Wooster, P. A.

Kilfoil, M. (J. Fenn and others, with a capital stock of

$75,000.

CALDWELL, IDA.—The Caldwell-Roswell Interurban

Railway has been incorporated for $250,000 by H. W. Dorman,
for the purpose of building the proposed electric line between
(his place and Roswell.

TACOMA, WASH.—The Sound Telephone Company of

Pierce County has been incorporated with a capital of $5,000

by W. S. King, B. B. Sampson, A. M. McGoldrick, S. S. Wat-
kinsoii and Edgart Wheeler.

PORT TOWNSEND, WASH.-E. A. Sims, of this place;

Eric Molander, Everett; James H. Causten, James A. Calvert

and Wm. B, Martin, Seattle, have incorporated the Olympic
Power & Development Company, with a capital of $250,000,

to supply Port Townsend and Irondale with electric power
and water from the Dungeness, Quilcene and Dosewallips

rivers; also to conduct an interurban car system between
he two places.

TRANSPORTATION.
McMINNVILLE, ORE.—The Oregon Electric will lay

tracks and build a depot at this place. Franchise having

been granted.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—It is announced that the

Northwestern Corporation will build an interurban line be-

tween this place and Pasco.

RIVERSIDE, CAL.—An application from J. S. Jackson to

construct a single track railroad for a term of 49 years in

the County of Riverside, has been presented.

TACOMA, WASH.—Improvements under way for The
Tacoma Railway and Power Company and the Puget Sound
electric line this season will cost about $200,000.

SPRINGFIELD, ORE.—The City Council has accepted the

bonds of the Lane County Asset Company to build the Wil-

lamette Valley electric line into this city within 24 months.

VANCOUVER, B. C—J. W. Pike of this place has been

awarded the contract for building the prairie section of the

B. C. E. R. line on the Chilliwack extension, a distance of

five miles.

GLOBE, ARIZ.—The Cananea Consolidated Copper Com-
pany is adding two 1,500 kw. horizontal Curtis turbines to

the power plant at Smelter. They are remodeling the boiler

plant and fitting it with Foster superheaters.

MARSHFIELD, ORB.—The officials of the Coos Bay
Rapid Transit Company, recently organized to build an elec-

tric line from this place to North Bend, announce that work
of building the line will be started as soon as franchises are

secured in the two cities.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Supervisors have passed

the following resolution: "Directing the clerk of this board

to advertise a notice for the sale of the Geary Street Railway

bonds, issue of July 1, 1910, to the amount of $200,000, com-

prising thirteen bonds of each year's maturities, 1915 to

1934, inclusive. The sale is to be held May 16, 1910, at the

hour of 3 o'clock p. m.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Grading for the new electric sub-

urban system, which is to connect Contra Costa County with

(Oakland, was commenced last week at Walnut Creek. The
road is known as the Oakland and Antloch Railway. The
projectors plan to build it from Bay Point, through Concord,

Walnut Creek, Lafayette, by way of the tunnel road, into

Oakland. Fred Brooks, engineer in charge of the construc-

tion work, has announced that the plan is to complete the

line this fall.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—That construction work will he

started by July 1st of this year, and that under favorable

circumstances train service will be begun inside of a year is

the prediction of Manager F. A. Warner of the Sacramento

and Sierra Railway. The new railroad, which will be con-

structed from Sacramento to Lake Tahoe, primarily for the

purpose of opening up a vast territory of rich timber land,

and at the same time affording easy access to market of the

products of Coloma, El Dorado County. There have been

some delays in the last six months over obtaining the neces-

sary rights of way, but only a few deeds are still unsigned.

The exact route of the new railroad is as follows: From
Sacramento the roadbed will run through Ben Ali, directly

north of Sacramento, thence to Orangevale northeasterly,

north to Rattlesnake Bar on the American River, thence to

Pilot Hill and on to Cool, and thence directly east to Green-

wood, Georgetown and so on to Jackson Spring and Lake
Tahoe. The road will be a trifle more than 79 miles long.

Running beyond Georgetown, the Sacramento and Sierra

Railway will strike the vast timber belt of northern El

Dorado County. One hundred and fifty thousand acres be-

longing to C. A. Smith, the lumber magnate, will be tributary

to this road, and there are vast tracts which will thus have

a direct communication with the markets by way of Sacra-

mento. Manager Warner has called attention to the fact

that a bid will he made for summer tourist travel to Lake
Tahoe after the completion of the road.

TRANSMISSION.

LEWISTON, IDA.-The Kooskia Milling & Power Com-

pany will soon begin the work of repairing its dam, badly

damaged by recent fioods.

FOREST GROVE, ORE.—The Haines Power Company
will extend its lines to Hillsboi-o. It will furnish light to the

small towns between the two cities.

ILWACO, WASH.—The North Bend Light & Power
Company has taken over the holdings of the Ilwaco Electric

Light Company and will make many additions and improve-

ments in same.

NELSON, B. C—The International Electric Company.
Ltd., with head offices here and with a capital of $1,000,000,

has applied for incorporation to develop hydro-electric powni

fron: the falls at the junction of the Salmon & Pend dOreilU;

rivers north of the boundary.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—It is announced that when
the Northwestern Light & Power Company and the Yakima
Valley Power Company, the interests of Robert E. Strahorn,
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are taken aver by the Northwestern Corporation, in the near

I'uture an extension of the transmission system will be made,

connecting the Northwestern plant at Walla Walla with the

power line at Pasco. Other improvements will be made.

REDDING, CAL.—The Northern California Power Com-

pany has brought a condemnation suit against Mr. and Mrs.

D. L. Covey, of Whitmore, whereby it seeks to acquire ISS

acres of land now held by the Coveys and which they refuse

to sell at what the power company claims is a fair price.

The Northern California Power Company, according to the

complaint, purposes to make a storage reservoir of 1,540

acres on the Dry Burney Creek, eight miles from Kilarc, in a

straight line. A dam 238 feet high will be built, and this

will restrain water to a depth of 35 feet over this two and

one-half square mile area, for the land is nearly level. By
private purchase the company has acquired 1,352 acres from

Thomas B. Walker, Edgar Firth, David Covey and L. B.

Gordon.

ILLUMINATION.
ODESSA, WASH.—An electric lighting and power sys-

tem is soon to be installed here, by the Washington Water

Power Company.

ELLENSBURG, WASH.—A. E. Wright of Olympia has

been granted a 50-year franchise to sell gas for illuminating

and fuel purposes here.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Seattle Lighting Company has

filed plans for the construction of a |3,500 concrete founda-

tion for a gas tank at 6350 Wellington avenue.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Johnnie Mining and Milling

Company, of which T. A. Johnson is manager, will install

electric power and increase the capacity of its plant.

ELLENSBURG, WASH.—The City Council has granted

A. E. Wright of Olympia a 50-year franchise to sell gas for

illuminating and fuel purposes in the city of Ellensburg.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Spokane Falls Gas Company
will spend about $35,000 in enlarging its plant and laying

new mains. A contract for improvements has been let.

CHICO, CAL.—An ordinance has been passed by the

Board of Supervisors granting to W. H. Hanscom and J. H.

Kimball a franchise for the right to erect and maintain poles

for a power line.

RICHMOND, CAL.—-H. B. Kinney, manager of the Rich-

mond Light Power Company, has presented a petition asking

that a franchise be granted to his company, allowing them to

lay mains through the city.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The Victor-Virgin power

plant, at Needles, which has not been in use for several

years, is about to be put in shape to furnish power to mines

and for other purposes, by C. H. Burlock of San Diego.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—The City Council has granted to

H. H. Hyde a gas franchise for a period of 50 years, for the

use of streets and avenues for the purpose of constructing,

maintaining and operating a plant and system for the manu-
facture and sale of gas.

GLOBE, ARIZ.—The Globe Light & Power Company is

installing a 100 kw. General Electric generator direct con-

nected to Williams Monogram engine. This is the first en-

gine of the kind to be installed in the West. This company
is adding 60,000 ft. holder two purifiers, exhauster and sta-

tion meters to the gas plant at Globe.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The ornamental lighting of

Seventh street from Hoover to Boyle streets, a distance of

four miles, and to Sixth street, from Main to Alameda streets,

has been approved by the Streets Committee. The property-

owners have to pay for the ornament.-il post and for the elec-

tric current on the alternate years.

0.\KLAND, CAL.—The erection of electroliers on Four-

teenth street, between Castro and Market streets, and on

Market, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets, has been

recommended to the City Council by the Public Service Com-
mittee. Electroliers will also be erected along the length of

Twenty-third avenue, from East Twelfth to East Twenty-

third street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Contracts have been let and pipe

ordered for the building of the Domestic Gas Company's pipe

line from Los Angeles to San Bernardino, and work will be

started about July 1st. The line will run out through Boyle

Heights and follow the line of the Pacific Electric Company
to Covina. From there it will go direct to Pomona, and then

on to Ontario and Uplands, supplying both of these towns
with gas. From these it will take a direct shoot to San Ber-

nardino.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The laying of the high-pres-

sure gas mains for the San Bernardino Valley Gas Company
will commence at once. As soon as the line to Colton is in

commission the company will dismantle the Colton gas plant

which is to serve the entire valley, Riverside and Corona,

and the line now being built to supply Colton from here will

be used in supplying San Bernardino from the central sta-

ttion. More than $500,000 will be expended in laying the

system in the valley.

RICHMOND, CAL.—War has broken out between the

Oakland Gas, Light and Heat Company and the Richmond
Light and Power Company. The struggle follows the failure

of negotiations when H. B, Kinney, manager of the Richmond
company started to buy gas at wholesale from the Oakland
corporation. Kinney's offer was not accepted. Thereupon he
announced that his company would build a plant and go into

the gas business. The rate charged by the Oakland com-
pany has been $1.50 a 1,000 cubic feet, as fixed by the City

Council. Kinney says that he will spend $200,000 in installing

a gas manufacturing plant.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—One of California's new laws
may have an early opportunity to be tried in Santa Barbara.

The Council, in meeting to decide upon an increased gas rate,

was informed by E. D. Berri that the referendum would not

be long in following the decision of the Council in increas-

ing the gas rate of the Santa Barbara Gas and Electric Com-
pany (Edison) from $1 to $1.25. The meeting was attended

by a number of citizens all protesting against the proposed
rate. The Council extricated itself by resolving that this

rate should be made only after the company has spent

$100,000 in improving the plant and when a first-class pure

gas of even pressure is being manufactured. The main object

of attack was the report of Prof. C. L. Cory, a San Francisco

gas expert, who was brought here by the Council to deter-

mine the value of the plant so that a rate could be placed by

which a fair return could be had by the company. Cory's

report was favorable to the company.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
EVERETT, WASH.—The City Council has started a

move to have telephone wires put underground in the city.

DAVENPORT, WASH.—Telephone franchises have been

granted to J. M. Palmer over certain roads from Lamona and

Odessa.

DILLON, MONT.—The Southern Montana Telephone

Company has decided to increase its capital stock from

$10,000 to $40,000 and will make numerous extensions.

NAPA, CAL.—It has been ordered that C. A. Henne be

granted permission to install a telephone line from St. Hel-

ena Sanitarium to his place, commonly known as the "Whito
Cottage."
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Aluminum Co. of America
Pittsburgh, Pa,
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angreles, Pacific Elec-
tric Bldg.
Seattle. Colman Bldg.

American Circular Loom Co 14
Boston, 45 Milk.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 41G American Bank
Building.

American Electrical Healer Co
Detroit. U. S. A.

American Ever Ready Co
San Francisco. 755 Folsom.
lios Angeles. 1038 S. Main.

Aylsworth Agencies Co
San Francisco. 165 Second.

B
Barnes-Lindsley Mfg. Co 5

Portland, Ore.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co
NeTV York, 2 7 Thames.
Cliicago, 507 W^ Jackson
Blvd.
San Francisco, 151 New
Montgomery.

Blake Signal and Mfg. Co
Boston, 246 Summer.

Bonestell & Co 5
San Francisco, 118 First.

Brookfield Glass Co., The 1

Now York. U. S. Exp. Bldg.

Brooks-Follis Elec. Corporation 4
San Francisco. 44-46 Second St.

Bryant Electric Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.
San Francisco. 609 Mission.

Buxbaum & Cooley 5
Seattle. 69 Columbia St.

c

Cal. Incandescent Lamp Co 5

San Francisco, 60 Natoma.

Century Electric Co. 14

San Francisco, 60 Natoma.

Cutter Company, Tlie
Pliiladelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

D
D. & W. Fuse Co

Providence, R, I.

Davis, R. J 14
San Francisco. 60 Natoma.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Works-- 5
Chicago, Postal Bldg.
San Francisco, 301 Front.
Los Angeles, 355 E. 2d.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co 5
Lafayette, Indiana.
San Francisco. 61 Second.

E
Eltttric Goods Mfg. Co

Boston, Mass.
San Francisco, 165 Second.

Electric Storage Battery Co
Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, Crocker.Blg.

F

Fort Wayne Electric Works
Fort Wayne, Ind.
San Francisco, 604 Mission.
Seattle. Colman Bldg.

General Electric Co 12
Schenectady, N. Y.
San Francisco, Union Trust
Bldg.
Lo."! Angeles, Delta Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.
Portland, "Worcester Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo. N. T.
Butte. Mont.
Charleston, 'W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Columbus, O.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn.
Indianapolis. Ind.
Kansas City. Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville. Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York. N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg. Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City. Utah.
St. Louis. Mo.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Goeriz, O. C. & Co
San Francisco, 916 Postal
Tel. Bldg.

H
Habirshaw Wire Co
New York, 253 Broadway.

Henshaw, Bulkley & Co I

San Francisco. 19 Fremont.
Oakland. 1436 5th.
I.os Angeles, 262 S. Los
Angeles,

Hughes & Co., E. C 4
San Francisco. 147 - 151
Minna.

Hunt, Milk & Co 6
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Indiana Rubber & Ins. Wire Co 1

Jonesboro. Indiana.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W
New York. 100 William.
San Francisco. 159 New
Montgomery.
Los Angeles. 203 B. 5th.
Seattle. 576 1st Ave. So.

K
Kellogg Switchb'd & Supply Co.,
Chicago.
San Francisco, 88 First.

Kienilff, B. F. Jr. & Co
Los Angeles, 120 S. Loa
Angeles.

Kilbourne & Clark Company 5

Seattle. 307 First Ave. So.

Klein, Mathias & Sons 5
Chicago, Station U, 29.
San Francisco, 155 New
Montgomery.

Lindsley-Wright Co
Portland. Ore., 336 Sher-
lock Bldg.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co
Victor, N. Y.
S'-in Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles. Pacific Elec-
trical Bldg.
Seattle. Colman Bldg.

M
Moore, C. C. fit Co., Inc

San Francisco, 99 First.
Los Angeles, Trust Bldg.
Seattle, Mutual Life Bldg.
Portland, TVells-Fargo Bid.
Salt Lake City, Atlas Bldg.
New York City, Fulton
Bldg.

N
New York Insl'td Wire Co
New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco. 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

Ohio Brass Co.
Mansfield. Ohio
Sr^n Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Okonite Co I

Now York 253 Broadway.

Pacific Electric Hearing Co
Ontario, California.
Chicago. 55S-560 Washing
ton Blvd.

Pacific Gas & Elect. Co., The 2
San Francisco

Pacific Meter Co. I

San Francisco, 311 Santa
Marinn Bldg.

Pacific Tel. 6c Tel. Co., The
San Francisco

Partrick Carter & Wilkins Co
Phiia^lelphia, 22d and Wood.

Pelton Water Wheel Co.. The___ 5

San Francisco, 1095 Monad-
nock Bldg

Phillips Insulated Wire Co 1

Pawtucket. R. I.

Pierson, Roeding & Co 4
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Popular Electricity Pub. Co
Chicago, 1212 Monadnock
Block.

Portland Wood Pipe Co 4
Portland, Ore.

Reisinger, Hugo 3
New York, 11 Broadway.

Schaw-Batcher Co. Pipe Works. _

S'lcramento, Cal., 211 J St.
San P'ranclsco. 356 Market.

Simplex Elect'I Co., The 3
Boston. 110 State.
San Francisco. 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland. Couch Bldg.

Simplex Electric Heating Co
Cambridge, Mass.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles. Security Bldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Southern Pacific Co. 13^14
San Francisco, Flood Bldg.

Sprague Electric Co. 4
New York City, 527-531 W.
34th.
San Francisco, Atlas Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Standard Und. Cable Co 1

San Francisco, First Na-
tional Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Union Truat
Bldg.
Seattle Office. Lowman Bid.

Sterling Paint Company. 5
San Francisco. 118 First.

SWayne, R. B 5
San Francisco. 813 Postal
Telegraph Bldg.

Technical Book Shop 2
San Francisco, 604 Mission.

Tel. & Elec. Equip. Co. 3
San P'rancisco. 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Thomas and Sons Co., R,
New York, 227 Fulton.
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Tracy Engineering Co. 5
San Francisco, 461 Market.
Lf'S Angeles, Central Bldg.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co.
Chicago, 545 W Jackson
Blvd.

Vulcan Iron Works 1

San Francisco, 604 Mission.

w
Westinghouse. Elec. & Mfg. Co.__ 6

Pittsburg, Pa.
Los Angeles. 527 So. Main St..

Denver, 429 Seventeenth St.
Seattle, Central Bldg.
Salt Lake Citv.

212-214 So. W. Temple St.
San Francisco. 165 Second St.
Spokane, Columbia Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.
Butte, Lewisohn Bldg.
Canada, Canadian-Westing-
house Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Ontario.

Mexico, G. &. O. Baniff & Co..
City of Mexico.

Wesringhouse Machine Co 6
Pittsburg, Pa.
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Weston Elect'l. Instmment Co 14

Waverly Park, N. J.

New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 682 - 684
Mission.

Wilbur. G. A 5
San Francisco. 61 Second.
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Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

EINGIINEERS
Machinery IVIerchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles: 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Uodersround Aerial, Submarine and loside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at faaorv JONESBORO. IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOf
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm SU. SaH FranclSCO

OKONITE WIRE
vkOW/x

The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CENTRAl ElECTRIC CO.. Chicaeo. III. f. D. lAWRtNCE ELECTRIC CO.. Cincinnati. 0.

NOVELTY ElECTRIC CO.. Philadflphia. Pa. PEnWGElL-AINDREWS CO.. Boston. Mass.

ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO.. Pittsbure. Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLK AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACiriC COAST DEPT. First National Bank Building, San Francisco

SulnOffice

—

Ua Aneeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.

Factories Oakland. Cal.. PittsburK. Pa.. Pertli .^mboy. N. J.
Brancli Offices: New York. Boston. Chicago, Ptiiladelpliia. St. Louis

Specify..

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

\/l T I P AM Refrigerating and
V \J L^^^T\a^ Ice Making Machinery

Manufactunco Br

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 AUaa BIdg., 604 MiuioD St.

Worki: Francisco and Keamr StraeU Sail PranCiSCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMeNTS SEE PAGE EIG
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^mm^^^^m^^mmm^^mm^
Ask the Man Who Tests Them
He can tell you some things about meters that you won't learn from

advertising or salesmen.

He may not be able to explain why but he can tell you which

meters are always accurate, no matter where they are located. Which

ones are most substantially built and last longest.

Nine cases out of ten he will say they are

Fort Wayne Watthour Meters
and they cause the least trouble and the fewest kicks from the consumers.

These points are all worth considering when you buy meters,

especially as they don't cost anythmg extra.

H you want to know the reasons why our meters are so popular with the man

who tests them and the consumer, send for our Bulletin 1053.

We had it printed to convince men just like you and we will send it free as soon

as we hear from you.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

San Francisco Office Seattle Office

403 Atlas BIdg. 223 Colman BIdg.

m*

The Pacific Oas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, MEAT, AND POWER

TO
place. Population.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,006
•Albany 800
tAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antioch 3,000
tAuburn 2,050
Barber 200

'" Belmont 609
Belvedere 350
Benicia 2,500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 160
Biggs 750
Black Diamo id ... 500
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderick 600

JBrown's Valley ... 50
••Burlingame 6,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,600
tCenterville 20
Ccnterville 500

••Chico 13,000
••Colusa 2,700
tColfax 400
Colma 500
Concord 1,500
Cordelia ISO
Corte Madera . .'/.

.

350
Crockett 2,500
Crow's Landing .

.

37a
Davenport 1,000
Davis 750
Decoto 359
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 50

*Gas only: ••gas and ctectriclty

Place. Population.
Drytown 100
Durham 500
JDutch Flat . 400
••Easton 500
••East San Jose 1,500
Eckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 3,500
Elmira : 150
El Verano 100

••Emeryville 2,000
Encinal 20
Fairfield 800" Fair Oaks 250
Fitchburg 260
Folsom l,50p
•Fresno 35,00<)
Glenn Ellen 500
Gold Run 100
Grafton 350

•Klrass Valley 7,000
Gridley . ., 1,800
Groveland 50
-Hammonton . ..'. . . \ 500
Hayward 4,000
Hollister , 3,000
lone sod
Irvington 1,000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 95p
Lawrence 100
Kfehnedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLincoln : v . ........ 1,500
jLive Oak 200
Livermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 200
Los Gatos 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Martell 25
Martinez 5,000

•Marysville 6,250
Mayfleia 1,500

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300

••Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
tNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1.000
Niles 800

••Oakland .- 230,000
Oroville 2,500
Orwood ........... 50
Pacheco 300

••Palo Alto 6,000
JPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 250

••Piedmsnt .. ^ ..... . 2.000
Pinole 1,500
Pleasanton 2.000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

tRocklin 1,050
Rodeo . . .

.- 100
JRoseville 345
Ross 900

•••Sacramento 52,000

electricity, gas, and water; ^electricity and water; ***Bas. electricity, and street i

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,500
San Carlos 100

•«San Francisco 450,000
••San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

••San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000

••San Quentin Prison 1,600
**San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol ..2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma ... .^.^mir. t 1,200
South San Fran 2,500
Stanford Univ 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton :... 25,000
Suisun 1,200

- Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
tTowle ,..-.. 200
Tracy . . . . 1,200
Vaeavihe 2,500

••Vallejo :12,OPO
. Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek . 350
Wheatland 1,405

-- Winters -s .-. . . .^ , .-. 1, . 00-
••Woodland 3.500
Yolo 350

••Tuba City l,90o

service; all otiiers. electricity only.
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THE DEVELOPED HIGH-TENSION NET-WORK OF
A GENERAL POWER SYSTEM'

BY PAUL M. DOWNING.

The greatest incentive to the development and
construction of hydroelectric transmission systems has

been high fuel costs. This is particularly true in Cali-

fornia, where, until the discovery of oil a few years

ago, practically every industry using steam as a motive
power had to depend on coal imported from Australia

or British Columbia.

from actual operation, but, under the circumstances,

things have been done which very conclusively confirm

a statement made by Mr. Charles F. Scott in his paper

on "Electrical Power Transmission," read before the

International Electric Congress held in St. Louis in

1904, wherein he states that problems of transmission

are not problems that can be solved in the laboratory

The 4427 ft. Span of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Across Carquinez Straits.

Owing, however, to the natural advantages due to

the topography of the country, the possibilities of

utilizing the waters for hj'droelectric development were
early recognized, and probably more has been done
along pioneer lines in this State than anywhere else.

In the preparation of a paper on this subject,

therefore, I have confined myself entirely to conditions

as they have developed and as they exist in California

at the present time, and to the experiences in connec-
tion v\'ith the different transmission systems, which
together form probably the greatest mileage of high-

tension net-work to be found anywhere in the world.

On account of the rapidly growing demand for

powe , it was not possible to wait for results, which,
under ordinary conditions could have been obtained

'Paper presented at the San Francisco meeting of tfie Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 5, 1910.

alone, but the apparatus must meet the precise con-

ditions of operation and be judged by experience.

The first polyphase high-voltage transmission sys-

tem in the world was the one from Mill Creek to

Redlands, a distance of 16 miles. The original instal-

lation consisted of three 250-kw. three-phase generators

delivering 2400 volts at their terminals, and seven

loo-kw. transformers stepping up from 2400 volts to

11,000 volts at which potential power was transmitted

to Redlands. The unqualified success of this under-

taking almost from its very inception, gave a great

impetus to the industry, and within a very few years

other installations were made, each with its particular

type of apparatus and character of construction.

The Colgate power house of the Pacific Gas &
Electric Co. was really the nucleus of the present

6o,ooo-\olt net-work, in that it was the first to install
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Map of High-Tension Transmission Lines and Power Plants in Central Califor

Compiled by F. G. Baum d- Co.

(4) Northern California Power Co.

(5) Oro Water, Light & Power Co.

(6) Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

(7) Great Western Power Co.

(9) Snow IWountain Water & Power Co.

(11) Sierra & San Francisco Power Co.
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apparatus to operate at that voltage, and it was, at the

time, the largest and most important hydroelectric

station in this part of the State. The history of this

plant is unique, in that the generators were installed,

in operation, and overloaded, before the construction

work on the building was completed.

The system of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. as it

stands today represents the consolidation of a number
of smaller companies, each with a system peculiar to

itself, and none of them designed with a view of ever

tying in with any other system. As a result, almost
every type of apparatus from the comparatively small,

low-voltage, rotating-armature generators, to the larger,

more modern, rotating-field, high-speed machines, is

represented.

This company controls and operates eleven dif-

ferent hydroelectric generating stations, having an

aggregate capacity of 64,270 kw., distributed as fol-

lows :

Power
house

De Sabla . .

CenterviUe
Colgate . . . .

Yuba
Alta
Auburn . . . .

Newcastle .

Folsom . . . .

Electra . . .

.

Deer Creek
Nevada . . . .

Capacity in Generator
kilowatts voltage

13,000 2300
6,400 2300

13,700 2300
600 2300

2,000 500
350 500
900 DJU

3,250 800
20,000 i^;-. i

5,000
1.200 5500

Ten of these have a common frequency of 60 cycles

and run in parallel on a 6o.ooo-volt net-work which is

also supplied with additional power from four inde-

pendent companies.

The Great Western Power Co. delivers 60,000

volts by stepping down from its main line voltage of

100,000; the Sierra and San Francisco Power Co., the

Northern California Power Co., and the Snow Moun-
tain Power Co., deliver current at 60,000 volts direct

At times, the load carried by these four companies

amounts to an aggregate of 41,500 kw. In addition to

the foregoing, we have the following reserve steam and
gas engine plants which operate in parallel with the

transmission lines when occasion requires; viz., Oak-
land steam turbine station, San Jose steam station, and
Martin gas engine station.

The total reserve capacity at these three stations

amounts to 21,500 kw. In Martin station are located

two 4,000-kw. frequency changers (from 60 to 25
cycles) which are operated from the transmission line.

The 25-cycle side is run in parallel with the 25-cycle

gas engine-driven units, and also with the 25-cycle

steam-driven station of the United Railroads.

The entire mileage of lines represented by the

different systems which are tied together, exclusive of

those of 11,000 volts and under, amounts to 1,920 miles.

The voltages of the diiiferent lines making up the

net-work are as follows:

150 miles of 100,000-volt line.

1,390 miles of 60,000-volt line.

380 miles of 20,000-volt line.

It will be noted that lines of 11,000 volts and under
are not included in the above for the reason that these

lower voltage lines are considered as distributing lines

and not as transmission lines.

The paralleling of stations in this manner, regard-

less of the length of line between them, or the loads

carried, has not developed any difficulties, but on the

contrary, it has been found that it could be done much
more readily than where the generators are paralleled

in the same station ; nor is it customary to do this

paralleling at generating stations alone, or on the low-

voltage side of sub-stations. As a matter of fact, it is

done almost entirely on the 60,000-volt side, using

transformers of relatively small capacity connected

from line to ground for synchronizing purposes.

The governing and the division of load between
the different stations furnishing power to a system of

this kind is not as great a problem as it would at first

appear. Each station, excepting one, takes its alloted

portion of load and makes no attempt whatever to

govern, unless the frequency varies beyond certain

predetermined limits, the speed control being left

entirely to a single station. All important power
houses are equipped with governors, which, except in

the case of the governing station, are set so that they

will be sluggish in their action, and will not operate

except on wide variations of speed. Those in the

governing station should obviously be adjusted to

regulate as closely as possible. The governing is not

limited to any one particular station, but it can be

done at any station having sufficient capacity to handle

the fluctuations of load.

In order to operate as we do, with a large number
of stations running together, we found it necessary to

have a chief operator, or what we have seen fit to call

a "load dispatcher," who, so far as the details of opera-

tion are concerned, is in absolute charge of the entire

system. Water cannot be taken out of a ditch or

flume, a power house superintendent or foreman can-

not shut down a generator or change the load carried

on the station, and a line crew cannot work on a line,

without first having the approval of the load dispatch-

er's office. He is at all times in direct telephone com-

munication with every part of the system, and in the

event of trouble which might interrupt service, has

absolute control of all matters in connection with the

re-establishing of service. In his office there is a board

showing diagramatically every generating station,

transmission line and sub-station on the system, to-

gether with dummy switches representing every air

and oil switch, and the exact position of these switches,

that is, whether open or closed. In addition to the

record as shown by the board, a complete log is kept

of every detail in connection with troubles of any kind,

loads carried by the different stations, and any other

matters pertaining to operation.

Telephone circuits are run on all transmission

lines, but these are not depended upon for anvthing

more than local use, such as for linemen reporting on

and off the line, etc. They do not give satisfactory

service when used over long distances, and they be-

come inoperative when there is trouble on the line and

when they are most needed.

For communicating between important stations

we have circuits leased from the telephone company,

which run on its regular toll line leads, and being over

entirely different routes are not affected to any extent

by transmission troubles.

Method of Operation.

As stated above, the different stations are, for the

greater part of the time, operated in ])arallcl. There
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are two distinct advantages in operating in this

manner:

1. The regulation of voUage is much more readily

accomplished.

2. The capacities of the dififerent stations can be

Utilized to their fullest extent.

On the other hand, there is a distinct disadvantage,

as trouble on any part of the system will, to a certain

extent, afifect the entire system.

The inductive drop on the long lines forming a

net-work of this kind is obviousl}' high, especially

where the induction motor load is heavy, aip i the

power factor correspondingly low. The synchronous

motor load represents a very small percentage of the

entire load, and there is little opportunity to over-

excite the fields and use them as boosters. The watt-

less current, therefore, becomes quite a problem, and
has to be taken care of either by distributing it among
the dififerent power houses, or by taking it entirely on

a single station, which can be handled very readily by
proper adjustment of generator fields.

From an operating standpoint, and in order to

better guarantee continuity of service to the more
important districts, a reserve steam plant is very

essential, and in this respect the modern steam turbine

serves the purpose admirably. By reason of the fact

that it operates equally well at all loads it can be

connected in parallel wtih the transmission line, and

under normal conditions will carry a good portion of

the wattless current. At the same time it acts as a

stand-by, and in case of line trouble it can pick up the

load on very short notice.

Troubles on the long lines forming net-works such

as this do not always seriously affect the entire system,

but show only as momentary drops in voltage. The
station generators are connected directly to the line,

without circuit-breaking devices of any kind, and

power is never cut oflf the lines unless it is impossible

to keep it on. Immediately on the slightest indication

of line trouble, the systeni is separated, leaving differ-

ent sections or districts supplied from different sources.

If the trouble is far enough removed from the generat-

ing station it will not be very severe on account of the

inductive and ohmic drop of the intervening lines, and

generally the operators will have time to separate the

sections without more than a temporary drop in volt-

age. If, however, the trouble is near a power house,

that particular station will be thrown out of synchro-

nism with the system, and even the machines in that

station may be thrown out of synchronism with each

other.

Connection.

The greater number of the lines feeding into the

system are supplied with transformers delta connected

on the low-tension side and star connected on the

high-tension side, with the neutral grounded.

This arrangement has proved very satisfactory,

and while it might be said that there, is a disadvantage

in using such a connection on account of the ground-

ing of one wire throwing a short-circuit on the system,

yet there is a question as to whether or not this is a

real disadvantage.

If all lines could be run through sparsely settled

districts, or where there would be little liability of

damage to persons or property were a wire to come
down, there would, doubtless, be some advantage in

operating with a delta connection, but where lines are

run along public highways and through more or less

thickly settled districts, it seems almost necessary that

there should be some very positive indication to show
when a wire goes down.

Some objection has at different times been raised

by the telegraph and telephone companies to a

grounded neutral system, on account of the inductive

influences due to current through the ground, at times

when the load is unbalanced. Experience, however,

has shown that this is not the real cause of the trouble,

but that the troubles these companies have are the

result of what might be called static unbalance, or

high-frequency disturbances due to arcing grounds, or

other causes which occur to a greater extent in an
underground sj'stem than in one where the neutral is

grounded, and therefore at zero potential. This state-

ment is borne out by experiments that have been made
on telephone circuits paralleling or carried upon the

same poles as the transmission wires, where loads

aggregating as high as 3,000 kw. have been transferred

from three to two transformers of a bank, or vice

versa, with practically no effect on the telephone
service other than slight change in the tone of the line.

Our usual practice is, where one of three trans-

formers in a bank at the generating end is out of

service, to carry load up to the capacity of the other

two, or should occasion demand, to overload the two,

making them carry the normal load of the three. It is

not necessary to limit the unbalancing of power de-

livered to the line in this manner, and we would have
no more hesitation in cutting out one of a bank of three

1500-kw. transformers than in cutting out one from a

bank of three loo-kw. transformers. This same con-

dition obtains in the case of step-down transformers.

When the load to be supplied is small, and where the

expense of installing three, or even two, transformers

to give a three-phase distribution would not be justified

it is customary to install a single transformer, connect-

ing it from the line wire to ground. Installations of

this kind ordinarily give no trouble whatever, but work
as satisfactorily as though a bank of three were in-

stalled. Careful attention must always be given to the

ground connection. These are made by connecting to

the water mains, and also to ground plates buried to a

depth depending on the character of the soil.

Occasionally it has been found where only a single

transformer is used, that a severe static stress occurs

on the low-tension side, which is severe enough to

puncture the insulation of the lower voltage trans-

formers supplied from the main transformer. These
instances, however, have been comparatively few, and
while it is something which might be expected from a

connection of this kind, it very seldom occurs, and it

has never been serious enough to make it necessary to

abandon the practice.

The connection on the low-tension side of the

step-down transformers is either delta or Y, depending
entirely on the particular voltage condition to be me
Where the Y connection is used, the neutral i-

grounded in the same manner as on the high-tensio

side, and to the same ground wire.

So far as the actual operation of the system ii
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concerned, there is no preference as to the coimection

on the low side, bnt for economic reasons the greater

number of low-tension distributing systems are sup-

plied from the Y-connected transformer. We have
never yet had any troubles which we could trace back
and find to be the result of the manner in which trans-

formers were connected.

Transformers.

The capacities of transformers used, range from
100 to 1500 kw. Most of them, except some of the

smaller sizes, are shell type, oil-insulated, and water-

cooled. The most satisfactory case for oil-cooled

transformers is one of boiler iron mounted on a cast

iron base and having a cast iron top.

A great deal of discussion has been heard concern-

ing the merits of the different insulating materials

used in transformers for high-voltage work, the kind

of oil to be used, and the methods of cooling the oil.

During the past few years the tendency of the trans-

former manufacturers has been toward the use of a

press board or horn fibre for the insulating barriers

between the coils, this material being used to replace

the micanite used in the earlier transformers. This
gives a transformer of lower first cost but one corre-

spondingly less staunch and reliable.

The micanite insulation has two distinct advan-
tages ; first, it will not absorb moisture as readily as

the pressboard or horn fibre; and second, being non-
inflammable, it will localize trouble, and a burn-out in

one coil, unless it be exceptionally bad, will not damage
adjacent coils. Until a few years ago all of the trans-

formers On the system had micanite insulation. They
would be received from the factory, and without at-

tempting to dry them out, they would be filled with oil

and put into service. The oil was generally shipped in

iron drums containing from 50 to 100 gallons, and
when received, it would be put into the transformer
without treatment of any kind, and even without being
tested to see that it had the proper dielectric strength.

The pressboard has superseded the micanite, and the

methods of handling transformers have entirely

changed. We now find it necessary to dry them out
thoroughly even after they have been standing without
oil for not more than ten days or two weeks. The oil

also is being handled much more carefully than for-

merly, and separate samples taken from the dififerent

tanks in which it is shipped, must be tested. If the
dielectric strength is found to fall below a certain

standard, it is safe to assume that the low insulating

qualities are due to moisture, which can be readily

removed by heating to a temperature slightly above
212 degrees Fahr.

The pressboard or horn fibre will not only absorb
moisture from the atmosphere, but it will, when in

direct contact with water, absorb sufficient of it to

allow the layers of fibre making up the sheet, to sepa-
rate, thus rendering it worthless. This objection to

its use might on first thought seem hardly worth con-
sidering, but in practice it is an important one. In
handling transformers out of doors during stormy
weather, or in the event of a damaged water coil allow-
ing water to get into the winding, the pressboard
would be damaged to such an extent that the trans-
former would have to be torn down and the barriers
replaced.

As to the relative fire risks of air and oil-cooled

transformers, I think that it is now generally conceded
that the oil type with a properly designed case is the

safer of the two.

The greatest danger from an oil-insulated trans-

former is from fire external to the transformer itself,

which might damage the case and allow the oil to

escape.

In a number of instances there have occurred fires

which have heated the boiler iron cases to such an

extent that the oil has been badly carbonized and the

paint on the inside of the case burned entirely off

withe ' t damage being done to the winding. After

removing the damaged oil and cleaning the winding,

the transformers have been refilled with new oil and

immediately put back into service without trouble.

In one particular instance which I have in mind, a fire

occurred in a wooden switch gallery almost directly

over a bank of 700-kw. transformers which at the time

were not in service. Before water could be turned on

the fire the transformers had become very hot, and

when water was finally turned on, the cast iron tops

had become so hob that the water coming in contact

with them, damaged them beyond repair. The wind-

ings of the transformers were uninjured, and after

being dried out were put back into service and are

operating today.

From the viewpiont of the man who has to operate

the transformer, particularly in connection with long

high-voltage lines, I am inclined to question the ad-

visability of attempting to sacrifice the reliability of

the transformer in order to cut down the first cost.

In the absence of any approved device or apparatus

that can be relied upon to take care of high-voltage

line disturbances, the transformer must bear this bur-

den to a very great extent, and the breaking down of

a transformer with the resulting interruption to service,

will, in a very short time, more than offset any saving

in first cost. For this same reason the three-phase

transformer is at a disadvantage, as trouble on one

phase would entirely interrupt service, unless a spare

were installed.

For cooling the oil we employ the usual method

of circulating water through copper coils immersed in

oil. Different metals have been used in these coils, but

on account of there being less liability of copper being

acted upon by acids in the cooling water, and also

because of the fact that it will not corrode, it has been

found most satisfactory. In localities where there is

any great amount of mineral in the water, a cooling

coil will in time become filled to such an extent that it

will not carry a suflFicient amount of water to cool the

transformer. This deposit closely resembles boiler

scale, and in some instances it can be removed by

taking the coil out of the case and hammering it on

the outside to loosen the scale, after which it can be

blown out by either steam or compressed air. In cases

where it cannot be removed in this way, we have used

dilute muriatic acid as a last resort, but as this acts

upon tlT€ metal of the coil, as well as upon the scale,

it cannot be considered entirely satisfactory.

Periodic pressure tests are made on all cooling

coils without removing them from the transformers,

and very often without taking voltage off the trans-

former. This we do by disconnecting both ends of the
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coil and allowing the water in the lower turns to either

drain off; or, if both ends of the coil come up over the

case, a small rubber hose is inserted on the riser side of

the coil and the water syphoned out. To know that the

coil is thoroughly dry, and that in the event of its

breaking down under pressure, no water will get into

the transformer winding, a light blast of air is passed

through the coil, which, with the heat from the oil on
the outside of the coil, will in a very short time remove
any moisture which might remain. One end of the

coil is then plugged and air pressure applied by means
of an ordinary automobile tire pump. A small pressure

gauge connected to the coil shows the pressure on the

pi OAS PIPE TAP

SECTION ON A-B

Fig. 1. Elevation of High-Tension Switch.

coil ,and also whether or not there are any leaks which
would allow the pressure to drop. Generally where
there is no back pressure on the coils, 15 to 25 lbs. will

be as high a test as is necessary.

Switches.

Outside of the lightning arrester or line discharger

for taking care of high voltages, high-tension switches

were probably slower to develop than any other piece

of apparatus used in connection with long transinission

lines. It is only during the past few years that there

have been any high-tension switches on the market,

but there are now a number of different designs, all of

which have proved generally satisfactory.

The system of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. was
one of the first to use oil switches for voltages in excess

of 40,000. As early as 1900 we built and put into

operation, switches which were of practically the same
type that we are now using. While the switch was in

the experimental stages, the frainework supporting the

tanks were of wood, and the tanks themselves were
the ordinary fibre or paper mache tubs such as are used
for laundry purposes. Switches of this kind served

their purpose well, and are even now in use after years

of service, but where they are called upon to break

heavy loads, such as come on at times of short-circuit,

they are apt to throw the oil out of the container when
operated.

To overcome this trouble, we designed a four-

break switch, along practically the same lines, but with

a considerably greater depth of oil over the contacts.

Four-break switches siinilar to the one shown in Figs, i

and 2, have been in service in some of our largest

power houses for several years, and they have never

failed to open the line under all conditions of short-

circuit.

The particular features which recommend this

switch are

:

1. The absence of any insulating material that

might become saturated with oil and catch fire either

from leakage or from an arc.

2. The insulation of the switch from the ground,

thereby affording the greatest protection against break-

downs due to surges or other high-voltage disturbances

U—

TOP REMOVED PLAN VIEW

Fig. 2. Plan of High-Tension Switch.

when the switch is open.

3. A constant depth of oil over the contacts at all

positions of the blades.

4. The comparatively small amount of space taken

up by the switch.

We have never attempted to operate any of these

high-tension switches either automatically or by any

electric or pneumatic means, preferring rather to keep

to the more positive hand-lever control. This control

has generally proven quite satisfactory, but we have

just installed some reverse current relays to be used in

connection with the automatic operation of switches on

lines which are tied together at both ends. We have

yet to learn to just what extent these can be success-

fully employed, on account of the inherent weakness

of alternating-current reverse-current relays, whose

operation is dependent on both current and voltage,

and the fact that in cases of severe trouble the voltage

may drop so low that the relay will be inoperative.

Lightning Arresters.

Except in the higher mountain districts the Pacific

Coast is comparatively free from lightning, and we
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make no attempt whatever to protect against lightning-

disturbances.

On most of the early installations, lightning ar-

rester apparatus, such as was on the market at the

time, was installed at ditTerent points along the line.

Practically every type of multigap arrester was tried,

all of which proved to be a menace rather than a

protection on account of their arcing over whenever
there was a heavy line disturbance. The result has

been that long since they have been abandoned, and
we now use only the horn-gap type arresters with the

air-gap set so that they will arc across on voltages

approximately 25 per cent above normal. The particu-

lar design of arrester used, consists of two gaps in

series with the ground side, connected directly to earth

without resistance.

These are used more on account of their being

voltage limiting devices than on account of their being

a protection against high voltages. Discharges over

these arresters always cause a drop in voltage, and
very often a momentary interruption to service until

the arc breaks. We do not install them at every

station, but only at the power houses and more im-

portant stations where heavy switching is done. The
electrolytic arrester now on the market has been in-

stalled on some of the lines in this State, but as they

have been in service only a short time, little can as yet

be said concerning their efificiency or effectiveness.

Insulators.

The question of line insulation for the high volt-

ages now being used on transmission lines, is the most
serious problem engineers have to face, and while it is

true that both the design and quality of the insulators

manufactured today are far superior to those of a few
years ago, it is also true that the limiting voltage of a

transmission system is governed by the insulators.

The climatic conditions of the greater part of the

Pacific Coast are peculiar in that there are two seasons,

one wet and one dry ; and it may seem strange to say

that the insulator trouble during the dry season, or just

when the first rains start in, is as much as or more than

there is during the winter storms. The trouble is due
to leakage over the surface of the insulator on account
of the dirt and the salt which is deposited by the ocean
fogs. As soon as the heavy rains come, this accumu-
lation of dirt, etc., is washed olif, and the number of

insulator troubles is materially reduced. The number
of insulators that actually puncture are very few, the

greatest trouble being due to leakage. As a striking

illustration of troubles of this kind, I might state that

insulators operating successfully at 60,000 volts in the

mountain districts outside of the fog belt, and where
there is little or no dust, give a great deal of trouble

on 11,000-volt lines in the bay district where they are

exposed to more severe conditions of dust, fog and
smoke.

Troubles of this kind generally afTect insulators

on grounded and ungrounded structures differently.

If they are supported on poles where the leakage path
to ground is a high resistance one, the top of the pole
will be burned off, and generally the insulator is not

damaged. But where metallic structures or grounded
pms are used, thus giving a low-resistance leakage path
to ground, the insulator is more often damaged by the

are, which very often is great enough to burn off the

line wire.

Troubles of this kind naturally bring up the ques-

tion of what design of insulator will best meet the

conditions, and whether or not the theory that as much
of the insulator as possible should be kept dry is a

correct one. This theory has been carried out in the

\ertical or pin type insulator with the result that in the

three and four-part insulators a good portion of the

inner petticoat is protected from the rain and cannot

be washed by the elements. It therefore becomes
necessary to shut down the line and wipe them by

hand. This cleaning is especially necessary in the fog

district near the bay and along the coast, where it has

to be done about twice each year. The suspension

insulator has a decided advantage in this respect, in

that a much greater part of the surface of the insulator

is exposed to the rain and dirt, and is washed off during

stormy weather. However, with the higher voltages

at which this type of insulator is designed to be oper-

ated, there is every reason to think that similar troubles

will be experienced, and doubtless the same homely
means will sooner or later be resorted to in order to

overcome it.

THE MEXICO LIGHT & POWER COMPANY'S
ELECTRIC PLANT.

BY H, E. WEST.

The following interesting description of an electric

plant in Mexico is reprinted from a recent issue of The
Mining World of Chicago by the courtesy of whose

editor the accompanying illustrations were supplied

:

Necaxa is a well known name to all who dwell in

the B'ederal District of Mexico and bordering States.

Until a few years since it was noted as the site of one

of Mexico's greatest water falls. Within the last 7 or

8 years it has carried especial interest as being one of

the largest, if not the largest, generators of electrical

energy in Mexico.

The ATexico Light & Power Co. has during these

years been installing a plant, that, starting with mod-
est proportions, has now assumed a stupendous scale.

It is a Canadian enterprise, under the leadership of

Dr. Pearson, closely allied to the interests which have

recently concluded the San Paolo tramway and light

plant in Brazil.

Practically the identical engineering staff, which

successfully carried out the Brazilian enterprise, is

now engaged on the construction of the Necaxa plant.

Power for the last four years has been furnished

to Mexico City, operating there the tramways, manu-
factitring mills, and municipal street and house light-

ing. From 10,000 to 12,000 hp. has been utilized at

El Oro, 175 miles distant, for operating mining ma-

chinery, mills and for lighting. To large consumers

the charge is $50 gold per hp. year. The mines of

Pachuca will soon be able to utilize this cheap and

constant source of energy.

Necaxa is 75 kilometers northeast of Mexico City,

in the State of Puebla, bordering on Hidalgo, and

about 60 miles distant from the sea, across the State of

Veracruz. The Hidalgo railroad starting from the city

delivers one at Carmen, where the narrow-gauge.
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Shay-engine road of the power company starts. Here
there is a commodious and orderly camp capable of

well entertaining visitors.

The altitude at Carmen is 2 191 meters. From
Buenavista reservoir, altitude 2203 meters, capacity

14,000,000 cu. meters, the water passes through the

Carmen canal, in place of the Necaxa river. At Car-

men the water of the Coaciula river, 1J/2 meter-seconds,

is picked up and passed over the Necaxa river bed by

an inverted syphon. The combined flood-waters then

flow through the canal and tunnel into the Laguna
reservoir, altitude 2180 meters, capacity 45.000,000 cu.

meters. .'\t the present time, about 5 meter-seconds

are drawn from the Laguna dam, and passed into the

Necaxa river, losing considerable head, but utilizing

the volume. The flood-water from the Laguna passes

by a tunnel into the Los Reyes dam, altitude 2170

meters, capacity 28,000,000 cu. meters. The Los Reyes
canal, already constructed, was intended to convey the

of the Nexapa reservoir will be picked up by an exten-

sive system of tunnels, considerably augmenting the

water supply.

At the present time there are six 5ooo-k\v. genera-

tors installed. Two of io,ooo-kw. are being added.

This will normally increase the output to 50,000 kw.

In reality each 5000 generator can maintain 8000 kw.

Within two years, on the completion of the present

installation, an output of 200,000 kw. is anticipated.

Should the larger watershed, with an area of 75 to 20

kilometers, or 1500 sq. kilometers, be harnessed up a

total of 300,000 kw. is to be reasonably expected.

Now to revert to the detail, much of which is of

surpassing interest. Carmen is connected with Ne-
ca.xa with a railroad 30 kilometers in length. Origin-

ally this was laid out as a wagon road—then traction

engines were tried, but were unsuccessful. Finally,

the road was converted into a railroad, using Shay
engines. It is a marvelous piece of road. So full of

r.

Showing Front of Dam Rebuilt After Accident.

water to power house No. 2, altitude 1409, thus utiliz-

ing the head, and passing the water on to the Necaxa
dam. This scheme has temporarily been abandoned.

The Necaxa river, carrying the combined waters,

now flows through the site of the Texcapa dam, alti-

tude 1400 meters, capacity 18,000,000 cu. meters, thence
into the Necaxa dam itself, altitude 1274 meters,

capacity 45,000,000 meters. Flowing into the Necaxa
reservoir, through a recently constructed tunnel, is the

combined water of the Tenango and Nexapa reser-

voirs, with capacities of 25,000,000 and 20,000,000 cu.

ft. respectively. With the completion of the extensive
dam now being constructed, the former will have a
storage of 45,000.000 cu. meters. A flow of i>4 meter-
seconds is estimated to be conveyed through the
Tenengo tunnel.

From the Necaxa reservoir the water is conveyed
to the power house, altitude 895 meters above sea
level. Thus, at a glance, is seen the present and pro-

posed scheme of operations. A large di-ainage south

sharp turns and twists is it that, at times, one is at a

loss to conjecture in what direction the engine is head-

ing. The roadbed drops rapidly, and the dial of the

aneroid quickly indicates a fall of some 3000 ft. The
line crosses an old bridge, known as "Puente de Toto-

lapa," and winds along the steep side of the Necaxa
canyon in a charmingly picturesque manner.

After four hours dropping down the Necaxa can-

yon, following the river the entire distance, the im-

pressive reservoir of Necaxa opens out. The track

runs along the strip of territory marked with white

"mojoneras," showing the company's grant. Below

are seen the meadows, detached villas, and ruins of

churches, soon to be inundated with the encroaching

flood—a veritable "Philae" of Mexico.

The available head being 2358 meters at Coacoyu-

nance while the power house No. i has an elevation of

895 meters, afifords a drop of 1463 meters. This shows

the potentiality of the larger proposed installation.
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The a\ailable head from the Necaxa reservoir, to the

present power house, is 375 meters.

Another site, a few kilometers down stream, af-

fords a fall of 300 meters, rendering- possible practically

double the output with a duplication of the present

plant.

at both back and front. In the center is sluiced clay.

It has been found that the clay deposited from the

water effectually fills the interstices of the loose rock,

rendering it watertight. The escaping water, carrying

but 3 per cent solids, passes into the reservoir, and is

thus utilized. In dam construction, as elsewhere, the

Back Wall—Riprap and .Si.iL Ct;iiLral Core.

At the lower end of the reservoir is situated the

Necaxa dam. This is quite notorious, and for more
reasons than one. In the first place, it is an example

—

new to Mexico—of the modern method of clam con-

struction. Then, again, owing to fortuitous circum-

stances, during the spring of 1909, a serious slide

local conditions and the material are the determining;

factors to success. A scheme perfectly feasible in one

place may prove a fiasco in another. It is possible that

such a reasoning had something to do with the failure

of this dam. At all events the design has been con-

siderably amended, as may be seen from the sketches.

Amended Construction. Former Construction.

Necaxa Dam—Hydraulically l>eposited.

occurred, can-ying out practically —the whole face of

the dam. It will be of interest to briefly describe the

construction.

The proportions are imposing, embracing 1,600,000

cu. meters. It has a base of 100 meters, 15 meters at

the top, and 35 meters high.

The design may be described as a loose rubble

wall, slope I in 3, carried up, with natural slope inside,

With the solid rock face and back, and a substantial

filling between of the present design, the Necaxa dam
will never go out again.

Extensive hydraulic operations, on either side,

sluice in through V section, armored flumes, both rock

and dirt. Water issuing through 4, 5 or 6-in. nozzles,

under 300-lb. pressure, has energy sufficient to tear

down the solid limestone of the mountain side, when
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loosened with powder. It is a sight full of interest to

watch these giants playing about, seemingly operated

as easily as a garden hose. The jet trundles the boul-

ders over as readily as if they were of cork. The
rebound of the water forms rockets of dazzling white-

ness, bearing along the smaller rocks high off the

ground. The rocks, both large and small, go humming
down the flumes. At the lower end they are deposited

and disposed of as required. The cost of such opera-

tions is stated to be $i gold for every cubic meter the

dam contains, and it may be double that figure if any
mishap occurs. The compan}' has no less than seven
dams, either built, started or building. Four of these

are each a formidable undertaking.

During December, 1909, the Necaxa dam held

abou 7,000,000 cu. meters. It will hold 45,000,000.

This means a rise of 60 ft., all but equaling the height

of the operating tower seen in the illustration, and
almost submerging the small island in the middle
distance.

.Situated amidst an amphitheater of surrounding
hills, pine clad to the summit, the tawn}^ flood reaching

back from the solid stone work of the dam, engulfing

hill and vale, Necaxa presents a striking picture ; and
to which, I fear, the camera does scant justice.

The site of Necaxa is interesting besides, by rea

son of its historical features. In 1856 the French
auxiliaries marching to the relief of Maximilian made
the "mesa de los flores" their camping ground, and
there encountered the hostility of the Indians, by
whom, in the rocky passes, they were considerably
worsted. Cannon balls and war relics are reported
found there to this day.

At the bottom of the canyon, close to the foot of

the fall, is the power house. The installation consists

of si.x 5000-kw. generators. The volume of water

passed through in 24 hours is approximately 500,000

cu. meters. This corresponds to about 7 meter-seconds.

During December about 200,000 cu. meters were being

drawn from stock. Owing to the lack of storage ocjca-

sioned by the accident to the Necaxa dam, the storage

is ' below normal. This will not happen again after

another wet season, owing to the vastly increased

storage for the flood water. In December there were

35,000,000 cu. meters in storage; enough, it is antici-

pated, with the current supply, to bridge the interval

against the normal wet season. A powerful steam

plant of 13,000 hp. exists in Mexico City, to render

assistance at any time should occasion arise.

To maintain one kilowatt-hour at Mexico City,

bus-bars takes iJ4 cu. meters at Necaxa,

By the first of January, 1910, an addition of from

I to ij^ meter-seconds was made to increase the sup-

ply through the Tenango tunnel.

VAHien the reservoirs, at present completed and

imder construction, are filled with the surplus waters

of the wet season, the storage will be around 155,-

000,000 cu. meters, sufficient, with the present con-

sumption, to last 300 days. In addition to this is the

constant flow, which will be increased from the tap-

ping of the watershed to the south.

The power house is of solid construction, the

machinery substantially erected, and the electrical

equipment leaves little, if anything, to be desired. The
generators are by the Siemens Schuekertswerte Co.

It has been said there are six 5000-kw. generators, with

two of 10,000 kw. being installed. Each generator is

so liberally calculated regarding copper, that 8000 kw.
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is readil}' maintained if desired. Tlie daily load varies

from 20,000 to 32,000 kw., probably averaging 24,000

for the 24 hours. Each generator is fixed to a vertical

shaft, at the lower end of which is the impact wheel,

9 ft. in diameter. The weight is 36 tons. So efficient

is the oil lubrication of the bearing supporting the

shaft, that the rotor is easil}' moved by one finger.

This film of oil is maintained under pressure, under

ready regulation. The three-throw plunger pumps
are regulated by an ingenious device, the speed of

the rotor controlling the volume of the issuing jet,

through regulation of the aperture of the nozzles.

There are two nozzles, at opposite sides. The issuing

jet has a velocity of 300 ft. per second. At present the

water efficiency is 73 per cent. By the addition of

2 in. in depth to amended buckets, and by installing

larger nozzles, the efficiency is expected to be 86 per

cent. The output being increased 30 per cent, through

increase of efficiency and \'olume. The orifice is rect-

angular, operated by powerful toggle-levers.

Although at work over three years, no perceptible

wear is noticeable on the steel buckets, notwithstand-

ing considerable sand is carried in the water.

The generators revolve at 500 r. p. m., g'enerating

850 amperes at 4000 volts. This voltage is transformed

to 60,000 and carried by three-phase line, No. 000 cop-

per wire, on steel towers to Mexico City.

There are four transmission lines carried on two
sets of towers. From the city two transmission lines,

also on steel towers, convey the current 125 miles to

El Oro, where approximately 12,000 hp. is constantly

utilized. New coils are now at the power house to

transform to 80,000 volts.

Two independent telephone lines are also strung

on the towers, so that conversation with the city and
El Oro is readil}' maintained.

The Necaxa power plant scheme started on com-
paratively a small scale, mainly the Necaxa reservoir

and tributary waters. Then the larger scheme utilizing

both pressure and volume from the Laguna dam was
proposed, and afterwards discarded. The waters from
the Tenango and Catapuxtia rivers were next made
tributary by driving of the tunnel. Again other creeks

were made tributary by the driving of other tunnels.

At this stage 200,000 kw. are to be realized.

Finally the waters from the Coacoyuanca reser-

voir, 75 kilometers, from the proposed power house
No. 3, were secured. From this latter scheme 300,000

kw. are anticipated. The figures embody the dupli-

cating of the power house at the lower altitude. Thus
is seen the scope of the present proposals.

The capital financing this enormous enterprise

already amounts to $40,000,000, gold. There are em-
ployed 7000 operatives, including loo foreigners. The
basis of present and proposed operations cover 1500
sq. kilometers. Railroads connect all the principal

points of construction, and ramify in all directions.

There are four large dams in course of construction,

each of which is a work of magnitude. The work in

its entirety embraces at least eight dams. Truly
Necaxa is an undertaking of colossal proportions.

The Mexico Light & Power Co. have their head
office in Mexico City.

THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY \VM. M. 6HEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER \ll.

(Continued.)

Testing and Adjusting.

To insure the continued accuracy of any watt

hour meter it is necessary that it be tested and ad-

justed from time to time. In the smaller meters

it is not necessary to make these tests oftener

than about once a year, except in cases of complaint,

and when meters are operating under adverse condi-

tions ; in the larger sizes, where a small variation in

accuracy represents a considerable amount of money,

the tests should of course be made oftener, especially

where a meter of large capacity is called upon to

register a small percentage of its rated load for a great

part of the time. As a rule, the conditions under

which the meter operates will dictate in a large meas-

ure the frequency of the tests.

The experience of the large number of distribut-

ing companies that have adopted some method of

systematically testing and adjusting their meters has

proven that the increased revenue resulting from
more accurate meters has much more than offset the

additional expense to which they have been put, be-

sides reducing trouble and complaints due to occa-

sional fast meters.

In testing meters which are in service it is much
better to test and make any necessary adjustments at

the point of installation, rather than to bring the

meter into the testing room, since with the proper

instruments the same accuracy can be obtained and
a great saving in time can be effected. Such practice

also avoids those injuries to the meter which are liable

to occur in transportation to and from the customer's

premises. Of course, where it is necessary to make
repairs, it is best to bring the meter to the shop.

That particular part of the meter which usually gives

the most trouble and which requires the most fre-

quent renewal is the jewel bearing. Jewels and pivots

can be renewed at the point of installation without

disturbing the meter. Friction in the jewel bearing

will result in the meter running slow, and a new
jewel should be substituted whenever a defective one
is located. When installing a new jewel, a new pivot

or ball should also be installed, as the old one is more
than apt to have minute particles of the defective

jewel imbedded in it, which will constitute an eff"ective

cutting tool and will soon ruin a new jewel. In the

case of meters employing the ball and jewel bearing

it is best to handle the ball with a pair of tweezers

rather than with the fingers, as the moisture from

the hands may cause the ball to rust.

There are several accurate methods used for test-

ing watt hour meters, and the choice of the method or

methods to be used is usually determined by the rela-

tive convenience of that method : the most common
are (i) the voltmeter and ammeter method, (2) the

indicating wattmeter method and (3) the portable ro-

tating standard method.

(To be continued.)
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TRANSMISSION LINE CROSSINGS OF RAIL-
ROAD RIGHTS OF WAY.

BY A. H, BABCOCK.

It is necessary to protect

:

1. The railroad communication circuits (tele-

graph, telephone and signal) from mechanical injury

and from contact with high tension wires.

2. The train crews from personal injuries due to

sagging or fallen wires.

3. The trains themselves from mechanical dam-
age and from the liability of fire should a wreck occur

at the crossing point.

4. The railroad structures from damage by fire

due either to crosses between communication circuits

and fallen or sagging transmission circuits,

or to high potential electro-motive forces induced

therein by excessive unbalancing of the transmission

circuits.

Having in mind the fact that contact with trans-

mission circuits is dangerous to both life and property,

it was natural that the early attempts at protection

were of the nature of guard wires, in some form or

other.

Many of us have had experience with some such

device. Nearly all of us who have had sufficient ex-

perience have found unsatisfactory all forms of guards

as yet devised. Even those of the deep basket type

have failed at times to give complete protection. Fur-

thermore, any pole line is worked at about minimum
factor of safety; hence, to increase the load on it at

the very point where maximum security is demanded
is an engineering anomaly. Prophecy after the fact is

easy.

The next step is obvious ; to construct the trans-

mission line with maximum factor of safety both in

the crossing span and also in each of the adjacent

spans, so that nothing short of a general catastrophe

shall bring the line into dangerous proximity to the

railroad right of way. So well recognized is this

principle that the power and the railroad interests are

now working in harmonious conjunction to devise an

economical mechanical and electrical construction for

these crossing spans, so much more secure than that

of the transmission line elsewhere, that if ever failure

occurs it must be at some other point.

In general, it is advisable, wherever possible, to

place underground all low potential power circuits, and

communication circuits. The following general speci-

fications cover the points that are now under discus-

sion between the power and railroad companies.

General Specifications for the Construction of Over-

head Electric Light or Power Line Crossings.

General.

1. All crossings carrying current at more than

nominal 2,300 volts to ground shall come under the

provisions of these specifications, unless special con-

ditions in large cities or otherwise shall make a modi-

fication thereof necessary or desirable.

2. Complete drawings shall be furnished in du-

plicate for approval before construction is com-

menced.

A paper to be presented at the San Francisco meeting of the
American Institute o( Electrical Engineers. May 5, 6, 7, 1910.
Copyright 1910. By A. I. E. E. (Sub.1ect to final revision for the
Transactions, >

3. The power company shall give the railroad

company one week's notice prior to the commence-
ment of work.

4. All work, including the materials entering into

the work, shall be subject to the inspection and ap-

proval of the railroad company.

5. The power company shall protect the railroad

company against any suits for damages arising by

reason of any patented devices being used in the work
under these specifications.

Clearances.

6. Vertical clearance, under the most unfavorable

conditions of temperature or sag, shall be as specified

by the railroad company, but shall not be less than

35 feet above the top of rail and not less than lo feet

above any existing wires on the right of way.

7. Side clearance for structures that it may be

necessary to locate on the railroad company's right of

way shall not be less than lo feet from the center of

the nearest present or proposed track.

Crossing Span.

8. The crossing span shall be carried on towers

or poles which shall be self-supporting under the most
unfavorable conditions of loading, or of broken con-

ductors.

9. Supports for the crossing span, and for the

adjacent spans on each side, are to be generally in a

straight line and preferably at right angles to the

railroad.

10. Conductor supports shall be guyed away from
the tracks in such manner as to make it impossible for

the supporting structures to fall toward them.

11. In general, steel towers shall be used, although

under certain conditions wooden structures, with con-

crete or other approved foundations, may be per-

mitted.

12. Foundations shall be designed to resist

double the greatest tendency to overturn under the

most unfavorable conditions, due to breakage in the

line or otherwise.

13. In designing tower foundations, the weight

of earth shall be taken at 90 pounds per cubic foot and
the weight of concrete at 140 pounds per cubic foot.

14. When towers are used, they shall be con-

structed of soft or medium soft steel, thoroughly

painted or galvanized.

15. Tower construction shall be shown or speci-

fied in detail on plans submitted for approval by the

railroad company. They shall give sufficient data so

that stress diagrams may be constructed for the given
loads.

16. All steel structures on the railroad company's
right of way shall be grounded in an approved man-
ner and shall be provided with approved danger signs.

17. Steel structures supporting the crossing span
shall have a factor of safety of not less than three,

based on the ultimate strength of the material and
considered under the most unfavorable conditions of

loading, wind and broken conductors.

18. Wooden structures supporting the crossing

span, and also wooden crossarms, shall have a factor

of safety of not less than five, based upon the ultimate

strength of the material and considered under the
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most unfavorable conditions of loading', wind and

broken conductors.

All the follouing' sections shall apply tc) the cross-

ing span and to each span adjacent thereto:

Pins.

19. Material : cast steel, malleable iron or other

crude metal, galvanized.

20. Where wooden crossarms are used, a

grounded metal strip must connect all pins electrically.

21. Pins shall be designed for factor of safety of

three, under most unfavorable conditions.

Insulators.

22. J\Iaterial ; porcelain only above 7,000 volts,

and porcelain or glass below 7,00Q volts.

23. Insulators shall be designed for voltages 25

per cent in excess of the rated working voltage of the

other insulators on the line.

24. Pin type insulators shall have metal bridge

caps, or the equivalent.

25. If suspended type of insulator is used, all

connections between the parts of he insulator shall be

connections between the parts of the insulator shall be
of the interconnected link type, or its equivalent.

Whatever type of insulator and attachment is used,

the conductor must hold to the supporting structure

even if the insulator is mechanically or electrically

shattered.

26. Clearance : Insulators shall clear all parts of

the supporting structure (except pins and crossarms),

not less than 12 inches up to 24,000 volts, plus one

inch per 10,000 volts additional.

Conductors.

2^. Material : copper, aluminum or other non-

corrosive metal. For spans carrying current up to

5,000 volts, minimum size No. 6 B. & S. copper, or

aluminum, or other material or alloy of equivalent

strength. Above 5,000 volts, minimum size No. o B.

& S. copper, not less than seven strands (or six

strands around a non-conducting center), or aluminum,
or other metal or alloy of equivalent strength.

28. Tension shall be adjusted to be equal on each

side of the supports of the crossing span.

29. Clearance between conductors and tower
structure (except pins and crossarms) shall be not

less than 12 inches up to 24,000 volts, plus one-half

inch for each additional 1,000 volts.

30. Minimum clearance between conductors shall

be not less than 24 inches up to 24,000 volts, plus one
inch per 1,000 volts additional.

31. The conductors shall be clamped mechanical-

ly to the insulator.

32. The conductors shall be connected to the

supporting structure at an auxiliary connection that

will insure positive grounding of the conductor in

case of failure of the primary insulation.

33. All crossing conductors shall be wrapped or

shielded against arcing where they pass over the in-

sulators or through clamps.

34. No splicing will be allowed in any of the

three spans named.

35- Crossings shall be designed for one-quarter

inch ice radially of weight (to pounds per cubic foot,

plus the weight of the conductor, plus a horizontal

wind pressure of 20 pounds per square foot on a pro-

jected area of the ice covered cable. (Obviously where

ice is never formed, that element of the calculation

can be omitted.)

36. Maximum of allowable stress shall be not

more than three-tenths of ultimate strength.

37. All calculations shall be based upon a tem-

perature range of 130 degrees Fahrenheit.

The foregoing specifications are tentative in the

sense that while they represent the present mutual

understanding of the interested parties, they have been

adopted merely as a provisional basis for discussion.

As such they are submitted for the consideration of

the members. It is hoped that your criticism will be

constructive as well as destructive.

The following table will serve to show that the

subject is one not to be disposed of lightly. With 482

crossings to be legislated for on a single Trunk Line,

it is easy to see that the agreement reached must be

reasonable and equitable, or it will not stand.

Classification of Power Crossings.

Southern Pacific Company.

Division tJo 5^0

o> ii> ^>

11
Total

Coast ...J 119 3 3fl 13 S 5 1 179
Western..! 47 3 S) 7 3 3 42 3 3 120

42 6 fi 14 12 5 85
Shasta .. .1 11 (1 (1 8 3 5 27
S. JoaquinI 6 3 2 18 5 :> 36
L.AngelesI 1 U 18 6 27
Tucson . .1 1 (1 1

Salt Lake! 1 U 1 2 2 1 '

Total .

.

228 12 46 25 53 27 64 13 14 482

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR METAL
MINE.

To the Editor: I was much interested in the able

paper, "Electrical Equipment for Metal Mine," by Mr.

R. W. Shoemaker, which furnishes more practical facts

than can be found in several volumes of books sup-

posedly written by people who actually know, and no

doubt this paper will prove of inestimable value to

many eng-ineers.

There are two points in the paper that I trust

Mr. Shoemaker will make clear; what was the total

head and number of gallons of water handled hy the

two Cameron pumps requiring a 300-horsepower com-
pressor? and by the centrifugal pubp handling a 25-

foot suction without trouble?

It has been the writer's experience and I believe

that most centrifugal pump men agree that when the

suction head exceeds 15 feet trouble can be looked

for, and most makers recommend placing the pump
as near the water as possible, for when pumping much
above that head air will eventually work into the suc-

tion so as to cause the pump to lose priming. The
difficulty of priming a centrifugal pump under a 25-

foot suction head is a source of annoyance and dif-

ficulty.

It appears to me that an easier solution would he

the use of direct connected vertical pumps when the

pump could be submerged, requiring no priming and

the motor set a good, safe distance above high water.

M. C. l.ORn.
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San Francisco is now instructing and entertain-

ing the country's electrical engineers gathered at the

high tension meeting of the Insti-

Institute tute. The Eastern visitors will

Meeting take back with thein some of the

breadth of view which is inspired

by a visit to this land of magnificent distances and

by their contact with the men who are doing big

things in annihilating these distances. We trust that

they have but blazed the trail for the rest of their

Eastern brothers who would also benefit by holding

a national meeting of the Institute on the Pacific

Coast.

Compare the four-horse chariot of the Roman,
the ancient acme of power control, with thfi two hun-

dred thousand and more horse-

Load power controlled by the load dis-

Dispatching patcher mentioned in P. M. Down-
ing's paper this week. That one

man should have such tremendous energy under his

dominion surpasses the most extravagant conceptions

of the Arabian Nights. Yet we have become so

gradually accustomed to such wonders that it ceases

to arouse more than passing comment.

The various power houses of the Pacific Gas &
Electric Company generate over one hundred thousand

horsepower, and connected to their transmission lines

are other power companies, the Great Western, the

Sierra & San Francisco, the Northern California and

the Snow Mountain, with an aggregate installed

capacity nearly as great. Most of this power is water-

generated, steam and gas engines furnishing an aux-

iliary reserve.

The transmission lines tied together in these

systems are nearly two thousand miles in length, the

mileage of this combination network of high tension

wires being greater than that of any other system in

the world. The three hundred and fifty mile stretch

from the Kilarc station of the Northern California

Power Company in Shasta County to San Francisco is

also the longest continuous transmission system in the

world. As all of the generators in all these power
houses are paralleled, or run in synchronism, the de-

tails of their control become of absorbing interest.

The heart of the system, to which all these ar-

teries lead, is the office of the load dispatcher, who
has even more responsibility than the chief dispatcher

of a railroad. His telephonic approval governs every

operation on the system and it is he that apportions

the load to each power house and regulates the volt-

age. In case of accident or any interruption to service

he must at once make such adjustments as will in-

sure continuous power and light to the consumer.

Every generating plant, transmission line and substa-

tion is shown in miniature on a board in this office,

together with dummy switches which are set open

or closed as may be the condition of the real switches

they represent.

Experience has shown that the great size of the

system facilitates voltage regulation, just as it is

easier to maintain a given water level in a large lake

than in a small pond. The inductance and resistance

of the lines act as a cushion in case of line troubles,

so that a local disturbance but slightly afifects the

rest of the system. Practically the entire regulation

is left to one power house, having great enough

capacity to handle all the load fluctuations. The large

wattless current due to the inductive drop seems to

be best handled by one station, preferably a steam

turbine installation which is also available as a re-

serve.

Simple and obvious as these facts may appear on

paper, they represent the patient solution of many
vexed problems, recpiiring years in their unravelling

and representing hard work for the pioneers in this

great development.
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PERSONALS.

W. M. Graham of the Los Angeles office of Holabird,

Reynolds & Co. is in San Fi'ancisco.

C. R. Dedericlt of the C. R. Dedericli Electric Supply Co.

of Portland, Ore., is visiting San Francisco.

H. S. Graves, the new chief forester who recently suc-

ceeded Gifford Pinchot, is visiting the Pacific Coast.

H. J. Weigand is visiting San Francisco in the interests

oi the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee

Wis.

W. S. Heger, Pacific Coast manager of the AUis-Chalmers

Company, spent a part of the past week at his Los Angeles

office.

T. B. Hunter, manager of the Monterey Water Company
of Monterey, Cal. has been spending a few days in San

Francisco.

Edward G. Dewald, of the hydraulic department of the

AUis-Chalmers Company, is paying a visit to the Northwest

Territory.

Leon M. Hall of Hall, Demarest & Co., engineers went

to Virginia City the first of the week on business connected

w'th the Comstock mines.

George H. Tontrup, general manager of the American
Car Company of St. Louis, has gone to Portland on his way
East, after visiting San Francisco.

J. W. Swaren, formerly of the Nevada Machinery and

Supply Company, has been made sales manager of the G.

W. Price Pump and Engine Company, of San Francisco.

A. H. Barrett, manager of the Louisville Gas and Elec-

tric Company of Louisville, Ky., who is making a tour of

the Pacific Coast, spent the past week in San FVancisco.

L. A. Somers of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company's San Francisco sales department, has

returned from a trip to Fresno and surrounding territory.

George R. Murphy, manager of the storage battery de-

partment of Pierson, Roeding & Co., of San Francisco, has

returned from a business trip to Portland and the Northwest.

Beach Thompson, who promoted the Stanislaus Electric

Power Company, which has been succeeded by the San Fran-

cisco Sierra Power Company, has returned from an Eastern

tour.

W. W. Briggs, Pacific Coast district superintendent of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, with

headquarters in San Francisco, contemplates leaving next

week for a trip to Pittsburg and other Eastern cities.

W. J. Krase, who recently completed the installation of

a turbine water wheel generating set for the Pelton Water
Wheel Company in the new plant of the Utah Light and
Railway Company at Gateway, Utah, is returning to San
Francisco.

E. H. Le Tourneau, formerly inspector in the testing

department of the New York Central and Hudson River

Railroad Company, electric division. New York, has resigned

1,0 take charge of the power and electrical equipment of the

l.;.vchequer Gold Mining Company at Exchequer, Cal.

Among the Eastern electrical engineers attending the high

tension meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers in San Francisco this week were: L. B. Stillwell,

president of the institute; Ralph W. Pope, secretary; G. I.

Rhodes, engineer Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New
York; W. F. Wells, general superintendent Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, N. Y.

A. I. E. E. SAN FRANCISCO MEETING.
Following is the daily program of the San Francisco meet-

ing of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers:

Thursday, May 5th.

9:30 to 11 A. M.—Registration of members and visitors at

headquarters in Home Telephone building.

11 A. M.—Paper by Mr. G. I. Rhodes on "Parallel Opera-

tion of Three-phase Generators With Inter-Connected Neu-

trals."

2 P. M.—Paper by Mr. P. M. Downing, "The Developed

High-Tension Network of a General Power System."

Friday, May 6th.

10 A. M.—Paper by Mr. J. J. Frank, "Observation of

Harmonics in Current and Voltage Wave Shapes of Trans-

formers."

2 P. M.—Paper by Mr. John Coffee Hays, "Hydroelectric

Developments and Irrigation."

Paper by Mr. A. H. Babcock, "Transmission Line Cross-

ings of Railroad Rights of Way."

Saturday, May 7th.

10 A. M.—Paper by Mr. A. M. Hunt, "Emergency Generat-

ing Stations tor Service in Connection With Hydroelectric

Transmission Plants Under Pacific Coast Conditions."

During the meetings the ladies of the party were enter-

tained at various teas and trips to nearby points of interest.

TRADE NOTES.

Henry F. Lyon formerly with Baker & Hamilton, and
more recently with the United Iron Works, has opened

offices in the Monadnock building, San Francisco, as repre-

sentative of E. Keeler Company, water tube boilers; The
Buckeye Boiler Skimmer Company; Meitz & Weiss, oil en-

gines; the Sims Company, feed water heaters; Clark Engine

and Boiler Company; Monarch Soot Blower Company.

H. H. Humphrey, interested in the Central Oregon Power
Company, the concern that has an option for the purchase

of the Awbrey Falls power project on the Deschutes River,

near this place, and contracted for the purchase of 1,000

acres adjoining Lawdlaw, has arrived here and stated that

his company would begin immediate work on the power
project. The plan is to put in a plant at the falls to develop

about 25,000 hp. first, and later to increase the capacity.

The Kieeb Lumber Company is building a new mill

which is designed along the lines of the latest practice in

this industry, and which will have electric motor drive

throughout. AUis-Chalmers Company is furnishing the power
equipment, which will include a .500-kw. 3,600 r.p.m., 60-cycle,

3-phase, 480-volt alternating current steam turbo generator,

a surface condenser for maintaining the vacuum, a 1.5-kw.,

120-volt motor generator exciter set, a three-panel switch-

board with the necessary controlling apparatus and 22 induc-

tion motors ranging from .5 hp. to 200 hp. for driving the

machinery about the mill.

A recent and one of the largest hydro-electric develop-

ments in California is the awarding of a contract to the

Allis-Chalmers Company by the Northern California Power
Company for the initial installation of machinery. The con-

tracts calls for all the machinery and accessories and will

include the following; Three 7,000 h.p. 450 r.p.m single

horizontal turbines with cast iron spiral casings. The run-

ners are 50 inches in diameter and the gate valves 42 inches

in diameter. A size 2 oil pressure governor will control them.

These triibines are each connected to a 5,000 k.v.a. li.GOO volt

GO cycle three-phase alternator. Excitation current will be

sii|)i)lied by either of two 220 kw. 120 volt generators direct

connected to 350 h.p. 525 r.p.m. single impulse turbines con-

tfoUed by type O governors. The turbines will operate under

a head of 450 feet.
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SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING MOTORS.
The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co. has recently placed on

the market a line of single-phase, seU-starting induction

motors of the split phase type. These motors are character-

ized particularly by compactness, ruggedness and excellent

starting and running properties. As these motors require only

a double pole switch for controlling them, it is impossible to

damage them by opening or closing the switch at any part

of the starting cycle and they are particularly adapted to be

controlled from a distance.

V2-b-P- Single-Phase Motor.

The compactness obtained in designing these motors enables

them to be used in many places where there is not room tor

larger motors. The shafts and bearings, however, are un-

usually large. Every effort has been made to avoid compli-

cations likely to cause trouble. Mechanically the motors fol-

low the type established by polyphase practice the world

over. The rotors are of the simple "squirrel cage" type

without any combustible insulation whatever, and are there-
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fore practically indestructible. They are keyed solidly to

the shaft. No friction clutch, commutator or revolving wind-

ing is necessary to enable the load to be started.

The electrical properties of these motors are particularly

good for single-phase machines, as may be seen from the

accompanying curves of a half-h.p. motor. The motors are

excellently ventilated and the temperature rise under full

load is very low. Standard motors will carry momentary loads

of 100 to 200 per cent more than rated loads.

In spite of the simple construction, the starting torque and

current compare favorable with standard poly-phase practice.

Motors of less than 1-h.p will start considerably over loaded

with four to five times the full load current. The larger sizes

are equipped with a special phase-splitting device which re-

duces the current on standard motors to about two and one-

half times the running current. With this current, the motors

exert full load torque at a standstill. As the speed becomes
greater, the current decreases but the torque increases about

50 per cent before the centrifugal switch operates. A tap is

provided from the starting compensator by means of which

two values of starting torque and current may be obtained.
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Comparative Starting Currents for Induction Motors.

In case less than full load is to be started, an ordinary resist-

ance starter may be Inserted in one of the circuits thereby

cutting down the starting current by an amount proportional

to the load.
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The fact that the starting torque increases with increased

speed insures rapid acceleration. It also particularly fits these

motors for the large number of cases in which the torque

required increases at higher speeds.

TRADE NOTE.

The General Electric Company has sold to the Pacific

Electric Railway Company of Los Angeles a 1,000 k.w. motor

generator set rated as follows: A. T. I, 12-pole 1120 k.v.a.

500 r.p.m. 2,250 volt 60 cycle synchronous motor mounted
on the same base and direct connected to a M. P. C. S pole

1,000 k.w. 600 volt generator. Also an exciter rated M. P. 6

pole 14 kw. 500 r.p.m 125 volt mounted on the motor end of

the above set.
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ELECTRIC SHOVEL.

Where electric power is available, an electric shovel

offers many advantages over a steam shovel. Chief among

these is the elimination of the boiler, the most annoying part

of a steam shovel outfit. Very often the shovel works in ter-

ritories where good water is not available, and as a result

of the inferior feed water the boiler frequently requires

repairs. Of course these repairs involve a loss of time and

money. Besides, there are the expenses of a fireman, of

piping or hauling water, and of hauling fuel, that go to make

up a considerable outlay of money in the course of a year.

Again, a steam shovel wastes considerable fuel and water at

night, especially in winter, as the fire must be kept up to

prevent the boiler and pipes from freezing. Furthermore,

an important saving arises from the fact that an electric

shovel uses power only when it is doing actual work. As,

when steam power is used for a shovel, the steam must be

kept up all the time, whether the shovel is at work or idle,

there is a considerable waste of fuel and water. On an elec-

tric shovel, the power is always ready, easily applied, and is

not being consumed when the shovel is idle waiting for cars

or from any other cause. As soon a,s the power is cut off

from the motors, the consumption of current stops; hence

there is no wasts of current whatever.

Electric Shovel.

The electric shovel should appeal strongly to brick and

tile manufacturers, to owners of stone quarries, cement

plants, electric railroads, placer gold mines and ore mines

that are being operated by what is known as the "open cut"

method, as a battery of electric shovels operated from a cen-

tral power plant will affect an enormous saving over steam

shovels.

The shovel shown by the photograph is of the Little Giant

type, mounted on cast steel traction wheels. It carries a 1%
cubic-yard dipper and weighs approximately 35 tons. It will

make a cut 40 ft. wide in a 10-foot bank and will clear a fioor

of 26 ft. The point of the crane stands 20 ft. above the

ground. The dipper will dump 12 ft. 6 in. above the ground

and 21 ft. out either way from the center of the shovel. The

car body is 23 ft. long by 7 ft. wide.

The shovel is equipped by three Westinghouse motors as

follows: One 60-h.p. motor for hoisting the dipper, one 30-h.p.

motor for swinging the crane, and a 30-h.p. motor on the

crane for crov.'ding the dipper into the bank. All the motors

are for 60-cycle, 2-phase, 220-volt alternating current. The

shovel has a capacity of from 600 to 800 cubic yards of the

blasted rock shown in the photograph per 10 hour day. It was

installed for the Kokoma Stone Company, by the Vulcan

Shovel Company, Toledo, Ohio.

NEW CATALOGUES.
Bulletin No. 122, from The Electric Storage Battery Com-

pany, illustrates and describes the installation of "Chloride

Accumulators" and "Exide" batteries in yachts and power
boats.

Bulletin 7A, from the Engineering Department of the

National Electric Lamp Association, outlines the historical

development of series incandescent lighting and furnishes

data on the Mazda street series lamp and its equipment.

In Bulletin No. 4721, just issued by the General Electric

Company, are illustrated and described to some extent the

company's direct current watthour meters. Types C-6, C-7

and CQ. These meters are made for two- or three-wire ser-

vice, 100 to 200, 200 to 240, and .500 to 600 volts.

Bulletin No. 5 from Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Company is devoted to Benjamin Mazda-Tungsten Fixtures

and Accessories. These include representative requirements
for in- and out-door service and corresponding ceiling and
pendant fixtures for best utilizing Mazda tungsten lamps.

Bulletin No. 4720 recently issued by the General Electric

Company describes in considerable detail the company's steam
and air flow meters. The economical generation or consump-
tion of steam, like that of electricity, gas and other commodi-
ties, depends on accurate informalion which will show the

amount being generated, consumed or distributed. Equally

important is the determination of the exact amount of air

being delivered or consumed, where air is used in place of

steam as a working agent. The recording and indicating

i^team and air flow meters described in this publication pro-

vide the means for obtaining such information. This bulletin

should be of interest to all central station managers.

The Western Electric Company has recently issued its

bulletin No. 5360, which takes up the subject of Hawthorn
small power motors. The bulletin describes small motors,

both alternating and direct current, ranging from 1/6 h.p. to

1/30 h.p., suitable for various purposes, such as buffing and
grinding wheels, sewing machines, meat grinders and other

household machines which require little power to operate.

The direct current motors are built (or operation on 110 and
220 volts at various speeds from 1100 to 3400 r.p.m. All of

these types may be had with either shunt, series or compound
windings. The alternating current small motors are built for

110 and 220 volts at 60, 45 and 25 cycles, single, two and three-

phase, at the several synchronous speeds, in a full line of

fractional horsepower ratings ranging up to % h.p.

KELLOGG RETURN POSTAL.
Plain facts, what most people want to know about, are

sometimes the hardest to find in telephone literature. The
average catalogue is an array of glowing statements on what
the apparatus will or may do under the most favorable con-

ditions. The "reasons why" are often neglected. There is

often too much theory and too little plain discussion of prac-

tical points in the work—the kind of questions the "man
with the telephone" has to ask about. To further bring out

the fact that Kelloog bulletins are practical, especially with

reference to magneto telephone work, the Kellogg Company
is issuing a return postal folder, entitled "We Can Show
You." The operator's difficulties with "rubbering in," signal-

ing central secretly, etc., are mentioned in the postal as being

fully explained, with many other features of modern tele-

phone practice, in the Kellogg bulletins, which will be sent

promptly on request. The educational features of Kellogg

Party Line Bulletin No. 30, written by Mr. H. N. Faris,

Kansas City Branch, sales manager, a thoroughly practical

telephone man, are well known and appreciated by both

novice and veteran in the business. The demand for this

bulletin has necessitated a second edition, which is now
going to press.
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NEWS NOTES r^

VS?*

INCORPORATIONS.

REPUBLIC, WASH.—The North Washington Power
Company has been incorporated for $200,000 by L. W. Ander-

son

TOLEDO, ORE.—The Lincoln County Telephone & Tele-

graph Company has been incorporated for $10,000 by W. K.

Jterrill.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Hood River Light & Power
Company has been incorporated by John D. Wilcox, Wirt

Minor and Robert Smith, all of Portland.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Alaska Power Company has

been incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000 by John D.

Atliinson, Central building; Joy T. Hutton and P. C. Stoess,

Colman building.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Thomas Gas Light &
Power Company of California has been incorporated by R.

Thomas, F. A. and W. J. Schmalle, J. Weirich and W. W.
Hashhurst, with a capital stock of $50,000,000.

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.—The Marysville and Colusa

branch of the Northern Electric Railway Company has been

incorporated by C. H. Hannon, L. J. de Sabla, S. Lilienthal,

C. E. Springer and H. W. Furlong, with a capital stock of

$1,500,000.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The United Light and Power
Company has been incorporated at $6,000,000 by Alfred

Sutro, F. D. Madison of San Mateo, William T. Barnett of

Berkeley, Edward T. Zook of San Rafael and Charles Sul-

livan of Verano.

SAN .'RANCISCO, CAL.—The South Side Light & Power
Company has been incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000

by James Fisher, Berkeley; Fi-ed G. Cartwright and T. R.

Sullivan, San Francisco; E. R. Hough, Kentfleld, and C. N.

Beal, San Francisco.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The San Diego Electric Fixture

Company, with capital of $20,000, has been incorporated. The
company will manufacture and sell electric fixtures. The
directors are P. W. Dyment, Lottie P. Dyment, B. E. Powers,

W511iam Biard and others, all of this city.

PORT TOWNSEND, WASH.—Three streams in the

Olympic mountains are to be harnessed for the development

of water power for the generation of electricity and com-

mercial purposes. They are the Quicono, Dungoness and

Docewallips rivers, all within the boundaries of the Olympic

forest reserve. A company has been incorporated under the

name of the Olympic Power & Development Company, by

W. B. Hartin, J. H. Carston and J. A. Calvett of Seattle, B. A.

Sims of Port Townsend and E. W. Holander of Eberott, the

capital stock being $250,000 Water sites have been located

and the streams will develop between 25,000 and 30,000

horsepower at the lowest stages of the water.

FINANCIAL.

PLEASANTON, CAL.—Pleasanton's $40,000 sewer and

water bond issue has been sold to the State of California,

on its bid of par, $40 and accrued interest.

EL CENTRO, CAL.—Jas H. Adams & Co. have approved

the $69,000 water bonds for a water system here and the

bonds are now in the hands of the printers.

BAKER CITY, ORE.—A special election, called for the

purpose of voting $200,000 in bonds for the repairs of a

water system, resulted in a negative vote on the proposition.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A majority of 11,700 out of 13,000

votes was cast in favor of bonding the city for $6,500,000 to

improve the harbor and develop 120,000 h.p. along the Owens
River aqueduct.

PLEASANTON, CAL.—Pleasanton's $40,000 sewer and
water bond issue has been sold to the State of California at

a meeting of the Board of Trustees, the bid from that source

having been accepted.

FALLON, NEV.—The City Council has introduced an

ordinance providing for the issuing of waterworks bonds to

the extent of $35,000. Another ordinance was introduced

providing for the issuing of $10,000 bonds for the establishing

of a sewer system.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—The Mayor has returned with his

appi-oval a resolution declaring the necessity of a municipal

filtration plant. Upon this resolution it is proposed to call

another election to submit to the people the question of

voting $666,000 in bonds to purchase the site and erect the

plant.

EUGENE, ORE.—The Council has passed a resolution

calling a special election for May 16th, for the purpose of

voting on an amendment to the city charter, one authoriz-

ing the issuance of $150,000 in bonds for the purpose of re-

funding outstanding warrants, the other to authorize the issu-

ance of $60,000 in bonds for extending the distributing system

of the city waterworks and for a Alteration system.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Council has passed an ordinance

authorizing the City Comptroller to advertise for the sale of

bonds in the sum of $500,000, being a portion of the $1,080,-

000 bonds voted by the people at the election last March.

The money is to be used for lining the Beacon Hill reservoir

and Green Lake Low reservoir; for the cost of the water

main in Spokane street and for the purchase of land at

Taylor creek.

TRANSPORTATION.
MESA, ARIZ.—Dr. A. J. Chandler of Mesa has gone to

Chicago, in the interest of the street railway for Mesa. They
will probably build to Chandler's ranch, a distance of nine

miles.

FRESNO, CAL.—The Fresno Traction Company has been

awarded the Zapp's Park franchise, an extension of the street

car system from Blackstone and Belmont avenues to the

Kings river.

SAN BERNARDINO. CAL.—The Los Angeles County Elec-

tric Company, controlled by the Huntington interest, is to

run electric lines between San Bernardino, Riverside, Red-

lands and Colton.

MILTON, ORE.—The Council has passed an ordinance

granting to the Walla Walla Valley Electric Company a fran-

chise to construct and operate an electric railway in certain

streets in the city of Milton.

COALINGA, CAL.—The bid made by Judge W. H. Kerr,

acting as a right of way agent has been accepted in exchange

for the franchise for the proposed electric line connecting

Coalinga with the outlying oil fields.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—The Phoenix Railway Company is

building a new car barn, fire-proof, 130 x 65, to replace the

one burnt out in February, at which time they also lost six

cars. They will probably put in twelve new cars this season,

extending the line beyond Indian School for a distance of one

and three-fourths miles. They are also extending the Wash-
ington-street line.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The public utilities committee

has postponed action upon the application of Thomas W.
Forsyth for a street railway franchise on Parnassus avenue,

Judah street, Ninth avenue and Pacheco street, being an

extension of about one mile of the Masonic avenue line, to

allow residents along the proposed route to present written

petitions in approval of the work.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Paul Shoup, assistant general

manager of the. Southern Pacific Company, in charge of its

electric car lines in California, has accepted the deeds for

the right of way for the electric line through Ravenswood. F.

E. Chapin, manager of the Peninsular Railroad Company,

states that work has begun on the construction of the road.

At present the line will be extended as far as the Crow

residence, a short distance this side of Cooley's Landing.

DILLON, MONT.—The directors of the Virginia City

Southern Electric Railway consisting of L. H. Leber, New
York City; W. A. Clark, A. J. Bennett, I. Filing and Geo.

E. Gohn, have held a meeting in the office of Clark & Duncan.

Mr. Leber was given the authority to sell the bond issue of

$200,000 and will go to New York, where he proposes to sell

it. He will be back in five weeks and begin work on the

construction of the electric railroad connecting Virginia City

and Alder, the contract for which has been awarded to him.

GLENDALE, CAL. — The Glendale-Eagle Rock Railway

Company has applied for a franchise for an extension of

its present line commencing at Glendale and Fourth street,

thence northerly along the east side of Glendale avenue to

the northern city limits. This company has also made appli-

cation for a franchise from the north city limits along Glen-

dale avenue to Oak street, where the avenue crosses the Salt

Lake Company's Glendale branch line. From Oak street

to Verdugo Park a private right of way has been deeded

to the company.

Mexican Northwestern Railway with a capacity of 800,000

feet in twenty hours, having a power plant of 3-1000 kw.

turbines, 16 return tubular boilers, 150 hp. each, and individual

motor driven throughout. The bids will be announced later.

The Sante Fe at Albuquerque are installing a 150 k.w. Warren
generator direct current to an Ideal engine. They are over-

hauling the switchboard and will install a 150-h.p. return

tubular boiler. They expect to sink a deep well to secure

water supply for power purposes.

TRANSMISSION.

DAYTON, WASH.—A corporation capitalized at $500,000,

with this place as headquarters, is being contemplated by

the owners of the Waitsburg, Dayton and Pomeroy electric

power plants. The proposed power plant of the new organiza-

tion will be on the Tucanon and will generate 2,500 h.p.

RUPERT, IDAHO—The Secretary of the Interior has

awarded contract to the Standard Underground Cable Com-
pany of Pittsburg, Pa., for furnishing copper wire to be used

in extending the electric transmission line to the towns of

Rupert, Heyburn and Burley, on the Minideka irrigation

project, Idaho, at $3,263.37.

MANTON, CAL.—The Northern California Power Com-
pany's new steam shovel has arrived in camp and will be

moved to the Ripley Creek plant to work down the ditch.

It is expected the shovel will finish 200 feet of the ditch per

day. All tunnels for the Inskip power house have been com-

pleted and the plant will be started about June 15th. Perry

Crawford has installed the machinery.

NEW YORK—N. W. Harris & Co. have purchased

$2,000,000 Pacific Coast Power Company first mortgage 5

per cent bonds, due March 1, 1940. This company, in addi-

tion to owning water rights near Seattle and Tacoma, capable

of developing 80,000 h.p., owns a large majority of the com-

mon stocks of the Seattle Electric Company and the Seattle-

Tacoma Power Company, the present income being at the

rate of over three and one-half times annual interest charges.

EL PASO, TEXAS—The El Paso Electric Railway have

completed a three-mle extension to the race track in

Juarez. They are preparing to build fireproof carbarns and
v;ill add ten new cars of the prepay type. Pierson & Com-
pany will build a sawmill near Nueva Casa Grande on the

ILLUMINATION.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—Upon recommendation of the street

superintendent, the Council has decided to install a low arm
electric arc light at India and C streets.

ELLENSBURG, WASH.—The City Council has granted

A. E. Wright of Olympia a 50-year franchise to sell gas for

illuminating and fuel purposes in the city oi EUensburg.

TEMPB, ARIZ.—A bill authorizing Tempo to issue bonds

for the amount of $30,000 for the purpose of installing a

municipal lighting system in this city, has been introduced at

Washington.

FRESNO, CAL.—The local branch of the Pacific Gas and

Electric Company is planning to lay pipes before summer
through the newly admitted Belmont Addition and in the

Forthcamp District.

BEND, ORB.—Frank Robertson, head of the Bend Town-
site Company, has returned from Portland and announces

that Bend's water system is to be enlarged and electric light-

ing system to be installed.

PORTLAND, ORE.—After hanging fire for several months,

a deal has been made whereby the Hood River Light and

Power Company takes over the properties of the Hood River

Electric Light, Water and Power Company, for $115,000.

GALLUP, N. M.—The Gallup Electric Light Company,
according to G. E. Burgess manager, will completely over-

haul the plant this season, putting in a new 150 k.w. three-

phase generator direct connected to a new engine and new
boilers.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—To light the grounds surround-

ing the Southern Pacific depot and the thoroughfare to the

Potter Hotel, five large bronze lamps will be installed at short

intervals along the tracks between the station and the hotel.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has passed an

ordinance for the furnishing of electric current for a period

beginning August 14, 1910 and ending June 30, 1912, and

furnishing tungsten lamps and necessary appliances for light-

ing the ornamental cast iron lighting posts located on Fourth

from Main to Hill streets.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Los Angeles Gas & Electric

Corporation have recently purchased from the C. H. 'Wheeler

Manufacturing Co. a 16,000 sq. ft. Dry Tube Surface Condenser,

one of the C. H. Wheeler Co.'s new Rotrex Patented Vacuum
Pumps and a 250 hp. DeLeval Turbine Driven Circulating

Pump. The equipment is guaranteed to produce a vacuum of

28 inches when operating in connection with a cooling tower.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Permission has been granted the Cen-

tral Oakland Light and Power Company, the company which

has entered the local field in opposition to the Oakland Gas,

Light and Heat Company, to excavate along Alice street be-

tween First and Second streets, for the purpose of connecting

its present underground electrical system to the power house

feeders. The work of laying its system underground is being

taken up with rapidity by the new company. It has honey-

combed all of the streets of the principal business district,

and will soon be distributing electricity for lighting and power

purposes.
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SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAL.—C. F. Hoffman has presented

an application to tiie Board of Supervisors for a franchise,

for a term of 50 years, to lay gas pipes for the purpose of

carrying gas for heat, light and power, to erect poles and
wires for transmitting electric heat and power, along, under

and upon public streets in the judicial township of San
Miguel.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The 85-cent gas rate and the

present legal charges for electric light have been renewed
by the Supervisors in a bill unanimously passed to print. The
action was without discussion or disagreement and on the

recommendation of the artificial lights committee. Its final

enactment by the board will make effective from July 1st

the 85-cent rate, unless the lighting company secures a new
injunction from the Federal Court similar to that under

which a $1 rate is being collected. The electric light charge is

90 cents per 1,000 watthours, with reductions scaling from

5 to 40 per cent for monthly consumptions amounting to

from 2000, 3000 to 9000 watthours.

OAKLAND, CAL.—City Electrician George R. Babcoclc

has begun work in the drawing up of tentative plans and

specifications for an extensive gas lighting system, to be

installed in lieu of the present arc light system. Babcock

is of the opinion that he can install a system of gas lighting

on the city's streets which would afford practically twice the

amount of light now secured at a cost but slightly in excess

of that expended in the maintenance of the present arcs.

The city electrician will plan for the maintenance of 12

gas lamps where one arc light is now maintained. These

lights are to be placed about 100 feet apart, at a height of

between 12 and 15 feet from the ground. In th's way, the

entire street and sidewalks would be lighted, which is not

accomplished through the use of arc lights.

WATERWORKS.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—A franchise was sold to Puente

City Water Company for a pipe line in country roads around

the town of Puente.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—A petition for the con-

struction of a water main on Roosevelt street has been

adopted, the improvement to cost $700.

SONOMA, CAL.—L. L. Lewis awarded the contract for

the laying of the pipe line from his property west of town

to the Pacific Tank and Pipe Company, of San Francisco.

CHIHUAHUA, MEX.—The Department of Fomento has

just granted a concession to M. Tamborrel, owner of the

Penon Blanco ranch, on the Conchos River, to utilize the

waters of the river, both for irrigation and motive power.

WINNEMUCCA, NEV.—The Winnemucca Water and

Light Company has purchased the title in the J. N. Thomas
and William Nelson ranches in Grass Valley, and a pipe line

Is to be laid to the head of what is known as Thomas Canyon.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Accompanying a petition recently

filed with the Supervisors, asking for a franchise to lay

water pipes on California street and other streets, in Sunny
Slope estate, was a check for $1,000 from the Cribb-Bodek

Light and Water Company, to cover advertising expenses.

It was ordered that bids be asked for grant.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The City Council disapproved the

recommendation of the Board of Public Works that the con-

struction of the two proposed standpipes be postponed until

next year. The standpipes are in West Grove and Altomont.

The board reported that through an oversight, no provision

had been made to connect the new standpipes with heavy

water mains and that the cost of doing so would be consid-

erable.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Contracts for the construction

of a water supply system for Orchard Dale have been let by

Davidson Smith & Mizener. Weber & DuUen Company will

manufacture and lay 18,000 ft. of 8 in. pipe and 10,000 ft. of

10 in. pipe, dig a trench for laying 6,000 ft. of 14 in. double

riveted steel pipe between pumping plant and reservoir, and

construct a concrete and corrugated engine house and pump-
ing plant building. M. A. Singer, Whittier, will furnish 12

in. cement pipe.

ASTORIA, ORE.— The Commercial Club of Chino and

the Push Club of North Beach are arranging to unite their

efforts in securing a water supply for the two places. The
feasible source of supply is Press Creek, about three miles

from Chinook. The elevation of the proposed reservoir is

sufficiently high to provide a gravity system with fire pres-

sure at either town. To supply Long Beach from this point

it will be necessary to construct a main eight miles in length

and a right of way for the pipe line will be secured adjacent

to the railway track.

TRINITY CENTER, CAL.—Seven thousand dollars are

to be expended at once in rebuilding the electric power plant

of the Trinity Water and Power Company, that was destroyed

by fire last fall. The plant is needed to supply power to the

Bonanza King mine, now to be resumed. Frank J. Symmes,
new receiver for the California Safe Deposit and Trust Com-
pany, was authorized by .ludge Seawell in San Francisco to

make the expenditure. The power company and the min-

ing company are corporations auxiliary to the Safe Deposit

Company.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—At the regular annual meeting

of the stockholders of the Spring Valley Water Company the

following directors were elected: F. B. Anderson, T. B.

Berry, W. B. Bourn, A. Borel, S. P. Eastman, E. L. Eyre, C.

Osgood Hooker, I. W. Hellman Jr., Homer S. King, B. J.

McCutcheon, Louis F. Monteagle, A. H. Payson and J. M.

Quay. The board of directors organized by electing W. B.

Bourn president; A. H. Payson, vice-president; S. P. Bast-

man, second vice-president and manager; T. B. Berry,

treasurer; J. E. Behan, secretary, and T. M. Edmunds, assist-

ant secretary.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Harbor Commissioners

have fixed the monthly rental of the Spring Valley Water
Company's hydrants on the water front at $250, dating from

April 1st. The board had previously fixed the rate at $500 a

month, but after a conference with the officials of the com-

pany made the reduction. Grain merchants submitted a

petition to the board asking for the widening of the seawall

grain sheds 80 to 100 feet, in order that deeper water might

be provided for vessels docking there, and for the construc-

tion of a submerged railroad track on the seawall, for the

more convenient handling of grain. Secretary Thorpe was
directed to inform the petitioners that there is no money
available for the suggested improvement, but that it may be

soon forthcoming.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—A contract for the cast-iron

pipe specials, consisting of joints, crooks, curves, elbows, etc.,

to be used in the auxiliary water system for fire protection,

has been awarded by the Board of Public Works to the

Enterprise Foundry Company of San Francisco, its bid being

$89,000. The specials are to be largely made to order, which
will allow the department to commence work laying pipe

within a few days. The first district to be served will be

north of Market and east of Powell streets, work being ini-

tiated at several places at one time. It will be done by con-

tract, for which bids will be asked. The contract was
awarded to the Enterprise people, theirs being the only bid.

Fifteen other foundry operators joined in a letter to the

board, refusing to bid because the specifications as prepared

made no provision for a strike clause.
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ENGINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Uaderground Aerial, Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO. IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., Sam Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOF
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco
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OKONITE WIRE
The STANDARD for
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The Okonite Company
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BROOKEIELD
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Work»: Francisco and Kearny Street! San FrSnciSCO
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The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, MEAT, AMD POWER

TO
Place. Population.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany 800
tAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antiooh 3,000
tAuburn 2,060
Barber 200

*» Belmont 600
Belvedere 360
Benlcia 2,500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 150
Biggs 750
Black Diamond . .

.

500
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderiok 600

tBrown's Valley ... 60
•*Burlingame 6,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,600
tCenterville 20
Centerville 600

••Cliioo 13,000
••Colusa 2,700
JColfax 400
Colma 600
Concord 1,600
Cordelia 160
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,500
Crow's Landing . . 37&
Davenport 1,000
Davis 750
Decoto 356
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 60

*Gas only; **)jas and electricity; tel

Place.
Drytown . .

Durham . ,

.

tDutoh Flat
••Easton

Population.
100
600
400
500

•East San Jose 1,500
Eckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 2,500
Elmira 160
Bl Verano 100

•Emeryville 2,000
Encinal 20
Fairfield 800

** Fair Oaks 260
Fitchburg 250
Folsom 1,500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 500
Gold Run 100
Grafton 350

tGrass Valley 7,000
Gridley 1,800
Groveland 60
Hammonton 600
Hayward 4,000
HoUister 3,000
lone 900
Irvington 1,000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
Lawrence , 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLincoln 1,500
fLive Oak 200
Livermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 200
Los Gates 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Marten 25
Martinez 6,000

••Marysville 6,250
MayHeld 1,500

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300

•'Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Neivark
tNewcastle .

.

New Chicago
Newman . . . .

Niles

700
600
25

1,000
SOO

••Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2,500
Orwood 50
Pacheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
tPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 250

**Pieam9nt 2,000
Pinole 1.600
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10.000
Rio Vista 200
JRocklln 1,050
Rodeo 100

JRoseville 345
Ross 900

•••Sacramento 52,000

ctricity. pas, and water; telectricity and water; ***fins. electricity, and street

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,600
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco 450,000
•San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

•San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000

=^*San Quentin Prison 1,600
••San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran.... 2,500
Stanford Dniv 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton 25,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 160
JTowle 200
Tracy 1,200
Vaeavihe 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 350
Wheatland 1,400
Winters 1,200

••Woodland 3,500
Yolo 350

••Yuba City 1,900

ar service; all others, electricity only.

Electric Shocks and Burns and

WHAT TO DO
^~rr You should write today for one of these

H 1 1 Placards. The instructions and illustrations

^^ I for resuscitation from electric shock arc^ an excerpt from "The Life Hazard and

Resuscitation in Electrical Engineering" a neat

little booklet of 32 pages by Clem A. Copeland.

The Placards are 14x22 inches and beautifully

printed on high finish 6 ply white board. The

price of either booklet or placard, 35 cents the copy

—$25 the hundred for either or the two combined.

TECHNICAL BOOK SHOP
604 Mission Street, San Trancisco

im,,iitiUi,iiMUIUi,ii<iHitiitiimiittimitiittiiiitim'imi>tl.

ELECTRIC SHOCKS AND BURNS

WHAT TO DO
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PACIFIC COAST EMERGENCY GENERATING STATIONS'
BY A. M. HUNT.

No matter what care and skill are exercised in usually very steep, and furnish very poor foothold for

designing and constructing a hydroelectric plant, with ditch construction. The cost of driving tunnels is

accompanying high-tension transmission lines, abso- usually prohibitive, and in the majority of cases, box
lute continuity of service is a thing which cannot be flumes, built of lumber, are used to carry the water.

steam Turbine Reserve at Oakland Station Great Western Power Co.

assured. This is more particularly true of our West-
ern plants as compared with those of the Eastern sec-
tion of the country, and is especially true in California.

Practically all of our important hydroelectric plants
are located on streams which find their way down the
western slope of the Sierra Nevada range of mountains
through deep canyons. The sides of the canyons are

'Paper presented at the San Francisco meeting ot the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 7, 1910,

Our winter season is one of rains and heavy pre-

cipitation, and it is not infrequent that flumes go out,

due to water-soaked foundations, slight leaks under-

mining footings, breaks caused by falling rocks, or

other causes. This means an interruption of power

service. Interru|3tions may and do come from line

troubles due to many causes.

Interruptions of service were more than occasional

in the earlier days of transmission work on the Coast,
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and even today with the better construction and de-

sign, and greater care and watchfulness in operation,

they occur often enough to be matters for serious con-

sideration.

The best means for avoiding the serious results

from interruptions of service, is to reduce the period

of time during which power is off the line. Any inter-

ruption of service is serious, but if a prospective power
purchaser could be assured that his interruptions would
be a minimum, and that when they did occur, they

would be of very short duration, he would not be so

apt to refuse to purchase power from the hydroelectric

company on the score that the supply was not depend-

able. Such shortening of duration of interruption can

best be accomplished by having at the receiving and
distributing point an emergency generating station,

maintained at all times in such a state of preparedness

that it can be started and put on the line in the short-

est possible time.

Under the conditions existing in California, it

may become necessary to operate such a stand-by

plant continuously for considerable periods, due to

seasons of low water, and it is, therefore desirable that

its economy should be good. In fact, I believe I may
safely state that no stand-by plant has been installed

on the Coast which has not become an important oper-

ating factor of the system with which it is connected.

I propose to discuss the type of stations for this

service, making coinparison between a station having

generators driven by gas engines, and one in which
steam-driven turbo-generators are used.. I shall try to

establish the thesis that the turbine station can be so

designed as to be built at much less cost than the

gas-engine station ; that it can be kept in a state of

preparedness where it can be put into service on the

line as promptly as the gas engine station ; that its

stand-by charges will be less than for the gas-engine

station ; and that its economy, when called on for con-

tinuous operation, will be at least as good as that of

the gas engine station.

Premises Assumed. The station shall have a

capacity for continuous operation of 25.000 kw. at 85

per cent power factor.

Crude petroleum will be the fuel used both for

generating steam and for gas making.

The station to be located at a point where spur-

track facilities are available, and where ample water

supply can be had.

In making comparison of economies with station

in continuous operation, it is assumed that the load

factor will be 50 per cent.

General Outline of Gas Engine Station.

The station will contain 12 units, each having a

continuous load capacity of 2,085 kw. at 85 per cent

power-factor. The size of unit is small for a station

having such a large capacity, but it is extremely doubt-

ful if any of the engine builders will agree to build and

guarantee larger engines, especially for use with gas

made from oil. The experience with the large gas

engines in the Martin station of the Pacific Gas and

Electric Company indicates that the safe limit was
passed there.

The following quotations from recent letters re-

ceived from one of the large gas-engine builders is also

confirmatory:

From reports made by various members of our engineer-

ing department, who have noted the large continental engines

in operation, we gather that while some very large cylinders

are still operating in the single-acting type, the European,

and particularly the German companies, who have built larger

than 42 in. or 44 in. diameter, using cast iron as the material,

have been compelled to replace practically all of their cylin-

ders, leads us to believe that they should not be attempted

at all in cast iron, and if steel is used with cast-iron bush, the

cost per brake hp. will be much larger than a smaller-sized

unit, without any gain in efficiency or lessening of operating

expense.

If economy is the controlling factor, it would seem to us

that a size such as our 37% in. x 48 in. (3,100 brake hp.),

which can be made safely, with cast-iron cylinders would be

a better proposition than a larger engine with longer stroke

and larger diameter of cylinders which it would be neces-

sary, or desirable, at least, to make of cast steel. We can

readily understand how large power houses want turbine

units of very large capacity of 10,000 kw. or more, as the

economy of the turbine unit increases perceptibly as the

sizes grow larger, and these very large units can show econo-

mies which are difficult to reach with the smaller sizes, but

with the gas engines, if there is any difference at all, the

reverse is the more likely to be true, as cylinders of moderate

size can be effectively cooled and used with water of ordinary

temperatures, while with the very large cylinders, in order

to keep certain spots from getting hot enough to ignite the

gas, other parts of the cylinders have to be kept unnecessarily

cold. The desirability of good parallel operation also tends

to cause a choice of smaller cylinder diameters, as with very

large engines the slow speed and great number of poles cause

the generator builder's requirements for operation to be very

close indeed, and the weight of the flywheels becomes pro-

hibitive, both from the point of cost and from the ability of

the bearings to stand the load without heating.

The gas required per 24 hours will be 7,500,000

cubic ft., based on 650 B.t.u. per cubic ft., 50 per cent

load factor, and assuming that by reason of the rela-

tively small size of units, the engines will always be
operated at approximately full load.

The gas-generating plant will consist of three oil

gas sets, each capable of producing 2,500,000 ft. of gas

per day, with necessary condensers, scrubbers, and
purifiers, and a holder capacity of 2,250,000 cu. ft. to

equalize the daily load. It is assumed that the units

will have twin tandem engines, and the over-all size

of foundation for one unit will be 70 ft. by 30 ft.

Allowing for passages, the size of electric generating

station will be 76 ft. by 400 ft. if engines are placed in

one continuous line, or 152 ft. by 200 ft. if placed in

two parallel lines. The station will have the usual

compressed-air starting equipment.

General Outline of Turbo-Generator Station.

This station will be assumed to contain two tur-

bine units, each having a continuous capacity of 12,500

kw. at 85 per cent power-factor. Each unit will have
its condensing equipment, and the boiler plant will

contain water-tube boilers in units of the largest size

available. The boiler settings to be built so as to lose

as little heat as possible by radiation from exposed sur-

faces. All boilers to have tight fitting dampers, which
may all be opened from a central point. The oil and
steam supply for burners to be controlled from the

same central point, and so arranged that burners may
be operated from such point. It is also figured that

igniters will be fitted in the furnaces which can be
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operated from the central point, so that tires can be

started under all boilers simultaneously.

The boiler capacity in the station is assumed to

be such, that maximum load can be carried by forcing

boilers 33 1-3 per cent beyond builder's rating. This is

easily done with oil fuel. Neither economizers nor

superheaters will be used.

In connection with the plant will be installed heat

storage, consisting of vertical steel cylinders contain-

ing water under a temperature due to 200 lb. steam
pressure, thoroughly protected with heat-insidating

material. The water and steam spaces of these cylin-

ders will be connected with the boilers through auto-

matic stop valves which will open whenever the pres-

sure in the boilers is greater than in the heat storage

cylinders. In the heat storage cylinders will be in-

stalled internal electric heaters having capacity suf-

ficient to maintain the temperature of the water in

them, or, in other words, to supply the heat losses from

radiation and convection. The capacity of these heat-

storage cylinders to be such, that by reduction of the

gauge pressure from 200 to 25 pounds, sufficient steam
will be formed to operate the plant at full capacity for

thirty minutes. All steam connections to be as short

and direct as possible, and all precautions used to keep

radiation and condensation losses at a minimum.

On the above assumptions, the following calcula-

tions are based

:

Rated Horse Power of Boilers Required. The
turbines will require at 12,500 kw. load with 175 lb.

steam pressure, 28 in. vacuum, and without superheat,

16.69 lb. of steam per kw. hr. To handle auxiliaries

of the plant and the oil burners will require 10 per cent

of that required for the main units, or the total maxi-

mum amount of steam per hour required will be 459,-

000 lbs. This can be furnished by 11,475 rated h.p. of

boilers, working at 33 1-3 per cent overload. It is

assumed that this boiler power will be installed in 16

units of 720 rated h.p. each.

The amount of heat storage required in connec-

tion with each of the above boiler units is calculated

as follows

:

When the pressure on water under a temperature

due to 200 lb. steam pressure is reduced to 25 lb. about

13 per cent of the water will pass into steam at gradu-

ally reducing pressure. The assumption was made that

the heat storage shall be capable of furnishing steam
for the plant for 30 minutes at full load, or 229,500 lb.

This is increased by 33 1-3 per cent to allow for re-

duced economy of the turbines with the falling pres-

sure, which calls for 229,500 plus 76,500, or 306,000 lb.

.^s 13 per cent of the water in the storage cylinders

passes into steam, they must contain 306,000 divided

by 0.13, or 2,353,847 lb. Each of the 16 boiler units

will, therefore, need 147,116 lb. of hot water in stor-

age. Assuming the water to weigh 60 lb. per cubic

foot at temperature due to 200 lb., the volume of the

containers will be about 2800 cu. ft. This volume will

be provided by one cylinder, 12 ft. in diameter by 26 ft.

in length, allowing steam space over the water. Each
of these cylinders will weigh approximately 120.000

lb., and will cost delivered and in place not to exceed
6'/< cents per lb., or $7,800. Each storage cylinder will

supply 1563 kw. of station capacity, or th? cost of

storage per kw. capacity of plant will be about $5.00.

These figures are given to show that the cost is not

prohibitive.

Comparisons.

Comparison of First Costs. The cost of the gas-

making station, as above outlined, is assumed as being

$1,000,000, complete with buildings and storage. The
figure is based on data procured within the past two
years, and if in error, is possibly too low.

The cost of the electric generating station com-
plete, including gas engines, generators, piping, switch-

boards, wiring, foundations and buildings will be ap-

proximately $2,250,000, based on recent quotations.

At these figures, the cost per kw. capacity of sta-

tion for combined gas and electric plant will be $130
per kw.

The cost of the steam-turbine plant complete, in-

cluding turbo-generators, boilers, heat-storage cylin-

ders, piping, condensers, switchboard, wiring, founda-

tions and building will not exceed $1,500,000, based on

recent quotations. The cost per kw. capacity of sta-

tion is, therefore, $60.

The steam-turbine station cost is approximately

46 per cent of that of the gas-engine station.

Comparison as to Rapidity of Getting into Oper-
ation on the Line. It has been demonstrated in the

Martin gas-engine station, previously referred to, that

one of the large engines can be brought up to speed,

its generator synchronized, and connected to the line

in 30 seconds. In order that this may be done, how-
ever, the operator must be at his station when the

signal is given. In the station assumed, 12 engine

operators would be required, each at his post, all

equally trained to accomplish this, and probably an

equal number of switchboard operators. Even then,

difficulties in synchronizing such a number of ma-
chines simultaneously would probably take a longer

time. The expense of keeping such a large operating

force as this calls for is too great to be feasible, and I

assume that each operator will handle two engines,

and that he will get the two generators on the line in

two minutes. I should consider it exceptional work if

the entire station could be in operation on the line in

two minutes.

In the case of the steam-turbine plant, the follow-

ing sequence of operations would be followed : The
turbo-generators would be operating on the line as

synchronous motors to assist in regulating power fac-

tor, and with vacuum maintained on the steam ends,

with the air pump operating. Steam would be in the

main line up to the throttle valves, also on oil-burner

line. If current on the line fails, the rotors of

the tmits will continue to revolve for many minutes.

Immediately on notice, the operator will begin opening

his throttle valves, and energizing his fields from a

storage battery, and could easily synchronize the two
machines and get on the line within less than two
minutes. The air pump, if operated during the period

of starting from the storage battery, would require

no attention, and if a jet condenser is used, the only re-

quirement in connection with circulating water is that

the injection valve shall be opened.

Concurrentlv with the above, the boiler-room
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Operator will release and open all boiler clampers at

one operation, and from the same central point, put

steam and oil on all burners and by the use of electric

igniters start fires under all boilers simultaneously.

The steam pressure in the heat-storage cylinders will

gradually fall until at the end of 30 minutes it will

have reached 25 lb. By the expiration of that time,

the boilers can be brought to steaming condition under

a pressure of 25 lb. or more, and will pick up the

load.

I consider that I have reasonably established the

fact that the steam-turbine station can be put on the

line as promptly as the gas-engine station.

Comparison as to Stand-by Charges. I shall con-

sider this on the basis of the annual stand-by charge

per kw. of capacity of plant.

Assuming that the fixed charges of interest, depre-

ciation and taxes will amount to 10 per cent which

favors the gas-engine plant, the annual charge against

the gas-engine plant will be $13 per kw. and $6
against the steam-turbine plant.

I will assume that the gas-engine station proper

can be taken care of by two crews of six men each at

the engines, and two at the switchboard, which is

certainly more than fair to it. These men will get

not less than $100 per month, or an annual pay roll for

station of $19,200.

The gas making plant will also require two crews,

each assumed to require six men, which number is an

absolute miniminn. Their average wages will be not

less than $100 per month, or an annual payroll of

$14,400. The combined payrolls will be $33,600, or an

annual charge of $1.34 per kw. of capacity.

To keep the gas-generating plant in condition

such that it can begin making gas with a reasonable

degree of promptness, the generators must be kept

fairly hot, which will require expenditure of fuel. I

have no data of my own as to the fuel necessary for

this purpose. Mr. E. C. Jones, chief engineer of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. informs me that with an

expenditure of 150 gal. of oil per day, it is possible to

keep a 2,500,000 cubic-foot oil-gas set, at a temperature

such that it can be brought to condition for com-
mencing to make gas in 20 minutes. Three such sets

will, therefore, take 450 gal. per dav. The annual

stand-by fuel charge, oil being figured at $1.00 per

barrel, will amount to $3,911. or 16 cents per kw. of

capacity.

It is assumed that the steam-turbine station will

require two crews, each composed of the following:

two turbine operators, one switchboard man and two
firemen. The average monthlv wasre is taken at $100

per month, which would make the annual pay roll

$12,000, or 48 cents per kw. of capacity. The heat-

storage cylinders will be covered with extra thick heat

insulating coverin.s^, around which will be built an

enclosing shell of brickwork. It is assumed that the

heat losses per square foot of shell, per Fahr. decree

difference of temperature per hour, will not exceed o.i

B.t.u. The total surface of all heat storage proposed

is 37,728 sq. ft. With a temperature of external air of

70 degrees Fahr., the heat loss per hour will be

689,790 B.t.u. The main steam piping; that will be

under steam will have a surface area of not to exceed

3.500 sq. ft. The loss from this surface is taken as 0.2

B.t.u. per degree difiference of temperature per hour, or

a total loss on account of such surface of 221,900 B.t.u.

The combined loss of 911,690 B.t.u. is equivalent to

359 h.p.-hr., or 270 kw.-hr.

In other words, it will only be necessary to use a

little over i per cent of the capacity of the plant to

keep the heat storage and main steam pipes up to tem-

perature, as the electric heaters will transform the

energy at practically 100 per cent efficiency. I think

I may safely state that any of our hydroelectric plants

have for at least 22 hr. per day energy going to waste

in an amount much greater than 1. 1 per cent of the

peak load, and that under such circumstances the waste

energy should not be considered a charge against the

plant. The radiation losses, as above taken, would in

two hours reduce the temperature of the water in

storage less than i degree Fahr., so if no waste energy

were available for two hours daily, the efifect so far as

the value of the heat storage is concerned would be

negligible. The original heating of the water, and

restoration of temperature of,the water in the storage

cylinders after a run would be accomplished by the

use of steam from the main boilers.

It is assumed that steam will be kept on one 300-

h.p. boiler, to operate pumps, to supply steam to burner

lines and as an emergency precaution. An allowance

of 450 gal. per day will maintain pressure on this

boiler, and permit the use of 1000 lb. of steam per hour,

and at $1.00 per barrel will amount to a yearly charge

of $3,911, or 16 cents per kilowatt of capaci.ty.

The stand-by charges per kilowatt capacity of the

two plants will be as follows:

Fixed charges
Pay roUs
Fuel used . . . .

Gas engines
. . $13.00

1.34
0.16

Total stand-by cliarges. $14. .50

Turbines
$6.00
0.4s
0.16

$6.64

The stand-by charges for the turbine plant are less

than 46 per cent of those for the gas-engine plant.

It would be entirely legitimate to make a small

charge against the gas-making plant for maintaining

steam on one of its boilers, but this has been neglected

in the above.

If the entire loss of heat from storage cylinders

and piping: were made good from the auxiliary boiler,

the annual fuel charge for this service would not exceed

$2,000.

I believe the above discussion proves my state-

ment that the stand-by losses of the turbine station

will be less than for the gas-eng:ine station.

Comparison as to Costs of Continuous Operation.

If I have been correctly informed, the manufacturers

of the lars;e gas engines at the Martin station, pre-

viously referred to, guaranteed them to deliver a brake

horsepower-hour on 18 cu. ft. of oil gas. No data as to

the results actually obtained have ever been given out,

but from such information as I have been able to get,

I do not believe that the results are any better than

those indicated above.

From a paper read before the Detroit meeting of

the American Gas Institute by Mr. E. C. Jones, chief

engineer of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co.. in October,

1909, I take the following data

:

There will be required 8 1-3 g:al. of crude oil to

produce 1000 cu. ft. of gas, and from the process of
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lampblack per looo ft. of gas made, which should be

credited to the gas-making process. A portion of the

lampblack will be required for generating steam used
in the manufacturing process. It is impossible by any
method of treatment so far found economically prac-

ticable, to reduce the moisture content much below 25
per cent and it is generally fired when containing at

least this much moisture. I assume that at least five

of the 20 lb. will be used for generating steam, leaving'

15 lb. to be credited.

There is no way in which this lampblack can be

used in the plant outlined herein for gas-making, al-

though water gas apparatus could be installed to

utilize it. Mr. Jones, in the article previously cited,

states that using the lampblack in water gas apparatus,

40 lb. wet lampblack (30 II3. dry) will make 1000 cu. ft.,

using 6.8 gal. of oil for enriching. As 8 1-3 gal. of oil

are used for 1000 cu. ft. of gas under the straight oil

gas process, each 30 lb. of lampblack saves 1.53 gal. of

oil, or for the 15 lb. excess produced in making 1000 ft.

of oil gas, 0.77 gal. In order to give the gas-making
process every credit it can be entitled to, I deduct this

0.77 gal. from the 8 1-3 gal., leaving- 7.56 gal. net,

chargeable to each 1000 cu. ft. of gas made.

If the generator efificiency is 95 per cent, and 18

cu. ft. of gas are used per brake horsepower, the

amount used per kilowatt hour will be 25.24 cu. ft.

The numljer of kilowatt hours per barrel of oil, from

the data above, is 220.1.

To arrive at the kilowatt hours at the switchboard

per barrel of oil in the steam-turbine plant, the follow-

ing assumptions are made : That the average load-

factor on the turbines will be 75 per cent when in

operation ; that the auxiliaries of the plant will require

10 per cent of the steam taken by the main units; that

the evaporation of water will be at the rate of 12 lb.

per lb. of oil.

The turbine assumed, is one where the steam con-

sumption at three-fourths load will be no greater than

at full load, or 16.69 H^- P^"" kilowatt hour. Adding 10

per cent for auxiliaries gives 18.36 lb. of steam required

per kilowatt hour, or at the evaporation assumed, 1.53

lb. of oil. The oil weighs 336 lb. pef bbl., and the

number of kilowatt hours per bbl. of oil will be 219.6

as against 220.1 for the gas engine. Attendance and

fixed charges have been previously shown to be less

in the case of the steam plant, so I consider that I have

established the remaining statement as to economy
made in the earlier part of this paper.

I have endeavored in the argument made to use

data and assumptions that in all cases favor the gas-

engine station, and feel that on this score I have opened

the door to criticism by proponents of steam plants for

this class of service.

In closing, I cannot refrain from calling attention

to the desirability of fuller information relative to the

gas-engine station at Martin, which I have previously

cited. Judging from current reports it does not seem

to have been an entire success. It is said that it is still

in the contractor's hands, five years after installation,

and that the purchasing company has abandoned it so

far as use is concerned. Nothing has ever been pul)-

lished regarding its difficulties and troubles nor as to

its economic results, and 1 hope tliat in the discussion

of this paper those who know the facts will give the

engineering profession the benefit of them.

FEED WATER HEATING AND PURIFICATION.'
RV G. N. SUMERVILLE.

A discussion of the subject of heating and puri-

fication of feed water might be carried on almost
indefinitely, but the object of this is to bring before
the operating engineers an outline of results ol)tained

from the Cochrane heaters, manufactured liy tlie Har-
rison Safety Boiler Works.

Fig-. 1. Heater and Purifier.

In the first place, consider the heat transmission.

In the Coclirane heater. Fig. i, the heating of water
is direct and instantaneous, because the steam comes
in direct contact with the water. The steam is con-
densed at once and becomes pure, distilled water,

amounting to from i/io to 1/6 of the whole boiler

e

Clo5e:o

Pressure Inflow & Outflow Lbs. TemE. BXU
ABOVE 50

-Exhaust Steam ToHeater

-Raw V/ater _?? ^-^

J...ld

..7..a ®.50.V. Q

TOTAL-

VVater To Boiler

.a.i.&

..7..a. .? .2 LOK - -1 i.za

Waste AJ.eSiior. _- 185.

RawWater To Heater

Exhaust Steam, f* 1^_ _

6Lbs.@.5o"e

J...'JS'_212>.

Total

3}-PurifiedWaterTo Boiler

O

1126

1126

1120

C'unip;i

supply. The feed water is iieatcd to the full tempera-

ture due to the steam, and there can be no falling off

in efficiency or capacity, no matter how long the heater

has been in use or how full of scale and dirt it becomes.
On the other hand, note what happens in the

closed heater: A coating of scale and mud from tlie

water collects on one side of the heating surface and

'Paper read before CaUfornla No. 3. N. A. S. E.. Apr. 20. 1910.
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oil and grease from the steam on the other side ; both
coatings hinder the passage of heat; and it is not

uncommon to find closed heaters giving a feed water
temperature of only i6o or i8o degrees F., although
there is a surplus of exhaust steam and although a

temperature of over 200 degrees could be obtained if

the heaters were clean.

The closed heater, therefore, loses in efficiency

from two causes. First, by throwing away the hot

condensed exhaust steam and, second, by the fouling

of the heating surfaces. From the first cause its ef-

ficiency is necessarily from 10 to 16 per cent lower
than the efficiency of the other type, no matter how
clean the closed heater is kept, and from the second
cause the efficiency may be lowered still more, even
so that the fuel water reserves only 50 per cent as

much heat as it should from the exhaust steam avail-

able.

Fig. 3. Heater and Receiver.

Where the quantity of exhaust steam available is

limited—i.e., where it is not sufficient to heat the water

to over 200 degrees F.. as in most condensing plants

—

the feed water can be made at least 10 to 20 degrees

hotter by means of a Cochrane heater than with a

closed heater. Each 10 per cent gained is i per cent

of coal saved. At the same time the closed heater

wastes enough pure water to represent one-tenth to

one-sixth of the whole boiler supply. All water is

consumed by the Cochrane heater.

In order to use the water over again as a feed

water it is necessary that the steam be freed from oil

before it is condensed. This is provided for in the

Cochrane heater by a separator which is attached to

and made part of the heater. (See Fig. i.) The drain

from this separator as well as the overflow from the

heater are passed through a water seal to the waste

pipe or sewer.

A hot well or return tank is provided for the

storage of live steam drips, condensed returns and

other hot water about a plant suitable for boiler feed-

ing. The cold inake-up water is automatically regu-

lated by a ventilated copper float which controls the

supply through a balanced valve in the supply pipe.

As a feed water purifier the Cochrane heater also

does valuable work. The most common scale-forming

eleiTients found in boiler feed waters are lime and

magnesia ; which exist as carbonates and sulphates, the

carbonates precipitating at about 200 degrees F., form-

ing a soft, granular scale, while the sulphates are

precipitated at about 290 degrees F. and form a hard,

crystalline scale.

As the water is heated to 212 degrees in this heater

you can readily see that a partial purification is accom-
plished in the heater by throwing down all the soft

scale-forming elements which will precipitate at less

than 212 degrees F.

Heater and Receiver.

After the exhaust steam has been used to heat the

feed water there still remains present about 80 per cent

of the heat in the steam as it left the boilers. It is

desirable, if possible, to use this waste steam for heat-

ing building or manufacturing purposes. The Coch-
rane is especially designed for use in connection with

any kind of exhaust steam heating or drying system,

Cut-Out Valve Heater,

the shell being adapted for carrying any working
pressure up to 10 lb. per sq. in. These heaters are

further provided with the equivalent of a steam trap,

allowing the overflow and drips from the oil separator

to pass to waste without permitting steam to escape

or air to enter. The returns from the heating system
are brought into the heater through a water sealed

opening to prevent steam backing up into the return

line and so arranged that the returns are broken up
and heated by contact with the exhaust steam.

The discharge from vacuum pumps is generally

delivered into the top of the heater and passed down
over the trap, since it is usually considerably reduced
in temperature by the injection of cold water into the

vacuum pump. The float controlling the cold water
inlet valve is set to close the latter considerably below
the overflow level, so that storage is provided for the

returns from the heating system.

The best way of installing a Cochrane heater and
receiver in connection with a steam heating or drying

system depends upon the local circumstances. When
the volume of steam is not large it all may be passed

through the heater, but where the amount of steam
exceeds our stated rating for the separator, the heater

is arranged, "to draw," the supply. There are several

ways of piping the heater for this purpose, the most
simple being to connect the exhaust main to the heater

with a branch to the atmosphere, in which is placed 3
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back pressure valve, while a gate valve is placed be-

tween the exhaust to the atmosphere and the heater.

The first steam that enters the heater will be con-

densed by the water flowing; over the trap and more
steam will follow as fast as it is needed. As a certain

amount of air and gas will collect in the heater, a

proper \ent pipe to atmosphere must be provided.

Another arrangement is to pass part of the steam
through the heater and by-pass the remainder around
the heater through an oil separator. If the exhaust

should not be sufficient at certain times, a reducing

valve can be so arranged that live steam can be admit-

ted automatically to the heating system as required.

Or, better yet, advantage may be taken of open heaters

by means of which from $50 to $500 may be saved in

the cost of piping, valves, connection, independent

separator, trap and other fittings wherever there is a

Diagram of Cut-Out Valve Heater.

surplus exhaust to be taken care of over what is re-

quired to heat the boiler feed.

Cut-Out Valve Heater.

The important thing about this new heater. Fig. 4,

is that the oil separator is large enough to purify all

of the exhaust steam delivered by the engines, in-

cluding the surplus that goes to the heating system, as

well as the steam condensed in heating the water in

the heater.

By the invention of the open heater, it became
possible for one compact apparatus to at once act as

hot well, expansion tank, filter, skimmer and make-up
water regulator. The new heater has also independent

separator, trap, valves and connections for the by-pass.

It combines the .simplicity and compactness of the

thoroughfare arrangement with provision for purifying

the surplus exhaust and for cutting the heater out for

cleaning while the heating system is in operation.

These features are essential to a complete and properly

installed "induction," or "draw-the-supply," arrange-

ment.

After the steam has been purified of oil in the

separator of this heater, it can either enter the heater

shell to heat the feed water or it can escape through
the surplus opening or "steam stack," the parts being
so placed that the heater has the preference. The
steam inlet opening on the separator is in the usual

position, while the exhaust opening is at the top of the

separator. A vent pipe from the top of the heater

piovides for the escape of air and gases.

This new arrangement saves not onl)' the cost of

an independent separator but also the expense and cost

of installing the T's, elbows and the short pieces of

pipe that would be required for the installation of

by-pass around an old style heater and receiver.

In order that it may be possible to cut the heater

out of service for inspection or cleaning while the

heating system continues to receive purified exhaust
steam through the separator, a semi-rotary valve is

arranged to close the passage between the separator

and the heater. This valve takes the place of two or

more large gate valves required to accomplish the

same results where a three-valve by-pass is installed

around the old style heater.

To prevent the escape of steam through the sepa-

rator drain pipe into the heater while the latter is

opened, another cut-out valve is placed in the passage
between the trap and the heater overflow. Installa-

tions have been made where a saving of $500 in the

cost of labor and material alone has been realized, as

compared with the cost of installing the old style

heater and by-pass.

Complete Purification.

Returning ag'ain to the purification of feed water,

this is an item that confronts most boiler users as a

practical problem. Nearly all boiler feed waters con-

tain some scale-forming matter, and statistics collected

by the leading inspection and insurance companies
show that about one boiler out of every two examined

by them is defective in ways that are traceable by
impure water.

Scale in boilers means a consumption of an extra

amount of fuel in order to force the heat through scale

;

expenditure to additional boilers to supply steam that

the present boilers could furnish if kept clean ; outlay

for boiler cleaning and for replacements and repairs

following upon the use of impure boiler feed water

;

the cost of firing up boilers put out of service for

repairs, cleaning, etc., and, finally, the extra annual

depreciation charge on boilers, the life of which is

greatly shortened by corrosion, pitting, forcing, clean-

ing, temperature strains caused by overheating, etc.

The boiler owner wants a commercially practical

system of water softening, one that will give the best

results as measured by fuel efficiency, and low cost for

installation, maintenance and repairs. He further

wants a system that is easy to operate and that does

not compel him to maintain a chemical laboratorv-.

If it is attempted to meet these conditions with

boiler compounds, it is found that, while they may turn

hard scale-forming impurities into sludge, they bring

about all the precipitation in the boiler, where the

precipitated matter is liable to bake onto the boiler

plates and cause burning of plates, besides causing

framing.

Boiler tube cleaners are only a makeshift for tem-

porarily remedying an evil that should be prevented.

Taking into consideration the men's time, cost of

water, cost of cleaners and repair parts, damage to

boilers, cost of fuel for firing the boilers up to steam

again and interest on plant while idle, boiler cleaning

will cost about $1 per h.p. for each cleaning. Funlier.

scale begins to build up again the next day after

cleaning and loss of boiler efficiency becomes greater
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and greater until the incrustation reaches a maximum
which justifies cleaning again. With some waters it is

necessary to clean the boilers every two months or

oftener.

Live steam purifiers have been installed for the

removal of permanent hardness, but they are unsatis-

factory and inefifective for several reasons. They do

not remove all the scale-forming matters, since calcium

sulphate is not precipitated from the feed water even

at steam temperature, but will be thrown down only

after the solution has been concentrated in the boiler.

Live steam purifiers are operated under full boiler

pressure; they radiate a considerable amount of heat

(from yi to 4 lb. of fuel per sq. ft. per hour) ; they

must be located above the boiler level, and unless

special provision is made and special attention given,

the corrosive gases liberated from the water are passed

over into the boiler; they are peculiarly subject to

water hammer ; and, finally, they make no provision

for the utilization of exhaust steam.

6. Hot Process System.

Cold process systems are widely used for softening
water in places where heat is non-available, as on
railways for locomotive use, but as compared with our
hot process system of water softening they involve the
purchase of an additional chemical (usually caustic
lime or soda), the erection of large, cumbersome tanks
and of housing for same, sometimes the pumping of

the entire water supply, the lifting of chemicals to a

considerable height, expert attention for frequent
analyses of the water and for the proportioning and
mixing of several chemicals.

This brings us logically to the hot process system.
Fig. 6. The chemical reaction involved in softening
water is accelerated and assisted by heat ; in fact, heat
will quite effectively throw down carbonates by driving
oflf the carbonic acid gas which holds them in solution
in the water. This leaves only the sulphates, nitrates,

chlorides and acids, and all these can be neutralized by
one chemical, which is, in fact, the cheapest effective

water-softening agent upon the market. Further,
where only one chemical is used, the test to indicate

whether enough, too much, or too little is used is very

simple, and proportioning of the chemical feed corre-

spondingl}' easy.

The hot process system takes advantage of the

fact that boiler feed water should be heated in any case.

The purification is already more than half accomplished

when the water has been heated in the right kind of

heater, and this apparatus takes up the work where
the heater leaves off. The functions of the heater are

extended so that it not only throws the carbonates out

of solution, thereb}' dispensing with the cost of caustic

lime or soda and avoiding the danger of large quanti-

ties of scale-forming matter being introduced into the

boiler in case the feed of lime should not be exactly

proportioned to the amount of carbonates present in

the water, but also, so that the one chemical needed
can be fed automatically, while further provision is

made for the efficient removal of the precipitates by
side mutation and filtration.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
Paper No. 14.

The Design of Gearing.

Before proceeding with the practical design of

gear teeth, it will be well to define some of the terms

Fig. IG.

with which the designer will be concerned. In Fig.

16 P' indicates the circular pitch. This is the dis-

tance in inches between similar faces of teeth meas-
ured on the pitch circle. This value P' must be a cer-

tain definite fraction of the whole circumference, since

there cannot be other than a whole number of teeth.

Hence P'xN, the number of teeth = C, the circum-

C
ference, or it may be written P'^ -—

N.

There is another term known as the diametral

pitch, which is used. This (denoted by P and not

pos'sible of measurement in the figure) is the value

representing the number of teeth per inch of diameter.

Thus, if D is the diameter in inches P ii
D.

Now, since the ratio between the circumference

and the diameter of a circle is represented by it, then
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C = T X D and hence P' =

ing equal to P

T X D
N.

But^ be-

j^
—— andsoP' =

1-X-ory.
The usefuhiess of this term diametral pitch will be
iiroug'ht out later.

In the figure (a) is called the addendum, and is

that |)art of the tooth extending above the pitch circle.

From the pitch circle the distance (d) is called the

working depth of the tooth, and equals (2a). An addi-

tional space (f), the clearance, is provided to prevent
the top of the tooth from coming in contact with the

i)ottom of the space which it occupies in the other

gear.

The thickness of the tooth is (i) ; the jiirch diam-
eter D : and the outside diameter D.

The addendum (a) is ordinarily chose, i equal to

-r-, thus permits the following relations which may

be shown mathematically:

(1) a = .318?' the addendum.

N + 2

To use the table it is necessary to draw the pitch

circles and then the circles of face and tlank centers

at distances inside of or outside of the pitch circle

corresponding to the values given. Thus in a 20-

tnoth pinion the centers for drawing the tooth faces

would lie on a circle whose radius would be .13 inches

less than the radius of the pitch circle, while the flank

cur\e centers would fall on a larger circle, the radius

(2) D'

(3) 2a + f^

the outside diameter.

2.157
the total depth of space.

These formulae give the necessary data to enable

the machinist to proceed with the actual cutting of

the teeth.

N
The formula P D gives the relations between

size, pitch, and number of teeth. Knowing P and N
the second formula gives the overall diameter of the

disc when turned ready for cutting the teeth. The
last formula gives the depth of the cut into the disc.

If now the machinist is provided with the proper

template and has worked out the number of teeth,

etc., he can proceed with the actual cutting of the

teeth.

of which would be 1.57 inches greater dtia the ])itch

circle radius. Having drawn these circles the tooth

intervals may be laid out on the pitch circle and then

with the radius as indicated and centers on the flank

circle, the flank curves may all be drawn in ; with cor-

responding face radius and centers on the inner circle.

The face centers are then drawn from the pitch circle

out to the outer circle. It is to be noted that the

values in the table are for a diametral pitch of one,

and that for other pitches the numbers given are

divided by the pitch. Fig. 17 shows the construction

for a 15-tooth 3-diametral pitch gear. Dividing the

THREE -POINT ODONTOGRAPH
Standard Involute Teeth

Obliquity 15°

.\ metho d for closely approximating the outlines
For one Diametrical
Pitch. For any Other

For One-inch Circu-
lar Pitch. For anv

of cycloidal teeth has been worked out by Mr. George Number of
Teeth

Pitch, d
Pitch.

ivide by that Other Pitch, multiply
by that Pitch.

B. Grant. This consists of using the average ra luis Face Rad. Flank Rad. Face Had. Flank Rad.

of curvature of the cycloida

arc will very n

arc as the radius of a 10 2.28 .69 .73 .22

circle whose early coincide. On this
11
12

2.40
2.61

.83

.96
.76
.80

.27

.31

approximation the following table has been worked 13
14

2.62
2.72

1.09
1.22

.83

.87
.34
.39

out. This is inclusive of gears with any number of 15
16

2.82
2.92

1.34
1.46

.90

.93
.43
.47

teeth from a pinion of ten tc a rack. 1. e., an infinite 17
18

3.02
3.12

1.58
1.69

.96

.99
.60
.64

numb er. 19
20

3.22
3.32

1.79
1.89

1.03
1.06

.57

.60

THREE-POINT ODONTOGRAPH 21 3.41 1.98 1.09 .63

Stan dard Cycloidal Teeth 22
23

3.49
3.67

2.06
2.15

1.11
1.13

.66

.69

Ki'om a Pinion of Ten Teeth to a Rack 24 3.64 2.24 1.16 .71

25 3.71 2.33 1.18 .74
For one Diametrical For One-inch Circu- 26 3.78 2.42 1.20 .77

Number of
Teeth

Pitch

For iny Other Pitch.

lar

For

Pltch.

any other Pitch.

27
28

3.85
3.92
3.99
4.06

2.50
2.69
2.67
2.76

1.23
1.26
1.27
1.29

.80

.82

.85

.88
aivia e by that Pitch. multiply by that 29

30"'
31 4.13 2.85 1.31 .91

Faces Flan ks Faces Flanks 32 4.20 2.93 1.34 .93

Exact Interval Rad. Dis. Rad. Dis. Rad. Dis. Rad. Dis. 33 4.27 3.01 1.36 .96

10 10 1.99 .02 —8.00 4.00 .62 .01 —2.55 1.27 34 4.33 3.09 1.3S .99

11
12

11
12

2.00
2.01

.04 —11.05

.06
6.50 .63

.64
.01 —3.34
.02

2.07 35
36

4.39
4.45

3.16
3.23

1.39
1.41

1.01
1.03

13.5 13-14 2.04 .07 15.10 9.43 .66 .02 4.80 3.00 37-40 4.20 1.34
15.5 15-16 2.10 .09 7.86 3.46 .67 .03 2.60 1.10 41-46 4.03 1.48
17.5 17-18 2.14 .11 6.13 2.20 .68 .04 1.96 .70 46-51 6 06 1.61
20 19-21 2.20 .13 5.12 1.57 .70 .04 1.63 .50 62-60 5.74 1.83
23 22-24 2.26 .15 4.60 1.13 .72 .05 1.43 .36 61-70 6.62 2.07
27 25-29 2.33 .16 4.10 .96 .74 .06 1.30 .29 71-90 7.72 2.46
33 30-36 2.40 .19 3.80 .72 .76 .06 1.20 .23 91-120 9.78 3.11
42 37-4S 2.48 .22 3.52 .63 .79 .07 1.12 .20 121-180 13.38 4.26
58 49-72 2.60 .25 3.33 .54 .83 .08 1.06 .17 181-360 •21.62 6.88
97

290
73-144

146-300
2. S3
2.92

.28 3.14

.31 3.00
.44
.38

.90

.93
.09 1.00
.10 .95

.14

.12 In all cases the centers are on the base circles. Draw rack

Rack 2.96 .34 2.96 ,34 ,94 •U ,94 ,11 by special method described in te.\t.
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face distance given in the table .09 by t, .t;ives .03

inches, as shown, while the radius for face curve is

2.1 inches, divided by 3, or .7 inches. The values for

the flank circle and radius will be seen to be similarl}^

obtained. The above table was constructed to corre-

spond with cycloidal gear teeth as drawn out by a

describing circle equal in diameter to the radius cf r.

gear of 12 teeth. For other sizes of describing circles

the values of approximate circle radii would of course

be dififerent.

For involute teeth Mr. Grant has worked out a

similar table of radii for drawing approximate circu-

lar arcs. The centers are taken on the base circles,

the flank radius being used from the base circle to the

pitch circle and the face radius to describe the arc

outside of the pitch circle. Using this approximation

it becomes necessary to round off the tips of the teeth

to prevent interference and the bases are also flared

out to give strength.

Prof. Marx gives as a guide for good design the

following: Width of face =3 times the circular

pitch and basing his calculations upon the strength

of the weakest section of the tooth, he derives the

following formula for the tooth dimensions:

(4) F=f X piX6( 0.124-
^•^^'^

( N ')

where

F ^ the working force as worked out in paper

No. 12.

f = the allowable stress in lbs. per sq. in. of

section.

6^ width of face, and P' = circular pitch.

For cast-iron and steel the following values for

(f) are conservative:

600 900 1,200 1,800 2,400
Velocity of
pitch line 100 200 300
in ft. per min.
£ for steel 20,000 15,000 12,000 10,000 7,500 6,000 5,000 4,300
f for cast iron.. 8,000 6;000 4,860 4,000 3,000 2,406 2,000 1,700

Some practice will be necessary to enable the de-

signer to obtain the correct proportions between the

circular pitch and the width. By several trials, how-
ever, assuming certain proportions from a general

knowledge of the good appearance of gear-teeth the

right dimension, consistent with sufficient strength,

will be arrived at. For instance, assume a circular

pitch which would seem about right, divide it into

the circumference of the pitch circle and thus get the

number of teeth. This number must of necessity be

a whole round number, since there cannot be a frac-

tion of a tooth and, hence, it will be necessary to take

the number nearest that above found and divide back

to get the exact pitch. Having obtained this take (bO

as three times as large and substitute in the formula

(4) and find (f). If the value is very different from

that given in the above table for the same velocity

another trial will be necessary.

Due to lack of space a complete problem will not

be worked out here but should the reader experience

difficulty in working out a gear design in accordance

with the above outline the Journal will be pleased to

have such reader correspond with the editor of 'le

Steam Engineering Department for assistance.

Believing that anyone wishing to master the

design of bevel gears will be sufficiently interested to

go more completely into the subject than is possible

in this series of papers, we shall dispense with that

specific case by referring such readers to Le Conte's

Mechanics of Machines, Smith & Max Machine De-

sign, and Robinson's Principles of Mechanism.
This will complete the series of papers on the

mechanics of transmission, all of the cases originally

set forth having been covered in greater or less de-

tail.

CALIFORNIA FUEL OIL.
EV R. F. CHEVALIER.

(Continued.)

Combustion-

From various authorities the ultimate analyses of

California oils show them to contain from 81 to 87
per cent of carbon, 11 to 13 per cent of hydrogen, about
I per cent sulphui;, a small amount of nitrogen and
oxygen and some water.

Air Supply Required—If a fuel contains oxygen,
all the hydrogen shown by analyses is not available

for the production of heat. This oxygen is in combi-
nation with part of the hydrogen as water, or H=0,
and as the atomic weights of H and O are i and 16

respectfully, the weight of the combined hydi"Ogen

will be one-eighth the weight of the oxygen, or avail-

able hydrogen ^ H — % O. From table No. 3 we
can calculate the air required for combustion, using

the following formula

:

Carbon X 2?-^ = lb. O required for C.

Hydrogen | X 8 = lb. O required for C.
( ')

Sulphur X 1 ^ lb. O required for S.

The ultimate analyses of the average fuel oil

used ma_v be assumed as follows :

Carbon 86 per cent. Oxygen i per cent.

Sulphur 0.8 per cent. Nitrogen 0.2 per cent.

Hydrogen 12 per cent.

By use of table No. 3 and the above formula, the

air required per pound of fuel is easily calculated.

TABLE NO. 3.

OXYGEN AND AIR REQUIRED FOR THE COMBUSTION OF CARBON, HYDROGEN, ETC.

Combustible. Ohemical Reaction. Product of Combustion.

Carbon C-f20^C0. Carbon Dioxide
Carbon C4-0 =C0 Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Monoxide . ..CO-|-0=CO Carbon Dioxide
Hydrogen 2H-|-0=H,d Water
Methane CHj-|-40=CO;-|-2H-O.Carbon Dioxide and "Water.
Sulphur S-|-20=S0, Sulphur Dioxide

,— y_ 3
>. s ° S'S

£o £Z £< ^- « 2

2 2/3 8.85 11.52 12.52
1 1/3 4,43 5.76 6.76

4/7 1.90 2.47 3.47
s ?6..56 34.56 35.56
4 13.28 17.28 18.38

1 3.33 4.32 5.32

2 3

X a,H
14,600
4 450

10.150

62.000
23,550
4,050
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.86 X 2?^ = 2.2933 lb. oxygen.

(.12-^)= .95 " •

.008 X 1 =

Total =
.008

3.2513 lb. oxygen.

As one pound of o.xygen is contained in 4.32 pounds
of air, the total amount of air required would be 3.2513

X 4.32 = 14.045 lb.

To better illustrate the combination of the ele-

ments in oil fuel with air during combustion, and the

steam used to atomize the oil, the following tabular

\iew has been arranged. It is assumed that to atom-

unless thrown out of the line of their travel by a

bridge wall or other obstruction.

With liquid fuel the first requirement is complete
atomization. Before oil can be mixed with the air in

a furnace it must be converted into a vapor by the

radiant heat of the furnace.

Oil leaves a residue of coke when it is vaporized.

On leaving the burner-tip the oil commences to evapo-
rate while traveling across the furnace, and the gase,

mixing with the air, burns immediately. The residue,

which is the carbon in the form of small specks of

coke, will burn providing it is not deposited on ihe

TABULAR VIEW OF FURNACE COMBUSTION.

Entering
Furnace

1 pound
Fuel
Oil

14.0456
pounds
Air

Atomizing
Agent

Pounds.
Carbon . .86 .

Hydrogen 12 .

Oxygen 01 .

Nitrogen 002 .

Sulphur 008 .

2.2933.

.95 .

C Oxygen for CO, ....

1
Oxygen tor H,6 ....

Oxygen for CO
Oxygen for SO 008
Nitrogen 10.7943

Steam

Waste Products in Chimney.

Pounds.

CO
Steam (H,0)
CO
SO

Per cent,

by weight.

3.i533 20.3%..
1.58 10.17...

0.00 0.0 .

.

.016 0.1 .

.

N. .10.7963 69.43.

15,5456 100.00

ize one pound of oil .5 of a pound of steam is re-

quired.

Comparison of Combustion of Coal and Oil.—In

burning bituminous coal, when fresh fuel is thrown

TABLE NO. 4.

Weights and Gravities of Fuel Oils at 60° Fahr.

3 »'>

toll)

bo-: be s
0^
CO nj

Op, UP,

10 1.0000 8.33 62.5 349.86 268.9 6.40 35.84

11 .9929 8.27 62.06 347.34 270.8 6.44 36.09

12 .9859 8.21 61.6 344.82 272.9 6.49 36.5

IZ .9790 8.16 61.2 342.72 274.5 6.53 36.6

14 .9722 8.10 60.

S

340.20 276.5 6.58 36.8

15 .9655 8.04 60.34 337.68 278.6 6.61 37.1

16 .9589 7.99 59.9 335.58 280.3 6.67 37.4

17 .9523 7.93 59.5 333.06 282.4 6.72 37.6

18 .9450 7.88 59.1 330.96 284.2 6.77 37.9

19 .9395 7.83 58.7 328.86 286. 6.81 38.1

20 .9333 7.78 58.33 326.76 287.9 6.88 38.6

21 .9271 7.72 58. 324.24 290. 6.9 38.6

22 .9210 7.67 57.6 322.14 292. 6,95 38.9

23 .9150 7.62 57.2 320.04 294. 7.00 39.1

24 .9090 7.57 56.8 317.94 295.9 7.04 39.4

25 .9032 7.53 56.45 316.26 297.4 7.08 39.7

on a fire, it is heated by the coal alread}' burning and
combustible gases are distilled which mingle with the

oxygen and burn back of the bridge wall in the space

known as the combustion chamber. The coke that

is left burns on the grate with very little flame. In

this way half of the heat is generated by the burning

gases in the combustion chamber, and the balance is

generated by the hot coals on the grates in the fur-

nace. A large part of the air entering for combus-
tion must pass through the hot coals where part of

the oxygen is used, the remainder passing on to mingle

with the gases distilled from the coal, in the combus-
tion chamber. As gases tend to move in straight lines,

considerable excess air is required for their diffusion.

floor or side-wall of the furnace before being con-

sumed. If these carbon deposits are of the consistency

of asphalt, they will form a hard deposit difficult to

remove, impairing the draft and causing more accumu-
lation of carbon.

Carbon burns more slowly than gas. From this

we may assume that the dazzling white part of an oil

flame near the burner is caused by the combination o^

hydrogen and hydrocarbon gases with .oxygen, and 5 he

more luminous or orange tinged part of the flame

furtherest from the burner-tip is due to the combus-
tion of the carbon. This fact is borne out by the

temperature of oil flames determined by the writer,

the data of which will be given later.

(To be Continued.)

ECONOMY IN USE OF OIL ON P. R. R.

.\ comparison of the amounts of oil and grease

issued to Panama railroad locomotives for the months

of January, February and March, 1909 and 1910, shows

the following saving or excess :

Gallons
1909 1910 Saving

Oil:

Valve 1.558 778 "SO

Engine 1,598 1,200 398

Car 436 IS 418

Signal 484 65 419

Headlight 459 349 110

Machine 2 *1 ...

Coal 193 143 60

Lard '1 +2

*One month. fTwo months.
Pounds

1909 1910 Saving
Tallow •! til

Cup grease 301 330 t29

Cotton waste 2,927 1,475 1.452

Woolen waste 242 279 t37

White waste 42 t'12

•One month. fTwn montlis. tKxcess In 1910 over 1909.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD .'kND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER VII.

(Continued.)

Testing with Indicating Instruments.

The voltmeter and ammeter method can only be

used with direct current watt hour meters, or with

alternating current watt hour meters when the power

factor is unity or its exact value known ; the connec-

tions for this method are shown in Fig. 87, where V
is the voltmeter, A is the ammeter and W the single

phase watthour meter being tested. If E is the

DIRECT CURRENT JIETERS.

I 1 C_l

Fig. 87.

voltage impressed upon the circuit, ant.! 1 the current

in amperes, then the power (unity power factor) is

P=ExI.
The indicating wattmeter method of testing watt

hour meters is applicable to alternating currents re-

gardless of what the power factor may be, so with

this method the power, P, is read direct. Fig. 88

shows the connections for this method of testing.

)00-)20 Volt

Type C-6
&

200-240 Volt
2 and 3 wire.
Type C-6 a

,500-600 Volt

Type C-7
a

E
<

.

(2[S Qc3 II 1^ Qc3

S E

1^
. o

M
.=; .2 .500 none 12 .4 250 none 24 1 100 none 60

10 .4 250 24 .75 133..33 43 2 50 120

l.T .6 166.61; 36 1.25 80 /3 3 33..\3 ISO

& 1.0 100 60 2.00 50 120 5 20 300

m 2.0 SO 120 4,00 25 240 10 10 600

7.^ 3.0 .53.33 180 6.00 16.66 360 15 66.66 10 900

iim 4.0 25 240 7.50 13.3.3 450 20 50 10 1200

l.SO ft.O 16.66 360 12.50 80 10 750 30 33.33 10 1800

,W) I2..S SO 10 7.50 25.00 40 10 1500 60 16.66 10 3600

(iClO 25.0 40 10 1.500 50.00 '20 10 300 125 80 100 7500

'^Applies to 600 amperes, two wire meters only: 600 ampere, three wire meters

are not manufactured.

General Electric, Type "I." Standard 60 Cycle, Single Phase
"Watthour Meters,

100-130 Volt 200-260 Volt ,500-600 Volt

1 Wire 2 an d 3 Wire

.Amps.
Meter Watts Meter Watts Meter Watts
K" per r.p.m. "K" per r.p.m. K" per r.p.m

3 ,2 12 .4 24 1 60

5 .3 IS .6 36 1,5 76

10 ,6 36 1.25 75 3 180

15 1 60 2 120 5 300
25 1,5 90 3 180 7.5 460
5 % ISO 6 360 15 900
75 6 300 10 600 26 1600

100 6 360 12.5 760 30 1800
150 10 600 20 1200 50 3000
200 12,5 750 25 1500 60 3600
aoo 20 1200 40 2400 100 6000

Polyphase , 60 Type "D-3."

3 ,4 24 .75 45 2 120
5 .0 36 1.26 75 3 180

10 1,25 75 2.5 160 6 360
15 2 120 4 240 10 600
25 3 180 6 360 15 900
50 6 360 12.5 750 30 1800
75 7.5 450 15 900 40 2400

100
4500

^Oi/^ce ^<5Wtf^

\— 1 1

c i

Fig.

Each revolution of the meter disc represents a

certain number of watt hours of electrical energy pass-

ing through the meter, which is given in some types

of meters directly in the form of the meter "con-

stant," and in such meters, if R is the number of revo-

lutions of the disc in t seconds (as measured with a
stop watch), and with constant power passing through
the meter, then the watt hours would be =R x K,
where K is the meter "constant." But the power
P=watt seconds per second=watt hours x 3,600 di-

vided by the time, t, therefore we have

P = R K 3,600

The constant, K, for the General Electric meters will

be found marked on the meter disc, and are also re-

produced in the accompanying tables.

For General Electric meters used with current

and potential transformers, but calibrated without

them, the constant to be used is that marked on the

meter disc, divided by the product of the ratios of the

potential and current transformers. The worm reduc-

tion in all General Electric meters is 100 and will be

found stamped on the back of the register. The regis-

ter ratio multiplied by loo^number of revolutions of

disc for one revolution of the right hand pointer. In

all cases, the meter, K, is the actual number of watt

hours per revolution of the disc.

Meter Constant, K=

Register Ratio=

'Rating in (volt-amperes)

Full load r.p.m. of disc x 60

Watt hours of right hand dial

Worm reduction x K

(*For polyphase meters, the rating should be multiplied
by 2. In case a meter has a double rating, such as 110/220
volts, the latter voltage should be applied in the formula. The
approximate full load speed of all G. B. type "I" and "D-3," 60
cycle meters is 30 r.p.m.)

Westinghouse Meter Constants.

For diiiferent makes of meters, the testing for-

mula given takes a different form since the constant

K is made to embrace diiiferent factors.
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For the Westinghouse meter, the formula be-

comes

R X K
t

where K represents the watt-seconds for one revokition

of the meter disc.

The values of the constant, K, for the Westing-
house types B and C and for the direct current meters

are as follows

:

2-\vire D. C. and self-contained single phase, K^ volts x amps x
2.4;

2-wire single phase used with current transformers only (but

checked without), K= volts x S x2'.4;

2-wire, single phase used with current and fiotential transformers

(but checked without), K= 5x 100x2.4;

2-wire, single phase, used with transformers of either or both

forms (and checked with), K^ volts x amps x 2.4;

3-wire, single phase, self-contained, K^ volts x amps, x 4.8.

3-wire, single phase, used with current transformers (but checked

wtihout), K= volts (as marked on meter) x 12;

Type "C" polyphase, self-contained, K= volts x amps x 4.8

;

Type "C" polyphase, used with current transformers only (but

checked without), K= 5 x volts x4.8;

Type "C" polyphase, used with current and potential transformers

(but checked without), K= 2400;

Type "C" polyphase used with transformers of either or both

forms (and checked with), K^ volts x amps x 4.8.

In all cases, the volt and ampere values referred

to are those as marked on the name plate of the

meter. The full load speed of. the types B and C is

25 r.p.m. For the Westinghouse type A meter, the

full load speed is 50 r.p.m., and the constant, K, for

this type is exactly one-half the value of a similarly

rated type C meter.

Fort Wayne Type K Meter.

The calibrating equation of the Fort Wayne type

K meter is as follows

:

R X K X 100

t

where t is the time in seconds during which the meter

makes R revolutions, and where K is the constant,

which will be found in the following tables :

Fort Wayne, Type "K." Single Phase. 60 Cycle Watthour Meters
wliose Serial Number is 344.999 or les.s.

Value.s of the Constant, K.

Fort Wayne, Type "K," Single Phase, 60 Cycle Watthour Meters.
whose Serial Number is 345,000 or above.

Values of the Constant. K.

10
10
20

25

30
40
50

60
75

100
125
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
800

1000

9

IS
18

18
36
36
36
54
54
72
90

108
144
180
270
360
450
540
720
900

9

18
36
36
36
72
72
72

108
108
144
180
216
288
360
540
720
900

1080
1440
1800

IS
18

36
54
72
72
90

108
144
180
216
288
360
432
576
720
1080
1440
1800
2160
2880
3600

IS

18
27

36
54
72
72
90

108
144
180
216
288
360
432
576
720

1080
1440
ISOO
2160
2880
3600

45
4 5

90
180
180
180
360
360
360
540.

540
720
900

1080
1440
1800
2700
3600
4500
5400
7200
9000

90
90

ISO
360
360
360
720
720
720

1080
1080
1440
1800
2160
2880
3600
5400
7200
9000

10800
14400
18000

Use These Constants for High Torque Meters.

13.5 27 54 54 135 270
27.0 54 90 90 270 540

90
180

360
540
720
900

1080
1440
1800
2160
2700
3600
4500
5400
7200
9000

10800
14400
18000
21600
28800
36000

540
1080

<
SO *§ *l *P

5 9 IS IS 36 45 90 ISO
m IS 3 6 36 72 90 180 360
15 27 54 54 lOS 135 270 540
20 36 72 72 144 180 360 720
25 45 90 90 ISO 225 450 900
40 72 144 144 28S 360 720 1440
50 90 ISO 180 360 450 900 1800
75 135 270 270 540 675 1350 2700

100 ISO 360 300 720 900 1800 3600
125 225 450 450 900 1125 2260 4500
160 270 540 540 ]lOSO 1350 2700 5400
200 360 720 720 11440 1800 3600 7200
300 640 1080 108U :;i60 2700 5400 10800
400 720 1440 1440 2880 3600 7200 14400
600 lOSO 2160 2160 4320 6400 lOSOO 21600
800 1440 2SS0 2S80 5760 7200 14400 2SS00

Fort Wayne, Type "K," Polyphase: Meters whose Serial Number
is 344,999 or le ss.

Values of the Constant K.
Amps, UOv. 220 V. 440 V. ,550 V. 1100 V. 2200 V.

3 IS 36 72 90 180 360
5 36 72 144 180 360 720

10 72 144 288 360 720 1440
15 108 216 432 540 1080 2160
20 144 288 576 720 1440 2880
25 144- 288 576 720 1800 3600
30 216 360 720 1080 2160 4320
40 288 576 1152 1440 2880 5760
50 288 576 1152 1440 3600 7200
60 432 864 172S 2160 4320 S640
75 432 SG4 1728 2160 5400 10800

100 576 1162 2304 2880 7200 14400
125 720 1440 2880 3600 9000 ISOOO
150 864 1800 3600 4320 10800 21600
200 1440 2SS0 5760 7200 14400 28S00
260 ISOU 3600 7200 9000 18000 36000
300 2160 4320 S640 10800 2160U 43200
400 2SS0 5760 11520 14400 2SS0O 57600
500 3600 7200 14400 ISOOO 36000 72000
600 4320 8640 17280 21600 43200 86400
SOO 5760 11620 23040 28800 67600 115200

1000 7200 14400 2S800 36000 72000 144000

Fort Wayne, Type "K" Polyphase Meters who:se Serial Number
is 345,000 01 above.

Values of the Constant, K.
Amps. UOv. 220 V. 440 V. 550 V. 1100 V. 2200 V.

5 36 72 144 ISO 360 720
10 72 144 288 360 720 1440
15 lOS 216 432 540 1080 2160
25 ISO 360 720 900 1800 3600
50 360 720 1440 1800 3600 7200
75 640 1080 2160 2700 5400 10800

100 720 1440 2880 3600 7200 14400
150 1080 2160 4320 5400 lOSOO 21600
200 1440 2880 5760 7200 14400 28800
300 2160 4320 8640 10800 21600 43200
400 2880 5760 11620 14400 28800 57600
600 4320 S640 17280 21600 43200 86400
SOO 5760 11520 23040 28800 57600 115200

The Duncan Meter.

The fornuila for testing meters manufactured by

the Duncan l^lectric Manufacturing t'ompany is

RXKX3600

which is the same as that previously given for the

General Electric meter. The following is a table of

testing constants

:

.Amps.

2.5
6

7.5
10
16
25
60
75

100
160
200
300
450
600
800

110 Volts 220 Volts ,«0 Volts

Meter Watts Meter Watts Meter Watts
K" per r.p.m. K" per r.p.m. K" per r.p.m.

0.,26 16 0.5 30 1 60

0.,25 16 0.5 30 1 60
0. 60 30 1 60 2 120
0. 60 30 1 60 1; 120

1 60 2 120 5 300
1 60 2 120 5 300
2 120 4 240 10 600
3 180 6 360 16 960
4 240 8 480 20 1200
(> 360 12 720 30 1800
S 480 16 960 40 2400

12 720 25 1500 60 3600
20 1200 30 1800 SO 4800
25 1600 60 3000 100 6000
30 1800 60 3600 160 9600
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Sometimes it is necessary to use the formula

already given for the determination of other values

than the watts, P, and for convenience this formula

is rewritten as follows

:

(1) Number of revolutions
Sees, during test x watts indicated

3600 X testing constant (K)

seconds during test x watts indicated

3600 X revolutions.
(2) Testing constant

3600 X revolutions x testing constant
(3) Seconds :

watts indicated

The Sanmango Mercury Meter.

A description of the Sangamo iVIercury Meter

will be found in Chapter V., the table of calibrating

constants being given below :

Amps. 100/125 volts. 200/250 volts

5 A. C. 1,800 3,600

5 D. C. 2,400 4,800

10 2,400 4,800

20 4,800 9,600
30 7,200 14,400
40 9,600 19,200
GO 14,400 28,800
80 19,200 38,400

100 24,000 48,000
150 .!6,000 72,000
200 48,000 96,000
300 72,000 144,000
400 96,000 192,000
500 120,000 240,000
600 144,000 288,000
800 192,000 384,000

1000 240,000 480,000

500/600 volts

12,000
12,000
24,000
36,000
48,000
72,000
96,000

120,000
180,000
240,000
.160,000
480,000
600,000
720,000
960,000

1,200,000

The calibrating ecjuation for the Sangamo is the same
as for the VVestinghouse meter, viz,

:

^ RXK

in which the constant, K = watt-seconds recorded by
one revolution of the disc.

Larger capacity meters than given in the above

table have proportionally greater values of K.

Three wire 110-220 volts A. C. meters have same
constants as above given for the 200-250 volt meters.

Testing with the Portable Rotating Standard.

The third method of testing watthour meters, and
probably the most convenient and the quickest for

outside work, consists in using a portable standard

watt hour meter, which is usually known as a "rotating

standard." It is especially well adapted for the rapid

testing of ser\'ice meters at the point of installation.

The portable standard eliminates the necessity of a

stop v,fatch, since the time element does not enter into

account ; furthermore, the load does not have to remain
constant during the test, as is the case with botli of

the previously named methods ; the only thing which
has to be observed is the number of revolutions of the

disc of the meter under test ; the disc of the rotating

standard is directly connected to the large or lowest

reading pointer, and therefore indicates the actual num-
ber of revolutions which it makes. Figure 89 shows
interior and exterior view of a typical type of rotat-

ing standard test meter. This type of meter is essen-

tially an ordinary watthour meter with certain modi-
fications. It is made with several dififerent current coils

whose leads are brought out to a connection block
on the top of the meter or to a drum switch within,

and that coil whose capacity is nearest the value at

which the meter under test is operating can be con-

nected in the circuit. By this means the test meter

can always be made to operate at or near full load,

therefore having its full load accuracy throughout a

wide range. This is an excellent feature, as it insures

accuracy over a wide range and also permits the use

of one test meter for calibrating watthour meters of

various sizes.

Fig-. 89.

The rotating standard is made self-contained in

the following sizes : Direct current, 1 10-220 volts, with

current coils for I, 2, 10, 20 and 40 amperes, or with

current coils for 5, 10, 50 and 100 amperes ; alternating

current, 110-220 volts, with current coils for I, 10 and

20 amperes, or with current coils for I, 5, 10, 50 and

100 amperes. By means of "multipliers" or potential

transformers, these instruments can be used on 440
and 550 volts.

The rotating standard is very carefully designed

and is well built mechanically. The registering mechan-
ism is simple, since, as previously stated, the disc shaft

is directly connected to the lowest reading pointer.

The complete dial is usually made up of two pointers,

the ratio being such that the highest reading pointer

will not repeat its reading within less time than about

two and one-half minutes when operating at full load

speed. The number of revolutions of the disc as in-

dicated by the pointers, multiplied by the constant for

the particular coil of the standard which is connected

in circuit, gives the watt hours that have passed during

the time it is connected to the circuit, or

P = RxK (Gen. Elec. Rotating Standard).

The accuracy of the meter under test is expressed by
the following equation :

Percentage of accuracy Rx Kp; .\ 100, where

r^revolutions of disc of meter under test;

k^constant of meter under test

;

R^revolutions of rotating standard as indicated by
register;

K,^constant of coil being used in standard.

For General Electric meters, k is marked on the

disc.

For Westinghouse meters, k
c X watt rating

3600

where c is the value of the constant for VVestinghouse

meters.

For Fort Wayne meters, k where "c" is

the value of the constant as given for Fort Wayne
meters.
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In the case of the rotating standard, the vahie

of the constant K for the individual coils is the same
as in the standard service meters. For instance, the

value of K for the lo-ampere coil in the rotating

standard is the same as the constant for a lO-ampere
service meter, so that when testing service meters with

a rotating standard and at the same time using the

coil of the standard meter which is of the same capac-

ity as the meter under test, is is only necessary to

compare the revolutions of the two meters, that is

:

Percentage of accuracy = -fj- x 100, or the

Percentage of error ^—5— x 100, where

r=revolutions of the meter under test, and R= revo-

lutions of standard.

Below is given a table of data to be used with

the Westinghouse rotating standard when used in

checking induction meters manufactured by the West-
inghouse Company, the General Electric Company and
the Fort Wayne Electric Works

:
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Fig-. 90.

The constant of any coil of the Westinghouse
rotating standard is the same as tiie constant of a

Westinghouse service meter having the same ampere
capacit}- as that coil, so that the meter under test

and the standard should make the same number of

revolutions if the meter under test is correct.

The general connections of the test meter are

shown in Figure 91. After the connections have all

been made the meter is started and stopped by simply

closing or opening the little push button switch, S.

The meter tester has only to close the potential circuit

by means of this switch, note the number of revolu-

tions made by the standard and by the meter under

test and apply these values in the above fornuila, from
which he can immediately obtain the percentage ac-
curacy of the meter under test. If it is found to be
too fast or too slow it should be adjusted as previously
explained. Meters should be adjusted for accuracy
both on full load and about 5 per cent load, and it

should be within 2 per cent correct throughout this

range.

I_ CZ] 000

Fig. 91.

In using a portable rotating standard it should
be remembered that it must be calibrated from time
to time by checking it against laboratory standards.

When testing meters at the point of installation

it is usually more convenient to have some kind of
a "portable load," which will consist of a lamp bank
or other resistance suitably mounted so that it may be
carried from place to place, rather than to use the
customer's load for testing purposes. ^'Vith the "port-
able load" the tester can do his work quicker and he
can get the exact load which he desires to put on the
meter under test.

(To be continued.)

N. A. S. E. CONVENTION.
The seventh annual convention of the California

State Association, N. A. S. E., together with an en-
gineering and mechanical exhibit, will be held in Los
Angeles, Cal., May 23 to 28, 1910. The meetings
will be held in the Hamburger Building, on Eighth

Meeting Place for N. A. S. E., Los Angeles Convention.

street, Ijetween Hill and Broadwa}', and the headquar-

ters will be maintained at Angelus Hotel.

Full details as to the plans for the meeting will

appear in our issue of Maj' 21st. Every indication

]5oints to a large and an enthusiastic gathering and we
believe tliat all engineers will profit by attending the

meetings.
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To pit an automobile against a mule on a moun-

tain trail i.s as inconclusive of their relative merits as lo

compare a gas engine with a steam
Uil L»as turbine under the premises assumed
y®*"®"® on another page by Mr. A. M. Hunt.
Steam „ . .,

hvery prime mover is circumscrib-

ed by certain limitations. Here they include the fuel

used, the locality and the special design necessary for

emergency service.

The steam turbine plant proposes has the advan-

tage of a splendid heritage, the experience of centuries.

Ii is equipped with many devices suggested by en-

gineering ingenuity, including heat storage and inter-

nal electric heaters. Figuerativeb^ it may be said to

have a college education, whereas the gas engine is

not out of the primary school.

This hypothetical steam turbine installation is

compared with a pioneer gas engine plant that was
built before many of the present refinments of steam

engineering, and also gas engine practice, were

available. The gas engines at Martin were built with-

out precedent and have been the horrible example by

which all subsequent engines have profited.

Mr. Hunt's figures show that both the first cost

and the stand-by charges of his steam turbine plant

would be less than half that of an oil gas engine plant

of the same capacity. One can be put on the line as

soon as the other and each has about the same effi-

ciency, closely approximating one brake horsepower

per pound of oil. He conclusively proves his conten-

tion that the steam turbine is the better for emergent:;;

service with oil fuel on the Pacific Coast.

Elsewhere it is otherwise. With the low-grade

fuel utilized in some of the Eastern gas producers or

with blast furnace gases the steam turbine would rr-ake

as poor a showing as an automobile on a diet oF this-

tles, the stand-by of the omnivorous jackass. Oil gas

made by the Jones' process is too rich for the gas en-

gine. It has a relatively high and perhaps inconstant

percentage of hydrogen. This variable excess of hy-

drogen ratio is one of the causes of pre-ignition, for

hydrogen, like nitro-glycerine, explodes suddenly. Car-

bon-monoxide, the other dynamic constitueut of the

gas, like black powder, burns more slowly. Ordnance
experts have demonstrated that a slow burning pow-
der, whose expansive force is continuously exerted on

the bullet until it leaves the gun, not only ccives greatei

velocity to the bullet, but also saves the gun. Like

wise, a lean and slow burning gas gives the best re-

sults in an engine.

Other oil-gas processes have been devised, iiotabty

the Nix-Frost producer and the Amet-Eusign type,

which show a lower hydrogen content. As yet t.'-ese

have been tried out in plants of but hundreds, where

the Martin units are of thousands of horsepower. The
engineer in the capacity of judge and not advocate will

therefore withhold his decision until more data is

available.
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PACIFIC COAST MEETING A. I. E. E.

The first Pacific Coast meeting of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers was called to order in San Francisco

by President Lewis B. Stillwell at 11 a. m. Thursday, May 5,

1910, with a registered attendance of one hundred and fifty.

After a few opening remarks by President Stillwell, Secre-

tary Pope made a number of announcements. An address of

welcome to the visiting members was made by Professor Har-

ris J. Ryan of Stanford University, local member of the High
Tension Committee. In reply to this address. President Still-

well traced the growth of the Institute since its inception

and dwelt upon a number of special problems that have re-

cently presented themselves, including that of technical sec-

tions and the necessity for distant members participating in

the general meetings. Judging from the success of the

Charlotte, N. C, meeting and that in San Francisco, he con-

cluded that the holding of such meetings under the auspices

of any one of the six special committees has satisfactorily

solved both these problems.

Mr. G. I. Rhodes, assistant engineer of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company of New York City, briefly discussed

his paper on "Parallel Operation of Three-phase Generators

With Their Neutrals Interconnected." In this paper he devel-

oped a mathematical explanation for the triple harmonic that

has been found to interfere with synchronizing three-phase,

star-connected generators with their neutrals in parallel. To

obviate this difficulty the author suggested that either the

windings be so distributed over 120 degrees of space that no

third harmonic potentials would be generated, or that the

generator be designed with a uniform air-gap so that the dis-

tribution of the armature reaction flux will be the same as

that of the magnetomotive force. In the discussion that fol-

lowed it was questioned whether the third harmonic causes

sufficient trouble to make the suggested changes in genera-

tor design advisable. In a contributed discussion, Mr. P. M.

Lincoln attributed much of this trouble to the reciprocating

engines. The discussion also included remarks on the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of grounding the neutral.

On Thursday afternoon Mr. P. M. Downing read his paper

on "The Developed High Tension Network of a General Power

System" as published in these columns on May 7, 1910. The

interesting discussion which ensued will be published in

these columns as soon as available.

On Friday morning. May 6, Mr. J. J. Frank's paper on

"Observation of Harmonics in Current and Voltage Wave
Shapes of Transformers" was abstracted and explained by

Mr. G. Faccioli of Pittsfield, Mass. This paper shed much
light on the hitherto little understood effect of the third

harmonic on transformers. An interesting and valuable dis-

cussion followed, in the course of which Professor 0. L. Cory

suggested that this third harmonic which seems to be giving

so much trouble may at some future period prove a most

useful factor in reducing transmission line troubles.

On Friday afternoon Mr. A. H. Babcock read his paper on

"Transmission Line Crossings of Railroad Rights of Way' as

printed in this Journal May 7, 1910. During the course of

the discussion several interesting types of protectors were

discussed and the recommendation made that the proposals

embodied in Mr. Babcock's paper be used as a basis for a

standard agreement between the power companies and the

railroads.

Later in the afternoon Mr. John Coffee Hays read an ex-

tended paper on "Hydro-Electric Development and Irrigation;"

the facts and figures being based upon the operation of the

Mount Whitney Power Company's system in Southern Cali-

fornia. The discussion brought out more detailed figures of

cost than were given in the paper, which will be published in

an early number of the Journal.

On Saturday morning Mr. A. M. Hunt read a paper on

"Emergency Generating Stations for Service in Connection
With Hydro-Electric Transmission Plants Under Pacific Coast
Conditions," as published in this number.

After a number ot resolutions had been adopted and a
cablegram of condolence regarding the death of King Edward
sent to the British institution of Electrical Engineers, the
meeting adjourned.

During the technical sessions the ladies accompanying the

visiting members were entertained at various teas, theatre

parties and sight-seeing trips.

On Thursday evening the visiting members were enter-

tained by the local executive committee at a dinner at the

Bohemian Club. On Friday evening a subscription banquet
at the Poodle Dog was attended by about seventy members.
Mr. S. J. McMeen presided as toastmaster in his usual bril-

liant fashion, calling in turn upon President Stillwell, Secre-

tary Pope, W. W. Briggs, A. H. Babcock and A. M. Hunt.

On Saturday afternoon a large number visited Stanford

University at the invitation of Professor Harris J. Ryan, who
gave a lecture and experimental demonstration of his cathode

ray power indicator, an instrument that produces diagrams of

power present in high tension circuits, the corona volt meter,

which indicates the maximum values of high alternating pres-

sure and ot the pressure surges, and the cathode ray indi-

cator, which shows pressure and current wave forms in al-

ternating current arc light and also the harmonics. The
exhibition of these instruments excited great interest among
those present, who felt amply repaid for the trip.

Many took the opportunity to visit the local power plants

near the vicinitj' of San Francisco Bay while here, and on

Sunday night a party of visiting members started on a trip of

inspection over the lines of the Pacific Gas & Electric Com-
pany, the Great Western Power Company and the Northern

Electric Railway Company, returning on Wednesday of this

week. The list ot those registered at the meeting is as follows:

Markham Cheever, Prove, Utah; H. T. Cory, Los Angeles;

G. Faccioli, Pittsfield, Mass.; John B. Fislcen. Spokane, Wash,;

Victor H. Greisser, Spokane, Wash.; F. V. Henshaw, New
York; Jno. Harisberger, Seattle, Wash.; Fred Hamilton, Vi-

salia, Cal.; John Coffee Hays, Visalia, Cal.; Paul Lebenbaum,

Portland, Ore.; H. W. Pudan, Carmel, Cal.; E. W. Paul, Up-

land, Cal.; Ralph W. Pope, New York City; W. E. Rundle,

Orange, N. J.; Geo. I. Rhodes, New York; L. J. Scattergood,

Pasadena, Cal.; Lewis B. Stillwell, Lakewood, N. J.; Frank R.

Schalch, Chicago, 111.; W. F. Wells. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Local—G. E. Anderson, Thos. Anderson, R. H. Atkinson,

Wyatt H. Allen, C. F. Adams, R. M. Alvord, R. S. Buck, B. B.

Beckett, F. L. Baer, C. W. Burkett, Orrion Brooks, Frank Bar-

ry, A. J. Bowie, Jr., Henry Bosch, J. P. Bradner, Geo. H. Bragg,

A. H. Babcock, H. W. Crozier, B. C. Condit, C. L. Cory, P. O.

Crawford, S. K. Colby, Clem A. Copeland. H. W. Clapp, S. B.

Charles, Jr., W. F. Drake, W. J. Davis, Jr., R. Dolson, K. G.

Dunn, W. A. Doble, P. M. Downing, J. G. De Renter, A. B.

Domonoske, R. Deakin, F. Marion Edwards, E. G. Elliott, J. J.

Ferrier, L. J. McParland, H. P. Finnigan, Otto E. Falch, Jr., Don-

ald H. Fry, S. G. Gassaway, R. H. Gerard, A. M. Griswold, C.

F. Gilcrist, C. A. Gaines, C. W. Hutton Albert L. Harris, J. O.

Hansen, H. M. Hall, H. Homberger, A. S. Heyward, C. S. Hall,

W. W. Hanscom, John Hood. H. Y. Hall, A. M. Hunt, A. H.

Halloran, S. W. Herr, W. A. Hillebrand, A. B. Johns, Louis F.

Johnson, Geo. S. Johnson, Lars Jorgensen, J. P. Jollyman, Al-

len G. Jones, G. I. Kinney, Wm. R. Keyes, M. C. Lord, Thos. D.

Lewis, H. A. Laidlaw. Douglas Lindsay, S. J. Lisberger, W. F.

Lamme, F. V. T. Lee, C. A. Lozier, W. C. Myers. Wynne Mere-

dith. G. R. Maxwell, F. E. Manzin, E. H. Mallory, W. C. Miller,

.Jr., Chas. K. Miller, Elam Miller. R. W. Mastick, Jr., George R.

Murphy, S. G. McMeen, H. R. Noack, L. Nott, P. F. Orra, R.

W. Finger, R. Page, L. M. Perin. J. J. Pottinger. E. K. Preston.

H. C. Parker, C. E. Rogers, L. Rehfucse. M. Rhine, C. E. Sedge-
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wich, G. C. Robb, Harris J. Ryan, L. H. Somers, B. C. Ship-

man, R. E. Stevenson, F. H. Searight, F. O. Sievers, E. M.

Sweitzer, B. O. Shreve, H. E. Sliedd, Wm, G. Stearns, W. D.

Scott, Geo. H. Scoville, Sidney Sprout, A. B. Saurman, L. E.

Torrey, A. J. Theis, Franlc T. Vanatta, Rudolph Van Norden,

Max Vestat, W. G. Vincent, Jr., J. Wiclfs, C. J. Wilson, C. M.

Weymann, C. A. Weymouth, Geo. C. White, Clarence Wortman,
J. W. White, G. B. Wright, Henry N. Young, .John F. Rhame.

PERSONALS.

A. M. Hunt is in Portland.

W. A. Purcell is now in the employ of the Great West-

ern Power Company.

F. T. Robson, of Spalding, Sloan & Robson, engineers, is

at Newman, Cal., supervising a hydraulic contract.

C. E. Johnson is now general manager ot the United

States Electric Manufacturing Company of Los Angeles, Cal.

Sidney M. Stone, of Hall, Demarest & Co., has returned

to Virginia City, Nev., after visiting the San Francisco office.

A. C. Balch, general manager of the Pacific Light &
Power Company of Los Angeles, was in San Francisco this

week.

A. W. Vinson, engineer for the Cutler-Hammer Manu-

facturing Company's Pacific Coast office, is in Los Angeles

on business.

Thomas Mirk, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., representing the

Westinghouse Machine Company on the Pacific Coast, has

been in San Diego.

C. A. Tupper, formerly publicity manager of the Allis-

Chalmers Company, has opened an engineering-contracting

office in San Francisco.

J. P. Bradner, until recently with the San Francisco office

of the Fort Wayne Electric Works, is now with Pierson Roe-

ding & Co. of San Francisco.

Paul Shoup, vice-president in charge of electric lines of

the Southern Pacific Company, returned to San Francisco

from Los Angeles during the past week.

John R. Freeman of Providence, Rhode Island, is at Van-

couver, B. C, inspecting the site of the proposed dam of the

Vancouver Power Company at Lake Coquitlam.

G. P. Jones, manager of the Western branch of the

American Electric Fuse Company of Muskegon, Wis., is

making an extended trip throughout the Northwest.

J. W. Hewitt has been appointed trainmaster of the

Oregon Water Power Division ot the Portland Railway, Light

& Power Company, ot Portland, to succeed S. P. Jones, re-

signed.

G. B. Shipley, chief engineer of the Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany's mining department, was in San Francisco during the

past week. He is a native of California and was formerly

connected with the Union Iron Works.

B. T. Longino, of the transportation department of the

Seattle (Wash.) Electric Company, has been appointed assist-

ant to Mr. F. A. Boutelle, superintendent of transportation of

the Tacoma Railway & Power Company, Tacoma, Wash.

George R. Field, assistant manager of the Great West-

ern Power Company, left last Monday for a trip to the com-

pany's power station at Big Bend, which was inspected dur-

ing the week by a number of visiting electric engineers from

Eastern and Pacific Coast cities.

L. H. Bean, manager of the Whatcom County Railway &
Light Company, Bellingham, Washington, has been appointed

manager of the Puget Sound Electric Railway, Pacific Trac-

tion Company and the Tacoma Railway & Power Company,
Tacoma, to succeed W. S. Dimmock.

Henry W. Butler, resident engineer at Los Angeles, for

J. G. White & Co., engineers, is visiting the company's San
Francisco office this week. He has engineering supervision

ot the erection of two 12 000 kw. steam turbine generating

sets for the Pacific Light & Power Company at Redondo.

Wynn Meredith of Sanderson & Porter's San Francisco

office, returned last week from a trip to Vancouver Island,

where his company is installing a power plant on the Jordan

River for the British Columbia Electric Railway Company.
Mr. Meredith was one of the electrical engineers who visited

the Great Western Power Company's plant at Big Bend.

M. C. McKay, superintendent of the Stanislaus power
station of the Sierra and San Francisco xower Company,
has been in San Francisco in connection with starting up of

the new Stanislaus transmission line. Mr. McKay is in

charge of the operation of the power plant from the head-

waters to the end of the 13o-mile transmission line at San
Francisco.

TRADE NOTES.
A. P. Bldred has been appointed Pacific Coast represen-

tative of the Brilliant Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio,

maintaining offices in the Monadnock building, San Francisco.

The Chicago Battery Company has been succeeded by the

Vivax Storage Battery Company, 2228 Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago, in the manufacture of the Duro line of storage bat-

teries for automobile ignition and lighting.

The Los Angeles Gas & Electric Corporation has placed

an order with Allis-Chalmers Company for three more 500

K. V. A. oil-filled, self-cooled transformers and three addi-

tional 500-kw. oil-filled water-cooled transformers.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of Milwau-
kee will hereafter manufacture and market for Kohler
Brothers of Chicago in the United States and Canada, the

various types of push-button operated controllers comprised
in "The Kohler System" ot control and its application to

printing presses and other classes ot motor-driven machinery.

Two Westinghouse low-pressure steam turbines, each

having a capacity of 500 kw., have been added to the power
plant of the Standard Steel Car Company at Burnham, Pa.

These turbines utilize the waste steam ot the main equipment,

and are designed for a vacuum ot 28 inches, which will be

provided by Westinghouse-Leblanc condensers. The energy

thus conserved is applied to two 500 kw. generators which
furnish light and power for the shops.

The Pelton Water Wheel Company has an order from the

Braden Copper Co. in Chili for turbine wheels aggregating

about 13,000-hp. for a hydroelectric transmisison plant for their

mines. There will be three 4000-h.p. Pelton-Francis turbines

operating under a head of 420 feet at 600 r.p.m. Pelton oil

pressure governors will be used. The contract includes also

three exciter-turbines with fly wheels. Owing to the great

amount of work in the San Francisco plant this contract will

be fulfilled at the Pelton Water Wheel Company's eastern

works.

GAS-ELECTRIC MOTOR CARS.
Those connected with railway work will be interested in

the attractive pamphlet recently issued by the General Elec-

tric Company, describing the single truck type of gas-electric

motor car. The equipment consists of a direct coupled gas-

engine and generator with an exciter on the same shaft, all

completely inclosed and mounted between the axle of the

truck and below the car floor, so that" the interior of the car

is entirely unobstructed. The operation is similar to that

of an ordinary trolley car, and the car can be operated in

either direction with equal facility. The car, motor, and

engine are illustrated and described in Bulletin No. 4730,

which contains also a table ot schedule speeds for this car.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC FANS FOR 1910.

There is every indication tliat the tan business this

year will be unusually large and the dealers should be pre-

pared to take advantage o( an early demand. No time should

be lost in getting catalogues and prices and in making con-

tracts to insure prompt deliveries. The well known line of

tans manufactured by the Sprague Electric Company is better

than ever this season and also covers a wider range of types.

The new types are the 8-inch hinge joint desk and bracket

fans, the 8-inch telephone booth fans and the midget ceiling

tans. The Midget ceiling fan has a sweep of blades of only

32 inches and can be used in many places where the full-sized

ceiling fan would be out of place. It is also furnished in

white enamel, including the blades, so that it is an extremely

ornamental fan. Though on the market but a short time,

many of them have been sold.

Sprague Electi'ic Fans.

The desk and bracket fans this year have been improved

by making the guard better and stronger. It is light and very

durable. The standard or base of these fans have also been

improved and simplified. It is no trick to change the non-

oscillating Hniversal joint fan into an oscillating fan.

The Sprague Electric Fans always have had a ready sale

because of their excellence in design and construction. Deal-

ers know that the Sprague Fans please the customers. The
customer knows that if he has a Sprague Fan he can enjoy it

without worrying about the current consumed or the possible

need of repairs. Both items are reduced to the minimum.

Sprague Fans displace a large amount of air, run quietly, re-

quire practically no attention and last Indefinitely. Full de-

scription of these fans is contained in the 1910 catalogue No.

32154, a copy of which may be obtained by addressing such

request to the Sprague Electric Company, New York City.

NEW CATALOGUES.

Booklet 5022, from the Fort Wayne Electric Works, lists

various styles of a.c. and d.c. Fort Wayne Fan Motors for

1910, giving a brief description and price of each type.

Bulletin No, 389, from the National Brake & Electric

Company, illustrates and describes various types of National

emergency and variable release valves for use with the air

brake operation of electric railways.

The high efficiency of the Mazda lamp makes it a com-

petitor in the lighting of larger areas, and in order to equip it

so as to meet these conditions most effectively, the Mazda
Economy Diffuser has been designed. The special advantages

of this diffuser are wide range of capacity, relatively low in-

trinsic brilliancy with excellent diffusion, and economical

distribution of light. Bulletin No. 4729, recently issued by

the General Electric Company, illustrates and describes the

various designs of diffusers.

GRINDING AND BUFFING EQUIPMENTS.
The General Electric Company's new and improved types

of alternating current buffiing and grinding equipments are

designed for use in wood working, machine and repair shops,

foundries, large manufacturing establishments, etc., where
alternating current is available. These devices find a ready

application for dressing small castings, accomplishing the

work much more quickly, and giving a finer finish than can

be obtained with machine tool, chipping hammer, chisel, etc.

The grinding equipment consists of an alternating cur-

rent motor with substantial supports fitted with tool rest

and water attachment; these latter accessories being rigidly

clamped to the bearing brackets in such manner as to permit

ready removal when desired. Each end of the extended shaft

is fitted with two steel flanges, two leather washers, and one

nut for clamping the emery wheel securely in position. The
motors are rendered splash and dust-proof by totally enclos-

ing them; while shafts, bearings, attachments and all work-

ing parts are made extra strong and durable to withstand

hard and constant usage.

The installation of a General Electric grinding equip-

ment, where it is readily accessible to the shop force, enables

the men to always keep tools sharp, thereby saving time,

greatly increasing output and improving the quality of the

finished product. As sharp tools require much less power to

operate than dull ones, the cost of power may be sensibly

diminished by keeping all cutting edges in the best conditloii.

Workmen using dull tools are apt to become careless and

eventually turn out inferior work, resulting, especially where

competition is keen, in loss of the shop's prestige and

patronage.

These self-contained, compact and rugged buffling equip-

ments provide a very effective polishing device, the use of

which invariably results in a great saving of time and labor.

These devices are similar in construction to the grinding

outfits with the exception that tool and water attachments

are omitted. The shaft is also longer, each end being tapered

and threaded for receiving the buffs. The bearing brackets

are circular and so designed that they may be turned through

90 degrees to admit of side wall installation, thus allowing

relocation of the device at will.

The following equipments may be supplied for operation

on single, two or three phase, 110/220 volt circuits: Single

phase, 3/8, 1, 2 and 3 h.p.; polyphase, 3/8, 1, 2. 3, 5 and

71/2 h.p.

WESTINGHOUSE COMPANIES GET IRRIGATION ORDER.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

Pittsburg, Pa., has recently entered an order for two 600-k\v.

alternating current generators, to be installed in connection

with the work of the Portales Irrigation Company, Portales,

N. M. The Westinghouse Machine Company will make the

gas engines to drive these and will also furnish three 500-hp.

bituminous gas producers. The generators will develop a

three-phase. 60-cycle, 2,300-volt current which will be stepped

up to 11,000 volts. At the sub-stations this will be reduced

to 440 volts.

In connection with this irrigation project, 72 motor-

driven pumps will take water from wells, 30 to .50 ft. deep,

and deliver it to the farms in the surrounding territory.

Through their combined efforts many thousand acres will be

made productive. The Western Construction Company of

Wichita, Kans., has the contract for the construction work.

It is expected that the cost of water per toot-acre supplied

by the system will be sufficiently low to make it commer-

cially practicable to reclaim hundreds of thousands of acres

of similarly arid lands.
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APPROVED ELECTRICAL DEVICES
ATTACHMENT PLUGS, FUSELESS.

Edison Type, 3 A. 250 V. Composition (weatherproof)

Cat. No. 1151. Approved March 1, 1910. Manufactured by

C. S. Knowles, 7 Arch St., Boston, Mass.

CONDUIT BOXES.

"S. E. Co." For Rigid Conduit: Cast Iron, Cat. Nos.

2520, 2521, 2525 and 2526. Stamped Steel, Cat. Nos. 6200,

6200 straight electric, 6219-6222 incl., 6225, 622b deep, 6231,

6231 deep, 6249, 6250, 6300, 6350, 6350 deep, 6350 N, 6399, 0399

deep and 6400. For Flexible Steel Conduit or Steel Armored
Conductors: Cat. Nos. 1904, 1905, 6236-6239 incl. and Cat. No.

6240 with fibre flange. Junction Boxes: Cast Iron, Cat. Nos.

2504-2514 incl., lined or unlined. Covers of stamped steel,

cast iron or porcelain suited for above boxes. Approved

March 4, 1910. Manufactured by

Sprague Electric Co., 527 W. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

"FA" Surface Receptacle Holders. Type for use as an

outlet for FA Post Office floor or wall boxes. Type for use

Viith rigid conduit. Approved only for exposed work March 4,

1910. iManufactured by

Frank Adam Electric Co., 904-914 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

CONDUIT BOXES, FLOOR OUTLET.
"Fountain" cast-iron floor boxes for use with rigid con-

duit; v/ith brass cover plates and outlet nozzles. Cat. Nos.

250 and 260. Approved Feb. 28, 1910. Manufactured by

John Fountain, Jr., No. 28 Orange St., Newark, N. J.

CONDUIT OUTLET BUSHINGS AND COUPLINGS.

"Monitor." Galvanized steel bushings for rigid unlined

conduit. Marking is B. "Erickson" insulated outlet bushings.

Approved March 4 1910. Manufactured by

Bossert Electric Construction Co., Utica, N. Y.

GROUND CLAMPS.

"AU-iu-One" clamp for flexible or rigid conduit or for

armored cable. Copper strap with clamps and bolts and hav-

ing lugs into which connecting wires are to be soldered.

"Vogel" clamp for signal systems only. A half-inch soft cop-

per band heavily tinned, and brass clamping device. Ap-

proved Feb. 16, 1910. Manufactured, by

Fairmount Electric Mfg. Co., 2320 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LAMP GUARDS.

"Morse," Cat. No. 26, Portable Handle and Guard. Ap-

proved Feb. 2S, 1910. Manufactured by

Frank W. Morse, 516 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

RECEPTACLES, STANDARD.

"G. E." Key and Keyless Types. Wall Sockets, Brass

Shell. Key Cat. Nos. 91S4, 27742, 28721 (slotted or closed

base), 29404, 29406, 50753, (slotted or closed base) and 60018

also 88959 (for use on metal ceilings). Keyless Cat. Nos.

9185, 27743, 28722, 29405, 29407, 50755, 60019, and 60020, also

88960 (for use on metal ceilings). Porcelain Shell, keyless,

3 A., 250 V. Cleat Type, Cat. Nos. 11221, 28794, 28795, 50715,

59275 and 61039. Concealed Type,, Nos. 49355, 50717, 50744.

Also 50752, fused, 2 A., 125 V. Moulding Types, Nos. 34152

and 42453. Conduit Box Nos. 9514, 9397, 40537, 49354, 60931

and 62357. Sign Receptacle, No. 46627. Approved March 1,

1910. Manufactured by

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. V.

"Paiste" Key and Keyless types. Wall Sockets, Brass

shell. Key Cat. No. 9184. Keyless Cat. Nos. 9185 and 60019.

Approved March 1, 1910. Manufactured by

H. T. Paiste Co., 32d and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

RHEOSTATS.
"Allen-Bradley" Battery Charging Rheostat, Type H,

3000 watts, 110 Volts. Approved (for switchboard mounting
only) February 26, 1910. Manufactured by

American Electric Fuse Co., Muskegon, Mich.

SWITCH BOXES.

"S. E. Co." For flexible steel conduit or steel armored
conductors: Cast iron, Cat. Nos. 3001-3006 incl., lined or

unlined, 5950, 5951, 5971-5978 inch, and 5991-5998 incl. Ap-

proved March 6, 1910. Manufactured by

Sprague Electric Co., 527 W. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

SWITCHES, KNIFE.

Type C, 30 A. 250 V. Single, double and four pole, and
three-wire punched clip switches, mounted on slate bases.

With or without N. E. Code standard cartridge enclosed fuse

extensions. Approved February 25, 1910. Manufactured by

New Haven Electric Mfg. Co., North Haven, Conn.

SWITCHES, PENDANT SNAP.

"Perkins" 2 button types, single pole, 10 A. 125 V., 5 A.

250 v.; double pole, 10 A. 250 V. Single button types, 3-way,

5 A. 250 v., 10 A. 125 V. Electrolier and 4-point, 2 A. 250 V.,

5 A. 125 V. Fan Motor Switches, 5 A. 250 V., 10 A. 125 V.

Approved Feb. 16, 1910. Manufactured by

Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

SOCKETS, MINIATURE.

Miniature and Candelabra Sockets, % A., 125 V. Pend-

ant, Cat. Nos. 322 and 323. Brass Shell, Cat. Nos. 320 and 321.

Candelabra Candle Socket, Cat. Nos. 328 and 347. Approved
for use in connection with porcelain candle. Approved March
17, 1910. Manufactured by

The Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

SOCKETS, WEATHERPROOF.
"Freeman" porcelain shell bracket keyless, 3 A., 250 V.

Cat. Nos. 155, 156, for i/j in. or ^ in. pipe. Approved (tor use

where not exposed to hard usage) March 15, 1910. Manufac-

tured by

E. H. Freeman Electric Co., Trenton, N. J.

SWITCHES, SURFACE SNAP.

Diamond "H" Switches. Single pole, 5 A. 125 V.; 3 A.

250 v.; Cat. Nos. 220 and 2200. 10 A. 125 V.; 5 A. 250 V.;

Cat. Nos. 221 and 2210. Double pole, 5 A. 250 V. Cat. Nos.

122 and 1220. 10 A. 250 V., Cat. Nos. 222 and 2220. 20 A.

250 v.. Cat. Nos. 322 and 3220. 30 A. 250 V., Cat. Nos. 422

and 4220. Three-way, 5 A. 125. V.; 3 A. 250 V.; Cat. Nos.

123 and 1230. 10 A. 125 V; 5 A. 250 V.; Cat. Nos. 223 and

2230. Four-way, 3 A. 125 V.; 1 A. 250 V.; Cat. Nos. 124 and

1240. 5 A. 125 v.; 2 A. 250 V.; Cat. Nos. 224 and 2240. Elec-

trolier, 3 A. 125 v.; 2 A. 250 V.; Cat. Nos. 125, 1250, 126,

1260. 5 A. 125V.; 2 A. 250 V.; Cat. Nos. 225, 2250, 226, 2260.

Also above types with indicating dials or lock attachments,

or both. Approved Feb. 9, 1910. Manufactured by

Hart Manufacturing Co., 103 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.

WIRES, FLAME PROOF FOR SWITCHBOARDS.
Insulation consisting of an asbestos wind enclosed in

two asbestos boards. Tag on coil to read, "Nat'l Elec. Code
Standard." Approved, for use where not exposed to moisture

as on switchboards, rheostats and similar apparatus subject

to high temperatures and where the insulation will be

subjected to a difference of potential of not over 600 volts,

Feb. 16, 1910. Manufactured by
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
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NEWS NOTES u3^

vcf

INCORPORATIONS.

VANCOUVER, WASH.—The Columbia Power & Light

Company has been incorporated for $3,000,000 by Guy W.

Talbot.

CALDWELL, IDA.—Artic'es of incorporation have been

filed for the Caldwell Traction Company, for $250,000, by W.
R. Sebree.

RICHMOND, ORE.—The Deschutes M'-tual Telephone

Company has been incorporated by C. R. McLallin, with prin-

cipal office at Richmond.

CALDWELL, IDA.—Articles of incorporation have been

filed tor the Caldwell-Roswell-Big Bend Interurban Railway

Company for $250,000, by W. P. Howard.

CONNELL, WASH.—The Connell & Kahlotus Telephone

Company has been incorporated by Geo. F. Richardson, for

$2,000, to build a line from this place to Kahlotus.

THOMPSON FALLS, MONT.—The Thompson Falls Light

& Power Company has been incorporated for $30,000 by Ed-

ward Donlan, to develop power from Prospect Creek.

NELSON, B. C.—The International Electric Company has

filed articles of incorporation for $1,000,000, ostensibly for the

electrification of the Crows Nest Pass route of the C. P. R.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—The Walla Walla Railway

Company has been incorporated for $500,000 by Lewis A. Mc-

Arthur, to build an electric railway from Wal'.a Walla to

Milton, Ore.

EVERETT, WASH.—Moses Lake Land Company has been

incorporated for operating street railways, etc., also for doing

general contracting business, by Daniel Duryea and Schuyler

Duryea, for $1,000.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Tri-State Railway & Power
Company has been incorporated by W. D. Riddell, R. B. Man-

dage and T. M. Peters, with a capital stock of $10,000. The
principal office of the company in Portland,

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Rogue River Irrigation & Power
Company has been incorporated by P. Williams, A. M. Craw-

ford and W. B. Sherman, with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

The principal office of the company is in Portland,

TRANSMISSION.

LONG BEACH CAL.— Surveyors have been employed by

the Southern California Edison Company, for the purpose of

laying out a line for the building of the first unit of the

$6,000,000 power plant here.

REDDING, CAL.—The Northern California Power Com-
pany has acquired the 209 acres of land near Whitmore it

needed to complete its 1,540-acre reservoir site. This is the

tract of land for which Daniel F. Covey sued his son and

daughter, asking the court to annul a deed of gift he had

made to thera in 1902. The Court annulled the deed. The
power company brought suit to condemn this land. Daniel

F. Covey and the company agreed outside of court on terms

of sale.

SAN FRANCISCO—Sanderson & Porter report that the

Stanislaus transmission line from the station near Angels'

Camp to San Francisco, 135.1 miles long, was tested out on

on May 7th to 110,000 volts. The regular operating pressure

is to be 104,000 volts. At present a very careful inspection

of the line is being made for mechanical defects and upon

its completion the line will be put into operation transmit-

ting power from the Stanislaus power station to the Bay

Shore substation in the Visitacion Valley and thence to the

various substations of the United Railroads, which are now
being fitted with 1500-kw. synchronous motor generator sets.

The main transmission line is Y connected at both the power
house and the substation and the distribution to the United

Railroads at 12,000 volts delta connected. A motor gen-

erator set in one of the United Railroads' substations has

been actually operated from the Stanislaus plant. A Bowie
high tension switch is being installed near the Bay Shore
substation as an emergency protection. The disconnecting

switches for outdoor use are being manufactured by the

Pacific Electric Manufacturing Co. in San Francisco.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Official confirmation has been re-

ceived in Spokane of the reported sale of the Northwestern
Corporation to the Columbia Power and Light company, re-

cently incorporated under the laws of Idaho, and the

Byllesby Company of Chicago, the transaction in-

volving more than $3,000,000. The transfer includes gas

plants, franchises and contracts at Walla Walla, Pendleton,

Oregon and North Yakima, and electric light systems and
franchises at Dallas. Independence, Monmouth, Albany,

Corvallis, Eugene and Springfield, Oregon, together with

the gas plant at Eugene and water works at Inde-

pendence, Albany and Springfield. The Byllesby

Company, which recently obtained control of the gas

and power plants at Olympia, Tacoma and Sandpoint, Idaho,

takes over the Coos Bay gas and electric plants and the

street railway and the Condor Light and Power Company,
held under option by the Northwestern Corporation. The
latter company furnishes light and power for Ashland, Med-
ford. Grants Pass, Jacksonville and several smaller towns

in Southern Oregon. The Columbia Light and Power Com-
pany has also purchased from Robert E, Strahorn of Spo-

kane, president of the North Coast Railway, the Northwest

Light and Power system at North Yakima, which serve Mab-

ton, Toppenish, Sunnyside, Prosser, Keunewick and Pasco,

and furnishes power for the irrigation districts adjacent to

the towns. It is given out that the high tension line will be

extended from Pasco into Walla Walla. From Walla Walla

comes the announcement that the holdings of the Northwest-

ern Corporation, recently taken over by the American Power
and Light Company, will be transferred to the Columbia Co.

ILLUMINATION.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—A. E. Wright of Olympia has been

garnted a franchise for a gas plant, the pipes in the business

section to be laid within four months.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—A new light plant is to he

constructed at the Olinda oil fields of Santa Fp. It will be

commenced within a few days and cost $10,000.

OAKLAND, CAL.— The Central Oakland Light and Power

company has just built a modern steel frame power station

near the water front in Oakland, and the plant will be com-

pleted this summer.

GUADALA.IARA, MEX.—Geo. H. Eckert of San Fran-

cisco and W. A. Aldrich of Grand Rapids, Mich., gas engi-

neers, have arrived here to take charge of the work of in-

stalling a gas plant and distributing system for the Gas Oper-

ating and Construction Company of Los Angeles organized

to operate under a concession secured from the state gov-

ernment by .1. Guillermo Dominguez. W. S. Morse, head of

Morse Lumber Company of Los Angeles, is the president

of the company.
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

F. G. Baum & Co.

ENGINEERS and CONSTRUCTORS

Complete Hydro- EJectric Power Developmanis
EJectric Power Transmission Systems

1406-8 Chronicle Bldg. San Ftancisco, Cal.

Hunt, Mirk & Co., Inc.

ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
lor complete Steam-EIectr''- Power Plants.

1 4 1 Second St. - San Francisco

Sanderson & Porter

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Reports, Design*, Construction. Management.
Hydro-EJeclric Developments.

Railway. Light and Power Propertiea.

New York San Francisco

H. M. Byllesby & Co.
ENGINEERS

218 LaSalle Street, Chicago, III.

Portland, Oregon Mobile. Alabama

Oklahoma City. Oklahoma

D. C. Jackson. C. E. Wm. B. Jackson. M. E.

D. C. and Wm. B. Jackson
Members American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers. American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

ENGINEERS EXPERTS
508 Commercial National Bank Blds..Chicago.IlI.

E. F. Scattergood

CONSULTING ENGINEER

1133-1134 Central Building

Los Angeles, California

Supervision of Operation and Combustion
Installations for Fuel Economy Tests

R. F. Chevalier
CONSULTING ENGINEER
High Temperature Measurements

Fuel Analysis (Oil and Coal)

Phone Alameda Ofiice and Laboratory.
1 389 930 Lincoln Ave.. Alameda. Cal.

A. H. Koebig

CONSULTING ENGINEER

902-905

... r-i ni Broadway Central Bldg.
Hydro-Electnc Plants , . , ^1
Irrigation Plants Los Angeles, Cal.

Smith, Emery & Co.

INSPECTING AND TESTING
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

651 Howard Street San Frandsco

C. L. Cory

CONSULTING ENGINEER

801-802-803-804 Union Trust Bldg.

San Francisco

Manifold & Poole

CONSULTING AND SUPERVISING
ENGINEERS

Electrical. Hydraulic. 732-733 Central Bldg.
Mechanical, Steam , , . .^ ,

Civil, Irrigation Los Angeles, Cal.

Spalding, Sloan & Robson

Consulting and Supervising

Engineers

Electrical, Hydraulic
Mechanical. Steam 802-3-4 Union Trust Bldg.
Civil, Mining San Francisco. California

John S. Eastwood, C. E.
Designer of dams of the

EASTWOOD MULTIPLE ARCH TYPE
Suitable for any height or site.

Cheaper than earth dams.
Stronger than solid masonry.

Builder of the HUME LAKE DAM.
Box 663 FRESNO, CAL.

Samuel G. McMeen Kempster B. Miller

McMeen & Miller

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
PATENT EXPERTS

Special Attention to Telephony

1 454 Monadnock Block 333 Grant Avenue
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Rudolph W. Van Norden
CONSULTING ENGINEER

Member American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Member American Society of Gvil Engineen

304-306 Union Trust Bldg.

San Francisco

Electricity. Hydraulics, Power Development
Reports and Evaluations

F. C. Finkle

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Specialties: 628'

2

Hydro-EJectric Power Plants South Spring
Irrigation and Domestic Street

Water Supplies Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles T. Phillips

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Lighting. Railway. Industrial and Power

Installations

422 Crocker Bldg. San Francisco

G. F. Wakefield

SURVEYOR AND ENGINEER

Hydro-EJectric Power Development

Porter Building San Jose. Cal

A. M. Hunt

MEM. AM. SOC. C. E.

MEM. AM. SOC. M. E.

MEM. AM. 1. E. E.

Union Trust Bldg. San Francisco

Phone Douglas 5877 Office. 82 Second St.

L. St. D. Roylance
Consulting and Constructing

Electrical and Mechanical Ejigineer

Plans. Specifications and Estimates for EJeclric
Light and Power Plants. Electrical. Mechanical
and Patent Office Drawings. Tests of Dynamos,

Molors, Boilers. Steam and Gas Engines.

J. G. White & Company, Inc.

ENGINEERS CONTRACTORS
San Francisco Ofiice

Alaska Commercial Building

43 Exchange Place. New York City
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Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

EINGIINEERS
IVIachinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

N^O/V/v

OKOINITE WIRE
The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
2S3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, III. f. D. WWRENCE ELECTRIC CO., Cincinnati. 0.
NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO., Philadelphia, Pa. PEniNGEll-ANDREWS CO., Boston, Mass.

ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO.. Pittsbure, Pa.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
UDdeiground Aerial, Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO. IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACinC COAST DEPT. First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Sub-Office—Los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.
Factories Oakland. Cal.. Pittsburg. Pa.. Perth Amboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: New York. Boston. Ctiicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET. R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOF
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BV

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western ElectricCo.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

Specify.

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Sts. San Francisco

T T'l Tl f^ K IVJ Refrigerating and
V W 1-1\^ Jr\ 1 1 Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atla» BIdg., 604 Misiion St.

Works: Francisco and Kearny StreeU San FranclSCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS SEE PACE EIGMT
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What Our Factory Tests

Mean To The Purchaser
Every machine we make is set up and subjected to

tests much more severe than those they will encounter in

actual service.

This work is done by experts who try to develop

faults instead of "nursing" the machine to secure a fine

performance.

Every detail is carefully tabulated and if the temp-

erature rises too high; if it delevops too much speed or fails

to deliver the proper voltage and output, it goes back in

the factory and these faults are absolutely corrected.

Our name never goes on an Alternator until it has

successfully passed these tests and it is the best guarantee

you can get that the machine will take up its work from the start and not "go wrong" the

first time your conditions vary a little.

We make alternators of all sizes for any kind of work and it will pay you to send for our

several Bulletins on the subject before you decide on what kind to buy.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS, FORT WAYNE, IND.
San Francisco Office

:

403 Atlas Building

"Wood Systems" Seattle Office:

223 Colman Building

AA

BENJAMIN PLUG CLUSTER

10,000,000
Advertisements

now running in

Saturday Evening Post

Electric Journals, Etc.

Gives you Two Outlets

where you have but One,

Doubles the Capacity
of your Sockets by doing
the Work of Two,

Cat. No. 92

Does your Cus-

tomer want two
Lights where he
has but one, or

would he like to

attach a Fan,
Portable Lamp, Chafing Dish, Curling
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ARCHED DAMS
BY L. R. JORGENSEN.

The usual practice in curved dam construction is

to span the canyon with one continuous arch. For

spans less than 6oo ft. a curved dam of this type re-

quires less material for the same factor of safety than

economy for a single arch span has been reached, if

special conditions are not present. Recently the mul-

tiple arch type of dam has come into existence and
given promise of allowing big reductions in the quan-

Completcd Multiple .\rch Dam at Hume. California.

a straight gravity dam (Wegmann section). If the

gap to be closed is over 6oo ft. wide, the cross sec-

tional area of the arch becomes nearly as great as the

cross sectional area of a gravity dam for equal stresses,

and when it is considered that the arch is always

longer than the chord, it is evident that tiie limit of

tity of material required for structures safely spanning

gaps of any width.

The Hume Lake dam near Fresno, California

("'Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas," October 30.

1909, December 25, 1009, February 12, 1910), designed

and constructed bv Mr. J- S. Eastwood, is the first
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example of this kind of structure in the United States,

and Mr. Eastwood is to be congratulated upon suc-

cessfully carrying out this work "without precedent."

In the following, comparisons are made between

different types of arched dams for the same sites. All

dams are calculated for 125 ft. height. Fig. I shows a

section to be used for a 200-ft. span. The thrust is

taken up partly by arch action and partly by gravity

section and the content of the dam must also vary

proportionately to variations in the length of the

radius. The content of any curved dam = 2 x mean

radius x enclosed angle x area of cross section ; and will

for practical profiles be found to be a minimum, when

the enclosed angle is about 120 degrees. The exact

value will depend upon the shape of the canyon and

the top thickness adopted.

Fig. 1.

action, and it was decided to design the section in such

a way that the line of pressure, reservoir full, due to

the portion of load taken up by gravity action, should

cut the base inside the section. This condition gives

the profile a factor of safety against overturning of at

least 1 due to gravity alone. Before the proportions

of thrust taken respective!}' by gravity and arch action

can be found, the radius of curvature must be decided

upon. As the thickness of the masonry varies directly

with the radius of curvature, the area of the cross

L ^^nia^.Dtto) ^ ..,uj

Fig. 2.

For the section shown in F"ig. 1 a smaller angle

and a correspondingly larger radius (130 ft.) was used

in order to load the material which had to be there in

order to satisfy the first condition of keeping the line

of pressure, reservoir full, within the section.

The percentages of the horizontal thrust of the

water taken up by arch action at different elevations

were computed from formulas given in discussions on

the paper "Lake Cheeseman Dam and Reservoir,"

especially from one developed by Mr. R. Shirreff
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(Trans. A. S. C. E., Volume LIII). They are too

lengthy to be given here. The remainder of the thrust

is taken up by gravity action. From tables accom-
panying Fig. I this portion is seen to be the smallest

at the top and increasing towards the foundation, or,

on the other hand, the thinner the arch ring is, the

more thrust is taken up by arch action. A calculation

was also made to find the unit stresses assuming all

the load carried by the arch action, as this is the most

face of the arch, the maximum unit compression is

found from

maximum compression 2 R
mean compression R + r

where r ^ radius of down-stream face of dam at joint

under consideration.

Take, for example, an arch ring at elevation 115 ft.

1 ft. high. P = 62.5 X 115 (62.5 = weight of I cu. ft.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

severe condition possible. The results are given in

tables accompanying Fig. i, where mean stresses and
maximum stresses (compression in lbs. per sq. ft.) are

found for elevations spaced at intervals of 10 ft. The
mean stresses were found from the usual equation :

p X R = X X L,

where P is the water pressure per sq. ft. at the joint

considered, R = up-stream radius, L ^ length of joint,

and X == mean compression per sq. ft. of material.

.Assuming that the intensity of the stress varies uni-

formly from the up-stream face to the down-stream

of water) ; R = 130; L = 51. The mean compression

62.5 X 115 X 130

51
18,320 lbs, per sq. ft.

and the maximum compression

^3^,^111?-^ 18,320 = 22.800 lbs. per sq.ft.

This unit compression is probably the highest that

could be developed anywhere in the section. Going to

lower elevations will bring us so close to the founda-

tion that the arch action cannot be developed and some

of the load is taken uji by shear action.
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The above maximum unit compression is very low,

but cannot be increased if the section shall be big

enough to allow the line of pressure, reservoir full, to

fall within the section.

Fig. 2 shows a section designed to be used for a

span of 300 ft. Fig. 3 shows a section intended for

spans from 400 to 500 ft., and Fig. 4 shows a section

intended for a 600-ft. span. Above this limit arch dams
of this type are not economical. All profiles are cal-

culated in the same manner as the one shown in Fig. i.

The limiting conditions being that the line of pressure,

reservoir full, should fall inside the section, and that

the maximum unit compression in no case should

exceed 40,000 lbs. per sq. ft., considering the arch to

take all the thrust. It is believed that the resulting

sections are conservative, have a higher factor of

The ma.ximum unit compression will be larger and
in proportion to

2 R ^64
R + (R—L) 57

64
hence, maximum compression ^=-^ X 34,300 = 35,000

lbs. per sq, ft.

The dimensions of the buttresses are also adopted

after some preliminary calculation to be 2 ft. x 7 ft. at

the top and 7 ft. x 132 ft. at the foundation.

All information necessary to determine the points

of application of the different forces is now at hand.

Content of buttress = Area x average thickness =
8250 X 1/3 (2x7 + 2)^ 44,000 cu. ft. = 1630 yds. =
3190 tons.

Fig, 5.

safety than a straight gravity dam, and contain less

material (percentages given on Figs. I, 2, 3 and 4 in

each case) than this, except in the section shown in

Fig. 4.

Multiple Arch Dams.

Fig. 5 shows a section and plan vievkf of a multiple

arch dam, designed for a height of 125 ft. and a distance

of 50 ft. center to center of buttresses. After some
Preliminary calculation, the radius of the extrados is

chosen 32 ft. and the slope of the up-stream face 55

degrees, except the upper 10 ft. The top thickness is

taken at 18 in. and is carried down to 10 ft. depth, from

here to the bottom of the reservoir the thickness is

increased uniformly just enough to insure watertight-

ness. At 120 ft. depth the thickness of the arch is 7 ft.

The mean unit compression at this depth, therefore,

becomes (using the same formula as before) :

62.5 X 120 X 32

Content of arch = area of cross section x average

103
length of arch =4.5 X 150 X tt X 59.5 X :^= 36,050

ooO

cu. ft. = 1335 yards := 2,620 tons.

Total content 2965 equal approximately 3000 yds.

for a 50-ft. section.

The center of gravity of the pier lies on its center

line, a distance of

125
•X

7 + 2

2X7 + 2

X 34,300 lbs. per sq. ft.

where R = 32; L = 7;P = 62.5 x 120.

= 35.1 ft. above the foundation.

The center of gravity of the arch cross section is

found ; then the center of gravity of the whole arch will

lie on the radius to the point approximately one-third

the height of the arc inside the center of gravity of the

arch cross section.

The horizontal distance between the center of

gravity of pier and arch is 47.5 ft. and the combined
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center of gravity will, therefore, be a distance y from

the center of gravity of pier found from

2620 X 47.5 = y (2620 + 3190)

2620 X 47.5
y = 2620 + 3190

= 21.4 ft.

The vertical component of the water pressure

acting on the sloping up-stream face will act as weight

and the point of application (or at least the plane of

application) of the combined weight of the dam and

the vertical component of the water pressure must be

found

:

The vertical component of the water pressure

amounts to 115 X tg 35
7812 +625 = 340,000 lbs. =

170 tons per running ft., or 50 x 170 ^ 8500 tons per

50 ft. section.

The horizontal distance between point of appli-

cation of vertical component water pressure and center

of gravity of dam ^ 35 ft., then distance y: between

center of gravity of dam and center of total vertical

forces found from 8500 X 35 = y, (8500 + 5810): y,

_ 8500 X 35 _ ,n 8 f f

-8500 + 5810
-^'^•^**-

The resultant of the total vertical forces cuts the

base 35 ft. from the up-stream end of the buttress and,

as the total length of the base, including thickness of

arch, is 138 ft., it is seen (measured on drawing) that

138
the point of intersection is -^ 35 = 11 ft. outside

the middle third.

The compression per sq. ft. at the up-stream edge

of the pier follows from

g^
2W
L

c^y
where L = 138 ft.

=14,300 tons, g

= 35 ft., W= 8,500 + 5,810

14,300,

138 '(•+tO 257 tons

per 50 ft., or 5.14 tons per running ft.

1 he compression per sq. ft. at the down-stream

edge ipf the pier follows from

2 W
n =^ — g=207— 257=— 50 tons per 50 ft..

or — 1 ton per running ft.

This negative compression or tension never takes

place, as is easily seen, when the action of the hori-

zontal component of the water pressure is also taken

into consideration, but this negative compression helps

to compensate for the positive compression due to the

action of the horizontal component, making it possible

to keep the buttress nearly uniformly loaded from heel

to toe.

This is a distinct feature of the sloping face and
the large saving in material possible with this type of

dam is to a great extent due to the fact that the but-

tress is nearly uniformly loaded from heel to toe with

reservoir full.

62.5 X 488,280 lbs. = 244.14 tons.

The point of application of this force is

The value of the horizontal component of the

water pressure per running ft. is found from

125'

2

125 ^
3

41.66 ft. above the foundation and its moment around
any point in the foundation at elevation 125 is for a

50-ft. span

41.66 X 244.14 X 50 = 509,000 lbs.

A/r . f • .• tu h X V 50 X 138'
Moment 01 mertia 01 base =— =

6 6
= 158,700.

The stress in the material at the toe and heel due
to the turning moment of the horizontal component of

the water pressure will then follow from

Bending moment 509,000

Moment of inertia
~~

158,700
3.21 tons.

The resultant compression of the toe due to weight
of structure and to vertical and horizontal component
of water pressure is then: 3.21 — i = 2.21 tons per

running ft. As the buttress is 7 ft. wide at the base,

the compression per sq. ft. become 2.21 —^15.8tons.

The resultant compression at the heel per sq. ft. of

buttress = (5.14 — 3.21)^= 13.8 tons.

The difference between the unit compression in

the toe and in the heel is seen to be not very great at

the base and is decreasing towards higher elevation

until the two stresses become equal, at which elevation

the load is uniformly distributed between toe and heel.

From here on towards the top of the dam the com-
pression at the heel becomes larger than at the toe.

By varying the slope of the up-stream face, the

elevation where the load is uniformly distributed can

be shifted up or down as desired. The unit compres-
sion along the down-stream edge of the buttress should

diminish from the foundation towards the top, as this

edge is the least supported portion of the structure,

and it adds more to the stability to increase the up-

stream slope, thereby throwing the load towards the

up-stream edge of the buttresses, than it does to in-

crease the thickness of the buttress, the unit load on

these being already low.

Shearing Stresses.

The horizontal component of the water pressure,

besides tending to overturn the dam, also has a ten-

dency to shear it off the foundation. Before actual

shearing stresses can be fully developed, the friction

between the dam body and the foundation must be

overcome. This friction is equal to the sum of all the

vertical forces x the coefficient of friction = 14.310 x

0.75 = 10,750 tons.

As the horizontal water pressure is 12,207 tons,

the amount of pressure tending to shear the structure

off the foundation is 12,207 — 10,750 == 1457 tons per

50 ft., giving I.I tons per sq. ft., or 15.3 lbs. per sq. in.

a negligible amount, sliowing that practically this

structure is only called upon to withstand compression

and, therefore, steel reinforcing is unnecessary.
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Comparison of Material in the Different Structures.

A 50-ft. section of multiple arch clam contains 3000

yards. A 50-ft. section of straight gravit}' dam con-

tains 9680 yards. Proportion

Multiple arch dam 3000 .. ,„
Proportion—-^

— = ,^7^ X 100
Gravity dam %80

= 31 per cent, of gravity dam.

The amount of material required for a straight

gravity dam is seen to be 3.22 times that of a multiple

arch dam. Even assuming the unit cost of material for

a multiple arch dam to be twice that of a straight

gravity dam, it is still possible to construct the mul-

tiple arch dam 1.61 times cheaper.

The dam shown in Fig. i requires 29 per cent less

material than a straight gravity dam across the same
canyon. A multiple arch dam would be 25 per cent

cheaper to construct, even with unit prices taken twice

as high as for the cyclopean concrete used for the

single arch. The factor of safety of the single arch

section shown in Fig. i would, however, undoubtedly

be greater than for both a gravity section and a mul-

tiple arch section. The unit loads are less and it also

has some safety against overturning acting as a gravity

dam.

The dam shown in Fig. 2 contains 22.5 per cent

less material than a straight gravity dam across the

same canyon. The factor of safety of this section

would probably also be somewhat higher than both a

gravity section and the multiple arch section ; the lat-

ter, however, would be 31 per cent cheaper to con-

struct, using the same proportion between costs as

before.

In the same way the dam shown in Fig. 3 will cost

41 per cent more to construct than a multiple arch dam
and the dam also shown on Fig. 4 will cost the same
as a straight gravity dam, or 61 per cent more than a

multiple arch dam.
From the above it seems evident that the multiple

arch dam always has the advantage of requiring less

material than any other masonry dam, and, therefore,

this type of structure will undoubtedly come into ex-

tensive use in the future, at least for moderate heights.

For great heights the buttresses must be stiffened or

the unit load kept very low to prevent buckling, and
this of course adds to the amount of material abso-

lutely necessary.

DISCHARGE FROM TANGENTIAL IMPULSE
WATER WHEELS.

BY S. L. BERRY.

Examination Surveyor;, Philippine Service. The
United States Civil Service Commission announces an
examination on June 15, 1910, to fill at least fifty vacan-

cies in the position of surveyor, at $1,400 per annum
each, in the Philippine service. Field expenses arc

allowed appointees when absent on duty from their

permanent station. Eligibility for the position will be

determined upon the evidence furnished in applica-

tion concerning their education, training, and exper-

ience. Applicants cjualified as follows will be accept-

able as surveyors: (a) Senior year students in civil

engineering who are attending recognized technical

schools or colleges, and whose records are satisfactory
;

(b) persons who have had not less than three years'

good experience in general land and topographic sur-

veying and in addition thereto a good general educa-

tion.

The determination of the discharge capacity of

tangential impulse water wheels is intimately con-

nected with the question of the maximum stream

which should be applied to a wheel of certain dimen-

sions. In the case of many of the larger units the

speed of the wheel is determined by the requirements

of the machine to which it is directly connected, and,

as the head is also usually fixed in any particular case,

the diameter of the wheel is predetermined by con-

ditions over which the manufacturer has little or no

control. It then becomes his duty to provide the power
called for whether the conditions are as favorable as

he would like or not.

There are too many conditions attending the

passage of the buckets through the stream which have

not yet been worked out to make it possible to provide

exact formulae, and the following are given as approxi-

mations to assist in design.

t

Fig. 1.

Fig. I is a diagram of a wheel of the following

dimensions

:

Pitch diameter , 72
Outside diameter .

. 86
Diameter at inner end of bucivets 62
Diameter of small jet 4

Diameter of large jet 6

Number of buckets 22 in.

Velocity of pitch line relative to spouting velocity 0.46

An article published in the "Journal of Electricity,

Power and Gas," December 25, 1909, explained a

method of determining stream paths and points of

discharge of the water. Applying that method to

Fig. I, the line GG locates the commencement of

discharge for the 4-in. stream from a bucket of proper

width, and HH the final ; while FF and UU show
similar points for the 6-in. stream from its wider

bucket.

It will be seen that while the wheel travels from

J to K the bucket is discharging the full 4-in. stream,

and similar lines drawn through the lower F and upper

U will show a shorter arc, located further along in the

direction of motion, for the full 6-in. stream discharge.

The length (S) of the slug of water taken care of

by each bucket depends upon the pitch (B) of the

buckets measured on the pitch circle, and the pitch line
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velocity (<^) relative to the spouting velocity, and is

given bv the formula:

This will be the same in all parts of the stream,

although the ends of the slugs will not be square.

As the operation of receiving and discharging is

continuous, with no piling up of the water in the

buckets, the time of discharge will be equal to the time

of receipt, and the question becomes one of velocities

and areas. The area of the jet and its velocity are

given and it remains to determine those quantities in

connection with the discharge.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 is a section through two buckets on the

pitch line, and shows the diagram used to determine

discharge velocities. Let

A = Area of jet in square inches.

B = Pitch line spacing of buckets.

C = Space occupied by bucket metal.

D = Space between buckets available for dis-

charge.

E = Thickness of buckets at discharge.

L = Radial length of discharge.

V ^ Spouting velocity of water.

V =^ Axial component of discharge velocity.

/3 = .Angle of discharge.

<!> = Ratio of pitch line velocity to spouting

velocity,

o = Ratio of discharge velocity to spouting

velocity.

6 = Ratio of axial component of discharge to

spouting velocity.

Then

c =
sm. P

D = B—

C

(9= (V — (^) sin. p.

The product of the area of the jet by its velocity

equals the product of the area of discharge by the axial

component of its velocity. As there are two discharges

the formula is

AV = 2 V DL

and

A V
substituting the ratios,

41," 5" 51," 6" 61',"

6.80 8.40 10.15 12.10 14.17

10°, the results are

2vD'

L =^^
2 61 D

In the example shown,

B = 10.28 in.

E= 0.5 "

<t>
== 0.46

/8=i5°-

Then

D = 8.3S

0^ 0.14.

Applying the formula to various streams the fol-

lowing values of L result

:

Dia. of stream 4"

fi= 15°, L = 5.37

With the discharge angle /3
-

very largely increased

:

Dia. of stream 4"

j3 = 10°, L = 9.06

It will be seen from the formulae and table that

with the relative velocity of the wheel, pitch of buckets,

thickness of edge and angle of discharge fixed, the

radial length of bucket edge required for discharge

varies as the area of the jet or as the square of the

diameter, that a wider angle of discharge permits a

less length of edge, and that a greater relative bucket

velocity requires a greater.

The table shows that with a discharge angle of

15 degrees the discharge of a 6-in. stream occupies

about 12 in. (the distance between the inner and outer

bucket circles) during the time of full discharge, pro-

vided, however, that the design is such that the space

(D) between the buckets is completely full. This is

an extremely difficult condition to control, and there is

considerable danger of overcrowding in this direction.

The fact that the discharge edges are curved at their

inner and outer ends would add to their actual lengths.

With a discharge angle of 10 degrees, a value of

L ^ 12 in. is reached with a stream of 4.6 in. diameter.

41," 5" 5I/2" 6" 61'/'

11.5 14.18 17.11 20.4 23.9

Examination Wireless Telegraph Operator. The

United States Ci\il Scr\icc (.nninii^sicin announces an

examination on June i, uHo, to till a vacancy in the

position of electrician and wireless telegraph operator

(male), $75 a month, Light-Hou.se Service, for duty

under the .A.ssistant Inspector of the Twelfth Light-

House District, Territory of Hawaii.
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FEDERAL CONTROL OF WATER POWER.'
BY KUSSELL L. DUNN.

Stripped clear of the acrimonious, moti\e-impugn-

ing discussion, which, expending itself in person-

alities, has suppressed and concealed the real dif-

ference at issue between President Taft, Secretary

Ballinger and their supporters, on one side, and

a very large number of people led and misled

by the late chief officer of the Forestry' Department,

Mr. Pinchot, on the other side, is that the former main-

tain that a "permittee" (tenant) on the public land

is entitled by law to have the covenants or conditions

of his "permit" (tenanc}^ predetermined precisely and

fixed in an Act of Congress, while the latter maintain

that the administrative officers should not be inter-

fered with by Congress, because they already put the

same covenants and conditions up to "permittees"

(tenants) without the aid of Congress in the matter.

It is a difference paralleled by the difference be-

tween a court, which has found the accused guilty as

charged, but wants to give him benefit of clergy before

the Sheriff hangs him, and a howling mob without the

court, which, too, having found the accused guilty as

charged, would have the Sheriff do the hanging forth-

with without any benefit of Congress.

As for the "accused found guilty as charged," who
is not apparently consulted over the mode of prece-

dence to his near end by either court or mob, who or

what is he?

Not the appropriator of water for public purposes

or uses, not the great soulless public service corpora-

tions, not the portentious predatory "water power
trust"—not these undesirable citizens, or any of them,

that court and mob alike have been fooled into think-

ing in their Sheriff's custody primed for the hanging.

They are clear out of it, because the right to appro-

priate and use the flow of the water of the streams is

sovereign property of the State, and the State procures

for its sovereign property, by virtue of its eminent

domain, the easements for rights of way on the public

land for emplacement of waterworks.

But the appropriator of water for private purposes

and uses is "the accused found guilty as charged"

—

the gold miner, the lumberman, the cattleman, the

farmer—not the "big fellow" but the "little fellow"

—

the "ultimate consumer." This is he who President

Taft and Secretary Ballinger and Mr. Pinchot and
Congress and the people will catch with the great

chain net of public opinion and the law which they
have been dragging at cross purposes for the honor
of landing the catch—this is he, "the ultimate con-

sumer." Was there not a re-ward offered for the dis-

covery of the "ultimate consumer"? There should be
a reward for saving him from being caught now that

he is discovered.

An Exhibit of Federal Control of Water Appropriation

It has been recently suggested by a United States

Senator in a published interview, that although Cali-

fornia undoubtedly owned the right to use the water
of the streams, it was necessary in the best interest of

California for the Federal Government to control the

use, as it would require a great many years of Federal

education before California would know how to con-

trol its own property properly. Perhaps the Senator

knows—but, how does he happen to know? Surely

not by the control exhibits alread\' made by Secre-

taries of the Interior and chief officers of departments.

The control undertaken b}' them over the use of

the water of Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River, an
interstate lake and river, as both are part in California

and part in Nevada, is an exhibit which has been dis-

cussed in the newspapers and magazines without in-

forming anyone what it really was. The map here-

•Extract from "The Control of Use of Stream Water in the
United States," published in pamphlet form by the author.

with, and the sketch cross section profile with it, are
intended to illustrate the explanation of this exhibit
of Federal control of the use of water.

The Truckee River naturally dicharges Lake
Tahoe in California and after 60 miles of flow in Cali-

fornia enters Nevada, discharging itself a hundred
miles inside of Nevada into Pyramid Lake. The
United States has no riparian proprietorship whatever
along the Truckee River in California, there being no
public land touching the river, and has only a minor
fraction of the riparian frontage from public land in

Nevada. The Federal Government officials thus ap-

pear as basing their right of invasion of the' two States
on a claim of direct control of the water flow by virtue

of ownership of it, and not through ownership of land,

by the United States.
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Between Lake Tahoe and the California boundary
the Truckee River water falls very uniforml_v through

its course a total of 2,000 feet. Part of this fall, alto-

gether about 700 feet, is used by means of five electric

power generating stations, the power produced being

consumed in public service, a little locally, and the

larger part in Nevada at Reno, Virginia City, Carson

Cit}' and Yerington. None of the river water is con-

sumed in California, all of it flowing by the river into

Nevada after passing the water wheels.

The United States Reclamation Department has

diverted part of the Truckee River water in Nevada
and conducting it by a canal has distributed it for

irrigation over lands in the sink region (ancient dried

up lake bed) of Carson River, for which the Carson

River did not by itself provide a sufficient irrigation

water supply.

About eighteen months ago the United States

Reclamation Department and the public service cor-

poration operating the power stations seem to have

simultaneously discovered, the former that it wanted
more water from the Truckee River for its irrigation

service, and the latter that it wanted more power from

the fall of the water of Truckee River together with a

cheaper and more certain opportunity to get it than by
building more power stations along the Truckee River.

Thereupon, a contract was entered into between

the United States by the Secretary of the Interior and

several chiefs of departments (assuming authority

under the Act of Feb. 15, 1901), and the public service

corporation. The contract is like a diplomatic treaty

between high contracting parties in that one can read

it without finding out from it what any party expects

to get—really get—under its covenants.

Disregarding the formal words and loosely ex-

pressed covenants, and going instead to the heart of

the matter, this is what the public service corporation

expects to get under it

:

(i) The right to tunnel through the mountain

rim on the Nevada side of Lake Tahoe, by means of

which it will be able to use all of the water which

would flow from the lake in a single fall of 2,000 feet,

thereby trebling the quantity of its electric horsepower

output arid having all the economy of operation of a

single power station as against seven or eight along

Truckee River.

(2) The power of the Federal Government to

close the natural outlet of Lake Tahoe into the

Truckee River so that the water will have to be dis-

charged through the power company tunnel.

And this is what the United States Reclamation

Department would get

:

(i) The water of Lake Tahoe discharged from

the power station into Carson River instead of into

Truckee River—the same water but not any more

water—which the LTnited States Reclamation Depart-

ment would then conduct to the same land which it

is now irrigating by means of a new canal from the

Carson River instead of the already constructed canal

from Truckee River.

The preceding is the practical business of the

contract. Consider the contract now as an instru-

ment of Conservation by Federal control of the use of

the water flow of Truckee River, keeping in mind that

the chief officers of Federal departments disregarding

the State boundaries in providing for the diversion of

the flow of Truckee River through California into

Nevada, must assume that they could just as well have
provided for the diversion the other way, from Nevada
into California, a plan of diversion, by the way, which
was proposed by engineers forty years ago to supply

San Francisco with water.

Referring to the map and cross-section profile

sketch, it will be noted that diverting Truckee River

water from Lake Tahoe by means of a tunnel through

the mountain rim on the California side, the same
water could be used through three falls, each of 2,000

feet, to produce electric power, and the water would
then be in a region in California in which the land

has a productiveness under irrigation double that of

the land in the Carson sink in Nevada—or the water

could be used for the domestic supply of San Fran-

cisco in place of irrigation.

If "conservation" of the use of water means any-

thing but a meaningless political "war-cry," it means
getting all of the use out of the flow of the watc
that it can be made to give. Obviously in this par-

ticular exhibit the Federal control has only provided

for getting one-third of the possible electric power and

not much more than half the possible irrigation service.

Apprentice work may be the reason for such a result

but the "baby act" plea will not excuse it. Would the

State control of the use of the water flow of Truckee

River show such a poor "conservation" result? Hardly

—but California has never assumed that it could law-

fully divert the water of Truckee River from Nevada,

nor has Nevada ever assumed that it could lawfully

divert the water of Truckee from its natural flow

through California directly into Nevada by a tunnel

in the Nevada jurisdiction. The Supreme Court of

the United States has invariably ruled against sucli

doctrine. It is also quite beyond the legal power of a

public service corporation, or the legal power of any

citizen, by a contract with anybody, to take outside

of its jurisdiction, the sovereign property of California

in the use of the flow of the Truckee River within its

own jurisdiction. The contract after all is only an

exhibit of a carelessness of official action by chief

officers of Federal departments which amounts to in-

difference to the current law of the rights of iiroperly.

It has not afifected the property rights which it was

intended to dispose of any more than if the paper

it is engrossed on had been left blank as it came from

the paper mill.

In review of the foregoing, it would seem, that

with the right to appropriate and use the water in the

streams which flow on, by, or adjacent to public land,

the sovereign property of California, and with the

jurisdiction of the State's eminent domain over the

public lands with which to procure easements of rights

of way for water works emplacement for public pur-

poses and uses, that the imposition, through erroneous

assumptions, of the burdens of a Federal jurisdiction

over either water use or rights of way easements for

water works on the public lands in California shouM

be impossible. P.ut, as Brer Jasper preaches. "De sun

do move." Anything is possible in California.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER A'TT.

(Continued.)

Phantom Loads.

A method of testing watthour meters under full

load conditions with a small consumption of power is

to connect the potential circuit of the meter in the

usual waj' and connect the current coils in series with

the secondary of a small transformer especially de-

signed for this purpose, the primary of the transformer

being connected in parallel with the line as shown in

Figure 92, therefore having the same impressed upon

it as upon the potential coil of the meter. The resist-

ance (R) is connected in series with the secondary

windings, so that portions of it can be short circuited

by means of suitable plugs or switches in order that

9P^I'f?ff""0?°°'"'^

rcnnnsis

Fig. 92.

the desired current may be obtained. If the trans-

former is properly designed and the connections prop-

erly made, the secondary current flowing through the

current coils of the meter will be approximately in

phase with the impressed e.m.f. Full load current or de-

sirable portions of full load current can be obtained for

the meter under test, while the primary circuit takes

only a very small amount of current from the line.

This method of testing is especially convenient in test-

ing meters on high potential circuits, as the potential

transformers ordinarily used can also be made to sup-

ply the current for testing purposes through the agency
of this "phantom load transformer." Such a trans-

former is usually designed to take about one-half am-
pere at no volts, while supplying 5 amperes to the

meter under test.

The "phantom load transformer" is small and com-
pact and can be easily carried from place to place

;

in connection with the portable rotating standard it

furnishes a very complete set for testing the average

size service meter. This transformer can be very ad-

vantageously used for testing meters on 50 per cent

power factor where three-phase current is available,

which is always the case where this adjustment is

most important, namely on three-phase power circuits.

Let Figure 93 represent the vector diagram of the volt-

ages in a three-phase system ; then if the voltage AC
is impressed upon the potential winding of the meter,

and the primary of the phantom load transformer is

connected across BA or BC, the current flowing in

the secondary of the transformer, and therefore

through the meter windings, will be 60 degrees out of

phase with the voltage AC, or in other words, we will

have a power factor of 50 per cent. One of the con-

nections referred to will give a 50 per cent leading

power factor and the other will give a 50 per cent

lagging power factor, but it is better to make any
necessary adjustments on lagging power factor, as

the meter usually operates under this condition.

To distinguish between the connection for lead-

ing power and lagging power factor, most of the re-

sistance in the secondary circuit of the phantom load

transformer is short circuited and a reactance cut into

the circuit. This reactance causes the current in the

secondary to lag behind the secondary e.m.f., and
when the primary of the transformer is connected

across the proper lines to give a lagging power factor

in the meter under test, the current will lag more than

Fig. 93.

60 degrees, and the power factor will therefore be less

than 50 per cent, while if connected to the proper lines

for leading power factor the current will lag less than

60 degrees and the power factor will therefore be more
than 50 per cent, thereby causing the meter to run

slower when the transformer is connected across the

proper lines for lagging power factor; as soon as this

is determined the reactance is switched out, the power
factor then being approximately 50 per cent lagging,

after which the test may be continued.

The Knopp Method of Meter Testing.

A method in use by the Pacific Gas & Electric Co.,

of San Francisco, Cal., for testing watthour meters,

and known as the "Knopp method" is as follows

:

The tester is provided with a portable resistance

box upon which is mounted an indicating ammeter,
illustration of which is shown in Fig. 94 (a) ; he is

also supplied with a stop watch which has a special

dial that indicates millihours rather than seconds; the

large hand (corresponding to the second hand of the

ordinary stop watch) of this watch makes one revolu-

tion in 36 seconds, the dial being divided into lOO

equal parts, each division representing i-io milliliour.

The resistance box has several coils, ditTerent combina-

tions of which are used for different loads, each coil be-

ing adjusted to consume a definite amount of power at

a predetermined potential. The box also has a variable

resistance in series with the loading resistance, which
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can be varied by means of a sliding contact provided

for that purpose. By the use of this variable resistance

the voltage drop across it ma}' be made equal to the

difference between the line voltage and the predeter-

mined (too volts) voltage, or in other words, so that

this voltage is impressed upon the load resistance re-

gardless of the value of the line voltage, which condi-

tion when reached will be indicated by the ammeter

;

that is, for any coil the ammeter will indicate a

certain definite current. The potential tap for the

watthour meter is connected inside of the resistance

box so that the voltage impressed upon the meter will

be the same as that impressed upon the load coils.

The load coils of the portable resistance box are

adjusted to consume such an amount of power that

the meter to be tested will, if correct, make one, ten or

twenty revolutions in 36 seconds, or during one com-
plete revolution of the hand of the special millihour

watch. All that the meter tester has to do, therefore.

is to connect in the box, obtain the proper current (by

means of the various resistances), as indicated by the

ammeter, and then note the time with the special

stop watch of one, ten or twenty revolutions of the

meter disc, depending upon which load the meter is

being tested. From the reading of the stop watch the

accuracy of the meter can be obtained directly without

the use of a formula. If the watch has made exactly

one revolution (for the load chosen), the meter is

correct, while if the hand of the watch lacks two divi-

sions the meter is approximately 2 per cent fast, or if

the hand has made a complete revolution and two
divisions past, the meter is approximately 2 per cent

slow. This method of testing service watthour meters
is convenient, since the outfit is light and compact, and
it is also very quick.

Figure 94 (b) shows the diagram of connections

of the "Knopp set," the name being' derived from the

patentee, Mr. Otto A. Knopp. For testing iio-volt

meters, the plugs o, a, b and c are used, and for testing

220-volt meters the plugs o', a', b', c' and d are used.

An example of the method of using this set is as fol-

lows : Suppose that it is desired to test a 5-ampere,
no-volt induction watthour meter having a calibrating

constant of .3. The box is connected into circuit and
a resistance is plugged in to give 600 watts ; the vari-

able resistance is adjusted until the ammeter indicates

0.60G ampere (l-io of the current passing in shunt

through the ammeter). The time for 20 revolutions of

the disc is taken with the millihour watch ; the time

taken for the 20 revolutions should be the same as

taken for one revolution of the hand of the watch. The
percentage error will be indicated by the watch, as has

already been explained. When the meter has been ad-

justed for full load (600 watts approximately), another

resistance which takes 30 watts is plugged into circuit

and the 600-watt load cut out ; the variable resistance

is adjusted until the ammeter indicates 0.30 ampere;
if the meter is correct the disc will make one revolution

while the hand of the millihour watch makes one revo-

lution.

Fig. 94b.

The voltage of the circuit can be read with this

outfit by switching in the i-ampere resistance coil and
cutting the variable resistance entirely out. The l-

ampere coil has a resistance of 100 ohms, and when the

line voltage is impressed upon this resistance which is

in series with the ammeter (which is 1.5 amperes
capacity), the ^'oltage of the circuit can be read directly

from the ammeter. Thus if the line voltage is 100,

the ammeter will indicate l.o ampere or if the line

voltage is no the ammeter will indicate i.io amperes,

etc.

By referring to the diagram (Figure 94), it will

be seen that for the higher loads the ammeter is con-

nected in shunt with the resistances, thereby taking

only a part of the total current. By employing this

method of connection, the ammeter is only used over

the most accurate part of the scale while testing watt

hour meters of different sizes and at different loads.
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The Knopp inillihour watch can also be used to

advantage when testing with ordinary indicating in-

struments, since it has the advantage of simplifying the

testing formula to some extent ; the formula

„ R X K X 3600 , „ R X K X 1000
F — , becomes P — -, ,

where i is the time is millihours as read with the

special stop watch.

When calibrating meters in the testing room with

this special watch the load can be adjusted to be such

a multiple of the disc constant that the disc will make
one, ten or twenty revolutions for one revolution of

the hand of the stop watch when the meter is correct.

If the meter is not correct, the percentage inaccuracy

will be indicated by the watch. Thus, if the meter is

fast the watch hand will not quite make a complete

revolution, while if the meter is slow the hand will

make more than a complete revolution.

The number of divisions which the hand lacks of

a complete revolution is the percentage by which the

meter is fast. The number of divisions by which the

hand has passed a complete revolution is the percent-

age by which the meter is slow.

In using this method of testing, the proper load

is obtained from the following formula

:

„ R X K X 10000

t

Pt' = R X K X 10000; for one revolution of the

stop-watch hand, t' = 100, therefore

100 P=R X K X 10,000,

or P=R X K X loo.

For a 5-ampere meter having a constant of K^.3,
and using one revolution of the disc for light load test

gives P=30 watts. For full load test taking R=20,
we will get P^6oo watts.

Portable Testing Set for Direct Current Watt Hour
Meters.

For outside testing of direct current meters the

set as shown diagramatically in Figure 95, will be

found to be convenient ; it is compact and light, there-

fore easy for the tester to carry from place to place.

The current is furnished for the smaller sizes of meters

(5, 10 and 15 amperes), from an ordinary dry cell,

and for larger meters from the improved type of

Edison storage battery, the current being regulated by
the plug resistances. The potential is taken from the

line through the variable resistance which is regulated

by a sliding contact block. Potential and current are

supplie<l alike to the watthour meter under test and
to the combination volt-ampere indicating meter shown
at the top of the diagram. For convenience of testing,

the volt-ampere meter has several potential and current

ranges. The volt-ampere meter also indicates watts,

the indication being shown on a scale directly beneath

the intersection of the volt needle and the ampere
needle. After selecting the proper current as indi-

cated by the combination meter, the wattage is held

constant by means of the variable potential resistance.

Adjustments.

In any type of meter if the actual value of P (in

above formula) is greater than that expressed by the

calibrating equation the meter under test is slow,

and if this value is less the meter is fast. If we rep-

resent the power as registered by the watthour meter
by P', and the true power as indicated by the standard

by P, the error in percentage may be expressed by the

_ P— P'
equation, error =— X luo. In calibrating watthour

meters it will be found to be more convenient to use

the term "percentage of accuracy" or "correction

factor" rather than the term "percentage error," since

the former method involves less work in making the

computations. For example:

Pi

P

P

Percentage of accuracy —

Correction factor =

X 100,

If the percentage of accuracy is less than 100 the meter

is slow ; if it is greater the meter is fast. If the cor-

rection factor is less than i the meter is fast, and if it

is more than i the meter is slow.

Fig. 95.

If the watthour meter under lest is found to be

inaccurate at or near full load, the retarding magnets

should be adjusted until the meter registers correctly.

If it is slow, the magnets should be moved in toward

the center of the disc, which operation will increase the

speed, while if the meter is fast the retarding magnets

should he moved out toward the periphery of the disc.

If the meter under test is found to be slow on

light loads, undue friction should be looked for and

eliminated, and the light load adjustment (as pre-

viously explained for various kinds of meters) reset.

If tlie meter is fast on very light loads, or if it

"creeps," the light load adjusting device is very prob-

ably exerting too much torque, and its effect should

be decreased until the meter is within J per cent ac-

curacy on a 5 per cent load.

(To be continued.)
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The three limiting conditions which govern the

power that may be generated by a water wheel are the

head under which it is operated,

the speed at which it may be run,

and the quantity of water which it

will discharge. As the head is fixed

b)' the physiographic conditions, a matter of geologic

relief, and as the speed is usually limited by the safe

\-elocity of the generator, a matter of the strength of

materials, the last condition is the only one which the

wheel designer may increase. Several excellent meth-

ods of calculating turbine discharge have been devised,

especially by the Germans, and are closely confirmed

by experiment, but for the impulse type water wheel,

few designers have investigated the influence of the

angle of discharge and of the radial length of the

bucket edge upon the wheel capacity. This lack has

been admirably supplied by Mr. S. L. Berry elsewhere

in these columns, and his conclusions are worthy of

careful study.

A notable contribution to the series of discussions

on multiple arch dams that has recently been pub-

lished in these columns is that of

Multiple Mr. L. R. Jorgensen on another

Arch Dams page of this issue. The first Amer-
ican dam of this type, embodying

piers joined by vertical arches, was that built by Mr.

John S. Eastwood at Hume Lake in Fresno County,

California. Mr. Eastwood was the first American

engineer who had the courage of his convictions to

actually build a dam which so radically departed from

recognized standards. Others had proposed such a

possibility, but he demonstrated its practicability.

Improvement in eng'ineering design is a matter of

evolution. The ancient Roman mythology could con-

ceive of a "Minerva springing full-panoplied from the

brow of Jove," but modern experience has shown that

it is only by gradual development that permanent

structures are executed. The curved dam meets cer-

tain requirements for which the straight gravity type,

its predecessor, is not adapted, particularly in economy

of material. Likewise the multiple arch is an improve-

ment on the single arch span which it succeeds, effect-

ing even greater saving in material.

Mr. Jorgensen has prepared a number of designs,

and draws comparison between several single arch

dams, all one hundred and twenty-five feet high, but

designed for spans varying from two hundred to six

hundred feet, the latter being the economical limit for

this type. He clearly demonstrates that they have a

higher factor of saftey and contain less material than

the usual straight model. He then shows that the multi-

ple arch makes a yet greater saving in material and is

subject to compressive stresses alone. It consequently

needs no steel reinforcement. These conclusions cor-

roborate Mr. Eastwood's original contentions and sug-

gest that this type of structure should be more exten-

sively used for moderate heights.
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PERSONALS.
A. M. Hunt has returned from a business trip to Portland.

G. W. Price has returned to San Francisco from Los An-

geles.

F. H. Poss, of the Benjamin Manufacturing Company, is

at Portland.

H. B. Vanzwoll, secretary of the Sunbeam Lamp Company,
is at San Francisco.

H. E. Adams, general manager of the Stockton Gas &
Electric Corporation, was a San Francisco visitor.

J. A. Herr, representing the Pacific Coast agency of the

Sprague Electric Company, is in Southern California.

F. A. Cressey Jr., superintendent of the electric lighting

system at Modesto, Cal., was at San Francisco last week.

Frank R. Schalch, traveling representative of the Elec-

trical Review and Western Electrician of Chicago, is at Port-

land.

R. M. Durbin, formerly with the G. W. Prince Pump Com-
pany, is now chief engineer for the Ridge Land Company of

Los Angeles.

C. R. Downs, of the Amador Electric Railway & Light

Company, of Sutter Creek, Cal., recently spent a tew days in

San Francisco.

H. Vance Lane, president of the Rocky IVIountain Tele-

phone Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah, visited San Fran-

cisco last week.

F. C. Nelson, vice-president of the Tri-State Telephone &
Telegraph Company of St. Paul, Minn., was a San Francisco

visitor last week.

H. H. Noble, president of the Northern California Power
Company, has returned from Shasta County, where he in-

spected some of his electric installations.

Guy W. Talbot, vice-president and general manager of the

Oregon Electric Railway, Portland, Ore., has been elected

president of the Portland Gas & Coke Company, Portland,

Ore.

R. D. Holabird left San Francisco this week to attend the

convention of the National Electric Lamp Association. There

he will meet "W. \V. Briggs.

W. S. Barstow, of W. S. Barstow & Co., the New York
firm which constructed the Oregon Electric Railway Line ex-

tending from Portland to Salem, stopped over two days at San
Francisco on his way East, en route from Oregon.

Belvedere Brooks, vice-president and general manager of

the Western Union Telegraph Company, who is making a tour

of the Pacific Coast for the purpose of gaining information

as to the needs of the service in the way of betterments, will

spend several days in San Francisco.

E. N. Sanderson, of Sanderson & Porter, New York, spent

a few days at San Francisco while making an extensive busi-

ness tour of the country. He will next visit the Pacific North-

west, his firm having purchased the electric lighting and

traction system at Aberdeen, Wash.

SAN FRANCISCO SONS OF JOVE.

At the regular bi-weekly luncheon of the San Francisco

Sons of Jove at the Techau Tavern, on May 19th, announc-

ment was made of the new officers appointed by Statesman

W. W. Briggs. as follows: A. E. Drendell, Jupiter; W. S.

Berry, Neptune; C. E. Wiggins, Mercury; S. P. Russell,

Pluto; R. L. Phelps, Vulcun; C. C. Davis, Hercules; W .W.

Hanbridge, Mars; A. E. Rowe. Apollo; F. H. Poss, Avrenim.

It is planned ' to hold a record-breaking rejuvenation on

August 13th.

N. A. S. E. CONVENTION.
Following is the program lor the seventh annual conven-

tion of the California State Association of the National

Association of Stationary Engineers, to be held at Los An-

geles, May 23rd to 28th:

Monday, May 23.

Arrival of delegates and opening exhibit at 2 p. ni.

Formal opening of exhibit at 8 p. m.

Introduction of Mayor Alexander by Past National Presi-

dent Fred J. Fischer.

Address of welcome by the Mayor.

Response and opening of exhibit by State President

J. N. Pyster.

Tuesday, May 24.

Exhibit hall open from 10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

Opening of State convention in banquet hall of Angelus
Hotel at 9 a. m.

Convention in session at 2 p. m.

Visiting exhibit in evening until 10 p. m.

Wednesday, May 25.

Balloon Route excursion to Hollywood, Palisades, Long
Wharf, Santa Monica, Ocean Park, Venice and Redondo,
where the plant of the Pacific Light & Power Company will

be visited, leaving the Los Angeles-Pacific depot on Hill

street at 9:30 a. m. Bathing and luncheon at one of the

beach resorts. Theater party in the evening for delegates

and visitors.

Thursday, May 26.

Convention in session at 9 a. m.

Convention in session at 2 p. m.

Automobile ride for visiting ladies, tendered by ladies'

auxiliary, N. A. S. E., at 10 a. m.

Social dance at Goldberg-Bosley Assembly Hall, Sixteenth

and Flower streets, at 8:30 p. m.

Friday, May 27.

Convention in session at 9 a. m.

Convention in session at 2 p. m.

Reception for visiting ladies by ladies' auxiliary, N. A.

S E., at Odd Fellows' Hall, 2201/2 South Main street, at

2:30 p. m.

Regular meeting of Los Angeles Association No. 2 and

installation of State officers at 8 p. m., after which all mem-
bers will visit the exhibit.

Saturday, May 28.

Excursion to Long Beach and basket picnic on pleasure

pier, leaving Los Angeles from Pacific Electric depot, at

Sixth and Main streets, at 10 a. m. Surf and plunge bathing

and inspection of United States government $3,000,000 break-

water and harbor at San Pedro in afternoon.

Banquet at Hamburger Cafe at 8 p. m. and closing ol

exhibit.

Exhibit open every day from 10 a. m. to lo p. ni.

Band concert every afternoon and evening in exhibit

hall.

PACIFIC COAST ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

The executive committee are pleased to announce to the

exhibitors of the Pacific Coast Electrical Exposition that the

date of opening of said exposition has been definitely set for

August 20, 1910, (to continue for eight days) at the new
Coliseum, Baker, Oak and Fell streets, San Francisco, Cal.

W. W. BRIGGS,
JOHN R. COLE,
J. A. VANDEGRIFT,
WM. L. GOODWIN.
ALBERT H. ELLIOT,

Executive Committee.
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THE USE OF POT HEADS FOR CABLE TERMINALS.
The art of installing lead covered cables has been vastly

improved within the last five years by the introduction ot

facilities for properly terminating sucli cables in the form of

pot heads. Formerly the only means available for terminating

a cable consisted in a lead sleeve left open at one end, or a

bell-shaped cap retains sufficient air to Iceep out the water in

case the manhole should fill with water.

This is one of the distinctive features of the G & W line,

the value of which should not be overlooked. The cost ot

cut-out boxes on outside lines and knife switches nn inside

work as disconnectives is entirely saved by the use of the

brass bell wiped to the lead sheath and filled with compound.

These devices were not all adapted to out of door con-

ditions, and did not provide any means of disconnecting the

conductors at the cable terminal except through a separate

device such as a switch or cutout box.

The necessity for a pot head which was suited to outdoor

conditions, and which permitted the circuit to be easily opened

at the cable end, led the engineers of the G & W Electric

Specialty Company of Chicago to develop the line of detach-

able porcelain pot heads which they have been placing among
cable users for the past six years.

detachable types. It has been the aim of the company ro pro-

vide an absolutely complete line ot pot heads for light and
power work. It therefore offers pot heads (or single or

multiple-conductor cables up to 10 conductor cables, detach-

able or non-detachable, combination pot heads and series cut-

outs, combination pot heads and subway cutouts and any other

special forms which engineers may require up to 33,000 volts.

The pot heads for single-conductor are known as type "S"
(illustrated in Fig. 1), suitable for cables up to 00, and the

type "TS" (illustrated in Fig, 2), intended for cables larger

than 00. The type "TS" is provided for any cable up to

1,000,000 cm. The pot heads for multiple-conductor cables are

known as form "L" for voltages up to 7500 (shown in Pig. 3),

and form "M" for voltages from 7500 to 15,000 (shown in

Fig. 4). Both of these types of pot heads are made for two,

three or tour-conductor cable.

Form "L" and form "M" pot heads are furnished with

adapters by which the lower end of the pot head may be fitted

The use ot a porcelain sleeve with an insulator type of

cap solved the problem of exposure to the weather. The
happy combination of suitable current carrying parts contained
within the porcelain produced a device which is detachable;

that is, without tools of any kind, an operating man may dis-

connect the circuit by the simple act of lifting the cap from
the tube. When the circuit is to be closed the cap is replaced
and the connection is simultaneously made. This form also

permits the installation of this device in manholes, as the

to any size standard wrought-iron pipe from 1% to 3 in. inside

diameter if desired. The station type ot pot head (shown in

Fig. 5) consists of a porcelain lid and band which is supported

on a threaded iron collar so designed that it may be attached

direct to the sheath of the cable. The combination pot heads

are shown in Figs. 6 and 7; Fig. 6 being a combination pot

head and series arc cutout. This device is small enough to

be installed inside the base of a lamp pole and is no more
expensive than the ordinary forms of absolute cutout which
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do not provide any means of sealing in the ends of tlie cables

from moisture. This device can also be installed in manholes

or handholes, as it will operate when submerged. This cutout

is also furnished for use simply as a cutout on overhead lines

where the pot head feature is not required and is an absolute

cutout in that the connections to the loop are entirely removed

from the base which carries the circuit connections when the

loop is disconnected.

The subway cutout (shown in Fig. 7) is designed to take

an enclosed fuse or a disconnecting switch blade as may be

desired. The lower part of the cutout is filled with compound
after the cables are connected, thus providing an absolute seal

against moisture getting into the cables. In addition to this

the cover of the iron box is provided with a long overlap which

Fig s.

jirevents any water from getting into the box in case it is

submerged. A rubber gasket in the cover prevents the circu-

lation of moist air and thus preserves the arc smothering

material in the enclosed fuse. These junction boxes are made
for two, three or four-conductor cables and for either straight

connections or half tap.

The type "S" and type "TS" pot heads are designed for

voltages up to 15,000. For voltages from 15,000 to 35,000 the

type "HS" is provided. The type "HS" for single-conductor

cable is shown in Fig. 8. This also is made up for multiple-

conductor cables in a form similar to the type "M."

Fig. 9.

In addition to their line of pot heads, this company also

places on the market a malleable iron cap shown in Fig. 9, by

which ground wires may be connected to ground pipes with a

driving fit without making a soldered connection, the malleable

iron cap being used as a driving head to protect the end of the

pipe while it is being driven.

A CONVENTION EXHIBIT WORTH WHILE.
Following their usual custom. The Kellogg Switchboard

& Supply Company provided exceptionally fine and instruc-

tive exhibits at the recent Kansas and Missorui conventions

held at Topeka and St. Joseph.

The same exhibit apparatus was used at both conventions

and an unusually large number of interesting features were
shown. Altogether the exhibit contained three switchboards

and a thoroughly representative assortment of telephones and
smaller apparatus. A 200-line, two-position magneto board,

fully equipped with line and cord and transfer circuits, to-

gether with calling and disconnect pilot lamps showed the

perfection to which magneto equipment has been brought by

the Kellogg Company. The cord circuits in this board were all

of the improved double supervisory non-interfering type de-

scribed in Kellogg Bulletin No. 32. It was shown that these

cord circuits not only insure the absolute operation of ring-

off drops, but that with them it is impossible for any party

on any line to ring through the board and falsely disturb

the bell of any party on any connected line.

Another feature of great interest was the demonstration

of The Kellogg Company's new four- and eight-party Harmonic
ringing apparatus for magneto exchanges. This system oper-

ates from dry batteries, absolutely without transformers. The
only expense for central office equipment being a master key

in each operator's position and a four frequency, inexpensive,

wall mounting interrupter unit at the central office. The
telephones used on this system can be any form of magneto
instruments fitted with harmonic ringers. No condensers are

required in the telephones; neither is it necessary to have

direct current generators or other special features. The
switchboard drop can be any resistance from 100 ohms up.

The demonstration of this apparatus was most thorough

and rigid and necessarily convincing. One of the four tele-

phones had purposely been equipped with a 5-bar A. C. gen-

erator to demonstrate the impossibility of tapping any bells

when calling central or ringing off. An artificial condition

had also been set up for demonstrating the absence of induc-

tion on parallel grounded lines when ringing even with the

66-cycle current. The four-frequency interrupter unit was
shown to operate absolutely sparkless, under all conditions,

thus insuring indefinitely long life to the heavy platinum

contacts with which the apparatus is provided.

A fifty-line lamp signal private branch hotel switchboard

was shown arranged with simultaneous loud ringing and com-

mon talking keys for use in case of fire. This board was also

arranged so that all incoming calls can be answered by means
of the common answering key without touching any plugs

and cords. A desk set on the hotel counter enables the night

clerk to answer incoming calls wihout going to the board,

the switch-hook in the desk set comprising in this case the

common answering key. The popularity of this common-sense

arrangement can be readily appreciated, since experience

shows that over 95 per cent of all calls from hotel rooms

do not result in completed connections, and in such cases it

is only necessary for the guest to state his wants since the

line lamp reveals his identity. This common answering cir-

cuit will no doubt find a wider application than hotel use.

PORTLAND SECTION, A. I. E. E.

A meeting of the Portland Section of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers was held Tuesday, May 17th, at

their assembly hall, Electric building. This was the annual

meeting of the section, reports being made and officers for

the ensuing year elected. A paper was presented by Mr. J. W.

Newell on the "Handling of Telephone Traffic." A report

of the San Francisco meeting was made by Mr. Paul Leben-

baum. Personal experiences in early electrical work were

given by several of the older members.
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PIPE CALCULATOR.
BY RUDOLPH W. VAN NORDEN.

This calculator is designed to quickly and accurately give the

size and carrying capacity of long riveted steel pipes. The various

functions are represented by logarithmic scales, so arranged, that,

with one exception (calculation of the theoretical horsepower in

the water), the scales may be placed to show all of the values

at once.

There are eight values possible of determination, which can

be found when two are known and the third assumed. ' They are

:

volume of the flow; friction head or loss per 100 ft. of pipe;

diameter of the pipe; static head or the fall of the pipe; proper

thickness of metal for any given head; weight per foot of pipe

for any given thickness of metal ; velocity of the flow ; theoretical

horsepower in the flow. These values bear to each other simple

algebraic relations, with the exception of the formula for the

friction head. This is based on the results of a large number of

tests made on pipes with riveted seams and an interior lining of

asphaltum or similar dip, varying not only in pressure applied,

but also in size and length. Any of the friction head formulas

in use could be applied in the place of the one adopted, by

changing the small scale for diameter, to conform with the

formula.

To facilitate the arrangement of the scales in the computer,

two of the functions represented have duplicate scales. These

are diameter and static head.

There are three moving parts, two of them being discs and

the third a sector. The stationary part, upon which the moving

parts are mounted, has four scales ; that for velocity of the flow,

at the bottom; a scale giving diameters; outside of this a

scale giving the weights of one foot length; and outside of the

latter, one giving the various thicknesses. The scale giving

weights is plotted to conform with a series of curved lines, which

cross the lines of the diameter scale at points that arithmetically

represent equal weights of unit lengths of pipe.

The sector indicates the proper thickness by means of a

pointer. It contains also a scale representing the static head, the

lines of this scale being terminated by the edge of the sector in

such a way that the length of the lines is directly proportional to

the head represented by the line. This is for the purpose of

selecting the proper line, representing weight, and it is done by

moving the sector so that the line representing head coincides with

that showing diameter. The weight line intersecting the edge of

the sector at this point is the one desired and its value is found

by simply following out the line to its scale. These weight lines

are all the same curve in respect to the center and could have

been obviated by supplying a second sector, having an edge cut

to correspond with the lines ; it was deemed simpler to draw in

the lines.

The larger dial contains a scale of volume of the flow in

cu. ft. per second. It also contains a second diameter scale and a

theoretical horsepower scale, the latter two appearing through

windows in the small dial. A pointer on the large dial shows the

velocity, when the value for volume is set to coincide with that

for diameter (on the stationary scale).

The small dial contains the friction head scale. This is drawn

to one-half the size of the volume scale and therefore its values

represent the squares of those of the former and correspond to

the numerator of the empirical equation for flow, A pointer on

this dial indicates diameters on a scale seen through a window,

when the line representing the unit friction head is made to

coincide with that showing the volume. This diameter scale is

drawn to dimensions bearing a relation to the volume scale of the

exponent in the denominator of the formula used.

Another scale on the small dial is a duplicate scale to be used

in connection with the volume scale, to determine the theoretical

horsepower, which is shown through a window. While all of

the other functions may be found by one setting of the calculator,

this last computation is entirely separate.

The computer when set will therefore have the lines repre-

senting diameter (large scale), static head (sector), volume

(large dial), friction head (small dial), all in one direct line,

while the pointers will be properly directed to the thickness (only,

of course, for the static head in question), velocity, and the edge

of the sector will determine the unit iveight (for the thickness

shown).

To determine the theoretical horsepower, it is necessary to

revolve the small dial until the proper value on its scale of static

head coincides with that of volume on the large dial. The result

desired is read directly through the window provided.

In setting the calculator, it may be found that the pointer on

the sector shows an intermediate value for thickness. As sheet

metal is supplied only in standard thicknesses it will be necessary

to move the pointer to the nearest value given, before reading

the unit weight.

The scale of friction head is carried to 1000 ft, to allow for

calculations for the theoretical flow of water from pumps. The
pressure required to force a given quantity of water through a

given length and size of pipe can be instantly determined by

finding the friction head for the total length and adding to it the

static head on the pipe. This method does not, however, provide

for sharp bends or entrance friction or the eiificiency of the pump.

The values given as the proper thickness of metal are plotted

on the assumption of an ultimate tensile strength of 50,000 lb.

per square inch and a factor of safely of 45^2. The tensile strength

assumed is somewhat lower than is, as a rule, commercially

encountered, but as the strength of riveted joints is somewhat less

than the metal itself, the value used is a fair average for prac-

tically all conditions.

In calculating the thickness of a pipe, all the values from the

bottom to the top, together with their weights, may be rapidly

found as soon as the diameter is known. The profile of the pipe

should be laid out on cross-section paper; the thickness at the

bottom, where the head on the pipe is greatest, is determined,

then, always working to the same diameter, move the sector, so

that its pointer is placed consecutively at each thickness value and

the static head and unit weight noted and plotted on the profile,

remembering that any given size starts at the point plotted and

runs up the pipe to the next point. After all the points are

plotted, the lengths of the various sizes may be directly measured.

The length of each section multiplied by the unit weight gives

the weight of the section, and the sum of the weights of the

sections gives, of course, the total weight of the pipe,.

Long cast iron and wood-stave pipes may be calculated for
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volume of How, diameter, velocitj' of How and friclion head.

Friction head formulas for these pipes are somewhat different

than the one used for riveted pipe. In the case of cast iron, the

computer is approximately correct, only for diameters of 16 in.

or over, for smaller diameters the unit friction head values given

are too high. In other words, a 10-in. cast iron pipe will have a

lower friction loss than the computer would show for that size

or for the same head it would carry a greater quantity of water

than the riveted pipe. A number of multipliers are given to use

with the friction head values, that might be found in the com-

puter, which will give the proper values for cast iron.

Wood pipe has a much lower friction loss than either riveted

or cast iron pipe and in figuring a wood pipe, the friction head

values found must be multiplied by 0.50 to 0.70, depending on

whether the pipe be old or new.

In working the pipe computer, which gives friction losses for

units of 100 ft., the relations between these unit values, to the

whole pipe line are generally derived by a simple mental calcu-

lation. This is sometimes confusing and the diagram is furnished

to show these relations graphically.

Ihe following equation is involved:

LxF— f= l>xll, where,

Co-ordinate j /, = Length of the pipe.

Functions
I

/•'=: Friction loss per 100 ft. of pipe.

/= Total friction loss in the pipe.

Co-ordinate ( f
—

' Percentage of the total head lost.

Functions | /-/ =: Fall or static head of the pipe.

The first two values are represented in the diagram by the

horizontal and vertical lines, reading, respectively, from the left

side and the top and must always be associated by reading to or

from their intersections.

The last two values are also represented by co-ordinates,

reading respectively from the bottom and the right side of the

diagram.

The slanting lines tie the two sets of co-ordinates together

by joining their intersections, thus making an assembly of all of

the values in the equation. Incidentally, they also represent the

values of the total friction head or loss.

Jf^

10000
0.1

FRICTION LOSS PER lOO FT.

0.15 0.1 03 04 05

OF PIPE IN FEET.
06 07 08 09 1 I.I 1.2 I.! 14 I.! 1.6 U 1.8 1.9 2

2000

TOTAL FRICTION LOSS IN PER CENT OF THE VERTICAL FALL COORD'

SLANTING LINES SHOW TOTAL FRICTION LOSS IN FEET.

Diagram showing relations between unit friction loss and total friction loss for any length and fall of a pipe.
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In using the diagram, two values are generally known and

ihe third maj' be assumed.

Start with any two values which are co-ordinate. Find the

point where their co-ordinates intersect. Bearing this point in

mind, find the line representing the third value and, starting from

the first point already located, follow the intersecting slanting line

to where it cuts the line representing the third value. From this

new point, the remaining intersecting co-ordinate line represents

the fourth value sought. The slanting line which was followed

represents the total friction loss in the pipe.

In order to meet all conditions, many more lines would have

to be drawn in the diagram. These have been omitted to avoid

confusion. Imaginary co-ordinate and slant lines to suit any

values may be made by the use of a straight-edge held parallel

to the horizontal or vertical or slanting lines, as the case may be.

Examlile. A pipe has a length of 3000 ft. and a fall of 900 ft.

;

it is shown by the computer to have a unit friction loss of 0.6 ft.

per 100 ft. of length. What is the percentage of the total head

lost?

From 3000 ft. on the left and 0.6 ft. on the top, follow their

respective horizontal and vertical lines to their intersection ; then

follow the slanting line, to where it cuts the horizontal line from

900 ft. on the right side. Reading down the vertical line from this

second intersection is 2 per cent, which is the answer. The value

of the slant line which was used is seen to be 18 ft, which is the

total friction loss.

Example. A pipe 4000 ft. long has a fall of 600 ft. The
friction loss is assumed to be 5 per cent of the fall. What is the

unit friction loss per 100 ft. of pipe?

Locate 600 ft. on the right and 5 per cent at the bottom.

From the intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines re-

spectively representing these values, follow the slanting line to

where it cuts the horizontal line from 4000 ft. on the left side.

From the intersection so formed follow the vertical line to the

desired value at the top, which is 0.75 ft. The slant line followed

shows the total friction loss to be 30 ft.

In the illustration, the computer is set to work out a specific

problem, and following are two examples that will apply to this

setting

;

Example i. It is desired to get the dimensions of a pipe

which will have a total length of 3000 ft., the total fall being

500 ft. and the volume of the flow being 11 cu. ft. per second.

It is desired to have a pipe large enough so that the friction loss

will not be over 10 per cent of the total fall.

A glance at the percentage diagram shows that the unit loss

per 100 ft. will be between 1.6 and 1.7 ft.

Start with the volume scale on the large dial and locate

11 cu. ft. per second. Turn the small dial until 1.6 on the friction

head scale is in line with the first value. Reading through the

window, the pointer shows a diameter of 16 in.

Now move the sector imtil the line showing 500 ft. static head

is in line with the 11 cu. ft. on the volume scale and also in line

with that showing a diameter of 16 in. on the large diameter

scale. The computer is now set ; the pointer at the bottom of the

large dial shows the velocity of flow to be 8 ft. per second ; the

pointer on the sector shows the proper thickness where the head

is 500 ft., to be 5/32 in. and the curved line starting where the

edge of the sector is in contact with the 16-in. diameter line,

indicates a unit weight of 30 lb. per foot of finished pipe.

Next, revolve the small dial until the value of 500 ft. in the

static head scale thereon is in line with 11 cu. ft. per second on

the volume scale and through the window may be read the theo-

retical horsepower, which is 640. This value must, of course, in

order to get the output of a water-wheel, be multiplied by the

eflficiency of the wheel.

Example 2. There is a quantity of hydraulic-mining pipe

which it is desired to use ; the diameter is 16 in. and the thickness

of the heaviest of it is 5/32 in. There is available 11 second-feet

of water (equal to 440 hydraulic-miner's inches or 550 statute-

miner's inches). Find the head which may be safely used and

the loss by friction which will occur.

Place the pointer of the sector at 5/32 in. In line with 16-in.

diameter, the head is shown to be 500 ft. Turn the large dial

until 11 cu. ft. is in line with the head and diameter lines. The
pointer on the small dial shows the loss per 100 ft. to be 1.6 ft.

and the velocity to be 8 ft. per second.

Now that the safe head has been determined, the length of

the pipe may be estimated from a knowledge of the ground. If

this is found to be 3000 ft., the total friction loss (from the

diagram) is seen to be slightly less than 10 per cent.

In working out the pipe problem it may be necessary to make
a number of assumptions for either velocity or allowable friction

loss to determine the most economical pipe or the one best suited

to the conditions, but in any case the computer will be found to be

rapid and as accurate as the ordinary slide rule.

NEW CATALOGUES.
Bulletin No. 388, from the National Brake & Electric

Company, exhibits different types ot air valves for motor-

men's use.

Bulletin G, from the Lord Electric Company, 213 West
Fortieth street. New York, is devoted to Earll Trolley Re-

trievers and Catchers.

Number Four of "Work Done" by Westinghouse, Church

Kerr & Co., shows the wide range of engineering activities

for which they are consulting engineers.

Sprague Flexible Steel Armored Hose is illustrated and

described in No. 516 from the Sprague Electric Company.
This is intended lor either compressed air or steam and is

especially durable and flexible.

The tratflc department of the Spokane & Inland Empire

Railroad Company, have issued a beautiful booklet about

Hayden Lake, Idaho, on the company's lines. Typographically

and pictorially this is an artistic gem.

Westinghouse Electric Fan Motors for 1910 are attrac-

tively portrayed in three handsome brochures from the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. Folder No.

4100 is devoted to alternating current fan motors. Folder

No. 4101 to direct current, and Circular No. 1165 gives more
detailed information on both types.

D. & W. Fuse Company, Providence, R. L, have issued

a supplement to their Price List No. 12A, covering their latest

types of secondary fuse boxes and service switches and trans-

former and junction cut-outs, tor both aerial and subway
lines; also large capacity fuses up to 1,000 amperes, which

they have never listed before. In circulars 112 and 113 will

be found a complete description of the boxes referred to.

TRADE NOTES.
The Western Wireless Equipment Company has recently

been appointed the Pacific Coast agents for the Wireless Spe-

cialty Apparatus Company of New York. They will control

the Coast output of the perikon, pyron and silicon detectors

and the l-P-76 complete receiving sets, that are being used

extensively by the navy to prevent interference. The special-

ties of the Eastern concern will be used in all of the equip-

ments of tne Western Wireless Equipment Company.

The Ohio Brass Company of Mansfield, Ohio, announces

that it recently purchased a controlling interest in the insula-

tor pottery at Barberton, which for the past two years has been

making the 0-B Hi-Tension porcelain insulators sold exclu-

sively by it. Active management of the insulator pottery has

been taken over by the officers of The Ohio Brass Company,

and under the new arrangement the company, with Mr. G. A.

Mead, previously chief Engineer of The Ohio Brass Company,

in active charge at pottery, expects to put into effect a system

that will increase the rate of production materially, thus keep-

ing pace with the great amount oi business being received.

All orders and Inquiries will he handled from the main office

of The Ohio Brass Company at Mansfield, Ohio, as hereto-

fore.
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NEWS NOTES r^

<^

INCORPORATIONS.

CONNELL, WASH.—The Connell-Kahlotus Telephone

Company has been incorporated for $2,000 by E. F. Redd.

SALTESE, MONT.—The Saltese Electric Light & Water
Company has been incorporated for $10,000 by H. E. Rogers.

STANWOOD, WASH.—The Stanwood Light & Power
Company was incorporated recently with L. F. Query as

trustee.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Central Power Company
has been incorporated by J. J. Lermen, S. D. Woods and

R. W. Dennis, with a capital stock of $50,000.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Pacific Power Company
has been incorporated by G. E. Anderson, G. W. Hendry and

James McNab, with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

SANTA FE, N. M.—Incorporated ; The Cimarron Water
Company, with a captial of $60,000. The directors are: G. H.

Webster and W. C. Hoffman of Cimarron and W. W. Studley

of Raton.

SAN MATEO, CAL.—The rumor that the San Mateo
Water Company had taken over the holdings of the Burlingame

Water Company was practically authenticated when the Pen-

insular Water Company filed articles of incorporation in Red-

wood City. The incorporators of the new company are the

same as of the San Mateo Water Company—Joseph Levy,

Wm. F. Turbull, H. N. Royden, J. A. Foster and Chas. N.

Kirbride. The capital of the new corporation is $1,000,000.

ASOTIN, WASH.—Articles of incorporation have been

filed with the County Auditor for the Clarkston Irrigation

Association, with a capital stock of $9,000, with the following

stockholders: Geo. W. Bailey (trustee), L. K. Alderson, C.

Evans, F. E. Brown, B. Winders, W. F. Jones and C. McNary.

A second article has been filed by the same stockholders, this

company to be known as the Grande Ronde Power Company,
with a capital stock of $1,000,000. The company will derive

electric power enough at the mouth of the Grande Ronde
River to furnish power to electric railways and other use.

TRANSMISSION.

LONG BEACH, CAL.—The Mercerea Construction Com-
pany has begun driving piles for the construction of the

$2,000,000 Edison power plant on the harbor west of the

drawbridge.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—Los Angeles and Eastern people have

organized a company, with a capital of $2,000,000, to build a

dam at Striped Canyon, near the confluence of the Big Sandy
and Santa Maria creeks. It is estimated that this dam will

primarily create more than 3,000 electric horsepower, which
will be carried to various mining camps in Mohave and Yuma
counties.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—The city of Alameda may close down
the municipal plant in the day time and get a supply of

current from the Great Western Power Company, as the city

electric commission declares the municipal plant is operated

at a loss in day time. Mayor Noy states that u current was
purchased from the power company it would in no way do

away with the municipal plant, as the current during the night

would be supplied by the city plant.

BOISE, IDAHO.—Capitalists associated with the Hill in-

terests will build a power transmission plant on the South

Fork of the Clearwater River, over five miles from the town

of GrangeviUe. Walter Hovey Hill, the engineer who is han-

dling the proposition, has stated to the Hill interests that the

proposed plant could generate 5,000 horsepower at that site

to start with, and that additional plants can be built on other

sites when the additional power is needed.

NEVADA CITY, CAL.—The Northern Water and Power
Company, which owns a system of storage reservoirs in the

mountains north of this city, will commence operations upon
the Sawmill Flat reservoir. It is the intention of the com-

pany to raise this dam to increase its storage capacity. It

is hoped to complete the work during the present season.

The Middle Yuba Hydro-Electric Power Company also e.\-

pects to begin operations shortly on their power scheme on

the Middle Yuba below Graniteville. Flumes, ditches, reser-

voirs and a power-house will be constructed. It is the aim of

the company to supply Alleghany with light and power.

QUINCY, CAL.—H. O. Lague, engineer and manager of

the Feather River Power and Development Company, is in

Quincy on business connected with his company, which is

engaged in developing a hydro-electric power proposition on

the Middle Fork of Feather River, below Nelson Point. The
project planned includes the erection of three plants capable

of producing, under natural conditions and without the assist-

ance of storage reservoirs, a total of about 5,000 hp. It is

estimated that the total drop to which the volume of water In

the Middle Fork would be subjected in its course through the

chain of plants would be 3,000 feet. The three points of

diversion proposed are at Nelson Point, the mouth of the

Onion Valley Creek, and at or near the mouth of the South

Branch.

TRANSPORTATION.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has granted the

petition of Robt. Marsh for a street railway franchise on

Thirty-ninth street, from Vermont avenue to Western avenue.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—The Power Transit & Light Com-

pany has made application to the Board of Trustees for a

fifty-year franchise for a sing'e or double-track railroad in

the city of Bakersfield.

CARSON CITY, NEV.—Ogden Mills, president of the Vir-

ginia and Truckee Railroad, who recently completed an in-

spection of the Virginia and Truckee Road, states that the

work of extending the line to Bridgeport, Cal., will not be

started this year.

COLUSA, CAL.—The Northern Electric Railway Company

has filed a certified copy of its articles of incorporation with

the County Clerk of Colusa County. These papers give the

company power to build an electric road from Marysville to

Colusa, a distance of thirty miles.

ALBANY, CAL.—G. W. McDowell, right-of-way agent;

G. F. Nevans, traffic manager; H. Allen, attorney, and J. F.

Richardson, civil engineer, representing the Oregon Electric,

have applied to the City Council of Albany for a 2.'-year

franchise for the extension of the line through Albany. Tlif

road will be in actual construction within two years.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Gen. M. H. Sherman and E, P.

Clark no longer have their minority interest in the Los

Angeles Pacific Railway, their holdings having been taken

over by the Southern Pacific Railroad, which corporation has

had a controlling interest in the property since 1905. .\lthough

the property has been under the nominal direction of Sherman

and Clark since last November, when their holdings were

taken over by the majority interest, the Southern Pacific has

maintained a close supervision, and no new expenditures have

been made without the authority of the Southern Pacific.
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The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
SUPPLIES LIGHT, HEAT, AND POWER

TO
Place. Population.
Agua Caliente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany SCO
tAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antloch 3.000
tAuburn 2,060
Barber 200

••Belmont 600
Belvedere 360
Benicia 2.500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 160
Biggs 750
Black Diamond . . . 500
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderick 600

JBrown's Valley ... 50
••Burlingame 5,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1.000
Cement 1.600
tCenterville 20
Centerville 600

••Chico 13.000
••Colusa . . .- 2.700
JColfax 400
Colma : 600
Concord 1,500
Cordelia . 150
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,500
Crow's Landing . . 37a
Davenport 1,000
Davis 750
Decoto 356
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 60

•Gas only: ••^as and electricity: t<

Place. Population.
^Tare Island 500
Marten 25
Martinez 5.000

••Marysville 6,250
Mayfleld 1,500

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300

••Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4.500
Mission San Jose . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
tNewcastle 600

' New Chicago 25
; Newman 1,000
Niles 800

••Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2,600
Orwood 50
Pacheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
JPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,00.0
Peyton 250

"Piedmsnt 2,000
Pinole 1,600

' Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3.500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

JRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100

tRoseville 345
Ross . 900

•••Sacramento 52,000

^loctricity. pas. and water: telectricity and water: ***eas. electricity, and street ca

Place.
Drytown ,. . :

.

Durham .....
tDutch Flat . .

••Baston
••Bast San Jose
Eckley
Rmerald ....
Elmhurst . . .

lilmira
El Verano . .

••Emeryville . .

Encinal
Fairfield

** Fair Oaks ...
Fitchburg . .

.

Folsom
•Fresno
Glenn Ellen .

Gold Run ...
Grafton ....

fGrass Valley
Gridley
Groveland ...
Hammonton .

Hayward . . . .

riollister ....
lone
Trvington ...
Jackson
Jackson Gate
Lai'kspur ...
LaTvrence ...
Kennedy Plat
Kentfield ....

Jljincoln
J:
Live Oak
Livermore

tl^nomis
Los Altos . . .

.

Los Gatos ...

Population.
100
500
400
500

1,500
20
60

2.600
150
100

2,000
20

, 800
'260

260
1.500

35,000
500
100
'350

7.000
1,800

50 ,

500
4,000
3.000
900

1.000
2,000

60
960
100
60

..... 200
1,500
200

2.250
160
200

3,000

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,500
San Bruno 1,600
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco ....460,000
•San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

••San Mateo 7.000
San Pablo 1,000

**San Quentin Prison 1,600
•*San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara ....... 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma . 1,200
South San Fran 2,500
Stanford Unlv 2,000
Stege 100
tStookton 25,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 160
JTowle 200
Tracv 1,200
Vacavilie 2,500

•Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction:.. 10
Walnut Creek 360
Wheatland 1,400
Winters 1,200

••Woodland 8,500
Yolo 360

••Yuba City 1,900

r service; all others, electricity only.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OIL-GAS IN CALIFORNIA
BY E. C. JONES.

The various methods of distilling oil into

gas in externally heated vessels date back-

to the discover)' of petroleum. In nearly

all of these processes the oil was subjected

to a comparatively low temperature in

either iron or clay retorts, with unsatisfac-

tory results attended by much trouble. Not
until the introduction of generators and

superheaters for water-gas making was it attempted

to decompose oil in contact with highly heated surfaces

of refractory material in internally heated vessels.

E.G. Jones.

Then the oil was looked upon as an enricher of other

gases, and subservient to these dilutent gases, which
took the name of water-gas. The name of oil-gas with
its unctuous suggestion is apt to awaken unpleasant

memories in the minds of the older generation of gas

men, who experimented with the many ways of stew-

ing oil in iron retorts. For this reason oil-gas as well

as water-gas is badly named. The oil-gas of California

is so much like enriched coal-gas that no chemist could

identify it as having been made from oil.

The high price and scarcity of petroleum in the

General View of Martin Station at Vlsltaclon Valley, near San Francisco—The First Large Producer o( Oll-(;;is In the WurUl.
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populous and large gas-producing districts of the

United States have probably deferred the invention

and use of oil-gas apparatus. But the discovery of vast

quantities of oil in California made it an economic
necessity. The full extent of this necessity and the

reasons for completely changing the method of making
gas in California and the abandoning of all other

generating apparatus will be better understood by re-

ferring to the following table, showing the quantity

and value of petroleum produced in the State during

the past twenty-one years, and to a chart, showing
the relation of quantity to value.

PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM IN CALIFORNIA.
Quantity, Value

Tear bbls. Value abbl.

1887 678,572 $1,357,144 $2.00

1888 690,333 1,380,666 2.00

1889 303,220 368,04S 1.21

1890 307,360 384,200 1.25

1891 323,600 401,264 1.24

1892 386,049 661,333 1.46

1893 470,179 608,092 1,29

1894 783,078 1.064,521 1.35

1895 1,245,339 1,000,235 .803

1896 1,257,780 1,180,793 .90

1897 1,911,569 1,918,269 1.00

1898 2,249,088 2,376,420 1.06

1899 2,677,875 2,660,793 .99

1900 4,329,950 4,152,928 .95

1901 7,710,315 2,961,102 .38

1902 14,366,910 4,692,189 .32

1903 24,340,839 7,313,271 .30

1904 29,736,003 8,317,809 .27

1905 34,275,701 9,007,820 .26

1906 32,624,000 9,238,020 .28

1907 40,311,171 16,783,943 .41

1908 48,306,910 26,566,181 .54

Production—Millions of Barrels.
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Yearly Production and Value of Petroleum in

California.

Until 1884 coal-gas was made in California exclu-
sively from coals brought from Australia as ballast for

English wheat-carrying ships, and coals from the State
of Washington and from Vancouver Island. The find-

ing of oil in considerable quantities encouraged the
making of water-gas as an auxiliary to coal-gas, so
that in 1899 there were in California one crude oil

water-gas works, ten (Lowe) carburetted water-gas
works, eighteen coal-gas works, five oil- and air-gas
works.

This was the beginning of oil-gas making, and
during the year of 1899 there were 2,677,875 barrels of
petroleum produced in California. For some years
after this the production of oil doubled each suceeding
year, and the difficulty of finding a profitable market

for this enormous increase caused a corresponding

drop in the price of oil. This was the incentive for

having oil displace all other crude materials for gas

making.

Today there are in California fifty-six oil-gas

works, and in connection with these are three plants

for manufacturing water-gas from lampblack residual

of oil-gas making, one small coal-gas works, and one
oil and air gas plant.

The credit for discovering this new method of

making gas and the invention of suitable apparatus

for use in making it belongs to L. P. Lowe of San
Francisco, who anticipated the eventual use of oil-gas

long before the plentiful supply of cheap oil warranted
its commercial use on a large scale. He constructed

several small plants in different parts of California,

and September i, 1902, completed the erection of and
started an oil-gas plant in the works of the California

Gas and Electric Corporation in Oakland. This was
the first adoption of the new process to the supply of

gas to a large city, and was the basis of experiments
from which the present oil-gas apparatus has devel-

oped. Improvements made it possible by September
II, 1904, to supply the entire output of Oakland.

Early Type of Apparatus.

The first type of oil-gas apparatus was constructed

with the idea that extremely high heats for decompo-
ing the oil produced the best results. It is, of course,

understood that a generating apparatus consists of two
or more shells filled with checker brick, and as there

is no solid fuel used, there is an absence of boxes

and grate bars found in the ordinary water-gas gen-

erators. The checker brick are heated by oil injected

under pressure with steam in company with a blast

of air for combustion. No secondary air was used in

the first types of apparatus, and it was quite impos-

sible to control the heat in different parts of the

machine.
,
The oil for heating was usually injected at

the bottom of the generator under an arch or series

of arches.

There is a temptation to use arches in oil-gas

generators over the combustion chambers for support-

ing checker brick, but it was soon discovered that

no arch can be constructed that will withstand the

blow-pipe effect of the oil flames, and the most care-

fully constructed arches made of the best material

obtainable lasted but a few days or weeks.

It was first supposed that burning oil in a primary

shell and passing the products of combustion over

checker brick in a second shell without the use of

secondary air coated the checker brick in the second

shell with particles of lampblack deposited from the

decomposed oil, and that during the succeeding run

the steam admitted with the oil for gas making was
converted into carbonic oxide and hydrogen in con-

tact with these lampblack-coated surfaces.

The high temperatures at first employed de-

stroyed a large quantity of oil, resulting in a dimin-

ishing yield of gas at but low candlepower, and in

the production of a large amount of lampblack. The
yield of lampblack amounted to more than thirty

pounds for each thousand cubic feet of gas made. As
this lampblack was the result of decomposed hydro-

carbons, the hydrogen which has been linked to this

carbon remained in the gas as free hydrogen.
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Following is an analysis of early oil-gas: To add to the discomforts of making gas in this

Composition. Percentages. way, the wash-box was SO constructed that it re-

Heavy hydrocarbons 6.2 tained a large amount of lampblack within itself,

Hy^drogt^ ...\. .... ............ 62.4
while the lampblack separator permitted large quan-

Carbonic oxide 3.0 titles of lampblack to Overflow and be wasted. This
Carbonic acid gas 0.2 waste was not deplored so much on account of the
Oxygen 0.4 , . -* . , .

Residual nitrogen 2.2 loss in money as from the fact that the drainage from

.pptj^j iQQ 00 the gas works was usually emptied into a river or

Specific gravity, .303. bay, and the State Fish Commission complained of
Net British Thermal Units, 624 the cubic foot. the pollution of the water. With these discourage-

ments and the meager amount of knowledge of the
The candlepower was 18.6. This gas was made in .^vork actually being done, the construction of oil-gas

Oakland, California, in September, 1902, and is a fair apparatus in large units for the supply of gas to cities
sample of the oil-gas of those days, which was pro- ^q t^g exclusion of all other kinds of gas seemed
duced in highly heated generators with no means of dangerous, and the task was unattractive,
regulating the heat, without wasting it. This gas. Oil-gas machinerv had been constructed of all

burned through an open tip, had every appearance of kjnds and sizes with hardly two alike, and it was first

coal-gas of the same candlepower, the fiame being of necessary to design an apparatus applicable to both
the same size, but of apparently greater brilliancy than ]arge and small works, and make standard every detail
coal-gas. The small percentage of carbonic oxide is of it, thus accomplishing in three years the same re-
good evidence that little or none of the steam admitted suits that have required thirty years of hard work
with the oil was decomposed. This is borne out by with water-o'as apparatus.
the fact that carbonic acid gas was 0.2 per cent, and The first important improvement was the elimi-
as the gas was purified by oxide of iron none of the nating of brick arches over the combustion chamber,
carbonic acid was removed by purification. and the substitution of corbel work at the top of both

The low specific gravity .303 is, of course, due generators in place of arches. To provide a combus-
to the large percentage of hydrogen, and it is unde- tion chamber without arches it was necessary to con-
sirable for the reason that there is a greater waste in struct a pair of generators in the shape of a 'letter U,
use by consuniers, and the increase in street-mam ^^e leg of the U being much longer than the other,
leakage is noticeable. "Phe shorter of the two shells is used as a primary

The specific gravity and hydrogen content bear generator and the air blast is admitted downward
so close relationship to each other that all oil-gas through the center of the top of this generator,
containing 50 per cent or more of hydrogen is of At first the oil was fed through burners pointing
specific gravity .4 or less, and oil-gas containing less downward through the top of the primary in the same
than so per cent of hydrogen has a specific gravity of direction as the air. But it was found that better
.4 or more. results were obtained by placing the oil burners in a

The high temperature in the generators created cjrde around the side of the generator near the bot-
troubles of about the same character and disagree- tom of the corbel work, thus injecting the oil at sev-
able qualities as those encountered where extreme eral points around the circle at right angles to the
high temperatures are used in regenerative coal-gas direction of the air. The top of "the primary thus
benches. becomes a combustion chamber, and there is no sharp

Tar, which under other conditions would have impact of oil flame against any part of the brickwork,
passed over to the scrubbers and been condensed in -po assist a proper understanding of the apparatus, a
the ordinary way, was made into pitch. The pitch fe^ illustrations have been prepared ; these were pho-
mingled with the particles of lampblack and formed tographed from working drawings of a modern and
solid stoppages in the wash-box, so that it was no satisfactory oil-gas set, as well as from apparatus now
uncommon experience to make gas twenty hours one

j^, operation,
day, devoting four hours to cleaning the wash-box
and down-take pipe, while on the following day Sequence of Operations.

twenty hours would be devoted to cleaning the wash- The sequence of operations in blasting and mak-
box, with four hours' time remaining for gas making. ing gas, after the brickwork has been brought to a

The lampblack recovered as a by-product was made temperature that will ignite petroleum, begins with

in such large quantities that after a generous amount the opening of the stack valve at the top of the sec-

of it had been used for firing boilers about the works ondary generator and is followed by the opening of

there remained a sufficient quantity to become a nui- the air blast at the top of the primary generator and
sance. the admitting of oil and steam through the heating

The lampblack as it is removed from the sepa- burners at the top of the primary generators. The
rators contains from 50 to 60 per cent of water, and it set is entirely operated from the floor, the gas-maker

is necessary to drain ofif the water until the water con- and helper working in unison handling the stack-

tent is reduced to about 30 per cent before the material valve, the primary and secondary blast valves, and

is fit to be used as boiler fuel. The large amount of turnng on the oil and steam at the "oil table." The
water in the lampblack prohibits the use of any of oil and steam for heating are admitted through a

the briquetting presses that are successfully used for specially arranged burner shown in one of the illustra-

briquetting other dry materials, or materials contain- tions. Separate coils of pipe encircle the generator.

ing a small amount of binder. one being for oil, and the other for steam, that for
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The Apparatus for Generating Oil-Gas.
Tlie illustration sliows the arrangement of the primary and secondary

generators connecting at the bottom witli a throat piece large enough not
to constrict the passage for gas; shows the wash-box., which acts also as a
hydraulic seal; and shows two ordinary steel scrubbers provided with wooden
trays. Ample scrubbing of oil -gas is important.

tffat'^.,'^^/:'aw.i;:^.-7>^"J?,-;
'^^r -

- ;-;:,<

an, BURNER

Jones Oil Gas Set.

I

Oil Burner.

Showing a Vertical Section of the Generators with Tlieir
Note that the elbows for the admission of air and the outlet of

fire brick to protect them from excesive heat.

the oil always being at a lower level than the steam
coil. This is a precaution to avoid a possible leakage
of oil downward into the burners when the apparatus
is not in use. Experience has proven that the straight
pipe burner with open end gives better results in large
sets than any other kind of burner. Much care, how-
ever, has been devoted to the selection of an injector,

which will force the oil through the burner into the
generator, using steam in the most economical man-
ner. This injector is made of brass, carefully finished,
and the oil and steam openings are nicely centered.
The straight pipe burner is connected to the shell of
the generator through a flange, and on the ouside end
of the burner is placed a Y fitting. The injector is

attached to this Y fitting, con-

necting it with the steam and oil

pipes. This arrangement does

not interfere with the workings of

the injector, and has the advan-

tage of leaving a straight way for

cleaning the burner with a small

rod through the plugged end, C.

without disturbing the rest of the

burner meahanism.

A regulation service cock is

placed on the oil inlet and a

standard globe valve, B, on the

steam inlet to insui"e good regu-

lation at the burner. These con-

trolling valves require nice ad-

justment for the e.xact proportion

of oil and steam, so that when
once set the amount of oil and

steam used for heating and making

is controlled from the oil table.

A glance at the illustration of

the oil table shows an oil table

for the heating oil and one for

the oil used for making gas.

Gauges are provided for show-

ing the steam pressure at the boiler, and the oil pres-

sure at the outlet of the oil heater. In addition to this

there are six nozzle gauges used in connection with

each set. Three are for steam, and three for oil.

These gauges are connected to the oil and steam pipe

between their respective throttle valves and the

machine, so that these gauges practically become
steam and oil meters for the guidance of the gas-

maker.

The oil table is also provided with thermometers,

a jet photometer, and a test light. The oil is heated

to about 150 degrees F. in a tubular oil heater of well-

known design. There are nine burners for heating

at the top of the primary generator. Assume that

Linings,

gas are lined with
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The Arrangement of Checker Brick in the Generator

tlie machine has been making gas and a blast is about

to begin. The stack valve has been opened and the

air is turned on at the blast valve. No oil is admitted

to the machine during the first three minutes of the

blast, and the steam on the burners is turned on to a

sufficient pressure to keep them clean and protect

them against overheating. The blast pressure inside

of the primary generator is nine inches. At the end of

the third minute oil is turned into the primary gen-

erator at a pressure of eight poimds inside of the

machine, while the steam pressure is retained at thirty-

five pounds, and the blast pressure is reduced to seven

inches also within the machine.

The duration of the blast in the large machines is

twelve minutes ; three minutes without and nine min-

utes with oil.

iling Table Between Two IG-l-'eet Sets,

venlence and Simplicity of Operation

At the end of the heat the blast

valve is closed, and ciuick-opening

valve at the outlet of the first scrub-

ber is opened by means of a winch

attached to the generator and by a

wire rope running over pulleys to

the valve stem. This valve is opened
during runs and closed during heats,

for the purpose of isolating the set

from the rest of the works during

the heating process and to permit

the use of high blast pressure with-

out the use of high blast pressure

without breaking the seal in the

wash-box, thus sending oil produced

gas through the wash-bo.x and scrub-

bers. As the man on the floor turns

off the blast, opens the scrubber

valve, and closes the stack valve,

the gas-maker does not shut off the

heating oil. He first turns on the

oil and steam to the gas-making

burners, which are sepai'ate and

distinct from the heating burners.

Then he shuts off the oil and steam

from the heating burners so that there

is no interruption in the making of gas. The heating oil

serves for this purpose during the moment necessary for

changing the valves. The temperature of the primary
and secondary generators is observed by means of

sight cocks, the gas-maker becoming very skillful in

(Jetecting changes of color in the checker brick and
turning on secondary air when the outgoing stack gas
has the appearance of containing combustible gas.

In this connection the personal factor represented

by the skill of the gas-maker enters more largely into

the equation of good results than in either coal- or

water-gas making. For making gas the oil and steam
are first turned into the top of the primary. The oil

is decomposed by passing downward through the

checker brick in the primary generator, thence through
the connecting throat piece and up into the secondary

generator. Should the gas thus

made be permitted to travei'se the

entire length of the secondary gen-

erator to the top, the illuminants

would be partly decomposed by
breaking down into marsh gas, hy-

drogen, and lampblack. To prevent

this overheating and to protect the

gas the outlet of the machine is

placed at or near the middle of the

secondary generator. Abo\e this

point there is a lai'ge amcnint of

heat stored in checker brick placed

upon a number of arches, sprung

across till- gcnci-ator. These arches

are durable, because there is no

direct combustion of oil in proximity

to them. To make use of the heat

in the top of the secondary generator

owing till' (oil- coils of steam and oil pipes are
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connected with eighteen burners in the corbel work at

the top of the secondary. Fifteen of these burners

are used for making gas, while three are steam pipes

for purging. The gas thus made passes downward
and through the side outlet into the wash-box. It will

thus be seen that gas is made in two directions, leav-

ing the machine through a common outlet. The rea-

sons for this are obvious.

The accompanying table shows the progress of

the blast on the sixteen-foot set at Generator No. 2

Jones, Monday July 26, 1909:

PROGRESS OF BLAST.

c.

s

06,

b3
cu (- to

m
1st
2d
3d

4th 150

5th 160

6th 150

7th 150

8th 150

9th 150

10th 150

11th 150

12th 150

35
35
35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

ObD

blow
blow
blow
3.25

3.25
3.50

3.60
3.26

3.25
3.50

3.50
3.26

3.25
8.50

3.50
3.25

3.25
3.25

3.25
3.25

3.25

60.00

Sometimes during the process of heating, it is

difficult so to regulate the temperature in the primary

and secondary generators, even if the checker brick in

both generators are in equally good condition for

breaking up the oil. If the gas were taken off at the

top of the secondary it would be impossible so to regu-

late the heat that no oil would be wasted, no gas over-

heated, or the yield of gas the minute not reduced. By
adopting the side outlet all heat is conserved. If the

top of the secondary be overheated more oil is used

in that part of the machine, and if the primary be at

too low a temperature less oil is used in the primary.

In this way all heat is used for gas making and

practically one is wasted. At the same time a uni-

form quality of gas is maintained.

One of the best indicators of the quality of gas

being made is the condition of the overflow water

from the wash-box and from the first scrubber. The

presence of tar in the wash-box seal shows that the

heat is too low, and lampblack in the overflow from

the first scrubber shows that the heat is too high.

The table following shows the amount of oil used

in gallons, in different parts of the set, together with

the steam and oil pressures, all pressures being on the

inner side of the throttle valves and within the

machine. These figures were taken from the run after

the foregoing heat. The duration of the run was ten

minutes. Oil is admitted to the top of the primary,

beginning with twenty-six gallons a minute and re-

duced to nine gallons during the eighth minute. Oil

A 16-Foot Oil-Gas Set with a Capacity of 160,000
Cubic Feet an Hour.

This is called a 3,000,000-foot set; it will pro-
duce that amount of gas every day in the year and
can be forced to produce 4,000,000 feet. Eight such
sets are in operation in San Francisco and Oakland.

is admitted to the top of the secondary, beginning
with thirty-nine gallons during the first and ending
with twelve gallons during the eighth minute. The
steam pressure remains constant during eight minutes
of the run. At the end of the eighth minute the oil

is shut off from the primary and secondary; and the

steam pressure on the primary and secondary is raised

to no pounds, and is allowed to remain at this pres-

sure for the last two minutes of the run for the pur-

pose of purging the machine. For purging the

machine during the last two minutes of the run three

special open steam pipes are used at the top of the

secondary. Steam is maintained on the burners at the

top of the primary and secondary. A one-inch steam
pipe admits steam to the bottom of the primary

directly opposite the throat piece ; this is also for the

purpose of clearing the machine.

MAKE OF GAS, JULY 26, 19 09.

,

0)

<D W 0) ss
m

,
m—

1

®

St

0) MO a. f;

u 2 Has

3

ffi to
a)j5

<a -

ftM M -a as
OJ t- >i <a u

% O^ 5S OdE 5^ Cfi u cd o%. Vim MP,

1st 160 26 39 21 25 27 26 110
!irt 160 26 39 21 25 27 36 110
3d 150 18 26 19 25 24 35 110
4th 150 18 26 19 25 24 35 110
6th 145 18 26 19 25 24 35 110
6th 145 17 26 19 25 24 35 110
7th 146 17 26 19 25 24 35 110
8th 145 9 12 19 25 24 35 110
»th 140 purge purge 110 110 110
0th 140 purge purge 110 110 110

Following are two analyses of gases taken at the

stack valve at the middle of the heating period:

JONES SET No. 2.

Composition. Percentages.

Carbonic acid 13.1

Oxygen 1.9

Nitrogen S5.0

JONES SET No. 1.

Carbonic acid 15-3

Oxygen 0.2

Nitrogen 84.

5
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These analyses are frequently taken to determine

the ratio of air to heating oil.

According to experiments at Munich in i88o

(Stillnian's Engineering Chemistry) 6 per cent of

carbonic acid indicates three times the theoretical

amount of air required ; 9 per cent of carbonic acid

indicates two times the theoretical amount of air re-

quired; 17 per cent of carbonic acid indicates one time

the theoretical amount of air required.

The following table gives the make of gas a min-
ute for a series of five runs. These tests were of

necessity on different days so that the gas could be

carefully measured in a relief holder isolated for the

purpose and careful corrections for temperature be

made to avoid error in measurement. The amount of

oil used for heating and making and also the total

oil used by the thousand feet of gas are given in this

table. The make of gas a minute during a ten-minute

run is a good indication of the application of the heat

contained in the checker brick in the making of gas,

and is an index to the proper length of run.

Min.

TEST RUNS ON NO. 2 JONES SET.

July 9 July 10 July 10 July 12 July 12 Average

1st 7,080 6,664 5,206 8,538 7,497 6,997
2d 6,247 7,705 6,872 6,664 9,371 7,372
3d 6,039 7,080 7,082 S,333 7,497 7,206
4th 5,831 6,664 6,247 8,225 7,393 6,872
5th 5,623 6,248 6,248 6.248 6,664 6,206
6th 5,623 6,248 6,247 6,351 5,831 6,060
7th 5,415 6,664 6,248 6,559 6,768 6,331
8th 4,790 2,915 4,165 3,748 3,540 3,832
9th 2,707 2,290 2,082 1,978 2,291 2,270

10th 2,082

. .51,437

1,042

53,520

2,082

52,479

1,874

58,515

833 1,583

Totals 57,685 54,729

Oil for Gals. Gals. Gals. Gals. Gals. Gals.
Heat . . 70 70 70 70 70 70
Make .. .. 370 373 370 370 400 377
Total .. 440 443 440 440 470 447
1,000 cu. ft. 8.55 8.28 8.38 7.53 8.13 8.

Following is a table giving the analyses of the

gas made during a run July 19, 1909, on Jones Set

No. 2. Samples of gas were taken from the wash-box
at the end of the second, fifth and seventh minutes, and

analyzed

:

Composition.
End of

2d min.

Carbonic acid gas 1.6
Illuminants 3,4

Oxygen 0.2
Carbonic oxide 9.4
Hydrogen 53.2
Marsh gas 28.5
Nitrogen 3.7

B. T. U. the cu. ft 589.0
Specific gravity 38

End of

5th min.

0.8
6.6
0.2
S.O

50.6
30.9
2.9

665.0

End of

7th min.

0.4
9.0
0.0
6.6

44.8
35.0
4.2

732.0
.423

The results of a typical run at the Potrero Station,

San Francisco, June 4, 1909, giving the amount of

gas made, oil used, and an analysis of the gas taken

at the outlet of the wash-box during the first minute,

when all the gas was made in the primary generator,

and during the second, fifth, seventh, and tenth min-

utes, are shown in the following table, which gives the

analyses of samples taken at the outlet of the wash-

box of the No. 3 Jones Set.

RESULTS OF TYPICAL RUN.
1st 2d 5th 7th 10 th

Composition. Min. Min. Min. Min. Min.

Car. acid 1.8 1.3 0.0 0.0 n.o

Illuminants . . . . 8.6 2.1 5.0 5.8 7.8

Oxygen Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr.
5.6 20.2 9.4 8.2 14.6

Hydrogen , 31.7 44.1 46.6 44.9 47.4

Marsh gas 43.4 26.7 35.7 37.3 25.9
8,9 5.6 3.3 3.8 4.3

B. T. U 765.0 649.0 675.0 698.0 747.0
Specific gravity .514 .469 .402 .411 .435

Min- Cubic
uto Feet
1st 5,625
2d 5,833
3d 6,041
4th 5,626
5th 6,416
6th 5,000
7th 4,373
8th 4,166
9th 3,125

10th 833

Oil 320 gallons to
make, 60 gals, to heat;
380 gallons total.

8.25 gallons for each
1,000 cubic feet.

IV2 minute primary oil
off.

Stli minute secondary
oil olf.

Total 46,041

The percentage of carbonic oxide in these an-
alyses would lead to the conclusion that the carbonic
oxide is not formed by contact of steam and the car-

bon remaining in the generators after a heat.

It will be noticed that the gas made in the pri-

mary generator at the beginning of the run contains

5.6 per cent of carbonic oxide, while during the second
minute it increases to 20.2 per cent and then drops
to less than half that amount during the fifth and
seventh minutes, rising again to 14.6 per cent during
the tenth minute. The carbonic oxide is undoubtedly
produced by the dissociation of steam in contact with
incandescent particles of lampblack, which have been
thrown down by the breaking down of hydrocarbons.

A fact now well understood is that the oxygen
of steam will not unite with carbon in combination
with hydrogen, so that neither carbonic acid nor car-

bonic oxide is generated directly from the hydrocar-

bons of the oil in contact with steam. First it is

necessary to convert the oil into gas or hydrocarbon
vapor and then break down the hydrocarbons into

lampblack and hydrogen. This lampblack, becoming
incandescent, will unite with oxygen of steam. The
high percentage of nitrogen in the primary gas is

probably due to the presence of a small amount of

products of combustion remaining iu the primary
generator after the heat. The nitrogen diminishes to

the fifth minute and then increases to 4.3 per cent

during the tenth minute.

California petroleum contains more than I per

cent of nitrogen; usually i.i per cent. This is twice

the amount of nitrogen contained in the petroleum

of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. In distilling

California petroleum the third fraction, taken ofif

between 200° and 250° C, has a strong odor of am-
monia. This ammonia is destroyed in the gas gen-

erators at higher temperatures, and appears in the

gas as nitrogen and hydrogen.

Further to determine the part played by the steam

admitted with the oil three runs were made on a six-

teen-foot set, first in the ordinary way, second with

oil injected under its own pressure without steam, and

third by steam without the use of any oil. In each

case the test was made after the generator had been

heated ready to make gas. And these are the results:

Ordinary All All
Composition run oil steam

Carbonic acid 0.4 0.4 43.8

Illuminants 5-2 6.2 0.0
Oxygen 0.1 0.1 0.2

Carbonic oxide 7.0 5.3 10.6

Hydrogen 46.6 47.9 5.0

Marsh gas 30.6 36.7 0.0

Nitrogen 5.1 3.4 40.4

Specific gravity 404 .388 1.168
B. T. U. a cu. ft 668,302 700.746 53.56

Ordinary run—Same gauge pressure as combined oil and
.•(team runs; 17-In. pressure Inside machine. 47 gals. ,a minute.

All oil run—18 lbs. to 19 lbs. oil pressure on primary. 25 lbs.

to 27 lbs. oil pressure on secondary; 21-ln. pressure Inside ma-
chine; 51 gals, a minute.

All steam run—25 lbs. pressure on heat burners; 26 lbs.

pressure on primary make burners; 32 lbs. pressure on second-
ary make burners; 10-ln. to 11-ln. pressure fnslde machine.
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The run made with all steam can not be directly will be less waste of oil. This is diametrically op-
compared with the two other runs, as very little gas posed to good water-gas practice, but the conclusion
was produced; barely enough to enable the taking off has been reached after the use in practice and experi-
of a sample at the wash-box. The generator at this mentally of crude oils from 8 degrees B. to 37 de-
period was at the same temperature as during ordi- grees B. and distillates from 20 degrees B. to 42 de-
nary runs. That is, it was at a temperature high grees B.
enough to decompose steam in the presence of incan- The wash-box serves a double purpose as a
descent carbon, and only 10.6 per cent of carbonic hydraulic seal and as a piece of apparatus in which
oxide was produced. Had there been much carbon, nearly all of the lampblack is separated from the gas
deposited on the checker brick this generator would and held in suspension in the water. The early forms
have been in ideal condition for the manufacture of of wash-boxes were comparatively of small dimen-
blue water-gas. sions and were filled with baffle plates and partitions.

As to the California petroleum from which this forming excellent lodging places for lampblack, so
gas is made, the crude petroleum from 12 degrees to that the cleaning of the wash-boxes was an important
17 degrees B. is best adapted to the purpose of mak- part of the gas-maker's daily work. In the develop-
ing gas. This oil has an asphaltum base, as has most ment of a self-cleaning wash-box, to take care of the
of the petroleum produced in California. This makes amount of lampblack made by a sixteen-foot set, it

it in a measure unattractive to oil refiners. The Call- became necessary to depart from the square or circular
fornia crude petroleum used during the following ex- form and adopt an oval shape, having a superficial
periments was 15.8 degrees B. at 60 degrees F. Dis- area of 265 square feet, also to depart from the usual
tillation began at 85 degrees C. custom of connecting the generator to the wash-box

and the wash-box to the scrubbers with pipe of the

atures'^" ceiuages f °i?tion Same or even Smaller diameter than the trunk mains in
No. 1— Below 150° c. .5.0* yeUowish the gas works. Allowance is made for the expanded
No. 2.... 160° — 200° C. 4.0 yeUow ?, c .-. , .

i

• <-, ^ t

No. 3.... 200° — 250° c. "empn Condition of the hot gas leaving the generator. In

No.4....250° — 300°c' i4:o ^ ilmon"'^
^"' ™^^' '® kiiown as a twenty-four-inch gas works the

No. 6— Above 300° c. 39.5 red inlet and outlet pipes to the wash-box are forty-eight
No. 6 Coke 8.0 black • t, • j- 4. i -i it, j- 4.

' r ^t. j- •

j^ggg 2
mches in diameter, while the diameter of the dip pipe

Total 1^^ •2y.% water ^" ^'^^ wash-box flares to sixty-eight inches. This

„ „ „ removes one of the chief causes of back pressure and
Flash point, 257° F.

, , , , •, r ,

Fire test, 293° F. enables the hot gas easily to get away from the
After the 300° fraction comes off the temperature rises machine,

immediately to above 3S0° C. t 1 r r 1 1 t

in the new form of wash-box there are no parti-

The ultimate analysis of oil taken from this same tions or diaphragms, and the space within the box

field is: is clear. The gas enters through a dip pipe at one
end, and passes out through an outlet pipe from the

Carbon 85. percent
, c ^, . , ^ ..t ^.r r t^ 1

Nitrogen 1. percent top ot the wash-box at the Other end. I wo large over-
Sulphur S per cent n 4.1, • j r 4_i 1 i, ^1
Oxygen 1.0 per cent flows On the Side ot the wash-box carry away the
i^y'^'^°sen ^percent lampblack. The self-cleaniiig principle of this wash-

^°'^' """ ^'^ weight ]3Qj, ig ijj ^i-jg constant agitation of the water in the

The exact amount of sulphur in the oil used for box. This agitation is produced by dividing the main
these experiments was 0.93 per cent. water supply into a number of one-inch pipes, twelve

Oil containing sulphur in quantity less than I in all, extending to within three inches of the bottom
per cent will produce gas which may be satisfactorily of the wash-box. The water is thus forced downward
purified by ordinary oxide of iron. Should the per- to the bottom of the box, and it rises to the overflow,

centage of sulphur exceed i per cent, purification be- The lampblack is washed out of the gas by this turbu-

comes difficult, unless there is a large purifying capa- lent water, and is carried out of the box before it has

city provided for it. Crude oils in California in some an opportunity to settle. The average temperature of

instances contain as much as 4 per cent of sulphur. It the water entering the wash-box is 61 degrees F., and
is better not to purchase oils containing so much sul- the average temperature of _the water leaving the

phur as it is necessary to provide elaborate and ex- wash-box is 129 degrees F. The temperature of the

pensive means for purifying the gas. Fortunately the gas leaving the wash-box is 142 degrees F., and the

most available crude oils, produced in greatest abun- amount of water used in the wash-box is forty-six

dance and best adapted to oil-gas making, have a gallons for each thousand cubic feet of gas. The
small percentage of sulphur. After these crude oils lampblack and water pass from the wash-box through
are distilled and the distillates are sold for gas manu- open drains to the lampblack separator,

facture the distillate contains all of the sulphur of the Thorough scrubbing of oil-gas is all important,
crude oil condensed into the lesser quantity of dis- It has been proven conclusively that it is better to

tillate. treat oil-gas directly with a large quantity of water
It is the opinion of the writer that a crude petro- than to use the methods of condensing and scrubbing

leum from 14 degrees to 16 degrees B. is the oil which as applied to coal-gas, where valuable by-products
gives the best results in oil-gas making. In other must be removed. Oil-gas requires more water for

words, the more pounds in weight to the gallon of oil scrubbing than any other kind of gas, on account
the greater will be the production of gas, and there of the finely divided particles of lampblack held in
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suspension in the gas. These must be removed, as

they would tend to destroy the purifying material.

Should the lampblack pass through the purifiers it

would cause endless trouble by stoppages. One uni-

form kind of scrubber and one method of filling it have

been adopted. The old-style cylinder filled with trays

through the top is the best to be had, but the filling

should be carefully done. The trays are made of one-

inch by six-inch pine lumber surfaced on four sides

and nailed together in sections, with spacing pieces

one inch thick also made of surfaced lumber. These

trays are made in sections small enough to go through

a door on the top of the scrubber. Each alternate

layer of trays is placed at right angles to the one im-

mediately under it, and the entire shell is filled with-

out voids of any kind. As these trays are made
somewhat smaller than the inside diameter of the steel

shell, in order to provide for easily getting the trays

in and out and for the swelling of the wood, it is

essential that the space between the trays and the

shell shall be caulked with excelsior, so that the gas

can not pass round the trays instead of through them,

or the water flow down the inside of the shell. In this

way the gas is compelled to pass upward through the

trays, meeting smooth wet surfaces; and the water

Trays for 6-Foot Scrubbers.

passes evenly downward through the trays, thus the

maximum efficiency is obtained by the use of the

smallest amount of water.

A plan of a scrubber tray and the arrangement of

the trays in the scrubber are shown in the accom-

panying illustration. In the larger works there are

three scrubbers twelve feet seven inches in diameter

by forty feet high, and the water is supplied to them

through ten sprays passing through the top head.

With each sixteen-foot apparatus the amount of water

used is approximately fifteen gallons for each thousand

cubic feet of gas for each scrubber, or forty-five gal-

lons the thousand cubic feet for the complete scrub-

bing of the gas. Salt water is used in the wash-box

and in all the .scrubbers. It gives satisfactory results,

having no deteriorating efifect upon the gas or upon

the scrubbing apparatus. Salt water has the further

advantage, where gas works are located on tide water,

of being available in abundance at small cost for

pumping, and it can be wasted after it lias been used.

In small plants, where water is scarce or expensive,

it becomes necessary to be more saving in the use of

water and in some cases to cool the water and use it

over again.

The overflow water containing lampblack flows

from the wash-box through open, exposed drains into

the lampblack separator. In nearly all oil-gas works
the overflow water containing tar from the scrubbers

flows into the same separator. The amount of tar is

so inconsiderable that it is seldom recovered for sale,

but when the tar is mixed with lampblack it adds

somewhat to the fuel value of the lampblack and acts

as a binder in briquetting.

Separators of small dimensions and containing

many partitions have been superseded by those of

much larger dimensions with fewer partitions. Exper-

ience with the separating of lampblack from water has

developed the fact that the greater the area of the

separator, and consequent slower speed of flow of

water, the more thoroughly is the lampblack separated

from the water.

The lampblack-and-water first empties into a sep-

arator provided with a constantly moving skimmer,

consisting of pieces of i x 3 oak fastened to sprocket

chains. The light, flufl:"}' lampblack, rising to the sur-

face of the water, is skimmed ofif by these scraping

pieces and taken through a trough to a height of about

twenty-five feet, and emptied into a settling tank, the

walls of which are made of dry lampblack in the form

of the crater of a volcano. After this skimming pro-

cess the water flows into a separator, an illustration

of which is here shown.

Where the Lampblack Is Separated from the Water.

This picture is of a separator recently installed

This separator is capable of separating lampblack

from water used in the manufacture of 12,000,000 feet

of gas a day. In this separator there is a single par-

tition running longitudinally. The partition is pro-

vided with a skimmer extending below the surface of

the water. The separator is made in two sections to

enable the alternate cleaning and use of the sections.

The water containing lampblack flows into one of the

large pits, and the separation is accomplished by the

settling of the lampblack particles through the water.

This process is of necessity slow, because the specific

gravity of the lampblack is so nearly that of water.

The water passes under the skimmer and over the

partitions into the next pit, where further settling

takes place. Out of this pit the clarified water passes

through an open flume and is wasted. When the two

pits arc filled with lampblack the water gates are

opened into the next pair of pits, and the water is shut
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off from the pits filled with lampblack. The removal

of the lampblack is then performed by means of a

locomotive crane with a clam-shell bucket. The
water-soaked lampblack thus removed is deposited in

a pile and allowed to drain. After it has drained until

there is about 30 per cent of water remaining in it,

it may be used as boiler fuel. This was the only use

to which lampblack was put in the early days of oil-

gas making. Attempts were afterward made to make
lampblack briquettes for domestic use. This proved

difficult on account of the large amount of water con-

tained in what seemed to be comparatively dry lamp-

black. It was found that the only simple and practical

method of briquetting was by the use of a plunger

operated by a crank shaft to force the lampblack into

an open cylindrical mold, thus forming an endless

briquette, after the manner of a sausage machine.

These briquettes would break by their own weight in

lengths that were multiples of the length of a stroke.

That is, if the stroke of the machine were 1J/2 inch,

the briquettes would break off in lengths of 3, 4j^, or

6 inches. This method was found to be slow and ex-

pensive. So a vertical press was invented which had

four plungers arranged on one shaft. The lampblack

was fed through a trough into four molds and pressed

by the phmgers into and through these molds, break-

ing off into pieces in the same manner as described

of the single horizontal press. This vertical press

produced fifty tons of briquettes in twenty-four hours.

The briquettes were three inches in diameter, weighed

5.4 ounces the linear inch, or 82j4 pounds the cubic

foot. They were smooth on the outside and possessed

cohesion enough to permit of ordinary handling. The
only binder used in the making of these briquettes

was the normal amount of tar floyving from the scrub-

bers into the lampblack separator. Apparently the

briquettes were dry when made, but they still con-

tained a considerable quantity of water.

Here is an analysis of a briquette after it had
been stored for one year in a dry place

:

Moisture S.5 per cent
Volatile matter 10. S per cent
Fixed carbon 79.9 per cent
Asii 0.8 per cent

Total 100.0 per cent

These briquettes are an ideal fuel, particularly for

use in open grates. Owing to the small percentage

of ash, the briquettes when once ignited remain at a

glowing heat until they are entirely consumed. The
only objection to the use of them is the strong odor
of naphthalene which they possess, and which does not

entirely disappear after storage for a long time.

In order to avoid the inconvenience of dealing in

by-products, it was decided to make the experiment of

using lampblack briquettes as a substitute for anthra-

cite coal in water-gas generators. In a station con-

tiguous to the Potrero plant in San Francisco there
were six sets of double, superheated, Lowe water-gas
apparatus, with a rated capacity of 1,000,000 cubic feet

each. Briquettes were used in these sets with some
success, but the capacity of the sets was reduced 50
per cent by using lampblack ; that is to say, no more
than 500,000 cubic feet of gas could be made in a day
with a set rated at 1,000,000 cubic feet. But the mak-
ing of gas in this way had decided advantages; there

was an entire absence of clinker, and very little tjrrie

was required to clean the fires. Contrary to expecta-

tions, the air pressure required to blast through lamp-

black was extremely low, never exceeding nine inches.

The average amount of lampblack used the thousand

cubic feet of gas covering a period of six months was
39.86 pounds, and the oil used for enriching was 6.8

gallons a thousand. This oil was the ordinary 14° to

16° crude oil with asphaltum base. The candlepower

ranged from 28 to 33 candles. At that time the gas

supplied to San Francisco was 23 candlepower. The
oil-gas, which was made in the large generators, was
19 candlepower. The candlepower of the oil-gas was
raised by mixing about 24 per cent of the high candle-

power lampblack water-gas with it.

Here is a tj^pical analysis of the lamyblack water-

gas:

Composition Percentage

Heavy hydrocarbons 16.5
Marsh gas 32.8
Hydrogen 24.6
Carbonic oxide 13.7
Carbonic acid gas 6.2
Oxygen 0.2
Residual nitrogen 6.0

Total 100.0

Specific gravity 647
Net B. T. U. the cu. ft 814.
Candlepower 28.5

A lampblack fire is apt to flue during the blast,

and it requires some care to keep the fuel bed in con-

dition, as shown by the amount of carbonic acid in the

gas produced.

In using the lampblack the ordinary round grate

bars are placed half an inch apart. Great care is

necessary not to overheat the superheater and thus

make lampblack in the water-gas apparatus. During
the heavy demand for gas during the winter of 1908-9

the use of lampblack exceeded the capacity of the

single briquetting press. It became necessary to use

lumps of lampblack dug from the side of a pile of

dry material. These lumps were of about the same
size as the coarse anthracite coal ordinarily used, and
were broken away from the pile with pick-axes. It

was found that the lumps held their shape fairly well

in the generator, and gave fully as good results as

briquettes. So lump lampblack was substituted for

briquettes in all the generators, thus saving the cost

of briquetting and considerably reducing the cost of

lampblack water-gas.

Following is a recent analj^sis of the lampblack

used in the generators :

Volatile matter, Including moisture. 34.15 per cent
Fixed carbon 66.80 per cent
Ash 0.05 per cent

1

Total 100.00 per cent

The first lampblack water-gas was made July 14,

1906. This gas has been made continuously, without

the use of other fuel in the generators, since May 5.

1907.

The improvements in oil-gas manufacture de-

scribed in this paper have made it possible to regu-

late the amount of lampblack produced so that a com-
bination of oil-gas and a lampblack water-gas plant

will produce only enough lampblack for boiler fuel

and generator fuel, with no product remaining for

sale, excepting gas. The amount of lampblack now
produced in the largest oil-gas sets is twenty pounds

the thousand cubic feet of gas.
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For the purpose of showing the average composi-
tion of oil-gas, lampblack water-gas, and the mixed
gas now made and distributed in San Francisco, the

accompanying- series of ten analyses of each are given.

These analyses were taken at random during each of

the dates from June nth to June 22d, inclusive, so

the average of these is a good criterion of the com-
position of the gas.

ANALYSES AND AVERAGES OP TEN SAMPLES
OF CRUDE-OIL-GAS

June CO2 CnHsn O3 CO Hs CH4 Ns C. P. B.T.U. Sp. er.

11th 2,5 7.1 0.2 9.2 40.5 33.8 6.7 18.4 675. .479
12th 2.5 7.0 0.2 9.3 37.8 35.8 7.4 22.2 686. .495
14th 2.4 8.0 0.2 9.4 40.0 33.3 6.7 21.2 687. .485
15th 2.8 6.2 Tr. 9.4 39.0 35.4 7.2 18.5 670. .487
16th 2.2 6.8 0.2 8.8 40.1 35.5 6.4 20.8 685. .474
17th 2.4 7.0 0.2 8.4 42.8 34.2 5.0 IS.S 683. .456
18th 2.4 7.0 0.2, 9.4 88.7 35.1 7.2 18.7 681. .489
19th 3.0 7.2 Tr. 9.8 39,1 34.7 6.2 19.7 684, .490
21st 3.0 6.S 0.4 9.4 40,2 33.5 6.7 18,4 665. .481
22d 3.0 7.0 Tr. 9.0 39,6 35.1 6.3 20.2 683. .484
Av. 2.62 7.01 0.16 9.21 39,78 34.64 6.58 19.69 679.9 .482

ANALYSES AND AVERAGES OF TEN SAMPLES
OP CARBURBTTED WATER-GAS

June CO2 CnHsn Go CO Ho CH4 Ns C. P. B.T.U. Sp.gr
11th 5,6 17.0 0.2 14.0 26,0 31.6 5.6 32.5 816. .636
12th 5,6 16.S 0.2 13.4 23.8 34.7 5.5 32.2 836. .643
14th 5,4 17.0 Tr, 13.6 27,0 32.0 5.0 33.1 822. .624
15th 6,0 17,0 Tr. 13.0 25,6 33.6 4.S 30.5 833. .633
16th 5,6 16.2 Tr. 13.6 24,4 33.4 6.8 29.1 812. .643
17th 5.7 16.3 Tr. 13.2 25.2 33.5 6.1 29.5 817. .635
ISth 6,0 16.0 Tr. 13.0 25.3 33.6 6.1 28.3 812. .636
19th 5,S 16.0 Tr. 14.2 24.9 32.0 7.1 28.8 797. .646
21st 5.5 15.5 0.2 13.

S

25.3 32.5 7.2 30,3 793. .638
22d 6.0 16.0 Tr. 14.0 23.5 34.1 6.4 30,4 814. .650
Av. 5.72 16.38 0.06 12.58 25,101 33.10 6.06 30,47 816.2 .638

ANALYSES AND AVERAGES OF TEN SAMPLES
OF MIXED CRUDE-OIL GAS AND CAR-

BURBTTED WATER-GAS

June CO. C)nHsn O2 CO H2 CH4 No C. P. B.T.U. Sp. sr.

11th 3.4 9,2 0.4 11.0 37.2 32.9 5.9 21.8 703. .518
12th 3.5 9.7 0.4 9.8 36.6 33.2 6.S 22.9 710. .622
14th 3.4 10.2 0.4 10.0 36.3 33.6 6.1 22.9 724. .523
15th 4.0 10.0 0.4 10.6 35.8 32.5 6.7 21.4 708. .535
16th 3.5 9.3 0.4 10.2 38.3 31.9 6.4 21.6 696. .612
17th 3.4 9.6 0.2 10.0 36.7 34.6 6.5 20.9 724. .515
ISth 3.6 10.0 0.4 10.0 37.2 32.3 6.5 21.5 709. .521
19th 4.0 9.6 0.2 10.6 34.5 34.0 V.l 22.1 712. .540
21st 3.8 9.7 0.2 10.0 35.6 33.7 7.0 21.7 712. .631
22d 3.7 9.7 0.4 10.2 37.2 32.9 .S.9 22.0 710. .519
Av. 3.63 9.70 0. 34 10.24 36.54 33.16 6.39 21.88 710.7 .5236

The amount of gas made and the percentage of

oil-gas and of water-gas involved in the immediately

preceding analyses are given in the following table

:

Oil-gas Water-gas Per cent Per cent
June made M made M oil-gas , water-gas

11th ... 6,921 2,095 77 23
12th ... 7,094 2,089 77 23
14th ... 6,664 2,090 77 23
15th ... 6,522 2,090 76 24
16th ... 7,054 1,975 78 22
17th ... 6,976 2,102 74 26
18th .. . 6,072 2,102 74 26
19th ... 6,718 2,077 77 23
21st ... 6,742 2,097 76 24
22d .,, 5,869 2,060 74 26

Average ,,., 6,563 2,077 76 24

The early days of oil-gas were filled with doubts

as to whether it could ever take the place of coal-

gas or water-gas. Doubters prophesied that the gas

would not be fixed and that it would be impossible

to maintain uniformity in candlepower. These doubts

and fears have all been allayed. Oil-gas as now made
in California has the same stability as well-made coal-

gas, with the further advantages that any desired

candlepower may be maintained and that naphthalene

stoppages can be practically controlled from the sta-

tion.

An examination of the coroner's records shows

that nearly all of the deaths from gas asphyxiation

were suicides. This leads to the thought that when

it became known that illuminating gas containing

much carbonic oxide was a simple and convenient

means of suicide gas became popular with suicides.

The introduction of oil-gas immediately dropped the

percentage of carbonic oxide to less than 7 per cent,

and deaths from gas asphyxiation became rare. There
followed many unsuccessful attempts at suicide. Per
sons deliberately turned on the gas in closed rooms,
but, after remaining under its influence for several

hours, were easily resuscitated. A great many in-

stances of this kind seemed to discourage the use of

gas as a means of suicide. The subsequent improve-
ments in oil-gas that increased the percentage of car-

bonic oxide to 9 per cent and the addition of lamp-
black water-gas that further increased it to between
10 and II per cent have not increased the mortality

from gas asphyxiation. This would seem to prove

that very few deaths from gas asphyxiation are purely

accidental.

The question now naturally arises. In what locali-

ties can oil-gas be made a commercial success? This

depends primarily on the cost of oil. As oil-g"as can

be made in large or moderate size machines, with nine

gallons of oil or less, the cost of oil the thousand cubic

feet may be easily calculated from the cost of oil the

barrel delivered in any given place. Next is the item

of labor. In California, and particularly in San Fran-

cisco, labor is strongly unionized, and the wages of

the men employed in gas works are much higher than

m other parts of the country. The hours of labor

are invariably eight a day, so that it requires three

shifts of men to operate any gas-making apparatus.

Gas-makers received $110 a month, their helpers $90
a month, and no ordinary laborer is paid less than

$2.50 a day for eight hours' work. With these high

prices for labor prevailing, it is imperative that the

largest units for gas making shall be employed. The
large generators herein described have accomplished

great saving in the cost of labor in gas making.

During December, 1908, at the Potrero station in

San Francisco, the amount of gas made was 267,792,-

000 cubic feet, and the cost of labor the thousand was

as follows

:

Generator labor, including gas-makers,
helpers, and all men on the floor $0.00811

Labor handling lampblack by hand 00585
(This was before the installation of the

crane for handling lampblack)
Estimated cost handling lampblack by crane .00333
All purification labor 00491

During June, 1909, the total make of gas was

170,776,000 cubic feet.

Labor in the generator room 00994
Handling lampblack 00622
Purification wages 00624

The miscellaneous labor about the works, includ-

ing firemen, water tenders, engineers, helpers, other

mechanics, and office help, is about the same as in

any economically operated water-gas plant where no

residuals are handled. The improvements in labor-

saving apparatus in oil-gas making have thus kept

pace with the increase in wages and the reduction of

hours of labor, so that the present system of gas

making is most economical, notwithstanding the

obstacles presented by local conditions.

The future of oil-gas depends largely upon the

price of oil and the practice of economy in the manu-

facture of gas. The price of oil may be regulated by

a gas company owning its own source of supply of

oil, and the practice of economy rests in the hands of

every conscientious worker in the gas industry.—

American Gas Jnstkule.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPAED AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER VII.
(Continued.)

Shop Methods of Testing.

A very convenient and flexible laboratory test-

ing board is shown diagranimatically in Fig. 96, which

can be used for testing single phase watthour meters

of voltages from 100 to 500 inclusive, and of any am-
pere capacity, the load being regulated by switching

more or less of the lamps in circuit by means of the

single pole switches, L. The indicating wattmeter

may be of 5 or 10 ampere capacity, and can be conveni-

ently mounted in a horizontal position on a swinging

bracket ; the current transformer being of a 5 or 10

to I ratio, or if desired, several current transformers of

different ratios may be used. For testing iio-volt watt-

hour meters of capacities not greater than the capacity

of the indicating wattmeter, the d.p.d.t. switch S" is

thrown in the downward position, thus putting poten-

tial on the lOO-volt tap of the indicating wattmeter and

on the potential winding of the watt hour meter

through the variable resistance ; at the same time the

t.p.d.t. switch S' is thrown down, thus connecting the

Thorrs^f^nri'

indicating wattmeter directly into the circuit. By
throwing S' up, the current transformer is connected
into circuit when it is desired to test higher capacity

meters. The correct load, as near as possible, is ob-

tained by closing the switches L, and a finer adjust-

ment is accomplished by means of the variable resist-

ance shown in the diagram. This variable resistance

is most conveniently made up by wrapping a bare
resistance wire on a suitable mandrel and having a

sliding contact which will not interrupt the circuit in

passing from one turn of the wire to the next. By
means of this variable resistance, the tester can hold
the load on the wattmeter constant while the test is

being made.
For testing 200-volt meters, the switch S" is

thrown in the upward position, and S' is thrown down
or up according to whether the meter in test is below
or above the capacity of the indicating wattmeter.

For testing 500-volt meters the switch S is closed,

vvrhich puts the potential winding of the watt hour
meter directly across the 500-voIt tap of the compen-
sator, at the same time putting the potential coil of
the indicating wattmeter across the 500-volt circuit

in series with the multiplier.

In testing meters on loads of low power factors,

suitable reactances can be substituted for the ordinary

lamp bank (arc lamp reactances can sometimes be con-

veniently used for this purpose), or the potential wind-

ings of the meter may be excited from a different phase

of a three-phase system from that which is supply-

ing the load ; in this case the power factor will be 50
per cent, and may be either lagging or leading, depend-

ing upon which phase is used for exciting the potential

winding. In lagging the meter for low power factors,

a two-phase system may be used, exciting the potential

winding from one phase and furnishing current from

the other, in which case the disc should remain station-

ary with full load current flowing.

In order to determine which phase of a three-

phase system to use for exciting the potential wind-
ings to get a lagging power factor, and which phase
to use in order to get leading power factor, simply

connect a small reactance coil in the place of the lamp
bank (if such a load is employed), and then connect the

potential winding of the meter first to one phase and
then to the other. The meter will run slower on the

phase giving a lagging power factor.

Where a great number of watthour meters of the

same type are to be tested (such as is the case with
large distributing companies in testing new meters),

the testing stand shown in Fig. 97 permits of very
rapid work, since a meter can be hung in place and
connections made within three or four seconds. The
stand consists of a wooden base about 2x lYz ft., upon
which is mounted another vertical 2-in. board of about
the same dimensions. Fig. 97 shows the elevation and
plan views. Three "L-shaped" terminals are brought
out through the vertical board, the spiral springs being
used to press the terminals firmly against the binding
screws of the meter's connection block.

Another method, employing a connection board
essentially the same as shown in Fig. 96, is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 98. Instead of using a lamp
bank for loading the watthour meter in test, a "phan-
tom load" transformer, T, is used, the secondary of
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which is capable of supplying" a hcax'v current at a

very low potential, thereby necessitating only the

small resistance coils, L, for regulating the load. This

Fig. 98.

method requires only a small amount of power even

in the case of large meters, and is therefore very

economical.

Testing Polyphase Meters.

In testing polyphase watthour meters, it is usually

most convenient to adjust and test them on a single-

phase circuit as simple single-phase meters ; a poly-

phase meter so tested will then be correct for poly-

phase work. The current coils may be connected in

series and the potential coils in multiple for testing as

a single-phase meter ; when tested in this way the

constant of the meter should be divided by two, since

the current is passing through both elements and is

consequently being registered twice. A balanced read-

ing should be taken on both elements as follows :

Potential should be put on both elements and a

load put on the current coil of one element, the number
of revolutions which the disc makes in a given time

being noted ; the current coil of this element should

then be disconnected and that of the other element

connected in the same manner with the same load

applied for the same length of time, the revolutions of

the disc again being noted. The revolutions of the

disc in each instance should be exactly the same, and

if any variation is found, the element whose speed is

incorrect should be adjusted as described in Chap. III.

A better method of testing polyphase meters is to

apply polyphase potential to the potential windings

exactly as will be the case when the meter is in

service. With such connections, a load is placed on

one element and the meter tested as though it were a

single phase meter, using the disc constant as stamped

on the disc (divided by the ratio of the current trans-

formers times the ratio of the potential transformers).

The load should then be taken off of this clement and
the other loaded, by means of which a "balanced"

reading can be obtained, proper adjustments being

made if the elements do not balance. The advantage

of testing the meter with polyphase potential applied

to the potential windings is that the interference of

the potential winding of one element with that of the

other will be normal, and can be compensated for to

great extent in the calibration of the meter.

A three-phase, four-wire meter can be tested

exactly the same as a three-phase, three-wire meter by
using the two current windings which are wound one

on each element, leaving the third current winding
open-circuited. The third winding is wound on both

elements and when such a meter is tested on single-

phase current with both potential coils Connected in

multiple the meter will run at double speed when this

winding is carrying the load.

Polyphase meters should always be calibrated for

50 per cent power factor as well as for unity power
factor, since they are almost always used upon circuits

which at times operate under low power factor con-

ditions.

Meters Used With Current and Potential Transformers

When watthour meters are used in connection

with "current," or "series," transformers, there are two
possible sources of error which may ensue; one being

due to the angular displacement between the primary
and secondary currents of the transformer (this dis-

placement should be exactly 180 degrees), and the

other is due to the varying ratio of the transformer at

various loads. The first of these two sources of error

is neg'ligible except in the case of low power factors,

and is largely compensated for by the angular dis-

placement introduced by the potential transformer, as

will be explained later in this chapter.

Fie. 09.

Fig. 99 is a vector diagram showing the phase

relations of the currents in the primary and secondary

of a current transformer; IM is a component of the

primary, or line current which acts as exciting current

for the transformer and is responsible for both errors

above mentioned. In the figure.

01 = the primary or line current.

or = the secondary current,

0<^ = the magnetic flux in the transformer core,

OV = the voltage of primary winding,

OV'= the voltage of the secondary winding,

IN = the magnetizing current,

NM^the energy component which supplies the

losses of the transformer and the load.
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One source of error is due to the fact that OI is

not exactly i8o degrees displaced from Or, and there-

fore the current which flows through the meter (from

the secondary side), will not have the proper phase
relation with respect to the current in the potential

coils of the meter. As already stated, however, for all

practical purposes the error thus introduced is neg-

ligible except in the case of low power factors, and in

transformers of poor design. It can be seen by refer-

ring to the above diagram that if the secondary circuit

has the proper amount of inductance to cause the

secondary current OF to lag by the same angle that

the exciting current, IM, lags, that the secondary cur-

rent will be exactly i8o degrees out of phase with the

primary current, which would result in there being no
error from this cause.

The second error referred to, which is caused by
the varying ratio of the transformer, is due to the

exciting current, IM, not being effective in inducing
current in the secondary winding; the secondary cur-

rent being induced by the component, OM, of the

Figs. 100 and 101.

primary current. If IM varied directly as the primary
current, this error could be corrected by adjusting the
ratio between the primary and secondary turns; such
is not the case, however, and an error is introduced.
Fig. 100 is a curve showing the accuracy of a well-
designed current transformer. In calibrating watthour
meters for use in connection with current transformers,
the meter should be calibrated to register correctly on
the flat part of the curve. There will then be a slight
error at either end of the curve, that is, there will be
an error on very light loads on or overloads, but if the
meter is carefully calibrated in accordance with the
curve of the transformer it will be accurate over the
greater part of the range, and the error at either
extreme will be small.

Fig. 100 shows a typical calibration curve of a
good current transformer, and Fig. loi shows the cali-

bration curve of a standard induction watthour meter.
These two curves are combined as shown in Fig. 102,
the resultant curve, B, being the resultant calibration
curve of the meter when used in connection with the
transformer. It will be seen that if the meter is ad-
justed so that it will be a little slow on full load (about

0.5 per cent), and if the light load adjustment is set

so that the meter will be slightly fast (about 0.5 per

cent) on 10 per cent load, the resultant curve will be

more nearly correct, and when a high degree of

accuracy is required, this is recommended, the amount
of such adjustment being determined by referring to

the calibration curve of the transformer with which
the meter is to be used.

It should be remembered that a current trans-

former must always have a load on its secondary side

;

if the meter or instrument with which it is being
used should be disconnected while current is still on the

primary, the transformer should either be disconnected
from the line, or else have its secondary short-circuited.

If the secondary is left open-circuited there will be
no counter magneto-motive force from the secondary,
consequently the magnetic flux will increase to such
a degree that it will cause the iron core to become
overheated to an extent that may injure the trans-

former.

The load carried by potential transformers is

constant, and if the load is light, the error in the

transformer ratio will be very small. The secondary
e.m.f. of the potential transformer leads the primary

e.m.f. by a small angle, 0, Fig. 103 ; the angular dis-

placement referred to in connection with current
transformers is also leading; it therefore follows that
the angular displacement in a potential transformer
compensates, in a large degree, for the angular dis-

placement in the current transformer; if this angular
displacement is the same for both the current and
potential transformers the error from this source will

be entirely eliminated from the meter with which they
are used.

The angular displacement referred to depends
upon the magnitude and character of the load imposed
upon the transformer, as well as upon its design.
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Fig. 103 shows a vector diagram of the regulation of

a potential transformer, in which

OE^primary e.ni.f.,

OE'=secondary e.ni.f.,

Ol^primary current,

Or^secondary current,

RI=total resistance drop,

XI==total reactance drop,

S^angular displacement between primary and

secondary e.m.f.'s.

In using 5-ampere iio-volt meters with current

and potential transformers and leaving the regular

register on the meter it is necessary to use a multiply-

ing constant, which, multiplied by the register reading,

gives the kilowatt hours consumed. This multiplying

constant is obtained by multiplying the ratio of the

current transformer by the ratio of the potential trans-

former.

In order to obtain a multiplying constant of 10,

100 or 1,000 it is often necessary to use a special regis-

ter and to change the disc constant of the meter. The
new disc constant is obtained from the following for-

mula :

K= 100 X register ratio x transformer ratio

10,000 X C

in which C is the multiplier of 10, lOO or 1,000.

Applying the above formula to an example we
will take the case of a 5-ampere meter having a disc

constant of K=.3, and used with a 20 : i ratio poten-

tial transformer and a 24 : i ratio current transformer,

from which the "transformer ratio" in the formula will

be (20x24)=48o : i. Suppose a register is chosen

having a ratio of 662-3, and a multiplier (C) of 100

is used. Substituting these values in the above for-

mula we derive a value of K=.3I2, which should be

used instead of K=.3, which would of course result

in a slightly different operating speed of the disc.

(To be continued.)

HOW ANTONE DID IT.

(by antone's brother.)

Once upon a time, a little later than the time when
tiie greatest of men did the water stunt, there hap-

pened to be a large company operating a smelter, prin-

cipally by electric current, which was generated by a

steam plant. Motors were used to drive the blowers

for converters, and the molten ore was conveyed from

the furnaces to the converters by electric driven cranes.

The whole plant was situated in an arroyo, or small

creek, and a large flood came down said arroyo or

creek one night and the next day found the engine,

l)oiIer and dynamo rooms flooded with water, leaving

abdUt five feet of nice oozy mud in them. Fortunately,

l)y hard work they managed to keep the water away
from the furnaces and converters, which were on a

little higher ground.

The chief engineer in charge of the electrical plant

was a rather tony appearing gentleman, by the name
of IT. K. ])(ic, E .E. Af. A., etc., which might not be his

right name. Now, after Mr. Doe had spent some time

in careful meditation, he solemnly informed the super-

intendent that the plant would not be able to start for

at least six weeks, and as the ore would remain melted

in the furnace probably three or four days, it meant
that it would require about as long to get the ore out

of the furnaces as it would to repair the electrical end

of the plant.

The superintendent did not know anything about
the electrical end of the business, but he did know
Brother Antone, and where he was to be found. He
wired him his troubles, and told him to come at once,

which he did. The railroad station was some distance

from the smelter, and when Brother Antone arrived at

the station, he was met by a tall, lanky gentleman
wearing gold-rimmed side lights, latest high-top boots,

and the latest type in khaki, who introduced himself to

Antone graciously, informing him that he was the chief

engineer of the smelter, and volunteering the name of

his alma mater, politely requesting the same informa-
tion from Antone. Upon being informed that Antone
was an orphan, he gave him a very patronizing look
and commenced to tell him how he would go about
getting things in shape, which was continued until

they arrived at the smelter, where they found the

superintendent making preparations to let the charge
of the furnaces run on the floor which had some water
on it. This, might mean several thousand dollars'

damage, to say nothing of the danger to life, but he
was preparing for the last resort. Brother Antone
advised him to wait a while until he looked around,
and after a visit to the dynamo and engine rooms
Antone advised him that he would have things in

operation in twenty-four hours, when he told Brother
Antone to get busy, which he did as follows

:

There was several hundred cords of four-foot cord-

wood near the engine-house, and he started a bunch
of men building a crib in the mud around the fronts of

the boilers, filling in the chinks with gunny sacks, filled

with hay, doing the same around the engines and
dynamos, and as soon as he got the cribbing above the
mud, put the men to dipping the mud out, starting
fires in the boilers as soon as he got the mud out of

the cribbing.

When the mud was removed from around the
engines and dynamos, he took a hose and began to

wash them down, as it would have required a .couple
of weeks' time to dig the mud out of the armature and
field winding, and even after the job was done, more
than likely the machines would have to be rcinsulated.

The chief engineer began to object, graciously in-

forming him that the machines would be ruined, but
the superintendent preferred to take a chance on the
electrical end, rather than lose some ten to twenty
thousand on the other end, which he knew would be
the case. So Antone went ahead.

After washing down the machines, steam was high
enough to start them, whicli .Antone did; and what the
chief engineer thought was still worse, he short-
circuited all the machines by putting a jumjicr across
the terminals. But he ran the machines, which were
220 d.c, just fast enough to make as heavy a current
flow as he thought they would stand, when imme-
diately they began to steam and in about ten hours
were dried out enough, so lie put on a light lead for

four hours or more, when he informed tlie superin-
tendent lliat the machines would carry the power cir-

cuit, which they did.
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EFFECT OF SUPERHEATED STEAM ON CAST-
IRON AND STEEL.

BY JOHN PRIMROSE.

During the past eight years the writer has been

in close touch with many plants, upwards of fifteen

hundred installations using superheated steam, and in

such a position that troubles would be promptly re-

ported to him. Almost without exception these plants

use cast-iron fittings in their pipe connections. The
fact that no one of these plants ever reported troubles

with their cast-iron fittings does not at all agree with

the comparatively few instances where superheated

steam has been charged with being the cause of trouble.

In order that there should be no doubt about the ab-

sence of trouble due to superheat, letters were written

to ten concerns known to have been passing super-

heated steam through cast-iron fittings for the past

eight years, asking the following questions

:

1. Are the tees and elbows and valves in branch

and main steam lines leading from the boilers of cast-

iron?

Seven answered yes ; two replied that some fit-

tings and valves were of cast iron and some of cast-

steel, and one replied that the fittings were originally

cast-iron, but that some tees had been changed to

cast-steel, but stating positively that the change was
not made because of any ill effects of superheated

steam.

2. Are fittings of extra heavy or standard weight?

Nine replied that they used extra heavy fittings,

and one standard weight.

3. What steam pressure do you ordinarily carry?

One used steam pressure of 100 pounds ; six

used 150 pounds; one used 165 pounds; one used 185

pounds and one used 200 pounds steam pressure.

4. Have you ever noticed any injurious effect

of the superheated steam on valves or fittings?

Eight answered no ; one that no trouble was ex-

perienced in fittings, but that valves with cast-iron

bodies and brass seats were difficult to keep tight,

and one reported no trouble further than the baking
of a hard deposit on inside.

5. Have you ever found it necessary to replace

any of these valves or fittings with cast-steel?

Eight answered that no fittings or valves had
ever been replaced on account of superheated steam.

One answered that they had replaced no fittings, but

some globe valves, and one answered that they were
replacing some fittings with cast steel, but upon
further inquiry it was found that this was not because
of ill effects of superheat, but because the steam
mains were being changed to Van Stone Joints and
they wished to change the fittings to standard length

and deemed it advisable to use cast-steel.

6. Of what material are the gaskets in the steam
line?

Seven used corrugated copper or bronze ; two
sheet packing, and one asbestos.

Ten letters were written and the answers are as

reported above. Doubtless further inquiry would re-

sult in similar reports. Nearly all of the people writ-

ten to have used superheated steam for eight years or

more, the steam temperature corresponding to from
100 to 150 degrees of superheat.

The chief engineer in charge of a plant in the

Middle West, of some 20,000 hp. writes that nothing

has developed in any of the cast iron fittings to show
that they are in any way effected by the use of super-

heated steam. This plant has been in operation about

five years.

Such evidence as the foregoing proves pretty

conclusively that superheated steam does not have

an injurious effect on cast-iron. There seems to be

no very good reason why it should. Several cast-

iron fittings have failed when passing superheated

steam. There is nothing extraordinary about this,

and the failures are probably due to inferior metal,

or to strains developed by expansion or contraction

of the pipe lines, as suggested by Professor

Hollis and Mr. Mann. These are much more plaus-

ible theories than that superheated steam at a tem-

perature of 500 to 600 degrees Fahr. has any effect

on the metal. Investigations by Mr. Outerbridge and

and Professors Rugan and Carpenter, on the growth of

cast-iron when repeatedly heated, start at 900 degrees

C, 1652 degrees F. Such instances a,s the growth
of grate bars, etc., are all at temperatures far exceed-

ing anything used in superheated steam work for

power plants. Samples of cast-iron taken from fit-

tings passing superheated steam for j^ears have been

polished and micro-photographed before and after

etching, and compared with samples treated in the

same waj', taken from fittings passing saturated steam.

The expert report is that there is no evidence of a

change in the carbon conditions, or of exposure to

superheated steam, and in support of this a well-

known foundryman gives his opinion that a tempera-

ture below 900 degrees Fahr. would not produce any

effect in cast-iron. The tests of the famous Crane

valve so often quoted are no proof of superheated

steam being responsible for the failure. Test bars

from the broken valve was compared with test bars

taken from the same heat the valve was made from,

and the valve was said to have weakened. This is

no real test, because castings from different parts of

the same heat, or, in fact, different parts of the same
casting are known to vary in strength, and it is quite

likely that fittings passing saturated steam, if com-

pared on the same basis, would be found to have

suffered greatly from the effect of saturated steam.

It is unquestionably true that this valve must have

been subjected to other influences besides super-

heated steam. It is rather remarkable that the body
of the valve is said to have been weakened more than

the flanges—the reason given is that the metal of the

body was nearer the superheated steam. Is it not

more reasonable to suppose that the metal of the

body weakened more than that of the flanges, be-

cause it was supbjected to greater fatigue on account

of expansion and contraction of the pipe?

Care should be exercised in the design of pipe

lines to guard against over strain of the fittings from

movement of the pipe due to expansion and contrac-

tion. Where long radius bands are the means of

taking up this movement, pipe of the lightest possible

weight consistent with safety should be used, thereby

lessening the strain required to spring the pipe.

A better way of taking care of expansion than

long radius bends, is to use ball and socket expan-

I

I
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sion joints, which have the additional advantage of

reducing the amount of piping.

The writer entirely agrees with Professor Hollis

in charging strains due to expansion and contraction

with the failure of certain fittings, and with Mr. Mann
when he charges inferior fittings with the cause of

failure in other cases and recommends the use of a

good cast-iron containing a percentage of steel scrap

for fittings passing superheated steam, as it is en-

tirely in accord with the writer's experience.

THE MECHANICS OF THE STEAM ENGINE.
In its simplest form the steam engine consists

of two chains of moving parts on links. One chain

of links consists of the crank, which turns about the

shaft and constrains the motion of the crankpin,

the connecting rod, the crosshead and piston, which
move as a unit, and lastly, the engine base, to which
the various motions of these links are referred. The
other chain of links is identical in action and consists

of the eccentric, the eccentric-rod and the slide-valve,

together with the base.

The first mentioned chain constitutes the driving

mechanism of the engine and serves to transmit the

motion which the steam imparts to the piston, a

motion of rectilinear translation to a motion of pure

rotation, which may be taken from the shaft by
means of a pulley and belt, or maybe imparted di-

rectly to the rotating element of a dynamo.
The second chain of links is the controlling or

actuating mechanism which serves to determine the

nature and amount of the force which the steam im-

parts to the piston. This chain re-transfers the rotary

motion of the shaft back to a translatory motion pe-

culiarly related to the motion of the piston.

It is the purpose of these papers to investigate,

first, the positions of the various links of each of the

above chains when one link—as, for instance, the

crank—has a certain assumed position, and then to

discuss the relative velocities of the several links

corresponding to this assumed position of the crank,

and lastly to derive the accelerations—or changes in

velocity—which the links are at such instants under-

going.

Since force is always necessary to produce accel-

eration in the mass of any material, it is but a natural

step to the investigation of the forces and strains ex-

isting in the materials of which the links are con-

structed, and it is this knowledge of forces, together

with the provisions for safety and yet efficiently con-

straining them, which makes the engineer of value

to his employer.

As these papers are to be written primarily for

the operating stationary engineers it will be our

aim to avoid the use of higher mathematics, favoring

in their stead such graphical analyses as are available.

In Fig. I the line M to B represents the base of

a piston-crank chain of links. CO is the crank with

shaft at O, W is the crosshead, the motion of which

is identical with that of the piston ; and WC the

connecting-rod.

To determine the position or path of succes-

sive positions occupied by any point for assumed

positions of, say, the crank pin, it is merely neces-

sary to draw out to scale the various parts for such
assumed positions. It is obvious that the successive

positions of the crankpin will describe the circle

CGBHA about the shaft O, and other points on the

crank will describe smaller concentric circles. The
point C being' common to Ijoth ihe crank and the con-

necting rod, the rod at this position must likewise

describe a circle.

The crosshead W has a motion of translation, the

limits of which are shown at M and N, and the dis-

tance of travel being equal to AB or double the crank

throw. The successive positions of the crosshead for

the various positions of the crank pin in its circular

orbit may be found by laying the various lengths out

to scale on a drawing board and actually measuring
the travel MW. A simpler method of determining

this value is by the use of the arcs AA' and BB'
drawn with a radius equal to the length of the con-

necting rod. By drawing a horizontal line through

the crank pin C the distance A'C to the curve will

always be equivalent to the travel' of the crosshead

from the head end of the stroke. The distance CB.
is, of course, the corresponding travel from the crank

end of the stroke. It will be noted that when the crank

has passed through 90 degrees of its travel from the

head end dead center, or A, that the crosshead will

have traveled through a distance AG, which is con-

siderably greater than the remaining distance GB to

the crank end dead center.
.

In the diagram AD representes the longitudinal

travel of the point C or crank end of the connect-

ing rod.

M w

Fig. 1.

Since the motion of one end of the rod is one

of pure translation and the other end travels in a

circle, the intermediate points will travel in ellipses,

which will vary between the two extremes of a straight

line and a circle.

The path of any such intermediate point may be

determined by laying out successive positions of the

parts, and connecting the points so determined with

a smooth curve.

By erecting a perpendicular at .\ and drawing

an arc from C to the line MB., such as would be de-

scribed by the crank end of the connecting rod were

it disconnected and let fall, llio horizontal distance

between such perpendicular and this arc would rep-

resent the horizontal travel of an equally elevated

point in the rod.

All these relations of position, while very simple,

are essential to a thorough understanding of the veloc-

ity and acceleration diagrams which will he taken

up hereafter.
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quantities has no energy or can do no work, which is

merely energy applied to a particular purpose until it

is moved by some force, such as the voltage of elec-

tricty, the heat of water, the temperature of steam or

the interest of money.

Energy is an eternal Proteus, indestructible, yet

ever assuming new forms. The chemical energy in the

cell of a battery is converted to electrical energy,

which, in turn, becomes thermal, mechanical or radiant,

at our will ; the radiant energy in light is transformed

to chemical energy in the photographic plate, thermal

energy in the conservatory, mechanical energy in the

radiometer and electrical energy by indirect means. It

is not, however, until energy or work is performed for

a definite time that it becomes measurable as power.

One ampere under a pressure of one volt for one hour
gives the watthour ; ten cubic feet per second under a

head of ninety feet gives about one hundred horse-

pov\'er, which is also approximately the power neces-

sary to heat one pound of water seventy degrees Fah-

renheit in one second ; one dollar at five per cent inter-

est compounded semi-annually has the power of two
dollars after fourteen years. Many other examples can

be cited, but we believe that these clearly demonstrate

the difference between an ampere, a volt, a watt and a

watt-hour, or in other words the distinction between

a quantity, a force, its energy and its power.

It is argued that common acceptance of a word's

definition constitutes sufficient evidence as to its cor-

rectness, but this criterion should not be applied to

technical words of recognized meaning which may find

place in colloquial English. Anyone guilty of loosely

using such definite terms not only subjects himself to

well deserved ridicule, but also displays his ignor-

ance of a matter upon which he is dependent for many

modern conveniences.
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PERSONALS.

C. E. Wiggin of .John R. Cole & Co. is at Seattle.

E. G. Williams, an electrical engineex- of New York City,

is at San Francisco.

W. J. McCabe, an electrical engineer, recently arrived

at San Francisco from Duluth, Minn.

William H. Hoops, an electrical engineer, is a recent

San Francisco arrival from Chicago.

Frank Fowden, manager of Brooks-Follis Company, left

this week for Eureka, on pleasure bent.

W. E. Osburn, who is in the electrical business at Wood-
land, was a San Francisco visitor last week.

A. D. Bowen, who was at one time general manager of

the Ocean Shore Railway, is a San Francisco visitor.

W. S. Heger, Pacific Coast manager for the Allis-Chalmers

Company, is spending a few days in Southern California.

Thomas Mirk, of Hunt, Mirk & Co., has gone to San

Diego, where his firm is erecting an electric power plant.

Leon Bly of Red Bluff, who has electric power and irriga-

tion interests in Northern California, was a recent San Fran-

cisco visitor.

Sidney Sprout, electrical engineer, has gone to Los An-

geles on engineering business and will return to San Fran-

cisco next week.

A. S. Kalenborn, electrical engineer for the Reno Power,

Light and Water Company of Reno, Nevada, visited San Fran-

cisco this week.

Delos A. Chappelle, who is interested in hydro-electric

developments, has returned to Mono County after visiting

his San Francisco office.

E. M. Frazer, an inventor and manufacturer of electric

elevators, has arrived from the East and may spend some
time at San Francisco.

F. E. Vickers, assistant engineer of the General Electric

Company's San Francisco office, has returned from a trip

to New York and other Eastern cities.

E. G. Dewald, in charge of the water wheel department

of the Allis-Chalmers Company on the Pacific Coast, is again

at the company's San Francisco office after a trip to the fac-

tory at Milwaukee, Wis.

W. G. B. Euler has taken charge of the Big Bend plant

of the Great Western Power Company. Mr. Euler has been

with the General Electric Company for a number of years as

an engineer of construction.

E. G. Williams, who has general charge of J. G. White
& Co.'s engineering business, has just arrived at the San
Francisco office. J. W. Burke, engineer with the same cor-

poration, arrived last week from Denver.

H. G. Boardman is chief engineer for large electric power
and gold-dredging interests in Alaska. He a rived at San
Francisco for the purpose of purchasing machinery and sup-

plies. He has his headquarters at Dawson, Yukon Territory.

Charles P. Morrill, formerly Santa Rosa Manager for the

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, has been pro-

moted to the position of assistant to the general superin-

tendent at the San Francisco offices. A. F. Lafranchi, man-
ager of the Petaluma exchange, has taken Mr. Morrill's place

at Santa Rosa.

Kamakichi Takata, of Takata & Co., the Japanese agents

of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,

spent a few days last week inspecting the factories and

power plants of San Francisco. S. Furmi, of Takata & Co.'s

New York office, came West to meet the head of the firm

and left with Mr. Takata for the East May 23.

Among the San Francisco engineers who went to Los

.A.ngeles during the past week to attend the seventh annual

convention of the California State Association of the Na-

tional Association of Stationary Engineers were: H. N.

Saville, William Millner, Herman Nothig, William Jenkins,

Charles Knight, Frank Carmody and Charles Dick.

MEETING OF NORTHWEST ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER ASSOCIATION.

The annual convention of the Northwest Electric Light

and Power Association will be held this year on the steamer

Queen leaving Seattle the evening of August 26th and return-

ing the morning of August 29th. The boat has been char-

tered for the trip and will visit the various Sound cities

with stop-overs at each place. The cost of the entire trip in-

cluding berth and meals will be but $10 a person. This

gives an excellent opportunity for the delegates to get

acquainted with each other and discuss the business and
operative problems that confront them. An orchestra will

be taken on the trip and everything possible done for the

entertainment of the members. Part of the freight deck
has been assigned to the various supply companies who
are members of the Association, where they will be per-

mitted to install such exhibits as they choose. The pro-

gram as outlined includes papers on "Long Distance Trans-

mission," "Depreciation," "The Rate Question," "Employers'

Liability," "Methods of Getting Business" and "Conserva-

tion," all by speakers of ability. It is expected, however,

that the greatest good will be accomplished by the oppor.

tunity the three days' trip will give for discussion.

NEW CATALOGUES.
"Attitude of Central Stations Toward Electric Automo-

bilesi" is the subject of Bulletin No. 123 from the Electric

Storage Battery Company. In it is told the profitable results

obtained by the electric lighting company at Rochester, N. Y.

Bulletin 7B from the Engineering Department of the

National Electric Lamp Association presents valuable data

on illumination, so arranged and condensed that the correct

illumination of any place may be quickly calculated. In

addition to excellent tables and formulas this bulletin shows
typical lamps and reflectors for various uses.

"High Vacuum Surface Condensers for Steam Turbines" is

the title of Bulletin 106, published by the Wheeler Condenser
and Engineering Company of Carteret, N. J. The high

steam economy obtainer by steam turbines with vacuums
of 28 to 29 inches is pointed out, while on the other hand
it is shown that in obtaining these high vacuums there should

be no unnecessary power consumption by the condenser au.x-

iliaries, or excessive amounts of water used for cooling pur-

poses. This pamphlet describes arrangements of the tube

surface, the use of rain plates and other means recently

devised for obtaining these results.

TRADE NOTE.
R. B. Guernsey has been appointed San Francisco repre-

sentative of the C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Company of

Philadelphia, succeeding Frank R. Wheeler, who has been

transferred to the Chicago office of the company as manager.

The Los Angeles Gas & Electric Corporation have pur-

chased from the C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Company two

complete surface condensing units for two large compound

gas compressors recently installed. Each unit includes the

new Pratt rotrex vacuum pump.

The General Electric Company has closed a contract

for an additional 12,000 kw. Curtis turbine generating unit,

which is to be installed in the San Francisco Gas and Elec-

tric Company's Station "A," under the supervision of J. G.

White & Co. The new vertical turbine has a condenser

base and is rated as follows: A. T. B. 10, 12,000 kw., 720

r.p.m., 11,000 V.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

Dynamo Building for Amateurs. By A. J. Weed; SI pages;
4%x7%; 64 illustrations. Norman W. Henley Publish-
ing Company, New York, and Technical Booli Shop, San
Francisco. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.

As implied by the title this is a manual of practical

instruction on building a small dynamo or motor, the machine

work of which can be done on a small foot lathe. In it are

working dimensional drawings and detailed directions tor

making a 50-watt dynamo.

The Control of Use of Stream Waters in the United States.
By Russell L. Dunn; 65-page pamphlet published by the
author, Metropolis IBank Building, San Francisco; sold
by Technical Book Shop, San Francisco. Price, 50 cents.

This dissertation deals with the subject of conservation

of water power from the standpoint of the company that is

formed to develop such power, but is hindered by govern-

mental restrictions. Two points specially emphasized are

the prevalent misunderstanding as to the definition of a

water power site and the question of state ownership of

water rights over which federal jurisdiction is now being

extended. Included in it is a comprehensive summary of

the laws relative to water appropriation and use in California.

In its entirety it is an able exponent of the "other side"

of what hitherto has been largely a one-sided argument.

Report on Foreign Labor Conditions. By Harris Weinstock;
157 pages; 5%x9. Published by State Printer, Sacra-
mento, California.

In 1908 Governor Jas. M. Gillett appointed Mr. Harris

Weinstock Special Labor Commissioner to examine into the

labor conditions and labor laws of foreign countries and re-

port his conclusions as to remedies for strikes and lockouts.

In this volume is embodied the results of his investigations

in Italy, Russia, Austria, Germany, Belgium, France, England,

Australia and New Zealand. The statement of conditions in

these countries is most interesting, as are also the authors

conclusions. These embrace an indorsement of the principle

of State intervention in labor disputes. Including public

inquiry in labor disputes before they reach the serious stage

of a strike or lockout.

Municipal Franchises. By Delos F. Wilcox; 710 pages; 5x8.
Enginering News Book Department, New York and Tech-
nical Book Shop, San Francisco. Price, $5.00.

Herein is given a description of the terms and conditions

upon which private corporations enjoy special privileges in

American cities. The work is divided into two volumes, this,

the first, containing an introductory analysis of the modes of

acquiring franchise rights, of the nature of franchises and
the various possible means of restricting public utility monop-
olies under private operation. The several classes of

municipal franchises are then discussed in detail, this

volume dealing with wire and pipe franchises, the former

including the telephone, telegraph, lighting heat and power

and the latter water supply, sewers, central heating, refrig-

eration, pneumatic tubes, oil lines and gas. The second

volume, to come within a year, will discuss transportation

and terminal franchises together with observations on the

ta,xation and control of public utilities. In each case a brief

sketch is given of the history and Importance of the utility,

followed by examples of typical franchises in actual opera-

tion in different American cities. The author, who is Chief

of the Bureau of Franchises of the Public Service Commis-
sion for the first district of New York, is a recognized author-

ity on this and kindred subjects. He believes that "a public

franchise is a public trust" and he indicates how private opera-

tion of public utilities may be best regulated. As a reference

work it is valuable alike to the engineer and the lawyer, giv-

ing the most comprehensive summary of American franchise

provisions yet published. It presents pertinent facts and de-

duces rational conclusions on a subject which is daily increas-

ing in popular interest.

Auto-Transformer Design. By A. H. Avery; 60 pages; 5%x
8%; 25 illustrations. Spon & Chamberlain, New York
and Technical Book Shop, San Francisco. Price, $1.50.

Anyone who has ever tried- to make a small transformer

and found how little practical information is available will

appreciate this book. The designers of large transformers

for manufacturing companies have reduced their work to a
science, but the individual who wishes to make his own
apparatus has great difficulty in understanding and adapting

their information to his needs. This want is admirably sup-

plied in this voltmie for small transformers in general and
auto-transformers in particular. The book contains six chap-

ters. After defining and comparing the different types of

transformers and discussing the advantages of transforming
to low pressure for lighting, the author develops the element-

ary theory and presents the fundamental formulae necessary,

this including a clear explanation of iron and copper calcu-

lations. In the chapter on practical design a typical problem
is worked out, detailing every step in the calculation. This
is supplemented by a simple explanation of how the efficiency

of the transformer may be determined. The final chapter

gives practical constructional details, including core assem-
bling, coil winding, insulating, mounting and enclosing, well

illustrated by line cuts and half tones. The text substitutes

for the rule of thumb methods hitherto used rational expla-

nations and practical directions which should enable anyone
not only to make an auto-transformer, but also understand
its theory.

American Producer Gas Practice. By Nisbet Latta; 539
pages; 71/2x101/2; 247 illustrations. D. Van Nostrand
Company, New York and Technical Book Shop, San
Francisco. Price, $6.00.

Nisbet Lotta is one of the foremost American authorities

on gas engines and gas producers. In this volume he has

ably delineated typical practice couched in such language that

even the layman may understand. It is a welcome relief

upon turning to the first page to find that the author omits

all history, ancient and otherwise, and proceeds at once with

the practical features of producer design and operation. The
book consists of twenty-two chapters and an appendix. These
are concerned respectively with producer operation, cleaning

the gas, works details, producer types, moving gases, solid

fuels, physical and chemical properties of gases, gas analysis,

gas power, gas engines, industrial gas applications, furnaces

and kilns, burning lime and cement, pre-heating air, combus-
tion, properties and measurement of heat, data on pipes,

flues and chimneys, useful tables and oil fuel producer gas.

The treatment of each individual subject is as comprehensive
as is the handling of the entire field as above outlined. Writ-

ten description is well-supplemented by reproductions from
photographs and drawings. With so much to commend it

is unfortunate that the text should be marred by a number
of typographical errors, which should be corrected in future

editions to which the book is undoubtedly destined. For
instance, in the appendix on oil fuel producer gas, which is

particularly interesting to Pacific Coast . engineers in that it

describes the Jones oil gas set, the Nix-Frost producer and
the Amet Ensign producer, we find Professor Durand's name
spelled "Durant," and Bakersfield given as "Bakersville."

Doubt is at once created regarding the correctness of the

names of individuals and places in other localities with which
we may not be familiar. Except for these minor defects,

this work should prove of value to everyone operating or

contemplating the operation of a producer gas plant.

"California for the Settler" is the title of a handsomely
illustrated book of 100 pages issued for free distribution by
the advertising department of the Southern Pacific Com-
pany. In it are detailed the advantages of rural life in this

State.
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A NEW FORM OF HEAD FOR BOILER TUBE CLEANERS.
The Lagonda Manufacturing Company, of Springfield,

Oliio, have recently put out a new boiler tube cleaner

equipped with what is known as the "Quick Repair Head."

This head is the result of several years of experimenting,

and is said to be the simplest and most compact head for

use on turbine tube cleaners that has yet been brought

out. The head is attached to the cleaner turbine proper

by means of the coupling and an adapter. As can be seen

from the accompanying drawing, a spider screws directly into

the coupling, and has three arms on the end of which are

attached the swinging arms carrying the cutter wheels.

There are four cutters on each swinging arm; the front one

being of the cone pattern, is the first to attack the scale

and loosen it. Each cone cutter is then followed by three

star cutters which remove the scale down to the metal,

leaving a bright, polished surface.

The most important feature of this head is the ease with

tion may get a good idea of this from the cut of the Wein-
land thrust-bearing cleaner with quick repair head.

Charles C. Moore & Co., engineers are General Pacific

Coast Agents for same.

TRADE NOTES.
The Board of Public Works of Los Angeles, Cal., has

recently placed an order with Allis-Chalmers Company tor

twenty-one 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, belted induction mo-
tors for use in connection with the work on the new water
supply aqueduct. Seven of these are 125 h.p. and the rest

range down to 10 hp.

The Electric Storage Battery Company announces that

it has opened two new sales offices, one at No. 729 Ford
Building, Detroit, Mich., and another at 1424 Wazee street,

Denver, Colo. The increasing use of the "Chloride Accumula-
tor" and "Tudor Accumulator" for central stations, tele-

phones, railways, and an enormous increase in the use of

The Quick Repair Head ;\ttached to a Weinland Water Turbine.

Sectional ^'^ew of Weinland Thrust-Bearinji Turbine Cleaner with a

Quick Repair Head .Attached.

Cone cn/rprj
attack jcti/t!

Cutter Pmi rcmoratf
wilti a wrench

Arm pins o. „.,

out when (oaphng
Uuiucj-emd.

The Quick Repair Head with One of the

Cutter Pins Removed

which new cutters can be inserted. The cutter pin can

quickly be removed by means of a wrench and all of the

cutter wheels taken out. In case it is necessary to take

the entire head apart it is only necessary to unscrew the

spider from the coupling; this allows the three arm pins to

drop out and the whole head is dismantled. There are no

rivets or small parts used and the makers furnish an extra

supply of sharp cutter wheels with each head. As mentioned

before, it is but the work of a minute to remove one of the

pins and insert new sharp cutters. Keeping the head

equipped with sharp cutters results in a marked saving in

the time necessary to remove a given amount of scale from

boiler tubes.

The quick repair head is compact and heavily built.

The arms are thrown out against the scale by the action

of centrifugal force. This causes the cutter wheels to bear

firmly against the scale, but should a constricted part of

the tube be met the arms fold in and do not injure the

boiler tube in the least. The fly-wheel effect of a compact

head like this is quite noticeable. When exceptionally hard

scale is encountered it is only necessary to back the cleaner

out a little, and let the head speed up and when it is forced

against the scale again, it is generally found that the cleaner

will eat its way through without any further trouble.

Those who are not familiar with the turbine construc-

the "Exide" battery for electric vehicles, gas engine ignition,

etc., has made it advisable to establish these offices, so that

customers in adjacent territory will be better served. A stock

of battery material will be carried in Denver from which

orders can be promptly filled. The addition of these offices

as well as the St. Louis "Exide" storeroom recently opened

at Sixteenth and Pine streets materially increases the facili-

ties of this company in the West.

It has been announced that the 12,000-kw. generating

imit, which is to be installed in the Southern California Edi-

son Company's new power station at Long Beach, is to be

furnished by the General Electric Company. The contract

calls for the following; One A. T. B. 12,000-kw., 750-r.p.m.,

11,000-v., 3-phase, .50-cycle Curtis steam turbo-generator with

condenser base. This turbine will have a continuous out-

put of 15,000 k.v.a. at 80 per cent power factor, operating at

200 pounds steam pressure with 1% pounds back pressure.

The superheater will supply steam at 125 degrees. The

contract include, also, two exciters, each consisting of a

Curtis steam turbine driving a 4-pole, 125-kw., 125-v. shunt

wound generator. The General Electric Company will sup-

ply for the above plant seven 2,000-kw., 50-cycle, forced oil,

single-phase transformers. The voltages are 40,000 v. slant,

400 v. 70,000 V. with 11,000 v secondary.
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INCORPORATIONS.

MISSOULA, MONT.—The Clark-Missoula Power Com-

pany has been incorporated for $6,000,000 by W. A. Clark

of Butte. The company is formed for promoting the new
street railway here.

RIVERSIDE, CAL.—The Orange Heights Water Com-
pany has been incorporated by G. R. Murdock, F. E. Palmer,

J. W. Long, J. H. Pairchild and E. H. Bagby, all of Los

Angeles. The capital stock is $125,000.

SANTA FE, N. M.—The San Luis Power and Water
Company, with a capital of $1,000,000, has been incorporated

by F. E. Brooks, Gerald and Fred Hughes, F. C. Mofflar, H. G.

Lunt and H. A. Smith. The company's headquarters is at

Colorado Springs, Colo., with W. F. Meyer as New Mexican
agent. The company will operate in El Paso and Costilla

Counties, Colo.

SAN MATEO, CAL.—The rumor that the San Mateo
Water Company had taken over the holdings of the Burlin-

game Water Company was practically authenticated when
the Peninsula Water Company filed articles of incorporation

in Redwood City. The incorporators of the new company
are the same as of the San Mateo Water Company—Joseph
Levy, William F. Turbull, H. N. Royden, J. A. Foster and
Charles N. Kirkbride. The capital of the new corporation

is $1,000,000.

TRANSMISSION.

THOMPSON, MONT.—Senator Dolan of Missoula and
others contemplate the erection of a large power plant here.

SHERIDAN, MONT.—O. B. Preston, president of the

Municipal lighting plant of St. Johns, Mich., will establish

a power plant here and supply the city with light.

NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.—A deed has been filed for

record transferring all the property of the Northwestern
Corporation in this section to the Yakima-Pasco Power
Company.

PORT ALBERNI, B. C—A. E. Waterhouse, of Seatt'e,

has applied for a record on the Sproat River of 500 inches,

with the intention of erecting an electric power plant to

supply Port Alberni.

VICTORIA, B. C—Bids will be received up to .lune 6th by
the Minister of Public Works for the construction of a trans-

mission line for the purpose of furnishing electricity for the

hospital for the insane at Coquitlam.

GRANGEVILLE, IDA.—A. W. Trine announces that

Eastern capital has become interested in the Snake River
power project near the mouth of the Salmon River and that

development work will be started soon.

COEUR D'ALENE, IDA.—The Coeur d'Alene Indian Res-
ervation Settlers' Association, Wm. Masi, Jr., of Spokane,
president, is preparing to install electric power and telephone
lines, establish schools, etc., on the reserve.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The Arrowhead Reser-
voir and Power Company has filed trust deeds to the amount
of $2,000,000 to raise money for constructing additional tun-

nels and building outlets for power and irrigation purposes.

TACOMA, WASH.—The City Commissioners are consid-
ering plans for the purchase of water rights on the White
River, ten miles above Buckley, owned by P. H. Hebb and
offered to the city for $900,000. The proposed power plant will

develop 100,000 hp. at a cost of $2,000,000.

ORLEANS, CAL.—The company that has taken up the

water power at Ishi Pishi Falls has had favorable reports

sent in by the Government officers and expects before long

to receive its permit, when active operations will begin.

This means and expenditure of over $1,000,000 in Humboldt
County, the permanent employment of hundreds of men and

the building of factories, probably near Trinidad. The com-

pany will divert the water from the river above the falls into

a flume 16 feet wide and 12 feet deep, tunnel through Sugar

Loaf mountain and carry water to the next falls, a distance

of a mile, where the pressure will give them 50,000 hp. all

the year. The rock tunnel will also be 12x16 feet and will

be 1500 feet long.

TRANSPORTATION.
SPOKANE.—The Okanogan Electric Company has ap-

plied for a franchise for a track on Nettleton street.

BOZEMAN, MONT.—The Gallatin Valley Electric Rail-

way has completed plans for the erection of a depot in this

city.

MARSHFIELD, ORE.—The Council has granted the

Coos Bay Rapid Transit Company a franchise for building an

electric line in Marshfield.

EUGENE, ORE.—The City Council has granted a fran-

chise providing for the College Hill loop, which will add

about six miles to the present street car system.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—A new franchise has been granted

the Power, Transit and Light Company for an extension of

its lines so that cars may be run to the fair grounds.

STOCKTON, CAL.—The Central California Traction

Company has applied for a fifty-year franchise for an elec-

tric line on the streets and highways of San Joaquin County.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C—It is announced that bids

are to be aslced soon for the construction of the proposed

$80,000 depot of the British Columbia Electric Railway here.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The City Council has passed an ordi-

nance granting to the San Diego Electric Company a street

railway franchise along and up K street, Twenty-second and

other streets.

HOOD RIVER, ORE.—The Hood River Electric . Light,

Power and Water Company has been sold to the Hood River

Power and Water Company. One of the projects of the com-

pany is the construction of an electric railway.

LEWISTON, MONT.—E. H. Begeman, a capitalist from

Holland, has announced his intention of building an electric

road between this place and Holland, and residents of this

place have agreed to subscribe $100,000 toward the project.

RAYMOND, WASH.—P. E. Hall, Jr., owner of the South

Bend electirc lighting system, has applied for a franchise

for a term of forty-five years, to construct and operate an

electric street railway system in Raymond.

SEATTLE.-C. H. Shields of the Spokane Grain and

Fuel Company, and others propose to construct an electric

railway to Green Lake via Fourth avenue and a tunnel under

Queen Anne hill to Bvanston avenue, crossing the canal at

Etruria street.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.—The line of the Los Angeles

Railway which now extends to the intersection of Thirty-

ninth street and Vermont avenue will be extended to West-

ern from Vermont avenue. The track will be double and

more than a mile in length.
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Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underi^auDd Aerial, Submanoe and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO. IND.

**^ Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOf
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Su. San Francisco

OKOINITE WIRE
v^OW/x

The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
2S3 BROADWAV. NEW VORK

CENTRAL CUCTRIC CO., Chicago. III. f. D. LAWRENCE ELECTRIC CO.. Cincinrali, 0.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.. Philadelphia. Pa. PEniNGEll-ANOREWS CO.. Boslon. Mass.

ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO., Pittsburs. Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCKSORIK
FOR ALL SERVICES

PACiriC COAST DEPT. first National Banh Building, San frandsco
Sub.Office—Los Aneeles, Cat.

GENERAL OFFICES: PITTSBURG. PA.

Factories Oakland. Cal.. Pitlsburg. Pa.. Perth .Amboj. N. J.
Branch Offices: New Vorlc. Boston. Chicaso. Philadelphia. St. Louis

Specify-

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

VI TI PAN Refrigerating and
V kJ Lt\,^T\L\ Ice Making Machinery

Mahufacturcd by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlai BIdg., 604 MiMion St.

Works: Franciaco and Kearny Streets San FranCISCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMEINTS SEE RAGE EIGHT
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Greenfield Flexible SteelArmored Conductors
^'^^^t^co!?'^^-

The Only BX Cable
MARK

^These conductors, used by many contractors in all classes of work,

ARE INDISPENSABLE POR THE WIRING OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
They are rust proof, g.ive protection to the insulation of the wires, are flexible and
require no elbows, easy to install and afford a profit to the contractor. They can be

installed in old buildings without damage to the expensive trim and decorations.
TRADE

Sold by the principal jobbers. Order BX Cable and insist upon its delivery.
MARK

Descriptive pamphlet No. 4^954 sent upon request.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
General Offices: 527-331 West 34th Street. INew York City

SAN PRANCISCO, Atlas Building SEATTLE, Colman Building

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Supplies Light, Heat, and Power

TO

Place. Population.
Agua Callente 50
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany 800
tt Alta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antioch 3.000

Jl Auburn 2,050
Barber 200

** Belmont 600
Belvedere 360
Benlcia 2,600

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 160
Biggs 750
Black Diamond . . . 600
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderick 600

IBrown's Valley ... 50
•SBurlingame 5,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,600
JCentervllle 20
CentervlUe BOO

••Chlco 13,000
•Colusa 2,700
tColtax 400
Colma BOO
Concord 1,600
Cordelia 160
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,600
Croiv's Landing . . 37o
Davenport 1,000
Davis 750
Decoto 369
Dixon 1,000
Dobbin! BO

Place. Population.
Drytown 100
Durham 500
JDutch Flat 400
••Easton 600
•East San Jose 1,600
Bckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 2,500
Elmira ISO
EI Verano 100

••Emeryville 2,000
Encinal 20
Fairfield 800

••Fair Oaks 2B0
Fitchburg 260
Folsom 1.500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 600
Gold Run 100
Grafton 350

tGrass Valley 7.000
Gridley 1,800
Groveland 60
Hammonton 600
Hayward 4,000
Hollister 3,000
lone 900
Irvington 1.000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
Lawrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLlncoIn 1,500
jLIve Oak 200
Livermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 200
Los Gates 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Marten 25
Martinez B,000

••Marysville 6,250
Mayfleld 1,500

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300

••Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose .

.

500
Mokelumne Hill . .. 150
Mountain View ... 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
tNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1,000
Niles 800

••Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2,500
Orwood 50
Pacheco 200

•Palo Alto 6,000
JPenryn 250
Perkins 200

•Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 250

•Piedmsnt 2,000
Pinole 1,600
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 60O

•Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

JRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100

tRoseville 345
Ross 900

•••Sacramento 52,000

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,600
San Bruno 1,500
San Carlos 100

•San Francisco 460,000
•San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

•San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000

**San Quentin Prison 1.600
••San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran.... 2,600
Stanford Univ 2,000
Stege 100
tStookton 26,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
JTowle ". . 200
Tracy 1,200
Vaeavilie 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 360
"W^heatland 1,400
Winters 1,200

•"Woodland 3,500
Tolo 350

•Tuba City 1,900

•Gas only; "itls and electricity: telectdcity, eas. and water: telectricily and water: •••iras. electricity, and street car service; all others, electricity only.

Service Number Total

furnished of Towas Population

Electricity . 158 1.089.790

Gas 33 988.900

Water... 17 43.415

Streetcar t ,52,000

EMPLOYS 3,500 people

OPERATES 11 hydro-electric plants in the
- 'mountains ' - -

3 steam-driven electric plants
in biff cities. ,.-

18 Eras works

SERVES ^3 ol California's population

26 of California's 56 counties I

An area of 32.431 square miles

3/5 the size of New York state

Vl the size of all the New England
states combined
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HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER AS APPLIED TO IRRIGATION
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Among the many uses to which hydro-electric by progressive farmers will show what the land is

power is being applied, that of electrically pumped capable of producing, but the greater part of the terri-

water for irrigation is being advocated at present in tory will consist of barren country planted to grain, or

a great many instances ; and while the mere pumping used for grazing purposes, with here and there a town,

of the water is so simple as to be hardly worthy of This land is in large holdings, and the first thing to

discussion, it may be of interest to point out some be determined is the amount of subdivision which may

Mt. Whitney Power Co. '5 Tiile Rivur Power Plant During Construclion.

Ill the Operating conditions encountered in a project

formed chiefly for this purpose.

A hydro-electric system to supply power for

pumping water for irrigation will usually be required

to build up its own market in the territory served,

and it is manifestly necessary at the outset to care-

fully study the territory. Usually some pioneer work

*Ab.sti-.'ict of paper i-e,id at Pacific Coast pieetinp A. I, E, E.,

May 6. 1910.

be expected, and whether the proper men are in ihc

field to bring this subdivision about. The character

of the land is, of course, of primary importance and

the percentage of good land should be carefully deter-

mined. Irrigated land should have a slight slope for

distributing the water and must be reasonably smooth.

Hard pan near the surface must be guarded against,

as it generally denotes a rather poor quality of soil.

The adaptability of the soil for dilTcrrnt products and
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the climate should be considered, yet data on these

two points are hard to get and are usually unreliable.

Tests and analysis of the soil would seem to be the

natural way of determining its adaptability to the dif-

ferent products, but the agriculturist pays very little

attention to these analyses, and has apparently a good

reason for this, as they are often unreliable.

In the San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys it has

been demonstrated that almost an}' kind of products

may be raised on the good lands. Only a small por-

tion of this land has been planted to citrus fruits, but

small groves may be found along the entire length of

the valley, and it would therefore seem as though it

were all adapted to this class of products if water is

applied. The best conditions seem to exist, however,

where the mountains rise abruptly from the valley,

and the level fiat land extends up to the foothills, for,

where a long stretch or rolling country lies between
the plains and the hills, hard pan and bedrocks are

generally very much in evidence.

Due to the fact that the oranges in the San
Joaquin valley ripen and are marketed a full month
earlier than those in the southern part of the State,

they bring exceedingly good prices, and the growth
of this industry is very rapid. The present citrus dis-

tricts, as in fact is most of the land in the citrus belt,

are above the existing irrigation canals, which in most
instances divert all of the water available from the

rivers, and are therefore entirely dependent on ground
waters for irrigation ; and, as the profits from this

crop warrant a large expenditure, it is naturally the

best market for power for pumping purposes. Aside
from citrus fruits, all kinds of high-class products,

such as deciduous fruits, berries, vegetables, nuts,

vines and alfalfa are to some extent also irrigated by
pumped ground water.

The amount of water required for the irrigation

of different products varies to such an extent in the

different communities that it is impossible to get any
figures which would be at all accurate. The char-

acter of the soil is accountable for the difference to a

large extent, but the cost of water and the personal

equation are accountable to a very much larger extent.

There is usually a marked tendency to the overuse of

water. The duty of irrigation water in California is

believed to average about 2 ft. in depth in addition
to the average rainfall.

In the Imperial valley, in 1906, 120,000 acres were
irrigated and a total average depth of 2.04 ft. was used,
the main crop being grain. In San Diego county on
land planted to citrus fruits an average depth of 1.5

ft. was used from 1889 to 1899. Around Los Angeles
it is estimated that an average depth of 2.4 ft. is used.

In the Modesto and Turlock districts as much as 8
ft. to 10 ft. in depth was used at the start, but in 1908
the depth varied from 1.2 ft. to 3.6 ft. In the Fresno
district very little water is applied to the surface of
the land at present, the land being sub-irrigated by
seepage from the canals.

The San Joaquin and Sacramento vallevs are
favorable storage basins for ground waters, as the only
outlet is the San Francisco bay through the narrow
straits of Corquinez. The elevation of the Lindsay
district two hundred and fifty miles away is about
300 ft., and the ground waters must, therefore, of

necessity travel very slowly and be in large quantities.

In determining the policies and the scope of a

proposed hydro-electric system for the supply of

power for pumped irrigation, it is necessary to deter-

mine at the outset the exact territory to be served and

the general policies to be followed as regards charges,

contracts, extensions, etc., or, in other words, a definite

goal must be set, the power company must do every-

thing possible to assist development, and any inhabi-

tant in any section of the territory must be supplied

with power whenever it is required. Therefore, the

power system simply grows up with the country, and
while this growth is taking place (it of necessity must
take many years), it must be considered that the

power system is in course of construction during the

entire period. This is the main feature in which the

power project depending entirely upon an irrigation

market differs from the project supplying ordinary

commercial business in an already well settled com-
munity, and this is a difference which is seldom fully

understood and the time element not fully pro-

vided for.

The Hydro-Electric System.

The character of construction of a system depends
entirely on the class of market, and for irrigation a

slight discontinuance of service is not serious, there-

fore a light construction is permissible. The generat-

ing stations at the outset should be of a fairly perma-
nent character, but the distributing system may and
actually should be of a light and in many cases even
bordering on a temporary character, as it is necessary

to economize in every way at the outset to warrant
the low rate which it is necessary to charge in order

that the market may be developed ; for it is necessary

at the outset to establish a rate which will continue

in effect when the system is fully developed. Even
the expense of the generating stations may be reduced

to a considerable extent at first, and as the system

increases and the market becomes concentrated, im-

provements of a more permanent nature mav be added.

Notwithstanding this, the writer has heard engi-

neers of standing make the broad statement that there

was no excuse for the use of a wooden flume and that

a tunnel was the only proper thing: also that certain

plants were altogether too flimsy and temporary in

their design, and that the wooden pole line was en-

tirely obsolete. When these statements are made, the

writer cannot but think that the assertions are

prompted by a lack of regard for the first principle of

engineering, namely, economy. Everv one who has

had any experience with the wooden flume knows the

many interruptions of service caused by it, yet, if con-

stant service is not absolutely necessarv. what po,;-

sible type of construction can compare with the flume.

It is short lived, but several can be built for the cost

of a tunnel, and during the earlv life of a transmission

system every dollar counts. If the system warrants

a tunnel, it may be constructed during the life of the

flume to take its place. Of course, if the system

depends entirely upon one power plant, the replace-

ment of the flume is both difficult and expensive, but

few existing systems of any importance rely entirely

on one plant, and there is usually sufficient capacity

available during certain periods of the year to allow

for the sJiHtdown of one station. Also an auxiliary
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steam plant is often cheaper than a tunnel and much
more useful.

Wooden pole lines are also perfectly' reliable in

our California climate and are a very worthy sub-

stitute for the steel tower lines in respect to business

development, and there is nothing' to prevent the

construction of the tower line when the wooden pole

has outlived its usefulness; no interruption of service

is necessary, as the right of way should be wide

enough to accommodate both lines.

Among the different parts of the system where

considerable expense may be saved is the switching

gear, which may be extremely simple at the outset and

Fig. 1.

still ample. A small galvanized iron building on a

wood frame is a thoroughly satisfactory building for

the pioneer substation, which can be replaced by a

permanent and fireproof structure when the business

warrants. By the construction of light, inexpensive

tie lines one substation may be arranged to tempo-

rarily supply the territory of another, and by the con-

struction of a ring system many miles of expensive

transmission line may be replaced by a much lighter

class of construction, which will answer all purposes

for many years.

In the greater part of California the conditions

are ideal for long pole spacing. High winds seldom

occur and sleet is unheard of, but it is not uncommon
to see a line consisting of three wires ranging in size

from No. 2 to No. 8 supported by poles spaced from

120 ft. to 150 ft. apart. However, on new lines, the

fallacy of this mode of construction is apparently being
realized, and much of the new work looks different.

In one case the writer has seen a pole spacing of over

500 ft. in use on light lines, 40-ft. poles being used,

which made a very nice appearing and businesslike

line. Due to the less number of poles used, better

poles, cross-arms and insulators may be indulged in.

Other details may be treated in a similar manner.

Description of Typical System.

The writer has been connected for several years

with probably the only hydro-electric power project

that depends almost entirely on pumped irrigation for

a market, approximately 70 per cent of the power gen-

erated being used for this purpose, the balance of the

power being used for the ordinary commercial pur-

poses in towns and settlements within the territory

served, and for the operation of one interurban rail-

way. The entire territory, however, is supported by
the agricultural and horticultural products, and, there-

fore, the system is believed to be almost as nearly an

exclusive power pumping system as can be imagined.

The actual conditions obtaining on this system should

apply closely to conditions which may be expected

in other similar projects.

Territory—The territory of the company referred

to comprises approximately 1,050 square miles in

Tulare and Kern counties, California, being a strip

of country about 50 miles long north and south, and
22 miles wide. The only available gravity waters for

irrigation are the waters of the Kaweah and Tule

rivers, all of which have been long ago appropriated.

This gravity water irrigates about 90,000 acres of land

and the balance of the territory, or approximately

560,000 acres, must depend entirely on the ground

waters for irrigation before they can be made to pro-

duce other than grain or pasturage. The average

annual rainfall for the territory is about 10 in., and the

soil and climate are admirably adapted for the pro-

duction of all kinds of high-class products. The terri-

tory may be for convenience divided into two sec-

tions, the citrus belt comprising approximately 200,000

acres of land, and what may be termed the valley por-

tion. In estimating the power requirements it is con-

sidered that approximately half of the land in the

citrus belt will be planted to products requiring ap-

proximately half as much water as the citrus fruits.

Load Characteristics and Power Required for

Pumping.

The load curve. Fig. 3, together with the con-

nected load, Fig. 2, will show better than any indi-

vidual examples the amount of power which is re-

quired for a large territory with varying water levels

ranging from a few feet to 90 ft., and with lifts above

the surface at the wells varying from two or three feet

to several hundred feet, there being approximately

18,000 acres of land under pumped irrigation at

present.

It is estimated that one horsepower used in the

ordinary way during the respective irrigation seasons

will irrigate an average of five acres of citrus fruits

and 10 acres of other products in the citrus belt, and

16 acres of deciduous fruits, alfalfa, etc., in the valley

section.
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The following table was compiled from observa-

tion at typical pumping plants on the system. In the

table the letters at the head of the columns signify as

follows

:

A. No. of acres of oranges.

B. Average age of orange grove.

C. No. of acres of vines.

D. No. of acres of alfalfa.

E. Horsepower capacity of motor.

F. Horsepower tested.

G. Depth of water during pumping season.

H. Height water is raised above surface of ground at well.

/. Total head.

/. Acres per installed horsepower.

K. Estimated depth of water available over land if operated

continuously during pumping period based on 50 per

cent plant efficiency.

Plant A B C D E F G H I J K
. . 30 3 5 5 86 4 90 6 2.9

2 . . 40 3 6 3.0 66 4 70 8 1.8

3 . . . . 54 15 12 12.1 50 5 bb 4.5 6.3

4 . . . . 50 3 7.6 5.2 45 5 bO 6.7 4.2

. . 16 13 5 4.7 S7 3 90 3.2 5.1

6 . . . . 20 13 5 4.5 66 5 70 4.0 b.V

7 . . . . 22 12 5 4.7 65 5 70 4.4 b.l

8 . . . . 10 10 2 2.4 66 4 70 6.0 4.5

9 . . . . 48 11 10 9.1 70 5 lb 4.8 4.4

10 . . . . 40 5 5 4.6 80 8.0 2.3

11 . . . . 33 3 16 12.9 30 100 130 2.2 6.2

12 . . . . 16 7.5 10 10 2(1 100 120 1.6 8.2

13 . . ..110 27.6 27.6 40 6 46 4.0 8.8

14 . . .. 70 3 16 15 SO 80 4.6 4.2

15 . . . . 35 6 10 7.8 40 40 3.5 8.8

16 . . . .135 5 100 86 69 20 80 100 2.7 4.6

17 . . . . 66 3 10 9.7 40 40 6.6 b.8

18 . . . .111 15 15.8 27 5 32 7.4 V.l

19 . . ..140 7 50 50 611 90 150 2.8 3.6

20 . . . .145 7 50 32.8 60 X7 147 2.9 2.4

21 . . 30 15 12.8 28 2 30 2.0 18.8
22 . . . .120 10 80 47.5 40.1 50 60 4.2 6.3

23 . . 74 15 16.2 35 5 40 5 7.2

24 .. 4' 10 7.0 8 S 24 3.9

25 .. fii 6 6.6 16 16 32 3.6

26 .. 6 ) 15 19.2 16 5 21 17.2 5.5

The above table might be extended and averaged

to show the horsepower and water required for the

supply of various products and for the requirements

of orange groves of different ages, but there are so

many variable elements entering into each case that

any such figures, even if based on an average of every

plant on the system, would be, in the writer's opinion,

practically worthless. In the case of the high lift
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plants water is usually taken from the main pipe at

different levels, but, as the current is charged for at

the maxiinum demand rate and as the pumps are
designed for the highest head, only the high head is

taken into consideration.

Fig. 2 shows the increase of connected load on
the system from 1903 to 1909, inclusive, for power and

lights. This curve does not show the railroad load,

which is 600 kw. and was connected in February,

1908, and operates at a load factor of approximately

30 per cent throughout the year. Of the total con-

nected power load at the end of 1909, there was

3.776.75 h.p. used for the pumping of water, leaving

573.25 h.p. for commercial power purposes. This ap-

plies to all motors over 34 h.p., sizes under this being

included in lighting.

, s OUTPUT STEAM PLANT A
AVERAGE MONTHLY LOAD
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Fig. 3 shows the average monthly load curve at

the generating stations for 1901 to 1909, inclusive. The
shaded portion of tliis curve represents the load on the

auxiliary steam plant, made necessary in 1908 by the

disabling of one generator in No. i power house and
an extremely low water period of the rivers ; and in

1909 the steam plant floated on the line until the Tule
river plant was completed late in the season, the other

power stations being fully loaded.

Fig. 4 shows the load curve for the maximum
d.emand during the years 1907, 1908 and 1909. It

will be noted that the maximum demand at the power
stations is very much less than the connected load,

regardless of transmission losses, although the pump-
ing load is considered extremely steady during the

irrigation period, the pumping plants operating 24

Fig. 4.

hours per day at as near the full capacity of the motor

as possible. The lighting load has no appreciable

eft'ect on the generating stations during the time of

maximum demand, as it is balanced by a certain

amount of power -used only during the daylight hours.

Fig. 5 shows the load factor of the system, and

this also clearly points out an important condition
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to be considered in an enterprise of this character, as

it is comparatively low. This curve shows that a large

amount of power is available for market during the

winter and spring months, and with such market ob-
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tainable, the capacity of the generating stations could

be greatly increased, as the flow of the rivers is

greatest at this time.

Fig. 6 shows the characteristic flow of the streams
during a very dry season, and is a combined curve of

the Tule and Kaweah rivers. All of the rivers flowing

into the San Joaquin valley have the same general

characteristics, and a comparison of the load curve

and this curve of stream flow shows the time of heavy
load during the period of low water, and the generat-

ing plant must, therefore, be designed for the mini-

mum flow of the stream unless suitable storage reser-

voirs are available. These reservoir sites are available
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on some of the streams feeding the valley, but are

scarce and expensive to develop, and the plants are

designed for the minimum flow.

In connection with the load factor curve, it is

to be noted that when the load factor reaches approxi-

mately so per cent it is necessary to construct an addi-

tional plant.

Generating Stations.

The generating stations consist at the present

time of three hydro-electric power plants having an

aggregate capacity of 4,850 kw. and one turbo-gen-

erator steam auxiliary plant having a capacity of i,qoo

kw. Two of the water-power plants are on the Ka-
weah river and one on the Tule river, the steam
auxiliary being in Visalia, the principal town on the

system. The fourth water-power plant, which will

have a capacity of 3,000 kw., will also b? on the

Kaweah river.

Power house No. i was the first constructed, and
diverts the waters of the east fork of the Kaweah
river through six miles of redwood flume. The plant
was constructed in 1899, and the flume is today per-

fectly sound and will last at least lo years longer
before it will require replacement. The static head
obtained is 1,310 ft. and the generators are driven

by overhung wheels on the generator shaft. The
equipment consists of three units of 450 kw. each, two

No, 1 Power House and Grounds.

belt-driven exciters and four 500-kw. transformers,

one being a spare transformer. The transformers are

oil-insulated and were designed to be self-cooled, but
additional cooling is obtained by pumping the oil

through coils on which water is sprayed. The trans-

formers are located in individual compartments en-

tirely separate from the power house, as are also the

lightning arresters and high-tension switches.

Regulation is manual, controlling stands being

situated in front of the switchboard, two of which
operate deflectors which regulate the amount of water

Section of No. 1 Flume.

applied to the wheels by deflecting the stream, and

one of which regulates the water supply to the third

machine by a needle nozzle. At the penstock a regu-

lating reservoir in the form of a large flume has been

constructed, having a capacity of 25,000 cu. ft. The

main function of this reservoir is to smooth out the

daily variation of stream flow, as, due to the method

of regulation at the power house, no great economy

of water can be practiced, although the needle nozzle
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allows the regulation of water to some extent. Since

the other plants have been constructed, however, no

regulation is done at No. i, v.'hich simply takes a t:er-

tain load and holds it.

Plant No. 2 was constructed during 1904 and put

into operation in January, 1905. The water for this

plant is diverted from the main Kaweah river and is

conducted to the penstock through 15 flumes aggre-

gating 0.87 mile, and 3.1 miles of ditch. The flumes

are all redwood and the ditch is concrete lined, the

ditch construction being used where the slopes will

permit, the flumes being constructed on the rough

broken ground and to cross ravines. A concrete lined

penstock reservoir is excavated in the side of the hill

having a capacity of 75,000 cu. ft. The static head is

360 ft. and the power house equipment consists of

three units of 500 kw. capacity, each direct connected

to high-head turbines regulated by Lombard gov-

ernors. Two turbine-driven exciters are installed,

which are hand regulated. Seven 350-kw. step-up

transformers are installed in compartments outside

of the power house, one being in reserve. The trans-

formers are cooled in the same manner as tho^e at No.

I by circulating the oil.

The No. 3 Kaweah plant, on which construction

is just started, will divert water from the main Ka-

weah river, which after passing through a conduit 10

miles long, will discharge just above the intake of

No. 2, thereby using the water twice. The static head

of this plant will be 1,960 ft.

The transformers at Nos. i and 2 are arranged on

trucks so that they may be easily run into the power
house under the crane for repairs, etc., if necessary.

In No. I individual tracks are run from each trans-

former, and in No. 2 a transfer truck is run on the

track in front of the transformer compartments, so

a transformer may be pushed out on to the transfer

truck and taken to a short piece of track entering the

power house. The switching gear in both stations is

arranged so that the spare transformer may be imme-
diately cut in in place of any other transformer.

The buildings at both Nos. i and 2 are con-

structed of corrugated iron on wood frame ; founda-

tions, floors and transformer compartments being

constructed of concrete. The corrugated iron struc-

ture is, for all practical purposes, ample, as the climatic

conditions are most favorable, and a protection from
rain is about the only requirement necessary. These
buildings are, however, cold in winter and hot in

summer, and would not be considered strictly perma-
nent or fireproof.

The third, or Tule river plant, was constructed
in 1908 and 1909, and started operation in September,
1909. The water is diverted just above the junction
of two forks of the river, there being two diverting
dams and headworks from which short flumes lead

to a point at approximately the junction of the river

and join. The water is conducted to the penstock
through 4.5 miles of pine flume, 2.06 miles of concrete
lined ditch and 880 ft. of inverted siphon pipe, the
siphon working under a 5-ft. head and having its

lowest point 120 ft. below the conduit grade. This
siphon was used to cross a long gulch.

The ditch is lined with concrete and excavated
well into the mountain, very little reliance being

Ditch and Flume at Tule Junction.

placed on the filled bank, the water level being only 6
in. above the natural level of the downhill slope. The
ditch is 41/2 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep, the sides sloping

I to I. It is lined with concrete 2'/^ in. thick, over

Section of Concrete Ditch for Tule Plant
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Pumping Plant at Young Grove, at Exeter.

Small Irrigating Reservoir near Lindsay Heights,

which Yi in. of cement plaster is applied. A small

amount of alum was mi.xcd with both the concrete
and the plaster, which renders the lining practically

water tight. Due to the steep slope of the mountain
side and the size and depth of the ditch, the sloping

of the upper bank to a slope of i to i required con-
siderable excavation. However, the finished ])roduct

is a most permanent piece of construction. The flume

is of the standard bent and stringer construction, the

bents being placed i6 ft. apart, and a strip of burlap

saturated with an asphaltum compound is placed

under the battens for waterproofing.

At the penstock a regulating reserx'oir is exca-

vated in the side of the mountain. .\ small portion of

the upper end is 5 ft. deeper than the balance of the

reservoir and is used as a sand-trap. The reservoir is

12 ft. deep, 350 ft. long and of an irregular shape, vary-

ing from 12 to 125 ft. in width, following the contour
of the hill. The side slope is J/2 to i, and it is lined

with 8 in. of concrete and Yi in. of plaster. A con-

crete wall at the end separates it from the penstock.

The reservoir has a capacity of 175,000 cu. ft.,

which will operate the plant i-)4 hours at normal load.

Therefore, in the case of a break in the flume, suf-

ficient time will be available to start the steam
auxiliary plant without interruption of service. The
reservoir also has sufficient capacity to regulate the

daily fluctuation of stream flow during the low water

period, so that the highest use may be made of the

water. The static head is 1,13s ft- 3-"fl the whole

plant is designed with a view of ultimately doubling

the present capacity.

The power house equipment consists of two
i,ooo-kw. units with overhung wheels, Lombard gov-

ernors, directly actuating needle nozzles, an auxiliary

nozzle being provided which automatically opens in

the event of the main needle nozzle closing too

quickly and ramming the pressure pipe. These

auxiliary nozzles, when opened, close at a predeter-

mined speed regulated by the dashpot principle. This

arrangement allows the most economical use of the

water. Two exciters, each of sufficient capacity for

both generators are installed, one being driven by a

water wheel and one by an induction motor. Seven

400-kw. water-cooled transformers are placed in the

transformer room on one side of the power house, one

transformer being held in reserve. Lightning arresters

and high-tension switches are in a separate building.

The power house building and arrangement diflFer

from the other plants in several respects. The power

house is constructed of ferroinclave on a steel frame,

the ferroinclave being plastered on each side with 1J/2

in. of cement plaster, therefore making a reinforced

concrete roof and sides 3 in. thick. .'\ partition of the

same thickness divides the generating rocmi from Ihc

transformer room and a similar partition divides the

transformer room into two compartments, fireproof

doors comnleting the separation. The switch house is

constructed of the same material, and both btiildings

have metal window casings and wired glass windows,

no wood being used in the construction. The above

may seem inconsistent after the statement that the

other power house structures were practically suf-

ficient, and this would be the case were it not for the

fact that the transformers which present a certain fire
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Lindsay Sub-Station.
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hazard are placed in the power house building. Also

the company has passed the pioneer period, and can,

consequently, afford a little more permanent con-

struction.

The switching gear and wiring has been greatly

simplified by connecting the transformers in two
banks, the spare one not being connected. The trans-

former "railway system" is also dispensed with, simple

rollers being provided instead. In the event of an

accident to one transformer its bank may be discon-

nected, the leads removed from the affected trans-

former, water pipes disconnected and the transformer

skidded to one side. The spare transformer can then

be skidded into place and connected up and the entire

job performed in about one hour, certainly a short

enough time for a system of this character.

In connection with all of the power stations, the

question of the operator's comfort has been given

proper attention. From a practical business point

of view, this is a paying investment, as a much better

class of m.en can be procured. Comfortable cottages

are provided, the surrounding grounds are cultivated

and a small ice plant is a part of the standard equip-

ment. A few fruit trees and a garden will not only

greatly improve the looks of the property, but will

also greatly reduce the boarding house expense.

Transmission System.

As shown in Fig. i, the transmission system is in

the form of a figure 8 or a double ring. In this way
current is available at both sides of any substation,

thereby giving all of the advantages of duplicate lines.

The main transmission line from power houses Nos. i

and 2 feed in at the northeast corner of the system
and the line from the Tule river plant feeds in at

the center of the system. The steam auxiliary is in

the northern ring and can consequently feed both
ways. The old transmission lines have wires spaced

36 in., the sawed redwood poles being spaced 120 ft.

apart. The new transmission lines in the valley con-

sist of a double circuit, the 34,000-volt lines being

placed on one side of the pole and a 6,600-volt dis-

tributing line on the other side. The circuits form
equilateral triangles, the apex of which point down-
ward ; the wires are spaced 36 in. apart on each circuit.

The main line from the Tule river plant consists of

one circuit, the poles being of cedar 35 and 40 ft. in

height and spaced 300 ft. apart. On all new lines a

pole spacing of from 300 to 420 ft. is used, with 35-

and 40-ft. poles, depending on the character of the

country.

The current is distributed from 12 substations

situated in the various towns and settlements, and
the transinission and distribution systems are laid out

to provide for additional substations as the load

increases. The substation construction varies, all but

one having started in the same way, namely, as a

cheap wood or galvanized iron building with the most

sinjiple switching apparatus, and,' as the substation

grows in importance, substantial brick buildings are

constructed with more or less elaborate switching

gear, storerooms and offices.

The power is distributed at 6,600 volts and 2.200

volts, two-phase, the first distributing being at 2,200

Yolts ; 6,600 volts eventually proved more satisfactory
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on the power circuits. The city Hghting systems dis-

tribute at 2,200 volts, two-phase, with the exception

of two new systems, where three-phase has been
adopted. There are 246 miles of 6,600-volt line, 53
miles of 2,200-volt line and 28 miles of lighting cir-

cuits of 2,200 volts and about the same length of low-

voltage line with a connected load of 1,190 kw. of

lighting transformers. The consumer supplies the

secondary transformers for power supply apd the

power is measured on the primary side of these trans-

formers.

Investment Value of a Power Irrigation Project.

The application of a hydro-electric system ex-

clusively for the furnishing of power for pumped irri-

gation from an investment point of view is not of the

get-rich-quick variety. The investor who wishes to

receive immediate results on his money should not

enter into any such scheme, unless the power com-
pany owns the lands to be put under irrigation, when
the project develops into a real estate transaction,

the power part being insignificant. Where the project

is confined wholly to a power proposition, it should

be gone into only by the most conservative investors

or developers and pioneers who are content to bide

their time and be satisfied for many years without

dividends, but with the increased value of their invest-

ment. The power company must indirectly meet the

opposition of other irrigation districts, and the large

government projects, as well as the opposition of gaso-

line engines and other power, and the charges for

service must be as low as possible.

The final results must be arranged for years

before they are obtained and everything shaped to this

end. A desire to hasten the marketing of the power
may set some precedent which would be most difficult

to overcome, and the failure to provide for emer-

gencies may undo the work of years and completely

demoralize a system. An overloaded system is to

be particularly guarded against, as too much valuable

produce depends entirely on the service, and any dam-
age to the producer may completely stop development

and stifle the entire community. The power com-
pany, therefore, has a very large moral responsibility

to face, which is not to be lightly considered.

A single-stroke gas engine for automobiles, motor

boats and aeroplanes has been invented by George

Enderby and Henry Johnson of Harrogate, England,

who claim that the ideal and popular engine under

this system would probably consist of three cylinders,

which would have only 7 working parts, and taking

the speed of crank shaft to be 1,000 revolutions per

minute, there would be 6,000 working strokes during

the same period. Comparing it with a 4-cylinder of

the present or Otto type, running at the same speed,

the number of explosions or working strokes would
be 2,000 during the same period, so that with the new
engine even with one cylinder less the torque is three

times as continuous ; but taking the fact that the new
engine is absolutely devoid of valves with springs,

the speed of it is considerably greater and the turn-

ing movement is more like that of a turbine than an

internal-combustion engine with piston and connect-

ing rods. This new type of 3-cylinder engine would
be equal to a 12-cylinder engine of existing type.

THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY VVM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

CHAPTER Vn.
(Continued.)

Meter Troubles

Some of the most common troubles encountered
in connection with watthour meters may be sum-
marized as follows

:

Excessive Vibration—If a meter is placed in such
a position as to be subject to excessive vibration,

creeping often results; vibration is also severe on the

lower bearing. This trouble can in many cases be
remedied by placing rubber washers between the

meter and the wall upon which it is supported ; in

severe cases a spring suspended board is recom-
mended. Wherever possible, meters should be in-

stalled in places that are entirely free from vibration

or jarring effects. It is not unusual to find meters

installed near doors which are often closed and opened,

and especially is this bad practice where the wall or

partition is of light construction.

Humming and Rattling of Induction Meters—
This trouble is usually due to loose laminations in the

magnetic circuit, and can be remedied by tightening

them up. Rattling may also be due to a vibiation of

the disc and shaft in very loosely aligned meters,

which trouble can usually -..e removed by carefully

examining, locating and tightening the exact parts

that may be loose. Excessive humming is sometimes
caused by the potential winding being loose on the

potential pole, which trouble can be easily remedied

by driving small, flat wooden wedges between the

insulating sleeve (upon which the coil is mounted)
and the core.

Humming is not an inherent phenomenon of the

induction meter, and trouble from this source can

always be traced to some simple inechanical defect.

It sometimes happens that the wali upon which the

meter is mounted acts as a "sounding Voard," thus

magnifying the humming of the n.eter. This can be

corrected by the use of rubber w.-.shers an above men-
tioned for excessive vibration. It is l)cst, however, to

remove the meter to a place tha: will not be subject

to such trouble.

Weakening of the Retarding Magnets—Magnets,

after having been in service for some time, may be-

come weak, due to the "aging'' of the steel ; this

should not occur, however, if they have been thor-

oughly and properly treated before leaving the factory.

Weakening due to aging is a very serious defect and

shows the lack of proper methods or care in their

manufacture. Such trouble should be guarded against

in the selection of meters. The retarding magnets
may also be weakened by the effects of powerful

stray fields, or by heavy short circuits on the "load"

side of the meter.

The retarding magnets should never be moved
closer than one-quarter of an inch to the periphery

of the disc, because if they are there \v\\\ be a leakage

of magnetic flux around the disc, from pole to pole

of the magnets, thereby decreasing the number of

lines of force that actually cut the disc. This of

course' will have the same effect as the weakening of
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the magnets, and will cause the meter to run fast.

Magnets that will not produce the necessary retarding

effect when moved within a quarter of an inch of the

edge of the disc are too weak and they should be

discarded.

Sometimes it is found necessary to place iron

shields around the damping system of meters which
are not already provided with such a protection against

stray fields, and when this is done the meter should

be re-calibrated, since the proximity of the iron shield

may allow a leakage of flux which would result in the

same trouble as placing the magnets too near the

periphery of the disc.

Bent Shafts and Buckled Discs—These troubles

may be due to one of three causes ; by abuse, by the

effects of short circuits of a severe nature, or to faulty

manufacture; the only remedy is to install new
parts.

Creeping—Creeping may be due to "over-com-

pensation" of the light load adjustment, vibration,

high voltage, or a combination of any or all of these

effects, or m commutating meters by the external re-

sistance being short-circuited. Some types of induc-

tion meters have two small holes punched in their

discs, the holes being diametrically opposite. When
the part of the disc which has the hole in it comes
under the influence of the electrical element, the

torque is thereby sufficiently decreased to allow the

disc to stand in that position when there is no current

flowing in the series coils. This method very effec-

tually prevents "creeping," but it does not affect the

accuracy of the meter.

Creeping in the commutating type of meter can

be very effectively eliminated by clamping over the

edge of the disc a small piece of U-shaped soft iron

wire ; when the piece of wire comes under the in-

fluence of the retarding magnet the attraction of the

magnet tends to hold the disc in that particular posi-

tion, therefore preventing creeping on no load. The
size of the clip can be so selected that it will pre-

vent creeping, but which will not prevent the meter
from starting on light loads nor affect the light load

accuracy.

A modification of the last named method con-

sists in attaching a piece of iron wire to the shaft of

the meter in such a manner that its free end extends

out radially and comes under the influence of the

retarding magnets ; the eff'ect of the wire can be
varied by bending it so that its free end comes closer

to or further from the magnets.

Defective Jewels—The simplest and probably the

easiest way of detecting roughness or defectiveness in

the jewel bearing is to take the point of a sharp needle

and gently "feel" the entire surface of the jewel. A
fracture or any roughness can thus be detected. In

this connection it might be stated that one of the

best materials for cleaning the jewels and pivots is

the pith from a cornstalk. After the jewel and pivot

have been thoroughly cleaned, the pivot should be
wiped with a clean rag which has been moistened with
a high grade of watch oil, but under no conditions

should it be flooded with oil.

Changing Position of Commutator on Shaft—If

the commutator is shifted from its correct position on

the shaft it will cause the meter to run slow ; if it is

shifted 90 degrees the meter will stop, and if shifted

more than 90 degrees the meter will run backward.

Backward Rotation of Commutating Meters on

Light Load—It may sometimes be found that the

commutator meter will run in a reverse direction on

light loads, while on heavier loads it will run in the

proper direction. Such a trouble will be found due

to a reversed connection of the compensating field,

so that instead of helping the main field out, its action

is differential. Care should therefore be taken to see

that the compensating field is properly connected.

Open-Circuited Armatures—The current in enter-

ing the commutator divides at each brush and flows

through the armature in two multiple paths of equal

resistance; if one of these paths is opened, it will

therefore be seen that the equivalent resistance of

the armature will be doubled, which will cause the

meter to run at about half speed. The same result

may be accomplished by using an ordinary candle-

power lamp and moving the connection from one bar

to the other ; the lamp will not light until after the

defective coil has been passed.

The defective coil can very easily be located with

a voltmeter. Apply the normal voltage to the two
brushes and with one of the voltmeter leads per-

manently attached to one brush, move the other lead

over the commutator from bar to bar, during which
operation no deflection will be indicated on the volt-

meter until the defective coil is reached, unless the

movable voltmeter terminal happens to be passed

over that half of the armature in which there are

no open-circuits.

Friction in Upper Bearing—It sometimes happens
that the upper bearing is pressed down too tightly

against the upper end of the shaft, thereby causing

excessive friction which will result in the meter run-

ning slow on light loads; this trouble is easily reme-
died by loosening the binding screw and raising the

bearing slightly.

Friction in the Registering Mechanism—If the

registering mechanism is allowed to accumulate dirt

and grease it will develop undue friction ; care should

therefore be taken to see that the registers are kept

in good, clean condition.

Dirt on Meter Disc—Small pieces of trash or dirt

on the meter disc will, if they come in contact with

the retarding magnets, or the stationary element, act

as a brake on the meter.

(To be continued.)

The present high price of rubber is claimed to be

largely artificial and due to the speculation which is

rampant, particularly in London. The demand now
exceeds the supply, but it is believed that as the new
trees which are being so extensively planted and which

require from five to seven years before producing,

come into bearing, their product will glut the market.

The 80,000 tons which the world is expected to pro-

duce in 1910 will hardly care for the needs of the

makers of insulated cables and of rubber tires, and at

the present rate of increase, prices will soon become
commercially prohibitive.
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DISCUSSION
RECONSTRUCTION.

The Editor—Sir: C. L. Cory's paper on the "Pub-
He Service Corporation" and the attendant discussion

as published in the Journal of Electricity, Power and
Gas brings up some interesting points on the subject

of reconstruction which seem difficult to apply in the

following case

:

A locomotive in yard transportation service re-

cently came up for a general overhauling. Of course

we had been charging in to the overhead the cost for

minor repairs, such as repairs to the cushions the

engine driver sits on, new springs for the throttle

lever, an occasional new brake shoe, and new grate

bars now and then. It is my opinion that these

charges should go into the overhead.

Now, in this general overhauling the engine re-

ceived repairs such as new tires, rebore cylinders, new
pistons, new piston rings, new journal brasses, new
rod brasses, etc., with a general, thorough overhaul-

ing. The estimated cost for this work was : Direct

labor, $360; direct material, $70; total direct charges

(no indirect included), $430.

If we were far advanced in the science and prac-

tice of cost keeping we would probably have a de-

preciation account, and each year we would charge off

from the capital value of the machine a certain amount
which we would take up in a depreciation account,

so that when the time came for a big overhauling of

the machine we would pay for it from this depreciation

account, charging the depreciation account with a

proper proportion of overhead charges, and then we
would set a new depreciation rate on the machine,
taking it up in the capital account at its depreciated

value before repairs plus this cost of repairs. How-
ever, we have no depreciation account. It, therefore,

is my idea that the charges for this general overhaul-

ing should be sunk in the overhead, because I think

the customer of the plant has to pay a percentage to

cover this reconstruction work, as well as replace-

ments, and as we have no direct allowance for depre-

ciation we simply have to soak it into this overhead
charge.

Please note that it is my opinion that the charge
run into the overhead should be the $430 direct labor

and material, with no figure for the overhead, because,

although the expenditure of this amount, if applied

to output, would bring a greater return than the sum
of the labor and the direct material, still, considering

the relation of the plant as a whole to outside interests,

there is only a small amount of overhead and it really

should make no difference how we charge it. On the

other hand, as I have stated above, it is my opinion

that if we had a depreciation account it should be

credited and the capital account debited by the sum of

the direct labor, direct material and overhead charges

for the job.

All of the foregoing covers an example, I think,

of reconstruction. In the case of minor repairs, which
are not at all in the nature of renewals, I think the

ciiarges could go into the overhead. I think that the

replacement of a worn-out and scrapped locomotive

should come out of the depreciation account ordi-

narily, but where we have no depreciation account,

should come out of the overhead.

The actual course followed was to charge the

cost of these repairs plus the overhead to a specific

order issued under an appropriation which is taken up
really as output. ENGINEER.

[It would seem from this that the entire cost of

the general overhauling of the locomotive, including

all labor and material, estimated at $430, should under
any conditions of operation or methods of account-

ing be charged absolutely to repairs and not to de-

preciation. Repair such a locomotive as much as you
like

;
you simply keep it in operating condition, but

there will certainly come a time when the entire loco-

motive must be replaced by a new one of more recent

design, and unless your general overhauling and
repairs increase materially the capacity of the loco-

motive all the expense of your overhauling is simply

upkeep. Depreciation cannot be prevented by repairs,

although they may postpone the inevitable march to

the scrap pile.

Depreciation should never be charged against

the capital account, but such depreciation should be

met by a sinking fund, which may be drawn upon
when needed to purchase or pay for absolutely new
apparatus of the same capacity, and for the same use

to replace obsolete and depreciated equipment, which
must be abandoned as unfit for service because un-

suited either in type, size or design by an advanced

state of the art in manufacture or operation.

Depreciation should come annually from the cost

of operation, but because a piece of apparatus has de-

preciated the money originally required to purchase

it has not been reduced or diminished, but your sink-

ing fund covering depreciation must, whenever called

upon, be used to make your total equipment represent

honestly the same capital investment originally put

into your new equipment, which is not to be discarded.

The overhauling of such a locomotive is not re-

construction, but is really the repair of the machine.

New tubes in the' boilers should come from repairs

and not from reconstruction. Of course if one chooses

they may divide up repairs into different items, which

might include such reconstruction.

Such repairs may very properly be charged to

maintenance and operation, but in addition to all

charges for maintenance and operation your accounts

certainly should provide for a still further item which

in general should include depreciation, obsolescence,

extraordinary contingencies, and should be understood

as to include everything which experience shows
should be provided, and to keep the installation

originally representing the total capital account in

such a condition as it may honestly and fully represent

such capital account at all times. Any reduction in

the value of the plant must be made up from your

depreciation account, and at any time the total capital

account must be not less than the physical valuation

at any time plus the sinking fund which is set aside

to cover depreciation, ob.solescence, etc.—Editor.]
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DETERMINING COEFFICIENTS OF MODERN Since, however, uccosa = €gH, we get

HIGH PRESSURE FRANCIS TURBINES.^
, 1 + m On
D tg "^ 'TT^ X ~ or

BY MARIO DORNIG. 60 £ g H
With the steadily increasing utilization of water Qn

powers the opportunity has repeatedly arisen to build 'S " ki
j^ > '^'

units of large capacity, i. e., for correspondingly large l+m
quantities of water even under high head. In such wherein ki ^

fioTo-
'^ ^ constant,

cases Pelton wheels with vertical shaft and several

symmetrically arranged nozzles or such with several Introducmg the value N from the relation

wheel runners on a common horizontal shaft do not 62.4 Q H »? = 550 N, equation (1) becomes

form a solution that is either low in cost or convenient
b te «• = ^^~^"^''

X ^^ X
^ X ^^ which bv

for the arrangement of the plant. Compared with such 60 tg
•>; 62.4 H '

types of construction a high pressure Francis turbine combining the constant values as ks may be written:

has equally high efficiency, permits of equally good ]s^n

governing, requires considerably less space, and its b tg a =: ka ^, .
(2)

arrangement is more compact and more easily acces-
if we now take m between .landO, or on an

sible. On the other hand, the high turnmg speed re-
^^ ^ _ ^3 ^^^ c = .84 we get

suiting with this system means no difficulty to the "

builders of modern turbo-generators and permits at b tg « = .000648 -^y-, (la)

the same time a reduction in the weight of flywheel

mass with the high peripheral speed, or rather to make where all dimensions are given in feet,

better use of it by storing larger quantities of energy. If we further assume i? = .75 we get

Several important plants with turbines of that type , .
.._,._^^ , ,

^ J • T- u 1 T-u f tu t K b tg a — .007615 2. (2a)
are enumerated m table i. there are further to be hi

mentioned the plants of Hamilton-Niagara, Bussoleno, With multiple turbines (b) has to be made
Landeck-Pians, Lend-Gastein, Reutte (near Fuessen), equal the sum of the widths of the single runners; in

Kubelwerk-St. Gall, and several others. The latter, case of a double runner with common distributor, how-
however, cannot be really called Francis-slow-runners, ever, (b) may become smaller than the sum of the

Also for the Walchensee competition some manufac- widths of separate runners.

turers have proposed turbine types for a head of about In case the head is very high it is necessary to

650 feet. increase the turning speed correspondingly ; one can

_,„^_ .. compromise on this, however, with large units to some
TA-BLE I.

jj Q N n extent by making a as small as possible—down to

1. Jaice (Ganz & Co.) 245 46 1000 300 single 15 degrees and less—but it must be taken into consid-
2. Rauris-Kitzloch (Escher , ^u 4. +1, 1

wyss & Co.) 427 50 2000 450 double eration that the valuc
3. Centerville (Allis - Chal- .,. "n

mers Co.) 585 19S 9700 400 single ^ _, ^
V^ V^ i^in <X\

4. Schaffhausen (Escher 1_l_rn7. ^ '

Wyss & Co.) 520 22 1000 lOOO double '
^

5. Aibuiawerk - Zurich (Es- must not become too small. Entirely wrong would it
Cher Wyss & Co.) 492 67 3000 600 double . ,

, , ^ ^ , .

,, u J • t i ^ /^ .-^ I ,. J I i be in any event to try to reduce the value (b) by m-H = Head in feet. O = Quantity of water in second feet. .
'

. , , / s ,

N = Horsepower. n~= Revolutions per minute.
creasing the relative thickness of the vanes (m), be-

,,r ^ . 1 ^ ^1 ^1 J ., • • cause this would reduce the efficiency. It is ratherWe want now to bring together the determining , • ,, ^ , ., ., . ,

, . r . r ,, 1 , • c , • advisable to shape the guide- vanes in such way that
basic factors for the calculation of such slow-running .

, / n , , • ,, ,

^ , . J -J .ti, • 1. ^ ^- J ^ the value (m) may be taken practically to equal zero,
turbines and consider their characteristic determining „. ,, ^ • , , r ,v^x ? ,

, , bmce (b) is independent of (D), consequently also of

As in the calcuation of high-speed-Francis-tur-
p, k = — and A these values have to be determined

bines, the discharge diameter is one of the most im- c

portant dimensions; with slow-speed-turbines the en- with respect to other circumstances,

trance width (b) of the runner plays the most impor- To give an exact insight into this a diagram is

tant part, since for mechanical reasons this must not ^,-^ m ^^

drop below an absolutely fixed minimum {% to iH in.), given of the values of — —, —, ( wherein c equals

If we take y 2egH ) and of p as found for different values

, _i_ __ a
I

s .. 1^ s

a a
' wi" "1- ui^ -|- ci'^— 2ui ci cos a and, with reference

, , . , .,,,,., , , ,. .
to the relation 2 ui ci cos a = c^ we get

(a) meaning the width of discharge of the distributor 4

and (s) the thickness of the vane, w^e get: wi^ = ui^ -I

—

-—s 5 c^"
4U-' cos a

, p, (1 +m) , , .^ . DTTn /wiV /m\^. I , ,,,
b — (j —ir -.—

, and substituting u = —jir, or I — 1 = 1 — 1 + T ^, — 1 (4)^ cDTsina ' ^ 60 V c 7 V c / /„ ui \2
^ '' I

2 cos a I

^_ Q(l + m)n V c J
cu60sin<i' wi

, . n ^ 1

'

u /"^^^ 1— reaches its smallest value when I — I =^r
c \ c / 2 cos a

'Translation by courtesy ot Heinrich Homberger, Consult-
.

ing Engineer. Pacific Building, San Francisco. i. e., when
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ur
, ^ 2ui ci cos a
X r or when

2 cos o. 2 cos a

ui=ci ;8 = 90°—y.

The curves of Fig. 1 show the interdependence of

— and — with different values of a.

There is further

:

1

'

/390 1

2 cos a '

or p9o > pso — V" ^ .5.

525

P90-— = 1 _ i

- 2 cos a '

So
-to

-ii-

i|0

Fiff. 1.

A simple calculation gives: for limit turbines

_\vi I

c
y8 = 180°— 2 a

for 13 =90°
wi

c

2 cos a

/

for y8 = 90°
2

or tabulated

a w
o JL

c

20
18
16
14
12

.533

.527

.521

.516

.511

There is further

Ul^ 1 Ul"""

c 2 cos a' c

Ul

sin—
wi /

—

^

-7=1/2 ,/ .

C K cos«

-90°

.257

.229

.202

.176

.150

.254

.227

.201

.175

.149

V 2 "1/2 cos a

or, for

/8 == 180° /8= 90° /?=90°

20 .533 .707 .732
18 .527 ,707 .726
16 .521 .707 .722
14 .516 .707 .719
12 .511 .707 .717

and for /3= 180°— 2a —=1,
c

for ;8 = 90°,

for /8 = 90°

ci

c

Cl

cos 1 1,/ 2

1

1/2

herefrom the values of — may be calculated by using
c

the following table:

20
18
16
14
12

90° ^ = 90° — a

.754 .732

.744 .720

.737 .722

.730 .719

.724 .717

This shows that if P is reduced or " and D are
c

increased, c and therewith the eddy and friction losses

in the distributor, consequently the corrosion resulting

from same becomes smaller ; much larger, however, is

11 r w . , . . u
the decrease 01— with increasing —

c c
it is a well

known fact, by the way, that sharply curved vanes

give poor efficiencies with heavily changing load. On
the other hand, the hydraulic friction of the runner

body, the loss in the gap and the axial thrust, if such

prevails at all, become larger with increasing /3, i e.

with increasing p and D.

The loss in the gap may be assumed to be pro-

portional to the diameter of the runner and the square

root of the pressure in the gap, since

H2= £ H
2 g V. 4 "!' cos a.

J

e H 1 — 2 £ g H X 3600

4Tr-n'^D''' cos''' a

and, if H and n are given

Loss in gap V AD' B

If the axial thrust is not entirely eliminated by
using a double runner or a suitable balancing arrange-

ment, this may be similarly made proportional to the

reaction pressure and D°, i. e.

:

Axial thrust = A. D'— Bi

where the coefficients B and Bi have to answer the

same conditions

A D'^L — B = 0, Ai D-L — Bi =

for a limit-turbine of the diameter Dl . The strain of

the runner by centrifugal force, however, is with

;8=90°—

Y

almost twice as high as with a limit-turbine, and

all dimensions and weights become larger with the

larger diameter of the runner; the force required for

shifting the guide vanes and the flywheel ninmentuni

of the revolving parts are also larger.

The last mentioned disadvantages originating

from B=about 90°, although not inconsiderable, are

not decisive when compared with the advantages

gained, since with this type of high pressure turbines

the losses due to shock and eddies caused by the water

entering into the runner, the friction losses in the

runner itself and the wear of the runner vanes play

a much more important part.
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Copper's cost, like its mines, has not reached

bottom.

California produces an electric iron for the laundry

and electric iron for the foundry.

Railway terminal electrification terminates traffic

troubles.

Waterpower stock and bonds are booming-.

The season for hunting alternators is never closed.

Aluminum is soaring, not in price but in airships.

Rubber is inflated in price as well as in tires.

Irrigation bonds inundate the market.

Celluloid insulation is greatly affected by the heat.

"There are valuable water power sites through all

the public land States.'' So said President Taft in his

memorable "conservation" mes-

Waterpower sage, so say the muck-raking pro-

Sites claimers of a waterpower trust,

and so think most of the people

who have been grievously misled by one of the great-

est press bureaus that ever added its burden of franked

mail to the postal deficit. It requires but one fact to

negative the ninety and nine claims as to the tremen-

dous value of waterpower sites—without development
they are as worthless as so many sites for wind power.

Here in the West we know of no such entity as a

waterpower site. The term is a misnomer which has

insidiously crept into our language because of its kin-

ship to that well recognized piece of property, a dam
site. A dam may be used to produce a head of water

from which power may be generated after the neces-

sary ditches have been dug", pipe lines laid, buildings

erected and machinery installed to make it a power
plant.

But all this takes money and courage. Withdraw
the capital and the site becomes as worthless as the day
the water first started to run down the newly-raised

hills. Capital is now so intimidated by the action of

certain well-meaning, but ill-advised, enthusiasts, that

it hesitates to assume the risk of such development
when there are so many safe channels for investinent.

This hesitancy cannot but retard the growth of the

country tributary and thus hurt our national pi-osper-

ity. The hue and cry of a few zealots has assumed the

dignity of a political issue and we are threatened with
a policy of conservation that will prove more disas-

trous to the people's welfare than the most careless

excess in utilizing Nature's bounties. A waterpower
site is the direct antithesis to the proverbial poet in that

it is made, not born. A location may have every ad-

vantage of topography and hydrogi-aph)', and yet be so

far from a market that an otherwise less desirable site

is selected. This selection is more often governed by
commercial considerations than by natural conditions.

The mere combination of geologic relief and favorable

meteorology gives a dam site no more value as a power
plant site than does a pauper's unpatented invention

constitute a commercial success. In other words, it is

a mistake to consider a dam site a waterpower site. In

rhetoric this process of naming a thing by one of its

attributes is known as metonymy, but in business it is

worse than foolishness to imagine that an undeveloped
location is valuable as a waterpower site without the

aid of capital.
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CURRENT COMMENT
Examination for assistant engineer is announcetl

by the United States Civil Service Commission on

July 13-14, 1910, to fill vacancies as they may occur in

the Reclamation Service in the positions of assistant

engineer at salaries of $1500 per annum and upward,

and junior engineer at salaries of $900 and upward.

A. I. E. E. ofificers elected at the meeting in New
York City on May 17, 1910, were: President, Dugald
C. Jackson ; Vice-Presidents, P. H. Thomas, H. W.
Buck, Morgan Brooks; Managers, H. W. Barnes Jr.,

C. E. Scribner, W. S. Rugg, R. G. Black; Treasurer,

Geo. A. Hamilton ; Secretary, Ralph W. Pope. The
constitutional amendment relative to the manner of

choosing the secretary did not carry.

Non-inflammable celluloid is again announced, this

time in a paper by Prof. Gautier before the French
Academy of Sciences. Celluloid is an excellent elec-

trical insulation except for its dangerous liability to

fire and should this new process, which substitutes an

ether silicate for the alcohol and ether ordinarily used

as a solvent for the camphor and nitrocellulose, prove

successful, it has many commercial applications.

A wireless system in Brazil is provided in a con-

tract signed between the Lloyd Brazileiro, the subsi-

dized line of steamships serving Brazilian ports and

New York, and the United Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany of New York for equipping 21 ships of the Lloyd
line and eight stations along the Brazalian coast. One
land station is to be at Rio Grande do Sul, one at

Santos, three in and near Rio de Janeiro, one at

Bahia, one at Pernambuco and one at Para. The
system will aft'ord communication between Rio de

Janeiro and all the Lloyd fleet all the time, except the

New York service when ships are out of range. Most
of the passenger ships between Europe and South
America and two ships running between New York
and the eastern coast of South America are already

equipped with wireless apparatus, and the proposed

system will give a wireless service in the South

Atlantic similar to that in the North Atlantic.

Deaths from^ electric shocks in Switzerland, which
is bountifully supplied with electric power, have aver-

aged less than 35 during the past five years. Of
the 36 victims of last }'ear, 28 were engaged
in electrical callings .ind 5 were building me-
chanics, killed while working by coming in con-

tact with live conductors, principally on the roof,-;

of buildings. Of the remaining 3 victims, one was a

servant, another a factory hand and the third a child.

An analysis made of the accidents showed that the

greater number was due to lack of precaution on the

part of the victims, particularly in the case of the elec-

trical employes. The servant attached a wire to a

kite line to lengthen it and the wire came into con-

tact with a 6,000-volt conductor. The child climbed

the pole of a high-tension line and touched a con-

ductor, death in this case being probably due to

the fall.

The electric conductivity of soils has been found

by I ). 1£. l)a\'is to increase almost directly as the moist-

ure percentage, increases depending in part on the char-

acter of the soil, humus decreasing the conductivity

and alkali increasing it.

A new tungsten lamp, the continuous wire type as

disting'uished from the ordinary series of separate

filaments was described in a paper by C. F. Scott at the

recent National Electric Light Association convention.

A single 30-inch filament, elastically mounted as a

spiral spring to each of the leading-in wires is loosely

held by intermediate supports. This gives a filament

not only of greater mechanical strength but also of

more uniform resistance.

An electric ozonizer is a device that produces

ozone by means of high tension electric discharges.

Ozone is an unstable oxygen compound containing

three instead of two atoms to the molecule, the third

atom being particularlv active in attacking germs, and
consequently valuable in purifying polluted air and
water. It has a peculiar penetrating odor familiar to

all workers around electric apparatus but its commer-
cial possibilities have been but recently applied. For

use in sterilizing water, otherwise undrinkable because

of organic or sewage content, it may ultimatel}' become
a desirable central station load.

Electrolytic separation of oil from condenser water

is detailed in a paper read by Prof. H. M. Goodwin and

Mr. Risdale Ellis at the recent Pittsburg-h meeting of

the American Electrochemical Society. The oil par-

ticles become negatively charged and migrate to the

anode. With iron electrodes and a dilute sodium car-

bonate electrolyte basic ferrous carbonate is also pre-

cipitated at the anode carrying down the oil particles

migrating there. But as the oil may be separated just

as well by shaking the emulsion with precipitated basic

ferrous carbonate the electrolytic method seems to offer

no great advantage.

The right of condemnation for the electric trans-

mission lines is sustained in a decision of the Court of

Appeals rendered this week in California. The award
of $50 per tower given W. .\. I'rederick, a property-

owner of Pleasanton, Cal,, by a lower court had been

appealed upon the ground tiiat the defendant comiiany.

the Tuolumne Water Power Company, had no right of

condemnation and that the damages awarded were in-

adequate.. The Appellate Court, in its decision, holds

that an electric transmission line has the right of con-

demnation and that the sum of $30 per tower is a sub-

stantial consideration. The court, furthermore, holds

that the choice of route lies with the plaintiff company
and that, as long as the company is shown to be acting

in good faith, the landowner cannot object if the com-

pany select any particular location for its line. This

decision affects all of the interior counties of California

where electrical transmission lines are lieing strung,

and also San Mateo county, where nuich work of this

nature has been undertaken.
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PERSONALS.

Robert Catton of the Catton-Niell Co., Ltd., of Honolulu, is

at San Francisco.

H. A. Kennedy, an electrical engineer of New Yorlc, is a re-

cent San Francisco arrival.

Russe'il B. Cressman of Pass & Seymour of Solv/ay, New
Yorlc, is visiting tlie Pacific Coast.

E. N. Sanderson of Sanderson & Porter lias returned to

New Yorlc after a tour of the Northwest.

J. W. White, of the San Francisco office of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works, has returned from a northern trip.

John W. McDowell of the Manhattan Electrical Supply

Company of New York, was at Los Angeles last week.

Leon M. Hall, of Hall, Demarest & Co., has been making

an electrical engineering investigation near Red Bluff.

F. A. Cressey Jr., manager of the Modesto Light & Water

Company, has returned to Modesto after visiting San Fran-

cisco.
.

G. W. Bacon, of Ford, Bacon & Davis of New York City,

has returned Bast after spending some time at the company's

San Francisco office.

H. P. Gronan has succeeded Frank C. Kelsey, resigned, as

engineer in charge of the Nisqually water power project of the

city of Tacoma, Wash.

A. H. Laram recently became associated with the Sacra-

mento Valley Power Company's hydroelectric plant near

Shingletown, Shasta County, California.

M. M. O'Shaughnessy is again at his San Francisco office,

after spending several weeks in San Diego and vicinity in

connection with water works e.xtensions.

Harry B. Swett, formerly chief engineer of the Metropolis

Bank Building, has accepted a similar position in the new

Mechanics' Library Building on Post street.

D. M. Coughlin has taken charge of the new business de-

partment of the Spokane Falls Gas Company of Spokane,

Wash., having resigned a like position with the Easton Gas &
Electric Co. of Easton, Pa.

C. G. Pyle, Los Angeles representative of the Standard

Underground Cable Company, will spend the first two weeks of

June in a horseback trip through the mountains along the

line of the Los Angeles aijueduct.

John Furness who was for many years chief engineer of

the Palace Hotel, is now chief engineer of the Pacific Fruit

Express Company's large pre-cooling and ice plant in con-

nection with the Southern Pacific Company's yards at Rose-

ville, Cal.

Martin Kubierschky, vice-president of the United Rail-

ways Investment Company, of New Jersey, recently arrived

from New York. He has been looking over the properties of

the United Railroads of San Francisco, in which his company
has the holding interest.

Wynn Meredith, manager of Sanderson & Porter's Pacific

Coast office, has gone to 'Victoria, B. C, and will remain in

the Northwest for the next month or two. He will supervise

the construction of the Jordan River development on Vancou-

ver Island for the British Columbia Electric Railway Company.

F. O. Dolsou, erecting engineer, with the Pelton Water
Wheel Company, has returned from La Grange, Cal., where he
installed an additional Pelton-Francis turbine direct con-

nected to a 450 k.w. generator for the La Grange Water &
Power Co. Current is furnished for Turlock, Modesto and La
Grange. The company operates one of the largest gold

dredges in the State near La Grange.

BANQUET TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
OFFICIALS.

A banquet was tendered the officials of the Edison Elec-

tric Company of Los Angeles by the citizens of Long Beach

on May 25th in celebration of the company's decision to erect

its new 40,000-h.p. steam generating plant at Long Beach.

The dining-room of the Hotel Virginia was elaborately deco-

rated, 25,000 small colored electric lights being used and four

electrical fountains. At the entrance to the banquet hall, the

guesls were confronted with a revolving electric wheel which

at ten-minute intervals stopped, all the lights going out but

those which spelled in large letters the word "Edison." The
Pacific Electric Company furnished a special car free to carry

the Los Angeles guests to the Hotel Virginia and return.

The Edison men who were present were: W. A. Brackenridge,

vice-president and general manager; R. H. Ballard, secretary

and assistant general manager; S. M. Kennedy, general agent;

B. F. Pearson, general superintendent; J. A. Lighthipe, elec-

trical engineer; W. L. Percey, treasurer; E. W. Sax, auditor;

John Otto, purchasing agent; C. H. Coulter, assistant purchas-

ing agent; H. W. Dennis, construction engineer; W. C. Ster-

ling, general storekeeper; H. W. Burkhart, gas engineer; A.

W. Childs, assistant general agent; R. E. Cunningham, assist-

ant superintendent; F. B. Lewis, assistant superintendent;

W. L. Boxall, power contract agent; William Dieterle, power
development agent; H. C. Stinchfield, chief surgeon; R. J. C.

Wood, engineer; C. H. Pierson, advertising agent; A. E.

Morphy, assistant secretary; W. J. Wallace, right of way
agent; M. D. Mann Jr., engineer; E. H. Warner, engineer;

J. N. Pyster, engineer; C. S. Walton, Los Angeles district agent.

TRADE NOTES.
The Pacific States Electric Company will open a branch

house at 90-92 Seventh street, Portland, Ore., early in June.

The Ransome Concrete Company announce the removal of

their main offices from the Crocker Building to the Mechanics'

Institute Building, 57 Post street, San Francisco.

The Western branch of the Cutter Electrical & Manufac-
turing Company has been moved to 98 Jackson boulevard,

Chicago, under the management of H. F. Darby Jr.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company has acquired the

light and water power holding of E. D. M. Lehe of Dixon.

It is the purpose of the purchasers to develop the plants for-

merly owned by Lehe and extend the lighting and water

pumping services to the rural districts surrounding the towns
in which plants have been secured. Lehe owned the light-

ing plants and water supply stations at Wheatland, Lincoln,

Davis, Roseville, Cordelia, Elmira, Winters, Dixon, Rio Vista

and Benicia.

The General Electric Company reports that the Sierra &
San Francisco Power Company has ordered, for the North

Beach power station of the United Railroads, an additional

9,000-kw. Curtis turbine generator with condenser base. The
new 60-cycle machine is rated as follows: A. T. B. 10, 9,000-

kw. maximum capacity, 720 r.p.m., 11,000 v. When this has

been installed the present 5,000-kw., 25-cycle Curtis turbine

set in the station will be remodeled by the substitution of a

9,000-kw. (max.) generator.

W. J. Krase, constructing engineer of the Pelton Water
Wheel Company, has gone to Metaline, Wash., to install sev-

eral water wheels for the Inland Portland Cement Company.
This concern is affiliated with the Lehigh Portland Cement
Company and will use a large amount of current for the opera-

tion of its own factory. The Sylvester Company of Spokane
are the erecting engineers. The wheels are of about 2,500-h.p.,

operating at 360 r.p.m. under a head of 450 ft., and each is

direct connected to a Westinghouse generator. There will be

two Pelton and Westinghouse 125-kw. exciter sets operating at

600 r.p.m. The water of Sullivan Creek will be used in the

wheels and discharged into the Pen'd Oreille River.
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ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMS WELL IN TESTS.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. com-

pleted recently tlie 150-ton locomotive for use on the elec-

trified section of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad between Stamford and New York City. The entire

electrical equipment, including the spring drive ot the motors,

is the design of the Westinghouse company, while the me-

chanical parts were designed by the engineers of the Bald-

win Locomotive Works and the New Haven Railroad

Company.

The specifications required that the locomotive be able

to haul a 1,500-ton freight train at a speed of 35 miles an

hour on level track, where the train resistance is not over

six pounds per ton. They also required that the locomotive

be capable of hauling an 800-ton passenger train at a speed

of 45 miles an hour. This capacity would enable it to haul

an 800-ton limited train from the Grand Central Station, New
York City, to New Haven, a distance of 73 miles, with no

intermediate stops, in one hour and fifty-five minutes; or

to haul an SOO-ton express train the same distance in two

hours and twelve minutes, with an allowance of five minutes

for stops; or to haul a 350-ton local train in two hours and
forty-five minutes with an average stop of forty-five seconds.

150-ton WcstinghouSL' Electric Locomotive.

That the locomotive is an unqualified success has been

demonstrated by frequent tests made under severe operating

conditions. Besides proving itself in other ways, it has

hauled 37 loaded cars, a heavy freight engine and a caboose

from New Rochelle to Stamford, a distance of 18 miles, in 27

minutes. Although this run was made in a drizzling rain

that froze as fast as it fell and made the tracks very slippery,

(he engine attained a speed of 49 miles an hour. During

some tests made at the works of the Westinghouse company
at East Pittsburg, Pa., the locomotive started and accelerated

a 2,100-ton freight train both on level track and on an up-

grade of 0.3 per cent on a 3-degree curve. A train corre-

sponding to the SOO-ton passenger train was accelerated at a

rate of about 0.4 miles per hour per second and quickly

reached the required speed. For hauling trains the new
locomotive has about twice the capacity of any one of the

locomotives already in use on the New Haven Railroad. Each
motor has a one-hour rating of about 373 h.p. and a con-

tinuous rating ot approximately 310 h.p. The tests made

have shown that the locomotive has a good margin over

the specifications. By its performances it has shown con-

clusively that it can amply fulfill the service conditions. ,

The design ot the trucks and running gear of the loco-

motive is unique. The truck frames are connected by an

intermediate drawbar. One truck has only a rotative motion

about its center pin, while the other has a fore and aft, as

well as a rotative motion, in order to compensate for the

angular positions of the trucks and drawbar when the loco-

motive is traversing a curve. The tractive force is trans-

mitted through the truck frames and drawbar instead of

through the main frame. Each truck has two pairs of driv-

ing wheels and a single pair of leading wheels. The wheel
loads are equalized as in steam locomotive practice. To
assist in reducing shocks and keeping the two trucks in

alignment, chafing castings and spring buffers are inter-

posed between the truck frames under the center of the loco-

motive. The weight of the cab, instead of being carried on

I he center pin, is carried on friction plates at the ends of the

truck. The weight is applied through springs which have a

considerable latitude of motion to allow for variation in the

track without changing materially the distribution of weight

on the ends of the truck. The plan of running-gear and cab

support adopted for this locomotive prevents any periodic

vibration or "nosing," minimizes shocks on the truck and
road bed and insures easy riding. As the rigid wheel base

is only 7 ft. for each truck, the locomotive is extremely flex-

ible and easy on the track at curves and special work.

The electrical equipment, which was built and mounted
by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., com-

prises four single-phase geared motors, together with the

auxiliary apparatus necessary for their operation from the

11,000-volt, alternating current, or 600-volt, direct current

circuits of the electrified sections of the New Haven and the

New York Central railroads, respectively. The motors are of

the same general electrical design as those in use on the pres-

ent New Haven locomotives, the main differences being in

the mechanical details and general arrangement.

Each motor is rigidly mounted on the truck frame and
directly above a quill surrounding the driving axle, to which
it is geared. The motors project into the cab and the floor

above them is raised. This method of mounting the motors

on the truck frame gives a high center of gravity and pre-

vents the transmission of strains and shocks from the track

and road bed to the motors.

An air blast transformer is provided for lowering the

trolley line voltage to that required by the motors. The
control apparatus is of the Westinghouse electro-pneumatic

type. When operating on alternating current all four motors

are connected in multiple and the control is obtained by

changing the connections to various voltage taps on the main
transformer. On direct current the motors are first grouped

all in series, and then two in series and two in parallel in

combination with various resistance steps. Provision is made
for cutting out any one of the four motors singly on either

alternating current or direct current. A master controller

and brake valve are located in each end of the cab so that

the locomotives can be operated from either end. and the

system of control is such that two or more locomotives can

be coupled together and operated from one master controller.

The speed control is extremely flexible.

Two pneumatically-operated pantogi-aph trolleys are pro-

vided for collecting current from the ll.OOfl-voIt alternating-

current line. Pneumatically-operated third-rail shoes are

used to collect current on the direct-current third-rail section.
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AUTOMATIC VACUUM PUMP.

The Keuffel & Esser Co. of San Francisco and New
York have recently placed upon the market an improved

automatic vacuum pump and air compressor. The pump is

intended for maintaining vacuum for blue printing frames,

compressed air tor bicycles, automobiles and experimental

purposes.

The pump may be converted into a vacuum or pressure

pump by simply reversing the valve discs. The controlling

mechanism is securely enclosed iu the bearing pedestal and
is such that it can be readily cut out and the pump operated

at will, and, if desired for continuous use as a pressure

pump, the vacuum controlling mechanism may be readily

changed to automatically operate the pump as a compressor,

which may be readily adjusted to maintain any desired

pressure.

Automatic Vacuum Pump.

The pump shown here is adjusted to maintain a vacuum
of from 10 to 20 in. The operation of the pump is as fol-

lows: The punip is connected to a vacuum tank and on
closing the switch the pump starts up and runs until 20

in. vacuum is obtained, when the pump automatically stops

and remains at rest until the vacuum drops to 10 in., which
again starts the pump, continuing until 20 in. again is

reached and then stops.

Any pressure or vacuum within the capacity of the pump
may be automatically obtained. The pump and automatic
controlling apparatus was designed by L. St. D. Roylance,
electrical and mechanical engineer of San Francisco, for the

Keuffel & Esser Co.

NEW CATALOGUES.
A pamphlet on exhaust fans has recently been published

by the Crocker-Wbeeler Company of Ampere, N, J., as Bul-

letin No. 124.

Bulletin No. 124 from the Electric Storage Battery Com-
pany deals with the "Exide" battery in emergency service in

central stations.

"The Story of the Storage Battery" and the intimate con-
nection of the Electric Storage Battery Company therewith is

well told in an interesting booklet from this company.
"How to Light Your Home by Electricity" with gas engine,

generator and storage battery is illustrated and described in a
book recently issued by the Electric Storage Battery Company.

Bulletin 119 on large engine type d.c. generators, recently
issued by the Crocker-Wheeler Company of Ampere, N. J.,

contains much information useful to any central station man.
Bulletin 121 from the Crocker-Wheeler Company of Am-

pere, N. J., describes small direct current engine-type .genera-
tors. It is handsomely illustrated throughout with half-tone
engravings.

HOUSE ORGANS DISCUSSED BY THE TECHNICAL
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATION.

The thirty-seventh regular monthly dinner and meeting of

the Technical Publicity Association was held on Thursday

evening. May 12th, in the galleries of the National Arts Club,

14 Gramercy Park, New York. The subject of "House

Organs" was the topic for the evening and proved extremely

interesting to all present. In conformity with a recent de-

cision, the chair was turned over to the chairman of the

special program committee for the evening, Mr. S. M. Wilson,

who assumed the toastmaster's role for the balance of the

evening.

In introducing the first speaker of the evening, Mr. C. R.

Lippman, advertising manager of the Genuine Bangor Slate

Company, Mr. Wilson referred to the March, 1907, "House
Organ" night of the association when six speakers entertained

a large audience through a long evening. He said that with

500 house organs in the field and the subject of growing im-

portance and interest the members could expect some real

beneficial remarks from the speakers.

Mr. Lippman prefaced his remarks on the "Policies of

House Organs" by the statement that there are but 500 house

organs in this country although there are almost a million

firms doing business, indicating that the house organ is only

in its infancy. He classified house organs into six divisions,

as follows:

First—House organs issued to salesmen and agents.

Second—House organs for dealers.

Third—House organs going to technical consumers, that

is, consumers who do not resell the goods but use them in

their own business or else specify them.

Fourth—House organs going to the ultimate consumer.

Fifth—House organs published by retail stores.

Sixth—House organs carrying advertisements.

Mr. Lippmann reviewed more than a hundred specimens
of house organs as to their varying nature, make-up and
probable effect, and exhibited more than 300 different pub-

lications for the education of those present.

The following speaker, Mr. H. S. Snyder, of the Jos. Dixon
Crucible Company, delivered an interesting address on "Func-
tions and Advantages of House Organs," which he treated

most carefully. Mr. Snyder brought out the essential features

which the house organ should possess and how in some ways,
it excels other forms of advertising.

Mr. H. M. Wilson, vice-president of the McGraw Publish-

ing Company, New York, read a very able paper entitled "The
Attitude of Trade Journals Toward House Organs," in which
he expressed the opinion that house organs publishers are

infringing on the rights of the trade paper publishers in

denying them first hand access to articles for their publica-

tions and mentioned other inconsistencies of concerns issuing

house organs.

"More Than Half Way" was the title of a paper read by
Mr. Clark Schurman of the Dean Hicks Printing Company of

Grand Rapids, Mich., in which he urged, in addition to other
things, that the advertiser endeavor to study his own propo-
sition more from the buyers' viewpoint than from his own, as

is usually the case.

Mr. W. R. Hulbert, in charge of advertising, Goldschmidt
Therit Company, New York, speaking . to the subject of

"Tangible Results from House Organs," read abstracts from
numerous letters received from concerns publishing house
organs, who testified to the actual results they were able to

trace from their publication. A company in Hamilton, O.,

stated that "one issue of their publication was responsible for

$60,000 worth of business in thirty days." The meeting was
one of the largest held by the association and, from the
intense interest manifested, was a great success.
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INCORPORATIONS.

CLE ELUM, WASH,—The Cle Elum Falls Power Com-
pany has been incorporated tor $1,000,000 by H. J. Manning et

al. of Tacoma.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Union Water Company of

California has been incorporated by W. T. Barnett, C. C. Sulli-

van, E, T. Zook, A, S. Grain and V, W. Vincent, with a capital

stock of $1,000,000.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Sierra-San Joaquin Electric

Company has been incorporated by Los Angeles capitalists

with an authorized capital of $5,000,000 for the development

of power on the Tule river in Tulare county, to supply the

demand for power in the southern portion of the San Joaquin

Valley. A power plant will be located 25 miles from Por-

lervi le, capable of developing SOOO-h.p. to supply the Kern
and iKidway oil fields, including the towns of Taft and Mar-

icopa.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—The Marysville-Colusa Railway

Company has filed articles of incorporation. The directors

aie Charles H. Hammon, Leon de Sabla, Samuel Lilienthal,

George E. Springer and Herbert W. Furlong. The authorized

capital stock is $1,500,000, of which $30,000 has been sub-

scribed. George E. Springer is secretary of the company.

The purpose of the corporation is to build a railroad from

Karysville through Yuba City to Colusa, a distance of 30 miles.

The new road will be a branch of the Northern Electric Rail-

way.

FINANCIAL.

YACOLT, ORE.—By a vote of 42 to 14 Yacolt voted to

bond for the new water system. It will be a gravity system.

The source of supply is Big creek falls.

PROVO, UTAH.—Both the proposition for a bond issue

of $110,000 tor a municipal lighting plant and an issue of $30,-

000 to increase the waterworks plant carried at the election

here last week.

VALE, ORB.—An election will be held for the purpose

of voting on the issuance of bonds in the amount of $70,-

000 to provide funds for the installation of a complete water-

works and sewerage system to cover the entire townsite.

VALE, ORE.—The Council has passed ordinances for an

election at which time the voters shall be submitted the

question of voting to bond the city in the sum of $75,000 for

the construction of a water system at a cost of $45,000 and

also a sewer system to cost $30,000, both to cover the entire

area within the city limits.

EL PASO, TEX.—An election will be held on June 21st to

determine whether or not the city sha'l issue bonds for the

purpose of providing waterworks to be owned by the city.

The water bond to be in the sum of $375,000, to bear 5 per

cent interest per ann';m, payable semi-annually, and to be-

come due and payable in 40 years, sub.1ect to redemption at

the option of the city after the expiration of 20 years from

date.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The resolution reopening nego-

tiations with the Spring Valley Water Company looking

to a purchase of a part of the company's plant by the city has

been referred by the public utilities committee to the Board

of Public Works. Supervisor Walsh pointed out that the res-

olution was vague, in that it did not state what part of the

Spring Valleys holdings it was purposed to purchase, and

the resolution was referred, with the request that what was

needed by the city for a water supply be deliminated.

TRANSMISSION.
MALDEN, WASH.—The Maiden Supply & Power Com-

pany has purchased a power site at the head o£ Rock lake,

where it is expected 2,000 horsepower can be developed.

VICTORIA, B. C—A. E. Waterhouse of Seattle has ap-

plied for a record on the Spreat river of 500 inches, with the

intention of erecting a power plant to supply electricity to

Port Alberni.

VICTORIA, B. C.—Sealed tenders have been received by

the Hon. Minister of Public Works for the construction of a

transmission line for the purpose of furnishing electricity for

the Hospital for the Insane at Coquitlam.

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.—The Power- Transit & Light Com,
pany is preparing to go ahead with the construction work on
its Kern river power plant. It is planned to make the p'.ant

large enough to answer the demands of a city of 30,000 people.

MOUNTAINHOME, IDAHO.—The Crane Fal's Power &
Irrigation Company will begin work immediately on the feed

canal and head works of its power plant at Crane falls on the

Snake river, 15 miles south of here. The plant wi'l have a

capacity of 14,000 horsepower.

GRANTS PASS, ORE.— J. H. Beeman of Gold Hill has an-

nounced that the Rogue River Water & Power Company will

spend $100,000 developing power this year. Mr. Reed, man-
ager of the company, has announced that the power plant

will be built on the Gold Hill Canal Company's property.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Puget Sound Bridge & Dredg-

ing Company, Central building, Seattle, has been awarded the

contract for the construction of a masonry dam, SS5 feet long

and 100 feet high, to cost $1,000,000, across the Clackamas
river thirty miles south of Portland for the Portland Railway,

Light & Power Company.

ILLUMINATION,

BANCROFT, IDAHO.—Hyrum Call is taking steps to in-

stall an electric light plant here.

ETNA, CAL.—W. N. Mullin has presented his plan for a

lighting system to the Board of Trustees. A decision will

be reached by the Board on or before June 14th.

SHERIDAN. MONT.—O. B. Preston, president of the

municipal lighting plant in St. Johns, Mich., will, within four

months, install an electric lighting system here. The power

site is on Indian creek.

ARCADIA, CAL.—The City Council passed an ordinance

granting Chas. S. S. Forney the right to construct, institute,

install, lay and maintain under ground conduits, mains and gas

pipes in the city of Arcadia.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The City Council has adopted the

suggestion of the Board of Public Utilities that the maximum
rate for electric current be reduced from 9 to 7 cents per kilo-

watt hour. The new rate goes into effect on July 1.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—Sealed bids for inslalling a com-

plete electric light system, including fixtures and sub-station at

the Presidio of San Francisco, will be received at the office

of the constructing quartermaster at Fort Mason, until 11 a. m.,

June 15th.

PASO ROBLES, CAL.—An oidinance has been passed

granting C. F. Hoffman a franchise to lay gas pipes for the

purpose of carrying gas for heat, light and power and to erect

l.nles and wires for transmitting electricity, heat and power

along, under, over and upon the public highways in San

Miguel.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The San Francisco Gas & Elec-

tric Company has submitted bids for lighting the city's streets

and public buildings which on the basis of last year's business

would save the city $17,000 for the arc light service and $10,-

000 on the gas lamps. The schedule proposed by the company

has been referred to the committee for recommendation.

MARYSVILLE, CAL.—Manager J. E. Poingdestre of the

Marysville district of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, has

received notice from headquarters that his territory will here-

after include Wheatland and Lincoln. Heretofore, he has had

supervision of the company's business in Marysville, Sutter

county, and the northern portion of Yuba county. Material is

arriving for the new gas-holder of 100,000 feet capacity, to be

installed in connection with the improvements intended in the

service for Marysville and Yuba City,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Board of Supervisors will re-

ceive sealed bids up to 2 p. m. June 20th for a franchise to

lay down and for a period of 50 years to maintain a system

of gas pipes in all public roads and highways in the following

section: 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34,

35 and 36, township 1 north, range 13 west; sections 30 and

31 in township 1 north, range 12 west and sections 2, 3, 4,

9 and 10 of township 1 south, range 13 west, S. B. B. M., omit-

ting from above territory all highways within the limits of the

city of Glendale.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The gas and electric systems at

Suisun and Fairfield, owned hy Leonard Prior, have been pur-

chased by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company. The transfer

of the properties will be made June 1. Though these two sys-

tems have been owned by Prior, he for some time past has

been purchasing his current and gas from the Pacific company

and in tm-n selling the utilities to the citizens of Suisun and

Fairfield The transaction eliminates him from his position

as middleman, and the Pacific company will sell direct and op-

erate its own plants.

TRANSPORTATION.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— The City Council passed an ordi-

nance granting to Robert Marsh and John Howze the right

to construct and for a period of 21 years to operate and main-

tain a double track electric railway on Vermont avenue.

ONTARIO, ORE.—Attorney A. N. Soliss, representative

of Henry Lewitt, a Spokane capitalist, has made application

to the City Council for a street railway franchise in Ontario.

1' is stated that the new line would connect at Snake River

near Nyssa, with the Pierce line to Caldwell.

VALLEJO, CAL.—At a meeting of the directors of the

Vallejo & Northern Electric Railway Company it was decided

to call a special meeting of the stockholders of the company

to be held in this city on July 28, at which time the proposi-

tion of increasing the capital stock from $2,500,000 to $10,000,-

000 will be voted upon.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The United Railroads Company
has paid to Treasurer McDougald $34,274.25, the amount due

the city as percentages on the gross receipts of the company

for the year 1908. There is still unpaid the amount due for

1909, on which no report has been made by the corporation,

but which, it is estimated, will approximate $40,000.

SEATTLE.—John E. Ballaine has secured the right from

Louis Brennan, of the British War Office, to use the Brennan

monorail in Alaska and will establish a line fifteen miles in

length, from mile 29 on the Alaska Northern Railway to the

Moose Pass district. The Moran Company, of this city, will

construct the cars, and Mr. Brennan will make the gyroscopes.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.—J street from Sixteenth to Thirty-

first, will he torn up for about 90 days while an asphaltum

pavement is being put down and new rails are being laid by

the Sacramento Electric, Gas and Railway Company. The old

track is to be entirely torn up and new construction is to be

put down. The construction is to be standard. The ties

are to be laid on a rock ballast, and the rails are to be of

the latest grooved type. They weigh 87 pounds to the yard.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Construction work on the elec-

tric line of the Central California Traction Company between

Sacramento and Stockton is going forward rapidly, according

to the statement of George W. Peltier, president of the com-

pany. Three miles of piling and bridge work across the Co-

sumnes river and lowlands has been completed. A steam loco-

motive is being used by construction crews between Brighton

and Sheldon. Mr. Peltier said that as soon as the track is com-

pleted all the way between Stockton and Sacramento the com-

pany will put on trains gradually until a 15-mlnute service is

perfected.

WATERWORKS.
MEDFORD, ORE.—Jacobsen-Bade Company has been

awarded the contract for the laying of six-inch water mains

and four miles of sewer.

LODI, CAL.—H. H. Henderson, a civil engineer, has been

awarded the contract to install the Lodi municipal plant for

light, water and sewerage.

CALDWELL, IDA.—The Hartenbower Bros, of this city

have been awarded the contract for the city waterworks

system for the bid of $59,733.70.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The contract for the extension of the

pipe system of the salt water fire-fighting plant has been

awarded to Michael Murphy on his bid of $23,353.40.

EL CENTRO, CAL.—Instead of constructing only a tem-

porary water system for summer use, as was proposed, the City

Trustees have decided to install a complete municipal water

system.

COTTAGE GROVE, ORE.—The City Council has entered

into a contract with the American Water & Light Company of

Kansas City, Missouri, for the construction of a water system

from Layng creek to connect with the present water system, a

distance of 18 miles, the price being the amount voted for

the purpose, $100,000.

BELLINGHAM, WASH.—The sum of $4,800 or $12 a foot

for the 400 feet of main to be laid is given by Acting Engineer

William North as the preliminary estimate of the cost of ex-

tending the city's intake into deep water in Lake Whatcom.
This estimate includes the cost of wood stave pipe, of the

intake proper, with its screens and vales, of the piling and

cribbing and of all labor, including that of the diver to be

hired.

PASADENA, CAL.—Several of the water companies here

are considering developing more water, in view of a dry sum-

mer. The North Pasadena Company hopes to build another

large reservoir nearer the head of its system, to accommo-

date users higher up and to keep consumers supplied. The
Lake Vineyard Company expects to resort to pumps. The
Alhambra Company is deepening its wells and expects to go

to the foothills to develop a greater supply.

MILLVILLE, CAL.—The Appellate Court has reversed

Judge Head of the Shasta County Superior Court, saying in

effect, the Northern Light and Power Company cannot con-

demn farmers riparian rights. The Appellate Court says, in

effect, that that public service corporation can do it by law.

Old Cow Creek at its low stage in summer carries, roughly

estimated, 3000 inches of water. The farmers living along the

stream have irrigation ditches that divert 1000 inches of water,

roughly estimated, to their land. This leaves 2000 inches in

the creek. These 2000 inches are a riparian water right. The

Appellate Court has said that the Northern Light & Power

Company may take this 2000 inches and devote it to a public

use.
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Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

ENGINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturer* of Paranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underground Aerial, Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm Cable*
All Wires are Tested at Factory JONESBORO, IND.

Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

,^M

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET. R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOf
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. Electric Appliance Co. Western ElectricCo.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm SU. San Francisco

OKONITE WIRE
N^O/V/x

The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape.

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
253 BROADWAY, NEW VORK

CtNTRAl ELECTRIC CO.. Chicago. III. F. D. UWRENCf flEORIC CO.. Cindnnali, 0.
NOVELIY ELECTRIC CO.. Philadrlphia, Pa. PEniNGEll-ANDREWS CO., Boslon, Mass.

ROBBINS ElICTRIC CO.. Piltsburc, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR AIX SERVICES

PACiriC COAST DEPT. first National Bank Building, San frandsco
Sub.Office—Los Aneeles. Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.
Factories Oakland, Cal.. Pittsburs. Pa., Perib Amboy. N. J.

Branch Offices: New York. Boston. Chicaf?o, Philadelphia, St. Louis

Specify....

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

\/lTI r^AM Refrigerating and
V U LiV/Al^l Ice Making Machinery

MANUFACTUnrO BY

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlas BIdg., 604 Mituon St.

Work*: Franciico and Keamjr Street* San FranOSCO

FOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEMeiNTS SEE PAGE CIGMT
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SPRAGUE ONE BOX-MANY USES MULTILETS

Economy tind convenienct-
of the Multilet will recommend
it at once. No special fittings

for special work. Every re-

quirement is so standardized,
your costs are brought down
to the standard scale, Nfi

"extras."

No' one can afford to neg-

lect this opportunity to investi-

gate this great saving. You
can build your line with the

uniformity of a brick wall

—

straight away work saves time

and monev.

Dealers lind tlie Multilet
meets every demand'
and does not necessitate
such a large variety of
stock. Requires less

space. Gives excellent
returns.

Send for Bulletin No. 43454

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
General Offices: S27-531 West 34th Street, New Vork City

SAN FRANCISCO, Atlas Building

SEATTLE, - Colman Building
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Architects know their

clients will have a
better installation than
any other so-called

universal box will

give. The best is al-

ways cheapest.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Supplies Light, Heat, and Power

TO
Pla«.*e. Population.
A^ua Caliente 60
•Alameda 27.000
••Albany 800
JJAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antloch S.OOO

Jt Auburn 2,050
Barber 200

"Belmont 600
Belvedere 350
Benlcla 2.600

•Berkeley 42.000
Big Oak Flat 150
Biggs 750
Black Diamond . .

.

600
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderlck 600

J
Brown's Valley ... 50
Burllngame 5,000
Byron 200
CampbeU 1.000
Cement 1,500
tCenterville 20
Centerville 600

••Chlco 13,000
••Colusa 2.700
tColfax 400
Colma 500
Concord 1,500
Cordelia 150
Corte Madera 350
Crockett 2,600
Crow's I>anding .

.

37o
Davenport 1.000
Davis 750
Decoto 350
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 50

Place. Population.
Drytown 100
Durham 500
tDutch Flat 400
•*Easton 500
••East San Jose 1,500
Eckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 2.500
Elmira 150
El Verano 100

••Emeryville 2,000
Encinal 20
Fairfield 800

•• Fair Oaks 250
Fitchburg 250
Folsom 1,500
•Fresno 35,000
Glenn Ellen 500
Gold Run 100
Grafton 350

tGrass Valley 7,000
Gridley 1,800
Groveland 50
Hammonton 500
Hayward 4,000
Holllster 3,000
lone 900
Irvlngton 1,000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
Lawrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLincoln 1,500
jLive Oak 200
Livermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 200
Los Gatos 3,000

Place. Population.
Mare Island 500
Marten 25
Martinez 5.000

••Marysviiie 6,250
Mayfleld 1,500

••Menio Park 1,500
Meridian 300

••Mllbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,500
Mission San Jose .

.

500
Mokelumne Hill ... 160
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark "TOO

JNewcastle 600
New Chicago 25
Newman 1,000
Niles SOO

••Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2.500
Orwood 60
Pacheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
tPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 250

••Piedmsnt 2,000
Pinole 1,500
Pieasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

tRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100

tRoseville 345
Ross 900

•••Sacramento 62,000

•Gas onlji **eis and eleclricity: telectrici'ty, gas. and water: telectricitr and water: ***Kas, electricity, and street

Place. Population.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2.500
San Bruno 1.600
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco 450,000
•*San Jose 40.000
San Leandro 4.000
San Lorenzo 100

••San Mateo 7.000
San Pablo 1,000San Quentin Prison 1,6S»San Rafael 6,00t
Santa Clara 8.000
Santa Cruz 10.000

•Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 3,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran 2.500
Stanford Univ 2.000
Stege 100
tStockton 25,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2.000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
JTowle 200
Tracy 1,200
Vaeavilie 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 350
Wheatland 1,400
Winters 1.200

••Woodland 3,500
Yolo 350

••Tuba City 1,900

car service: all others, electricity only.

Service . Number Total

Furnished of Towns Population

Electricity. .._ 158 1.0S9.790

Gas.. 33 9SS.900

Water. 17 43.415

Streetcar 1 .52.000

EMPLOYS 3.500 people
,

;

OPERATES 11 hydro-electric plants in the
^" -' mountains

3 steam-driven electric plants
in big cities.

18 gas worlcs

SERVES ~3 of California's population

26 of California's 56 counties

An area of 32,431 square miles

3/5 the size of New York state

H the size of all the New England
states comhinod
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THE N. A. S. E. LOS ANGELES CONVENTION
BY HARRY D. SAVILLE.

The seventh annual convention of the California

State Association of the National Association of Sta-

tionary Engineers convened in the city of Los Angeles
on May 24, and continued to hold sessions throughout
the week. Delegates were present from the asso-

ciations throughout California and the meetings were
presided over by J. M. Pyster, president, who acted as

a delegate from the association at Santa Barbara.

Among the first matters to be brought to the attention

members would feel that they could not afford to be

absent, but when unavoidably detained that they have
lost something of value."

Aside from the routine business incident to such

a convention, the matters of especial interest were
the adoption of a resolution endorsing the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition to be held in San
Francisco, 1915 ; the adoption of the drafts of two laws,

the first, concerning the licensing of stationary steam
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Delegates at Los Angeles Convention National Association of Stationary Engineers.

of the convention was the president's annual report

which contained, among other things, the following

recommendations

:

"That a State Educational Committee be here-

after composed of one member from each association

in the State, they to have full charge of the educa-

tional work, the latter to be preferably based upon
the reports of the National Educational Committee.

"That the State Association take necessary steps

to encourage and secure the much needed standardiza-

tion of all machinery used in the generating of power.

"That special attention be given to the problem
of attendance at meetings of the associations, so that

engineers, and the second, regulating the construction,

inspection and the operation of stationary steam

boilers in the State of California.

After a general discussion of the latter subjects in

which every member of the association present was
permitted to express his views, both drafts of laws

were unanimously adopted, and after due preparation

by the secretary, will be submitted to the associations

throughout California and other interested parties for

perusal, and in due time presented to the next legisla-

ture at Sacramento for enactment into laws. These

two laws are of the most vital importance to all per-

sons and interests connected with the science of steam
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JJxi.:1ju li^;i at N. A. S. E. Convention.

engineering in California, not onl)^ as an inducement

for engineers to better qualify themselves to fill posi-

tions, but as a stimulus to the manufacturing" indus-

tries of the State, it being a well known fact that the

construction of boilers in California has dwindled from

various causes to an almost negligible quantit}'.

The California Metal Trades Association and other

leading commercial organizations have pledged them-

selves to support these measures before the legisla-

ture and we are very hopeful for the success of the

proposition.

Newly Elected Offlceis, California State Association,
N. A. S. E.

It was unanimousl}^ decided to hold the next con-
vention in San Francisco, and the local associations will

undertake to arrange a mechanical and electrical ex-

hibit that will not only be a credit to the associations,
but to the whole Pacific Coast and to San Francisco in

particular, many prominent business firms having
already signified their intentions of exhibiting.

The election of officers for the ensuing year re-

sulted as follows : President, Herman Noethig, San
Francisco ; Vice-President, David Brian, Los Angeles,

Cal. ; Secretary, W. T. W. Curl, Los Angeles, Cal.

;

Treasurer, Chas. Knights, San Francisco ; Conductor,

R. T. Porter, Santa Barbara, Cal. ; Door-Keeper, F. W.
Coombs, San Jose, Cal. ; Trustees, S. F. Riddle, Fresno,

Cal.
; J. N. Pyster, Santa Barbara. Cal.

Coincident with the sessions of the convention

which were held in the Angeles Hotel, the local asso-

ciations had arranged a splendid mechanical and elec-

trical exhibit located on the fourth floor of the new
Hamburger Building, Eighth street and Broadway.
As shown by the accompanj'ing photographs, there

were many excellent exhibits and the people of Los
Angeles were not only greatly instructed but surprised

at the extent of the same, and particularly so of those

products manufactured in the city of Los Angeles and
vicinity.

To the visitors, the most striking feature of the

week's work and entertainment was the boosting pull-

together spirit everywhere shown by the people of Los

Angeles, and every visitor, it is safe to say, went away
deeply impressed with the future possibilities of the

southern section of this State. In the matter of en-

tertainment, the local committee exceeded every ex-

pectation on the part of the delegates and visitors, and

left nothing to be desired. All the points of interest,

adjacent to Los Angeles, were visited and thoroughly

enjoyed, every moment of the time being taken up

until twelve o'clock Saturday night, when the banquet

given in the cafe in the Hamburger building came to

an end. The business and social element of the city

were very generously represented around the festive

board and many excellent speeches were listened to,

Mr. Fred J. Fisher acted as toastmaster, and by the

responses obtained to his introductions, demonstrated

that the stationary engineers of Los Angeles are wide-

awake and hold the respect and esteem of all classes of

its citizens.
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Booths Nos. 1, 2, 21, 22.

EXHIBITS.

Booths Nos. I, 2, 21, 22: Fairbanks Morse & Co.

occupied a space with one of the largest and most
attractive machinery exhibits on the iloor, including a

iSO-h.p. motor, lo-h.p. gas engine, 4-h.p. hoist, i8-h.p.

2-cycIe valveless marine steam pump, triplex pump,
pipe-cutting machine, and compressor, as well as belt-

ing, pulleys and a complete line of steam fittings.

C. Dunkelberger was in charge.

Booth No. 3 : The Radial Power Hammer Com-
pany demonstrated one of their hammers, a recent

invention of Mr. F. E. Sutherland.

Booth No. 4: The B. F. Kierulff Jr. & Co. had

an attractive exhibit of a high-speed power-pump,
transformers, motors, line material and lamps.

Booth No. 5 : The Western Gas Engine Com-
pany displayed an i8-h.p. gas engine. F. T. Richards

was in charge.

Booth No. 6: The booth of the California Indus-

trial Works of Los Angeles was constructed of iron

and steel forgings, and contained a display of tested

iron used by the company in its manufactures.

Booth No. 7 : The Chamber of Mines and Oil

showed an instructive collection of ores, oil sands and
oils.

Booth No. 8 : The Faget Engineering Company,
639 Mill street, Los Angeles, displayed cold storage

and refrigerator supplies, especially ammonia tanks of

all sizes.

Booth No. Q : The Bowers Rubber Company of

San Francisco had an interesting display of packing,

hose and belting.

Booth No. 70: The Western Electric Company
displayed a 75-h.p., 2-phase, 50-cycIe Hawthorn motor
and a complete line of electrical and telephone equip-

ment.

Booth No. 11: McKain Manufacturing Com-
pany, 921 Main street, Los Angeles, showed pulley,

belting and shifting equipment.

Boo.th No. 12: The Maryland Casualty Company
gave an instructive exhibit of defective boiler plates

and parts as an object lesson to owners and operators

of power plants. Literature was distributed on steam

Booth No. 3.

B.F. KIERULFF Jr. 5
R.W.StlOENAKER ffedricsf&jmr. Conffsdinj ^^^h^

120 S.LOS ANGEL »=S ST. Phones

Booth No. 4.

Booth No. 8.
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boiler, fly-wheel and sprinkler inspection. Valuable

souvenirs were given away. Those in charge were

C. M. Hansen, Pacific Coast chief inspector; V. J.

North, and Glen Siegler of the Los Angeles office.

Booth No. 13 : The Los Angeles Rubber Com-
pany displayed a line of engineers' supplies in mechan-
ical rubber goods and packings, also Child's fire ex-

tinguishers and Bennett hose racks.

Booth No. 14: Holmes & Kittle displayed one
of their Kittle burners.

Booth No. 15: The U. S. Flexible Metallic Tub-
ing Company of San Francisco and I^os Angeles were
established in a booth the entrance to which was a

large arch made of.8-in. suction hose. The roof was
covered with gas hose and the display consisted of a

general line of copper and steel hose for oil, steam
and compressed air. F. J. Stephens, manager of the

San Francisco office, was in charge.

Booth No. 16 : The Engineers' Supply Company
of Los Angeles filled its booth with an attractively

^Htmiiai'swK*:!

arranged display of steam users' specialties. Mr. H. G.

Bell was in charge.

Booth No. 17: The Shalck Chemical Company,

405 East Third street, Los Angeles, displayed their

Aqua Pura boiler compounds and Hydra Pura water

softener.

Booth No. 18: J. B. Coffey Belting Company
showed belting and mechanical leather supplies.

Booth No. 19 : Western Art Tile Works, 720
South Olive street, Los x'Vngeles, exhibited tile and
brick.

Booth No. 20 : The front of booth No. 20 was
occupied by a furnace extension for a Scotch marine
boiler, which proved an interesting attraction. The
booth also contained a Cyclone oil-burning system
vaporizer for water tube boilers. These are both manu-
factured by the National Fuel Oil Appliance Company

Booth No. 15.

Booth No. 20.

of 632 North Main street, Los Angeles. G. W. Coen,

vice-president and manager of the company, was in

charge of the booth.

Booths Nos. 23 and 44 : The Byron Jackson Com-
pany of San Francisco operated a 4-in. centrifugal

pump lifting 400 gallons of water per minute. Electric

incandescents illuminating the discharge made a bril-

liant showing' at night. E. F. Lewis, manager of the

company's Los Angeles office, was in charge.

Booth No. 24 : Woodil & Hulse Electric Com-
pany's booth was made brilliant by a large electric

sign operated by a flasher in the booth. They also

showed lines of switchboard panels, fan motors, meters

and lamps. W. C. Lloyd was in charge.

Booths Nos. 25 and 26 : The Machiner}' and Elec-

trical Company of 351-3 North Main street, Los An-
geles, displayed Snow steam pumps, Sturtevant fans

and blowers. Skinner engines, etc.

Booth No. 27 : The Los Angeles Pressed Brick

Company displayed a line of their fire clay products.

Booth No. 28 : Geo. W. Lord & Co. showed sam-
ples of their boiler compound, distributing literature

setting forth its merits. J. C. Bell, Los Angeles repre-
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sentative, and H. L. Gaskill of San Francisco waited

on the engineers and visitors.

Booth No. 2q : A pneumatic water tube boiler

cleaner was demonstrated by J. A. Proper, Western
representative of the Liberty Manufacturing Company,
with offices in the Storey Building, Los Angeles.

Booth No. 30: Kleanit, a washing powder and
water softener, manufactured by the Fuller Chemical
Company of Los Angeles, and Scalerine boiler com-
pound was displayed.

Booth No. 31 : The Home Telephone Compan_y
of Los Angeles had set up an automatic switchboard

connected up with two phones so that visitors could

see them in actual operation.

Booth No. 32 : An interesting display of machin-
ery and supplies such as gas and hoisting engines,

compressors, pumping plants and air drills was shown
by the W. L. Cleveland Company of 218-10 North Los
Angeles street.

Booth No. 33 : The Standard Oil Company had

Booths Nos. 29, 38.

an artistically arranged display of its various products.

C. G. Bailie was in charge.

Booth No. 34: F. G. Bobb. and R. W. Francis

of the Braun Chemical Company, Los Angeles, had

charge of the company's display, showing an interest-

ing line of water and oil-testing apparatus and boiler

compound.

Booth No. 35: E. H. Taylor, electrician, had an

attractive display of electrical supplies and fixtures.

Booth No. 36: On the walls were displayed

drawings and photographs of plants in Los Angeles

and vicinity furnished by H. N. Strait & Co. of Kansas

City, Kansas, manufacturers of Corliss engines. J. F.

Connell of Los Angeles entertained visitors.

Booth No. 37 : Meese & Gottfried displayed a

complete line of their transmission elevating and con-

venmg machinery.

Booth No. 38: The Hammel Oil Burner Com-
pany showed four types of Hammel oil burners and

the Hammel oil-burning furnace. The display was in

charge of W. F. Charlton.

mri-i'LLEiic~
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Booth No. 30.

Booth No. 39 : A one-ton ice machine was ex-

hibited by Will P. Stevens of 1634 Long Beach avenue,

Los Angeles.

Booth No. 40 : The Pioneer Boiler Works of Los
Angeles displayed samples of their manufactures, in-

cluding boilers, heaters, ore cars and buckets, gasoline

engine, gas generator and a line from their pattern

shop. A. F. McCowen was in charge.

Booths Nos. 41 and 42 : The Pacific Coast Manu-
facturing Company of Los Angeles showed lines of

wood-working machinery and other machinery plants

installed by them.

Booth No. 45 : A well-arranged and attractively

displayed line of fuel and lubricating oils and greases

was shown by the Davis Oil Company of 2812 South
Main street, Los Angeles. They also displayed their

Davis boiler compound. Messrs. Davis and Phippen
were in charge.

Booth No. 46 : The General Electric Company
had an interesting display, showing a 20-kw. Curtiss

steam turbine, motors, fans and Mazda lamps. The
booth was outlined with 300 sign lamps.

Booth No. 47: The Lunkenheimer Company's
display consisted of samples from their line of engi-

BRAUM

Booth No. 34.
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Booth No. 45.
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neering specialties. Jas. B. Castle of San Francisco

and W. F. Balemeyer were in charge.

Booth No. 48: The James Jones Company of

Los Angeles displayed a line of their brass goods, in-

cluding supplies for water, gas, steam, oil wells, etc.

Booth No. 49 : The Warren & Bailey Manufac-

turing Company showed unlubricated flax packing and

magnesia pipe covering. The booth contained a well-

arranged display of lubricating oils, belting and va-

rious engineers' supplies.

Booths Nos. 50 and 51 : Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.

had an extensive and interesting display of engineering

machiner)' and supplies.

Booth No. 52 : The International Correspond-

ence School of Scranton, Pa., was represented by J. T.

Brown.

Booth No. 53 : Immediately in front of the main
entrance to the hall was the booth of the Johns-Man-
ville Company, brilliantly outlined with 35-watt, 27-volt

Linolite lamps. The booth was entirely constructed

out of the company's products. The four supports of

white asbestos pipe covering rested on a base of as-

bestos roofing coils. The center was occupied by a>

large pyramid of packing, and arranged about the

walls a complete line of pipe covering cork insulation

as well as other specialties. One counter was devoted

to electric appliances for central stations.

Booth No. 54: The Dearborn Drug and Chem-
ical Company occupied booth No. 54, with an attrac-

tively arranged display of the Dearborn preparations

for boilers.

Booth No. 55 : The Commercial Engine Com-
pany of Los Angeles displayed one of the 25-h.p. gas
engines with essential parts. J. A. Beck had it in

charge.

Booth No. 56: The Hartford Steam Boiler In-

spection Company of San Francisco had on display a

series of blue print drawings of plans and specifica-

tions for steam plants for various purposes. I. G. Hit-

man and J. B. Warner of San Francisco entertained

visitors.

Booth No. 49. Booth No. 65.
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Booth No. 57 : A valve exhibit was in charge of

C. C. Anderson, manager for Jenkins Bros, in Sau
Francisco.

Booth No. 58 : The Pacific Coast Construction

Company of Los Angeles displayed pumps, feed water
heaters, etc.

Booths Nos. 59, 60, 69, 70: A large space includ-

ing booths Nos. 59, 60, 69 and 70 in the center of the

hall was occupied by the Union Well Supply Company
of Los Angeles, with an extensive and well-arranged

display of engineers' supplies, including the products

of the Boston ^Voven Hose & Rubber Company, War-
ren Lubricant Company, Edgar Allen Company,
Crefield W^aste & Belting Companj', Bird-Archer

Company, Ludlow Valve Manufacturing Company,
Byrnes Belting Company, Germania Refining Com-
pany, Garlock Packing Company. H. T. Warner and
L. H. Johnson represented the company. One corner

of the L^nion Well Supply Company's space was occu-

pied by the G. E. Witt Company of San Francisco,

showing their new feed water regulator and oil burner

governors.

Booth No. 61 : F. C. Davis of the John Finn
Metal Works of San Francisco explained the advan-

tages of the John Finn babbitt metals.

Booth No. 62: Leland & McKee displayed a line

of belting and steam specialties. George Leland was
in charge.

Booth No. 64: Harron, Rickard & McCone, ma-
chiner)' merchants of San Francisco and Los Angeles,

displayed an extensive line of power machinery.

Booth No. 65: F. J. Kimball of 622-23 I- W.
Hellman Building, Los Angeles, had in operation a

Twentieth Century air lift manufactured by the Harris

Pump Company of Indianapolis.

Booth No. b'j : The Llewellyn Iron Works of

Los Angeles showed the essential parts of their elec-

tric elevators.

Booth No. 68 : The Pacific Clay Manufacturing-

Company of Los Angeles displayed samples of their

fire brick.

Booth No. 71 : This display of John Wigmore &
Sons Company of Los Angeles consisted of bearing

metal, a line of Atkins saws and knives and Cortland

corundum wheels.

1/ (HNCEtO.V
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Booth No. 57

Booths Nos. 61, 62.

Booth No. 56. Booth No. 64.
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Booths Nos. 72 and 73 : Harper, Reynolds & Co.'s

display consisted of piston packing.

Booth No. 74: The Cass Smurr-Dameral Com-

pany showed furnaces and utensils, also Everson elec-

tric vacuum cleaners.

Booth No. 75 : The Chamber of Commerce dis-

played fruits and other products of Los Angeles and

vicinity.

! Booths Nos. 76 and J-] : Headquarters for the

committee and the press respectively.

Booth No. 8d : T. E. Hoyt & Co. of Los Angeles

demonstrated the Morgan auxiliary gas mixer and

oiler.

Booth No. 81 : Oil well pumps and fittings, as

manufactured by the Axelson Machinery Company,
were in charge of O. A. Holcomb.

Booth No. 82: The Valvoline Oil Company had

a well-arranged display.

Booth No. 83 : The P. K. Wood Pump Company
and the Keating Oil Burner Company demonstrated

their several products.

Booth No. 84: The Pacific States Electric Com-
pany with branches at Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Oakland and other Coast cities had an interesting dis-

play consisting of heating devices, fans, Sprague flex-

ible conduit and complete line of electrical appliances.

Booth No. 86: The Consolidated Sales Company,
1216-18 South Olive street, Los Angeles.

Booth No. 90 : Anderson, Lore & Co. displayed

steam fitting and plumbing supplies.

Booths Nos. 91 and 92 : The Santo vacuum cleaner

and Invincible electric cleaner were herein demon-
strated.

Booth No. 93 : The Sievert Oil Burner Company
of Los Angeles displayed a line of domestic oil-burning

furnaces.

Booth No. 94: The F. C. Kingston Company
showed Duntley portable electric pneumatic cleaners.

Booth No. 95 : The Fulton Engine Works of

Los Angeles displayed a line of pulleys, rails, frogs,

ore cars and buckets.

Booth No. 96 : The John Roebling Company's
display consisted of wire varying in size from l/iooo
in. up. Their display of aviators' cord attracted at-

tention. P. C. Reed represented the company.

Booth No. 97: The Western Boiler Works dis-

played products of their factory at 2657 Humboldt
street, Los Angeles.

Booth No. 98: The Baker Iron Works of Los
Angeles showed steam pumps and compressors, min-
ing drills and laundry machinery.

Booth No. 99 : The Lealey Manufacturing Com-
pany of Los Angeles exhibited oil burners and their

new spark changing device.

Booths Nos. 100 and loi : The Smith-Booth-Usher
Company, machinery merchants of Los Angeles, dis-

played a complete line of steam-fitting supplies, brass
goods, steam pumps, machine tools, hand tools and
engineers' supplies in general.

Booth No. 102 : An attractively arranged display
of Noscale boiler compound was shown by the Cali-
fornia Engineers' Supply Company of San Francisco
and Los Angeles.

Booth No. 65.
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KNOTS.
BY W. G. EONNEY,

A great number of knots have been devised of

which a few only are illustrated, but those selected are

the most frequently used. In the illustration. Fig. i,

they are shown open, or before being drawn taut, in

Fig. 1.

order to show the position of the parts. The names
usually given to them are

:

A. Bight of a rope.

B. Simple or overhand knot.

C. Figure 8 knot.

D. Double knot.

E. Boat knot.

F. Bowline, first step

G. Bowline, second step.

H. Bowline, completed.

I. Square, or reef knot.

J. Sheet bend, or weaver's knot.

K. Sheet bend with toggle

L. Carrick bend.

M. Stevedore knot completed.

N. Stevedore knot commenced.
O. Slip knot.

P. Flemish loop.

O. Chain knot with toggle.

R. Half-hitch.

S. Timber-hitch.

T. Clove-hitch.

U. Rolling-hitch.

V. Timber-hitch and half-hitch.

\V. Blackwall hitch.

X. Fisherman's bend.

Y. Round turn and half-hitch.

Z. Wall knot commenced.
A..-\. Wall knot completed.

B.n. Wall knot crown commenced.
CC. Wall knot crown completed.

The principle of a knot is that no two parts, which
would move in the same direction if the rope were to

slip, should lay alongside of and touch each other.

The bowline is one of the most useful knots, it

will not slip, and after being strained is easily untied.

Commence by making a bight in the rope, then put the

end through the bight and under the standing part

as shown in G, then pass the end again through the

bight, and haul tight.

The square or reef knot must not be mistaken for

the "granny" knot that slips under a strain. Knots
H, K and JNI are easily untied after being under a strain.

The knot M is useful when the rope passes through

an eye and is held by the knot, as it will not slip and is

easily untied after being strained. The timber hitch,

S, looks as though it would give way, but it will not

;

the greater the strain the tighter it will hold. The
wall knot looks complicated, but is easily made by pro-

ceeding as follows : Form a bight with strand i and
pass the strand 2 around the end of it, and the strand

3 around the end of 2 and then through the bight of i

as shown in the cut Z. Haul the ends taut when the

appearance is as shown in A.A. The end of strand i is

now laid over the center of the knot, strand 2 laid over

I and 3 over 2, when the end of 3 is passed through

the bight of i as shown in B.B. Haul all the strands

taut as in C.C.

Examination for Engineer in the Indian Service

is announced by the United States Civil Service Com-
mission on July 13-14, 1910, to fill a vacancy, at White
Earth School, Minnesota, at $800 per annum, and other

similar vacancies as they may occur in the Indian

Service.

An artificial rubber is said to have been invented

by a German professor at Kiel, the invention being

based on the boiling of isoprem with acetic acid in a

closed tube, there resulting a gray composite stated to

have all the properties of pure rubber and capable of

being vulcanized.

Lectures on illuminating engineering are to be

given during the fall term of 1910 at the John Hopkins
University of Baltimore under the joint auspices of

the University and the Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety. The complete course includes 36 lectures to be

given by recognized authorities and to be supple-

mented by laborator}' demonstrations.

Electric smelting of pig iron is proving practicable

and economical in Sweden. Experiments show that it

requires about 2,000 kw.-hours to produce pig iron

from crude ore, another 1,000 kw.-hours being neces-

sary to make pure steel, which, being of better quality,

commands better prices and also enables the use of

lower grade ores than is possible with other processes.

The coke consumption averages .3 ton per ton of pig

iron.
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THE HISTORY OF GAS-LIGHTING IN SAN
FRANCISCO.
BY E. C. JONES.'

San Francisco was incorporated in the year

1850. It was even then the largest and most

important city in the new State of CaHfornia,

which had only been admitted into the Union

September 9th of that year. At that time

coal-gas works were being built in many of

the older and larger cities of the Eastern

States, and gas was being introduced as a

lighting agent for the first time. It was in keeping

with the progressive spirit and indomitable will of the

early San Franciscans that this city should consider

the introduction of illuminating gas during the hrst

year of its corporal existence.

Peter Donahue, a pioneer and one of the builders

of San Francisco, was then engaged in the foundry

business. He and his brother, James, were the first

iron founders in California, and their shop at the foot

of Telegraph Hill was the nucleus from which grew
the present Union Iron Works.

One Sunday in 1850, Peter Donahue, while stroll-

ing over the sand hills south of the town, climbed to the

top of one on Bush street. Looking down, he was im-

pressed by the rapid growth of the town, and remarked

to his friend, Martin Bulger, "Bulger, this is going to

be a great city at no distant day. There will have to

be a gas works and a water works here, and whoever
has faith enough to embark in either of these enter-

prises will make money from them."

San Francisco at that time had more the appear-

ance of a straggling country town than of a city.

Montgomery street was occupied from Washington to

Sacramento streets, and there were buildings of a tem-
porary character scattered as far as Pacific street on
the north and California street on the south. Wash-
ington, Clay and Sacramento streets had buildings as

far west as Kearny street, with an occasional dwelling
house farther out toward Stockton street. A few
dwellings on Stockton street and Dupont street marked
the limit of city settlement. Kearny street, north of

Sacramento street, with the cross streets, furnished

dwellings to most of the inhabitants. The business

streets of the town were Sansome and Battery, with
Clay, Sacramento and Commercial streets east of

Montgomery. ]\Iontgomery was the busiest of them
all, as it led down to Long Wharf, then the general
point of landing and embarkation for all water craft.

South of California street were enormous hills of drift-

ing sand. In the neighborhood of Third and Howard
streets was Happy Valley, having a small population,

while Turk street in the vicinity of Mason and Taylor
streets was called St. Ann's Valley; there a small
stream of pure water furnished the supply used for

domestic purposes in the neighborhood. There was
also a settlement at the Mission Dolores, reached by
a road winding through the sand hills north and west
of Market street.

At that time it was doubted by many whether San
Francisco was destined to be the future metropolis
of California, owing to the great number of high hills

'Chief Engineer Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Gas
Department.

and the absence of any natural supply of water or

wood. Even the bracing west winds from the ocean,

which now make San Francisco attractive as a summer
resort, were urged against it.

Under these circuinstances it required courage
to propose the investment of money necessary to con-

struct a gas works. Peter Donahue had faith in the

ultimate success of his undertaking. He knew little or

nothing about the manufacture of gas, but proceeded
to study everything on the subject obtainable. The
brothers, Peter and James Donahue, then had in their

employ a young man named Joseph G. Eastland, who,
encouraged by them, took a great interest in gas mat-
ters and made a study of the business, with the assur-

ance that the gas works would be built and that his

studies would bear fruit.

A franchise was obtained, and the San Francisco

Gas Company was incorporated August 31, 1852. The
original officers were Beverly C. Sanders, president,

and John Crane, secretary. James Donahue was
elected president in 1856, and continued in office until

his death in 1862.

The beginning of the gas busiiress in San Fran-
cisco was fraught with difficulties, owing to the dis-

tance from the source of supplies. The Donahue foun-

dry had but one cupola, containing only enough iron

to pour a single gas retort, and they were laid aside

as completed until enough were made to build the

works. There was difficulty in obtaining cast iron

pipes for street mains, but these were finally shipped
from Philadelphia, round Cape Horn, and were laid

in the city streets.

The original works of the San Francisco Gas
Company was built on the lot bounded by First, Fre-
mont, Howard, and Natoma streets. The reason for

selecting this site was that it was located on tide-water,

there being a sharp indentation of the bay at that

point. Lighters containing construction material and
coal for gas-making were landed directly on the beach
at the gas works. That site is now six blocks from
tide-water.

The first gas was made from coal brought from
Australia and distilled in iron retorts set in benches
of three retorts each. It was purified by wet lime

purifiers, using lime in solution in water.

The night of February 11, 1854, the streets of San
Francisco were for the first time lighted with gas, and
in commemoration of the event a banquet was given at

the Oriental Hotel. Following is a copy of one of the

invitations to this banquet

:

SAN FRANCISCO GAS COMPANT.
February 8, 1854.

Sir:—Tlie Trustees of tlie San Francisco Gas Company re-
quest tlie lionor of your company at the Oriental hotel, from
7:30 to 9 o'clock, on Saturday evening, the 11th inst., on the
occasion of their introducing Gas Light into the streets of San
Francisco. Very respectfully,

JOHN CRANE, Secretary.

In 1855, the company had twelve miles of street

mains, and its storage capacity consisted of two gas
holders at First and Howard streets, with a combined
capacity of 160,000 cubic feet. The price of gas at

that time was $15 a thousand cubic feet.

In 1856 Joseph G. Eastland became secretary of

the company, and filled this position through successive

years until 1878.
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The printed rules of the company in 1855 read as

follows

:

Gas will be supplied by the meter at the rate of Fifteen
Dollars the thousand cubic feet, and where there are no meters,
the calculation will be made from the size of the burners.

All Bills are payable weekly. Consumers are respectfully
and particularly requested to pay their Bills promptly. In
default of payment of Gas consumed, within three days after
presentation of the Bill, the flow of Gas may be stopped until
the Bill is paid. Service pipe from the main to the Service
Cock, will be furnished free of charge, in houses where more
than four burners are used. The Company, or its authorized
agent, shall at all times have the right of free access into the
premises lighted with Gas, for the purpose of examining the
whole Gas apparatus or for the removal of the meter and ser-
vice pipe.

daily. The maximum price for gas was fixed at $4.50.

This company had a short life, and was purchased by
the old company.

The Metropolitan Gas Company was organized in

March, 1871, and began furnishing gas in April, 1872,

at a maximum price of $3.50. The plant was located

on Mission Block 43, Channel street, southwest of

Ninth street. Gas was made from petroleum, distilled

in iron retorts, but it was not a success. The company,

shortly after its start, was purchased by the San Fran-

cisco Gas Company.
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Peter Donohue.
The Old Gas Works at First and Howard Streets, Built in 1853.

The North Beach Gas Station Built in 1891.

May 2, 1862, the legislature granted a franchise to

the Citizens Gas Company of San Francisco for the

full term of fifty years. Two 100 varas at Townsend
and Second streets were purchased as a site for the

new works, and John P. Kennedy, a gas engineer of

New York, Vvas employed to erect the works. Con-
struction was begun in the fall of 1863, but gas was
not furnished to the general public until January,

1866. The franchise limited the maximum price that

might be charged for gas to $6 a thousand cubic feet.

In less than two years, as soon as it was ready to de-

liver gas, the Citizens Gas Company sold out to the

San Francisco Gas Company.
In April, 1870, the City Gas Company was organ-

ized. Four blocks of land were purchased at the Po-

trero, and work was begun June, 1870. When com-

pleted the works had a capacity of 1,500^000 cubic feet

James Donahue

April I, 1873, the San Francisco Gas Light Com-
pany was formed, with increased capital and the merg-
ing of properties and stock of the San Francisco Gas
Company, the Metropolitan Gas Company, and the City
Gas Company.

During the year 1882, the Central Gas Company
came into the field as an opposition concern, and sub-

sequently took the name of the Central Gas-Light Com-
pany. In the competition that followed, the rate for

gas went as low as 90 cents a thousand cubic feet. Be-
tween 1882 and 1884 the Central Gas-Light Company
was leased by the Pacific Gas Improvement Company.
This last company existed until it was merged into

the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company Sep-

teml)er i, 1903.

During all these years coal-gas was manufactured
by the San Francisco company, and improvements in
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the art were adopted as fast as the}' made their ap-

pearance. Clay retorts were substituted for those of

iron, and improved furnace construction increased the

yield of gas made from a pound of coal.

In 1888 the production of crude petroleum in

California warranted the introduction of the manufac-

ture of water-gas, then in general use in the eastern

and middle states. During that year (1888) 690,333

barrels of oil were produced in California. It will be

interesting to compare this with the production in

1907, amounting to 40,311,171 barrels.

The gas then made was from anthracite coal

brought round Cape Horn from the Port of Swansea
in Wales, and enriched with California petroleum.

The first water-gas plant in San Francisco was
built at the Potrero gas works. The plant consisted of

two Springer generators. At that time the gas was
supplied to the city by the old Howard-street works,

then making coal-gas, and by the works at the Potrero.

The King-street works had been shut down. The man-
ufacture of water-gas proved such a success, owing to

the increased amount of petroleum produced and the

lessening of the cost, that it was decided to construct

a modern g-as works, including all of the new improve-

ments in water-gas making, together with a modern
coal-gas plant as a protection against a failure or short-

age in the supply of oil.

Joseph B. Crockett was then engineer of the com-
pany. He had entered the employ of the City Gas
Company in 1873, and was engaged at the Potrero

during the construction of the works. When that com-
pany was merged with the old company he was em-
ployed at the Howard-street works under James and
William Beggs. William Beggs was the first gas

superintendent on the Pacific coast. By reason of his

industry and fidelity Joseph Crockett was advanced
rapidly to the position of assistant engineer, and then
to engineer and on until he filled the position of presi-

dent-engineer before he was twenty-eight years old.

At North Beach, between Bay street, Laguna and Web-
ster streets, and the Bay of San Francisco, and under
his direction the North Beach Gas Works was built.

It was his pride, and it was recognized for many years
as the finest gas works in the world.

It was the good fortune of the writer to become
connected with the San Francisco Gas-Light Company
in 1891, and to have charge of the construction of this

new works under Joseph Crockett. At this works
what was then the largest gas holder in the United
States west of Chicago was constructed. This holder
had a capacity of 2,000,000 cubic feet.

Construction work was begun on this new plant
in May, 1891, and the water-gas part of the plant was
completed and started making gas in six months. On
the completion of this work, the old Howard-street
plant was dismantled.

December 11, 1896, the San Francisco Gas-Light
Company extended the scope of its business by merg-
ing with the Edison Light and Power Company under
the new title of the San Francisco Gas and Electric
Company. The San Francisco Gas Company con-
tinued its corporate existence until December 7, 1903,

The Equitable Gas-Light Companv was incorpor-
ated February 2, 1898. to make "dollar gas" under a
method called the Hall Process, which was never a
success, and resulted in the installation of a regular

water-gas plant during the year 1900. In August,

1903, this property was sold to the San Francisco Gas
and Electric Company.

The Independent Electric Light and Power Corn-

pan}', incorporated March 29, 1899, and the Independ-
ent Gas and Power Companj', incorporated January 5,

1901, were started by Claus Spreckels. These com-
panies entered into active competition with the old

company in both the gas and electric business. The
gas works of the independent company was constructed

on land adjoining the Western Sugar Refinery at the

Potrero and consisted entirely of water-gas apparatus.

Four sets of what is known as the double superheated

system were first installed. To these have later been
added two more water-gas sets. The company con-

structed a 500,000-cubic-foot relief holder, and a i.ooo,-

ooo-cubic-foot storage holder.

In November, 1903, these properties were merged
into the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company by
purchase.

In 1902 the manufacture of crude-oil water-gas,

using- petroleum solely as a material for gas-making,

was being developed in some of the smaller cities of

California, and its manufacture and use were so suc-

cessful and satisfactory that the attention of the larger

companies was attracted. In February, 1906, a single

oil-gas unit, having a daily capacity of 4,000,000 cubic

feet, started operation at the Potrero gas works of

the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company. Pre-

vious to this, a similar unit had been constructed at

the works of the San i\Iateo Power Company, at Mar-
tin Station, in Visitacion Valley, and this works had
been connected to the Potrero gas works by a 12-inch,

steel, high-pressure pipe, suitable compressors for

pumping the gas had been installed, and some of this

gas was used in San Francisco. Preparations were
under way for increasing the number* of oil-gas units

at the Potrero station when, April 18, 1906, San Fran-

cisco was visited by the greatest earthquake in its

history. This earthquake completely destroyed the

North Beach station of the San Francisco Gas and
Electric Company, and the works of the Pacific Gas Im-
provement Company. The works of the Equitable Gas
Company were also destr03fed. At the time of the

earthquake the North Beach station was the only plant

of these three in operation. A part of the city gas

was being made in its water-gas works. The works
of the Independent Gas and Power Compan}' and the

Potrero station were not injured by the earthquake,

and the fires in the generators were not drawn, but

had it not been for the oil-gas installation at the Po-

trero station it would have been impossible to have

supplied the city with gas without constructing a new
gas works.

When the supply of gas was resumed after the fire

Martin Station was then called upon to furnish oil-gas

up to its capacity.

The oil-gas unit at the Potrero and the water-

gas plant of the Independent Gas and Power Company
supplied the rest of the gas needed. After the fire the

company added three more 16-foot oil-gas units to

the Potrero plant, so that at the present writing the

gas supplied to San Francisco comes exclusively from

the Potrero station, reinforced by water-gas manu-
factured at the Independent plant from lampblack,

which is recovered as a residual from oil-.gas making.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER VIII.

R.-\.TES.

The fixing of a scale of rates for the sale of elec-

trical energy which will be fair to both the consumer
and the distributing company is a difficult problem,

which will here be briefly outlined. We will confine

ourselves to showing why it is that electrical energy

cannot be sold to all classes of consumers' at the same
rate, and further to reproduce schedules of rates as

adopted by some of the leading distributing companies
throughout the United States.

Electrical energy cannot be stored in large quan-

tities except at a great expense, but must ordinarily

be "manufactured" as the demand necessitates. For

this reason, it is necessary for the distributing com-
pany to provide generating and distributing equip-

ment to handle the maximum demand or "peak load,"

and since the peak load usually lasts for only a few

hours, the system is being operated for the greater

part of the day at a production much below its full

capacity. The operating expenses, however (except

fuel, etc.), remain practically the same, as do the fi.xed

charges, the maintenance, depreciation and interest on

the investment. The charges which are proportional

to the quantity of energy being generated, such as

water, fuel, etc., constitute the smaller portion of the

total cost, therefore it is evident that the distributing

company can sell electrical energy to consumers using

it for a good many hours per day cheaper than it can

to consumers using it for only a few hours per day,

since the revenue from the "long hours" customer will

be greater even at a lower rate, while the manufac-

turing expense will not be much greater.

To illustrate the above statements take as an

example two consumers, each taking the same amount
of power, but one of which takes this power for ten

hours per day while the other takes it for two hours

per day. The equipment necessary to supply each cus-

tomer is practically the same, as are also the fixed

charges. A profit of one cent per kilowatt-hour above

operating expenses from the customer taking power

for ten hours per da}' would be more profitable to the

distributing company than would a profit of two or

three cents per kilowatt-hour from the customer tak-

ing power for only two hours. In the first case the

gross profit above operating expenses would be ten

cents per kilowatt per day, while in the second case

it would be four or six cents. Suppose that the fixed

charges amounted to 4 cents per kilowatt per day, the

two hour customer would yield a profit of only two

cents per kilowatt demand per day, while the ten

hour customer, at a rate of 2 cents lower, would yield

a profit of 6 cents per kilowatt demand per day, or

three times as much. In the case of very small con-

sumers, the cost of bookkeeping, meter reading, test-

ing, etc., is disproportionately high; the losses in the

distributing system are also out of proportion, which

further increases the cost of supplying energy to the

small consumer.

The distributing company can afifnrd to sell energy

during the "ofif-peak" period cheaper than it can dur-

ing the hours of the peak load, since during the period

of ma.ximum demand, the equipment is usually taxed

to its utmost. An increase in the peak load means an

increase in the equipment or else a greater strain and

depreciation on the present installation, while an in-

crease in the "oft'-peak" load can be readily handled

with the resulting increase in revenue. Generating and

distributing equipment has to be provided of sufficient

capacity to take care of the peak load. During ofif-peak

hours, a large part of this equipment is idle. The
charges (maintenance, depreciation and interest on the

investment) due to this excess equipment provided to

handle the peak load are properly chargeable to the

cost of manufacture during peak load hours, which

makes the cost of producing a kilowatt-hour during

this time high.

Since the cost of manufacture is higher during the

peak load, it is only fair and just that the consumers

demanding current at this time should pay a corre-

spondingly higher rate.

Another point which should be borne in mind
when determining the rates made to different custom-

ers is the nature of the load with regard to the power
factor. The capacity of the generating and distribut-

ing equipment is limited by the amount of current to

be handled, from which it is evident that the cost of

suppl3ang energy to a load o low power factor will be

higher than the cost of supplying a similar load (in

kilowatts) of a higher power factor. Especially is this

true during the period of maximum demand.
(To be continued.)

SPOKANE, WASH.—Official announcement was made by

Thaddeus S. Lane, president of the Home Telephone Com-

pany of Spokane, on May 30, that by a traffic agreement" be-

tween the company and the Interstate Telephone Company,

a'so of Spokane, there was brought about the consolidation

of more than ,$2,000,000 of invested capital in eastern Wash-

ington, the panhandle of Idaho and points in western Mon-

tana. This gives the Interstate company an exclusive con-

nection with the Spokane exchange of the Home company
for the interchange of long-distance business between Spo-

kane and all points on the Interstate company's lines in the

panhandle of Idaho, eastern Washington and all territory

hereafter acquired. It also consolidates the two headquar-

ters and brings them into the Home company's new exchange

building. "The Home Telephone Company is expected to have

5000 automatic instruments in operation in Spokane by the first

of January, 1911." said Mr. Lane. "The Interstate Telephone

Company at present has 2500 instruments installed, covering

territory within a radius of 150 miles of Spokane. The company

has 1200 miles of long distance circuits, and construction

work is being rushed in various parts of the Inland Empire.

Mr. Lane also announced that the telephones used by the

Interstate Telephone Company will be replaced immediately

by automatic instruments of the latest type. The Interstate

company's exchange in Post street will be closed as soon as

the connections with the new building are made. The instru-

ments will be connected with the Home Company's central

through underground conduits and cables. The Home com-

pany will have direct connections with all the long distance

lines operated by the Interstate company to the following

cities: Wallace, Wardner, Kellogg, Mullan, Murray. Harri-

son, Burke, Coeur d'Alene, St. Maries, St. .Toe. Sandpniut.

Spirit Lake and Rathdrum. Idaho, and Davenport, Roardan.

lone and Metaline, Wash., as well as points in Montana and

along the proposed extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound line. The lines between Mullan and Missoula,

Mont., now are under construction and will be completed

next fall.
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THE MECHANICS OF THE STEAM ENGINE.
(Continued.)

In the issue of tlie "Journal of Electricity" for May
28, 1910, a general discussion of the various positions

of the parts of the piston crank- chain was given.

The parts making up the eccentric and slidevalve

chain are simple in their relations of position. Ordi-

narily the length of the slidevalve rod is great com-

pared with the eccentric radius and the horizontal posi-

tion of the slidevalve may be taken as the same as the

horizontal position of the eccentric center. Knowing

the eccentric radius and the angle between the crank

and eccentric center—that is, the angle of lead of the

eccentric ahead of the crank—the position of the slide-

valve for any piston position can be readily determined.

Referring to Fig. I in the above mentioned issue,

if a circle were drawn about O. with radius equal to

the eccentric radius—that is, one-half the eccentric

throw—and the angle of lead laid ofif to intersect this

circle then a vertical line through this point of inter-

section would determine the slidevalve position.

The determination of the velocities of the several

parts is more interesting.

The linear velocity of the crank pin is obviously

the number of revolutions per minute multiplied by
the circumference of the crank orbit, its direction at

each instant is at right angles to the crank. Suppose,

for example, that an engine is running at 192 r.p.m.

and that the throw of the crank is 15 in. Then
15 X 2 X 3.14 = 94-2 inches, the circumference of the

crank orbit. 94 X 192 ^ 18.000 in. per minute or 300
in. per second, the linear velocity of the crank pin.

That is to say if the pin were to fly ofif it would leave

in the direction of the tangent to the crank orbit and
would be thrown 300 in. away the first second.

The velocities of other points in the crank are de-

termined similarly by multiplying the revolutions per

minute into the circumference of the orbit or circle

described by the point in consideration.

The velocity of the piston, or wrist pin, is more
difficult to determine. It is, of course, zero at each
end of the stroke where the direction of motion re-

verses, and in general it increases toward the center
of the stroke to a maximum and then diminishes to

zero at the opposite end. At the point where the
crank pin is vertical and its direction for the instant

parallel with the crosshead their velocities are the
same. If the connecting rod were but very little

longer than the crank it is readil)' seen that the cross-

head will be rapidly drawn up toward the shaft as the
crank pin travels through its first quadrant, and since
it will have passed over more than half of its total dis-

tance of travel it will necessarily have passed its

point of highest velocity while the crank is passing
through the first quadrant. The investigation of this

point of maximum velocity is a very complex mathe-
matical problem.

In the papers on Practical Mechanics already
printed in this journal the principle of the instan-
taneous center for determining velocities was ex-
plained. The construction in Fig. II utilizes this prin-
ciple. The point I is the instantaneous center about
which the connecting rod is rotating. This is verified

since the two ends are each seen to be moving at right

angles to the lines drawn to I and hence I must be the

center for the instant pictured.

The velocity of O was in our example found to

be 300 in. per second. Lay ofif a line perpendicular

to the crank (or to Q I) 15 in. long and call this the

velocity of 300 in. per second ; that is, each in. of

this line represents 20 in. per second of velocity. Con-
nect the end of this line R with I and then draw
the line Vx parallel to Q R at the end of the arc

from P. This Vx represents (to the same scale) the

velocity of the crosshead at that instant.

If, now, the connecting rod line P Q be extended
till it intersects the vertical line through O at S it will

be found by measurement (and can be proven true

mathematically) that the line O S is equal in length

to Vx.
r

Hence by choosing our scale of crank linear veloc-

ity numerically ecjual to the length of the crank the

crosshead velocity can be determined for any position

by simply extending the line of the connecting rod

through to the vertical line from the shaft center.

It will be seen that S will extend above the cir-

cumference of the crank pin orbit when the connect-

ing rod is tangent to this orbit and hence the cross

head velocity is at this point greater than the velocity

of the crank pin Q.
On the backward stroke S will be below the cen-

ter line indicating the reversed direction of the cross-

head velocity.

These velocities may be laid out as perpendic-

ulars from each position and will give the elliptical

figure shown. Were the connecting rod very great

in comparison with the length of the crank this figure

would be an ellipse.

The new Anglo-French telephone cable across the

English channel is equipped with Pupin or "loading"

coils imbedded in the cores at each knot throughout

its length of twenty-one knots. The cable consists of

four cores, making two telephonic circuits, and is ex-

pected to greatly benefit telephone service between

England and France, as the Pupin coil improves the

speaking value three times, or gives the same sound

volume and clearness of articulation as is obtained

with an unloaded cable of one-third the length.
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CALIFORNIA OIL FUEL.
BY R. F. CHEVALIER.

(Continued.)

Combustion.

Heat is always liberated when oxygen combines
with carbon and hydrogen, which we have already

learned to be the chief components of fuel oil. The
determination of the amount of this heat and the tem-

perature produced is a branch of thermo chemistry,

for all chemical reactions, such as combustion, are ac-

companied by either the liberation or absorption of

heat.

The unit used in these measurements is the

amount of heat required to raise a unit weight of

water one degree. One pound of water raised one de-

gree Fahrenheit is called the British thermal unit

(B.t.u.) and one pound of water raised one degree Cen-

tigrade is known as the pound-calorie which is I of

a B.t.u., this ratio being the same as that between
the Centigrade and Fahrenheit theremometer scales.

Thus when one pound of carbon is completely burned

to carbon dioxide 14,500 B.t.u. are liberated, or enough
to raise 14,500 pounds of water one degree Fahrenheit,

assuming that all the heat generated is transferred to

the water without loss. Only 4,400 heat units are

freed when one pound of carbon is burned to carbon

monoxide. This shows the effect of imperfect com-
bustion, and it emphasizes the necessity for ample

supply of air to completely burn all the carbon present.

When the carbon monoxide thus formed is later

burned to carbon dioxide 10,100 B.t.u. are freed.

Adopting the chemical nomenclature already ex-

plained

C + 20 = CO2
means that one equivalent (12 lb.) of carbon is burned
with two equivalents (32 lb.) of oxygen to produce

44 lb. of carbon dioxide and evolves 174,000 B.t.u.

^^_I_/4UUU ^^ 14,500 B.t.u. per pound of carbon. This

may be written

C, O2 = 174,000; ii^|^= 14,500.

Similarly C, = 52,800; ^^^ = 4,400.
12

C O, O = 174,000 —52,800;
121.200

12
10, 100.

In like manner when one pound of hydrogen is

burned with eight pounds of oxygen to form nine

pounds of steam, . about 62,000 B.t.u. are generated.

These values are approximate and differ slightly as

determined by different authorities. The following

table for which credit is due to Rankine, summarizes

these facts

:

Combustible.

1-1 a.£3

Hydrogen gas 8

Carbon imperfectly burnel so
as to make carbonic oxide.. 11-3

Carbon perfectly burne:! so as
malie carbonic acid 2 2-3

Oleflant gas, 1 lb 3 3-7

Various liciuid hydrocarbons /

1 lb
(

Carbonic oxide, as much as Is

made by the imperfect com-
buation of 1 lb. of carbon.
viz., 2 1-3 lbs IVz

36

12
15 3-

o ^
HI

62.n:i2

4.400

14,500
21.344

1 fm 21,700
I to 19,000

« tf o

wa,?;

64.

2

4.55

15.0

22.:

"m 22',:

to 20

Crude oil as already shown, like all fuels, contains

these elements in various proportions and various com-
binations. Knowing these proportions and combina-

tions, it is possible to calculate theoretically the total

heat of combustion. These calculations are useful in

that they give a good idea as to how much heat we
can obtain from an oil of a given composition. This

method is not in general use because few oils have

been subjected to a complete chemical analysis, which

is an expensive process requiring the services of an

expert chemist. We have already shown that crude

oil as it issues from the well differs widely in its physi-

cal and likewise in its chemical properties. Most Cali-

fornia crude petroleum has an asphaltum base as dis-

tinguished from the paraffin base of some of the East-

ern oils. No oil has a definite chemical composition,

but is a mixture of various hydrocarbon series. These
include gases, very light liquids, such as gasoline, ben-

zine, kerosene and heavier liquids, such as lubricating

oils and finally solids, or asphaltum. The asphaltum

base oils contain a large proportion of the hydrocar-

bons, such as bitumen, pitch and tar and contain rela-

tively more carbon than do those of paraffiiie base.

When chemical analysis of an oil is available it is first

necessary to determine the proportion of carbon, hy-

drogen and oxygen present. When hydrogen and
oxygen exist in the proper proportions to form water

they have no effect on the total heat of combustion

and, therefore the excess of hydrogen is all that is to

be used in computing the total heat of combustion.

The following formula of Dulong's is frequently used,

C, H, & O being the fractions of one pound of a com-
pound and h being the total heat of combustion of one

pound of the compound in B.t.u. then

h = 14,500 - C + 4.28 (h —y ) [
"

A more practical method, and that usually

adopted is to determine the heat value of an oil by
some one of the calorimeter methods.

To obtain the ma.ximum furnace temperature we,
therefore, require sufficient air to supply the oxygen
necessary for complete combustion. Seventy per cent

of the entering air contains nitrogen which is useless

as a supporter of combustion, and not only tends to

reduce the furnace temperatui'e, but carries away a

quantity of heat in the flue.

It is fully as important to minimize the amount of

air as to be assured of a sufficient quantity entering

the furnace. For the effect of excess air upon com-
bustion is to reduce the temperature produced and in-

crease the relative weights of the products of com-
bustion. As the temperature is reduced there is a loss

in efficienc)^ since the lower the initial temperature

the less rapidly will be the heat transference, the re-

sult being that the final temperature will be greater,

and with a correspondingly greater volume and weight

of the gas the greater the heat loss by this source. It,

therefore, develops that for a theoretically efiRcient

furnace, eliminating loses by radiation and waste gas.

no free oxygen should be present in the gases after

complete combustion. The efficiency of a furnace may.

consequently, be determined by flue gas analysis which

is the next division of our subject.

(To be continued.)
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A recent meeting of the Technical Publicity Asso-

ciation was devoted to a discussion of the house organ

as a medium for profitable pub-

House licity. The argument, like the sub-

Organs ject, was somewhat one-sided,

being debated mainly by its suc-

cessful proponents. Of the speakers there was no one

among the many who have passed this chrysalis stage

in the development of a successfully advertised busi-

ness, and but a single representative of the legitimate

technical press.

In the broad field of specialized journalism we
distinguish three divisions ; first there is the high-class

technical periodical, including the transactions of the

various scientific and engineering societies; next, there

is the trade paper for the man interested in buying and

selling ; and lastly there is the house organ, which may
be said to super-specialize on the products of one man-

ufacturer. Those in the first classification are charac-

terized by a high subscription price, and are usually

published to promote scientific development, advertis-

ing being an incidental though frequently necessary

accompaniment. Those in the second class have a

nominal subscription charge and are avowedly pub-

lished for the profit from the advertising. Those of

the last sort are circulated freely and contain the ad-

vertising of the firm who is paying for the publica-

tion. The reader pays for the first two kinds because

he wants them ; he reads and preserves them because

he has paid for them. The publication that is foisted

upon him usually receives but scant attention and soon

finds its way to the waste basket.

Some house organs are beautifully printed and

handsomely illustrated, many of them contain valuable

data. They suggest a magnificent house, superbly

built on a sightly point of rocks jutting far out to sea.

The architect has surpassed himself in its design and

the artist has spared no pains in its decoration. The
bleak promontory is so buffeted by wind and wave
that no tree nor shrub is there to soften its outline. It

is the most prominent feature in s-ight, admired by all

who pass by land or sea. Yet, its owner is the 'per-

sonification of loneliness, and an object of pity even

among those who admire. How much more attractive

would that same house appear if placed in a city

among those of its kind, surrounded by great trees,

partially covered with trailing' roses and flanked by
spreading lawns ! In the city it is the center of social

life ; on the coast it is the headquarters for a shooting

expedition or a fishing party. An occasional visit is

pleasurable, but continued residence becomes isola-

tion.

Similarly the house organ performs an important

function in supplementing the statements made in the

advertising columns of a magazine. It is a valuable

auxiliary, but has not the impartiality that begets con-

fidence. Comparison, without which decision is dif-

ficult, is also lacking in house organs. It is corres-

pondingly easy in the columns of the technical press

when an advertisement appears in good company and

where it is sought by the man who wants to buy, but
has not the time to search throug'h fifty or sixty house

organs.
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PERSONALS.
L. R. Jorgensen, designing engineer witli F. G. Baum &

Co., is at Bakersfleld.

William Bealleau, an electrical engineer of Los Angeles
was at San Francisco last week.

W. G. Kerckhoff, of the Pacific Light & Power Company,
of Los Angeles, is in San Francisco.

H. R. Noack, of Pierson, Roeding & Co., San Francisco,
has gone to the Yosemite Valley on a vacation.

C. E. Groesbeck, vice-president and Pacific Coast man-
ager of H. M. Byllesby & Co., is in Los Angeles.

W. E. Miller, first vice-president of Fairbanks, Morse &
Co., gas engine manufacturers, is at San Francisco.

A. L. Havens, manager of Pierson, Roeding & Co.'s Los
Angeles office, is a visitor at the San Francisco office.

R. S. Chapman, engineer for H. M. Byllesby & Co., with
headquarters at San Francisco, made a trip to Portland last

week.

W. B. Cline, president of the Los Angeles Gas & Elec-

tric Company, recently returned to Los Angeles from the

Orient.

F. B. Gleason, manager of the Western Electric Com-
pany's San Francisco house, has returned from a trip to

Salt Lake City.

T. B. Hunter, president- of the Monterey County Elec-

tric Light & Railway Company, spent part of last week
at San Francisco.

Hugh Thomas of Salt Lake City, who is superintendent

of the Nevada Telephone Company, has been spending a few
days at San Francisco.

C. E. Lytle has been appointed manager of the Hillsboro,

Washington, Water, Light & Power Company, to succeed

A. J. Stephenson, resigned.

H. Mellman, who was connected with the California

Electric Construction Company's San Jose branch during the

past year, has returned to the San Francisco house.

H. G. Behneman, of San Francisco, has been appointed

representative of the John R. Cole Company, in charge of

the company's Seattle office. He arrived there June 1.

W. W. Freeman, vice-president and general manager of

the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has been elected president of the National Electric Light

Association.

C. C. Caven, salesman with the Western Electric Com-
pany's San Francisco house, while swimming fell and met
with injuries that disabled an arm and confined him in a

hospital for a number of days.

A. G. Wishon, manager of the San Joaquin Light &
Power Company, of Fresno, which is extending its system
from Lemoore into the Coalinga oil field, was a San Fran-

cisco visitor during the past week.

H. H. Sinclair, general manager of the Great Western
Power Company, recently returned from an eastern trip. Mr.

Sinclair is visiting the electric power plant and dam at Big

Bend this week, accompanied by George R. Field, assistant

general manager.

J. Hyderdahl Hansen, turbine designer with the Pelton

Water Wheel Company, sailed for Europe lact week and

will revisit old scenes at Jessum, Norway. He will then

make an extended tour throughout Norway, Sweden, Den-

mark and Switzerland, making inspections and collecting

data on European turbine practice.

Axel Hultman and H. Olsson, engineers of the telephone

system for the city of Stockholm, have completed an inspection

of the automatic telephone system installed by the Home Tele-

phone Company of San Francisco. They will return at once to

Sweden and report on their observations concerning the tele-

phone practice In the American cities visited.

SECOND CENSUS REPORT ON CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS IN 1907.

The second Census Bureau report, prepared in conform-
ity with the act of Congress of June 7, 1906, providing tnat

statistics concerning central electric light and power stations

shall be collected by that Bureau at quintennial periods, is

now in press.

In Director Durand's letter of transmittal to Secretary

Nagel of 'the Department of Commerce and Labor, it is stated

that the statistics were collected under the supervision of

Wm. M. Steuart, chief statistician for manufactures in the

Census Bureau. T. Commerford Martin of New York City

is credited with the authorship of the section dealing with

the technical features of the industry. The analytical tables

and textual verifications were made by Frank L. Sanford.

The report presents statistics concerning the physical

equipment, service, and financial operations of the stations

mentioned. This census relates to the calendar year 1907 and
it is the second census of the central electric stations that

has been taken since the Census Bureau was made a perma-

nent office. The first covered the calendar year ending De-

cember 31, 1902. In order to preserve the comparability of

the data the same form of schedule was used to collect the

statistics of both censuses and the same form of presenting

the data has been followed in both reports.

The report is in eight chapters and to these are added
general tables, appendices, maps, diagrams and illustrations.

The first chapter is a general discussion. The second gives

a summary of the statistics. The third relates to power
equipment. The fourth covers line equipment. The fifth is

devoted to capitalization. The sixth gives the cost of con-

struction and equipment. The seventh deals with income and

expenses. The eighth embraces the technical aspects of the

period.

There are 148 tables, of which 32 are general in charac-

ter. The first of all these general tables is a comparative

summary of commercial and municipal central electric sta-

tions, by states and territories, for 1907 and 1902. The other

eight tables on this subject show, by states and territories,

for 1907, primary power and generating equipment; substation

equipment, motors, transformers, meters, customers, and out-

put of stations; analysis of service; analysis of income; anal-

ysis of supplies, materials, and fuel; number of salaried em-

ployes and total salaries; avera,ge number of wage-earners

and total wages; and analysis of miscellaneous expenses.

Nearly similar data are contained in the next twenty tables

relative to commercial central stations and municipal central

electric stations.

The last three of the 32 general tables give an analysis

of arc-lighting service furnished by plants operated in con-

nection with electric railways, for 1907 and 1902; an analysis

of incandescent and other varieties of lighting service as well

as motor service and number of meters, by states, 1907 and

1902; and income, by states, 1907 and 1902.

The maps are three in number and the first shows the

geographic divisions; and the second and third, central elec-

tric stations, gross income, 1907 and 1902.

There are seven diagrams, the first relating to central

stations and electric railways, by character ot primary power,

1907 and 1902. The second refers to central stations, by char-

acter ot primary power, 1907 and 1902. The other five relate

to central electric stations and separately refer to; primary

power, by states, arranged in the order ot their relative im-

portance, 1907 and 1902; steam and water power, by states,

arranged in the order ot their relative importance, 1907;

capacity of dynamos, 1907 and 1902; capacity of dynamos by

states, arranged in the order of their relative importance,

1907 and 1902; and output, by geographic divisions, 1907 and

1902.

There are twenty-five artistically executed illustrations,

mostly half tone, scattered throughout the report.
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THE HOLABIRD-REYNOLDS COMPANIES.

In August of 1904 the Holabird-Reynolds Electric Com-

pany was incorporated by R. D. Holabird and Robert L.

Reynolds, the purpose of the corporation being the wholesal-

ing of electrical supplies. At that time the business was lo-

cated at 116 East Fifth St., Los Angeles, in a room 18 by 66

ft., with a basement somewhat larger in dimensions.

Since that time this business has grown, until now the

company is operating wholesale stores at 523-525 Mission

Street, San Francisco, 307 First Ave. So., Seattle,, and 218-

220 E Third St., Los Angeles.

The illustrations on this page show the parent house in

a new one-story and basement brick building 50 by 125 ft.

Exterior of Los Angeles Store.

The San Francisco store occupies the entire new three story

and basement building at 523-525 Mission Street in the heart

of the wholesale district. The Seattle store was opened just

one year ago and last October it succeeded to the electrical

supply business of the Kilbourne & Clark Company.

The three stores occupy a combined floor space of about

40,000 sq. ft, all of which is devoted to the storage and
handling of electrical supplies at wholesale. The sales force

consists of twenty-one experienced men. The Los Angeles
store is under the management of Newton W. Graham, who
has been connected with the company since its organization.

The San Francisco store is managed by Harry A. Sayles,

who has occupied his present position nearly five years and
who has had about eighteen years experience in the elec-

trical supply line in San Francisco. The Seattle store is

under the management of Everett J. Dwyer, who has been
with the San Francisco store continuously since the com-
mencement of its business. The Portland office, recently

opened, is at 614 Couch Building, C. G. Stewart, representa-

tive.

For prompt shipment, prompt billing, proper price, and in

fact all that goes to make up proper service to its customers,
The Holabird-Reynolds Companies feel especially proud. In

addition to its business of wholesaling electrical supplies

The Holabird-Reynolds Companies are exclusive Pacific

Coast representatives of the following important and well

known manufacturers

:

Franklin Electric Mfg. Co. of Hartford, Conn., manufac-
turers of Mazda, tantalum. Gem and carbon filament incan-

descent lamps.

The Ohio Brass Co. of Mansfield, Ohio, manufacturers

of Hi-Tension porcelain insulators, and special porcelain

pieces for high-tension work.

Exterior of San Francisco Store.

The Sterling Varnish Co. of Pittsburg, Pa., manufacturers

of the well known line of Sterling insulating varnishes.

The Pittsburg Insulating Co. of Pittsburg, Pa., manufac-

turers of insulating cloths.

Interior of San Irancisco Store.

The Electric Porcelain Co., of East Liverpool, Ohio, manu-

facturers of porcelain tubes and insulators for low tension

work.
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The Pacific Electric Heating Co. of Ontario, Cal., manu-
facturers of tlie Hot Point electric iron.

Exterior of Seattle Store.

Interior of Seattle Store.

Holabird-Reynolds Company also handle the product of

the following manufacturers:

Arrow Electric Company.
American Circular Loom Co.

Bryant Electric Company.
Crouse-Hinds Company.

General Electric Co.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

National Carbon Co.

National Metal Molding Co.

Paiste H. T. Co.

Pass & Seymour.

Proctor-Raymond Co.

Perkins Elect. Switch Mfg. Co.

Weber Electric Company.

STEAM AND AIR FLOW METERS.
The recording and indicating steam meters, manufac-

tured by the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,

have been designed to show the amount of air, steam, or

other fluids being delivered for any particular purpose.

The type R, form D, recording flow meter, shown in Fig 1,

records the rate of flow of steam in pounds per hour, in pipes

of any diameter, and any condition of temperature, pressure

or moisture met with in commercial practice. The instrument

is designed to give an accurate record on periodically inter-

mittent flow, such as occurs in operating reciprocating steam

engines, pumps, etc., as well as on constant flow of steam.

Fig. 1. Recording Steam Flow Meter Willi Automatic
Pressure Correction.

provided it is recalibrated after being installed, or the ar-

rangement of the piping permits inserting the nozzle plug,

shown in Pig. 2, at a point in the steam main where the flow

of steam is constant.

^^^
le<7cf/njS€t

\m^w
^^m^

Fig. Nozzle Plug for Flow Meter.

The services for which the meter is adapted are that of

recording the total amount of steam generated by a boiler or

battery of boilers, recording the amount of steam delivered

to any department of a manufacturing plant and recording

the amount of steam sold for power, heating or manufactur-

ing purposes.

It also enables the equalization of load on individual boil-

ers of a battery, and is a means of discovering losses due to

leaks between the boiler and the point of consumption. It

may also be used to determine the deterioration of efficiency

of a boiler due to the formation of scale, besides being a
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means of determining the efficiency in tlie method of stoliing.

The meter consists of two cylindrical hollow cups filled

to about half their hight with mercury. The cups are joined

together at the bottom, forming a XJ-tube which is supported

on and free to move as a balance about a set of knife edges.

A difference in pressure in the nozzle plug is communi-

cated to the cups by flexible steel tubing placed within the

case. This difference of pressure causes the mercury to rise

in the right-hand cup and fall in the left-hand cup until the

unbalanced column of mercury exactly balances the differ-

ence in pressure.

By this displacement of the mercury, the beam carrying

the cup moves downward on the left-hand side of the knife

edges until the movement of the weights on the right of the

To ,Vo2-z/e P/ui^

Ba/anc/ng Wf/gM

Fig. 3. Recording Steam Flow Meter With Automatic
Pressure Correction.

knite edge exactly balances the moment caused by the displace-

ment of the mercury in the right-hand cup. The movement
of the beam is multiplied by levers and actuates a pin which
moves in proportion to the amount of mercury displaced.

The recording drum feeding the paper is driven by an
eight-day clock. The paper on which the record is made is

so calibrated that the rate of flow in poimds per hour may
be read at any instant, or the average rate calculated for a

given time.

For compensating for variation in pressure and tempera-
ture a hollow spring is provided, similar to the pressure spring
in a steam gauge, and is connected so as to be influenced

by the steam pressure at the point where the flow is being
measured. Any variation of the static pressure causes the

spring to extend or contract, and this movement actuates a

small correction weight in such a manner as to affect the

deflection of the pin so that the indicated rate of flow re-

corded is con-ect for the pressure existing in the steam main.
Fig 3 shows this recording meter with the automatic pres-

sure-correction device attached thereto.

Compensating for temperature variation is made by an
independent hand adjustment of this same correction weight
which corrects the reading for pressure fluctuation. This
adjustment is made by increasing or decreasing the distance
of the correction weight from its point of suspension, and
this distance is determined from a chart sent out with each
meter. When the temperature and pressure of steam are
practically constant, the recording-flow meter is not fitted to

the automatic pressure-compensating device.

Another design of meter is known as an indicating-flow

meter, type I, form F. This meter has been designed for indi-

cating rather than recording the flow of steam, gas or air,

and is found especially useful for testing work, locating trou-

bles due to leaks, etc. It will register at any condition of

temperature, pressure or moisture met with in commercial
practice. When measuring a steam flow, it is said to give a

true indication of tlie instantaneous rate of flow in pounds
per square inch of pipe cross-sectional area.

Use is made of the nozzle plug for obtaining a difference

in working pressure proportional to the velocity, in the same
manner as in the recording meter. If the temperature and
pressure of the gas be constant, the rate of flow in the pipe

will be proportional to the velocity. To measure the velocity,

a nozzle plug. Fig 2, is screwed into the pipe at the point

where the flow is to be measured. One set of openings,

known as the leading set, extends horizontally across the

Fig Disk of Indicating Steam or Air Flow Meter.

steam main and faces against the direction of flow. The
other three openings near the center of the plug constitute

the trailing set. The steam impinging against the leading

set of openings sets up a pressure in them which is equal to

the static pressure plus the pressure due to the velocity head.

The pressure in the trailing set is equal to the static pressure

minus a pressure due to the velocity head. This difference

of pressure existing in the two sets of openings is communi-
cated through separate longitudinal chambers to the , outer

end of the plug, and from there by proper piping to the meter.

The meter itself consists of an iron casting which is cored

out to form a U-tube. This is filled for a part of its hight

with mercury or water, depending on whether the meter is to

be used for measuring steam or water. A difference in pres-

sure in the nozzle of the plug causes a difference of level

of the liquid in the U-tube. A small float, suspended by a silk

cord, actuates a pulley over which the cord passes. The pul-

ley in turn moves a small bar magnet on the end of the shaft

next to the dial in proportion to the change in level of the

Vi'orking fluid in the U-tube.

The dial can be rotated until the indicating needle reads

zero when the valve in the by-pass is open. Opening the

valves also prevents the blowing out of the working fluid in

the U-tube by excessive pressure in either leg. Adjustments

of pipe diamter, temperature and pressure are readily made
by setting the graduated cylinder, which actuates the rack

carrying the pointer. When these settings are made, the

rack is rotated by hand until the pencil coincides with the

indicating needle. The point on the graduated scale at the

intersection of the needle and pointer. Fig. 4, gives the true

instantaneous rate of flow in square inches of pipe area.
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FINANCIAL.

SULTAN, WASH.—The Town Council has ordered ad-

vertising for bids for a water system, in accordance with an
election held Saturday, at which bonds to the amount of $14,-

500 were voted for the construction.

ASHLAND, ORE.—A special election will be held on
July 2d to authorize two bond issues aggregating $55,000.

One issue of $30,000 is to pay for paving the street, intersec-

tions and crossings under improvements now projected, and
$25,000 is desired to complete the municipal electric light and
power plant.

EUGENE, ORE.—Sealed proposals will be received by

the Common Council of the City of Eugene until 7:30 o'clock

p. m. June 27th, for the purchase of the whole or any part

of an issue of $60,000 water improvement bonds, to be issued

in the denomination of $100 to $1000, bearing interest at the

rate of 5 per cent.

SALEM, ORE.—Engineer J. T. Whistler, in a report to

Mayor Rodgers and the City Council, estimates the cost of

the mountain water system with a distributing capacity of

10,000,000 gallons a day, at $1,450,000. This contemplates

the Little North Fork of the Sanot dam as a source of supply.

The cost for the maintenance is given at $115,900 per annum.
The cost of building a line to the Breitenbush river is esti-

mated as $1,780,000 and with a capacity of 15,000,000 gallons

a day. The estimated annual cost of operating the Breiten-

bush systems is $155,000 and the Willamette river filtered

system $109,650.

INCORPORATIONS.

ELLENSBURG, ORE.—Articles of incorporation for a

$1,000,000 power company have been filed. The incorporators

are: J. C. Donnelly, owner of the Donnelly Hotel in Tacoma;

H. J. Maby, commercial agent of the Milwaukee Railroad, with

offices in Tacoma.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Incorporation papers have been

filed by the Richmond Light & Power Company, with a capital

stock of $2,500,000. Sidney F. T. Brock of Philadelphia, J, S.

Lamson of Oakland, Allen L. Chickering and Winfield Dorn of

Oakland and Evan Williams of San Francisco are the directors.

Chickering & Gregory are the attorneys for the corporation.

Allen L. Chickering says that the new corporation was in effect

a re-incorporation of the Richmond Light & Power Company, a

$300,000 organization. Brock, an attorney of Philadelpbia,

represents a large block of Eastern capital which will be put

into the new concern. The main offices will be in San Fran-

cisco. It is said the object of the new company is to take

over the present Richmond Light & Power Co. and make im-

provements to the plant to meet the growing demands of the

surrounding country.

TRANSMISSION.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.—The Cole-Ryan people of which

R. Linton is superintendent, will install a 300 horsepower

steam power plant to generate and transmit electrical power a

distance of ten miles to a mine.

TACOMA, WASH.—Commissioner Lewson has been

directed to advertise for bids for the construction of the sub-

station building for the Nisciually power plant, to be located

at South Twenty-fifth and C streets at a cost of $96,200.

EUGENE, ORE.—Bids have been received by the Eugene

Heating and Electric Power Company for the erection of a

brick or cement power house on the northeast corner of the

block bounded by Willamette, Ninth, Olive and E. Eighth

streets.

REDDING, CAL.—The Northern California Power Com-
pany announces that work will be begun at once on the con-

struction of the Coleman plant. In seven months the entire

plant will be in operation. The AUis-Chalmers Company has

the contract for the supply of the hydraulic turbine machinery,

including all the electrical machinery. The order consists of

three hydro-electric units of 7000 h.p. each, which include

three 7000 h.p. single horizontal turbines, three 5000 kw. gen-

erators and two 250 h.p. single phase exciter turbines. These
generators, a new feature here, will operate under a 4S0-toot

head, from two pipe lines 3400 feet long by six feet in diam-

eter. The voltage will be stepped from 6600 to 66,000. The
four plants in the different Battle Creek sections are all inter-

connected with the present line to Chico, and the company
is building another line from Coleman, on the south side of

the Sacramento river to Hamilton City, and will there con-

nect with a branch line from Hamilton with Chico, at Nord.

To prepare for the amount of water that will be required

for the largest single installation in the company's system,

a main ditch will be dug 16 feet on the bottom, 20 feet on

the top, and seven feet deep. Steam shovels used with great

effect in previous recent work of the company In the Manton
country will be the main digging apparatus, one shovel hav-

ing made a record of 450 feet of a ditch a day, that would
carry 11,000 inches of water. The second steam shovel has

been ordered to augment the digging force.

ILLUMINATION.

MERIDIAN, CAL.—Surveys and other preliminary steps

are now being made at Meridian for the erection of the sub-

station for the Pacific Gas & Electric Company.

SAN LEANDRO, CAL.—At a special meeting of the San
Leandro Board of Trustees a franchise was granted to the

People's Electric Light & Power Company to operate in this

city.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—The city will have to go to tbs ex-

pense of about $15,000 it is estimated to install a receiving

plant if the municipality purchased current during the day-

light hours for its electric light and power department as

recommended by the Electricity Commission.

CHICO, CAL.- -The Diamond Match Company has entered

into a contract with the Pacific Gas & Electric Company for

electric power to operate all departments of its manufactur-

ing plant at Barber, a suburb of Chico. The contract calls

for 1200 h.p., but only about 750 h.p. will be used at the outset.

ESCONDIDO. CAL.—With its electric lighting and power

plant in successful operation, the Escondido Utilities Com-

pany is now installing a gas plant with a capacity sufficient

for a city with a population of 10,000. The undertaking will

be completed by July 1st.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—At a special meeting of the offi-

cials of this corporation last week it was decided to drop all

improvements and extensions within the city and to return to

the treasury of the corporation the greater part of the $3,000,-

000 fund put aside for the yearly work of advance in the city

and county. This action was taken as the result of the adop-

tion of an ordinance by the City Council lowering the lighting

rates from 9c to 7c per kw. an hour.

PHOENIX. .\RIZ.—L. H. Chalmers, president of the Pa-

cific Gas & Electric Company, has just returned from Wash-

ington, where he went to oppose any action by Congress for

validation of a proposed bond issue of $300,000 for installa-

tion of a local municipal electric light and power system. His
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PROFESS OVAL DIRECTORY

F. G. Baum & Co.

ENGINEERS and CONSTRUCTORS

Complete Hydro-Electric Power Developments
Electric Power Transmission Systems

1 406-8 Chronicle BIdg. San Francisco, Cal.

Hunt, Mirk & Co., Inc.

ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
for complete Stcam-Electrir- Power Plants.

141 Second St. - San Francisco

Sanderson & Porter

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Reports, Designs, Construction, Management.
Hydro-Electric Developments.

Railway, Light and Power Properties.

New York San Francisco

H. M. Byllesby & Co.
ENGINEERS

218 LaSalle Street. Chicago, III.

Portland, Oregon Mobile. Alabama

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

D. C. Jackson, C. E. Wm. B. Jackson, M. E.

D. C. and Wm. B. Jackson
Members American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

ENGINEERS EXPERTS
508 Commercial National Bank Bldg.,Chicago,lll.

E. F. Scattergood

CONSULTING ENGINEER

1133-1134 Central Building

Los Angeles, California

Supervision of Operation and Combustion
Installations for Fuel Economy Teats

R. F. Chevalier

CONSULTING ENGINEER
High Temperature Measurements

Fuel Analysis (Oil and Coal)

Phone Alameda Office and Laboratory,

1389 930 Lincoln Ave., Alameda, Cal.

A. H. Koebig

CONSULTING ENGINEER

902-905

, , , r-i m Broadway Central Bldg.
Hydro-Eleclnc Plants , . , „ ,

Irrigation Plants Los Angeles, Cal.

Smith, Emery & Co.

INSPECTING AND TESTING
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

65 1 Howard Street San Francisco

C. L. Cory

CONSULTING ENGINEER

801-802-803-804 Union Trust Bldg.

San Francisco

Manifold & Poole

CONSULTING AND SUPERVISING
ENGINEERS

Bectrical, Hydraulic, 732-733 Central Bldg.
Mechanical, Steam ,

i /-- i

Civil. Irrigation Los Angeles, Cal.

Rudolph W. Van Norden
CONSULTING ENGINEER

Member American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Member American Society of Civil Engineers

304-306 Union TruBt Bldg.

San Francisco

EJectricity, Hydraulics, Power Development
Repiorts and Evaluations

John S. Eastwood, C. E.
Designer of dams of the

EASTWOOD MULTIPLE ARCH TYPE
Suitable for any height or site.

Cheaper than earth dams.
Stronger than sohd masonry.

Builder of the HUME LAKE DAM.
Box 663 FRESNO, CAL.

Samuel G. McMeen Kcmpster B. Miller

McMeen & Miller

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
PATENT EXPERTS

Special Attention to Telephony

1454 Monadnock Block 333 Grant Avenue
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

G. F. Wakefield

SURVEYOR AND ENGINEER

Hydro-Electric Power Development

Porter Building San Jose, Cal

F. C. Finkle

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Specialties: 62812
Hydro-Electric Power Plants South Spring

Irrigation and Domestic Street

Water Supplies Los Angeles, Cal.

Phono Douglas 5877 Office, 82 Second St.

L. St. D. Roylance
Consulting and Constructing

Oectrical and Mechanical Engineer

Plans. Specifications and Estimates for EJectric
Light and Power Plants. Electrical. Mechanical
and Patent Office Drawings. Tests of Dynamos.

Motors, Boilers, Steam and Gas Engines.

J. G. White & Company, Inc.

ENGINEERS CONTRACTORS
San Francisco Office

Alaska Commercial Building

43 Exchange Place, New York City

A. M. Hunt

MEM. AM. SOC. C. E.

MEM. AM. SOC. M. E.

MEM. AM. 1. E. E.

Union Trust Bldg. San Francisco

Straight Line Engineering Diagrams B;/ Manifold j: Pooir

A series of twenty-five computing diagrams assembled in a handsome leather bound pocket book.
Qyick and accurate field determination of Pole Line Construction. Electric Power Transmission,
Water Power and Pumping, Pipe Specifications, Flow in Pipes, Canals and Rumes, Bearing
Power of Piles, Masonry Strength. Price $3.00 at Technical Book Shop

.1 ^,-1 ,,/ Tni supplniinilnnj JUiij/rams dcalruu with SIrciH/th o'' i\nirnh
. R' > nfnrrril rn,irr>ie.
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principal arguments were that the company's rates are rea-

sonable, though they would willingly be submitted to arbi-

tration and that the city already is heavily bonded for public

utilities.

BAKBRSFIELD, CAL.—The Kern River Oilfields of Cali-

fornia, Limited, which on April 1st took over the Imperial and
thirty-three properties in the Kern river field and large acre-

age of undeveloped land from Keith & Mack, has plans for

the installation of an electric plant and for drilling a suffi-

cient number of wells on sections 19 and 25 of the Keith &
Mack properties to increase the production 350,000 barrels

yearly, this work to be done forthwith. The electric plant is

to cost $250,000.

SAN JOSE, CAL.—The National Park Electric Power
Company was incorporated here in 1903, with the following

San Jose people as directors: A. C. Kuhn, president; C. J.

Kuhn, secretary and manager; R. W. Hersey, P. J. Dunne, C.

W. Quilty. The chief engineer is G. S. Wakefield. While
denying that the company intends in any way to interfere

with San Francisco's Hetch-Hetchy water supply, Wakefield

admits that there might be a conflict on the question of elc-

tricity. This company has again applied for water rights on

the Tuolumne river.

TRANSPORTATION.
BURBANK, CAL.—A committee is negotiating with Ed.

Goode, president of Glendale Railway Company, to extend the

road here. Mr. Goode will build a track for a bonus of $40,-

000. The road will be single track.

DOUGLAS, ARIZ.—Phelps, Dodge & Co. of Douglas have

agreed to finance the building of a new railroad from Silver

Bell in Pima county to Port Lobos on the Gulf of California,

a project of P. M. Murphy of Prescott.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—By a unanimous vote the Super-

visors have adopted the resolution which denied the permit

to the Sutter Street Railway Company to operate its cars

over the outer tracks in Market street to the ferry.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—$326,000 is to be used in de-

veloping resources of Yucaipa Valley. It is expected that

work will soon be commenced on the construction of an

electric railway which is to link the valley with Redlands and

San Bernardino. The line will be built by the Redlands-

Yucaipa Land Company.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—With the closing of the transac-

tion whereby H. E. Huntington became owner of 675 acres

at San Dimas, known as Paddingstone Falls, Pomona is as-

sured of a main line connection with Los Angeles via Covina

on the Pacific Electric road. The electric line will run

through Puddingstone canyon, skirting the San Jose hills to

Canesha Park.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Immediate construction of the

Los Angeles Pacific Railway Company's subway through the

populous part of the city, giving rapid and direct service to

Venice and Santa Monica, and the erection of a 12-story

depot on Hill street, have been assured by the stockholders

of the company. About $10,000,000 will be spent in the pro.iect.

R. C. Gillis is president of the company.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Cars operated with electric stor-

age batteries, the first west of New York, probably will be

used on an electric railway to be constructed between Pedley

Station, on the Santa Fe, and San Jacinto, a distance of 32

miles. Practically all rights of way for the line have been

secured by Geo. I. Lamy, Central Building, who will organ-

ize a company, principally of Riverside people, to build and

operate the road.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—As a result of the visit here

of Martin Kubierschky and Sidney H. March, first and

second vice-presidents of the United Investment Railways

Company, the holding company controlling the United Rail-

roads of San Francisco, the powers of Attorney Joseph Red-

ding, its legal representative in this city, are said to have

been increased greatly, and this is taken to be the first

actual move looking toward the retirement of Patrick Cal-

houn from the local field. Calhoun has long wanted to with-

draw from the personal direction of the United Railroads.

This desire has had its inspiration in the New York offices

of the company, where it is felt that the extension of the

properties under present conditions cannot be accomplished

satisfactorily while the existing friction continues.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Action on the application of the San
Francisco, Oakland and San Jose Consolidated Railway Co.

for a franchise to 1000 feet of Oakland's water front, has

been postponed by the wharves and water front committee

in an effort to gain for the city the removal of the bulkhead

line in what is known as the Key Route Basin to half or at

least a quarter of a mile further out into the bay than it now
exists. LTnder the application for a franchise, the city is

granted a strip of land about 300 feet wide along the water

front, which is considered inadequate for the needs of the

municipality. With the removal of the bulkhead line further

out into the bay, the city would gain thousands of acres of

land of immense value by erecting its quay wall and filling in

the intervening space. The change is protested by the rail-

road company.

WATERWORKS.
VALENTINE, TEXAS.—Thos. Dean of the Dean Manufac-

turing Company is installing a waterworks system at Valen-

tine.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The bid of Cruikshank & Kollins of

Pleasanton, to lay a pipe from Dougherty reservoir to the

San Ramon road for $831 has been accepted.

ST. HELENS, ORE.—The St. Helens Water Commis-
sioners have let the contract for the construction of the new
St. Helens Water System to the McCabe Construction Com-
pany for $42,609.

VALLEJO, CAL.—At the suggestion of Commissioner
Blake it has been decided to lay about 150 feet of two-inch

water pipe along Georgia street just outside of the city limits.

A four-inch main is to be laid to the limits.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Board of Supervisors

granted permission to the Aetna Mills to erect and maintain

an engine and boiler of 100 h.p. in the premises situated on
the northeast corner of Seventh and Berry streets for the

purpose of furnishing power for a grist mill.

CORNING, CAL.—A notice has been filed in the office of

the County Recorder by W. F. Luning to the effect that he
has filed on 12,000 inches of water in Mill Creek to be used

for generating electric power. A. D. Cutler of San Francisco

has filed on 5000 inches of water at Hoodlum Chute, near

Kirkwood. the water to be diverted by means of a pump.

OROVILLE, CAL.—Water rights that were a few years

ago of little value are daily becoming exceedingly valuable

and are frequent causes of expensive litigation in Butte and

other counties of Northern California. The extensive use of

these rights for hydro-electric power purposes is largely re-

sponsible for this state of affairs. In the Superior Court here

the Pacific Gas & Electric Company secured a temporary in-

junction against the Oro Light & Power Company, a branch

of the Steifer Mining Company, operating near Magalia, pre-

venting it from using the waters of the west branch of Feather

river for power purposes. The Steifer company is engaged in

the construction of a dam in the west branch, and the power

company claims that this dam will interfere with its water

rights used for power development and for irrigation and do-

mestic pruposes in Oroville and vicinity. The Steifer dam is

being built only a mile above that of the Oro Liglit & Power

Company.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Aluminum Co. of America
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-
tric Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bids.

American Circular Loom Co 14
Boston, 45 Milk.
San Francisco, 770 Folaom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

American Electrical Heater Co
Detroit, U. S. A.

American Ever Ready Co
San Francisco, 755 FoUom.
I.os Angeles, 1038 S. Main.

AyUworth Agencies Co 4
San Francisco. 166 Second.

B
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co
New York, 27 Thames.
Chicago. 120-128 S. San-
gamon.
San Francisco, 151 New
Montgomery.

Blake Signal and Mfg. Co 3

Boston, 246 Summer.

Bcneatell & Co. II

San Francisco, 118 First

Brookfield Glass Co., The I

New York, U. S. Exp. Bldg.

Buxbaum & Cooley
Seattle, 69 Columbia St,

c
Cal. Incandescent Lamp Co 4

San Francisco, 633 Howard,

Century Electric Co, 14

San Francisco, 633 Howard.

Cutter Company, The
Philadelphia, Pa,
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

D
D. & W. Fuse Co

Providence. R. I.

Davis Oil Co 9
Los Aneeles. 2S12 S. Main.

Davis. R.J 14
San Francisco, 633 HowarJ.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Works__ 1 1

Chicago, Postal Bldg.
San Francisco, 301 Front.
Los Angeles, 366 E. 2d.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co 4
Lafayette, Indiana,
San Francisco. 61 Second.

El«tric Goods Mfg. Co 4
Boston, Mass.
San Francisco, 166 Second.

Electric Storage Battery Co
Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, Crocker,Bls:.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
Fort Wayne. Ind.
San Francisco, 604 Mission.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Fuller Chemical Co,' II
Los Angeles, 42) S. Los Angeles.

General Electric Co.-_ 12

Schenectady, N, T.
San Francisco. Union Trust
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Delta Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.
Portland, Worcester Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Columbus, O.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
St. Louis, Mo.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. T.

G & W Electric Specialty Co._-
Chicago, 6409 Jackson Park
Avenue.

Goeriz, O. C. & Co.
San Francisco, 916 Postal
Tel. Bldg.

H
Habirshaw Wire Co
New York, 263 Broadway.

Henshaw, Bulkley & Co 1

San Francisco. 19 Fremont.
Oakland, 1436 6th.
I.os Angeles, 262 S. Los
Angeles.

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., The
Boston and Chicago.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.

Hughes & Co., E. C 4

San Francisco, 147 - 161
Minna.

Hunt, Milk & Co 6
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Indiana Rubber& Ins. Wire Co I

Jonesboro, Indiana.

Johns-ManviUe Co., H. W
New York, 100 William.
San Francisco, 159 New
Montgomery.
Los Angeles, 203 E. 6th.
Seattle, 676 1st Ave. So.

K
Kellogg Switchb'd & Supply Co.^ 13
Chicago.
San Francisco, 88 First.

Kierulff, B. F. Jr. & Co
Lo.s Angeles, 120 S. Los
Angeles.

Kilbourne & Clark Company
Seattle, 307 First Ave. So.

Lindsley-Wright Co
Portland, Ore., 336 Sher-
lock Bide.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co
Victor, N. T.
S.an Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-
trical Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

M
Moore, C. C. & Co., Inc

San Francisco, 99 First.
Los Angeles, American
Bank Bldg.
Seattle, Mutual Life Bldg.
Portland, Wells-Fargo Bid.
Salt Lake City, Atlas Bldg.
New York City, Fulton
Bldg.

N
New York Insl'td Wire Co
New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank
Building.

Ohio Brass Co. 5
Mansfield, Ohio
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bids.

Okonite Co 1

New York 25S Broadway.

Pacific Gas & Elect. Co., The 2
San Francisco

Pacific Meter Co. I

San Francisco, 311 Santa
Marina Bldg.

Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., The
San Francisco

Partrick Carter & Wilkins Co
Philadelphia, 22d and Wood.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., The._. 9
San Francisco, 1095 Monad-
nock Bldg.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co 1

Pawtucket. R. I.

Pierson, Roeding & Co. 4
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric
Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Portland Wood Pipe Co 9
Portland. Ore.

Reisinger, Hugo 9
New York, 11 Broadway.

Schaw-Batcher Co. Pipe Works __
Sacramento, Cal., 211 J St.
San Francisco. 366 Market.

Simplex Elect'l Co., TTie 3
Boston, 110 State.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Lns Angeles, Security Bldg*.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Simplex Electric Heating Co
Cambridge, Mass.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldff.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bide

Southern Pacific Co. 14
San Francisco, Flood Bldff.

Spraguc Electric Co. 2
New York City, 627-631 W.
34th.
San Francisco, Atlas BldiT-
Seattle. Colman Bldp.

Standard Und. Cable Co 1

San Francisco, First Na-
tional Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Union Trust
Bldg.
Seattle Offlce, Lowman Bid.

Star Expansion Bolt Co
New York City, 147-149 Cedar.

Sterling Paint Company, 1 1

San Francisco, 118 First.

Swayne, R. B 9
San Francisco, 813 Postal
Telegraph Bldg.

Technical Book Shop 5
San Francisco, 804 Mission.

Tel. & Elec. Equip. Co. 3
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bldff.
Seattle, Alaska Bldff.
Portland, Couch Bide

Thomas and Sons Co., R.
New York, 227 Fulton,
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Tracy Engineering Co 9
San Francisco, 461 Market.
Los Angelea, Central Bldff.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co
Chicago, 545 "W Jackson
Blvd.

Vulcan Iron Works I

San Francisco, 604 Mission.

w
Western Electric Co 5
San Francisco, 6S0 Folsom.
Oakland, 607 16th.
Los Angeles, 119 E. 7th.
Seattle, 1518 First Ave. So.

Western Wireless Equipment Co._ 9
San Francisco, Grant Bldg.. 7tii

and Maricut.

Wesiinghouse. Elec. & Mfg. Co.__ 6
Pittsburg. Pa.
Los Angeles, 527 So. Main St.
Denver, 429 Seventeenth St.
Seattle, Central Bldg.
Salt Lake City,

212-214 So. W. Temple St.

San Francisco, 165 Second St.
Spokane, Columbia Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.
Butte, Lewisohn Bldg.
Canada, Canadian-Westing-
house Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Ontario.

Mexico, a. &. O. Banlft & Co.,

City of Mexico.

WestingKouse Machine Co 6
Pittsburg, Pa.
San Francisco, 141 Sscond.

Weston Elect'l. Instmment Co 1

4

Waverly Park, N. J.

New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 682 - (14
Mission.

Wilbur. G. A 4
San Francisco, (1 SaooHd,
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Nenshaw, Bulkley & Co.

EINGIINEERS
Machinery Merchants

San Francisco: 19-21 Fremont Street
Los Angeles : 262 So. Los Angeles St.

Oakland: 1436 Fifth St.

INDIANA RUBBER AND
INSULATED WIRE CO.
Manufacturers of Faranite and Peerless
Rubber Covered Wires and Cables
Underground Aerial, Submarine and Inside Use
Telephone, Telegraph ant) Fire Alarm Cables
All Wires are Tested at faaory JONESBORO, IND.

^"^ Electric Appliance Company
728 Mission St., San Francisco Pacific Coast Agents

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

"O.K." WEATHERPROOF
"PARAC" RUBBER COVERED
COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED BY

OUR PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
California Electric Co. ElectricApplianceCo. Western Electric Co.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC METER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wet and Dry Gas Meters, Station

Meters, Provers, Gauges, Etc.

311 SANTA MARINA BUILDING
California and Drumm Su. San Francisco

vkOW/x

OKOINITE WIRE
The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION
Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,

Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Candee (Patented) Potheads.

The Okonite Company
2S3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicaeo. III. f. D. WWRENCE tlEaRIC CO., Cindrnati. 0.
NOVEITV ELECTRIC CO., Philadelphia, Pa. PEniNOELL-ANDREWS CO.. Boston, Mass.

ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Standard Underground Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COPPER WIRES, CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

FOR ALL SERVICES

PACIFIC COAST DEPT. First National Bank Building, San Francisco

Sub^Office—Los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL offices: PITTSBURG. PA.

Factories Oakland. Cal.. Pittsburg. Pa., Perth Amtjoy. N. J.

Brancti Offices: New York. Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia. St. Louis

Specify.

BROOKEIELD
GLASS INSULATORS

The Standard

VI TI PAN Refrigerating and
V W l^V^/^il Ice Making Machinery

Manufactured by

VULCAN IRON WORKS

Office: 702 Atlaa BIdg., 604 Mi»ion St.

Worka: Francisco and Kearny Street* San FranCiSCO

rOR INDEX TO ADVERTISEIVIEINTS SEE PAGE EIGHT
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Sprague Stamped Steel Boxes
Fittings and Conduit are the Most Economical

Easy to install; save waiting for special fittings as they

meete very requirement; save annoyance and trouble

as they conform to all needs, whether in new or existing

buildings. Contractors, Wiremen and Dealers find the

use of these products advantageous. Avoid substitutes.No.62flOSlamDedStcrl

Square Box

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
General Offices: 527-531 West 34^th Street, New Vork City

SAN fRANCISCO, Atlas Building

SEATTLE, - Colman Building

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Supplies Light, Heat, and Power

TO
Plaae. Popnlatl»n.
Aguti CalUHta 5e
•Alameda 27,000
••Albany 800
JJAlta 200
Alvarado 200
Amador 200
Antloch 3,000

It Auburn 2,050
Barber 200

••Belmont 600
Belvedere 350
Benlcia 2,500

••Berkeley 42,000
Big Oak Flat 160
Biggs 750
Black Diamond .,. 600
Brentwood 200
Brighton 100
Broderlck 500

tBrown'8 Valley ... 50
••Burllngame 6,000
Byron 200
Campbell 1,000
Cement 1,600
tCentervllle 20
CentervlUe 500

••Chlco 13,000
••Colusa 2,700
tColtax 400
Colma 600
Concord 1,500
Cordelia 150
Corte Madera 360
Crockett 2.600
Crow's Landing . . 3To
Davenport 1,000
Davis 760
Decoto 366
Dixon 1,000
Dobbins 50

Place.
Drytown . .

Durham . .

.

tDutch Flat
••Easton

PopnlatilOB.
100
500
400
600

•East San Jose 1,600
Eckley 20
Emerald 50
Elmhurst 2,600
Elmira 150
El Verano 100

••Emeryville 3,000
Encinal 20
Fairfield 800

*• Fair Oaks 260
Fitchburg 260
Folsom 1,500
•Fresno 36,000
Glenn Ellen 600
Gold Run 100
Grafton 350

tGrass Valley 7,000
Gridley 1,800
Groveland 60
Hammonton 500
Hayward 4,000
Hollister 3,000
lone 900
Irvington 1.000
Jackson 2,000
Jackson Gate 50
Larkspur 950
LaTvrence 100
Kennedy Flat 50
Kentfleld 200
tLincoln 1,500
iLive Oak 200
Livermore 2,250
JLoomis 150
Los Altos 200
Los Gatos 3,000

Place. P»piilatlOB.
Mare Island 500
Martell 25
Martinez 6,000

••Marysville 6,250
Mayfleld 1,600

••Menlo Park 1,500
Meridian 300

••Milbrae 300
Mill Valley 4,600
Mission San Jofle . . 500
Mokelumne Hill ... 150
Mountain View . . . 2,500

••Napa 6,000
tNevada City 4,000
Newark 700
JNewcastle 600
New Chicago 26
Newman 1,000
Niles 800

••Oakland 230,000
Oroville 2,500
Orwood 50
Pacheco 200

••Palo Alto 6,000
JPenryn 250
Perkins 200

••Petaluma 6,000
Peyton 250

••Piedmsnt 2,000
Pinole 1,500
Pleasanton 2,000
Port Costa 600

••Redwood City 3,500
Richmond 10,000
Rio Vista 200

JRocklin 1,050
Rodeo 100

tRoseville 346
Ross 900

••Sacramento 52,000

Place. Paymlatlsii.
San Andreas 200
San Anselmo 2,600
San Bruno 1,500
San Carlos 100

••San Francisco 450,000
••San Jose 40,000
San Leandro 4,000
San Lorenzo 100

••San Mateo 7,000
San Pablo 1,000

**San Quentin Prison 1.60»
••San Rafael 6,000
Santa Clara 8,000
Santa Cruz 10,000

••Santa Rosa 8,000
Saratoga 200
Sausalito 8,000
Sebastopol 2,000
Selby 100
Sonoma 1,200
South San Fran.... 2,600
Stanford Unlv 2,000
Stege 100
tStockton 26,000
Suisun 1,200
Sunnyvale 2,000
Sutter Creek 2,000
Tiburon 100
Tormey 150
JTowIe 200
Tracy 1,200
Vaeavilie 2,500

••Vallejo 12,000
Vallejo Junction... 10
Walnut Creek 360
Wheatland 1.400
Winters 1,200

••"Woodland 3,500
Tolo 350

••Tuba City 1,900

•Gas only: "'sas and electricity: telectricity. cas. and water: telectriclty and water: ***i;as, electricity, and street car service: all others, electricity only.

Service Number Total

rurnished of Towns Population

Electricity 15S 1.0S9.790

Gas .._ 33 988.900

Water 17 43,415

Streetcar 1 52.000

EMPLOYS 3.500 people

OPERATES U hydro-electric plants in the
mountains

3 steam-driven electrici plants
in big cities.

18 pas works

SERVES ^ of California's population

26 of California's256 counties

An area of 32.431 square miles

3/5 the size of New York state

H the size of all the New England
states combined
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CHANGES IN NORTHWEST POWER COMPANIES

Plant of Yakima-Pascn Power Co. at Naches. Wasli.

Important changes in the ownership of public

utilities in the Pacific Northwest have taken place dur-

ing the past few weeks with the result that the North-

western Corporation which was organized in Portland

last year to operate in ^^^aIla Walla, Pendleton, Lcw-
iston, North Yakima, Corvallis, Eugene, Independ-

ence and several other towns has retired from business

in these jilaces and has turned its holdings over to

eastern owners. The Strahorne properties in the

Yakima Valley have also been sold to eastern people.

Tile gas and electric ])hinls in Pendleton, Oregon,

in Walla Walla, Washington, and the gas plant in
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Lewiston, Idaho, together with the hydroelectric

plant on the Walla Walla river in Oregon, steam sta-

tion in Walla Walla and a transmission line about 50

miles long from Walla Walla through Milton, Free-

water, Weston, Athena and Adams to Pendleton, all

the Walla Walla Valley Railway Company of Port-

land. They formerly belonged to the Northwestern

Corporation.

The street railway system in AValla Walla to-

gether with a is-mile interurban line to Milton and

Freewater, Oregon, are now owned and operated by

the Walla Walla Railway Company of Portland, They

formerly belonged to the Northwestern Corporation.

The gas_ plant in North Yakima, Washington

which also belonged to the corporation, together with

the two hydroelectric plants on the Yakima river,

transmission lines and distributing systems in North

Yakima, Kennewick, Pasco, Mabton, Sunnyside, Gran-

ger, Outlook, Kiona, and Richland, steam generating

station in Kennewick and city water works in North

Yakima, Kennewick and Pasco formerly owned by the

two Strahorne companies of Spokane, the Northwest

Light & Water Company and the Yakima Valley

Power Company have been bought by the Yakima-

Pasco Power Company.
The Columbia Power & Light Company, the

Yakima-Pasco Power Company and the Walla Walla

Valley Railway Company are all owned by the same

people who control the Portland Gas & Coke Company
and the Astoria Electric Company, and comprise an ex-

tensive list of public service properties, said to be the

property of the American Power & Light Company of

New York.

Guy W. Talbot, formerly vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Oregon Electric Railway, is presi-

dent of the five American power and light local com-
panies, N. A. Weathers is vice-president, Geo. F.

Nevins, secretary and treasurer, and L. A. McArthur
assistant secretary and treasurer. H. M. Papst is gen-

eral manager of the Portland Gas & Coke Company ; A.

S. Grenier, general manager of the Columbia and
Yakima companies, and C. S. Walters, general manager
of the Walla Walla Valley Railway. Main offices are

in Portland. General Manager Grenier has announced
that a 66,000 volt line 45 miles long will be built im-
mediately between Pasco and Walla W^alla to connect
the Columbia and Yakima companies. It has been un-
officially announced in Portland that the Astoria, Col-
umbia and Yakima companies will soon be consoli-

dated into one permanent company. Efforts will be
made to push the construction of high tension lines

into all parts of centra! AVashington and in the Walla
Walla-Pendleton territory. The new owners have an-
nounced that they are in a position to furnish all the
power needed in this section for domestic, manufactur-
ing and pumping use, and will soon inaugurate a cam-
paign for new business.

The H. M. Byllesby Company of Chicago has also
opened offices in Portland, having assumed control of
the Willamette Valley plants formerly owned by the
Northwestern Corporation. Elmer Dover, formerly
secretary to Mark Hanna has charge of the Portland
office, and MacDonald Spencer, who has been con-
nected with the General Electric Company for several
years will be district manager at Eugene.

(Vol. XXIV—^4o. 25

ATREPORT OF ELECTRICAL CONDITIONS
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA."

BY KEMPSTER B. MILLER.

Electricity supplied to Oakland is derived mainly

from the distant hydro-electric plants and high tension

transmission lines of the Bay Counties Power Com-
pany, the Great Western Power Company and the

Standard Electric Company. Current is sometimes sup-

plied from the Martin gas engine plant south of San

Francisco, and there is in one of the Oakland sub-

stations a large steam turbo-generating unit. All elec-

tric power is distributed from two sub-stations at

Grove and First streets and on Fifty-first street be-

tween Shattuck and Telegraph avenues.

The First street station, which is the principal dis-

tributing point for the city, contains the transformers

and rotary converters for changing the high tension

current supplied from distant outside points to suitable

form for city distribution, and also a large steam turbo-

electric unit intended as a reserve in case of interrup-

tion of the outside supply service or the inadequacy

thereof. These two sub-stations are connected by tie

feeders, so that each may in a certain measure relieve

the other, and from them all of the primary circuits,

suppliying current for power, heat and light for the

entire area of Oakland and for some outlying districts,

radiate.

The primary distribution circuits, leading from the

sub-stations to the various portions of the city, are of

four different types, as follows :

2300 volt alternating current three-phase, 60 cycle,

4-wire circuits.

4000 volt alternating current three-phase, 60 cycle,

3-wire circuits.

500 volt 2-wire direct current circuits.

"jYz amp. alternating current, 60 cycle series arc

light circuits.

The 2300 and 4000 volt alternating current cir-

cuits are for the general power and lighting purposes

of the consumers and also for supplying current for the

incandescent lamps in the ornamental posts or elec-

troliers used in the down-town street lighting. The
500 volt direct current circuits are for strictly power
purposes principally in the business district. The
series arc lighting circuits are solely for the purpose

of supplj'ing current to the street arc lights.

The 2300 volt and 4000 volt alternating current

primary circuits deliver their current to transformers

scattered throughout the entire area of the city, these

transformers being for the purpose of lowering the po-

tential of the current delivered to them to a suitable

voltage for use b)^ the consumers.

The secondary circuits, which lead from the trans-

formers mentioned above, are of two types

:

(i) Three-wire alternating current circuits carry-

ing a potential of approximately 220 and 440 volts.

(2) Three-wire alternating current circuits carry-

ing a potential of approximately no and 220 volts.

The 220-440 volt secondary distribution circuits are

for the purpose of supplying to the consumers through-

out the entire city, except the central business area,

current for general use for light, heat and power.

^Extracts from Report on Gas and Electrical

City of OaKJand, California.

Conclition.s in
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The II0-220 volt secondary distriliution circuits

supply mainly the general consumers in the down-
town area and also the electrolier street-lighting sys-

tem on the principal down-town streets.

The service rendered by this system may be

divided broadly, for the purposes of this report, into

two classes : that rendered to private consumers, and
that to the public for street lighting. In the first of

these classes the city, in so far as it uses electric light

and power for its public buildings, schools, etc., may
be considered in the nature of a private consumer.

The current supplied to most of the private con-

sumers throughout the city for the general purposes
of light, heat and power is alternating current at a pres-

sure of 220 and 440 volts. This applies to all except

those in the down-town area served by underground
circuits. The current supplied to the general consum-
ers in this latter portion of the city is of the same na-

ture but at no and 220 volts.

The current supplied to those consumers using

direct current apparatus for oower purposes is direct

current at 500 volts.

The public service for street lighting is of two
classes, so far as this report is concerned : Arc light-

ing- for street illumination and incandescent lighting

for street illumination.

The arc lamps employed by the city for street

illumination are scattered throughout the entire area of

the city, except the down-town business portion and a

few principal streets that are illuminated by incandes-

cent lamps. These are lamps of alternating current

inclosed type, consuming a constant current of 7J4 am-
peres. The total number of arc lights so employed is

920.

The incandescent street lighting employed by the

city is wholly by means of electroliers, each employing

ten i6-cp. no volt incandescent lamps. These are used

in the down-town area and in a few principal streets

leading therefrom. The total number of electroliers so

employed is 792.

Service Rendered to Private Consumers.

Under this broad heading I will consider first:

whether the system is fundamentally of such a nature

as to give the class of service that should be given, and

second, whether the system, as it is, is rendering as

good service as could be expected of one of its type.

The City of Oakland stands almost alone in this

country in the fact that alternating current for gen-

eral lighting and power purposes is supplied to the resi-

dences and small business places at approximately 220

volts pressure. The almost universal practice, where

alternating current is employed, is to supply it for the

purposes now under consideration at no volts or there-

abouts.

The broad question therefore arises at once as to

whether 220 volts is as desirable as 1 10 volts for gen-

eral light and power purposes. I have no hesitation

in saying that it is not, and the fact that approximately

no volts has been adopted almost universally as a

standard for this class of service in this country is in

itself prima-facie evidence of the truth of this state-

ment.

The considerations, upon which 220-volt alternat-

ing current service supplied to the consumers over cir-

cuits carrying 220-440 volts, are to be condemned are

two-fold: First, considerations of the hazard to life

and property ; second, considerations of economy and

general usefulness to the consumer.

Considered from the standpoint of the hazard to

life and property, the no-volt service has distinct ad-

vantages over the 220-volt. It is true that 220-volt

shocks are seldom fatal, though they have been known
to kill, but with the three-wire system of distribution

employed in Oakland it is possible for a person to re-

ceive a shock of 440 volts. This constitutes a grave

danger to the general consumer under existing condi-

tions in Oakland.

In the no-220 volt three-wire alternating current

lighting systems that are used almost exclusively in

this country, in order to properly safeguard consumers
from injury or loss of life by shock, it is now recom-

mended by all authorities, including the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, the National Electrical

Code and the National Electric Light Association, that

the lighting systems be grounded at the neutral point

;

that is, permanently connected to ground so that not

more than no volts can exist between any wire of such

circuits and the earth. This is to prevent the existence

of higher voltages, due to accidental leakage from other

high voltage wires in the street, and also to prevent the

consumer from being subject to the full 220 volt poten-

tial which exists in a 110-220 volt system.

In the 220-440 volt system employed in Oakland,

the neutral points in some of the circuits are grounded,

while in others they are not. The grounding of this

point in the 220-440 volt circuits is not safe, because

it greatly increases the danger of the consumers receiv-

ing 220-volt shocks. The system is not safe when the

neutral is left ungrounded, because, while the liability

of receiving 220-volt shocks is somewhat less, there is

increased liability of 440-volt shocks, which, of course,

are much more serious. The only way, therefore, to

make the system thoroughly safe is to change to no-
volt service, thus making it possible, with safety, to

ground the neutral point as a protection against higher

voltages without introducing a dangerous condition

due to the grounding itself.

It is an indisputable fact that no-volt service is

safer from the standpoint of fire hazard than 220-volt

service, although of course it is possible to safeguard

either of these systems to such an extent as to make
either acceptable from this standpoint.

A comparison between the two voltages from the

standpoint of hazard to life and property must always

result distinctly to the advantage of lower voltage.

The most important advantage of i lo-volt service

over 220-volt service from the standpoint of economy
and general usefulness to the consumer is that the

modern types of incandescent lamps, which seem des-

tined to revolutionize the incandescent lighting in-

dustry, are not well adapted for 220-volt service

except in light-giving units that are too large for the

ordinary consumers' use; and even with the old car-

bon filament lamp, which is made available for 220 as

well as for no-volt service, he is forced to use a lamp

of distinctly inferior efficiency.

Considering first the carbon filament incandescent

lamp, the dift'crencc in efficiency lietwecn a no and a

220 volt lamp of equal candle jinwcr and equal life is ap-

proximately 15 per cent in i-dvoy nf lamps of the lower
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voltag-e. The consumer in paying his electric light bills

is paying primarily for light, and if conditions imposed

by the service force him to use less efTective means for

turning his current into light, then, at equal rate of

charge for current, he is forced to pay more for his

light. This is true whether he buys his own lamps or

whether they are furnished by the company.

A still more important disadvantage of the 220-volt

service appears when the possible use of the more mod-

ern metallic filament lamps is considered. The tung-

sten lamp, which in my opinion will practically su-

persede the i6-cp. carbon filament lamp, has at least

2^ times the light-giving power for the same consump-

tion of electric energy as the carbon filament lamp.

Not only are these lamps more efficient, but they give

better light, and under most circumstances have longer

life. The importance to the consumer of this new form

of incandescent lamp is obviously great, but the con-

sumer who has only 220-volt service at his command
cannot avail himself of it except in very small measure,

because the tungsten lamp and other metallic filament

lamps are not well adapted for 220-volt service.

Small transformers have been devised for use at

the consumers' premises to lower the voltage to a suit-

able value for these lamps. This is always accom-

panied by a loss of energy for which the consumer pays

and may be considered only as an expedient.

It' is true that there are certain types of lamps

which operate to somewhat better advantage on 220-

volt than no-volt service. These types of lamp, how-

ever, have not proven their adaptability to the ilhmii-

nating purposes of the small user in general and have

not, and probably will not, come into very wide use

among small consumers.

Heating appliances, whether for cooking or other

purposes, domestic or industrial, are distinctly more
durable and somewhat cheaper in first cost when
adapted for i lo-volt service than for 220. It is prob-

able that this factor is not an important one now, ow-

ing to the relatively small use of such heating appli-

ances in Oakland, but it will increase in importance

as the use of these devices becomes more general, due

to the public becoming educated to their use and to

reduction in the cost of current to the consumer.

I will conclude this portion of my report by saying

that the 220-440-volt system of distribution, as in-

stalled in Oakland, is much more dangerous to life

and property than iio-220-volt service would be, and
that it possesses distinct disadvantages from the stand-

point of economy and general utility. For these rea-

sons you are warranted in making a very strong effort

to induce the operating company in Oakland to make
the change from the 220-volt to the no-volt service.

In making such change, that company will be taking a

step, which, in my opinion, its own self-interest will

eventually force it to take.

Good electric light and power service demands
that the consumer shall always have on the wires at his

premises a voltage which does not vary materially from
the noi-pinal voltage, that is, from the voltage which
the company agrees to furnish and for which the con-
sumers' lamps and other current-consuming devices are

best adapted.

Constancy of the voltage is of great importance,
particularly from the standpoint of incandescent light

service, since momentary fluctuations in the voltage

cause wide fluctuations in the illuminating power of

the lamp, rendering a light which is not only unsatis-

factory, but may be injurious to the eyes. It is almost

equally important that the constant voltage should be

the nominal voltage which is agreed upon between the

company and the consumer. A voltage that is ma-
terially below the agreed or nominal value will result

in the lamps being worked at very low efficiency, the

return in light not being at a fair rate for the amount
of energy paid for. On the other hand, keeping the

voltage materially above the nominal value works

havoc with the life of the lamps adapted to the nomi-

nal voltage. Where, as in Oakland, the service is on

the meter basis, the consumers' electric light bills are

also increased by too high voltage, because his lamps

consume more current at the higher voltage ; but this

apparent disadvantage is ofifset by the fact that at the

higher voltage his lamps work at increased efficiency

and thus give more light for the money expended for

electricity.

The current which the operating company agrees

to supply in Oakland is sixty-cycle current at 214 volts.

The nominal voltage is therefore 214.

For the purposes of this report numerous tests

of the voltage were made at various consumers' prem-

ises, located at widely distributed points throughout

the city, so as to obtain values that may be considered

representative for the entire city. The points at which

these observations were made were so selected as to

make possible the taking of observations on all of the

circuits employed in the city, except in the compara-

tively small underground system, and on each phase

of each circuit. These observations in each case con-

sisted in making readings every five minutes through-

out the two-hour period from approximately 8 to 10

p. m. ; this period having been chosen because it repre-

sented the time at which the electric light service is

most used by the average consumer at this season of

the year.

These tests show the following facts : The aver-

age voltage for the two-hour period at the respective

points of test ranged from 241.5 volts, as a maximum
average, down to 220 volts, as a minimum average.

Thus in all. cases the average voltage at each point

was higher than the nominal voltage by amounts rang-

ing from 27.-5 volts down to 6 volts. Expressed in per-

centage, the average voltage thus ranged from 12.9

per cent too high down to 2.8 per cent too high.

Without considering the constancy of the pressure

supplied at any one consumer's premises, as shown
by the readings taken from time to time during a

period of observations, it is at once apparent that the

supply of current to the consumers is at a voltage

greatly in excess of the nominal 214 volts.

In justice to the company, it may be said that

many of the customers are using poor lamps, which at

the proper voltage would give insufficient illumination,

and it may be that the present high voltage is main-

tained for the purpose of satisfying the customers in

this respect. Regardless of what the motives of the

company may be, however, this is not the way to give

good electric light service. What should be done is

for the company to maintain as closely as possible the

voltage that it agrees to supply, thus working the
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lamps of the consumers at the candle-power and effi-

ciency for which they were intended.

I am informed that the incandescent lamps pur-

chased by the city for use in public schools and build-

ings are 214-volt lamps and are, therefore, of a type

corresponding exactly with the voltage which the com-
pany agrees to supply. On the other hand, it was
noted that many of the private consumers were pro-

vided with lamps marked for 220 volts. The voltage

supplied, ranging as it did from 216 volts to 244 volts,

would average much too high for either of these two
types of lamps, and many lamps, particularly those

used by the city, showed evidence of being worked
under excessive pressure. If the company is to con-

tinue its policy of maintaining its pressure materially

higher than the nominal pressure, I would recommend
that the city, instead of purchasing 214-volt lamps
which correspond exactly with the nominal voltage,

purchase 220-volt lamps, thus approaching more nearly

the actual voltage supplied.

Considering now the constancy of the voltage sup-

ply, the maximum voltage observed at any point was
244, which is 30 volts or 14 per cent higher than the

nominal. The minimum voltage observed at any point

was 216, which is 2 volts or 9 per cent higher than the

nominal. The maximum and minimum did not occur

at the same premises.

The greatest variation noted at any one test point

was from 235 volts to 218 volts, a variation of 17 volts

or 7.8 per cent of the minimum. The smallest variation

noted at any test point was from 240 volts, as a maxi-

mum, to 235 volts, as a minimum, a variation of 5 volts

or 2.1 of the minimum.
A variation of only 5 volts would not be objection-

able at any one station, provided the range was be-

tween the proper limits, but a variation of 17 volts

would be too high under any circumstances. An anal-

ysis of the voltage readings taken during a two-hour

period at some of the stations showing poor regulation,

indicates in almost all cases that the voltage maintained

was fairly constant for a period of about an hour, and

then suddenly changed to another voltage, in all cases

higher. This change occurred at about the hour of 9
o'clock and would seem to indicate a radical change
at that time either in the loading of the circuits or in

the source of supply. The moment-to-moment variation

was not, therefore, quite as bad as would be indicated

from the rfesults given in the attached table, but this

does not alter the fact that the variation is there and
that in all cases the voltages are altogether too high

in comparison with the nominal voltage.

Concerning a proper requirement for the allowable

variation of voltage at the consumer's premises, I will

say that some companies aim at and practically attain

a maximum variation of 2j^ volts above and below
the nominal pressure.

A 4700 foot dam with 4400 feet of spillway is being
built across the Mississippi river at Keokuk, Iowa.
The dam will be built of re-inforced concrete, with a

height of 37 feet and a base of 43 feet. The water thus

diverted will drive 30 turbine-units consisting of dou-
ble waterwheels and generator. The ultimate devel-

opment will be 200,000 h.p. for distribution throughout
the Middle West the first transmission line being to

St. Louis, a distance of 170 miles,

THE HOLTVILLE POWER COMPANY.
The Holtville Power Compan}' operates a hydro-

eletric plant at Holtville in the Imperial Valley of Cali-

fornia, which is said to be the only power plant below

the level of the sea. Water is diverted from the main

canal of the California Company three miles from

Holtville. From the power company's ditch the water

passes into a So-in. wood stave pipe, 200 ft. long,

which acts as a pen stock and gives a head of 76 ft.

at the power house in the canyon of the Alamo river.

Recently a new concrete powerhouse has been

completed, augmenting the 250 kw. Allis-Chalmers

Hydro-electric Plane of Holtville Power Company.

turbine and Bullock generator in the older brick power-

house with a 350 and a 700 kw. unit of the same make.

The transmission lines extend for eleven miles from

Holtville to El Centro, radiating thence 10 miles to

Calexico, 4 miles to Imperial and 11 miles to Brawley.

The auxiliary steam plant at El Centro is equipped

with a 250 kw. generator driven by a St. Louis Corliss

engine, supplied from Sterling boilers. This steam

plant, also furnishes power for the ice and cold storage

plant at El Centro with a production of forty-five tons

of ice daily, and a storage capacity of 6000 tons. An

additional 35-ton machine is now being installed.

An electric time recorder is used to determine the

time and speed of flight in German air-ship competi-

tion. It consists of a recording clock connected by

electric wires to the different observers who can record

the time of the air ships passing by pu.shing a button

thus actuating an electric magnetic marker in the clock.

This together with a telephone system insures ac-

curacy and prevents disputes.
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HOW TO FIGURE COST OF
ELECTRIC POWER.

BY S. V. WALTON.'

The purpose of the accompany-

ing tables is to enable any one to

determine by them the cost of any

amount of electric power. Sup-

pose, for example, A has a plant

to be equipped, say, with a 75 h.p.

motor. He wishes to operate,

say, 12 hours a day. He learns

that he can secure electric current,

He refers to the first table, and

glances down the first column till

he comes to 3 cents the kilowatt

hour. Opposite that, in the next

column, he sees 2.238 cents, which

is the equivalent rate for one

horsepower, since one horsepower

equals 746 watts or .746 of one

kilowatt. Then finding the col-

umn headed 12 and following it

down to the line opposite the 3

cents of the first column he finds

$10.95, which is the monthly cost,

and opposite this, in the next col-

umn, is $131.40, which is the an-

nual cost. Continuing on into the

next column he finds $8.17, which

is the monthly cost of one horse-

power, and in the next column,

just opposite, is $98.02, the yearly

cost of one horsepower.

Multiplying these monthl}' and

yearly horsepower costs by 75 he

has the cost for his plant. Sup-

pose now that he have his motor

tested and find that it is taking-

only 60 horsepower. Then his

power costs should be reduced ac-

cordingly, by figuring them at 60

horsepower instead of 75.

These tables save much figur-

ing-

^Manager Commercial Department,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
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ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY TELEGRAPH
SUPERINTENDENTS.

The following- papers have been announced for

presentation at the coming convention of the Associa-
tion of Railway Telegraph Superintendents, to be held
at Los Angeles, CaL, June 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24.

"Wireless Telegraphy," by AVilliam Maver, Jr.

"Education for Efficient Railroad Service," bv D
C. Euell.

^'Protecting Telephone Lines from Lightning- and
Other Disturbances." by M. E. Launbrancii.

"Automatic Block and Highway Crossing Signal-

ing/' by H. P. Ryner.

"Telephone Train Dispatching/' by E. E. Dildine.

"Testing of Telegraph and Telephone Circuits/'

by V. E. Kissinger.

"Telephoning to and from Trains/' by E. P, Grif-

fith.

"Composite Telephone Blocking/' by W. F. Wil-

liams.

Several matters of importance will be discussed

at the executive sessions, and a fine program of enter-

tainments is being provided.
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COMPARATIVE COST OF POWER.
In connection with the accompanying tables show-

ing the cost of electric power we publish, by permis-

sion, from Manifold & Poole's "Straight Line Engi-

neering Diagrams," one of a new set of ten which has

recently been added to this collection. This diagram

gives a graphic representation of the comparative cost

of power from different prime movers and may be used

as a basis for determining the

most economical power source.

As will be noted from the dia-

gram comparison is made between
a distillate engine, a crude oil en-

gine, a non-condensing steam en-

gine, a condensing steam en-

gine and an electric motor at vari-

ous prices for fuel or electricity.

These costs do not include labor,

water, maintenance, depreciation

or interest, being for fuel only.

The figures are based on average
conditions for Pacific Coast prac-

tice.

Corresponding costs may be
found along the same horizontal

line. For instance we find that

the power developed by a distil-

late engine with gasoline at S

cents per gallon is equivalent to

that developed by a crude oil en-

gine with oil at $1.47 per

barrel or 3j4c per gallon, to that

of a non-condensing steam engine

with coal at $2.58 per ton or to an

electric motor with power at .93

cent per kw. hr.

The diagram also shows the relative fuel values

of coal and of oil and the relation between barrels and

gallons of oil. Other uses will suggest themselves to

the reader who will find it a convenient means of

conversion and comparison. While its values are

necessarily approximate they give a rough and ready

method for field use which can be checked when more

complete data is available in the office.
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SELECTING WATER-POWER SITES BY CLAIR-
VOYANCE.

BY RUSSELL L. DUNN.

"Water-power sites" are not natural things. When
they exist at all they are artificial things. They hap-

pen as results of a selection, corresponding to a fabri-

cation, made with intention to accomplish particular

desired commercial results.

Comprehensively, a "water-power site" is the sur-

face of the land on which are emplaced all of the fabri-

cated water works which turn or divert water from the

situs of its natural fall, described commonly as flow,

and on the selected artificial situs convert that fall

into that physical form of energy which we describe

as work.

In detail, the fabricated waterworks may include

as items, all, or only a part of

:

1. Dams (one or several) placed in the bed of

the natural channels of water flow.

2. Canal, ditch, flume, or pipe, (one or several),

conduits for the water.

3. Reservoir (one or several) conduits for the

water.

4. Penstock (one or several) conduits for the

water and at the same time part of the engine for con-

verting the fall of the water into work.

5. Power house (one or several) sheltering" the

more obvious parts of the engine for converting the

fall of the water into work, and water-wheels, air com-
pressors and electric generators.

6. Power transmission conduit (one or several)
;

poles, pulleys and cables or ropes for transmission of

direct water-power (work), poles and wires for trans-

mission of work as electric power, and pipes for trans-

mission of work as compressed air power.
The indispensable items are "penstock" and

"power transmission conduit." The "penstock" may
be emplaced in the natural situs of the water flow and
be itself arranged as an air compressor which will au-

tomatically convert part of the fall of the water into

"work." A "pipe line" to conduct the compressed air

will make the work commercially available as "com-
pressed air power." Any engineer will immediately
think of particular plans for the conversion of the fall

of water into work from which one or more of the
above mentioned items will be missing.

Practically, the particular fabricated waterworks
of the above items are first determined from commer-
cial considerations, are planned to produce a desired
commercial result from the marketing or commercial
use of "work" (which is ^commonly spoken of as
power) and the situs of their emplacement, the selec-

tion of the land on which they would be fabricated,
comes last.

The theory of "conservation of water-power sites,"

which was invented for ex-President Roosevelt by Mr.
Gifford Pinchot and by their strenuous advocacy has
become a political issue, has obviously assumed that
the order of construction of a water-power business
is just the opposite—that the situs of emplacement of
waterworks is invariably natural and exclusive, that
the situs is definable or ascertainable from an examina-
tion of the land surface, and that the situs is selected
in advance of planning the waterworks and in advance
of desiring any particular commercial result from the

marketing of work as one or other commercial form

of water-power. This is the theory of the Pickett

bill under consideration by Congress, which provides

for public land withdrawals in blocks on the assump-

tion that in advance of any determined commercial

result desired by anybody Federal bureau officials

can select and classify the parcels of public land from

the blocks which will thereafter be the situs of em-
placement for any waterworks which may thereafter

be planned to produce particular commercial results for

someone.

Now the practical fact of the matter being that

'the situs of emplacement is selected after the particu-

lar fabrication of waterworks is planned, the latter

only being planned after a particular commercial re-

sult from the marketing of a particular form of water-

power has been conceived as desirable, it follows,

therefore : that unless Federal bureau officials charged
with the duty of classifying "water-power sites" from
the public land have the clairvoyant knowledge with

which to forsee the future, to forsee what particular

commercial result from water-power manufacture will

be conceived sometime by someone as desirable, and to

foresee the particular waterworks fabrication which
will then be planned—unless they have this power of

second sight to read the future before it comes—they

will certainly be unable to select now the situs of em-
placement of waterworks which have not even been
conceived—that is pick out particular parcels of pub-
lic land which will be, not are, "water-power sites."

It is of course conceivable that Federal bureau offi-

cials will be able to select land which can be used for

the emplacement of waterworks of their planning to

produce a commercial result which they may conceive

as desirable, but, for the moment going a step further

—

assume the government selection made and a price

or conditions named by the government for the use

of the selection, immediately thereupon the government
selection becomes competitively considered with other

sites and that site is ultimately adopted which produces

the best commercial result quite regardless of whether
or not it is the government selection or not.

Illustrating this, there may be taken the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey topographic atlas sheets of any west-

ern source of water supply with the public land sur-

vey lines platted on it. No matter what selection of

40-acre parcels of land may be made as a governmental
"water-power site" for that source of water supply,

it will still be possible to make an entirely independent

selection which would be a possible site for water-

works utilizing the same water supply. The fact is

that for almost every western source of water supply

there are possible not one, but several, plans of

waterworks which would make it available for power
manufacture, and not one, but several water-power

sites.

Any selection or classification of public land as

"water-power sites" is a mere pretense unless it con-

templates selecting or classifying all the public land as

"water-power sites" which may by any possible plan-

ning of disposition of waterworks become the situs of

any of them. If this be done it means the indefinite

withdrawal from settlement or other disposal of about

all the remaining public land fit for settlement situ-

ated in the western states. After a water-power site
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is commercially selected from it, the other land re-

served pending this commercial selection may or may
not become available for settlement and other disposal.

It is quite conceivable that even after a commercial
selection has been made it may be abandoned and
another selection made which might take advantage of

the premature disposal of the other land.

It is indisputable that if there be selected all of

the 40-acre parcels of public land which touch the

natural channels of water flow, then the Federel gov-
ernment will have land some of which must be used as

part of the situs of waterworks for power manufac-
ture. The public land so reserved by selection would
hardly be describable as water-power sites, however.
It would operate to fence in water owned by the states

very much as the commercial device termed a "spite

fence" encloses the plot of a land owner so that he

cannot get full use and full value out of his property.

If the Federal government were to go about get-

ting what some of its administrative officials seem to

want in this direct mode, there would be no reason

for the withdrawal of public land in blocks as proposed

by the Pickett bill. It would only be necessary to amend
the existing public land laws by providing that there

should be reserved from disposal any 40-acre tract

traversed by or bordering on any natural water flow.

Then the United States spider could sit in the midst

of the web absolutely sure that the private flies would
be caught when they come to get water. But, this

would only happen when all the land bordering on
water flows is public land, a condition quite unusual

in any of the states, although usual in some of the ter-

ritorial possessions. In the states where much land

bordering on water flows having convertible falls is

already private land, the withdrawal must include prac-

tically all the public land which is worth anything for

settlement as well as what public land there is on the

water courses.

Much has been made in yeiiow print of what has

already been accomplished by Federal bureau officials

in so-called saving to the people of "water-power sites."

If the particular instances be examined in detail it

will appear that in no case has anything been accom-

plished by the selective initiative of Federal bureau

officials in defining "water-power sites." Every case

has been a case of initiative by private persons who
have planned particular fabrications of waterworks for

particular commercial results of their own conception.

It has happened that some of the situs of emplacement

proposed is public land. The Federal bureau officials

being advised of this selection have thereupon selected

the same parcels of public land as "water-power sites,"

and by preventing the use of these parcels for the situs

of the planned structures except on their own arbitrary

conditions claim that they have saved them for the

people.

Owens river as a source of water supply tor power
manufacture has already furnished three instances

which illustrate what has just been stated. In two
the entire fabrication of waterworks proper is on pri-

vate land, only a part of the situs of emplacement of

the pole and wire line conduit for electric power hap-

pens to be public land. Further, the public land is

desert in character, unavailable for settlement except

as mining causes temporary settlement. There being

no color of law at the time for Federal bureau interfer-

ence with the appropriation of a pole and wire line

easement on desert pul)lic land, the Federal bureau

officials selected from this public land parcels cover-

ing a barren mountain range on which there was a

scattered nut pine growth of absolutely no economic

value except as a temporary source of fuel for mining,

and officially declared it a national forest. A few miles

of pole and wire electric power conduit being unavoid-

ably within this "faked" national forest the Federal

Forestry bureau declared (in efifect) the situs of this

line within the faked national forest a "water-power

site" and proceeded to prevent its use except on impos-

sible conditions which were not acceded to. The sav-

ing to the people accomplished by the Forestry bureau

officials has been the shutting out of one of the two

enterprises from its intended market, the mines of

Goldfield, and the needless creation of a monopoly

of power business in Goldfield and Tonopah for the

other enterprise.

The third instance is the power manufacturing en-

terprise of the City of Los Angeles in which the entire

fabrication of waterworks is on private land except

parts of the canal and pipe line conduit of the water

which in this case will be used in a power house 180

miles distant from the natural source of the water.

The "water-power site" on the public land in this in-

stance consists of a part of the situs of the water con-

duit. The location of the situs has been changed as the

actual fabrication of the water conduit has progressed.

The entire location is the result of private initiative.

Now the point of mentioning these instances is

this. Ten years back in time neither Goldfield nor To-

nopah existed, nor had the idea been conceived of Los

Angeles manufacturing water-power from the use of

Owens river by the absolute creation of an artificial

fall for its water 180 miles away from the river. How
then could Federal bureau officials have selected ten

years ago the public land parcels from block with-

drawals which are now, to employ their own descrip-

tive term, "water-power sites" of Owens river, Califor-

nia? Could they have done it ten years ago had then

Chief Forester Pinchot given his young assistants the

advantage of a college education at public expense

in the black art of "clairvoyance" as well as a college

education in forest culture and rain-making? If Fed-

eral bureau officials could not have looked into the

crystal ten years ago and there and then seen the

"water-power sites" which are to-day, how then shall

they today look into the crystal and see in the with-

drawn blocks of public land the "water-power sites"

of the next century's making? "Pish!" with apology

to Omar Khayam, "Ex-Chief-Forester Pinchot is a

good fellow. He means well."

Regulation of Niagara's power development is pro-

vided in a treaty recently signed by the United States

and Great Britain. The Canadian side is to be permit-

ted the use of 36,000 cubic feet per second, while the

New York side will be allowed to use 20,000 cubic feet

per second. The Canadian allotment will make possi-

ble a much larger development than is now in use, but

as the developing companies are permitted by the Ca-

nadian authorities, as well as by the United States au-

thorities, to transmit and sell in the United States at

least half of the power generated in Canada, the New
York side is benefited by the Canadian development.
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POWER DEVELOPMENT IN THE PUGET
SOUND COUNTRY/

Industrial development always follows the line of

least resistance. The localities that attain pre-eminence

in industry are those which are rich in transportation

facilities, in varied natural resources, and in the means

of generating power. A locality may become great

through the possession of two, or even one, of these

characteristics ; but ideal conditions are found only

when the three are combined. The Puget Sound coun-

try is industrially in its infancy : though it has already

acquired large stature, its growth is insignificant in

comparison with that for which all its conditions are

preparing it. It has hydroelectric potentialities many
times in excess of its present industrial activity ; it has

raw materials suitable for manufacturing on the great-

est scale; and nowhere in either hemisphere are there

better facilities for transportation.

There is no mistaking the conclusion to be drawn

from the fact that the population of Seattle has in-

creased from 80,000 in 1900 to approximately 300,000

in 1910, or that Tacoma has in the same period grown
from less than 38,000 to 125,000. Such figures can mean
but one thing ; they indicate the birth throes of cities

of the first magnitude. These great and rapidly grow-

ing Puget Sound cities have a significance that is pos-

sessed by almost every American city of size ; that is,

they signify a surrounding country rich either in nat-

ural resources or in industrial activity. These particu-

lar cities represent both great natural resources and

rapid strides in their industrial development.

It was no longer ago than 1853 that the State of

Washington was part of the Territory of Oregon. In

those days there were no more than a handful of people

there. Today there are practically a million and a

half; and by far the greater part of this growth has

fallen within the last two decades. When one notes

such an extensive movement of population as this, it

is perfectly safe to infer industrial opportunities of the

first order. These opportunities have been sufficiently

developed in the last decade or two for their real char-

acter to be seen. The magnificent forests of Washing-
ton have been productive of a vast lumber industry,

and have made the rapidly growing city of Everett the

most important point on earth for the export of shin-

gles. The climate is such that agriculture is here pur-

sued under the most advantageous conditions. In the

Puget Sound country are vast deposits of coal, and
although these are hardly at the beginning of their

development, Washington is annually mining 3,000,000
tons of coal. Much of the bituminous coal here found
is of excellent coking character, a fact of importance
in view of the iron deposits of which this region is

possessed. Though the metals have not been among
the leading causes of the present prosperity of Wash-
ington, the industry has not been neglected ; the mines
of the State are producing gold, silver, lead, copper,
quicksilver, zinc, arsenic, antimony, molybdenum,
nickel, cobalt, tungsten, titanium, bismuth, sulphur,
selenium, tellurium, tin and platinum. Mention should
also be made of the fisheries; its salmon canneries
have carried the name of the bustling manufacturing
city of Bellingham far and wide.

'PubHo Service Journal.

Here we have the raw materials of a great indus-

trial community. To these must be added the vast

transportation facilities with which the State has been
and still is being equipped in order to make effective

the opportunities for commerce afforded by the pe-

culiar coast line of Puget Sound. And for the most
successful exploitation of all these resources and facili-

ties, the State of Washington is endowed with hydro-
electric potentialities of a character to stamp this region

as "the most fertile field for power development in the

United States."

The purpose of this article is to dwell on certain

features of the power situation in that part of the

Pacific Northwest commonly known as the Puget
Sound Country. This district comprises the territory

lying between the Olympic and Cascade mountains, its

chief physical feature being the great island sea known
as the Puget Sound. The shore of this body of water
exceeds 2000 miles and is broken by numerous bays
and harbors, upon which are located Seattle, Tacoma,
Everett and Bellingham. This country possesses a

most equable climate, mild in winter and cool in sum-
mer. Its natural resources are multifold, and to their

development may be traced the rise of that long chain

of prosperous cities and thriving towns which have

made "Puget Sound" a familiar phrase in two hemis-

pheres—Bellingham with its 40,000 population, Ever-

ett with 36,000, Seattle with 300,000 and Tacoma with

125,000. Here we find lumbering conducted on a most
extensive scale ; and here, on the deforested lands, ag-

riculture has for years been appealing to the marvelous

tide of immigration that has characterized the State of

Washington, and in particular that form of agriculture

from which such large profits are today derived—fruit

growing. Here mines of every description are being

developed, and fisheries whose products travel as far

east as the Atlantic seaboard. Those three concomi-
tants of successful manufactures—materials, power,

transportation—are all here, with the inevitable result

of a great and rapidly increasing industrial activity.

And here foreign commerce has grown to such propor-

tions that Seattle is now contesting the first place on
the Pacific with San Francisco.

Two streams particularly available for supplying

hydroelectric power to this region are the Snoqualmie
and White rivers. Of the two plants here mentioned,
the Snoqualmie river has been harnessed for a number
of years. It is owned and operated by the Seattle-

Tacoma Power Co. The Pacific Coast Power Co.

is the possesor of certain land and water rights

essential to the development of power on the White
river, within twenty miles of Seattle and fifteen miles

of Tacoma. This company is preparing for an ultimate

development ,of 80,000 horsepower from the White
river, with a first development, at present under con-

struction, of about 27,000 horsepower. The Snoqual-
mie plant has now 14,000 developed horsepower, and
the development of 9000 additional horsepower is Hear-

ing completion. This power is distributed in Everett,

Seattle and Tacoma. So rapid, however, is the increase

in the demand in these cities and the surrounding coun-

try that the development of the water rights on the

White river has become a matter of urgent necessity.

Water is to be diverted from AA^hite river into a

storage basin of about 2,436,570,000 cubic feet capacity,
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including- the sheet known as Lake Tapps, and deliv-

ered at the turbine water wheels in the g'eneraling sta-

tion on Stuck river, through steel penstocks under a

head of 415 feet. The initial development will be about

27,000 horsepower, but the dam, canal, reservoir and
forebay will be constructed to take care of the ulti-

mate capacity of the plant, namely, in excess of 80,000

horsepower. Owing to the latter fact, the company
will be able to make its future increases in generating

capacit)' at a very reasonable cost.

That increases will be called for in the very near

future, is beyond all doubt. The initial development
of 27,000 horsepower will be completed by the fall of

191 1, but this whole amount is in a fair way to be im-

mediately absorbed, and the presumption is irresista-

ble that an increase in generating capacity must follow

without delay.

The condition in which the Pacific Coast Power
Company finds itself, is, in fact, a very striking indi-

cation of the growth of community life in the North-

west, and particularly in the Puget Sound country.

Empire building in that section of the United States

is proceeding at a pace that precludes any rest on the

part of those whose function it is to provide public

utilities. In common parlance much is said about pro-

viding facilities for the future ; as a matter of fact, the

work of providing facilities for the present is taxing

every energy.

CENSUS FIGURES ON ELECTRIC POWER.
According to the figures of the Bureau of the Cen-

sus in 1902 the annual output of all electric stations

and electric railways in the United States amounted to

4,768,535,512 kilowatt hours. In 1907 the output of

the two classes of stations was 10,621,406,837 kilowatt

hours, the increase in that year as compared with 1902

being 5,852,871,325 kilowatt hours, or 122.7 per cent.

In 1902 the output by electric railways formed 47.4

per cent of the total, but by 1907 the proportion for

such railways had fallen to 44.9 per cent.

The number of commercial and municipal plants

increased from 3620 in 1902 to 4714 in 1907. the in-

crease amounting to 1094 or 30.2 per cent. The appli-

cation of the same rate of increase to the estimated

number of isolated plants in 1902 gives an estimate of

65,000 for 1907. To what extent the utilization of sur-

plus power in the operation of private electric plants to

furnish light and power for large mills, department

stores, hotels and other industrial enterprises has' stim-

ulated the increase in these plants it is, the report

declares, impossible to state, and notice is given that

the estimate, therefore, may be more or less than the

actual number of isolated plants in existence.

Referring to power or generating plants, the report

states that the number of primary power of generating

plants was not called for in the schedule used for re-

porting central stations in 1907, but some idea of their

number may be had from the fact that the returns

showed 4731 plants equipped with dynamos for the

generation of electricity. Of the 4,714 stations re-

ported in T907, 227 had no generating equipment, while

113 had more than one power plant. This latter class

reported 357 generating stations.

There were, in 1907, according to the report, up-

ward of 30,000 individuals, companies, corporations,

and municipalities, exclusive of isolated electric plants,

which reported the generation or utilization of electric

current in what may be termed "commercial enter-

prises."
,

These industries represent an outstanding capital-

ization of $6,209,746,753, of which amount $1,367,338,-

836 is credited to central electric stations—$3,774,722,-

096 to electric railways, $814,616,004 to commercial or

mutual telephone companies, and $253,019,817 to tele-

graph companies, the latter item including $32,726,242,

the capital stock of wireless telegraph companies. The
capitalization of the 17,702 independent farmer or rural

telephone lines and of the 1157 electric police-patrol

and fire-alarm systems could not be ascertained.

With regard to street railways, it was found in

1907 that car mileage had increased 41.4 per cent;

there was a gain of 63.3 per cent in the total number
of passengers ; a rise of 55.9 per cent in the number of

fare passengers ; the number of companies increased

25.2 per cent ; the trackage lengthened by 52.4 per

cent; the gross income of the railways jumped 71.6

per cent ; the amount of salaries and wages kept up-

ward pace with the rest; and electricity practically

superseded all other kinds of motive power.

CHINESE PIG FOR IRONDALE FURNACES.
In reporting the signing of a contract for the sup-

pi}' of Chinese pig iron and iron ore to an American
concern by the Hanyang Iron and Steel Works, of

Hankow, Vice-Consul Hubert G. Baugh gives the fol-

lowing details

:

The contract calls for the shipment to the Western
Steel Corporation, at Irondale, Washington, of at least

36,000 tons each of pig iron and iron ore annually for

15 years. At the option of the purchaser the ship-

ments may be increased to 100,000 tons in a year. This

Chinese ore is guaranteed 62 per cent pure, and the

pig iron from it was quoted last December at $25 per

ton, against $23 to $24.50 for English and Continental.

The total output of pig iron of the Hanyang works
for 1909 was 74,000 tons. A new blast furnace to be

started shortly will enable this to be doubled, but if

the possible maximum of 100,000 tons is desired by
the American Steel Company it can readily be seen

that the larger part of the output of the Hanyang
works will be exported. Exports to Shanghai and

other Chinese ports amounted in 1909 to 16,800 tons,

to Japan 23,700, to the United States 3800, a total of

44,300 tons.

The Robert Dollar Steamship Company will trans-

port the ore and pig iron, and at least 12 trips a year

will be necessary to carry the minimum amount. For
this service one or two new steamers will immediately

be constructed in the British Isles. Though these will

fly the British flag they will be owned by American
capitalists. It will require considerable freight to fill

these vessels in the outward cargo, and this enterprise

should help increase trade between Ihc United States

and China. The proposed trip next Septcmiier of rep-

resentatives of the /Associated Chambers of Commerce
of the Pacific Coast should further stimulate this com-
merce.
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THE WATTHOUR METER. '^'^^ horsepower capacity of any alternating current

motor or motors shall be assumed to be that which is in-
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES. ,. , , , ^ , , , . ,

dicated by the manufacturer s standard nommal ratmg or
(Continued.)

ratings; and each horsepower shall be deemed to be equal

CHAPTER VIII. to seven hundred and forty-six watts. The company shall,

RTTppp-CTrMf A'TTVF SrHFDTJT FS OF RATES however, have the right ,from time to time, to test any such

motor or motors, and if it be found on any such test that the

The Commonwealth Edison Co., of Chicago, 111. actual horsepower used by such motor or motors exceeds its

Schedule A.—Regular Lighting Rate. or their rated capacity, the kilowatt equivalent of the maxl-

The following is the regular rate for electricity for light- mum horsepower actually used shall constitute the consumer's

ing purposes, or upon an interior distributing circuit carrying maximum demand.

electricity for lighting and also for heating or power through A discount of one cent (lo.) per kilowatt-hour on the con

the same meter, as measured by a meter or meters owned sumer's total monthly consumption will be allowed on

and installed by the company: monthly bills paid on or before ten days after their respective

dates.
Thirteen cents (l3o) per kilowatt hour for all electricity

,j,j^g consumer shall pay to the company each month not
consumed in each month up to and including an amount that
would be equal to thirty hours' use o£ the consumer's maximum less than fifty cents (50c.) per horsepower, or fraction
demand in such month, and seven cents (7c) per kilowatt hour thereof, in rated capacity ot motor or motors connected.
for all electricity consumed in such month in excess of that
^'"°""'^' Schedule C—Wholesale Rates for Electricity.

Maximum recording meters will be installed by the com- ^^y consumer entering into a written contract to use the
pany for the purpose of ascertaining the maximum demand, company's electricity for either lighting or power, or both,
except where the capacity ot the consumer's installation is

j^^. ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ jg^g ^-^^^ g^g yg^j.^ j^ ^ny single premises
less than one kilowatt, in which case the maximum demand

oggupigd ^y him, will, at his option, be given a wholesale rate
will be estimated. j^p such premises, in lieu of the rates stated in Schedules A

A discount of one cent per kilowatt hour on the con- ^^^ ^^ ^^^^-^ wholesale rate shall consist of both a primary
sumer's total monthly consumption will be allowed on ^^^ ^ secondary charge in accordance with the following
monthly bills paid on or before ten days after their respective

specification of charges:
dates.

The rate stated in this schedule A covers and includes, Direct Current.—Contract Without Guaranty,

for incandescent lighting, the free installation and use of the Primary Charges,

proper supply of incandescent lamps of the company's pres- For Each Month:

ent standard carbon filament types, and of the same voltage, ^3 20 per kilowatt of the consumer's maximum demand in

efficiency and candlepower as the incandescent lamps now guch month up to and including 20 kilowatts,

furnished by the company.
^2.50 per kilowatt of the excess of the consumer's maximum

An abatement or reduction of one-half cent (14c.) per demand in such month over 20 and up to and including
kilowatt-hour from the aforesaid rate shall be allowed to a g„ vjinwatts
consumer furnishing, maintaining and renewing all the lamps

^, . ^ , i • 1, • t J ,, !,„ $2.20 per kilowatt of the excess of the consumers maximum
or other forms of electric lUummants used by him. * "

demand in such month over 50 kilowatts.

Schedule B.-Regular Power Rate. Secondary Charges.
The following is the regular rate tor electricity used for Eh Month-

power purposes exclusively, as measured by a meter or

meters owned and installed by the company: ^^ T^'"'' kilowatt-hour for the consumption in such month
up to and including 2000 kilowatt hours.

Eleven cents (He) per kilowatt hour for all electricity
3^ kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

consumed in each month up to and including an amount that ^

would be equal to thirty hours' use of the consumer's maximum month over 2000 and up to and including 5000 kilowatt
demand in such month; and six cents (6c) per kilowatt hour hours,
for all electricity consumed in such month in excess of that
amount. _ 1.4c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

Wlien the electricity is taken from the company's direct oionVa. over 5000 kilowatt-hours.

current system, the greatest number of kilowatts used at one Contract with Guaranty
time (the peak of the load) in any month shall be deemed the ,„ , .,, ,, ^ , .

, , , , ^. , . ,. If the consumer will guarantee that his maximum de-
maximum demand for such month; and maximum recording , . , ,,,,», ^^.,,.,.,,, ^, « i,, „ mand m each year of the contract term shall be not less than
meters will be furnished by the company tor the purpose of . , ,, . . , ^ ^

. . . ,^ . J , ..,,., -^ 200 kilowatts, the following primary and secondary charges
ascertaining the maximum demand, except where the capacity

of the consumer's installation is less than one kilowatt, in

which case the maximum demand will be estimated. Primary Charges.
When the electricity is taken from the company's alter-

^28.00 per kilowatt per year reckoned upon 200 kilowatts, the
nating current system, the maximum demand for any month guaranteed maximum demand; and
shall be the number of kilowatts equal to a percentage of the
,.,,.,,, ., » J u 1, * i J $25.00 per kilowatt per year for the excess, if any, over 200
total kilowatt capacity represented by all motors connected, ^ •- ,

, . , , 1, I, 1, J .i, iu j^ 11 kilowatts of the consumers actual maximum demand
which percentage shall be in accordance with the following
. . , . , recorded in the year.
table of percentages:

Such primary charges for each year to be paid by the
Where installations are under 10 horsepower, and only consumer in installments as follows:

one motor is used SS^o At the end of each month he shall pay $2.33 1-3 per kilo-

Where Installations are under 10 horsepower, and more watt reckoned upon 200 kilowatts, and $2.08 1-3 per kilowatt
than one motor is used 75^0 for the excess, if any, over 200 kilowatts of the maximum

Where installations are from 10 horsepower to 50 horse- demand recorded in the year previously to that time.

power, both inclusive (irrespective of number of At the end of the year he shall pay the difference, if

motors) 65% any, between the sum of the prescribed monthly installments

Where installations are over 50 horsepower (irrespective for the year, and the amount constituting the full primary

of number of motors) 55% charge for the year.
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Secondary Charges.

For Each Month:

6c per kilowatt-hour for consumption in sucli mouth up
to and including 2000 kilowatt-hours.

3c per kilowatt-hour for the e.xcess consumption in such
month over 2000 and up to and including 5000 kilowatt-

hours.

1.4c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such
month over 5000 kilowatt-hours.

Alternating Current Transformed.—Contract Without
Guaranty.

Primary Charges.

For Each Month:

$3.20 per kilowatt of the consumer's ma.ximum demand in

such month up to and including 20 kilowatts.

?2.20 per kilowatt of the excess of the consumer's maximum
demand in such month over 20 and up to and including

50 kilowatts.

$2.00 per kilowatt of the excess of the consumer's maximum
demand in such month over 50 kilowatts

Secondary Charges.

For Each Month:

6c per kilowatt-hour for the consumption in such month
up to and including 2000 kilowatt-hours.

3c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such
month over 2000 and up to and including 5000 kilowatt-

hours.

1.1c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

month over 5000 and up to and including 30,000 kilowatt-

hours.

.9c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such
month over 30,000 kilowatt-hours.

Contract With Guaranty.

If the consumer will guarantee that his maximum demand
in each year of the contract term shall be not less than 200

kilowatts, the following primary and secondary charges will

be made:

Primary Charges,

J26.00 per kilowatt per year reckoned upon 200 kilowatts, the

guaranteed maximum demand; and

$21.50 per kilowatt per year for the excess, if any, over 200

kilowatts of the consumer's actual maximum demand
recorded in the year.

Such primary charges for each year to be paid by the

consumer in installments as follows:

At the end of each month he shall pay $2.16 2-3 per

kilowatt reckoned upon 200 kilowatts, and $1.75 1-6 per

kilowatt for the excess, if any, over 200 kilowatts of the

maximum demand recorded in the year previously to that

time.

At the end of the year he shall pay the difference, if any,

between the sum of the prescribed monthly installments for

the year, and the amount constituting the full primary charge

for the year.

Secondary Charges.

For Each Month:

6c per kilowatt for the consumption in such month up to

and including 2000 kilowatt-hours.

3c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

month over 2000 and up to and including 5000 kilowatt-

hours.

1.1c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such
month over 5000 and up to and inchuiiitg 30,000 kilowatt-

hours.

.9c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

month over 30,000 kilowatt hours.

Alternating Current Untransformed.—Contract With
Guaranty.

If the consumer will guarantee that his maximum demand
in each year of the contract term shall be not less than 200

kilowatts, the following primary and secondary charges will

be made:

Primary Charges.

$25.00 per kilowatt per year reckoned upon 200 kilowatts, the

guaranteed maximum demand; and

$20.50 per kilowatt per year for the excess, if any, over 200

kilowatts of the consumer's actual maximum demand
recorded in the year.

Such primary charges for each year to be paid by the

consumer in installments as follows:

At the end of each month he shall pay $2.08 1-3 pei

kilowatt reckoned upon 200 kilowatts, and $1.70 5-6 per kilo-

watt for the excess, if any, over 200 kilowatts of the maximum
demand recorded in the year previously to that time.

At the end of the year he shall pay the difference, if any;

between the sum of the prescribed monthly installments for

the year, and the amount constituting the 'full primarj

charge for the year.

Secondary Charges.

For Each Month:

6c per kilowatt-hour tor the consumption in such month
up to and including 2000 kilowatt-hours.

2.7c per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

month over 2000 and up to and including 5000 kilowatt-

hours.

Ic per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

month over 5000 and up to and including 30,000 kilowatt

hours.

.Sc per kilowatt-hour for the excess consumption in such

month over 30,000 kilowatt-hours.

Bills for both primary and secondary charges will be ren

dered monthly and a discount of ten per cent. (10%) upon the

secondary charges will be allowed on all bills paid on or

before ten days after their respective dates.

Schedule U.—Automobile Charging in Private Garages.

The rate for electricity for charging automobiles in pri-

vate garages is either the regular power rate specified in

Schedule B, or the power rate under contract for one year or

longer specified in Schedule D as the consumer may prefer,

subject, however, to the following additional provisions:

The net minimum charge to be paid by the consumer
each month shall be not less than sixty-six and two-thirds

cents (66 2-3c) for each kilowatt of the consumer's maximum
demand in such month, and no monthly bill shall be less than

one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50). Where alternating current

charging boards are used no monthly bill shall be less than

one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) for each charging board.

Schedule V.—Automobile Charging in Public Garages.

The rate for electricity for charging automobiles in public

garages is either the regular power rate specified in Schedule

B, or the power rate under contract for one year or longer,

specified in Schedule D, as the consumer may prefer, subject,

however, to the following additional privisions:

If the consumer agrees not to make use of the company's

service for this purpose during the two hours of the day be-

tween four and six o'clock P. M., his net rate for electricity
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furnished for charging automobiles shall not exceed five cents

(5c,) per kilowatt-hour.

Where alternating current charging boards are used no

monthly bill shall be less than one dollar and fifty cents

($1.50) for each charging board.

Schedule W.—Rates for "Throw-Over" Switch Service.

Where a consumer s premises are supplied with electricity

either for light or power, or both, from some plant in the

building in which the premises are situated (whether such

plant belongs to the consumer or not), and such consumer

desires to be in a position to use, or in fact uses, the com-

pany's electrical service, not regularly but only occasionally

and during the temporary break-down or cessation of such

plant; or where a consumer's premises are supplied with

power of any kind from any plant in the building in which the

premises are situated (whether such plant be an electric plant

or not, or be owned by the consumer or not), and such con-

sumer desires to be in a position to use, or in fact uses, the

company's electrical power service, not regularly but only

occasionally and during the temporary bread-down or cessa-

tion of such plant, the consumer will be charged and must pay

to the company for such emergency service the rate herein-

after in this schedule provided, to-wit:

Such rate will be that specified in Schedule A. D. or E, ac-

cording to the purpose for which the service is used, with the

additional requirement that the consumer shall pay, irre-

spective of the amount of his consumption, a minimum
monthly charge depending upon the number and capacity of

lamps, motors and other apparatus arranged for connection

with the company's service, which charge shall be in accord-

ance with the following table of minimum charges:

For each incandescent lamp so connected, ten cents (10c)

per month where the lamp has a capacity of fifty (50) watts

or less, at rated voltage, and at the rate of ten cents (10c)

per month for fifty (50) watts of capacity where the lamp has

a capacity exceeding fifty (50) watts.

For each aix lamp so connected one dollar ($1.00) per

month where the lamp has a capacity of five hundred (500)

watts or less, at rated voltage, and at the rate of one dollar

($1.00) per month for five hundred (500) watts of capacity

where the lamp has a capacity exceeding five hundred (500)

watts.

For each motor so connected, other than a motor used

for operating elevators, hoists or similar machinery, one

dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) per month per rated horsepower

of such motor.

For each motor so connected used for operating eleva-

tors, hoists or similar machinery, five dollars ($5.00) per

month per rated horsepower of such motor.

The company will furnish emergency service under this

schedule only when the premises are situated on its existing

lines having the requisite capacity, and only when the con-

sumer signs a contract for the service, running for one year

or longer and specifying the number and capacity of lamps,

motors or other electrical apparatus in his premises that are

to be supplied with the company's electricity during such

occasional periods and providing that the consumer shall so

arrange his wiring that no lamps, motors or apparatus other

than those specified in the contract can be thrown on the com-

pany's service by means of switches, or otherwise. For the

purpose of this service the company will enter its service

main into the building in which the consumer's premises are

situated (providing the consumer, in case he shall not own
the building, shall obtain the necessary consent from the

owner), and the consumer must, at his own expense, install

switches and such other equipment as may be necessary for

connecting his premises with such service main at the point

of entry into the building. For service under this schedule

the company will not furnish lamps or renewals for the same.

(To be continued.)

HISTORY OF THE STOCKTON WATER
COMPANY.
EY J. W. H.\LL,

The, growth of the Stockton waterworks, now
owned by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, forms
an interesting record of an increasing water supply

gained from the sinking and operation of a large ntim-

ber of deep wells to keep pace with the development
of a city having a population of 25,000.

When primitive man abandoned the nomadic habit,

which is still manifest in some Asiatic tribes and
in the life of gypsies, he naturally settled down
close to a water supply ; and near to streams grew
the earliest communities. As towns arose and cov-

ered a wider area immediate access to the stream be-

came more difficult for the distant house-holders, and
out of this condition grew the necessity for and the

development of systems for delivering water through
ditches. The drying up of the closest streams after

long seasons of drought, the increase of population,

and the constantly growing demands for more water
for other than ordinary domestic uses produced condi-

tions that, in time, brought about the splendid stone

reservoirs, aqueducts, and surface-delivery systems
that reached a wonderful condition even 2,000 years

ago for the city of Rome, where many of the original

constructions are still extant.

With the development of civilization and the

growth of modern cities more and more water has

been required for the industries, for fire protection,

for irrigation, and for domestic purposes. And wher-
ever there is a natural demand for anything, that thing

becomes worth something and salable, and inventive

and ingenious man arises with projects for furnishing

a suppl}' and reaping the financial reward. Thus it

is that man and corporations and cities themselves

have gone far afield in search of a water source for

growing communities that promised to require much
more than was immediately available.

In California, owing to its peculiar climatic con-

ditions and the cessation of rain during practically

the whole summer period from the first of April to

the first of October, the conservation of water has

become a paramount principle governing the growth
of the state. At times it has been impossible to sup-

ply enough water to the inhabitants of some congested

centres of population. During a protracted dry sea-

son following a period of comparatively light snows
on the mountains rnany of the streams have almost

entirely disappeared, but generally below the beds of

some of them have percolated water at a great depth.

In some places wells sunk deep enough to tap these

subterranean supplies have found water with sufficient

pressure to bring it bubbling up and overflowing above

the surface of the earth. These are artesian wells.

Stockton, although situated on the San Joaquin,

one of the two great rivers of the State, cannot use

river water for household purposes because it is brack-

ish from the backing up of the high tides of San Fran-

cisco bay. When Stockton became the centre of dis-

tribution for supplies to the great mines along the

mother lode then the necessity arose for obtaining a

large supply of water for domestic purposes and for
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fire protection, because the future of the town was
assured. Deep wells were sunk and an artesian flow

was secured, and the expansion of this principle is the

basis of Stockton's supply.

The history of the Stockton Water Company cov-

ers a period of half a century. In 1859, ten years after

the first wild rush of goldseekers into California, P. E.

Connor made a contract with the town of Stockton

and the county of San Joaquin whereby for a period

of twenty years he was to have the use of wells owned
by the town on a certain lot, was to pay $10 a month
rental for the lot with the privilege of purchase, and
was to supply the town and county's needs of water

for a consideration of $700 a year. This arrangement

was the beginning of the water company that gave

Stockton a supply that its citizens could obtain as reg-

ular customers of the company. But it was not until

August of 1867 that the company was incorporated,

and then its capital stock appeared as $100,000, and

it had a franchise that would run fifty years. Evi-

dently O'Connor bought the lot from the city, because

the records show that a few days after the incorpora-

tion papers were filed he deeded the lot to the Stock-

ton Water Works Company, which was practically

owned by L. L. Bradbury and wife of Los Angeles.

The Bradburys retained possession until 1891, when
they sold everything but the lot to the present Stock-

ton Water Company.
This Stockton Water Company was organized in

October of 1890, with W. S. McMurtry of Los Gatos,

W. S. McMurtry, Jr., of San Francisco, John Flour-

noy of San Francisco, C. T. Ryland of San Jose and

R. D. Murphy of San Jose as its incorporators. A
twenty-five-year franchise was obtained, and it will

expire November 25, 1915. In 1895 the Blue Lakes

Water Company secured a controlling interest in the

stock, and in 1908 legal title to the system. In 1904

the property was' absorbed by the California Gas and

Electric Corporation, and in 1908 it was transferred to

the title of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
In 1884, during the Bradbury ownership, pumping

from the city lot was abandoned, because in 1882 and

1884 some lots had been bought east of Stockton, and

deeper and better wells were sunk on them. The first

of these deep wells flowed originally 10,000 gallons an

hour and the second 5000 gallons an hour, and they

continued thus to flow into a surface reservoir in less-

ening volume until 1889, when they ceased altogether.

Since 1889 there has been no flowing water from

any of the wells. Pumps have been necessary.

In 1891 the Stockton Water Company issued $350,-

000 in bonds, running twenty years and bearing 6 per

cent interest, and with this capital started a system

of cast iron mains. Shortly before this the city of

Stockton had bonded itself and laid four miles of mains

for fire protection purposes and with the intention of

getting its own water supply. But the water company
leased the city's nevv mains, and in consideration of the

use of them agreed to supply free water for fire pro-

tection.

The company paid dividends from 1891 to 1898,

and then, because the city council, voicing the hostilitv

of the people, had cut down the rate schedule about

35 per cent, there was so little revenue that no divi-

dends were possible, and for a time there was not

sufficient for the payment of the interest on the bonds.

But since that period of depression the rates, after

strenuous efl'orts annually applied, have been raised

slightly four diflierent times until in 1909 by close

economy and the help of the natural increase in busi-

ness a fair earning capacity has been attained. But
ever since 1898 all surplus earnings have been put back
into improvements of the system.

When, in 1891, the Stockton Water Company took

control there were approximately 800 consumers' ac-

counts. In July of 1909 there were 4,181 individual

accounts of consumers, 229 fire hydrants, 309 sewer
flushers, and forty-five miles of street mains from
twenty-inch down to four-inch diameter.

The daily output of water in July and August is

now about 4,500,000 gallons, and in December and Jan-
uary, about 1,800,000 gallons. The average per capita

consumption for the 25,000 population the year round
is 109 gallons a day.

Because domestic water is easily obtainable in

Stockton at a depth of seventy feet the company has
had an uphill fight against the competition of private

wells and windmills over a scattered community. An
inadequate company service in earlier years created
public resentment. But under the present corporate
control and its adequate financial backing it has been
possible to produce a first-class service and a capacity
that has anticipated the future needs of the city. This
good service, coupled with reasonable rates, has abated
and removed the old antagonisms and made the com-
pany's service so popular that no new windmills have
been constructed within the area of the company's
system and the old ones are rapidly becoming disused.

The wells furnishing Stockton's supply of water,
their depth, when they are bored, and the size of the
casing are all shown in the accompanying table:

At Pumping Station No. 1.

Deep Depth
Well. Bored. in feet. Size of Piping in inches.

1st 1882 . 1,100 8 (below 800 ft., 7-in.)

2d 1884 960 6 (below 650 ft., 5-in.)

3d 1885 1,040

4th 1891 560

5th 1895 21s

6th 1895 218

7th 1895 300

8th 1895 577

9th 1900 770

10th 1902 223

11th 1906 950

12th 1907 1,002

13th 1908-9 1.050

8

10

12

20

12

14 (below 268 ft., 12-in.)

14 (below 250 ft., 12-in.)

1st

2d

3d

4th

At Pumping Station No. 2.

1903 G67 12 (below 632 ft, 10-in.)

1904 807 12 (below 594 ft, 10-in.)

1909 960 14 (below 260 ft., 12-in.)

1909 (boring) 14

Wireless telegraphy from airships by means of

the new Tclcfunkcn singing spark s\-stcm has proved
satisfactor)- on some of the Zeppelin airships in Ger-
many, which easily maintain communicalion with land

stations for distances of over thirty miles.
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The choice of a proper charge for electric lighting

is a vital question to central stations. The commercial

success of the high-efificiency lamp

Lighting Rates prematurely forced this issue, in-

and Costs evitable either from competition or

governmental regulation. In some

cases the service charges made by a new company
have proved too low, while there are others corre-

spondingly too high. It is now possible to so pre-

determine costs that rate-fixing is no longer a matter

of guess-work or an arbitrary levy of all that the traffic

will bear. It consequently behooves every power

compan)' to carefully analyze its costs so as to properly

synthesize its rates.

One of the best proposals for such an analysis is

contained in a paper read by S. E. Doane before the

recent St. Louis convention of the National Electric

Light Association. This paper is primarily concerned

with the effect of high-efficiency lamps on central

station costs. The author has segregated all cost

items, such as general expense, generating and dis-

tributing expense, taxes, insurance, depreciation, in-

terest and dividends, under the three heads of "output,"

"demand" and "consumers." The relative proportion

of each of these cost items which is in any way affected

by increasing the number of kilowatt-hours generated,

without increasing the plant's capacity, is listed under

"output"; the percentage charged to "demand" repre-

sents the cost dependent upon the station's capacity

;

the portion assigned to "consumers" is that part which

is increased or decreased with change in the number
of consumers connected. Taking an average for a

large number of stations throughout the country, Mr.

Doane allots 14.6 per cent to "consumers," 30.3 per

cent to "output" and 55.1 per cent to "demand." As
these figures are but averages and necessarily vary

with each company studied, they may be easily remem-
bered as a geometrical progression of approximately

1/7, 2/7 and 4/7 respectively.

A local application is interesting. In the present

rate war between the Edison company and the' munici-

pal plant at Pasadena, California, the officials of the

latter are quoted as saying that current can be profit-

ably sold at five cents per kilowatt-hour, provided the

number of customers is increased from 2135 to 4000,

the former rate being seven cents. Assume that the

number of kilowatt-hours generated increases in the

same ratio as the number of customers, 7/8, and that

no increase in station capacity is necessary. Then that

proportion of the expense due to new consumers be-

comes 1/7x7/8== 1/8 increase, that due to increased

output is 2/y x 7/8 = 1/4 increase, a total of 3/8, there

being no "demand" increase. The income from 4000
consumers at 5/7 the former rate to 2135 consumers,

assuming' like consumption, is 1/3 greater, 3/8— 1/3

thus showing a slight loss. This apparent loss is

undoubtedly due to conditions at Pasadena which
would reduce the cost factors we have employed
merely to emphasize the general applicability of the

method which is a good start in the right direction of

basing rates on costs.
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PERSONALS.
Francis B. Wilkinson of New York and London is visiting

San Francisco as a guest of Leo D. Haas.

K. G. Dunn, engineer with Hunt, Mirk & Co., of San Fran-

cisco, left last week for an extensive Eastern trip.

R. Holterman of the Holabird-Reynolds Company has re-

turned from Seattle, where his firm has a branch house.

P. M. Downing and S. J. Lisberger of the Pacific Gas &
Electric Company have returned from a trip to Chicago.

C. Eccles, manager for Eccles & Smith, an electric rail-

way company in Los Angeles, is a San Francisco visitor.

rtank Morse, manager of the Coquille River Electric

Company of Coquille, Ore., was a recent arrival at San Fi-an-

cisco.

R. C. Gillis has been elected president of the Los Angeles-

Pacific Company, Los Angeles, Cal., to succeed E. P. Clark,

resigned.

F. H. Poss, manager of the San Francisco office of the

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., left this week for a two months'

trip east.

J. H. McDougal has joined the commercial department of

the Pacific Gas & Electric Company under S. V. Walton at

the main office.

R. S. Buck, an electrical engineer with Sanderson & Por-

ter, has returned to New York after spending several months

on the Pacific Coast.

J. J. Von Dohlen, fiscal agent of the Canadian Electric

Water Heater Company, has arrived from Vancouver, B. C,

on his way to New York.

Edward Whalley of the Northern California Power Com-

pany's main office has returned after visiting the company's

power plants in Shasta County.

P. H. Coolidge, assistant general manager, and F. C.

Phelps, auditor of the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Com-

pany, recently visited Los Angeles.

A. E. Wieland, formerly of the Entiat Light & Power

Company, and Walter Thomas have opened offices as irri-

gation engineers at Wenatchee, Wash.

V. W. Shear, engineer of the turbo-generator department

of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., is making a tour

of the company's Pacific Coast district offices.

W. W. Briggs. Pacific Coast district manager of the

Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company, has returned

from a trip to Pittsburg after an absence of several weeks.

N. A. Carle has opened an engineering office at No. 510

Central Building, Seattle, Wash., and is prepared to do con-

sulting and constructing work in mechanical, electrical and

mining engineering.

J. M. Yount has resigned as master mechanic of the

Union Railway, New York, N. Y., to become master mechanic

of the United Railroads, San Francisco, Cal., to succeed Mr.

F. F. Bodler, resigned.

Lee De Forest arrived at San Francisco last week to in-

stall a De Forest wireless telegraph plant on the United

States transport Buford. The radiotone sparkless type of

apparatus is being installed.

Herman R. Erkes has resigned as purchasing agent for

the Ventura County Power Company, Oxnard, Cal., to assume

similar duties for Bailie & Brandt Co., machinery merchants

and engineers of Los Angeles, Cal.

.T. A. Murray, commercial manager of the Pacific Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company's office at Roseburg, Ore., was

recently transferred to Everett. Wash., as manager, lieing

succeeded by W. C. Mumaw of Seattle.

Ely C. Hutchinson, commercial engineer for the Pelton

Water Wheel Company, will leave next week for an extended

tour of the Pacific Northwest in connection with pending con-

tracts that are to be placed with his company.

E. G. Dewald, who was for several years Pacific Coast

representative of the Piatt Iron Works Company and more

recently with the AUis-Chalmers Company, will, on .Tuly 1st,

join the sales force of the Pelton Water Wheel Company.

H. M. Adams, general freight and passenger agent of toe

Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway, Oregon electric railway

and United Railways, at Portland, announces his resignation

from those positions to accept the post of general freight

agent of the Western Pacific road, with offices at San Fran-

cisco.

J. A. Vandergi-ift, manager of the Oakland Warehouse

Company, left this week to attend the annual conference

of the branch managers of the National Electric Lamp Asso-

ciation, to be held at Association Island during the week of

June 19th to 25th, and also to attend the summer meeting of

the Licensed Association of Lamp Manufacturers, to be held

at Association Island during the week of June 26th to July 2d.

H. H. Noble, president of the Northern California Power
Company, has returned from Shasta county after witnessing

the starting up of the Inskip power station on Battle Creek.

TRADE NOTES.
Hunt, Mirk & Co., representing the Westinghouse Machine

Company on the Pacific Coast, have closed contracts with the

Southside Light & Power Company of San EYancisco for a

Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator with a capacity of 1000

kw. and for the laying of conduits for a steam exhaust-heating

system. The plant will be Installed in a re-intorced concrete

building to be erected on Minna street, adjoining the Rialto

Building, on whose roof the cooling tower will be placed.

B. F. Kierultt, Jr. & Co. of Los Angeles, have been ap-

pointed representatives of the Mott Iron Works of New
York City, manufacturers of ornamental light posts and fix-

tures, the Jefferson Union Co. of Lexington, Mass., manufac-
turers of pipe unions and joints, the Sprague Electric Com-
pany of New York, motor generators, and flexible steel ar-

mored steam and air hose and the Atlantic insulated Wire
Company of New York.

Sanderson & Porter report the 100,000-voIt power trans-

mission of the Sierra & San Francisco Power Company from
the Stanislaus river, has been started and that power is now
being delivered in San Francisco to the United Railroads

regularly. This power is being used at the Bryant avenue,

Geneva avenue, and Millbrae sub-stations, being all 60 cycle

current at 12,000 volts. The operation of the Bay Shore sub-

station as well as the rest of the United Railroads sub-stations,

is in charge of Mr. Bivins, superintendent of electrical

equipment of the United Railroads. Although this is the

latest transmission system to reach San Francisco it is the

shortest, the length of pole line being 135 miles as against

148 miles for the nearest competitor.

MEETING OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CON-
TRACTORS' ASSOCIATION.

The tenth annual convention of the National Electrical

Contractors' Association will be held in Atlantic City, New
York, July 20, 21 and 22, 1910. An interesting program of

papers and many attractive features of entertainment have

been provided, as it is hoped to make it the largest and

most interesting convention held by this organization

OBITUARY.
Frank E. Corwin died at his home in Oakland, California

this week, the funeral being held on June 16th from his late

residence. Mr. Corwin was recently compelled to give up the

management of tlie Pacific Coast office of the Bryant Electric

Company on account of his illness.
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THE BENJAMIN PARABOLITE.

The Parabolite is a new fixture of the Benjamin Electric

Manufacturing Company of Chicago, for street lighting with

Series Mazda Lamps. By means of a porcelain enameled steel

reflector composed of four intersecting semi-parabolas sur-

rounding the lamp, the greater portion of light is projected

down the center of the street, and only the necessary mini-

mum amount is allowed to reach the street corners. As a

result the light secured for the street proper is increased

more than 50 per cent as compared with the usual amount

when allowed to radiate over 360 degrees. Where it is de-

sirable to suspend the fixture in the center of the block, re-

flector with two (2) instead of tour (4) semi-parabolas is fur-

nished.

liciijLUiiiu Parabolite.

The body of the device is composed of a porcelain base

forming the main part of the socket, and integrally formed
knobs. This base is supported by an iron fitting attached

by four screws. The fitting in turn is covered by a porcelain

petticoat insulator, which is held in position by a metal bush-

ing screwed into the supporting casting.

The porcelain knobs are located as nearly as possible in

line with the bottom of the metal supporting flange. The
strain of the wires has therefore little or no leverage, and

WESTERN ELECTRIC NEW DESIGN SIGNALING SYSTEM
FOR MINES.

The Western Electric Company announces that it is pre-

pared to furnish a new design of emergency signaling appa-

ratus for mines which complies fully with the laws of Illi-

nois and other States regulating the use of telephones and
emergency signaling system in mines. The new signaling

system consists of a generator signaling set and the regu-

lation emergency eight-inch signal bells or gongs. The gen-

erators used in the signaling sets are designed in two sizes

to accommodate systems which require a large or small equip-

ment of gongs.

The smaller of the two generator equipments consists

of a five-bar magnet generator mounted in an iron case, as

shown in Fig 1. In appearance this case is similar to that

of the new mine telephone set which the Western Electric

Company placed on the market a few months ago. This five-

bar generator will operate the equivalent of twenty-eight-inch,

loud-ringing extension bells over eight miles of full metallic

Fig. 1.

New Chicago House of Benjamin Electric Mfj,^. Co.

the danger of breaking the insulator is thus lessened. The
binding plates are well protected, and are readily accessible.

The socket is provided with a spring center contact serv-

ing as short-circuiting device when the lamp is removed or
accidentally loosened. It thus prevents the film from being
punctured except when the lamp filament is broken. A heavy
porcelain ring carrying the threaded socket shell and film cut-

out is connected with the main socket by means of a bayonet
snap lock, and can only be removed by pulling the porcelain

downward and turning it to the left. The strain of placing or
removing the lamp cannot unlock connections.

No. 12 B. W. G. iron wire. The magnets of the gen-

erator are of the highest grade magnet steel and are har-

dened and aged to insure retaining their strength indefinitely.

The bearings are large and well proportioned and the crank

furnished is of a design which enables the generator to be

rung easily when fully loaded.

The larger signaling set consists of a fourteen-bar mag-

net generator mounted in a metal case similar to that of the

five-bar magnet equipment and is similar to that equipment in

every detail except size. This generator will ring the equiva-

lent of sixty eight-inch gong emergency bells over an eight

mile line.

In each of these types the generator is arranged in an
iron box provided with a padlock, ordinarily to be kept locked.

To protect the generator when the outer door of the box is

opened, a steel cover is fastened over the opening of the box

and in front of the generator. This cover removes the possi-

bility of any part of the clothing of the party operating the

generator being caught in the generator wheels and also pro-

tects the generator from interference by other foreign sub-

stances which might collect should it be exposed while the

door is open.

A compartment in the front of the door of the box

equipped with a glass front is provided for the key to the set.

It is the intention that a key to the set shall always be kept

in this compartment and that this key will be used only in

cases of emergency, when anyone may break the glass front

and obtain the key to open the set. This compartment is to

be made air-tight so that it will be impossible for dust to

get inside and hide the key from view. The back of this com-
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partment is to be painted white so as to make tlie key

more noticeable.

It is also intended tliat the foreman or man in charge

of the mine shall be provided with an extra Icey to enable him
to open the box under ordinary conditions in the mine when
it is desirable to operate the generator for fire or emergency

call drill.

The same precaution against water following the line

wires into the case of the signaling set is taken as in the

Western Electric new design of mine telephone. The curved

inlet at the top provides an entrance which removes the pos-

sibility of water flowing along the line wires and into the set.

The emergency signal bell used with, the generators con-

Signalling Apparatus for Mines.

sists of a non-sparking bell provided with two eight-inch steel

gongs mounted upon a wooden or steel backboard and having

a protesting canopy. The gongs are not galvanized and have an

especially loud and clear tone. All parts, including the wind-

ings, are specially treated to stand conditions of mining at-

mosphere.

The signal system above described may be used with

or independent of a telephone system. For mine telephone

service the Western Electric Company has new designs of

metal and wood sets and also a new design of an inter-com-

municating metal mine set, all of which are fully up to the

standard of the telephone apparatus furnished to the tele-

phone companies in the "Bell" system, who are its principal

customers.

WESTINGHOUSE REPORT TO STOCKHOLDERS.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Westing-

house Machine Company for the election of directors and

for the transaction of such other business as may properly be

brought before the meeting, will be held in the general office

of the company in East Pittsburg, on Tuesday, June 21, 1910,

Messrs. Haskins & Sells, certified public accountants,

have made an examination of the books and accounts and have

certified to the balance sheet as of March 31, 1910, the close

of the fiscal year, and to the earnings of the company dur-

ing the eight years ending that date. The following is an

extract from their report:

Average annual net income available for interest

and dividends, or for capital accounts for the eight

years ended March 31, 1910 $720,543.78

Average annual net income available for interest

and dividends, or for capital accounts, for the five

years ended March 31, 1910 730,719.0.5

Average annual net income available for interests

and dividends, or for capital accounts, for the

period from April 1, 1903, to March 31, 1910,

exclusive of the years ended March 31, 1908 and

1909 841.14'rS(!

The two fiscal years eliminated cover a period of

general business depression and of the receivership

and reorganization of the company.

New income available for interest and dividends, or

for capital accounts, for the year ended March 31,

1910 875,845.33

Net income available for interest and dividends, or

for capital accounts, for the quarter ended March

31, 1910, $330,286.38, or at the rate per annum of$l,321,145.52

It is of interest to note that the orders received for shop

product during the fiscal year just closed, ending March 31,

1910, aggregated $5,125,612.52, an increase of $2,322,536.88, or

S3 per cent, as compared with $2,801,075.64 during the pre-

vious fiscal year; that the billing in shop product for the fis-

cal year amounted to $4,065,618.74, an increase of $1,309,-

912.94, or 48 per cent, as compared with $2,755,705.80 during

the previous year; and that the net addition to surplus after

deducting depreciation and interest charges (excluding the

amount written off for an investment in a subsidiary company

manufacturing storage batteries which was liquidated during

the year) is $429,566.61, as compared with a loss of $228,-

123.54 during the previous year, a betterment over the pre-

vious year of $657,690.15.

NEW CATALOGUES.
The advantages of J-M Fibre Conduit are briefly detailed

in an illustrated booklet from H. W. Johns-Manville Co.

Bulletin No. 390 from the National Brake and Electric

Company of Milwaukee, Wis., is devoted to National pneu-

matic motor governors for electric railways.

The Linton Machine Co., 26 Cortlandt Street, New York,

have published an illustrated description of the Komo steam
trap for the separation of the water of condensation from

steam.

The Carb-Ox Company, Rogers Park, Chicago, 111., have

issued an interesting catalogue of portable instruments for

gas analysis and gas sampling by the Hays method. This

apparatus enables the power producer to work out the highest

economies in the use of fuel, whether coal, oil, gas or refuse.

Bulletin No. 4727 illustrates and describes two types of

the General Electric Company's sewing machine motors which

may be easily applied to any of the standard sewing machines

of either drop head or stationary head types. These motors

are intended for ordinary domestic use. and are made for

alternating and direct current of standard voltages.

H. W, Johns-Manville Company have issued the first

number of the J-M Roofing Salesman, which will be issued

on the 28th of every month in behalf of J-M roofings and

allied J-M building materials. This is a companion publica-

tion to The J-M Packing Expert, which is mailed on the

14th of every month to engineers and others interested in

highest grade packings.

The General Electric Company has recently issued their

Bulletin, No. 4737, illustrating and describing an Electric

Hardening Furnace designed for the hardening or tempering

of tool steel. In the operation of this furnace, metallic salts

are brought to a liquid state by passing electric current

through them, and the heating of the tool to be hardened can

be exactly controlled and kept uniform throughout over a

wide range of temperature.

Bulletin No. 4738, entitled "Relt Driven Revolving .Arma-

ture Alternators," has been issued by the General Electric

Company, and describes three sizes of polyphase, 60-cycle

generators for use in small isolated plants. These generators

are of the belt driven revolving armature type, and are de-

signed for service at any jwwer factor between .8 and 1.0.

They range in capacity from 7'.4 to 25 kilowatts, and are

furnished for 120, 240, 480 and 600 volts.
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INCORPORATIONS.

GREAT FALLS, MONT.—The Great Falls Power Com-

liany has been organized by C. F. Kelly of Butte et al. with

a capital stock of $15,000,000.

ASOTIN, WASH.—The Grand Ronde Power Company has

been incorporated tor $1,000,000 and an authorized bond issue

of $2,000,000. Power to the extent of 10,000 h.p. will be devel-

oped on the Grand Ronde.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Sunland Rural Telephone

Company has been incorporated by Philip Begue, C. B. Johnson,

W. H. Mears, J. L. Hauber and W. B. Blumfield, all of Los

Angeles, with a capital stock of $10,000.

TRANSMISSION.

PE ELL, WASH.—The Central Power Company has

started work on its dam across the Columbia river at this

place.

GRANGEVILLB, IDAHO.—The Big Bend Light & Power

Company will increase the capacity of its plant and extend

the service to Cottonwood.

EVERETT, WASH.—The Northwest Light & Power Com-

pany is planning to increase the capacity of the local plant

from 60,000 to 1,000,000 feet of gas daily.

EUGENE, ORE.—Ball & Wilson received the contract for

constructing the heating plant to be constructed for the Eu-

gene Heating & Power Company, at $2100.

PEAVINE, NBV.—Surveyors are at work here, employed
by the Loon Lake Water & Power Company, preparatory to

erecting an hydroelectric power plant on the Rubicon river.

GOLD HILL, ORE.—B. H. Harris, president of the Gold

Hill Railroad & Lumber Company, will either put in a power
plant in Gold Hill on the Rogue river, or bring power from
Butte Falls.

PORT TOWNSEND, WASH.—The Olympia Power &
Transmission Company, a corporation capitalized at $1,000,000,

with George A. Glines of Winnipeg and Thomas J. Aldwell
as organizers, has completed plans for the building of a power
line from the Blwah river to this city.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—The Columbia Power & Light
Company, of Portland is in the market for poles, cross-arms

and pins for a 45-mile, 66,000-volt line from Walla Walla to

Pasco, Washington. Construction will begin immediately, the

County Commissioners having granted a fifty-year franchise.

The Snake river will be crossed near Pasco by means of a
1600-foot span on steel towers.

TRANSPORTATION.
NORTH BEND, ORE.—The City Council has .^ranted a

franchise to the Coos Bay Rapid Transit Company for an elec-

tric line.

ALBANY, ORE.—It is reported that the construction of
the Oregon Electric Line from Salem to this place will be
started at once.

ATTCTORIA, B. C—The British Columbia Electric Rail-
way Company will extend its system on Vancouver Island
through the Saanich peninsula.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Mt. Hood Railway, Light &
Power Company has secured right of way from Gresham to
Portland. It is reported that active work will start this sum-
mer.

EUGENE, ORE.—Engineer F. B. Kidder of the Asset Com-
pany has gone to Coos Bay to start preliminary work on the

proposed electric line from that place to Eugene.

VANCOUVER, WASH.—The Clark County Railway Com-
pany is planning the extension of an interurban line from here

to the townsite of Sifton, a distance of five miles.

PALO ALTO, CAL.—F. E. Chapin, of the Peninsula Rail-

way, formally announces that the construction of the line

from Mayfleld through the Stanford estate to San Mateo is

to be started in the near future. He states that satisfactory

arrangements have been concluded with the University au-

thorities for the right of way on the Stanford estate.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Bainbridge Development Com-
pany, M. B. Jackson, Jr., president, Bailey building, has se-

cured a franchise from the commissioners of Kitsap county

for the construction of electric railway lines from Eagle Har-

bor to Port Madison, Eagle Harbor to Manzanito and Eagle

Harbor to Port Blakeley and Pleasant Beach, a total of 28

miles, to be operated in connection with a ferry service to

Seattle.

BERKELEY, CAL.—Surveyors for the Oakland Traction

Company are laying out the profile of the proposed Euclid

avenue car-line extension from University and Shattuck ave-

nues, to the end of Euclid avenue in the Wheeler tract. The
franchise, as applied for, will be granted June 19, and the

work of construction will commence immediately after. Ow-
ing to the heavy grades from Hilgard street north, low geared

cars with high-powered motors will be necessary.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Seventy thousand dollars has

been invested in a suburban railroad 70 miles in length which

is to be built from Niles and to connect with Redwood City

across the bay, taking in Dumbarton Point on the way. The
pro.iect took legal shape when articles of incorporation were
filed under the name of the San Francisco and Transbay Rail-

road Company. A million and a half of capital is authorized,

though the stock actually subscribed, amounts to but $70,000.

Of this $60,600 stands in the name of Attorney H. H. Mc-

Closky. The other incorporators, nominally are: E. Schnu-

lenhaus, J. Comerford, A. Mulverhill and L. Block. Besides

the main line from Niles to Dumbarton Point and crossing

the bay with connections to Redwood and Woodside through

San Francisco, a branch is to run from Redwood to Woodside,

and from Dumbarton to Warm Springs.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The wharves and waterfront commit-

tee of the City Council has recommended the passage of an
ordinance to grant to the San Francisco, Oakland and San
Jose Railway a franchise for 1000 feet of wharfage space

on the western waterfront. The strip includes the existing

Key Route pier, for which no franchise was ever granted.

Several amendments of utmost importance were written into

the ordinance. The chief one was suggested by President

Pendleton of the Council. It provides that the city may,
with the consent of the War Department, extend the bulk-

head line 2000 feet west of the low-tide line of 1852. This

will give the city 206 acres to be filled with solid earth, thus

creating waterfront land which Pendleton maintains would
immediately be worth $12,500 an acre. The ordinance, if

passed, will guarantee to the company fairways of 1000 feet

on each side of its proposed grant. The company agrees

to deed back to the city all wharfing-out rights it claims

in the Key Route basin; to dedicate extensions of Seventh,

Fourteenth and Twenty-second streets, through its tide lands

to the low tide line, and to pay the city a rental of $75,000

during the 50 years' term of the franchise.
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ILLUMINATION.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—The City Council has granted a new
40-year franchise to the Olympia Gas Company.

SAYULA, MEX.—This place will soon have an electric

lighting plant, operated by a gas producing apparatus and

engine.

GOLDFIELD, NEV.—The Hydro-Electric Company of

Bodie is preparing to construct a power line into Rawhide to

supply that camp with power and light.

WILLOWS, CAL.—The Northern Electric Power Com-

pany has given otflcial information that it will soon construct

a gas works in Willows to supply gas for light and heating.

MESA, ARIZ.—The contract for the erecting of a plant

for the South Side Gas Company, on the property north of

the N. & P. station, was let to L. E. C. Smith. The building

will be 40xS0 feet.

MARSHFIELD, ORE.— R. M. Jennings, the general man-

ager and treasurer of the Coos Bay Gas & Electric Company,

has announced that the company will make improvements to

its gas plant to cost |200,000.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—During the summer an electric

lighting system extending from the Sunset Boulevard to the

Bungalow Land in Laurel Canyon will be installed by the

owners of the Lookout Mountain Bungalow Land and C. F.

Harper.

EUGENE, ORE.—The Byllesby Company, owners of the

Eugene Electric Light & Gas plants, has announced that it

will spend $230,000, in improvements in and about Eugene,

tl will rebuild the Eugene gas works and several miles of

mains throughout the city.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—O. K. Thompson has filed on a water

right in Yelm creek tor the purpose of operating an elec-

trical power plant. The site is about three miles northeast

of Yelm and near the town of McKenna so that either town

can be supplied with light and power.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The electric lighting system at Fort

Rosencranz which is located near San Diego, California, has

been connected with the transmission lines of the San Diego

Consolidated Gas & Electric Company for service. The

connected load is equal to about 1400 16 candlepower equiva-

lents.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Board of Supervisors passed an

ordinance granting G. S. Forney a franchise to operate a sys-

tem of gas pipes in the following district: All public roads and

highways in township 1 north, range 10 w.; township 1 north,

range 11 west, and township 1 south, range 10 west and

township 1 south, range 11 west, S. B. B. and M.

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO.—The Big Bend Electric Light

& Power Company, which recently purchased the plant of

the Grangeville Light & Power Company, has taken posses-

sion. Eugene Enloo of Spokane is the manager, and an-

nounces that his company will spend, within the next three

months, about $50,000, enlarging and improving the plant and

extending the service lines to Cottonwood.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—City Attorney Long has ad-

vised the Supervisors that the city has the legal power to

erect an electric light plant in Golden Gate Park to light

the park and that such power must be exercised by the Park

Commissioners in the absence of an ordinance granting such

power to the Board of Works. He holds that the plant can-

not be used for the purpose of furnishing light to the sur-

rounding districts.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—The transfers of 12 United States

patents tor land from the Southern Pacific to H. A. Kluegel.

and by him to .1. W. Goodwin here gives reason tor the opinion

that another power company will exploit Tehama county. The

deeds transfers 680 acres of land on Mill Creek, 20 miles

southeast of this city. Goodwin is president and a heavy

stockholder in the Oro Water, Light & Power Company, which

has a power plant in Butte county, north of Oroville, and con-

templates the construction of a plant at Humbug Valley, in

Plumas county.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—When the application for a re-

ceiver for the San Bernardino Valley Gas Company came be-

fore Judge Wellborn it was found that a petition had been

filed by SO per cent of the creditors, including holders of

loans and securities, asking that a receiver be not appointed.

It is declared that the company has an income of $20,000 a

month and is solvent. A few days ago a conference of the

largest creditors and the officials of the company was held,

and it was unanimously agreed that the best interests of all

demanded that the petition for a receiver be opposed and

defeated if possible. The business is claimed to be on a

paying basis.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Announcement is officially

made by President William H. Bancroft that contracts have

been let to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. of New York
for the 11,000 h.p. reserve station for the Utah Light & Rail-

way Company. It will be located on the Jordan river, near

the company's present transformer station and steam plant,

and work is already under way on the preliminaries. The
cost will be between $600,000 and $750,000. The plant will

be installed for the purpose of providing an absolutely con-

tinuous supply of electricity for lighting, power and street

railway operations in Salt Lake and Ogden.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The bankruptcy proceedings

which were two weeks ago commenced against the San Ber-

nardino Valley Gas Company, will probably be called off by
the court because of the strong showing that was made in

the answer to the complaint. The law provides that bank-

ruptcy proceedings may at any time be defeated by an inter-

vener signed by a certain percentage of creditors and the

strong showing made in this line it is thought will weigh
heavily with the court in arriving at a decision. The bank-

ruptcy proceedings were brought by Redlands interests which
have not seemed to be satisfied with the status of the busi-

ness, the action being brought against the advice of bankers
in all the cities of the valley who felt that the business would
be in far better shape it allowed to work its own way out.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The San Francisco Gas & Elec-

tric Company let a contract this week to R. D. Wood & Co.,

of Philadelphia, for a 5,000,000 cubic foot gas holder having
a diameter of 195 feet and a height of 188 feet. The steel

work will all be rolled punched in Philadelphia, and ship-

ments by railroad will commence immediately, as there will

be 2635 tons of steel tor transportation. Meanwhile the com-
pany will put a large force of men at work preparing the

foundations for this tank. The actual work of erecting the

steel structure will begin August 15, with 350 men handling

the steel sheets. The construction work upon the holder
will keep this force at work for months but the engineers
expect to have the holder completed and ready to receive gas
by April 10, 1911. The holder will be built in the Potrero
adjoining the present gas works.

PORTLAND, ORE.—The Portland Gas & Coke Company
has elected the following new board of directors: C. P.

Adams, chairman; H. L. Corbett, Guy W. Talbot, T. Scott

Brooke, W. W. Cotton, R. L. Sabin of Portland; S. Z. Mitchell.

F. G. Sykes and E. W. Hill of New York. The officers of the

company are Guy W. Talbot, president; Geo. F. Nevins, sec-

retary and treasurer; M. H. Arning of New York, assistant

secretary and treasurer, and H. M. Papst. general manager.
The Northwest Gas Equii)menf Company has disposed of its

retail holdings in Portland lo the Portland Gas & Coke Com-
pany, which has not been in the appliance business for some
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

F. G. Baum & Co.

ENGINEERS and CONSTRUCTORS

Complete Hydro-EJectric Power Developmants
Electric Power Transmission Systems

1406-8 Chronicle Bldg. San Francisco. Cal.

Hunt, Mirk & Co., Inc.

ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
for complete Sleam-Eleclr'^ Power Plants.

141 Second St. San Fra

Sanderson & Porter

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Reports, Desisni, Construction, Manageinent.
Hydro-Eieclric Developments.

Railway, Light and Power Propefties.

New York San Francisco

H. M. Byllesby & Co.
ENGINEERS

218 LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111.

Portland, Oregon Mobile, Alabama

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

D. C. Jackson, C. E. Wm. B.Jackson, M. E.

D. C. and Wm. B. Jackson
Members American Institute of Electrical Ejigi-

neets, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

ENGINEERS EXPERTS
508 Commercial National Bank BIdg.,Chica8o,UI,

E. F. Scattergood

CONSULTING ENGINEER

1133-1134 Central Building

Los Angeles, California

Supervision of Operation and
Installations for Fuel Economy

Combustion
Tests

R. F. Chevalier

CONSULTING ENGINEER
High Temperature Measurements

Fuel Analysis (Oil and Coal)

Phone Alameda Office and Laboratory,

1 389 930 Lincoln Ave., Alameda, Cal.

A. H. Koebig

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Hydro- EJeclric Plants

Irrigation Plants

902-905

Broadway Central Bldg,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Smith, Emery & Co.

INSPECTING AND TESTING
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

65 I Howard Street San Frant

C. L. Cory

CONSULTING ENGINEER

801-802-803-804 Union Trust Bldg.

San Francisco

Manifold & Poole

CONSULTING AND SUPERVISING
ENGINEERS

Electrical. Hydraulic, 732-733 Central Bldg.
Mechanical, Steam .

i y-^ i

Civil, Irrigation Los Angeles, Cal.

Rudolph W. Van Norden
CONSULTING ENGINEER

Member American Insrituteof Electrical Ejigineers

Member American Society of Civil Engineers

304-306 Union Trust Bldg.

San Francisco

EJectricity, Hydraulics, Power Development
Reports and Evaluations

John S. Eastwood, C. E.
Designer of dams of the

EASTWOOD MULTIPLE ARCH TYPE
Suitable for any height or site.

Cheaper than earth dams.
Stronger than solid masonry,

BuUder ot the HUME LAKE DAM.
Box 663 FRESNO, CAL.

Samuel G. McMeen Kempster B. Miller

McMeen & Miller

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
PATENT EXPERTS

Special Attention to Telephony

1 454 Monadnock Block 333 Grant Avenue
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

G. F. Wakefield

SURVEYOR AND ENGINEER

Hydro-Electric Power Development

Porter BuildinE San Jose, Cal

F. C. Finkle

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Specialties: 628' 2

Hydro-EJeclric Power Plants South Spring
Irrigation and Domestic Street

Water Supplies Los Angeles, Cal,

Phone Douglas 5877 Office, 62 Second St.

L. St. D. Roylance
Consulting and Constructing

Electrical and Mechanical Ejigineer

Plans, Specifications and Estimates for Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electrical, Mechanical
and Patent Office Drawings. Tests of Dynamos,

Motors, Boilers, Steam and Gas Engines.

J. G. White & Company, Inc.

ENGINEERS CONTRACTORS
San Francisco Office

Alaska Commercial Building

43 Exchange Place, New York Gty

A. M Hunt

MEM.
MEM.
MEM.

AM.
AM.
AM.

soc. C.
SOC.M
1. E. E.

E.

E.

Union Trust Bide. San Frandsco

Straight Line Engineering Diagrams By Manifold & Poole

A series of twenty-five computing diagrams assembled in a handsome leather bound pocket book.
Qyick and accurate field determination of Pole Line Construction, EJectric Power Transmission,

Water Power and Pumping, Pipe Specifications, Flow in Pipes. Canals and Flumes, Bearing

Power of Piles. Masonry Strength. Price $3.00 at TecHnlcal Book Shop
A sei 0/ Ten Supplemeiitwy Diagrams dealing with Strength ofCona-ete, HeenJ'orced Concrete,
Comparative Cost of Powei; Economic Size of Pipe, Flow of Water in Small Pipes, and Water
Measurements are now ready at the price of $1.00 for the set. These diagrams are not sold singly.
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years. The Portland Gas & Coke Company will handle the

retail field again, and the Northwest Gas Equipment Com-
pany will do a Pacific Coast wholesale trade only, with head-

quarters at 506 Lewis Building, Portland. W. M. Kapus is

president and manager and Lewis A. McArthur secretary and
treasurer.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Los Angeles Gas and Elec-

tric Company has brought suit against the city of Los Angeles

in the Superior Court to recover $23,884.80, paid as taxes on

the franchise and personal property of the corporation. The
assessment made by the county assessor last year on the

property was as follows: Gas pipes, meters and distributing

system, $234,000; electric regulators, $1,120,000; electric over-

head distribution system (annex 1896) $84,000; electric over-

head system (annex 1899) $11,000; electric underground sys-

tem, $105,000; gas works plant, $890,000; electric works plant,

$410,000; franchise to use the public highways of the city

of Los Angeles for the introduction into and supplying the

city and its inhabitants gas light and other illuminating light,

$906,100. The prayer of the petition is that the assessment

and tax upon the property of the plaintiff be set aside in toto,

and if not in toto, as to any amount in excess of the valua-

tion of $200,000, and a tax of $3234.

KLAMATH FALLS, ORE.—C. S. and R. S. Moore, capi-

talists of this city, have purchased the interests of Alex Mar-

tin Sr., H. V. Gates and E. R. Reames in the Klamath Light

& Power Company and have secured control of all the avail-

able power rights on Link river, the stream that drains Upper
Klamath Lake. The Moore Bros, already owned a valuable

power plant on the west side of the river, and with the one

which they have just purchased and which supplied the city

of Klamath Falls with light and electric power they now
have a monopoly of that line of business. The plant which

the Moores own on the west bank of the river supplies elec-

tricity for Bonanza, Midland and Merrill. The plant which

they just purchased and which suppplied the city of Klamath
Falls was inadequate to the requirements made upon it, espe-

cially in the winter months and after the mills have begun

to grind wheat. By combining the two plants it will be pos-

sible to utilize the surplus power which has heretofore been

useless, and at the same time provide the city with a better

service.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
ELY, NEV.—The White Pine Telephone Company con-

templates expending $15,000 in improving its service in the

district.

RED BLUFF, CAL.—Joe Tait has been granted a fran-

chise to establish and maintain a telephone system in the

town of Red Bluff.

DUNSMUIR, CAL.—The Southern Pacific is installing

telephones in several stations between this point and Red

Bluff with a view of operating trains by telephone. For some

time the trains between Dunsmuir and Ashland have been

operated by telephone. The sending of train orders on this

division has proved very successful and the same system on

several Eastern roads has been successful beyond all antici-

pations. The telephone system on railroads does not do away

with the telegraph but supplements it.

WATERWORKS.
OAKLAND, CAL.—More than $5,000,001) will be spent

by the Bay Cities Water Company in installing distributing

systems in Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda and Piedmont, ac-

cording to Engineer C. L. Gilman, who states that the plans

of the water company were so far completed that work could

be commenced on the distributing systems within 48 hours

after orders had been received by section chiefs. Gilnuui

declared that by the addition of large cross mains to the

regular main system, and fire protection of the best kind

could be given for an increase of 50 per cent in population,

and which would be ample for the supply of the East Bay
cities for many years to come. His figures for the distrib-

uting systems for the four East Bay cities follow: Oakland,

$4,250,000; Berkeley, $650,000; Piedmont, $200,000 and Ala-

meda, $450,000. This figure for the Alameda system is for

the company's plan of distribution. The $830,000 called for

by Water Expert Bannister in his estimate is for an elabo-

rate system of cross mains. In IS months from the day the

first spade full of earth is thrown to the surface, Gilman

says the Bay Cities Water Company will have its Mount Ham-
ilton supply in Oakland, Berkeley, Piedmont and Alameda.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The shipping interests of San
Francisco are protesting against the water charges at this

port. It is declared that the Spring Valley Company, through

excessive rates, imposes an annual unnecessary tax of more
than $100,000 on the shipping of the harbor. The result nat-

urally is to drive the sea carrying trade from San Francisco.

The benefits of public docks are nullified. Water that may be

purchased for 16c the 1000 gallons in East street costs $1.50

at ship's side a few feet distant. It is to remedy this state

of affairs that the ship owners have protested to the Super-

visors. Although its established harbor rate is $1.50 per 1000

gallons. Spring Valley sells its water to shipping companies
with less regard to value than to what it can get. While
many companies pay the full rate some concerns pay $1.25

per 1000 gallons, others 75c and the Southern Pacific only 16c.

The condition has become so grave that the Pacific Coast
Steamship Company announces that it will go into the water
business on its own account and effect a big saving unless

the price is cut. Even as it is, the shipping men are willing

to pay as high as 32c per 1000 gallons. The Harbor Commis-
sioners have for some time had the matter under considera-

tion. President Walter V. Stafford has collected data which
demonstrates the difficulties under which local ship owners
labor. He has just been informed that the rate at San Pedro,

a rival port, has been cut to 25c.

NEW CATALOGUES.
In Bulletin No. 4741, recently issued by the General Elec-

tric Company, Luminous Arc Lamps for Multiple Circuits are

illustrated and described.

High Vacuum Surface Condensers for Steam Turbines are

illustrated and described in Bulletin 106 from the Wheeler
Condenser and Engineering Company of Carteret, N. J.

"Curtis Turbine Installations" is the title of an attractive

publication recently issued by the General Electric Company
and containing fifty illustrations of installations of Curtis

steam turbine-generators of various capacities. The number
of this publication is 4732.

In Bulletin No. 4736, entitled "Lightning Arresters," re-

cently issued by the General Electric Company, are described

various types of arresters for alternating and direct current,

high and low voltage circuits. These arresters are described

and illustrated in considerable detail.

Bulletin No. 4742, entitled "Electric Drive in Grain Ele-

vators and Flour Mills," recently issued by the General Elec-

tric Company, describes in considerable detail the application

of the induction motor to this work, and contains illustrations

of a number of installations in various grain elevators and
flour mills.

Line Drop Compensators for Circuits are illustrated and
described in Bulletin No. 4740, issued by the General Electric

Company. This compensator can be applied to switchboards

already installed without any radical changes In the existing

panels and can bo mounted at any convenient place behind

the panel or on the wall, the small leads only being brought to

the instrument on the panel.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Aluminum Co. of America
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco. Monadnock

Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-

tric Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

American Circular Loom Co 14

Boston, 45 Milli.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Banlc
Building.

American Electrical Heater Co
Detroit, U. S. A.

Aylsworth Agencies Co
San Francisco, 165 Second.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co 9
New Yorlc, 27 Thames.
Chicago, 120-128 S. San-
gamon.

San Francisco, 161 New
Montgomery.

Blake Signal and Mfg. Co
Boston, 246 Summer.

Bonestell & Co II

San Francisco, IIS First.

Brookfield Glass Co., The I

New Tork, D. S. Exp. Bldg.

Buxbaum & Cooley
Seattle, 69 Columbia St.

Cal. Incandescent Lamp Co 9
San Francisco, 633 Howard.

Century Electric Co. 14

San Francisco, 633 Howard.

Cutter Company, The
Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco. 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank

Building.

D. & W. Fuse Co
Providence, R. I.

Davis, R. J 14

San Francisco, 633 Howard.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Works __ 1 1

Chicago, Postal Bldg.
San I^'rancisco, 301 Front.
Los Angeles, 355 E. 2d.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co II

Lafayette, Indiana.
San Francisco, 61 Second.

E
Elttlric Goods Mfg. Co

Boston, Mass.
San Francisco, 166 Second.

Electric Storage Battery Co
Philadelphia, Pa.
San Francisco, Monadnock
Bldg.

Fort Wayne Electric Works 13
Fort TVayne, Ind.
San Francisco, 604 Mission.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

General Electric Co.__ 12

Schenectady, N. Y.
San Francisco, Union Trust

Bldg.
Los Angeles, Delta Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.
Portland, Worcester Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Columbus. O.
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
St. Louis, Mo.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Goeriz, O. C. & Co
San Francisco, 916 Postal

Tel. Bldg.

H
Habirshaw Wire Co
New York, 253 Broadway.

Henshaw, Bullcley & Co I

San Francisco, 19 Fremont.
Oakland, 1436 5th.
Los Angeles, 262 S. Los
Angeles.

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., The
Boston and Chicago.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.

Hughes & Co.. E. C 9
San Francisco, 147-151
Minna.

Hunt. Mirk & Co 6
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Indiana Rubber & Ins. Wire Co 1

Jonesboro. Indiana.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W
New York, 100 William.
San Francisco, 159 New

Montg'onnery.
Los Angeles, 203 E. 5th.
Seattle, 576 1st Ave. So.

K
Kellogg Switchb'd & Supply Co._

Chicago.
San Francisco, 8S First.

Kierulff. B. F. Jr. & Co 5
Los Angeles, 120 S. Los
Angeles.

Kilboume & Clark Company
Seattle, 307 First Ave. So.

Lindsley-Wright Co 4
Portland, Ore., 336 Sher-

lock Bldg.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co 4
Victor, N. Y.
San Francisco, Monadnock

Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pacific Elec-

trical Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

M
Moore, C. C. & Co., Inc. 3
San Francisco, 99 First.
Los Angeles, American
Bank Bldg.

Seattle. Mutual Life Bldg.
Portland.Wells-FargoBldg.
Salt Lake City, Atlas Blk.
New York City, Fulton

Bldg.

N
New York Insl'td Wire Co
New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 770 Folsom.
Seattle, 416 American Bank

Bldg.

Ohio Brass Co.
Mansfield, Ohio.
San Francisco, Monadnock

Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric

Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Okonite Co I

New York, 253 Broadway.

Pacific Gas & Elect. Co., The 2
San Francisco.

Pacific Meter Co. I

San Francisco, 311 Santa
Marina Bldg.

Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.. The
San Francisco.

Partrick Carter & Wilkins Co
Philadelphia, 22d and Wood

Pelton Water Wheel Co., The___ 9
San Francisco, 1095 Mo-
nadnock Bldg.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co I

Pawtucket, R. I.

Pierson, Roeding & Co 4
iSan Francisco, Monadnock

Bldg.
Los Angeles, Pac. Electric

Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg.

Portland Wood Pipe Co.
Portland, Ore.

Reisinger, Hugo
New York, 11 Broadway.

Schaw-Batcher Co. Pipe Works __
Sacramento, Cal., 211 J St.
San Francisco, 356 Market.

Simplex Elect'l Co., The
Boston, 110 State.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los j^ngeles, SecurityBldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Simplex Electric Heating Co. 3
Cambridge, Mass.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angleles, SecurityBldg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Southern Pacific Co. 14
San Francisco, Flood Bldg.

Sprague Electric Co. 2
New York City, 527-531
W. 34th.

San Francisco, Atlas Bldg.
Seattle, Colman Bldg,

Standard Und. Cable Co I

San Francisco, First Na-
tional Bank Bldg.

Los Angeles, Union Trust
Bldg.

Seattle Office, Lowman
Bldg.

Star Expansion Bolt Co. 4
New York City. 147-149

Cedar.

Sterling Paint Company, II

San Francisco. 118 First.

Swayne, R.B 9
San Francisco, 813 Postal
Telegraph Bldg.

Technical Book Shop 4
San Francisco, 604 Mission.

Tel. & Elec. Equip. Co.
San Francisco, 612 Howard.
Los Angeles, Security Bdg.
Seattle, Alaska Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.

Thomas and Sons Co., R
New York, 227 Fulton.
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Tracy Engineering Co 9
San Francisco, 461 Market.
Los Angeles,Central Bldg.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co 13

Chicago, 545 W. Jackson
Blvd.

Vulcan Iron Works I

San Francisco, 604 Mission.

w
Western Electric Co 3
San Francisco, 680 Folsom.
Oakland, 507 16th.
Los Angeles, 119 E. 7th
Seattle, 151S First Ave. So.

Western Wireless Equipment Co._ 4
San Francisco, Grant Bldg,

7th and Market.

Westinghouse. Elec. & Mfg. Co 6
Pittsburg, Pa.
Los Angeles, 527 So. Main.
Denver, 429 17th.
Seattle, Central Bldg.
Salt Lake City, 212-214

So. W. Temple.
San Francisco, 165 2d,
Spokane, Columbia Bldg.
Portland, Couch Bldg.
Butte, Lewisohn Bldg.
Canada, Canadian -West-

inghouse Co., Ltd., Ham-
ilton, Ontario.

Mexico. G. & O.. Braniff &
Co., City of Mexico.

Westinghouse Machine Co 6
Pittsburg, Pa.
San Francisco, 141 Second.

Weston Elect'l. Instrument Co. 14

Waverly Park, N. J.

New York, 114 Liberty.
San Francisco, 682-684
Mission.

Wilbur. G. A 11

San Francisco, 61 Second.
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You Can't Afford to Miss It!

THE TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

OF THE

National Electrical

Contractors' Association

A splendid program has been arranged and every electrical man

should be there.

The open sessions on the mornmgs of the 20th and 2 1 st, at

which there will be prominent speakers on subjects of importance to

the trade, are also worth commg for.

Other features on the 20th and 2 1 st are : Sea Bathing, Roller

Chair Ride, Smoker, Trolley to Ocean City, and a dinner for the ladies.

All day outing on the 22nd with ball game, field sports, band

concert and shore dinner—Write the Secretary, Utica, N. Y., for

particulars.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

July 20th, 21st and 22d, 1910
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POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENT IN STEAM PLANT ECONOMY'
BV L. R. JOEGENSEN.

10.000 kw. Westinehouse Parsons Turbine al Southern California Edison Plant at Los .Ancelos.

Economy is the keynote of present-day engineer-

ing'. Of two power stations, the one which produces

a kw.-hour the cheaper under like conditions, will

generally be considered to be designed the better.

In the development of the steam power plant during

the last century, its efficiency has been raised from

about I per cent to a little over lo per cent ; especially

'Paper read before San Francisco Section A. I. E. K., June
24, 1910.

in the last fifty years has the development been rapid

and steady. In this period our old earth has seen more
progress in all technical branches than it saw in 6ooo

or more years preceding, due mainly to the fact that

engineering has been based upon scientific principles.

An efficiency of lo per cent seems rather low and

still it is above the average. Shall the next ten years

see this efficiency increased to 20 per cent? To analyze

how this efficiency can be improved, it is necessary to
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follow the different transformations in detail, the first

being the combustion.

I. Boiler Room.

This is the chemical combination of the combus-

tibles with oxygen, of which the conversion of the

carbon into carbon dioxide is of the most importance,

mainly because it constitutes by far the largest per-

centage of the fuel, and also because the analysis of

this part of the transformation can be made visible at

all times, thereby enabling the boiler attendant to

follow what his coal pile is going through, and to get

the maximum heat out of it.

The fuel may be of any kind and grade. AVe will

consider only the most economical air supply, and are,

therefore, mainly interested in the percentage of car-

bon in the fuel. Anthracite coal contains from 92.5 to

97 per cent carbon, oil an average of 84 per cent. The
heating value per lb. of anthracite coal is from" 14,500

to 14,800 B.t.u. ; per lb. of oil it is an average of 18,000

B.t.u., and per lb. of carbon 14,500 B.t.u., the same as

some grades of anthracite coal.

To transform i lb. of carbon to carbon dioxide

(C -|- 2O) it is necessary to supply oxygen in propor-

tion to the combining weights of the two substances.

As the combining weight of carbon is 12, and that of

2X 16

oxygen 16, we must supply
, or 2.67 lb. of O for

12

each lb. of C. We use the atmospheric air, and as this

contains 23 per cent of oxygen [yj per cent nitrogen),

100

we must supply 2.67 X 1 1.6 lb. of air for the

23

complete combustion of i lb. of carbon. The weight
of this gas will be 11.6 -I- i = 12.6 lb., of which 2.67 -|-

3-67
I ^ 3-67 lb. are carbon dioxide, or = 29.1 per cent

12.6

by weight. '
'

As no instrument is on the market, which will

indicate certain kinds of flue-gases in per cent of
weight, we must reduce this to volume. The specific
volume of carbon dioxide is 0.0909; of oxygen 0.125,
and of nitrogen 0.143. We have then actual volume
of oxygen 2.67X0.125 = 0.334; of nitrogen (11.6—
2.67) 0.143= 1,2770; of carbon dioxide 3.67 X 0.0909,

0.333
and percentage of CO= by volume ^ = 20.7

0.334+1.277
per cent.

This is the maximum percentage of CO= the flue
gases can possibly contain. AVe have considered pure
carbon only. For coal, with 97 per c«nt carbon, the
percentage of carbon dioxide would be about 20,' and
would decrease as the percentage of carbon in the fuel
decreased, but for comparison it is sufficient to use
carbon. As we never have complete combustion in an
ordmary boiler, the percentage of CO. will always be
less than 20.7. By means of a CO= indicator, it is pos-
sible to follow the chemical transformation of the fuel

at all stages, and keep the efficiency of this transfor-

mation at a maximum for the kind and grade of fuel

used.

Heretofore, the fireman had to go by his "feeling"

entirely in operating the damper; now with a CO=
indicator installed he has at all times a visible record

of what he is doing; he changes his damper opening

until the C0= instrument shows maximum percentage

of carbon dioxide. It has been found that the damper
must be operated more often, and but little at a time,

in order to give maximum average percentage of car-

bon dioxide, or, in other words, to give maximum
evaporation per lb. of fuel.

In order to show what would be the approximate

increase in boiler efficiency by the introduction of a

carbon dioxide indicator, it is only necessary to find

the efl^iciency of combustion for different amounts of

air supply and compare them.

If I lb. of carbon, or a certain kind of coal, is

burned, 14,500 B.t.u. are liberated; with 11.6 lb. of air,

just sufficient for complete combustion, the furnace

temperature will be

14,500

(11.6 -f i) 0.27

4260 degrees F.

The specific heat of air varies with the tempera-
ture. At 32 degrees it is close to 0.24; at 266 degrees
it is 2 per cent higher, and at 446 degrees it is 5.68 per

cent higher than at 32 degrees, but the percentage of

increase for such temperatures as exist in the boiler

furnace is not known. Enough has been done, how-
ever, to show that at such temperatures the specific

heat closely approximates to 0.3. Therefore, the aver-

age specific heat will be taken 0.27.

In almost all calculations of this kind the writer

has observed the factor 0.2438 (or 0.2375) has been
used for the specific heat of air ; it seems more correct

to use the average specific heat, as the entering air

must be heated from around 32 degrees to the maxi-
mum furnace temperature. For 150 per cent air sup-

14,500
ply, we will have a furnace temperature

(17.4+ 1)0.27

== 2930 degrees. For 200 per cent air supply we will

14,500

have a furnace temperature of = 2218

(23.2 + I) 0.27

degrees. For 300 per cent air supply, we will have a

14,500

furnace temperature of = 1500 degrees.

(34.8+ 1)0.27

To 100 per cent air supply corresponds 20.7 per

cent carbon dioxide.

To 150 per cent air supply corresponds

13.8 per cent carbon dioxide.

To 200 per cent air supply corresponds

JO. 35 per ceiit carbon dioxide.

20.7

i-S

20.7
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To 250 per cent air supply corresponds

S.^ per cent carbon dioxide.

20.7

20.7

To 300 per cent air supply corresponds

3

6.9 per cent carbon dioxide.

In practical operation boilers are often supplied

with as much as 300 per cent of air, whereas they can

be operated with 150 per cent if a CO2 indicator is

used. The reason is obvious. In the former case, the

fireman is dependent upon his instinct ; in the latter,

upon what he sees with his own eyes, which is a better

basis from which to work. This is clearly shown in

Mr. Stott's paper on "Power Plant Economies," Curve

3 and 4, page 6, in the Transactions of the A. I. E. E.

for 1906. The difference in efliciency in the above
cases would be as follows

:

For every lb. of air discharged at a temperature

say 400 degrees abs. atmosphere, there is wasted 400 -|-

0.27 = 108 B.t.u., taking again the average specific

heat of air 0.27.

In case No. i with 150 per cent air supply. 17.4 lb.

of air to i lb. of carbon, the waste is: (17.4+ i) 108

14,500 — 1985
^ 1985 B.t.u., efficiency = 0.864.

14,500

In case No. 2, 300 per cent air supply, 34.8 lb." of air

to I lb. carbon. (34.8 + 1) 108 = 3860 B.t.u. ; efficiency

14,500 —• 3860

^0.735. Or a difference of 12.9 per

14,500

cent, which saving was brought about by the use of a

CO-' indicator.

On boilers using oil the saving would probably

not be as great, as they can be fired with less average

excess of air due to the fact that the conditions of

combustion are more constant ; the damper does not

need to be operated so often. For low grades of coal

the saving would be greater.

Comparing this gain in efficiency with the gain

resulting from installing an economizer, we find this

latter raises the efficiency less, and at the same time

its first cost is from 10 to 20 times higher than the

former. Still it is considered good practice to install

economizers where the load factor is above 25 per cent

and where coal is above $2.50 per ton.

Taking 2218 degrees as the furnace temperature

(200 per cent air supply), 500 degrees as the tempera-

ture of the gases as they strike the economizer, and

this to lower the temperature 100 degrees, we have the

percentage of the total heat absorbed by the econo-

mizer :

100

2218— 500

5.84 per cent. For higher per cent of air

supply, this would increase ; for lower per cent it would

be less.

In cutting down the air supply from 300 to 150

per cent (that is from 200 per cent excess to 50 per cent

excess) the boiler eft'iciency has not only been raised

12.9 per cent, but the size of the smokestack has been

cut in half, an additional important gain, for the simple

reason that only halt volumes of flue gases have to be

handled. If the air supply is insufficient, or the mix-

ture of air and flue gases incomplete, each atom of

carbon will not be able to find two atoms of oxygen,

but will combine with one atom of O only, forming
carbon monoxide, and for each lb. of carbon burned
this way there will only be liberated 4400 B.t.u., or

4400

14,500

• = 30.3 per cent of the total heat. This would

seldom occur in regular operation, although some per-

centage of the gases may be CO instead of CO=, and
this the indicator would not show ; therefore, the actual

air supply cannot be accurately calculated from the

instrument readings.

II. Prime Movers.

If indicator cards taken from the three cylinders

of any first-class triple expansion engine are replotted

to the temperature entropy scale, it is plainly seen that

the cards taken from the two first cylinders cover

nearly 80 per cent of the ideal area, the third, or low
pressure cylinder diagram, however, covers 45 per

cent only.

As the economy of a first-class triple expansion

engine is practically the same as the economy of a

first-class turbine, it is at once evident that the high

pressure cylinders (high and medium) can transform

the heat in the steam into work more efficiently than

a steam turbine ; and with low pressure the turbine is

so much ahead of the last engine cylinder that they

finally come out even, or the turbine slightly ahead.

This fact is demonstrated in several power plants,

where high pressure steam engines exhaust into tur-

bines, and they then work on that portion of the cycle

where they have their greatest efficienc}'. To see

clearly why this is so, we will follow the action of the

steam in the two cases.

Suppose we calculate a 5G0-kw. turbine, assuming

that it will use 15 lb. dry saturated steam per h. p.-hour

at 150 lb. gauge pressure, gives a steam consumption

per hour of 670 X 15 ^ 10,000 lb.

We consider an impulse turbine first and choose

10 nozzles in two groups of five each, located diamet-

rically opposite.

10,000

This will give = 1000 lb. of steam per noz-

10

zle per hour.

1000

3600

0.278 lb. per second per nozzle.

Velocit}' of steam flowing into a space of less

pressure is practically constant as long as this lower

pressure is 58 per cent or less of the initial. This

accounts for the fact that turbines do not lose so great

a proportion in efficiency by changes in back pressures.

The pressures in the difl'crent stages change with the

load, but not enough lo appreciably change the x'eiocity

of flow.

From steam tables we find llic velocity of flow to
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be 1481 ft. per second, initial pressure being 165 lb

[Vol. XXIV—No. 26

abs., final pressure 165 X
58

- 96 lb. abs. with 2.5

per cent moisture in the steam at that pressure. Volume

of I lb. of steam at 96 lb. abs. = 4.53 cu. ft., then area

4-53 X 0.97s X 0.278 X 12°

of throat of nozzle =

0.1 19 sq. in. If the turbine must be able to carry 50

per cent overload, the area must be 0.119 X i-S = 0.178

sq. in., or 0.47 in. dia.

We want to design a turbine with four stages, and

portion to be a smooth curve. This will allow the

steam to enter upon the bucket without impact and

leave it without commotion.

The velocity given up into work in this wheel is

1780—• 1500 = 280 ft. ; as no expansion has taken place

the volume of steam is the same, but, as the velocity

at the exit is 280 ft. less than at the entrance, the outlet

1780

^ area must be increased in proportion , that is, the

1500

bucket length must be increased this amount.

The absolute velocity of the steam jet entering

stationary buckets No. i is taken the same as the rela-

tive entrance velocity to moving buckets No. i = 1500

Revo/yjrt^ Part

h/OfiJ<

Sfatiener^ Porf

fl/o Srfions/'on

A^o £'t:pa/Tsjon

S/oAonory Parf

/Vo Cxpens/on

Pch'o/^iny Port

/to Sj^pons/on

Fig. 1.

the pressure in the first stage to be 75 lb. abs. If satu-

rated steam at 150 lb. gauge expands adiabatically to

75 lb. abs., we will have 95 per cent dry steam left.

Volume of i lb. of steam at 75 lb. abs. is 5.71 cu. ft.

;

velocity of steam expanding from 150 lb. gauge to

75 lb. abs. = 1780 ft. Area of orifice =
5.71 X 0.95 X 0.278 X 12'

1780

- 0.122 sq. m.

;

for 50 per cent overload this area must be 0.122 X i-S

= 0.183 sq. in. (cross section is made rectangular).

The dififerent bucket angles are now found by
means of a velocity diagram drawn to scale. The
nozzles are made to include angles of 20 degrees with
the wheel plane and the circumferential velocity of the
wheel taken at 300 ft. per second.

The relative entrance velocity measures 1500 ft.

and includes an angle of 24 degrees with the wheel
plane

;
this is to be the angle of the first and last bucket

element in the first row of buckets, the intermediate

ft. per second, which is only correct if we had no

friction losses. However, if we use superheated steam,

this will compensate for the friction losses, as we will

start with a slightly higher velocity than the 1780 ft.

per second.

Relative entrance velocity to stationary buckets

No. I is found to be 1200 ft. and the angle it includes

with the wheel plane to be 30 degrees ; this will be the

angle of the first bucket element.

No velocity is lost in going through this row of

buckets, still the length of the buckets has to be in-

creased in the same proportion as above to afiford a

smooth passage for the steam, and while the area must
remain the same, the distance between blades at the

exit must be smaller than at the entrance ; this is also

of advantage, as it afifords an opportunity to decrease

the angle between the last bucket element and the

wheel plane. In this case the angle is calculated to be

25 degrees.

The absolute velocity of the steam entering the

second row of moving buckets will, therefore, form an
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angle of 25 degrees with the wheel plane, and the same
calculation is repeated for the rest of the bucket rows.

It is seen that the bucket angles are getting larger

as we go down and less work is taken up by each set

of wheels, so we soon find a limit, where it does not

pay to put on more rows.

The other three stages are calculated in the same
way. Generally it is of advantage to take up more than

one-fourth of the total work in the first stage, the

f steam volumes are smaller and the pressure in the

turbine casing can be kept lower.

In the reaction turbine we have expansion taking

place in both stationary and moving buckets. The
main difference between the flow diagram for this kind

of turbine and that shown in Fig. i is that the relative

velocity is greater than the absolute velocit)^ in the

former case, and vice versa in the latter. The average

velocity can thereby be kept smaller, thus reducing the

friction loss, but the loss through leakage is evidently

greater on account of the difference in pressure be-

tween all wheels, putting the two types on an equal

basis as far as economy is concerned.

One lb. steam at 165 lb. abs. has a volume of 2.72

cu. ft. One lb. steam at 28 in. vacuum "has a volume
of 349.7 cu. ft. Saturated steam expanding adiabat-

ically between 165 lb. absolute and 28 in. vacuum con-

tain about 78 per cent dry steam at the end : the total

expansion ratio would, therefore, be
3497 X 0.78

2.72

100. If the steam expanded from 165 lb. absolute to

29 in. vacuum, the expansion ratio would be about 200.

The above turbine is to make 1500 r.p.m. and will

have a diameter of

300

1500/60

3 ft. 10 in. The ten

nozzles of the first stage would cover about 15 per cent

of the circumference, and as the steam expanded in the

different stages, more nozzles would be put on, their

cross sectional area increased and the bucket lengths

made to correspond herewith to take care of the in-

creased steam volume.

The last stage would have nozzles all around the

circumference and would have buckets as long as prac-

tical : this is reallv the condition which determines the

diameter of the turbine.

If a steam engine should take care of this expan-

sion. TOO to 200 times the orisrinal volume, it would

have impractically large dimensions for the last cylin-

der. As now designed, the steam can only be ex-

panded to say 24 in. vacuum, and there is not much
need for condensers, which will give higher vacuum
than can be used. We get too little extra work at the

exnenditure of large quantities of cooling water. In

the large cylinder we have the greatest friction and

cooling losses; in the low pressure turbine we have

the least as compared with the high pressure portion

of the turbine.

The discs revolve in a nearly perfect vacuum.

which makes the loss due to windage small, and if the

steam friction loss is proportional to the specific weight

of the steam, this loss is many times the smallest in

the low pressure turbine.

The loss due to leakage through clearances is also

Ijroportional to the density and therefore much the

largest in the high pressure turbine. In this the pro-

portion of clearance to length of bucket may be as

0.1 in. to I in.; in the low pressure turbine this pro-

portion is 0.1 in. to 5 in. average. The density of steam

is about fifty times greater in the first stage than in

the last, but it must also be remembered that leakages

in the first stage take place only on 15 per cent of the

circumference, whereas in the last stage the leakage

takes place around the whole circumference. In the

two high pressure cylinders the steam is working with

a high efficiency because they can take care of the ex-

pansion, the friction and cooling losses are not large,

due to the relative small dimensions and the increase

in economy is nearly proportional to the rise in boiler

pressure. This is not the case with turbines where

leakage losses increase rapidly with higher pressure.

In order to obtain the most economical conditions,

we will take a two cylinder compound reciprocating

engine and feed it with a boiler pressure as high as has

been found practical, say 225 lb. gauge and 200 degrees

superheat fnearly all reciprocating engine-driven ocean

liners use this pressure"), and let this expand down to

14.7 lb. gauge in the engine ; from there it is exhausted

through a superheater, which also takes out the puffs,

into a low pressure steam turbine, where it expands to

28 in. vacuum.
The flue gases will have a temperature of about

5S0 degrees F. for this high boiler pressure; therefore,

the intermediate superheater can be put in the flue

between the boiler and the smokestack like the econo-

mizer, the flues being run >mderneath the power house

floor to facilitate short connections between recipro-

cating en,gine, superheater and turbine. Such a super-

heater would be much cheaper than an economizer for

the simple reason that it has to stand only a few

pounds pressure above or below the atmosphere.

Steam of 225 lb. ffauge and 200 degrees superheat

expanding adiabatically becomes saturated at 45 lb.

absolute and at the end of its expansion we have only

93 per cent drv steam left. Fxpanding in a steam

engine we would have less left, say 91 per cent, or 10

per cent less, which would be available for the super-

heater.

Take 2 lb. of coal as necessary to generate one

kw.-hour. Burned with 200 per cent air supply we
would have available in the flue gas : 2 (23.2 -|- i) 450

X 0.27 = 5880 B.t.u. fFlue ,gas temperature SSo de-

grees, outside air 100 degrees). Take i? lb. of steam

as necessarv to generate one kw.-hour. To superheat

the exhaust from the engine too degrees would then

require 15X0.01X0.5.5X100 = 750 B.t.u., 0.55 is

averasre specific heat of superheated steam at this pres-

sure. To re-evaporate to per cent, or T.5 lb., at T4.7 lb.

absolute would require T.5 (qfif, -\- too X 0.55") = T530

B.t.u. Then the active flue gas temperature would be

7.50 +T 5.30

lowered = 38.8 per cent. This would still

5S80

leave a temperature difference between flue gases and

450 X .38.8

outside air of 450 ;
= 276 degrees for an

TOO
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to utilize, or for creating draft in the

I Vol. XXIV—No. 26

economizer

chimney.

The entropy diagram, Fig. 2, shows what work

there is available in the stream. It is calculated as

follows

:

The entropy of water at 100 degrees (561 degrees

T 561

absolute) 2.3 log— = 2.3 log— = 0.129.

493 493

The entropy of water at its final temperature 397

(397 + 461)

degrees (225 lb. gauge) 2.3 log = 0.55.

493

Si^perheof

Z3" t^OCUU/n

r 'Si/pcrhea/er

-Secona' Sufierheot

riG. z.

The entropy of dry saturated steam at 225

gauge

:

T r 833

<t>
= 2.3 log h — = 0.5s -\ = 1.52.

lb.

493 858

r = latent heat of vaporization = 833 X T = 397

+ 461 ^ 858 degrees.

The additional entropy of superheated steam 200

degrees superheat starting at 397 degrees.

Ts (858 + 200)

<^s. = 2.3 X c log. — = 2.3 X 0.65 log

T 858

= 0.134.

c taken = 0,65 = specific heat of superheated
steam starting at 397 degrees.

The total entropy of stiperheated steam 200 de-

grees superheat starting at 397 degrees.

4, + <t>S^= 1.52 + 0.134= 1.654.

Re-evaporation 10 per cent.

Total entropy of steam after re-evaporation =
10

1.654 H X 1-654 = i-8i9-

100

The additional entropy of superheated steam 100

degrees superheat starting at 212 degrees.

Ts=

<^s= = 2.3 X 0.55 log 2.3X0.55

log 773

673

0.076.

Ts= = 673 + too = 773.

T= =212-1-461=673.

c taken = 0.55 ^ specific heat of superheated

steam starting at 212 degrees.

Total entropy of steam superheated 100 degrees

starting at 212 degrees == 1.819 -\- 0.076 ^ 1.895.

Total heat in i lb. of saturated steam at 225 lb.

;

gauge pressure by steam tables 1203 B.t.u. ; heat in

water at 100 degrees (28 in. vacuum) = 68 B.t.u.

Additional B.t.u. for superheating twice and re-

evaporation == 0.65 X 200 + 0.55 X 100 -|- (1.819 —
1.654) 673 = 296 B.t.u

B.t.u. lost = area below the 100 degree line = 561

X (1-895 — 0.129) = 990 B.t.u.

1203 —^684-296— 990 441

Efficiency = = =
1 203 — 68-1-296 1 43

1

31.0 per cent.

If we take the combined efl'iciency of engine and

turbine at 75 per cent, we get the actual proportion

between the work theoretical in the steam and the

work taken off the shaft

:

75

31 X- 23.2 per cent.

A figure which is not realized in any plant today,

but which it seems entirely possible to realize and

which will be realized some day when fuel gets expen-

sive enough to make the inconvenience of two different

kinds of units a necessity.

Municipal electric plants, according to the census

reports for 1907, number 1252, as compared with 815 in

1902 and as compared with 3602 commercial plants.

Of these 150 were in the North Atlantic States; 158

in the South Atlantic ; 727, North Central ; 166, South

Central; and 51, Western. Most of the municipal sta-

tions are in places of small population, nearly seven-

eighths of the total number being located in places of

less than 5000 population and less than 3 per cent in

places having a population of 25,000 and over. The
output, in kilowatt hours, of the municipal stations in

1907 was 289,462,788, as compared with 195,904,439 in

1902, an increase of 47.8 per cent. The commercial sta-

tions in this respect in 1907 increased 141. i per cent.
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E. C. Jones.

THE HISTORY OF GAS-LIGHTING IN
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

BY E. C. JONES.'

Although San Francisco as early as 1854
was furnished with illuminating gas
through the energies of Peter Donahue and
others, it was not until 1867 that Oakland,
then the second largest city in California,

was supplied with this useful commodity.
The overflow population of San Francisco
had not up to that time discovered the

attractions of suburban life, and transportation across

San Francisco bay was, at best, hazardous. Oakland's
wonderful climate, its miles of oak-covered lands, and
its contiguity to San Francisco, began to prove in-

viting to the tired business men of the metropolis.

By 1864 Oakland commenced to take on the aspect of

metropolitanism. Attention was called to its great

harbor possibilities existing in the estuary of San
Antonio, which divides Oakland from Alameda. As a

land-locked harbor it attracted, even at that time, the

attention of the government, which commenced taking

measures to improve it by erecting a training wall and
deepening it by dredging. This work made available

on each side of the estuary large tracts of hitherto

submerged lands, and they became convenient sites

for manufacturies. The originators and promoters of

the Central Pacific Railroad, recognizing the value of

this land as a terminus for the proposed transconti-

nental railroad, soon became a large owner of the

property bordering on the bay on the west and the

estuary on the south.

December 9th, 1865, a franchise was granted by

the Oakland City Council to Joseph G. Eastland, at

that time secretary of the San Francisco Gas-Light

Company, and William W. Beggs, the San Francisco

company's engineer. This franchise gave the privi-

lege of laying gas mains in the city of Oakland, and

fixed the gas rate at $7.50 a thousand cubic feet.

Following the granting of this franchise, the Oak-

land Gas-Light Company was incorporated June 12th,

1866, and the franchise was transferred to it by Joseph

G. Eastland and William W. Beggs.

The first directors of this Oakland company were

William W. Beggs, Joseph G. Eastland, and Anthony

Chabot, a well-known citizen of Oakland, interested in

the city's water supply. Anthony Chabot was elected

the first president, and Joseph G. Eastland, the first

secretary, of the company.
It was impossible at that time to locate a gas

works upon the estuary lands. There obviously would

have been the proper place for them, but the purchases

made by the Central Pacific Railroad Company and

the peculiar waterfront grants given to others by the

city of Oakland rendered the estuary lands unavailable

then. So a lot on the northeast corner of First and

Washington streets, within a half block of the water-

front, was purchased as a site for the gas works, and

Tyler Sabbaton, at that time one of the engineers of

the San Francisco Gas-Light Company, was employed

to prepare plans and specifications for the building of

the gas works. Henry Adams was elected superin-

tendent of these works. He was a resident of Sacra-

mento. Later he was superintendent of the Napa Gas

^\'orks, and thereafter, until his death, was superin-

tendent and manager of the Stockton Gas Company.
When the Oakland company was reorganized in April

of 1867, H. H. Haight, who had been Governor of the

State of California, was elected president.

The first installation of the works consisted of a

holder having a capacity of 5000 cubic feet, and one
bench of three iron retorts housed in a brick building

approximately 20x30 feet. The purifying house con-

tained four purifiers, each 8x10x3 feet. It is recorded
that in 1866, the first night that gas was turned on in

the city of Oakland, the consumption for the night

was 3000 cubic feet. In 1866 Van Leer Eastland suc-

ceeded Henry Adams as superintendent, and he con-

tinued in that office until his death, September 8th,

1894. In 1870 a second holder, having a capacity of

25,000 cubic feet, was erected. The maximum con-

sumption had reached 20,000 cubic feet a day. From
1870 until 1874 very rapid progress was made in the

laying of mains and the obtaining of customers. In

1873 it became necessary to enlarge not only the

retort-house capacity but also the capacity of the

purifiers and the storage tanks. Iron retorts had long
since been discarded for those of clay. These clay

retorts were imported from the East in benches of

fives and were substituted for benches of threes.

Holder number three was built in the fall of 1S73.

and it had a capacity of 150,000 cubic feet. It re-

mained in use until 1904, when it was discarder onlv
by reason of the removal of the gas works from its

original location.

The first dividend of the company was declared in

January of 1874. From that day, until the consolida-

tion with the California Gas and Electric Corporation
in January of 1903, the Oakland company continuously
paid dividends of twent3'-five cents a share on the

capital stock, with the exception of a period of eighteen

months in 1884-5, when expenses of new construction

caused the suspension of dividends.

Having faith in the future growth of Oakland and
foreseeing the needs of the enlargement of its plant,

the company bought, in 1875, what is known as city

block number 3, which is bounded by Jefferson, Grove,
and Second streets. This was the site of the palatial

home of Domingo Ghirardelli, the chocolate manufac-
turer. His was a place noted for a wonderful display

of magnificent statuary, which he had collected during
his frequent visits to Europe. In 1875, also, J. West
Martin, a prominent Oaklander, was elected president

to succeed ex-Governor Haight. who had died in the

early part of that year.

In 1877 it became necessary largely to increase

the capacity of the plant, and to use the old Ghirar-

delli home block. A bonded indebtedness was there-

fore incurred in the sum of $250,000 to provide money
for the improvements. Holder number 4, having a

capacity of 450,000 cubic feet, was erected, together

with a purifying house having four purifiers, 20x24

feet each. The capacity limit of the plant as enlarged

became fixed at 500.000 cubic feet. The output at that

time was approximately 150.000 cubic feet a day. It

was supposed then that the ultimate requirements of

the plant had been reached, but the future determined

Otherwise.

During alt of the ten years following, the estabMsb-
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ment of the Oakland company,

both the city of Alameda and

the town of Berkeley, which

had become the State Univer-

sity center, had been growing.

Therefore in 1877 the directors

of the Oakland company deter-

mined to extend the service of

gas to both these neighboring

communities. In that same

year, anticipating future neces-

sities, a part of the waterfront

lying between Jefferson and

Castro streets, was purchased.

During the first month of the

operation of the Oakland com-

pany the records show that

there were only twenty-three

consumers connected with the

mains. But in 1878, after

eleven years' development, the

total number had grown to 1801.

In 1879 a gas holder was erected in Alameda.

A pipe connection from the Oakland works at First

and Washington streets was made across the estuary

and into Alameda over the company's own drawbridge,

which had been built on AVebster street. The year

1879 marks the first installation in the United States

of high-pressure gas service, as a pressure approxi-

mating eight pounds was carried upon the mains that

ran from the works in Oakland over to the holder in

Alameda. This high-pressure system was subse-

quently extended to include the distribution to cus-

tomers, and was produced by means of a Connelly

governor, which, until recently, continued in daily use.

The year 1879 also marks the introduction into

California of gas stoves. Joseph G. Eastland, then the

secretary of the Oakland company, had purchased,

during a visit to Europe, a large invoice of Fletcher

stoves. These stoves, after some difificulty and per-

suasive arguments, were put in various Oakland
homes.

In t88o the Lowe process was installed, Oakland
being the second city in California to make use of this

method of manufacturing gas. The oil for the manu-
facture of the gas was purchased from the Pacific

Coast Oil Company at the rate of $2 a barrel.

In 1881 the town of Berkeley was first lighted by
gas. But about that time the attention of the entire

world had been called to the introduction of electric

lighting. Foreseeing, possible annihilation in compe-
tition with this new form of lighting, the Oakland
company, with its usual progressive spirit, determined
to secure such rights as it could to the ownership of

electric service. In 1883 it secured from the Thomson-
Houston Company exclusive rights to use in the cities

of Oakland and Alameda and the town of Berkeley that
company's apparatus, and in 1885 completed a building
and installed two 25-arc machines.

In 1886 Oakland got her first cable-car line. Prior
to that time transportation about the town had been
by means of the now obsolete horse-car, which still

survives as a California relic only in San Francisco
and San Buenaventura.

1

Oftice jbuuaiiig 01 utii^iana u-as ijignt and Meat Company, Thirteenth and Clay Streets

In 18S7, the Edison light having been perfected

for general purposes, the Oakland company purchased

the right to use the AVestinghouse alternating system,

and in January of the following year installed a 50-

ampere machine having initial voltage of 1000.

In May of 1888 the company decided to erect an

electric-lighting station on waterfront property at First

and Grove streets. And in September of that year it

purchased from the Westinghouse company two 1000-

volt alternating-current generators of 50-ampere ca-

pacity. This was the first installation of incandescent

electric-lighting in Oakland.

During 1889 AA'^elsh anthracite coal was first used

in the making of Oakland's water-gas. Then holder

number 2 was erected in Alameda. In 1892 holder

number 7, having a capacity of 700,000 cubic feet, was
built on block number 3 by the Stacey Manufacturing
Company.

The Oakland company, in July of 1892, moved into

its new office building, then just completed, at Thir-

teenth and Clay streets.

In 1893 the Station B electric-light works was
erected. It contained two Fitchburg engines, each of

400 horsepower with boiler equipment, all installed by
the Risdon Iron Works.

In December of 1894 the company imported bitu-

minous coal from Japan for the manufacture of coal-

gas. Earlier in the year a branch ofl^ice had been
established in Alameda.

During all the years following Ma^^ of 1874, when
he first entered the employ of the Oakland Gas-Light
Company, John A. Britton was intimateh^ associated

with the success of the concern, occupving successively

various positions of trust prior to his election to the

secretarvship in August of 1883.

In September of 1894, following the death of Van
Leer Eastland, who had for many years been superin-

tendent of the company. John A. Britton was elected

superintendent and engineer in addition to his old

position as secretary.

In 1805 the Berkeley Electric-Lighting Company
was purchased and absorbed. November 23d, 1895,

1
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(Jakland is now provided

with modern gas-making ma-

chinery and ample storage

capacity to meet the de-

mands of a city of its con-

tinued rapid growth.

IiUei-ioi- i.r Llie Oakland Office.

Joseph G. Eastland, the secretary of the Oakland com-
pany, died, and January 2d, 1896, John W. Coleman,

the president, also passed away.

In August of 1898 John A. Britton was elected

president and engineer of the Oakland Gas Light and
Heat Company.

During the spring and summer of 1902 the Cali-

fornia Gas and Electric Corporation entered into a

contract with the Oakland Gas Light and Heat Com-
pany to supply the Oakland company with oil-gas.

Station B at First and Market streets was therefore

selected for the manufacture of the oil-gas. This
station had originally been erected as a gas works by
the Equitable Gas Company in opposition to the Oak-
land Gas Light and Heat Company.

The first oil-gas ever manufactured in Oakland
was made at Station B, September ist, 1902. Oil-gas

proved so successful that several additions had to be

made to the plant. By September nth, 1904, all of the

gas supplied to the city of Oakland was what is known
as crude-oil water-gas, and it was manufactured at

Station B.

The gas business in Oakland increased normally

until the earthquake of 1906. Then the enormous
influx to Oakland of population from San Francisco

created such a demand for gas that the gas delivery

was increased from 563,000,000 cubic feet in 1905 to

970,000,000 cubic feet in 1906. ' This was at first con-

sidered a gain in business due to feverish conditions

that would later shrink, but the increased send-out of

gas was sustained and even augmented during the two

subsequent years. Oakland reached its maximum out-

put of gas December 21st, 1908, when that one day

6,835,000 cubic feet were furnished.

In 1907 the company constructed, at First and

Grove streets, a 2,000.000-cubic-foot gas holder resting

in a steel tank. During that same year additions were

also made to the generating capacity of Station B to

provide for the increased demand for gas.

GAS EXPERIENCE
WANTED.

Leon B. Jones wants some
experience, not for himself

but for the members of the

Pacific Coast Gas Association

who will meet at Los Angeles

on September 20, 21, 22,

1910. Mr. Jones is the editor

of the experience depart-

ment of the Association and

promises to treat the name
of the sender confidentially

if so desired. Everybody is

invited to send his contribu-

tions on gas experience to

Mr. Jones at 445 Sutter Street, San Francisco.

OAKLAND'S GAS SYSTEM.'
EY KEMPSTER B. MILLER.

The gas for lighting, cooking and heating is sup-

plied to the entire city of Oakland from a plant in the

southern part of the city, near the bay shore. The
Oakland gas plant was a pioneer in the employment of

high-pressure mains throughout the system, for insur-

ing a uniform pressure at the more remote points.

The gas supplied is manufactured by a crude-oil-water

process which seems to be peculiar to the Pacific Coast

and more particularly to the territory surrounding San

Francisco. This method of manufacture results in a

rapid production of the gas, which in turn renders a

large storage capacity unnecessary. This method of

rapid production and small storage capacity would,

unless properly safeguarded, be likely to result in a

variable quality of gas from time to time, and this

point was made the subject of particular investigation.

Numerous tests were made, extending over a

period of approximately three weeks, to determine the

illuminating and heating properties of this gas. In the

illuminating tests a standard amyl-acetate lamp was

used as a primary standard, this lamp having been

calibrated for accuracy by the Bureau of Standards at

Washington and at the Armour Institute of Chicago

just before use. The photometer used was the standard

Bunsen type using improved Lummer-Brodhun screen.

The calorific measurements were made by means of a

Junkers Calorimeter, which was carefully cleaned,

overhauled and adjusted before and during the tests.

All devices used in connection with these instruments

were carefully checked for accuracy.

Illuminating Quality.

The results of tests made nearly every day for a

period of about three weeks to determine the lighting

'Extract from Report on tlie Oas .-iiul Electrical Conditions

of tlie Olty of Oaklanil.
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qualities of the gas indicate that the gas had an aver- with this standard the Oakland gas compares favor-

age illuminating power of 21.9 candle power when ably.

burning at the rate of 5 cubic feet an hour and at Throughout the tests no serious changes of pres-

atmospheric conditions corresponding to a temperature sure were noticed, the service being satisfactory in this

of 60 degrees Fahr. and a barometric pressure of 30 respect. The process employed in the manufacture of

inches. The variation in candle power was from 24.6 this gas seems also to give a gas flame that is some-

c.p. as a maximum to 18.5 c.p. as a minimum, under what whiter in quality than the ordinary coal gas,

the above conditions. which is a desirable feature. Furthermore, no criti-

The times of making the tests on the different cism is to be made as to the objectionable products of

days ranged from 8:45 A. M. to 9:30 P. M. As the combustion, as the gas seems to burn without objec-

average candle power was 21.9 and as the minimum of tionable smoke or soot. The gas, when escaping, has

all the tests was about 18.5 c.p., my conclusion is that a pungent odor, amply sufficient as a safeguard against

the gas furnished during this period was satisfactory its escapement without detection.

from the standpoint of its illuminating quality. As a

basis of comparison I will refer to the followmg table
ADVANTAGES OF SUPERHEATED

as showmg the candle power of the gas as required by j-^^i- "^.^ v .ni, ± ^^^^o ^4.

the various State Commissions or by other bodies in Siii-AJVl.

the following cities

:

^^ ^- ^- rosiER.

New York City 22-c.p. Buffalo, N.Y 18-c.p. The advantages of superheating steam will be

District of Columbia. . .22-c.p. Auburn, N. Y 18-c.p. readily recognized, when it is considered that steam

Detroit IS-c.p. Syracuse, N. Y 18-c.p. used for power plants is merely a vehicle for conveying

All Massachusetts cities. 16-c. p. Plaftsburg, N. Y IS-c.p. heat to the steam engine. As such a vehicle, steam is

r , ^ , , ,
at its best when it is free from water and also when it

As the average candle power of the Oakland gas . ^ . ^, . ^ ^ ,, r , .^ <

, ^^11, 1 1 ii IS periormmg the conveymg act at the highest et-
was 21.9, only one-tenth candle power below the re- .^ ==

. .

quirement for New York City and the District of
hcency. Steam being a gas is used as such and the

Columbia, and as the minimum for Oakland, 18.5, was presence of water introduces a disturbing element,

above that of the other cities in this list, I am of the Provisions are made for handling the steam as a gas,

opinion that the gas measured in Oakland during this but when water is present provision must also be

period is all that can reasonably be required in point made for handling water as a liquid. The elimination

of candle power. of water greatly simplifies the problem of designing

Heating Quality. ' and maintaining a steam power plant.

Tests for determining the calorific or heat-giving The increase of efficiency by superheating steam

qualities of the gas were likewise made nearly every was discussed by Rankine in his work on the steam

day for about three weeks. The results of these tests engine. By raising the temperature at which steam

show that the gas has an average calorific power of receives its heat efficiency is increased without pro-

613.8 B.t.u. per cubic foot at an atmospheric condition ducing a dangerous pressure. According to the law of

corresponding to a temperature of 60 degrees Fahr. efficiency of thermodynamic engines the heat trans-
and a barometric pressure of 30 inches.

. ^^med into mechanical energy bears the ratio to the
During the tests the calorific power of the gas ^h^jg j^^^^ received by the fluid as the range of tem-

averaged from 642.6 B.t.u. as a maximum to S74. 1 B.t.u. , / .-, ^ 1 . ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^^
. . T-M , , , ,•,-,, perature is to the absolute temperature at which the

as a minimum, i he change between these limits, like the
,

. . , ^ 1,

,, ,

.

,, ... heat IS received, as follows

:

candle power, was sometimes rather rapid, owing, no
doubt, to the quick production and low storage ca- -p, 'p.

pacity of the system. g ,^ .

As compared with these results for heating quality, -p, 1 .gj 2
I will quote from the rules of the Wisconsin Railway
Commission, which commission exists for the purpose Thus, the more heat supplied per unit of volume
of regulating the methods employed and results ob- of g^eam to the engine, the more work can be obtained
tained by public service corporations in that State: r 4.1 1 ^i r 1. •

<.r> 1 o rn, ^ ^
, \. t r,;. from the engine, and the increase of pressure having

Kule 8:—The company, furnishing gas which within one
. 7 . . . .

mile radius from the distribution center gives a monthly aver- ^ practical limit this extra heat is to be obtained by

age total heating value of not less than 600 B.t.u. with a superheating the steam.
minimum which shall not fall below 550 B,t,u,, may be con- The diminished density of the steam employed to
sidered as giving adequate service as far as the heating value jo the work lessens the back pressure, or, as com-
of the gas is concerned,"

, , ,
, „, , ,

. , , -r- , , „ , ,
monly expressed, improves the vacuum, ihis also

As the average calormc power of the Oakland gas, i- .^ ^t. • 1 i.- 1
• j -^i ^i

r^^a -D 4. 11 1 \, . ^ ' applies to the air and vapor which are carried with the
Di3.e Jj.t.u., is well above the average requirement

, r , , , , , •

('f^f^r^ p + ,, ^ ^f +1,;^ „„, ;„„;„ a ti • steam and turther expanded by the increased heat and
(_ooo fj.t.u.j 01 tins commission, and as the minimum, '^^ '

574-1 B.t.u., of the Oakland gas is well above the mini- ^''e consequently contracted to a much less volume,

that the Oakland gas, as judged by this standard, is of when chilled by striking the cooling surface of the

good calorific power. Perhaps a requirement of 600 condenser. Thus the air pump has less work to do.

B.t.u. would come as near to representing the standard The prevention of condensation of steam on enter-

calorific requirement for good gas as can be given, and ing the cylinder and of further condensation during
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the early stages of expansion is obtained by superheat-

ing and without the use of steam jackets.

Steam jackets are wasteful and inefficient because
they give contact only with the steam next to the walls

of the cylinder, which necessitates carrying a high tem-
perature in the jackets, in order to produce any effect

on the steam which is in contact with the piston.

Steam jackets are wasteful because of the heat which
they impart to the exhaust steam and to the steam in

the cylinder when the piston is near the end of the

stroke and its pressure is low. At such times a transfer

of heat takes place when the dift'erence in temperature
between the steam in the jacket and the steam in the

cylinder is at its maximum point. This heat is all lost

in the exhaust.

This is especially true of engines having a pause

at the end of the stroke, such as direct acting pumps.
We may, therefore, summarize the practical advan-

tages of superheating as economy in boiler power,

economy in engine power, economy in steam consump-
tion, economy in fuel consumption, economy in sizes

of pipes, valves, and fittings in the steam mains, better

vacuum in condenser and longer life of the machinery.

The economy in boiler power is shown by the fact

that superheated steam does from lo to 20 per cent

more work. This is brought about by the greater

amount of heat contained in each pound of steam
leaving the boiler and also by the efficiency of the

steam in doing its work. It is not an infrequent occur-

rence in a plant containing five boilers to see one

boiler put in reserve and the remaining four doing the

work, after superheaters have been installed.

Economy in engine power has been frequently

demonstrated by such tests as those made on the Rice

& Sargent Corliss engines at the Milburne Mills in

Philadelphia and at the American Sugar Refining

Company in Brooklyn, also on the Mcintosh & Sey-

mour engines at the Edison Electric Light Works in

Boston, which show that the economy of operation

when steam is superheated is greatly improved, not

only at normal load, but in much larger proportion

when the engineer is running on partial load or on

overload, the tendency being to equalize the water

rate throughout a wide range of loads. This is also

true in the case of steam turbines, as has been demon-
strated by a test of the Westinghouse-Parsons ma-

chines at Hartford and other places and also on

numerous Curtis turbines.

Economy in steam consumption has been fre-

quently demonstrated in practice. Tests made at the

Maryland Steel Company in their power plant, after

installing the superheaters in connection with their

Altmann & Taylor boilers show a saving of 12 per

cent of the steam used by the plant on its regular

work. The fuel used in this case is blast furnace gas.

At the Wisconsin Steel Company in South Chicago

the installation of superheaters in connection with

their twenty Sterling boilers heated by blast furnace

gas, resulted in the elimination entirely of the use of

coal in the works, where it had been formerly neces-

sary to supplement the steam generated by the blast

furnace boilers from an auxiliary boiler house where

coal was used.

A recent test of the vertical triple expansion water

work engines built by the Camden Irtm Works for

Cincinnati show a saving of 83/2 per cent fuel used by
superheated steam of 100 degrees at the engines. In

this case there were four engines tested, two with

saturated and two with superheated steam. The test

of each engine lasted 144 hours continuously. The
average duty on saturated steam was 152,000 and on

superheated steam 165,000 foot pounds, per hundred
pounds of coal burnt under the boilers and super-

heaters.

At the Hyde Park plant of the American Sheet

Steel Company, the reduction in the cost of fuel per

ton of plate output was about 15 per cent, comparing
the average of the four months after the superheaters

were put in- with the four corresponding months ol the

previous year. Most of these examples are taken from

the experience of the past year or two. Numerous
other important tests extending back several years

have been a matter of record for several years past,

and the number add the same conclusions with regard

to the advantages of superheated steam.

Economy in fuel consumption has frequently been
found after superheaters were put in to be greater than

the saving in steam. This is doubtless due to the

increased efficiency of certain boilers by adding the

superheating surface. It may safely be estimated that

where attached to the boilers superheaters will operate

with an eft"iciency close to 100 per cent, the only loss

being a slight additional friction of steam in passing

through the superheater, which may be considered a

negligible quantity. It is usually found that with coal

at $3 per ton superheaters will save the cost of their

installation in about two years.

In power plants it is desirable to have the aux-

iliaries operated with superheated steam, because in

these more wasteful types of steam cylinders, the

proportional saving is great. No difficulty need be

anticipated from the use of steam at a temperature not

exceeding 500 degrees F. in any type of steam engine

with Corliss, slide, piston or gridiron valves.

Economy in the sizes of pipes, valves and fittings

in the steam mains is due to the fact that the friction

of superheated steam in pipe lines is much less than

saturated steam and smaller pipes may be generally

used.

Better vacuum in condenser is explained above,

as demonstrated by practice at the Maryland Steel

Company's plant, where fully i in. better vacuum is

obtained on the central condensing apparatus when
superheated steam is used.

Longer life of the machinery is obtained on en-

gines, because keeping cylinders free from water im-

proves lubrication, allowing the oil to keep on the

surface and the risk from accidents and damage by the

water in the cylinder is eliminated.

The engine is more readily put in service, as the

warming up process is simplified and particularly in

the case of steam turbines the wearing on the blades

due to the presence of water in the steam is eliminated.

Much (lift'iculty has been experienced of late in refer-

ence to steam turbine blades being cut into deep at

their base where they join the rotor, caused by the

moisture carried with the steam. This has never

occurred where superheated steam was used.
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THE WATTHOUR METER.
BY WM. M. SHEPARD AND ALLEN G. JONES.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER Vin.

RATES.

Birmingham (Alabama) Railway, Light & Power Co.

The consumer hereby agrees to pay the company, monthly,

within ten days after presentation of bills, for said incan-

descent light service at the base rate of twelve cents per

kilowatt hour, as measured by meter or meters to be furnished

and installed by the company, subject to the following dis-

counts:

LIGHTING RATES. .

'' " ""

n monthly bills under
over

10 %
15 %
20 %
25 %
30 %
35 %
37^%
40 %
42%%
45 %
47%%
50 %

26 k.w.h.

25
160
250
400
500

1,000
1,600
2,000
-2,500

3,000
3,500

The consumer agi'ees to pay the company a net minimum
monthly bill of ($ ) Dollars as

a readiness to serve charge.

POWER RATES.

Discount for Monthly Usage.
500—1000 k.w.h. per month 10% discount

12%
14%
16%
18%
20%

1000--2000
2000--3000
3000--4000
4000--6000
Over 6000

1 addition—
10 to 15 k.w.h
15— 20
20— 25
25— 30
30— 36
35— 40 "

40— 46 "

45 — 50
50— 56 "

55 — 60 •'

60— 65
66— 70
70— 76 •'

76— 80
SO— 85 "

85— 90
90— 95
95 — 100 *•

Over 100

p. installed 4% discount
6%
8%
10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%
22%
24%
26%
28%
30%
32%
34%
36%
38%
40%

10% additional for off peak ser

The San Francisco Gas & Electric Co., of San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

Lighting Rates.

All current delivered to the consumer shall be registered
by a meter or meters installed and owned by the Company
and the rate and minimum charge shall be as follows per
meter:

7

6 V.
6

&%
61/2

61/4

5

4%
4%
4%
4

k.w.h.

cents if the monthly consumption be less than
" from

k.w.h.

79
SO— 129

130— 189
190— 244
246— 309
310— 374
376— 449
150— 349
650— 674
675— 849
850—1099

1100 or over

bill for current consumed at the above premises, does not

equal or exceed the said sum of $1.00 per month.

The consumer further agrees to pay a minimum of $1.50

l)er month, for each horsepower in motor or motors installed,

provided the bill for current consumed does not equal or ex-

ceed the said sum of $1.50 per horsepower per month.

Power Rates.

All current delivered to the Consumer shall be registered

by a meter or meters installed and owned by the Company
and the rate and minimum charge shall be as follows per

meter:

Per 1000 If the monthly consumption

9 cents is above the minimum and.]
less
per

than 2,000 w.h.
16 c.p. lamp.

8.55
8.1
7.65
7.2
6.75
6.3
6.85
5.4-- "

shall be from 2,000 to 3,000 w
3,000 to 4,000
4,000 to 5,000
5,000 to 6,000
6,000 to 7,000
7,000 to 8,000
8,000 to 9,000
9,000 or over

._h. per 16 c.p. lamp.

Per k.w.h. If the monthly consumption

5.26 cents
5

4.75
4.50
4.25
4

shall be from 376 to 649 k
650 to 924
925 to 1,199

1,200 to 1,474
1,475 to 1,749
1,750 or over

.w.h

The consumer agrees to pay to the company a net

monthly minimum bill of $1.00 for each meter installed, pro-

vided the bill for cm-rent consumed at the above premises

does not equal or exceed the said sum of $1.00 per month.

The consumer further agrees to pay a minimum of $1.50

per month, for each horsepower or fraction thereof in motor

or motors installed, provided the bill lor current consumed
does not equal or exceed the said sum of $1.50 per horse-

power or fraction thereof per month.

From the data given above, a very good general

idea can be gained of the fixing and application of

lighting and power rates througliout the United States,

though of course local conditions may cause a wide

variation from the figures given.

(To be continued.)

The consumer agrees to pay the company a net monthly
minimum bill of $1.00 for each meter installed, provided the

CENTRAL STATION STATISTICS.

The commercial and municipal central electric light and

power stations in the United States in 1907 numbered 4714;

reported $1,096,913,622 as the cost of construction and equip-

ment; earned $175,642,338, of which $169,614,691 was for elec-

tric service, Including $125,755,114 for lighting; expended

$106,205,149; employed 12,990 salaried officials and clerks,

who were paid $11,733,787, and also 34,642 wage-earners, who
received $23,686,537; operated 10,150 primary-power machines,

with 4,032,365 horsepower capacity; had 12,173 dynamos, with

a kilowatt capacity of 2,709,225; and their output, in kilowatt

hours, was 5,862,276,737. Of the total number of lamps wired

for service, there were: Arcs, 555,713; incandescent, 41,445,-

997; and other varieties, 162,338.

Comparing the proportion of population with that for the

number of stations, the proportion of stations was larger than

that for population for the North Central and Western divis-

ions and smaller for the North Atlantic, South Atlantic, and
South Central divisions. One of the most pronounced fea-

tures of the central-station industry is the large percentage

showing for the Western division, which in 1907, having less

than 5,000,000 population, as compared with the population

of upward of 11,000,000 and 16,000,000 for the South Atlantic

and South Central divisions, respectively, reported a greater

primary horsepower and larger dynamo capacity and more
incandescent lamps wired for service than the latter two
divisions combined. In per capita showing, the North Atlantic

division was second in rank, the North Central third, the

South Atlantic fourth, and the South Central fifth.
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THE MECHANICS OF THE STEAM ENGINE.
(Continued.)

The conipoueiit \'elocities of llic crank-[)in pai'allul

with the vertical and horizontal axes may be found by
constructing the parallelogram of forces with (OR)
as the diagonal. (See figure III.)

The resultant and component velocities of any
other point in the crank may be determined similarly,

the resultant being parallel in direction with OR and
proportional in amount to the distance of such point

from the center O. That is, parallels to QR drawn be-

tween OR and OO will give the direction and velocity

of their points of intersection with OO.
The velocities of intermediate points in the con-

necting rod may be readily determined by combining

the angular velocity about (P) with the linear velocity

of (P). Since these velocities are not of great interest

to the practical engineer the construction necessary to

their determination will lie omit'.cd.

The accelerations of the various parts of the en-

gine chain are somewhat more difficult to understand

than were the velocities.

Acceleration is the term adopted to convey the

meaning of velocity change. Suppose a train to be

moving at a speed of ten miles per hour. We say then,

the velocity is constant and hence the change in

velocity is zero, or, there is no acceleration.

Now suppose again that this train is not moving at

constant speed, but is gaining speed such that, were

its velocity measured one minute later than the above

instant, it would be found to be fifteen miles' per

hour. The velocity change has been from ten miles per

hour to fifteen miles per hour and this change has

taken place in one minute. We say, therefore, that

-the acceleration has been five miles per hour during

this minute, or five miles per hour per minute.

When considering the velocity of the crank-pin

we learned that it was, for any instant, directed along

the tangent to its orbit, or the circle it describes; and

if the engine were running at a given number of revo-

lutions per minute the magnitude of the velocity were

constant. The direction, however, was changing uni-

formly. This velocity may be said, therefore, to have

an angular acceleration.

Let us consider this acceleration. At the begin-

ning of the head-end stroke, the velocity of the crank-

pin in a vertical direction, or parallel with the Y axis, is

constant and equal to the eireuiiiferential velocity of

the pin. The horizontal component of the velocity, on

the other iiand, is zero at the end of the stroke. As the

pin passes through the first cpiadrant to the position

directl}'' above the shaft, the component velocities vary :

the vertical from its maximum to zero, and the hori-

zontal from zero to the maximum, which value it

assumes when the tangential velocity is horizontal as

at the highest point in the circle.

The components of the acceleration have followed

the velocity changes during this period. The vertical

component at the beginning is zero. At the top of the

circle it is a maximum and is downward, or negative,

in direction. Between these two points the vertical

component has increased gradually from zero to this

maximum. Similarly the horizontal component of

acceleration has decreased from its maximum at the

end of the stroke to zero at the top of the circle.

Figure IV shows these component accelerations

for a point O in the quadrant,, and their resultant is

shown extending' inward along the radius. It will be

seen that the resultant acceleration is always directed

toward the center of the circle.

Fig. IV.

So long as the speed of rotation is constant these

are the only accelerations with which the crank-pin

is concerned. To accelerate any mass of material there

is required a definite force proportional to the product
of the mass and the acceleration. This is the cen-

tripetal force which the hub of a wheel exerts upon the

spoke to hold the rim in its curved path.

The acceleration of other points in the crank is

proportional to the distances of such points from the

shaft center. These may be graphically drawn in a

diagram similar to Figure III.

The vertical acceleration of the cross-head is zero.

The horizontal acceleration, however, is somewhat
complex in its variations.

At the beginning of the head-end stroke, for in-

stance, the velocity is zero, but as the crank-pin

traverses the first few degrees of its path the cross-

head begins to travel quickly and reaches a maximum
velocity at a point where the connecting rod nears the

tangency line of the crank orbit. During this interval

the acceleration has decreased from a maxinunn
at the beginning' of the stroke where the velocity

change was greatest, to zero at the point of maximum
velocity (where the velocity change is for the instant

zero).

The acceleration during this period fuliows the

velocity changes beginning at a maximum and diniin-

ishing to zero at the point of greatest velocity.
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CALIFORNIA OIL FUEL.
BY R. F. CHEVALIER.

Gas Analyses.

As already shown, the gases resulting from the

combustion of oil are Carbon Dioxide (CO=) Water

(H:0), Oxygen (O) and Nitrogen (N). If combus-

tion is not perfect, combustible gases such as Hydro-

gen (H) and Carbon Monoxide (CO) will be present.

In gases resulting from the combustion of oil CO rarely

exists. The writer has never found more than ]A. of

1% of this gas though dense clouds of smoke were

issuing from the stack, owing to insufficient air supply.

By examination of the products of combustion we
are able to ascertain the various constituents of the

gases and determine whether there is a sufficient or

over supply of air for combustion.

Following are some general remarks upon the

analyses and measurement of gases taken from Hem-
pie's Gas Analyses

:

For the analysis itself various methods, corres-

ponding to the nature of the gases, suggest themselves.

The gases may be separated.

1. By successive absorption of the different con-

stituents and the volumetric determination of each.

2. By absorption and subsequent determination

by titration or weighing.

3. By combustion and the volumetric or gravi-

metric determination of the products.

Under all circumstances, however, the first opera-

tion is the measuring of the gas.

From the nature of a gas it is clear that its quan-
tity can generally be better determined by measuring
its volume than by ascertaining its weight. Hence
one of the most important operations in gas analysis

is the measurement of gases.

The volume of a gas is influenced by pressure,

temperature and the tension of the liquid present.

By Boyle's law the density and the pressure of a

gas are proportional to each other.

According to Gay-Lussac's law, gases expand
1/273 of their volume at 0° for each degree of temper-
ature.

The tension of the confining or absorption liquid

causes an increase of volume. This increase is depend-
ent upon the temperature, is independent of the pres-

sure, and varies with the chemical nature of the liquid

in question.

To reduce a gas volume, measured in a moist con-
dition, to the volume which it would occupy in a dry
state at 0° C and 760 mm. pressure, the following for-

mula is used: b is the observed barometric pressure,
t the temperature, e the maximum tension of aqueous
vapor at this temperature, and V the observed volume :

b —

e

V. = V
760 (i -f 0.00367 1)

In very exact work corrections should also be
introduced for the expansion of the mercury and glass
of the barometer.

Only those volumes can be directly compared with
one another that have been reduced to equal pressure
and temperature, the tension of the liquid being also
anoi'"'"d for.

Parallel gas measurement can be carried on

under

—

1. Varying pressure, varjdng temperature and
varying volume.

2. Constant pressure, constant temperature and

varying volume.

3. Constant temperature, var)nng pressure, and

contant volume.

4. Constant pressure varying temperature, and
varying volume.

In the first case the gas volumes found must be

reduced to like temperature and pressure. In the sec-

ond and third the resulting volumes can be directly

compared, since density and pressure are directly pro-

portional.

r^\

Volumetric method of gas analysis is the one in

general use and for which there are various types of

apparatus. For combustion gases the apparatus em-
ployed should be such that the degree of accuracy is

within one per cent and at the same time should be
portable, convenient and easy to manipulate. The
apparatus of Orsat, a description of which follows, ful-

fills these conditions.

The apparatus (Fig. i) consists of the leveling

bottle A, the measuring burette B, which is water
jacketed, the absorption pipettes P' P" P'" and con-

necting tube D.

The absorption pipettes are in pairs connected at

the bottom by a U tube (Fig. 2). The absorption
side P contains small glass tubing to offer more ab-

sorption surface. Connections between the measuring
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burette B and the pipettes P' P" P'" are made by the

glass stop cocks e' e" e'", the pipettes and connecting

tube D being joined liy rubber tubing. At C is a three-

way glass cock through which the sample of gas is

drawn into IS. M'hrough the spindle of the cock, con-

nection may be made to the atmosphere whereby air

or gases in the apparatus may be discharged.

Preparation of Apparatus.

The glass stop cocks are removed and carefully

cleaned and a small quantity of vaseline rubbed over

them to prevent sticking.

The absorption pipettes are filled with their re-

spective reagents, the liquid being equalized at about

^ of their capacity. The burette B is filled with pure

water and the bottle A partially filled. The reagents

Fis. 2.

in the pipettes are then adjusted to a point on the

stem of the connecting capillary tubes midway be-

tween the top of the rubber connections and the glass

cocks e' e" e'". This is done as follows : all the cocks

are closed with the exception of the one connecting

the burette B to the pipette in which the reagent is to

be adjusted.

Bottle A is lowered very slowly until the reagent

is brought to the point above indicated and the cock

is then closed. After adjusting the reagent in all the

pipettes in the above manner, burette B and the tube

connecting to bottle A are completely filled with water.

This is accomplished by opening C to the atmosphere

and allowing the air in B to be expelled, at the same
time raising the leveling bottle A. A small quantity

of water should remain in the latter. The water jacket

surrounding B should then be filled with water. In

adjusting the reagents, care should be exercised that

none of the liquid or water enters the connecting capil-

lary tube above the stop cocks, also that none of the

reagent mixes with the water in B. The apparatus is

now ready to receive the sample of gas.

(To be continued.)

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.
Question: Two banks of transformers. No. i and

|'\o. 2, operating on a "three-phase system Y con-

nected on high side, A on low side (neutral grounded),

one transformer in No. i bank breaks down. Now,
No. I bank is out of commission as far as running in

parallel with No. 2 is concerned. What I want to

know is, can No. i be connected up in any way to run

singly? CHAS. WINTERS.
Manton, Cal.

Answer: Regarding your question as to the oper-

ation of two transformers on a three-phase system to

gi\-e three-phase on the secondary, under the hypoth-

esis mentioned we would state as follows:

If one of a bank of three transformers (connected

star on the primary and delta on the secondary) is

disabled, it is possible to obtain tiu-ee-phasc current by

simply disconnecting the injured transformer fn>m the

line on both high and low-tension windings. On the

high-tension side the ground (X) will carry back to

the power house transformers the unbalanced current

load, while in the secondary winding a simple open

delta condition will exist.

If the above transformers were connected delta

delta, it is perfectly evident that taking out one trans-

former would not interrupt this service. If the trans-

formers were star connected on high and low side,

three-phase current cannot be obtained by disconnect-

ing the third transformer, as it is obvious that when
two phases are in service on the primary side that the

same phase displacement would obtain in the second-

ary. It, therefore, would become necessary to reverse

the connections of one of the phases on the secondary

so that the phase displacement between it and the

other leg of the open delta will be but 6o degrees.

By so doing, a true three-phase current would be ob-

tained, but its value would be lower than the second-

ary voltag'e with three transformers in service, the

new voltage being

1-73

It would then be necessarv

to reconnect all the distributing transformers (which

were operating on the secondary circuit) to delta.

By noting sketch it will be observed that if trans-

former a/a' were disconnected from circuit (with delta

connected secondary), it would not change the opera-

tion of the system, otherwise than to cut down its

capacity 2tZ P'^'" cent (see case i). If, however, second-

aries are connected star, it is obvious that three-phase

cannot be obtained inasmuch as line 2 and 3 only are

connected to the source of energy with neutral (X)
grounded. If. however, the connections of b' are re-

versed its potential relation is changed to b", which
gives a true open delta condition ; line 2 then becomes
line 2', and by changing the connections of the distrib-

uting transformers two-thirds of the original cajiacity

can be obtained (see case 2).
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More power can be conserved by improving the

economy of our developed steam plants than by with-

drawing innumerable acres of un-

developed coal and oil lands or

water-power sites. From ninety to

ninety-five per cent of the energy

in fuel is wasted. One-third is lost in smoke and one-

half as exhaust steam. By saving even a part of this

appalling loss we will benefit not only ourselves, but

our posterity, who will blame us far more for our

wasteful use of power than they will praise us for our

conserving disuse. Economy in steam generation is

dependent upon improving fuel combustion; saving in

steam utilization may be effected by a low pressure

turbine run with the exhaust steam.

Proper combustion is entirely a matter of air sup-

ply. Too little air causes carbon monoxide, which

frees less than one-third as much heat as does carbon

dioxide when it is formed. Too much air carries up

the stack the heat that would otherwise be imparted to

the water. The bad effects of excess air are usually

under-estimated. If the owner of a power plant had to

pay for his air as he does for his water, he would soon

caution the fireman to use the minimum amount. But

as his air costs nothing he continues blissfully ignorant

of the fact that this free agent is regularly robbing the

heat produced by burning at least one in every eight

barrels of oil, until investigation of his fuel bill will

show that there is nothing so expensive as what he gets

for nothing.

Knowing the composition of a fuel it is easy to

calculate the amount of air necessary for its combus-

tion. Good practice allows an excess of fifty per cent.

over this theoretical amount. Many plants, however,

are using an excess of two hundred per cent, or more.

Reducing this, means cutting down the fuel bill. There

are three methods of determining how much air is

being used : actual measurement with an anenometer,

finding the heat loss by means of a pyrometer, or ascer-

taining its content in the flue gas, the last method

being that most generally used. The percentage of

carbon dioxide present is a reliable index of the amount

of air passing through the furnace. Once that the cor-

rect percentage has been determined by an expert, it

is merely necessary for the fireman to maintain it by

adjusting his damper in accordance with the reading of

some one of the mechanical carbon dioxide indicators

that are on the market.

The low pressure steam turbine uses the energy

in steam between exhaust pressure and that of a good

vacuum, this energy not being used in the non-con-

densing reciprocating engine. As shown by Mr. L. R.

Jorgensen in this issue, a combination of the turbine

and the reciprocating engine effects great economy in

steam utilization, which, together with the suggested

saving in its generation, gives to the steam plant a

much better rated efficiency. Thi's is rational con-

servation.
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PERSONALS.

F. A. Cressey, Jr., manager of the Modesto gas plant,

Is a San Francisco visitor.

Jolin ivr. Klein, general manager of Mathias, Klein & Co.,

is visiting the Pacific Coast.

H. C. Keyes, president of the Natural Gas Company of

Sacramento is at San Francisco.

Guy Sterling, an electrical engineer of Salt Lake City was
a San Francisco visitor last week.

C. F. Conn, engineer with J. G. White & Co.'s San
Francisco office, has gone to New York City.

Leon M. Hall of Hall, Demarest & Co., has returned from
an inspection trip covering Merced and Virginia City.

J. W. White of the sales department of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works, left last Tuesday for a trip to Nevada and
Arizona.

F. A. Richards, who is in charge of the car and truck

department of Pierson, Roeding & Co., left for Seattle last

•Tuesday.

A. M. Irwin, assistant to the treasurer of the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company, with headquar-

ters at the San Francisco office, has returned from his summer
vacation.

Delos A. Chappelle, who is interested in the hydroelectric

company and other power enterprises in the interior of Cali-

fornia, recently spent a day at San Francisco in consultation

with his business associates.

Sidney Sprout, electrical engineer, has returned from a

northern trip. Mr. Sprout, who has been located in the

Crocker Building for some years, has just moved into more
commodious offices—rooms 921 and 922.

O. A. Peterson, for several years with the General Elec-

tric Company at Lynn, Mass., and recently connected with

tbe electrical department at the Bremerton Navy Yard, has

arrived at San Francisco from Puget Sound.

Charles H. Gaunt, formerly superintendent of telegraph

for the Santa Fe Railway, has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Western Union Telegraph Company, for

California, Oregon, Washington. Idaho, Nevada, Utah. New
Mexico. Arizona, and parts of Colorado and British Columbia,

with headquarters at San Francisco.

S. F. T. Brock of Philadelphia recently arrived in San

Francisco in connection with the reorganization of the Rich-

mond Light cB; Power Company. Eastern capitalists have

taken hold of this distributing concern which will serve An-

tioch. Martinez and several other towns besides Richmond.

The capital stock has been increased from $300,000 to $2,.500,-

000.
"

R. S. Masson of the Electric Operating & Construction

Company, of New York, arrived last Saturday from the East

and left for Prescott. Ariz., during the past week. His Arizona

trip is connected with the taking over of the local electric

lighting system in Prescott by the Arizona Power Company.

The latter company has a hydroelectric plant, about forty

miles from Prescott. which furnishes power for the Clark

Conner mines. The local steam plant has been purchased

by the large concern which will engage in commercial lighting

in future.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY TELEGRAPH

SUPERINTENDENTS.
A joint meeting of the Los Angeles Section of American

Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Association of Rail-

way Telegraph Superintendents was held at Hotel Alexandria

on Thursday, June 23, 1910, at S p. m. The wire crossing spe-

cification, which has been recommended for adoption tiy the

Transmission Committee of the Railway Telegraph Superin-

tendents, was the main subject discussed.

OBITUARY.

Charles S. Davidson, consulting electrical engineer with

offices in San Francisco, died on the desert in Kern county,

California, on .Tune 17. Mr. Davidson was a graduate of

the University of California in 1902. Two years ago he re-

"iened rs commercial agent for the Pacific Gas & Electric

Comnanv to take up consulting work which engaged liTs at-

tention till his untimely death.

LOS ANGELES ELECTRICAL MEN'S PICNiC.

The seccnd annual picnic of the electrical men of Los
Angeles was held at Playa del Rey on June 11. 1910, with an
estimated attendance of 550. The day was devoted chiefly to

sports, the seven-inning baseball game between the Electrical

Contractors vs. the Jobbers and the Manufacturers being won
by the former with a score of 6 to 4. Other events were won
as follows:

Throwing Baseball— 1 B. C. Chase, 2 Mr. Wallace, 3 Mr.

Towner.

Batting Baseball—1 Mr. Fleishman. 2 Mr. W. O. Spring,

3 Mr. R. Williams.

Running Broad Jump—1 Mr. Perry, 2 Mr. Fierce, 3 Mr.

Hallet.

Standing Broad Jump—1 Mr. RlQer, 2 Mr. Neir, 3 Mr.

Hoag.

Race for Boys under 10 years—1 Harold Packman, 2 Fred

Gilroy, 3 Joseph Warner.

Race for Girls under 10 years—1 Claudie Smith, 2 Mar-

garet O'Connell, 3 Frances Porter.

Race for Boys under 16 years—1 Ernest Smitn, 2 Harold

Clark.

Race for Girls unaer 16 years—1 Verle George. 2 Bernice

McCann, 3 Hallie Bowers.

Race for Fat Men—1 Mr. Frank R. Thomas. 2 Mr. T. M.

Morris, 3 Mr. C. E. Warner.

Race for Stout Ladies—1 Mrs. Mina Hatlow, 2 Mrs. L. A.

Duncan, 3 Mrs. Riley.

Dancing from 2 to 5. Free coffee and clam chowder were

served at noon.

Potato Race for Ladies—1 Miss C. E. Allen, 2 Miss V.

V. Venable, 3 Miss Callie Porter.

Egg and Spoon Race— 1 Mrs. Ross, 2 Mrs. Warner. 3 Mrs.

Porter.

Race for Heads of Commercial Houses—1 Mr. L. A. Dun-

can, 2 Mr. Bert Fanning, 3 Mr. Coffray.

Three-Legged Race—1 Harry George and George Larkey,

2 Bert Downer and Louis Kolb, 3 Eddie Weber and Robert

Lanham,
Deep Sand Race for Ladies—1 Mrs. Gilroy, 2 Miss Black,

3 Miss Frank.

Sprinting Race for Real Sprinters— 1 Mr. spring. 2 Mr.

Shaffer, 3 Mr. Berryman.

Tilting Race on Canal— 1 Mr. Bowers and Mr, Warner,

2 Mr. Stetson and Mr. Hubbard, 3 Mr. Brown and Mr. Meek.

Swimming Race— 1 Vernon Brown. 2 William Maddock.

3 G. Delman.

Bowling Tournament— 1 Charles Sumner, 2 R. .\. Thomas,

3 Cecil Meyer.

Bowling Highest Score—Van Runyan and Mr. Gross.

Chairman General Committee—Walter M. Fagan.

Finance Committee— C. B. Clapp and Harr.v Bowers.

Sports Committee—George Cole (chairman). E. B. Clay.

S. C. Purser. T. E. Berger. E. Woodbury and Van Runyan.

Ways and Means Committee—C. E. Warner (chairman),

Mr. Baker, Mr, Woodward, Mr. Leavitt and Mr. .Tohnson.

Reception Committee—L. V. Benedict (chairman). C.

Delman, Dick Northmore, Charles Coulter. Charles Hartung.

N. W. Graham. Charles Carter and .Tames Calkitt.
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961,205. Reversible Steam-Turbine. Frank C. Beyerle,

San Diego, Cal., assignor of one-half to R. M. Mobius, San

Diego, Cal. In a device of the character described, the com-

bination of a casing, of a power shaft journaled therein, of a

rotative element mounted on the power shaft, of steam pockets

formed within said rotative element, of annular and radial

grooves, around said pockets of packing rings carried in said

grooves, the said packing rings comprising annular concen-

tric rings' connected in pairs by short radial sections, and

inner casings provided with inlet and exhaust ports, substan-

tially as specified. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a casing, of a power shaft journaled

therein, of a rotative element mounted on the power shaft,

of steam pockets formed within and upon opposite sides of

the said rotative element, the impact surfaces of the pockets

on one side facing in a direction opposite to those on the

other side, of packing rings around said pockets, and inner

casings provided with inlet and exhaust ports.

961,490. Steam-Generator. Robert J. Galbraith, Albany,

Oregon. A steam generator comprising inner heads spaced

apart and each provided with an upwardly directed extension,

outer heads spaced from said inner heads and each provided

with an upwardly directed extension, connecting means be-

tween each inner head and its extension and the adjacent

outer head and its extension and arranging the heads in pairs
at each end of the generator, one of said spaced pairs having
a fuel opening therethrough, a plurality of relatively small
tubes connecting the inner heads near their peripheries and
slightly apart with the tubes nearest the extensions

spaced a greater distance apart, a plurality of flues con-

necting the outer heads and extending through the tubes

which connect the inner heads, and a relatively large tube

connecting the extension of the inner heads and above the

large space between the upper tubes.

961,209. Fluid-Jet Motor. Clarence C. Cline, Oakland.

Cal. In a motive fluid operated motor, the combination with

rotary pistons having Intermeshing vanes, of a casing in

which the intermeshing vanes turn, means for directing

opposing jets of the motive fluid to the intermeshing parts

of said pistons in a general transverse direction thereto,

whereby friction on the pistons is neutralized, and an ex-

haust controlling valve movably mounted on the casing in

position to regulate the exhaust at a point beyond the inter-

meshing vanes.

961,677. Internal-Combustion Engine. John W. Bradley,

Seattle, Wash., assignor of one-half to Jacob B. Zickrick,

Seattle, Wash. In a gas engine, a piston, a follower having

movement independent of the piston, a by-pass extending

through said follower, a spring-closed valve for said by-pass,

means operative from the engine shaft for reciprocating the

follower, and means operative subsequent to the initial move-

ment of the follower toward said piston for opening said

valve for the escape of the spent gases through said by-pass.
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A LOW TENSION PORTABLE TESTING OUTFIT

A small portable testing outfit, which the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company has recently developed,

should appeal to the trade. There are continual calls about

central stations, railway plants, car barns, repair shops, etc.,

for a portable testing device that will give an alternating

voltage sufficiently high to test armature coils, meters,

switches, and other details that are used in low tension sys-

tems and require an insulation test varying from 500 to 2000

volts. Such an outfit should be "fool-proof," as it must often

be handled by men not familiar with high voltage; it should

be semi-portable; it should afford a sufficient number of steps

in the testing voltage; and last, but not least, it should be

comparatively inexpensive.

The Westinghouse Company offers, for such service, a

small bench-type, portable outfit, with a rating of .5-kw.,

which provides different testing voltages up to and including

2000 volts in 100-volt steps. It is designed for use on circuits

Low Tension Portable Testing Outfit.

of any frequency from 25 cycles up. Either a 110-volt or a 220-

volt primary may be supplied. This capacity will be found

sufficient for any normal testing up to 2000 volts. The 110-

volt low-tension side may be connected to any source such as

a lamp socket, walk receptacle, etc.

The neat wooden box in which the testing transformer

is mounted is approximately 9% inches by 121/2 inches by

14% inches, and the weight is only 60 pounds. Two cast iron

handles are provided so that the box can be very conveniently

carried about.

The testing voltage is varied by means of two small

rheostat dials mounted within the box. To the contacts of the

dial are brought the taps from the high-tension winding of

the transformer. Any voltage from 100 to 2000 volts can be

obtained in 100 volt steps.

The rheostat dials, as well as the high-tension binding

posts, are mounted within the box. When the hinged cover

is lifted to change the dial setting, the low-tension primary

circuit is automatically opened, so that the box is absolutely

"fool-proof against any touching of the dials, binding posts,

etc.. while the transformer is excited. Two high-tension

testing leads consisting of rubber covered cable, passing

through rubber tubing, are brought out of the box and pro-

vided with heavily insulated terminals so that they may be

handled with perfect safety by the tester.

A pilot lamp, connected across the low-tension primary

circuit and mounted on top of the box, promptly indicates

when the primary circuit is closed. A plug switch .i.nd fuse

holder are provided in the primary to protect and control the

circuit.

PRIZES AT LOS ANGELES ELECTRIC MEN'S PICNIC.

Prizes were donated as follows: American Elec. Novelty

& Manufacturing Co., one thermos bottle; American Steel &
Wire Co., cash, $5; Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., cash,

$2; Cole Co., John R., cash, $10; Consolidated Electric Co.,

one 5-lb. iron; Cook Electric Co., one radiometer; Dodds-

Caffray Co., cash, $5; Eccles & Smith, cash, $5; Electrical

Supply Co., one desk lamp; Fairbanks-Morse Co., cash, $5;

Forve-Pettibone Co., cash, $5 ; Foulkes-Gaylord Co., one disc

heater; Cans Bros., one battery fan motor; General Electric

Co., cash, $10; General Electric Co., one coffee percolator;

General Electric Co., one baby milk warmer; Holabird- Rey-

nolds Elec. Co., hot point utility set; Holabird-Reynolds Elec.

Co., cash, $5; Home Tel. & Tel. Co., cash, $5; Hutchinson Co.,

W. G., one desk, portable; Ideal Elec. Co., two Hylo lamps;

Illinois Electric Co., cash, $2.50; Industrial Elec. Co., cash, $5;

Johns-Manville Co., cash, $5; Johns-Manville Co., one Electro-

tlierm; Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., cash, $10; Kierulff

& Co., B. F., cash, $5, one 100-watt tungsten; Leavitt-Bartholo-

mew Co., one piano lamp, one brass jardinier; Lion Elec. Co.,

one desk, portable; Los Angeles Gas & Elec. Corporation,

cash, $10; Meyberg Co., one desk, portable; Mission Mixture

Co., one desk, portable; Murray, F. E., cash, $5; The Na-

tional Conduit & Cable Co., cash, $5; Newberry-Bowers Elec,

Co., cash, $5, one electric shaving mug; Pacific Light & Power
Co., cash, $10; Pacific States Electric Co., cash, $5, one G. E.

iron; Pacific Electric Heating Co., one automatic iron; Par-

melee & Co., Z. L., one table lamp, one candlestick; Parmelee-

Dohrmann Co., one vase; Pass & Seymour, cash, $5; Roeb-

ling's Sons Co., John A., cash, $5; Southern California Edison

Co., cash, $10; Southern California Electric Co., one electric

toaster; Standard Underground Cable Co., cash, $5; U. S. Long
Distance Tel. & Tel. Co., cash, $5; U. S. Elec. Manufacturing

Co., one sewing machine motor; Western Electric Co., six

curling irons; Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., cash, $5, one

electric stove toaster; Wilson Co., E. A., one desk, portable;

Woodill & Hulse Electric Co., two nickel fiash lights, cash, $5.

TRADE NOTES.

Hunt, Mirk & Co., have the contract to install addi-

tional turbo generators in the Phelan Building basement for

the Etjuitable Light & Power Company.

The Decker Electric Company's bid of $46,000 was the

lowest of a number submitted last week for a government con-

tract in connection with the introduction of electric lighting

at the Presidio of San Francisco. The construction of a pole

line, Bub-station and the wiring of several btiildings wei-e in-

cluded in the specifications.

The Pelton Water Wheel Company is constructing for

the Pacific Light and Power Company's Burrell power sta-

tion, in the Kern River Canyon, a Pelton-Francis turbine

wheel to develop 3600-h.p. under a head of 2.'iO feet. The

new wheel is direct connected to an alternator operating

at 231 r.p.m. There are five generating units in operation

at the plant.
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INCORPORATIONS.

VISALIA, CAL.—The Tulare County Power Company has

been incorporated by J. J. Vosburg, C. H. Holly and H. H.

Holly with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The West Coast Power Company,

capital ?50,000, has been incorporated by J. E. Wickstrom,

Central Building, Emory E. Hess and others.

SANTA ANA, CAL.—The Home Tract Water Company

has been incorporated by W. H. Wells, G. F. Cochrane, R. C.

Launders, J. G. Dunn and E. Crane, with a capital stock of

?20,000.

SALEM, ORE.—The Southern Oregon Railway & Power

Company has been incorporated by John R. Allen and others

for $.5,000,000 for the purpose of building electric railways,

power plants, etc., in the Rogue river valley.

TRANSPORTATION.

BAKER CITY, ORE.—Anthony Mohr has been granted a

franchise to construct a street railway here.

PERRIS, CAL.—Regarding the proposed electric railroad

from Oak Cliff to Valle Vista, thence to Hemet, San Jacinto

and Morento, J. S. Jackson, who asked, for the franchise, has

temporarily withdrawn it.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—The $15,000 bonus required by the

Olympia Light & Power Company for the extension of its sys-

tem to the West Side has been raised, and it is expected that

by September operations will be under way.

PORTLAND, ORB.—Final survey of the United Railway

route through to Tillamook bay has been approved by Presi-

dent John P. Stevens, and contracting firms are now going

over the proposed line for the purpose of preparing bids on

construction.

RIVERSIDE, CAL.—The Riverside Portland Cement Com-

pany, which is extending the Crescent Railway line from its

plant northward to Bloomington on the Southern Pacific, will

secure rights of way for a further extension to Rialto. The

road will be operated as a trolley line.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The Central Pacific, as a subsidiary of

the S. P. Company, has filed application with the City Coun-

cil for a franchise permitting the extension of its local ferry

service through Melrose. The application asks that the com-

pany be allowed to extend its ferry service road from its

present terminal to the Stanley road, the eastern boundary

of the city.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Public Welfare Committee

has held a hearing on the petition of property owners to have

a strip of land 200 feet in width on the south side of Agri-

cultural Park condemned for park purposes. The property

owners pointed out that one of the local railway companies

contemplate using the land in question for a spur track and
car barns, which will injure residential property. The com-

mittee took the matter under advisement.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The Oakland Traction Company has
been censured hy the jury sitting at the inquest held by
County Coroner C. L. Tisdale to inquire into the causes of

the wreck at Leona Heights on Decoration Day. The gist

of the verdict rendered is to the effect that the company and
the motorman and the conductor of car No. 251 were equally
to blame for the disaster which cost the lives of five persons.

The conductor was censured for neglecting to inspect the
registry book, and the company for running crowded cars
on a single track, without a block system.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Morrison & Brobeck, the at-

torneys for Horace G. Piatt, the plaintiff in the Geary street

municipal railroad case, have filed their reply brief in the

Supreme Court, where the case is now pending on appeal

from the decision in favor of the city. The point on which

the appellant appears to rely in this reply brief is the claim

that in the section of the city charter relating to the acquisi-

tion of a street railroad property by the city there is a clause

permitting the sale or lease of the property by the city after

the road comes into possession of the munipality. The argu-

ment is made that this clause is unconstitutional, and that,

therefore, the whole section is void.

FRESNO, CAL.—At a conference of business men, who
are interested in the proposed electric railroad between

Fresno and Monterey, it was decided to incorporate a com-

pany with a capitalization of $4,000,000 and to begin con-

struction work within 60 days. It is hoped to complete the

road as far as Coalinga in nine months and connect Fresno

with tidewater in two years. Those in attendance at the ses-

sion were Judge Kerr and A. P. May of Coalinga, A. G. Metz

and H. N. O'Bryan of Monterey; A. B. Harris and A. B. Wel-

ler, attorneys of San Francisco, and George Chalmers and E.

R. Shaw, railroad men of San Francisco. Among the Fres-

noans interested is Dr. W. T. Burks. From the oil fields of

Coalinga the road will pass through Pinoche Pass, touching

Tres Pinos, Hollister, Salinas and Monterey. From Coalinga

the survey leads directly across the plains to this city.

TRANSMISSION.
SPOKANE, WASH.—The Washington Water Power Com-

pany plans to overhaul and improve its network of overhead

wires.

ST. MARIES, IDAHO.—The St. Maries Light & Power
Company is preparing to build a $35,000 power plant on the

St. Maries river.

PRINCETON, CAL.—Preparations are being made by the

Northern California Power Company to extend its lines from

Hamilton City to Jacinto, where the power is to be used for

the operation of irrigating pumps.

NEWPORT, WASH.—The Washington Water Power
Company will build a high tension line from its power plant

at Little Falls on the Spokane river, a distance of 7Q miles,

at a cost of $150,000. This is for the purpose of furnishing

light and power to various towns along the line.

BERKELEY. CAL.—The Berkeley City Council has offi-

cially acknowledged the petition of the Great Western Power
Company, which seeks a franchise in the city for the operation

of its plant and the sale of electric current, by setting Tues-

day, July 19th, as the day on which the franchise shall be

disposed of to the highest bidder as provided hy the new
city charter. In granting the franchise the Council will re-

serve the right to specify the rates, and to name the districts

in which wires shall be placed underground.

OROVILLE, CAL.—The Great Western Power Company
has begun work on the dam across the Feather river, above

the head of the tunnel, in the Big Bend, 30 miles from this

city. Four hundred men will be put at work at once, and

this force will be increased to 1200. The power company
had planned to begin work on the dam early this spring but,

owdng to the difficulty of finding good foundations, the com-

mencement of operations was delayed. There was no diffi-

culty in finding a good foundation in the river, but the trou-

ble lay in the banks, as the foundation was not suitable for

the permanency of a dam 150 feet high.
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